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THE DEBATES

0F THE

SENATE OF CANADA
IN THE

THIRD SESSION OF THE SEVENTH PARLIAMENT OF CANADA, APPOINTED TO
MEET FOR DESPATCH OF BUSINESS ON THURSDAY, THE TWENTY-

SIXTH DAY OF JANUARY, IN THE FIFTY-SIXTH YEAR OF
THE REIGN OF

HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA

THE SENATE.
Ottawa, Thursday, January 26th, 1893.

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate :

Gentlemen of the Hot<e of Comnon:

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 2.30 In meeting you at the comincement of another
o'clocksession of Parliament, it afford e pleasure to co-

Prayersgratulate you on the continued progress which the
Prayers.history of the past year unfolds with regard to

Canada.
NEW SENATORS. The increase in trade, as illastrated by the ex-

The following newly appointed senators ports and inports during the period for which the
Were introduced, officiai rcturns have been prepared, has been most

, and having taken the oath gratifying, and that increase has continued down to
Prescribed by law, and signed the roll, took 1 the presený time, with promise that the volume of
their seats: trade during the current year will excee that of

on. Mackenzie Bowell.any year in the history of the Dominion.
lion. ackguste Réa ll The revenues of the country have.jikewise pro-lion. Auguste Réal Angers. videc for ail the services for which Parlianient las
Hon. John Ferguson. made appropriation, and the operation of theHon. Alphonse Desjardins. Governnent railways has been less burdensome, asHo.regard the diffrence between income and expen-
lon. John Nesbitt Kirchhoffer. diture, than has been the case for a long term of
lon. Clarence Primrose. years previously.

The House was adjourned during pleasure. In Manitoba and the North-west Territories the
After some time the House was resumed. increase in immigration bas been decidedly encour-

aging, both as regards the numnber of persons% who
THE SPEECH FROM THE THRONE. have come from other countries and as regards the

nuber of homestead entries made by settlers of
His Excellency the Rizht Honourable Sir ail nationalities.

Frederick Arthur Stanley, Baron Stanley of
Preston, in the County of Lancaster, in the
Peerage of the United Kingdom, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Honourable Order
of the Bath, Governor-General of Canada,
being seated in the Chair on the Throne.

The Honourable the Speaker commanded
the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod to
proceed to the House of Commons and
acquaint that House,-" It is His Excellen-
cy s pleasure they attend him immediately
in this House."

Who being corne with their Speaker,
His Excellency the Governor-General was

then pleased to open the Session by a gra-
cious Speech to both Houses.

Measures have been taken to carry into effect
the agreements arrived at with the United States
on the subjects of the boundary of Alaska, the boun-
dary line in Passamaquoddy Bay, and the preven-
tion of destructive methols of fishing, and the pre-
servation and increase of fish life. With regard to
treciprocity in wrecking and towing, a correspond-
ence has taken place which indicates that privileges
are demanded for United States vessels in Canadian
canals, which were not anticipated, but it is not
impossible that a satisfactory conclusion of the
discussion may yet be reached.

During the recess a friendly conference took place
between delegates from my Governuient and from
the Government of Newfoundland on the questions
which were pending between the two countries.
It is hoped and expected that the interchange of
views which then took place will be productive of
beneficial results and lead to an amicable adjust-
ment of those questions.
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The Statutes of 1887 relative to a Department of
Trade and Commerce and to the office of Solicitor-
General having been brought into force, the
appointments were made which were contemplated
by these Acts.

It is to be regretted that the Governient of the
United States were unable to accept the suggestions
made by my Government on the subject of canal
tolls, and that the Presideut should have thought
it necessary to impose exceptional tolls on Cana-
dians using the Sault Sainte-Marie Canal, which
has so long been free to the people of both countries.
My (overnment, while ready to consider in a
friendly spirit any proposals which may be made
by the Government of the United States, have
caused efforts to be made to hasten the completion
of the Canadian canal works, which will soon
afford to the commerce of the Dominion a highway
within our own country.

Measures will be laid before you for the improve-
ment of the Franchise Act, for the amendment
of the laws relating to the Civil Service, and the
superannuation of civil servants, for regulating the
admission of evidence in causes and matters under
the control of the Parliainent of Canada, for ex-
tending the systeni of voting by ballot to the North-
west Territories, and for simplifying the laws rela-
ting to lands and land transfers in the Territories.

(Gentlenen of the House of Connnon.:

The Public Accounts of the past year and the
Estimates for the ensuing year will be laid before
you without delay, and I trust it will be seen that
ample provision may be made for the public service
without increasing taxation.

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the House of Commons :

I have every confidence that all these matters
will receive your best attention and that your
deliberations will keep in view, above all other
considerations, the welfare and stability of the
country.

His Excellency the Governor-General was
pleased to retire, and the House of Commons
withdrew.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill (A) " An Act relating to Railways."
(Mr. Bowell.)

THE ADDRESS.

MOTION.

The SPEAKER reported His Excellency's
Speech fron the Throne, and the same was
read by the Clerk.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved that the
Speech be taken into consideration on Mon-
day next. -

The motion was agreed to.

THE COMMITTEE ON PRIVILEGES.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved-

That all the members present during this session -
be appointed a conimittee to consider the Orders
anft Customs of this House and Privileges of Parlia-
ment, and that the said committee have leave to
meet in this House, when and as often as they
please.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 4 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, iMfonday, January 30th, 1891.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at three
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE LATE SENATORS GIRARD,
GRANT AND STEVENS.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Before the Orders
of the Day are called, it has been suggested,
and I think very properly, that reference
should be made to those members of the
Senate who have passed away since last ses-
sion. I can only express my very deep
regret that the first duty I have to perform
in this House should be to give expression
not only to my own feelings but what I be-
lieve to be the feelings of every member of
the Senate who has had the pleasure of ac-
quaintance with the late hon. gentlemen,
Messrs. Girard, Stevens and Grant. Per-
sonally, I have had more intimate acquain-
tance with the fist-named gentleman. Ever
since he was appointed to the Senate, I have
had constant intercourse with him and I al-
ways found that the representative from
Manitoba had but one object in view, and-
that was the lending and exercising of his
ability and talent, whatever they may have
been, in the interests of his country and
more particulary in those of Manitoba,
where he had lived for years. The other hon.
gentlemen are better known to you, with
whom they were associated for many years,
than to me, but knowing them casually, and
from the position that they held in the
country and in the particular localities in
which they lived, I am justified, I am sure,
in saying that all regret their death and that
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the Senate has lost in them, as well as in business relations and 1 knew him in social
the person of Mr. Girard, not only amiable relations, and, as I said to bis widow, on
eompanions but men whose great desire was paying my farewell visit to her, when leaving

to see this Dominion prosperous. J shall not my native town, I wish here publicly, on the
enlarge upon this painful question, and I can floor of the Senate Chamber of the Dom-
enly repeat that it is with very great sorrow inion, to state that if, when my own record
and regret I feel that it has devolved upon is done, if when to me the supreme hour
me, on my first appearance in this House, to comes, J shall have retained in the same
give expression to my own feelings, and as I measure as my late hon. friend and prede-
behieve, the feelings of all who had the cessor did, the confidence, respect and esteem
honour and pleasure of knowing these gen- of all who knew him and the love of those
tiemen. who knew him best, I shall rest perfectly

unte insatisfied. This much I deem it my simpleHon. Mr. SCOTT-I cordially unite in duty to say in regard to my late friend.
the expression of deep regret to which we
have listened, and appreciation of the char- Hon. Mr. BERNIER (in French)--As
acters of the gentlemen who are no longer the successor of the late Mr. Girard in this
lembers of this Chamber, who were with us House, I feel it my duty, as it is my privilege,
last year and are now removed to another to say a few words on this subject. I am
sphere. Senator Girard, as the hon. leader pleased to hear of the esteem in which lie
of this House very properly observed, was was held in this House. Our late friend
intimately connected with al] matters apper- took a deep interest in everything that was
taining to the North-west. He had been calculated to benefit the Dominion and espe-
a resident of that country from an early cially Manitoba and the North-west Territo-
period, since Confederation, and he invari- ries. I thank the hon. leader of the Senate
ably took a deep interest in all that con- for his kind references to my honoured prede-
cerned Manitoba and the North-west. The cessor in this House.
other two gentlemen, Mr. Stevens and Mr.
Grant, were men of sterling character, ipen THE ADDRESS.
who were not obtrusive, who did not often
obtrude their opinions before thisHouse, but MOTION.

whose judgment was always regarded as Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved:.
sound and useful on the committees on which That the following Address be presented to His
they served. Mr. Stevens had a long and Excellency the Governor-General, to offer the
practical knowledge of banking, having been respectful thanks of this House to His Excellency
intimnately connected b b f the gracious Speech he has been pleased to

itin nstitu- make to both Houses of Parliament, namely:-s. He was a -man of particularly well
balanced and intelligent mind, especially in To HIS EXCELLENCY the Riglit Honourable Sir

batters connected with finance. Mr. Grant, FREDERICK ARTHUR STANLEY, Baron Stanley of
f r , Preston, in the County of Lancaster, im the

u runately, fr many years suffered frorn 'Peerage of the United Kindon, Knilht Granddeafness and was not able, therefore, to join, Crbss of the Most Honouragle Order o the Bath,
as he otherwise might have done, in the Governor-General of Canada.
deliberations of this Chamber, being unable MAY IT PLEASE YouR EXCELLENCY:-
te hear at times what was going on. He We, Her Majesty's dutiful and loyal subjects,was a man always respected, however, and the Senate of Canada in Parliament assembled,
who earned the esteem of menibers of the humbly thank Your Excellency for your gracious
Senate with whom he came in contact. I Speech at the opening of this session.
am sure we a We rejoice that Your Excellency, in meeting use a join sincerely in expressing at the commencement of another session of Parlia-deep regret at the deaths of these gentle- ment, has the pleasure of congratulating us on the
men. continued progress which the history of the past

year unfolds with regard to Canada.
Hon. Mr PRIMsWe are glad to learn fron Your Excellency thattobe . •ROSE-I 

sh all ask You the increase in trade, as illustratei by the exports
Ia ear with me for just one moment while and imports during the period for which the officialttempt to pay my humble tribute to my returns have been prepared, has been miost grati-
ate friend and predecessor, the Hon. Robert fying, and has continued down to the present time,

Patterson Gran with promise that the volume of trade during thet, cf Pictou. I knew hi- long, current year will exceed that of any year in theI knlew him intimately, I knew him in history of the Dominion.
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It affords us much pleasure to hear that the reve- Your Excellency may have every confidence that
nues of the country have likewise provided for all the ail these matters will receive our hest attention
services for which Parliament has made appropria- and that our deliberations will keep in' view, above
tion, and that the operation of the Government i all other considerations, the welfare and stability
railways has been less hurdensome, as regards the of the country.
difference between incone and expenditure, than
has been the case for a long terni of years pre- He said: In rising to move the Address
viousiy.

\Ve are also gratified to hear that in Manitoba in reply to the gracious speech of His Ex-
and the North-west Territories the increase in cellency to both Houses of Parliament, I am
immigration has been decidedly encouraging, both sensible of and profoundly grateful for the
asregards the numberof persons whohavecomefrom high compliment that has'been paid me. Iother countries and as regards the nunber of
homestead entries made by settlers of all nation- do not, however, suppose that I have been
alities. chosen for this honourable duty, because of

We thank Yotr Excellency for informing us that any special fitness that I possess, but because
measures have been taken to carry into effect the it is the time-honoured and courteous custon
agreements arrived at w ith the United States on f
the subjects of the boundary of Alaska, the boun-f this honourable House to grant the
dary line in Passamaquoddy Bay, and the preven. favour to one of its new members, and
tion of destructive methods of fishing and the pre- while I am not altogether inexperienced in
servation and increase of fish life. We are glad to parliamentary life, I could have heartily
be informed further, with regard to reciprocity in wished that thi-Imantle had fallen upon otherwrecking and towing, that though a correspondence p
has taken place which indicates that privileges shoulders. I assure hon. gentlemen that I
are demarpded for United States vessels in Canadian approach this task with a great deal of hesi-
Canals, which were not anticipated, it is not impos- tancy, diffidence and trepidation, knowing
sible that a satisfactory conclusion of the discussion that i am addressin hon. entlemen herenay yet be reached. t n

We hear with great interest the announcement who have a wide range of knowledge and ex-
that during the recess a friendly conference took perience in all the avenues, not only of politi-
place between delegates from Your Excellency's cal but of agricultural, professional and com-
Government and from the Government of New- mercial life I therefore crave at our handsfoundland, on the questions which were pending e y
between the two countries, and that it is hoped that kind indulgence, that generous consider-
and expected that the interchange of views which ation which it is your custom to grant to
then took place will be productive of beneficial beginners. I rnay be permitted to say here,results an i lead to an amicable adjustment of those

quetio that I thoroughly appreciate and very highly
We thank Your Excellency for the information prize the great honour that has been con-

that the Statutes of 1887 relative to a Department ferred upon me by His Excellency in Coun-
of Trade and Commerce and to the office of Soli- cil in granting me a geat in this honourable
citor General having been brought into force, the H
appointments were made which were contemplated House, and I hope that the appointment will
by these Acts. be as satisfactory to the country as it is

We respectfully concur in Your Excellency's pleasant and grateful to me. I can
regret that the Governnent of the United States assure you that the highest ambition
were unable to accept the suggestions made by of my life in this new sphere will be to con-your Go'vernment on the subject of canal tolls, and .p
that the President should have thought it neces- duct myself in such a way as not only to
sary to impose exceptional tolls on Canadians 'using give satisfaction to the country, but to merit
the Sault Sainte Marie Canal, which has so long the respect, good-will and personal friend-
been free to the people of both countries We hear s
with satisfaction that Your Excellency's Govern- ship of every member of ths honourable
nient, while ready to consider in a friendly, spirit Ilouse. Therefore, I repeat, I highly honour,
any proposals which may be made hy the Govern- prize and appreciate the privilege of sitting
ment of the United States, have caused efforts to amongst hon. gentlemen of distinction such
be made to hasten the completion of the Canadiana
canal works, which will soon afford to the commerce as this bouse holds. Before J proceed to
of the Dominion a highway within our own country. the Address proper, may I be permitted to

We respectfully thank Your Excellency for say to you that if report be true, and we
informing us that measures will be laid before us hope that it is not true, we shall lose from
for the improvement of the Franchise Act, for the a
amendment of the laws relating to the Ci% il Service anongst us in the near future that distin-
and the superannuation of civil servants, for regu- guished nobleman who has so wisely, pru-
lating the admission of evidence in causes and dently and acceptably presided over us for
matters under the control of the Parliament of the last five years as the representative of
Canada, for extending the system of votir.g by Her Majest the Queen. I think I am
ballot to the North-west Territories, and for . 3 t
simplifying the laws rel4ting to lands and land voicing not only the feelings and sentiments
transfers in the Territories. of this House but the feelings and sentiments
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of this country, when I say that he will credit high, not only is the interest we have
Carry with him the high esteem and affec- to pay low, but our securities are largely
tionate regard and best wishes of the people sought after by the investors of the world.
Of this whole country. We would ask His This, I say, is the most sensitive test that can
Excellency, on his return home, to convey be applied, and by this alone we are assured
to Her Majesty the Queen this message : that the progressive wealth and prosperity
That the people of Canada to-day are her of this country is beyond all disputation and
dutiful and loyal subjects, notwithstanding cavil. I will grant you that we are not to-
the groanings and croakings of pessimists day individually piling up the large fortunes
who are among us. They are few in nuniber that are being amassed by the people to the
it is true, but few in number often, like the south of us. The wealth of this country
crickets under the fern, make a bigger noise is equally distributed. The great differ-
than the thousands of cattle that roat ences between extremes of wealth and
its field in peace and quietness. Notwith- poverty are not to be found in this country.
standing the remarks of a few pessimists In this, the greatest proof of our prosperity
we are, to-day, her dutiful and loyal exists. In order to establish the position
subjects, and we have reason to suspect, that His Excellency has taken, if you
and many do suspect, that these croakers will bear with me for a little while, I will
are under the baneful influence of designing give you a few percentages. I am
persons gnîngthirabdeinaiorigcountry. having their abode in a foreign quoting now from the records of the

ot- pcountry, and those records are open to the
Now, the principal feature of the Address public. We find the aggregate trade of this

which I have to movet the hat para- country from 1869 to 1873 increased 66 per
graph which deals with the prosperity of cent. We find, and I point this out not for
tais country. I am glad to say that we, with a political purpose, but for the purpose of
a earnestness, not only agree with, but showing you the sensitiveness of the test-
thoroughly endorse the statement that the it is as sensitive as a barometer or a ther-
country is prosperous. I grant you there mometer that hangs on the wall- that fromare isolated cases, in localities, amongst 1873 to 1879 the aggregate trade of this
individuals, who are not exactly prosperous, country dropped off 41 per cent. From 1879
but as a whole this country is prosperous, to 1882 that trade again revived andand if you will permit me for a few moments, increased 32 per cent. The increase of the
I will adduce the evidence in order to total trade of this country from 1869 to
establish the position that His Excellency 1892 is 70 per cent. Now, everybody willhas taken in the speech that he has acknowledge that we had a great depression
made. You know that prosperity is a iii this country from1873 to 1879. I ( not
comparative word after all; if we are say that it was because any political party was
as well-to-do as our neighbours, or in power. But so sensitive is commerce
perhaps a little better off, we are consi- that during that depression the aggre-
dered prosperous. It is not necessary to gate trade of this country dropped of 41 perhave absolute wealth, absolute comfort, cent. As soon as trade revived, it againabsolute everything in order to be prosperous. increased in 13 years 52 per cent. Now
We must use the word in a comparative let me take another test : it is stated by
sense, and in this sense I propose to use it Edward Atkins, the greatest living American
to-day. Why, hon. gentlemen, if we are to statistician, and perhaps the best authority
be judged from the stand-point of the credit we ' have on this continent, that the
of this country every doubt that may rest in progressive wealth of a country can be bet-the minds of hon. gentlemen present is dis- ter measured by the volume of fire insurance
persed. The most sensitive test that can than any other method. What amount do
be applied to the prosperity of any country we find at risk at different periods ? In 1869or to any individual, is that of credit. it was $180,359,809. We find that it in-Now, hon. gentlemen take our credit in creased upto1876,whenitreached$454,608,-
the money markets of the world to-day 000. Now, the sensitiveness of thistestis againand where does it stand ? As high as illustrated. During the period of adversity
that of any nation under the sun of a in this country it fell off to $407,000,000-thousand years of age, or perhaps older ! a loss of 47 millions. We find that in 1891Why, hon. gentlemen, not only is our it rose by leaps and bounds until the amount
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of insurance had reached the enormous sum able body and to the Lower liuse; and for
of 760 millions of dollars. The increase of this reason 1 use it, 1 have not done it for the
the amount as risk of fire insurance from purpose of political effect, but when us
1869 to the present day is 300 per cent. Excellency, the representative cf the Queen,
Measured by this acknowledged sensitive makes a statement to Parliament I con-
test-the most sensitive that can be found of ceive it te be my duty te contirn that
the condition of a country the prosperity of statement se far as it can be legitimately
Canada ismarked. From'1881 to 1892, in teni and properly dene by the records before us.
years,thistestappliedtotheprogressive wealth We have this prosperity in Canada with-
of this country showed an increase of 64 per out the appalling hepeless and degrading
cent, while the populationonly increased 12per poverty se prevalent in the country south of
cent. Now let me apply another test : that us. This appears te be a startling state-
of life insurance. The great Mulhall, ment, but it is nevertheless true. I point
who is perhaps the greatest statistician that you to the Arena of Decenber, pages
the world knows and one of tlie greatest'49 te 55, on the autherity cf Mr. McCul-
financiers, states that ne better test of the lough, one of the best authorities in the
prosperity cf a country can be found than United States on such subjects, te show that
the volume of life insurance. In 1869 we thi neighbouring ceuntry is net the El-
had pnly $35,680,000 in life insurance in durado that it has been painted by soe
this country. In 1874 it had increased te of our people. In the city of New York
.$85,716,325. Now, the sensitiveness cf this alone, there were ne less than 29,720 evic-
test is again apparent; and I ask you te tiens last year, and 148,000 penple homeless,
observe it. In 1878 the life insurance cf naked and starving on the streets ef New
this country drepped off te $84,751,937. In York, while within a few blocks lived twelve
1890 it rose up te $248,424,576; and in individuals whose aggregate wealth amount-
1891 te the enormous amount of $261,500,- ed to ne less than 800 millions cf dollars. He
000. According te this the onward pro- states that 200 vealthy people in the saie
gress of this country showed ne less than locality contro the vast sui cf 3,000 mii-
630 per cent cf an increase. The increase lions of dollars, while under their eyes starv-
frei 1879 wvas ne less than 190 per cent, ing thousands are te be found. I point this
andfrom 1881 te 1891 nolessthan 182percent. out te show that after ail the United States
The late Lord Derby, one cf thegreatest finan- is net the country that many conceive it t
ciers England has ever seen, stated that na- be. We flnd that the arrests in the city of
tienal prosperity and progressive wealth is New York in one year ending September
phown by the consumption ef tea, coffee and last, amounted to ne less than 88,152, of
sugar, perhaps better than by any other which. number 24,350 were females. No sucli
standards. dehrering poverty is te be feund in any

N w, let us apply this test cf national pros- other civilized country in the world as is
perity, taking periods cf two and three years. found in the city of New York. r state this
Fro 1871 t 183 the average consumpti n on the authority of Mer . McCulough, who
of coffee in this country ;as 1,970,000 lbs. lives there and is a close observer. What is
Fro 187 4 te 1879 the sensitiveness of this true cf New York is true of other cities in
test was again dispiayed. The average con- the United States. I know that it is so cf
sumption dropped to 1,734,000 lbs. From Buffalo and Chicago and other centres cf
1890 te 1892 it rose to 3,298,000 lbs., an in- population. These vast fortunes in the
crease of 91 per cent. The consumptn f United States te which I have referred, have
tea increased 22 per cet f rom 1879. The been abstracted fro the pockets of farmers
combined cnsumption cf tea, coffee and in the Western States by bulling and bearing
sugar in 1879 was 15,360, 320 lbs. In 1892 agricultural producte on the Chicago market.
it had risen te 25,541,000 lbs., an increase Will you believe nie, when. I tell you that
of 70 per cent. Now, I ao satisfied that the 12 million families cf the United States
applying these tests of national presperity, have aine millions cf mortgages upon their
which are acknowledged te be the rnest sensi-! preperties and almost six millions cf chattel
tive and accurate that can be. found te ascer- mertgages on their household furnityre. Fif-
tain the progressive weaithl f the country, teen millions cf mortgages-not money, but
they wile conrm the truthfulness cf the sta- mortgages-on the twelve million famslies
temeat madebyi isExcellency to this honour- in the United States. I state this on the
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authority of the Arena for January. In five in exchange for something else. Therefore,
States, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and' I say it was wise and prudent on the part of
-Nebraska, we find $1,174,732,741 mortgages the Government of this country to com-
due upon the lands of these states and 783 mence the construction of a canal of our own.
millions in chattel mortgages, making a bur- We all know that they are too liable in the
den upon the people in these five states of no United States to allow their party politics to
less than almost two thousand millions of dol- enter into the consideration of international
lars. They are mortgaged beyond all hope of relations ; and as they have polities on tapredemption ; and in support of this state- there all the time, we do not know the
ment, I point you to the Arena of Janu- moment the lion's tail might be twisted and
ary, pages 204 and 205. I do not mention this coqntry deprived of the privilege ofthose things exultantly. On the contrary, using the Soo canal. 1 think, therefore, our
I deplore them. But as there are indivi- Government have done well to build a canal
duals who are trying to turn the people of this on our own side so that we may utilize to
country from their true allegiance, by point- the fullest advantage the great water route
cng to the United States as a land flowing from the Atlantic to the head of Lake Supe-
with milk and honey, a veritable Eldorado, rior. I visited the Soo last summer and in
where everybody is fed with a silver spoon ny humble judgment, and not only in myand sups from a golden goblet, I feel it my judgment but in that of engineers and navi-
duty, on the floor of this Chamber, to call gators whom I consulted, we will have a lock
the attention of the people of Canada to there as substantial and as good, and owing to
the fact that such is not the case, and the peculiarplan of itsconstruction andmodé
in support of my statement, I cal to wit- of operating, as great in capacity as that of
ness those great authorities from whom I our neighbours-though not so large, and is
have quoted, to show that pauperism, being constructed at much less expense than
degraded poverty and crime are rampant in theirs is. If J may judge by the enormous
that country and are to be found on every amount of plant that thecontractors haveput
hand. I call them to witness to prove that on that work, and the vigour and energy withour pessimistic teachers are false teachers which they are pushing it, we will have that
and are not conveying the true message of lock completed in a little over half the time it
hope to the people of Canada. These pes- took our neighbours to build theirs. It
simistic teachers, I fear, are under the in- is a matter of sincere rejoicing on our part
fluence of designing individuals living that the trade negotiations going on between
in a foreign country, and if such is the the Government of this country and the Gov-
case the people of this country ought to ernmentof Newfoundlandare likelytoreach a
know it. I will now turn ny attention fairand justsettlement. Itistobehopedthat
to another clause of the Address - that the settlement of these questions will lead to
s, the Sault Sainte Marie canal. J con- negotiations for the admission of Newfound-

gratulate the Government of this country on land into the Confederation of Canada. We
their foresight. They foresaw the difficulty would gladly welcome those people, who are
that must inevitably arise in the navigation true and loyal British subjects into our union
of the lakes, and commenced the construc- in order to complete the confederation of
tion of a lock and canal of our own the British provinces of North America.
at Sault Sainte Marie which they are Our future is assured if we are only true to
rapidly pushing to completion. Un- ourselves. The gospel of hope and not the
fortunately for us and for the world, to grow gospel of despair is the true message to be
great and not play the despot is a sublime delivered to the people of Canada to-day.
virtue not known to the people tothesouth of Now that we have passed the infantile stage
us, and the only way to have enduring peace of national existence; now that we have got
and good-will between the two countries is past the diseases to which childhood is sub-
to be, so far as these matters are concerned, ject, are we to falter and stand still ? I think
independent of them ; and such was the view not. Politicians may talk, and pessimists
of our Government. If we were not inde- may croak and growl, but above them all ispendent, perhaps when the necessity arose heard the voice of enterprise and progress.
to use the SOo canal, our neigbours could at I have faith and confidence in the children ofany time cut us off, and extort double or those brave, noble-hearted men who laid the
treble the value of the right to use the canal foundationsof this great country broad and
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deep, they laid them in privation and toil and gentleman who represents perfectly the aspi-
difficulties. Why cannot their children, sur- rations of the majority in the province of
rounded by plenty and in the midst of peace, 1 Quebec, and one wbo will give expression to
carryonthisgoodwork? Theywill doit. They Our desire that justice shah ho dune to the
are prepared to do it. They have the courage inhabitants of the Dominion irrespective of
of all people who are born in such a climate creed or origin. The House nay feel assured
as ours. a climate that has produced the ien that these aspirations will not confiict witb
who for ages and centuries have controlled the rights and privileges of any portion of
the destinies of the world. I say these men Our peopie. us Excellency congratulates
have the pluck, the energy and the determi- Parliament on the prosperous condition of
nation to carry on this great work so as to l the country. That prosperity is evidenced
make this country the pride and glory of the by the increased imports and exports, al
Empire of which wearenow anhonoured part. sbowing the purchasing power of our popu.
Now, hon. gentlemen, I will not detain you lation. This pleasant intimation of His
longer, I apologize to you for having pro- Excellency, in bis gracious speech, is con-
ceeded at such length. I have hastened firmed by the published returns « the com-
through because my hon. friend who is to merce of the country, and there is evidence
second this motion has engagements else- on every side that the judicious policy of
where and wants to go away, and J always the Government bas produced prosperity
endeavour to accommodate my personal througbout the Dominion. We have evi-
fiiends as far as I can. I apologize to you, dence of the vigour and energy of the Gov-
as J have said before, for having detained ernment in their efforts to open up new
you. I thank you most sincerely for having markets for the products of Canada
listened to me so long and patiently. If I and in securing a rapid une of steamers
have said anything that is out of the true to ply between oui- ports and the
lines of speech-making in this House, I beg ports of Great Britain and France, and also
to apologize. in the efforts tbey have made through the

l igh Commissioner at London and our
Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS (In French)--- representative at Paris to obtain for Canada

I wish, in addressing this honourable House the advantage of the "favoured nations
for the first time, to express to you my ap- clause" wbich the nother country has made
preciation of the honour which has been in ber treaties with foreign nations. We
accorded me, not only in appointing me a have every reason to hope that these efforts
member of the first legislative body in the on the part of Canada will result in opening
Dominion, but in having for associates men up new markets and extending our trade
who occupy such prominent positions in the relations so that we can find ready sale
public life of this country. Iregret the absence for the produce of our fields, our mines and
of our late Premier, who displayed such tact our forests. His Exceliency aiso expressed
and ability at all times, and trust that he bis gratification to hear that in Manitoba
may soon be restored to health and resume and the North-west Territories there bas
his place anongst us. J feel it a privilege been an encouraging increased immigration
to follow in this honourable House a leader and settiement. Canada bas spent enormous
with whom J was associated so many years in sums of money in opening up these western
another place. He brings to this House a! territories; we have made great sacrifices to
mine of information and the ready eloquence provide these territories with railway com-
which distinguished him in the other chamber. munication, and to attract to them a tide of
I am sure he will not lose in the Senate any immigrati.n, but these generous moasures
of the popularity, the vigour and the energy on the part of the central Government have
which he displayed as a leader elsewhere. been paralyzed by the action of the local
Beside the hon. leader we have in this authorities in denying equal justice and
Chamber, I am happy to say, a Minister equal treatment to ail classes of the people.
who speaks our language. Since Confeder- I believe I express the opinion of the vast
ation it was the good fortune of the prov- majority in this country when I say that
ince of Quebec to have in the Senate at all i prosperity can onlv be maintained and pro-
times until 1878 on the Treasury henches a gress pronoted by'doing even-handed justice
representative of their race and language. to ail classes of the community. Many of us
Jn the Minister of Agriculture we have a wo ivein the eastern provinces are convinced
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that an injustice bas been done to a certain apply ourselves to the development of our
portion of the population in Manitoba, but great resources. By the construction of our
we believe our constitution is sufficiently public works we have promoted commerceelastic to enable us'to renedy the injustice and industry, and we have proved our Capa-
that has been done. It is in the interest of City to manage our own affairs. 1 believe
all classes and of all parts of the Dominion the sentiment of our
that this should be done in order to promote our peope i s and so
good-will and good feeling, and to make our even-handed justice to al classes in the com-
country attractive to the migrating masses munity. By this means we will ensure the
of Europe. My hon. friend from Niagara prosperity of Canada, and remove anythingexpressed the hope that Newfoundland whih would produe discontent in any part
would ere long become a portion of the of the Dominion.
Dominion. The population of Newfound-
land sympathizes with us in our loyalty to Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The on. Senator whothe British flag.' Certain politicians on the
other side of the line endeavoured to bringproperly pr-about a rupture between Newfoundland and facd bis observations to this buse by pa-
the mother country, with a view of promot- ing a tribute to the Govrnor-General. I
ing a movement for annexation, but New- heartily join ii the encomiums that he bas
foundland preferred to remain under the passed upon that distinguished gentleman.
British flag. The disastrous conflagration is Excellncy cores from a long ne ofat St. John's afforded our people an oppor- ancestry who are intimately associated withtunitv of expressing their sympathy in a' the history of England. The Lords of Derbypractical way, with the result that we have appear on niany pages of history guiding thebeen drawn closer together, and since then destinies of the greatest empire of the world.
communications have taken place between Since Lord Stanly's appointment as Gover-
the Island Government and the Dominion norof Canada he bas, 1 think, discharged

Wovernment which I hope and believe will the duties in a constitutional mannor. Ieere long bring about a union of the two bas visited the people of Canada in the van-countries. The Islanders would derive many ous provinces and bas boe intimatlybenefits from the change. They would be acquainted with thir various conditions,enabed to improve their communication bas seen then in thir homes, and I think wewith Great Britain and overcome local diffi- can fairly conclude that is Excellency basculties which they find insurmountableow, gaind te estem and respect of the peoplebut which could be rernoved by the united i of this country and that when he rturns,action of the whole Dominion. having completed is period of office, ho willThe other point to which the hon. bo able to assure Hor Majesty that the Can-
gentleman attached importance is the rela- adian people, however they may object, manytions between Canada and the United of them, to the misgovernment, so to speak,States. We have in this country restless for the time bing of the present Cabinet, are
spirits who have no faith in the future of yet loyal and true to the mother land. Speak-the Dominion, or the stability of our federal'ing for tbe Opposition, those who are recog-
institutions. These people tell us that we nized, many of them, possibly as the pssi-
should join the United States or that we mists of this country, as the on. the moenshould inake independence an issue of to-day. as termd thon, I tink I may sayThey know very well that while Canada is a that they are as sound and as loyal
Portion of the British Empire and can rely as the greatest Tory in the country, and Iupon the mother country for protection, it think is Excllency will feel pleasure andis useless to talk of annexation, but unfortu- prido in so notifying Rer Majsty wbn tbenately on the other side of the Atlantic these time cores for Ris Excellency to lay downfacts are not well understood, and the is term of office here. We shah al wish
expressions of the few restless, discontented him a pleasant and a happy life when he
Pople here may be taken for the voice of a returns to the old land, and it ma not be
arge element of the population. Such improbable tat His Excllency may succeo(movements are ill-timed and ill-chosen. They to the great buse of Derby and that hoproduce an impression abroad that there is may one day or oter ho the Earl of Derbynio stablity in our institutions. We sçu and take the position wich bas been enjoyed
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by preceding statesmen of that great name. sider himself a novice at parliamentary
We at all events must feel sure that His work, having occupied a seat in the other
Excellency, having gained a very intimate branch of the legislature for some consi-
knowledge of this country, will give us the derable time, and being familiar with the
benefit of that information when be returns various questions before Parliament. He
to the mother land ; and here I may say that has given us ample proof of his skill in dis-
I think it would not be proper to forget the cussing the various questions from his stand-
distinguished Lady who has dispensed the point. I was rather surprised, indeed
hospitalities of Rideau Hall. She has taken astonished, at the manner in which my hon.
a warm and a deep interest in the people of friend criticized the people of this country
this country and has made lierself beloved who were so pessimistic as to see nothing but
all over the land. We shall, when the time misery, sorrow and misfortune. I cannot
conies, express our great regret at their leav- exactly follow him in what be says. He
ing and one and all from every part of tells us that there is a very despondent set
Canada will join in assuring them that they in this country who can see nothing good in
have earned the esteem and the respect of it. I (o not agree with the hon. gentleman
the people of this country. at all ; I do not think the bon. gentleman's

The hon. the seconder of the reso- constituents agree with him either. I think Le
lution has referred to another subject that had rather an apt illustration that the policy
is somewhat personal, and that is the of the Government was not satisfactory to
absence of Mr. Abbott. We all deeply the people of this country at the last general
regret the cause of it. Mr. Abbott had, election and the object lesson he received in
in the period when be led the House, gained the county of Welland ought to have
for himself the regard of every Senator in been a warning to the hon. gentleman that
it. He had very great consideration, not the people of this country do not approve of
alone for the large following which be had the fiscal policy pursued by the Administra-
in this House, but also for the very small tion and that they do not regard this country
minority of the Opposition. He was exceed- as having prospered to the extent to which
ingly kind and considerate, and it was very it ought to have prospered. The bon. gentle-
pleasant also to have had interviews and man is respected and beloved in his own con-
communications with him, either across this stituency; Le is universally regarded there
Chamber or in any other way, and we hope as a man who is worthy of the highest posi-
that his temporary sojourn abroad may tion, and the hon. gentleman's county is one
restore him to health, and that we iay one of the garden spots of Ontario, the county
day or another see him again among us. of Welland, one of the finest places on the
He inay rest assured that his presence in globe. T question if there are many places
this Chainber will always be grateful to the on the face of the earth with superior attrac-
Senators who regard him so highly. tions, and yet why was it that so many

Now, beforelproceed to make any remarks people fled from that fair county, diminishing
on the speech which His Excellency's advi- its population between the years 1881 and
sers have provided for us, I wish to offer my 1891 by the enormous number of 1,000
congratulations to the mover and theseconder persons ? All the figures, statistics of life
of the resolution. They are gentlemen of insurance companies, fire risks and all the
very considerable experience, both of them j other figures which be quoted-which I do not
having enjoyed seats in another branch of propose to follow-cannot take the place of
Parliament. They are familiar with the! the explanation which was due from the hon.
great public questions which come before gentleman of the fact that the population of
Parliament and we hope to avail ourselves that great county was reduced in the ten
of the judgment and the experience that years by over 1,000. That, is a fact that
they no doubt will be enabled to bring to cannot Le got over. It not only does not
the discussion of the various questions that lold its own, but the people led. Wby
may come before us. The hon. mover of tbe should they fee from one of the fiuest pieces
resolution asked for the forbearance of this of land on this globe? Tbere must Le
House as Le was a new member. This something in it. People do not get dis-
House is always glad to extend a cordial satistied witb their homes, do not depart
welcome and its forbearance to young mem- from the early associations of tbeir lives
bers, but ny oon. friend can scarcely con- except for soee grave cause. They love
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the old flag. A hundred years ago many per cent in the last ten years? One Mari-
of our forefathers left their confortable time Province has fallen back, and lost popu-
farmis to the south of us, left the Ameri- lation rather than gained. Look at the two
Can flag, left Mohawk Valley and the great provinces of Ontario and Quebec,
valley of the Hudson and other choice, whose increase of population has been but a
places in the United States and came north little over nine per cent. Look at the in-
to a wilderness. They did not want for crease of other countries where there is a
anything; they had ail that. The descend- natural migration also. Take England and
ants of the United Empire Loyalists are Wales for example. We find there a
abreast of any people in the world. Then, population that cannot be supported on
why was it that this terrible despair went the products of those countries. They areall over the land, and people fled f rom the beehives of industry that send forth the pro-
mfost attractive sections of Canada? There ducts of their labour all over the world. They
must be some cause for it. Is it not our necessarily lose by migration, yet, England
duty to find that cause, to ascertain the and Wales have increased in population,
root of it ? It cannot be accidental; it did (taking into account the natural migration)
not exist in Welland alone. In almost over eleven per cent-two per cent more
every other portion of Canada we find the than the great provinces of Ontario and
same state of affairs. Surely this is a grand Quebec. I think that when that single fact
country, and the hon. gentleman bas not is demonstrated, when those figures are
painted the colours half brilliant enough; given, we cannot deny that it is the duty of
froI my stand-point there is no place on the this House, and the duty of Parliament, to
globe that is superior, few al-e even the inquire honestly and fairly into the causes
equal of Canada. There are few countries thatlead to such extraordinaryconsequences.
that have its broad acres where we could Here is a land flowing with milk and honey,
feed the whole of Europe, there are few that can afford homes to millions, nay hun-
countries that have had such wealth and dreds of millions of people, and yet it is un-
still have such wealth in their forest lands. able to retain its population. The peopleYear by year you will see that our exports flee from it as if it were swept by a plague.of products of the forest through good and What is the cause ? We have not far to
bd seasons increased until they reached look to see the cause. Hon.gentlemen have
between twenty and thirty millions of dollars. alluded to the times of depression in Canada,
Is there a country on the face of the globe going back to the years between 1874 and
that can compare with Canada in its fish- 1879, yet we find the population increased
eries, both of the Atlantic and Pacific, during those years seventeen per cent. The
and not alone those two great oceans but of census returns show that the population in-
its huge inland waters-Lake Superior, creased seventeen percent during those years
Lake Huron, Lake Erie? And the fisheries of so-called depression. I say the cause is
of the great rivers of Canada; I could not not far to discover. It is this unfortunate
enumerate them-it would take too long to policy of the Government.
do so. Our fisheries, our forests, our farms.
are not to be exceeded in any part of the Hon. Mr. READ-They go to a country
globe, and I may also say to you, hon. where the taxation is double.
gentlemen, that our mines are second to none
on this continent-the mines not alone of the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am speaking of the
east, but of the west more particularly. Re- fact that they leave Canada.
cent developments show that in British
Columbia the mines are quite equal to any Hon. Mr. MASSON-Will the hon. gentle-
that have been discovered either in the man make a comparison between the increase
United States or in Mexico. Now, with ail of population in our provinces and in the
that in view, hon. gentlemen must see that adjoining states?
there is something affecting this country,
something appalling, when the population Hon. Mr. SCOTT-You ask me to giveflee from it. Why do the people go away you a comparison of the increase of popula
from here? Let me speak to the hon. gentle- tion between the United States and Canada,
men from the Maritime Provinces. Has Let us compare them together and we wil
their population increased more than one see. Now, I willtake the provinceof Ontaric
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and I will take the state of Michigan. They Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That would give an
are under conditions very nearly similar, increase in British Columbia of 50,000 and
Michigan on the one side and Ontario on the in Washington an increase of 250,000. The
other. In 1880 the population of Michigan conditions of the two countries are very
was 1,636,937. It had increased in 1890 to nearly similar, the quality of the land about
2,093,000. The population of Ontario in the same and the minerai development about
1880 was 300,000 odd more than the state equal. 1 do not know if the minerai develop-
of Michigan, yet at the last census it was less ment is more advanced in British Columbia
than 7,000 more than the state of Michigan than in Washington. Now, 1 will take Mani-
-thatis, the state of Michigan had increased toba. We were told that Manitoba in ten
300,000 more than the province of Ontario. years would have at least a popilation of
Now, I will take the province of British Col- haif a million. Its increase, however, has
umbia and J will take the state of Washing- been less than 100,000, while the Dakotas
ton. irmediately south of Manitoba, not certainly

possessing as fine land, not certainly as
Hon. Mr. MASSON- am speaking of attractive for settient, not certainly pos-

old Canada. sessing the many advantages that Manitoba

Hon. Mr. POWER-Why confine the possesses, have increased f rom 135,000 to510,000. Now I think these figures are signi
hficant.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will give the hon.
gentleman all the figures he wants and per-
haps more than he would like, but he asked
me to give him the population of those states
that were bordering our country and com-
pare the increase of population on each side
of the line. That would be a fair standard
to judge by. Nothing could be more simple
or reasonable. Washington occupies one
side of the line, British Columbia the other
of the 49th parallel. British Columbia had
a settlement a quarter of a century in ad-
vance of Washington. That is, there was a
population there.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
is not correct.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am aware that
John Jacob Astor established a fur trade
there.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (R.C.)-Parts
of Washington were settled long before there
was any settlement in British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will give you the
population as it was. The population of

Hon. Mr. ALMON -Will the hon. gentle-
man give us the figures of Vermont and
other eastern states and of our eastern pro-
vinces?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-We are looking for
a greater growth in the west than in the east,
and it was the great west that was to build
up this country. Wehave spent a very large
sum of money in it and no doubt it is coming
up rapidly to the high level that we hoped
it would enjoy, but J hold that it would,
under better conditions, have grown more
rapidly than it has. I say that it ought to
grow more rapidly. No one can deny that. I
cannot be challenged as being pessimistic be-
cause J call attention to these figures. Iknow
it is quite usual, if a man questions the policy
of the Government, to put that man down as
disloyal. I think it is exceedingly unfair
and improper that gentlemen cannot call
attention to and illustrate the position of
this country by comparisons with other
countries without being called disloyal. Now,
as to this marvellous development and pros-
perity, J would like to draw attention to one
or two more facts.

British Columbia in 1880 was 49,000. The
population of Washington in the same year Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-May I ask the
vas 75,000. The population of British Col- privilege of the hon. gentleman f rom Ottawa

umbia at the last census was 92,000, while to interrupt him for a moment. If he will
the population of Washington was 349,000. remember, J said that the pessimists were

few in number but like the cricket made a
Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The biggernoisethanmany.

l hon.
gent eman as made a slight error in the
figures he has given. The first return gave
92,000, but later returns made it 99,000.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I had not the hon.
gentleman in view at all when I spoke. I
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know it has been the fashion for Government We are asked to thank Ris Excellency for
organs and Government speakers on various informing us that measures have been taken
platforms to denounce the Opposition as to carry into effect an agreement between
being despondent and given to crying down the United States and this country in re-
the country because they give true illustra- gard to the boundary of Alaska. This
tions of Canada and the United States. I boundary of Alaska is a very old subject.acquit my hon. freind entirely of any such It crops up periodically. It was up someintention and I did not have him in view fifteen or twenty years ago, and at several
when commenting on the course of other periods since. Alaska, as hon. gentlemen
gentlemen. Now we are asked to congratu- probably know, is that part of the countrylate ourselves upon an increase in trade. I ceded by Russia to the United States on
desire simply to call attention to the fact this continent. By the treaty between
that as far back as 1873, 1874 and also 1883 Great Britain and Russia in 1825, a boun-
We were rich enough to buy a very much dary line was established between British
larger amount abroad than we were able to territory and Russian territory on the west-
buy last year. The value of our imports ern side of this continent, and I am sorry toduring the last year was 127 millions in say that, as in the case of a great many other
round numbers. In 1873 our imports amount- treaties where the lands of Canada were
ed to 128 millions. Again in 1874 they made the subject of treaties by plenipoten-
amounted also to 128 millions, and in 1883 tiaries from the inother country, Canada gotwe brought as much as 132 millions worth, the worst of it. If any one looks at the
five millions more than last year. The map he will see how very illogical it is togiveexport last year was no doubt large and gra- away, or to consent to a foreign country
tifymng. I wish, however, that it had been occupying so much of the coast line of this
much larger and I think that if a different continent as Russia then insisted upon
Policy had been pursued it would have been occupying of our Canadian territory on the
inuchlarger. To what was that large export north-west. But the boundary line between
due It was due entirely to the farmers of the the two countries was made rather a puzzle:
North-west. It was largely due to the great Prince of Wales Islands (strange to say, onecrops with which Manitoba and the North- would have thought the'very name wouldwest were blest last year. It is due also to have saved it as a possession of the British
the increase of two millions in the products Crown) was f reely given away to Russia, andof the forest; it is due also to the cheese the line was then run to the head of Port-
industry of Ontario and Quebec, one of the land channel and by a devious crooked line
great industries of this country. That is to Mount Elias. It is that very devious
what it is due to, and although very grati- crooked line that is now engaging the atten-
fying, and I am glad to recognize that it is tion of the two Governments. If I had anyso, I think under other conditions it might advice to offer to the two Governments, Ihave been very much greater than it is. I should say adopt a true line running straightnotice that our exports of manufactures have north, wholly irrespective of the height ofincreased. I was rather curious to know in land mentioned in the treaty. Under the
what way the exports of manufactures had treaty the line was to follow the height ofincreased, and on turning up the page I was, land. Where the height of land was more
surprised to find that over one million of than ten marine leagues distant from theour exports of manufactures was due to the shore, then a line running parallel to the
exportation of the household effects of set- shore and ten leagues from it was to betiers. Over one million of the total exports followed. The mountains of course do notwas made up of the effects of settlers going follow the coast in a direct line, they bendto the United States. That branch of it towards the shore, and they bend inland,was not a subject for congratulation. I and so the line is an exceedingly difficult
find that during the year preceding the one to draw. I think, therefore, that the
household effects of settlers who went to the two Governments ought to agree upon a
dUnited States was about the same figure. I degree of longitude, a straight line whicho not think we can take very much credit would run north to Mount Elias.to ourselves for having exported as manufac-
tures the household effects of the people of Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
Canada who have had to fly to another land. has been proposed.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The correspondence year, when the papers were moved for; but
came under my own observation many years I feit then that if 1 did so, 1 should be
ago, when I had to do with these questions, accused of playing into the hands of the
and that was my idea. The estimatesof the United States. That is the une taken to seat
cost are, for the United Stat s portion of the the mouths of gentlemen who desire to give
work of surveying the line, $1,500,000 ; for their advice to the Government and toex-
our portion of the work according to General press their judgYment on the various inter-
Cameron, something over a million dollars. national questions which arise from time to
That would be a total of at least two and a time between the two countries. Hon.
half millions spent in defining a compara- gentlemen are aware that the use of the
tively short line. It may be that the country canaIs by the two countries has its origîn
is worth such a great expenditure. I have in the Treaty of Washington. Inder
no doubt it has its value, but between the twenty-seventh article of that treat
two sensible neighbours, the best way to we were to secure to the citizens of the
settle the matter would be to fix an absolute United States the use of the Welland,
boundary, irrespective of the height of land. St. Lawrence and other canals on terms of
I am glad to hear that a friendly conference equality with our own people. That was
has taken place between delegates f rom this what we agreed to do-that they should
Government and delegates from Newfound- enjoy these canaIs on terns of equality. We
land, and I sincerely hope that all causes of did give them that privilege for sore years,
difficulty between the two colonies will cease. but unfortunately political influences were
I think we ought to deal rather tenderly at work to secure some advantages for the
with Newfoundland. It is a weak and a people of Kingston, and an Order in Council
poor sister, and Canada can afford to be gen- was p.ssed giving Kingston the advantage of
erous. I did not myself approve of the policy transhipping grain to Montreal, and the
which was adopted two years ago in reference grain transhipped at Montreal got a rebate
to that colony. I need not now discuss that of eighteen cents per ton. On ahi cargoes of
question ; it is perhaps not germane to the grain coming from the west of Canada there
matter at present under debate, and therefore was a charge of twenty cents per ton, and a
I will not further allude to it, but I cannot rebate of eighteen cents was granted to ves-
certainly join in the hope expressed by the sels loading at Montreal. It is quite true
hon. the seconder of these resolutions, that we that there was no discrimination against
may round off confederation by bringing vessels, but there was discrimination against
in Newfoundland. I think the confederation the people of the United States. We dis-
is already rounded off sufficiently, leaving criminated against Ogdensburgh, and in dis-
Newfoundland out, and it would be better for criminating againstOgdensburgh we liscrim-
both Newfoundland and Canada that the inated against the people of Ogdensburgh,
former should remain outside of the union. i and in my judgment Canada failed to observe
It is not easy to govern a country where cir- the conditions of that portion of the Treaty
cumstances are so dissimilar to ours as they of Washington relating to this question.
are in Newfoundland. I think they could Now, I think that in regard to treaties we
take much better care of themselves while ought to follow the exanple of the mother-
remaining a separate colony than by joining jand. Enghand bas been exceedingly sensi-
the Canadian Confederation. We are asked tive on this question of treaties with foreign
to concur in His Excellency's regret that the'powers. Wherever there was a doubt, un-
Governmentof the United States were unable less in matter of very grave importance, the
to accept the suggestions made by the Gov- desire and disposition bas been rather to
ernment of Canada on the subject of the give the case away than make a rasus belli
canal tolls, and that the President should of it-to have no friction with a foreign
have 'thought it necessary to impose excep-'country in any sniall or unimportant natter.
tional tolls. I take issue with the hon. Yet here we find that Canada, in order to
mover of the resolution in the observations favour a few traders, possibly not more than
he made upon this subject. I think that a dozen persons, imposed a discriminating
anybody dispassionately looking at this sub- tarif against the people of United States of
ject, would have said from the beginning eighteen cents on every ton of grain going
that the Government of Canada were entirely through the canais. Our attention is called
in the wrong. I should have said so last to it and what (I we do? In the presence of
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one of the gentlemen who carried on the
negotiation on our side, I do not desire inany
way to increase the friction by referring to
mY views of the situation. As reported
through United State sources it is very
unfortunate that when the attention of the
Government of Canada was called to it, the
course that they proposed to pursue was a
matter of dispute, to use the mildest term
-that the statement of Mr. Blaine, whose
recent death we must all regret, and of Mr.
Secretary Foster, of what took place at the
conference was different from that of our
own ministers. However, that is entirely
immaterial and I allude to it simply as
showing that in the minds of the American
people there was a belief that Canada was
going to remove the cause for dissatisfaction
that had existed for some antecedent years.
Canada did not remove it last year, and
the situation became graver. What the
Americans say, and I think it cannot be
contradicted, is that in granting a rebate of
eighteen cents per ton on all the grain coming
into Montreal we sinned against that parti-
Cular clause of the Washington Treaty which
governed the subject, in three different ways:

(1 In that it makes the toll on grain for export
om Montreal and other Canadian ports east ofMontreai two cents per ton while the toll on grain

for export from American ports is twenty cents per
ton : that is to say, that grain coming through the
Weland Canal and shipped to Ogdensburgh would
pay twenty cents per ton, while if shipped to Kings-ton and reshipped to Montreal it would only pay
two cents per ton.

In discriminating against Ogdensburgh we
surely diseriminate against the people of the
United States. They do not enjoy the privi-
leges of the canais on term of equality with
us if we make the grain dealers of Ogdens-
burgh pay eighteen cents more than Canadian
dealers who carry the grain to Montreal.

(2.) In that even the lesser rate is refused on grain
for Montreal and ports east of it bas been tran-shipped at an American port, while it is allowed ifit has been transhipped at a Canádian port.

If the grain even were going to Montreal and
it were transhipped at Ogdensburgh, itwould
stillbe charged twenty cents per ton, although
if transhipped at Kingston the charge would
only be two cents per ton, a clear discrimina-
tion. No iman can defend or justify it. At
all events, the thing is not worth defending.
Why should we have this difficulty with the
great nation to the south of us about a small
matter of this kind, affecting the whole of
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the United States, for the benefit of a few
elevator men at Kingston?, It is a pity that
al this friction should arise over so insignifi-
cant a matter.

(3.) In that the two cent rate is only levied on
grain from Montreal and ports east from any Cana-
dian Lake Ontario port, while the twenty cent rate
is exacted on grain for the same destination from
Ainerican Lake Ontario ports.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Will the hon.
gentleman kindly tell me what he is read-
ing from?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am reading from
"The President's message on the canal ques-
tion," a United States document.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-What are the
words of the treaty ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will give the words
of the treatv:

The (overnment of Her Britannic Majesty
engages to urge upon the Government of the
Dominion of Canada to secure to the citizens of
the United States the use of the Welland, St.
Lawrence and other canals in the Dominion on
term of equality with the other inhabitants of the
Dominion.

The contention of our Government is this,
that they discriminate only against ports-
that they discriminate in favour of St.
Lawrence ports to the extent of eighteen
cents per ton. I say that they have no
power to do so under the treaty. It is in
direct violation of the terms of the treaty.
No nation sensitive about its honour ought
to construe treaties otherwise than fairly
and liberally towards its opponent, unless
in a matter of very grave importance. I say
the fair and honourable course on the part
of the Dominion would have been to refer
the matterto the gentleman who was present
when the Washington treaty was framed, to
have referred it to a statesman who is now
a member of Mr. Gladstone's Government-
the Earl of Ripon. That would have been
a very fair course. Canada might have
stated the question and asked, "what is
your version? " Would you consider
that we were violating the terms of the treaty
by taking this action? Instead of this the
Canadian Government set up its own opinion.
It acted in a very independent way towards
the United States, and a great portion of
the people of Canada choose to remain silent
rather than to place this government in a
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position of indelicacy, but I say boldly no tous to ail cargoes though the Sauît canal boundto
fair-minded man could read the twenty- Ogdensburgh, orany American port west of Ogdens-

secton f te Wshigto tratyburgh, no matter wliat the nationality of the vessel.seventh section of the Washington treatyful tos are exacted by Canada on al
and justify the course that our Government cargoes through the' Welland Canal to American
took in reference to this cana! toll question. ports so are fou tous exacted by the United States on
I can invoke supporters of the Government ail cargoes through the Sault canal bound to Cana-

thisstaemen. ii an qute urediani ports. There we have what Secretary of Stateto confirm this statement. I am quite sureconditions, and it is really
a very large number of men in either branch s
of the legislature, if asked outside of the United States any justification for threats andpitca arnwadsyu iw oyui~enuticiations on our part. Instead of eithier whin-political arena, what is your viewconnon sense course is tothink it was a violation on the part of Canada k
of the provision of the Washington Treaty? taken a leaf out of our book to recognize that the
-would freely say yes, but they do not want policy of reprisais is neither dignified nor profit-
to place the Government in the uncomfort- able; and, conscious that two can play at the game

ableposiionof apeaing o b in he f fence, to hionestly seek to estal)lisli a largeable position of appearing to be in the t
wrong, and therefore defend the Government.
I hold in ny hand here the utterances of a Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Who is the gentie-
pretty good authority, a gentleman editing man?
one of the leading newspapers of this country,
and one of the warmest supporters of this Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Wbite, of Card-
Government, who bas always stood by then well. I will now read from an officiai source
through good report and evil report. That the proclamation of President Harrison under
gentleman undertakes to write an drticle for which the twenty cent toîl was levied, and I
an independent ni'gazine on this question. think it is about as diplomatic a paper as 1
Here is what he says: have ever read; I think he took the lan uae

Hon. Mr. KAU7LBACH-Who is the
writer ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am now reading an
article on the canal tolls question by a dis-
tinguished member of the other House, a
warm supporter of the Administration. His
habit bas always been to speak in a direct
way and from a judicial stand-point for the
whole people, not alone for the people of
Canada but as well for the people of the
United States. He takes a fair broad view
of the whole subject ; let us hear what his
conclusions are:

Finally, let us briefly consider the character of
the reprisals to which the United States lias
resorted at the Sault Ste. Marie canal, hitherto
free to all vessels irrespective of nationality
or destination. A toll of twenty cents per ton
upon freight is levied under certain conditions.
The proclamation of President Harrison imposing
the tolls in accordance with the act of Congress
reads: " Provided that no tolls shall be charged or
collected upon freight or passengers carried to or
landed at Ogdensburgh and south of a line drawn
fromn the northern boundary of the state of New
York through the St. Lawrence river, the great
lakes and their connecting channels to the northern
boundary of the state of Minnesota." lu this way
ourneighbourshavecopied our exampleand rendered
the occasion for conplaint on our part somewhat
dubious. Canada grants a rebate of tolls on all
cargoes bound for Montreal or a port east of
Montreal, whether the vessels be British or Ameri-
can. The United States grants exemption from

of our Order in Council and just applied it
under the same conditions.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He says, after reciting
the fact that we were discriminating by giv-
ing rebates of eighteen cents per ton on all
grain passing through the Welland Canal
destined for Montreal:

Now, therefore, 1, Benjamin Harrison, Presi-
(lent of the United States of America, by virtue of
the power to that end conferred upon me by said
Act of Congress, approved July 26th, 1892, do
hereby direct that from and after Septenber 1,
1892, until further notice, a toll of twenty cents
per ton be collected, levied and paid on all freight
of whatever kind or description passing through
the St. Mary's Falls Canal in transit to any port
of the Dominion of Canada, whether carried in
vessels of the United States or of otier nations;
and to that extent I do hereby suspend, from and
after said date, the right of free passage through
said St. Mary's Falls Canal of any and all cargoes
or portions of cargoes in transit to Canadian ports.

Now, I think I have proved very success-
fully, from the writings of a distinguished
supporter of the Government, who probably
in the other House may have justified their
course fromn a political stand-point-I have
proved from his own language what his
opinion was ; it corresponds with my own.
I thought all along, and I think now that
we did make'a great mistake in spending so
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many millions on building a Sault canal on
our side. I think that the sensible course
for two neighbours was to abide firmly and
liberally by the treaty of Washington, and
enlarge it from time to time as no doubt
friendly relations would enable us to do.
We pass through the Sault Canal on the
UJnited States side a very small fraction,
not quite three per cent of the whole traffic.
8o it was a comparatively small amount.
Our vessels passed through that canal not as
American vessels pass through the Welland
Canal paying a toll-they passed through the
Sault Canal paying nothing. Our vessels
came through in their turn; they never were
put to any disadvantage. I have passed
and re-passed many a time myself up and
down this canal, and Iknow whereof I speak.
The American officials took all the ·trouble,
supplied the lights, and rendered assistance
in every possible way, and not a farthing
was ever charged, and remember the
Sault Canal was not among the canals that
were mentioned in the Treaty of Washing-ton. The United States had not at that
time acquired the Sault Canal; it was the
private property of the state of Michigan.
The United States some years afterwards
acquired the canal and spent large sums on
it and threw it open to Canada, as it was
their duty to do, but it is something in our
days for a nation to do its duty. So we con-
tinue to enjoy it and I think that it was
wholly unnecessary expense that we should
go to in connection with the new canal. It
amounted to a menace to the United States;
it was tantamount to saying that we should
be independent of them, that we did not pro-
pose to be dependent on them. I say neither
the United States nor Canada can take that
position; I say they are both in a degree de-
pendent on each other. They occupy con
tiguous territory for 4,000 miles, and we have
in common, water ways of great extent, very
much more than is the case in any other
countries in the world, and it is our interest
as well as our duty, to preserve amicable
relations. They are people akinto us.in race,
language and laws. Do you for a moment
believethat if the administrationof these mat
tershadbeeninthe hands of British statesmer
thatthis conditionofaffairs would have arisen
Would they have allowed this petty collisior
to Occur on a comparatively insignifican
matter? The heads of this Government di
not choose to come down from their higi
pedestal, and acknowledge that they wer
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in the wrong, when over and over again we
were told by the United States, " cease your
discrimination; abide by what you assured
us you would do when you met us at Wash-
ington last, or we shall impose a tax on your
grain and cargoes going through the Sault
Canal." What was our position? We took
the high and mighty course ; we snapped our
fingers at them and said "you may do as you
please, we will be independent ; we can afford
to pay the tax to the United States Govern-
ment," and therefore we occupy this ridicu-
lous position, that we paid thirty or forty
thousand dollars from September last to the
close of the season to swell the treasury at
Washington, simply because our pride would
not allow us to admit that we had made a
gross error. In the interpretation of treaties,
it is the duty of all high-minded, honourable
people to be liberal, and if we followed the
course pursued by British statesmen, we
would have admitted that we were wrong;
we would have apologized and occupied a
much stronger position to-day than we now
hold. I have no doubt the Government will
remove the discrimination before this sea-
son begins. They do not propose to go
on, I trust, in the foolish course of con-
tinuing to pay tribute to the United States
treasury when it is wholly unnecessary.
All they have to do is to say : " We will
go back to the treaty and abide by it." I
would have spoken last year, but had hoped
from day to day-we know that the Order
in Council hung fire for considerable time-
that the Canadian Government would have
acquiesced in the very proper suggestion
from Washington that they were trans-
gressing an article of the treaty and request-
ing them to withdraw the Order in Council
under which the discriminating tolls were
enforced; but it is all of a piece with the
mode of carrying on the government in this
country-it is carried on for individuals and
not for the masses. The hon. gentleman
who introduced these resolutions pointed to
the millionaires on the other side of the line.
Have we made no millionaires in the last
fifteen years? Has not the disparity be-

- tween wealth and poverty been more marked
in the last ten years than in any former
period in the history of this country? I say
it has. It would be a matter of indelicacy

t to name individuals who have grown rich
d on the subsidies that the people of the coun-
h try have been obliged, under Act of Parlia-

ment, to pay to the favoured few. Million-
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aires have been created in this land, too, were interested in tugs, but for the sake of
and the money they have got has been less than half a dozen persons, Canada had
taken from the great body of the peo- to be placed year after year at this great
ple, where it fairly and properly belonged. disadvantage of refusing the olive branch
I desire to call the attention of the House, held out by the people of the United States.
as illustrating in some degree the line of In 1892 the Government did take it up. My
action we have adopted towards the United hon. friend, the leader of this House, gave
States, to the question of wrecking. As far it his assistance, and with that aid it went
back as 1878, at the time of the change of through without any diticulty. 1 do not
government in this country, Congressplaced think there was a vote on it. The measure
on record a statute in which they offered to came to this chamber and aithougl this is
Canadian tugs the right to give assistanceto purely a non-politicai bouse, when it was
American as well as Canadian vessels in supported by the Government, its chances, as
United States waters, provided Canada did the sequel proved, were very much better
the same. Here was a very fair offer. Of than when it was an independent mensure.
all questions for reciprocity, surely that of The moment the Government lent its aid the
rendering assistance to vesseis in distress bi went through. We were in hopes that
was the most reasonable and natural one, a joint proclamation wouid issue on both sides
which ought to be first taken up by an in- and that wrecking would be made mutua.
telligent and friendly peopte, yet year by In the issuing of the proclamation on the
year went by, and one cause or another cas other side, however, the President named in
prevented the Canadian Government from connection with the waters open to the tugs
acquiescing in the proposais f rom the United of both countries the various canais. Very
States. The pressure became so great, that naturahly he regarded the canais as part of
in 1888 a scading gentlemanbelon ing to the the waterways. A Wthough there would seem
Conservative party-it was useless for any- to be very litte probabisity of accidents
body else to propose such a thing-the memn- happening to vessels on them, yet our Gov-
ber for Frontenac, now Lieutenant-overnor ernent, with the short-sighted policy they
of Ontario, brought in a bi n authorizing the seem to pursue, carped at the language of the
Government to issue a proclamation placing proclamation and declined to accept it, say-
the wrecking question on both sides on a ing it was a departure from what was in-
reciprocal basis. The Opposition, with one tended and they did not propose that there
or two exceptions, supported the mesure. shoud be any reciprocal aid given to vessels
bowever, the hon. gentleman who had in distress on the canams. They did not say
charge of the bih was unableto divorce from that it was improbable that there would th
the Governmentfollowingasufficientnumber many cases of that kind and for that reason
to carry the bi with the assistance of the matter shoud have been passed by. It
the Opposition. The folowing year the bill is unlikeiy that vessels wil be wrecked in
was introduced again, and the next year as the canais, but if they shoud be, sureiy if
wevl. In 1891 they did succeed in getting we are acting in a spirit of friendliness to an
it through the bouse of Commons and it adjoining nation, we ought not to carp at so
came to this Chamber. I am sorry to say that insignificant a point as that the wrecking
the Senate failed to respond to the advanced privileges in question were not contempated
public opinion of this country, which consi- on our side to appy to the canais. There
dered the subject of wrecking was one that the natter stands to-day. p suppose there
should be put on a reciprocal basis. f will is influence at work somewhere or other to
not go now into the object lessons which keep it back in order that one or two Cana-
were given on that occasion, pointing out dian tugs may enjoy for another season an
the serious injury and difficulty caused by advantage, and that Canadian vessel owners
the absence of such a law, but I again express shahl be obiiged to seek our favoured tugs
my regret, as I did when the bifo was before for assistance. It is just of a piece with the
this chamber, that this aouse did not res- whole policy of this country. The next
pond to the advance of publiC opinion on paragraph in the Address asks us to
this question. And for whom, pray, were respectfutay thank bis tExcelency "for in-
we keeping up these iaws that were certain- forming us that measures will be laid before
ly not in harmony with the spirit of this us for the improvement of the Franchise
age ? Not probably more than five persons Act." Weil, 1 am gad to find that the
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Government, even at this late day, are alive obtained the lists, what is done? Do they
to the fact that the Franchise Act needs trust them to be examined in their own
anendment. In my judgment it needs counties? No, they bring the lists to Ottawa,sweeping away. If it had not been for thb to the Printing Bureau, and print them
Franchise Act and the fiscal policy of the under their own direction. I may be told
Government, my hon. friend from Welland that I nust not make charges. Do you
would not have had to make the observa- think you can gag the people of Canada
tions that he did in the introductorv part of by any such remarks, when they know
his speech to-day. We all musu recognize and have proof of so many dishonest
that there is a spirit of unrest in this coun- things in connection with the representation
try-that, although the great bulk of the of the people ? I say the Government

pOPulationý nine-tenths of the people, are should place itself beyond suspicion. I do
loyal to the Crown, yet there is an element not mean to make any charge, but the Gov-
that is Outspoken in opposition. The causes ernment cannot be surprised that charges of
that create that spirit, I will not say of dis- that character are inade when we know the
loyalty, but of dissatisfaction, with the exist. lengths to which they go in order to secure
ing conditions which is illustrated by the the return of their own candidates. Having
flight Of so nany thousands of persons from framed the lists, having carved out consti-
this favoured land, all has its origin in the tuencies as they have done every ten years
Franchise Act, the fiscal policy, and just such to suit their own people, they appoint the
kinds of legislation. Give the people fair- returning officers, and so practically what is
play in the election of their representatives, koown in the United States as the Force
and they will cure all the rest. When recently i Bill has been in existence in the Dominion,
the Republican party in the United States, and that is the cause of the unrest and the
who occupy very much the position of the dissatisfaction, and the reason why so many
Tory party in Canada, who regard then- people are threatening to leave this country,
8elvesas thenaturalownersof thecountry, and and why so many have left the Dominion-
ashaving the right to control its destinies, because they think the Govermnent have
and as the born legislators of the country- seized on the rights of the people and have
when the Republican party sought by an act taken control, in a tyrannical or arbitrary
f ogress to become a permanent fixture way, of the representation of the people in

in the controlling influence of that great Pailiament. The Government dare not trust
country by means of the Force Bill,- when the people. Surely, if they enjoyed the con-
they sought to take possession of the electo- fidence of the majority in this country, they
ral franchise of the United States, the people need not fear to let the people of the various
rose in their might and told Congress " we localities make their own lists. Are the
'will niever submit to it : we have had a Conservatives in the electoral divisions not
rebellion in the south about the slaves, we equally as intelligent, on the alert and keen
Will have nio rebellion about the Force Bill." for success as are their neighbours, the
Not Only the south but the people of other Reformers ? They are on the san e parallel,
parts of the Republic rose in their manhood only the Conservatives have friends at
and said : " It is true the Republican party court, and the Reformers have not.
may carry that in Congress, but they cannot If you want to secure peace and good feeling
carry it if they appeal to the country- in this country, you have to put the represent-
there wi1l be a disruption if they do." Had ation of the people on a m6re just, fair and
the electorate, when the Conservative party equitable basis than it is. Do that, and in

.this country robbed them of their f ran- my humble judgment you will remove one ofchise, risen in their might, our people to-day the great .causes of dissatisfaction and stop
would be more contented. You cannot point the exodus. You will find in the next ten
to any other democratic form of government years our population will have grown-that
where there has been so large an infraction we will have attracted population f rom thé
Of the rights of the people as in Canada. other side, of the line. As I said before,The Government have taken possession, I Canada is a grand country, it has a magnifi-
8ay, of the representation of the people. cent North-west, and it is our duty to takeThey first appoint an officer who says who care of it and to hand it down to posterity
shah be put on the voters' lists. He is their as we received it from those who preceded us.
Own creature, selected by themselves. Having If we pursue a fair, just and reasonablepolicy,
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one for the benefit of the masses and not for pect attribute to him-that 1 ar juscabout
the benefit of the classes, we need not enploy as much a partisan as he is. However,
agents abroad in the various parts of Europe apart from that, permit me, before 1 sit
to hunt up settlers for our North-west Terri- down, to reciprocate to the fullest possible
tory. We need not pay a per capita allowance extent the remarks that have been made by
for those who cone over top seek homes here. the seconder of the resolutin and the leader
We will attract population without any such of the Opposition-that is, My deep regret
things and sufficient people will settae in our personally, and very much more politically,
country to develop its resources. Do that, of the causes which have led to my occupy-
and you will receive the gratitu de of the ing the position that I do to-day. deeply
people and there wvill be no more dissatisfac- regret with them, as 1 arn sure every mem-
tion or distrust ocf the Government in this ber of both Houses does, and think l may
country and the exodus to the United States safely say the people of Canada-the cause
will cease. which led to the resignation of the late Pre-

mier and leader of this douse. I do hope
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I propose to follow that he may return to Canada with renewed

in this House the course that is generally vigour and better health; and that we may
pursued in the other chamber-that is, after have the pleasure of seeing him agarn in
the mover and seconder of the address have this buse taking a prominent part in public
delivered their speeches and the leader of affairs. Whatever my course here may be, I
the Opposition has spoken, the leader of the shaîl endeavour to emulate, as far as I pos-
Government always replies. Of course I ama sibly can, those qualities to which the leader
not well acquainted with the procedure cf of the Opposition bas referred; that is, to
the Senate, but I have no objection, person- endeavour te be courteous te all members, no
ally, to wait and hear the whole discussion if matter whether their political complexion is
the House prefer it. At this hour, and it the same as mine or net. baving said this
having been intimated to me that a number much, 1 shaîl, with your permission, move
of gentlemen have engagements to-night and the adjournment of the debate until te-
do net wish te return after six oclock, l af it Horrow.
willing te move the adjournment cf theCana
debate. If, hopeever, it is the desare cf thes
lsuse that the discussion should go on, I The Senate adjpurned at 5.40 p.m.
shaal be very glad te answer my hon.
friend from Ottawa. I wuuld say this, how-
ever, before sitting down; suhen I entered
this liuse I was cautioned thaOt I must
pursue a different course here from that THE SENATE.
which is generally adppted in the other
louse---that is, that I must net indulge tee, Oet a, Tueoday, January sait, 1893.

freely iuy political discussions. Although the
hon. gentleman freon Ottawa intimated that TuE SPEAKER tek the Chair at 3
the Senate is net a plitical bdy, after o'clock.
listening te him 1 began te think that I was 1I ryes
mistaken and I believe that the field is as
wide, in the Senate cf Canada, for the'dis- THE ADDRESS.
cussion cf the great questions that are before
the people and the fiscal and other policies cf THE DEBATE CONTINUED.
theGovernment, asinthe huseof Commens,
and that they rnay be dealt with as freely The Order of the Day being read
and frankly here as in the other branch of j Resu nathe adjourned Dehate on the consider-
the legisature. The hon. gentleman will ation cf HiExcellency the Covernor-General's
excuse me, if, when I have the honour cf re- Speech, on the opening cf the Third Sestion cf the

House-tht is, tatvInmus Potlinulgento

plying to his remarks, I deal with them mn'
very much the same spirit that he dealt Hon. Mr. BOWELL said:-I confess,
with them te-day; and I ar very much in- notwithstanding the fact that I an smewhat
clined te think that he will be apt to say cf asf an old parliamentarian, having occupied
mne what I shal net in any spirit cf disres- a seat in the other liuse for over 25 years,
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that I feel a delicacy in rising to address the real questions at issue rather than te
Senate on this occasion. Knowing that I faîl back upon the ground that the hon.arm following a gentleman whose intellec- Senator from Welland had attacked the
tual ability, and whose position in the îoyalty of the party whîch the hon. gentle-
country as one of our most eminent lawyers, man opposite 80 worthily leads in the
and a former leader of this House, makes Senate. 1 was
him eminently above and beyond me in the hon. gentleman that the party which
eloquence and ability, I therefore feel some- he leads, and te which he belongs, 18
what diffident in attempting to fill the not distoyal. No one, I think, said that it
place he so worthily occupied in this House was. But to say that there are disloyal
Notwithstanding that, I have learned during men in that Party, to say that there
my Political career that whatever position in are men connected with that party who
life I might be called to fill, I should attempt have proved themselves traitors, is not toto do my duty to my country first and to accuse the whole party of being traitors. I
mlyself afterwards. I have to congratulate, was pleased also te hear him say that nearly
and I do so sincerely, the mover and the whie of his party were as loyal as the
seconder of the Address on the ability which rnost loyal Tory in the country. Well, if
they displayed in dealing with the questions that is se, Canada is safe for some time to
now before the country. The mover presen- core agint any progress towards the an-
ted to the House many facts which were nexation of this country to the neighbouring
not Only interesting to those who listened to Republic. The hon, gentleman ýwas foiiow-him, but will be instructive tothose who read ing in the footsteps cf his Ontario leader,
themn in the public press. My own impres- whev the latter stated, at the Board ofsion is that those facts were of a character Trade banquet the ether day, that he knew
which deserved much more consideration, of but one man who avowed himseif inand that too of a favourable nature, than faveur cf annexation te the United States,they received from the hon. gentleman and that he was very giad te knew that that
who replied and who holds the position of one did net beleng te the Liberal party. I
leader of the Opposition in this Chamber. have a distinct recellection, and I have ne

eems to me that the hon. member doubt the hon. gentleman te wher I refer,frou Welland, quoting as he did from the Premier of Ontario, aise rememners,
the foremost statisticians of the world, that when lie occupied a seat in the
and drawing his deductions from the oid Parliament cf Canada there was
figures which are presented to the country a gentleman who represented the thenthrough the medium of the Trade and tewn of Brockville, whe uttered the
Navigation Reports, night at least have had same sentiments in the oid Parliament ofhis renarks accepted as carrying with them Canada that had been uttered by the local
that weight which such statistics should m Essex, and I am giad te know
carry and not have been treated in the tkat he did net belong te the Conservative
flppant manner in which they, were, party. I ar aise reminded, and must bewith mere formal generalities such as we led te the concusion-and 1 presume the
read every day in the smallest village news- House and the country must aise core te
paper in the country. I say this with ail the concusion-that the hon. leader of the
respect to the gentleman whom I am follow- Oppositin is in unison with the Premier of
ing, but I cannot help thinking that in a Ontario, and that he is net in unîson with
body like this, in dealing with great ques- and has ne belief in the sentiments uttered
tions of state and the position of the country, by a late editer cf the leading paper which is
we should try and draw our conclusions from supposed te echo--nay, net only echo, but
facts as they are presented to us rather than utter the sentiments cf gentlemen oppe-
repeat the stale platitudes which we hear and site It will be remembered that the writer
read every day in the week. I am also in- of the famous letter te Mr. Hitt of the
elined to think that the hon. gentleman United States, teid the people of that coun-
opposite, in his references to the remarks try that every man of the party with which
made by the hon. Senator from Welland re- he was connected, and for whom he wasgarding what he termed the pessimistic ideas writing in a leading newspaper of this
of Politicians and others in Canada, would country, preferred annexatien when hehave done better had he deaft with the preached commercial union, and that the
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party to which he belonged was virtually mmd that 1 have no desire to misrepresent
wearing a mask. If the hon. gentleman's him. I have no desire to do so, nor do I
statement which he gave us yesterday is to propose to let him, if I can prevent it, say
be accepted we must take it as th.e expres- that I wilfully misrepresent him. I repu-
sion of a sentiment coming from an indivi- diate it: I have no desire or intention to do
dual, and not fron the party. The writer to so. I Nvas referring to Mr. Farrer. The
whom I refer said further, that " we "-the hon. gentleman says Mr. Farrer was
Liberal party-" had better make for annex- ejected from the Globe. When was hie sent
ation at once instead of nhaking two bites from the Globe? It is only a few months
on the cherry." Now, it is gratifying to ago. lie was retained on the staff of the
kipow-- Globe for about two years, after it was proved

hie wrote letters to leading statesmen of the
lin. Mr. SCOTT-The paper neyer en- United States ponting out to theni how

dorsed these views of Mr. Wimans. Mr. they could strike the most fatal blow at
Wiean was neyer editor of the f rGlobe. Whne was not repudiated by the Globe.

tion. Mir.nBOWELL -I akn otawarethat Hon. Mr. SCO T-The Globe is not the
I mentioned Mr. Wiian's name. I regret organ of the Liberal party, and I ar not
that the hon. gentleman's comprehension responsible for its opinions.
anhe knowledge of political affairs of this
country did not suc oest to hin that I was Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I an ver glad to
referring to the late editor of the Globe. hear the son . genteian say G.

lHon. Mr. SCOTT-Mr. Farrer as eject- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The Gloe does ot
eI fromn the Globe, perhaps fom that very profess to be the organ of the Liberal party.
reason. Mr. Wiman lias been a contributor
of the Globe for fany years. Hon. Mr. BOWELL-We have another

"revelation " here to-dày, and that too from
Hon. Mr. BOWELL--I ar glad to learn, the leader of the Opposition, to the effect that

the fact that he is a secret editor of the the Globe, the Toronto Globe-the lobe
Globe. This country las neyer before been that was instituted and established by the
informed of that important fact. late Peter Brown, and conducted ith so

much ability by a memer afterwards of
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentle- this House, the late lon. George Brown,

man has no right to misunderstand me. I and since by a combination of the party,
stated that Mr. Wiman occasionally contri- under the control of the party, and under
buted to the Globe. He always wrote over 1 the pay of Sir Richard Cartwright, Mr.
his own name. That fact did not make the Edgar and others, is not the organ of the
Globe or the party responsible for his views. Liberal party. If the Globe does not utter
I do not propose that the hon. gentleman the sentiments of the Liberal party, it
shall misrepresent me in this manner. is a great pity that they did not, when

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Neither do I pro-they met in convocation, repudiate the
pose that the hon. gentleman shall inter- (4obû. I tel the hon. gentleman that
rupt me in such a manner or put me nithere r te ty to ic he be-
off the line of my argument, nor do I pro- lnge epniate th o in the po-
pose that he shall draw a herring across the ut t
track to put me out. Mr. Wiman, who is living which he seatreent oneted.
in another country, nay have uttered the sen-'
timents to which he lias referred and I might lion. Mr. SCOTT-Not always.
also hold the hon. gentleman responsible for
Mr. Wiman's opinions, he being in accord lon. Mr. BOWELL.-My hon. friend
with the sentiments which have been says "not always." I do not pretend to say
uttered by Mr. Wiman in favour of commer- that any newspaper utters the sentiments
cial union or unrestricted reciprocity, either'or expresses the opinions in every particular
of which, to my mind, mean nothing more or of each individual member of the party to
less than annexation to the United States. which lie belongs or which he leads. Human
I wish the hion. gentleman to bear in nature is not s0 constituted that that is
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Possible, and the mere attempt to hide the the desire of the south-western peninsula of
fact that the Globe is the leading organ of Ontario, the fruit-growing section of the
the party, and that he with others is not country, the duties should be reimposed in
responsible for its utterances, will hardly order that their markets might not be
succeed. I had no desire to occupy so much destroyed by the influx of earlier fruits and
time upon this point, nor should I have done by the surplus of the United States-they,
so if the hon. gentleman had not inter- like many of the party to which theybelong, as soon as an election arose, showed

Oteiappreciation by voting against the
"On. Mr. POWEII.-There is plenty of gentleman who had been successful in hav-

time ing their request comp fed with. fre might
also have told the people that after they

lion. MNr. BOWELL--The hon. gentle- iad lost the teans by which they carriedmra says there is plenty of time. With your many constituencies in the general election,
Permîlssion, then, 1 wîll occupy it. Perhaps tlhe people, in the by-elections flot only
if the hon, leader of the Opposition continues reaffprmed the confidence which they had iii
his interruptions wben I do not say that the overnwent of the day and in its policy,
which stricty merits his approval, I shai but they returned, after a number of Liberal
OCcupy D'ore time than I had intended. I iaes had been unseated, a sufficient

HStened to the speech of the hon. gentleman nulber to the Com ons of Canada to give the
Yesterday for three-quarters of an hour, and Government as tey have to-day, a najorityI do not thiik 1 felt any more pleased at his of 70 instad of 29 or 30 at the termination
utterahnces than he is just now at mine, but of the general elections. woes the hon. gen-
1 had Suficient courtesy not to interrupt theman desire figures in order to show that
him or inteyer with the course of his the statements I niake are correct? If he
remarks reservine to mysef, as a mem- does he wil find the Conservative tajorities
ber of this thousethe right to reply if not have been increased in the by-elections, as
dno the saine spirit, at least in as forcible a the following stateent s thows: i

'utnter as 1 could conmand. The hon. gen- 1891. 1892.tlehan rather ungraciously referred tothe North Lanark .......... r o 431
defeat of iny hon. friend from Welland and egarry ............... 321 34 
gave that as evidn of the fact thatm tme Lava , Que .............. 534 Ajes.

fica Pîuy f heconty asno wia a Halton................. 104 144
bfiscal this House the ounrght torepl not h East Nicdlesex ........... 154 483SlnOuld be. If he had been as fai as I think outh Victoria ............ 25 25 1
he mhou d have ueen, he wouid have told this Prince Edward........... 39 212
deuse the means by whch that hon. gente- East Elgin ......... ...... 46 598
aan Was defeated. the might have informed a ........... 34 A<c

the use that the gentleman who defeated Richnond, N. s.......... 102 310
ho b I had been sisqualified by the courts of Montcar.............. 12 330
hi country for seven long years, not only Broine E .................. 1 Acc.
for the bribery of bis friends, but for his The above are a few of the constituencies
Ouswhich the Conservatives held, and the follow-

hia case to the Supreme Court--the highest twoiges eou tn.. fr. 2e 5L5ibels, an
cour't in the Dominion of Canada-where tefgrsso h euso ffeigo

teHetthe he getlma whot dfae Rihond N.S. . .. . .. .. 02 3

h hdbecision of the lower courts was con- oth........ate3fwn perThose "human devices " which the C lnt Coll.

hon, gentleman knows so well are used by nia. inaj.
his party in elections were the principal Lennox...............18597 1892.Lenn x .. .. .... .... . a 31mfeans by which the hon. gentleman from East Bruce ......... .... 114 13
Welland was defeated. I know also from the North Victoria.«.».*... .... 502 240
Position that I held at the time, that of soulgfles................. 39 118

MVaiudrrSuil Pe............7 9 183ider of Customs, that large petitions Vauh eut .............. 35o0ded the department asking for the Montmorency............. 50 Acci.
reimPosition, of the duties upon fruit and East Hastings . ........... 54 423
the products of that particular section of South Ontario ............ 33 157
Canada, and when they were reimposed in East Sincoe ............ 207 15

acodneWest Huron ............. 379 25accordance with their wishes-believing as Monck ........... ...... 260 327the Governnenit did at the time that it was West Northumberland.. .. 37 55
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Is this not evidence that after mature Lon. Mr. BOWELL-A very pertinent
deliberation, after a calm consideration of question was asked by the hon, gentleman
what is called the national policy and the on my left, when he asked the hon. member
action of the Government in the past, in to compare other sections of the United
reference to the whole policy of this coun- States with adjoining parts of Canada.
try, the people of Canada not only reaffirmed That, however, vas not convenient to the
the opinions which they had formerly ex- hon. gentleman opposite, and consequently
pressed, but increased their majorities in he sud away to the Pacific coast and com-
every single constituency ? Soulanges, which pared Washington with British Columbia.
had fornerly a Liberal majority of 39, was
subsequently barried by the Conservatives by Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I compared Dakota
il8. with Mr Evanitoba.

Hon.. _Mr. POWElt-Carrieq by the Hon. Mr. BOWELL-And Dakota also,
canal. f rouil whicb territory, 1 arn very glad to know,

thousands who have been tisled in the past

Hon. 'Mr. BOWELL--Carried by the by just such utterances as we have heard

votes of the people. 'My hon. f riend sug- here are flocking back into our own country,
into the North-west and Manitoba, as rapidly

That, howver was not convenien to thcaal

There is no water in the canal yet, so that as they can. In connection with this I am
it could not carry anything, as it is îot navig- reminded of a statement which I have in my

able. I hope it may be at no very distant hand, obtained from the Minister of Interior,

118 wih anio. th iursshwn

date when that canal will be in such a shape which ei e g on
as to place us in precisely the position that that during the past year over 14,000 have

Hon Mr.n BO EL -Crre bye the-e n Mntba n

the leader of the Opposition intimated to the g e pnopthe othes ad Manola
geuse that e had very improperly told the al
Teorle of the nited States we yanted to who were misled by the utterances of cer-

be totally independent of them. tain parties in ths country to snoae to Dakota
e hoetma e to e s and who are now gladto get back into Canada,te oe th t e nt ad in s coutrth and e where they can live and prosper better thantod s thae ereus in is be o tin ha in the United States. Had the hon. gentle-

ling in the poli y of the Government. lHe
said that the people were leeing away from umber of other states

the country as if fî'oîîî a plague. I think Hon. Mr. SCOTT. -And 'NIassachusett s.
there is an explanation why the hon. gentle-

ean's party occupy the ground they do
to-day in this country-that is, the hopeless pared those states with Canada the figures
minority in which they are placed. The would not have been quite so suitable for bis
people have been led to believe, by just such purpose. Aerican statistics prove beyond
speeches as were made in the Senate yester- 

day by the hon. niembbyjust such utteances 1aduthtte pcaio we he heard

eOf laîdand the numberr f mortgages in
we may heai again, not only in Ontario but sorne of those eastern states are inuch
in other sections of the Dominion, that e ate an In cn th t i
country was going to decay and ruin; wle n debtedness is uch reater tha in y
the plague fron vhich they really flew ias g an nn sisro
such utterances as the ho entlemani s oa the late census beyod a peradventure.

addresed o usyestrday Theho. gney into teNorth-wecest ad Mnitobaatand

tleman also drew a comparison between the epopr made thwhstate of Michigan and hile the province of Quebec, whch has
proess a e by Wahnthe n uroncu been looked upon as a standstill province,

try. tt was convenient to hcm to refer po Data
almost exclusively to those two states of the want a few facts inconnection with this state-

Union as, against the Dominion, ment, I will give them. I ind by sone fig-
ures whieh have been placed in rmny hands
that the decrease in the rural sections of those

ion. MHr. SCOTT-Michigan as against eastern statesis about asfollows- ar speak-
British Columbia. ing now of the census of 1892. Here is the
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result of the census in the following states
and rural districts

Rural.

Decrease. Increase.

Massachusetts 1892.
Maine .9,4
New yor. .ate 8Newjork State, 146,963 20,271..........
Ohio 21,206Illinois

V ........ 12,001 .. . . .
Vermont 12,264
Maryland
Rhode Island.... ....... 248
Indiana
Michigan. 34,216
Iowa .. ...... 187,260K()a.. . ... .... ........... .... ....
Kentucky. ...... ....

.. ... ........
TenssP)i

Texas"

Vi ~ ~ 16,6 2.,271 . .. ... .. .... .....

2rgin, 0 . ..........

Sn. Mr. SCOTT-They move fr
part of the country to another. I
gwve the exodus from the rural p
'gave it from the whole territory. T
gentleman is misrepresenting me.

Coun-
ties.

Decr'se.

om one
did not
arts. I
he hon.

Hon. Mr. BOWELI-I object to being
aceused of pursuing the line of argument
which was adopted by the hon. gentleman'
Yesterday.

on10. Mr. SCOTT-I have misled no-
body I did not misquote then. The hon.
gentleman is quoting figures referring to the
rural parts and applying them in contradic-
tion of my statement relating to a whole
state.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Did I not tell the
House what was the character of the state-
ment i 1 am inclined to think hon. gentle-
men of this House are just as capable of
understanding me as the hon. gentleman
OPPosite, and if I make any improper
deductions f rom his remarks they will be
able to appreciate them. Passing from these
eastern states to Washington Territory, the
hon- gentleman's arguments br statements
were as delusive as were the arguments
which he applied to the eastern states; for
this reason-when he told the House that
British Columbia had been settled for a
number of years, every man in this House
knows, every schoolboy in the country
knows, that for years and years, for scores

of years, that country was known to the
outside world merely as a fur country, occu-
pied by the Hudson Bay Company ; and sub-
sequently, after the discovery of gold, by
a mining populaticfh. Every one knows
that it was in such a geographical position
that it was impossible to reach it except by
the overland route or by Cape Horn and the
Pacifie in less than five or six months' travel.
Does the House need to be told this? Yet
we are told that the state of Washington,
lying to the south of it, in close proximity
to Oregon and California, that had been
flooded with immigrants for years before, has
shown a greater increase than British Colum-
bia. It was just so in reference to Dakota,
Minnesota and Michigan. and many of those
states which had been accessible by railway
for fifteen years befoie there was any means
or possible way of reaching Manitoba, the
North-west country or British, Columbia,
except by the route indicated above, for
it is only within the last five or six years,
since the construction of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, that the great resources of those
countries are beginning to develop. I think
I may safely predict that in less than ten
years a marvellous increase, not only of the
population of this country but in the develop-
ment of the mineral resources of British
Columbia will have taken place, and I look
forward with pride, as a Canadian, to the
r4pid development of that great west. We
know it would be in the sane state of isola-
tion to-day that it was fifty years ago, if the
hon. gentleman who leads the Opposition in
this House and his followers had been con-
ducting the Government of this country.
Why, the great Canadian Pacifie Railway
would never have been constructed. We
have been condemned for the manner in
which we prosecuted that project, but the
time has arrived when in this, as in other
matters, we find that gentlemen who formerly
opposed the expenditure in connection with
that great enterprise, and who prédicted the
destruction of the credit of this country, are
now most ardent admirers of it, for reasons
best known to themselves. I believe the
same result will flow from the comple-
tion of our great canal system that has
followed from the construction of that and
other railways which are developing the
resources of this country at a rate of which
every Canadian ought to be, if he is not,
proud. In addition to that, the hon. gentle-
man, with a fairness which he has accused
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me of not possessing, referred to the Trade household effects for the same year amounted
and Navigation Returns as evidence of the to $1,651,972, so that in this particular,
exodus from this country of its inhabitants. small though it may be, it is another evi-
He turned to the return with a great deal of dence--I will not say of a desire, but an
gusto-I do not use that word disrespectfully evidence--of the manner in which the people
-with a good deal of pleasure, and he pointed of Canada are misled in reference to almost
out that in the articles of export there were every matter affecting the country. Having
settlers' effects to the amount of over a dealt with this horrid exodus and the plague
million dollars f rom that fact he drew which exists in this country in the way of
a most doleful picture of the condition of our state policy, the hon. gentleman drifted
the country. He told the House that there into the Trade and Navigation Returns and
was $1,110,854 worth of household effects attempted to (1mw conclusions from them
exported during the last year. The moving which very few will be enabled to draw
backwards and forwards to all sections of the from the fâcts and figures there pre-
country has been going on continuously ever sented. The hon. gentlemantook the Trade
since J was a boy, and as long as the Anglo- and Navigation Retumns and holding themup
Saxon race exists that will continue. Look to the gaze of the members of the Senate
at the present moment at the islands in the read the figures for two or three years, pick-
Pacifie Oceait. Who are the people that are ing out one year here and another year there,
developing the resources of those islands? and then saying, Isee what was done during
Who is governing them ? The people of the these periods." 1 have noticed in almost
United States and the people of our own all discussions upon the saine question that
Canada. The watchword has been, and will thosewbooppose thepresent policy donottake
continue to be, " westward," and if you the average of any four or five years and see
apply the same argument and the saine logic, what the result was. If you take these
if I may misapply the word in connection very years to which the hon. gentleman
with statements of this kind, that has been f rom Ottawa refers, you wilî find that in
used in explanation of the exodus fron 1874-and that is when the hon. gentleman
Canada, you would have emptied the United had the honour of being one of the advisers
States. I night call the hon. gentleman's of er Majesty in this country-the total
attention to page 332 of the imports and be exports amounted to $89,351,92î but
will find that in this, as in all the other when they left office in 1879-J am taking
branches of trade-if I may call such exports the year after the hon. gentleman and bis
and imports a branch of trade-that the party assumed the control of affairs in this
household effects which were imported into country, and the year after the left office,
Canada last year exceeded the exports by because the policy of the present Govern-
nearly half a million dollars. I have no doubt'ment could not by any possibility have had
that was a matter of very great regret to any effect at ail until about 1880, 1881 and
the hon. gentleman. 1882 hence 1 take the year 1879. Wben

bis party left office the total exports had
Hon. Mr. SCO)TT--No. fallen to $71,491,000, a decline of no less

than $17,860,703; yet the on. gentleman
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Well, if it were'l tels us that if another policy bad been pur-

not a matter of regret why did he not tell sued the exports and imports of this coun-
tbe bouse that while they bad been export- try would have been much greater than they
ing bousehold effects which represented, as were in 1892. heow was it wit the impor-
be says, an exodus of the people from tiis tations? When the bon. gentleman and
country, that the importation by immigrants his party assumed office the importations
coming into Canada was much greater than were $1 28,213,582. When they left they
the exports? If be desired to be fair-if e bad dropped to $81,964,427, a falling off to
did not desire to isrepresent-if lie did not the extent of $46,249,155 within those fi ve
desire to lead the people of this country to years of Liberal rule, with that policy
beleve that the policy of tbe Government that they are now holding out to the
vas to drive ail the people out of the coun- gaze of the rising generation of Canada,

try, ie wotld bave told them this side of the in full force. Compare it witt r the
question as well as the other one. Fro 1 the present year, and take the whole aggre-

hnited States alone, the importation of gate of trade, and we find that wbile
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they held office the aggregate during
that period was $217,565,510. When
they left office the aggregate was $153,455,-
682, a falling off to the extent of $64,109,-
828 ; so that you may take the whole trade
of the country and you will find that the
statements I have made will bear out all and
More than we have claimed, and more than
the party to which I belong have claimed for
it. Look at the trade so far as it affects the
farming industry-represented by a large
class of people who have been lately taken
Under the special care and guardianshipof cer-
tain hon. gentlemen--and what does it show?
The exportation of farm products to Great
Britain in 1891 was $24,264,272 and last
year it amounted to no less than $36,091,589,
an increase of $11,827,367. It is true that
the hon. the leader of the Opposition yester-
day stated, when he referred to the increase
of trade last year, that it was the result of
the large output of the North-west and the
faning community. If the farming coi-
Tunity in this country has so progressed in
the production of cereals, animals and other
products of the farm that they had nearly
twelve millions more to export in 1892 than
the year before, it certainly is not an evi-
dence of their deterioration either in skill nor
'ndustry, or that they are becoming poorer
Under the fiscal policv of this Government. It
is an evidence of this, however, that they are
growing in wealth. In the aggregate they
are better off than they were before. There
nay be isolated cases, there may be certain
sections of the country, and we all know
it, in which the farming community like
others are not as well off as they
should be, but it has led intelligent
farmers in the country to the conclusion
that they must change their agricultural
mnethods to mneet altered conditions. I re-
Inenber when the treaty of 1854 was abro-
gated, in My own section 3f the country
whenever you saw a Yankee drover, as we
called them, coming into the district to buy
the settlers' cattle, the farmers were glad to
take $10, $15, or $20 per head for their
stock, and if they got $25 for a cow they
thought they were rich. At that time the
fariners were devoting their whole time and
energies to the growing of coarse grains
Which found a market in the United States.
When that market ceased, they turned their
attention to other branches of farming. I
see an hon. gentleman opposite tome who wàs
one of the first to visit the United States

and study their dairying. industries and the
mode and manner in which they were car-
ried on, and he came back to his county
and established the first cheese factory in
the eastern section of our country. The re-
sult is to-day that the farmers have turned
their attention to dairying and stock raising,
instead of to growing coarse grains. I refer
particularly to the hon. Senator from Quinté
(Mr. Read) and to the county of Hastings.
We have now over forty cheese factories in
that district, and they are beginning to
establish creaineries under instructions from
the Experimental Farm-over which my
hon. friend to my right (Mr. Angers) pre-
sides. I look forward to the time, at no very
distant day, when our butter will occupy as
prominent and profitable a position in the
English market, as the cheese does to-day.
We exported last year cheese to the amount
of $11,000,000. It may not be grati-
fying to the gentlemen who desire com-
mercial union, continental union, or un-
restricted reciprocity - which that able
but erratic writer, Mr. Goldwin Smith,
says, mean one and the same thing-
to know that the McKinley Bill, instead of
destroying the trade of this country, has only
diverted it from the UnitedStates to England.
The Tradeand Navigation Returns show that
while our trade with the United States is
falling off through the operation of their
policy, it is increasing with England. Our
neighbours are cutting off their own noses to
spite us. The export of the products of the
fari to the United States in 1891 was $10,-
188,760, being $14,075,462 less than to Great
Britain ; while last year it had fallen through
the operation of their own tariff, and from the
fact that there is a better market in England
than there is in the United States, to $7,235,-
012; and I am convinced, from a careful
study of this question and from practical
experience of the tariff during the period I
have held a position in the Government of
Canada, that the whole trade of this country
is gradually going to England and to Europe,
where we find the consumer, rather than
passing through the United States, where
our products are purchased by the žnid-
dleman, who exacts his profit and then
sends the goods on to England. It is
nonsense to suppose that a country that
exports as does the United States is our best
market. Take the articles of ham and pork
as an illustration. I have the President's
message in my hands stating the figures.
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In one month alone, last year, they in power, that is to an extent which added
exported over 94 millions of pounds of the pro- to the material prosperity of the country.
ducts of thehogtothe Europeanmarkets. Yet If he will look at the mining industry,
we are told that we ought to take the duty although that is comparatively in its infancy,
off pork fron the United States by means of he will findthat we exported lastyear 137,934
unrestricted reciprocity, and that it would tons of coal in excess of the year before. We
have theeffectof providing aprofitablemarket exported 9,880,975 pounds of nickel, the pro-
for exporters froin Canada. That may be so, duct of the mines of the northern section of
but I am unable to draw any such conclusion the country, more than was exported the
froni the facts as they exist. This trade ques- year before. That industry is just beginning
tion, I admit, is one that is very prolific of to develop, and I hope that at no very dis-
argument. I might occupy your time for tant day, instead of exporting the matte, or
hours in discussing it. It is worth studying, ore, from this country, we shall have indus-
and while I ask the forgiveness of the tries established and factories in operation,
House for referring to it at the length I so as to produce the pure article, and not
have done, I may explain that I should not enrich the United States by the cost of the
have done so, had it not been for the remarks labour employed in bringing the metal to
of the hon. gentleman opposite yesterday. a perfect state. If you will look at the im-
Departing a little from the line of argument portation of raw materials, you will find the
which I have just been following, if you same result. We imported of cotton, tobacco
will examine the following table showing the leaf, raw silk and wool, 2,068,985 pounds
aggregate trade with Great Britain and more than the year before. If we imported
United States for the last five years, you that quantity of these materials in the raw
will find that the conclusions I have indicated state more than we imported during the
are absolutely warranted by the figures previous year, it is an evidence that the in-

ith Xith dustries in this country are increasing their

Great Britain. United States. output to that extent precisely, and if the

1888 ....... $ 79,383,745 91,053,913 industries are increased to that extent in the
1889........ 80,422,515 94,059,844 use of that enormous quantity of raw mate-
1890........ 91,743,935 92,814,783 rial, then the labour, in order to manufacture
1891........ 91,328,384 94,824,352 the articles, must be greater, and wages be
1892........ 106,254,984 92,125,599 better than the year before ; and so on in

Last year, the tide was taking a turn and almost every vocation of life. Referring
our trade with Great Britain exceeded our again to the amount of exportation, we ex-
trade with the United States by over four- ported last year leather goods, ships, cottons,
teen millions. I know it has been said that implements and carriages (this does not
this is not a inatter for congratulation, that include the settlers' effects to which the hon.
if the farmers had the nearer market which gentleman referred yesterday) $732,494
some are clamouring for, the trade would worth more than we did the year before.
not be flowing to England, but would be In addition to this, as the speech refers to
going across the border. I admit that that the continued progress of the country, I will
may be so to a certain extent, but if it offer a few figures as to what the result of
were so, the profit derived by those who are the last six months has been, the six months
exporting to a foreign country would not be ending on the 31st December last. During
so great as it is to-day, from the simple reason the six months ending on the 31st
that our products would be purchased by December, 1891, the imports amounted to
iiddlemen in the United States, either for $59,615,848 and during the last six months

purposes of exportation or to take the place of 1892 they had risen to $60,322,000.
of products of the United States which had The exports for the last six months of the
been exported ; consequently, the pur- year 1891 were $71,738,049, and for the
chaser in this country would be minus just last six months of the calendar year which
the difference between that which he would has just ended, they were $74,256,707. The
receive f rom the middleman, and that which increase in the imports was $506,875; and
he would receive from the consumer himself. it is a gratifying fact that the exports of
The hon. gentleman said also, that we had not this country, of all classes of goods, increased
progressed in our exports or in our imports during that six months (and were by far
as was indicated and claimed by the party the largest exportation during any corres-
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ponding period in former years) by $2,518,- and the United States can produce for the
658, so that there is every probability that next twenty-five years.
at the end of this year we will show a much We have heard a very great deal of thelarger export trade, as weil as a much larger 1 change of the features of trade in this country
aggregate trade, than that for the year end- with the United States. We have been told
ing the 30th June, 1892. The most grati- that we have been legislating against the
fying fact of all is that these exportations interests of the mother land, that our wholeare principally the products of the farm, the policy was a discrimination against England
forest and the mine. My hon. friend ien- and in favour of the country to the south of
tioned the question of cheese and butter. us. Do the facts and figures prove these
There was exported for the year ending statements? I have an interesting table be-
30th June, 1892, from the United States of fore me, running down from 1868 to 1892,
the product of the dairy (which includes showing the percentages of the trade of
cheese and butter, and to the latter of which Canada which went to Great Britain and
we have not devoted our attention at all the United States respectively. It is as fol-
until of late) $11,038,884. I may mention lows
that this has added to it oleomargarine,
which should not be included in the pro-
ducts of the dairy, and therefore, Canada EXPORTS OF PRODUTS OF THE FARM.
stands pre-eminently in a better position in
that respect. We exported of the products Per cent x ored to Per Geat trted to
of the dairy in the saine year $12,708,470, 1868 ........ 60-36 34-31showing that in the last decade--not alto- 1869. 67·7. 33-23so in hti etiî 1,879........ 67 70 3-2
.ether within the last decade, but certainly377

Since the repeal of the old reciprocity treaty 1 58-X 36-7
-"we have changed our position in Canada 5881-

from1 being importers of these articles to a 1872 ........- 5412 40-36
large exte.tfr... 44-46 *50-28arge extent fro England and the United 1874........4216 535SStates to being larger exporters of dairy 1875........ 42 3

Products than the whole 65,000,000 of peo- 1876 ....... 4 5
ple in the neighbouring country. With 47·88 4685
5,000,000 of a population, we send more 1877........ 43-69 51-07
dairy products out of Canada to the English 1878........35-78 59-8
market than our neighbours do from the 1879........ 38-91 56-83
Whole of the United States. 1880........ 35-34 59·54

lion. Mr. READ-I may say that we
are only just commencing.

1881........ 37-90
1882........ 48-11
1883........ 43-00
1884........ 3902-

58-229

47-79

52·43
57-00

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I quite concur in 1885........ 38-09 58-91
the opinion of the hon. member from Quinté. 1886 ........ 39-01 56·76
We are only just commencing. The indus- 1887........ 35-42 59-79
try i just in its infancy, and. I ok forward 1888 ........ 44-58 51-95
to a period at no very distant day when the 1889.....-. 43-58 53-34
Product of the creameries of my own province 1890........ 36-50 60-08
and the other provinces in this Dominion 1891 ........ 29-28 66-21
will quite equal that of cheese. There is no 1892 ....... 16-78 77-28
reason why it should not do so, and the
trade will increase. People will ask: " Oh, I an sure that everybody who will take the
where can you dispose of the vast quantities trouble to read these figures and study them
that you are producing? " In reply, Look will corne to the conclusion that England is
at the trade returns of England and see the natural market for the products of this
the amount of money paid for these two country, and as our people begin to under-
articles every year, and you will find that stand it-the change is taking place so
the market within the bounds of thoselittle rapidly that people can scarcely apprehend
islands of Great Britain and Ireland will be the fact-they will adjust thenselves to the
quite sufficient to absorb all that Canada new conditions of trade. These figures show
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the indisputable fact-say what you will of
the McKinley Act-that if its operation has
been injurious to any class, it bas been to the
interests of the people of the United States
themselves and not to the people of Canada.
I repeat, our trade being direct with England,
instead of through the United States, gives
the best possible evidence that we are reap-
ing a great benefit financially and pecuniarily
from the operation of the McKinley Act, to
the loss and detriment of the people engaged
in trade in the United States. If this is
satisfactory to the people of that country,
we certainly can have no cause to complain.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is the differ-
ence between free trade and protection.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Precisely, so far as
affects the United States, but not in the sense
in which the hon. gentleman intended to
apply it. I probably may have something to
say at some future time with regard to this
question of free trade versus protection. We
have it constantly stated that our policy
taxes the importations from England at a
much greater percentage than the goods we
import from the Vnited States, and that
therefore we are discriminating against
England because we import a greaterquantity
of English goods which pay a heavier percen
tage of duty than those which come from the
United States. Had any one of these gentle.
men, who have so freely and so often spoken
upon this point in connection with the trade
of the country, taken the trouble to cal-
culate the percentage of duties paid upon
goods imported f rom England in 1878 and
1892-the one being under what was termed
the revenue trade policy of the hon. gentle-
men opposite, and the other under the pro-
tective or National Policy of the present Gov-
ernment-they would have found that the
relative percentages are so nearly alike that
there is scarcely any appreciable difference
between them. I will give you the percent-
ages, that the electorate may know when they
hear this statement again that, even if the
hon. gentleman who leads the Opposition
should unfortunately for the country find his
way to the treasury benches and return
to the old policy and reduce the tariff to one
for revenue purposes only, the same results
wouldfollowthatwhichflowedfromtheirtariff
in 1878. I have had this calculation made very
closely and accurately. It is as follows:

When u c r i tat ft

connection with our importations fromn Great
Britain and the United States you will find
the statement of the opponents of our trade
policy, sofar as its affects British trade unfair.
If you consult the Trade and Navigation
Returns you will findl that a large proportion
of the duties paid on articles coming from
England are collected on wines, liquors, silk
and other luxuries which are used by the
wealthier classes of the people. Take liquors
for instance, the duties imposed on themn
average from 100 t0150 percent. Liquors come
principally from Great Britain, not from the
United States ; and if you deduct the duty
paid on silks, satins, liquors and wiies imported
from Great Britain, f rom the aggregate trade
of the country you will find that the percentage
would be lower upon the articles imported
fromi England than those upon goods from
the United States. Yet we hear the statement
constantly made that we discriminate against
Great Britain and even see it repeated in letters
published over their own namnes, in their
newspaper reports, and in their editorials on
the samne subject, that we are discriminating
against Great Britain, from the fact th'at
taking the percentage based on the importa-
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tions from these two countrieswe collect more deficits had to be made up by borrowing
on goods f rom England than on goods f rom the money from England, and we found that
United States. I have shown that under the debt was increasing just in proportion to
their own tariff and management the differ- the amount of each deficit, but just as soon
ence was about the saime as it is at the present as a change of policy took place the revenue
time. I have another table here which should began to rise, and just in proportion to the
be placed before this country. We hear at increase of revenue the people were relieved
the present time a good deal about tariff of such taxation as bore directly on the
reform'. We are told that, because a change masses; so that tariff reform has been carried
of political parties has taken place in the on from the very moment that what is
United States, therefore we must change termed the National Policy was adopted by
our whole policy-that they intend to reduce this country. I will show you the extent to
their duties. I hope.they may. I hope they which that reduction has taken place, con-
lay go s0 far as to place Canada towards fining myself, mark you, only to a very few

the United States in precisely the same articles. When the Reform party came into
Position that Canada occupied for years and power in 1874 we found that in order to
years to the United States. I should like raise money a great scheme was brought
them to reduce their tariff as low as ours was forward by the Finance Minister of that time
while the hon. gentlemen opposite were iný -something I suppose which must-have been
Power and we keep our own where it is, or astounding to men like Gladstone, Disraeli,
nearly so, that we might get into the United and those who had dealt with finan-
States and flood their markets with the cial problems in the old country. We
Products of our industries as they used to i know--those of us particularly who were
fnood ours. When that time arrives I shall in Parliament-that we first had a tariff
lot only be glad to see it but hail with delight brought down, of an incongruous character,

any change that they may make. If any which satisfied nobody. Then we had that
hon. gentlemen will take the trouble to read sing the hole
an article in the Forum for February written tarif two and a haîf per cent, which was
by Mr. Wells, who is certainly a good author- certainly one of the most remarkable evi-
Ity upon matters of this kind, he will learn dences of statesmanship and financial ability
that Mr. Wells points out that it is utterly ever presented to the country. In addition
impossible for the United States to reduce its to that they placed a duty on tea, cofee and
tariff below 25 per cent, leaving aside such other articles from which it hadbeen renoved
articles of luxury as- liquors, tobaccos and by the Government of Sir John Macdonald
articles of that kind. That is much higher previousto going out of power. Now, if
than Our own, taking out these articles. Ours you take the duty on the articles of tea,
averages not more than seventeen and a half cofee and tin together vith bil stamps
per cent. Now, las not the policy of the and newspaper postage, which have heen
Government during the last ten years been removed by the present Government, and
to reduce the taxation upon the people of this add to them what has been saved in the
country whenever an opportunity presented way of taxes upon coal and sugar you would
itself and the revenues of the country be surprised at the amount of which the
would justify it? When we cane into people of this country have been relieved
Power iny 1878 we found deficits of since 1883 to 1892 inclusive. The figures
milliobs and millions year after year. These dare as follows
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Year. Tea Coffee. Coal. Tin. Sugar. Bi New-s
Tea. Staii>s. j>apers.

8 8 $ $ 8 $
1882 . . ........... .... . 682,300 36,344 .... . 57,480 .......... ......... . .....
1883 .... ... . ... ....... 999,571 37,076 .. ....... 103,848 .......... 180,000 55,000
1884 .. . ...... ... ...... 895,933 32,456 ........ .. 84,025 ......... . 181,000 58,000
1885 .. ....... ........... .1,032,040 51,988 ....... ... 91,402 182,000 61,000
1886........... . ....... 1,275,670 24,082 ... .... 97,805 183,000 64,000
1887........... ..... ...... . 1,020,313 24,106 312,360 104,094 .... ... .. 184,000 67,000
1888 ..... ...... . ... .. 955,361 42,662 1,068,652 106,967 ...... ... 185,000 70,00
1889... .. .......... ..... . 951,417 52,420 638,043 115,038 . k......... 186,000 73,0
1890 ... .. ........ ... 1,004.149 56,157 600,667 120,671 .. .... ... 187,000 76,000
1891......... ..... ...... . 978,977 60,642 699,533 116,049 ......... 188,000 79,000
1892 ..... ... .... . .... 1,257,966 60,894 739,553 155,646 4,500,000 189,000 82,000

Total ... ...... .. ...... 11,053,697 478,827 4,058,808 1,152,025 4,500,000 1,845,000 685,000

Making a total savinug in these twelve years of e23,773,357.

In addition to the articles enumerated in the it was the most masterly piece of diplomacy
table which I have just read, there are on that he had ever read. Then he said that
the f ree list to-day 113 articles more than it was an exact copy of the Canadian Order
there were in 1878, when the National in Council.
Policv was first introduced, showing that
the Conservative party did iot lose sight of Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I said it was on the
tariff reform, when such reform was neces- same lines.
sary in the interests of the people. I
notice that these gentlemen whenever they Hon. Mi. BOWELL-The hon. gentle-
talk to the people of the country make no man paid us the compliment of saying that
reference to the fact that in proportion to it was a masterly piece of diplomacy, and
the increase of the revenue the Government that it was on the same lines as the Cana-
have never lost sight of the important fact dian Order in Council, but if he had studied
that they should relieve the people of duties the question, and he will permit me to say
upon articles which go into general consump- so very respectfully, he would have learned
tion, and which the poorest person in the that it was not on the same lines as the
land has to buy, while keeping the duty as Order in Council issued in Canada, and that
high as it ever was upon such luxuries as its provisions are not the same as ours, for
liquors, silks and other articles of a similar it applies to all vessels passing through the
kind. I have dealt with this question Sault Canal bringing articles to any port in
of trade at sufficient length and shall now Canada, no matter for what purpose. There
confine myself to a few remarks in reference is no such regulation and no such provision
to the criticism of the hon. gentleman upon in the Order in Council passed by the Gov-
the canal tolls and the construction of the ernment of Canada, and if the hon. gentle-
Sault Ste. Marie Canal. I was surprised-- man had referred to the report made by the
well, hardly surprised-at the eulogy passed Interstate Committee, or committee of the
by the hon. leader of the Opposition upon House of Representatives or of the Senate
President Harrison's message to Congress (I am not sure which), on the trade relations
in reference to the imposition of canal tolls. between Canada and the United States, he

Hon.would have learned that that report states
Hon.Mu.SCOT - pasedno uloy. distinetîy and positively that the 27th clause

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Perhaps the hon. of the Washington Treaty was repealed by

gentleman the Goverment of the United States when
gecnlean wul alelo etoepli wa they repealed the other clauses of the treaty;
I considered was a eulogy.and consequently, no matter what we ay

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I said that his pro- have done in reference to the canaIs, it
clamation was copied from yours. was not an infringement .of the provi-

sions of a treaty which had no existence,
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-That was a compli- according to the report of that committee.

ment ho us. The lon, gentleman said that I can te l the hon. gentleman further, that
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if he has not read it, he ought to have read
it before he came to a conclusion-and should
Study it before he attempts again to lecture
an intelligent body like this, and the
people of this country-that the most emi-
nlent members of the bar in the United States
have given the same opinion and I know
that somle of the most prominent members of
the bar in this country hold the same
Opinion in reference to the repeal of that
Section of the treaty. I am not speaking my
Own imdividual opinions. In the negotiations
with the late' Mr. Blaine and Mr. Foster,
the present Secretary of State, I read that
report to them and stated that if the opinions
expressed by the gentlemen who composed
that committee-and they were the most
enineint men representing these bodies in
the United States-were correct, the United
$tates Government had no right to find fault
with anvthing we might do in reference to
the management of the tolls of our canals.

H1on. Mr. SCOTT-I have never heard
before that this Government supposed that
the clauses had been repealed.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-There are a great
many things the hon. gentleman, I was con-

fromthespeechthat hemadeyesterday,
had not read and does not know. I am tell-
Ing the hon. gentleman the views taken on
the subject in the United States, and I am
telling this House the views that are enter-
tained by eminent legal gentlemen in this
country. It is true, we have not acted on that
view, but I say that if leading statesmen in
the United States hold that viewon this parti-
cular question-they have no right to find
fault with any action that we might take,
even if we were to shut up the canals. That
saie report used this language, as near as I
can recall it-that they were using Canada's
canals at the sufferance of the Government
of Canada. It is not our policy, it was not
our desire to deprive the United States of
the use of these canals. We are not obli-
vious of the fact that we have interests at
stake just as great as they have ; nor are
w"e forgetful of the advantages that accrue
from the use of all these canals on terms of
equality, both by the United States and by
Canada. The hon. gentleman, unintention-
ally, I think, misled the House.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, I did not mislead
the House.

3j

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-That infers that
the hon. gentleman knows what impression
was left upon the minds of the members of
the House, when he made his speech. He
may be a clairvoyant for aught I know, and
able to read the minds of others, and thereby
know the views and sentiments held by each
member of the Senate, but I repeat the im-
pression left on this House, I will not say
that it was left on the House, because I think
the House too intelligent-but the impression
attempted to be left was that we gave no
rebate upon American vessels passing through
the canals discharging at Ogdensburgh, while
a Canadian vessel did get the rebate, even if
she discharged her cargo there.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I made my remarks
as clear as possible.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The impression
was left on the minds of members as I have
indicated. What are the facts ? If an Ameri-
can vessel passed through the Welland Canal
and goes direct to Montreal with her cargo,
even though she discharges or tranships it at
Kingston, and that cargo is exported from
Canada, she receives the eighteen cents
rebate.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I stated so positively
over and over again.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-That may have
been the intention of the hon. gentleman,
but I repeat it, a different impression was
left on the House, and I am stating what
that impression was.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
must not misrepresent me. J am not accus-
tomed to being misrepresented in the manner
in which the hon. gentleman has tried over
and over to do it to-day.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL- have no desire to
misrepresent the hon. gentleman. I am not
doing it intentionally. I appeal to the judg-
ment of this House as to whether I am mis-
representing him by what I have said. 'If
the House says that I. have misrepresented
him in any particular, I shall readily apologize
for having.done so. It would be improper for
me to do so under any circumstances,andpartic-
ularly so now, this being the first opportunity
that I have had of addressing this honourable
body. I desire to place before the House and
the country the facts as they really exist :
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If a British vessel came through the Wel- stuffis brought through the Canadian canals,
land Canal with a cargo of grain and took and discharged in the mnahner I have (le-
it to Montreal for the purpose of export, a scribed. That is the policy that the hon.
rebate of 18 cents per ton was paid. If a gentleman would like to have inaugurated in
United States vessel came in the sane way, this country. It is quite equal to the course
it was treated in exactly the same manner they pursued in 1878, when the operation of
and received the same rebate. If a British their tariff, and their whole policy, brought
vessel, after passing through the Welland the country to the verge of bankruptcy
Canal with its cargo, transhipped it at King- and ruin. I have stated the position fully
ston or any other Canadian port for export which we hold in reference to the
at Montreal, a rebate was granted as before. canal question. The hon. gentleman said
If a citizen of the United States treated his that probably we would continue it next
cargo in the same manner he received the yea'. 1 have no doubt that he reads the
same rebate. If a Canadian vessel discharged newspapers and probahly bas seen the (es-
its cargo short of Montreal, without tranship- patch which was publisbed and sent to the
ment thereto, it paid the full toll of 20 United States, stating that white we hold to
cents; and a United States vessel tranship- the rigbt as Canadians to legisiate upon this
ping its cargo in the same way also paid the question, in the unes that I have indicated
full toll of 20 cents. If a British vessel we have done, we do not propose to continue
brought its cargo to a United States port, it after this year, providing that they woul4.
east of the Welland Canal and transhipped fot impose a tax on vesse]s passing through
it to Montreal for export, it received no the Sault Canal. However, they did not
rebate, but paid full toll; and a United accept that as sufficient. On the contrai-
'Stae vesttetn t ag ntesne they said that we promised them du-ing theStates vessel treating its cargo in the same
way paid the same full toll. Local Cana- negotiationlast February toremove that tax
dian cargoes shipped from ports east of the and tere, again, I think the public men
Welland Canal, for Montreal, paid full toîl Canada have just cause to complain of th
on the St. Lawrence Canals; United States ac'ion of those who are opposed to thetu
cargoes shipped f rom points east of the Wel- politically. Xhenever the question of ver-
land Canal to Montreal,.paid the same tolls. acity arises between American diplomats or
So that in all respects the same treatment was statesmen and ours, or wbether it be ai
given in the Canadian canals to United American newspaper, it matters not how
States citizens as to subjects of Her Majesty. high or iow it nay stand in public opinion,
The regulations that were passed and they always give the preference to the
adopted by the Government apply with the American version of the affair, and intimate,
same force to all vessels. We admitted in as the bon. gentleman did yesterday, that the
our negotiations with Mr. Blaine, that it was statements made by Sir John Thompson, - r.
a discrimination against a route; and if it Foster and myself were not correct, but
were not so, what would be our position, or that tbe version given by Mr. Blaine and
what does the hon. gentleman desire that Gen. Foster vas the correct one, and that we
this Government should do, or wbat would yad ot told the exact truth in the matter.
he do if be were in power? If bis views Fortunately, a despatch wbich vas received
were adopted,an American vessewhich passes fro Genera Foster, now Secretary of State
througbi the Welland Canal, and proceeds of United States, not ten days ago, sustains
to Ogdensburgh and tranships, she woutd re- the statements whic we made on our retun
ceive 18 cents rebate on each ton of ber to Canada, after our interviews. This dis-
cargon; but if a Canadianvessel passedthrough patch verified every word we uttered in
the Weltand Canal and proceeded to tPres- reference to our mission. What we totl
cott, a Canadian port,oppositeOgdensbargh, thep in our negotiations was, that we would,
and unloaded her cargo of wbeat, the ulti- upon our return to Canada, cosider the
mate destination of whic nnight be Ottawa question fuly, with a view to removing, if it
via the St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway, were found to be contrary to the treaty stipu
for the iis there, for consumption inCanada, lations, any misconception that might bave
she would pay the full amoupt of 20 cents arisen upon this question. That is what we
per' ton ; s that there would be an actuat stated when we returned. The version
discrimination against every consumer in given by Mr. Blaine and Mr. Foster was,
Canada of 18 cents per ton on the bread- that w-e had proised to reuove the (iscrimi-
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nation (as they termed it) in connection with
the canal tolls so far as transhipment at
Og(ensburgh was concerned. What we did
state, and I repeat it here on my responsi-
bility as a minister of the Crown, apart
altogether from my own position, personally,
anid in defence of my own and colleagues
honour, that we made no such promise. I
have in my hand an extract from
this despatch in which it is acknow-
ledged, unintentionally perhaps, that the
statellients which we made on our re-
turn were literally true. But General
Foster goes on to say that they, Mr. Blaine
and himself, drew certain inferences. J, nor
111y colleagues are responsible for any in-
ferences that Mr. Blaine or Mr. Foster may
have drawn from any remarks we made on
that occasion. We are no't in the habit of
expressing our views in such a manner
as to lead to any misapprehension. Mr.
Blaine paid me the compliment of say-
ing: "You are an Englishman, and a
frank main." I admitted it. J was
neither ashamed that J was born in England
nor of being frank and outspoken in any
Opinion that I had to express to him, or in
anv other matters, particularly, where the
interests of my country were at stake. I
added that I had been a resident of Canada
for about sixty years and thought I might lay
claini to being a tôlerably good Canadian by
this time. I was surprised at the position
the hon. gentleman took in reference to the
Sault Canal. There was one remark he made
which was true, and with which I am fully
in accord. He said that the Government of
the day seemed to act with a good deal of
bravado, or words to that effect, and to boast
that they would be independent of the
Unted States. I hope I may live long
enough to see the time-though I am now
pretty well advanced in years-when we will
be under no obligations to the United States
in trade relations, or in anything else. It is
my desire to have, if possible, the most
friendly relations with the United States
and all the rest of the world. It is my
desire to see free intercourse, as far as is
consistent with the protection of our own
interests; but I do not wish to be placed,
nor do I believe that any patriotic Canadian
wishes to be placed in the position-if I may
use the term-of playing second fiddle to, or
beng dependent on, any foreign power in
order to get to market with the products of
Our country. With respect to Mr. Blaine-

I speak respectfully of him, because our
intercourse with him was such as to make
me--while I differed materially and essen-
tially f rom the position he took-admire the
man for the frankness with which he gave
expression to his views. I like to discuss
questions with a man who speaks frankly
and openly, and when he turned around
upon us and put almost the same question
that the hon. gentleman put in this House
yesterday-" what do you want to go to the
expense of constructing that canal for ?" I
simply replied, " to be independent of you,
Mr. Blaine. You forget, perhaps, that your
predecessor recommended to Congress the
adoption *of a policy of non-intercourse
with this country. You may not bear in
mind, in all probability, what the effect
of non-intercourse would be. The only
means we have of outlet at certain
seasons of the year for the products of our
great North-west, which are yearly swelling
by millions of bushels, is by the railway. We
are but five millions, and you are sixty-five
millions, and we cannot afford to be at your
mercy to shut any outlet we may have now,
or hereafter, in order to cripple the trade of
our country ; and by that threat of yours of
non-intercourse,you have put us to an expense
of over $3,000,000, but we have readily spent
it. Being an independent people, we pro-
pose to govern ourselves, amicably with you
if possible, but if not, we will do it alone."
That is precisely our position. I must con-
fess that I was surprised to hear the leader
of a great party in this country give expres-
sion to a regret that we had spent money in
the construction of that canal. It was a
fatal mistake that was made by the late Sir
Francis Hincks (then Mr. Hincks), when
he did not seize the opportunity origi-
nally of having the canal built on the north
shore of the Sault instead of allowing the
Americans to build it. My hon. friend is
old enough toremember the discussions which
took placeat that time,butunfortunately,there
were politicians in that day who entertained
views similar to those held by some hon.
gentlemen at present, and they were willing
to sacrifice their own country and let the
Americans get control of the carrying trade
and the means of outlet and inlet of our great
North-west at the expense of their own
country. I was a young mnan at the time,
but I remember distinctly taking the same
view then that I do now-that a fatal mis-
take had been made. The hon. mover of the
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Address said we intended to have a lock similar try, not only as regards the United States,
to that of the United States. That was the but with respect to other countries as weil.
original intention, but after the death of our Every few months, or every few years, sonie-
lamented chief, a change was made in the thing arises inwhich the people of Newfound-
plans of that canal, when I visited the works land are deeply interested, and would like to
in company with my hon. friend on my lefi get a connection -vitl the 'nited States,
(Hon. Mr. Smith), to whom I must give credit'no matter at what expense to Canada,
for assisting materially in changing the plans. thereby placing Canada and Canadian fish-
Of course we did not view the situation from erien at a disadvantage in the markets of
an engineering stand-point, because neither the world. Take the present Bond treaty
of us is an engineer, but we lay daim to that as an exampe, and what would its effect
quality which enables men to get through the be? Every quintal of fish taken by New-
worid successfulay, the quality of common foundland fisher esen would be relieved of
sense. *We found that the Americans were the tax of 75 cents inîposed under the
building a lock 600 feet long, 100 feet w gide United States tarif, while every quintal
and twenty feet deep. 1V Nyill be easily caught by Canadian fisherme n in the saie
understood that w'Ith a lock one hundred waters would be under the disadvantage of
feet wide, each hait gate must be in the paying a tax of 5 cents in the sanie market.
neiglibourhood of sixty feet wide. The pres- That is Mr. Bond's interpretation o the
sure inust be tremendous, and the difficuties treaty. When the papers are laid before us
in working the gates very great, hence we you will see that the Canadian delegates dis-
cane to the conclusion, after consulting our sented f rom such an interpretation, and yet the
engineer, that a lock sixty feet wide, nine'hon. gentleman says that he was opposed to
hundred feet long, and twenty feet deep the policy of the Government iast year but
fould be much more practical and much froin patriotic motives did not so express
easier worked, than one of the dimensions himself at the time, for fear lhie bight be
buiît hy the United States ; 1 amn giad Vo accused of advocating, a policy wvhich would
know that the engineers, who ought to have be etrimental to Canada, or of interfsins-
cetter ideas on questions of this kind than with the negotiations then going on. The
two layien, approved of this; and when in hon. gentleman's colleague in the lower
Washington we pointed this outtothelJnited House-the member forBothwelI-wavt inot
States people, that we would not ony have so delicate. oHe laid down the broad prbin-
a canal better than theirs, which could be ciple that it was an impertinent interfersce
worked easier and cheaper, but that it was to on the part of Canada to protest against any
be built on a plan which would enable us to treaty being negotiated betweei N ewf wud-
duplicate itwhenever the trade of thecountry land a i the United States. The overn-
shab requireit. Theentranceto the canal f ro ment saw the effect which the sanctionin
the Sault River is wide enough for two of that treaty by England ould have upon
locks, and the north walt is beingso built as to the fishing industries of our Atlantic sea-
enable us Vo construct a similar lock o the Coast, and it was the duty of the Caadian
north of it, when vesses wicl be able to go Governmeit, who were watching the inter-
east and west without interruption of trade. ests of Canada on al points, whethe in
I say, with ail respect, that any Canadian minor details or in the case of the great
who grudges the expenditure on that work fishing industries of the Atantic seaboard,
and thinks it unnecessary, in y opinion, Vo intervene and prevent the ratification of
has very littie regard for the greatness and such a treaty if possible and ani glad to
the future prosperity of his country. The say that they were successful in preventing
sabme remarks appy to the negotiations the ratification of a treaty which woud have
with Newfoundland. The ion. gentleman been so disastrous Vo our fishing intere-ts on
thought that Confederation was rounded off the Atlantic coast. J hope that at o very
sufficienty as it was, and that Newfound- distant day the people of Newfoundland wi
land ought not to be brought into the con- see that it is Vo their interest to coe within
federacy. I differ fron him in toto upon this confederation, and J also hope the ay
that question. I look upon the isolation of is not far distant when there sha not be
Newfoundland, in the present state of a single foot of British North Aerica
affairs, as one of the most serious menaces to- that is not under control of the Doin-
thads the peace and harmony of this coun- ion. It may cost a litte money, but
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the fact of its costing a little more than a doubt, and therefore, not debatable, except
We would get directly in return, would be a for the unlaudable purposes of carping and
thousand times over compensated for by the finding fault. To show the claim of the
fact that we should remove all those diffi- United States Government is of no con-
culties with the United States which are sequence to those interested, I quote a short
conltantly arising, as well as many other extract f rom the " Annual report of the
Perplexing questions which now exis~t in the Board of Managers of the reorganized Lake
Political arena. Another important advantage Carriers Association " of Cleveland, Ohio,
would be this : It would enable us to negotiate of January 2nd, 1893. These gentlemen,
with stili more force and powers with our among other things, say:
neighbours across the border by having but As the benetits of reciprocity in wreeking
the One interest, instead of two, to be repre- would largely fall to American vessel owners, and
sented at the conferences. It would also re- further delay ;ould be greatly to their disadvan-
ieve the tage, and as the privilege of carrying on American

he miother country from many of the recking operations in the Welland Canal is not
Vexatious negotiations and much of the regarded as important, the Board of Managers
trouble and annoyance which is given to her have recently called the attention of the American
by the constant friction existing between Department of State to this subject, to the end that
these two portion of her dominions For the Anierican Act of Congress nay, if necessary,
thse and portins ofher d ions. fvor be amended at the preseut session by striking onthese and many other reasons, favour eference therein to the Welland Canal, thus

uion with Newfoundland. When theiakig possible immediate proclamation of reci-
Papers are laid upon the Table, hon. gentle- procity in wrecking by the President of the United

'n'en wi1 have a States. The Department of State is fully advised
wiava better opportumty of iearn- of the importance of securing this aid for Anieri-

ing w position we took upon that and can wreckers and vessels owners, and we are satis-
Other matters, more particularly upon the fied that hy the opening of navigation this privilege
question of union. I can only hope, and I so long sought will be an accomplished fact.

say it with all sincerity, that we may all With these remarks, I leave the question for
live to see that island a part of this great Atht, consideration of those who view ques-
cofederacy, and that we shall go où pros- tions of this kind froi a Canadian, rather
Perin in the future as we have in the past. than a party stand-point. I have just one
There is one other question to which I word to say in reference to this country and
desire to call the attention of the House. its prosperous condition, and I will have
The leader of the Opposition condemned the done. I must first apologize for occupying
Government for the position it has taken on your time so long. The hon. gentleman
the question of wrecking salvages and tow- drew a most painf ul picture of the state of
.ng. It is true, an arrangement was entered this country. Horror and dismay were
into between the United States and Canada, depicted in every sentence he uttered. Plague
to reciprocate in these matters, but it was to and pestilence and war, and almost every-
be Confined, as the Canadian delegates under- thing that could devastate a country, must
stood it, to waters contiguous to the United have been paramount in his mind. I think,
'States, for Canadian vessels ; and to waters I can give him a recipe for all the difficul-
contiguous to Canada for United vessels. ties, so far as he is concerned. If the people
It was never contemplated that this would permit him to occupy my seat for a
Privilege should extend to the Welland few years, you would find he and his col-
Canal. The House will readily under- leagues would begin to extol the country
stand the position Canada would be in, and to affirm it to be the brightest gem in
Were the privilege of wrecking extended the crown of Great Britain; and that it
tO the canals. An accident might is prosperous beyond any other country
ocu'r to a United States vessel in the canal in the world. Unfortunately, however,
and the Owners might insist upon waiting for him and his co-workers, the people
for assistance until wrecking appliances of Canada have not sufficient confi-
could be procured from Buffalo or Chicago, dence in them to trust them with the
thereby stopping the whole trade of the coun- management of their affairs, Let me
try in order that the.work might be given before closing observe that the hon. gen-
tO a' American company, which in all pro- tleman called to his aid the statement of
bability had aninterest in the vessel wrecked Mr. Robert White, M.P., in an article which
or injured. The correctness of the position that gentleman published in the Lake Maga-
the Government has taken does not admit of zine, on the canal tolls question, as an

R
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evidence that we must be wrong, because he Thus not only bas the credit of Canada risen

(Mr. White) happened to differ from us on more than that of any other colony or than that
even of England herself, but the credit of Canada

that one question. Perhaps the lion. gentle- actually stands to-day on the British marketsnext
man would permit me to call his attention to that of India, which is to some extent guaranteed
to one or two utterances by representatives by Britain.

of his own party on the condition of this In the face of such facts it is idle for any one to
r a opreach despair to Canada. The country is well

country and I, on my part, would advise I able to get along and with good government inay
those who have not read that paper of Mr. prosper exceedingly, even though the Commercial
White's, to read it carefully. It is an able Union agitation cone to naught.
document-though I do not agree with the These are sentiments with which 1 fully con-
conclusions that he drew-and worthy of the cur. It is also only a short time ago that
gentleman who wrote it. He has done in the hon. leader of the Liberal party in
that paper precisely what the hon. gentleman Ontario wrote to Mr. Blake, a letter which
did in addressing this House. He has for- J commend to the serious consideration of
gotten to point out that in dealing with the the hon. gentleman from Ottawa who leads
question of the rebate of tolls, the sane rule the Opposition in this House, and to those
applied to Canadian ships as the United who believe as he does. Mr. Mowat, refer-
States vessels. Perhaps the hon. gentleman ring to the condition of Canadians, spoke as
would accept, after his reniarks to-day I do follows
not know . that he would, a short extract It is quite certain that the farms of the United

from the Globe, written some time since, as a States are heavily nortgaged, as well as Canadian

fair statement of the condition of this coun- farms ; and we have no solid ground for assumning
that they are less heavily mortgaged than our own

try. As lie has repudiated the Globe, I farns. So our farmers as a class, our mechanics
read it for the benefit of those who put as a class, our labourers as a class, whatever the

more faith in its utterances than lie does. A reasons may be, are not less comfortable on the
whole than the farmers, mechanics and labourers

short time ago that journal-and it is a very of the United States appear to be, though these
able journal we all admit, although on most are harassed by no McKinley tariff, and by no like
questions fearfully wrong in its deductions, obstruction to the dealing of the states with one
though sometimes by accident it stumbles on another. Three years ago, Mr. Mowat also said :

the truth-published an article on Canada's A coiparison of the statistics of both countries
for the past half century would show that the per-

credit, in which it said - centage of increase in every departnent was greater
in Canada than it is in the aggregate in the United

A very valuable table in the London Economit, States, and as Canada has prospered in the past so
the compilation of which must have taken days of she would in the future.
souiebodly's time, is devoted to showing the decline With these sentiments the majority of theof the yield to the investor from first-class securi-
ties during the last twenty years. Beginning with people of Canada are in full accord as
consols, it shows that the income from £10> has evidenced by the votes that they have given
fallen from £3 4s. 6(d. in 1869 to £2 18s. 6d1. in and the large majority which they have
1888. The fall in the yield fron other first-class laced at the back of the resent Premier osecurities has been even more than proportionately . p
great, and it is very satisfactory to note that the this country. I trust that whatever ou
fall has been greatest of all in the yield front Cana- differences may be in reference to the trad
dian securities. In 1869 £10) of Canadiani Gov- policy of Canada, we may act in harmony ir
erimnicut bonds yiclded £5 7s. 9d. lu 1888 £10 future for one great object-the progress an
of Caniadian securities yicld only £3 8s. 6dl.-t de-
cline of 37 per cent in the burden of $10) of in- prosperity of the Dominion ; and I have n
debtedness upon the Canadian tax-payer-a boon doubt, that if the whole of the people plac
which the rapid increase of the debt, however, bas a little more faithinthe country inwhichthej
prevented the tax-payer fron enjoying. Compared live, believe more in its resources, have les
with other British and Colonial stocks, the advance
in the credit of Canada has been tmost marked and to say about the greatness of the country tA
gratifying, as the following table will show: the south or south-west of us, the better i

Annual yield per £100 from each security. will be for Canada and its people as a whole

Consols ......
India ........
Canada ......
Cape.

Victoria......

1869. 1887. Decline.
£s. d. £. s. d. sd.

3 4 6 218 6 6 ·
3 17 0 3 5 9 il 3
5 7 9 3 8 6 1 19 3
5 0 0 3 14 3 1 5 9
530 3 10 3 1 12 9
5 00 3 93 1 10 9

s

f

t

and the greater will be the proportion of
progress in the country, until we may be, in
the future, as we have been looked upon in
the past, as the most prosperous 'and
powerful of. all Her Majesty's possessions.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I wish to join
with those who spoke so feelingly of the
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hon. gentlemen who have left us since we the benefit of the British Empire at large.
met here last year, and to express my ex- We have had added to our House seven
treme sorrow and regret that they should new Senators, and I may say that I have
have been removed by death, and that the great pleasure in congratulating the Govern-
cOuntry should have been deprived of the ment upon the selection of those gentlemen
beneit? of their valuable experience. Natur- who have been appointed to sit in this
ally, the Senate is composed of a class of House. They come from all parts of Canada
men w-ho more or less every year will find from Manitoba, New Brunswick, Ontario,
their ranks thinned; but notwithstanding Quebec and Nova Scotia ; they are al]
that, the subject is one of regret that we gathered here to bring the benefit of their
canilot all help uniting in. I regret also experience and assist the Government to
the loss we have sustained in the resignation carry on its work successfully with that
of oUr' late lion. leader, Mr. Abbott, through mature experience which the years they
declining health, who for so nany years have attained enable them to give.
has sat at the head of this House and con- I do not know that I can congratulate
ducted its affairs as its leader in a manner the Government upon its reconstruction. I
that won the respect of this House. I feel that we are to be congratulated in so
regret myself that on the general policy of far as the Government has appointed two
the Government I felt it my duty to disagree such distinguished Canadians as the hon.
with him on very inany points, but not- Minister of Commerce and the Minister of
withstanding that, I have the warnest Agriculture to sit in the House and become
regar*d for him as a personal friend and part of the Senate. But I entertained the
as a Canadian. I can also unite with hope that when a new departure was taken
those who have referred to His Excellency in the reconstruction of the Government and
and the probability of his departure from that when appointments were made similar
Canada before the next session of Parliament to that of the Under Secretaries in the Bri-
' 1eets. I may say that it is an interesting tish House of Commons, they might have felt
fact to me that His Excellency and I com- that it was advisable to increase the number
ilnenced life together in 1858, in the School of the advisers of His Excellency from the
of Musketry at Hythe, when first we entered Senate and that they might at least choose
the British service in our respective regi- one gentleman fron the Senate in the re-
ments. Since I left the British service I construction of the Government. It is not
have spent most of my ·time in the back- a high compliment to this House to realize
Woods of Canada, or upon the broad prairies that there was apparently no one in it of
of the west, from whence I have been called sufficient weight and ability to become an
to a seat in this honourable House to par- adviser of His Excellency, and that the Se-
ticipate in and brinlg my practical experience nate. lias got to be satisfied with only two
to assist in its deliberations. His Excellency members of the Cabinet and with our old
has been brought up in the great and wide and valued-friend who sits there free of cost
a'ena of Imperial politics, and we have the to the country. The object, I believe, of ap-
PIivilege and benefit of his experience and pointing Under Secretaries in the British
abiitv gained in that greatest of all Parlianient is that ministers of the Crown
fields of constitutional legislation, the Im- may sit in the Upper House, still leaving
perial Parliament. We have the benefit of a representative of every department .to
his experience and abilities as our consti- speak for the Government in either House ;
tutional head, which forns also the consti- and I had hoped that the departure on the
tutional link between the mother country lines they have taken was for the purpose
and the Canadian people and the link that of increasing that representation in this
guarantees our independence, that insures honourable House and thus raising its charac-
this voung country its protection. I trust that ter before the country ; for that reason I say
thatlink iay never be broken, and that we that I cannot congratulate the Government
nliay always have a man of the ability and upon its reconstruetion.
experience of His Excellency to form that 1 Now, lion. gentlemen, we have been dis-
constitutional link between the Crown cussing the Address that lias been read to
anl the Canadian people, and that he may us by His Excellency as a bill of fare to
car'y vith him the practical experience digest and pronounce upon the policy of the
gamned in our democratic ield of politics for Government in the past and the prospects of
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the country in the future. We have had a words in the- course of his remarks to the
most interesting address from the mover and effect that we should all be prepared to ac-
seconder. And I have great pleasure in cept as facts, figures that are handed to us
welcoming them to this House and in con- through the census returns and through the
gratulating then upon the manner in which statistics of the country, as a basis for dis-
they have addressed us and the ability and cussion. I quite agree that in order to ap-
weight they possess. I feel, however, that preciate the commercial position of an indi-
the hon. gentleman who moved the Address vidual or of a country we must look to our
and who is an old and experiencd parlia- book-keeping in order to guide us as to the
mentarian, realized, when the duty fell upon r wisest course to pursue in our commercial
him to show how the country had prospered life, and as to what is necessary to rectify or
and progressed under the policy of the redress the profits or losses as they may oc-
Government, that he had a very weak case on cur, but at the same time we want to realize
hand to deal with. There is, I believe, an that that book-keeping is done with a de-
understanding among lawyers that when a gree of intelligence and care that will give
counsel has got a bad case, the best thing us the facts as they are. It reminds nie of a
for him 'to do in order to strengthen himself story of a gentleman who was a rancher, like
is to abuse the plaintiff's attorney. And in our friend here (Mr. Cochrane), on the great
the same way the hon. gentleman apparently ranches of Montana. He had sold out his
felt that as his case was such a weak one he large herd and retirec with a very handsonie
had to strengthen his position by adopting conpetence. He was asked by a friend how
the principle of the lawyers and abuse his he had been so successful aid made such a
neighbours. The fact of the people of the very large'sum of money through bis ranch.
United States not being in a such a pros- Well, he said, J always kept my books very
perous condition as the people of Canada I carefuily. 1 soid my herd through mv books.
do not consider is a matter for discussion J was always careful to put down the per-
here. So far as the prosperity of the United centage of loss, through storms, the percent-
States or Canada is concerned I believe age of increase, the percentage of sales and
myself that it can be neasured by the dif- so on. J did not rely upon ry cow-boys'
ference of the high protective duties existing . count-I relied upon my books, and -,%hen I
between the two coùntries. I believe that sold them J disposed of them as they stood
the tariff in the United States is something through the books instead of on the prairies.
like 45 or 50 per cent, while ours is 30 or 33 Well, Sir, that is the class of book-keeping
per cent ; to the extent of that difference in that brought prosperity to him and enabled
the protective wall, J an willing to accord him to retire with a handsome competence.
the palm to Canada. But it is not a question That is bard on the ranches, some one says.
of comparative prosperity between the people Well, Sir, that is oniy an individual instance,
of the United States and the people of but it is an instance of how book-keeping
Canada. With the resources triat we have can be made to meet any exigency, and that
at our disposal, with the intellectual and unless the balance sheet tailles with actual
physical ability and power of our people, facts the resuit vill not be satisfactory to
can we not be more prosperous than we one of the parties.
have been or than our census returns J do not wish to cast the slightest retlec-
show us to have been in the past ten tion upon the Government or to say that
years ? It is to that we should confine they are wilfully misrepresenting the facts
our deliberations rather than seek to in the census returns. But J do Say there
show that because we are more prosperous is a good opening for the formation of a
than the people of the United States we Royal Statistical Society to assist in placing
should, therefore, be satisfied. We should the statistical returns of the country before
never be satisfied until we have reached that the people in an intelligent and accurate
pitch of prosperity that our own intelligence manner. We cannot always rely upon bine
and physical power show us to be capable of. books and returns to arrive at accurate con-
The ron. leader of this House bas found clusions as to the condition of affairs exist-
fault with the hon, leader of the Opposition ing in the country uniess they are criticised
for being pessimistic and for not being pre- very closely f rom year to year. Now, on.
pared to accept statistihs that are handed to gentlemen, the figures that have been put
him for discussion. And he made use of into the hands of the leader of the Govern-
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'lent in regard to the census returns were facts in order to show you that the hon.
given by him at a public meeting in Toronto, leader of the House must not find fault with
and they were brought out again, I see, all of us if we do not accept asabs9lute facts
Yesterday, by the mover of the Address in what the census returns have shown, because
the House of Commons. In those statements I believe myself that we should always try
it is set forth that there was an inicrease in and ascertain the truth and the accuracy of
the operatives of manufactures of 112,000 such statements by inquiry as to whether
hands during the past ten years. Now, Sirs, the facts are as represented or not, or at
I am inclined to doubt the correctness of any rate they should be in such a form as
these figures and I am inclined to think that will enable us to ascertain, by comparison,
there is a mistake, not wilful but a mistake how far any variation has been made from
nevertheless. The census returns show that the usual course.
there are engaged in fish curing and canning
29,000 operatives. I do not think these can Hon. Mr. BOWELL--I did not deal
be properly classified as manufactures, but with the census returns at all.
they are so classified. I have looked at the Hon. .r. BOULTON-No, Sir; it was
census returns for 1881 and cannot find that hon. Mr oUTON-N, bir ; toa
these people were so included as among the the hon. mover of theAddress, but you told
mnanufacturing class, and unless it can be us that we should accept as facts statistics
shown, that these appeared under some other that are given to us,and J am merely giving
heading this would account for nearly reasons why it is not always wise to accept
30,000 of the 112,000 now appearing as absolute facts what is stated in the course

in the census returns as an increase. In of argument, and I am sho.wing where I

the same way in the present census returns, found a discrepancy, and a great discrepancy
14,646 establishments employing 51,494 ope- too, as regards the increase of the number of
ratives are classed as other industries not operatives in the country. I pointed out

enumerated. It is impossible for us fromn the that there were engaged in the fish canning
census returns to tell what the occupationof and curing,29,000 persons which were class-

these 51,000 are and 'whether they were ed as operatives in .1891, but which were

returned in the census of 1881 or not. You not so classed in 1881, and that there is an
will observe that 51,000 in 14,646 establish- item in the census returns of 51,000 opera-
lents represent about four in each establish- tives engaged in 14,464 industries which are

raent and, therefore, itmay bepresumed that. returned as unenumerated, so that we cannot
the industries are not of a very important tell what kind of establishment they are work-
nature, but whether important or not it is ingin. That is a very large number of men and

quite possible that a very large number out a very large number of industries, but we
Of these 51,000 may go to make up a falla- cannot tell what they are working at, there-

clous increase of 112,000 operatives that fore it is open to doubt as to how far they
have been pointed out to us as being an evi- help to swell the number or whether the
dence of the increase in the industries of the same principle was adopted in getting out
People during the past ten years. We all the census returns for 1881 in regard to
recollect, hon. gentlemen, that during the those unenumerated industries.
Past ten years we were presented annually An hon. MEMBER-Are they all in-
Vith the return of the immigration coming cluded in the 112,000?

'into the country of the number of people
beng added to the population. I accepted Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, they are al

as facts. I thoroughly believedthat the included in the 112,000. Now, hon. gentle-
National Policy was accomplishing the re- men, the increase in trade has been illustra-
sult that these returns would lead us to be- ted to us by the exports and the imports
lieve, but, hon. gentlemen, when the census during the period for which the official re-
returns were brought down and presented turns have been prepared, and they are de-
to us and an accurateaccount made we found scribed as most gratifying. I do not know,that the returns given to us previously were hon. gentlemen, if we inquire into the facts
inaccurate and that we were not justified in of the case, so far as the exports and im-
cOnsidering or framing any measures upon ports are concerned, that we will find them
the growth of the population as shown to us as gratifying as His Excellency in his ad-

uring that period. I merely mention these dress leads us to hope and expect. I have
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taken the list of the exports actually as they
are, that is to say, the exports which are
the produce of Canada, because you must
understand that in the figures given to us
in the Trade and Navigation Returns, a large
amount of foreign trade is included, that is
to say, trade coming from the United States
and passing thrpugh Canada. In 1892 that
amounted to $13,000,000 out of the exports
of the country. The sactual exports of the
country which are the products of Canadian
labour, as taken f rom the Trade and Naviga-
tion Returns, is $95,684,000, and the ex-
ports of the previous year were $85,000,000,
so that there has been an increase of ex-
ports whicli are the product of the industry
and the labour of the people of Canada to
the extent of $10,000,000, that is the in-
crease for one year. Now, of that increase
in the Maritime Provinces, there bas been
absolutely no increase in the exports at all.
There bas been a decrease in the exports
f rom Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Prince Edward Island, as I say.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-In values or in
quantities?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In the values. Of
course it is only the values that are given to
us. If you take the Maritime Provinces to-
gether you will find that there is an actual
decrease of $200,000.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentle-
man's statement is correct as to the aggre-
gate of the lower provinces, but not as to
Nova Scotia individually.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I was speaking of
the Maritime Provinces as a whole. I say
there is a decrease in New Brunswick which
is balanced by an increase in Nova Scotia.
There is an actual decrease in the Maritime
Provinces taking Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick and Prince Edward Island together, of
$200,000. Now what is the reason that
there is that reduction in the exporting
power of the Maritime Provinces ? Be-
cause the labour bas left the country, be-
cause there is not the labour there to
produce. You cannot have exports unless
you have got labour to produce the arti-
cles that will enrich the country through
their exportation. The census returns have
shown us that there has been an absolute
standstill in the population of New Bruns-
wick and there bas been a very slight in-

crease in the Province of Nova Scotia and a
standstill in the Province of Prince Edward
Island. That is what the census returns show
us and therefore, if the population is at a
standstill you must expect the exporting pow-
er, notwithstanding the varied resources at
their disposal, in the Maritime Provinces or
the Dominion of Canada, to stand still to the
extent that the population itself stands still,
because it is perfectly evident to everyone
that without labour it is impossible to pro-
duce in a country like Canada or any other
country in order to increase the exports or
to increase the wealth of the people. With
regard to the 10 millions of exports shown
here in the Trade returns--where does that
10 millions come from? As the bon. leader
of the House to-day bas told us, $650,-
000 of that is from an entirely new in-
dustry developed in our northern regions
-the nickel regions. This 10 millions
of an increase bas almost altogether gone
through the port of Montreal which shows
that the Canadian Pacific Railway has been
bringing down from the new districts deve-
loped north of Lake Superior, in Algoma and
from our Great Western Prairies and pouring
the trade of those new districts out through
the port of Montreal. That this great in-
crease of export cannot be attributed to the
increase of the prosperity of the great mass
of the population of Canada, nor to the in-
creased industry of the Province of Ontario
or Quebec, or as I have shown of the
Maritime Provinces. Then again, there is
another feature with regard to our exports
that is worth considering, and it is absolutely
necessary to consider, and that is the value
of our imports in their proportion to our
exports. Our importing power is our pur-
chasing power. The value that we get for
our exports or the economy with which they
are produced is a measure of our ability to
import, and the purchasing power of the
people should be shown through our imports.
Great Britain imports very nearly double
what she exports. Why? Because her wealth
is so great she is able to purchase those im-
ports-those articles that come into the
country in consequence of her wealth. We,
in Canada, in 1871, 1872, and 1873 imported
32 millions of dollars, 46 millions of dollars
and 54 millions of dollars worth more than
we exported, or an excess of imports over ex-
portsof about 75 per cent; in 1871 we imported
32 millions of dollars more than we exported,
and in 1873, 54 millions of dollars more than
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'we exported, with an aggregate export of that the exports of the country are absorbed
$189,000,000 in those three years,but in 1892 in order to pay the interest that we have to
with a vastly increased population, with a remit abroad to ineet the interest on those
greater diversity of facilities through the liabilities, and that in consequence of the
Canadian Pacific Railway and the develop- taxes, or, perhaps, 1 should say, the mode of
ment of our canals, we are only able to import taxation, the profits or the purchasing power
20 millions of dollars more than we exported, of the people is reduced. There are the net
and in 1891 we imported 28 millions of earnings of eight millions of dollars for the
dollars more than we exported. Now, it is Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. There
one of the principles of trade between nations are nine millions of dollars a year interest
that their'trade is carried on by means of to be remitted by theCanadian Government,
barter. There is no such thing as money and there is the interest On real estate
Passes letween one nation atd another. If eans which amounts to ne hundred
We export, it is paid for by imports, if we nd six millions of dollars, the interest
import it of necessity calls for the production on which at five or six per cent
Of labour from sonie source fromn the import- aill be five or six million dollars a year.
ing country to pay for it by exports, and the These large items which can be supple-
levidence of that con be seen by studying mented by other items, such as municipal
the statisties, seeing îow muche bullion and other fans swell the aoount to twenty-

ae export, and how much we import, three millions of dollars a year. It is the
and which is only imported or exported in necessity whici rests on the people of
order to rectify the small balance that Canada to remit that twenty-three millions
exists between the exporting and importing of dollars every year, that changes the
Power. When we borrow money in ngland features of the imports and exports in the
that money comes out to us in the shape of manner 1 have indicated. Now, if the
Coniodities. We tloated a b a in England country was prosperous--if we did niot bor-
this year .I do not know whether it was row oney in order to develop its resources
ten or twelve and a haf millions of dollars. -which was the object we had in borrowing
The money that boan represents eortes out that money, and I for one do not find fault
to Canada in the shape of cobniodities, ant with the (overnment for horrowing that
Swells our inports. Last year, through the noney or investing it in the manner they
Canadian WPacifie Railway Company and the have donf to give it to the Canadian Pacifie
tovhrnment of Canada, we have increased Railway or totthe public works and canais
the liability of the country by twenty-fve that are essential to our development and
millions of dollars by the sale of their stock
and the sale of Canadian bonds. The value
of that money will come out to us or what-
ever portion of it comes to Canada, will come
11n the shape of commodities, and should
swell our imports to that extent. It does
not come out in sovereigns, specie, or bullion.
It comes out in material-it comes out in
kind. Now, notwithstanding that we bor-
rowed to that extent to the amount of
twenty-five millions of dollars, while in 1873,
1872 and 1871, three years when we bor-
rowed very little money indeed, the imports
exceeded the exports by fifty-four millions
Of dollars, forty-six millions of dollars and
thirty-two millions of dollars, respectively.
We have to inquire how it is that those im-
ports do not keep pace with our exports as
they should do, in order to indicate the
Prosperity of the people. What is the
reason of that ? Well, the only reason that
I have to give is the fact that the liabilities
of the country have grown to that extent

prosperity-I say they have acted wisely in
bringing to completion those great works
which stand to the credit of the country,
but I do say when the money has been bor-
rowed and those facilities have been afforded
to us, the prosperity of the country can only
be gauged by what we can export to the
outside world and import from it over and
above supplying our own necessities, and
when we do borrow money in order to do
that, we should be able to make a better
showing than is now done. If a man bor-
rows two thousand dollars on his farm, he
does not borrow it for the purpose of merely
spending that money or the pleasure of pay-
ing interest at five per cent or seven per
cent as the case may be to somebody who
lends it him, but he borrows it for the pur-
pose of increasing the productive power of
that farm. He hopes to be able to pay five
or six per cent to the man who lends and
make five or sir per cent in addition on the
transaction. The statistics handed to us do
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not show that we are making that profit but
they show that both the productive power,
and the purchasing power of the people, has
been restricted, notwithstanding our in-
creased facilities. I believe, hon. gentlemen,
it is the commercial policy of the country
that is preventing the Maritime Provinces
froni increasing their exports and froin main-
taining the natural growth of their popula-
tion, and the -same policy is effecting every
part of Canada in a like manner.

At six o'clock the debate was adjourned
until to-morrow and the Senate adjourned.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, February Ist, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayer and routine proceedings.

THE ADDRESS.

THE DEBATE CONTINUED.

The Order of the Day being read-

Resuming the adjourned debate on the con-
sideration of His Excellency the (overnor-Gene-
ral's speech, on the opening of the Third Session
of the Seventh Parliaient.

Bion. Mr. BOULTON-Hon. gentlemen,
I concluded my remarks yesterday by saying
that I believe it is the commercial policy of
the country that is preventing the Maritime
Provinces from increasing their exports and
maintaining the natural growth of their
population, and the same policy applies gen-
erally throughout Canada in the same man-
ner. I notice that the hon. mover of the
Address in the House of Commons, Mr. Mc-
Inerney, referred particularly to the province
of New Brunswick in order to justify the
existence of the National Policy and convince
the people of Canada of the prosperity of the
Dominion, especially from New Brunswick.
Now, I think he selected the most unfor-
tunate province, in order to prove that case,
that he could have found in the whole Do-
minion, because the census returis have
shown us that the increase of population in
the province of New Brunswick is absolutely

nil in the past ten years ; that is to say,
every young man or young woman who has
come to man's estate and woman's estate has
left the country-that there is no natural
increase there.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE -Are there no deaths
here ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Well, we all hope
that in a country ],ike this the births will
exceed the deaths. It is certainly not a good
showing compared with the average of the
world. India has increased 29,000,000,
Great Britain, 2,000,000, the United States,
12,000,000 during the saine period. He
pointed out, however, that the industries of
New Brunswick had nearly doubled in ex-
tent during the past ten years, and he pointed
out that the number of operatives employed
in manufactures in New Brunswick had in-
creased from 19,000 to sonething like 26,000.
Now, 1 find exactly the same fault with the
census returns in New Brunswick that I
pointed out yesterday in regard to the in-
crease in the number of operatives. In the
census return-I have it here, bu,lletin No.
8--in the province of New Brunswick there
are put down as engaged in fish curing and
canning 4,750 hands. When I refer to the
statistics of 1881, I do not find those oper-
atives engaged in those industries returned
as a manufacturing population. Whether
they are returned or not in some other form,
I cannot say, but I cannot trace in the
census returns operatives under that head,
and therefore, there are 4,750 operatives in
that list that would apparently account for
the increase between 19,000 and 26,000, the
figures he gave. I do not think that fisher-
men and fisherwomen who are engaged in
drying, salting and putting fish into barrels
should be classed as manufacturers; but
they are so classed here, to the extent of
4,750, and therefore, the figures that were
presented on that occasion J do not think
are borne out or justified by the actual facts
of the case. J would draw your attention,
however, to what has taken place in the
province of New Brunswick, so far as the
last ten' years are concerned, and so far as
the industry of the people and their capa-
city to produce is concerned. The natural
industry of the people of the Maritime Pro-
vinces, which they have inherited from gen-
eration to generation, and in which they
display ability and knowledge, is the build-
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ing of ships and boats, in order to get on the resuit of the case in the last
the Ocean and carry on the trade of fishing ten years, so far as the industry n question
or trading with foreign ports. I find, on is concerned? The people engaged in the
reference to the census returns, notwith- tanneries of New Brunswick have been
standing that knowledge and ability and reduced front 355 to 249 employees. Now,
the needs of the people of New Brunswick, that is not a very creditabe showing for the
that the population engaged in the building commercial prosperity or the manufacturing
of those boats and those ships has decreased power and ability of the people of New
froin 1,084 in 1881, to 500 in 1891, and Brunswick, when the natural facilities are
those men, possibly, who have been engagtd at their disposai to increase their employ-
and who were able to build those ships for 1 ment in the tanneries, treble or tenfold. in-
the benefit of the country in order to in-
ci'ease the carrying power and the maritime
strength of the country, have been drawn
fron those industries to the manufacture of
Cotton, which is not one of those natural
industries that our people are bred and
reared to, not one which they understand
and have the same capacity for.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-What propor-
ion lihas that to the decrease in tonnage
from '74 to '78 ?

Hlon. Mr. BOULTON--That does not
comne under the question here, but so far as
the decrease in tonnage is concerned, I may
tell the hon. gentleman that. the figures in
connection with tonnage since 1868, are not
to the credit of the country. There has
been an actual decrease in registered tonnage
Of Canadian ships in the past twenty-four
Years. That the tonnage of vessels built or
Owned by Canadians has been gradually de-
creasiig under the protective policy in 1878.
Such tonnage amounted to 1,333,000 tons,
n.18 91, to 1,005,000 tons, gradually decreas-

ing year by year. Then, again, I talte the
tanneries. The manufacture of leather is
ole of the natur'al industries of the country.
We have hemlock tanbark, the natural
facilities and the capacity for making good
leather. The province of New Brunswick
is Situated upon the ocean. It can trade
with the South American countries where
the raw hides are drawn f rom. There is a
nîarket for leather to any extent. There is
an Open market in Great Britain for leather.
It is a market free to the competition of the
World, and England purchases annually,
ac.cordinlg to the British Board of Trade re-
turns, $35,000,000 worth-of leather, wholly
or partially prepared. There is New Bruns-
wick on the ocean, on the direct highway to
enable her to transport that leather from
ier manufacturers to the open mar-
"et in Great Britain: but what is actually

stead of presenting to the country an actual
reduction, it is not their fault, it is the fault
of the commercial policy which holds them
down. Then take the saw-mills of the pro-
vince ; I find a reduction in the number of
men engaged in the saw-mills from ', 167 to
6,821. So far as the manufacture of boots
and shoes is concerned, 1 do not know what
factories there are in New Brunswick, but
the number of establishments-is set down at
337 and the employees at 809. I think they
must be mostly shoemakers' shops. 1 see by
the figures of the census of 1881, that thç
number of employees engaged in those trades
was 911, so that in the ordinary shoemakers'
shops there bas been absolutely a decrease
in the number of the employees working at
those trades. Now, when those figures are
presented to us in that way, when it is shown
that the natural industries of Canada, the
products which the people of this country
are capable of preparing for export, that
there is a decrease in the power of the people
to export and a decrease in the number of
operatives at work in those industries, no
one can put forward statistics and claim for
New Brunswick that theie is the prosperity
in that province that we are led to expect.
I would apply another test to the same posi-
tion and that is. I have divided the number
of operatives in the province of New Bruns-
wick into three heads. J have taken those
men who are engaged in preparing our own
raw material for the market and those who
prepare raw material imported for manufac-
turers-all the natural industries, boat-
building, ship-building, fish curing and can-
ning, bakeries and confectioneries, &c.,
natural to the country-and I find that there
are 18,000 operatives in New Brunswick
engaged in preparing the raw material of the
province for the market at home as well as
for export to the markets abroad. 18,000
operatives are engaged in the manufacture
of our own raw material, and only 3,572 are
engaged in the manufacture of imported
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raw material ; those men engaged in the Cra~vnateial hosemen ne ,nth pay it, putting the labouring population in
manufacture of cotton and woollen goods, a position to create better results foi the
sugar refining, tanneries-all these indus- country generaily. That is my interpreta
tries put together, only employ in New tion of the benefit of free trade. My inter-
Brunswick 3,500 hands, while there are pretation of protection is when the revenue
18,000 engaged in preparing the raw ma- is so placed that it protects industries and
terial of the country, in cutting up saw-logs, enables the eTîpioyers to charge for tleir
sawing them into lumber, building boats, products a ruch higher price thanthev coul(
&c. Now, I would ask you candidly to obtain in open competition, reverse the con-
apply your intelligence to this broad fact: ditions and British capital and Anerican
What protection is there necessary or need- capital will flow in to take advantage of the
ful to the people of New Brunswick or economie condition of Canada to nanufac-
Canada in order to enable them to manu- turefor the world's market. Theconsequence
facture their lumber and sell it for a good of our present policy is to hoid down the
price? What protection is there needed to country andprevent the successful extension
do that I Will iot free trade-that is, will of its industries and manufactures, and when
not the remission of all duty on everything we see in the province of New Brunswick
that enters into the industries of the people that there are 18,000 operatives work-
engaged in saw-mills, grist-mills, tanneries ing to produce and prepare raw material
and industries of that kind conduee to a of the province for export to the out-
more economical working up of our own side world, or for consunption at home,
material? My hon. friend here on my left while onl 3,500 are engaged in the
sminles at that position, but I say there is manufacture of raw material brought from
not a shadow of doubt about it that taxa- abroad. 1 say those 18,000 mn that are
tion as levied under our protective poliéy is engaged n pre
taxation on the industry and labour of the for market are held down for the assumed
people of Canada and its prosperity, and benetit t, 3,500 opera'ives lrou(ht into
if you lift taxation off the labour an( existence by artiticial legisiation, wvho -i1l,
industry of the 'people you release thein however, thesel-es be benetited by a
from a bond binding them down and pre- changed condition of taxation. It is a
venting them increasing their numbers and knowledge of that fact tlat lias caused nie
consequently their exports, and you would to take up the question so warmly in the in-
enable them to work unider more economical terests of the people of Canada, that greater
conditions at home, and in consequence of prosperity, greater growth and developmnent
that when they come to purchase they can in the magnificent resources at oui disposai
purchase more largely abroad what they re- shah take place in the next decade than in
quire for their comfort and use. It cannot the p4st, because ail the figures hrougbt for-
be denied by any single member of this ward to prove the prosperity of the people
Ilouse that the manufacturers and the people and the growth of the country do not show
engaged in those industries that are returned that the National Polîcy bas effected the pur-
in this bulletin, No. 8, no matter wlat class poses for which it was intended. 1 do not
of manufactory it may be, must be benefited allow for one moment that the National
by reioving the protective taxation f rom Policy vas impsed merely to create the
those industries and placing it elsewhere. wealth of individuals in the country, but
Now, that is what I call free trade. I an rather to benefit the country at large, to
frequently met with the query, would you keep its population at home and to bi'ing
destroy all the capital invested in our people froîn abroad and increase the
manufactures ? I can say this, with the national progress of Canada, but 1 say
utmost confidence, that if any manufacturer that the figures presented to us by
is afraid of the competition he would be these returns do not show that that bas
subjected to under such a policy, there will be been the case. So far as the question of
plenity of capital forthcoming to purchase out our importations is concerned, Iwould just
his interest at ahandsome advance, removing refer again to the purchasing power of ex-
the burden of taxation from the shoulders ports as compared with the purchasing
of the labourer and fron the shoulders of power of these importations in the earlier
the industries of the country, and placing period of oui history. As I pointed out
it upon shoulders that can better afford to yesterday, in 1871, eeb and '73 the inpor-
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tations were 75 per cent higher than the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is no gol(
eXports-that is to say, we imported 75 per in the world. The amount of gold in pro-
cent more than we exported. To that ex- portion to the volume of trade is nothing at
tent the general wealth of the country was ail- only about five or six per cent of the
ilereased, while in '92 that condition has whole trade of the world. There is no such
not been maintained. While the increase thing as golt passing between nations ex-
in our exports has been $10,000,000 in the cepting merely to balance the accounts, the
last year, there has only been an increase saine as the clearing-house in New York or
n Our imports of $3,000,000. Now, what in London will find it necessary to balance
I say is that that shows a decrease in the probably transactions amounting to 20, 30
Purchasing power of the people of Canada. or 40,000,000 pounds with a cheque for
If it shows anything it shows that they are three or four hundret thousant pounds. The
nlot able to purchase, for some cause or golt is inerely used to rectify the balance
other, by $7,000,000 in proportion to the and to provide for the currency of the peo-
amount that they exported. As I stated pie at home---the great trade of the world
Yesterday, the exports and imports go back- is carriet on by barter, and 1 would ask mv
Wards and forwards purely in the shape of bon. friend, can we live on gold? Must we
COmmodities. No gold passes between na- not export it again? Gold is only a measure
tions. The whole bulk of the trade of Can- of value. If hon. gentlemen will look into
a is carried on by the movement of about that matter thev will fint that 1 am correct-

per cent in bullion to regulate it, and that if the importing power of the people is
therefore, if there is a deficiency in the im- decreasing, their wealth is diminishing.
Ports year after year, it shows that the
country is not prospering so far as the H
value of the exports is concerned. And p<rting power iuust be increasing.
it is necessary for us to think that Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, if you do not
question out; it is necessary for us to get back something for those exports you
realize the economic position I have pre- are getting poorer. I showed yesterday that
sented for your consideration. It is not through the Canadian Pacific Railway there
eVery one who can realize it at once, but it~ tht an was eiglit millions of dollars in net earningsis right that we should apply these facts and
figures, in order to see what path we are Dominion Governînent have to remît nhe
treading. I stated yesterday that we bor- oninGvemnthet ritietredin. Jstaetiyeserdy tat e br-millions of dollars interest on the public
rowed $25,000,000 through the Canadian debt ant there is interest on 106 millions of
Pacific Railway and the Canadian Govern- dollars of bans upon real estate, shown at
rnent. That $25,000,000 cones back to us
in the shape of commodities ; it does not, I]asta
ce back in gold. We have added atamountbackun t n gohe i Webv tdtt altogether to between 22 anti 4)3 millions of

alnuntto he-liabilities of the Dominion,anlo ji1 the lia iiie of the D a o maiion,é dollars. Now, the exports which go to Europe
anti the trade of the country has to earn the United States are absorbet in order

oneyPo to pay that 23 millions of dollars whichthose amounts, anid the actual bulk of those bas to be earned out of the trade ant
atnounrts cones to us in the shape of impor- industry of the country. If we increase
tations. Now, notwithstanding the fact that to 40 or 50 millions of dollars, of courset hat that liability has been atdded' to the in- we are going to labour under so mucl more
debtedness of the country, notwithstanding difficulty, un]ess there is a correspon(lng in-ithe fact that we had borrowed that money, crease in the labour that is brought uit0 theYet the fact presents itself to us through the country to create the wealth in order to
statistics, that we have only increased our produce that exporting power and when we
'n'Ports by $3,000,000, while we have i-crnports 'yn,0,00 viewehv 1- have brought that labour into the counitry
creased our exports by $10,000,000. If we oui commercial policy must le so framet
go on at that rate, what is the next ten
years goi'ng to bring us to? ?httepol ilmk arpoi uYear goig t brig ustoof their labour after having hielpeti to con-

lion. Mr. HOWLAN -Wealth. tribute to the payment of this debt for
1 1on Mr. ANGERS-We would hold the Canada. I think that is as clear as-

gold of the world. Hon. Mr. IOWLAN-Mud.
4
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON--As clear as any- export $150,000,000 of imports. You are
thing can be, although it may be still muddy getting a higher price, that is all. It is a
in my hon. friend's mind. Of the exports mistake to think you are buying more-you
from Canada, the result of the labour of our are getting a higher price for the articles
people, 23 millions of dollars is absorbed in you have to seli, whether it is cattle, wheat
order to meet the intere,4 that we have to or anything else.
send abroad. I should like to ask hon. gen-
tlemen from what other source that 23 miil- Hon. Mr. COCHR ANE---According to
lions of dollars is to be paid to ieet the the hon. gentleman's argument, if a farm
annual liability, if it does not come out of produces two or three thousand dollars a
oui exports ? Our power to import is reduced year, and the farmer only wants to buy a
exactly by the amount we have to remit in thousand dollars, he is getting poorer in-
the shape of that indebtedness. When we stead of richer. In other words, if his farm
borrow we hope to nake a profit upon that produces three thousand dollars he has got
borrowing. We have built the Canadian to buy to that value or more to make money
Pacific Railway. It extends for six thousand -that is the lion. gentleman's argument.
miles through the various parts of Canada
and where are the evidences in our exporting Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No. What I say
and importing power that the people of is this, if a farmer's output every year from
Canada are reaping that profit out of the his farm is $2,000, and he borrows $2,000
liabilities they have incurred ? That is what on that fari, his purchasing power is re-
J want to ask and the only evidence of that, duced to the extent of the interest he has to
that can be shown to us, is by an increase pay for that. We will assume that it is
in population and an increase of the eight per cent interest. His purchasing
exporting power of Canada. Now, J want power is reduced by the $160 interest he has
the lion. gentlemen who do not agree with to remit. Now, he wants to show that that
me in my facts and figures to show me in $2,000 is going to produce enough for him
what way this is to be brought about, if the after he has expended it on his farm in order
present attitude of affairs has not produced to reduce the cost of labour or to drain it,
it ? If our present protective policy has or something of that sort-he wants to be
failed to realize that result for us, what able to show that the farm is going to produce
policy should we pursue in order to rectify as much as the $2,000 a year before, plus teh
that unfortunate state of affairs, because I interest and plus a profit upon the borrowing.
say it is an unfortunate state of affairs. If That is the way I put it. It is not that he
a man horrows on his farm, we will say $2,000 is going to buy less, but that farmer wants
to increase the productive power of that farm to realize that that $2,000 which was the
unless he can increase the productive power productive power of his farm before he bor-
of that farm and make it pay the interest rowed is still the saine, plus the interest he
and capital, lie will find that his farm will has to pay. If hehas to reduce tbecomforts
at some future time go to the mortgagee and of his family by the $160 a year interest--if
he is going to be left without his home. He he has to take it out of the $2,000 incone,
has got to see for himself how he is going to then he is impoverishing his family by bor-
pay off that mortgage and save his home rowing that money, but if he is still able to
for his family, and it is that problem that we maintain the comfort of his fanily by the
have to sit down and solve for the people of $2,000, plus the interest he has to remit, and
Canada, or I believe they will lose their heri- possibly some advantages through borrowing
tage and birthright if we do not pursue a that money-that is the position I would
more intelligent policy than the practical present to my hon. friend. I think if you
evidence that has been brought to our minds will apply that simple argument to the whole
by the statistical returns furnished to us. " of the Dominion and consider that we are

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-My hon.
friend explains that that can be done by
purchasing more and selling less.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You do not buy
more. You get for your $100,000,000 of

one family and that our Canadian home is a
large family, you wili have some light thrown
on the great question I am bringingbefore this
honourable House-the question of the altera-
tion of our commercial policy for the benetit
of the people of Canada. Our hon. leader is
half way to that very free trade policy that
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arn arguing for. In a speech that he made ing the province of New Brunswick. I was
in Toronto during the public meeting of the correcting the figures that were brought for-
Conservative Association be used the words ward by the hon. gentleman in the House
Protection to the people as the result of the of Commons fron New Brunswick to whom
remnission of taxes-that is to say, he claimed I have already alluded, and I wish to point
that he had remitted certain taxes and by out to this House the necessity to the people
that explained he had protected the people or of New Brunswick, the necessity for a change
in(lustry that were receiving the benefit of in the commercial policy of the country-
that rernission. that if they adopt a different commercial

policy, in conjunction with the rest of the
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-No. country, there will be a very different show-

ing in ten years f rom now in the statistics
lion. Mr. BOULTON-No, I will read referring to their province. It is in the inter-

Your words, sir, uttered in Toronto. "Next ests of New Brunswick and in the interests
we come to the article of tin which is used of Canada generally that I am speaking, and
in the manufacture of almost every article not in the interests of any one province or
used in the household and by the repeal of
that duty gave an additional protection to
the fish and fruit canning industry." Now,
that is wlhat I call free trade. He remitted
the taxes on tin in order to benefit those in-
terested in the fish and fruit canning in-
dustrv.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The hon. gentleman
has it quite correct in the quotation which he
has made, but he must be reminded that in
Canada we could afford to take the duty off
raw material thereby giving additional pro-
tection to the canners.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That I thoroughly
Understand. That is the protective argu-
!nent, but if the remission of the duty on tin
is going to be a protection to the people who
carry on the business of canning, why is not
the remission of the duty on binding twine
going to be a protection to farmers, or the

any one section of the country. J wish to
point out that the hon. the leader of this House
himself has taken the broad ground that by
the remission of the duty on tin he was
thereby protecting the fishing and canning
industry. And how have we protected the
fishing industry? By taking off the duty
on rope and the duty on twine used for nets,
that is how we are protecting the fishing
industry. If it is wise in the interests of
the fishermen to take the duty off rope and
off twine, then why is it not in the interest
of every industry of the country engaged in
the preparation of raw material for export
abroad, that ail the duties should be remitted,
and reimpose the taxation on the country in
a manner which would not press upon the
labour and industry of the country. That
is the broad position I take.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-Direct taxation.

remission of the duty on anything at al] on. Mr. BOULTON-Not one single
goig to be a protection to the people of penny of direct taxation is necessary, and if
Canada at large? hon. gentlemen are anxious to hear a littie

more about the revenue, I arn quite pre-
lion. Mr. GLASIER-Why do you take pared to introduce that branch of the sub-

binding twine in particular? ject at this particular moment, I would

lion Mr.BOULON- indig twne refer to the duty on coal oil. Weil, sir, we
on.consume in Canada 15,000,000 gallons of

a very serious impost on the people of Mani- coal ou yearly, and we pay a duty on the
toba. imported coal ou which amounts to about

5,000,000, or about eight or nine cents a
Hon. Mr. QLASIER-Why does the hon. gallon, but in consequence of the imposition

gentlemnan select the province of New Bruns- of that duty, it costs the people so much
Wick as an illustration for his argument? more to purchase the coal ou produced in

are you going to raise the revenue? the country, and say, hon, gentlemen,

that it can be shown fairly that the cost to
lion. MIr. BOULTON-Imill reply to the the people of Canada upon the purchase of

questio of revenue in its proper place. I 15,000,000 gallons of coal oil is about
did not mean to 5ive any offence by select- $1,400,000 more than if the markets were
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open, and if we were able to purchase it the world. This would give the importers
free to the conpetition of the world. In a and purchasers of the country the fullest
free market, Russia might send us coal oil, beneit of being able to purchase their sup-
and compete with the United States, while plies in the cheapest market and by accoin-
she could not afford to send it to a pro- plishing thatresuit, you vill thenflnd thatthe
tected market. Ask yourselves what you productive pover of the countrywill increase
pay for it in your own homes, and realize by leaps and bounds as it did when Great
the price the imported article is delivered Britain reversed ber commercial policy in
at our boundary for, namely, 8ý cents per I846, but hon. gentlemen, as 1 have intro-
gallon, and you will be able to prove your- duced a resolution which will deai with these
selves that my figures are correct. The questions, and which will core up foi lis-
Government, however, only get the benefit cussion vithin a week or ten days, it is net
out of that $1,400,000, of about $425,000. necessary to go fully into these details at
That is all the benefits the revenue gets the present tire as 1 ray test the patience
from the coal oil. I think you will admit of lon. gentlemen too severely. 1 cat
that if the free import of tea can be thoroughly realize that when 1 arn present-
considered a free breakfast table, the ing facts and figures that are unanswerahle
free importation of coal oil would and wbich cannot be refuted, 1 certainiy
form what might be called a free reuse an irritation in the minds of some of
tea table, as coal oil is necessary to light those hon. gentlemen wbo are touched a
our tea table and both these articles can little in the rav in consequence of the truth-
be put on a par with each other. Except fulness and force of these facts and
in this, that coal oil is the light used by the and thereby it gives me a little encourae-
labouring classes, electric light and gas being ment to sec some signs of discontent and
used by the wealthier classes, and to that irritation. As long as a man proves nothin.,
extent it is unequal in its imposition, and nobodv is offended and everybody feels
partakes of the character of the window tax satisfied, but begin te prove veur argument,
that Great Britain found it necessary to and you see--
impose in the days of protection, a century
ago. Now, lion. gentlemen, what is the Hon. Mi. IEAD--Go on, you are not
condition of the tea trade? I think it was hurting anybedy.
stated yesterday that we import twenty-two
million pounds cf tea from abroad, consumed Hon. 'r. BOjLTON-This is a fre
in the country and the placing of a tax cf country and you should net ha'ry any
six cents per pound, one penny less than cattie. Now, hon. gentlemen, lis Excellencv
the English people have to pay, will raise in bis speech at the opening cf this Paîlia-
the revenues by the handsome sum of nient is pleased to iefer to the revenues of
1,300,000 dollars, every penny of which goes the country. Se far as the revenues are con-
into the Government treasury. Now, there ce'ned, I have touched upon that question
is one way in which a revenue can be raised slightly and will iot refer to it again, but I
without increasing the taxation of the people certainly think tiat the Minister cf Rail-
one dollar. The people are taxed, as I ways is te be cong'atulated upen the fact
showed you, upon the total consumption of that he bas proved te the country bis ability
coal oil a sum of one million four hundred to manage the Intercoloîial Railway upna
thousand dollars, of which the revenue only business basis. Insteal cf the management
gets the benefit of four hundred and twenty- costing five or six hundred thousand dollars
five thousand dollars. Now, Sir, it would over and above the running expenses, lie las
not be necessary to put one penny more on brought the management cf that road up
the burdens of the people, but by placing the until it is now nearly paying the running
tax on tea and taking it off coal oil the expenses. 1 say it is a inatte'for g'eat con-
treasury would get the benefit of nearly one grittulation to the people cf Canada tlat we
million dollars. It is only applying that have the intelligence and ability to manage
principle throughout in your taxation, taking our public works upon a business basis, li
it off all those articles which permit or allow net upon a political basis. 1 would point
any individual in the country, in consequence eut that this ineans a clear saving of 600
of that duty, to charge a higher price than thousand dollars to the revenue of Canada.
if the article ias open te the competitien of 1 ntight say that ou publie torks cost ers
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four millions annually to run, while we only
get a revenue of three millions, that is to
sav, our public canals and those railways
Managed by the Government are an actual
loss to the country of one million dollars a
year in its revenue. 1 certainly think that
those people who make use of the canals and
of the railways should be able to bear the
buiden, at any rate, of paying the running
expenses. Without taking into consideration
at all the question of the value of these roads,
so far as capital is concerned, I think that
the wheat that passes through our canals
should pay the expenses of moving itthrough.
That would be only managing our canals and
railways on a business basis, and the Minis-
ter of Railways, as I said before, is to be con-
gIatulated that he has proved to the country
that this can be done so far as the Interco-
lonial is concerned. I regret to have seen a
reference in the public press to the effect
that it is possible that this road may be
handed over to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
vay Company, who have, it is true, shown
their capacity to manage their own line upon
-a thoroughly business basis. It has been
Urged that it would be better to transfer to
this Company this incubus as it has been des-
cribed, which has hitherto been costing the
countr y about 600 thousand dollars a year,
but i say, hon. gentlemen, that we wouldnot
be doingourduty to thecountry if we allowed
such a valuable asset, the first cost of which
Was 40 or 50 millions of dollars, to pass out
of the hands of the country. If we were to
adopt a different commercial policy and
thereby build up the Maritime Provinces and
the provinceof Quebec, andthe industry, and
trade of the whole country, you would find
that the first cost of this road, forty or fifty
'lillions15 of dollars would be returned to the
treasuryof the country, within ten years, either
Wy making it productive ourselves or find-
Inég a conpany which would purchase it from
the Government, and instead of having cost
the country forty or fifty millions of dollars
of the people's money by adopting a different
Poliev and improving and increasing the
trade of the country, you will make this road
a valuable asset. i say it would be most
unlwise for us to take any such step as to give
Up that road, and to part with the franchise
by which this valuable asset iscreated sinply
because we have failed to manage the road
upon a business basis in the past. For that
reason alone the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways is to be congratulated in the effort he

has put forth and the success with which
he has met in proving to the country, that
the road can be made to pay, and that it is
not necessary to make this road a free gift
to any corporation because it is an incubus.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Is that
shown by his last annual report?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I understand that
is the fact, but I am simply going by what I
see in the public press. I understand that
the deficit has been reduced to seven
thousand dollars.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Does that include
the deficit of the Prince Edward Island Rail-
way ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not think so
-merely the Intercolonial Railway. How-
ever, the facts and figures will, I presume, be
presented when the report for 1893 comes
down. The hon. the leader of the House
referred in his speech in Toronto to the fact
that Canada has expended her treasure in
the development of these resources, in the
construction of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way and the construction of the Intercolonial
Railway, and the construction of our canals.
Well, hon. gentlemen, I take issue with him
in that statement. We have borrowed
noney which hasstill tobe paid back, we have
not expended one single dollar of our own,
but we have borrowed to build the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and to build the canals and
all the other public works, and every dollar of
that debt is still upon us, and we have in-
creased that debt by $3,000,000 in the past
year. The debt of the Intercolonial Rail-
way is still upon us and it is not the treasure
of Canada that has been poured out but the
credit of Canada that has been pledged to
construct these public works. What we
want to look forward to, is to try to arrive
at a policy that will give us the power to
meet these liabilities and wipe them off in
the course of time, and to meet the annual
interest without burdening the trade and
industry of the country at all. That is what
we have to apply our minds to. It is not
that we have expended our treasure, but
we have borrowed and the country has to
pay the annual interest and this has to be
met out of the industry and trade of the
country. For that reason,I say the day may
not be far distant when that Intercolonial
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Railway may possibly be given up as a Gov- Hon. Mr. DEVER-How cat that be
ernment work, if advisable, but given up stopped without lowèring the duty?
only by getting business inen to take pos-
session of it and pay us back the original Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is the only
cost of that railroad. A clause inthe Address way it can be done.
says " that during the recess a friendly con-
ference took place between the Government Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--You vould take
of Canada and the Government of New- off the duty entirely ?
foundland." We had an interesting discus-
sion on Newfoundland matters in this House Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No. I would not
last year, and it is a matter of congratulation, take the duty off spirits. I am speaking
I think, to the whole country, that the now of our public servants. It is an in-
differences and difficulties that did exist justice to them to put temptation in their
between the people of Newfoundland and way, and an injustice to the country if such
ourselves have been so happily adjusted a system prevails as would enable those
or are in process of adjustment officials to do such a thing as I have de-
as His Excellency in his speech to this scribed. It is to be hoped that the same
House has shown then to be. So far.as vigour will be used in checking smnuggling
Newfoundland is concerned, of course, noth- into the country as the late Minister of
ing would give greater pleasure or satisfac- Customs put forth. As the hon. gentleman
tion to the Canadian people than to find that opposite has said, free trade will remedy that
they were prepared to unite their forces with by confining smuggling to spirits and wines
us and that we were in a position to make and luxuries only.
such satisfactory terms with the people of
Newfoundland as vould enable them to do Hon. Mr. READ-Not free trade in
so. I may also congratulate the late Minis- whiskey?
ter of Customs on the vigorous efforts he put
forth to stop the smuggling in the Gulf of Hon. Mr. BOLLTON I was goin. to
St. Lawrence, that was shown to have existed s free trade as uuy
there by the reports produced in this House hon. friend very properly says, not free t rade
last year, quotations f rom which were read. in whiskey, therefore, as long as the duties
At the same time there is a great deal to be remain on the spirits that same disposition
done in that direction still. It is an evil, an to smuggle will prevail.
injustice to the country that smuggling
should be permitted to exist, and that it Hon. Mr. READ-I think, the lon.
does exist there, I think, was clearly proved gentleman is getting towards direct taxation
by the operations of last summer. I would very nearly.

saraw the attention of the House and of the
leader of the Government to the fact that Hon. Mr. BOrELL -He is there ai-
snugglintg is to a certain extent helped and ready.
assisted in a inanner by the fines which are
given to officials. It is quite possible under Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There is one im-
the present policy of dividing the fines with portant question which received no attention
the officials for discovering the smuggled froin His Excellency, and that is the Mani-
goods, to bring from the United States dis- toba school question, which bas createil a
tilleries as well as from the Islands of St. great deal of interest in the country. Tt was
Pierre and Miquelon, a quantity of liquor referred to by the lon. seconder of this
free of duty, and permit it to be seized, and Address. Hesaidthatwhilehewasanxious
the informer and the man who smuggles can to see the country prosper, and its develop-
thus divide the profits evenly and still leave ment go on--to see the great West built up,
a sufficient sum to pay for the whole cost of he hoped the people there would act in a
the voyage. If I am correct in that state- liberal manner in their legislation. That, I
ment, J say that condition of affairs should take it, was a reference to the school ques-
be stopped and no premium should be tion. Now, I entertain my own views with
offered to the officials of the country to leave regard to that matter-a view, perhaps, that
room for suspicion that such a thing can be manymight expectmetodiffer in. Personally,
done. as a private citizen, J believe that if our
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Roman Catholie fellow-countrymen desire own school matters as they see best for
to educate their children apart they should themselves. It wouid be most unwise for
be permitted to apply their taxes to that us to interfere wîth the constitutional liberty
Purpose, until they themselves realized the of the provinces, as they exist or new provin-
advantages of public education. But of ces as they may exist in the future. The con-
course, the question that coines before us stitutional liberty of the people of Canada is
here is a constitutional one, and it is from the dearest heritage that we can han( dowil
the broader stand-point we have to judge it. unimpaired to future generations. Consti-
So far as the liberality of the people of Man- tutional precedent is the principle on which
itoba is concerned I do not think that it our constitutions are based and we should
can be questioned. They did not pass their be cautious how we establish any precedent
school law for the purpose of injuring any of which may be construed in the future as a
their fellow citizens. They are peculiarly restriction of the liberties of the people to
Placed. • Their population is very sparse. carry out the Canadian Confederation and to
Every man owns from one hundred and sixty build up a Canadian nationality on this Conti-
to three hundred and twenty acres of land, nent on the safe and sound principles'of
the odd sections are vacant and the distances constitutional liberty in every part. That
between houses is great, in consequence ; the is my view of the position so far as the school
ob.ject of the school law was to reduce the question is concerned. 1 recognize the fact
but-den of taxation to the lowest limit and that in 1869, before the North-west country
enable the people to educate their children, was transferred to Canada by the British
by making ratepayers of all denominations Crown, there was an uprising of the people
to contribute alike. At the saie time, they in the Red River settiement because their
have altered the law upon which school mat- rights had not been adjudicated upon before
ters rest and created what iscalledanational the country was transferred. A delegation
systein of education. That is to say, that was invited fron Manitoba to visit Ottawa
all education will be under the state, but and arrange the terns upon which the pro-
without separating religion fronm education. vince should be added to the Confederation.
Well, that is an experiment they are trying, The delegation had a conference with the
which may not last for all tine or may be Government and the resuit was that a sinali
perpetual. Roman Catholics of New Bruns- province, J believe only sixty miles from
Wick petitioned against a similar law. They north to south and one hundred from east
expressed a desire to retain the separate to west was created, and J believe it vas
sehools and petitioned against the legislation the intention of the Government at that ture
of the local legislature, which, however, and of the delegation that interviewed the
declared to be constitutpnal. You do not Government, to erect such barriers that the
hear Roman Catholics of New Brunswick existing population there would be protected
now expressing any desire to change the pre- in the saine manner of conducting their
sent system. The people of Manitoba, said schools as had prevailed before Canada
if that is the case in New Brunswick, it is assumed control of that country. 1 believe
quite possible that the experiment may pro- that was fairly and honestiy the intention
duce beneficial results to the whole popula- hetween the two parties-that the one
tion1 in our province, and in the end all may desired and the other intended to convey it.

bunite in admitting that it is the best way. However, an appeal to the highest constitu-
if, on the other hand our French Canadian tional authority in the Empire has decided
fellow-countrymen feel that it is an injus- that so far as the province of Manitoba itself
tice to them, all they have to do is to press is concerned, it possesses a perfectly con-
the matter in local contests and attract their stitutional right to legisiate on school matters
fellow-countrymen from the province of in accordance with the views of the majority
Quebec to help theim and in that of the people. Therefore, if it is stili felt by
way without any aid f rom the our Roman Catholic fellow-countrymen in
central Government they will be able to the province of Manitoba that an injustice
accomplish all that they desire in a con- has been done then by the legisiation, to
stitutional and self-reliant way. It would the extent that they may be deprived of
he very unwise for the Government at public money by that legisiation in the
Ottawa to attempt to restrict the power of separate school la those settiements thatthe People of Manitoba to legismate in their existed at the time that this compact was
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made, to that extent the Dominion Parlia- on their homesteads, after we bave got them
ment could justly be asked to assist finan- there, as it is to put forth exertion to bring
cially in order to place them in no worse them to our country. Our conditions are
position than they would have been had the such that they are not ail being kept there.
action of the Manitoba Legislature not The trade policy of the country is pressing
deprived them of the financial benefit of upon them and the heavy freight rate$ to
separate schools. To that extent I think which we are subject in bringing our produce
justice should go, but the very fact that that to market is burdensone. Our ability to
compact was entered into in 1870, between produce is being ehecked and the country is
the delegates from Manitoba and the general being weighed down by those two burdens.
Government--the fact that they went back, 1 would read to you some verses that vere
and the bargain made at that time referred put into my hand, which perhaps may be out
onlv to that small tract of country which of place here, but as they are more eloquent
confined the existing settlement of 1870, than any words 1 can give you to show the
shows that there was no intention and no feeling that does exist among maiy of those
desire on the part of the delegates or on the who have to produce from the soil, and hnd
part of the general Government to make any a market for their produce by exporting it
compact that would be binding upon the through the ports of Canada to the markets
development of that great territory and of world. The following is the sentiment of
upon the people who might occupy it in the a settier who bas been there seventeen years,
future. To that extent, I think it would be and is conveyed to this honourable buse as
wise for us to review the matter. The people it was conveyed to me
of Manitoba would be as desirous of doing
justice to their French Canadian fellow- Will you walk into my country, says the brightcountrymnand to extend to them as warmfy,countrymen adt xedt hnaswr 'T hevery finest country you ever yet diii
a welcome as settlers as they could desire,
for that reason I think it would be iost XVe'I give you land for noting, don't even ask a
unwise for us to do anything that would reit,
impair the liberty of the people, whether it But from everythmg you buy here we've twenty
should establish a precedent that is likely
to impair the rights of the provinces as You see w&ve got a family and so we mnst be
thev exist or of the new provinces to be tho' '
created hereafter. For that reason and to going,
that extent I sympathize with remarks made With salaries and subsidhes, iîterest on nîoney
by the lion. seconder of this Address in lent,
regard to this question, but I can assure him Even then it does not seein to (1o o1 twenty-tive
that there is no desire or intention on the
part of the people of Manitoba, from my Our eldest boy, "darling,- we christened hini
knowledge of them, to be in the least degree N. P.,
illiberal or unjust to their fellow-country- His constitution's nindermnined, or so it seems to
men in the matter of separate schools. There e;

reW'efed hlmi upon luxuries to a terrible ex-
is one more reference that is made here that tent,
I should like to deal with and that is the But stili it does not keep him Up this twenty-five
following per cent.

We are also gratified to hear that in Manitoba We swathed im up in Cotton, a most tremendous
and the. North-west Territories the increase in cou,
immigration has been decidedly encouraging, both We gave hini steel and iron and rulbe(I himith
as regards the number of persons who have cone coal ou.
from other countries and as regards the nuinber of He bas been taking boodie drops as an emolient,
homestead entries made by settlers of all nation- But nothing seemq to keep Iim up, e'en twenty-
alities. five per cent.

Now, it is a matter of congratulation to ll
those that live there and to the country t y i s
generally, to feel that the increase of pOp- Electri light and telephone, that pleases other
ulation is progressing satisfactorily in our boys;
waste territory--that those homesteads are But spite of ail that we can do, lie (oes not seem
being taken up. I live there, and J feel that content,

oe grumbles, grubles, for still more than twenty-it puote te and th heavfive per cent.
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"Ii afraid we'll lose that baby ; we cannot keep Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Does ny lion.hin here, friend father that?"e iust subiit to Providence, tho' he is so very
dear;

You see lie cannot walk alone tho' fourteen years Hon. Mr. DEVER-He need not be
he's spent; ashaned of it.

lle seemingly needs more support tian twenty-five
per cent. Hon. Mir. BOULTON-- I could not begin

Our other boy, " a wlopper,' we called hlim to express anything so eloquent as he has
T , C. P. R., expressed in this poem.

h0 weak at first, le's stronger now, and beats the
lis othier fat-, iHon. Mr. KAULBACH-TAnd~ ~.~-a stoinac like an ostrich, his health is excel-

lent, ful too, I suppose.
8e's thriving like a nushrooin, upon twenty-five

per cent. Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, and truthful
It takes a lot to keep him np, with coronets for too. We are producing up there our grain

tiles, and crops and we are selling thein to the
'ls suits they take a lot of stuff to clothe 6,(000 outside world--that is to say the surplus

Setnles, that we do not want at home and the peopleu1eeastp allecmscrsdoles this voracious wh reatslupillhe rcoe fr st o i who are alongside of me--and I suppose it is
fe takes a branch line for his lunch, " sauce general throughout the country, are selling

twenty-five per cent. oats for which we only get 13 cents a bushel
In i this year and the Canadian Pacific Railwaylu fact iîe's grown 80 %very strong, we (lare uuot say ti eradteCndaîPctcIala

thg ona is charging 20 cents for carrying them to
For fear le kicks us out of doors some bitterly cold market. We get on an average 25 to 50

day, cents for wheat and the Canadian Pacificlie lias us all upon a string, we go where we are Railway charges 30 cents per bushel for car-
Higsent, ynthsantomr-.e'll gulp the lot, lie will not leave even twenty- rying the same to market.

tive per cent.

You Say you don't believe it, you think this can't
be true,

Theres parlianentary papers for't. Indeed 'tis
nothinî new,

The thing lias lasted fourteen years, and miiillions
have been spent,

Po4 these infant industries, at twenty-tive per
cent.

ROM. long will you folks stand this How long
is't going to last?1e census shows it will not do, by the ten years

Tit that are past.
young ien are al leaving us, they can't find

aliment,
t Sicks the cou'try's life blood ont, this twenty-

five per cent.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-30 cents per
100 pounds.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, 50 cents per
100 pounds.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-I think the
hon. gentleman is mistaken about the freight
rates-it is 30 cents a 100, I understand.

Hon. Mr.
a 100.

Hon. Mr.
Mr. White,

BOULTON-No, it is 50 cents

COCHRANE-I had it from
the superintendent, the other

Now, that is a message from a settler in day.
the North-west and I think, as I said before, Hon Mr. BOULTON-J have given thethat it is more convincing and certainly
M'ore entertaining than any renarks I can ces is rate. T te.

or onine o mkebeor t i e tha to Fort William. It is facts like thesema'ke or continue to mlake before this"hOnOuNhihouse. press upon the people of tue country.ono"uraible house.
How does the 25 per cent comne in so far as

"'On. Mr. BOWELL--Surely the namne the National Policy is concerned.
of the author should be handed down to
Posterity. Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)--Do under-

o. Mr. BOULTON-We my wantho gentleman to say tat the
hi BOULTOnuoe ofa tue nm Canadian Pacific Railway Company charged

clnO pr'oduce something more20 cents for 34 pouds of oats to take theH ..arBUcteN.. grain to market?
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, and ail that Hon. Mr. BOTLTON -No, i cannot in-
it is selling for in my neighbourhood is 13 form the hon. gentleman vhat those rates
cents per bushel and I can give you other are, but I have asked for certain papers wit
facts and figures about the rates. regard to the Canadian Pacifie Railway and

the increase of its capital stock, and I pro-
Hon. r. MACI.N.NES (Burlington)--Froi (pose to try and deal with the rates as thev

what point is the hon. gentleman quoting are presented there, in order to show that
q

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Well, the place I
speak of is where I live, 275 miles north-west
of Winnipeg on the Manitoba and North-
western Railway.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-To
where?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-To Montreal.

Hon. Mr. SMITH-Does the hon. gentle-
man know that oats have been sold in Ontario
for 124) cents

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, but not in
our time.

Hon. Mr. SI1TH- So, it would go by in
the North-west also?

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-What would
they be worth if you had not the Canadian
Pacific Railway ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- -We would not be
there, but since we have gone there the people
who live in that country have a right to come
down here and tell what is pressing on them
and see if a remedy can be applied in some
manner or other. We know perfectly well
by the published reports what the earnings
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway anount to
and we want to see that the tariff that real-
izes these dividends should be imposed in an
equitable manner, and that they should not
exceed the legitimate profits of capital, to
assist the people of this country instead of
impoverishing then so that they cannot
make fair headway. Many of them become
disappointed and some of them do inove from
one point to another.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--Will the
hon. gentleman inform the House what the
Canadian Pacific Railway charges are per
100 on wheat from St. Paul or Minneapolis
to Montreal ?

there is an injustice in that free country
that is so thoroughly dependent upon rail-
way communication. Recollect, we have no
water communication, we are without com-
petition, and we are entirely dependent upon
railway communication, chiefly furnished by
the Canadian Pacific Railway. We want to
see that railway communication managed so
that something like justice will be done to
the people who are pursuing their industry
in that western country for the benefit of
themselves and the country at large. If
they are borne down by heavy taxation
through Government sources, if they are
borne down by excessive rates charged by
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, it
will certainly retard the development of
that magnificent country for an indefi-
nite period, to the detriment of Canada.
So far as the taxation of the Govern-
ment is concerned, what is the actual con-
dition? It is this: If we send out ten
millions of produce, what do we get back to
pay us for it? We do not get back money,
hon. gentlemen, as I explained before. It
cornes back to us in the sugar, in the cotton,
in the coal oil, in the nails and the iron, and
in every single thing required for the use of
the people of the west. And when it comes
back to us it comes back with 25 per cent
for the duties added to the cost, and we only
get back in the export of $10,000,000 worth
of produce from Manitoba and the North-
west, goods to the value of $7,500,000 in
consequence of the imposition of an average
rate of 25 per cent in the duties. In the
same way the rates of the Canadian Pacific
Railway press heavily upon the country. If
you want to see Canada grow and become
great and the National Policy fulfil its work,
I say, hon. gentlemen, a differentcominercial
policy should be adopted in order that the
people may reap to the fullest extent the
advantages to be found in Canada for in-
creasing their individual prosperity, and for
building up the country generally.

Hon. IM r. BELLEROSE-Hon. gentle-
mere I do not intend to make any renlarks
on the resolutions which are being discussed,
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and which are intended to be the basis of an a representative of their own on the Trea-
answer from this House to His Excelleney's sury benches, and a leader speaking their
Speech. The different subjects of that Speech own language in this House. A better
have been sufficiently discussed during this choice could not have been made. Though
debate by both sides of the Rouse to quite a new member of the Federal Parlia-
enlighten the Government and show them ment, the Hon. Mr. Angers is well-known
what the views of the people of this country for his talents, ability and energy. He cer-
are regarding the financial and commercial tainly will be an ornament to the Senate,
affairs of the Dominion. Arguments have and will, no doubt, be an honour to his pro-
been advanced for and against the statement vince. I also congratulate the hon. Minis-
that this country has made material progress. ter of Trade and Commerce on his appoint-
It seems to me there can be but one opinion ment to this House, and to its leadership.
as to the great advance that this Dominion No doubt the long parliamentary career of
has made during the 30 years of its exist- the hon. Minister will be of great advantage
ence : but it cannot be denied that at the to the Senate; and, as an old colleague of
Present moment and for some time past his in the House of Conimons, I beg
something has been wrong. It cannot be to tender him and the hon. Minister of Agri-
denied that the National Policy has done culture-also a colleague of mine iii old
luch good, but I believe that at the present times in the Local Assembly of Quebec-a

moment some change is necessary. The hearty welcome. I propose to deal more
Imanufacturers got the best of this policy, particularly with the necessity which exists
and in my opinion the time has come when for the Senate having a certain number of
the farming community should have their the advisers of the Crown chosen fron among
turn. Some changes in the tariff would the members of this House, and occupying
Probably improve the situation as far as it seats in this House. This proposition not
Possibly can be improved under the circuin- being, strictly speaking, a constitutional one,
stances in which we are now placed, and as is that of having French speaking Min-
these changes would no doubt satisfy the isters, I intend to give it a little more atten-
people. It seems that the Government have tion. It is now nearly fifteen years since
heenaware of this, if I have rightly understood the late Right Honourable Sir John A.
the speeches made during recess by a certain Macdonald resumed the position which le
number of Ministers. Such being the case, I held to the day of his death. It is also
do not see the advantage of discussing those fifteen years since the French minority in
nuportant questions at the present moment. the Senate were deprived of their constitu-
it is only occupying the time of the House tional right to have a member of the Cabinet
to no good purpose, since more advantageous speaking the French language sitting in this
Opportunities will be given during the ses- House. It is also fifteen years since the
slon for the discussion of the different sub- late Sir John A. Macdonald took his first
jects and measures foreshadowed in the step towards depriving the French speaking
Address, or announced in the speeches I people of their right to be represented in
have referred to. I think the best thing both fouses by Ministers of the Crown
for independent members of this House to speaking the French language. To-day I
do is to wait until these ieasures come up, am happy to congratulate the present Gov-
"nd give the Government time to develop ernment upon having righted this wrong.
their policy and show what they can do. I! From the very first day when the Confedera-
consider it would be utterly wrong on my tion Act was put into force in 1867, until
Part if I allowed this opportunity-the first 1S78, when the late Sir John A. Macdonald
I have had since the reconstruction of the took office a second time, this fouse had
Cabinet-to pass without congratulating neyer Iess than two of its seats occupied
the hon. Premier on his choice of the late by ministers, and one of those always a
Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Senator speaking the French language. But
Quebec-the Hon. A. R. Angers-to re- ever since 1878 tili the date of the action
Place the late Hon. Dr. Paquet as Senator of the present Governrent which 1 have
for the division of de la Vallière, and to fill just commented on, this constititional right
the honourable- position of Minister of Agri- of the French minority was ignored by both
culture for the Dominion. By this action of leaders of the two preceding administrations.the Premier, the French minority have now lIn vain did the French Cebers of this
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House protest year after year against such a holding portfolios. True, at that time Sir
course being followed by the Governmient. George Cartier vas alive, and the recog-
In vain did they rise against such an ap- nized leader of the province of Quebec.
parent contempt for the constitution. Their At that time Sir John A. Macdonald would
voices were heard, but they had not even the not have dared to attempt what he subse-
satisfaction of hearing hon. gentlemen com- quently did, but after the death of Sir
posing the majority of this House echoing George Cartier, which took place a few
their sentiment to show that they would not months after Sir John A. Macdonald's Gov-
allow such a course to be followed by the ernment was forced to resign, the Macken-
Governînent. We, the French ninority, zie Administration took office, and gave this
were left unrepresented. We were abandoned House two Ministersone of wbom repre-
by our colleagues of another nationality who sented the French minority. In 1878 the
took no interest ini sucG a violation of the Mackenzie Government vas defeated, anod
constitutional law. Some of our coînpatriots Sir John A. Macdonald was again called
did no better, it is true, but to them 1 have upon to form a Cabinet. At that time two
nothing to say. It is a sufficient punishdent English-speaking Senators were made me-
that they are known, and that posterity will bers of bis administration. Later, a third
heold them responsible for all the evil to core English-speaking Minister without portfolio
azd the consequences of the course they have was given to this ouse. If any meinory
followed. Wiat woulH be the useoof trying serves me right this occurred in 1880. This
to stimulate their patriotism now when they state of things continued until 1887, wthe
could not be induced at the proper time to we were left with but one Minister, an Eng-
imitate our predecessors, who fought to the lish-speaking Senator without portfolio. te
last for the enjoyient of the privileges alone was left to occupy the Ministerial
whic they finally secured, and succeeded benches in this House. In 1888 a second
in preserviiig anid transmitting to us and English-speaking Minister without portfolio
to oui care? Such an indiftcrence as was appointed, giving to this important body
that swown bv this House in not forcig the i but two English-speaking Ministers without
Governinent to respect the constitution could responsibility being witout portfolio. One
not be expected to bear anything but mis- of toiese two Ministers was in 1891 appointed
chief. It id bear ischief. The whole President of the Counci , and in that position
Senate was punished by tbe very saine wrong affairsstood in this House until a fewdaysago,
of which the ion. members iad indirectly whEn the late Premier, Sir J. J. C. Abbott
apptoved by the silence they kept wen the resigned. Now, there is not a nember of
French mebers of this House had called this fouse who could rise in bis place and
for their lîelp. Sir John Macdonald, baving state that the course pursued by the late
succeeded so weIl iii depriving the miinority Premier and his predecessor was in any way
iGn this House of their constitutional rigt in accord witb the practice in England, or in
to a French speaking Minister, thought mie conformity with the principles enunciated
cieight safely go a step further, and did not by authorities on Parliamentary Govern-
besitate to advance bis own interests at the ment, or witn the parlia entary practice i
experse of this louse, convinced that there England or in any of ber colonies. None

as not sufficient independence in Parlia- sof us, I a sure, would ignore the fact that
oent to force iep and his Government to in England a considerable number of the

respect the agreement made at confederation Cabinet Ministers, when not a majority of
and act in the spirit of the constitution. of tcr, have their seats in the louse of
Let me review briefly the events woich h4ve Lords. In our sister colonies the principle
occurred since the Ist of July, 1867, when to whic I have referred bas always been
the Britishi North America Act camne in followed or advocated 'in Victoria, New
force. I conformity sits an honest inter- South Wales, New Zealand, &c. Let me
pretation of the new constitution, the late refer to a case in point in the colony of Vie-

ight on. Sui John A. Macdonald, having toria. The Victoria Goverment some years
been the first Premier charged with forming ago entered upon the same course that Sir
an Administration under the new régime, John A. Macdonald pursued ere Formai
called fromi the Senate no less than five of complaints were made by tue Legislative
bis Miofisters, anongst thein one or two Council but no attention was paid to them by
French speaking Senators, and al of them the executive. At last both fouses rose in
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their might and appointed a joint committee submitted for tifteen years to such treat-
oIconstitutional reform, whose reportshowed Nay, by their silence hon. members
the necessity of having constantly in the have encouraged the Governent to ruin
Jpper House at least two, and if possible this buse in the opinion of the people at

more, responsible ministers. I find on refer- large. The Senate allowed the Government
ence to the various authorities whose works to take its own course, and to trample upon
are in our Library that this principle is the great charte? of the rights and privi-
clearly laid down. Even our own Canadian leges of the people of this Dominion. What
authority, Mr. Todd, in his " Parliamen- necessity then for a constitution? What is
tary Government in the British Colonies its use, if in spirit as well as in letter it Ca
writes: be set aside with impunit? What advan-

tage is there in having' a Senate and a
A patriotic statesian, filling the honourable bouse of Commons, if their members are so

Position of Premier, will readily apprehend that it
is in the interest not to say the paramount duty of
eyery minister so as to shape his course as, if pos- to fear to force them into conforrnty wvth
Sible, to keep the two Houses of Parliament in the sacred law, the fundamental law of our
harmnony, and not to throw himself absolutely andi country, in accordance with the letter asentirely into the hands of one branch of the legis-
lature, regardless of the wishes and feeling of the s etween
other. the course whih we have

followed here and the înanly and patri-
Such is the practice in England, such also'otic stand taken by our fellow-subjects
are the principles advocated in her colonies, of Victoria. What is the reason of this
such also has been the course followed by difference? Do those people understand
the two late administrators who have ruled better than we do the Constitutional G-'ov-
O'ver Canada during the last fifteen years, m ernent under whieh we ive? Are they
far as the question 1 ar dealing wit is c less partisan than we are? Are tey of
cerned Who could believe this history of more inependent temper than it possible
the last fifteen years to be true exept he for us to be? i will not undertake to say,
had been, as nembers of the Senate haverbut the facts are there, and facts are stub-
been, a itness to the different facts 1 have born this. renew, gentlemen, my Con-
related? ndeed, bow could any man believe t gratulations to the Premier. a congratulate
that the Goverument had acted in this way te whoe Cabinet on the step they have
and le allowed to continue in their evil taken, a step by whi h tey bave shown
course fron year to year ?It is true mem- their determination to do what is rihlit and

inbers of this b1ouse have repeatedly com- to show their respect for the constitution,
Plined of such a state of things. 1 know iThe noble conduct of the present administra-
that some of our colleagues privatHly remon- tion in recognizing the right of the Senate
Strated witb the Crovernment on tbe sub- to bave a fair numnber of Cabinet Ministers,
ject. It is also true that many of ther met and of the French minority to be repre-
together andtdeterminedto put a stop to such e sented on the Treasury benches in this

n1injurjouscourseonthepartof theexecutive, bouse is, in my opinion, of such importance
awd that some steps were privately taken to that, althoug a iajority of the present
carry sucb a determination into effeet. administration were members of the two
1ýUt what have been the resucts? What preceding governments, those who, like my-
bave those secret efforts lone ? Nothing, self, were dissatisfied with their past conduct
excePt to convince the existine Goverrment imioht readily forgive and forget the past,

ofhVictoria.rWhatiththtbrhasonthf ani

g tey were a thaï ey a ad give the present Goverument a fair sup-
Stwofear, that the Senate would not rise port. This I aw ready to do as far as I can

farasn them , and they could continue with witout sacrificing those principles hich
rnpunity in their evil course. So they did have guided mne in the past. I shal

tltil the time-a few days ago-when the always be true to sound Conservative
Prehent Premier was called upon to forn a principles, maintaining perfect independence
nlew, Cabinet and set things right. Could in dealing with men and mieasures. Before
those two previous administrators have done I sit down. gentlemen, 1 beg to offer my
renything better calculated to throw discredit compliments to the hon. gentleman who
On the Senate and ruin its influence? Yet preceded be, in reference to what he has
the majority of this bouse kept quiet. They said as to the school question in Manitoba.
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I cannct let his remark pass without ten- pect in which they hold is Excellency on
dering him my thanks. I hope that the account of his higli and straigbtforward
grreat majority of the people of this country stand on constitutional questions, and he-
will understand that in order to continue cause they have seen in him the repre-
on good ternis with each other, and in sentative of the Queen - the Queen
order that the different nationalities may who bas given us during ler reign
live together in harmony it is very desir- the institutions which we now enjoy.
able to respect the convictions of every man. I must also thank the lon. member for
It is ivell known that the minority of people Marquette who has referred to My colleague
in this country hold such principles on this and myseif in courteous terrs as members of
question that they cannot conscientiously the Senate. He has made only one reserva-
give way, while on the other hand, even if tion-it is that we sbould be inembers of the
there were a conviction that another kind Senate, but fot both of us members of the
of school would be better, I should think Government-that members of the Govern-
that patriotism would enable the majority ment should have heen chosen from the
to allow their fellow-countrymen to follow Senate as it was previously conposed. Up-
their views in reference to this question, and on this point, in so far as I am concerned, I
keep for themselves the definition of what a agree with the hon. member from Mar-
school ought to be. This I hope will be the quette. 1 ar here, not by own preference,
case. Until to-day I thought that the hon. and the hon. niember himself bas deprived
gentleman fron Marquette was opposed to is Excellency of the exercise of his free
the system which we advocate, but J am will, because this not being a coalition Go-
glad now to see that lie thinks we are cer- ernment, he could not caîl upon the hon.
tainly right in asking for our rights on this member to occupy a seat on the Tresury
question. There was something in the benches. I miglt add that the hon. gentle-
remarks of the bon. member on this subject, man's views vere at one time in accord
in which J cannot concur, but I leave it to witb those of the Government, and J have
representatives froin that section of Canada not lost the hope that in the future we nay
to express their dissent.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-My first duty on
rising is to claim your indulgence for the
imperfect manner in which I address the
House in English. I hope you will grant
me this indulgence, as being also a new
membér of this honourable body. I must
offer hon. gentlemen my thanks for the
courteous manner in which they have re-
ceived me, and the great friendship which
has already been extended to such a new
member. J must also thank the hon. gen-
tlemen who have addressed this House for
the kind sentiments they have expressed to-
wards their Excellencies who will shortly be
leaving Canada. As a member of the Gov-
ernment, who is supposed to express the
views of the representative of the Crown in
this House, I must tender you their thanks.
It bas been my good fortune to have f re-
quently been brought into communication
with their Excellencies during the last five
years, and J have often been afforded oppor-
tunities of judging of the great love which
they bear to Canada, and J am sure that
when they leave us they will not forget us.
I also take occasion to express on behalf of
the people of my own province the great res-

find him again agreeing with us. J also
thank the mover and the seconder of the
address, the hon. member for Welland, and
the hon. member for Delorimier-they have
both spoken in a manner that entitled them
to congratulation. The mover endeavoured
to show that the United States is not a desir-
able country to which Canadians should
emigrate. He has proved that by showing
the number of evictions which have taken
place lately in the city of New York. He
has proved conclusively that this country
is in a prosperous condition. He bas esta-
blished it by applying two of the tests that
are generally accepted by statisticians In
his argument on that point lie displayed no
party feeling whatever. He did not refer
to either side of the House, and I was sur-
prised to find the leader of the Opposition
attacking my hon. friend and telling him
that the Government was losing the con-
fidence of the people, and citing in proof of
it that the hon. gentleman's presence in
the Senate was due to a previous defeat in
bis constituency. I was sorry to hear those
remarks, and J was surprised a few hours
afterwards to hear from my hon. colleague
here, who is better informed than myself of
the facts, that the bon. member was never
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defeated in Welland County. It was estab- their forefatiers had settled. Now, 1 do not
lished that his county had been usurped; think there was any need for such an appeal.
the usurper was brought before the courts According to the census returns, the popula-
and branded with bribery and corruption tion is really fot deserting the peninsula of
and depi;ived of his political rights for seven Niagara. True, Welland itself bas lost a
years. I do not call that a defeat. I am thousand of its people, but it has only been
convinced from what I saw myself in the a shifting of the population. The adjoining
Niagara District recently that the hon, gen- counties and the cit of Hamilton have in-
tieman would have been returned for his creased. Toronto bas increased by 85,000,
countv had he not, for some personal reason, Hamilton by 12,000, Nipissing by 11,000,
refrained froi entering into the contest. Of and Manitoba by 90,000. In ail these sec-
Course this attack by the leader of the Oppo- tions of the country you wiii find settiers
Sition was made in the inost courteous lan- f rom the district of Niagara. From the hon.
guage, and with the skill of a master in gentleman's remarks about the Niagara Dis-
eloquence. The attack was directed at trict, you would think that the garden of
My hon. friend's breast, but the blow Canada vas being abandoned by its popula-
struck him below the belt. I fancy that tion. Lt is only necessary to refer to the
the hon. leader of the Opposition must figures which 1 ar about to read, taken
have had some reason to be displeased with from the last census, to show that the pro-
the people of Welland, because he made an ductions of the farms and orchards of that
attack upon that county, and stated that it section of the country have immensely in-
had lost a thousand of its population accord- creased and represent an enormous value in
ing to the last census ; and he made an money. The staterent following shows that
appeal to the descendants of the U. E. the industries of that section of the country
Loyalists not to desert the district in which have also developed to a great extent
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Surely nobody can believe, in the face of Vermont, which also adjoins the province
those figures, that the Niagara District is of Quebec, there was a decrease of two-
being deserted; and therefore I say it was hundredths of one per cent, so I do not think
Unnecessary to make an appeal to the loyalty that much importance can be attached to the
of the people of the Niagara Peninsula. The hon. gentleman's argument. The hon. gentle-
hon. gentleman said also that the Franchise inan from Marquette stated that the census
Aet and the misgovernnent of the country returns relating to industries gave erroneous
had caused'this emigration. I cannot under- figures. In the last census a distinction is
stand how he makes use of suchan argument. made between industries and industrial
lie represented to us that the people were establishments, and tiere is no ground for
leaving the country because they had been the complaint which we have heard from the
robbed of their rights through the appoint- Oppositioli. None of those small factories
mnent of revising barristers under the control that the lion. gentleman has referred to as
of the Government, and, what was worse, employing only three or four hands are
because the lists, after being made out, were included in the industrial establishments.
printed at the printing bureau in Ottawa. They have all been omitted from the returns,
Now, when the laws of this country are made, and i think that the lion. memiber lias
who prints them-is it not the Government? founded most of bis comnplaint on an article
Did it ever occur to any member of this recently published by the G-;lobe. A reply
Hlouse, or any man in this country to ques- was sent to the Globe for publication, and
tion the correctnîess of the laws, because they although several days have elapsed since
are printed by the Goverament? Now, the then it lias not yet appeared in the columns
Ievising officers are not under the control of of that paper.
the Government. They are appointed by
the Governor-General in Council, it is true, Hon. Mr. BOULTON--I think the hon.
but they are as free fromt Government con- gentleman is not quite correct in his state-
trol after their appointment as are the judges ment, because there appears in bulletin num-
of the land. If the hon. member had re- ber 8 a reference to an , establishment in
ferred to section 11 of the Franchise Act, he which only one operative is engaged.
Would have seen that none of them can be Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Some of those bul-
removed except by Parliainent. Hn M. Ae ul-

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-In Prince Edward
Island they are judges.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-So they are nearly
everywhere.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-The hon. gentle-
lan and the hon. member from Marquette

referred to the census returns and made
comparisons, to the disadvantage of this
country, between the increase of population
'i some' of the neighbouring states and in
Ontario. It bas already been shown that
the bases of this comparison were not correct.
It is true that a portion of Canada has not
ilcreased in the proportion that everybody
anticipated, but the increase has been about
twelve per cent. We find that in the neigh-
bouring country there was a good deal of
disappointment at the result of their last
census-the population had not increased to
the extent that they had looked for. In the
state of Maine, for instance, which is pretty
nearly similar to the province of Quebec,
the increase was only 1-75 per cent. In

5

and were revised since, and when the lion.
gentleman gets the revised edition of the
census he will find that no establishment so
small as that is included in the industrial
establishments. But it was pointed out that
there was a decrease in the population of the
Maritime Provinces. I must draw the atten-
tion of the House to the fact that immigra-
tion is not exclusively under the control of
the Government of Canada. The Local Gov-
ernments have also something to do with
the matter, and if there is to be blame at-
tached to any one, at least it should be shared
by the local administrations of the provinces
that have been mentioned. If New Bruns-
wick lias not increased in the proportion an-
ticipated, perhaps the þon. gentleman might
address some of his reproaches to the Liberal
Government who are governing that pro-
vince.

Hon. Mr. POWER-They have not had a
Liberal Government in New Brunswick since
Confederation.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Well, what is it'l
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Hon. Mr. POWER-A coalition, with the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The vessels do.
mnajority Conservative.

Hon. Mr'. ANGERS- The citizens also get
Hon. Mr. ANGEIRS-I understand the the same advantage, because the vessel must

Liberal Premier strengthened his Govern- be owned by an American citizen. - An
ment by drawing sone meibers fron the Anerican vessel loaded on its way to
Opposition, but the Government of New Montreal with grain for expqrt gets the
Brunswick bas always been known as a Lib- rebate. A Canadian vessel bound on the
eral Governient. s-ne course loaded with grain for export

gets the rebate. The two parties are equal
Hon. Mr. ALMON--The Halifax C -, in this regard. Any Canadian vessel loaded

ic/ has frequently claimed that New ~with grain and landing it short of Montreal,
Brunswick bas a Liberal Government. The foi' the purpose of consumption in the
hon. gentleman froim alifax will not deny country, does not get the rebate, and
the Chroni'le as the hon. member from why should an American vessel, doing what
Ottawa bas r'epudiated tbe Gl o/, a Canidian vessel cannot (o, get a rebate?

Hon. Mr. POWER -All the early Gov- That is exactly the position. The hon. gen-

erinments after Confederation were Conserv- tleman wishes us to grant an American ves-

ative Governments. The present Govern- sel a privilege that a Canadian vessel is

ment of New Brunswick is recognized as a denied. Now, if these were ny own opinions

coalition nerely, I would not expect the House to lav
Governnent. miuch stress upon then, but this bas beenî

Hon. Mr. K AIULBACH-But the Chron- the interpretation and construction put upon
ic/, says that the New Brunswick Govern- the treaty by the United States themselves
ment is Liberal. in ail their statements for eight years. Let

me recall the date when this wheat rebate
Hon. Mi'. ANGERS -Coming back to was first established by an Order in Council.

what was called discrimination against the It was on the 26th August, 1884, and on the
United States on the canals, I was surprised 4th July, 1885, that this rebate was granted,
to hear the hon. leader of the Opposition and never was there a protest or a coîmplaint
qualify the action of the Government in of undue treatment or unfair interpretation
this matteras unwortbv of British statesmen. or ilegal interpretation of the treaty during
Now, I do not agree with hini in this, and I all that time. Now, would the hon. gentle-
believe I can show hii that the statesmen man affirn that Mr. Bayard and Mr. Blaine
of the United States do not agree with him were so obtuse, so unskilful, so unmindf ul of
either. I say that there never has been any United States irterest that they would not
discrimination against United States vessels have inmmediately protested against this
navigating the St. Lawrence canals. state of things which lasted foi' eight years ?

and yet it was only last September that they
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is correct. I gave any shape at all to a protest.

agree with the lion. gentleman : it was ports Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Do I understand the
I said. hon. gentleman to say that vessels carrying

Hon. Nli'. AGEIS--Wbat is the g «rain, either American or Canadian, where
.i . . they tranship at Ogdensburgh, but intending

viege granted by the treaty ? The privilege the grain to go to Europe, would get a
is not one granted to a territory, or to a rebate tspecial state : it is a privilege granted to the
flag carried by the vessels. Hon. Mr. ANGERS -Certainly not, and

the reason is plain. How could the hon.
Hon. Mi. SCOTT The citizens-the gentleman expect us to follow grain through

people. American territory to ascertain whether it
is exported or not? Would they grant us

Hon. Mr. ANGEIIS-No, it is granted the privilege of entering their custom-houses
to the vessel, and I say that an American and examining their officials to see whether
vessel fultilling the conditions imposed on a the grain was exported or not ? We granted
Canadian vessel, gets exactly the same them the privilege of coming to our ports, if
rebate that our own vessels get. they chose, and we côuld not give them a
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privilege over grain that we could not con- a
trol. Now, I say that the construction put respect. 1 shah compare twu years as foi-

upon the treaty by the. people of Canada iows
has been in accord with the interpretation 187. 1892.
put upon it by the people of the United Ton" of shipping em-ptployed .......... 23,102,551 43,802,384
States for eight years. If I am not wrong, Bank note circulation. $20,215,020 33,788,679
the suggestion of the grievance came from Production of coal, tons
this side of the line to furnish the Anericans (1891)...............1,152,000 3,623,076
witli a new opportunity of putting the Value Exports of Cana-dian catte..........$1, 152,334 7,748,949
Screws on the people of Canada. Value Exports of Cana-

lion. Mr. SCOTT-I want to ask a ques-
tion, as a inatter of information, when was
the Order in Council passed, or the regulation
Imade, granting a rebate ? It was then that a
grievance arose I understand.

lon. Mr. ANGERS -The first Order in
Council was passedon the 26th August, 1884.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-That did not affect
Ogdensburgh.

lion. Mr. ANGERS-It affected every-
thing. The second Order in Council is dated
July 4th, 1885. There was a change in the
rate but there was no change in the right.
The hon. gentleman told us that last year
upon this point he had resisted temptation,
and did not wish to bring a discussion before
the House on this point. Well, I am very sorry
tO see temptation gaining strength against
him. The hon. member should be more f ree
froin tenptation this year than he was last
year, since he is so much older. Now, I am
sorry that lie did not resist the temptation
of showing that, in the Senate of Canada,
the pretension of the United States was
supported in opposition to Canadian interests,
because you all know that this is an open
question, and one which is within the scope
of diplomacy, and it is not right, that we
should discuss a question upon which the
Governmenit have not come to a conclusion ;
sO that I think the temptation should, have
been resisted.

The hon. gentleman who leads the other
side of the House showed, or attempted to
show, that this country was going to ruin,
owing to mnisgovernmnent and- a defective
fiscal policy. Now, I wish to show, and re-
assure him upon this point, if there is any
doubt about it, that we are not going to ruin,
and that the fiscal policy of the Government
ý' not defectiNe. If you want to have an
idea of the progress of the country, I think
One can refer with reliance to the shipping
employed for the business of this country

5j

dian cheese.........
Value Exports of Cana-

dian sheep ..........
Value Ex ports of Manu-

factured wood. .....
Value Exports of Home

manufactures ........
Imports raw cotton,

pounds..............

Value products of Cana-
dian Fisheries (1891).

Value Exports of pro-
ducts Canadian Mines

Value Exports products
of Canadian Farins...

Barrels Exports Apples
Number ............

Value Exports Apples..
Dominion note circu-

lation ............
Consumption of coal, tons

(189 1.) ..............

$3,997,521

$699,337

$13,908,629

$17,780,776

8,011,759
817,559

$13,215,679

$2,816,347

$32,028,321

53,213
$149,333

$3,120,127

1,665,814

11,652,412

1,385,146

19,802,165

26,843,153

46,322,525
3,673,933

18,978,078

5,906,471

50,708,134

690,951
1,444,883

7,214,95'3

5,885,894
An increase of 4,220,000 tons.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The winters are
more severe.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS.-I can find for
the hon. gentleman a better explanation
than that. The coal is being used as a re-'
sult of the National Policy. It is being
used in the spinning of cotton in cotton
mills, in the iron industries, and in a hun-
dred other ways, and the hon. gentleman is
wrong, I think, in referring to the winters
as the cause of the increased consumption.
We left the glacial period of 1878. We have
come into a much more moderate climate,
where everything expands and blooms. Now,
I will refer to what I think is a very safe
test to show the prosperity and the credit of
the country. It is the discounts by charter-
ed banks. In 1878, the discounts were $124,-
886,552. In 1892, they were .$210,234,377.
But there is a better test than that ; it is
the business failures. Now, if we compare
the glacial period of 1878 with 1892, we
have the following result: The failures in
1878 amounted to $23,908,000, and in 1892
to $13,703,000. The over-due notes in banks
is a very good test also to show whether we
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are going to ruin or not, and to show whether speech, on the opening of the Third Session of the
the tiscal policy of this country is so very .eventh Parliament.
vicious. The over-due notes in banks on
each $100 borrowed in 1878, was 84.56. Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I was endeavour-
What do you think it was in 1892 ? $1.03. ing, when the debate was adjourned yester-

Hon. Mr-. POWER-Perhaps the hon. day, to show the great progress the country
gentleman will excuse me, I am very soy had made in developing its industries, and I

to interrupt him. Before he lays that state- compared the period of 1878 with 1891-92.

ment down, would he be kind enough to tell To make this argument stronger, I shall now
me the exact meaning of the statement draw your attention to the list of partially
which le made in the first place-the manufactured articles, and manufactured ar-

Sticles, being goods used in. the mianufactureshipping employed. That means the ton- t
n of articles in Canada and not themselves
manufactured in Canada. We find that of

lion. Mr. A1iNGEURS -Yes, the tonnage this class of imports there was admitted
inward and outward. The claim is made free, in the period of 1879 to 1883, an aver-
that everything in this country is taxed and age of $8,240,000 a year. In the period of
over-taxed. Well, I will show the House 1884 to 1888, an average of $9,560,000, and
the statement of imports divided into free in the period of 1889 to 1892 -three years
and dutiable goods for seven years. The -an average of 813,167,000. There has
division shows that during the 7 years, 1868- thus been a constantly growing amount of
74, the yearly average of iniports was: goods entering into our own mîanufacturing
dutiable goods, $58,020,000, and of free brought in without duty. Again and again
goods, $36,300,000. we have said to the inanufacturers, We will

Dutiable. Free goods. enlarge the free list for the articles you need,

185-74 .................. 6,902,250 ,, 3 so that you may be able to produce cheaper
1885-91...... .... 74,000,00) 32,700,000 and cheaper, and thus supplv the consumer
1892. .. . .............. 69,160,737 47,818,206 at the least possible cost. In this way a

In the first period, the free goods were 62 large amount of taxation has been remitted
per cent of the dutiable. In the second, 53 to the people, as in placing tea and sugar on
per cent. In the third, 32 per cent. In the free list, as well as striking off the stamp
the fourth, 44 per cent, and last year over tax. The percentage of customs duties on the
69 per cent. Last year the free goods bore total value of goods entered for home con-
a larger proportionate rate to the dutiable sumption in 1879, was 16-10 per cent, and
goods than during any period since Confede- in 1892, 17-56 per cent; this is $1.46 on
ration. In the period of the Opposition, each one hundred dollars more in 1892
they were 53 per cent of the dutiable goods ; than in 1879. Yet, in the interval
last year they were 69 per cent. The Oppo- we have extended our railway system
sition do not stand on a sound basis of fact by 8,500 miles and increased the amount
when they affirm that under the National of goods carried by them from 7,883,-
Policy everything is taxed. 000 tons to about 23,000,000 tons, and in-

At 6 o'clock the debate was adjourned. creased the passengers carried from 6,444,-

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock. 000 to nearly 14,000,000, having expended
on these great aids to cheap transportation
and improved interprovincial interchange

THE SENATE. $7 8,356,935. We have developed and im-
THE proved our canal systern and have expended

Ottawa, Thursday, February 2nd, 1893. thereon since 1879, the sum of $358,984.
We have erected ail] over the Dominion pub-

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock. lic buildings at a cost of nearly $10,000,000,
Prayer and routine proceedings. giving increased facilities to the public in

THE ADRESS.doing their business at the post offices, cus-
THEtom-houses and other publi buildings, be-

THE DEBATE CONTINUED. sides other expenditures, making a ttal of
The Order of the Day being read, $128,000,000. Ail these services have been
Resuming the adjourned debate on the consider- perforned. The country has been provided

ation of His Excellency the Covernor-General"s with cheapened means of transportation and
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greater facilities for doing business; and yet Hon. Mr. DEVER-low is it the
in 1892, the burdenof taxation, as indicated revenue bas gone down?
)y the custois tariff, was only $1.50 more
on each 8100 of the imports than it was in Hon. Mr. ANGEBS-The revenue from
1879. Il the meantime, the cost of tran- customs.
Portation has been greatly cheapened. It is
also dueto theimprovedcreditof the country, Hon. Mr. DEVER-How is it we pay as
Under the National Policy, that our interest
charges have been greatlv reduced. Now, I nafy uUies as formerly?
wish to refer to the argument made by mny
lion. friend fron Marquette, when he stated Hon. Mr. ANGERS-You pay such duty,
to the House that we had exhausted our pur. ecause, instead of importing perishable
ehasing power and borrowing capacity and goods, we are nnporting raw material, which
our credit, and that it was impossible for naterial, when it falîs into our hands,
the Dominion to further increase its indebted- acquires a greater value. The hon. gentie-
less without going to ruin. He founded his man was also very much alarmed at the Èact
argument on the fact that the imports liad that we had exhausted our capacity for
nlot risen iii proportion to the exports. I say borrowing and that our credit was really
that this is not a sound argument. Exports going down. I shah draw bis attention to
will make a people rich ; imports will also the fact that in 1887, the debt of the Domi-
make a people rich, but I must inake a dis- iion was $227,314,17.5 ; the interestonthat
tillction. It depends on the nîature of the was '8,692,042. In 1892, the debt was
illiports that vou are bri-îngH into Mre coun- $236,493,600 but the interest is only
tr. If vou brug inHnthat are the $8,677,58. The inter-est on the whole has

manydutesns frmelys

blecessaries of life, such as butter, cheese, diminished by $14,484. As ey lion. friend
onbai, &gc., how onuch richer are you in says, that is not a bad credit when ou corne

the end? If you brila, in imports of raw ma- to borrow eight and a half millions and pay
terais -things to which you willgive greater less interest than you paid when you did not
'alue --then you may becomne richm; but if owe that capital. Accordiag to the Liberal

YOU only iflh)ort tbincs that are petishable, party, the fiscal policy of the Government is
YOU are gettinb poorer aad poorer every day. a defective policy. They say that protection

ow, upon. this point g will show the lion. is only for the beneit of aonopolists and
gentlemn why the imports have been less that those ien are growing rich on the hard

proportion to the exports. There is toil of the people, and that w have mi -
inctiooI deson ft. t is te lionaires. These s 6n6 that are getting rich,

imp rts ro esn fo t t i e that you, are brusingin inothoon.w364 360 u the nees esonly

ause tbe Governint introduced are they a7, are crins on the ople
Whic w-as calculated to ditinish th, andi sucking the blood fr4o,8 their veins,
ipcort. The National Pohicy was itrodu- that they wear ther out in work and do
ce(l and consequently we have a decrease in not feed thein. That is the argument
l92 t of h540 in the quantity of butter f they use every time they appear in
younlt ipto the country as compared with publi . The Census returns indiate that the
1891. li lard we have a derease of $d18,- labourers' wages have increased by 16 per
4,32 il, the samne year; bacon. and( hanis de- 1cent. Now, does that show that the men
creased $113,32 ; beef, saltel, $3,140 ; fluid wo are at the head of the industries of
beef, $5,220, and of pork this is an item to this country, are taking such advantage of
'10lieh 1 believe it is right to refer the farier the toilers that they will îîot allow themn to
-we have iniported $1 11,686 less in that ive? 1 have shown here, by officiai docu-
Year; poultry an o dried or snioked eat and ite.ts, that the wages of the toiler have ibe-
other ineats, atogether in the few iterds creased by 16 pe cent. The price lists of
looked through, anl hich only refer to the the great markets show that ail the neces-
fcanrders, we have a total decrease of $306,- saries of life-food and clothing, and so on-
498. Perhaps this vould be an acceptable are cheaper than they were--tlat in fact
explanartion for the lion, gentleman why lis everything the famnily needs is cheaper, ex-
brgPetations ere not realized, when hefound cept shelter; and house rent is higher, be-
tl8at our ilports were lower in roportion to cause the masses demand better accomo-
te exports. dation an the people were contented with
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twenty years ago. Now, of course, this con- So are they all-- -all honourable men.
dition of things can only suit one party, and They were disapointed in this, and the
that is the Conservative party ; because Liberal party had to wear a mask. Mr.
over and above everything, over and above Farrer described them so.
the closest ties, our attention and our ener- Yet Farrer is an honourable man.gies are devoted to the development of
Canada ; and it is not to be expected, con- pe saw tht t o nt tan with t
sidering this feeling -- judging froi the argu- people, anid hse iad to find an excuse to

metsuedo te ote ieadfo h satisfy his associates on the other side ofments used on the other sie andl front theth hulesi, Iln fiiends, there is
steps they have taken to defeat the Govern- no one. of sadx"my ii there is

ment an thepolcy hat hae ben lyin no possibility of annexation till the old manment, and the policy that I have been iaying (lies, and we Nvill flot be able to cut the
down before you--Il say it is niot to be ex' is7 n ewl ntb bet u h
pectnefthat their stiens aeik to beex- halyard that hoists the British standardpected that their sentiments are iikely to he till ten. Hie is seventy years o1(1."
in accord with ours. It has been very t thn e is sn years old.
disagreeable for them--I do not mean by YetFarrer is an honourable man.
this, members of this House, I mean the Lib- They look for somne other scheme to create
erals out of this House-and they have dissatisfaction in the peoples' minds against
undertaken to defeat this policy. They went the Government. Of course I always mean,
over the country and cried out that Canada when I say Liberals, those outside this
was going to ruin; that the National Policy House. The people of the United States
was making a few people rich and making were told by those gentlemen that if a tariff
the masses poor. This did not take very well was adopted which would eut off Canada
with the people. It did not suit the purpose. from the United States markets, a reaction
The Liberals required some other cry for would take place in this country. The
the position they were seeking, and they McKinley tariff was framed. They rejoiced
said that the true policy for Canada was in the McKinley tariff, and in their glee
Commercial Union. That did not take very they said to themnselves, We have found the
much with the people either. They then rod of Moses, and the Canadians will starve
got another name; they called it Continen- with their granaries full-the fruit on the
tal Union. That did not seem to suit either. trees will rot, the barley in the soil will not
The people were not carried away by these rise, by the force of this Moses's rod. The
promises. Then, not having suicient sup- niilk in Canada will turn into water. The
port in Canada, they went to the United blow has had the reverse effect. The milk
States, and there they formed a combine with was turned into cheese. While in 1891, the
men who were determined todefeat the policy export to England was $9,481,373, in 1892
of Canada and turn the country against the it rose to $1 1,593,690. The creain of Canada,
Government for the purpose of-what ? For they said would not churn by the force of
the purpose of annexation. They entered this Moses's rod. It 1891, the value of the
into partnership there. They had meetings: butter exported from this country to England
with Mr. Hoar. They had meetings with was 8440,060; in 1892, it was $877,455.
Mr. Wiman, and they concocted the project There was to be a mightier blow than that
or plan by which this country was to be given by the force of this rod of Moses-
ruined ; and they proposed that steps should the hens of Canada were to be turned into
be taken to force Canada into United States roosters, and the roosters into capons, and
Territory. the egg trade of Canada was to be destroyed.

" They are all, all honourable men," so was The blow again had the reverse effect. lI
Brutus an " honourable man." They used 1891, the egg trade of Canada with England,
Mr. Farrer as their precursor. was $83,589; in 1892, it was $592,218.

And Farrer "is an honourable man."
He had associates on the other side. Hon. Mr. POWER-l do not think the
Mr. Wiman gave him all his support. hon! gentleman will find those figures in the
And Mr. Wiman "is an honourable man." Trade Returns.
He had associates in this country who

went through the length and breadth of the Hon. Mr. A]gGERS--Certainly I do.
Dominion to induce the people to accept the
policy which would suit the United States Hou. Mr. POWER--I would be glad to
better than it would-suit Canada. have the page then.
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lion. Mr. ANGERS-I have not the addressing this honourable buse, to occupy
Page for the hon. gentlemen here, but if he so much of time. 1 must apologise if I have
Will do nie the honour to call at my office, done so, but perhaps you will accept from me
or to appoint a place where I can see hin, an excuse. heard a voice within me sayiig,
I will give him the page. assist assist as much as you can to proteet

the country andi to continue tlie National
lon. Mr. POWER-I cannot find it. Policy." This voice was that of a man de-

sribed by the eloquent leader in the other
lion. Mr. ANGE RS-There may be some- House as a portion of the institutions of

thing else in the official returns which the Canada. This voice was that of the late
hon. gentleman cannot find. Now, the effect chieftain. I heard more-I heard the parting
Of this blow throughthe McKinleytariffwas words of his noble widow. The have been
a diminution of trade with the United ringing in my ears while I have been address-
States, but there again the Liberal party met ing you here, "Tell my husband's friends at
with a deception. True, there was a reduc- some timewhenall canhearthallhiswidow,
tion of trade with the United States to the and broken hearted ii my loneliness anddeso-
extent of $2,150,668 in our exports, but it lation, venture to ask froin them a last and
was fully made up by new trade. Instead of lasting tribute to iny husband's dear menîory.
the produce of this land being wasted i- I ask that that tribute shan- be a fir and
Stead of the fruit rotting on the trees and the united support to the policy and principles
rnilk turning into water--we have had an that our great leader lived and died to main-
increase of trade of $17,919,592. f think tain and carry out." TI were the wor(s
that was a fair compensation for the loss by that were ringing in my ears wben I
the McKinley tariff. We lost $2,373,513 on addressed you and I offer you their teachings
the one hand, and We had an increase of as mv excuse for (etaining you ïo long.
trade on the other of $17,919,592. On the
whole, the blow, deducting the loss by the Hon. 3r READ think this
AlcKinley tariff, resulted in a net gain of bouse istobecongratulated on its acquisition
$15,546,079 in our export trade, in conse- of the two hon, gentlemen vho represent the
quenlce of the MeKinley tariff. I say in Cabinet here. For ny own part, I think the
consequence of that tariff, because if was cal- Government have only done vhat manv of us
culated to ruin Canada, and it proved to have been complaiing foi a numner of years
be a blessing, raising us to our proper level. that they had failei to do. This House las
It has awakened in us the British spirit that been left for vears without Ministers holding
Perhaps was dormant before. We ha( a portfoios, without the representation that
iarket near us and access to it without exer- its importance in the country demands. The
tioi, and we waited untilour neighbourscame Goverment iii its reconstruction, bas done
for our products. That was not the position us justice- partial Justice perhaps, not too
that Canada should hold on this continent, much by any means, if ve are to be a tran-
and the McKinley tariff had the effect of script of the British constitution. You find
arousing us to.action. The result is that the in England that a very considerable propor-
eyes of European countries have been more tion of Ministers have seats ii the House of
and more turned towards Canada. Holland Lords. It has been a complaint by me in this
alone purchased fromt us last year $553,138 buse that the Senate hasnotbeen treated in
of Our products in excess of the preceding theinanner that it should (emand. However,
Year. I repeat, therefore, that the blow as this Government in its reconstruction lias
wvhich was intended for us bas proved a so far considere us, I have to congratulate
blessing in disguise. Perhaps I should not thein and the country, and the House will
leave this part of mysubjectwithoutthanking no doubt feel that they have a great
the Liberalsof Canada, who, in exerting them- acquisition in the two gentlemen vho hold
selves to bring about annexation by cutting portfolios in the Government of the day. I
us of from the United States markets, were venture to say a few words to the bouse at
the means of expanding our trade. I feel this particular juncture, and if 1 travel a
that, as a new member of this House, I have littie out of the une of what is really the
Perhaps taken an undue advantage of your matter under discussion, it is aflowable.
kindness, and that it is perhaps contrary to Every question may be brought up in thertesY, on the irst occasion of a men r debate on the dress. There seem s to
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be hardly any question that should be not say they did not adopt commercial union.
omitted f rom it, and as there are some They did adopt it, and we iad to meet it
matters I should like to say a few words every place we went. They found it would
upon, I an to be pardoned for doing so. not do, and then they took up unrestricted
A great deal hasbeen said about the National reciprocity. Well, what does that mean?
Policv in this debate. It brings to my We hardly know what it means. Does it
mind the incidents of 1877, when I mean free trade with the United States?
noved the resolution affirning the National They tell us the Anerican market is our
Policv. Great things have cone out of it. natural one. I know it is convenient to go
At that time J could not find a seconder for across the way and seli a man something J
ny resolution in this House. After a long have got to sell, and buy sonething he has
tine I did find one man to say, "Il Read, I got to sell. I have done it a hundred times
will not allow your motion to go without a myself, but as to the United States being
seconder." I mnay as well read the motion our natural market, our neighbours are large
which J mîoved in 1877, to show how neces- exporters of the very articles that we pro-
sarv it is for us to change as we go on. duce. The main articles that we produce
Events move rapidly in a new country. My they export to the markets of Europe, as is
resolution was as follows :--" That in the shown by the following list:-
opinion of this House the present and the
future interests of the manufacturing and ........s $

agricultural industries of the Dominion call Apples, freshi, dried, canned
for the adoption of a National Policy by aid preserved fruit.
which either reciprocity of trade with the Cotton ou and other ois.... 4,000,0xX
United States is obtained or a reciprocity Farm products.............84,000,000
of tariffs is established by Canada." That I)airy proIucts...............9,0,~
was the first resolution moved in Canada ini Vegetables............... ,3(x),(N>()
favour of the National Policy. For two
weeks J Aad it on the notice paper. As J J think J have gone through what is
have sai(, a friend agreed to secondi the gcnerally produce o the far ... know
motion, but he thoght better of it, ai C what is produced on the farmi s of this coun-
backed out. However, a gentleman wvho is try, having had a great deal to do îvith
no0 longer with us, caine to yF relief andp roudchasing and raising farm products. We
sMconded the motion. eahave changed export harley to the United States. 
very mucli sitice thei. J could easily gret a admit teirc was a ti e whe that barle
seconder to-day for a resolution of that sort. ttrade was important to us. . bave been ii
As hatters ient on it was fou d that the it twenty-tive years and oug t to know so -
prihciple of protection was popular, and it thing about it. Before the great civil a
mtas on that issue that the tovernitent of iii thp'United States, barley was chiap. J
Sir Jou. conaldwvsretuntled. Thei the, have bought continuously for a whole season,
people eretold weshould ave soethiig bet- and in large quantties, bar]ey at 41 cents a
ter and that sometiing better was commercial busel. That was the highest price wIen
union with te United States. I very well there was no dity on barley entering the
know that or. genrtleien say they di not United States. After the repeal of t e
propose commercial union. J know Mr. Bciprocity Treaty, after the war in the
Wiian caie to a place called Napanee. United States, 1 sold barley at $2ha. a
Although ete veirnei*t had îtot spoken bushel. It was a depreciated currenoy, it is
out on the question at ail, T went to the true, but J sold the sale day a large quantity
meeting to iear what he had to say about it. in the warehouse at S1.65 gold, when there
I took the ground at that meeting that it was a duty on barley going into the United
would be disastrous to the financial inter- States.
ests of Canada. After a while he held The Americans after the war began to
another meeting in Picton : I met him there, grow barley for themselves. Of course the
and although I had been returned for that duty they inposed was a great drawback,
part of the country, J could scarcely get a and we have not been able to produce bar-
hearing. The place was packed with Liber- ley to sell them to any extent. The Mc-
aIs. I there coinbatted, as well as J could, Mr. Kinley Bill increased the duty to 30 cents,
Wiman's scheme, so thathon. gentlemen need and of course we do not sell them any bar-
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ley iow. The part of the country. which 1 Liberal press is eulogising the Governnent of
coie from is fanous for its barley, and I Canada and telling the landiords that they
found it a profitable trade. I have loaded should foilow the action of the Governinent
ten vessels at one time with barley in that ( Canada. They say: Why are you not
part of the country, but the United States e(ucatin- your farners and helping them
Put this duty upon it, and we have had to along as the Governuient is helping the
submit to the consequences. If the duty farmers of that country? When you get the
wvas reinoved, I think, probably, we could great press of England t< gîve a coluxun or
grow barlev at a profit; but as things change, two of a lecture given by a Canadian civil
the farmiiers, like other people, must change. servant. you are doing a great deal. lu
also, and I do not hesitate to say that they England they have asked Professor Robert-
have been slow to change. lowever, they son to address them and asked hini what he
are driven to it now and they must meet thinks should be cone, and he bas advised
the energency. They iust thiik and then wisely. 1 feel that it N ny duty,
act according to circuinstances. Our knowing hiîn so well, to say that there is no
coun11try lies in the temperate zone and in man in tlis country whose work is resulting
future the general agricultural exports of the in greater good. The Goverument are
counttry nust be the cow and her products. establisling model creaineries in Canada. 1
I inean by that pork, butter and cheese. visited ont' a ft'w days agO for my own satis-
Withi regard to the butter industry, I think faction, and 1 saw a number of men and
the people inust move ; and thanks to the wontn there. 1 wondered who and what
Government, they have noved. The Govern- they vere. It turned out that they vere
Inent are doing a great work, they are mov- cheese makers getti a
Ing the farmers in the right direction, in a'cost in tht best methods of producing butter.
way that they will not exhaust the soil, but Three such establishments are in Ontario, I
Nvill preserve the fertility of the land. W beheve, to-ay. In the British Trade and
have lot many new tields now. I am speak- Navigation Ieturns up to Decexuber last I
ing of the older parts of the country, parti- find that we are increa,$ing in tht nanufac-
Cularly the thickly-settled parts. We have ture of butter in a short tirne. Last year
not new fields to break up and we cannot be there weie two experiniental creaieries in
s'enIing away the farns, because that is Ontario. 1 do not know what there was in
What it means. We cannot afford to exhaust lower Canada. In 1891, wesent to England
the soil, because we would then have to £1 74,043 worth of butter. In 1892, in eleven
Purchase fertilizers. Now, what is the coui- months, we sent to England £239,580 worth.
try going to dIo? There is .no man, in ny Tht British Trade and Navigation returns
Opinion, either in the inside or outside set- are froi tht lst of January to tht lst of
vice whohas done and is (oing this country January, while ours are from lst July to
"0 mluch good as Prof. Robertson, the Domnin-10luhgo sPo.Roetott Dmn lst July. Consequently they wilI not exactly
1
(ini Dairy Commissioner, and I doubt compare. But tht increase according to
'hether any Minister of the Crown has those returns is what 1 have stated in exports

rendered half the service to the country that of butter for 1 months last year. Then
he has done. I wish to draw the attention with regard to cheese, I set that we have
of the Minister of Agriculture to the fact sent a little more, speaking from the English
that Prof. Robertson has not only educated returns, in the 1l nîonths, nainely
the fariners ; he bas in the last year or two, $11,600,000.
by his work, brouglt this country before
the great ierchant princes of the world in a Hon. Mi. ANGERS-J haveA$ 1,593,000
n1anner that scarcely anv other mai could -that N prttty close..do.

lion. Mr. ANGEIS- Ht' is educating nie
al1so-

t1on. Mr. REAI) -If vou follow his
tuition I warrant that you will move in the
right direction. Professor Robertson has so
aroused the people of England that even the 1

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I would draw the
lion. gentleman's attention to a probable cause
of the difference between the British Board
of Trade returns -and our own returns. In
the former articles which are not the produce
of Canada, though exports of Canada,
would be included. ' We distinguish in
our own returnis between exports that are
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the produce of Canada and those that are Hon. Mr. POWER-That is not what lie
not the produce of Canada. says.

Hon. Mir. ANGERS-What I have giver? I Hon. Mr. READ -He did not say it in
you is the produce of Canada. so many words.

lon. Mr. POWER-le said to take itHon. MIr. READ-There may be a few off coal oil.
boxes of cheese going down by way of Mon-
treal. This trade, in my opinion, is as yet in Hon. Mr. READ-He said, to put it on
its infancy, and I must thank the hon. tea. That is to do as the British people do.
Minister who had a seat in this House, Mr. Take it off the poor man's beer and put it
Carling, and give him credit for inaugurating on bis tea. That is what the British people
this system of educating the public, to a ceri- do.
tain extent.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They have it on the
Hon. Mr. ANGE RS-lear, hear. beer too, have they not?

Hon. Mr. READ-The experinientalfarns Hon. Mir. IEA)- No, not for the poor
have done a great deal for the farmers. They man. Allow me to tell you that the poor
have shown the farmers, by their experi- man's beer in England is not taxed. When
ments, what it costs to produce a pound of a man lives in a house for which lie pays £10
grain, which grain is worth the most money, sterling a year he is at liberty to brew beer
and how much skimmed milk is worth for for his own use without paying a license or
feeding purposes. We may guess at these taxes, and can brew for a neighbour without
things, but the experimental farms have told paying a license or taxes ; and consequently
us for a fact how many pounds of grain it the conclusion is to take the tax off beer to
takes to make a pound of pork, under various that extent and put it on tea. Now, 1 do not
conditions. These things, J repeat, teacb think that ou' people woul( like to have
the farmers, who have not had an opportun- the ladies go around in silks and satins and
ity of learning how to feed stock properly. the gentlemen in bioa( clotl and deprive a
Professor Robertson bas been issuing bulle- breakfeast table of free tea, coffee, fruits of
tins on silos ; and I think that is the ground ail sorts, prunes, raisins, cu'rants and al
work of the dairy. It. is the ground work, such goods. There is nothing in this list
because it gives you the best quality of food about silks, satins, velvets, laces (r anv of
for stock at the cheapest possible rate. En- those luxuries that the rich wea'. The
silage costs about $1.50 a ton put into silo tarif question is a very wide one, and 1
ready for feeding. There is no other food niight detain the bouse foi a long lime, but
that can be fed so cheaply to animals and at the gencral wisb is to conclude Uic cebate on
the saine time can be produced in suci the Address to-nigbt, so I wilI say nothing
quantities. Professor Robertson is going to further. 1 do not know that it would be out
keep twenty-eight head of cattle on forty- of place to ask the Minister of Agriculture
eight acres of land. Here, on the Experi- whcthcr Uic Britislî Governiient have been
mental farmi at Ottawa, he bas naturally a invoked to sen( to this country experts to
good many appliances. He has the city sec whethe' pieu ro-pneulno[ia exists ii this
close by fron which to get mianure, and no 1iountry. If they have not been invokcd in
fences. These lessous, I repeat, help to that direction I think tbey shouid be at
'aise the farnîi' otut of thc rut into which lie once.
bas fallen. At parsdnt grain caannot be
grrow n at a profit. 1 think i have said (1uitc i Hon. Mr'. ANGERS -1 can give the bion.
sufficient on that question. I will say a fewt gentleman the inbforation nidci he equires.
words about the tra(le policy of mny hon. The Grovei'nmnt of Canada bave soicitc(o
friend froii Mar'quette. He lias, pictured the loard of Trade in England te send lx-
the Br'itish tariff as beingcveting to be peî'ts here to visit Canada f'oni Halifax to
(lcsii'ed. Hie tells us to take the (luty off British Columbia, to asccî'tain whethier there
silks andl satins, bi'oad cloth, fathe's, bon- aas any pleuro-pneumonia in the Dominion,
nets, laces, an thins of that nature an( and athouh urie is ve'y rich we offTerd
put it on tea. to pay the expenses.
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lion. Mr. REAI) I am very pleased to lHon. Mr. ANGERS-No, there never was,now that the Government has been alive and we were so sure of the fact that we chal-
tO our interests in relation to this industry- lenged them on the other side to send across
a industry of $9,000,000 exports a year. a surgeon for themselves if they did not
That trade, too, is iii its infancy. Our great wish to take our word.
North-west, which is calculated to produce
enonrmous quantities of cattle, must find a' Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--i think our
'fIarket. It is claimed that the natural veterinary surgeons should be good enough
Market is the United States. They sent for that.
Over 400,000 head last year to England alone,
sPeaking roundly. That trade has only been Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The hon. .gentle-
in existence for a short time. A friend of man must understand this fact, that there

ine sent the first load that was shipped to were two of the cattle in a cargo sent from
'ngland. I recollect he sent 45 head and this country that were found to have a dis-
he thought it was a wonderful thing. But ease of some character or other, or it was
the trade is progressing now, and we nust prètended that they had. And the veteri-

lePen on the cow and her products for nary surgeon of the Board of Trade in Eng-
agricultural exports. You cannot make land reported to the Board that it was

nOney now by growing grain and selling it. pleuro-pneumonia. He persists in that state-
d.Ut there is money to be made in the other ment to the .present day, notwithstanding

i'trection. I have handled cattle in this the fact that we sent our veterinary sur-
country from 1836 to the present day conti- geons from one end of the country to the
nnously. I have never been troubled with other, in order to ascertain if there was a
a"Y disease among the cattle. I recolleet Possibility of the existence of that or any
well when the rinderpest was raging and i other disease. Notwithstanding that, whether
ad 500 head of oxen tied -up, I used to go it be in the interests of the home producer

nanong them and think to inyself what a or not I do not say, he still persists in it.
ha.voc there would be if that disease broke Then my bon. friend suggests the propriety
Q1t* But we never had any disease anong of inviting that very gentlemn n to Canada

e cattie. to make an examination. Surely my hon.
friend from the Pacifie coast would niot fiid

Ho11 . MIr MelNNES (B.C.)- What is the fault with the position taken by the Govern-
recessity of getting a veterinary surgeon to ment of Canada in order to prove bevond a

Over from England when we have ex- doubt the correctness of our statements, and
Perts here'? for that reason we offered to pay the expenses.

lion. Mr. ALLA N-They want to he
nvinced on their own evidence.

Slion. Mr. lcINNES (B.C.) Is the word'
i veterinary surgeon in Canada of so

tte account that it will not be taken in
ugland ?

th.onl. Mr. READ John Bull takes no-
tng for granted. You have to satisfy him.

Hon. Mr. McINNES, (B.C.)- - may say
that J saw in the public press a statement
that it was satisfactorily proven that the
cases referred to were not pleuro-pneumonia.
According to what the hon. gentleman has
said,. that information that J saw in the
public press was not correct. Of course I
accept the hon. gentleman's statement.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS--We are convinced
th t it 4at wvas not.

t"on. Mr. ANGERS-We offered to have
e experts of England visit this country to Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The hon. gentleman

hether there was any pleuro-pneumonia is quite correct in the statement that he
N Not that w-e did not rely on the evi- made, still that did not change the opinion

the ef our veterinary surgeons, but to show at home and we desire to convince him also.
af PoeofEngland that we are not

raid of investigation. Hon. Mr. READ -I sec that the bon.
gentleman from Marquette lias just come in,n. Mur. pcINNESo(B.C.)--There never and J will refer a little to his policy. He

any pleuro-pneumoia in Canada. wants the tariff of England-he wants to
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revive the Stamp Act, and adopt similar too minuch money, but how could we have, in
means to raise a revenue. Now, if I have to so short a time, large accumulations of
take a receipt 1 do not want to have to run ail wealth ? Where I am standing now was a
through the country to get a staip to make, wilderness within the memory of men vet
that receipt valid. living. Our people have had to clear the land,

erect buildings, construct roads and bring
lon. Mr. BOULTON -- , as a farmer, do the soil under cultivation, and w-e cannot

not want to pay 8 cents a gallon on coal oil. expect in so short a time to have a large
accumulation of wealth.

Hon. Mr. READ If I owe a man a
dollar or two, and Jiave to give him a Hon. Mr. .O'DONOHOE -What does the
cheque, I do not want to have to put a lion. gentleman consider the value of lands
stamnp on that cheque. We had sone ex- in Canada to-day as compared with their
perience in this country of the Stamp Act. value ten years ago, in the district with
We know it was the lawyers' harvest. which the hon. gentleman is acquaiited
There was a law suit about almost every
other bill, because the man only put 3 cents lon. Mr. READ- I think land lias le-
oit it instead of 6 cents, or lie did not mark creased 30 to 40 pet- ent in value but las
them off, or lie failed to do something that it îîot decreased ail over the vorld las it
the law required him to do. I do not want not (ecreased in the state of New York
that in this country again, and I would
rather pay a little extra on my coal oil lon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-lt las not
than have to stamnp every cheque and re- (ecreased in British Columbia.
ceipt that I gave.

Hion. Mr. IIEAD- Biitisl Colu bia is
Hoi. Mo. BOULTON--Perdraps tese lion, ail rocks.

ntedctlerian uses tte electris NYkt.
Hion. Mr. )WELL (Te ion. entle-

lin.Mi. iEAD Agod allis ee ilan would îîot sav that if lie wvoul(l visit
sadd about the condition of affairs in the British Columbia.
nighbouring cou ntry. Recently the G'lobe1
sent comissioners to interview the fariers lHon. Mr. READ -- ur lands have olepre-
ii this country, and the subsequently vst- cated un value, it is true, but SO have lands
eg the United States for the saine pulh pose. et.erywhee else. Recently land twenty
saere is the opdition of a farier iii Orleans tuiles froni Loido, Eng., w-as sold for £10
county, oine of the finest parts of the state per acre. Wituin niy tine it woull tiot
of New York, lie says :-- I could have have it een considered dea at É60 or £70 an
sold my farni ten years ago for $150 an acre, acre. I hope tlat my hon. friend fron -
to day I could not get $100 an acre." Then (uette will some time have a better scheme
he speaks of the price of binders, "I have to present to us than the adoption of Eng-
to pay $125 for a binder." We can buy one lands tarif policy.
liere for less. He says, "I pay $55 for a six-
feet miowier." We can buy one for consider- Hon. Mr-. BERNIEJI -Beiîîg a inew mîentî-
alv less thian that here. ie speaks of ber of tIis honourable House, it was indeed
otler implenents ail of which we cani. buy very fap r from iy intemtion to take part i tte
ii Canada at lower prices. Another farner hebate on te Address, but te reference
says that a great portion of the farmns are Made bI the thon. yenthoan f roin Marquette
more or less mortgaged. lu fact, ever-ybodyto the school question of Manitoba seegs to
adîits tlaat agriculture is seriously depress- ndimpose upon lie the uty of naking one or
ed ail over te world. If we oere in a i two remarks, for which I request the meml-
worse position I say hle" because I live gence of this h'onourable House. I have first
on a fari-thai other people, I would to acknowle e tie liberal spirit wittk w icli
think there was sometiig rong either he bas dealt ith the question, but the hon.
sth the agoverment or wit the country, gentleman lias gone a little further than tte

ut we find that w e are better off tan most e b ere expression of sentiment. .oe lias stated
eolel oeopeih tie world we ter afacts and lias given vent to opinions f rom
tlan Our own. l is true woe have iot any wic ver important inferences are to bethanourown Itis ruewe hve ot ny hic vey ipratifrne r ob
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1nade. He has said that the difficulties now that the hon. gentleman is quite mîistaken
existing as to sehool matters in Manitoba in his contention. I do not want to enter
could not be settled except in a constitutional into a full discussion of whether the added
Way. In that I quite agree with the hon. territory comes within the operation of the
gentleman. It must be well understood all Manitoba Act or not. But I say this: This
Over the land that the Roman Catholics do added territory comes within or without the
lot claim extra constitutional privileges. i operation of the Mlanitoba Act. If it cones

They want nothing else than the fair appli- within, then the saine justice that the hon.
cation of the constitution to their case. The gentleman is prepared to extend to the old
1.0n. gentleman has, moreover, said most dis- province must also be extended to the added
tinctly that there can be no doubt that the territory. If on the other hand, it does not
itention of the Parliament in giving a come within the operation of the Manitoba

cOstitution to the province of Manitoba, Act, it nust cone within the operation (f
was that the minority, whatever might some other Act, and most assuredly there is
be its complexion, should have its separ- no other Act that could apply in that case
ate schools and enjoy all the franchises than the Confederation Act itself. Now, the
a"crded to British citizens in the way of Confederation Act says most distinctly that
taxationi and in 'sharing the educational in each case when any province of the Confed-
grants. Now, I say, since it was the un- eration shall have established a system of
doubted intention of Parliainent to grant separate schools after the Union, then there
such a franchise, then it becones a mere shall lie an appeal to His Excellency the
q.uestion of honesty to construe the constitu- Governor-General in Council against any

o so as to give effect to that intention trespass on the rights or privileges of the
and not to take advantage of some arbiguity minority, which is equivalent to saying
which nay exist in the minds of some people that the province shall then be debarred of
'With regard to the text of the Manitoba Act. the power to do away with that systein. As
1ÎOnesty is the best policy, says a maxim. a matter of fact, the province of Manitoba
Anld this naxim is not only true, but also a has established in the added territory a sys-
1 'Ost constitutional one. The hon. gentle- ten of separate schools after the Union, and
rQan fron Marquette having stated that J say that even taking the view that the
according to the true intent of the constitu- promises and agreements which were in-
tion, the Roman Catholics had a guarantee tended to be embodied in the Manitoba Act
that they would not be dispossessed of the could not apply to such territory, the Roman

a3 1nagement of theirschools nor of theirshare Catholics living in that part would still,
of the public moneys appropriated to educa- without any question and even a fortiori,tlo0 n, he goes further and says that according be entitled to justice and protection. In
to his mind, it would be fair for the Can- conclusion, I would say that whenever the
adian Parliament to render them justice, at Parliament of Canada is prepared to render
.ea.t for a portion of the province. And full justice to the minority in the province
Jus5tice in this matter cannot mean anything of Manitoba, the stand taken, in the main,
else than the restoration of the status the by the hon. gentleman from Marquette,
Catholics had in the province previous to the shows that their action will commend itself
legislation of 1890. It is a great satisfaction to the good sense and fairness of the people

me to be able to agree with the hon. at large.
gentleman in· all these utterances. But
'Where I cannot agree with him, is when he Hon. Mr. POWER-The discussion upon
1n'akes a distinction between that portion of the Address in reply to His Excellency's
the province as originally constituted and speech has taken a much wider scope than
the Portion added afterwards. He is quite usual this session, and I must say for myself

1lling that justice be rendered to the Catho- that I have been placed at a disadvantage.
1cs living within the original limits of the J supposed that we were going to have the
Province, but he contends that those living usual running commentary on the paragraphs
outside of such limits have no claims, because of the Address which had been the custom in
that portion of the territory was not contem- this House, and did not calculate upon the
Plated in tie promises made to the minority, prolonged debate upon the trade question
'r in the agreements entered into at the time with which we have been favoured. I do
of the creation of the province. I believe not feel prepared to enter into a discussion
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of the trade question at any length. At the Hon. Mr. POWER--The lion. gentleman
beginning I should like to ask a question of stated that the total export for 1892 was
the hon. Minister of Agriculture. If I un- greater than the export for 1891 : the Trade
derstood him rightly, he stated that the ex- Returns show the reverse. The hon. gentle-
portation of eggs from this country during man's inaccuracy on this point throws doubt
1892, was greater than during 1891. upon all his figures. Now, I shall proceed to

say a few words directly on the Address. The
Hon. Mr. ANGERS -Certainly. first paragraph to which I shall refer is the

following:
Hon. Mr. POWER-Then that relieves

my mind very considerably, because it shows We are glad to learn froin Your Excellency that
the mcrease n trade, as illustrated by the exports

that I w-as right when I timated that I and inports during the period for which the official
had some doubts as to the reliability of the returns have been prepared, has been most gratify-
statistics of which the lion. gentleman gave ing, and has continued downi to the present timie,
us so many. with promise that the volume of trade during the

cuirrenit year will exceed that of any year in the
1histoz-y of the l>oiniiiioi.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS--The general export
of eggs has increased in the proportion that 1 do not raise any question about the total
I have mentioned. volume of trade. Ail 1 can say i* the in-

crease of tra(le to which bis, Excellency re-
Hon. Mr. POWER-I stated that I hardly fers bas not extended to the Maritime Pro-

thought that the public records bore out that vinces and the trade returns show that, both
assertion. I wish to show that J was cor- as to exports and imports, the trade of the
rect in wlat I said, and that my hon. friend's Maritime Provinces was Iess hast year than in
informant misled him. Of course, I do not the previous year. Judging from what I
suppose that the hon. gentleman is respon- hear f rom my business friends, the falling off
sible for the figures that he uses : they are since the lst of July last, is in greater pro-
furnished by the officers of bis departnent. 1portion than in the year for whicn we have
If we find that in one particular the hon. the returns. As so much Has been said about
gentleman'sfigures are unreliable, it naturally the trade question, I may be pardoned for
shakes our faith in ail that hie has submitted. saying a few words on the subject. It pre-
I take the Trade Returns for 1892, page 435, sents itself in a différent way to Parliament
and I go to the item of eggs, and find that this year from that in which it was presented
the total export of eggs, the produce of Can- last year. In the first place, we have had a
ada, was 7,931,204 dozen, and their value conplete revolution in the neighbouring re-
was $1,089,ô98. J turn to page 433 of the public, whyich was the great stronghold of
Trade Returns for 1891, and s find that the protection on this continent, a country whose
total quantity of eggs exported was 8,022,- example we followed by enacting a protective
935 dozen, that is some 100,000 dozens more tarif and whose example we have since fol-
than in the succeeding year, and that the lowed to a certain extent in partially doing
value of the eggs exported was $1,160,359. away with the protective tariff. When the
that is aout $0,000 more than in the pre- United States took the duty off sugar, their
vîous year ; 0 tlîat instead of 1892 beîng a example was followed here; and J think
better yea d t for eggs than 1891, it was not it is only fair to assume that when
quite so gooh. the people of the United States have

come to the conclusion-they are a people a
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I wis to say that good deal like ourselves, and, I presume,

I aentioned that t9is result was under the almost as intelligent as we are and fuly
McKinley tarif. alive to their own interests-when they

have come to the conclusion, ay so large a
Hon. Mr. POXVEII-That does imot make majority, that they do not any longer want

the sightest difference. The bon. gente- protection, it is not unnatural to expect
han said that the export was greater in 1892 that our people will come to the sae con-

than in 1891. clusion. There are also indications in
Canada that this poicy whi bas been

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Certainly, in foreign boasted of so much for so many years and of
markets other than the United States. whic we have heard a good deal of praise
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in this House during the past two or three thing we do not (o to please them but to benetit
days, that even here in Canada and amnongst ourselves, while only 25 per cent are free from the
the members of the Conservative part, that mother country, for the saine reason: but if youe . .f P Y take both, we impose a duty of 29 per cent onPolicy 18 becoming discredited. Although 1 Great Britain to 25 per cent ou the United States,
the hon. gentlemen who represent the Gov- and if y ou take the whole list, free and dutiable,
ernnient in this House have talked protec- you will find the duty is 21 per cent to Oreat

Britain and 14 per cent to the United States. Ition pretty strongly and boldly, we find n • do not ask you to change the policy on that account,the other House of Parliament that Minis- but draw your attention to this to show you how
ters talk in a different strain. For instance, we stand. The duty at present runs all the way
Yesterday, when the subject of binder twine frim 5 to 100 per cent, nay, more in some cases.

as under discussion, the Minister of Fin- Do y ou understand what this neans ? It means if
Syou buy $10 worth of goods you pay $20 for it.ance intimated that a change would be This is not a tariff for revenue purposes, e is a·

Inade in the tariff and that the duty on tariff designed to prevent. importations and to pro-
binder twine, which has been complained of tect the home manufacturers.
so long by the farmers of the country, would Hon Mr. SMI TH On what classes of
be reioved ,or reduced ; and I think we
shall find the hon. gentlemen within two or goods is there fully 100 per cent duty
three years on our side, so far as the tariff charged
theory is concerned. My statement being

Hon. Mr. POWER -hr r on iithat of an unreconstructed Liberal, mnight H
be taken perhaps as not worth very much, ported articles which are doubled in price
but I can produce a statement made by when the duty is paid. Mr. McCarthy
a gentleman who has, until a very recent refers to the McKinley tarif, but does not

Peid.sod i h take the strange gudtknb hperiod,. stood high in the councils of the t gound taken by the
Conservative party, and who, according to Minister of Agriculture, that this was
his own statement, has been consulted in all franed at the suggestion of Canadians, and
the important changes of government made for the mnere purpose of worrying Canada.
during many years. That gentleman, the He goes on towards the end to say:
Inember for North Simcoe in the other But I ai concerned at present more with the
Hlouse, made a speech at Stayner, in his own effect of the trade policy which now prevails upon
constituency, the other day, and said a reat the other industries of thé country, excepting fromn

that cousideration the inanufacturers themselves.'flany things which, I think, bear the im- In other words, it is the fariner, the lumberer, the
press of common sense-things which, while fishermen and the other consumers, forning the
he remained a follower of hon. gentlemen great bulk of the community, whose welfare re-
oPPosite, he could not very well say but quires consideration at this moment. It is unde-

h niable that the tariff is exceediugly burdensome,Which, now that he is unshackled, he is able unnecessarily so, if it be considered merely fron
to say, and he tells the truth. This is what the stand-point of a revenue-produciug tariff.
he says about the protective policy: _ When it is considered that the taxes range all the

way from 20 to 100 per cent, it is idie to pretend
I never proposed that the great masses, the great that such a scale of taxation is necessary for

consuming masses of this country, should be for ever revenue purposes. But is it not also true and
hurdened by an enormous tax, which it was neces- capable of demonstration that the indirect tax, or,
tary to impose for a time to protect infant indus- to put it in other words, the increased price of the
tries. But, gentlemen, these industries are iot articles which are manufactured owing to the high
alWays infants ; they ouglt to grow up and do tariff, adds very considerably to the burdens of the

moiuething for thenselves. We cannot afford to be consumers, and brings up in the plainest possible
ways spoon-feeding. (Hear, hear ) The question nanner the question whether the tine bas not

ei0 , has the timue arrived when these little tot- now cone for the consumners to say to the ianhu-
ea ng things shonld get out and walk alone y facturers:-" You must either carry on your
(Laughter.) Now, so far as the mother country is business on more equal terms or ou nust cease to
oncerned, she acts as she considers best in lier owui carry it on at all. You have ben supported in

interests, and we for our part are bound to act in your infancy, you have been permitted an oppor-
dir own imterest and for our own good. If we can tunity of establishing your industries at the ex-
do Well without infringing on the mother country, pense, more or less, of the vast bulk of the people,
We should, but if we cannot do well without in- and you ought now to be prepared to stand alonefbinging we miust do it, for our own interests mnust and to withstand the ordinary coimpetition to
te the first consideration. But let me tell you which your business, like that of all other occu-that we have imposed upon goods of the motiier pations, may be exposed." It must be remembered,

untry a mnuch larger duty than we have imnposed too, that some of these mianufacturing industries
tiPn goods coming from the United States, her have formed combinations; the conpetition which

at competitor. Almnost 44 per cent of the lin- it was ho ed would regulate the price of the homePortations fromt the States are free goods, some- market does not prevail, and that the tendency
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towards combinations amongst mîîaimufacturers is Hon. Mr. BOWELL--My only object in
becoming more evident every day. We have all calling the attention of the louse to it, is, I
the Cottoi industries of the country under one understood the ion. entleman to sa thatmnagement. The saine may be said in connection
with the manufacture of agricultural implenenits. neither the hon. Minister of Agriculture nor
These considerations have led me to the conclusion myself had referi-ed to the exports of the
that the time has arrived for a complete revision of mine and forest
our custom laws. They should he simplified,
equalized, and, what perhaps is more important,
or certainly not less important, the duties should be lHon. Mr. POWER-I neant that they
:naterially reducel. had not called attention to the fact that the
Whether it was dissatisfaction with the manufacturers did not tend to materially in-
tariff policy of the Government or some crease the exports. Take the dairy industry
other cause which induced the hon. gentle- of which the hon. member from Quinté lias
man from North Sincoe to withdraw his spoken. No one will pretend to say thab
support fron the Government, J do not pre- the duties tend to increase our exports of
tend to say ; but, no doubt, lie speaks there butter, cheese or cattle.
the langiage of truth and wisdom, and .the
indications which we had in the other branch 1 Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The duty is the
of Parliaient yesterday go to show that his saine as it was when the hon. gentlemen's
speech really points the direction in which friends were in power on those articles.
our policy is to trend for the future. I do not
propose to deal at any great length with the Hon. POWER -On which articles?
Trade and Navigation Returns. I make this l
general remark with respect to the returns. Hon. Mr. BoWELL Butter and cheese.
The hon. Minister of Trade and Commerce,B
and, J think also, the hon. Minister of Agri-pu
culture, laid stress upon the fact that ourp
exports had increased considerably since aîy tarif. We are sending away enormous
1878. That is perfectly true ; but these quantities of dairy products, aîd consequent-
hon. gentlemen did not go further, as they Iy the tarif does not aflèct them, wlile it

haegnadzontott' h n does increase the cost of ar'ticles wvhich makemight have gone, and-point out that the in-The on.
crease had taken place altogether in the pro-
ducts of the forest, the farm and the mine ;gentleman laid a good deal of stress on the
b'cause if they had taken pains to point that fact that the 'aw niaterials of certain manu-
out, every one could have seen that the lum- facturers were allowed to come in free. Now,
berman, the farmer and the miner could not why should the manufacturers be selected
be benefited by a protective tariff, the only for that sort of favour? Why shouId not the
effect of which was to make his necessaries necessaries of life which are the raw material
of life dearer. Our exports of manufactures for the farmer come in free just as well?
have practically not increased at all; and The Minister of Trade and Commere, and J

the atinalPoicyso clle, bs file a1 think also, the Minister of Agriculture, re-the National Policy, so called, hias failed al-1
together in its object. The great object was ferred to the fact that the Government had
to make Canada a manufacturing eountry. taken the duty off tin and sugar. That is

perfectly true, and the Government, so far,
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I think the hon. did well. When the Government put the

gentleman will remember that I did refer to duty on tin it was a good tling, and when
the exportation of the products of the mine tle Government put the duty on sugar they
and also the increase of the exportation of claimed it was an admirable thing-.that it
our nmanufactures. showed wonderful statesmanship. When they

took the duty off again it is a stili more

on. Mrf POWEactr-ess incrnes f e- admirable piece of statesmianship. IlNow,
porti of manufatureisninit ort you see it and now you don't." It was a

magnificent thing to put a duty on cordage,

uandwhen, before the end of this session, thecee. Mlduty is taken off cordage, we shal bes caled on to admire the wonderful states-
Hon. Mr. IPOWER-It does not form t any manship of the Conservative Government..

important item in the increase at ail. If it is a, good thing to take the duty
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off tin-and I think it is-how about another place yesterday, that for the six
the duty on iron ? The excessive duty I months ending the first of January, the defi-
On1 iron did not formi a part of the ori- cit in the operation of the Intercolonial
ginal National Policy. The bon. gentle- Railway, was only $2,700. I hope that that
inan who is now acting as High Com- statement is perfectly correct and reliable.
Ilissioner in Europe, acted for one session It nay seem ungracious for me to express
as Finance Minister here, and he placed the 'any doubt whatever about the matter; but
duty on iron. Iron enters into the manu- Icannot help, remembering that a good many
facture of almost every implement used by years ago -as many as ten years ago at any
the working people of this country. If it is rate-when the hon. gentleman who is now
a good4 and statesmanlike thing to take the High Commissioner at London was Minister
duty off titi, as it is, then it would be a still of Railways, it was announced to Parliament
'fore statesmanlike thing to take the duty that the deficit on the Intercolonial Railway
off iron; and I hope the Minister of Trade had been got rid of, and that there was a
and Commerce will submit for the approval small balance on the right side, that balance
Of this House-if not this session at least was secured largely by modifications in the
next session-a measure reducing the duty method of book-keeping in connection
On iron to a reasonable ligure; and if he with the Intercolonial Railway, and to
claims for that measure that it is statesman- a considerable extent by allowing the
like, I, for one, shall be quite prepared to rolling stock and road-bed and the staff to
acknowledge the justice of the claim. But get below the position at which they should
it is rather difficult to argue with people like have been maintained. I trust it is not the
the Liberal-Conservatives. Wewere prepared case in the present instance. I have no doubt
tO contest their allegation that protection on that by' proper business management the
sugar was a good thing; but when they Intercolonial Railway can be made to pay;
take the duty off sugar we have to agree and I am disposed to think, as far as I can
with them when they say that their doing so judge, that the present Minister of Railways
1s a good thing. It really comes down to is dealing with the road in a business-like
this : The thing which I have always. said way and that the era of deficits on the In-
about the Liberal-Conservative party--they tercolonial Railway is nearly at an end. I
are just the same under their present leader may say that we had a discussion here last
as under their former leader-is that the one session on the Intercolonial Railway, and I
great end of statesmanshiplsthat the Liberal- took occasion to express an opinion with re-
Conservative party shall be in power. The spect to certainchanges which mightbemade
Liberal-Conservative party are prepared to in its management withadvantage, and Iam
sacrifice principles, if they have any, con- gladto seethat one of these changes has been
sistency, everything, provided they can made by the Government-not of course on
remain in power; and possibly after all it is my recommendation-but simply because on
Only a waste çf valuable breath to undertake looking on the thing as business men, the
to discuss their policy. Minister of Railways and the other members

of the Government were satisfiedthat it was
Ilon. Mr. BOWELL-That is what the desirable. The manager of the Intercolonial

People think. Railway, is now stationed at Moncton on

Ion. Mr. POWER-I find in the next the road, and not at Ottawa, some 300 miles

para h from the western terminus of the road ; and
a ap of the speech: I amsatisfiedthat if Mr. Pottingeris allowed

It affords us nuch pleasure to hear that the a sufficient liberty of action-if he is not
lnes of the country have likewise provided for cramped and interfered with too much by

aIl the services for which Parhianent has inade the deuty head or the Minister-we shall5 PPropriation, and that the operation of the Govern- p
ne'nt railways has been less burdensome, as regards have more satisfactory reports from the In-
the difference between income and expenditure, tercolonial Railway, in the future. I rejoice
tha bas been the case for a long terni of years at this fact, not merely because it is a satis-

factory thing that the public works of the
No , I hope that statement, which refers country should not lose money for the coun-
the Intercolonial Railway, is correct in try, but because of the fact that the Inter-

theordinary meaning of the words. I notice colonial Railway, if even self-sustaining, takes
that the Minister or Railways stated in away the only argument in which there was
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any force for handing over that great public irreclaimable class of criminals added to their
work to any private company. I am glad to numbers. This is particularly the case at Kingston
find that therumours which were current that sneak thie%,es and pickpockets, referred to, are
it was proposed to transfer the Intercolonial nunerous. These pests, gathered from the sluins
Railway to a private company, have appa- of St. (hies and East London, after short terms of
rently had no foundation in fact. I know so-called probation, in a certain notoriously mis-
the feeling throughout the Maritime Pro-periodically shipped out tothe eelng hroghot th -Mritme ro-Canada, as immigrants deserving of encouragement
vinces against the proposed transfer was ami support. %Vith very few exceptions- as the
almost unanimous; and I am pleased to police of our cities and towns know-these street
gather that our fears were unfounded. Arabs froni Whitechapel and Rotherbithe and

Ratcliff and other like haunts of vice, sýeedilyThe next paragraph in the Address is as return abits, on arriving in anada,
follows a, as a consequence, hecome a hurden and an

We are also gratiied to hear that in Manitoba expeuse upon the tax-payers of the Dominion, in
and the North-west Territories the increase in our reformatories, jails and pelitentiaries. Steeped
immigration has been decidedly encouraging, both as they have been in crime, from infancy, because
as regards the number of persons who have come inherited, they are found to le the most trouble-
from other countries and as regards the number of sone and worst condn4ed convicts that reach our
homestead entries made by settlers of all nation- penitentiaries. Their evil influence in corrupting
alities. others is potent and pernicious. The general ver-

dict of the cha plains and the other prison otficers,
That announcement is a verysatisfactory one, regarding those"youthful imitators of Fagin and
if the immigrants who go into that country ih ykes, is most unfavourab1e. They consider
are of good character, and come from abroad. them dead to ail good influences and that their
For my own part I cannot rejoice at any reformation is hopeless. In order to protect the

io commnnnity, against the depredations of snch
transfer of the people from one section of thoroughly trained malefactors, and our youth,
Canada to another. I think that the Lower especially, against the evil effects of their exanple
Provinces, taken together, are just as good and influence, it were advisable that effectuai
a country, if not better than the North-west, eans be adopted to prevent mistaken philan-

and canot t th f o i'thropists, abroad ani at home, aiding an(I encour-and I cannot rejoice at the fact of people aging the transplantiug to Canada of exotics s
leaving Nova Scotia, or New Brunswick, or upas-like and so unsuited to the sou and moral
Prince Edward Island te go tr Manitoba. atmosphere of the country.
As a matter of fact, p an afraid that only a K
sw.all proportion of the people who do0 leave Just one other remark upon this para-
the Maritime Provinces go to the North- graph, hon. gentlemen ; I think that if we
west. 0f course, it is better that the people would try to make Canada a cheap country
who leave the older provinces should go to t t hive in, and adopt a policy which would
the western part of our own territory rather bring about that resuit, we should not only
than te a foreign country. o trust that the keep our own people at home, but we would
neaning of this paragraph is that we are'briig in outsiders of a desirable character.

getting in good immigrants f rom abroad, Sonething has been said, oon. gentlemen
and, that the people who are leaving Ontario -in fact a good deal has been said-about
and the other older provinces are going the exodus. There are some remarks which
in a larger proportion tA our own North- f should like to make upon that subject, even
west than they have ii the past. R have though J have already spoken for some timey
laid a good deal of stress upon the desira- and I think that inasmuch as other hon.
bility of acaving a good class of immigrants gentlemen have dealt with the question, I
frorn abroad. That remiark applies not only rnay as welI say a few words. 1 think that
te the North -west but te the rest of Canada, there lias been a great deal of exaggeration
and my attention hias been particularly and rather wild talk, if I may say so, from
directed to it by a passage in the report of iboth parties in connection with this subject of
the Minister of Justice upon the Peni- the exodus. t is perfectly reasonable and
tentiaries. I find at page 7, in the intro natural that there should be a certain move-
duction te that report, a passage written by ment of population from east to west, at any
the Inspector of Penitentiaries, whici de- rate until we get to the shores of the Pacifie;
serves the attention of the Government, and whether our worthy friends in British
more particurarly of the Minister of the In- Columbia will move out to the Sandwich
terior. Lt is as follows: Islands or not do not know ; but up to that

0f late years, our penitentiaries have had a limit a think it is natural there should be a
iost undesirable, because a mnost hardened and movement from east to west. mt is perhaps
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lot unreasonable either that there should be ñade by Sir John A. Macdonald at Parkdale
a certain niovement of population from north to the same effect. Now, hon. gentlemen, the
to south ; that is, fron a very severe climate exodus has not stopped ; it has increased, and
to a more moderate one. And, hon. gentle- the hon. gentlemen are made uncomfortable
mfen, that exodus, or that change of popula- by it. While on the subject of the exodus,
tion I think, has gone on almost fron the although perhaps it does not corne in very
beginning ; that is, it has been going on properly here, I cannot help making an
more or less for the last 40 or 50 years. The observation on the rather extraordinary
hon. gentlemen opposite seem to think it logic of the hon. Minister of Agriculture.
very unfair and unreasonable that any re- The hon. gentleman from Ottawa in his
ference should be made by gentlemen on this speech upon the Address made a reference to
side of the House to this exodus, and that the fact that the population of the county of
the Government should be held in any sense Welland, one of the most favoured spots
responsible for the exodus. Well, if the upon the earth-I think one would be safe in
Liberal-Conservatives of former times had saying that-had fallen off by one thousand
not held the Liberal Government of that day during the decade from 1881 to 1891 ; and
responsible, these gentlemen could appeal to the hon. Minister of Agriculture undertook
us'with a very much better grace ; but the to dispose of that fact. That falling off
fact is that when, under the administration would strike one as a very remarkable cir-
of Mr. Mackenzie, an exodus much snialler 1 cumstance.
in volume than that which we have had'
during the past few years was taking Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I stated that they
Place, our Liberal-Conservative friends arose, went to Hanlton, Toronto, Algora, Nipis-
lot only in Parliament, but all over the sing and Manitoba, and that they were not
country, and' denounced the Government all gone to the States.

as being the authors of the exodus and gave Hon. Mr. POWER.-Exactly; that is
the people to understand toshey were the logic. It struck me as very remarkable.
only put into the places of those nuserable I have no doubt some of these people who

flues on the wheel " they would keep the left the county of Welland did go to other
Population in the countrv. Now, hon. gentle- parts of the Dominion ; it would be very
Men, you see those rash, unscrupulous and sad if•all the people who left any part of
reckless statements corne back again, like Canada went to the United States ; and I
ehickens coming home to roost. These state should admit that there was some show of
'lents are now coming back to the hon. logic in the argument of the hon. Minister,
gentlemen, making them feel uncomfortable. if he had been able to show that the popula-
I fancy the result of the last census caused tion of the country, as a whole, had kept up ;
'fore discomfort in the ranks of the Conser- but the fact is that the population which had
vative Iarty in this country than any publi- increased 17 per cent betwen 1871 and 1881,
cation which has taken place in the last 20 increasel only 11 per cent between 1881
Years. In order to show that I am not and 1891, in face of the fact that the returns
drawing upon my imagination, I find that, of the Agriculture Department showed that
in the House of Commons, it was moved by nearly 800,000 people had come here fromSir John A. Macdonald, that was when Mr' outside ; so that we had lost not only a
blackenzie was in power, "That this House good portion of our natural increase, but
1s of opinion that the welfare of Canada had lost the 800,000 who came in besides.
requires the adoption of a National Policy
Which by a judicious adjustment of the Hon. Mr. ANGERS--No; if the hon.
tariff, will benefit and foster the agri- gentleman will allow me, I will give him an
cultural, mining, manufacturing, and other explanation right off on this point, and I
'nterests of the Dominion; that such a policy expect I will be called soon to discuss the
Will retain in Canada thousandsof our fellow- very question he is raising now. I want
countrymen now obliged to expatriate them- to inforni this House that the basis of the
selves in search of the employment now last census and the basis of the previous
denied then at home." That was the origi- census are not the same.
ial National Policy. The exodus was to be

stoPped by the National Policy; and there Hon. Mr. POWER-Oh well, that is
la an extract given in this paper from a speech nothing new.

6j
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Hon. Mr. ANGERS--I beg pardon, Newfoundland, think it only fair to myseif
there is a good deal in it. In the census of perhaps to say that, last session when this
1881 all the absentees, whether they had matter was under discussion, 1 took the
been out of the country for 4 or 5 years, ground that the Government of Canada
were included in it. were justified in the course which they took

with respect to the proposed treaty between
Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. gentle- the United States and Newfoundland. The

man will allow nie, that explanation has position I took to be this : it was not our
been made already in another place, and duty, it was not the duty of the Government
while I am willing to give way for anything of Canada to look after the interests of New-
new, I do not feel disposed to give way for foundland; it was the duty of the Govern-
that, if he will excuse me for saying so. ment of Canada to look after interests of

Canada and the people of Canada, and there
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-It has not been is no doubt that the treaty, the protocols of

made this session. which were arranged between Mr. Blaine

Hon. Mr. POWER-If I arn not mis- and Mr. Bond, would be most injurious to

taken, the Prime Minister made that state- Canada and m my humble opmion exceed-
ment in the House of Comnons a day or two igly injurious to Newfoundland. Our

s Governnent looked after the interests of
s Canada and the Governinent of Newfound-

Hon.141. ANERSNo.land looked after ber own interests, 1 pre-Hon. Mr. ANGERS-No.
sume; and the umpire between the two par-

Hon. Mr. POWER--I will give the hon. ties was the British Govertment. The Bn-
gentleman and the G-vernment the benefit tish Governrent decided infavour of Canada,
of it. These hon. gentlemen controlled the and I think that probably the people of New-
censuses of 1871, 1881, and 1891 ; if the foundland, before very long, will rejoice that
census of 1881 was a fraudulent one, as the it was so; but there is just one point with
hon. gentleman seems d;sposed to statenow- respect to Newfoundland as to whih I

cannot agree with the bon. Minister of
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-No. Trade and Commerce. In fact the hon.

Hon. Mr. POWER-and calculated to! gentleman's language may be looked upon
imake people believe the exoeus as indicating that the Government had

islea, t made up their minds that tey were
ws prepared to take Newfoundland into

Confederation. J do not know whether he

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-It was not fraud- spoke the sentiments of his colleagues, or

ulent. whether he sinply expressed bis own opi-
nion in that matter; but, hon gentleen,

Hon. Mr. POWER-With respect to the there is just one thing which I think the
ceasus of 1891, it may be they (id not take Governrent should see to before they take
as iuc account of tbe absentees as they Newfoundland in ; they should see that the
did in the previous census; but I am satis- question of the French shore is settled.
ied as to this: the census as to manufactures We have a number of difficult questions to

,is as misleading and unreliable adeal with as it is and that question of the
possible, and I arn satisfied tbat the bulletin ý;French shore of Newfoundland is a most
with respect to manufactures was put into difficult one; it involveg Eigland in diffi-
its present shape simply in order to try and cuties with France continually. And if
get over to some extent the bad feeling England, with al her naval strength, is not
caused by the result of the census as to able to seure a satisfactory settlement of
popuato tthe hFrench shore difficulty, how are we

The next paragraph which I propose to going to do it? Where is our navy ? Do
say a word about, is the paragraph with res- the hon. gentlemen propose, if they take in
pect to Newfoundland. I an very gla Newfoundland, to establish a navy and send
indeed that tbe relations between the Domi- war sbips down to guard the interests of
nion and Newfoundland are apparently not Canada on the Frenc shore? I tbink it
quite as strained as they were a litle wbile would be the height of folly for Canada to
ago. With respect to our difficulties with take Newfoundland into Confederation until
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that question has been settled. I fancy could not be done by the Minister of Trade
from what one reads in the papers that, as a and Commerce, without their help, and with
nursery for French seamen the Newfound- the help of his permanent deputies. The
land coast has become of less value; and it hon. gentleman from Victoria reminds me
is possible that, before long, England may that this was explained in the House of
be able to secure a settlement of the French Commons. That is hardly correct, one of
shore question, and then we could consider the comptrollersstated he was aboutintroduc-
dispassionately the question of taking New- ing a bill for the inspection of electric light
foundland into the Confederation. plant ; and I thinkit wasstatedsubsequently

The next paragraph refers to the fact that that this bill hadbeen preparedinthedepart-
the statute of 1887, relating to the Depart- ment the year before. It was not necessary
Ment of Trade and Commerce, and to the to create a comptroller, a permanent officer,
officeof Solicitor-General havingbeen brought with a salary of $5,000 a year, for the pur-
into force, the appointments were made pose of doing a work of that sort. This,
which were contemplated by that Act. hon. gentlemen, calls my attention to the
Now, hon. gentlemen, I do not wish to be fact that we have already too many heads of
Ungracious, because, possibly if it had not departments. I think that now there are
been for the passing of these Acts we should either 14 or 15 members of Government in
'lot have had the Minister of Trade and Canada, and that all, with the exception of
Commerce here, and I think we are all glad one or two-I do not know which, as J an
to have him here, and if we had to have a not sure whether the hon. gentleman who
Conservative brought in, if we were to have was formerly Minister of Agriculture is still
a Conservative to come in froin the other in the Governmentor not ; but there areone
Hlouse, I do not know of anv one we would or two without office, and there are 13 or 14
have preferred to have rather than the bon. with offices. Now, bon. gentlemen, J think
gentleman. I do not think the bringing it is perfectly absurd that there should be
into operation of those Acts is a matter of so nany heads of departinents in a country
congratulation. Those Acts were passed in with a population of only 5,000,000. In the
the session of 1887, for some political end. United States, where they have a population
Just what the end was I do not know; of about 65,000,000, they have only 8 heads
probably the hon. Minister of Commerce of departments. J an taking our own con-
knows. It was felt after they had been tinent. InMexico where thereis a population
passed that the occasion which called for of eleven and a half millions, there are only 7
their passing had gone by, and although Sir heads of departments ; and I think one can
John A. Macdonald allowed those Acts to search the world through, go through allthe
remain on the Statute-book, lie did not put British colonies, through ali the independent
them in operation, and I must say that I republics, and even through the kingdoms
thinlk now that they have been brought into on the continent of Europe, and not find a
Operation just for the sane reason for which country where there are so many heads of
they were passed-for some political end. depa-tnents as in Canada. Now, at a time
It was well enough, perhaps, to substitute when the Minister of Finance, is advocating
Coiptrollers for Ministers of Customs and economy in everydepartment, it would have
Illand Revenue, but I do not think there been much better policy not to have in-
was any necessity for breating a Minister of creased the number of heads and quasi-heads
Trade and Commerce. Those Comptrollers of departments.
mlight have been put under the supervision One paragraph which has led to a great
of the Minister of Finance, or, we might deal of discussion is that with respect to the
have had a Minister of Trade and Com- difficulty on the subject of canal tolls. I
mlerce, and there would have been no neces- have not very much to say about that. J
sity for those Comptrollers ; the Minister of think it is very much to be regretted that
Trade and Commerce with his ordinary per- two countries which are supposed to be in
manent deputies could have attended toall the the van of civilization, two countries like the
work. It wouldpuzzlethemost astute lawyer United States and Canada, should be squab-
or the most astute politician to tell just what bling over such small matters. J think that
particular useful function the comptrollers of it is very much to be regretted that these
Customs and Inland Revenue are now dis- difficulties could not have been adjusted
charging, what work they are doing which without any serious irritation.
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Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As to the merits of
the difficulties, I do not feel that I am pre-
pared to speak ; but I believe in giving the
benefit of the doubt to my own Government,
and I hope that, having taken a decided
attitude, they will maintain it, and that
they will not retreat from the position
which they have taken, in the same way
as has been done in certain other cases.
There was one matter which, I had almost
overlooked, lion. gentlemen, and I daresay .a
good many hon. gentlemen may think that
it is a pity I had not ; I know my junior
colleague will, and that is, that there has
been a good deal said during the present dis-

construction; and if J had not been paying
very marked attention to the words he used
that would have been the impression left on
my mind as it was the impression made on
the minds of the hon. member from Ottawa.
Violent and extreme language which may
possibly be allowed on the platform, or even
in the other branch of Parliament, is better
not used here, where we are in the habit of
being very quiet and calin. This little dif-
ference led to the use of very vigorous lan-
guage by the Minister of Trade and Commerce
with respect to the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa, and he was followed by the hon.
Minister of * Agriculture in equally strong
language.

cussion about the Liberals running down the Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I never said any-
country. I thought we had heard the last thing that was violent at ail. I corplimented
of that ; we have had more than one the lion, gentleman from Ottawa on the style
discussion on that subject here, and hon. in which he made his thrust at my hon.
gentlemen of the Conservative persuasion friend from Welland.
have been quite unable to point to any
instance where Liberals have run down the Hon. Mr. POWER--Perhaps the hon.
country. To say that the Government isgentleman did not appreciate the force of
not what it ought to be, and that this country what he said.
has not made the progress which it ought to Hon. Mr. ANGERS--I ful take in the
have made, looking at its resources and the n en l e
energy and intelligence of its population. i seneo vr nihwr t1ue
one thin, but to rua the country itself down though nmay not pronounce the language

well.is ariother thing. 1 do not think we are
bound in any way whatever to maintain that Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentlemah
this country is the best governed in the speaks English perfectly. did not refer
world. It may be the finest country under 1to that at al. There aré numbers of
the sun; but we are not bound to believe English-speaking people who do nt realize
that the Goverpmet is worthy of the coun- the force of the language they use. I think
try; and e a, inclined to think that if we I have been sometimes accused of that
had had a better Government for the last ten myseif.
years we should have had a much better 
record both in the way of trade and of popu- Hon. Mr. ANGERS- neveu was mysef
lation. I suppose it may be looked upon as a yet, and when 1 say a thing 1 really mean
rather presumptuous thing in me to say a hI it.
thing of a little difference that arose between Hon. Mt. McJNNES (B. C.)-Then it is
the hon . gentleman who moved the Address to be regretted.
and the hon. member from Ottawa. No doubt f
I may be told that these hon. gentlemen can Hon. Mu. POWER--I knew the Minister
settle the matter for themselves, but as a of Trade and Commerce was straightfor-
more or less disinterested bystander, I think ward and outspoken and meant what he
I mav state that there was a litt e mistake said: amn glad to know that we have
on both sides. The hon. member f rom Welland another Minister of the same kind in this
did not speak, as he was understood by the House. It occurred to me that, considering

hon. member fro m Ottawa to have spoken, of that the hon, gentleman from Ottawa has
ail Liberals as being pessimists and guilty of sat in this Senate for 19 years, and neveu in
asl those offences of which he spoke; but that time had a serieus quarel with any
there is no doubt that the language of the hon. member of the House, that he has neveu as
gentleman from Welland, if one did not hear far as I know said a disagreeable or unplea-
every word that he said, was able to that sant thing to any senator, it was on the
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whole rather unseemly that two gentlemen had an insulting word said to nie while 1
who had just come into the Senate should was there. There is nJt a memner of that
uindertake to lecture him on his deportment body on either side that is not a personal
as a member of the House. That was my friend of mine. I have neyer given cause for
uniPression. I do not think it was alto- offence in that Chamber: 1 think 1 gave no
gether seemly. cause for offence in this honourable House.

1 thought 1 was entitled to ail the courtesy
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-We only protested that any new member of the Senate should

against the erroneous statement that the receive. 1 was born and bred and I have
hon. gentleman made. lived my life in this country, with a character

hon. Mr. SCOTT-Name the erroneous unimpeachable, and if I was defeated J feu
statement with my face to the foe, what every hon.

rnernber cannot boast of. Whien I came to
lion. Mr. ANGERS-The hon. gentleman this house pesumed i would be treated

Saidl that the honb member from Woedand woth that courtesy and respect that peas due
had been defeated. J said that fis seat had to a senator, an. J was more than surprised
been usuuoed. when the hon. aember fom Ottawa the

leader of the Opposition in this House, that
lon. Mr. POWER--The whole trend of I have known for yeairs, rose and personally

the hon. gentleman's language was as I have attacked me.
I odicated. With respect to the county of

Welland, the statement of the hon. gentle- bon. M. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
Ian from. Ottawa was quite correct. The jentirely risuneerstood me. I did not assail

loni member whol moved the Addess had ham.
beeuc defeated in Welland; that da no dis-
credit to him at ail; many augood man has bion. Mu. FERGUSON- I said when I
net with th same fate. It is true that the wit closing ey speech that I was unaccus-
candidate who opposed him was unseated. tomed to speaking in this bouse and I
There was a new election and the Liberal apologized if I had said anything that was

canddatewas etunedif Iarn ot i out of th e way, and therefore, I think, 1 was
taken, by a larger majority than the gentle- tiot deseuving of the personal attack that the
aan who was unseated. That bears ont leader of the Opposition made on me.

the argument of the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa that the people of Welland did not Hon. Mu. POWER-I did not under-
S3ee eye to eye with the hon. member who stand that there was a personal attack.

d heon. M. SCOTT- think it is only fai

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-- was not really and due to mysef afte the speech that the
defeated. My opponent was eected by cor hon. gentleman has made, that I should be
rupt means. I exposed those means and! perrnîtted to make an explanation. I have
COn1sequently J had the privilege of runningr not seen the report of my remarks, but I arn
again, because the election at which I was quite sure that no statement made by me
81 PPOdsed to be defeated was iregular, illegal was open to the charge to which we have
and wrong. just listened. I stated that the hon. gentle-

aman was one of the most honoured and
lon. Mr. POWER-The question was respected men in the county of Welland-

What the attitude of the electors of Welland those are the wo-ds I used or something
Was towards the present administration. 1tsimilar. It was a perfectly fair matter for
What the hon. gentleman says nay be peu-; criticisa that the hon. gentleman had not
fectly correct; but there was a subsequent succeeded in the late election, and I very
leCtion and the Liberal-Conseuvative candi-. charitably ascuibed it to the fact that owing

date was defeated by a very large majority. to the fiscal policy of the Governiment rnany
Itbears out the view that the hon. gentleuman of his friends had gone elsewhere. Surely
frOn Ottawa tek. there was nothing wrong in that. It was a

Sperfectly fair argument to use, and added
M that he was one of the most respected men

takenber of the other bouse and I neer in the county of Welland.
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Hon. Mr. ANGERS-The hon. gentleman fully followed I he Conservative leaders and
also added that if the hon. gentleman had has voted as the Conservative leaders wished
not been defeated, he would not have been a it to vote--
member of this House. That was the most
offensive remark that he made. Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It was our good for- Hon. Mr. POWER-As a rule. There
tune that he was defeated. were one or two exceptions which simply

make the rule clearer ; and I suppose that
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--If I thought even a Conservative leader would not object

that my defeat in Welland county had dis to about one vote in a hundred being given
credited me in ,the estimation of my fellow- differently from the way proposed. I say,
countrymen, I should never have accepted a considering that fact, it seems a little sing-
seat in the Senate. To sfiow that the hon. ular that a Conservative Premier should not
member from Ottawa designed an attack on have found in the Senate which had followed
me, he came prepared with figures to show his party so faithfully and so long, gentlemen
that there had been a loss of population in who were deemed suitable to take charge of
the county of Welland. When I rose to the Government business in this House. It
apologize and told the hon. member that I is not a matter which concerns the Opposi-
had no reference at all to the Liberal party tion ; but I am a little surprised at the fact
when I spoke of the less than a score of that things are so, and I should say that
pessimists in the country, and that I with its record the Senate had deserved
referred entirely to a few annexationists, the something different.
hon. gentleman waved me off with his hand A great deal has been said about the
in a most contemptuous way. census. It bas been referred to by different

At six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair. speakers and before recess I made some
reference to it myself. I said it was to be

After Recess. expected that there would be a inovement
of population from east to west, and also a

bon. Mr. POWER resuined bis speech. certain movement from north to south. Of
He said:- course it was understood that the movement

The hon. gentleman from Quinté, and I would be witbin reasonable limits. There
think some other hon. gentleman, referred in bas been a very considerable movement
terms of satisfaction to the fact that we had from England to the West; but if you will
now two ministers in the Senate who are look at the last census returns you will find
heads of departments. I think the hon. that the population of overcrowded England
gentleman fron Delanaudière expressed sat- bas increased during the decade at about as
isfaction-a qualified satisfaction-at that rapid a rate as that of young and sparsely
position of things. I quite concur with peopled Canada; and 1 do not think you
those two gentlemen in thinking that it is a will find any large section of Great
matter for congratulation that we have two Britain wbere tbe population bas been
departmental officers in the Senate ; and I stationary as it bas been in the Maritime
quite agree with the hon. gentleman from Provinces of Canada. 1 bave already
Delanaudière that the late Sir John Mac- point-ed to tbe fact that the policy of pro-
donald did not show the consideration for tection as introduced by Sir John Macdonald
the Senate which might have been expected. had for its avowed object the keeping of our
I do not know that I quite concur with the people at home. Wben one looks at the
bon. gentlemen from Delanaudière and census returns given in the officiaI records of
Quinté in thinking that the Senate has very Canada, one finds that wbereas the increase
much reason for congratulating itself upon between 1871 and 1881 was 18-97 per cent,
the lines adopted by the present Administra- it was only 11-74 per cent in tbe following
tion. We have no fault whatever to find decade. 1 ar not going to say very much
with the two hon. gentlemen who have been about the census generally, but I tind that
placed in the Senate as ministers ; but I do in the three Maritime Provinces there bas
think that, considering the fact that this been substantially no increase. In Prince
Senate has almost ever since Confederation Edward Island the increase was only 0-17
been a Conservative body-that it bas faith- per, cent; i New Brunswick there wl no
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inerease; and in Nova Scotia the increase Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-It
'was only 2-22 per cent. That is not a very is a large manufacturing state.
cheering record; and, it does not matter
what errors may have been made in the Hon. Mr. POWER-I was not aware that
Census of 1881, hon. gentlemen who come to Maine was a large manufacturing state. I
this House f rom the Maritime Provinces are should- like to know from my hon. friend why
Perfectly aware that the population of that New Brunswick or Nova Scotia, is not a
part of the country is not increasing-there manufacturing province. We have certainly
is no appreciable increase. In order to in Nova Scotia a great many more of those
break the force of that fact, hon. gentlemen resources which go to constitute a manufac-
tell us that there are certain states in the turing country than they have in the state
Ileighbouring Union where the saine con- of Maine. We have coal and iron as the
dition of things exists. The percentage of hon. gentleman knows, while Maine has not.
increase in the population of the United I should not think of comparing the pro-
States as a whole in the decade between vince of New Brunswick with the state of
1880 and 1890, was 24·86. The increase in Maine. In the old times when America
the North Atlantic states during that decade was first settled, there were settlements
wVas 19·95 p cent in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and

Maine was looked upon, I shall not say
Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-What do you call as a god-forsaken wilderness, but as sone-

the North Atlantic States ? thing very like that. I an surprised that

Hon. Mr. POWER--I shall give the those hon. gentlemen who are continually
details of the New England States: giving us lectures on patriotism would

undertake to institute comparisons between

yeP.. the northern New England States and our
0ercentage of incease in Maine .ps.. - own provinces. Before I leave the census,

(10 do Verniont ......... 0·04 I should like to say a word as to a statement
do do Massachusetts.. . 25-57 made by the hon. Minister of Agriculture.
(10 do Rhode Island.. 24-94 The hon. gentleman from Shell River raised
do do Connecticut ...... 19-84 some question as to the value of the bulletin

I should be ashained as a Canadian to No. 8, " Manufactures," and it was said that
nstitute a comiparison between the nieigh- very small establishments appeared in the

bouring provinces of Canada and the three bulletin. The Minister stated that. there
4orthern New England States. One might were no small establishmentsin the industrial
4s well compare the Lake St. John country bulletin, and I think he intimated that as a
with Labrador as compare the fertile plains rule no place which employed less than 100
If Quebec with the rocky hills of New men.

Iampshire and Vermont. These states
POsess almost no natural advantages. The on. Mr. ANGERS-Oh, no, not 100
hon. gentleman asked me to compare the enIs
Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Bruns- Hon. Mr. POWER--Capital of $100.
Wick and Prince Edward Island, gifted byi
1nature beyond almost any other part of Hon. Mr. ANGERS-That's what it is.
Amyerica, with those states. It is absurd.

ar only surprised that the population of Hon. Mr. POWER-An industrial ins-
ew Hampshire and Vermont lias not titution with a capital of $100 would not be

fallen off very considerably in view of the extensive.
Very easy means of escape from these states.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-That is the
lion. Mr. KAULBACH-What about minimum.

the state of Maine ?
Hoi. Mr. POWER-The point about the

ion. Mr. POWER-The increase in industrial census is this, that this bulletin
aine was nearly as large as in Nova Scotia. bas been compiled in such a way as to in-

quite satistied that the hon. gentleman clude under the head of manufactures a num-frorm Lunenburg will not undertake to com- ber of occupations which are generally not
Pare the state of Maine, in the matter of regarded as being manufactures at al], things
natural resources, with his own province. upon which the National Policy, so called,
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has had no beneficial effect, and occupations the people Svho are on the spot when the
which it was not intended to benefit. For census is taken ; that is the only sensible
instance, take coopers, carpenters, joiners, and reliable way. I find in New Brunswick
blacksmiths and so on-these are all a manufactory of agricuîltural imnplements ;
included in this bulletin, and it is not there are two of those factories, the value of
pretended that the National Policy was the tools, $50, and the number of em-
intended for their benefit. I do not propose ployees two. Just fancy calling that a
to take many items, but I find set down in factory, where there is only one man, and
British Columbia an item "gunsmiths." where the cost of his tools and machinery
There were two establishments; their plant is $25; there is only himself he has
and tools were worth $1,350 and there were no employees at al. Then here is a
three employees. No one would think of factory for making washing machines
calling these factories. Those are simply and wringers there is only one fac-
two gunsmitbs' shops, one where the man tory and they have not given any value

as alone an the other where he had a boy of the tools at all, and there is only one
with him, I presume. These little estab- employee. One can form a fair idea of what
lishments figure more in the lower pro- the nature of these returns is from these
vinces than anywhere else. Here is an es- samples I have given. I have of course
tablishment in New Brunswick, there is selected the small ones; there are some large
only one of the kind, the value of the ma- ones no doubt. Hon. gentlemen, we have
chinery and tools is put down at $800, and 1 had a good deal from the Trade Returns. I
the number of employees, one. That is do not propose to say very much about the
siiply a man working by himself at his Trade Returns, but I think it would not be
trade. Now, here is an establishment which courteous to the hon. Minister of Trade and
does not come even within the very modest Commerce, and the other hon. Miqister who
limit fixed by the Minister of Agriculture. dealt pretty largely with those returns, not
Under the head "carving and gilding " is to say a few words. The hon. gentleman
one establishment; the value of the machin- from Shell River, if I remember rightly,
ery was $16 ; numiber of employees, one. took the ground, and so did the hon. gentle-

on a r an industia slisen t man from Ottawa, that the trade of Canada

Hon. Mr. ANGERS--That is not Put had not increased in the proportion in which
it should, and I think it was the hon. gentle-

lon. Mr. POWER-Oh, yes, excuse me, man from Sheil River who said that sub-
it is. I am reading f rom an official bulletin, stantially there had been very littieincrease
and perhaps the hon. gentleman is going in the commerce of Canada during twenty
to--years, that in 1873 the comnerce vas nerly

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-To revise it. as great as it is now. On referring to the
Hon.Mr.ANGRS-T reiseit. Trade Returns, 1 find that the hon. gentleman

Hon. Mr. POWER--Perhaps he proposes is not very far wrong. In 1873 the exports
to revise it. were a trifle less than $90,000,000, and the

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Certainly. total imports were $128,000,000, and the
duty paid was $13,017,000. Later on, times

Hon. Mr. POWER--But at present we were bad, there was a depression ail over tle
have to take what we have got; we cannot world, and Canada suffered from that depres-
tell what is in the hon. gentleman's mind. sion just as other countries did, and the ir-
It may be that he sees the absurdity of ports and exports of this country feil off
these figures, and may propose to have the about 1877, 1878 and 1879, and the lion.
returns revised. It is very much to be re- gentleman, the Minister of Agriculture, and,
gretted that he is nôt in a position to revise I think, his hon. colleague, attributed that
the returns of population in a satisfactory falling off largely to the blighting influence
way too, although I do not see how he 1 of the commercial policy of the Liberal party.
is to go back now to 1881 and find out just Now, hon. gentlemen, it must be remem-
how many people who were in the United bered that the trade of Canada had increased
States and had been there five or six years between 1869 and 1874to a very consider-
were taken in that census. The only way is able extent, and it did that under the
to do it in the sensible and honest way in identical policy which continued in force
which they census is taken in England-take until 1879, with the exception, I think, that
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In 1876 there was an increase of 2½ per cent Now, hon. gentlemen, considering that
lade in the tariff. That was in the direc- our population has increased by a very

tiOn of the present tariff. So that the small fraction indeed, what are we to
old policy of the Conservatives before 1873 think? We find that the duties paid by
and that of the Liberals up to 1878 was this small population have risen froin
Practically the sanie, and the policy- $12,750,000 in 1878 to $23,500,000 in
that is the tariff policy-could have had 1891. Can aify system of percentage or
nlothing to do with the rise or fall of the per capita, or any other sort of necromancy
trade. Then the new policy came in, and do away with this fact, that the population
there was after a time an increase in trade, of this country, only half amillionmorethan
not on account of the policy, I fancy, but it was in 1878, pays nearly $11,000,000 more
because prosperity returned to Canada as of taxes in the shape of customs duties than
Well as to other parts of the world; and I it paid in 1878 ? Hon. gentlemen try to per-
flnd that in 1882 the total exports of Canada suade us that our burdens have notincreased.
Were $102,000,000 and the imports $119,- The hon. Minister of Trade and Commerce,000,000 ; and in the next year, 1883-ten who, while he has the merit of being straight-
Years ago-the exports were $98,000,000, forward, has still along with the simplicity
and the imports $132,000,000, and the of the dove, just a little of the guile of the
figures are very nearly as high as the figures serpent, undertook to persuade this
of last year, which were $1 13,963,000 exports House f rom the consideration of the
a against $127,406,000 imports. The Trade Trade Returns, that under the National
Returns fluctuate a little, but there is this Policy our dealings with the United States
about our Trade Returns which you will not were falling off, while our dealings with Eng-
find in the Trade Returns of the mother coun- land were increasing. Now, hon. gentle-
try, old country as she is, that the increase men, I look at the Trade Returns and I find
ln Our trade during 20 years has been com- that in 1873 our aggregate trade, both im-
Paratively nothing; and if we took away ports and exports, with England was $107,-
the large additional exportation arising from 266,000.
the grain of the North-west, the exports of
the old provinces which were exporting in Hon. Mr. BOWELL--Next year you will
1878 would not be any greater than they see it was langer.
Were, or very little greater than they were Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes, next year, 1874,then. I notice that the hon. Minister of it was larger. I will read the w-hole list
Agriculture gave us some carefully prepared down, I am not wishing to beguile the
statistics with reference to the duty, and he House, like the hon. gentleman. In 1873
Pointed out that we were paying almost no our dealings with the United States were
Iore duty to-day, no higher percentage, $89,808,000. For the succeeding years the
that is the way in which he put it ; the per- figures are as follows
centage of duty now was no greater than it
weas in 1878. Hon. gentlemen, I think that
Percentages are a very " kittle kind of Fiscal Year ended Great United
cattle," and I think the better way is to 3Oth June. Britam. States.
take the whole burden. In 1878 the total - $
araount of duties taken out of the eople of 1874.. . .. . .... . 108,08.3,42 90,524,060

o uu te p1875 ..... . ........... 100,379,969 80,717,803
s country was $12,795,000 ; in round 1876.. . .............. 81,457,737 78,003,492

11umbers $12,800,000. In 1891 the total 1877.... ............. ... 81,139,708 77,087,914
7Ount was $23,481,0003; that is almost 3, 73,876,437a1lo~twas 231,00 ht~ lot 1879.. ............ 67,288,848 70,904,720

$11,000,000 more. Last year it was not 1880 ... . ... 80,307,286 62,696,857
qiite so much as in 1891. The renission of 1881..... ... ........... 97,335,378 73,570,337
the dut 1882... ...... . . ....... 95,871,802 96,229,763

ies on sugar had its effect on the, 1883 . .................. 99,197,682 97,701,056
dities'of last year. 1884.... ................ 87,154,242 89,333,366

1885.. .... . ......... 83,284,482 86,903,935
Ron. Mr. DEVER-The excise would 1886.................. 82,143,828 81,436,808

1Yake it about even 1887........ ........... 89,534,079 82,767,265
1888 .......... ..... ... 79,383,705 91,053,913

lion. Mr. POWER-Probably the excise 1889...... .......... 80,422,515 94,059,844
NouVld it even ; butthere is the fact that ........ 91,743,935 92,814,783

make 1891 . ........... . 91,328,384 94,824,352
the inacrease of duties is about $10,000,000.
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Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Go on; do not remains for an hour and lands a few passen-
stop. gers and the mails and goes on to land her

freight at Portland, or Baltirnore, or some
Hon. Mr. POWER-No, I shall not stop. other point: and she is rated as 4,000 tons

I know it is not pleasant to have the hon. entered and 4,000 tons clearec at Halifax.
gentleman's attention called to the serious That is one of the ways in which this enor-
mistakes he laboured under. - Then the Mc- mous tonnage is made up. That has to be
Kinley tariff came in in 1892, and our deal- borne in mmd; and this also has to be
ings with England were $106,000,000, in- borne in nin( that, if the hon. gentleman
cluding those eggs, and the dealings with will look at the Trade Returns, he will find
the States $92,000,000. I do not think that that the amount of tonnage carried in Cana-
the Trade Returns quite bear out the view of dian bottoms is now less than it was in
the hon. Minister of Trade and Commerce. 1878; and if he turns to the report of the

Minister of Marine and Fisheries, he will
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD-(B.C.) If we find that, on the 3lst December in 1873, on

have the trade it does not make much differ- the register books ii the Dominion of Canada,
ence wrere it is. the number of vessels was 6,a83, and the

tonnage was 1,073, 718: and a e can folow
Hon. -Mr. POWER-My lion. friend fro that up year after ear until he cornes to

Victoria points out that if we have the trade 1878, and he will ind that in 1878 there
it nakes no difference where it cores from ; were 7,469 vessels with a tonnale of
but if the hon. gentlemen opposite make a 1,333,01 o and the next year, 1879, whieh
point of it, why should not we? The hon. is credited by the hon. gentleman to the
Minister of Agriculture made sorne referencç Liberal Administration also, there were
tob the discounts in chartered banks being 7,471 vessels, of a tonnage of 1,332,094; and
largely increased. I am not going to argue if the hon. gentleman will look carefully at
much about that point, but I just wish to this retur a'he will find that, year after year
cal] attention to, one fact I firid that the f rom 1819, when the National Policy began
county of Antigonish, te county represent- to get in its deadt work down to the pre-
ed ii the Huse of Comnons by the lion, sent day, the registered tonnage of Canada
leader of the Governinent, had a loss of has faMlen off, and that in the year 1890 the
population in the decade ending 1891 of number of vessels had dropped to 6,991,
nearly 2,000 ; that is 10 per cent. The pop- and the tonnage had fallen off sonething
ulation in 1881 was 18,000 and in 1891 it was over 300,000 the tonnage liad core down
only a fraction over 16,000. Now, I should from 1,333,000 to 1,024,000.
be disposed to wager that the discounts
in that county are larger now than they Hon. Mr'. KAULBACII-Will my hon.
were in 1881, and I think there is one bank friend find fromn that book the tonnage built
agency more there now than there was at in Canada from 1874 to 1878?
that tiie ; 1 arn not quite sure, but I think Honi. Mr'. POWVER--J did not go0 into
there is ; and 1 arn satisfied that the cou nty;ta atclrv
at the present time is decorated with a great i
rnany more mortgages àind things of that Hon. Mr. KA1LBACH-It isdiminishied
sort than it was 20 years ago. by one-haf.

The lion. Minister of Agriculture made a
reference te, the shipping. I believe the Hon.- M1' iOElItaetetng
hon. gentleman spoke of the total tonnage 1 registered in Canada year after year, and I
inwards and outwards for 1878 and 189g eind it increased ear after year to 1879;
and certainly the tonnage shows a very conf inat covers He tonnage built in the country,
siderable increaseh; but, on. gentlemen, it does it not?
must be borne in m mod that in the interval Hon Mr. KALBACH-No. The ton-
between 1878 and 1892 saiing vessels had nage built ii Canada froin 1874 to 1878 fell
largely given way to steain. The steamers loff very nearly one-haf -- vessels buit iwhich cone to our country as a rule are Canada.
steamers of very considerable tonnage.
Take the port of Halifax; a steamier of Hon. Mnk. POWER-The ho. merber
4,000 tons cals in the port of Halifax and can peraps explain how it is that if the
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t0onnage built fell off, the registered shipping try free because they were raw materials of
continued to increase. manufactures; but just a littie while after-

wards the hon. gentleman gave us to under-
Hlon. Mr. K AU LBACH--Does my hion.,

f'iend want ie to tell him now stand that the necessaries of life were not
fried wat ni to eli im 10Wtaxed very much, but the duties were got off

raw materials. Weli if the raw materials
lion. Mr. POWER -Yes, I shall be very were free there could not be any duties off

glad to hear it.gladto earit.them, and if there were duties off themn they

Hlon. Mr. KAULBACH-No, I shall were not free.
reserve it. Then the hon. gentleman pointed out as an

indication of prosperity that the wages of the
.lHon. Mr. POWER--I do not care to go toilers in Canada increased, and that as a

ito all those criteria of prosperity brought rule the wages were higher now than they
to the notice of the House by the Minister had been in former times. Jnasmuch as
Of Agriculture ; he talked about the fact such a very large proportion of toilers left
that there had been more failures in 1878 the countrv, 1 suppose those vho remained
than last ypar. If the hon. gentleman had behind would naturally expeet to get a little
been perfectly candid he would have said higher wages. Then the hon. gentleman
there had been more failures in 1879 than began-and 1 regret that upon his first com-
any previous year. The fact is that now we ing into the Senate, the hon. gentlemLn
have no Insolvent Act, and people do not should have thought it proper to get down
fail; it does not pay as well. from the elevation upof which I think a

mninister, particularly a minister in the Sen-
lion. Mr. KAULBACH-It was the ate should stand-he began to talk about

fault of the Administration just previous to it commercial union and a combine with the
,the poverty and depression caused by it. United States. The policy of a party, I

lion. iMr. ANGEIIS-The overdue notes. take it--that is the way we deal with the
Liberal-Conservative party-the policy of a

a party is to be gathered from the statements

wards the'. hon.gentlemane gaveus o uder

that 1, for omie, do not care to gro into. of its leaders ûîiade in Parliament or made
i through the press by the authority of the

lion. Mr. BOWELL-The overdue notes leaders, and avowedly with their authority.
Particulary. bwerel f t be found on inquiry that the Li-

pealarty ever committed itself to com-
lon. Mr. POWER-I try to have as few niercial union. That xîever was the policyOf mY own overdue as possible. One state- of the party. I venture tos ay that have

1ent made by the hon. Minister of Agricul-T some idea of what thepolicy was; and I say
ture struck nie as illustrating one practice of that that neyer was the policy. There were
the hion, gentlemen opposite; ie said that one sofe members of the party who thought
Of the objects of the National Policy was to that commercial union was a desirable
liirsh imports; there was one year when policy; but the majority of the party neyer

the imPorts felI below the exports, and imme- thought so, and the hon. gentleman will
diately ail the Conservative papers, and num- find that in the policy of the Liberal party
erouh Conservative statesmen like our friends as laid down in Parliament, there was no
OPPOsite, began to bast that now the Nation- imention of commercial union. The reason

theii was getting in its work, and that why the Liberal party did not adopt
.imports had fallen below the exportscommercial union was that it would have

mnt the next year the exports went up, anden
theSame gentlemen triumphantly told us the hrivld CTand of he ntal to ter bow

councry was prosperous. It does not matter tween unrestricted reciprocity and commer-
Which Way the thing works, you see it always cial union was just this-that under unre-

uits them. The 'hon. gentleman lid use! stricted reciprocity Canada would have had
orne argunments which struck me as being ýcontrol of her own tarif, and under commer-

tHon. M~ur. AGR-Teoedents

lther peculi -n a One was that the policy of cial union she would not. The hon. gentle-
tha present Administration was to make raw maclosed his speech, which was an able one,

n.aterials free, and he pointed out what a by a sort of declaratione that the policy of
Vat quantity of goods came into this coun- the Liceral party was annexation. 1 do not
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think that a statement of that sort is credit- Hon. Mr. BOWELL--If the bon. gentle-
able to a gentleman holding such a position man will refer to the speech made by Mr.
as that of the Minister of Agriculture. That Wiman in Minnesota, and also his evidence
there are a few annexationists in the Liberal; before the Comnittee on Trade Relations
party is true, as it is also true that there between this country and the United States,
are some in the Conservative party ; but we he will find that Mr. Wiman has stated
would not hold the minister responsible for clearly that the a<;option of commercial
the proceedings of Solomon White and a union must of necessity lead to annexation,
few other hare-brained people in western and that the Americans who were opposing
Ontario, who happen to belong to the Conser- it were opposing annexation and that they
vative flock; and the hon. gentleman will find had better adopt the principle which be laid
it just as hard to discover any considerable down to bring about that result. I have
number of Liberals who are annexationists half a dozen other extracts f rom his speeches
as he will to discover any considerable num- in different parts of the country, not only in
ber of Conservatives who profess those views. Canada but in the United States, which

prove beyond a doubt that his object was
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I made an excep- annexation, although he denies it I admit.

tion when I spoke. I said J referred to Li-
berals outside of this House.

Hon. Mr. POWER- The hon. gentleman
had no right to make such a statement. There
was no shadow of foundation for it-he had
no right to say that the Liberals are in any
sense annexationists. There was a good
deal said about Farrer, Wiman and Goldwin
Smith. Who is Mr. Farrer? He is a man
who edited the Mail newspaper when it was
the Conservative organ. He is a free lance.
He afterwards went to the 'Globe, because
the Globe offered him a larger salary than
the Mail paid him. He has since left the
Globe and is now I believe in the United
States. He had no stake in Canada and
was responsible for no one but himself. Mr.
Wiman is a man of considerable ability. I
am not aware that he has advocated the
annexation of Canada to the United States-
I think he has taken another line. I never
saw Mr. Wiman but once and then only for
a very short time, and he did not then say
anything about annexation, and as far as J
know, he is not in favour of annexation.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I think my
hon. friend recognizes Count Mercier as one
of his friends in politics.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No.

Hon. Mr.KAULBACH-He is recognized
as a leading Liberal and he says that two-
thirds of the people of the province of
Quebec are in favour of annexation.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
makes a statement that is not correct at al].

Hon. Mr. POWER-All I can say is
that Mr. Winan appears to be a gentleman
whoseversatility would qualify him for a high
position in the Conservative party. He can
apparently be whatever suits him at the
time. He was not an avowed annexationist
when lie was in Nova Scotia, and I do not
know that he ever posed as an annexationist.
My own opinion about Mr. Wiman is that
he is a gentleman who has made a good deal
of money and is anxious to make hinself
known. J do not mean to make himself
notorious, but to make himself a reputation
as a public man; and that he thinks he sees
a chance to do so by discussing the relations
between the land of his birth and the land
of his adoption. Mr. Goldwin Smith is an-
other gentleman spoken of as a person for
whom the Liberal party are responsible. I
think that is exceedingly unfair. Goldwin
Smith came to this country some years ago.
He is a man who has a faculty for becoming
dissatisfied with his surroundings wherever
he is. He became discontented with his
position in England, and went to the United
States, where he remained for a short time.
He then came to Canada and was for several
years an intimate friend of Sir John A. Mac-
donald and a supporter of the Liberal-Conser-
vativeparty. Ipresumehe became dissatisfied
with theni as be became dissatisfied with
everything else. He is not now in harmony
with the Liberal party, but appears to be at-
tempting, with no mandate except from him-
self, to bring about the annexation of this
country to the United States. J presume
his efforts in that direction will be about as
successful as in other directions. I do not
think there is any danger of his bringing it
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about; but I tell bon. gentlemen what danger the country and are consumed in the
there is. The real danger in our relations Dominion, you will find that they are
with the United States, as I think the most of greater value : yet we are told that the
serious danger, arises from the fact that country is not progressing. As my hon.
gentlemen occupying positions like that of friend from Marquette remarked, it is very
the hon. Minister of Agriculture can rise in hard to understand these figures. I desire
their places and talk of a large proportion of to congratulate the Government on having
the people of Canada as being annexation- given this branch of Parliament two of the
'sts. That is what is going to make our re- most important portfolios in the Govern-
lations with the United States difficult in the ment ; and I think the supporters of the
future. We find now that it is claimed in Administration in this House must agree
the UJnited States that there is a large pro- that the Senate of Canada has in the person
Portion of our population in favour of annex- of the Minister of Trade and Commerce, a
ation, and that the right thing for the United man who has proved himself in the different
States is to hold on and refuse to give the public positions he has occupied, worthy the
Dominion favourable commercial relations, confidence of the country and of the Senate.
and thus force Canada into the union. The The Minister of Agriculture cannot come to
hon gentleman, and the men who talk with us as a Minister of green things, for we are
him in that way, are doing the country more not very green here. He occupies a most
harin than all the Globes and other Liberal important position. Agriculture forms one
Papers in the Dominion. of the largest items of export in Canada.

Whatever ground for grumbling there may
HIon. Mr. HOWLAN-Before I proceed. have been in the past with regard to the re-

to answer the hon. gentleman from Halifax, presentation of the Government in this
let me congratulate him upon the temperate House that is done away with, and I think
aId moderate style in which he bas addressed the Government have more than made up
the House. Whether it was the convincing for any remissness in the past, by sending us
proofs placed before him by the hon. gentle- two such able and distinguished gentlemen
mien who occupy the Treasury benches or as the Ministers of Trade and Commerce and
not, I cannot state, but I must do him the Agriculture. I wish to say one word with
justice to say that he bas considerably regard to my old leader, whose health, I hope,
maodified his views, and I think for the is recovering. I wish to thank him for his
better. I congratulate him that he is universal courtesy, his great ability and his
coning to see Canada with perhaps more extreme modesty on all occasions while he
patriotic eyes than before. The most extraor- was leader of this House, and I ean tell the
dinary fact to me is this, whilst the rea- hon. gentleman who follows him that he will
soning of the Opposition seems to be that find it difficult to make such a record as Mr.
the Population has grown no larger, no one Abbott did and merit such popularity. Our
0enmes that the volume of trade into and out late leader left this House followed by the
of the country has increased. It takes more good wishes and the good opinions of those
rToney in the banks and a larger number of who remain behind him. The gravamen of
bands to do the business ; larger sums of the charge against the Government may be

oniney are deposited in the savings banks, placed under three heads-first, that it is
and I cannot understand, if the contentions misgoverning the country. That charge was
of the Opposition are correct, how that made from every platform and*through the
tiappens. It seems strange that while popula- i Opposition press by able men throughout1on has grown no larger, the trade of the the country, and the question was discussed
"euntry has increased by some $100,000,000. by both sides before the public. What was
. We are doing that much more business it the reply ? It is true we were told at the
1a evident that we must be earning more. If close of the general election that the verdict
Yen discuss the matter with bankers they of the people was only given by what one
Will tell you that more money is required to leading member of the Opposition was
4 the business of the country. If you pleased to describe as the " runts and patches
I eake inquiries at the customs office you of the Dominion."
Will find that the imports and exports are
larger. If you investigate the character of Hon. Mr. POWER-If the bon. gentle-
the articles which make up the imports of man wishes to quote the member for Oxford
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he should do so correctly ; the expression stated here to-day the Government took the
used was "shreds and patches." duty off tea, coffee and sugar, and repealed

the stamp duties; and I suppose from time
Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-Well, I can say to time, as the exigencies of the country re-

for the " shreds and patches " of the Do- quire it, they will continue in the same course.
minion that we helped to preserve the con- To do more than that would be to ruin our
stitution of the country. We are on the credit. No one has attempted to gainsay
frontier, and we discharged our duties and that the credit of Canada stands higher than
held the fort, whilst the remaining portion that of any other colony of the Empire. Nay
of the Dominion proved conclusively that more, she is taxed less. The Conservative
the heart of Canada beat in unison with the party of Canada has accomplished what no
shreds and patches. Now, what do the Op- other portion of Her Majesty's Empire has
position propose ? Do they suggest an altera- ever undertaken-what not even the Empire
tion of the platform by which this country itself has attempted. Five millions of people
was carried in the last election? What do grappled successfully with the problem of
their leaders say? Protection was the one building 6,000 miles of railway across the
great issue in the appeal to the people ; our continent, through a country the greater part
opponents said it would be impossible to of which was without a settlement and much
carry on the business of the country if any of which was an unexplored wilderness, and
important change was made in the policy at the same time retained their credit unim-
under which we live to-day-that it would paired. How often have the older members
interfere with the monetary and banking ofthis Househeard theprojectoftheCanadian
institutions and land the Dominion in ruin Pacific Railway condemned. We were told
within six months after its adoption. They that to undertake to build such a railway
say : " We do not propose to do that ; we was " midsummer madness "-that the older
propose to let down the bars quietly one by provinces would be taxed beyond endurance
one." It puts me in mind of an old story and that the end would be the destruction
about a gentleman who lived in the Southern of the Confederation ; but when that policy
States and owned a dog with a long tail. proved to be a successful one--when it was
He said to one of his servants " I want you established beyond a doubt that the pros-
to take out that dog and cut off part of his perity of the Dominion was increased and
tail." Next morning he heard cries of dis- that the railroad was a success from the
tress from the dog and supposed the opera- 1 beginning-that the exports and imports
tion was performed, but the next norning continued to mount up, what did we see'?
there was 'a repetition of the noise, and With a country prosperous, with a treasury
again the following morning. He asked overflowing and everything going on quietly
the servant what was the matter, and but surely, as is proved by the increasing
the reply was, " Massa, I was afraid to exports and imports, the Opposition, finding
cut off too much, so I cut it off piece that they could not destroy the Dominion
by piece." The policy of the Opposition in any other way, abused the land which
is to cut off the tariff piece by piece. Have gave theni a living, ran it down and belittled
they made any proposition beyond that? it in the eyes of the world as far as
Some of them talk about free trade-how they could ; yet they ask the people of the
could we have free trade in this country ? Dominion to believe that they are Canada's
How can any Government hope to remain in friends. We had from the hon. menber
power that proposes to adopt free trade where from Marquette a parody on Tom Hood's
we have $12,000,000 or $1 3 ,000,000 interest "Song of a shirt," the refrain of which was
to pay on our debt . It is impossible to dis-: twenty-five per cent. You would have
cuss the question from that stand-point. We thought from the manner in which he read
have heard it stated here that the Conserva- that song that outside of Canada there was
tive party is learning-learning from whom I no twenty-five per cent, that all was free
From the Liberal party the hon. gentlemen trade. He forgot to tell the people of
say. The Liberal-Conservative party have Canada and this House, and he forgot to
been carrying on the business of the country inform himself of the fact, that there was no
and as its revenues increased and were found twenty-five per cent refrain across the
more than sufficient to meet the expenditure, border. He would find, if he lived in that
taxation has been reduced. As has been Eldorado, that the refrain would be some-
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thing different, that it would be sonething Millions.
like sixty-five per cent. We have on the 1886..................................190
authority of Congressian J. D. Warner, of 1 .............................. 2W

1888 1888.......................... 1....... 201
New York City, a published list of one 1889.................................204
hundred huge trusts now in operation in the 1890.................................219
Jnited States of which the following are a 1891............................. 218

s188................................. 241

Axe Trust...8....45 pe8 cent years ago, i travelling through it now must
iorax Trust.......... ....... 38. per lb 9 be very du.l indeed if he cannot see evidences
Iroo Trust».... ...... 40 per cent.of prosperity everywhere. .very one of us

.tton Trust."* ......... .2 to 400 per cent .. in t. vy 2
artridge Trust9...................2.45 per cent

Casket Trust.....................45 per cent Ottawa the steady growth of the prosperity
Castor Oil Trust.................... 80c. per gai of the people. I was surprised to hear my
Cordage Trust................. .. 1 to 21c. per lb hon. friend from Halifax say that the Mari-
Cottonseed Oil Trust................. 10c. per gal time Provinces had not increased in twentyEnvelope Trust......................30 per cent
Glove Trust ...................... 70 per cent years.
Riarvester Trutst .......... 45 per cent
White Lead Trust...................3c. per lb Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not say they
Linseed Oil Trust ................... 32c per gall had not increased in twenty years, I said in
Oatnieal Trust........................le. per l) ten years.
Paper-bag Trust ..................... 25 per cent
Plate Glass Trust............... Av. 100 per cent Ilon. Mr. HOWLAN--Well, let us see
Pocket Cutlery Trust .......... 74 to 116 per cent how much truth there is in that statement.

ana t ar e Trust............... per ent Take New Brunswick and Nova Scotia and
Saw Trust..................30 to 40 per cent let us see what the figures show, arranged
SOap Trust.................20 to 40 per cent upon a per head basis, as to the amount of
8teel Rail Trust .................. $13.44 per ton mone invested in manufacturin -
Sugar Trust.. .................... 1 3c. per lb g
Teazel Trust.....................30 per cent N.B. N.S.
W all Paper Trust. .................... 25 per cent Invested in land ................ . 3.00 $3.70
M1ndow Glass Trust ........... 68 to 132 per cent Invested in buildings ............ 12.80 8.60Wire Trust................ .. .. 45 to 60 per cent Invested in nachinery .......... 17.00 10.40
M'oîl Hat Trust............... 66 to 112 per cent Working capital................ 19.00 19.50Wrapping Paper Trust...............25 per cent Output 1891 ... ................ 73.70 67.10

Ssorry that my hon. friend is not here..................57.40 42.10
tfnight with his twenty-five per cent. He Capital 1891 invested..........51.70 42.20to-iigh wih hs tentyfiv pe cet. e iCapital 1881 invested ........... 26.10 *23.10

says that the National Policy has not in- Increase capital invested, 98 per cent 82.6 per
creased the business of the country. No cent.
better evidence to the contrary can be found Increase output over 1891.........28.2 59.3
than the following statement froin the official Yet my hon. friend says there is no change
reports of the aggregate trade of Canada -no improvement. It is a fact beyond any
from year to year question that with regard to the Maritime

Millions. Provinces trade has changed and gone into
1868 .. » different channels, but there is another
18 9 .. ... . 131869.. branch of trade which is neyer found in
187Ï .. ........................ ........ 13

187.........................148 these books, though it is very large, and
1872.................170 1that is the inter-provincial trade. This is
1873.................. the solution of the apparent falling off in the
8 74................................. 218

1875 ................................... 218 shipping. My hon. friend talks about the
1876.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .20 ships of twenty years ago and compares

1877..................174:thein withtesisnw etyfv187 . ............................. 175
187 years ago we were building sips in the
1879'1 Maritime Provinces to send abroad for sale.
881 Now we are building them to own and run

1881................................14

1884 -..-.-........ . ....................... 201884.....t 1..........828 fishing vessels in the world. Even the
1884-. .............. 20 United States h . .nothing to equal our fish-Cpia 8 ivs.................... ............ 1.286

In crease csc
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Hon. Mr. POWER--Why do they not Hon. Mr. HOWLAN--Yes. It must be
register them ? borne in mind, in connection with this state-

theni regsterment, that we have increased our railwayHon. Mr. HOWLAN-They do registeraccommodation very much in that period.
theiii.In addition to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,

h .there are several other ne roads in exist-Hon. Mr. POWER--Not according to
the Trade Returns. ence now, aiding and assisting in doing the

business of the country, and the Grand
Hon. Mu. HOWLAN-My hon. friend Trunk Railway bas doubled its track.

nust know about these vessels when he sees With regard to the ocean tonnage, take
theni at home. A large amount of the busi- the tons of shipping, seagoing, with cargoes.
ness is done in the city of Halifax. The Jn 1884 there came in and went out of
vessels have grown double in size during the Canada 4,912,455 tons, while iii 1892 the
20 years. The bank fishing was done 20 amount was 7,942,718. Taking the tons of
years ago in vessels of 70 tons; it is now done merchandise brought in and taken out,
in ships of 140 tons, and there are no finer in 1878 there were 6,666,538 tons while in
vessels afloat. My hon. friend spoke about 1892 there were 8,585,944 tons, or neauly
vessels entering at night and going out in two millions of tons more. Here are facts
the morning-vessels of 4,000 tons. One which cannot be gainsaid. With regard
would think that that was a new departure. to the next point, we are told that Canada
That has been the custon and manner in is a dear country to live in, that the taxes
which all these records are kept. It is the are driving the people away to the Llited
same way wherever records are kept, and States, and that strangers are coming in to
here at a meeting of the Toronto Board of take their place. That is a statement which
Trade less than '-)0 years ato we were re- bas been made in this House within the last
minded-ini speaking of shipping owned iii two or~ three days. Is it true that Canada
the -Maritime Provinces and claieing that is taxed more per apita than other coun-
we owned 44 tons or 45 tons for every man, tries? Let us look at the facts. The following
wornani and child in the Maritime Provinces is a staterent of the equivalents of taxation
--- that there was more shipping entered and per toead last yea in the chief nglish-
cleare(l frorn Toronto Harbour than ail the; speaking countries
ports of the Maritime Provinces. 1 was Uited Kingdoi ..................... o 9.47
puzzled to account for it at the time, but it Wester Australia.................... 20.68
was explained that even the colliers runninw ae s 7ela 94............ ............... .3
betweem h Rochester and Toronto were puou

dow eer tp.'sanyon wo nos ny Victoria ............................. 14. 05dow evry rip Isanyonewhoknos ay-Tasînania ....................... ...... 13.68
thing about the lake business of the upper New 8outh Wales ..................... 12.26

twNewfo.iinlaof tnm...................... 6.4more vese o te a tn there Uited States b i................... ... 6.21SCaada..............................6.03
we 20 years ago? Is ie prepared to state Jamaica a..........................4.03
that thiere are not more tns of shipping on Cae of Good Hope ................... 3.73
the upper lakes, that thereis not more freight Now in the face of these facot it extra-
carried? I think not, because if he does, the ordinary to hear hion. gentlemen decrying
recordshere would show that he is mistaken. their own country and representing that it
The lake trade shows that the tons of freight is going to ruin. Now, let us take the taxa-
carmied in akfd out by vessels in 1878 amount- tion per head last ea i turopean coun-
ed to M 178,646, while 14 years afterwards, tries, and compare it with the taxation n
in 1892, it atoounted to 2,791,552 tons, Or i Canada: uc
anncrease of 612,906. Fratcem...en f t ....................... $13.11

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Wat n Netherlads ........................ 9.04
the lion, gentleman quoting fron? Ital ............................. 8.2

s o tSpai ............................... s.05
zlon. M . HOWLAN-Frou r a me o- Portugal .......WsrAtl................... .3

randum taken fro n the blue books. Austria-Hu gary...................... 6.24
The taxation of Canada was less than in any

Hon. Mu. McINNES (B.C.) -What blue of these countries. was surpised to hear
books-Trade and Navigation Returs,? the reiarks of the hon. gentleman froin

reodhr ol hwta ei itkn teroncutyadrpeetn hti
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Marquette about the lower provinces and with the subject. No one could help hear-
esPecially New Brunswick. With a grand ing it. In the hotels, everywhere, one
flourish he told us that the saw-mills and could hear the statement made that if the
tanneries in New Brunswick had diminished people of Canada had an opportunity to
in lumber during the last twenty-five years. vote, and were not kept down by Govern-
The explanation of the apparent decrease is nient bayonets, they would register their
easy. Twenty-five years ago there were a votes in favour of annexation. It will never
great many small saw-mills in New Bruns- be known, until thepresent generation passes
W'ick along the rivers and creeks where tim- away, and the correspondence is made pub-
ber could be had, but now the lumber busi- lie, how far the movement was carried. It
nless is done in very much larger saw-mills, will then be known what the men who com-
run by steam, and I have no dôubt that if pose the Government of Canada to-day had
We had the statement of the number of hands to endure to save the country. We hear
and the capital employed in New Brunswick the Opposition to-day repudiating Farrer,
1n the lumbering industry, it would be found but the repudiation comes late ; Mr. Farrer
that there was an increase instead of a has gone across the border. How is it that
decrease. thriughout the length and breadth of the

United States, go where you will, if you

thon. Mr. DEVER--I o not believe have a confidential friend, he will write you
tere is one-third as much. Take, for in- to know if there is any alteration with regard

stance St. John, how many are there in St. to those ideas and opinions which prevailed
John now ? in his early manhood-that he has been told

that we are all ready for annexation. Whô
lion. Mr. HOWLAN-Well, Mr. Gibson 'told him the story ? Was it the Liberal-

has a pretty good one. Then about the tan- Conservative party of Canada? Not a man
neles, we know that there are some tan- of them would do it. Let me give you a
neries that were not in existence in New sample of something only a few days old. It
. runswick twenty-five years ago, and in that is as follows
Isltance also it would be found on examina-
tiol that while there nay be fewer tan- CONTINENTAL UNION.

neries there are more hands employed, and It is now a pparent that the movement in the
a larger am9unt of capital is embarked in Dominion of Canada toward casting its lot with
the industry. It is absurd to say that there the continent to which it belongs, has begun in

less mone invested in manufacturing in earnest. It is spreading alike to the country dis-
this Country to-day than there was twenty- tricts, and to the towns and cities throughout

v yeunryag, torda tany timre ws twty- Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec, and also in the
ve years ago, or at any time in the past. Maritime Provinces and adjacent islands. It is

EYery one who hears me must know« that supported by statesmen and political leaders of all
such a statement is not capable of proof. I grades and parties, and finds its adherents in all
bieve that there is more manufacturing occupations and callings without reference to orgin

evthe tor race. Similar movements have been begun
the city of Montreal alone to-day than before, and more than once they pronised to result

there was in all Canada twenty years ago. We in the independence of Canada and its analgaination
have heard a great deal of talk with regard with the United States; but none of them ever
to the Cds ad became so general as the one now claiming our

tOte position in which Canada stands, and attention, or reached such magnitude in so short a
If renouncing the ideas and opinions put tine of renewed agitation.
orth With regard to annexation. Any one

who took an active part in the last general We are here in a representative capacity in
election knows that everywhere throughout this House. Can any man enunciate such
the Dominion, on the platform, through the sentiments publicly in Canada and be
pressy by circulars, and in every way the elected ? Still, it is being spread abroad as
idea of annexation was promulgated. We the views of our people. I honour the mai
.40w that men in Boston met representa- who is honest enough to openly advocate

tves from Canada and discussed the question annexation if lie believes in it, but he has
oPenly. More than that, we know that one no right to belie me and my family and my
or two gentlemen were taken in a pullman reputation for loyalty.
"ar from Boston to New York, Baltimore,
l hiladelphia, Washington and Richmond, to Hon. idr. MCINNES (B.C.)-Who is the
urther the movement, and the press rang authority ?
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Hon. Mr. 'HOWLAN It is the New force than to-day. The Republicans as protectionists

York Sun. it was apprehended would be against it. They are
not. Their representatives vote for it, their news-

H papers have received it kindly, and often with warnHon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--By whom approval, the Jesuit agitation, which has taken the
was the article written? 7place of commercial union in his mind, is largely

sentimental and will probably not last long. 'he
Hon. Mr. HlOWLAN-It is an editorial other, commercial union is a business question that

in the New York Sun. I have here a letter concerns each citizen, and in a way which be doesnot

f rom Toronto, written by Mr. Farrer to Mr. understand at first, but sees more and more clearly
the more he talks intelligently about it. There is

Winan. It is as follows:- some logic in what Farrer says of not mnaking two
bites of a cherry, but going for annexation at once,

ToRoNTo, 22nd April, 1889. but I think be is misled on that point in a way
MY UEAR MR. WIMAN,-Our- Ottawa man will that often occurs. Where a man is thinking nuch

send a good summary of your speech, so that on on a point and discussing it, be is liable to narrow
our account you need not go to the trouble of pre- his horizon to those within his reach ; and his own
paration. At present the commercial union move mind, and perhaps those lie meets having passed
ment is at a standstill. First of all, the Jesuit agi- on by discussion to distant resuilts, he takes it for
tation, which is here to stay, has to sone extent granted that the wide world which is so wonder-
supplanted it. Secondly, the general belief is that fully slow, has kept up witb himi and lias the
the Republicans would not listen to any such same results in sight. Ve must be very patient
scheme. Thirdly, a very large number of people with the slow moving popular mind. If the
are inclined to think that we had better make for Canadian public of farmers, artisans, liuibermen,
annexation at once, instead of wasting two bites on miners and fishers can be in three years argued up
the cherry. Lastly, the old parties here are rapidly to the point of voting commercial union and giving
breaking up, and whei Sir John goes we shall be sanction to the movement in Parliament, it will be
adrift without a port in siglt, save annexation. great progress, slow as such movements are, the
Moreover, although the Liberals have taken up comforting thing is that they never go backward.
commercial union, they are not pushing it with To you personally it ought to be in your nonents
any vigour. For these reasons the Mail bas, in the of reflection a consolation that long hereafter, when
slang of the day, given the subject a rest. There this ball which you set rolling has gone on and on
is really no use tâlkiiig it up to a people whose poli- and finished its work, every one may thei look back
tics are in a state of flux, and whose future is and see and appreciate the service done to mankini
wrapped in doubt. I saw Mr. Hoar, while at by the land that set it in motion. I shall look
Washington, and told hiim just what le says I did, with interest for what you say in Ottawa. " The
niamely, that the smaller foi-ces favour annexation North American Review " article will have a
and will favour it all the more if commercial union powerful tendency to keep our public men fromn
be withheld. It seens to mie, and I have talked scattering away on ainexation next winter, and I
the thing over lately with maritime umembers as hope we can get the offer of commercial union
well as with Manitobans, that commercial union formulated into law. I return the pr-oof slips of
would only delay the coming of the event those the article and the letter of Mr. Farrer.
people most desire. Hence, in the provinces refer- Very truly yours.
red to, commercial union does not take hold, (Sgd.) R. R. HITT.
whereas annexation will always demand a hearing. P.S.- -Just received yours of yesterday with
In Ontario the Jesuit campaign bas brought that Goldwin Smith's ; it reads admirably.
aspect of things home to thousands who would not
look at commercial union. The littleness and half That shows exactly wlere the streain of
heartedness of the Liberals is also very dishearten- opinion comes from ; it shows just how these
ing. Then, again, the truth is that every man who articles are formiulated. You would thinkpreaches commercial union would prefer annexa-
tion, so that the party is virtually wearing a mask. froni the way our neighbours speak of Canada
Can't you come round this way and have a talk? that ihey have nothing to do but to coine

Yours very'truly, over and buy the whole place. The article
(Signed.) E. FARRER. in the New York Sun from which I have

Here is the answer - already quoted continues:-

HoUsE OF REI'RESENTATIVES, Ad why should not every Anierican citizen
WA.sH INGON, 1). C., A pril 25th, 1889. a 9W'ASINuTN, ). C, Aril ~th 188. aprove, work for, and welcometbe accomplishinent

ERAsT IMS sucb a destiny for the w-hole of the continent
314 Broadway, N. Y. north of the Gulf of Mexico? Considered froui m

ipurely selfish poinît of view, the advantages to be
DEAR SiR,--I an greatly obliged to you for send- gained by the United States woul appear to be

ing to me the proof-slips of the " North American enarmous. 8o rapid bas been the icrease of our
article, and have been much interested also in Mr. population, that nearly ail the arable public land
Farrer's letters which surprised me somew-hat as I witbin our borders bas been taken up sud brought
did not think from his conversation, which gave me under cultivation. Tiere is but little more that
a very favourable impression, that he would be so can be utilized, except by the aid of irrigation, and
easily discouraged. The reasons lie gives existed the preparation of works for ibat service is slow
before the commercial union began with greater and cosly. Already our people are pressing against
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the borders of Manitoba and looking upon the our Territories and settle under their own
plaiis that lie beyond. flag and institutions. I was glad to hear

Th sqa o na, or aln st as mu ch as our o hin express those patriotic views. The duty
ncludling Alaska. Of this vast expanse, 1,300,Wx) of every patriotic Canadian is to unite on

ui11are miles have been officially reported to the some immigration policy that will people our
OIIhinllion Governnient as suitable for growing North-west Territories. There is no suchWheat ani barley, 500,000 suitable for Indian corn, land in the United States as we possess.m1(llunch of the rest for grasses. It contains 130, -

000 square miles of coal lands, besides vast areas of We have the only lands which can be offered
forest, and of iron and other mineral deposits. to the people of the world; and, I repeat,&here can be no doubt of the value or producti- our duty is to open up our western countryN'enes of the Canadian possessions or of the health- for settleent and fill it with a poulation
h5e8s of the climate, and yet after more than a . .a p
undred and thirty years of colonial life the whole that will trample down those ideas of annex-

Of British Ainerica contains a population of less ation and those unpatriotic sentiments, sothan five million souls. that Canada will be respected at home and

'o it goes on through this able article of abroad, and occupy that position which God
three tlgoes o hre does ale rthicl o and nature intended her to fill.

. e coumn. here does all this informa-
t'on come from? Has it been sent to the Hon. Mr. KAULBACH -I have been

e York Sun by any member of the Lib- consulting with some of my friends, and
rConservative party? Not likely. Then looking at the voluminous notes which Ih0,do they get our household secrets 1 1inathevuiosntswic I

hothey bet ourhousehold secrets hi have here, and understanding the Govern-
thir ust beg s ment is desirous that this debate should

is going on. • close to-night, I am doubtful whether I

lion. Mr. POWER-Probably Farrer is should inflict upon the House such a long
a Tory emissary in disguise. discussion as my figures and papers would

necessitate. They say that at tines I am
lon. Mr. HOWLAN-The hon. gentle- pretty long winded and when I rise to speak

lan knows more about him than I do. In I never confine myself to the time allotted
thisarticle the writer speaks in a familiar way to me; therefore, I think I am meeting the
f Canada, and points out its vast wealth wishes of the Senate--which I generally

and inportance-you would think he was like to conform to -when I state that, instead
avertising the country for sale. Let me of going through the arguments of the

el yOu one thing--in my humble judgment various gentlemen, I will defer my remarks
will be a long time before the flag is until the question will come up in a broader

lovered in Canada. If England were to lose way. I believe the hon. gentleman fron Mar-
anada she would soon lose Australia, and quette lias a notice on the paper of a

the loss Of Australia would be followed by motion to discuss the trade policy of the
he oss of India, and England would soon country ; therefore, I shall not trouble the
e humibled to the position of a fifth-rate House to-night, except to say that I am

POwler in Europe. That is something which quite in accord with all that has been said by
11O nan who looks forward with hope to the my .hon. friend who has just taken his
future of the human race would like to see. seat, and I believe we have got one of
TIt would be one of the greatest misfortunes the best and noblest countries on the
that could occur to mankind. England's face of God's earth-a noble heritage if we
Poliey iS to confederate all her possessions take care of it and are patriotic. This coun-
and iake them one, unite the empire try ias great resources, which we can
and then we will not have our neighbours'develop, and make Canada as prosperous as

lng of coming over here and taking pos- any portion of the British Empire; but we
8ession of Canada as if they had nothing to are not to be governed by the pessimist doc-du but to buy it. Our duty is to hold this trines laid down by the Opposition, wholeoutry and develop our North-west with desire to belittle the country and belie it ;

ple from the older countries. I was glad and I think it would be a sad day if they
t hear hon. friend from Halifax say got in power again. They have a record;

t he would be pleased if the people of the it is before the people, and the people know

aaritime Provinces, who leave their homes, to what a slough of despond they brought
dnen of the Anglo-Saxon race are inclined the country. I hope the day will never come

W0 ould go to the North-west part of when they will be at the head of affairs. I
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am reminded, by the record of the Grit party the population she should have had. 1
in Parliament and the country, of the lines regret to say that nearly every time that 1
of Dr. Isaac Watts: wend my way westward over the Canadia

Eac tavelig ii difeeii ww, Pacifie Railway, or over the NorthernEach travelling in a different way,
But all the downward road. Pacifie Railway, the vast majority of the

That is the path they are in; I know emigra t p
the people of this country feel it; and they of Manitoba and the North-west Territories
believe that their only safety is to stand by i to Btis olba an the st ,
the party that has carried them so far to Vancouver or take the railway at Mission
prosperity, and will carry them still City and pass down to the Pacif states of
on the same way in the future. the great Union; and it is only a small

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B. C.)-I believe portion that remain in Manitoba, the Terri-
every province of the Dominion has been tories or in my province. The question may
heard from in this discussion but the Pacifie be asked why is such the case when our
province, and I think it is only fit and natural resources and tempting inducements
proper, coming as I do from British Colum- are held out to intending settiers to settie
bia, that her voice should be heard on the in our province and develop our vast resour-
tloor of this Parliament on this particular ces which are equal, if iiot superior, to
occasion. I will not attempt to follow in those south of us, when our climate
the footsteps of a great number who have is equally good, if not superior,-the
preceded me in talking stale, worn-out poli- question then arises, what is the reason that
tical i-sues of the past-issues that have been this vàst tide of emigration flows through
dead and buried a quarter of a century ago, our own country and passes to the great
but will briefly deal with a few living and country to the south of us? The only reason
practical questions. I am proud to stand that 1 cau assign for it, lion, gentlemen, is
here and say that the province from which this, the unwise, the oppressive tarif, vhich
I hail is increasing and is prosperous. It is bears more largely, more heavily, more seve-
prosperous, highly prosperous when com- rely and more cruelly on the people of our
pared with the eastern provinces of this province and the North-west generally than
great Dominion of ours. It has prospered on any portion of the Dôminion. In order
for the last 15 or 20 years, especially for the to prove that 1 am speaking by the book 1
last 10 years, at a greater ratio than any will refer hon. gentlemen to the Trade aid
other portion of the Dominion ; and I verily Navigation Returns. 1 ar assuming--an
believe it will continue for years to come to 1 think the assumption is correct--that we
develop much faster than any other portion have 100,000 of a population, although there
of Canada. Yet, I am sorry to say that] was a littie less than that given in the census.
am forced to state that she is not pros- I fnd that that 100,000 people lu British
pering as she should ; she is not making Columbia pay no less than S1,600,000 int»
those rapid strides, either in population the Dominion Treasury. Iu customs alone
or in developing the vast and varied resour- this fast year wepaid $1,412,878, and, indu-
ces of the province that she should do. She ding excise, it amounts to nearly $1,600,000.
is prospering, not in consequence of the fiscal Well on to a million and three-quarters paid
policy of the Government but in spite of the by a population of 100,000, which includes 0-
many obstacles thrown in ber way-the population of f rom 25,000 to 30,000 Indians,
niggardly and unjust treatment of the Gov- and a very considerable Chinese population ;
ernment. The leader of the Opposition in 1 think I ar within the mark when I say
this House a few days ago compared several that the white population of the province
of the provinces with adjoining states of the of British Columbia to-day does not excee«
Union. In making those comparisons he 75,000. Even including the Indians and
compared the new state of Washington with the Chinese, we pay into the Dominion
British Columbia. Now, in the last ten Treasury per capita over $16, and if we e%-
years, although British Columbia possesses clude the Indians, we pay over $21 per
probably more natural and undeveloped capita. Just imagine hon. gentlemen what
wealth and greater opportunities for deve- it amounts to; take a family composed
lopment and attractions to immigrants, yet five they have to pay f rom $80 to $105.
she has fallen short I believe, by 200,000 in That is one of the reasons why i say that the
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Province is not increasing and prospering as instigation of a combination of cattiemen
she should. Another reason is this-and I of the North-west Territories, and British
have more than once called the attention of Columbia, made such representations and
this Ilouse and the Government to it-that brought such influence to bear upon the
one of the great industries of our province Government that they applied to have the
i' mining, and notwithstanding that all the quarantine regulations that existed in ail the
representatives f rom British Columbia, those rest of the Dominion of Canada to apply to
i court and those differing with the Govern- British Columbia, under the pretext that

Ment, have urged, year after year, to admit pleuro-pneumonia might be inùroduced into
all mining machinery free of duty, it was British Columbia and that it might affect
only about two and a half years ago that we detrimentally our exportation of cattie to
iflially succeeded in prevailing upon the (Jov- the English narket. 1 pointed out at the
erniment to admit f ree such mining machinery time, as 1 point out now, that 4ritish Colun-
as was not manufactured in Canada. Only a bia is not a cattie exporting country; it bas
very small portion indeed of the machinery neyer been such, it is not likely to be; and
that is suitable for developing the mines in that it was merely for the benefit of a few
that country is manufactured in any portion stock raisers in the Nortb-west Territories,
of the Dominion ; and the consequence has and in Britisholumbia, that thatadditional
been that nearlý all the mining machinery hardship was placed upon the consumers in
that we use there in developing our gold that part of Canada. In the month of Nov-
and our silver mines has been brought from ember or December iast-probably the Min-
the United States and a very heavy duty ister of Trade and Commerce will correct
Paid on it. The high duty has been a wet me if 1 am wrong-probabiy he is aware of
blanket over that industry-an industry what I am about to cali bis attention to- I
which I have no hesitation in saying I believe saw it stated, and 1 believe truthfully stated,
Will within the next five years, in the produc- in one of Our papersthat cattlewere brought
tion of silver alone, astonish the world. There in from the American sideto the miningdis-
is one district of our province, the district trict 1 was describing a short time ago;
of Kootenay, around Lardeau and Slogan, they were brought in without paying the
Where there are more rich ledges of silver, duty, brought in alive, and taken to the
soine of them carrying a large percentage place where they were to be slaughtered and
Of gold, sufficiently developed although only consumed during the Christmas holidays by
discovered a few months ago, than are to be the hard working miners who were, in al
found on this continent. They are away 40 probability not too liberally supplied with
or 50 miles froni any navigable waters; and actual necessaries of life, and the customs
after mining the ore,placing it in bags, taking officer was cruel enough, when beefwas 30
it On mules' backs or on sleighs 40 or 5Q and 40 cents a pound, acting under the in-
rliles, and then by water 40 or 50 miles more structions of the Government, to cause those
1n smtall boats before they find a railway,-- animais to be driven back into the United
Yet that ore is shipped in the manner des- States Territory and slaughtered there, and
cribed several hundred miles into Idaho and the carcases brought back, before those poor
clown to Tacoma, to the smelting works there, miners were allowedto get f resh meat. That
Yet in mnany instances notwithstanding the was a crueîty and hardship and I sincerely
enorinous cost of transportation, there is a trust that, as we have the Minister of Agri-
net return of $500 to $600 per ton. The culture in this Chamber*, he will see that
People of British Columbia complain, and I another sucb outrage will not be repeated.
think very justly, that they have not iad
that encouragement or at least the fair-play
that the Government ought to extend, in a Hon. Mr. McINNES-m order to carry
new country such as theirs, to a compara- out these quarantine regulations whicb were

vely new industry, and one that promises to in force about a year ago, at the instigation,b0 s much, not only for British Columbia, I believe, of the cattle dealers in the North-
but for the whole Dominion. There is an- west.
Other matter that occurs to me at the presenttine, and to which I desire to refer for a mo- ion. Mr. BOWELL-You are entirely
tuent or two which is this: Last year my mistaken. The regulations respecting Amer-bon- friend from Calgary, doubtless at the ican cattie were put in force to prevent
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Canada from being scheduled in England.
However absurd the hon. gentleman may
think it is, the importation of cattle from
Oregon or Washington Territory to British
Columbia, would affect that trade, and the
Governnent had to protect that great inte-
rest of Canada, the cattle trade with Eng-
land and therefore had to put the regula-
tions in force in all parts of the Dominion.

statement-then it must be owing to repre-
sentations made by those persons interested
in stock raising.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I do not know.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-It must be through
them.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL--Perhaps the hon.
gentleman is right in that.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-It had been ne-
glected a very long time ; either theGovern- Hon. Mr. McINNES But the lion.
ment had been doing their duty previous to gentleman must bear in mmd that, not-c
that or they had not. ithstanding that, our cattie have been

scheduled in England, and that they are not
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The hon. gentle- to-day, as I understand it, on a different

man is liard to please. The Government did footing from the cattle sent from the United
not desire to interfere with the trade then States. I think 1 ar right in that.
going on with British Columbia until coi-
pelled to do so to protect the trade of this
country.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-What compelled,
or who compelled the Government to place
British Columbia in this particular on the
same footing as the eastern provinces when
our province was a non-exporter of cattle?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Certain regulations
prevail in England iii reference to the im-
portation of Canadian cattle. The people
of England do not stop to ask the question
whether the cattle come from British
Columbia or the province of Quebec; the
fact that they come f rom Canada is sufficient
for them to know, and then they insist upon
the regulations being carried out, or having
the cattle scheduled, as they are now.

Hon. Mr. McINNES -Were those Eng-
lisi regulations new regulations?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Certainly not, but
the English people found out the cattie were
not scheduled, or rather, the quarantine
regulations were not enforced, and we have
been as liheral as possible with our regula-
tions for the North-west and Manitoba until
the present time. If we desire to maintain
the advantage Canada has at the present
time over the United States, we will have
to enforce the regulations in the North-west
and Manitoba, however objectionable it may
be, and in the interests of emigration into
that country we recognize that great fact.

Hon. Mr. McINNES- If such is the
case -and I must accept the hon. gentleman's

Hon. Mr. BOWELL--I do not know
that we desire to discuss that question. It
was fully discussed half an hour ago, and it
was stated that, we were trying to get the
embargo removed, and the hon. gentleman's
argument, if it goes to England, will only
induce them to be more rigid than they
have been.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-I 1 amn merely stat-
ing the fact as it was represented and believ-
ed in the province from which I hail ; and
J certainly think that it was a harsh act.
Any one possessed of the slightest feeling
must see that a great hardship and injustice
was done those hardy and enterprising
miners that went into that region, who were
Rot too well supplied with the actual neces-
saries, to say nothing of the luxuries of life.
It was especially hard during the Christmas
holidays to be deprived of one of the main
necessaries of life. Now, hon. gentlemen,
whatever benefits, if any, have been derived
from the present tariff in the eastérn prov-
inces, it has proved to be an unmitigated
evil to the province of British Columbia. I
will quote a few figures from the Trade and
Navigation Returns, and allow hon. gentle-
men to draw their own deductions. These
reports have been very freely quoted, and J
want the hon. gentleman to refer to certain
pages to see that J am quoting correctly, as
I am sorry to say that certain quotations
have been made by more than one hon. gen-
tleman, which I will refer to later on, that
were not exactly in accordance with the
book that I have before me. In the province
of British Columbia, as T have already stated,
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with a population, according to the last cen-
sus, of 98,900 souls, we have paid into the
bomninioin Treasury $1,593,343 in customs
and excise duties, which amounts, per capita,
to 816.25, or four times as much per capita
as the rest of Canada. The following is a
statement showing the population of each
Province, the amount of customs and excise
duties collected in each province and the
aulount paid into the Dominion Treasury in
customs and excise duties per capiti :

Ontario.
lErbec. . ... .. .. ..NOa..........

Ca cotia
.Brunsivick.

aitoba.. . . . ...
ritish Colunbia..

Customns Per
Population. and Excise Capita.

duties.

2,112,989 $8,346,201 A3.93
1,488,586 7,669,421 5.15

405,523 1,328,976 3.25
321,294 1,030,865 3.20
154,442 780,033 5.00
98,896 1,593,344 16.28

It Will be seen by these figures that British
'Columbia stands third among the provinces
of Canada as a revenue producer. The portOf Victoria alone has contributed to the Do-
iinion Treasury $1,033,000. I may also
state, without wearying the House by giving

that at the port of Victoria the en-
'ries and departures of ships are more than

th0,000 tons greater than any other port of
eDomîinion of Canada.

1'on. Mr. HOWLAN--Tons?

h'ion Mr. McINN ES-Yes. I will give the
hon- gentleman the exact returns for a few of
lhe Plincipal ports. I will speak by the book.

-h1 er you to the StatisticalYear Book of 1891,
tlat published, and I find that at the portVictoria the tonnage of the vessels entered
and cleared was 1,631,225, and the next

ghest is'Montreal, with 1,262,561,-over
68,000 more tons entered and cleared at

Port of Victoria thai even at the great com-Iercial port of iMontreal. Next to that is

lt îlfax with 1,234,012; Quebec, 905,858;
• John, 1,146,533. St. John stands fourth

0 the list, and then they dwindle down to a
thath red tons. I may say here in passing
.On Out of the first seven highest, British
'tolumnbia clainis three, viz., the ports of Vic-

ta, ancouver and Nanaimo. Now, in
at connection I have another remark to

rnke, which may, perhaps, surprise this
tuse. The tonnage of the British ships

entered and cleared at the port of Vic-

toria was only 54,252, and number 213 ; the
number of foreign vessels was 1,821, with
an aggregate tonnage of 1,577,013; wvhereas
at the port of Montreal there were 66 foreign
ships, with only a tonnage of 82,845. This
brings nie to another point, and I an glad
that the hon. Minister of Agriculture is in
his place, so that I can show him the abso-
lute necessity of immediately going to work
and establishing one of the best quarantines
that it is possible to establish in this or any
other country. I have shown fron the Go-
vernment records that ny province is bear-
ing more than four times, per capita, the
burden of taxation of any other portion of
Canada. That as the Government is plun-
dering our pockets, they should at least niake
an honest effort to protect the precious lives
of our citizens by building a proper quaran-
tine station and thereby prevent the intro-
duction of cholera, small-pox and other
dreaded diseases ; no matter if it cost
$100,00b or $200,000 to do so. Expense
should be the least consideration. I am
sorry to say that the people of my pro-
vince, and of my city in particular, are so
enraged and annoyed that there is a great
strain, to use the expression employed by an
honoured member of the British Columbia
Board of Trade, put upon their loyalty, and
a very good Conservative that gentleman is.
We are all aware that cholera, that fearful
scourge, worked its way from Asia to the
western portion of Europe last year, and was
only checked by the winter cold. We are all
aware that there are lingering cases of it in
portions of Gernany and France and that
according to a report I saw a few days ago
made by one of the professors there,the water
of a certain river which supplies water to an
insane asylum was largely inmpregnated with
germs of cholera. Such being the case, I do
not think there is a shadow of a doubt that
when the warm weather sets in there will
be an outbreak of cholera in Western Europe
and it is alnost certain to find its way to
New York and to this country through the
ports of Quebec, Halifax, St. John and other
sea-ports. While extensive preparations are
being made to guard against the possible
introduction of cholera by the St. Lawrence
and other ports, further down, yet up to the
present time there lias beei absolutely
nothing done, so far as I am aware, towards
establishing a quarantine for the Pacific pro-
vince. I understand the selection of a new
site lias been made, but so far as any actual
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work is concerned, nothing bas been done, is just as vell, and I shah he quite in
although. it must take not merely weeks but order, to discuss the whole natter now.
months to erect new buildings, wharfs and It shouid be a subject of interest to every-
other necessary accommodations. The present body here to preserve the ]ives of Our
one is a disgrace not only to the province people. We have noue to spare. 1 find
but to the Dominion. While there is the following report of a recent meeting of
imminent danger of the cholera being intro- the British Columbia Board of Trade in the
duced on the eastern side of Canada, I claim Victoria Colonist of 7th January-
there is as great, if not greater, danger of its
introduction by the Pacific gateway of this ' H . . lno, re e enti on t f the
Dominion. Any one who bas the least Board to the wretched juarantine facilities afford-
knowledge of the history of cholera must ed in this port. The quarantine station, lie said,
know that Asia is the birthplace and the was altogether inadequate, and ii the recent case

homeof coiea. W hae no ony on un where soine ('hinamien mere taken froin one of thehome of cholera. We have not only one linefod that te vas
of steamers plying between British Colum- accommodation whatever for theii at the station.
bia and Asiatic countries, but we have two. In fact, a ianding cobi scarcely be effected, as the
The first is the Canadian Pacific Railway wharf mas ii a wretche< condition. Vhen the
line of steamers, the second is the Northern unfortunate men were put asiore they were

Paciic {ailay ne f stames, ad toseont shelter or food, or any inuans of cooking food.Pacifi Railwa line of steamers, and thoseover ber to erect a ten-
lines of steamers enter at Victoria on their porary shed, to sîpply the men with food, and to
way up the Straits of Fuca to the head of furnish guards. Ail this, he contended, should
Puget sound to Seattle and Tacoma and have been provided by the Dominion Govermînient.
Vancouver, landing passengers and freightaffairs was calculated to o theVancuver ladingpassnges an freghtport great harni. It was not fair that the Goverui-
on their inward and outward trips. There nient should Ievy a rate on ail vessels enteriîg and
is also a line of steamers plying between then eau upon the owners to bear ail the expense of
Seattle and Tacoma, Victoria, and the Sand- a quarantiie which the (overnnient imposed. The
wich Islands. I fear,. therefore, that there cost to bis company would li very serins, and ifwich there were to lie a repetition of this sort of thing
is as much danger if not greater danger of their vessels, as well as others, would he obliged to
the introduction of cholera on the Pacifie shun this port.
side as there is on the Atlantic side. I Mr. Brodrick corroborated the statenient of Mr.alI( tî*st (onnon. When the Chixiese cases were landed,sincerely hope and trust that the Minister there was îo provision whatever for them, and
of Agriculture will use every effort possible to eight men were enîploye<l as guards to look after
attend to that side of the Dominion imme- them.
diately. Mr. ('oxî-o--Eveii the guards haveto put up ii

a pool shed, more resemluling a itable. It is a

Hon.Mbsanalos 
state of affairs.

Hon.Mc.ANGES -t ish)elig one The Chairniian --If 'Mr. ('oninons stateinent 1)e
already. correct-and there is no reason to doubt it-it is a

grave inîjustice to Ibis coîuupany. If a slip be ortered
Hon. Mr. McINNES Precious time lias into quarautine there certainly shouhi be sone

been lost already. To give some idea of the vpon mo a ie ens I q i e callMr
state of feeling in British Columbia with (onion tlat it is calculated to injure the trade of
respect to this subject J will read a few the port.
extracts from the Dominion Government Mr. Prior sai( tmat lie lai frequently lroughtthis inatter under the notice of the (Governîmiient,
organ in Victoria, the Daily Colonist. but cold get nothiîg done. With Mr. Earle, he

had interviewed Sir .John Thoiupson anti other
Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think the hon. iienibers of the Governînent on the point, aid

gentleman has a notice of motion for Tues- while tley were proinised tlat icatters would be
day relative to this very subject, which Iamblday elatve t thi vey sujeet whmh 'had mad e a report on the niatter, and two niontlis
am exceedingly glad to see, but really if we afterwards, when another effort was Made to press
begin a debate on the subject to-night we the necessity for the work, a telegraîn was received
shallfro Ottawa, asking Wly don't you reportshahneyr gt thoug. Wlien the lady was takeni f rom one of the Fi'

ipresses, sonie time ago, D)r. Joues said that the
Hon. Mr. McINNES--The hon. gentle- quarters she had to occupy were not fit for ai In-

man from Albert a little while ago said he dian. The Governient would spend any quantitY
would not make two bites of a cherry. I of money on the quaraîtine station at Grosse Isie,
proposebut as soon as anything was asked for Britishe Cod heia, they ere found th le thiv most cheese
saine spirit, and dispose of it îow. It paring set living. Resolutions had been passed h
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the Board of Trade, the Local (overnment, and Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I have no objec-
Other public bodies calling upon the Dominion tion at all to hearing the lion. gentleman<overnment to (o something to improve the qua- ne"'
rantine station here-but all to no effect. Some-
thing would ultimately be done, but when he had
no idea. He thought a strong resolution froin the Hon. Mr. McINNES- Here is an edito-
Board might possibly strengthen the hands of him- rial in the same paper-the Governnentself and Mr. Earle.

Mr. Gray said he observed fron the newspapers organ:
that while Premier Davie was in Ottawa he had The language used by menbers of the Board ofbeil promised that a quarantine station would be Trade at the meeting of that body on Friday mayat Once erected at Wiliam Head. The premier had appear strong, but it was not stronger than thebrought the matter to a focus. circumstances warranted. It must lie remembered

Nvr. Prior-We were promised the samtie thing that the speakers were men who would not, unlessOver and over again, and yet nothing has been they considered it absolutely necessary, sav onedone. It should be done at once, as the cholera word against the Dominiou Government. 'They
Illay agaes tite usino 'n the spring. haveay be with us'ín the spring. have been all supporters of the present Abinis-

The Chairnan suggested that Messrs. Earle and tration and they all, as far as we are aware, approverr telegraph to Ottawa, pointing ont the neces- its general policy. Every one knows how faith-sity of inediate action.
ir ctis fully Colonel Prior has supported the Government,

keep .is teaper in fiscussing natters of this sort. yet the bad treatment which this city has received
ere his oempert mdnscusgatese and is receiviig from the departnents seems toe are so conistanttly snubbed and bluffed by the have exhausted his patience, for his protest was

moOnion Government that it is a tension on our perhaps the most emphatic that was made. He
toyalty. We tried them over and over again, but informed the meeting that he and his colleague,

hey pay no attention•to u. Mr. Earle, had frequently brought the subject of
the disgraceful condition of the quarantine station

Then a resolution was passed urging Col. under the notice of the Government, yet they had
PrIior and Mr. Earle to report the case again never succeeded in getting anything doue. Sir
to the Dominion Government. John Thompson had been interviewed on the sub-

ject, and Mr. Gamble, the resident engineer, had
reported on the iatter, yet the quarantine was

Ilion. Mr. BOWELL--Perhaps it would allowed to renain in its shamefully inefficient con-
be gratifying for the hon. gentleman to know dition.
that the people of Q have used equally Mr. Connon's description of the condition of the

stbe station at Albert Head is calculated to excite alarm
rong language against the Government for as well as indignation and disgust. The station

n1ot proceeding there. which is intended to accomnodate the crews and
passengers of vessels arriving at this port with

Hon. Mr. McINNES-Am I to infer persons aflhicted with dangerous cont-tgions disea-
ses on board cannot give e.en sufficient shelter to

rom that remark that that is the only civilized men and women, and it is absolutely des-
neans of obtaining justice? titute of everything necessary to nake their stay

anything like comfortable. There is no wharf at
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Tbey are as much which they and their luggage can be landed ; there

. is not even a fair supply of good water ; there are
istaken as the people of British Columbia no arrangements for cooking; the quarters pro-

The Government are doing al] they can in vided for the persons who may be detained are, as
the matter. the port doctor describes, not fit for an Indian. As

for apparatus for disinfecting clothes and baggage,
io.Mr. ANGERS- hope the lion. no one in authority seems to have thought that

lon. they would ever lbe required. Such neglect is
gentleman will be perfectly satisfied when alnost incredible.
he brings up his motion, and I am afforded
an oPportunity of informing him and the Then it goes onto dealwith the complaint

liouse what is being done at the present and endorses it in a very emphatic manner.
lom~ent. Further down it says:

The neglect is the more surprising as quaran-
lin. Mr. McINNES -- If the hon. gen- tine is a niatter which affects not this province

tIenan will permit me to say, I am not press- alone, but the whole Dominion. Victoria is the
for an answer now. i arn merey placing western gateway of Canada, and as against choleralthg f a .1 or small-pox it is absolutely unguarded. The Dom-

these facts before the iHouse ; and I will inion Government has evinced the nost iiiggardlyspare the hon. gentleman and the House the spirit in taking precautions to prevent diseases
trouble of listening to a speech when I entering the country fronm this side of the conti-
1,1ove for the papers. I will promise the nent. The station cannot be said to be equi ed

ho h.aat all. It has the naie of a quarantine station, ut
thl- gentleman that I will merely move for it no more deserves the title than a Niwash shantythe papers when making my motion. deserves to be called a palace.
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Now hereagain is anothermatter towhich something like justice to Victoria and the
I hope the hon. Ministers will direct their other ports of British Columbia in the
attention :direction I have indicated. Before I re-

The marine hospital is almost as defective in sume ny seat I may say this--I do not wisb
ail its arrangements as is the quarantine station. to make any charge at present, but last year
It is described as having none of the appliances of 1 verily believe that the introduction of
a hospital, and it cannot afford sutficient accommo- small-pox is attributable to one or more
dation to inake a sick mariner even comfortable. causes that 1 will not mention at the present
Not only is the accommodation wretched, but its
keeper is miserably paid. The superintendent of time. It entered Victoria, and Vancouver,
a hospital of any kind should be a person of high and New Westminster. Victoria for three
character and superior intelligence, yet the only months was in a state of siege. Business
provision made for the superintendent of the marine .
hospital of Victoria, is a beggarly five hundred
dollars a year and what he cati squeeze ont of the prosperous traders were forced into bank-
patients, for whom he provides attendance and food ruptcy in consequence of being excluded
for the inagnificent sui of five dollars a week. The from the trade of the outside world. The
custom of farning out patients is even worse than c
that of farming ont lunatics and paupers. It i City of Victoria alone had to pay out its
condiemned by all enlightened men, and should be hard cash, and the mildest expression I can
abandoned by all civilized connnities. It holds use is that through the neglect, or ignorance,
out tenptations to the fariner that are seklom or both, of some person or persons, the
resisted. \\ e are surprised beyond measure that cit of oi had oa ou $60 000
so barbarons a custom is countenanced by the c7ty of Victoria had to pay out $60,00
Governînent of this Dominion, and that sick in hard cash to provide accommodation for
mariners are made its victims. Every humane the small-pox patients and those wbo were
man and woman in Victoria should vigorously pro- placed in the suspect house and other ex-
test against its continuance.

The heartlessness, the ignorance and the narrow- y t
nindedness exhibited by I)eputy-Minister Sinith and forty deaths, 1 am sorry to say, are
when M r. Earle represented to himn the inadequacy attributable to the negligence of someone.
of the keeper's pay and the necessity of providing I ar informed that the steamer whicb
the hospital with w ater, must inake intelligent brought
people wonder how a man of such a nature and
with such ideas, should ever have been placed inflyin the yellow tag, and in the
position of authority. course of six hours after landing a large

What makes the neglect in this case worse than portion of ber passengers that vessel was
ordinary instances of departmental negligence and
carelessness, is that the Governmnent is bound in
coninmon honesty to keep the marine hospital i disease and death throughout the country.
an eticient condifion. It is paid in hard cash fori
titis specific service, and it is paid beforehand. Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-That
Vessels that enter titis harbour are obliged to pay was the hea}t officer.
towards the Sick Mariners' Fund, and no doubt
the authorities do not neglect to collect the tax. Hon. Mr. BOWELL Ailowedtoproceed
The money is collected, but the sick sailors are not wbere--out of port?
attended to. Even the "cup of cold water" is iot
provided for the sick and suffering nariners. It is Hon. Mr. McINNES-Froin the port of
to be hoped that the Minister of Marine, himoself,
will give titis matter his attention and not allow c a
state of things that is a positive disgrace to Canada told she first made ber appearance flying
to continue. th i vellw flahe.

Now, hion. gentlemen, I think that that is
a vigorous protest coning from not merely
one, but two members representing that
province, and unswerving supporters of the
Government, and also the leading organ of
the Government, the Victoria Colonist, a
newspaper which occupies a position, with
regard. to the Dominion Governmient in
British Columbia, similar to that which
the Empire does east of the Rockies. J say,
such a strong protestation coming from
such a source ought to be enough to con-
vince the Minister of Agriculture and the
Doitinion Government that they should do

Hon. Mr. BOWELL -What ship was it?

Hon. Mr. McINNES-It was one of the
Empresses-I forget which. Small-pox was
brought in by those steamers twice, in May
and again in June. On my return fromPar-
liament last summer it was with the greatest
difficulty I could get to my home in Victoria.
The vessels plying between Vancouver and
Victoria were withdrawn. I had to take the
little steamer to the port of Nanaimo and
there I had to run the gauntlet, show my
arm to prove I had been vaccinated and was
unnecessarily delayed for one day.
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Hon. Mr. BOWELL-You do not com- I fuily concur witli lim in what he said ii
plain of that do you that respect. If his intention was to assaily the Government, I think his remarks instead

ion. Mr. McINNES--I would as longas of being a curse, have turned to be a bless-
I was capable of doing it myself. I would ing. The hon. gentleman lias spoken of the
allow no man to vaccinate me unless I knew enorinous naturai wealtb of the province and
the lymph is pure bovine. bas illustrated its wealth by stating what the

people have been able to pay per' head and
lon. Mr. BOWELL--The Ontario Gov- yet continue to be in a prosperous condition.

ernment put doctors on every train coming
fron Quebec into Ontario at the time of the lon. Mr. McJNNE8 (B.C.) -Perhaps I
smlIall-pox epidemic some years ago and com- forcot to mention that the province is pro-
Pelled everybody to strip his arm and be vac- gressing in spte of the burden placed upon
Cinated unless he could prove that he had it by the Government.
been recently vaccinated. I had to produce
MY certificate, I know. The hon. gentleman lon. MACDONALD (B.C.) The
complains of regulations which were neces- tarif presses more on British Columbia than
sary for the protection of the country. on any other portion of the Dominion, for

this reason-we do not manufacture; wbat-
ion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I am not ever we consume we get from the eastern

complaining of the Federal Government in provinces of Canada, from tbe United States
that particular-but I am complainiing and or Engiand, and we have topay large amounts
Justly so that they did not take necessary of freight upon it. Our people, although
Precautions to prevent the iritroduction and they have been loyal to the Government and
the spread of the disease. I am making the paid their taxes regularly, wili be glad at
stateient that Victoria and Vancouver have any time to have a littie relaxation f rom the
recently complained that it was through tarif in many respects. Witb regard to im-
the negligence of some personor personsthat migration and immigrants passing through
the dreaded and loathsome disease was in- ate of Wasing-
troduced in those citiestwice during thesu m- ton, woud far rather bave a moderate
'ler of 1892. I have onlyone other remark number of people coming into our province,
to make before I resume my seat and it is that we can absorb in a comfortable way,
this: there is a paragraph which promises than have a large number of idie men on our
that the ballot shall be extended to the streets. With the increase we are having
North-west Territories. I am very glad of now, year by year, 1 am perfectly satisfied,
'. I have no doubt the hon. gentleman from and 1 know we will bave a considerable num-
Sarnia is also pleased, because he supported ber front tine to time, as fast as tbey Can
»ne very strongly when the North-west Ter- be absorhed.. Even now, in some of our
ritories bill was before this House some 5 or tovns, we bave idie men that 1 would rather6 Years ago. I moved then that the bill be not see there unemployed. I would rather
anlended so as to extend the ballot to the have work for ail who core and have evemy-
North-west Territories, the saine as to ail bod prosperous. Witb regard to the marine
Other portions of the Dominion. He saw the hospitai, 1 do not rise in its defence, but 1 do
conmon justice of it, and other hon. gentle- wish to say a word on behaif of that excellent
m'en whowerestrongfollowersof the Govern- public servant, Mm. William Smith, of the
'lient also supported my amendment. Icon- Marine and Fisheriez Depament. le lias
gratulate the Gover'nment that they have at been accused of saying that the people should
last seen fit to do justice to the North-west catch the ram to supply tbemselves with
Territories in that regard. water, and that they could add to their

income by catching fish. There is nothinig
lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I have wrong in either of these suggestions.

o Wish to follow the hon. gentleman from
Victoria who bas spoken this evening; Hon. Mr. McINNES(B.C.)-I wish tofirst, because I think the trade question expiain that 1 was not speaking my ownShould nlot be brought up at all, and, second, sentiments on that subjeet; I wasmerely
because he has spoken so favourably and so reading an extract from a newspaper, show-eo1clusively of the wealth of our province. ing the feeling that vwas produced there by
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the statenient. I have nothing to say hon gentlemen w-ho have eulogized the
against Mr. Smith ; he is a friend of mine, Governor-General he bas discharged his
and I believe, a good officer. public duties creditably and constitutionally.

1 also concur in ail that has been said by
lon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I do the hon. gentlemen who proposed and

not believe in farming out the patients at secon(ed the address with reference to our
the marine hospital. If a man can make late leader. I know that Mr. Abbott
money boarding them at $5, the Govern- assumed the position of Premier witlî every
nient could do it as well, and the patients intention of doin al that ie'could to per-
should not be charged for supplies. I hope form the onerous duties of the office; but,
that is one of the things that will be seen to owing to ill-health, he vas obliged to abandon
at once-that and getting a supply of water. bis position. 1 regret at the sanie time that
There is abundance of water close by the my confrère thought proper to attack the
hospital, and it would not cost much to bon. member for Welland. I only wisb the
furnish it to tbe institution. Wit regard bon. dieember from Ottawa were here, in
to the quarantine, it bas been a burning order that I could tel bim that the hon.
question for the last year. Until lately we gentleman from Welland fought the battie
did not want (suarantine. In the twenty- of bis party like an honourable man; e
two years since we entered the Confedera- fel i a noble cause; be did not betray his
tion, wie had only one smaal-pox scare. party.
Quarantine bnas now become a burning ques-
tion, and the overnment admit that the lion. Mr. MrINNES (B.C.) The hon.
accommodation is inadequate. I arn glad gentleman will pardon mie if I interrupt
to biear that the Government bave taken the bim, but I appeal to bis sense of fairness:
necessary steps to furnisb the accommoda- would it not be better to reserve those per-
tion. Tbey bave invited delegates froni ail sonal rembarks about tbe bon. gentleman
the provinces to confer on the question of until lie is bere?
quarantine, and I ear tlat there is to be orde tha cld tl h t t thn.
large expenditure ien British Columbia to in a n LEas I do not this
purchiase a new site anm erect new buildings. ta therHon Mr.McN Es aboT it.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS--And a new wharf.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Yes,
and a new wharf which is much needed.
There are large steamers calling at our ports
now from China and Japan, and they may
bring disease into the country at any time.
I believe that the people will be satisfied
with what is being'done by the Government.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-This discussion
bas been protracted very cowniderably,
altogether owing to the course pursued by
the gentleman leading the Opposition in this
House. I may say that this is one of his
usual attacks of a chronic disease ; every
year we hear from himn the same tirade of
abuse against any Government measure that
is intended to have a beneficial effect on the
country. I am not surprised miyself that he
lias taken his usual course in this instance,
because on previous occasions he bas acted
in a similar way. I have actually known
that hon. gentleman to oppose nieasures
before lie himself understood their provisions.
I must, in the first instance, join witl the

Hon. Mr. McINNES -I think it would
be better if the lion. member were here
hinself.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I do not think so.
Let him be here to attend to his duty.
A certain retraction was made to-day, but
in the usual Grit way with which readers
of G rit papers are familiar, they publish a
falsehood, knowing perfectly well that that
falsehood will be circulated, and that the
retraction, when it comes, will never reach
the sanie class of people who saw the original
article. That serves their purpose. I sup-
pose the bon. niember for Ottawa considers
that making a certain retraction to-day was
a sufficient excuse, but if he considers that
the bon. member from Welland received an
ovation, after his defeat, from his friends
and admirers in the county of Welland, as
a substantial memento of the esteem in
which they held him, I think it should suffice
to prevent him from making unpleasant
comments. I shall say a few words
with reference to the Speech itself.
A great effort bas been made by a few
parties in this House to convince the
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Pople that this country is not prosperous. tunity of using our canals--a privilege to
8tatistics have been brought to our recollec- which they were not entitled. What I am
tiol and notice to establish the truth of the finding fault with is the fact that some of
stateflent. We have also had statistics to our people evince a disposition to endorse
Prove the contrary. I hardly think that is everything that Aniericans say or do, no
n ecessary, because every man of us in this matter what it may be, if it is antagonistic
"Ouse of mature age, as I am, must know to the feelings and statements of our own
of his personal knowledge that this country citizens. For my own part, while I have

prospering, and prospering marvellously. nothing to say against the -American people,
does not require statistics to prove an I would certainly rather take the statements

lObvious fact, although there was one man given to me by our own 'friends, the people
wh0 stated he would not believe statistics of of this country, than I would the statements
any kind ; that is the hon. member from niade by the Americans. As far as our
Marquette. If these statistics are worth Government are concerned they have acted
anYthing, I think they should be accepted in a straightforward manner in reference to
WVthout question, and I believe they have the canal tolls question; there was no dis-
been compiled in a reliable nanner. I do crimination agairst the Anierican people ;
1not think that it is necessary to refer to sta- the Government were perfectly right, and if
tistics to prove that the country is prosper- we are to encourage our own trade, I
1ng, because every man in this House must do not see what other course could
kinow and acknowledge that it is. I was at have been pursued, under the circum-
the Opening of the first railway in this coun- stances, than the course they followed.
try ; I have seen this country prosper and I heard some hon. gentleman -I do not
grow from a very small beginning to the know whether it was the hon. member for
Proportions it occupies to-day ; so that I feel Ottawa or not-- condemning the Govern-
satistied f rom what I have seen with my ment, or pretending to condemn the Govern-
own eyes, that the statement in the Speech nient because they had undertaken the
t rom the Throne is perfectly true. Last year construction of the Sault Ste. Marie Canal.the timberbusiness of this section of the coun- If there is one measure more than another,
try was certainly marvellous : and I may tell for which the people of this country feel
YOU that for the ensuing year every solitary under a lasting obligation to the Govern-
stick of timber has been sold in advance at ment, it is the measure they adopted with

large remunerative price over previous reference to the construction of the canal. I
ears ;and we expect a large trade exceed- endorse the saying of the Duke of Welling-
ng that of every previous year. These are ton "lIn time of peace prepare for war."
acts which cannot be gainsaid, and therefore Having that canal built, we will be inde-

do-n1ot think it is exaggerating to say that pendent of the American people and able toe re prosperous. I heard a good deal manage .our own affairs in our own way ;'luring this debate with reference to the and if any international dispute should arise
Position the Government took in reference in the future, we will have this canal of ourto the canal tolls. There must be a very own to depend upon. I believe further that
great deal of sensitive feeling wvith reference this canal will he a necessity before long.
to the American people. I remember the The present canal at Sault Ste. Marie was
t"ile when our neighbours were not very sen- fully occupied last year ; I believe vessels
Stive respecting solemn treaty rights. They had to remain there sometimes 48 hours
greed to give us the use of their canals before they could get through. Our canal

p-tting us on the sane footing as their own will therefore be a necessity, and I think the
oeple. We trusted in their good faith; Government have acted wisely in undertak-

tut We found our great mistake at that ing to construct it. I hope they will push
eslll- Our neighbours were treated with it to completion at the earliest date possible,
thvry Consideration by the Government of for the purpose of giving this country the

tis country. Although the Government of advantages that the canal will afford. Of
.1 country at that time had no power to course, as you know, there are people in this

beve them authority to use our canals country who are dissatisfied with everything;
aWeen Lake Champlain and Ottawa, yet, nomatterwhat course you pursueyouwillfind
a '1g without law, you may say, though in a certain number of people who will find fault

Proper manner, they gave theni the oppor- with it. Objection was taken to the carry-
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ing out of the Act passed some years ago departure of our late Premier, Sir John
with reference to the Trade and Commerce Abbott, the office is now tilled by a gentle-
Bureau. I think that it is an Act that' man who will perform the duties with satis-
will redound to the credit of the Govern- faction to all. No one deplores the depar-
ment. It will place the important affairs ture from this Chamber of our late Premier
of trade and commerce in a different posi- more than I do. I had the honour of know-
tion from the one they formerly occupied. ing Mr. Abbott for a great many years,
Our present leader of this House will give and I always found that he did pverything
this matter every consideration; and I in his power to promote the best interests
prophesy before very long that we will find of the country. But his mantle bas fallen
beneficial results fo-om having the charge of upon a man who, I think, will perform the
this department in his hands. He will have duties in a way that will give equal
an opportunity of ascertaining from actual satisfaction. I believe that at this time
observation what is necessary and how we the country are perfectly satisfied that
can increase the volume of trade of this the choice has fallen upon Sir John
country. Hitherto he was engaged with Thompson. We have every cause to feel
minor matters, with a small matter probably that the affairs of the country will be well
involving $20 or $30, andl he had not the administered by the gentleman we have now
time or opportunity to give such attention to i at the head of affairs. A great deal bas
the larger question as he will have in the been said during this debate with reference
future. These comptrollers will also, I believe, to the course that will be adopted in the
greatly facilitate the business operations of future. The National Policy has, J believe,
this country. They have already, as you played a great part in the advancement and
know, visited several of the principal points; prosperity of the country. Without the
they have had interviews and exchanged National Policy I do not know what would
sentiments with the commercial men of this have become of the country. At that time
country, and this will enable them to come you all knew that the country was on the
to a conclusion in many matters which verge of ruin; it was almost impossible for
they will report to the head of the depart- a man to live and remain in this country.
ment ; and it will have a beneficial effect in Some remedy was needed; they applied the
that respect, and also in reference to many remedy, and we have had the beneficiai re-
other points that formerly had to be ad- suit for the iast tweive or fourteen years. I
judicated by legal process, which entailed do fot pretend to say that some modification
a great deal of time and a great deal of of the tarif is not necessary I do not mean
expense. This, to a very great extent, I to say that some change may not be re-
believe, will be obviated in the future by the quired ; but 1 am surprised, under ail the
action of the Minister of Trade and Com- circumstances, that the National Poicv ias
merce. Therefore, under ail the circumidstances, worked with so litte friction, and that it
the Government certainiy have acted in the has rendered such service to the country. 
best interests of the country. I am glad have no douht, when the subject is fully
to find such unanimous feeling expressed in considered by the authorities and by the
this House in reference to the appointments people, wbo are particulariy required to look
they have made of two gentlemen in the into these matters, that they wili make al
Senate. T do not think that they could have the investigation required, and that they
acted in a manner that would be more ac- will legisiate, and wili carry out a policy
ceptable to the people of this country. A for the benefit of our country alone. We
regret has been expressed that some gentle- are told that there will be a change of
men already in the Senate itself had not policy upon the other side of the une. That
been appointed. That is a selfish view to may be very true, but I think myseif that
take of the matter. The Government have we ought to pursue our own course, and
made a judicious choice, and the future will carry out our own poiicy, and that we ought
show that in the hands of our leader and his to act independently of any other country.
hon. colleague, their respective duties will We should do as we have done in the past,
be performed in such a way as will redound try to live among ourselves, to support our-
to their credit and to the benefit of this selves, to advance as we have advanced in
country. Under all the circumstances, we the past. We are a progressive people ; our
can congratulate ourselves that after the trade is increasing f roma year to year, and
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We have opportunities of extending it to a lants baronets qui l'ont procédé, autant que
very inuch greater extent. That has been j'avais dans sir Louis Hyppolite Lafontaine,
shown to you by figures and statistics during dans sir George Etienne Cartier, dans sir
this debate and it is unnecessary for me to Etienne Pascal Taché, d'autant plus que,
dwell upon the subject now ; but I will say comme eux, il est enfant (lu sol, notamment
that with a self-reliant population possessing de la province de Québec, et que, comme
the Powers that we do, with a young and eux, il parle français et que pour cela il a
virgin country, with the North-west now fait ce que font une multitude de savants du
OPening up a field for our young men, in a plus glorieux, du plus brillant, du plus puis-
very short time we will be enabled to coin- sant empire, qui ne voit jamais coucher le
Pete with any other section of the world. soleil sur ses possessions, et qui disent que :
They tell us our census shows that our popu- s'ils ne savaient pas le français, ils ne se con-
lation has not increased in the proportion sidéreraient pas pour instruits. Aussi je lisais
thatitshould haveincreased. It may not have dernièrement, avec orgueil sur les journaux
grown in the same ratio but at any rate we des Etats-Unis,queledistingué, quele savant,
have madeadecidedadvancein other respects, que le brillant évêque d'Ogdensburgh disait :
1 believe, to a greater extent than almost que la langue française est non seuleInent la
ay other country on the face of the globe. langue officielle des gouvernements civilisés,
When you remember that we have only had mais qu'elle est encore l'une des deux lan-
the Opportunity of settling the North-west gues de la diplomatie de l'Eglise de Rome.
.or the last five or six years. I do not think Vous voyez, honorables messieurs, que ceux
it can be said with any degree of truth that qui parlent français sont en bonne compa-
We have retrograded. We have increased, gnie ; vous voyez que nous sommes noble-

we will increase ; and with these facili- ment vengés de ces éteignoirs fanatiques qui
ties Which are now being offered, I believe voudraient non seulement prohiber l'étude
we will have a large settleinent in the North- du français, mais encore prohiber la connais-
West before very long; and then we will be sance de Dieu dans les écoles d'une certaine
able to supply the world with all the food partie du Nouveau-Monde, notamment dans
.roducts that they require for their consump- Manitoba. Aussi, je suis heureux de voir

t"' 1o Then we will realize the benefit arising qu'un des items du programme électoral dufromi the Canadian Pacific Railway. We futur président (les Etats-Unis, dit: que
cannot expect everything in a day. The pour lui, il ne permettra jamais que les pères
thnited States territory has been filling up; de famille, relativement à l'éducation de
e at country is pretty well filled at the pres- leurs enfants, soient tyrannisés et qu'il en
eit tiue, and now it is our turn. We are sera ainsi pour la liberté civile et religieuse
Offering inducements to settlers; we will do de tous ceux qui voudront venir vivre, croî-
everything in our power to secure a class of tre, grandir et respirer l'air de la liberté de
People that will be a benefit to the country, la République Américaine. J'ai la douce
and who will be sure to remain with us as espérance qu'il en sera ainsi pour le parle-
Iýritish subjects. I believe, that there is no ment de la Puissance du Canada et que les
fear of annexation or commercial union, or aviseurs du représentant de notre auguste,nYthing else of the kind. The people of notre gracieuse et bien-aimée souveraine
this country are loyal and are determined to l'impératrice des Indes, celle qui préside si

anin a part and parcel of the British dignement aux destinées d'Albion, en ferontth pire. I believe that nothing can seduce autant pour la liberté des pères de famille
then f rom their allegiance to the Queen and du Manitoba, relativement à l'éducation de
tleir country. leurs enfants. D'autant plus que cette ques-

ition des écoles séparées a été une des ques-
ARMA D- onorblesmes- tions 8zne ,qua non de la Confédération,

iieurs, en débutant dans la discussion sur comme l'a judicieusement proclamé dernière-
.adresse, en réponse au discours du trône, nent, l'honorable William Mcbougall, qui
le rgrette que la santé n'ait pas permis au est, incontestablement, l'une des plus belles
vaiant baronet de rester au timom des affai- intelligences du barreau d'Ontario. Qui a
res de Son pays, car j'ai confiance dans son été, tour à tour, ministre, membre du parle-
esprit de justice, dans son esprit de probité, ment et lieutenant-gouverneur et qui est un
deans son amour du travail pour l'expédition des derniers survivants des pères de la Con-
esaffaires, autant que j'avais dans les vail- fédération.

tindséoe8éaée t n e us
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Honorables messieurs, je dois féliciter le rel est avec la mère-patrie, est avec l'empire
présent leader du gouvernement de ce qu'il a britannique, est avec Albion, cette nouvelle
imité laconduite de son illustre prédécesseur, Tyr des temps modernes. Oui, Albion, avec
car tous deux, à leur avénement au pouvoir, son île, surnommée l'Ile des Saints, avec ses
se sont révélés diplomates distingués. A l'ar- millions d'habitants, saura bien disposer de
rivée de l'ex-premier, nous n'avions plus au nos grains, avec sa flotte qui sillonne les
Sénat de ministres responsables à la Cou- mers, qu'arrose les parties du globe habité
ronne. Nous avions que des ministres sans jusque dans ses limites les plus reculées. Oui,
portefeuille. Nous n'avions plus de leader Albion, saura bien par une union commer-
accrédité, nous avions que des leaders impro- ciale avec ses nombreuses et immenses colo-
visés. Le présent leader du gouvernement nies déverser le surplus de son or, notam-
nous a donné un ministre français pour être ment dans la Puissance du Canada, qui est,
l'organe de ses nationaux ; ministre qui nous incontestablement, l'un des plus beaux dia-
a été enlevé depuis la résignation de l'hono- mants de sa couronne. Honorables mes-
rable ministre Chapais. Durant la vacance sieurs, maintenant je vais vous dire, sans
il a circulé une rumeur, qui disait que le pré- arrière-pensée, en vertu d'un principe mémo-
sent gouvernement voulait soumettre aux rable, qui dit: " que tout homme doit être
chambres le transfert du chemin de fer In- libre de dire son opinion, sinon il ne mérite
tercolonial, à cette puissante compagnie qlui pas de porter le glorieux nom d'homme." Je
a émerveillé le monde de ses succès et qui a ne puis pas comprendre, je ne puis pas m'ex-
mystifié nos intelligents et industrieux voi- pliquer, je ne puis pas concevoir pourquoi
sins, qui disaient, dans leurs journaux du les gouvernements monarchiques lésinent
temps, que le parlement canadien allait se tant à payer les délégués de la nation, sur-
brûler les doigts dans la construction deleur tout quand je vois des 'gouvernements
chemin de fer du Pacifique, car pour eux, ils démocratiques se faire un devoir de les payer
en avaient eu tout leur roide, et qu'il leur généreusementbien. Oui, eneffet, vous voyez la
avait fallu succomber dans la construc- République Française, la République Amé-
tion de la leur. Vous savez, honorables mes- ricaine, ces deux plus vastes, ces deux puis-
sieurs, que la construction du chemin Inter- santes républiques des temps modernes. La
colonial a été une des conditions sine qua République Américaine paie $5,000 par
non de la Confédération. Sa construction, année à ses députés, avec bien des accessoi-
son entretien et son administration ont été res ; les frais des députés sont payés durant
comme un chancre aux flancs de la Confédé- tout le temps de leur mandat. Cette ques-
ration. Honorables messieurs, c'est ma con- tion du salaire des députés fédéraux n'est
viction que la puissante Compagnie du Paci- pas une question nouvelle, je puis vous en
fique, avec son esprit de finance, d'adminis- parler savamment, avec connaissance de
tration, avec ce que les Anglais appellent, cause, j'en connais quelque chose; mais avant,
dans leur espritpratique, son go-ahead, ferait laissez-moi vous dire que je suis dans la vie
une affaire payante pour sa compagnie. Oui, publique depuis 1858. J'ai vu se dérouler
c'est ma conviction que le Pacifique, avec sa bien des parlements ; j'ai vu se succéder
puissante rivale, la compagnie du Grand bien des ministères. J'ai toujours observé
Tronc, qui elle aussi, a émerveillé le monde que chaque gouvernement, qui avait de gran-
par la construction de son immense voie fer- des mesures à présenter, commençait par
rée et par la solidité de ses travaux, tel que voir ses amis, par s'assurer de la majorité de
la construction du pont Victoria qui a été ses partisans, et qu'ensuite il marchait sans
dans le temps, non seulement uzie des mer- s'occuper des qu'en dira-t-on; sans s'occuper
veilles du Nouveau-Monde, mais encore une de ces braillards pharisaïques, mais je ne
des merveilles des temps modernes. Je suis pourrais pas en dire autant de l'ex-gou-
certoin que ces deux puissantes compagnies vernement, car durant les deux dernières ses-
aidées des différentes compagnies de la Puis- sions il lui a été intimé que c'était le désir
sance, feront des communications si nom- des membres, vu les dépenses considérables
breuses et si faciles qu'ils mystifieront de dans lesquelles ils étaient entraînés, par la
nouveau nos intelligents voisins, en rendant durée et la longueur des sessions qui se pro-
illusoires, ce mur de Chine qu'ils ont pré- longent jusque dans la belle saison avancée,
tendu ériger sur les confins de la Puissance dans le temps des affaires commerciales et
du Canada. Ici, honorables messieurs, il ne agricoles. Vous le savez, honorables meni-
faut pas s'illusionner, notre commerce natu- bres, que l'agriculture et le commerce, sur-
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tout dans ce pays, sont la base nécessaire et y maintenir la position qu'y a faite mon
et le levier le plus puissant de la pros- mari." Quand je pense qu'il en serait ainsi
Périté des peuples. Je sais, honorables de la baronne lady Macdonald, si des amis
membres, qu'il y a eu des dissidents, mais ces fortunés ne fussent pas venus à son secours.
dissidents étaient dans une si infime mino- Je vous ai dit, honorables membres, que cette
rité que ce n'aurait pas été, de la part de question du salaire des membres fédéraux
de l'ex-gouvernement, manquer de courtoisie 1 n'était pas une question nouvelle. Au
qlue de passer outre. S'il m'était donné de début de la Confédération je recevais une
soulever le voile qui cache le désintéresse- lettre du dernier premier ministre de
lent de quelques-uns des dissidents, je trou- l'union des Canadas, et celui qui succédât
verais, je ne dis pas que je trouverais des au président des pères de la Confédéra-
desirs de boodlage et de jobbage, si malheu- tion, le vaillant baronet sir Etienne Pas-
reusement familiers à nos municipalités de cal Taché. Dans cette lettre, le dernier
Villes et de villages, niais j'y trouverais un premier ministre me disait : " Des nécessités,
désir bien prononcé d'éloigner de la vie pu- des exigences politiques demandent à ce que
blque, ces députés qui ont quitté le toit vous cédiez votre siège de la division d'Alma
Paternel, n'ont apporté, pour tout patrimoine, pour celui de la division de Repentigny,
que leur plume derrière l'oreille et lue de- d'autant plus que l'on me dit que vous êtes
Puis ils ont démontré, à l'évidence, à la qualifié dans cette dernière division (la qua-
jeunesse industrieuse et laborieuse de leur lification d'alors était de. $800) et dans le cas
Pays toute la véracité de cette parole qui dit: que vous ne seriez pas qualifié, vous devriez

qu'il faut vouloir pour pouvoir"; qu'avec du le faire, car da chose en vaut la peine, le
travail, avec du courage, avec de l'énergie, avec salaire des membres fédéraux sera à l'avenir
de la persévérance on peut toujours acqué- de $2,000 par année. Je lui répondis:
rir l'honneur, la glôire et la fortune; on peut "que pour aucune considération je ne cède-
oujours gravir les degrés de l'échelle sociale. rais mon siège de la division d'Alma, division
e connais plusieurs députés qui appartien- que je tiens, je pourrais dire comme le grand

1ient les uns à la profession du droit et de roi " et par droit de conquête et par droit de
loi, les autres à la médecine, au commerce et naissance," cependant, dans les circonstances
à l'agriculture qui me disaient: Monsieur, présentes je me ferai un devoir de le céder
quand je suis entré dans la vie publique, je en faveur de ce vénérable vieillard, qui a
nO'étais fait une belle clientèle, je m'étais toujours marché dans les rangs du parti

acquis une honnête et légitime aisance, mais canadien-français, qui a été un des bras droits
je vous avoue que mon mandat terminé je du gouvernement Lafontaine-Baldwin, qui,suis bien décidé de rester chez moi, car je pour être utile à son parti et à ses amis,rie veux pas imiter la conduite de plusieurs voyant que sa vigueur juvénile disparaissait

e res prédécesseurs qui, pour s'être cram- avec l'âge, céda son portefeuille de secrétaire
Pornés à la vie publique, ont laissé leur provincial et son comté de Verclières en
veuve et leur famille dans l'indigence, car vu faveur de ce jeune homme qui était plein
leurs absences souvent renouvelées, leurs d'avenir et qui réalisa les espérances que sesclients les avaient abandonnés parce qu'ils compatriotes formaient sur lui. Ce vénéra-
.Wavaient pas confiance dans leurs associés. ble vieillard ayant éprouvé des revers de
uand j'e pense que des avocats comme sir fortune manifesta le désir de se retirer de la

Ltuis Hyppolite Lafontaine, sir George vie publique, mais il avait compté sans l'ha-
tienne Cartieretsir Aimé Dorion qui étaient bitude qui devient, comme vous le savez,

eOnsidérés comme des fleurs, .omme des prin- une seconde nature, ce qui a eu lieu pour
'ees du barreau de leur province, ont laissé lui. Ce vénérable vieillard voyant que le

1)urs veuves et leurs familles, non pas dans parlement fédéral allait être convoqué, voyant
ndgigence mais à peine dans une honnête et qu'il ne serait pas appelé à y prendre part,

ie aisance. J'ai souvenance qu'un voya- se trouva épris d'une peine et d'un chagrin
geur distingué faisait son tour d'Europe, qui empoisonnaient ses jours. Sir George
Passant devant la résidence de Lady Cartier, Etienne Cartier en étant informé, lui écrivit
lrrêt pour la saluer et en faisant ses adieux de suite et lui dit (lue puisqu'il désirait

s dit: M.ry Lady, est-ce que nous n'aurons mourir sous le harnais de la politique active,
t0'tle plaisir de vous voir revenir vivre dans il trouverait bien, parmi ses compatriotes,
1l0tre Pays. "Oh! non, monsieur, je suis trop un quelqu'un qui lui serait agréable, ainsi

pvre Pour retourner vivre dans mon pays qu'à ses amis et à son parti. Ce sont là,
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honorables messieurs, les considérations qui THE SENATE.
m'ont engagées de céder mon siège pour la
division d'Alma, pour celui de la division ottawa, Friday, February 3rd, 189;.
de Repentigny; je ne m'en repens pas.
J'ai été heureux de faire connaître à mes 1 The SPEAKER took the Chairat 3 o'clock.
concitoyens d'origine étrangère, que si les
Canadiens-français savent qu'il y a un temps Prayers and routine proceedings.
pour résister, ils savent aussi qu'il y a un
temps pour céder quand il y a de nobles THE STANDING COMMITTEES.
exceptions, telle que dans la personne de ce
vénérable vieillard, l'honorable James Leslie, MOTION.

qui avait toujours été incorruptible, inébran- Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the appoint-
lable a l'instar de ces vieilles roches qui ne i of the follwin committees:-
remuent pas et sur lesquelles la mousse ne
disparaît jamais. Je termine, honorables LIBRARY COMMI'TEE.
messieurs, mais avant que de prendre mon
siège, avant que de m'asseoir je dois avertir Hon. Messrs. Allan, Almon, Botsford, Boucher-

ville de, Drumnnuond, Gowan, Landry, MacIunes
le présent gouvernement et les gouve- (Burington), Masson. McClelan, Miller, MNrphy,
ments immédiats de bien réfléchir sur la Poirier, Power, Scott. and Wark, a Committee to
légitimité du salaire des membres, car nous assist His Honour the Speaker in the direction of
ne sommes plus à l'époque de ces gou- the Library of Parliament, so far as the interests
vernements oligarchiques où il fallait aux of this House are concerned, and to act on behalf

of this House as members of a Joint Comnittee of
députés déléguer quelques-uns d'entre eux both Houses on the Library.
en Angleterre pour avocasser au pied
du Trône la légitimité de leurs demandes The motion was agreed to.
et de leurs droits méconnus, car de cette
opposition il pourrait surgir des complica- PRINTING CoMMITTEE.

tions sérieuses qui démontreraient que cette Hon. Messrs. Bernier, Casgrain, Desjardins, Dever,
obstination avait été une aveugle et mal- Dobson, ( owan, Guévremonit, Kaulbach, Lougheed,
heureuse obstination, car les enquêtes qui ont McClelan, McKindsey, Macfarlane, Ogilvie, Per-

ley, Pelletier, Power, Prinrose, ReaI (Quinté),
eu lieu durant l'année qui vient de s'écouler, Sullivan, Vidal, and Wark, a Committee to super-
tant au fédéral qu'au local, démontreront à intend the Printing of this House during the pre-
l'évidence que si la probité n'est pas encore sent session, and be instructed to act on behalf of

disparue de la politique, du moins la vie fru- this House with the Conimittee of the House of

la vie d'abnégation, Coininons as a Joint Comn ittet of hoth Houses ogale, lavedangtode désintéresse- the suhject of Printing.
ment n'est plus ce qu'elle était autrefois,
n'est pas ce qu'elle était dans ces anciens
citoyens de l'empire romain. Vous connais-
sez, honorables messieurs, cette épisode de la
vie domestique de ce citoyen, de ce cultiva-
teur, je pourrais dire de ce héros romain,
(lui, le lendemain d'une grande bataille, rem-
portée par une victoire signalée, fut trouvé
dans son champ, mangeant appuyé sur les
manchons de sa charrue.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 11.10 P.M.

The motion was agreed to.

COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND COMMERCE.

Hon. Messrs. Abbott (Sir John Caldwell), Allan,
Bellerose, Botsford, Bowell, Boyd, Chaffers,
Clemow, Cochrane, Desjardins, Dobson, Drum-
mond, Ferguson, Lewin, Lougheed, Masson,
McCallum, McLaren, MeMillan, MacIunes (Bur-
li"gto"'. Macpherson (Sir David Lewis), Miller,
Montpl;isir, Murphy, Price, Prowse, Reid (Cari-
bon), Robitaille, Sanford, Snith, Sullivan,
Thibaudeau, Vidal and Wark, a Committee on
Banking and Commerce for the present session, to
whom shall be referred all Bills on these subjects,
and that for the urpose of organization only,
thirteen members of the said Comnittee shall be a
quorui thereof.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL said: I was inforni-
ed by the Clerk that it was thought advis-
able last year, although there is nothing on
record to show it, to specify that, for the
purpose of organization pnly, thirteen mem-
bers of the Committee should be a quorum.
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lHon. Mr. SCOTT-It has been the custoni inond, Feruson, Howian, Kaulbach, Kirchhoffer,
in this House that each Committee shouid Landry, ougheel, McCaluin, MeClelan, Me-

regulate1 Dtonalduoum (C. B.), MacInes (Burlington), M,\cKay,regulate its own quorum.i M.Knsey, MeýNlillan, Macdonald (B. C.), -e
Innes (B. C.), 'Montgomnery, Miller, Murphy,

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-There must be a O'Ionohoe. Ogilvie, Perley, Power, Price, Robi-
lajority of the Committee present for the taille, Read (Quinté), Reid (Cariboo), Sanford,

OrgaiZ~t~n henafte th orgnizaion Scott, Sinith, Snowball, Sutherland, Tassé, andor'ganization ; then, after the organization,ViaaCnntelonRlwy Tegphad
the Comnmittee can decide what its ownViaaonmteonRlayTegphaithe ornnitte cn deidewhatitsownHarbours for the present session, fo whomn shall be
quorum should be. referred ail Bis on these snbjects, and that for

the purpose of organization only, thirteen menibers

Iton. Mr. DICKEY-It is entirely new, of the said Contnittee shah be a quorum thereof.
except as to the action taken by the House The motion was agreed to.
lat year. Up to 1892 no such qualification:
appeared upon the resolution. For the first 1 CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE.

tille in the history of this bouse it was done Hon. 'Messrs. Abbott (Sir John Caldwell), Allan,
ast year and made applicable to three of the Arnmand, Botsford, Bowell, Chaffers, ieBlois,
largest Committees, the Committee on Bank- 1ickey, Lobson, Drum ond, Flint, Howlan,

g-and, Commerce, the Committee on Rail-' McClelan, McDtnal (CD.B.), (.)Mclnnes (B.C.),
W McKay, MacMnes (BMrlngton), (.cMillan, Mac-

Canais a the o farlane Macpherson (Sir avid Lewis), Mier,'tandring Orders and Private Bils. As far O'Donohoe, Ogilvie, Pelletier, Perley, Poirier,
;1S 1 can recollect, and as far as the Debates 'Power, Prowse, Read (Quinté), Robitaille, Sanford,
show,) it was made without any expianation Scott, Sinith, Snowball, and Tassé, a Condittee
tthe Hos.Iiaiei a neddto to examine and report upon the Contingent

be abuse imgine intede arourtsofteene for the present session. salb

requalification of the general rule of thisnt o r

,,Ouse, which fixes the tajority of eaoh Com- The motion was agreed to.
'flittee as a quorum uness the Huse shah STANDIN(d ORERe ANl PRIVATE BILLS COM-

Tetherwise direct. We have always acted upon
that, and I imagine that in ail cases therehas CT E T TS M
ten that majority. The first meeting of the Hon. Messrs. Alinon, Angers, Arand, Belle-
COmittee is aenerally the most argely at- rose, Bernier, Bolduc, Botsford. Bouton, DeBlois,

lnded. For m y own part, I think the reso- Dever, Flint, Glasier, Gowan, Guévrenont,
igan C e tHohMlan, Kirchoffer. Landy, Lougheed, Masson,iUtaoIs as it stands is quite right, and t only McKnes (B.C.), MKay, McLaren, McMillan,

refer to it as being a change in the practice Macdonald (B.C.), Mavdonaid (P.E.I.), Mac-

(huch obtained for 24 years. The effect of fariane, Merner, Miller, Montgonmery, Montplaisir,
this: take for instance the Com ittee Murphy, O'lonohoe, Ogilvie, Pelletier, Poirier,

s c 'Power, Primrose, Prowse, Red (Quinté, Reesor,
showhich w have heen for a long time chair- Scott, Sullivan, Sntherland, and Tassé, a Commit-
tnanthe Committee on Railways--com- tee on tanding Orders and Private Bils, with

Posed of 43 or 45 membersA: it woucd require, power to exain e and inqoire intoal such inatters
for the puftose of organization, a majority of ath things as niay ise referred t) the said Commit-

tha but, afewrs h o- m report froin tinte to time their observationshos Cohinittee, t ajority ofe Com- T opinions thereon, and to sen for persons,
littee could ask the House for permission to papers ant records, anD that for the purIose of

reducee its quorum to any number that imight orgauization only, thirteen inemblers of the said
be thought aIvisabie. In most instances a Coinmittee shahla a quoru thereof.
reduction. hasheen made to a quorum of nine, The motion was agreed to.
and that has been found to be convenient
benause during the meeting of the Committe n MDIVORCE COMMITTEE.
tie of the members, f rom want of interest,

lealve and we shouidbe leftwithout a quorum. MOTION.
for the transaction of business.

The otin ws ageedto.Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved:ut otio was .rHdtanThat the Hon. Lnssrs. Gowan, Kalach,

Longheed, McKay, McKindseyMacdonald (B.C.),

'TIch RAILWAYS, TELEGRAPHS AND HARBOURS Ogilvie, Read (Quinté , amy 8nteryand, he

COMinITTEe. appointed a Conmittee o Divorce.

c11. hMessrs. Ahbott (Sir John Caldwell), Allan Se said:- have had a good any sug-
Af1ort ers oseiofso anization a itond tions inade to me with regard to the
thoi, r oc , Dkj yrs, costttio n f tunhitostie mthee Ie raous

.atl[1 Comieei, butraewrd te Com- ansoinuiono tho, n Ctsed fo perons,
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prefer leaving it altogether in the hands gentlemen should be appointed in their
of the House, from the fact that they must places.
have, from a long acquaintance with the
different members, a better knowledge of Hon. Mr. DJCKEY Jise to express
the requirements of the case. I understand my entire sympathy with the views expressed
that many questions arise in that Com- by my hon. friend fron Halifax. 1 think
mittee which render it advisable that there they are entitled to quite as great considera-
should be a physician among its members. tion as if they cane from a member of the
I shall be glad to accept any suggestion from buse who does fot entertain the conscien-
the House. tious scruples with regard to the subject of

divorce that be does. 1 vise because my
Hon. Mr. McKAY-I should like to have hon. friend bas referred to nyself as baving

my name onitted from the list. heen once connected with that Cbmmittee.
That is quite truc, and it is equally truc

Hon. Mr. POWER--Although I have not that 1 felt bound to retire frein the Con-
been on the Committee, I know that the mittee because it was inconsistent with the
opinion of its members is that the hon. gen- proper disebarge of mv duties as cbairman
tleman fron Truro was one of the best and of one of the bardest working conîittees of
most attentive of the members. I think it the muse and for other reasons. It is
would be a mistake to drop bis nare fro H quite true a.so that the Divorce Comnittee
the list. 1 quite agree witb the leader 6f is eminently a judicial tribunal, pereormi
the bouse in thinking that the constitution judicial functions in hearing evidence, decid-
of this Cominittee may be nmodified witb ing upon it and reporting their decision t
advantage. 1 have net a worl te say against the bouse for final adjudication. snder
any hon, gentleman wbose naine is included these circuhstances, f taink even those wh
in the list ; but every one knows that the feel those conscientious scruples to oieh
(tuties of the Divorce Committee are of a have already adverted, witl admit that if
very important nature and that it readly this is not t be a dere farce and shan, it is
constitutes and was intended to constitute a (huite necessary that l the yifferent ele-
cou rt, and that the proceedings are supposed ments sbould be represented for the purpose
tb be conducted in acccrdance witw the of arriving at a proper decision in settling
practice of the courts of law. It is desirable, cases of that kind, and it is certainly neces-
therefore, that it should be as strong profes- sary that the judicial elenent sould he
sionally as possible. Last year the bon. strongly represented. As the iatter has
gentlenai from Arnberst, who pad for a now taen a position before the huse
goreat many years been chairman of that whic cals fohr putting on or off-beeause
Committee and had always ben one of its as my Hon. friend bas truly said the nuin-
wnost valuable inembers, felt imself obliged ber of the Committee is irited teo ine-the
to retire. Since last session we bave been only question to decide is wbat members
fortunate enough to have added t i our nu i- would best represent the use in that

ehs a gentleman of the legal profession ing preiminary function and artive at the best
the vigour of youth-te Hon. Mr. Kirc- decision for guiding the bouse in dealing
hoffer. The suggestion migt as well corne with these questions. J hope it will only be
f rom a einer not interested in the Com- necessary to consider who those stould be tI
mittee as frot another, that the bon. gen- take the places of any gentlemen who are
gleman shauld be added to the Committee. anxius t retire.
p also approve of the suggestion made by
the leader of the buse, that there should Hon.Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)- would
be a physician on the Com ittee. Eiter suggest that Dr. Mcon.es should be placed

y hon. friend front Britisq Columbia on the Committee instead of myself. He is
(Mr. Mclnnes) or the bon. gentleman a physician and bas beeri on the Divorce
froin Welland (Mr. Ferguson) should Committee before. The present system, in
be on the Committee. By our rule the y opinion, at unsatisfactory. Here are a
iumber of the Crnmittee is limited to iumber of gentlemen sitting in a quasi-juii-
nne, and therefore it sould be necessary cial positin to take evidence and report it

that one or two of those wo are nows on the to the ruse. Their report goes to what
ist should drop out and that professional now may cal a jury of this bouse. Now,
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the Senate does not always listen with the point. I should be sorry to see the hon.
attention that it should to the details of these member from British Columbia leave the
cases, and T think every one will agree with Committee, he has been one of its most at-
'ne that cases have often been carried in this tentive members, and although not a mem-
flouse by haphazard. There has been agreat ber of either of the professions referred to, he
deal of lobbying, and members have been has a judicial mind, and generally concurs
carried away, perhaps, more by their sym- in the view of the majority. Unfortunately
Pathies than by the merits of the case. If for myself, I am frequently with the min-
the Government can see its way to establish ority.
a divorce court, that is the proper way to
dispose of such cases. This session already Hon. Mr. SUTHERLAND-I have been
there are eight cases in sight, and there may a member of that Committee and as I do
be three more, and itis throwing more work not claim to possess any judicial experience,
on a Committee of this House than can I should be most happy to give way to some
Properly be attended to in addition to the one better qualified for the position than
Work of the other Cominittees. It often takes myself.
days, and sometimes weeks, to carry a case
through the Committee. After that it has Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I an very
to corne before this House, and if the Bill sorry indeed that my colleague wishes to
succeeds here it goes to the other House to retire froin the Divorce Committee. I was
be dealt with by 200 members who are still a member of that Committee for a number
further removed from the impression created of years, and I can say eonscientiously that
by hearing the evidence. The decision is a better member than iny hon. friend (Mr.
Ofteun arrived at by chance or accident. We Macdonald) could not be found, and J regret
know that a great nany of the members of to learn that he desires to retire. I may also
hoth Houses are entirelyopposed to divorce, say I have no desire to become a member of
and probably if they were in the majority that Committee again, because it is one of
they would grant nothing more than is recog- the most responsible Committees of the
nIized in the province of Quebec-a separa-, House, and makes larger demands on the
tion1. I think the question ought to be 1 time of its members, probably more than all
remioved entirely f rom this House. The the other Committees combined. However,
present system is most unsatisfactory. I have never shirked a duty that deyolved

upon me as a member of this House, and
lion. -Mr. KAULBACH--I am not at will not in the future, and if the House so

present prepared to express an opinion on desires I shall consent to become a member
the issue raised by ny hon. friend. I think of that Committee on one condition--that
it is rather premature, and that ,this is not is that the Hon. Dr. Ferguson, who has just
the best tine to discuss it. We are now become'a member of the Senate, shall also
S1mply dealing with the personnel of the be added to the Committee. On one or two
Co1)Imittee. I agree with those who say occasions while 1 was a member of that
that the Committee can be improved-I will Conmittee mnedical questions arose, and the
not Say the judicial part of it. It nay not whole burden of dealing with one or two

e quite appropriate for nie to speak of the cases was placed on my shoulders. Of course,
professional part of the Committee, but I I had the valuable assistance of Senators

agree with the opinion expressed, that there belonging to the imedical profession who
should be a medical man among the number. were not members of the Committee, but I
1 know we have often felt the need of the would have preferred to have one or two
advice and assistance of a medical man, and other medical men with me on the Com-

have had, myself, to apply for information mittee. The medical training and long Par-
Th Physicians outside of the Committee. lianentary experience of the hon. member

Ierefore, think that an improvement can from Welland highly qualify him to be a
effected in that direction. The Commit- very valuable member of the Divorce Com-

tee should be stronger in both professions nittee.
.han it is now. Beyond that, I have noth-
"'g to Say about the personnel of the Coni- Hon. Mr. KAULBACH- I shall not sug-
ý1ittee. I have peculiar views on the sub- gest who should retire from the Conmittee,Ject, but I shall say nothing further on that but as the hon. Senator f rom Brandon is a
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member of the legal profession and his name Hon. Mr. ALMON- I should be sorry to
has been suggested, it would necessitate the see Judge Gowan dropped from the list. He
retirement of three of the old members. was the author of the present system, and it

would be worse than divorcing a wife f rom

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I am
glad that »ny hon. friend consents to my
name being dropped from the Comnittee.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN -- I have been for some
four years a member of that Committee, and
I can say that upon no occasion was there
any remissness on the part of any of its
members in the performanceof amost unpleas-
ant and most painful duty. I should be
sorry to see any of the gentlemen who com-
pose the Committee removed, as it were, but
I can understand that if representations
have been niade to the leader of this House
lie would very naturally desire to act upon
the advice of the Senate rather than upon
his own motion. I am not one of those
who spoke to him on the subject, nor did he
speak to me, but I think it would be a very
invidious thing to remove any one from the
Cominittee, which is limited to nine mem-
bers, unless there was some cause for removal,
or unless a member himself desired to be re-
moved f rom the discharge of the veryunpleas-
ant duties of that Committee. It must be
very obvious to every one that there ought
to be a certain number of professional men
on that Committee, not merely because it is
a fact-finding body, but because there are
preliminary proceedings, questions with re-
gard to service, procedure, etc., of a purely
technical character that professional men
are best qualified to form an opinion upon.
As a mere fact-finding body, I think that
laymen, as a rule, are quite as competent to
draw correct conclusions on the facts, as a
doctor or a lawyer could possibly be. To
enable the House to act with freedom in
the matter, and to give them a larger
margin, I would myself say that I have no
desire whatever to remain on the Commit-
tee, and if the House will appoint another,
I shall be very glad to withdraw from the
discharge of a duty which I have always
looked upon as a very painful one. If the
House desires to have a larger hand, with-
out any feeling of delicacy in reorganizing, I
should be glad to retire.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I would suggest to
the Premier to take a vote on all the nanes
of the coinmittee men.

a husband, to permit him to retire from the
Conmmittee-it would be like separating a
child from its parent.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-As it has been sug-
gested that there should be at least two
changes, it would be better to take the
naines, and then the Committee could be
framed from them afterwards.

Hon. Mr. DEVER--There are three of
the members willing to resign, and if they
retire I should like to see two inedical men
on the Committee. I have always taken a
great interest in the proceedings of the
Divorce Committee. I remember one in-
stance in which legal gentlemen alone could
not have decided the case. It was only
when three medical men were called upon
to advise thein that they were able to do
justice in the case. I would therefore pro-
pose that Dr. McInnes be added to the Com-
mittee.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-As a niember
of that Committee for a number of years I
must say I think their judgment must have
been in accordance with the evidence given,
because their decisions had to be endorsed
not only in this House but in the House of
Commons. The proceedings of the Com-
inittee have always indicated the greatest
regard for justice, and I have never seen an
instance of partiality. While speaking on,
the subject I do nQt think that members
should be appointed to that Committee who,
on principle, have any objection to divorce,
as I know the hon. member for Welland has.
The members of the Conmittee should be
unbiassed in their judgment. We must
remember that there is a solid phalanx who
vote, not on the inerits, but vote conscien-
tiously against divorce irrespective of what
the merits are; and having that in view, it
is quite evident to niy mind that the Con-
mittee must be composed of men Who are
unbiassed. Otherwise no case could be fairly
decided with that solid phalanx coming up
and, no matter what the evidence may be,
religiously voting---not refraining f rom voting
but religiously voting against it in both
Houses. I think only such members of this
House should be appointed to that Coin-
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Mittee as are not prepared to say "I am bility which may surround the position in
against divorce under any circumstances." which I am placed and I ani willing to respect
lhey should be ready to do justice to all the wish of the Senate.
parties whose misfortunes nay oblige them

tOIne before the Committee. I would be Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY--As a member
very glad to be relieved from serving on the of the Committee, I have no disposition to
Comuittee. I have acted upon it for many press my claim to remain one of its mem-
Years. I know there was a little trouble on bers. I am like the other members who
that Committee and ny hon. friend from have sought an opportunity of withdrawing
Amaherst did not have everything just his from that Committee. It would appear

nWtI way, and of course he left it. But there now that nearly every gentleman on this
W«as no farce about the decisions of the Coin Committee has expressed his desire to be
ifittee ; it was solid sound judgient. relieved. I would suggest, therefore, that

these names be left entirely out of the ques-
Ion. Mr. FERGUSON-I desire to say tion, and that a committee be appointed

that I have strong opinions on the subject of singly, one by one, of any members of the
divorce. I believe that the marriage con- House who may be named. That would pre-
tract is ore that everv one ought to be com- vent any one being offended if he happened to
Pelled to keep, as they are compelled to be left off. For my part, I shall not be offended
respect any contract under the civil law. if J am dropped. I have no desire to be on
holding tiese opinions I may say that I the Committee at all. I quite agree with
have no desire-on the contrary, I have an! the hon. member from Amherst who statedobjectio -jto go on theCommittee. However, that a certain number of the legal frater-
whateverthislhinourablelHouse feelsdisposed nity should be upon that Committee, and I
to d0,I think I have sufficient sense to judge quite agree with Judge Gowan, who says he
th every case on its merits and according to is willing to leave the matter with the
the evidence given. I have strong opinions, House. I am strongly of opinion that it
and always have had in the lower House on should be a mixed Committee. There are
the subject of divorce cases. I daresay that laymen who can decide on matters of fact

voe against nearly all the Bills that came with as great a degree of certainty, pro-
Us, because I had not the privilege of read- bably, as legal men. We have had a great

n11g the evidence. It was generally volu- deal of conversation about it, and it seeins1YnmlOus and it came to us there with only a that alnost every gentleman on this Com-
et hours' notice, but as I said before, I have mittee is quite willing to retire, and I think

tery strong opinion upon the marriage con- that should be considered ; and the House
tract, which I think is almost a sacred con- might niame each individual to go upon thetract,if not entirely sacred, andshouldbekept, Committee. This discussion has taken
.I8t the sane as a contract made under the place because of the necessity of having a
cil law f rom which no man has a right to medical man upon that Committee: I think
cofle to Parliament to ask to3 be relieved. all who have spoken have expressed a desire
AYdI believe, judging from the places I have to retire fron the Committee, and we might
lited in the United States, more particu- take them at their word and appoint a new

ly in the state of Illinois, that the easier Coinmittee. If that course is adopted, I have
You Inake the relief f rom this contract the great pleasure in moving that Judge Gowan
tle applications you will have for divorce ; be a member of this Committee.
Aefore I have strong opinions onthe matter. The motion was agreed to.Sthe sane time, I am willing, as a member
tf this flouse, if the House so desires, to obey Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) moved thatthecomand of thishonourable Housethough Mr. McKindsey be a member of the Com-

Ihall do so reluctantly ; and I do not think mittee.
a O o prejudiced that I would be unable The motion was agreed to.
f ecide according to the evidence. While,

hwOuld be very mnuch obliged to the House Hon. Mr. McCLELAN moved that Mr.ithey would relieve me from the responsi- McKay be a member of the Committee.
bilty of going on that Committee, as a young

bevemer I have always felt it my duty in Hon. Mr. McKAY -It looks to me as
eery sphere of life to assume that responsi- though, out of compliment to the members
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of this Committee, they are all going to be THE CANADJAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
reappointed, which I do not think is COMPANYS STOCK.
proper. Perhaps we might resort to some
of the original men on this Committee, and MOTION.

I would therefore move that Hon. Mr. Hon. Mr. BOULTON noved:
Dickey be a member of this Committee in That he will ask the (hvernment to cause to be
place of myself. laid before this House, a copy of ail Orders in Coun-

cil authorizing an increase in the capital stock of
Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-I may say I the Canadian Pacifie Raiiway Company, since the

have served on this Committee, and on my passage of the Act of 1892, auhorizing the company
application to the late leader of this House, to increase its capital stock suject to the approvai
Mr. Abbott, he kindly consented to appoint
a gentleman v hom I recommended, and I Hon. Mr. BOWELL-J may inform the
have since been informed that that gentle- hon. gentleman, unless he (esires to make a
man has been a very conscientiousand pains- speech on this motion, that no application
taking member, and it is wholly on that has been made on the part of the Canadian
ground that I hope he will continue to Pacific Iailwayforan Order in Council under
serve. the Act towhichhe refers,and therefore

The motion was agreed to. there will be no papers to bring (own; so
unless he desires to address the Huse, he

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) moved that inight al]ow the matter to drop.
Mr. Ferguson be a member of the Coin- The motion vas aliowed to stand.
mittee.

STHE CANADIAN PCIRAW
ie moon was agree o.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved that Mr.
Kirchhoffer be a member of the Commîittee.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY moved that Mr.
Lougheed be a member of the Committee.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. DEVER moved that Dr.
McInnes be a member of this Committee.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) moved
that Mr. Kaulbach be a nemnber of the Com-
mittee.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved that Mr. Read
of Quinté be a member of the Committee.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)---I will do my
duty if the House desires me on the Com-
mittee, but J think I have served long enough.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL--That is nine mem-
bers. The Committee will therefore consist
of the following gentlemen :-The Hon.
Messrs. Gowan, McKindsey, McKay, Kirch-
hoffer, Lougheed, McInnes (B.C.), Ferguson,
Kaulbach and Read (Quinté).

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER moved

That an humble Address be presented to His'
Excellency the Governor-(General; prayingthat His
Excellency will be pleased to cause to be laid before
this House:

1. A copy of the deliberations, resolutions and
ordinances of the former Councilof Assiniboia, rela-
ing tg educational niatters within its jurisdiction as
it existed on the banks of the Red River before the
creation of the province of Manitoba.

2. A statement of the anounts paid by the said
Council of Assiniboia for the maintenance of schools,
showing the persons to whom such payments were
made, the schools for which such anmounts were paid,
and the religions denonination to which such
sehools belonged.

3. A statement of the amounts paid by the Hud-
son's Bay Conpany, or by its agents, to the schools
then existing in the territories forming to-day the
province of Manitoba.

4. A copy of all memoranda and instructions
serving as basis for the negotiations as a result of
which Manitoba became one.of the provinces of the
Confederation ; together with a copy of the minutes
of the deliberations of the persons charged, on both
parts, to settle the conditions of the creation of the
province of Manitoba and of its entrance into the
Confederation ; and also, a copy of all memoranda,
returns and Orders in Council, establishing such
conditions of entrance, or serving as a basis for the
preparation of " The Manitoba Act."

5. A copy of the despatches and instructiolis
from the Imperial Government to the Governmen t

of Canada on the subject of the entrance of the pro-
vince of Manitoba into the Confederation, comn-
prising therein the recommendations of the Impe-
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al (overnment concerning the rights and privi- ten days, or even twelve, would not at all
eges of the population of the Territories, and the impede the business of the country, unlessguarantees of protection to be accorded to the t

l uired rights, to the property, to the c i the Committee on Divorce, which evidently
d to the institutions of that population by the had a good deal to do, would like to have a

<)overnment of Canada, in the settlement of the shorter adjournment in order to get to work.1 ficulties which narked that period of the history
of the Canadian West. Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I give notice

6 y of the Acts passed by the Legisiature t will move that when this House
SManioa relating to education in that province, that

and especially of the first act passed on this subject adjourns on Tuesdaynext, it stand adjourned
after the entrance of the said province of Manitoba tilt three weeks from Monday.
'lito the Confederation, and of the laws existing
UPOU the saine subject in the sai(l province immne- BILLS IN THE SENATE.
rltely before the passing of the Acts of 1890,
"lating to the Public Schools and relating to the

epartnent of Education. INQUIRY.

.- A copy of the Acts passed by the said Legis-
ature of Manitoba in 1890, on the subject of edu- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Is it

ion and the organization of the Department of the intention of the Government to bring

8. A copy of ail regulations with respect to down Bills to this House to give us work to
b spassed by the Governmnent of Manitoba or go on with? They have sent Bis down
. Y the Advisory Board in virtue of the laws passed f rom time to tine.
" 1890 by the Legislature of Manitoba, relating to

ubhe Schools and the Department of Education. Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I think there may
ÀA copy of all correspondence, petitions, imemo- be a few ; in fact I have already spoken toeda, resolutions, briefs, factums, judginents (as the Premier upon the subject, and as many
of first instance as in all stages of appeal),elatingto the school laws of the said province of as he can possibly give us will be laid before

anitoba, since the lst June, 1890, or to the clains us.
Catholics on this subject ; and also, a copy of ail

lPorts to the Privy Council and of all Orders in The Senate adjourned at 430
ouncil relating to the saine subject since the sainedate.

Ion. Mr. BOWELL-There is no objec-
ti0 to the address. THE SENATE.

The Motion was agreed to. Ott*a, Monday, February Uth, 189.

A PROPOSED ADJOUJRNMENT. ,THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o clock.

ion. Mr. BOWELL called the attention Prayers and routine proceedings.
be the House to certain requests which had

e made for an adjournment. Without; HEWARD DIVORCE BILL.
epressing an opinion as to the propriety or FIRST READING.

propriety of adjourning, he thought there
ould be no objection on the part of the Hon. Mr. GOWAN, from the Select

Governmnent to an adjournment at this Comnittee on Divorce, to whom was referred
Period of the session, for the reason that the applicationof EdmundHolyoakeHeward,

ere was no work at present before the for relief, presented their first report and
etnate, and no likelihood of there being any moved its adoption. He said : In this case
or some days. The length of the adjourn- we found the papers ail regular; the publi-

W4 would be for the House to consider. cation duly made, the service not personal,Fould be some days before any bills were but the terms of the rule had been complied
"ciently advanced in the lower House to with. The papers had been served on the

elable them to come up before the Senate. father of the respondent. She was at the
at was more likely to be the case, because time supposed to be living in Chicago. He
the new procedure adopted in the Com- promised to give them to his daughter.

I*ons for the last two or three years, of going Afterwards, another copy was served upon
"lto CoImittee of Supply immediately after the mother of the defendant, who declined tothe adoption of the Address. Under the say where her daughter was residing. Everveircuinstances, an adjournment for a week or effort was made to comply with the ruie,
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and as a substitutional service was made, I THE EXPERIMENTAL FARM.
think such service should be accepted as MOTION.
sufficient.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved:
The motion was agreed to. That an humble address be presented to His

Fxcellency the Governor-General, praying that His
Hon. Mr. CLEMOW presented Bill (A) Excellency w ill please to cause to be laid before

"An Act for the relief of Edmund Holyoake 1 this House, a list giving the naines of all persons

Heward." employed at the Experimental Farni at Ottawa,
with the age, nationality, religion, salary, occupa-
tion, title, and date of appointment of each such

The Bill was read the first time. person.

The motion was agreed to.
THE HEBDEN DIVORCE BILL.

THE CENSUS OF 1891.
FIRST READING.MTIN

1 MOTION.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN, froi the Select Hon. Mr. TASSÉ moved:
Conmittee on Divorce to whon was referred That an humble address be presented to His
the application of Robert Young Hebden Excellency the Governor-General, praying that Ris
for relief, presented their second report and Excellency will cause to be laid before this House,
moved its adoption. He said : In this case, as information, accompanied with full explanatory

in the last, all the papers were regular, the reiarks, from the otheer im charge of the direction

,made ii the local and superintendence of the last Canadian Census
publication was duly m of 1891, on the following points :
papers and in the Canada Gazette. The 1. 'as the enumeration of the French element
service was not personal as the residence of of the population, in the taking of the Census of
the respondent is not known. However, the 1891, intended and carried on to convey the saine

parties, acting under the rule, made the best information as was furnished by the previous Ceni-

service they could. Every effort was mnade sus of 1851 and 1861, of the former province of
Canada, and of the Canadian Census of 1871 and

to comply with the rules and to bring the 1881 ?
application to the notice of the respondent. 2. What was the neaning intended and the in-

terpretation given, in the taking of the Census of
The motion was agreed to. 1891, to the words F-ench Caniadian and Canadian

French as heading of one of the columns of Census
Schedule No. 1 ?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW presented Bill (B) .3. What is the precise ineaning sud what is to
An Act for the relief of Robert Young be understood by the various ors made use of in

Hebden." the Census.Bulletin No. 1l, signed George Johnsoil,statistician, nainely, the words NVafioeialifieg,,
Yalionaiféx, French -speakiiig, English-speakinig,

The Bill was read the first time. Canadiens-Anglais, as part of the new nomeicla-
ture adopted ?

THE BALLANTYNE DIVORCE BILL. Frere there peoule of French natîonality, real
Frnlnen, excluded f rom the regzistration of the

FIRST READING. French element of the population on account of
being born outside of Canada, andI were there

Hon Mr. GOWAN, from the Select French people included among the English-speak-iîîg o1 a ccount of bei ng able to speak the English
Committee on Divorce, to whom was refer- language? Is there any connection between sncb
red the application of Martha Ballantyne for cases and the nomenclature of Bulletin No. 11,
relief, presented their third report and and if not, why is it that the simple word French,

nîovd it adptio. 11 sad Jnthiscas forînerly nsed as meaning the French element, WaSmoved its adoption. He said : In this casevariosly replaced by the words
all the papers were regular, and notice French-speaking, French Canadians, and so forth
was served upon the respondent personally. 5. What were, in addition to the pointed in-

structions, the practical explanations and direc-

The motion was agreed to. tions givei to the officers, commissioners aud en"-
merators, as regards the registration of the Frenchl
elenient of the population, or persons of Frenich

Hon Mr. CLEMOW presented Bill (C) origin or nationality?
An Act for the relief of Martha Ballan- 6. Vas the actual enumeration of the French, il'

tyne. »1891 uniformly carried on thrpughout, in the
tyne." varions census districts, sub-districts anid divisiol-

7t Are there reasons to apprehend, fro Jhirect
The Bill was read the first tine. investigation, personal knowledge, o statistiCl
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criticismn, that the figures given as representing the this motion has this important point in
flurniber of French people, are notably deficient in view-that the French Canadians have notsomfe or many returus of the enumeration of 1891 ?r

8. Were the returns delivered by the enuinera- progressed of late in the sae proportion as
tors examined by the coinnissioners, the officers, they have in the past. I think some misun-
aud at the central office under the supervision, the derstanding may have occurred as to the way
tepon>sibility of the superintendent, in view to test they should have been registered. Now, re-their accuracy and to correct apparent errors ?

• Was it noticed by soine of the officers or the ferring specially to New Brunswick, 1 have
sulperintendent. that very serious discrepancies no doubt that a number of people of French
exs3ted in the return of the French between the descent may have been entered there under
eenisus of 1891, and the statistical series of previous another nationality, and ny reason for so
censuses, and was thereby trouble taken to investi-
gate the serious question raised by the vqry striking statmg 15 this, from the closest study that 1
*ant of concordance ? could make of the history of the Acadians

10. Is there any rational explanation of the of that province, under the French regime, I
,eturns of 1891, by which the French appear to find that the people of Acadia never would
ehave met abnormous losses in their nuinber, espe- acknowled ge themselves as Canadians. Thely inr Nova Slotia, Ontario and the Territories were a separate people; they called the-

1. Are there local or accidental. causes capable
Of explaining the vast differences in the multipli- selves Acadians under the French, and to-
ýftion of the French which would have taken place, day they call themselves French-Acadians;
Ithe figures of the Census of 1891 were correct,

tween~~~~~~~~~ PicEdadsanewBusckbt they would siot register as Freuch-Cana-wtAeeni Prmece Edward Island, New Brunswick M
and Nova Scotia, for instance'! dians, and I could not blane them upon this

12. Was there, at any time, steps taken to ascer- point. They have a history of their own ;
rain the cause and extent of such extraordinary they have a glory of their own, and they
returns ; if not, what was the cause of that omis- have a martyrdom of their own. They

; if so, what were the proceedings adopted, would not renounce that for fear of losing
d what the results?
ta3. Has the Superintenident of the Censusof 1891, the name of Acadian. This is one of the

taken notice of the verv determined objection to reasons why they did not perhaps acknow-
acept the extraordinary figures of 1891, as repre- led the name.of Canadian. It is very dif-
S8ftIng the actual nuniber of the French in Canada,
8nd bas any serions investigation of this important ferent with us in the province of Quebec,
4uestion been undertaken by him ; if so, what are since we have been fortunate enough to
the conclusions arrived at including the statistical extend our own name over the whole
Cliticisi involved. Dominion, which is called Canada, and it has

Hon Mr. ANGERS-The Government not been the lot of the Acadians to have the
hno opposition to offer to the motion. I Dominion called Acadia.
think it is a very proper motion and one
Which may throw considerable new light on Hon. Mr. TASSÉ-I would .like to ask
the census. It will furnish an opportunity the hon. gentleman how they have been
tO the officers who have been in charge of registered-as Canadians?

t inportant work to show the public the
es upon which they have acted. It has Hon. Mr. ANGERS-In answer to the
a stated already, perhaps, in this House, hon. memher's address, I hope the depart-

OthOugh not during this session, that the ment will be in a position to state how they
ýes of the present census are not the same have been registered. Perhaps they have
a8 of the census of 1881. One reason for registered theinselves under a nationality

is is, that in 1881 we were not so particular which was not really their own. The re-
'bout leaving out the absentees. A man turn, I presume, will show that. . Now, I

itkght have been absent from Canada for will give another instance of inaccuracy
o, three or four years, and still he would which may have occurred: I do not admit
reorded as a Canadian. It has now been that any of these inaccuracies existed, but

ed to a much shorter absence. Some is is my duty to point out how inaccuracies
8 er inaccuracies may have occurred in might occur. A Frenchman married an Irish

81, owing to the fact that a man might be woman,or a Scotchwoman ; the persontaking
8e1stered in his family and might also be the census comes to the house and inquires81stered at the very place he happened to from the woman what her nationality is ; she

When the census was going on. It may says she is Scotch or Irish, as the case may
iiave ccurred-and did occur in some in- be, and that she has got five children ; she

nte-that the same person was registered cannot understand that her children are not
ce. It has also been pointed out-and Scotch or Irish and she would register thein
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immediately as seven young Irishmen or sus enumerators and these instructions have
Scotchmen, though the father, a Frenchman, not been laid before thislHouse. Can the
should under the law determine the national- hon. gentleman inform nie when they will be
ity. It is agreat pity that he was not at home brought down?
to inake the law quite clear to his wife. Such
inaccuracies may have occurred ; and I, for Hon. Mr. ANGERS--I shall take a note
one, as a French-Canadian, suffer a disap- of it and make an inquiry. J will have it
pointment in exanining the census, as we all brought down as soon as possible.
do ; however, I repeat, after pointing out at
first sight what might be accepted as a con-
soling explanation for the disappointment Hon. Mr. SCOTT-To make the return
we have suffered, the return will be brought more intelligible and satisfactory, I presume

down and I hope will satisfy the House and the hon. gentleman will have no objection to

the people of Canada in general. It is the accompany it with a copy of the instructions

intention of the Government to have some given in 1881.

note or remark made in the preface of the
census to prevent any misunderstandings or Hon. Mr. ANGERS It is not asked
to prevent calculations being based on such for.
statements that might be inaccurate and
prejuidcial to any class of Canadians in the Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The other would be
Dominion. valueless without it. If there is a differ-

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Would it not
be well to frame this motion so that it
would apply to other nationalities as well as
the French?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS -It night.

Hon. Mr. KAILBACH-I know that
the basis of the census in many provinces is
not the same as it was in the previous cen-
sus. Many were left off the last census who
had previously been on the list. I would
suggest that this shoulç not be confined to
French, but should apply to other nationali-
ties.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Perhaps it would
be as well not to mix the two questions. If
the hon. member from Lunenburg wishes to
have information on another point, he might
niove a motion to that effect. I should like
to have the return brought down to answer
as fully as possible the motion of my hon.
friend on the other side.

Hon. Mr. TASSÉ--If I am to accept the
explanation of the hon. Minister of Agri-
culture, a great many of the husbands must
have been absent wlen this census was
taken. At the same time, I nust say that
last year, at the very laut day of the session,
I asked for some information in connection
with the instructions that had been given by
the Department of Agriculture to the cen-

ence between the two years, I think it is
only fair that the House should understand
it.

Hon. MIr. ANGERS -The motion of my
hon. friend will have to be amended to cover
it.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Is there any objection
to anending it?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I have no objec-
tion ; I do not know whether the mover is
content.

Hon. Mr. TASSÉ-I have no objection.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I propose that the in-
structions given to the census enumerators
in 1881, should also be returned at the saine
time.

Hon. Mr. TASSÉ-May I know froin the
hon. gentleman when I can expect to have
the information asked for in my motion?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I could not fix the
date now. It is very hard to state when the
papers will be brought down, but I hope the
House will rely upon my word when J say
that they will be brought down as soon as
possible.

The motion as amended was agreed to.,
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY had been obtained from the Government of
COMPANY'S CAPITAL STOCK. Canada in regard to the issue of this stock.

i The hon. leader of the House told me on
MOTION. Friday .last that no application had been

lon. Mr. BOULTON moved- made by the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany and that therefore, presumably, the

That lie will ask the Goverunent to cause to be necessity for the question did not exist anylid before this House, a copy of all Orders in Coun- o ecil authorizimg an iicrease in the capital stock of onger. Well, hon. gentlemen, 1 feel that
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, since the the publie interests at stake in regard to this
Passage of the Act of 1892, authorizing the conpany matter are so great that I could not avoid
to increase its capital stock, subject to the approval explaining the reasons why I put the
of the (overment. motion upon the paper, why I had given
le said :-Hon. gentlemen, I have asked al vent, as some people might say, to my poetic
question in regard to the increase of stock imagination as I did last Wednesday, in
Inl the Canadian Pacific Railway. The reason the debate on the Address. I live, as
I have for asking this question is on accourit you al) know, 1,600 miles from here in
of the Act that was passed in 1892, relative the province of Manitoba, and I live in
to an increase of stock in the Canadian the interior of the country among the
Pacific Railway. Hon. gentlemen will recol- farmers. We have been a little unfortunate
lect the Act that came before this House, this year. with a short crop and low prices,
a short Act which provided for an issue of and all the winter the price for our oats bas
ordinary stock in lieu of consolidated deben- ruled 13 cents a bushel; although it has not
ture Stock. A further issue of capital stock always been quite as bad as that The price
anld an issue of consolidated debenture stock. of our wheat varies f rom 25 to 50 cents a
When that Act appeared in committee last bushels, and we have to pay for coal oil 45
Year, which was the first time I had cogniz- cents a gallon. The reason that our oats
ance of it, I took objection to the Act, and only bring 13 cents a bushel is because the

thought unusual powers were being rates on the Canadian Pacific Railway absorb
conferred upon such a powerful com- a very large portionof the merchantable value
Pany as the Canadian Pacific Railway Com- of it in the rates. Oats is a good crop with us
Panry, that would permit them, without any generally, and if plump and heavy, will find
limitation, to increase their capital stock. I a market in England, but if light will have
Was told in defence of that that it was sub- to be sold in Montreal for about 33 cents. A
Ject to the approval of the Canadian Gov- buyer informed me that the rate on oats to
ernment, and that therefore all the safeguards Mor4real is 20 cents a bushel, and on account
that were necessary were erected. The com- of dry weather our crop was light in yield and
lillttee were satisfied with that, and I was weight. The reason that our coal ou is s0
satisfied also. I see now, however, that the dear, as 1 explained to hon. gentlemen last
authority to issue consolidated debenture week, is because the duty put upon coal ou,
stock without the authority of the Govern- and the ratescharged by the Canadian Pacific

'fent, would enable them first to issue con- Railway to convey that coal oi to us are s0solidated, then exchange for ordinary stock, great, that when it arrives in our neighbour-
then bond the new lines relieved from the hood it coss us 45 cents a gallon. Hon.

ed charge of consolidated stock, and then gentlemen will understand that if you only
increase the capital demanding dividends. receive 13 cents a bushel for your oats, which

Th.is leads, hon. gentlemen, to one of two is your staple, or 25 to 50 cents for wheat,
,angs Either the people must bear the whih is your staple, and have to pay 45

tes or the credit of the country suffers by cents a gallon for coal oil, and have to pay
afailure to pay dividends. Immediately for everything else in proportion, it must

-fer the passage of this Act there was an bring hardship. if that hardship is unissue of stock of the Canadian Pacific Rail- avoidable wecan bear it, but if it is fot un-
7'aY Company, and it was with the know- avoidable we want to see our way out. I

ledge of that increase of stock, immediately will acknowledge that coal ou is a difficult
after the passage of this Act, that caused me thing to convev, and the rates, of course, are

put my notice upon the motion paper, to more on coal oil than on sugar or nails; but
. 1uire what amount of stock had been the inequality between the value of our labour'sued, anb whether the necessary authority in the sale of ots and wheat, and the value
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of our purchasing power in the matter of and corporations as required by the Govern-
coal oil, &c., and the dividends that the ment, who hand them in turn to the public
Canadian Pacifie Railway is earning out of through these channels, and by the Statistical
the industry of the country is of such a char- Year Book of Canada, page 457, 1 see in 1890,
acter that it cannot be said there is an equit- 'that there was 5,085 miles of railway of the
able distribution of the profits of labour; for Canadian Pacific Railway Company in oper-
that reason, hon. gentlemen, I watched care- ation, and that the capital paid up was
fully the purpose of the Act of last year and $255,854,948. A little lower down I see
became seriously alarmed at the increase of that the New Brunswick system, vhich is
capital stock of the Canadian Pacific Rail- part of the Canadian Pacific Railway systeni
way. Since the hon. leader of the House -although 1 helieve only a leased part of it
told me that no application was made to the a m
Government, I had the opportunity of asking $15,424,496 on this system. Then 1 see a
one of the leading officials of the Canadian year later, in 1891, a foot note and asterisk
Pacifie Railway with regard to the issue of vhere the New Brunswick systeni was en-
stock, and he told me that the debenture tere( the year previcus, the foot note saying
stock is a first charge, a fixed charge upon "included in Canadian Pacifie system."
the road, differing in that way from the ordi- Therefore, that bas increased the mileage of
nary stock ; but this Act that was passed last the Canadian Pacifie Iailway systeni f rom
year gave power to the Canadian Pagific Rail- 5,085 miles in 1890, to 5,53î miles in 1891
way to exchange its ordinary stock for de- but the capital returned as capital paid up has
benture stock--to change backwards and increased from $255,000,000 in round num-
forwards. Well, apparently the Act does bers to $979,000,000 in round numbers. or
not prevent the Canadian Pacific Railway in other words, when the New Brunswick
increasing its debenture stock while it con- system was by itself, the capital paid up was
trois its issue of orditnary stock so far as the returnedas $15,000,000 when it is absorbed
approval of the Dominion Goverpment is in the Canadian Pacific Railway systern it
necessary to allow it to do so. 1 think mny- 1becoînes $24,000,000.
self that the sabie thing ougbt to have been
done with regard to debenture stock as has i Hon. Mr. SCOTT-i beg the hon. gentle-
been done with the ordinary stock; and that yan's pardon for interrupting, but a think
the control of the Government shouldt have the figures are very misleading indeed. That
been exercised in both cases. could not possibly be paid-up capital. I have

Hon. Mr. BOWELL -For fear there
might be a misapprehension, I may repeat
what I stated-that no application had been
made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway direc-
tors for an increase of their stock. I gave
no opinion as to what they had done in
reference to the change of one stock to
another.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am quite aware
of that. It is in consequence of your saying
that there was no application made that I
am now endeavouring to see whether I was in-
correct in regard to the position I had taken,
and I find that I was mistaken in this, that
the issue in July of last year, was consoli-
dated debenture stock and not ordinary
stock. The traffic returns of the railways of
Canada are presented for the information of
the people of Canada through the Statistical
Year Book, which is a compilation of ordinary
statistics, including the returns handed over
to the Government by the private companies

been trying to make out what these figures
are. I think it is the total cost of all the
railways and the rolling stock. It certainly
is not capital account.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I give it as it is
returned here.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-This is not a return
for which there is any authority. It is not
possible-they have only a capital of $65,-
000,000.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is very impro-
per that such a return should appear in our
statistical reports.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Oh, yes, it is wrong.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is on page 247,
and the return is in reference to several rail-
ways: Canada Atlantic, $3,000,000 capital
paid up; Canada Southern, $4,000,000;
Canadian Pacific Railway, $255,000,000
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'paid up; and so on. Now, these returns There is an official return, published by
niust come from the railway company. They authority, a summary statement of the capi-
cannot be the imagination of the Govern- tal of all the railways I have it in my
Ment. hands; and my hon. friend is in error. This

report by the Bureau of Agriculture is not
lion. Mr. SCOTT-It must be wrong ; authentic, and it is entirely wrong. It is

the Canada Atlantic have not any such capital absurd to talk of $15,000,000 for the New
Paid up. That is more than the whole value Brunswick system.
of the railway--bonds, rolling stock, capital
and ail. iHon. Mr. BOULTON-I would refer the

lion. Mr. BOULTON-I ani quite aware hon. gentleman to another return on page
of that. If you give me time I will come 463, entitled the actual and theoretical
to these points; but what I wish to point out cost of the principal railways in Canada.
is, that it appears in the public returns of the There the Canadian Pacific Railway is re-
country that the capital paid up of the Cana- turned as 5,537 miles; the theoretical cost is
dian Pacific Railway in 1890 was 8255,000,- put down as $186,000,000, and the actual
000, and the following year $279,000,000-- cost returned as $279,000,000 ; cost per mile
there is the country's authority for the state- $50,433. This return shows us that the
ment-and it is natural to suppose that, actual cost of the Canadian Pacific Railway
under the Act of 1892, passed last year, is $279,000,000, $8,000,000 a year is three
Whatever capital stock may be at the pre- per cent interest on $279,000,000 ; on 6,000
Sent moment claiming dividends, they have odd miles of road, at $50,000 per mile: the
the Power to increase it up to $279,000,000 safety of the company or the credit of the
if they choose to do so by a vote of their company does not demançl dividends on such
shareholders. At any rate, hon. gentlemen, an excessive cost.
You will admit that we, who have to judge
Of these things from a public stand-point, Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the cost of the
have only got this material to work with. railway-not the capital account.
1 have here the Canadian Pacific Railway
account-their annual report-and J have Hon. Mr. BOULTON--These figures tally

e statistics given us from the Year Book, with the figures on page 457, where it is
. "d I see that the capital stock has been represented as $279,000,000, capital paid up.tncreased by $24,000,000 between 1890 and
891, simply by the absorption of the New lon. Mr. BOWELL--Does -that include

itrunswick system, which, when it was by the subsidies?
tself, was only $15,000,000, and therefore

should imagine the transaction was a sale
0f the New Brunswick system for $15,000,- Hon. M. BOULTON-J do not think it
000 and a transfer to the Canadian Pacific includes the subsidies. That is just the very
Railway for $24,000,000. That, I presume, point I wish to arrive at. If the Canadian
is the nature of the transaction that has Pacific Railway are going to claim dividends
Occasioned this increase. Of course, it is on the subsidies as well as on the outlay of
luite capable of explanation if it is wrong; their own capital, I say the greatest injustice
if it i isnnotoaecorrect would be done to the people who have to
Presentati of the aif it is not ccorrect support the Canadian Pacific Railway ; and1r8'tton oftecase, it shouid certainly iftiAtwspseyls erfrtepr
dtsappear from the statistics of the country if this Act was passed last year for the pur-
Which are most misleading to us when they pose of working up that'$279,000,000 and
are not correct. The hon. leader of this getting the three per cent dividends for that
liouse asked us last Wednesday to accept amount for all time to come, a great injustice

actual facts the statements given to us is done to the industry of the country whose
for Our information through these statistics, earnings have to support the Canadian Pacific
and therefore, accepting them in that spirit, Railway and pay whatever dividends are

cai Only take it for granted that there is returned as part of the profit of the road ;
a foundation for the rturn on this page. and I wish to bring to the notice of the

people of the country that these dividends
hion. Mr. SCOTT--I sent for the return are excessive and that they are pressing upon

Whiie the lion. gentleman was speaking. our industries and with the protective tariff
9
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are restricting the devefopment of the whole terial on hands, $2,524,000. Then the
country; and for that reason it is well for us Dominion guarantee funds for the dividends,
to understand exactly what we are doing in $3,712,000, I have not added, although it is
regard to this matter. I have heard it stated part of the dividends and might properly be
-I think by Mr. VanHorne-that one-third added to the cost of the road, because it is
of the earnings of the road come fromi our interest provided for the capital during con-
western country. The earnings last year struction. However, I have not included
according to thé Canadian Pacific Railway those three latter items. It appears in the
report were $20,000,000. One-third of that balance sheet altogether, including all the
is nearly $7,000,000. Now, hon. gentlemen, items, that is, temporary loans on security,
if we contribute $7,000,000 to the earnings cash in treasury, etc., that the total amount
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, you will is $206,524,000, so that the lion. gentleman
grant that at any rate we should have some from Ottawa may see that it is w orking up
voice in saying whether the policy that is towards the $279,000,000.
governing the great and powerful corporation
is a just one to all who are connected with Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Cost, not capital.
the country at large, and to us particularly Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The actual cost is
in Western Canada, who have to pay exceed- working up to $279,000,000. There is the
ingly long transportation rates in order to item of the lines built by the Government,
market our produce and get our returns, and $35,000,000, which is not included in this
it is that fact, that we have to contribute so estimated cost-the lines between Lake
much to the Canadian Pacific Railway, that Superior and Winnipeg and the 200 miles in
justifies me in coming before this honourable the Rocky Mountains and the PembinaHouseth aock Mountain ands theton anembina1use and askmg these questions and placing Branch which were made a free gift; also
these facts before the House. Now, the 15,000,000 acres of land unsold, which at the
Canadian Pacific Railway report is given to average per acre of last year's sales,according
us; it is courteously sent around to every hon. t he ir o ac o ut, would s al e 6o ,-
gentleman. Every year we get one of these t40,00. ow a t Canad Palifi Rai,-

repots nd e ar atlibrty o eamie i 640,000. Now, the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
reports and we are at liberty to examte it way Company might feel that they wereand find out for ourselves exactly what the entitledto get dividends on that $35,000,000
operations of the company are, and now I worth of railroad that the Government pre-come to the actual cost as shownthrough their sented to them and on the $62,000,000 worth
balance sheets. The actual cost of the Cana- of land that the Canadian Governnent gave
dian Pacific Railway as shown by the them. I am showing in what way it might
balance sheet of 1891 is as follows :be increased to the $279,000,000. At all

Main line .............. $130,499,104 90 events the balance sheet shows the actual
Lines acquired or beld un- cost as $206,000,000. Now, on the other

der perpetual lease ., . 18,818,912 80 side of the balance sheet you will se where
Branch lines ............ 10.000,000 X the money came fro that provided this
Rolling stock ... . ....... 14,000,000 00

hops and acliinery. . 1,228,000 00 $180,000,000.
Atlantic and North-west-

ern Railway, 5 per cent
bonds ................

Columbia and Kootenay
Railway, first mort-
gage...............

Advanceon lake and ferry
steamers . ...........

3,240,000 00

693,500 00

652,000 00

Now, that is given to us in this balance
sheet as the cost of the road, and those
figures total up $180,000,000 altogether. I
am not reading all the figures in that report.
There are other items such as the Chinaand
Japan steam-ships amounting to $3,47 1,000.
I have not included that, because, of course,
that is represented by the steam-ship com-
pany. Nor have I added supplies and ma-

Mortgage bonds sold .. ..... $47,956,000
Four per cent consolidated de-

benture stock ............. 19,770,000

That is prior, I suppose, to the issue of con-
solidated debenture stock last vear, which I
think was $12,000,000.

Land grant bonds........... $18,426,0X)
Government subsidy......... 25,00(),000
Lands sold.................. 19,558,000

That includes $10,000,000 worth that the
Dominion Government bought back of the
subsidy of 6,500,000 acres at $1.50 per acre,
when the company were financing for con-
struction.

Town site sales .......... ... $2,183,000
Bonuses fromîî municipalities.. 348,000
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lion. gentlemen will see that these are all
Securities that have been sold, that are fixed
charges against the road, that total up alto-
gether $133,244,531, as money that has been
provided by the sale of these securities, and
which have become fixed charges by the
comipany, and under bonds authorized by
the Canadian Parliament. Then, after that,
they have on hand, according to their own
statement, 16,111,000 acres of land. I have
Put the value of that land at $2 per acre.
The selling price at present realizes from $4
to S4.75 per acre, according to last year's
sales, so the land is becoming a valuable
asset, and I have put it down at $2 per
acte, so that it may represent a good, fair
cash asset, if the development of the country
goes on as it is doing at the present mo-
mlelt. Add that $33,000,000 to the $133,-
000,000 of the bonds that they have sold, the
Proceeds of which have gone to the construc-
ti0on of the road, and then deduct that from
the other side of the balance sheet, and it
leaves $22,700,216.45 as an actual asset
Which might be represented by the money
Paid in by the shareholders. I see that
a letter has appeared in the New York
Pimes and in one or two other newspapers
which evidently are not very friendly to the
cOlipany. In that letter it is represented
that the amount really contributed by the
Canadian Pacific Railwayshareholdersdidnot
amiount to twenty-two millions of dollarsatall.
llowever, I do not propose to go into that
question, I am simply taking this balance
sheet just as it is presented to us to show,
according to the Canadian Pacific Railway
Comnpany's own showing,what the cost of the
road has been, and to show according to their
0Wn statement where the receipts and moneys
have come from and what the cost of con-
struction and what amount, adding the
assets of land grants, the Dominion Govern-
ment has given them. That leaves twenty-
twO Millions of dollars. The annual earning
POwer of the Canadian Pacific Railway as I
explained last year, amounts to $20,241,000
and the working expenses to $12,231,000,
eaing the net earnings $8,009,659. The
hxed charges are $4,644,493 and the surplus
Was $3,345,166, which is the dividend paying
Power of the Canadian Pacific Railway stock
aPart from the guarantee fund that was de-
Posited with the Dominion Government of
three per cent for ten years. Now, what I
Conteid in all fairness to the people of Can-ada,-*who have to work hard for the produce

9½

that they raise in order to pay their way,
is that $3,345,000 which represents a portion
of their earnings, is out of all proportion for
interest upon the twenty-two million dollars,
comparing it with the prices farmers realize
for their produce. If we had f ree trade the
volume of business would increase under it,
and I venture to say, without pressing
unduly upon the industry of the people, the
profits of the Canadian Pacific Railway would
be more than they are to-day, notwithstand-
ing the power of extraction both the Govern-
ment and the Canadian Pacific Railway
exercise.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The stock
sixty-five millions of dollars.

proper is

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-According tothis
statement, Sir, I contend that somewhere in
the neighbourhood of $22,000,000 represents
the money that was paid into the work, in
addition to the bonds that were sold, in ad-
dition to the consolidated debenture stock
sold, in addition to the cash subsidy given
and so on, represents the capital that may be
claimed to have been paid in by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway shareholders them-
selves-the originators of the company.
Now, five per cent interest on that $22,000,-
000 is in the neighbourhood of $1,000,000
and every hon. gentleman will acknowledge*
that five per cent interest is a very good
rate indeed for a permanent investment such
as the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
is likely to prove. But the dividend that is
being taken and charged through the rates
is three and a half millions of dollars
nearly-that is two and a half millions
of dollars in excess of what is reason-
able and fair for the capital that has
been invested* in that line. The con-
cession of half a million dollars to the
people of western Canada, when the crop
was poor and the prices for their wheat and
oats were low, would make all the difference
of prosperity or difficulty and trouble, and
yet, notwithstanding the fact that those
dividends are heaping up and as we have
been given to understand,while the dividend,
or rather net earnings last year were eight
millions of dollars-they have been increased
this year, I understand, by about a million
-notwithstanding that increase of dividends
and notwithstanding the fact which the
company knows perfectly well, that we have
had a hard season in consequence of difficul-
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ties over which we have no control our- of the people in that way and their passei-
selves, that we have those rates to pay, a ger travel that the earnings of the company
concession of half a million of dollars are made up. The Canadian Government
last year would have made all the difference has also been liberal to the railroad in their
in the world to the people of our western mail carriage. They earn 8516,098.45 a
country in the success of their operations, year for carrying the mails, and in addition
and it is with a knowledge of the fact that to that they have been treated most liber-
there lias been no diminution of the freight ally in the gifts which have been given to
rates that I bring up this subjeet. The them, and which have imposed on the people
freight rates have been going on and keeping of Canada a heavy liability which has yet to
up just exactly in the same proportion. I be paid off and the interest on which has to
will read from their report what their rates be met. The gifts by the Canadian people
are. The earnings per ton per mile in 1889 to the company amount to $116,603,493, as
were 91 cents ; in 1890 they were 84 cents; follows : Cash subsidy, $25,000,000 ; cash
in 1891 they were 91 cents again,*so that not- for land purchased, $10,189,521 ; 650 miles
withstanding the fact that the company has of railway built in the most difficult part of
been exceedingly prosperous and that the the line, $35,000,000 ; 30,000,000 acres of
country has supported the railroad in a most land, less amount repurchased, 23,000,000
unusual and excessive degree, there has been acres at $2, $46,000,000-those are the
no concession in the diminution of the rates gifts, and to that extent we can fairly daim
which are charged to the people of the coun- to be sleeping partners, with the privilege
try for the carrying of their produce. I am of wakia
quite willing to accord to the Canadian been nade a free gift to the company, and
Pacific Railway the credit that they are de- it is with the knowledge of these facts that
serving of for the successful management of 1 have brought the subject to your notice.
their line. I do not think there has been So far as the rates are concerned they are
any parallel to it. The administrative ability not equitably levied-they are not levied
at the head of their management and the with the .idea of developing the industries of
administrative ability at the head of their the country to the fullest extent. The rates
departmnents is noost excellent and very large- press upon our produce.
ly contributes to the success of the railroad.
It must not be forgotten, bowever, that the Hon. . MAcINNES (BurIinigtoni)-
geographical position of Canada, the unusual Would the hion . gentleman be surprised to
advantages that Canada offers for a trans- know that the Canadian Pacifie failway
continental lne, also contribute very largely Company's rates to the Atlantic seaboard are
to the success of the enterprise. They are 3ý to 40 per cent lower than any of the
indebted also to the people who live along American unes and dlUing open navigation
the line, and who, by their industry, have su- tiâ cMontreal, the advantges to the Cana-
plied the traffic and produce that enable the dian farmer are increaseci fromn 1 7ý to 47j-
company to earn these large dividends. Now, per cent.
let nie quote from page 26 of the report, to
shoIv exactly what the comvany carried to Hon. Mr. BOULTON- took the ground
earn their income. The quantities were in in my remarks on the trade questiua the
1891, as follows other day that the material prosperity of

Flou.................e d8,00 brîs. Canada as compared with that of the nited
dtates was not the question that we aid to

Grknow that..the.Canadian2PacificRailway

Live stock ................. 309,0 Cead. deal with eit as thether we could have
Luiner...............:i30,iM feet. m3ore material prosperity in Canada by the
Firewood...............11,00 cords. adoption of a different policy. The question
planufactred articles.. t 8

d.O() tons. of what the freight rates are in the United
a t artesns. States as nothing whatever to do with us.

Hon, gentlemen will see that it is our lumber, Can we not get better f reighit rates than the
our flourour grain, our live stock, our neral people of the United States? Are thee not
serchandise that contribute to this incom. conditions existing in the United States such
The people have to huy their general mer as we complain of at the present moment in
chandise, and have to sel thein lumber, Canada--have not railnoads in that country
grain and four, and it is out of the earnings heaped up their capital account, heaped up
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the dividend earning demands of their rail-
wavs to such an extent, that in order to meet
the excessive demands of capital in that
country they cannot bring down their rates?à
The proposition that we, who have been so
liberaltothe CRnadian Pacifie Railway,should
keep up our rates as they are kept up on the
Other side of the line is not the question at
all. I am not discussing the question of rates,
but I am explaining liow the rates are levied
so far as they press upon us. What J am
discussing is the fact of the Canadian Pacifie
Rýailway Conpany's dividend of $3,500,000
o.n 822,000,000 capital being out of propor-
tiOn to the earnings of the people.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-The hon. gentle-
m1an's contention is that the Railway Con-
Pany is getting 15 per cent.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Yes, sir; J have
show n by the figures here that the original
outlav of the Canadian Pacifie Railway share-
holders was twentv-two millions of dollars.

ion. Mr. McMILLAN--Are you quoting
from the outrageous reports that appeared
in some American newspapers recently?

lion. Mr. BOULTON--No, I never saw
the article to which the hon. gentleman
refers until somue one pointed it out to me
after I had put my motion on the paper. I
aml quoting from the report of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company itself.

lion. Mr. MAINNES (Burlington)-I
see the hon. gentleman bas the report of the
C.is and Pacifi Railway Company under

is hands, how then can he say that the
capital of the company is only twenty-two
nOillhons of dollars? He evidently does not
ulnderstand the report, or he is iisleading
the Hlouse. I will tell the hon. member from
Marquette what the facts are about the
capital stock.

1-on. Mr. BOULTON-What is the his-
tory of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
Pan1y as far as the capital stock is concerned ?The original stock J believe was five millions
Of dollars. Then there was a share dividend
Whieh increased the capital stock to twenty-

fve illions of dollars.

1-on. Mr. SCOTT -- It was originally twen-
ty-five muillionus of dollars.

Hon Mr. BOULTON -It was originally
five millions of dollars and was afterwards
increased to twenty-five millions of dol-
lars. Then under the General Railway
Act which gives the railway companies
free license to increase their capital stock,
it was increased from twenty-five mil-
lions of dollars up to one hundred millions
of dollars. Then Sir John Macdonald, when
he was arranging with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company to make a loan in 1886,
required that the Canadian Pacific Railway
should pull down that stock from one hun-
dred millions of dollars to sixty-five millions
of dollars, or just exactly the cost of the
roads that were made a free gift by the
Canadian Government, and to-day their
stock stands at sixty-five millions of dollars.
I am explaining in what way it came to be
sixty-five millions of dollars.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I have the original
Act of the company here and it says that
" the capital stock shall be twenty-five mil-
lions of dollars." Tiat was the original
capital, and it was afterwards increased to
sixty-five millions of dollars, with the right
to increase to one hundred millions of dol-
lars, but it has never been increased to one
hundred millions of dollars.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think J am not
mistaken when J say that he required that
it should be reduced to sixty-five millions of
dollars. It had either been increased to one
hundred millions of dollars or it was in con-
templation to increase it to that anount.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-While that loan exist-
ed they were prohibited from issuing more
than sixty-five millions of dollars stock.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-When the hon.
gentleman says that the capital stock is
sixty-five millions of dollars J am showing
that the capital stock should not be
sixty-five millions of dollars, so far as
the money that was put into the road
by the original shareholders is con-
cerned. J am trying to get an equitable
arrangement between the people who are
supporting that line and those who are
reaping the profits from their earnings.
You know the same contest is continually
going on between companies and the public
everywhere. What J contend is, that our
western country is heavily handicapped by ex-
cessive freight rates. A friend of mine who
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isengagedinmining at Rat Portage,anAmeri- the Canadian Pacific Railway the freight is
can who lives in Wisconsin -was visiting very much lower than where there is no
his mine the other day and I was travelling competition. We have no competition in
with hii. He told me that he wanted toi the North-west, consequently the freight

get some wire nails, and that he called at on lumber from Keewatin to Winnipeg
Winnipeg to purchase them, and found that is far greater than on other portions of
the price was six and a half cents per pound. the line where there is competition. Hon.
He told me that at home in Wisconsin he gentlemen will realize the power of theCana-
could get the same nails delivered at his dian Pacific Railway which extends for six
mill for two cents a pound, purchasing them thousand miles through Canada. It is not
in five keg lots. He said to the merchant possible for the Canadian people ever to
"Surely you never can charge 6j cents construct another line of railroad to compete
for those nails in Winnipeg. Show me your with it. No private company in any district
invoice." The merchant showed him the can raise its head as I told you in my poetic
invoice and he found that the price of the license, while it takes a branch line for its
nails in Montreal was 3¾ cents per pound lunch it is now preparing to. dine off the
and the railway rate was 1-40. I am inclined Intercolonial with a very tasty sauce in the
to think that there must be something wrong, shape of a subsidy for afast line of steamers.
because that is an excessive rate on nails. What for ? To benefit Chicago, to benefit
However, I give his statement, his name wealthy American centres and compete for
is P. Semple, of Oskosh, Wisconsin. The their traffic. If a subsidy was given to a line
merchant in Winnipeg was selling those of steamers to South America under a free
nails at 6.} cents per pound for the develop- trade policy, the trade of the country would
ment of our mining interests at Rat expand, and both the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
Portage, while the miner from Wisconsin way and the people of Canada would derive
could purchase the same nails at home more benefitthanfrom a fastline of steamers
for 2 cents a pound. He also told me lie to accommodate travel. Now, hon. gentle-
had to pay 40 cents a gallon for coal oil by the men we have to ask ourselves, since we have
barrel. The distance between the two places created this powerful company, are we,
is only some 500 miles, and it is difficult to through the Government of this country,
understand why there should be suci a going to have safe-guards erected for the
difference in prices. people? At the present moment that coin-

pany has unlimited power tomake orunmake
Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-That is thecoun- towns, and to make or unmake individuals

try to live in-they have rattle-snake fed nmerely by the question of rates. If a man
pork there too. has an industry there, it can either be pro-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--The fact that moted or ruined by the company. Let ne
they can purchase the nails at 2 cents per give you an instance toshowhowthese things
pound can be done. In the Indian agencies, north
tainly a great advantage in their favour, and
if we throw down our barriers we will either'supplies of various kinds are required. If vou
require the manufactures in Montreal, or in will look at the returns you will find that
England to manufacture as cheaply, or we
will get our wire nails at that ow rate. eped in over the Prince Albert ne to supply

the Indians in those tistricts. That four
Hon. Mmr. KAULBACH-The raw iron we will say is shipped fron the Lake of the

is worth more than that alone. Woods mill. That nill is supplied with
wheat from Brandon or Moosomin. It is

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If I have made a shipped to the mil, 200 or 300 miles, ground
misstatement I arn only quoting the words into four and carried back sofe 500 miles
of the gentleman to whom I refer. lie is t Prince Albert to supply the Indians. The
engaged in mining at the Lake of the people of Prince Albert get 40 cents a
Woods and his figures are open te verifica- bushel for their wheat, but to get it they
tion. re also told me that coal ou as have to ship it out of their district to the
delivered Bt his bouse and put into his tank eastern market. If they could have that
for eight cents a gallon. Take the freights flour ground at Prince Albert they would
on lumber. Where there is competition on save what it has cost to ship the grain to
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Lake of the Woods and have it returned
in the shape of flour to their own
country. What I contend is, that there
should be some safeguard to prevent the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company dictating
terns to the people and to protect the pub
lie interests. An hon. gentleman says it is
absurd, the interests of the Canadian Pacific
Iailway are bound up in that country, they
Would not do anything to oppress the peo-
Ple. Hon. gentlemen, if the Canadian Paci-
tic Railway can get two rates instead of one
they will take the two rates every time, no
Matter what the peoples' interests may be.
We had last year, and we have had all win-
ter, an illustration of how a town can be in-
Jured by a railway company. The people of
eort McLeod are called upon to leave the
homes which they have occupied for ten or
twelve years and build a new town at a site
selected by the railroad company. The his-
tory of Fort McLeod is this • When the
North-west Mounted Police went there in
1873 a post was located. A number of people
fOllowed the police to furnish supplies to the
POst and a village sprang up. It became ne-
ceSsary in consequence of the growth of the
country to build a new post, and the Govern-
ilent selected a place some three or four
mliles from the original location, because it
Was a better place for the town that would
ultimately grow up. This was some years
ago. The people moved to the new site and
Settled there and a town was built up, and
farmers settled near it. The Government
surveyed the towt on their own land and
8ld the people lots and took their money,
and finally a railway comes along subsidized
With 6,400 acres per mile and $80,000 a
Year, and instead of serving the town already
established there, this company establishes a
town site three miles w-est from Fort Mc-
leod and is now endeavouring to force the
People to change from their present resi-

enees. That fight has been going on all
Winter. The people refuse to budge and they
have not yet given in, but of course it is im-
Possible for them to continue the fight sin-
gle handed. They will have to give in be-
cause they cannot continue where they are
'they cannot continue to drive three miles

'Il Order to get to the station. I drew the
attention of the hon. leader of this House to
the rnatter last year before construction was
Polnpleted, when there was time to remedyit, but no notice was taken. Is it fair tothe People in that western country who use

their intelligence and enterprise, to locate
where they believe a town is to grow up, to
treat them in that way when they have
the whole country to choose from? Is
it fair to rob them of the fruits of their in-
telligence and their enterprise as this rail-
way company is doing i The same company
is doing a similar thing at Edmonton, and it
is with a knowledge of these facts and of the
great power a railway company possesses im
that extensive country, and of the weakness
of the people that I bring this subject before
the House. Individually, they can do no-
thing; it is only through the Government
that the interests of the people can be pro-
tected in the matter of rates and locating
centres which shall be served by the rail-
ways, and if a people are a free people it is
only through their Government they can assert
their freedom. We saw the people of Re-
gina coming down last year in regard to the
location of a new line in their part of the
country. They went to Mr. Van Horne. I
say they should have come to our Govern-
ment here -to our railway commission, and
shown the position in which they stood. The
company proposed to start a junction fifteen
miles from Regina, though Regina is the
capital of the country. The people want to
know what are the physical or geographical
reasons why the capital of the Territory
should be ignored by starting an important
junction fifteen miles away. Those repre-
sentations should be made to the Govern-
ment, and if the Government cannot inter-
fere between the companies and the people,
then we should have a commission clothed
with powers similar to the interstate com-
mission in the United States, to guard the
interests of the people in their public 'and
private dealings with the railway companies.
What are the reasons why we should not
start from Regina ? Why do you start
fifteen miles further on? Because probably
starting fifteen miles further on, the inter-
ests of a new town site would be served and
money made out of it. There can be no
other reason at all. There are no physical
difficulties in that country whatever ; but
hon. gentlemen with a knowledge of these
facts, , who reside in that country, am merely
raising my voice for the people of that
country and pointing out to the Government
here that they should stand between the
people. and that powerful railway company
when it comes to a question of imposing too
heavy freight rates, or dealing with matters
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such as location or construction or anything theni going further, although 1, with otherm,
of that kind in our western country. lost thousands of dollars by the change of ter-

minus? Idonotthinkthe Government shouli
Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I should like to ask take control of a private company and tell

whetler the hon. gentleman has put his themhow farthey should extend theirlines,or
motion in proper shape. It really is not an where the town sites should be, or what the
inquiry because he does not ask a question. freight rates should be ; in doing that the
He asks the Government 'to bring down Government would be taking a power which
certain papers. I think it should be they have never yet assumed. Now, as to
amended and put in the shape of an address the interest and capital, the hon. member
asking for the papers to be brought down, must be mistaken : I think they have actu-
and not left as it stands now. 1 ally spent more than double $22,000,000.

1MNy hon. friend lias actually taken the value
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I suppose lie can put of lands yet unrealized upon-because the

it in the form of an address? lands are there yet. Now, if m hon. friend
can show that tbis railway company is a

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not pro- tyrant and asking excessive rates, then
pose to follow my hon. friend in this there might be sometbing in it, but my hon.
matter, because he is more conversant with iriend bas failed to do tbat, and I do not
the subject than I am, and I have not the see why the Government should ask this
facts and figures before me that would be company to reduce its rates. Then my bon.
necessary in order to deal extensively with friend speaks of oats being worth only
the subject. But my hon. friend would lead 13 cents a bushel. An bon. gentleman
us to suppose that this railway is a gigantic beside me suggests that lie is sowing bis wild
monopoly, terrorizing the people and de- oats. I think lie had better give bis oats to
pressing the industries of the North-west. the hens or cattle. rliat would be înuch
I remember the time when it was feared bettet' than bringing it fifteen bundred miles
that the company would become bankrupt for sale in conpetition with the oats of this
and the road would faîl into the bands of, part of the country: it cannot be done to
the Government, and the Governnent would iadvantage. If those farmers in the western
not be able to run it. Now, wvhen we fnd country understan their business tey will
men possessing the enterprise, energy and not bring the coarser grains, which are of
courage of the Canadian Pacific Railway little value, down bere. They should be
officers mianaging this concern as a private fed to te cattle i that country. It is very
Company, I tcink they have certainly a unwise to rraise oats in that country when
right to do as tey please. It is not to such grain is worth only fifteen cents a
their interests to oppress the people of the bushel, bring tbhem over the railway that

bNorth-west and ruin that country. Their long distance, and expect to make money
object is to develop the North-west and! on tbem. Now, tbe Canadian Pacific Rail-
fll it with settierso; and if the policy of the way have done a great deal for this country
Canadian Pacife Railway was, as my hon. tand believe their interests are tbe interests
ftiend desihestopa epresuld iteome t of this country, and tbeir prosperity is depen-
drive the people fro the country, it would dent upon the develophd fent of the country
be suicidal-it would be killing the goose and that they will do nothing that will tend
that laid the golden egg. At one time to, delay the progress of the country in the
the railway terminus on the Pacific coast North-west. Their interests are so thorougily
was fixed by Act of IParliarnent at Port identified witb the progress and deve]op-
Moody and I had lands there, private ment and settlement of that country that
lands. It was in the interests of the com- the Canadian Pacific Railway Company will
pany that they should get certain subsidies neyer attempt t tyrannize over the people in
and they proposed to go twelve miles further. wbhose interests the railway is attempted to
Did I say that they should be confnned to be ru n.
that terminus, or that they should not go
further? When it was the interest of the Hon. Mr. 8COTT-I do not propose to
Company, as I believe it -as the pubni follow the rone. gentleman wso brought tbis
interest, to extend the ine twelve miles motion before the House tbrougb the various
further, did 1 ask the legisature to prevent figures be treated us to: but wen I learned

the ralaCemnso h aii os ot-et hi neet r otoogl
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to-day that he was to bring this motion up, return, was $207,000,000; that is the total
I had a telegram sent to Mr. Drinkwater, property including rolling stock, and then
the secretary of the company, asking whether there are the lines since acquired by the
the company had availed itself of the right Canadian Pacific Railway, namely the Atlan-
t issue stock under the Act of last year, and tic and North-western, the Manitoba and

1 received the following answer :" There South-western, the St. Lawrence and Ottawa,
has been no issue of ordinary stock under the Toronto, Grey and Bruce, and the other
he Act of last session." The first clause of lines forming the Canadian Pacific Railway

the Act of last session authorized the com- system. They would amount to-hastily
pany by a vote of at least two-thirds of the running up the figures-s>mething in the
shareiolders present, to issue capital stock neighbourhood of $260,000,000; so that Isup-
'i heu of debenture stock. It appears there pose $272,000,000 would represent what was
has been no ordinary stock issued, people the original total cost of all those railways.
hOlding debenture stock would not exchange
it fordinary stock unless they were secured Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If the hon. gentle-
1l' SOmfle way. Debenture stock is a security man would refer to this report, this balance
0 the assets of the company and with the sheet, he will see that the aggregate cost of
ordinary stock the stockholder takes his all those railways is included in the return.
chance. Some persons might be so enthus-
iastic about the success of the railway that Hon. Mr. SCOTT--If they cost the Cana-
they would imagine that ordinary stock would dian Pacific Railway that amount, then,Pay better in the future than debenture according to the official returns, the com-
stock, and if they liked to speculate it would pany would iot be earning a dividend suffi-

fair to give them a chance ; but at the cient to pay three per cent on that aggre-
Present and for some years it is not likely gate.
that people will change what is a bona fide
real security for one that is to some extent - Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is just three
Problematical. per cent on seventy-nine millions.

oion. Mr. BOULTON-This Act provides Hon. Mr. SCOTT- Some of the roads
or the exchange. taken over were at the time in an insolvent

position; for instance, take the road runiîîg
n1.m Mr. SCOTT-Then the next clause south from Ottawa: the Canadian Pacific

provided that in addition to the capital stock Raiiway did not undertake to pay six per
at the time of the passing of this Act, and cent on their bonds; they only agreed to
Whieh may be issued under the authority of pay one per cent; it was not earning any
th' next preceding section, the company more than that, and they would not under-

ng authorized to so (o by a vote of at take to guarantee any more, and 80 With
et two-thirds of the shareholders present, other roads. That rond came under my
ay issue capital stock for any purpose observation, because I happened to be fam-fh vhich the company may require it, iliar with it. Well, now the dividend which

the .approval of the Governor in is referred to in the return of the company
%uncil. It appears there bas been no is the dividend on the $65,000,000 the

SSU" of stock under that séetion. I under- capital stock of the company. The interest
stood f rom the hon. the leader of this on the charges on the other roads is
1ouse a day or two ago. that there had been given at page 19 of this report. There
th application for the issue of stock under is a long list of railways in that page,

particular clause. My bon. friend bas the company have guaranteed, either the
hevi tly been misled by the work from original interest, or a part, at ail events,

whie lie first quoted. That professes to from the time the roads were transferred to
the a summary of the financial position of them. Well, without going over ail the
th aious railways, and when I saw the roads, the total charges amount to $4,664,-

lupthority be was using, I endeavoured to look 000. The net earnings of the railwny were'UP the s
be Source from which the figures have $8,000,000. The fixed charges that I have

froi obtained, and J find they are taken just referred to, before anytbing can be
ea.le railway returns. The cost of the allotted to the ordinary stock, are $4,664,-"(idmn Pacific Raipway, according to this 000; surplus, $3,345,000. Out of that
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per cent has been deducted for two supple- the original deposit. Now, this surplus
mentary dividends; the company have been that the lion. gentleman has drawn the
paying 5 per cent on its stock. Hon. attention of the House to, will show the
gentlemen will recollect, perhaps, that in prudent policy Qf the company. If they
1882 and 1883, when the company were are to keep up the stock at its present
endeavouring to establish a credit for the value, they must be prepared to show that
railway, and in order to give a value to the the company, from its earnings, and by the
stock, they deposited with the Government accumulation of ioneys that have been
an anount suflicient to pay for ten years reserved, will be able to sustain the
3 per cent on the stock of the company. credit of the stock. I suppose it will
That was deposited with the Governinent. be admitted that Canada now is very
.The conpany applied the 2 per cent out nuch interested indeed in the good naine
of earnings towards dividends. The 2 i and the credit of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
per cent and the 3 per cent together way. I thiak that it is admitted by all sides
made the 5 per cent. We all know very and by all parties, whatever our views nay
well that notwithstanding that deposit of, have been at the beginning; we are all noW
3 per cent guaranteed by the Govern- interested in the success of the company,
ment for ten years, the company's stock in and we are glad to notice that the compatiy
1883. 1884 and 1885 was down very low, is adding considerably to its mileage in the
among the forties ; it was open to the world North-west. I see in this report reference
to buy it ; it was on the Stock Exchange in is made to a nunber of railways ; the exten-
London, New York and Paris. sion to the coal fields of the Souris district,

and the connection of the branch at Delo-
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It only cost raine, and severai others. A number of

twenty-five per cent. lines are being buiît and that my lon.
friend will adlmit is beneficial ; it is better

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That was a privilege to have a railway in tle North-west with
to the original shareholders who deposited high charges than not to have roads at al;
the security to build the road. there is no doubt about that. The company

naturaliy are niostinterested in the lowv rates
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-To what amount? of freight in order to attract traffic and set-

tlement, provided tlîey can get enough traflic
Hon. Mr, SCOTT-I arn not sure; I to keep up the credit of the company and tO

think to $5,000,000. The stock had to.be pav interest on the stock. 1 think we may
put on the market, and in order to give it Iay it down as a principle that it would be a
value, the interest at 3 per cent for ten great misfortune if from any cause the Cana-
years was deposited with the Government. dian Pacific Rai] way stock should begin to
Holders of shares were at all events certain faîl in the market. It would have a serious
of getting 3 per cent on the stock for influence on the credit of Canada, anc it
ten years. Even with that attraction, in
1884 and 1885, during the time the com-
pany were eustaining severe reverses in the
money market, in those years they had to
apply to the Government to borrow money,
the stock was on the market low down in
the forties, 43 and 44 cents on the dollar.
I remember trying to induce a friend of
mine in New York to buy the stock, but
he would not; he had not confidence enough
in it ; and he felt greatly disappointed in
after years, as many others did. It was not
realized, even by the promotors, that the
success of the company would have been as
great as it has been. The ten years, I
believe, expire in August next. The com-
pany have been enabled to pay 2 per cent
with the 3 per cent that was paid out of

would be said that we were retrograding.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--It is the iicreas-
ing of the stock that isthe basis of iny objec-
tion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I say the stock has
not been increased. The hon. gentleman
started out on these premises and he failed
to give us any proof of the fact whether the
company availed themselves of the Act of
Parliament authorizing the issue of capital
stock under the Act of last session. I inquired
if they had and I received the answer, " We
issued no ordinary stock." Then the second
clause of that Act authorized the conpany 011
certain conditions to issue stock with the
approval of the Governor in Council. My
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hon. friend is satisfied with the statement of 1 They c id not go on in the construction of
the leader of this House that there has been unes in the North-west, and that would be
"o such stock issued. He knows very well a national calarity, there is no doubt about
the conpany would not issue stock subject that. If the Canadian Pacifie Railway
to such a condition unless that condition require money to build a railway, or to
had flot been fulfilled. perfect one that bas failcd in its construc-

tion, they are enabled to do 80; and it is a
ion. Mr. BOULTON-I knowthat $10,- matter of notoriety that a great many roads,00)00 fixed charges have been added since after cornnencing construction having failed,

last year. have applied to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-

on. Mr.SCOTT-The company are build-the up and they have takenlin r CT -h o*ayaebid several roads over under such conditions;
igrailwaysallthe time; he has failed toshow and the Canadian Pacifie Railway hasenabled

US where the increase comes in. I have the those railways to be conpleted, much to the
Official return, and it brings it up to be- advantage of this country ; it is, therefore,
tween $260,000,000 and $270,000,000. Those of the first importanoe that the Canadian
figures that my hon. friend has given usfrorn Pacific Railway should seek to maintain the
&he Statistical report are misleading, because high credit at which it now stands, and it

at is not the capital paid up; the figures would have been a great mistake if the
"ePresent the whole cost and charges of the company had not taken those proper pre-
r'ilway and of the other lines connected with cautions, so that in the future their stock
itncluding rolling stock andevery liability. would be held up as high as i the past
cat is evidently what that is; it is not the and, having confidence in the future of the

capital stock.
ask Parliainent to allow the holders of

l1on. Mir. BOULTON-Does that include debenture stock to exchange their stock forth overnment subsidy ordinary stock and take their chances of the

lon. Mr. SCOTT-No, simply what the
actual cost of the roads has been-what has
been expended. The hon. gentleman will
ee that the surplus to which he alludes is

not the surplus of last year, but an accumul-
ated surplus that the company has been
PUtting up to meet the contingency which is
401ng to arise in a very few months. Suppos-

g the company had not arranged for this
anionnt of money to be held in reserve in
case of reduction of traffic, what would be
the effect? Why their stocks might come

their eThe company have only paid out of

3 ett earnings this 2 per cent; the other
per cent has come from the Govern-

mient deposit. When that is exhausted, how
Will they make up the necessary amount ?

e mpany naturally and properly say,
e have been preparing for that contin-

gency; we do not allow ourselves to be
caught in such a serious financial crisis asthat, and we have reserved for the benefit
Of that stock a sufficient amount to continue
PaYing fair dividends ; the reserve now
amonlIts to nearly five millions of dollars.
We hold that sum to the credit of the stock.f We had not that reserve there might be a
. ll of the Canadian Pacifie Railway stock
ln the narket." What would be the effect 1

future. J have no doubt they may in future
years be induced to do so, because many of
the debentures are not bearing more than
4 or 5 per cent; and the holders of this
stock would say, " I think the Canadian
Pacifie Railway will be able to pay five or
more, and I will take chances " ; and so an
exchange would be made. It is in the
interest of the company to maintain its
high credit. If they were to adopt the
proposition of my hon. friend that their
earnings should be reduced, they would
not be able to build additional roads.
To establish his statement that they are
taking more froin the people than is neces-
sary for the financial credit of the company,
he must show that the tariff of rates takes
from the people a larger amount than is
necessary to pay interest on the fixed
charges, and a reasonable dividend on the
stock. That is the fair criterion by which
the rates must be tested. It is not pre-
tended that you can alter the payments of
interest on the fixed charges. Under the
authority of Parliament certain mortgages
anìd debenture stocks were created, not only
on the main line of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway but on various other roads acquired
by the company, and responsibilities have
been assumed which must be met or the
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credit of the company affected, and so the the $270,000,000 that my hon. friend ad
fixed charges at present that are immutable verted to is made up in the way 1 have in-
are the $4,600,000, leaving only out of last dicated, as the cost of the Canadian Pacifie
vear's earnings $3,000,000 odd to pay the Iailway and the subsidiary unes, and if theY
2 per cent that the Canadian Pacifie Rail- were really paying the dividend on the
way pays its own shareholders, the balance $ 70,000,000 at 5 per cent, it would
being carried forward with the balances that amount to about $13,000,000. My hon.
accumulated in former years as a reserve, friend will see, therefore, that the dividends
lest the earning power of the road in the are noV paid upon the total cost of the rail-
future should not De sufficient to pay the way and branches. The*amount on whicl
ordinary shareholders a reasonable dividend. they are paying dividends is a very much
That is a simple fact and those figures fully sraller figure-it is on the mortgages and
bear out and confirm what I have said. I on the $65,000,000 stock only. The 2 per
do niot propose to discuss this question of cent on $654000,000 is just $1,300,000.
rates, because I am not in a position to do
so, except to say that f rom the inquiry I Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentie-
have been able to make, I understand that man will realize that vhat I was dealing
the rates on American lines f rom Minne- with was the fact that this Act was passed
sota to the seaboard are higher than the last year, giving the Canadian Pacific Rail-
rates from points north of the 49th parallel way power to increase their stock-that the
to the seaboard. Of course that is impor- statistical returns show that there was an
tant : it shows that with the monopoly that intent to increase it, and if the earnings did
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Conmpany at core up to $13,000,000 there would be a
present enjoys, at all events, to a limited justification for that increase.
extent, the rates are no higher in Canada
than they are on the other side of the line, Hon. Mr. SCOTT- If the hon. gentlemn
where there is to a certain extent competi- will look at the date of this statistical returl
tion between the Northern Pacifie, the he will see that it was actualiy published
Union Pacific and other lines centering at before Vue passing of the Act-it was the
Chicago and which extend to the seaboard. year before. The Act 'as passed in 1892,
I am assured that this is really the fact, and this return which he las read from was
that the rates are lower from points in published in 1891. His conclusions are not
Manitoba ando the North-west Vo the therefore correct.
seaboard, than the rates fsrom corresponding
points in the United wtates to the seaboard. Hon. alr. BOULTON Tie hon. gentle-

Jsa this fact is important as shoving that mai, has brou$0t a return to show the

amount tofi about $13,000,000 Myhon

the Canadian Pacifie Railway have not im- actual oto th ro> is$70000
posed higher rates than those which f prevail eHon. Mr. SCOTT-That includes cost

n te other side of the line, where compe- the main line and of ail those railways tha-
tition exists and that be rates are not I hawh
hiher than are necessary to maintain the ver h
credit of the cornpany. When the hon. jwestern, the MLýanitoba and South-westeril,

sentleman first brought this question up lie lthe St. Lawrence and Ottawa, and others-
cent otes0r three dozen railways.
man wil out that the tfro Minneapolis two

to Nowtreal were less than they are Hon. Mr. BOWELL-It includes the
flroan Winnypeg to Mohtreal, but ie forgot Ra
to informw theto iuse that the distance is t
over 300 miles less frorn "Minneapolis to Hon. Mr PERLEY--Sine wny hon
Montreal than frorn Winnipeg to Montreal, friend bas posed as the champion of the

cnd there would, of course, be a consider- North-west Territories, pereaps it would be
able difference on that account. I do not: as well for me to say soething now. 
pretend. to speak of the rates in Hetail, be- not deal with the financial position of the
cause J know nothing about tleh, but I was Canadian Pacifie Railway Cornpany, or the
anxious to give the use thiose figures, and poicy of the Governent, further than to
lookimg over the statement frorn whichi the say that I ar sure both have met with the
lion. gentleman has quoted, J ap quite con- strong approval of every coan in the North-
irned in the view thicae J expressed, that west Territories ; and if the hon. aernber
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desires in any way to frustrate the building lon. Mr. PERLEY-This year our wheat
of the road f rom the national boundary to a has commanded a very low price, and there
8 ort distance west of Regina, his opposi- bas been sorne complaint on the part of the
t'On Will meet with the disapproval of avery farniers that they have been charged the full
targe portion of the people in that part of rate, although the price is low. There is a

e Dominion. Besides, I do not think for feeling amongst them that when they cannot
one moment that the object of the Canadian get good prices for wheat and the yield is
?acific Railway Company, is to change the small, the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
ter1mius of the line from Regina for the pany should make some small reduction and
small penurious consideration of what they help themi to bear the burden; but with all
might get out of it. The object is to get that, I have not much fault to find with the
the shortest possible line from ocean to company ; the people are largely at fault
ocean- The hon. gentleman bas found fault themselves. In many instances, they are
With the excessive rates charged on the Can- pursuing a wrong course. NIy bon. friend
adian Pacifie Railway. In some respects I spoke of the low price of oats. I think it
think the rates are too high, but that is not would be wrong to let the impression go
te great trouble with the North-west Ter- abroad that oats cannot be sold for more

ritories at present. The depression in that than the rate he mentions. I know in my
untryarisesfrom another source altogether. own town, J saw. 25 cents per bushel
1understand that the freight on a car load offered for 3,000 bushels the night before I

of beef from Calgary to Montreal is $500; left for Ottawa, and I believe to-day they
that is about a cent and a half per pound. are worth 23 cents a bushel anywhere in

,I think that is too high a price. that section of the country. With regard
to the frozen wheat, if the proposition came

lion. Mr. READ(Quinté)-Iaminformed up to make the freight rates lower than they
7Y Mr. Cochrane that the rate charged him are upon it, I would be inclined to oppose

18 Olle cent per pound ; he tells me that he it, because there could be no greater mistake
a had several loads carried at that figure. than to send frozen wheat out of that coun-

try, or to sell oats at 14 cents per bushel,
1on. Mr. PERLEY--I understand that because, as I have contended many a time,

we Was allowed to send one car load at that any farmer can make double that amount onrate, to seehow it would work ; but otherpar- it by feeding it to cattle and hogs. I was
ties have to pay one cent andahalf and that told to-day at noon that a merchant in
1equal to $500per car load from Calgary to Mitchell, Ont., had shipped one car load of
Montreal. J know from my own district the hains to Winnipeg at a large price. Now,

areights to Montreal are very high, and peo- in that country there are millions of dollars
pl eare complaining of them, and it is amat- worth of poor wheat .that have virtually

e whicl the Government may take into been given away this year. Many farmers
eFsideratio, inasmuch as the Government refused $50 a car load for it, and the

thas ubsidized the road largely. Now that consequence is they have had to keep it and
e Canadian Pacifie Railway is in a paying it is spoiled-they have no stock to eat it.

Position, the rate should be lowered. There is no profit in raising wheat to export
it for the price that bas been offered. When

on. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington)- I was coming down the other day, I was
liotis tbe distance fro agato told that four car loads of poultry had been
ontreaay brought to Winnipeg to be sold, and yet

r the people grumble at the Canadian Pa-

Mr. PERLEY--About 2,100 miles cifie Railway Company and the Govern-
think. ment, wen the fault is largely tbeir own.

i'k. Wby do they not raise poultry tbemselves?
The otber day the subjeet of the price of

he 0n. Mr. BOULTON-I migbt inform coal oil was discussed in caucus. 1 baveOn. gentleman that, while it costs one not bought a gallon of coal oil in the North-
d a half cents to carry beef f rom Calgary west myself at less than 40 cents a gallon,

t0Montreai it only costs a cent and a quar- but I can get it in Winnipeg for 18 cents a
Or carry tea from Yokohama to Chicago gallon. Now, in that country, wen theOntreal, or $33-5 per car load. farmers grumble about tbe higb prices, tbe
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merchants are in the habit of blaming the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, or the tariff for
the rates which they have to charge. I
unhesitatingly say, and I say it from my
place in Parlianent, there is no country
that I have ever read of, or seen, in which
the farmer lias such golden prospects ahead
of him as in the North-west Territories,
even with the rates charged by the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and the duties on im-
ported goods. Our grasses are valuable and
abundant, and cattle can be raised at very
low prices. I want the statement that I
am about to make to go to the world,
because I have proved it beyond a doubt--I
raised nine head of cattle myself for $11 each.
That includes every charge for labour, feed,
etc. I sold thiem for $35 apiece. Of the
$11 per head that I estimate as their cost to
me, only $5 represented money I had to pay
out. If people would go into mixed farm-
ing and use the straw stacks that, I am
sorry to say, are being burned up to-day,
they would not have to complain of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway rates. If theyi
would form a combination and buy their
coal oil at 18 cents per gallon, they would
not have to pay f rom 40 to 45 cents for it.
In many respects the farmers themselves
are to blame for their want of prosperity,
because they have confined their operations
to raising wheat from year to year, and I
say that wheat is not a safe crop every
season. Even this year wheat will pay twice
over the market price if it is fed to stock ;
and when farmers learn to diversify their
industry they will find it much more profit-
able, and they will not have to complain of
excessive freiglit rates.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-I
just ,desire to add a few words to what
lias been so well said by the hon. the
leader of the Opposition, and in reply
to the lion. member from Marquette. The
financial accounts of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company are published every
year and distributed broadcast throughout
the country, so that if any one is not in-
formed concerning the financial condition of
that railway it is his own fault. It would
not be at all surprising if any one were con-
fused as to its financial condition after list-
ening to the speech and extraordinary state-
ments made by the hon. member from Mar-
quette. I wish to say this much with
reference to the Canadian Pacifie Railway

Company. It is their policy and .their in-
terest to so conduct their business that farni-
ing can be successfully pursued anywhere in
the North-west, and the theory upon which
thu rates applicable to the products of Mani-
tobaand the North-west Territories are framed
is to make it possible for farmers wherever
located, to grow produce for export to distant
markets. That is the policy and the practice
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.
I have been very much amused at some col-
tradictory statements made by the hon. mem-
ber for Marquette. On a previous occasion,
lie favoured us with a long array of figures
to show that the country is not progressing
and the depressed condition of all its inter-
ests. He lias told us to-day that his valua-
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Con-
pany's lands is $2 per acre, but that lie
expects that in a very short time they will
be worth $4 per acre.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I said that was
what they were getting for them.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES(Burlington)--With
reference to the Act of last session which lias
been alluded to, nost of you are aware-that
when the Canadian Pacifie Railway CompanY
some years ago were in a position to require
assistance from the Government they did get
that assistance and gave the Government se-
curity on every mortal thing they had, and
one of the conditions imposed by the Gov-
ernment on the company was that they
should not increase the capital stock beyond
the ainount at that time-$65,000,000. That
loan, amounting to $30,000,000 bas since
been repaid to the Governmient with inter-
est-every penny of it. When it was so re-
paid the company considered that the
condition imposed upon themi not to issue
any more stock should be done away with,
and asked Parliament to be placed in the
same position as any other railway company
on this continent. I should like if any lion.
gentleman can point out a single railwaY
company that is forbidden to issue stock tO
any extent that the public may take or the
shareholders may authorize. I recollect well
when the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-l
pany repaid this loan to the Government
how the United States press thought what a
simple minded class of people the stock-
holders of the Canadian Pacifie RailwaY
Company were, in paying a debt to the Gov-
ernment. The integrity of its dealings aP-
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Peared to them so incredible, that they
refuse to believe it even to this day-and
thev are constantly harping on its being such
a highly subsidized road. I think that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company's policy
anîd conduct do not require any defence f rom
"le or from anybodyelse, and the best possible
thing for the company is that the truth con-
.erning it should be made known to the pub-

li e vrywhere.

be says that the investment of money in
making these branch lines, whether it be to
connect with the south or to run to the north,
is one which that country at least, and the
whole of us, will approve. The success and
prosperity of the farmers in the North-west
is as much to the interest of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company as it is to every
individual living in the country, because the
investment whichl they have made in the
construction of these roads would be utterl

Rin. Mr. BOWELL-I presumethat, after valueless if there wa
the discussion, and after stating the fact for them to carry.
that no Order in Council bas been i;ssued ing too much or not I
and no application bas been made by the at present, but from
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, the the bon. gentleman

gentleman will allow his motion to MacInnes), there is
op. I would, however, take this opportu- that the rates that

ity to say that there is a good deal of the Canadian Paci
re in the point raised by the bon. gentle- where they have no1 Ian fron York, in reference to the discus- than the rates on Am
on of natters of this kind. No one read- situated. I can und(

IMOg the motion on the paper could conceive lower the rates fromnthat it would lead to a discussion on the carrying flour from
II1anagemÎîent and the freight rates of the board they have to

adian Pacifie Railway Company. It is as the leader of the C
P nging a question on the House which said, with a number

y are not prepared to discuss. That is running from Minn
evident from the remarks made by the leader Chicago and eastwar

f the Opposition. While be was prepared long as the railway
Sdiscuss the question really involved in the charge rates, just so

h'tion- -that is, as to the issue of stock and them as high as pos
the stock capital of the company-be was or not I do not say.rt Pepared to enter into the minutiæ, as Iati sure I was not, of the freight rates on Hon. Mr. MAcIN
the road. I might add one other word-I Canadian Pacific RaL.
thin'k tbe course pursued by the Canadian neapolis to the seabo

acific Railway Company in asking for the from Winnipeg to M
Pass8ing of that Act was not only in accord Hon. Mr. BOWE

prth correct policy, but was one which any friend knows better
?aIentand any(Government would grant, over the western and

ed for this reason: They are constantly from the Pacifie to
e8 bding their operations ; they are build- that where those noa
1 thýrnch lines through nearly the whole they charge extreme

he North-west Territories, and it is not be a question for the
ne e supposed that they would build those to decide whether
te Out of their individual pockets, or build should be appointed,. out of the profits arising from the for some time, the sa

rng of the Canadian Pacifie Railway to regulate rates.
aO per. Hefice it would be evidently neces-ary to obtain power to increase the capital Hon. Mr. POWIStock to enable them to go on with those hon. gentleman froaenisions. Those who live in that country, notice on the paper i

in tbe east-whose money to a very did. I understood t
ttstrge extent bas been expended in the con- proposedl to ask tbe

truction of that road-certainly will agree ment a question, and%ritl the bon. member f rom Assiniboia when that we should sim

s no freight produced
Whether they are charg-
am not going to discuss
the remarks made by
from Burlington (Mr.
no doubt of this fact,
are being charged by

fic Railway Company
competition, are lower

erican railways similarly
erstand that they would

Minnesota, because in
that point to the sea-
come into competition,
pposition very properly
of old established lines
eapolis and St. Paul to
d to the seaboard. So
companies are free to
long will they make

sible, whether properly

NES (Burlington)-The
ilway's rates from Min-
ard are quite as low as
ontreal per mile.

LL-I am sure my hon.
than I do-he bas been
south-western railways
this part of Canada-
ds have no competition
ly high rates, and it will

Government hereafter
a railway commission
as has been advocated

me as exists in England,

R-I regret that the
m Shell River put his
n the form in whicb he
bat the bon. gentleman

leader of the Govern-
consequently I thought

ply have a few remarks
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f rom him and a reply from the leader of the property which had also cost large anounts
Government. When I come to examine the of money, and when they purchased those
notice, I find that, although it begins with a roads they put the value of them at the
question, it is really a motion for papers. I cost. Why should they decrease the value
think it is unfortunate that we had not pro- of their property because they purchased it
per notice, so that we might be prepared to at less than cost? - believe that tlis amount
discuss the question. I will call the atten- of $279OOOOO is made up of the cost of
tion of the Minister of Agriculture to the the roads and property owned hy the Cana-
very serious task which presents itself be- dian Pacific Raiiway Company.
fore him. I understood him to say that he
proposed to correct the errors in the census Hon. Mr. IOULTON-1 pointed out that
returns which are the work of the Dominion they purchased the New Brunswick railîoai
Statistician. 1 learn now f rom the lion, for $15,000 and and when it was absorbed
gentleman from Ottawa that the Dominion
Statistical Record, which is an official publi-
cation of the Department of Agriculture,
and which is prepared by the assistant sta-
tistician, is as unreliable as the census re-
turns. I think it is a inost unfortunate
thing for the country that the impression
should get abroad that all our statistics are
unreliable. I hope that under the régime
of the hon. gentleman we shall have nothing
of that sort to complain of in future. I do
not think any volume should go out with
the imprimatur of the Government of Can-
ada containing figures which are calculated
to mislead, as these statistics have been shown
to be.

Hon. Mir. ANGERS-It is evident that
the motion of the hon. member from Mar-
quette was improperly drafted, and we have
proof of it in the discussion that it lias pro-
voked. From this question of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company we have now
entered into a discussion of the census and
f rom the census we are led into the book of
statistics published by the department. The
hon. nem ber for Halifax said that I had
undertaken a very arduous task. That may
be, but I never said that I intended that the
census should be made over again, and I
never admitted that there had been any errors
in the census from the official source. I
said that perhaps people, in reoording them-
selves as to nationalities, had been misled,
that they had misuniderstood the questions.
That is all I said. Now, as to that book of
statistics, which represents the capital of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company to be
$279,000,000, I do not think that that state-
ment is erroneous. If it was, it would not
be there. I will explain what I understand
by the $279,000,000; the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company have built their road with

a given capital; they have acquired other

it was put at $24,000,000.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I say they may
have bought roads cheaper than the cost,
but in making up their inventory they were
not bound to put the value at less than the
original cost.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON - The question
having been answered, I ask permission t
withdraw my motion.

The motion was withdrawn.

The Senate adjourned at 6.05 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, Febru«ry 7th, 18fM.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE BALFOUR DIVORCE BILL.

FIRsT READING.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN, from the Select Coni-
mittee on Divorce, to whom was referred
the petition of James Balfour for relief, pre-
sented their fourth report and moved its
adoption. He said: All the papers in this
case are regular and complete. The notices
were given in the Canada Gazette and inl
the local paper, and the service was personal.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW introduced Bill (D)
"An Act for the relief of 'James Balfour."

The Bill was read the first time.
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THE DORAN DIVORCE BILL. fit Building Society and Saving Fund " (Mr.

FIRST READING. Almon.)
lion. Mr. GOWAN, f rom the Select Com- QUARANTINE STATION IN BRITISH

Ilittee on Divorce, to whom was referred the COLUMBIApetition of James Frederick Doran for relief, C
presented their fifth report and moved its MOTION.
adoption. He said : In this case the com-l Hon. Mr. McINNES moved:
'fittee found all the notices published as re- I
quired and the service sufficient, as proved That an humble Address be presented to His

Excellency the Governor-General ; praying thatefore the British Vice-Consul in Paris, His Excellency will cause to be. laid before this
where the respondent is now living under House, copies of all letters, communications and
an assumed name-a French name. The telegrams between the Minister of Agriculture, or
comittee have made a special recom- any official umler hum, or any other Minister or

official of the Dominion Governmnent, and the Gov-
I.endation, with a view to prevent the pos- ernment of British Columbia or any official thereof,
sibility of the case lying over. They have the British Columnbia Board of Trade, and the local
recommended that the telegram of the Brit- Dominion Engineer, relating to the erection of a
ish Vice-Consul or Consul in Paris be re- proper quarantine station at Albert Head or W il-

ceived as sufficient for the second reading liam Head, British Columbia.
of the Bill, but that the evidence is to The motion was agreed to.
remain over and the committee are to await
the regular papers proving the service in AN ADJOURNMENT.
the usual manner, the object being merely MOTION.
tO facilitate the reference to the committee Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved:
after the second reading. That when the House adjourns to-day it (o

The motion was agreed to. stand adjourned until Monday, the 27th instant,

lion. Mr. CLEMOW introduced Bill (E)
An Act for the relief of James Frederick

The Bill was rea1 the first time.

THE DIVORCE RULES.
MOTION.

lion. Mr. GOWAN, f rom the Select Com-
1flittee on Divorce, presented their sixth re-
Port, recommending the purchase of twelve
coPies of Gemmill's " Practice of the Parlia-
'Xent of Canada upon Bills of Divorce " and
nXoved its adoption. He said: The edition
of the rules published some time ago has
been exhausted, and there is not sufficient
to supply the Committee. To have the rules
sPecially printed would involve a good deal
)f expense, and it occurred to the Committee
that they could get the rules in printed form
ln this treatise, with the additional advan-
tage of having before them a note of all the
Cases that have been before Parliament from
the very first, and notes and comments that
cannot fail to be of value to the Committee.

The motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.
Bill (F) "An Act to amend the Act

especting the Nova Scotia Permanent Benè-
10

at eight o'clock in the evening.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not sup-
pose that my hon. f riend is serious in ex-
pecting this House to adjourn for that length
of time. When the hon. gentleman asks for
an adjournment he generally expects it to
be for about half the time called for by his
motion, and I suppose that is the case in the
preseht instance. Of course the Government
will be consulted with regard to the state of
the public business, and whether the adjourn-
ment will interfere in any way with it. I
generally oppose adjournments in this House,
yet if the Government .think that the pri-
vate interests of parties will not suffer, and
that the public business will not be impeded,
I make no objection. For my part, I think
this is the proper place to be during the
sitting of Parliament. I was under the im-
pression that the Government were intend-
ing to make a new departure in the mode of
procedure in the other House, and that busi-
ness would be sent in to us so that there
would be no delay. I thought that this House
would have a share of the public business.
We were delayed last year with the Crim-
inal Code, which many of us opposed as
coming up too late in the session, and it was
with great reluctance that we passed that
measure. We have a leading member of
the bar in this House-the Minister of
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Agriculture-and I thinli he should be able tion that is totake place. It will require the
this year to give us the revision of the adoption of some rules, of course, by which
Criminal Code. I do not see why, with my those who desire legislation on particular
hon. friend at the head of the House, we questions may have their Bills initiated in
could not have that Bill or some other either one House or the other. At present,
Bill during the session. I do hope that the it is at the option of any company or any
Government will not agree to this long ad- gentleman desiring the passage of a Bill
journment, which certainly must be preju- affecting any interest of the company with
dicial to the House. Last year, when we which he is connected, to select the House
had our first adjournment, we were promised in which it shall be introduced; and so far
that that would be the only one, but we as the Government are at present concerned,
had other adjournments. There will be a they could only have direct control over the
holiday next week--Wednesday, 15th-and Government measures. I have been prom-
I move in amendment that when the House ised, as I intimated the other day, some few
adjourns, if the Government considers that of those measures, and J hope to be able to
it can adjourn at all, that it stand adjourned lay them before the House at the very
until the 16th instant. earliest possible moment after the adjourn-

ment. I think, however, that the length of
Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It has been the in- time asked for by the hon. gentleman for the

variable custom in this House, and a custom adjournment is too long. Our impression
from which I think it would be unwise to was that Monday, the 2Oth, would be quite
depart, that before we enter upon a discus- long enough ; but others have intimated
sion of this question, we should have from that it would be difficult for them to reach
the members representing the Government here on Monday, unless they travelled or
of the country an intimation as to whether left home on Sunday ; so that it would be
the public business would be at all incom- better to say Tuesday, the 21st. By that
moded or delayed by the proposed adjourn- time I hope that the business of the other
ment. Very often the leader of the House House will be sufficiently advanced to enable
has left it to the Senate to decide the length us to proceed here.
of the adjournment ; but invariably we have
first ascertained, before entering into a dis- i Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-If the House
cussion, that the adjournment might be taken will allow me I will say Tuesday, the 21st
without injury to the public interest. instant, at 8 o'clock in the evening.

Hon.Mr.BOWLL -I ws aoutto ise The motion, as amended, was agreed to.Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I was about to rise ;
when the motion was first proposed by its The Senate adjourned at 4 o'clock.
mover, but other gentlemen, who were a little
more active than I was, secured the floor.
Those who know me understand my exces-
sive modesty ; I did not like to interfere. I
was about to say that I had consulted the THE SENATE.
leader of the Government and that he saw I
no inconvenience in an adjournment of ten Ottawa, tesday, February Ast, 189.
or twelve days, for the reason that the tiine TH SPEAKER took the Chair at 8 p.ni.
of the Commons has been occupied to a very
great extent since the opening of Parliament
in discussing the Estimates. You are all
aware that it requires some time, and delays 1 THE SMALL-POX EPJDEMIC IN BRIT-
will take place, before the bills can be proper- ISH COLUMBIA.
ly put before the House of Commons. 1 MOTION.

hope inthe future that the intimation thrown Hon. Mr. McJNNES (B.C.) moved:
out by the hon. member for Lunenburg nay
be carried into practical operation ; at any That an humble Address he presented to 111
rate, it will be my endeavour-and I know Exceliey the Governor-Ocueral ;raying that

that it is the endeavour of my colleagues-to His Exceilency wiil cause to be laid before this
to se i futre essons hatthi flose s f House, copies of ail letters, communications and

to see in future sessions that this House is fur- telegrams hetween the Minister of Agriculture,
nished witha certain proportion ofthe legisia- any officiai undler hlm, or any other Minister o
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Official of the Dominion Government, and the The motion was amended accordingly and
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, the British adopted as amended.
Columbia Government, the Mayors of the cities of
Victoria and Vancouver. the Dominion health
Officers of the ports of Victoria and Vancouver, TARIFF CHANGES SINCE 1879.
relating to the introduction of small-pox into Vic-
toria and Vancouver in May and June, 1892, by MOTION.
the mail steamers fron Japan and China. Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved:

e said : I do not propose to niake any
remarks on this subject until the papers are
brought down.

The motion was agreed to.

M1ANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES IN
CANADA.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His
cellency the Governor-General; praying that

111 Excellency will cause 'to be laid before this
,'ouse, a list, as nearly as can be obtained, of all
the manufactories in operation in Canada, with
te lunber o operatives einployed, together witl
the atilount paid for wages for the years 1878 and
1891 respectively.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I should like to call
the hon. gentleman's attention to the fact
that his motion is likely to involve a great
dleal of trouble and considerable expense.

lion. Mr. ANGERS-The information
Cannot be furnished.

hIoni. Mr. POWER-I was about to say
that it could not be done. I would suggest
tf the hon. gentleman that he should substi-
tute 1881 for 1878 in his motion, and then
there might be an opportunity to make an
aPproximate comparison, but it would be

ost impossible to get the returns for

1on. Mr. ANGERS-I was about to
11aake the suggestion that the hon. gentle-
WMani should amend his motion, and make it
read "1881 and 1891, respectively." There
are no records for 1878 and consequently
We should have to take the returns for the
Year 1881

Ron Mr.X T..~ h~vnnip

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor-General ; praying that
His Excellency will cause to be laid before this
House, a copy of all the changes that have- been
made in the tariff since the National Policy became
law in 1879, giving the name of each article, show-
ing the original duty imposed thereon, the ainount
of increase or reduction subsequently made, or
placed upon the free list, together with the date of
all such alterations in, the tariff.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (H) " An Act to amend the law relat-
ing to holidays."-(Mr. Angers.)

Bill (J) " An Act to correct a clerical
error in the Bank Act."--(Mr. Angers.)

MILITIA LAND GRANTS IN THE
NORTH-WEST BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL presented Bill (G)
"An Act to make further provision respect-
ing grants of land to members of the
militia force in active service in the North-
west." He said :-I may mention that the
object of this Bill is simply to extend the
time, which expired at the close of last year,
for the issuing of land grants to those who
have obtained the proper scrip and have not
yet located.

The Bill was read the first time.

The Senate adjourned at 8.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, Felruary 22nd, 189.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

t to amending the Address. I took 1878 Prayer and routine proceedings.
cause it was the year inmmediately pre- c

hing the adoption of the National Policy. SECOND READINGS.
ave taken care to say in the motion " asearly as can be obtained." I am willing Bill (D) " An Act for the relief

to have it changed from 1878 to 1881. Balfour." (Mr. Clemow.)
1o

of James
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Bill (A) " An Act for the relief of Edmund I an not at the present moment able to ex-
Holyoake Heward." (Mr. Clemow.) plain. That will be explained, I presume,

Bill (B) " An Act for the relief of Robert by the hon. gentleman when it goes before
Young Hebden." (Mr. Clenow.) the comnittee. It is also proposed in this

Bill (C) " An Act for the relief of Martha Bill to exempt from the limit of time, the
Ballantyne." (Mr. Clemow.) sale of property which has come into the

hands of the society, which was acquired
NOVA SCOTIA BUILDING SOCIETY. prior to the passing of the Dominion Bill;

so that they could, if this becones law as it
SECOND READING. is introduced, hold the property which they

Hon. Mr. ALMON moved the second nay have acquired prior to that time for

reading of Bill (F) " An Act to amend 'An ever. I sinply make these explanations

Act respecting the Nova Scotia Permanent because it may be necessary, when it comes
Benefit Building Society and Savings Bank before the Committee, to so amend the Bill

Fund."' as to make it in accord with the General
Act which governs all societies of this kind,

He said: The Nova ScotiaBuildingsociety unless this building society can show good
had a charter f rom the Nova Scotia Govern- and sufficient reasons why they should be
ment forty-three years ago, during which exempt from its operations.
time I have been one of the trustees. We
had a charter about two years ago from the Hon. Mr. ALMON- think the hon.
Dominion Government and these charters leader of this House should have made him-
appear to conflict with one another. This self better acquainted with the facts before
Bill is to make the two charters more in making such statements. I think it is very
unison and for other purposes. I think, how- unfair to bring it before the House at this
ever, that that matter will be discussed more time. The proper time, to my mind, to dis-
fully when the Bill comes before the Com- cuss it will be when it is before the com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce. I move, mittee. The hon. gentleman has made a
seconded by the senior member for Halifax, remark which I think no lawyer in this
that this Bill be read a second time. House can concur in, that the Act which

was passed by the Dominion Government
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Thehon. gentle- had a retrospective effect. By the charter

man from Halifax does not think it wise to under which this society acted for over forty
explain the Bill fully. I hope it is not to years, they had the right to keep the land
wipe out the mortgagors in a quiet way. in their possession as long as they liked and

to sell when they thought it was in their
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-There is no oh- interest to do so ; the hon. gentleman's

jection to the second reading of this Bill i statements will conflict with the opinions of
being passed, but there are amendments I all the lawyers whom I have heard speak
think it would be necessary for the hon. about it, except one or two pettifoggers
gentleman to suggest when it goes before (who wish to get lawsuits, and who live on
the Committee on Banking and Commerce. exacting money from corporations), who
The proposition in this Bill is to change and have agreed with the hon. leader of this
amend the law passed in 1887 by the Parlia- House, but I do not think any sound lawyer
ment of Canada at the request, and at the would ever say such a thing.
instance of the society itself, and at that
time the principle was laid down in the Hon. Mr. BOWELL-J think my hon.
General Incorporations Act, of limiting the friend lias misunderstood altogether what 1
time for the sale of property which may come said. I gave no opinion upon the point Of
into their hands to seven years ; this Bill law, either directly or indirectly. I merely
asks that it be changed to twelve years, and pointed out what the provisions of the law
it also asks that, in case the property is not were, and showed, if passed, what the effect
sold by that time, it should revert to and be would be. I know nothing about the law,
vested in the Crown, instead of, as is pro- and it would be presumption on my part tO
vided in the General Incorporations Act, attempt to give an opinion upon a point Of
that it shall revert to and be vested in the law. J have consulted the Minister Of
original owners ; why that change is made Justice on this point and know what hi'
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opinion is, but I do not
it here. Perhaps I shoul
the last clause of the Bill
retention of that prope
Wanted to have it so exp
fogging lawyers to whom
fers could not by any p
Vantage of it and thereby
the disadvantage of ti
assure the bon. gentlemen
Whatever ; but as the que
to the effect of this Bill,
this House, as I have rea
the principle of a Bill
second reading, I do not
order or in any way out
Stated the character of the

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-
Prised at the fault found
the leader of this House
very outset of our procee
the whole time I have be
know it has always been t
any objection or any sug,
vas to be made to a Pri
the proper time to make
'went to the Committee
Committee might inquire
been found a very conve
all everts, it bas been the
at present say whether I
Bill or not, because we
Placed in a position at pr
ing what the Bill contain
step by the courtesy of ti
to the rules, in being. rea
'ithout the members of
ing what the Bill contain
fore the more necessary
this House should, in his
bring before this House

ay think proper to be
Coimlnittee. Therefore, I
with the attack that ha
the Minister for his action
although I come from No
broad acres over which th
han sorry to say, in a gr
h d jurisdiction.

lion. Mr. POWER-I
teman from Amherst wa
11 stating that the Bill w
tie courtesy of the House
there is any unusual cou

desire to express the Bill, because it has been printed and
d have said that in distributed in the usual way.
it provided foi the
rty, or that they Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I have not seen it.
licit that the petti-
my hon. friqnd re- Hon. Mr. POWER-I am sorry for that,
ossibility take ad- but it does not alter the fact. Now, I do
create litigation to not agree with what was said by my hon.
e society, but I colleague with respect to the course taken by
I gave no opinion the hon. leader of the House. I think the

stion was asked as course was 'perfectly sound, and just the
and as the rules of right course to take, because the hon. leader
d them, say that of the House, by the course he adopted, gave
is affirmed on its my hon. colleague and any other gentleman in-
think I was out of terested in the passing of the Bill, notice

of place when I that amendments would be offered in Com-
Bill to the House. mittee, and it is much better that my hon.

colleague should have this notice than that

I was rather sur- he should be* taken by surprise when the Bill

with the action of came up for consideration before the Com-

because from the mittee on Banking and Commerce. I think

dings, and during my hon. colleague was under the impression

en in the Senate, Ithat the hon. leader of the House was mani-

he practice, ahere festing a spirit of hostility to the Bill; I did

gested amendment not so understand it. The course taken by
vate Bill like this, the leader of the House is the usual and

it was. before it proper one. At the same time, the observa-

in order that the tions made by the hon. leader of the bouse

into it. That has might, unless there was some little ex-

nient practicet; at planation given of the peculiar position
of the Association which asks for this

shall object to the Bill, perhaps lead to a misapprehension
are unfortunately of the exact position of affairs. The 11th
esen o unotnow- section of the Act of 1887, which thissent of ot know- Bill proposes to amend, was not asked
se bouse cotrary for by the promoters of the Act of 1887.d these, contrary This 11 th section was nserted in the Bill ind the second time Parliament here, and it was done, I think,this House know- at the instance of gentlemen who were more
s, and it is there famihiar with the loan societies of Ontario
that the leader of than with the Nova Scotia Benefit Building
capacity as such, Society, and that is one point that should be

any suggestions he borne in mmd. It would look unreason-

have no sympathy able that the Nova Scotia Benefit Building

s been made upon Society should come here and ask that the

, but the contrary, legislation which they secured in 1887 should

va Scotia, from the be amended to-day. That is not the fact.

is buildin societ , They ask that a section, which was inserted
S i in the Act without their request, should be

eat many cases, bas amended so as not to do them serious mis-
chief ; I do not think there is anything un-
reasonable or improper in the mere fact of

think the hon. gen their coming here for that purpose. The
s slightly in error hon. gentlemen of the committee might bear
as being passed by this in mind ; as I understand, in the pro-
. I fail to see that vince of Ontario the loan societies take
rtesy extended to possession of the lands on which they hold a
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lien without any suit. In Nova Scotia,
the Nova Scotia Permanent Benefit Build-
ing Society do not do that ; they acquire
possession of the land after a regular suit in
equity and a judicial sale by the sheriff ; and
under the law of Nova Scotia that judicial
sale by the sheriff gives the purchaser a
perfectly good and valid title, and conse-
quently the society, the mortgagees, under
our Nova Scotia law, have the same right to
buy in the market as any other persons, and
under our law if there is no flaw in the
title previous to the mortgage, the sale by the
sheriff vests a perfectly good and absolute
title in the purchaser. The hon. gentlemen
of the committee require, I think, to bear
that fact in mind. It places the lands
acquired by this society in a different
position fron lands acquired by the loan
societies of Ontario. The details of the
matter, of course, can be very much better
discussed in Committee here ; but I think it
is only fair to my hon. colleague and the
promoters of the Bill to say a few words in
explanation.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-The discussion shows
the propriety of attention having been called
to this matter by the leader of the House.
It must be admitted by the hon. members
that it is the bounden duty of the leader of
the House to keep his eye on all legislation
here; and if there is anything in any Bill
introduced here which requires careful atten-
tion on the part of this House and careful in-
vestigation, he would be derelict in his duty
if lie did not call attention to it before the
Bill went to the Committee. So far from
being liable to censure for doing so, he has
simply discharged a duty devolving upon him,
neglect of which would expose him to censure.
I think the remarks of my hon. friend f rom
Amherst are scarcely fair. When lie spoke
of the courtesy of the House he was quite
aware that the Bill had been printed.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-No.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Is it not an admitted
fact that when a Bill is presented to this
House a second time, if there is any leading
feature requiring explanation, the hon. mem-
ber introducing that Bill gives the House an
explanation of the changes, and makes it
clear and distinct? Then the principle of the
Bill is either accepted or rejected by the Bill
being passed or thrown out. I think nothing

at all out of the way was said when it was
mentioned that the courtesy of the House
was being extended in allowing this Bill to go
to second reading without any particular ex
planation of it.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time.

THE PRINTING OF BILLS.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the ad.journ-
ment of the House, and in doing so said : I
have a suggestion to make which I think
will be valuable if adopted. It is that after
each Bill in the Orders of the Day there
should be something to indicate whether it
has been printed. That is the systen that
is pursued in the House of Commons. If a
Bill is printed in English only, there is a
letter E after it ; if in French, the letter F ;
if in both languages, E-F; if in neither
language, no letter appears. When an order
is called, if neither letter appears the mem-
ber who has it in charge simply says. " not
printed," and it stands as a matter of course.
If this suggestion meets with the approval
of the House, I think it will be found to be
a great convenience.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-I think the sugges-
tion would not result in convenience at all
times. For instance, sometimes Bills are
not distributed until after the Orders of the
Day are printed, and in such cases they would
have to lie over.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-That might be a
strong reason for delaying the reading of the
Bill.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I am not sofamiliar
with the practice of the House in this
particular as other members are, but I know
in the House of Commons a Bill cannot be
proceeded with, unless it has been printed,
without the consent of the House. In some
instances where a Bill is not of any impor-
tance it is just laid on the Table of the
House, and with the consent of the House,
proceeded with. I make this suggestion
with a view to preventing disputes as to
whether a Bili has been printed or not.

The motion was agreed to, and the Senate
adjourned at 4.05 p.m.
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vidual or body. I alone arn responsible forTHE SENATE.THE SENATE.any statements that 1 may make, any opin-
Ottawa, 1h ursday, February 23rd, 1893. g1ve, or any argument J may pre-

sent to the lise. I should like that to be
The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 clearly and distinctly understood. It is oh-

O'clock. vious that unless I proceed in this way, any
information which I might obtain personally

Prayers and routine proceedings. and convey to my friends, would lack that
stamp of autbority which alone gives it

BILLS INTRODUCED. value to those who are disposed not to re-

Bill (J) " An Act for the relief of John ceive very freely and trustfully any such
Francis Schwaller." (Mr. Clemow.) 'ar s ioighae o make to en-

Bill (K) " An Actfor the relief of Annette
Marion Goff. (M-r. Clemow.) tertained by the frîends and opponents of

the Government, wvith respect to the course
THE PROHIBITION COMMISSION. that bas been pursued in this matter.

It is partly with the view of removing wrong
MOTION. impressions which J know to prevail, that I

lion Mr.VIDL moed:seek the inquiry in this formali manner, andHlon. Mr. VIDAL moved : partiy also to obtain information which 1
That an humble Address be presented to His desire for my own personai use with respect

xcellency the Governor-General ; praying that i to the matter which comprises the third
is Excellency will cause to be laid before thisliolUe -i paragraph of the Address which I propose
S1. A copy of the commission appointing and con- sha be sent. f course my re(uest must

etituting certain persons a Royal Commission to not be considered by hon. gentlemen as in-
Obtaini reliable data respecting the operation and dicating any vant of confidence in the Royal
effects of legislative prohibition of the traffic in in- C
toxicating liquors.

2. Also, a copy of any and all instructions given the resuit which may be obtained by their
for the guidance of the said Royal Commission by investigation. I arn fully aware that such a
Or under the authority of the Governuent. course would be exceedingly improper and

3. Also, copies of any and all documents ani unfair. e must wait until we'receive the
statistics furnished to the said Royal Commission,
by amny of the Departinents of the Civil Service, or eport of that commission before ve
any Officer of the Government, embodying infor- can vith any propriety pass judgment upon
ination or suggestions in relation to the subjects the course pursued or the resuits attained bywhieh the said Royal Commission was appointed them ; but while 1 think that they shouid be

examine and report upon. exempt f rom any censure, or any harsh or un-
He said :-In proposing, for your adop- justifiable renarks, I think at the same time

tOn, the motion for the Address which we that there is nothing improper or unjust in
have on our minutes, I think it desirable to my making observations or coniments upon
explain why I ask for the information in what bas appeared in the public newspapers
this public and official manner. Of course, with respect to the course which they have
I could have gone personally to the different pursued, the inquiries which they have
departments and obtained all the informa- made, the persons they have had before them
tion which I require, did I need this infor- to give evidence, and the character of that
'Ilation for my own satisfaction. It is not, evidence. rhese things, I think, are fairlyhowever, for my own personal satisfaction subjects of comment; and I may add that
that I make the inquiry : it is in order that in making some of the remarks which I pur-
the answer which will be given to these in- pose to offer, I think my doing 80 is ii the
quiries may have an official stamp, and may, interests of that Royal Commission and may
therefore,, be recognized as having due prevent them from doing what, in inyauthority by the wide circle of persons in- judgment, wouîd be an erroneous act,
terested in the great cause of prohibition. one not contemplated by the authority
. Will, of course, be understood that while which called them into being, and which
It is rather on behalf of others than for my- would not fulfil the end for which Par-self that I move for this information, I do liament asked that the commission should
'lot assume to have any authority whatever be appointed; so that it is not in aact for or on behaîf of any other mdi- spirit of fault-finding or in opposition
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to the Commission that I make any re- nent should be furnished with reliable and
marks, though some of them may seem to authentic information on the matter, in
imply censure on their proceedings. Hon. order to act intelligently. Then it must be
gentlemen will probably remember that when remembered that the f raming of an act of
the House of Commons in 1891 passed the this kind, making such important changes,
resolution suggesting the propriety and neces- particularly in the revenues of the provinces,
sity of the appointment of this Royal Com- as well as the revenues of the Dominion,
mission, I ventured f rom my place in the i should be done with care, and with an
House to express my satisfaction with the accurate and full knowledge of the resuits of
step which had been taken, although I wellsuch leislation where similar enactments
knew that on the part of a large number of have been passed in other countries. There-
those associated with me as fellow-workers fore in my humble judgment the action
in the great cause of prohibition, a very which ias been taken instead of being look-
different view was likely to be entertained. ed upon as an attempt to burke the ques-
Now it would be well, I think, in order to tion, should be regarded as a necessary step,
refresh our metory with reference to this, s taken h in the advance, and for the
that J should occupy the time of the fouse promotion of the interests of the country in
for a few minutes in reading the resolution this direction." Those were my sentiments
which was adopted. h brings the question at the tie that was passed-sentiments for
before us in its primitive condition and in which J was called to accounit by a great
its areat simplicity. The resolution reads:- fany of my co-workers ; but most of thein

In the opinion of this Hohse it is desirable witvr were subsequently satisfied with the expla-
ont delay to otain for the infermation and con- nation 1 was able to give them. Now, I
sieration of Parlianent Ity ineans of a Royal Coin- still adhere to the views which I expressed on
mission, the fullest anw iost reliable data possible that occasion, although I must confess that
respecting; a considerable measure of disappointment

f. The effects of the liquor traffic upon ail inter- d
ets affected by it in Canada; aas been fet by me as have carefully

2. The ineasures which have been adopted in watched the proceedings which have been
this and other countries with a view to lessen, taken by the commission, and the character
regulate or piohibit the traffic ; of the evidence which they have collected.

3. The results of these ineasures in each casow
4. The effect that the enactnent of a Prohibitory it i quite true that some of this evdence

Liquor Law fl Canada would have in respect of is o exceedinlt valuable, and the kind
social conitions, agricultural business, industrial of evidence which they were appoint-
and commercial intere&ts,of the revenue require- cd to collect; but I venture to think

ents of ninicipalities, provinces, andote in wat the roeedings wic have be
hinion, and also as to its capability of efficient tat the commissio , and the

enforcement ; greater part of their time has been wasted
5. Ail other information bearing on the question i obta what Parliament did not re-
of prohibtt It quire, and whic under the instructions in

Now, L took occasion wlien the subject of the commission from Parliament, they need
prohibition was before the House in con- not have troubled themselves about, as they
nection with the appointment of a committee have done. A very ]arge amount of labour
of this flouse to look into the petitions which lias been expended in the collecting of peo-
had been presented, among other obser- ple's opinions. Now, I do not understand that
vations to msake these remarks upon this Parliament desired the collection of opinions
particular matter: "0f course have no of anybody on these matters. My idea is
authority to speak for any one but mysef, that Parliaent, in authorizing that commis-
but personally I have no hesitation in say- sion, intended that they should gather fact
ing that I think the action taken in the upon which Parliament should found its opi
other flouse bas been the greatest step for- nion. Now as a matter of fact, if any of you
ward that bas been taken for the cause of have followed up-J have no doubt many o
prohibition for many years. My opinion is youhave-the examinationswhichhavetake
that the appointment of this Royal Com- place, you must have seen what appears to
mission ia really an acceding to some ex- nie to be a very absurd proceeding with re-
tent to the request of the petitioners for the ference to the obtaining of these opinions
enactent of a prohibitory law, as far as can Fo instance you find persons engaged in the
be done at present. It appears to me to be liquor traffi called in and asked very
a desirable and necessary step that Parlia- solenly and very carefully if they think 
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Prohibitory law would be better than the time to arrive at the discovery, of the im-
license system. You find them asked their portant facts which we have to act upon.
OPinion if a prohibitory law could be Whether it will be possible in the future
enforced, and questions of this kind. Of examination which will take place by the
Course, it is 'perfectly absurd to ask such commission to reduce this kind of gather-
questions of such people. You might just ing of opinions, I know not ; perhaps after
as well ask a wolf if the fold was any protec- hearing the remarks made by myself and
tion of the lambs of a flock. And I find a others on the point, it may have the effect
Very large proportion of the time of the com- of lessening this evil. It is admittedly an
Ifission has been taken up in collecting these evil that time and money should be spent in
Opinions. It is with this object, in order the collecting of opinions which are of no
that I nay see whether the intention of value whatever. I admit fully and frankly
Parliailent was rightly apprehended and I that some opinions are exceedingly valu-
carried out by the commission and instruc- able : they are worth obtaining, and they
tions issued for their guidance, that I ask in are reliable. I refer, for instance, to the
the Address that information shall be given opinions of judges, I would consider their
bY furnishing us with a copy of the commis- opinions of very great weight-men of ex-
5ion, in order that we may see that that perience in dealing with the criminal class,
comilission in its terms corresponds with the can forin reliable opinions. J would think
resolution which was passed by the House! the opinions of keepers of lunatic
of Parliament, and further, a copy of any and asylums and keepers of jails or of peni-
all instructions given for the guidance of the tentiaries useful, for they would be capable of
eolniission in order that we may see that forming opinions which might be of value,
those instructions were in harnony with but the idea of sumnoning interested per-
the objects sought to be obtained by sons and asking opinions as to whether
the appointment of the commission. I such a law could be enforced appears to
h1ave not in my own mind any doubts me to be manifestly absurd. The very idea
"n this matter, but J have heard on I of asking in a land like ours with a law-
n sides, f rom people not friendly inclin- abiding people, whether a law of the Domin-
d towNards the Government, strong suspi- ion can be enforced appears to me to be very

elons and doubts as to whether the inten- foolish. Any law of our country can be en-
tions of Parliaument had been fairly carried forced and generally contains within itself
Ot. Now those instructions given to this provisions for its enforcement, so I consider
Con1mission will be furnished, and I am sat- that tire is entirely lost in asking questions
'8fed in my own mind, although I have not of that kind. J notice also questions about
een themn, that they will harmonize with compensation. That is a very important

the views of Parliament in having the coin- question in the mninds of some, but at the

1sion appointed to obtain the information. saine time hon. gentlemen will see that the

that quite true the general terms used in question of the prohibition of the liquor
thatresolution will cover a great deal of traffic and the question of compensation
evidence which has been collected and being given to those whose business may be

hich is, in my judgment, unnecessary. destroyed by the prohibition, are two totally
There has been a great loss of time and ex- distinct questions. There is no necessity
hense in having it all taken down by short- whatever for their being taken into consid-
hand writers, which will be increased by eration at the same time or for the one hav-

aving it all printed, as I suppose it will be, ing any influence on the other. If the pre-

Wd forming a very voluminous report ; and servation and promotion of the peace, happi-

thile I believe and know that amongst all ness and well-being of our people demands
information are some very important of us that we should have a prohibitory law,

and very valuable facts, calculated to guide then after it is passed we may very safely
O in Our deliberations upon this great and and very wisely decide what compensa-

'portant question, I feel at present tion, if any, should be given to those whose
rather alarmed at the amount of difficulty business has been interfered with. First
we shall experience in getting at these settle the question of prohibition on its
ewels. I am af raid they will be so deeply merits, and then on its merits take up the

buried4 by the rubbish which surrounds them, question, if any compensation be due to
hat it Will take a good deal of patience and any body, to whom and how much. The Par-
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liarnent of Canada may be safely relied upon stood that there would be two representatives
if a man's vested interests are encroached at least, of those who are known to be
upon in any way for the public good, to friendly to prohibition, two of those who
compensate him if reasonable proof can be are known to be adverse to it, and the third
adduced that such compensation should be should be as impartial a man as could be got
granted. The present is not the Lime to -- a man of business. I understood that
discuss such a question, but I venture to' that was to be the character of the com-
make the remark that when the question of mission. Now, in watching the proceedings,
compensation comes to be decided it must J have cone to the conclusion, by consider-
be remembered that there are two sides to ing the questions asked and remarks made,
the question. J am strongly of the opinion and J do not think it is a conclusion which
that the compensation should be all the can be gainsaid, that four of the five are
other way-that it should come out of the anti-prohibitionists and what sort of a
pockets of those who through the liquor report we are likely to get J do not know
traffic have been enabled to roll in wealth -I will not judge it until I see it.
and enjoy the largest amount of luxury and- Ail the commissioners are unquestion-
ease at the expense of the poor people ably upright and honourable men, and
whose want of bread and clothing has will no doubt give us the facts as they re-
contributed to that wealth. There is room ceived them. It is remarkable that no ad-
for argument as to which side should have vocate of prohibition, so far as J know, was
compensation, and it will be quite time to asked at all what his opinion was of these
discuss that question when the first and commissioners before they were appointed.
primary question is decided, shall the coun- I do not like to thrust myself forward or
try have a prohibitory liquor law ? I am not niake any claims whatever, but it struck me
at this time, of course, going into the gen- that it would have been a Nery natural
eral question of prohibition; my object is thing indeed, when it was known, through-
simply to obtain the information vhich J out the country, known to Parliament and
desire. There is another point to which I the Governmient that I was president of the
have not yet referred, and that is enbodied Dominion Alliance, an association that has
in the third clause of my request asking for been in existence for eighteen or twenty
a copy of all the documents. My reason for year for the purpose of obtaining this pro-
making this request is that on reading the hibition, and which it is well known, is a re-
proceedings that have taken place, J notice presentative body of the temperance element
one of the commissioners stated that he had throughout the whole Dominion, represent-
an official document. He was questioning a ing churches, temperance societies and all
witness, and on receiving an answer, he re- organizations taking an interest in this great
marked that it was not consistent with the work-under these circumstances I think
information contained in an official docu- mere courtesy and a desire to do a fair
ment, some table of statistics by which he thing would have suggested that the names
was trying the evidence that had been given of the commissioners should have been sub-
him. If such a document has been fur- mitted to me or some other representative
nished to that commission, it is only fair and of the temperance people, simply to learn
right that we who are interested in it should that no valid objection was made to thern-
have some knowledge of it-that it should Consequently, the prohibitionists are not
be a public document to which we should in any way responsible for the work
have access as well as the commissioners, in that has been done, whether it is well
order that we may ascertain its character or ill done-we are entirely free froni
and see that it is fair and just. Now, with 1 that. J am of opinion that great good
reference to the personnel of the commission! will result from it. My only fear is that
I have not a word to say against any of it will involve a great deal of expense
them. Those of them whom I know, J have to the country. If it is considered ne-
great confidence in and esteem very highly ; cessary to publish all the evidence that
at the same time, with reference to the has been collected it will make a huge
appointment of commissioners, J understood, volume and J doubt if any one will have the
and I believe it was the real meaning of the tine or patience to go through it. Some of
Government, that we should have what us will read and select portions of it'
might be called a fair commission. J under- Some of it, I know, is exceedingly valuable
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anjd important. I have not read the whole cular, for if you teach nen to violate a plain
of it, but I have read it very largely and in law with impunity, you weaken respect for
n1Y opinion the great weight of evidence is laws in general, an( thus tQ a large extent
rather favourable to the view that I enter- paralyze the arm of the law, for when men
tain than opposed to it, notwithstanding the begin to violate one law and soothe their
curious questions which have been sometimes consciences, they gradually teacb other men
Put, and notwithstanding that I think either to do the same thing who are less scrupulous
the commission has misapprehended the re- than they are, and you encourage men to the
qlirement of Parliament or that the coin- commission of what is plainl and palpably
111ission itself and the instructions given have a crime. If we look at the history of legis-
'lot been sufficiently clear to make them un- lation in respect to matters pertaining
derstand what it was desired should be ob- to iorals and manners, what do we
tained, namely, reliable data upon which find? We know that on the statute-
Alnal action might be taken by Parliament. book ever since the reign of James, I tbink,
I shal not further trespass on the time of there was an enactment authorizing a fine
the House, but now nove the Address as it to be inposed upon any one who used a
18 Printed in the Minutes. profane oatb, and if we look at the history

110, ;of the times, particularly the time of the
lon. Mr. GOWAN-I wish to say a Regent, men were not considered fashion-

ord or two in respect tp what has fallen able, or to come up to the mark as young
fro My hon. friend beside me, with whom bloods, or society men, unless they could in-

am usually in entire accord. I am in full dulge in some new and strange oath. That
%YrTpathy with the earnest workers in the law, therefore, was for many years violated
cause of temperance all over Canada and with inipunity.' At one tine it feli into
aving said that, it is as far as I can go in re- almost entire (isuse, and no one thougbt of

%Pect to the present object that they aim at. prosecuting under it. Let us look at an-
' heard what my bon. friend said about the other law-one that my hon. friend the
Objections to taking individual opinions as leader of the House would be nost anxious

the propriety of passing such a law. For to have fully obeyed-the law witb regard
"Y Part, I differ from ny hon. friend who to custoins and smuggling. Every one ac-

a 80 zealously, earnestly and for years ad- quainted witb the bistory of the people of
.9Cated the cause of temperance and prohi- Europe knows that there was a tine wben

-I an sorry to diffier from him, but I it was not tbought any crime, or infringing
thay yIentirely disagree with tepstoth 8ay 1 enieydsarewt the position at aIl upon inorals, if people did a littie

.at it is not proper to ascertain the drift of in the way of sinuggling, and my lord

th Opinion with regard to any measure in bis mansion and the poor fisherman
is intended to be followed by an enact- on the seashore ail smuggled. My lord

ent. We all know, looking at the history smuggled bis wines from France and my
every movement touching the habits lady smuggled her laces, witbout in the

j1( lanners of the people, that unless it slightest degree feeling that it toucbed
1e n accord with public opinion it must their conscience, while the poor man was
aessarily fall to the ground. I myself glad to get his gin, his rum, and otber

ii had a good deal of judicial experience things that lay in bis way, and more suited
espect to the temperance question and'bis tastes, in the same inanner. Therefore,

ofte Ions under existing laws, and have that law, until very recent years, notwitb-
been painfully struck with the ianner standing the severity of the enactment tben

oi ich Witnesses gave their evidence-men on the st
Uaidoubted general veracity, of good cha- therefore an injury was done to tbe law in
ter and good standing in society, willing because it was violated witb inpu-

a IOUS to avoid a conviction nity and without any of self-reproac
chatquestion that would bear against a person -witbout any feeling that the offender's

e ged with violating the law. That struck conscience was wounded. Then let us core
o' theand have had a pretty large experience to a later period. You ail know that from
ceu 8 bject, as a very significant point and the earliest times by the cornînonlaw killing
adva rned my view that any legislation in vas murder, in case of a duel, and we
le8sapee Of Public opinion is worse than use- know that until a comparatively recentt19 'orse than useless in this parti- period-up to tbe time of the Duke of Wel-
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lington, certainly-men dare not refuse, so doubting my ovn opinion, seeing I differ
strong was public opinion, to meet their ad- from my hon. friend beside me, 1 must say
versaries when challenged. Now, there was that cannot accept the view that public
a law in force touching life, and yet it was opinion is iiot to be ascertained in the way
violated with impunity. If everything was that the commissioners have thought fit to
done according to the law of the duello, coliect it.
no jury could be got to convict any
one who killed his adversary in " a fair li. Mr. VIDAL-The Manitoba sys-
fight." So strong was that feeling tem is a better way.
that, if my nemory serves me, in a case
where it was proved that the code had been lon. Mr. POWEll am rather sur-
strictly observed and the prisoner had killed prised that the hon. leader of the Govera-
his adversary after the most approved manner ment las nothing to say upon this question.
and muethod of the duel, the judge (who had Lt would be expected that we should have
" been out " more than once himself) when some declaration from him with respect to
he came to charge the jury said "Gentlemen this matter. Looking at the attitude as
of the jury, if you believe so and so I ani sumed by the hon. gentleman from Sarnia,
bound to tell you that according to the two years ago, when this commission was
laws of England the offence aimounts to proposed; one would naturally feel surprised
murder, but so help me-gentlemen, a fairer 1 that the hon. geiltleman-who at that time
thing I never heard of." You can easily had expressed such entire confidence in the
understand how a jury would act under intentions of the Government, in the charac-
circustances of that kind. That is the te of the commission, and iini the satisfactory
teach, of history-anid history ought not results of its labours-bacp put a notice ic
to be like te stern lights of a ship illumoing the paper whic seemed to indicate a feelia
Only the track that is past, but should l that everything as not going on just as it
guide us in the future. I have long been ight do under this commission. I syself, as

tem is ac etrwy

strongly of the opinion that any law in ad- an admirer of the hon. gentlemanfrom Sarnia,
vance of public opinion will lotp be obeyed, felt sotnewhat ained that the on. gentle-
and therefore I an sorry to (iffer fromn my man's confidence in the commission had bee l
earnest and lion. friend beside me. Idonotat shaken; but epy m d was relieved when
ail agree with hiun that the commission erred the hion. gentleman in the course of bis re-
in grettig opinions f rom inteigent men in marks said that as far as hi was concerned,
ail quarters. According to my opinion, that he quite recognized the virtue of a Royasl
portion of the inquiry was a necessary and Commission, but that there were certain ua-
most desirable one, and any one who reflepts godly people outside who, while they were
on the subject will see the danger of putting temperance ment were not perhaps as stroig
a law on the statute-book that wi!l not be supporters of the Government as my baolr-
obeyed. How are we to ascertain whether friend and who began to blasphenie againist
tue law will be obeyed or not unless we cot- the commission. I think that the ion. gefl
leet evikence to show public opinion on the tie an, although e reiterated his expressin
subjeet ? There are various ways of collect- of confidence in the commission, gave utte
incg public opinion you can get it from the ance to some sentiments which would ra

ewspapers, or from talking witb people, or tean impartial listener to believe that hig
froin examining witnesses as 'tas done by own confidence had been somewhat shakelt
this commission, and you can ascertain pretty le criticised, in a very gente way of course,
inuch the drift of public opinion by t he ex- the line of action followed by the commissiO»,
tent and work of the various organizations and the compositin of the commission; ad
in a particular direction. These are astonost the hhon. gentleman seemed to doubt whetet
the sources f rom whih the drifmt of public the intention of Parliament had been carrd
opinion can be ascertained. Therefore, on out in the instructions given to the COn
that point alone I differ from miy ion. f riend. mission and in the une of conduct which
1 think that it is one of the niost valuable 'they had adopted. Now, if Parliaunent o
modes of ascertaining whether, if Pariament been composed of gentlemen t fho entertained
should be disposed to do so, an Act should the saie sentiments on the subject of PRoa
be passed to prohit the liquor trafy. I can- hibition which are entertained by the hun-
mot but think it would, and therefore, almost gentleman frou Sarnia, think probably the

on~~ thyujc ilsetedne fptigtmeac ewr o ehp ssrn
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hon. gentleman would have been right in I understood the hon. gentleman to say that
thinking that the intention of Parliament the space of two years or nearly two years
had not been carried out ; but what was which had elapsed since this commission was
really the intention of Parliament ? J do appointed, was quite long enough to have
lot wish to be disrespectful to Parliament ; brought us some definite report from the

but I have a very strong impression that a commission; but the lion. gentleman will see
great many of the gentlemen who voted that if the commission did not deal with the
for the appointment of a Royal Commission question of compensation, that question being
did so with a view to shelve a disagreeable a difficult and trying one would, as a
question and get it out of Parliament to matter of course, be referred by this
somfe other place where it would not trouble Government to another commission, and
Parliament for some time. no further action could be taken in the mat-

ter until that question was reported upon ;
lon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear. and the question of compensation being a

difficult and trying one, it would probably
lon. Mr. POWER-And I think the hon. call for a very extended inquiry by this

gentleman must feel that that end has been new commission ; probably the commission-
attained to a very considerable extent. One ers would feel it their. duty to go over to
of the, faults the hon. gentleman found with Great Britain and sit there, because the
the mode of 'examination pursued by the question of compensation has been consi-
commission was that they asked whether in dered there; and I think the hon. gentle-
the opinion of the witnesses a prohibitory man from Sarnia must see, that if lie is in a
taw could be enforced. Now, I think that hurry to have a prohibitory law, or if he is
that was a very practical, reasonable and fair in a hurry to get the report of this commis-
(luestion, and the hon. gentleman f rom Barrie sion--a final report which will dispose of
has indicated how reasonable and proper a the whole matter-he had better let them
question it was. I do not think, that the deal with the question of compensation, and

on. gentleman from Sarnia, with all his we shall have the whole matter before us at
experience and with his knowledge of every- once, and lie be in a position to decide whe-thing which relates to the questions of tem- ther or not we shall have prohibition. Then
perance and prohibition, can point to any the hon. gentleman criticised the personnel of
co2mm11unity of anything like the population the commission. He admitted that the gen-
and territorial extent of Canada where a tlemen who composed it were all respectable,
Prohibitory law has been satisfactorily en- and I do not think any one has raised any
forced. We all know that in the state of question about that. I understood him to
Maine, which is a much smaller region than say that four out of five were opposed to
Oanada, and where the public sentiment was prohibition, as far as he could judge from
5uPPosed to be overwhelmingly in favour of the questions which they asked. Well, that
Prohibition, prohibition has certainly not may or not be the case ; but, after all, hon.
Oeen by any means thoroughly enforced. gentlemen, the great point about this con-

le can get drunk in the state of Maine mission and every other commission which
just as readily and upon just as bad liquor this Government appoints is this, that the
as he can get intoxicated anywhere else : conmissioners are all good Conservatives ;
and mlen do it there. However, I do not that is the important point. The public

anflt to go into a discussion of the questions money is going to gentlemen who have done
f temperance and prohibition and non-pro- good service for the Conservative party. Ithibition. I think that it will be time enough may be that there is one exception: perhaps

when this commission reports, which will that one temperance mnan is not a Conser-
Probably be some time after the next general vative; I do not know; but I think that theelection, for us to discuss the question of commissioners and the employees of the com-the possibility of carrying out a law of that mission are nearly all good Conservatives ;

if the commission should recommend and the giving of merited reward to
the adoption of a prohibitory law. The hon. good Conservatives for their services to the
gentleman said also that' the question of party is one of the casual advantages of the

mtpensation should net lie considered. Now Royal Commission. The important object,
think that the hon. gentleman was hardly of coprse, is to relieve the Government f rom

consistent with himself in taking thatground. the necessity of dealing with the question
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of prohibition. The secondary object is to Government lias taken in this matter. At
afford pleasant employment, at remunerative the time the resolution providing for this
rates, for gentlemen who have fought and commission was under discussion, my lion.
bled for the good cause ; and that has been friend from Sarnia approved of the course
done. I am surprised that the hon. gentle- then proposed. I was surprised to hear him
men from Sarnia should raise any question state that in his opinion it was about the
about the personnel of the commission. best course that could be taken to meet the

wishes and prayers of a very numerous body
Hon. Mr. VIDAL--I did not raise any of petitionerswhoapproaclied this Parliament

question about it at all. on that question. The prayer of the peti-
tioners read before the both Houses of

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. member Parlianent indicated, as plainly as the
from Quinté suggests that the reason why the English language could indicate, that
hon. gentleman froin Sarnia was not satisfied they wished the Parliament of the country
with the personnel of the commission, was to pass a prohibitory law immediately
that he or his temperance friends bas not there was no application or prayer made by
been consulted. these people from all parts of Canada fora

commission to inquire and see wbether the
Hon. Mr. VIDAL-No. time bas arrived for a prohibitory law to be

enacted in bis country ; and yet at tbe time
Hon. Mr. POWER-There is something I remeinber, distinctly remember, bearing

in that, looked at from the hon. gentleman's iny hon. friend from Sarnia rise in bis place
point of view; but from the point of view and state that it was quite in accord with
of the Government there is not so much in tbe prayer of the petition, and lie aise made
it, because the (lovernment were bect the observation at the tine that he had the
able te j udge wbat gentlemen most deserved onour o f beingthe president of the Dominion
seietbing from, the Governrnent. Now, I Alliance. Now, I for one cannot agee with
bec, to say that ii ay humble way I quite the expression on bis part to-day of dis-
concur in the observations made by the mon. appointment. I think tbat the objet of
gentleman from Barrie, with respect to the Parliament and of the Government on the
question of a prohibitory law ; but I think occasion of those petitions being presented,
the hon. gentleman to a certain extent an- must he ebvious to everybody. The object
ticipated what might be contained in the and intention was, to adopt an adage whicb
report, and his renarks were, perhaps, not prevails witl ail Governments, that when
altogether relevant to the motion made by an urgent aîd difficuit moral question is
the bon. gentleman from Sarnia. I am presented for their censideration, the very
sorry that the hon. leader of the Govern-'best way of disposing of it is to appoint a
ment did not express the views of the Gov- Royal Comnission and place the report there-
ernment on the question. I do not know on anîong the blue books. I tiink that will
whether the bon. gentleman is in a position be the resuit in this case, and no other resuit
to tell us when this commission is likely to will follow. It matters littie, excepting in
report or not. If he is, perhaps he will be the item of expese-and as my bon. friend
kind enougli to take the House into his con- has said, the expense cores out of the
fidence to that extent. people of this country aîd will be distributed

among friends- it niatters littie' wbethem,
Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-In mnaking this the report cornes tbis year or next year or

motion I think it certainly was not the inten- tbe year after.
tion of the hon. gentleman from Sarnia to
introduce at tliis tiiîe in this liuse a dis- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Or net at ail.
cussin of prohibition upon its merits.ta i

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Hear, aear. when this report cones, the resuit will be
the saime ; the pryers and expectations Of

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-But o have been those petitioners will not be answered.
very inuci surprised indeed to find, as the
lion. member bias stated, the bon. rentiean Hon. Mr. KAULBACH- do not agree
fron Sarnia criticising the course tbat tbe wit ail that my bon. freind whe bas just
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taken his seat has said with reference to moment we go beyond moral suasion, the
this matter. We all know pretty well the influence of the churches, societies and
r1ature of these petitions ; they all seem to temperance organizations, we defeat our
4 largely in the handwriting of two or three object.- The churches and societies have
ndividuals, they are stereotyped petitions, more beneficial effect upon the public than
ad it is the easiest thing in the world to get all the legislation that we can enact. You
thmeii Signed and, after all, the petitions are will never make a man moral by Act of

ya very small minority of the people of the Parliament.
Coultry. The petitions are got up, by people
"l'Ployed by the different associations ; of Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I did not propose

ourse they have an immense power at their to make any observations on the question;
ak, but after all thev are but a snall because I thought the main proposition in-
Inority. As regards the personnel of this volved in the duty of the commission was

corflnission I know nothing : and I know 1 not really before the Chamber ; and it is
"Othing as regard their antecedents, their rather permature to discuss the question of
Predilections as regards temperance or other- prohibition at the present moment; but I rise

19e, neither do I know whether they are sup- to prevent the impression going abroad that
therts of the present Government or whe- it is the opinion of this Chamber that a pro-r it is for meritorious service they have hibitory law is asked for by a very small
en appointed. I think it is a matter of minority of the people of Canada. Over

r .ginationl purely with my hon. friend as twenty years ago, I can very well remember
regads that point. With reference to the that petitions poured in from all parts of

tion of how they should act and what this country praying for the adoption of
evidence they should take, I think the coin- some law that would to a certain extent

l5ion will be governed entirely by the limit the consumption of alcohol and lessen
power* given to them under the commission the drinking habit. That public opinion
nsli the Parliament. J presume that those which found expression in petitions twenty
thatructions are fully contained in it and years ago, has I think, been growing rapidlythe beyond that they will not go. It seems during that interval, and to-day Canada

yare empowered to take opinions upon stands in about as advanced a position on
b sbjects respecting the niatter of prohi- the temperance question as any other country

: and I think they will not extend in the world-certainly in advance of any
yond that. Neither do I wish to antici- country on the other side of the Atlantic, andPate the result of the evidence, nor what quite abreast with some of the neighbour-pet it will have'on the public mind and on ing states, even though what is known as a
rniament. I think the hon. member from prohibitory law has actually been adopted
bihas rather prejudged the case. He there. The temperance agitation in Canada,
p ves there is sufficient in it to justify whether due to restrictive laws or whether

ot iament in passing a prohibitory law. I am due to our license system, or to the
pasing any opinion upon that at all, influences from the pulpit, benevolent people

refouh have a very strong opinion vith and philanthropists, has been productive of
ceeence to it. Then mv lion. friend says we an immense amount of good, and anybody
indt' pass any law and it could be carried out who has given thought or attention to the

tr18 country. I say no. You must have a 1 growth and developtient of the temperance
beo backing in favour of any legislation movement in Canada, must see that in the
ut.r You can have it executed and carried last twenty years a marvellous stride has
Well ith regard to temperance law, we know been taken. In reference to this particular

co enough how it .works. In my own commission, I do not propose to offer any
are ry there is a provincial law and there comments. At the time it was appointed I

elen selling openly before the public thought very little of it, because I know
ery ay ; and not one violation in a thou- that the method usually adopted in taking

ea has been punished. Vigorous and evidence before a commission of this kind,
olt thus men have been appointed to carry must necessarily result in practically noth-
With lat law ; they have saddled the country ing. I have not read ail the evidence.
tha large Sums of money, ten times more From time to time I have gone over a

i that e fines would come to ; and the result column or two of it in the newspapers as it
mbore liquor is sold. J say that the appeared, and I came to the conclusion that
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the commission generally called forward six
persons in favour of prohibition, and six
who were against it, and they got their
views. They were taiken down in writing
and given to the press. It left the question
just where it started, and I do not think
any sensible person, any person who has
given any thought or attention to the sub-
ject, or whose judginent on the ques-
tion is of the snallest weight and import-
ance, would be guided in any degree by the
result of the commission. From mny stand-
point it is a perfect farce-an absolute
farce. Here are some tens of thousands of
witnesses called before this commission,
some voluntardy and some under a request,
and they have simply spoken their own
feelings, honestly, no doubt. The man who
deals in liquor believes a prohibitory law is
absolutely impossible. The nan who is iii
favour of a prohibitory law is just as firmnly
convinced that it can be enforced, and that
it is the best thing for the country. He
speiks from his own stand-point. I ask any
of you, gentlemen, who have thought over
this question in the last ten or fifteen years,
whether you do not find society is divided
into two camps? The temperance camp is
the one that is increasing, J amn happy to
say--that is, those who are in favour of in-
creased restriction-I will not go so far as
to say absolute prohibition, but in sone
degree reducing the facilities for people
destroying themselves and the happiness
of their homes. The movement has
been going on steadily year by year, the
number of licenses has been year by year
restricted. All these things tend to the edu-
cation of the people ; they all lead in the
proper direction; and this commission, if it
serves any purpose at all, is useful only to
this extent, that public opinion is directed
to a most important question, namely, the
best method of restraining the people in their
drinking habits. As I said before, I an not
going into the main question: it is prema-
ture. It is important we should have those
instructions which have been given to the
commission. I only wish my hon. friend
had been equally thoughtful two years ago.
We could then have known whether those
instructions were in the right direction. The
public would have criticised those instruc-
tions and the press would have commented
upon them ; and it would have been very
useful and very valuable; and probably have
formed in some degree a guide to the com-

mission as to the methods on which they
ought to proceed. The result of this con-
mission will be huge volumes of material
that would be absolutely useless as a guide.
While on this subject I may here say that
the opinions differ according to the localities
just as it is appareht that prohibitory laws
and restraining laws can be enforced in one
locality and not in another. An attempt to
enforce a law in British Columbia might be
useless, but in the other end of the, Doni-
nion, to enforce it in Prince Edward Island
might be perfectly feasible, owing, perhaps,
to the difference in the character of the two
people and educational advance on this ques-
tion. I an glad to know that in large nuni-
bers of the provinces, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, &c., the temperance feeling
is so far advanced that even a prohibi-
tory law might be carried out. There is, of
course, in other provinces an opinion that is
so hostile and adverse that it would be per-
fectly futile to attempt to enforce prohibi-
tion. lI several parts of the Dominion, in
the western provinces, where the consump-
tion is six times as much as in the eastern
provinces, it would be absolutely absurd to
attempt any such system.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN--The hon. gentleman
fron Sarnia, knowing as we all do the very
deep interest he bas taken in this question
all his life, is to be congratulated on the
temperate manner in which he has brought
forward his resolution. I see nothing incon-
sistent in his action to-day with the action
he took on this question when the commission
was first appointed, but I do take issue enti-
rely with my hon. friend from Ottawa as to
the value of this commission. I do not agree
with him that you can draw a hard and fast
line as between two classes in the community
-the one temperate and the other not term-
perate. There are large numbers of people
in this community who are strong advocates
of temperance-I do not say of prohibition-
who have all their life long done everything
in their power to advance the cause of teni-
perance, but have very great doubt indeed
as to whether that cause could be best
served by attempting. to enforce a prohibi-
tion law, and I think the object of this
commission is to endeavour to lay before the
public information which will enable thenm
to form a correct judgment on the subject.
The point was well taken by my hon. friend
f rom Barrie, that it was of very great impor-
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tance, from that view of the case, to ascer- have been justified, but I think he is adopt-
tain the opinion of the people as to how far ing an indefensible position in attacking the
it was possible or feasible to carry out such method pursued by the commission, and an-
a law. Npw, J happened to have attended, ticipating the report which in the near fu-
sorne few years ago, a temperance meeting ture they may submit. My hon. friend
that was held ii Toronto, under the auspices appears to overlook the fact that this, to a
of a Prelate of the Church of England, who very large extent, is a judicial body. As I
had always been a strong advocate, not only understand they are invested with all the
of temperance, but of prohibition. At the powers of a judicial body. It has been
saITe meeting there was present the secretary given to them to make an investigation into
of the largest temperance organization in the a most important subject, a subject which
hUnited States, and one piece of advice which affects every individual in this Dominion to
he gave to his audience was " Whatever you a greater or less extent, and judicial powersdo, do not go in advance of the convictions of are given to them in respect to the summon-
the people-do not attempt to carry out a ing of witnesses and in respect to arriving
'al that their convictions do not approve of at a particular judgment as to the result of
and which will only result in breaking the that investigation. Now, my hon. friend
law and in that way will have a very injur- would not have been justified for a moment in
"ous effect froin a moral point of view." anticipàting the result of what a judicial body
N9 w, as I said before, there is a large might find in respect to a particular investiga-
number of people, not prohibitionists, who tion; why, therefore, would he be more jus-
are strongly interested in the temperance tified in anticipating the result of this com-
cause and heartily desire to promote it, and mission on this subject, one which is of quite
't is only right that they should be given as much importance as any that can come
an .OPPortunity to express their opinion on under the deliberation of a judicial body? I

is question. I happened to be in Mont- observed, as stated before, the method of
real when the commission was sitting there procedure adopted by this commission when
and had a conversation with Judge Macdon- sitting in the North-west Territories, and ifald, of Brockville, and the evidence which J my hon. friend had acquainted himself, as he
heard there and much of it that was com- possibly may have acquainted himself, with
IXunicated to me was, I think, exceedingly the methods adopted by that commission in
interesting and of very great importance pursuing the investigation, I am satisfied he
and could not fail to have a good influence would not take the exception which he has
in helping people to form a correct judgment taken to the methods adopted. That com-
as tO the best course to be taken. The Gov- mission, on the occasion to which I have re-ernmeit are not likely to refuse to answer ferred, issued subpenas summoning before
the questions on the paper, and I quite agree theni the various judicial and federal oflicers
with my hon. friend in thinking that the within the territory, and also the various
publie are entitled to the fullest informa- officers of the North-west Government,
tion as to what the commission is doing and that these officials might give their views in
propose to do. respect to the matters before the commission

lion Mr.LOUGEEDas well as of the feasibulity of carrying into
lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-- had an op- operation a prohihitory liquor law. My lion.

Portunity of observing to some extent the friend is fully aware of the fact 1 presume,
m'eans adopted by the commission in question that for sone years we had in the North-in conducting their examination in the mat- west Terriùories the èlosest approach to a
ters referred to them particularly in the prohibitory liquor law that has yet heen ex-

o3i'th-west Territories, and it was by reason perienced in any part of Canada, and it there-
Of that observation that I venture to express fore became a inatter of very great value to
nlyself on this occasion in reference to the the people of the entire Dominion that these
mntter brought before this honourable Bouse opinions-the opinions of ah classes of the
by îny hon. friend from Sarnia. It appears community within the territory should le
h. me that if my hon. friend had limited obtained as to the feasibulity of the propose{
itself to takinig exception to the delay prohibitory liquor law, whieh the commission

hich had been exercised by the commission is now considering. How was it possible,in the preparation of their report and the therefore, to obtain a proper consensus of
suission of it to Parliamefnt, he might opinion within the territoiy as to the matters

aswl so h esbiiyo arigit
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referred to in the commission? My hon.
friend would not expect that the commission
should. confine itself to ex4mining before it-
self those who are entirely in favour of a pro-
hibitory liquor law. My hon. f riend surely
would not propose so narrow and limited a
sphere as that-he would not limit the evi-
dence to the particular class which would
unhesitatingly say that a prohibitory liquor
law should be adopted and that it could be
successfully enforced. Now, the Dominion
Alliance, of which my hon. friend is so
worthy a representative, was represented at
that commission by one of the ablest repre-
sentatives of the Alliance-I allude to Mr.
Spence. I venture to say that there is no
one in the Dominion of Canada who is more
enthusiastic or energetic or better qualified
to discharge the duties pertaining to that
position. On the other hand those who
opposed the adoption of a prohibitory liquor
law were represented by a gentleman well
known here-I refer to Mr. Kribbs. Facili-
ties were given to these gentlemen to ex-
amine before the commission the various
parties in the territories who might be
deemed to have some knowledge in respect
to the matters in question. This was done ;
the commission examined before theni the
judges and officers that I have before
mentioned, and the other two gentle-
men examined the various witnesses called
before them by those respective parties.
Therefore a method was adopted to
obtain every shade of opinion touching
the advisability of passing a prohibitory
liquor law and the probability of its
being enforced. As I have already stated,
for. some ten or twelve years we had a
very close approach to a prohibitory liquor
law in the Territories. It was absolutely
prohibitory so far as the sale was concerned,
and absolutely prohibitory so.far as the im-
portation of liquor into the Territories was
concerned, with this exception--power was
given to the Lieutenant-Governor to issue per-
mits to those who might desire to bring in
liquor for domestic or medical uses. It must
necessarily be of very great value to the find-
ing of that commission, that evidence with
respect to the operation of thatý law in the
Territories should be discussed in every pos-
sible phase and that every class of opinion
should be ascertained to enable them to
come to a proper decision as to whether that
law was a success and whether it could be
properly carried out in the shape of a gen-

eral prohibitory liquor law. I am, therefore,
of the opinion, that under these circumstances
the commission is not at all blameworthy
in adopting the procedure which has been
adopted, particularly as the composition of
it appears to have been appreved of by the
hon. gentleman from Sarnia, and so far as I
am aware by both branches of Parliament.
It would be more beneficial' to the cause of
temperance if the commission should be sup-
ported in the procedure it has adopted for
the proper investigation of the subject, so that
when the report is submitted to Parliament
we shall have before us every phase of opi-
nion throughout the whole country and we
shall thus be placed in a better position to
arrive at a proper conclusion on the subject,
than if a more limited plan hadbeen adopted
in carrying out the investigation.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL--Does the hon. gèn-
tleman knowthe numberof witnesses exami-
ned in the North-west investigation?

Hon. Mr.·LOUGHEED-In the town of
Calgary, the largest town in the Territory,
the commission sat a day, probably six-or
seven hours, and it is quite possible that as
many as twenty witnesses were examined in
Calgary. That probably would be the length
of time which they sat in each of the other
centres of settlement in the Territories.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Do you think that
the statements of the witnesses who gave
their testimony might be taken as an indi-
cation of the opinion of the whole of the
Territories?

. Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The various
witnesses called in the town of Calgary and
other centres of settlement in the Territories
were fairly representative witnesses of all
the shades of opinion which prevail in the
Territories.

Hon. Mr. SANFORD-I arm thoroughlY
in accord with the last speaker in thinking
that the report of the commission will be in-
valuable to the temperance organizations.
think that it will show that prohibition in
the present state of public opinion will be
an impossibility. It has proved an impossi-
bility in every section where it has been
adopted. It wil] educate our temperancO
friends to fighît the battle on another line.
When in Not-way, three years ago, I was very
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Much interested in. the policy adopted in
that country to free the people from a habit
Which was sirnply. destroying them. In Nor-
way drunkenness was the prevailing vice. It
'as degrading the people in all directions

until it reached a point where legislation was
deemed absolutely necessary and something
ike local option was introduced thirteen or

fourteen years ago. If I hàd anticipated this
discussion to-day, T should have plaçed before
the House the Governmeint returns for the
ten years during which the system had been
in operation in Norway.

lion. Mr. VIDAL-We are not discuss-
ing prohibition, we are only getting.informa-
tiOn about the commission.

the local charities throughout Norway.
The habit of drinking, which had been the
prevaihng habit of the people, was then a
matter of indiference, because if a man felt
a desire to get a glas of liquor, he drank it,
paid for it, and immediately left the place.
There was no spot for him to lounge about,
no electric lights, no easy chair, he simply
took his liquor and went away. That
general habit of treating soor fell into
disuse, and why? In the hotels, on the
railways, and on the different steam-ships,
wherever you travelled, you always had
liquor at your disposal-you had only togo
to the table and help yourself. People
became indifferent to it, and the priyilege
was availed of by only a limitedl nuimber

The systen has proved most satisfactoryý to
ion. Mr. SANFORD-I think I an Norway. It was also satisfactory in Sweden

quite as near the line of what we are discuss- up to the time that the Swedish Govern-
Iug as the other members who have spoken. ment decided to use the revenue not for
1 was exceedingly interested in the remarks charitable purposes, but for the general
of my hon. friend from Sarnia. I know he purposes of the Government. Naturally,
.always keeps within: five or six miles of the the resplt was most unfortunate.' If our
question before the House. Wherever prohi- temperance people will take up the question
. tionihasbeen adopted up to the present time of local option, such as I have described as
it has proved a failure. You must educate the èxisting in Norway, and will introduce it
People through some such policy as that which in this -country, most satisfactory results
was adopted in Norway for that purpose and will follow. A reference has been made
Which proved most satisfactory. The local to vested rights. That question was con-

'ption applied to cities, towns or couhties as sidered also, and it was decided that the
Ixight be selected. Take for instance a city liquor dealers had no vested rights. They
like Ottawa: a p'arty of gentlemen, the re- got their licenses from year to year, and at
Presentative philanthropists of the city, or- the expiration of the curredt license they
anilzed a joint stock company. They went had no further claim on the community.

t'the city council and took every license at The organization to which I have referred,
the regular rate, engaging to carry out liter- said : " We will buy out your outfits sothat
?1lY the law with regard to the hours of clos- you will sustain no loss." I should be very.11lg. They engaged further. and found it in glad to 'place before my hon. friend from
their interest to do so, to give better quali- Sarnia the figures upon this matter. I have
ties of liquor. They did not allow in any in- them at my disposal, and I think it would
stance a boy under eighteen years of age to be a convincing argument that we would be
have a glass of liquor. No child, boy or girl, pursuing a mistaken policy in seeking to
Mas permitted to enter a galoon and the enforce prohibition in any part of the
r inking places were closed promptly at the Dominion.

bout' named in the law. Whatever the result
Inight be financially was divided in this way : Hon. Mr. BOWELL-There can be no

per cent to the investors for interest on possible objection to bringing down the
their investnent, 5 per cent as a reserve papers asked for in this motion. I see
t Ileet their expenditure for the outfit of nothing in the resolutions calling for an ex-
the saloon, and the balance was divided pression of opinion from the Governmentaonig such local charities as were sustained either upon the question of prohibition or
bY the local philanthropic people of that city. the manner in which the commissioners have

e result, as I carry it in my mind, at the transacted their business or made theirend of ten years was that the consumption investigations. I notice, however, that the
li iquor was reduced one-half, and something hoh. member' from Halifax is exercised

e £240,000 was given to support on -that point, and that he is somewhat
11~
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surprised that an opinion has not been given perance Act, generally known as the Scott
by the Government upon this very important Act, was adopted, yet any one who has vis-
question. I notice also that during his ited the Island must have been struck with
remarks he very dexterously avoided giving the fact that liquor could be proeured any-
an opinion -of his own. 'Leading, as-he does, where in the province in any quantity that
one of the great sections or parties in this one might desire. I do not intend to diseuss
country, one would have supposed that he the principle of prohibition, but I could not
had an opinion upon this subject and that help referring to. that fact-that the hon.
while asking for the opinions of others he gentleman vas singuiarly unfortunate in his
would hale volunteered his owi for the reference to Prince Edward sland. The
purpose of convincing them that they sould ion. member fron Calgamus h as given some
adopt his view. The oilly opinion that hie practical hints front his experience in a
gave, and wbich was endorsed by his leader, country where a prohibitory liquor Iaw was
was that the Governntent deserve censure enforced fr some years. lowever, sha
for the course they have pursued with refer- not dwell upon the question. The bon. mem-
ence to this question. That of course was ber froin Sarnia complained a itte of the
not at ail objectionable : we could have composition of the commission. J know from
exected no other utterance from. the lhon. my personal knowledge at the time the
gentleman even when dealing with a question commissioners were selected that the Gov-
of such hmomentous character as that of ernment endeavoured, whether successfully
prohibition. However, there is one point or not, to select gentlemen of undoubted
on whicho veture to differ fro the probity of character, nen in woin the
opinions expressed by the hon. gentleman country would have confidence, and if it
f rog Sarnia, and wich was treated e were their good fortune al to be Conserva-
fairly andl logicaiiy by the hion. memiber! tives, that was the best evidence they would
from York-that is, as to the value of any be honest in any opinion bey gave. Sir
report that may be made by this commis- Joseph Iickson is weil known to the people
sion. The bon. member f romn Sarnia says.it of Canada. 1 do not say that bie is a
was useless to ask those who deast in teetotaler, or that he is in favour of the
intoxiecating hiquors and made their living principle of prohibition, but fro the
ot of the traffic, what their opinion migpt standing that hie holds, his opinion wouid
be as to the propriety of enacting a prohibi- be accepted by the people as an bon-
tory liquor law or the possibieity of its est opinion. Next we have ex-Mayor
enforcement. 1 tnink it would be equally Clarke, of Toront. que was elected for four
absurd, if that is so, to ask the opinionof my ternis il tSink to the position of thayo of
hon. friend who bas made the motion before that city: he is a gentleman who stands
the Huse. We al knowwhat bis opinion is on high in the public estimation and wose
this question, and consequently it wouid be a character is unipeachable. do not Say
wates of time to seek through the commission that e is a proibitionist or teetotaler.
his opinion on the suject. But there is a Then we bave Judge Macdon aid. know
different classinthiscountry-ardent temper- that fe was a very ardent temperance man.
ance peopre, men who would, if the facts jus- have been personally acquainted with bit
tified it, lend their aid and give theiryvotes for a number of years. Whatever'bis pi-
for prohibition--who would support sbch e nions tay be now, since e has been con-
measure if they fet it was at ail practicable ducting this investigation, I know that ie
to carry it out. It is this class of people in has occupiel a very prominent pesition
the country that will have to be reached and among the temperance peopie of Canada and
coninced of the propriety or impropriety of bis reputation for honesty is weil known.
enacting in this country a prohibitory liquor Then we have the Rev. Dr. McLeod, of New
.aw. The lion. leader of the Opposition was Brunswick. He is not only an ardent teM
singulariy unfortunate in takinor Prince Bd- prneman, but a teetotaler and a prohi-
efrcm Isand than itin w of what coul bitionist of prohibitionists, and e stands
be done in the way of enforcng the prohibi- high in the estimation of the peopme. ye iS
tion principle. If there is any part of the a manof education and ability and I believe
Dominion where such a law could be en- as the confidence of every one wo knows
forced it is that particular province. In im The ift gentlemen is Mr. Gigault,
every part of the province the Canada Tem- with whom have had the honour of being
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as8ciated in Iarliament for a number of
Years. I know from personal experience
that if there is a decided temperance man
in the province of Quebec he is that man.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, February 24th, 1893.

lion. Mr. ANGERS--An intemperate - The SPEAKER took the Chair at

temnperance man, ock.

lon. Mr. BOWELL-As my hon. friend
"say an extreme-an intemperate one. Tak-
Ing the whole of them, from their standing
in the community I think the temperaice
People of this country should have confi-
dence in their impartiality and have no
ground for finding fault with the Govern-
lnent for the selection they have made.

lion. Mr. VIDAL-I have never heard a
comaplaint.

lion. Mr. BOWELL-The leader of the
Opposition says that the appointment of this
coinmission was an absolute farce, and that
the result would be useless. Time must an-
Mwer that question: I do not propose to dis-
clsS it just now, but I am quite satisfied
that their report when laid on the Table will
gie such information as will enable the peo-
Ple of Canada to arrive at a correct conclu-
8lOn as to the propriety of adopting a prohi-
. tory liquor law, and the feasibility of carry-
11 g it out in case it should be adopted byParliament. I can only tell the hon. gen-
tlemen from Sarnia that at the very earliest
momlent that we can- prepare this return it
shall he laid beforethe ftouse. I do not know
exactly what he means by this portion of
the third paragraph " Copies of any and all
documents and statisties furnished to the8aid RoyalCommission by any of the depart-
nlents of the Civil Service or any officer of
the Government." Documents issued by a
department of the Civil Service would ne-
cesarily be official. Probably the hon. gen-
tleman means some of the, officials of the
Civil Service. If he means that it will be ne-

e8ary to change the language of the clause.
his desire is simply to obtain orders issued

by the Government by authority of the de-
partment they will be broùght down. There
ulay be some, and if there are they will be
laid before the Huse.

The motion was agreed to.

The Senate adjourned at 5.12 p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE MARINE HOSPITAL AT
VICTORIA.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) inquired:
Is it the intention of the Government to put the

Marine Hospital at Victoria in such a state of re-
pair as will afford more confort to the patients
and better accommodation for medical men at-
tending the hospital, and whether it is the inten-
tion to introduce a supply of good water without
delay ? Also, whether any change is contémplated
in the present mode of feeding the patients?

He said: In asking these questions I do not
propose to say m ch. I believe the Govern-
ment know, as wel as I do myself, that this
hospital is not all that it ought to be. It re-
quires repairs to make it more convenient
for patients and medical men attending the
hospital. It requires a supply of pure water,
the lack of which has been badly felt.
There is now a supply of good water with-
in a mile of the hospital-a supply of
the best water to be had anywhere. I hope
the Minister will tell me that the Govern-
ment are going to do all these things sug-
gested in the inquiry. With reference to
the mode of feeding the patients, the pre-
sent system is to farn them out, 'which is
not the best plan I think.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-In reply to the
question put by the lion. member forVictoria,
I have to inform him that it is the intention
of the Govei-nment to put the Marine Hos-
pital at Victoria in first-tlass condition' so
as to afford every comfort to the patients,
and proper accommodation for the medical
officers attending the hospital. It is also the
intention of the Government to introduce a
plentiful supply of good water without delay,
from the Esquimalt Water Works. No
change is contemplated in the present mode
of feeding the patients. I may further add
that the repairs which have been going on
for some time, have been conducted under
the superintendence of Mr. Gamble, the
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engineer of the Public Worke Department at Hon. Mr. MACDONAL» (B.C.)-The
Victoria, who has reported that the repairs reply is very satisfactory-it is better than
are nearly completed, and that new closets, we could have expected.
baths, lavatories, new floors, painting, drains,
etc., have all been supplied. The only thing The Senate adjourned at 3.36 p.m.
remaining to be done is to lay a pipe from
the Esquimalt Water Works Company's pipe,
on the main road between Esquimalt and
Victoria, to the Hospital, through the THE SENATE.
Indian lands, and Mr. Gamble has been
in negotiation for some time past to obtain
the necessary authority from the officers of The SPEAKER took the Chair at three
the Indian Department to lay the pipe
through these lands, which authority has
now been obtained. When completed, the -prayers and routine proceedings.
hospital will be all that could be desired.
It has been suggested, however, that the sick THE CHOLERA OUTBREAK.

rcariners would be better taken care of in
the city hospital, comrnonly known as the INQUIRY.

"'Jubilee Hospital," wvhere it is understood Hon. M.Nr. FERGUSON rose to
tweey would have the benefit of a resident
doctor and nurses, and ail the appliances and Cail the attention of the 36overnrent to the re-
advantages of a modemn hospita1. Negoti- Ports of a renewed outbreak of choiera iii Europe,

d to the fears entertonek that there wit be an

ationPraer and rouin proceedings. it th "

ains be aen epideinie of choiera, both in Europe and Anerica,
managers of that hospital for this purpose, during the coiiNg suImer, a inquire of the
and if suitable arrangements can le made, Governnent what steps they have taken a.i intend
it is probable the sick mariners wi l be moved to take Vo prevent the introduction of choiera into

Canada, and to deai with it if 80 introduced?to that hospita, so as to be put in the best
and most comfortable position. With refer- poe said: My object in naking this inquiry
ence to the present system of feeding the is not only to ascertain that the Govern-
sick mariners, the keeper of the Marine ment have done, but wrat the are doing
Hospital receives a free house, a salary of and what they intend to do to defend this
$500 per year, a D $5 a week for the patients, country from an invasion of cholera during

nhich is considered a liberal allowance, and the ensuing summer. NoV only that, but to
more than is pai to the keepers of other elicit from the members of this fouse, a
marine hospitals in the Dominion. The discussion from which the ofoverment per-
doctor ias reprted that the food supplie s as , ay be able to obtain some informa-
by the ieeper is excellen t, and the patients tion, or at allevents receive some suggestions
who have recently been in the hospital have that may guide them in what they propose
expressed in writing, that their heatmentain to do. It has been said that a discussion of
the hospital lias been ail that could be desired 'this kind in this flouse miiglit excite publie
and that they have been looked after and alarmy fom, an Iasinot of that opinion. On
taken care of in the best Mtnner, and the ithe contrary, I believe it willbe reassuring to
food was plentiful and of the best descrip- the public, I believe it will ffr the publie
tion. This manner of boarding patients, at mid with confidence and with hope, to
a certain allowance per week, bas been lear that the Government is fully alive to
adopted at the other marine hospitals in the its auty in this -regard at this particular
Dominion, and ias been found te work re- time. Not only that, but the municipal
markably well. The duty of the doctor wlio iýauthorities in soine places are consider-
attends suc lospita is o see that the ing the questi . We find the publi-
patients are properly taken care of, and fed lic board of health in Toronto is dis-
in the most approved manner. If the sick cussing this subjet ; therefore, I think it iS
mariners are moved to the Jublee Hospital my duty Vo bring this matter before the
they, of course, will receive similar treatment Government in this ouse, in order that
to the other patients taken care of in that they migt ie encouraged in going on ith

ospital, and will receive the advantaes and the go work o as said before, of defendiilg
appliances of a mode hospitaL hs country against an invasion that 
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Will undertake to say, is not Iess to be
eadied than invasion by a foreign army.
ow, hon. gentlemen, that an outbreak and

a Widespread outbreak of cholera will take
Place in Europe during the ensuing year, I
think is beyond peradventure. You will
see that the medical officer, Dr. Kinster, ap-
POinted by the United States Government
tO ilvestigate and examine the condition of
Europe's cities and towns, reports that he
fnds nearly every town and city in Europe
Which he has examined to be in a most un-
sanitary condition. You will find that the
alar 1 in Europe to-day is so great that a
convention has been called at Vienna, not
0 11lY of the medical profession of every
eountry in Europe, including England, but

0all the sanitary officials and experts on
the continent, to provide some means by
which the enemy may be met ; therefore, I
think we are justified in this House in tell-
'tng the Government that at this particular
tine they must do their duty to the people
Of this country. Now we all, perhaps,

0ow that cholera is a filthy disease ; it
1% of animal 'origin ; it is a bacterial
organism, a living organism, which re-
quires not only food for . its living,

t for its propagation and multi-
Plication; that it multiplies in a most
aiaLing degree and it finds most fruitful
sOil among people who are prepared and
eandy for its cultivation, by bad sanitation,
y badly ventilated houses, badly drained
o01nses, bad food, and above all by bad and

'pure water. It is the testimony of nearly
4il who have any experience that cholera
Pison is disseminated chiefly through water.
This is the experience of nearly all the cities
aad towns not only over the civilized world
ut over what we call the semi-civilized

ýWOrld: that impure water above .all things
I be avoided ; and I might say just here,
tat the remedy for this, is that all water,
frOM whatever source you get it, ought to be
bOiled for at least five minutes before being
Used either for drinking or other purposes.rmafly dweil for a few moments, with the

.Perlission of this House, upon the question
as to where cholera comes'from. It origin-
ate& in two places especially and particularly,
and the first is upon the sterile plains of
Arabia, flanking on the ]ed Sea on the
iest, where, as you know, stand the holy

1itie, or what are called the holy cities
Of Mecca and Medina. It also comes

Iro l indostan. There, it is said to

originate spontaneously. It originates in
these places simply because of the filthy
habits of the people, because of the num-
bers who congregate there year after year
to worship at the shrines of the deities and
idols of the Ilindoos. It originates in Ara-
bia because the people assemble there almost
annually at the greatest festivals they
make to the tomb of Mahomet. Sometimes
as many as 800,000 people assemble there at
a time, many of them travelling four, five
and six hundred miles, and in Hindostan,
they travel from 1,000 to 1,500 miles and
assemble in hundreds of thousands and they
die there like flocks of sheep. At the tomb
of Mahomet, they offer up thousands of sheep
as sacrifices, and the offal of those sheep is
spread out in the sun to rot and fill the air
with miasma. We find the people dying
there in thousands on the plains. They are
not even buried. The clothes are stripped
off thein and a few inches of sand thrown
over them. The wind blows the sand off and
thebodiesare exposed toputrify underatorrid
heat. The clothes are taken home, and dis-
tribiqted as memorials to their relations. Thus
cholera has originated in every instance at
these two places Take the shrines of Jug-
gernaut and Adam's Peak; hundreds of
thousands of pilgrims congregate annually
and live in the most indescribable filth and
die by the thousands. As soon as the
cholera breaks out they flee for home and
the roadside and desert are covered with the
bodies of those who die on the way-bodies
that are left to putrify in the sun and poison
the air. You can understand that would be a
placenotonlyto·cultivatethe cholera germ or
microbe, or whatever you wish to call it, but
it lives there and has food on which to live.
It remains there aûd only breaks out irk an
epidemic form at these great festivals and
fairs and occasionally it makes a trip across
Europe, reaches England and finally comes
to America. No combination of natural
causes can produce cholera. For instance
dry and cold cannot produce cholera, nor
can it be produced by dampness or moisture
nor can any accidental causes such as famine
or war, the misery of the poor or the
luxury of the rich produce cholera. Cholera
like all other contagious diseases, such, as
small-pox and scarlet fever, is specific. It is a
peculiar poison and has to be transported in
order to reproduce itself in other places, and
this is one of the reasons why I move in this
matter. There is no difference of opinion
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among people who are familiar with it as estimated' by the highest authority that
to its cause. Some people pretend to every aduit is worth $1,000 to the country
say that quarantine is no use. Now T in which he lives. Now I think that is
propose to deal with this very briefly to show a fait estimate. If you take those
that quarantine is of use. Choiera is an in- 8,000 people that were lost in the cities of
ported article, and as the leader of the Gov- Quebec and Montreal, without regard wbat-
ernment can tell you, like every other ever to the number lost in other parts of the
imported article it can be stopped at the country, you have a loss of $8,000,000 to
frontier. Conditions such as filth, damp, and this country. In 1845 choiera started again
bad water may disseminate choiera poison. from Hindostan, travelied exactly the saine
It is carried by man to man. It travels as course over to Astrakhan and up the Volga
fast as man travels and no faster. It travels and reached Europe in the sanie way. It
in the highway of commerce and -in no other reached Engiand in October, 1848, in the
places. In 1829 it started out in Hindostan. fait of the year, and produced terrific resuits
It found its way to Russia and fron there there. Two vessels started, one from Havre,
travelled up the valley of the Volga to Mos- France, to New York, the other for New
cow and from there it spread through Europe. Orleans, both carrying choiera. Lt was
It reached Hamburg in 1831, and England spread through the whole of the continent
in January, 1832. Let me call the attention from New York and New Orleans. We al
of the Minister of Agriculture, who L be- have read of the resuit of the epidemic of
lieve has charge of the -lepartment which choiera in1849. The fataiity was dreadfui.
deals with this subject, to the fact that L wiii mention two or three cases showing
choiera travels in winter and in summer- the extent of the loss. Russia lost during
it travels as much in January, February and that outbreak no less than 600,000 people;
March as in June, July and August. There- England tost -0,000. The number in
fore, whatever the Minister of Agriculture America bas not been calculnted. In 1854
proposes to do should be done forthwith in it came exactiy the sane way--up the valtey
order that choiera may not reach this. coun- of the Volga to Moscow, and spread again
try and produce its direful effects. It reache1 and crossed tbe Atlantic to New York.
England in Jànuary, 1832, producing great France lost during this outbreak 114,000 of,
mnortality and reached Paris in March ber people. Lt arrived in New York in May,
and killed no less than 120,000 people 1854, and produced some terrible resuits,
in France. The first choiera case in this especially in the city of Buffalo. In one
country was at the city of Quebec, on the ward oftbat city which was not in a good
8th June, 1832, and was brought there by sanitary condition the loss was one ii
an immigrant ship. These immigrants every tfty-seven of the population. In
were pushed through to Montreal, Toronto, another ward it was one in sixty. In another
Kingston, Hamilton and Niagara. We find ward, where sanitation bad been attended
it skipped over the healthy interval between to, the loss was only one in 274. Montreai
Quebec and Montreal. Three Rivers barri- lost 1,300 people. Ln 1865 the plague came,
caded itself and would not let the immigrants fot from Hindostan, but from Mecca
lanil there.' - It passed up to Montreal and to Alexandria, spread tbrough Southern
made its abiding place there for a short Egypt, cities of Syria and along the coast
time. On the way to Montreal a mattrass of the Mediterranean up to Marseilles and
was throwi over the side of the vessel and from there tbrougb France into Engiand,
was picked up by a man who took it home, and reached New York in 1865. This attack
and he and his wife died of choiera. An- vas not nearly so serious on the continent
other instance was where a fisheriian, who of America as were the other two. L havejust
was fishing on the bank of the river, was given a brief outline of the attacks we bave
asked to bury a dead body. He did so, and bad on this continent of choiera, the source
he and his wife and nephew died fron from wbicb it comes and the place to which
choiera. Quebec lost 4,000 people and it came on this continent. The present
Montreal 4,000 in thatý outbreak. We epidemic does not differ from the others oiY
have no record of what Toronto, Kingston in this respect, of its greater fatality, if possi-
and Niagara lost. It may be objected that hie, and of the greater convenience and j»'-
quarantine and proper regulations are proved rapid transit for reaching us. There
expensive. Let nie say that it bas been is more known about choiera, it is true, aOt
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known about its causation and about its
treatment, but however that may be,Our duty is to mieet the enemy upon the
threshold and give it a cold shoulder and
nlot allow it to enter the country at all. The'
duty of the Government at, this particular
time is imperative. It may be said that
.here are differences of opinion as to the
JUrisdiction in this Dominion-whether it
rests with the Dominion Government, the
iJocal Governnent, or the municipal authori-
ties. I do not think that any difference of
0Piniion ought to stand in the way one mo-
'nent of this Governient doing its full and
eoImplete duty in.every respect, ivhether it
'Infringes on the rights of Local Governments
ormiunicipalities. We willhave theconscious-
r.ess of having done our duty. I would bar-
ricade every avenue of commerce in this
country. It is not iiecessary, as I will point
Out before J get through, to create great
delay on the frontier, but *it is necessary to
se that the people who are diseased are
stOPped and taken care of and cleansed, and
that all their clothes are cleansed before they
are allowed to proceed. This does not take
'aiy days if you have proper methods of
.do"ng it. The great delay in quarantine lias
always arisen from lack of efficiency and
alitary police, for want of proper ieans of

Purifying the clothes of the people who have
Cholera and for want of isolation hospitals.

ou Inust separate the sick fromithe diseased;
You have the proper appliances, commerce

need ot be much delayed by a good system
ti quarantine. I will say that these quaran-
tille stations ought to le supplied with the

pt approved appliances known to science;,
Put thern there at any cost. Suppose the

iera does not cone, there is no loss. These
apPliances will serve t4 protect the cpuntry
agai 8t invasionsof otherepidemics, suchaswe
had in Vancouver and Victoria last year. It
ý1ay be objected that quarantine regulations
c1- Southern Europe have not prevented
Cholera as was anticipated. I grant that,
but 1ny reading bas tauglit nie this, it was
119t effciently carried out. There wvas not a
Proper sanitary police, and unless it is well
done it had better not be done at all, and in
loc Case that I know of has quarantine been

PrOperly and efliciently put into execution.
Will be said that England does not ap-

prove of quarantine. Now let me say Eng-
th d bas quarantined every to'wn and village
tlroughout Great Britain and Ireland, by"Jiitary precautionary measures. England

has spent in the last fifteen years no less
than $30,000,000 a year in purifying her
cities and towns-$450,000,000 in fifteen
years to purify her cities so that cholera
cannot enter. Cholera will not go to any
country unless invited. It is a most respect-
able disease; unless you invite it by tilth
and uncleanliness it will stay away. In
point as an instance of this is the éity of
Worcester. In 1865 the cities and towns
in England were almost dèvasted, but in
Worcester not one door was entered by the
pestilence. Why ? She had cleaned every
part of the city and she had not
a solitary case of cholera in her whole borders.
England is no guide to us. Neither in the
United States nor in Canada have those pre-
parations for meeting the epidemic been
made : therefore we have to depend largely
on quarantine. There is no time now for the
people of this country to make those sanitary
improvements which are needed in order to
ward off an epidemic of this kind. Therefore,
as I said before, we have. to depend on qua-
rantine very largely to prevent the importa-'
tion of this disease into the country. Qua-
rantine every principal avenue of commerce:
if there are small avenues, I would rather.
close them up for the season and make all
commerce pass through the leadingchannels,
thusmaking the quarantine effective. If we
had no regard for human life at all, from a
commercial stand-point it will pay this coun-
try,asI haveshown, in the saving of life ; but
when human life is the sacrifice every pecu-
niary consideration must be dropped. We
must save the lives of our people at whatever
cost, and we have no right to stop to consi-
der whether we can afford this expenditure;
it is the duty of this Government to protect
the public health at any cost. It bas been
estimated by an American authority, one of
the best in. the United States, that the pe-
cuniary loss in New York City of an out-
break such as took place in 1849 would
amount to more than $200,000,000,. in com-
merce alone to that city without calculat-
ing the loss of life. I grant that this is
a heartless standard on which to base an
argument, but it is an argument and I felt
it my duty to bring it to the notice of the
House however heartless it may appear. 1
do not myself calculate the value of human
life from a money stand-point, and I am con-

.fident that the Government do not either.
Cholera is more or less a nervous disease.
Fear will produce all the prenonitory symp-
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toms-how necessary it is therefore for us local and house drainage; stench traps and
to allay public alarm by having proper pre- privies, and every source of domiciliary in-
paration made to cope with the disease when purity shouid be cleansed; ventilation, dry-
it strikes the country. We all know the ness, constant cleansing of every place and
effect of fear upon the lower animais, that it department should be attended to; no putri-
acts upon the alimentary canals. We know fyîng garbage should be left either in the
the effect of it upon the human body-that celiars, yards, buckets, or anything of that
it affects the alimentary canais the same kind; every cistern must be emptied, every
way. Fear of cholera will sometimes bring wet place made dry ; water shouid be
on diarrh<ea and ail the preliminary symp- boied five minutes. The kinds of disinfect-
toms of choiera. Al the premonitory symp- ants to use and how te use them ; avoid
toms, lassitude and so on, are produced by eating over-ripe fruit and unmatured vege-
fear, so that fear, while it does not originate tables; and above ail teach people this, that
the poison, will conduce largely to the spread rest is ene of the most important things to
of choiera. The enervating influence of fear, ward off choiera. A m;n, or'a woman, or
by lpwering vital action, as every medical a boy, or a girl who gets a good night's rest,
gentleman knows, makes the system a reay is not apt to be attacked by any disease the
receptacle for any poison, whether scariatina foowing day: cand the olf adage pearly to
or. choiera, but more especially choiera. We bed and early to rise," is as true to-day as
find in every great calanity, whatever it may when it was frst uttered, and it shouid be
be, that panic is the thing to, be dreaded, ipressed upon the peop!e that the highest
If the public become seized with panie, possible standard of vital force should be kept
whether on board ship or on board trains, up. Ailexcessof eatingand kinkingshould be
it conduces to, very serious resuits. If quar- avoided. 'Wear flannel next the skin to pi-e-
antine only afforded a contingent power of vent the sudden change of atinosphere, and
protection, we ought to have quarantine, wear flannel round the abdomen for the
and we oqght to have it thorough and sanie purpose. If these things are done

uness it is efficiently carried and observed, there is imot much danger of
oft, with the proper sanitary police on any one being attacked by choiera. will
the frontier, it had better n t be carried read what Dr. ayer says about choierae-I
out at ail, because it would sl the publie suppose he is one of the greatest authorities
into a false security. I aiso believeittobethe on the subject-I was with him a short
duty of the G vernment to publish a pamph- t e during the epidemic in 1865-66 in
let and put it into every household in this New York City: If the peope understood
Dominion, caiing the attention of every the simple fact that cholera is aways pre-
househoder to what h e should do in his cededby certaiîi premonitory symptoms, such
house in order to be secured against the as lassitude, debiiity and sa on, and that i
epidemic, and aise what ought tob be done this stage of the disease it is almost always
in the early and premonitory stages of the curable if the proper pre, ationary mesures
disease, because I hold that in the premoni- are taken, it would tend to allay public terror
tory stages choiera is the most tractable and 'and igely reduce ýnortality. Now let m e
easily managed disase known to the profes- read you a litte confiri ation of this fro
sion. It istonly when it is advanced to the what took place in England. This is a ie-
second and third stages that it becomes port made by the general board of health in
uninanàgeable. Therefore, how important it Engiand in 1865, and I wifl rend a little of
is to havee the publie armed with means of it to prove what Dr. ayer says about this
defence, with al the sanitary arrangements disese. Speaking of house to house visita-
necessar about the house, and the knew- tion of proper medica officers in every town
ledge of what to do in case one mei- and city, he says
ber of the family is attacked; because,. la Great Britain stheh a syster of bouse visit-
while the house may be in a good sanitary ation bey nedical experts was iade the neans
condition, this member may go abroad and incaculale benefits to the peop e stkring the
bring it home ; and it is important for the epideici choiera in 1849 and 1854. Not only werle
people to'know what to do, for it is v rapid the socudizing causes of choiera discvered, but

cases of cholera and the habitations it meat fre-
mquente were continually dscovere , where ne'

often to send for a physician. I will giveato other bedica or efficient care had been given ;
the Houe a few of these necessary things :vast number of cases cf choiera in its premonitOlY
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and early stages were discovered f rom day to day
and at once provided with care.

The object of my pamphlet will be to sup-
ply the householder with information to do
exactly what was done here.

The attention of every family was called to the
dlty of Using Proper-hygienic care and employing

.nley medica aid. The prevalence of the epi-
'enie in any home or locality became speedily

'Ulted and altogether ceased when such domestic
pection and skilful medical counsel were given.

fon e city of Grlasgow, the sanitary inspectors
the e and prescribed for 15,000 cases of cholera in
the early stages (1,000 of which had passed on to
th rice-water discharges) and of the total number

er .were only 13 cases that went on to collapse.
urihg the months of August and September, 1849,

l8ht edical officers and their parochial assistants
fOund 45,564 cases of cholera in various stages inpersons neediug their counsel, and of this number

'n y 52 passed into cholera after treatment.
to1n the Metropolis and fourteen other cities and
v na in which there was faithful house to house
ca taions, there were found 130,000 premonitory
were 11i various stages of development. About 6,000
en Passing into developed cholera. Of thisOrmous number-says the report of the General
toar of Health-not above 280 actually went onro the developed stage of the disease ; and the
rePorts show that even the larger part of this snall

oportion occurred within the first few days of
be introduction of the preventive ineasures, and
bfore they came into full operation.

1 Could give you much evidence to show that
tere is no disease known to the medical

Profession more easily managed and more
curable than cholera ; but if it ever 'reaches

certain stage it is almost certain death.
$0 1 Will repeat, at the risk of being con-

ered tiresome, that the most important
7Uty of the Government to-day is to place

11 the hands of every household in the
oruinion this information, that I am read-

ig here to you to-day. It will stop panic;
te Public will have confidence and hope.and the disease will not spread so rapidly
a 't Would if this was not done. Now, hon.
gentlemen, I will not détain you any longer.

d quote from such men as Spencer
s, who has written recently upon the

bject. He does not give the treatment
O holera, but deals with it in many other

s. I will not tire you any longer,but 1 would urge the Governnent to spare
0 ePenses now. The probability of the

th'delnic reaching Canada is greater to-day
Ch' it was in any previous year. With the

ciago exhibition, the large number of
essels crossing the Atlantic, unless careful

rieasures are taken, will fill this country
With that dreadful disease during this com-

ing season ; and the loss to commerce alone
will be infinitely greater than 4ny expense
the Government might make. The stag-
natioq of business in one week would cost us
more than ten times the amount it would
take to barricade the country against this
disease ; so that viewing it from no other
stand-point, I would say to the Government
that their duty is clear at this particular
time, irrespective of any jealousies on the
part of any municipalities, on the part of
local governments, wherever they' are al-
lowed to do something to save human life
in this country, let them do it; and
I say it is imperative upon them to do
it at this time. The country will endors&
any expense rather than have the epidemic
in this country again ; and I am satisfied
that every hon. gentleman in this House,
whether he be with the Government
in the House of Commons or out of the
House of Commons, in this House or out of
this House, and every voter in this country;
will say to the Government, " Your duty is
to prevent the invasion of this country by
cholera during the coming season ;" so that
I think the Government, need not hesitate ;
-the Government need not be afraid to do
their full and conplete duty, and if cholera
does not come, so nuclthe better; we have the
miieans there of protecting and defending his
country from an invasion by other epidemics,
if they should come. Now this is more im-
portant because we are in connection with
Japan and China almost directly; and they
are great fever and filth centres, and from
these we may expect to receive nearly every
kind and description of epidemic disease into
this country ; and it is more imperative and
important now than ever before-and I
would ask the Government, on my own be-
half and on behalf I believe of the people of
this country, not only to understand their
complete and full duty now, but to hence-
forth carry it into execution.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-No more impor-
tant question, I assume, can engage the at-
tention of this House than the matter which
has been submitted to us by the hon. gentle-
man, and which has been so ably expounded
by him. The possible advent of that dread-
ful scourge, which is recognized generallyas
the most severe and fatal of all diseases,
within a short time is suflicient to fill the
whole of the people of this country with
.very grave.apprehension. I will not attempt
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to go over the history which the hon. gentle-
man has so ably given you, and the informa-
tion which I have no doubt will benefit you,
concerning the disease, even to the extent of
advising you to be careful when you are
drinking water to put some antidote in it.
Existing for centuries in India, this disease,
strange to say, did not start on its devasta-
ting journey until a comparatively recent
date. It has made six visitations to this
country, and I am not aware that the
disease has been mitigated to any extent. It
is as virulent to-day as it was when it first
made its appearance. The hon. gentleman
has explained that it has been fully investi-
gated by bacteriologists and that it origi-
nates from bacteria. It is unfortunate that
that investigation has not resulted in the
discovery of any neans whereby we
could check the disease. The necessity of
guarding the public health is recognized by
ail civilized nations, but it is not always
done. I know that in the United States
this matter was not taken up, in the case of
yellow fever, until 50,000 lives had been
sacrificed and $100,000,000 worth of pro-
perty lost; then a national board of health
was formed in 1878 and 1879, and it had
theeffect of checkingthe yellow fever. It has
not appeared there siuce. That board has
been superseded by the course which the
Americans intend to take with reference to
choiera, of vesting all the power in the Séc-
retary of the Treasury. A Bill for, that
purpose was introduced into the United
States Senate and subsequently passed by
the House. The public health, as you are
aware, may be guarded by inunicipalities;
it may be guarded by the provinces, and
finally it may be guarded by the central
authority. When these three bodies unite,
then, indeed, it will be well guarded, and I
see no reason why Canadians cannot be
united on this occasion and thus provide
superior means for checking the introduction
of choiera into this country. The cold season
has caused a lull in the disease, but not
always does cold check cholera. The expe-
rience of the past goes to show that a tem-
porary cessation of the epidemi'c does not
give reason to hope that it will not make
its appearance as usual again. Pursuing its
ordinary course, we may expect to have it
return in the course of travel. It i's well
known that the principal propagators of the
disease are the great unwashed. AlthoughCan-
ada has not inthe past done agreat deal forthe

public health, I presume it was because of
the healthiness of the inhabitants and that
the necessity did not exist here to a large
extent ; still it is time now that Canada
assumed a right position to gave this inatter
of public health more attention ; and I take
this opportunity of saying, not only on
account of cholera but on account of anv
other epidemic, that a board could readily
be established here at slight expense, which
would be the means of disseminating a vast
amount of useful information, a board which
might have powers accorded to it that would
enable it to be of great benefit to the coun-
try. Some time in the near future such a
board ought to be established. I am not
aware really what the Government propose
to do or what they have done, but it is their
duty, in order to relieve public apprehension
and dispel any fears which people may have,
to at once declare what is their intention
and thus reassure the people. I think in
that respect they can be greatly assisted by
the neighbouring country and Great Britain.
The -United States have taken the greatest
concern in this matter, ànd extraordinary
powers have been vested in the Secretary of
the Treasury, or the President. He has
power to declare even non-intercourse and
to order the disinfection of ships, the sani-
tation of ships, the isolation of patients
and so on. The experience of New York
in the epidemic of 1892 shows that the
disease can be kept out, because you will
remark no case of cholera occurred in
New York of asecondary character. All were
brought from abroad. By prompt interfer-
ence'the disease was checked, because thefe
is a mode of detecting cholera by means Of
the bacteria, which are generated in enor-
mous numbers in the intestines during the
course of the disease. Even in the mildest
formn of it the presence of the disease can be
detected, and then the greatest care should
be taken to isolate it. This was done by a
physician at the fort at New York in the cas0

of a child attacked with choiera which 110
one thought was more than diarrhœa ; on ex-
amination by microscopists it was fourrdto be
a case of cholera. The child was at once
sent down to quarantine in the bay, and the
result was that no other case occurred in
the city. The medical profession of NeW
York believe that they can guard the citY
effectually against the disease ; but they
are all in favour of what will strike you al
as the correct thing, a national quarantine, a
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quarantine where, aided by the national occasion that in the establishment of this
an'd state authorities, there will be no con- quarantine the experWe of it should not fall
"het Of opinions, no political squabbling, and on the locality where the outbreak occurs.
t'O attempts to use this as a means of No one would think of making those people
aggrandizement for individuals. I think pay for it ; but they will assist. The pro-
You will see that they can take ail the vincial and municipal authorities assisting,

lans which God has given them to there is no doubt we will have as efficient
resist the disease; therefore, I think means as any country in the world. The
that a national .quarantine here would Americans will also aid them, I am satisfied,

e the best method. - The Govern- It is their interest to guard against the en-
"'ent of this country, great and power- trance of cholera into Canada, because it
fui as they are, I think are not above would easily pass the frontier intothe United
taking advice. I believe that the whole States. They have sent men to Europe to
liedical profession of this Dominion would, watch the disease theree and these men have
Without hesitation, recommend them to the power of giving a certificate without
have 'the assistance of scientific men, to con- which a vessel cannot be adnitted
suit With them as to the best method of to port. Now, we do not aim at anything
keePing out choiera. In this way, I fancy, of that kind, nor would J recommend such
7 the expenditure of a little money stringent measures as those ; I do not think

comparatively, this result could be secured, they are necessary, but in any case where
the'People of this country would have their the importation of choiera from abroad was
apprehensions laid at rest, and we would anticipated we could use the British and
feel Perfectly safe. It is said that dirt is American consul service and thus be able
the quartermaster of choiera; therefore, by to treat the matter as well as they can. I
strict cleanliness we can accomplish a good thank the House for listening to these few
deal, and I do not disapprove, if it could remarks, and I am very glad the honourable

feasible, of the distribution of a small gentleman postponed the debate to give me
bok with a few practical suggestions, an opportunity of expressing my opinions.
amIIong the people ; but I hope that the
necessity for such a course will never exist. Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Now that we have

here is no doubt, however, that choiera had the pleasure of listening to the remarks,
a the saine virulence now that it had of two hon. gentlemen, men bers of the medi-

When it first made its appearance in this cal profession, I claim to be allowed to give
?Ountry. It has not abated one jot; and it the opinion of a layman on the same subject.
ls said that' we are equally incapable of You will all admit that the portion of the
conmlbatting it ; that we have found no Dominion which is more directly threatened
'leans to check or arrest it, once it has with the epidemic referred to in the motion,
taken iold of the person. The hon. gentle- is the Lower Provinces,-the cities and

an has mentioned that the province of ports on the Atlantic coast. I see by the
n11tario takes a deep interest in this mat- motion that inquiry will be made of the Go-

ter, and has a board of health established, vernment as to what steps have been taken
and is very anxious to have as perfect or what the Government intend to take to
-ean as possible to prevent the disease; prevent the introduction of choiera into Ca-
ut all the quarantines which existed here hada. The hon. gentlemen, the inedical men,
fore have been effete, useless establish- who have spoken, have shown us the neces-

raents, which should be swept away at sity of preventing the introduction of cho-
Once ; the patching of them up will do lera; and one of them has been soothing

lore harmn than good. The department enough to show that choiera is not at all a
that has charge of this matter will under- dangerous disease, so much so that out of
stand that they must adopt the most 15,000 who, caught the disease in England
aPproved methods; it will not cost a great 1 at one time only 15 died. That is all very
deal, but cost what it may, it would encouraging, but I believe if we could pre-

Well to make a beginning now, and not vent the 15,000 people getting choiera it
rpePtuate the old effete system. I do not would be the wisest method to commence

ko' any man who is adviser to the Govern- with. You are all awqre that we in the
lilent in that respect, or whether they take Lower Provinces are open the whole sea-
any advice, but I would recommend on this son of navigation to contagion from ships
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coming from the old country, but per-
haps you are not aware of this fact that
in the majority of our ports there are no
medical inspectors. I rise simply to call the
attention of the Government to this fact,
that we have in the most of our ports no me-
dical inspectors. Take the county of Digby
for example ; from Yarmouth to Digby is a
considerable distance, and there are five or
six ports between these two points, yet there
is not a medical inspector. I have had let-
ters fron several correspondents asking me
to see the Government and endeavour to
have medical men appointed there. On the
Straits of Northumberland there is not one
medical inspector. I firmly believe that the
first step the Government should take is to
appoint medical men at all the ports where
vessels from Europe are likely to touch dur-
ing the coming season. All those ports are
open to navigation from abroad and
ships come to load from England, France,
Germany, Italy, Spain and even from the
northerly coast of Africa ; that I am person-
ally aware of. If we are threatened with
the introduction of cholera, it is. in my opi-
lion, not so much from the chartered
lines of steam-ships as from those vessels
which come to load with timber or make oc-
casional voyages to our ports from the coun-
tries of Europe. There is greater danger of
introducing the disease from such ships than
from the regular liners, and I therefore urge
upon the Government the necessity of ap-
pointing inspectors at those ports to see that
every ship which comes from Europe or f rom
American ports where the infection may be
reported to exist, are free from the epidemic,
and if necessary.to enforce the quarantine
regulations. I am not sufliciently familiar
with the history of cholera to deal with the
question of how it should be treated or other-
wise prevented, but the point to which I
have called attention bas been brought to
.my notice by people who have written to me
on the subject. I would ask the Minister to
call the attention of the gentleman who re-
presents the Minister of Marine and Fisher-
ies in his absence to this important question,
and request him to see that in the maritime
provinces medical inspectors are appointed
al] along the coast to enforce the quarantine
regulations whenever and wherever it may
be necessary.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I rise for
the purpose of giving my unqualified support

to the very able and patriotie remarks tlht
have fallen frôm the hon. gentleman who
bas introduced this subject, and also what
has been said by the hon. gentleman from'
Kingston. A few days ago I moved for
çertain papers and when the return i-
brought down I propose to deal at sorme
length with the question of cholera, small-
pox, yellow fever, and typhus fever. Iow-
ever I feel it my duty not .to allow this
discussion to close without expressing xmy
unqualified approval of what has been SO
well and, ably stated by those hon. gentleman
to whom I have referred. I agree with the
hon. gentleman from Kingston that cholera
is just as virulent to-day as it was when it
first niade its appearance in Europe, and so
far as I know there is no specific by which
it can be cured, so far discovered. The
niedical profession, apart from sanitation, is
almost as helpless as when cholera was irst
introduced into Europe. I also quite agree
with him that while it is necessary that
every precaution should be taken by niunici-
palities, and local governments, it is the
bounden duty of the Federal Government to
organize such a board as will have the sole
authority and control over all quarantine
throughout the Dominion, and that they
should not for a moment trust to any great
extent to any local authorities or govern-
ments. I say that largely because of the
sad experience we had in British Columbia
during last summer when we were in a state
of siege for nearly three months in Victoria,
and largely so in Vancouver and New West-
minster, owing to an epidemic of small-
pox. It cost the city of Victoria alone
over $60,000 to meet the expenses neces-
sarily incurred in connection with that
small-pox epidemic. I am sorry to say at the
present time we have another visitation of
small-pox from China. It appears to be
almost impossible for a ship any more to
conie from China and Japan without carry-
ing one or more case of small-pox. As, I
stated the other day, the Government have
been so derelict as to allow our quarantiae
station-if 1 niay dignify it by the term-
to remain in its wretched condition for 80
long a time. It was worse than havilg
nothing at all. It led us to trust to sonie-
thing which was of no value. I hope that
the Government, late though it is in the
day, will lose not one moment of time in
erecting a new quarantine station at Williarn
Head and putting it in a most efficient con-
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dition, because it is not only small-pox that particularly during the last few years, and
We have to dread but typhus fever, cholera it has been very properly observed that
and other contagious diseases. I claim that cholera is one of those diseases which you
.we are exposed to greater, if possible, danger must either eat or drink. In stating that I
froim outbreaks of this kind than any of the do not share the alarm of ny medical friends,
ea8tern ports of the Dominion. A few days I would not for a moment desire to check.
ago I drew the attention of the House to the any action that the Government of this
fact that nine-tenths of all the shipping country might take with a view to enlighten-
visiting the ports of Victoria, Vancouver ing the people on the laws of sanitation. If
and Nanaimo is -foreign; whereas three- they were not useful in keeping out cholera
fourths of the shipping calling at the Eastern they would be useful in subduing very many
Ports of Canada is British. Such being the other diseases, such as typhoid and diph-
case, I claim that we are more exposed on theria, which are quite as alarming as
the Pacific Coast than the ports on the cholera and very apt to prove quite as
Atlantic Coast to the introduction of epide- serious. Not long ago there was a very
Oics of the diseases imentioned, and I again seiious outbreak of diphtheria in Toronto.

1arge upon the Government the importance Such outbreaks are very frequently occur-
of Proceeding without delay to put the ring. - Fortunately the people of Canada are
quarantine.stations on the Pacifie Coast in feeling the necessity of -adopting sanitary

rst-ciass condition. precautions. Whether the Government here
would be sufficiently in touch wýith the

. ion. Mr. SCOTT-We must all feel people to educate them on the laws of sani-
'fldebted to the hon. member from Welland tation, I cannot say. It is probably outside
and the hou. gentleman froin Kingston for of their functions, though I would consider
the interesting statements and excellent it an important matter. Their duty would

isggestions they have made on this subject. be, I consider, to co-operate with the United
r'se to express my belief that these gentle- States. If cholera visits this country, it

'en are somewhat unduly alarmed. I should must come from the other side of the Atlantic.
'lot like it to go abroad in this country that It has been shown by the hon. member from
the Mortality f rom cholela is as great, or the Kingston that it can be kept opt. We have
danger as immineut, as gentlemen of the had an illustration of it recently at New
medical profession seein to indicate. When York where several ships were qua-antined
Cholera visited this country in 1832 the con- within gun-shot of the shore until cholera
ditions were different entirely from what patients were removed and the disease was
!hey are to-day. We have, happily, not only stamped out. As .1 have said, cholera is
11 Canada but in other parts of the Western known to be a very different disease from
World, made wonderful progress in learning what it was supposed to be when it visited
and observing the laws of health. In 1832 this country sixty years ago. At that time,
Cholera as a rule followed the tracks of the very many of.the doctors, nurses and clergy-
un1fortunate emigrants who came to this men whó were brought in contact with the
D-ntry. Numbers of them stopped off at cholera patients succumbed. To-day, you
uebec and Montreal, and necessarily disse- find in the well-regulated hospitals of West-

]3innated cholera there as they did at other ern Europe that nurses and doctors enjoy
Po lts where they stopped temporarily. 'I almost absolute immunity from cholera.
have a very distinc recollection of the You very rarely hear of .one of them being
cholera ospitals along the banks of the St. tattacked with the disease; so cholera is not
Lawrence when the emigrants came up in contagious. It is, as I have said, one of
hatteaux and barges on their way to the those diseases that you must eat or drink.

est. The unfortunate people were in a It is a% disease which attacks the intestines.
verv low condition of vitality from the long I wish our medical friends had given us, in
Passage across the Atlantic, the poor food, popular phraseology, some better indication
and other causes, and so succumbed very of what it is. As I understand it, the
readilY to the disease. The cholera did not cholera germ attacks the mucous lining of8PIread far westward in this country : it the intestines and eats it off, and the conse-
Was confined for the most part to the places quence is that the serous blood flows through
'*here the emigrants went. Since then we in consequence of the removal of the mucous
have learned a great deal about cholera, more lining. The discharge of serum blood, of
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course, means the washing out and discharge
of the life forces of the body. The best
method of preventing choiera is to keep
it out. As you have either to eat it or
drink it, so long as our foods and our
drinks are wholesome and the air we
breathe is pure, we not only escape choiera
but every other disease. With reference
to the treatment of cholera, I have noticed
lately that a number of cases have been
treated with great success at St. Petersburg,
simply by washing internally as well as ex-
ternally, with injectionsof soap and water-
washing out the bacilli. In St. Petersburg
they are constructing a hospital, and at the
foot of each bed there are large douches
where the soap and water flow f rom the dou-
che and wash the intestines out. The me-
dical man who first made the experiment in
St. Petersburg or Moscow was given 25 cases
to treat-all Cases that had gone into the
second stage, and I think the proportion of
eu-es effected was 20 out of 25. We know
that the proportion of deaths where choiera
has passed into the second stage was in other
epidemics 60, so it is a more fatal disease,
where it finds a subject that is fitted for it,
than those which have been nentioned, but
I think there should be no cause for alarm in
this country, because we have all improved
our sanitation very greatly. It is the duty,
of course, of ail the cities, towns and villa-
ges to exercise more care and adopt greater
sanitary precautions. * I (o not approve of
the prescription that the hon. member fron
Kingston gives-to introduce a corrective

in concert with the United States authori-
ties, who have made arrangements to adopt
very stringent quarantine regulations. They
are exposed to choiera through the St.
Lawrence, as we are exposed to cholera
through United States ports, and on the
Pacific we are mutually exposed in the
same way, but I think if proper concerted
action is taken by the Governments of
the two countries there will be no great dif-
ficulty in keeping choiera out. At the saie
time, I think it is well to warn the people
not only to avoid choiera, but to avoid other
diseases as well-that it rests with thei-
selves to, say whether they will become fit
subjects for attack or not. They ought,
during the choiera season, to e'ercise greater
care, to live correctly, to eat wholesome
food, to see that the germs of disease are de-
stroyed in both food and drink. Water is
necessarily one of the principal avenues for
the introduction of cholera-the germ is in
the water. At Hamburg it was proved that
the terrible devastation was due to the water
they were drinking, but no one can say that
the conditions there and in Canada are the
sanie. Hamburg is a city where the filth of
a thousand years is accumulated-a city
with narrow streets, where nany of the
people are filthy in their habits, and where,
through vice and poverty, a great many per-
sons have lowered their vitality. We have
no such city in Canada. I think there is no
occasion for serious alarni if the ordinary
precautions are taken to keep out the disease.

into the water we drink. The conclusion II Hon. .r. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
have arrived at from my reading is that lion. member from Niagara, who brought
those who avoid stimulants escape with im- forward this question, deserves the thanks
munity, and that the people who were cut f the House and of the country. We are
down were those who indulged in stimu- anxious in British Columbia to know what
lants. the Governnent propose to do, not so much

on account of choiera as of small-pox. Every
Hon. Mr. ALMON-The Hindoos, steamer entering our ports now carnes one

among whom the greatest ravages have oc- or more cases of smali-pox, and it is impor-
curred, drink nothing but water. tant that soniething should be done soon tO

protect our province f romi epideinics. 1 have
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The disease arisesfrom no doubt the Minister of Agriculture iS

filth, and if you eat a great deal *of it, aware of the precautions that have been
whether you take whiskey or not makes very-i adopted by the steam-ship companies cary
little difference; but in adopting precau- ing passengers from Europe to America. AI,
tions against the disease, I unhesitatingly emigrants are (etained and housed for a cer
say, as far as my reading of the statistics tain number of days and kept under strict
goes, that persons who are known to be medicai supervision and examination before
sober and avoid stimulants, are less liable to the departure of the steamer. At the end
take the disease. As I said before, I think of the cert4in number of days those who are
our Government ought to act in this matter iii and not able to proceed are taken back
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and those who are well are forwarded to
their destinationandagain subjectedto a very
Strict examination and perhaps to quaran-
tine as well. I do not know what power our
GO(vernment could exercise to induce the
steam-ship companies on the Pacific coast to
do anything of that kind, but if they
are powerless in that way, self-interest
rmight induce the companies to adopt
such precautions as I have mentioned,
because the loss of time and money by
quarantine is very great, and they might
avoid it by adopting some such course as I
have nentioned. One of the great dangers
les at our very doors in the case of an epide-rnic-that is, imperfect sewerage and impure
water. It is a lamentable fact.that through-
Out this country all sewers drain into rivers
and the masses of the people use the waters
of those rivers without boiling or filtering,
and take into their systems the germs of
diphtheria, typhoid, scarlet fever and other
diseases It is well known that a cholera
bcillus carried into a river soon breeds mil-
honS of germs and the water becomes con-
tadninated. These are no doubt municipal
iatters, but the Dominion Government

ought to act on the suggestion of the hon.
eItleman from Niagara and issue a warn-

8.to municipalities and the people aboutdrainage and about the necessity of boiling
the water they use, to avoid an epidemic.
There is a very able article in The Forum,
by Sir Spencer Wells, dealing with the ques-
tion of cholera,. He mentions one instance
Which occurred in 1866, showing how the
distribution of cholera poison occurred
through the contamination of the waters of
the River Lee by the discharges from some
cholera patients. These patients had arrived
at Southampton suffering from cholera in its
early or latent stage. They were supposed to
have recovered and were allowed to pass on

a cottage. They infected the river first
and the district supplied by the water com-
Pany afterwards, with the result that 16,000

teole Were attacked with cholera and 6,000
th em died. He also shows that a person

Wh) iay leave an infected port in good
health and cross the Atlantic, may carry thegerm8 of the disease with him and spread it,
and Yet escape himself. All this goes to show

.necessity of strict quarantine, and of
t migating and disinfecting. He says that
the 1 the only remedy. Then he deals with
the question of disposing of the bodies of
the who die of cholera. He says that the

12

clothing and the bodies should be cremated,
that it is- the only way to kill the germ.
Burying the dead only spreads the disease,
as the germ multiplies in the ground and
may be dug up again. However, I am satis-
fied that our Government will take every
precaution to prevent the introduction and
spread of this dreaded epidemic.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not rise
to prolong the discussion, because I know
very little about the germs of the disease
and how they are propagated ; but with
regard to what fell from my hon. friend from
New Westminster, with reference to the
Government taking independent action in
this matter, I think that whatever course
may be pursued should be in concert with
the towns, cities and municipalities of the
country. If the Governnent were to under-
take the matter alone, it would have a
tendency to make the municipalities and
local authorities generally indifferent. It is
well to instruct the municipalities as to the
best means of preventing the spread of
cholera, small-pox, diphtheria and other
diseases, but, if the Government act alone
they will have less effect than if they secure
the co-operation of all the authorities. It is
too big a task for the Government to under-
take alone. It has been stated here that
fear has a tendency to increase the danger.
I think, therefore, that the Government
ought to act vigorouely and that they should
do so in co-operation with the different
municipalities, instructing them as to the
best means of keeping their towns in a good
sanitary condition.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is one reason
why the discussion of this matter is pecu-
liarly appropriate here: we have in the
Senate the Minister who has control of the
quarantine. I do not propose to discuss the
general question of cholera at all; but I
wish to say this-I hope the Minister will
not take anything for granted, but that he
will see for himself and will not be satisfied
with reports from officers on the spot. There
are two principal avenues through which
cholera is likely to come into Canada during
the present season. One is Halifax, a port
to which regular lines of steamers come, and
which is peculiarly a port of call for steamers
in distress, and to which steamers in which
disease breaks out, and which.for.that reason
would probably not be brought toNew York,
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would be likely to go. .We shall probably
have a number of steamers calling at Halifax
with cholera cases during the coming season.
The other point is Quebec. Unless I am
very much mistaken-and my hon. colleague
can inform the House if I am-the present
preparations to deal with a large influx of
cholera patients at Halifax are not at all
what they ought to be. I may say further
that a new-fangled machine for fumigating
clothing which was sent down to Hali-
fax has not in practice been found a
success. This machine, which I under-
stand is a pretty expensive one, was sent
down to Halifax sone weeks ago for the
purpose of disinfecting the clothing of pas-
sengers arriving there and bound for western
points. It was found that it destroyed not
only the microbes, but the clothing too, and
the officials have been obliged to fall back on
some less modern and less destructive method
of disinfecting. I know from gentlemen
who crossed the ocean last summer in a
steamer which was quarantined at Grosse
Isle that there was great negligence on the
part of the authorities who dealt with the
steamer, and that passengers were allowed
to proceed on their journeys who were not
supposed to proceed, and of whose proceed-
ing I presume the Minister of Agriculture
knew nothing whatever. There is no use
now in talking about going into questions of
sanitation, looking after sewerage and that
sort of thing. It is too late. The thing we
have to do-the most urgent duty now, is to
look after the quarantine. We know how
effectual good quarantine was in New York
last season, and it is the duty of the Gov-
ernment, and particularly of the Minister of
Agriculture, to see that quarantine, particu-
larly at these two points, Halifax and
Quebec, is what it ought to be.

Hon. Mr. READ(Quinté)-And Victoria.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is no cholera
coming to Victoria as I understand-. I am
speaking now of cholera solely; and I say
that the Minister should take nothing for
granted-that he must see for himnself, and
get rid as far as possible of red tape and all
these official trammels which in Canada seem
to render the expenditure of money very
much easier than the doing of any really
valuable and. practical work.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I did not intend to
speak on this question, but I must follow the

senior member. With regard to the quaran-
tine officer at Halifax, Dr. Wickwire, there
could not be a more capable official.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not say a word
against that officer.

Hon. Mr. ALMOT-I think perhaps one
difficulty, in former times, was that he had
not good means of visiting the vessels. NoW
he has the use of a steam launch. The hon.
gentleman from Welland spoke of a number
of cases of cholera which were said to have
been cured; perhaps they were not Asiatic
cholera cases at all. When there is an epi-
demic of any kind raging, anything that
resembles the prevalent disease is supposed
to be a case of it. If during an epidemic of
Asiatic cholera a person is seized with
vomiting and diarrhea, he thinks he has
the cholera, and when it passes off he
thinks he has been cured of cholera, and
when people want to make out a favorable
case for a particular mode of treatment,
they refer to such instances. Will any one
tell me what a disinfectant is? In old times,
when the plague was rife (which was only
an aggravated case of typhus fever), it was
supposed that burning sugar on a shovel
prevented the spread of the disease. Whel
the cholera broke out in Halifax, in 1834, I
was all through it, -and I fancy I have seen
more cases of cholera (perhaps I am, pre-
sumptuous in saying so) than all the other
members of the House put together. At
that time there were 500 fatal cases in
a population of 10,000. The first case
was one that came from Quebec. - I Wa
a student at the time. I said, " How did
you disinfect ? I am told that burnt sugar
is a good thing in a case of that kind"
and it was supposed that sulphuric acid ol
manganese, giving off oxygen, was a disin-
fectant. I will tell you what the munici-
pality of Halifax did at one tme. There
was an outbreak of diphtheria. How did theY
prevent it? They put on the house a large
placard, three or four feet long, which fright-
ened people ; nobody could pass withoult
shivering. A constable was placed at the
door, supposed to stay there 24 hours, and
only the medical man was. allowed to go in-
I do not think the constable disinfected hirn-
self at all ;. I do not think he·even washed
his hands. I asked a member of the city
council, "What about that constable? 1,5
he not in danger of contracting the disease 1
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lie said, " My dear doctor, if you knew as
Imuch as I do about it-a policeman cannot
catch anything." There was a good deal of
truth in that, and therefore it saved a great
deal of money; but the taxes were so high
that they nearly drove the people out of the
city. Still, for God's sake do not let the
mfunicipality catch cholera and put a con-
stable at the daor.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- »Before the hon.
gentleman replies to the inquiry, I desire to
answer one or two things. In the first place,
I think this discussion has done good so far,
because we are not so much discouraged as
wehen we started. One hon. gentleman com-
mnented on the fact of only fifteen patients
dying out of 15,000 ; I may say with re-
gard to that that I was simply reading the
report of the British Board of Health on that
subject, and I so explained to the hon. mem-
ber from Halifax. I quite differ from the
hon. gentleman from Ottawa when he states
that our sanitation has been very much im-
proved. We have not removed the filth
from our towns and cities; we have simply
displaced it from our back yards into the
Water which we drink. That is true of every
tOwn in Canada, except on the sea coast
Where the tide takes it away. In any city
il Ontario or Quebec they pump the water
Out of the place where the sewage is depo-
sited ; so our sanitation is not much improved
in that respect. A doubt has been thrown
Upon the whole question by the hon. member
from Halifax who asks : " Who has seen the
'nilcrobe "? I have not seen it, but the medi-
cal world have seen it and are satisfied as to
lts existence. Koch, the great bacteriolo-
gist, and others have seen it and have actu-
alIly grown and cultivated these microbes
uPOn gelatine plates; and it is positively
and absolutely known now what the cholera
bacillus is. There is no doubt about it;
they perfectly understand the whole subject,
and as the hon. gentleman from Kingston
has said, they have no method of dealing
With it except by closing the door against it
and cleansing the country.

lon: Mr. ANGERS-I must express my
great satisfaction with· the spirit in which
the professional men in this House have
treated this question. They have dealt with
tt . the proper spirit. When I first read
t ne notice given by the hon. member for

elland,. I 'was afraid that a discussion here
12î

might lead to a panic; but, on the contrary,
the speeches of the medical men who have
spoken upon this subject have had a reassur-
ing effect. My own belief is that cholera is
not such a foe now as it was in 1832, in 1849
or in 1854. Science has changed the nature
of our defence. At that time we did not
know how we took the disease. It was be-
lieved that by simply going near a person
suffering from cholera you might catch the
infection, and often' the Pick were deserted
in lonely houses and even on the street. It
was also believed then that contagion was
floating in the air, that the disease went
from place to place of its own motion. Now,
science has taught us that it is a germ that
you may take into your system with your
food or your beverage, and that yqu can
guard against it by eating wholesome, pro-
perly prepared food and drinking pure water.
If you drink water that has been boiled it
cannot contain a living germ. But it must
not be understood that this water may be laid
aside, and that, provided it has been boiled
once, it is pure for ever and that there is no
danger of its again receiving and propagat-
ing the germ ; because I think that in water,
milk, fruit and all those substances, the germ
propagates with the greatest facility. Now
there is to be no panic in the country, and
the medical men have told you that fear has
upon men a certain influence leading to
cholera, if I may be allowed to express myself
in that way. It weakens in us certain organs
upon which cholera operates most actively ;
and if you have cholera and are frightened,
you have less chance of recovery than
if you understand. what the disease is and
know that you are within a curable distance.
Therefore, it is most important that there
should be no panic; and I do not consider
this disease, cholera, as being nearly as dan-
gerous as small-pox, scarlatina, or diphtheria
which are all highly contagious diseases.
Diphtheria is communicated by emanations
from the mouth which may dry in a room
and then float in the air. Small-pox you can
take by the simple touch ; Scarlatina is a
disease:which is carried. in the air from the
small pellicles of the skin that float about
when the patient is recovering. I
.say that, cholera is not so contagious
as those diseases that I have men-
tioned. It is transmitted by the emanations
of the sick. It nay be also transmittible
by their clothes and rags ; therefore, in
dealing with all things, passengers or goods
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coming from an infected place, the greatest
care and attention must be paid to the
quarantine; and the Government has de-
cided to establish a perfect quarantine sys-
ten at all the entry ports in the Dominion.
The disease may come to us by way of
Halifax, Quebec or St. John. Those are the
three most exposed stations. The hon.
member for Shediac has pointed out that
there are also other ports through which the
disease may enter. It is true, but as we
have provided for the main stations, we also
intend to provide for the secondary stations,
and all those ports which are called second-
dary, such as Sydney, Chatham, Pictou,
Charlottetown and other minor quarantine
stations, will be fitted out with sufficient
appliances for the class of vessels calling at
those places. Such harbours are visited by
merchant ships, which do not, as a rule,
carry passengers, or carry very few,
and the crew is limited to fifteen or
twenty men on the large sailing vessels.
The precautions to be' taken there are very
plain. The vessel must be inspected. First
of all we must ascertain if the people on
the ship are healthy. If there is a very
serious disease, it cannot be dealt with
there. It is impossible that the Government
could provide sufficient hospital accom-
modation, medical men and appliances, to
treat cholera at every seaport of the
Dominion ; consequently, the rule will be
that should a vessel having on board persons
suffering from any dangerous disease, by
accident arrive in one of those secondary
stations, it must immediately be sent to
one of the main stations where the disease
can be properly treated, and the crew taken
care of. At such a station an ordinary
merchant ship can be cleansed, and the
clothes of the men can be purified.
If the purifying process should spoil the
clothing, the cheapest way, I believe,
is to burn the clothes and -buy others,
which cost from $8 to $10 per man; and as
to purifying the ship, which is always an
open vessel, sulphur is the substance acknow-
ledged to be most effective in destroying
the germs. I have stated what the Gov-
ernment -intend to do at these minor
stations. I will now state what they pro-
pose to do at the large ports where the
danger is greatest, such as Grosse Isle, Hali-
fax and St. John-St.' John and Halifax
only at this timne of thêyear, and the early
spring. But the rmonient the navigation of

the St. Lawrence is fully open, the great
danger will be at Grosse Isle, because every
steamer carrying immigrants comes to that
station. We have provided for the erection
of detention buildings, for disinfecting ap-
pliances, for refitting and completing hospital
and other buildings, and for improving the
water supply. The disinfecting appliances
consist of three large steam disinfecters,
di-oxide blast, and mercuric drench-these
appliances are to purify the ships and bag-
gage. The ships are to be disinfected by a
blast which will force the sulphuric fumes
all through the vessel, which is acknowledged
to be one of the safest modes of destroying
the germs. A new building is being put
up there for detention for first and second
class passengers. You may have heard
a great deal concerning the harsh way
the passengers, healthy and suspected,
were treated in New York last year. We
intend to give the sick all necessary
comfort and to treat the healthy people in a
no less humane way, and consequently we
will erect buildings for the detention of
immigrants and passengers who are not in-
fected by the disease, but only suspected, to
keep them apart; and such buildings are to
be put up at Halifax, St. John, Quebec and
British Columbia. In each of these stations
the appliances that I have mentioned will
also be established. The vote in the Esti-
mates for the putting up of the stations in
British Columbia is $62,000, providing for
new grounds, water supply, suitable build-
ings for hospital and detention purposes,
and residence for the physician, and another
sum of $35,000 for a deep-water wharf, and
this will be at Williams Head, where a vessel
can lie at any time without being interfered
with by wind or gale, or with the easterly
winds that prevail at Albert's Head, where
a vessel could not lie. Wharfs are also te
be provided for at St. John and Halifax. A
question arose whether there should
not be a wharf at Grosse Isle. The
opinion of mariners was taken upon the
subject, and the last information the Gov.
ernment got upon the matter was that. a
wharf, if accessible, would be very useful
indeed. You could land passengers and bag-
gage, and disinfect vesselsmuch quicker along-
side of the wharf ; but the seamn and the
pilots of the St. Lawrence tell you that this
wharf will not be accessible; you cannot
reach it at night ; you can hardly reach it il
the daytime. There is a reef projecting
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fromi Ste. Marguerite Island at the east,
41d nearly opposite where the wharf would
be there is a sand bank and shoal which
would make access to the wharf very diffi-
cult ; and, moreover, after spending $150,000
to build this wharf, you would not have a
sufficient depth of water to float large steam-
ers ; you require at least 27 feet at low water
so that dreaging would be necessary. The
gentlemen interested in the steam-ship traffic
Of this country came to the conclusion that
the wharf could not be used to advantage,
and that it was sufficient .to provide the
necessary tenders to remove the passengers,
baggage and goods with lighters, if neces-
sary, and also to have upon them the neces-
Sary appliances to purify the vessels. Now
that is only dealing with one portion of the
subject. So far, we have not gone beyond
the seaboard. That is where the main
danger is ; and I am glad to see thet
everybody understands it, and that the
Government has given to that part
0f the subject the utmost attention ; the sea
coast is where we are to guard first and above
l. But should cholera break through this

barrier, either through the quarantine in
Canada or through the quarantine in the
Unflited States, it might spread over the
COuntry. We are face to face with a land
bOulndary of over 3,000 miles, with at least
fifty ports of entry. I think that I am very
Iuch below the figure, ,ecause there aremore
'Ways of communication between the United
8tates and Canada than fifty ports. The
eountry will understand that it is impossible
to establish an effective quarantine at all

,those ports of entry, and therefore we are
brought face to face with the question-
what is the duty of the Government and the
luty of the people who want to be protected,

'n limiting the number of these ports of
entry ? I give this honourable House the
assurance that whenever the Government
find it necessary to protect such ports of
entry, they will establish there as effec-
tÎive a quarantine as there is at the sea-
Ports. It is most difficult to prote'ct
the frontier; universal experience proves
that land quarantines are always more diffi-
ult of effective enforcement than maritime.

lurantines. In the event of cholera gain-
UW a foothold in the United States this
Year, .the department will take the follow-
Ang steps to prevent its introduction, by
railway communication, into Canada: first,
nnl efficient medical inspection will be

made at certain ports of entry into Canada
from the United States, and a certificate of
disinfection exacted. At those points of
entry reasonable accommodation will be pro-
vided for detention purposes, railway cars
could be fitted up for -the disinfection by
steam and sulphur fumes of the clothing and
baggage of .infected or suspected persons,
and bi-chlorate of mercury drench could be
used for such articles as could not be disin-
fected without damage by steam. Now that
is the utmost that it is possible for any Gov-
ernment to do with a frontier stretching
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, across a
continent, of over 3,000 miles. I wish to
come to another part of the subject. We
have heard very wise recommendations made
as to cleanliness, the purity of the water,
and the necessary care that is to be taken
about the household. I hope this honourable
House will not make a mistake upon this
point as to the limits of the authority of
the Dominion Government in that relation.
By the British North America Act the
Dominion Government is empowered to
legislate on matters of quarantine and ma-
rine hospitals : by the law, we are the
guardians of the ports of entry into the Do-
minion, but beyond that all other powers
rest with the local governments and the
municipalities. It is for them to deal with
the cities, towns, villages, houses, and hos-
pitals within the country. I have the satis-
faction of announcing to the Senate that
after an interview, which has taken place in
the Department of Agriculture here with
delegates from British Columbia, from the
Territories, from Ontario, from the Lower
Provinces and Quebec, I am convinced that
those gentlemen fully understand their du-
ties and their obligations and that they will
fulfil them to the utmost and that there is
no fear of any friction between the Dominion
authorities and the local boards. The hon.
member from Welland made a very wise and
practical suggestion-that a pamphlet should
be published, showing the people what they
should do-first not to take the cholera, and
second how they are to treat themselves, or
be treated, when they think they have
symptoms of it. That question I think is not.
within our jurisdiction : it is a municipal
matter-the prescribing how the houses are
to be kept, the water to be boiled, the food
cooked, and when it should be used. Last year
when there was a fear of the introduction of
cholera inato the country, the Board of Health
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in the province of Quebec immediately issued
a circular warning the people and advising
them what was best to be done under the
circumstances. However, if the idea pre-
vails that the Government should issue such
a pamphlet, I am willing to give the subject
all my attention and all possible assistance.
It has been stated that certain quarantine
regulations should be imposed upon pas-
sengers coming from Asia to Canada. The
hon. gentleman who made the suggestion-
which is a very good one-will understand
that it is impossible for this country to
impose such a' quarantine abroad, but I am
convinced that self-interest will lead the
steam-ship companies to exact certificates
from passengers should they come from
Asia, where there is nearly always some con-
tagious disease prevailing, such as small-pox,
cholera, or some malignant fever. It is in
their own interest that they should do so,
and I have lately had conversations with a
representative of one of them, Mr. Shaugh-
nessy, vice-president of the Canadian Pacitic
Railway, who gave me to understand that
they were adopting nost rigorous precau-
tions-that it was their own interest that
their ships should be looked upon as healthy
if they wished to establish a traffic and
secure a paying passenger business. I hope
I have reassured the House that all necessary
precautions are being taken by the Govern-
ment. I trust that upon this point there
will be no undue excitement or alarm, and
that it will not go abroad that we are
threatened by an enemy against which we
have no arms and no munitions.

HOLIDAYS LAW AMENDMENT BILL

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ANGERSmoved thesecond read-
ing of Bill (N) " An Act to amend the law
relating to holidays." He said : The holidays
mentioned in this Bill were adopted by the
Dominion Parliament because they were
holidays in the province of Quebec. Lately
they have, in the province of Quebec, dis-
pensed with them, and a Bill has been intro-
duced removing those days from the list of
holidays. It is proposed here to assimilate
the law by doing away with Annunciation,
Corpus Christi and the festival of St. Peter
and St. Paul. When the Bill goes into
Committee of the Whole, I propose to amend
the last phrase 9f it. I think it would be
more appropriate to make a specifle amend-

ment to the law by stating the statutes
which it will affect and the sections intended
to be repealed.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I am too good a
follower of the leader of the House to oppose
any amendment t6 the Bill, but I propose to
offer an amendment in Committee of the
Whole to provide thatthe Dominion Thanks-
giving Day be always held on a Sunday.
My reasons are these: What did the
Thanksgiving holiday originate from i Is it
British, is it Catholic or Protestant i No, it
is an American institution got up by the
Pilgrim Fathers to do away with love of the
old country and the festival of the Christmas
holidays. The Puritans left England at a
time when they suffered from persecution in
the reign of Charles the First. They suffered
so much from persecution, that when they
got to America they refused to let a Quaker
live amongst them-they persecuted Qua-
kers, Episcopalians and Baptists, and they
established Thanksgiving Day. No one is
more thankful than I am to the Almighty
for the benefits we enjoy. Cholera may cone
here and desolate our people, and yet we are
expected to observe the proclamation of the
Governor-General and thank God for it. I
know we are such miserable sinflers that we
should be thankful for the few mercies given
to us, but I do not think there is much giving
of thanks on the holiday calledThanksgiving
Day. What takes place on that holiday?
The poor are deprived of a day's labour, and
have nothing to do but loaf about. Many of
them are Roman Catholics, who do not be-
lieve that the Governiment have a right to
tell them on what day they should go to
church or not. In England, where there is
an established church, it may be the case,
but I feel a thrill go over me when the Go-
vernor-General proclaims that I should go to
church on a week day. I do not believe
that the injunction of the fourth command-
ment has anything to do with our Sunday,
but if it has, the same commandment which
says that I shall rest on the seventh day,
says also that I shall labour on the other six
days of the week, and by proclamation you
make the people break the fourth coipnmund-
ment-for what ? To comply with an old
Puritan custom. How many people go to
church on Thanksgiving Day ? Very few.
]s it not a day devoted to gluttony and to
horse-racing and kindred. amusements ? It
is bosh, a sham and a humbug and ought to
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be done away with. To say that it is doing
God a service, is a piece of hypocrisy and
humbug.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I think the
hon. gentleman from Halifax has slandered
Nova Scotia when he says that Thanksgiving
Day is not observed there. In Lunenburg
I know it is observed as religiously and with
as great zeal and earnestness as Sunday is
kept. Probably where the hon. gentleman
cores from it is different, but elsewhere
throughout the province it is a day on which
People offer up thanks and praise for the
benefits conferred upon them.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I think the only
difference in the way Thanksgiving Day is
Observed in Lunenburg and Halifax is this :
in Halifax we ha4 gluttony, and give our-
selves indigestion on turkey and pluin pud-
ding, and we think we are doing God a
service; in Lunenburg, it is simply a day
devoted to sauer-kraut and cabbage.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-J wouild ask the
Junior member froin Halifax not to press
hie amendment. Dominion Day is not a
Thanksgiving Day but a national holiday.
Thanksgiving Day is fixed by proclamation
by the different provinces. Generally the
Provinces have the same day that is fixed
by the Dominion. It is in the fall of the
Year when the granaries are full and people
are maost inclined to be thankful for the
b'lesings they enjoy. Dominion Day is a
-hOliday of a different character-a day on
which people go into the country, or attend
national gatherings or address the people in
•favour of the institutions of the country. -

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I did not say that

muurion Day should not be kept. I say
that Thanksgiving Day should not sbe
lobserved. I have often noticed in the prac-

tiee Of my profession poor people shivering
over their scanty fires and complaining of
'lot being allowed to work on Thanksgiving

7ay. I have been told by one of them, "I
Would riot keep the day, because it is against
'ny conscience to do so, but. my'-employer
did. If I had been allowed to work I
WoUlQd have earned something and been more
thankfll than I feel now."

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Was read the second time.

BANK ACT AMENDMENT BILL

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS moved the second
reading of Bill (I) " An Act to correct a
clerical error in the Bank Act." He said :
The object of this Bill is to correct a clerical
error in the French edition of the Statutes.
The year 1891 is mentioned instead of 1901
as the year in which the charters of the
banks expire.

The motion was agreed to, and the· Bill
was read the second time.

MILITIA LAND GRANT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
reading of Bill (G) "An Act tomake further
provision respecting grants of land to mem-
bers of the Militia force on active service in
the North-west." He said : The object of the
Bill is sinply to extend the time for grant-
ing land warrants to those who served dur-
ing the troubles of 1885. Many of the claims
were before the Department of Justice, but
were not adjudicatedupon or examined until
it was too late to issue the warrants before
the 31st December last, and this is simply
to extend the time for the granting of these
land warrants until the 31st of next Decem-
ber.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bll (15) " An Act to incorporate the Do-
minion. Burglar Guarantee Company (limi-
ted)." (Mr. McMillan.)

Bill (19) " An Act respecting the Hamil-
ton Provident and Loan Society." (Mr. Mac-
Innes, Burhington.)

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, February 28th, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

BILL INTRODUCED.

Bill L) "An Act to consolidate and
amend certain Acts relating to the Manitoba
and North-western Railway Company, of
Canada."-(Mr. Lougheed.)

CUSTOM-HOUSE EMPLOYEES OF
MONTREAL.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved:

That an humble Addreas be presented to His
Excellency the Governor-General; praying that
His Excellency will cause to be laid before this
House, a list giving the names of all persons em-
ployed permanently or temporarily at the Custom-
house at Montreal, on the flrat day of January,
1868, also, a similar list of those so employed on
the first of January ultimo, with, in both
eases, their ages, nationality, religion, salary,
occupation and date of appointment. -

He said : It is only within a few days
that I have come to the conclusion that it is
my duty to bring this matter before the
House. Until lately, I had always believed
that the people of Montreal were quite able
to look after theiselves, and see that they
were treated fairly in the Government
appointments in that city. Having occasion
to frequently visit Montreal, I have noticed
that the representatives of that city are
always anxious to secure the French vote,
and I supposed that this recognition of the
importance of the French element would
lead them to do justice to them. During
the last recess I had occasion th pass
through Montreal several times, and I heard
numerous complaints on the subject to which
I am now calling attention. Wherever I
met people, in the streets, at their residences,
at the banks, I heard complaints that the
Government was uijust in its treatment of
the majority in Montreal. I did -not credit
these.statements, for the very good reason
that I knew nothing about the matter-I
had never looked into it, believing that the
representatives of the city were pre-
pared to do their duty. I heard the
statement that an Englishmen was to suc-
ceed the late Mr. Ryan. For many years

the office has been fillled by Englishmen,
sud it would seem that amongst the French
majority nobody was considered fit for the
position of collector of customs. I thought
I would look into the matter on returning
to Ottawa. On my arrival here, after the
recess on the 21st instant, I sent for the
blue books and examined them. Then I
was forced to the oonclusion that the com-
plaints to which I have referred were well
founded, As to the laat case-the appoint-
ment of a collector-I do not know whether
the complainte are justified or not, as the
Government have not made the appoint-
ment yet. According to the last cenbus, the
French element in the city of Montreal is
largely in the majority. I believe the
French population number two-thirds or
more, but it is enough for my argument to
say that they are in the %ajority. I find
that at the Montreal custom-house there are
109 officials belonging to the permanent ser-
vice. Of these 69 are English-speaking and
40 are French. The English-speaking offi-
cials receive in salaries about $51,000 and
the French $23,000. Now, I say that it is
not right that the majority of the people
should have such a amall proportion of the
offices and salaries. Of temporary officials, I
finei that there are 103, of whom 71 are
English-speaking and 32 French. The
English-speaking officers receive in round
numbers $31,000; the French-speaking
officers, $11,000. Of ordinary labourers
there are 26, of whom 18 speak English
and eight French, so that in round num-
bers there are 176 English-speaking.
officials and only eighty-eight French-speak-
ing-that is, one-third of the employees are
o French origin in a city where two-thirds,
of the people are of that race, and -the
salaries are in about the saine proportion.
Now I say that is not right. I do not like
to touch this question, but I feel it my duty
to do so, The Government should conduct
public affairs in such a manner as not to
compel the minority to bring up this ques-
tion and ask to be allowed to earn their
bread. I might point to the example which
the province of Quebec sets to the Dominion.
Only eight days ago a proposition to abolish
the Legislative Council of that province was
,brought up by an glish-speaking member
of the Legislature, Xr. Cook. He said that
although the Legislative Council had been
created for the protection of the English-
speaking minority of the province, it was
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not necessary-that they did not want
such protection-that no protection was
Ced from the French majority.
0 ould the French minority here say that at
Ottawa I No, but we could have said it at any
tune before Confederation. Things were
'na5u&ged a good deal better then than they are

ow. At the time of Confederation consider-
4ble objections were urged against the move-
'ent on the ground that the English-speaking
U1rority in Quebec would not receive fair

alàY from the majority. Those who raised
the" objections wanted a legislative union
nd why l-Because, they said they would

li the majority, while under Confedera-
in the province of Quebec, they would
ithe bands of the French. Let me

'1ote from the Confederation Debates what
Onle of their representatives, Hon. Mr. Rose,

.rwards Sir John Rose, had to say on this
8bject :---

thV ith reference to this subject, I think that 1, andOse have acted with nie-the English-speak-
g Inembers from Lower Canada-may in some
greea congratulate ourselves as having brought

thiut a state of feeling between the two races in
18Section of the province which ha produce 1

rere good eect. (Hear, .hear.) There 1has been
ar 'Ince the time of the union, I am happy to
ex-and that everybody knows it who has any

P ieence in Lower Canada-a cordial understand-
ab 'and friendly feeling between the two nation-
utie s , which has produced the happiest results.
11;enging to different races and professing a
in"rent faith, we live near each other; we come

Contact and mix with each other, and we respect

each other we do not trench upon the rights. of
ditheother; we have not had those religious party

rences which two races, speaking different lan-
es and holding different religious beliefs,

i tbesupposed to have had ; and it is a inatter
of cere gratification to us, I say, that this state

r gS has existed and is now found amongst us.,
dene' ear.) But if instead of this mutual confi-

p e if, instead of the English-speaking minority
legýin trust in the French majority, in the local

ae sure, and the French minority placing the
le trust in the English majority in the general
ze ture, no feeling existed, how could the'-"ne of Confederation be made to wôrk suîccess-
th'r (Iear, hear.) I think it cannot be denied that

ere i8 the utinost confidence on both sides ; I feel
al thatourconfidence in the majority in thelo-

tr goVerurnent willnthe nisplaced, and Iearnestly
fe t that the confidence they repose in us ti the
Sheal legislature will not be abused. (Hear, hear-.)
4ae that this mnutual yielding of confidence will
Inake both set in a bih i nded and sensitive

.er when the rights ofeither side are called in
in th -if ever they should be called in question
histe retive legislatures. Tiis is an era in-the
eachOry o both raoes-the earnest plighting Of

e ar' faith asthey embrace the scheme. t is
ene in that both hould place such entre cour-"sc .i Oue another; and in future ages our

posterity on both sides will be able to point with
pride to the period when the two races had
such reliance the one on the other as that each was
willing to trust its safety and' interest to the
honour of the other. (Hear hear.) This nmntual
confidence has not been brought about by an
ephemeral or spsmodic desire for change on the
part of either ; it is the result of the knowledge
each race possesses of the character of the other,
and of the respect each entertains for the other.
(Hear, hear.) It is because we have learned to
respect each other's motives, and have been made
to feel by experience that neither must be aggres-
sive and that the interests of the one are safe in
the keeping of the other. And I think I may
fairly appeal to the President of the Council that
if, during the ten years in-which lie has agitated
the ues ion of representation by population, we,
the English in Lower Canada, had listened to his
appeals,-appeals that he has persistently made
with all the earnestness and vigourof his nature-if
we had not turned a deaf ear to then, but had gone
with those of our own race and our own faith, the
people of Upper Canada, who demanded this
change, where, I would ask him, would have been
our union to-day ? Would not a feeling of diatrust
have been established between the French and
English races in the community, that would have
rendered even the fair consideration of it utterly
impracticable? (Hear, hear.) Would the French
have in that case been ready now to trust them-
selves.-in the general legislature, or the English in
the Local Legislature in Lower Canada ? No ; and
I pray God that this mutual confidence between
two races which have so high and noble a work to
do on this continent, who are menaced by a coin-
mon danger and actuated by a common interest,
Iay continue for all time to come. I pray that it
may not be interrupted or destroyed by any act of
either party : and I trust that each may continue
to feel assured that if at any time hereafter circum-
stances should arise calculated to infringe upon the
rights of either, it will be sufficient to say, in order
to prevent any aggression of this kind: " We
trusted each other wlen we entered the union ; we
felt then that our rights would be sacred.with you,
and our honour and good faith and integrity are
pledged in the maintenance of them." (Hear, hear.)

believe that this is an era in our history to which
in after ages our children may appeal with ' pride,
ad that if there should be any intention on either
side to aggress on the other, the recollection that
each trusted to the honour of the other will prevent
that intention being carried out. I feel that we
have no reason as the minority to fear aggresion-3
on the part of the majority. We feel thîat in the
past we have an earnest of what we may reasonably
ex et the future relations between thé two races
to.

What has been the consequenco of this liber-
ality on the part of the najority in on pro-
vince ? Under our laws the English minority
of the province haie the right to an Énglish-
speaking ' superintendent of education.
Nevertheless, they refuse to act upon their
rights : they say they can trust to the
liberality of the French majority, and that
they have always received justice at the
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hands of the French- superintendent of often said " let us have no more French or
education. I would be happy to-day if I English-let us all be Canadians." Well,
could congratulnte the Parliament of Canada, we of Quebec are ready. We do not claim
on the existence of such a spirit in this body, to be French; we are Canadians. If the in-
but I could not do so without stating what justice were confined to the customs offices in
was untrue. It would be false to say that Montreal, I could understand that it waS
we have a fair proportion of the appoint- accidentai; but I find it is the sarn
ments to public offices. I do not mean to every Governrent office in that city. The
say that we must have exactly the same pro- same principle is carried throughout, and it
portion of appointments that our people looks as if the Government were acting on a
bear to the whole population of the Dominion, settled policy. It is that of which I com-
but I say it should be something approach- plain. To show that it is a regular rule, let
ing that proportion. I would not object to me refer you to the condition of affairs at
having less than our right proportion in the Quebec. It is well known that Quebec is a
city of Montreal, if the deficiency were made French city, yet in the custom-house there
up in some other part of the Dominion. I you will find about the same thing that we
have shown that ii the Custom-house in complain of in Montreal. Formerly, the
Montreal we are not fairly treated-that we collector of customs at Quebec was a French-
have not got our fair proportion of the Canadian: now he is an Englishman and
patronage : if the Government can show that his assistant is also English. Take Sher-
we have more than our right in other de- brooke, where the French outnumber the
partments, they should do so. English two or three to one, and again we

find the collector of customs is Englisl. I
Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-That is very have looked through the figures and I find

easily done. that it is about the same everywhere. At
Quebec, Mr. Blanchet, the collector of cus

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE--It is not easily toms, was replaced by Mr. Forsyth, but we
done, because the figures are before the pub- neyer complained. In Montreal, Mr. De-
lic and show the contrary. The French race lisle was collector of customs, forty or flfty
are about one-mhird of the population of the years ago. When he died an Englishman
Dominion, yet we have only one-sixth Qf the was appointed; he was succetded by another
appointments. I do not care what calcula- Englishman, and he again by anothere
tions are made to prove the contrary: I was Who wil fi the office nexth An
shown.a calculation of that kind this morn- Englishman, if rumour be true. No n
ing and I can simply say that it was either is that rigt? h ask any man whether it iS
dishonest or stupid. In Montreal, a paper fair to the French population? It is quit-'
which is very aggressive tried to show that we evident that there is a fixed determinatiof
had more patronage thari we were entitled to keep French Canadians out of office. te
to. How did they do so. By comparing is a knowledge of these facts that bas led
the offices heAd by Protestants and atholics. me te bring this matter before the House,
Nowv, I am npot speaking of religious denoïfii- Althnugh I do not represent Montreal, 1 an,
nations-I am speaking of nationalities, and an elector there. I au nbt only a citizen O
cf the right of the French population of the province of Quebec, but I ar a repre-
Canada to a fair share of the public patron- sentative of the Dominion in this HouS6,
age. That is the least that we have a right and especially of the province of Quebec,
to expect, in view of the liberal treatuient and I a only doing what conceive to e
that we extend to the English-speaking my duty in bringing up this matter. If
minority in our province. Ifyoulookatthe others are here for their own pleasure Or
officiai, returns, you wil see that the English advantage, I feel that I. am here for soetr
speaking population ofQuebechas more offices thing else. I aMo nere to see thpt jastpce Is
than it is entitled te by its numbers; but wur done to every man, irrepective of his creed
leaderssay "majoritiesarestrongandoughtto or nationality. I found that others neglected
relyontheir strength, and tryt do morethan to take up this matter, and I fest bound
justice tr the minority, so that they may honour and conscience t discharge the'dutY
feel that they are well treated." This is tht whichtheyhaveoverlooked. Itisrepugnant
way we act in Quebec. Why is it that the i me, because I dislike t bring up this
contrary isle the case here?. know it is matter s often, but when I see ry dutY
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elearly before me I do not seek to do merely
hat 1 like best, but what I believe andlow to be right.

'fn Mr. PROWSE-It is rather un-
!ortunate that such a question as the one
llltroduced by the hon. member fron Dela-

udière should he discussed in this House.
have no doubt at all that had this question

41e brought before the Government in a
quiet private way, the influence of the

,ch nationality would have been quite
anficient to secure justice for that race in
the Civil Service of this country. I wouldae6 thought also that the hon. gentleman,
btore taking up the complaint in reference

e comparatively distant city of Mont-
',Would have looked closer to home, and

endavoured to correct the sane fault which
Must be apparent to him here every day.
'ee find in this very Chamber that every

ee1% On, the floor of the House, and eventding beyond the chamber to the post
oce, soccupied by a gentleman of the French

oiOnality; and I do not think there hasn any word of complaint by the majority
belong to other races. It would be a

t injustice for us to take up this matter
te Present time in reference to the city
e nitreal, or any other city, and say to
Cals who are not of French extraction
ou must make room for other men, because

TOust have fairly balanced nationalities
a Public offices." I think it would be
thry unjust thing; but I would say this,a as vacancies occur it becomes a strong

ment in favour of those not represented
ri thse Positions that they should have theirriends placed there to fill up vacancies asyOccur. In this chamber there hs been

Ë agitation and no demand made for an
aglih-speaking clerk since the death of our

f laented Mr. Adamson ; but I take it
granted that when a vacancy occurs-

the h I hope will be a long time hence-
an Government will see their way to placing
i ngli8h-speaking clerk at our table and

Other offices where there are none now. It
O8t unfortunate for Canada that this

estion, and questions of a similar nature,
t ld be discussed in our legislative halls.

ri 8not calculated to bring about thata adship which should exist between all
otiOnalities in this chamber. The English

PeoPle have their national feeling; the Scotch
POPle also have their national sentiment;the Irish, the Germans and the Dutch have

each their national feeling, as well as our
French-Canadian friends; and I say that if
we wish to build this Canada of ours into a
strong patriotic nation, we must endeavour
as far 'as possible to bury national prejudices
and unite for the common good.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL2-Before this motion
is put, I have a few words to say, more par-
ticularly as the remarks made by the hon.
gentleman who proposed the motion refer to
a department over which I have had the
honour to preside for some thirteen or four-
teen years : therefore, I may be excused if
I refer very briefly to some of his statements.
Hon. gentlemen will unlerstand that in all
filling of positions in the outsitle service
the Minister must necessarily, as a rule, take
the advice of those who represent the con-
stituency: and I am quite satisfied that if
the hon. gentleman had paid a little closer
attention to the positions of the officials in
the customs .in Montreal at the present
time, he would not have made the complaint
to which we have listened in reference to
the relative positions held by the different
nationalities. I fully accord with the remarks
made by the hon. gentleman from Prince
Edward Island who has just spoken, depre-
cating the introduction of questions of nation-
ality or of religion in our legislative halls.
However, if a minority of either class of
people, whether religious or national, feel
that they have not been fairly treated, I do
not say that it is improper that these griev-
ances should be brought to the notice of the
Government and that justice should be done,
if any injustice is found to exist. I think
that I can appeal to sone of the gentlemen
of the sanie nationality as my hon. friend
who made this motion, that so far as my
administration of the 'affairs of the customs
for some thirteen or fourteen years was
concerned, where I thought an inequality
existed, and opportunities presented them-
selves, without turning men out of office who
had been appointed long before I assumed
the responsibility, I took good care when
these vacancies did occur that the nation-
ality of the people who thought they had
been aggrieved was not forgotten. Now
during the last year of my tenure of office
as Minister of Customs a large number of
changes were made in the city of Montreal.
I can make the same explanation here that
I made in the Lower House when this ques-
tion came under discussion. There were
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several old officials who had been appointed
long before this Governement came into
power, and whose age unfitted them for the
due performance of the work allotted to
them. They were, to a large extent, English-
speaking people, and in the superannuation
no new appointment was made from the
outside service, but the next in order receiv-
ed his promotion, and if you look at the
status of these officers to-day you will find
that a French gentleman was promoted to
the highest position under the collector-
that is the surveyor of customs--who' can
by gradation ri4e to a $2,500 per annum
salary ; you will find that he is a French
gentleman and that he succeeded a Scotch-
man. If you take th'e cashier, who was super-
annuated on account of age and infirmity,
you will see that I promoted a French gen-
tleman to his position, simply because he was
next in order, to use a common expression,
and that he deserved his promotion. The
chief clerkship, is also in the same position, as
are a number of other offices. I have the
civil list under my hand and it shows that. I
have pursued precisely the same course, but
I never asked the question as to whether the
man who was under the chief of that parti-
cular branch at the time was French, Irish,
English or Scotch; but when I found that
he was entitled to promotion, that his ser-
vices and his character and assiduity in the
performance of his duties justified it, he was
promoted; and that is the course that has
been pursued continuously in the adminis-
tration of the department. i have in my
office a statement of the principal offices in
the city of Montreal and by whom they are
filled. If the hon. gentleman will refer to
it, he will find that nearly nine out of ten of
the principal offices are filled by gentlemen
of his race. I do not say that they should
not be there. Most of them entered the ser-
vice at a low grade and a small salary and
gradually reached the top by promotion.
Now, I am not prepared to say what will be
the action of the Government in filling the
position which has unfortunately been
rendered vacant through the death of
the late collector, who, as every one
knows, was incapable of doing a wrong
act to any class of people, no matter what
their religion or nationality might be. I am
not at present prepared to say who may be
his successor, but I think the hon. gentle-
man stepped a little beyond the mark when
he enumerated so .many Englishmen who

had filled the position after the death of Mr.
Delisle. Mr. Delisle was succeeded by Mr.
Simpson, the old collector formerly appointed
in Kingston. I am speaking from memory
now, and if I am incorrect I shall be glad
to be corrected by any gentleman who ai&y
be listening to me. Mr. Simpson was suc-
ceeded by Mr. Ryan. Now these are the
collectors within my recollection since the
time Mr. Delisle occupied the position. It
is quite true also that Mr. Blanchet Ws
succeeded by Mr. Forsyth, and perhaps it
may be gratifying to my hon. friend to
know that those who were most ardent in
the recommendation, and in impressing upol
the Government the propriety of that ap-
pointment were gentlemen of his own race,
including the representatives froin that
section of the country; but it must he re-
membered that Mr. Blanchet, whom we all
know, succeeded Mr. Dunscombe, who was
an Englishman. However, I make the
statement-and I say it in all truth-
fulness-that the late Hon. Mr. Blanchet
was not appointed to that position because
he belonged to the French race. He was
appointed in consideration of the great ser-
vices which he had rendered to the Conser-
vative party for a quarter of a century, and
I think that that is the ground upon which
appointments of that kind should be made,
without reference to nationality. My hon-
friend also referred to Sherbrooke ; well Mr.
Currie, the collector at Sherbrooke, was ap-
pointed in 1871 at a time when my hon-
friend will admit that the great majority of
the inhabitants of that city were of. the
English-speaking people ; but by reason of
the introduction of manufactures (and perhaps
this reason may not be appreciated by somle
hon. gentlemen who have listened to me) and
the extent to which they have been carried
since the national or protective policy has
been inaugurated in this country, attracted
to that city a large number of the French
habitants who go there to seek work-_and I
am glad of it-instead of going over to Mas-
sachusetts or some other place in the United
States. I only wish in others of our cities
the manufacturing establishments would in-
crease to such an extent as to afford emplO
ment for all those who desire to leave their
farms and become citizens. Now I am not
going to refer to the question of the relative
numbers in Montreal, which my hon-
friend has spoken of, because I am not Pre-
pared to do so ; but with reference to the
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extra officials, they are all paid the same per
I arm not in a position to say nowthat the hon. gentleman's statement in

reference to the salaries is either correct orincorrect, but I ventUre to state that the
8tatistics which my hon. friend has given to
the 'louse must'have been taken froin books
that Were several years old, and not the last.
f the hon, gentleman will take the last

1881 of the civil service list, which gives the
'esult of the changes to which I have refer-
red, they will find that the disparity in refer-
ence to the salaries paid to the different
ofcials and the different nationalities does
not exist to the extent to which he has

ferred. I could give the hon. gentleman a
t of those officers who were promoted and

tha Occupy the places and perform the duties
were formerly assigned English-speaking

ple but I do not advance that as any
thate or any credit due to myself. I say

.in carrying out a policy of that kind,
to1 npromoting gentlemen who are entitled

S did nothing more than ny duty, and
tnOw that that is the principle upon which

Government, of which I have been a
eMber for some years, has acted in reference
all those appointments. Whoever may

Sapointed in Montreal, I hope he will be
th, ai capable of conducting the business of

t great and important port and possessed
.i5 sffient commercial knowledge to justify

PPo intment. When I said a few
oments ago that I thought services to one'sat should be a r'ecommendation for

aP ointment, I do not wish to be understood
.Ying that that alone should be the

Wh.ccation. In addition to the services
h 'ehe has rendered to his country, a man
o.d have the necessary qualifications to
Sarge the duties of the office which he is

th assume ; and I can only say, as far
Pe present Government is concerned, as

as that which preceded it, that their
thY desire in the appointments to offices in
he mfinistration of the different depart-
eht 0-or the affairs of this country, is to do

to is right and to mete out justice equally
when lasses of the people; and I .am sure
hetheir attention is called to any case

it has not been done, they will be
p'epard to rectify the error and to see that

no class of the community, no matter what
their religion or nationality, shall receive an
injustice at their hands.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-Before this
question is put, I would like to make a few
remarks. I had thought I would live long
enough to see the time when we would all
look upon ourselves as Canadians, and I do
hope that we shall soon all come to the conclu-
sion that we are Canadians and that we will
not continue to discuss in our legislative
halls these matters of language and religion.
I have in my hand a return under the head
of " Legislation for 1891-92," which includes
thé staff of the Commons, the Senate and
the Library during the above year. There
were 264 persons under salary, made up as
follows :-

French Roman Catholic. 129
English-speaking R. C.'s 48

Total. R. C. 's.........177, drawing
Protestants all told...... 87, drawing

R. C. excess............ 90, drawing

$145,433.52
80,855,86

$64,577.66

The Public Works Department shows that
the regular inside staff is made up as follows :

French Roman Catholics 77, drawing
English-speaking R. C.'s 19, drawing

Total R. C.'s ......... 99, drawing
Protestants all told..... 38, drawing

$74,178.30
17,509.96

$91,688.26
48,608.58

Paid for outside extra copying during the
saine year, 1891-92, $9,117, distributed as
follows :

French RomanCatholics................$6,910.28
English-Speaking Roman Catholics....... 1,876.72

$8,787-00
Protestants .......................... 30.00

The following table showing the religion
of all the civil servants on the " inside ser-
vice " or headquarters staff at Ottawa, and
the mechanics and labourers at headquarters
has been furnished. It-is drawn from offi-
cial blue books and other sources of exact
knowledge. It will be seen that the Roman
Catholics and Anglicans have much more
than their proportion, judging by percen-
tages of population shown in the census of
1891.:
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February, 1893. RomanCatholics.

Militia Department ........................
Secretary of State.... ....................
Interior Department.......................
Finance do
.Inland Revenue..... ....................
Customs Department......................
Post Office do
Agriculture do
Public Works Department..................
Auditor-General.......... ...............
Justice Department ......................
Indian Affairs ..... ......................
Railways and Canals.......................
Marine and Fisheries.......................
Privy Council. . . . . ........ ...............
Senate, House of Conmons and Library ........
Printing Bureau Clerks....-................
Mounted Police .... .... ................
Mechanics and Labourers ....................
Printers, Bookbinders, etc....................
Total numbers........... ...............
What each ought to be . .........
Salaries drawn by each denomination ...........
Percentage each are entitled tO....... ...........
Total salaries each are entitled te..................

20
25
21
7

il
5

60
24
95
6
5
3

10
8
9

177
24
2

104
209
823
633

8707,543
41

587,247

Anglicans

9
5

36
15
9

12
85
19
21
7
0

21
12
9
5

32
il
3

.... . . .

..... . .
311
201

$382,641
13

$186,202

Presb -
terians.

Me-
thodist.

3 -3
18 3
4 4
3 2
3 6

22 20
2 0
7 5
4 6
8 0
7 5
4 1

10 2
2 0

22 15
2 6
1 0

..... .... .
.........

123
232

8140,473
15

8214,846

79
269

$73,650
17

8243,492

Ail
other Pro-
testants.

0

0
3

5

7

0

3

0
4
5
0
1
0
1
1

18
0

34
128
208
216

8128,003
. 14

200,523

Youwillsee thattheamountswhich aredrawn That shows that the Government must have
by the French-speaking gentlemen are out been wrong, since they daim credit for these
of proportion to those drawn by the English. changes. It is an admission that they have
We have never brought.this up; we think endeavoured tu correct the wrong. But
that justice is done us, perhaps, and we the books of this year have not yet aF
think that we are all Canadians, and should peared; they are among the secrets of the
be all Canadians. If I do not happen to Government, which, of course, I do fot
speak the French language, I do not think know. I think that my allegations have
my neighbours alongside me should give me been fully borne out. The hon. Minister Of
a kick for it. I am an Englishman myself, Trade and Commerce said that it must not be
and I do not think my children should forgotten that the Government have to act
reproach me because I was born in England, on the advice of the members who support
and I do not propose to chastise them be- them. I believe that that is right if he
cause they were born in Canada. We are advice is good, but suppose they give wrong
all Canadians. I hope that the time of this advice, is the Goverument, which is respOnl
House will be spent more profitably than it sible for the appointnents to do what everY
could be in a discussion of such matters as one must admit is wrong ? h is only rigbt
these. to act on the advice of the members support

ing the Govertnent when the advice inl
Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I am not at ail itself u proper, but not otherwise. If the

surprised at the arguments which have been supporters of the Goverument give wrOng
used in answer to my inquiry-if I may caîl advice, it only shows that the party is wrog'
them arguments. They are not logical and Then the hon, gentleman says that we ought
therefore they only expose the weakness of not to introduce questions of religion here.
the Government's position. I am very much said nothing about religion, but I deny tlW
obliged to the hon. Minister of Commerce proposition that questions of religion sholld
for the explanation he has given us, but I beg not le- brought up in this fouse..-I the
leave to assert that it is no answer to my matter of divorce, for instance, when my r0
inquiry; on the contrary, if I fully appre- Jigious convictions lead me Vo oppose divorce
hend his remarks, they amount to a proof is it not my duty to say 50? Any questiOJ'
that I was right. The Minister said that which has a public aspect can fairlyandp'o
there had been great changes made lately. perly e brought up for consideration in thh
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Illouse. The lion. gentleman from Prince
Edward Island said that we ought not to
excite passions. I quite agree with him, but
he ought to be the first man to ad'ise the
Government to treat the minority fairly, and
thus avoid exciting ill-feelings. I have
brought this matter up to-day because the
Government have not respected the rights
and- feelings of the French population of Ca-
nada. I was in this House at the time when
for two years, we heard the complaints of
Nova Scotia and their demands for an in-
creased subsidy of 10 millions of dollars. Did
we, who represent the province of Quebec,
ever rise in our places and say, " Let us hear
no more of Nova Scotia ?" No, the whole of
the representatives of the province voted 10
millions of dollars to quiet Nôva Scotia.

lion. Mr. MILLER-Nonsense.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE-We voted one
Ilillion a year, for ten years, yet nobody ever
heard a representative of Quebec say, " We
are tired of hearing all this talk about Nova
Scotia." Yet when we, of the minority, rise
"P to try to defend our rights, we are told,
"Let us hear no more of Quebec or of French
and English: let us be Cariadians only."
The hon. member from Prince Edward
Island says, " Do not excite passions. " I
saY to him do not excite mine to-day by
telling me that I have no right to complain
of an injustice. The hon. member from
Quinté has pointed out that in the Senate
and the House of Commons the French po-
Pulation have more than their share of the
Patronage. The hon. gentleman probably
did nlot clearly understand what I stated: I
said I did not care if there was a dispro-
Portion in any particular department, pro-
vided on the whole each element of the
PoPulation was fairly treated. What I
Stated, and what I repeat, is this, that the
Public documents show that we have only
One-sixth of the patronage in the whole
bornxinion. In 1884 Sir Alex. Campbell,
"'ho was then the leader of this House,
brought down a printed statement with res-
Pect to the civil service of the Dominion,.
and said, as he put the book on the Table:
"Now the French people will see that they
have their fair share." I could not at the
tiunIeanswèe hini, but a few days afterwards
1 was in a position to say that the leader of
the Government had misled the House-that

I statement was not borne out by the

facts-that after adding up figures on 200
pages of the blue book, I found that the
French people, far from having their fair
share of public patronage, had only one to
six, and the leader of the House made an
excuse that he had been misled by an offi-
cial of his department. We accepted the
excuse, but that is the fact, that the leader
of this House, at that time, made an incor-
rect statement. If the hon. member from
Prince Edward Island had been there, he
would have said : " Let us hear no more
about the subject in this House." I do not
speak often, and I do not speak good English,
but I think I can make myself understood.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-The only trouble
is that the hon. gentleman. knows too much
English.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I have shown
by the public documents that up to this
year, at all events, the French population
of Canada have not been fairly treated. If
the returns for this year show an improve-
ment in that condition of affairs, I will be
the first to admit that the various lessons I
have given the Government on this subject
have had due effect and I will thank them
for any improvement they may make.

L'hon. M. TASSE -Honorables mes-
sieurs, je n'avais pas l'intention de prendre
part au débat qui porte sur un sujet que j'ai
traité ailleurs, mais certaines observations
que je viens d'entendre méritent d'être rele-
vées. Je ne saurais partager l'opinion expri-
mée par un honorable représentant de l'Ile
du Prince-Edouard (M. Prowse), que ces
sortes de questions, étant, de leur nature, fort
délicates, ne devraient pas être débattues au
parlement, mais que l'on devrait se contenter
de représentations au gouvernement. Le
parlement a été institué, entre autres choses,
pour prendre connaissance des griefs du
sujet, et je n'en sache aucun qui ne puisse
être discuté d'une façon convenable, qui ne
froisse aucun sentiment, qui s'impose à l'at-
tention de tous les hommes raisonnables,
épris du sentiment de la justice. Bien des
fois, dans cette chambre,, les sujets apparem-
ment les plus chatouilleux, les plus inflam-
mables, ont été discutés, et il n'en est pas
résulté autre chose que de bons effets. Il
n'est pas de l'intérêt public que l'on étouffe
l'expression de griefs légitimes. Le feu qui
couve sous la cendre est souvent le plus dan-
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gerekx. Le gouvernement a tout à gagner
à ces discussions, puisqu'il peut s'éclairer
ensuite de la lumière qui en jaillit. La
motion de l'honorable sénateur de Lanau-
dière (M. Bellerose), demande des renseigne-
ments sur les employés de la douane de
Montréal, leur nationalité, leur âge, la date
de leur nomination, etc. Elle sera sans
doute accordée, mais je crois qu'il eût été
préférable d'obtenir un état de tout le ser-
vice public, tant de l'intérieur que de l'exté-
rieur. Dès 1882, j'ai demandé un état sem-
blable à la Chambre des Communes, et il
serait bon d'en avoir une édition plus récente.
Cinq ans plus tard, je discutai cette même
question dans une série de lettres au Mail de
Toronto, qui finit par trouver mes chiffres-
chiffres puisés aux sources officielles-telle-
ment concluants, qu'il refusa de les publier, ce
qui m'obligea de les adresser à l'Empire. Un
fait certain, toutefois: nous n'avons pas à la
douane de Montréal notre part de représen-
tation, le patronage est administré de façon
à y rendre très difficile l'entrée de nos com-
patriotes. Dans une remarquable série d'ar-
ticles sur lepatronage-articles qui devraient
être lus soigneusement par tous les hommes

publics-M. Joncas, l'habile député de Gaspé,
vient de constater qu'il y a 69 Anglais
employés dans le service extérieur de la
douane à Montréal, et 37 Français, les pre-
miers recevant des salaires pour un montant
de $60,300, tandis que les Français gagnent
seulement $27,700. Et n'oublions pas qu'il
s'agit d'une ville en très grande majorité fran-
çaise. Mais il ne faut pas oublier que le
patronage s'exerce surtout par l'entremise
des députés. Sachons blâmer qui de droit.
Si notre population qui constitue la minorité
dans la Confédération, veut faire protéger
ses droits, elle doit commencer par élire des
députés qui soient bien identifiés avec ses
intérêts. Ce qui se passe au Manitoba où
l'on ne craint pas de violer une charte solen-
nelle montre avec quelle vigilance nous
devons surveiller ce qui se passe. Eternal
vigilance is the price of liberty ! a-t-on dit
avec raison. L'honorable leader du Sénat
(M. Bowell), déclare qu'il suit invariablement
les recommandations des membres du parle-
ment dans la distribution du patronage
local, et je le crois. Je me rappelle qu'après
avoir été élu député de la cité d'Ottawa, à la
fin de l'année 1878, j'attirai l'attention de
l'honorable ministre sur le fait qu'il n'y avait
pas un seul employé français parmi les douze
ou treize officiers de la. douane locale, ce qui

causait de sérieux inconvénients à ceux de
nos nationaux qui ne parlent pas anglais.
M. Bowell fut frappé de cette injustice, me
promit de la réparer promptement, et, à la
première vacance, il nomma M. Pierre
Marier, l'un de nos citoyens les plus respec-
tés. M. Marier est encore à son poste,
n'ayant pas cessé de donner pleine satisfac-
tion. Dans tout Ontario, 11 Canadiens-fran-
çais seulement sont employés dans le service
extérieur des douanes. Oui, mieux aurait
valu engager le débat sur toute la ligne afin
de pouvoir juger la question en pleine con-
naissance de cause.

L'hon. M. BELLEROSE-L'honorable
sénateur me permettra-t-il de linterrompre
et*de rectifier l'erreur qu'il fait. L'honorable
monsieur dit qu'il eût été préférable que
j'eusse amené toute la question du service
civil au lieu de ne parler que de la douane à
Montréal. Il-faut que l'honorable préopinant
se soit trouvé absent lorsque j'ai parlé. La
proposition que j'ai soumise à la chambre est
bien restreinte à la position que le gouverne-
ment a faite à notre nationalitéà la douane de
Montréal, mais j'ai étayé cette plainte sur·
un document officiel que notre ami, feu l'ho-
norable F.-X. A. Trudel et moi nous avons
obligé legouvernement à mettre devant le par-
lement, il y adéjàdes années, etbien avantque
l'honorable monsieur eût attiré l'attention de
la Chambre des Communes surl'injustice dont
souffrait notre nationalité. Par ce document
j'ai prouvé que nous n'avions qu'un sixième
du patronage du gouvernement tandis que le
chiffre de notre population nous donnait
droit à un tiers. J'ai ajouté que nous ne nous
plaindrions certainement pas si, n'ayant pas
notre part légitime dans un ou dans un cer-
tain nombre de départements, nous avions
plus ou du moins notre part légitime dans les
autres, mais tel n'était pas le cas.

L'hon. M. TASSÉ-L'explication de mon
honorable ami ne détruit aucunement la
force de mon objection. Il ne s'agit pas tant
du passé que du présent. Je le réitère: un
état général eût donné plus de satisfaction
à l'opinion publique. · La motion que nous
discutons, a fait dire à mon honorable ari
de l'Ile du Prinoe-Edouard (M. Prowse),
qu'en admettant que les Canadiens-français
n'eussent pas leur part à la douane de Mon"
tréal, l'on pourrait se plaindre, avec tout
autant de raison, que l'élément anglais est
insuffisamment représenté au sénat et à la
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Chambre des Communes. Mon honorable dans l'avenir de ce vaste domaine qui a été
ami oublie qu'il n'y a pas d'analogie dans les taillé pour devenir l'un des plus beaux, l'un
deux cas, puisqu'il nous faut au. parlement des plus heureux, l'un des plus grands pays
un double service nécessité par l'usage des de la terre, et le modèle de toutes les sociétés
deux langues; par le fait que tous les docu- américaines. Mais cela ne veut pas dire que
ments sont lus et imprimés dans les deux l les Canadiens-français doivent jouer un rôle
langues, ce qui demande un personnel consi- inférieur, qu'ils doivent souffrir à cause de
dérable de traducteurs; par le fait, dis-je, leur origine, qu'ils doivent s'effacer à chaque
qu'on y applique, sauf dans les comptes rendus instant, que les portes du service public
des débats du Sénat, l'article de la consti- doivent leur être fermées, ou à peu près, dans
tution qui met sur un même pied la langue certaines provinces, que leur langue doit
française et la langue anglaise. L'objection être sacrifiée à celle de la majorité. Non,
de l'honorable sénateur serait-elle fondée honorables messieurs, il n'y a pas de race
qu'il lui serait facile de trouver d'amples inférieure en ce pays. Et je ne permettrai
dédommagements pour sa race dans les jamais sans protester que notre race soit
départements de la Douane, du Revenu de traitée comme telle, que ce soit dans les pays
1 Intérieur, de l'Intérieur, des Postes, des de l'ouest ou ailleurs. La confédération ne
Sauvages, de la Géologie, etc. Il trouverait, reconnaît pas cette infériorité ; elle est le
Par exemple, qu'il n'y a pas un seul Canadien- le fruit d'un pacte solennel entre les races
français employé dans les douanes au Mani- parlant français et parlant anglais, et si l'on
toba et au Nord-Ouest, à la Colombie- veut qu'elle dure, qu'elle soit perpétuelle-
Anglaise et à l'Ile du Prince-Edouard. Il esto perpetua !-il faut appliquer la grande
trouverait, par exemple, que dans tout le charte de nos droits et de nos libertés dans
service public, tant de l'intérieur que de toute sa plénitude. Ne parlez pas de patro-
l'extérieur, sur 4,528 officiers, nous en comp- nage ! nous a-t-on dit. Pardon, nous en
tons 789 quand le chiffre de notre population parlerons tant que justice ne sera pas faite.
nous donnerait droit à 1400. Et cette dis- Nous n'avons pas besoin de faveurs. Mais
Proportion est encore plus marquante dans nous réclamons notre place au soleil de notre
les salaires que dans le nombre des fonc- libre pays, et nous ne cesserons d'insister sur
tionnaires. Il rouverait, par exe.mple, qu'il la reconnaissance de nos droits. A ceux qui
n.Y a pas un seul juge français dans les pro- traitent cette matière aussi lestement, je
vZinces d'Ontario et de la Nouvelle-Ecosse, qui ferai observer que l'une des principales
comptent, cependant, plus de 130,000 Cana- causes des malheureux troubles de 1837 et
diens-français, quoi qu'endise le dernierrecen- 1838 a été la -façon injuste, arbitraire, avec
senent. Le gouvernement a nommé des juges laquelle nous étions traités dans la distri-
français au Nouveau-Brunswick, au Manitoba bution des charges et des honneurs publics.
et dansles Territoires du Nord-Ouest, quine la Jusqu'à l'Union de 1840, nous étions regardés
cèdent pas à leurs confrères pour le savoir et comme des parias dans une province dont
"intégrité, et j'espère que l'honorable mi- nous avions été les pionniers et où nous
nistre de la Justic,, qui possède à un si haut etions l'immense majorité. Rappelez-vous ce
degré le sens de l'équité, comblera la grave passage des fameuses 92 Résolutions, adop-
lacune que je viens de signaler. Il est élé- tées le 21 février 1834, par une grande
lnentaire qu'une qualité essentielle d'un juge majorité de l'Assemblée Législative du
doit être la connaissance de la langue du Bas-Canada, et qui énuméraient tous les
justiciable. Cette qualité manque à un trop griefs du temps. " La partialité dans la
grand nombre. Je traiteavec lemépris qu'elle distribution des charges publiques," y disait-
M1érite l'ancienne assertion du lobe que les on, "est portée au comble, puisque sur une
Canadiens-français doivent à leur manque population d'environ 600,000 habitants, dont
d'instruction de n'être. pas représentés au 525,000 environ sont Français d'origine,
service civil dans la proportion de leur 47 fonctionnaires seulement, les moins rétri-
nornbre. Les examens officiels en font bonne bués, sont de cette extraction, tandis qu'on
Justicee, Let uts all be Canadians ! s'est compte 157 fonctionnaires dorigine britan-
éolid l'honorable représentant de Quinté nique. Puisque l'origine nationale -et la

. Read). Personne ne le désire plus que langue des Canadiens sont devenues des
r Poo; Personne n'est plus fier que moi de occasions d'injure, d'exclusion, d'infériorité
notre pays, de ses populations, de ses richesses, politique, de séparation de droits et d'inté-
personne aussi n'a une foi plus robuste rêts, la Chambre en appelle à la justice
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du gouvernement de Sa Majesté et de son
Parlement, à l'honneur du peuple anglais;
les Canadiens ne veulent répudier aucun
des avantages qu'ils tiennent de leur ori-
gine. " Mais ces représentations n'ayant
pas eu plus d'effet que les précédentes, le
peuple fatigué, exaspéré de se plaindre en
vain, dans nos chambres, dans la presse, dans
les assemblées publiques, jusque même dans
le parlement impérial, prit un jour les armes
et troua de balles le drapeau anglais.. . Je
n'approuve pas la révolte, je l'ai dénoncée il
n'y a pas longtemps mais il n'en est pas moins
vrai qu'elle fut l'ouvre de trois quartsdesiècle
d'injustice. Je n'insisterai pas surcette page du
passé, page de deuil, page de sang, page d'une
guerre civile, la plus terrible de toutes, que
nous voudrions pouvoir effacer de notre his-
toire. Cette triste leçon paraît perdue pour
certains francophobes de l'ouest, qui pour-
raient bien allumer un feu plus destructeur
que celui de leurs prairies ; elle paraît perdue
pour certains hommes, semeurs de troubles
et de divisions, pétris de préjugés nationaux,
qui siégent dans une autre chambre ; elle

paraît perdue pour certains publicistes qui,
pratiquantàleur manière l'amou rdu prochain,
haient tout cequi estsang, foi etgénie celtique.
Mais si cette leçon est perdue pour ces
hommes-là, véritables fléaux publics, qu'elle
ne le soit pas du moins pour les sages de la
nation, pour l'immense majorité du parle-
ment pour ceux qui sont plus particulière-
ment, chargésde nos destinées. Lespremiers,
en soulevant les plus mauvaises passions,
mèneraient le pays au bouleversement et à la
ruine, les autres peuvent seuls le consolider et
le sauver, en prêchant la concorde et la bonne
entente et en restant fidèles à la noble devise
qui orne la couronne britannique: " Dieu et
mon droit."

SONGHEES INDIANS RESERVE.

INQUIRY. .

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) rose to

Call attention to the present unsatisfactory posi
tion of Songhees Indiana Reserve in Victoria, and
inquire:-

1. How much money is to the credit of Songheej
Indians, from proceeds of leases and other sources

2. la it the intention of the Governmnent to coini
to an agreement with the Government of Britis
Columbia and the said Indiana in the near futur
for their reimoval to a more suitable locality ?

3. L it the intention to take any steps withou
delay to acquire a suitable reserve. and for the dis
posal of the present one?

He said :--It is quite possible that the
Minister of Trade and Commerce, who has
been in Victoria more than once, may know
the position of this reserve. It adjoins the
best portion of Victoria very closely. It is
a drawback to the progress of the place. The
buildings upon it are nearly all deserted and
are very unsightly. The residential part of
Victoria surrounds the whole village and the
reserve retards the progress of the place very
much-it is a blot on the city. For this con-
dition of things no one is to blame. Certainly
not the Indians-we came to them, they did
not come to us. However, the time has
come when these Indians should be removed,
not merely for the purpose of pleasing the
people of Victoria, but from motives of
morality and humanity. They are now sub-
ject to temptations from the white people in
the way of drunkenness and immorality. I
have seen those people dwindle down from a
thousand to thirty or forty. chiefly through
contact with degraded white people and
acquiring habits of drunkenness and immor-
ality. So long as they are left where they
are, they will be subject to those evil influ-
ences, and for that reason alone steps should
be taken for their removal. I perfectly
recognize that there are difficulties in the
way of removing these Indians. In the first
place, there is a triple authority. First Of
all, the Local Government holds the sover-
eignty of the soil: then there is the right Of
the Indians to possession, and the DominiOnl
Government, as trustees for the Indians, have
control of the reserve so long as it isan Indian
reserve ; but I think those difficulties can be
overcome. Undoubtedly, it is the right Of
the Provincial Government that the reserve
should fall into their possession when the
Indians are removed, and if they get the re-
serve, which is worth now about $200,000,
they should provide another place for the
Indians. It would not be just to the tribe
to expect them to give up a valuable pr(-
perty without having some permanent Pro-
vision made for them elsewhere. I would

- call the attention of the ministers to a waY
1 in which this matter might be dealt with.

There is a beautiful reserve not far froin
sVictoria, fronting on the sea, where there is
e good fishing. It is occupied by the Victoria

Indians who speak the same language aà the
e Songhees and are similar in manners and

customs. If you would allow the Victoria
Indians to down to that reserve, the dif-

ficulty would be removed. With a litte
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negotiation, and perhaps by paying the
Indians a small annuity, some such conclu-
sion might be arrived at, and it would be
the best solution of the difficulty. There is
ample room for all the Indians of the two
tribes on the reserve I have mentioned. I
would suggest that a commi'ssion should be
appointed to take this matter up with the
Provincial Government and the Indians.
The Dominion Government should first of
all ask for the opinion of the Provincial Gov-
ernment upon the whole question of the
removal of the Indians, the disposal of the
old reserve and the acquisition of a new one.
The Government should recommend that a
joint commission be appointed: I would sug-
gest Mr, Vowel, the superintendent of Indian
affairs in British Columbia, as one. He is a
gentleman who thoroughly understands the
question. Mr. McKay, the agent at Kam-
loops, is a gentleman who has the confidence
of the Indians. He knows the Indian lan-
guage very well, and whatever he would say
they would abide by. He has been in that
country forty years and has won the con-
fidence of the Indians. The Local Govern-
ment could appoint a representative to meet
these gentlemen, and between them they
could settle the question. This matter has
been.up in the local House recently, and that
body has passed a resolution unanimously,
asking the Government to bring the matter
to the attention of the Dominion Govern-
ment. Every one.who spoke on the subject
desired to have it settled at once. The com-
liissioner of crown lands suggested a plan of

dealing with the matter similar to the one
which I have suggested to-day and he seemed
to think that the object in view could be
easily accomplished. I do not know what
money there is to the credit of these Indians,
but there ought to be enough to acquire a
lew home for them. On the score of hum-
anity and morality, I hope the Government
Will lose no time in coming to some arrange-
Ment about the removal of those Indians.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The hon. member
has explained the situation which these In-
dians occupy and the injury that is done to
Victoria and that immediate locality, in the
'Way of preventing the improvement and ex-
tension of the city, as well as the bad effect
from the close proximity of the tribe to the
class of people to which he has referred. He
has dealt with the subject so fully that it is
quite unnecessary for me to enlarge upon it.

13~

I may inform the hon. gentleman and the
House that the Government have not lost
sight of these facts, and that they are now
in communication with the British Columbia
Government with a view to arriving at some
solution of this question. As the hon. gen-
tleman has pointed out, there is a difficulty
in the fact that there is a triple ownership
of the reserve. An offer has been made for
the land, which is much greater than the
sum mentioned by the hon. gentleman. A
trust company has offered $350,000 for the
land now occupied by the Indians, and which
is partially surrounded by the city, but the
Government have not yet been able to come
to a conclusion as to any satisfactory arrange-
ment for the removal of the Indians. The
difficulty in the past, I think, has been in
not being able to secure the consent of the
Indians themselves. The proposition now
is, as I understand it, from the Minister of
the Interior, under whose particular super-
intendence and charge the Indians are, to
enter into arrangements if possible with the
Local Government, and with the Governor of
that province, who may be asked to inter-
cede, or probably the gentleman to whom he
himself has referred, in order to enable the
Dominion Governmeut to secure a reserve
upon which these Indians could settle, and
acquire the land which they now occupy and
which, as he has pointed out, would in case
the Indians are removed, accrue to the Gov-
ernment of the province. Al that our
Government can do is to negotiate for the
removal of the Indians, and I take it
for granted that a portion of the sum
received for that reserve, in case it were
sold, would have to be used to acquire a re-
serve for the Indians and which should be
sufficiently large for them to live comfort-
ably. That is really the position of the
question to-day. The answers to the
questions which the hon. gentleman asks are
as follows: First, the amount of money
standing to the capital account is $9,573.01 ;
the amount of interest, $1,323.66, making a
total of $10,896.67. Negotiations with a
view to obtain a surrender thereof from the
Indians owning the Songhees reserve and
their removal to some suitable locality have,
for some time, been carried on by the
Indian superintendent at Victoria; and
thirdly, should the Indians agree to surren-
der their present reserve, there will be no
difficulty in procuring a suitable reserve
elsewhere ; but it is, of course, necessary to
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ascertain whether they will leave their pres-
ent reserve before acquiring another reserve
for them; likewise, before any steps for the
disposal of the present reserve can be taken,
it will be necessary that the Indians agree
to surrender the same for sale. These are
full answers to the questions of the hon.
gentleman. I understood him to say that
the number of Indians was about forty. Arn
I correct in that ?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-So I
believe.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The official state-
ment is, there are about 136 souls all told.
1 suppose that means men, women and
children?

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-The
Chief came to my house to consult me, and
he told me then that there were only about
thirty or forty left.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-This is the state-
ment made by the Deputy of the Depart-
ment, Mr. Vankoughnet, and placed in my
hands. I sincerely hope that the time is not
far distant when another reserve may be
acquired for these Indians. I am quite sure
it will be in their interests that such a re-
serve should be set apart for them, and it
will be equally in the interests of the city
of Victoria. At present it is really a blot
upon the city, and I quite agree with the
hon. gentleman in saying that it is morally,
and physically, I might say, in the interests
of the Indians that they should bu removed
from their present position.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--I am very
much pleased indeed that my hon. colleague
has brought this question before the notice
of the House, and I not only concur in the
views he has expressed, but also in the re-
commendation he has made to the Govern-
ment. I think the proposition he has placed
before the House and the Government is the
best one for the solution of this question.
I am also happy that the Government are
about to take active steps towards securing
a more suitable place for the remnants of
that once very important band of Indians.
However, I should be very sorry indeed if
the Government decide to accept the offer of
$350,000 from this Company which the hon.
leader of the Goverament has mentioned, for

this reason: when Companies get possession
of a considerable block of land like that,
they lay it out--at least it has been done in
Winnipeg and other cities in Manitoba and
the North-west Territories, and also in
New Westminster, Victoria and Vancouver
-they lay that land out in a manner that
certainly would not do credit to a place like
Victoria. The streets are mere lanes or
alleys ; and unfortunately a portion of the
city of Victoria is laid out in that inanner
now. I hope, therefore, that it wiIl not fall
into the hands of any company, or if it does
fall into the hands of a company, that some
stipulation should be placed in the agree-
ment by which they shall be compelled to
have streets of a certain width ; but I think
if it is left in the hands of the Government
they will be able to realize nearly $350,000
but in all probabi.ity nearer half a million
within a short time, and I take it for
granted that the Government are not so
hard up for money that they cannot afford
to sell that property on two or three years'
time. I am convinced, if it is properly laid
out and offered for sale to the public, that
they will realize a great deal more than they
could possibly get from any company:

Hon. Mr. BOWELL--I do not wish to be
understood as saying that the Government
have offered the property for sale.' I merely
mentioned the fact that an offer had been
made, in order to show the value which was
put upon the land; and hon. gèntlemen must
not forget that it is a grave question whether
the Dominion Government has the right or
aùthority to sell that land. As was pointed
out by the member for Victoria, the momenit
this land is surrendered by the Indians, the
fee reverts to the Local Government and not
the Dominion. So that any steps that may
be taken for the sale of that land will, I take
it, be by the Local Government, and they
will acquire whatever profits or benefit may
arise from it, and that being the capital of
the province, I think they will pay attention
to the very pioper suggestions which have
been thrown out by the hon. member from
British Columbia.

HOLIDAYS LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Conmittee
of the Whole on Bill (8) "An Act to ainend
the law relating to Holidays."
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Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I shall now inove dissipation, but there are others who have
the amendmient of which I gave notice at the same religious scruples as I have, who
the second reading. object to being dragooned by the civil author-

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would ask myities to go to church, and they do not do it;

hon. friend if lie has caused the whole of the thei day's labor You ma sy at thse
statutes to be perused to ascertain if any men could work if they had the same rel-
mention is madeof those particular holidays p
in any of the other statutes except those two gious
named, viz., the Interpretation Act and the church, but tley cannot do it, because their
Banking Act? employers lelong to other churches, and they

differ from yourselves and myseif, and think
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I have. the Government slould make the religions

for us and tell us what observances we shouid
Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-It appears tome inake and where we sloul go, and, there-

that the Act in its present shape would be fore theyshutteirstores,andtheiremployees
very much better than with the proposed are driven into idleness when they most need
amendment. money. 1 wouîd likewise suggest to the hon.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I nay say that I had gentleman tlat lie should considei this fact,
a report f rom the Clerk of the House upon that when he empioyed the present officiais
the subject and lie ascertained that the le paid them a certain salary for a certain
amendnent was accurate. number of days work. He las now added

a tliree days' work by this bill, and lie is not
Hon. Mr. ALMON-I gave notice that going to increase the salary. Should tley

intended to move, not an amendment, but not le aliowed three additional days to the
an addendum to this Bill, that Dominion fortniglt's hoiidays they have in thesummer?
Thanksgiving Day should be held on Sun- I think the Government shouid have the
day. I am not going to press the motion, same feeling that an honest gentleman would
for several reasons. In the first place, I have towards the people lie empioys. He
think it would not pass, because the mem- makes an agreement and lie should keep it.
bers of this House are not sufficiently edu- You have made an agreement with the civil
cated up to the importance of it, but I trust servants to wnrk a certain number of days
that next Dominion Thanksgiving Day they in the year and you- pay them accordingly;
Will look round and see how it is observed now, when you take away three days, I think
in the places in which they reside. I think you should give them three additionai days
they will find that a very small proportion pay or iengthen the summer lolidays by
of the people givethanks to God in churches, adding tlree days. 1 hope that when 1 in-
as they are intended to do under the procla- troduce my resolution the House wiIl le
mation. A great number enploy that day sufflcienti educated on the subject to adopt
in dissipation -of all kinds, which is very it.
mnuch to be deplored. Many persons share
rny opinion that the Government have noth- Hon. Mr. BOLDUC, from tle Commit-
Inig whatever to do with religious observ- tee, reported the Bill with one amendment,
ances. In tlie Dominion of Canada we have which was concurred in.
~1à estalhshed churcli, and, therefore, no The Bih was then read the third time, ind
Government las any right to teli the peopn a

tlr this f ree country that they sliould go to p
eh U rcli and worship God in a particuhar way, BANK ACT« AMENDMENT BILL.
When they do not feel i nclined to do so. THIRD READING.
When the members of this House are edu- The House resolved itself into Committee
cated up to what ouglit to lie done, I shahl of the Whole on Bill (1) "lAn Act to cor-
bringforgard this matteragain. otmaytakea rect a clerical error in the Bank Act."
long tire to drive it into somei of tlieir eeads
and 1 May not lie alive at tliat time, but Hon. Mr. LOtGHEED, fromn the Coy-
tley wil then see tliat Thanksgiving Day in mittee, reported the Bill mwithout amend-

r1der to lie prtperhy oenserved, ssuould be kept nient.
On Sunday when everybody should go to, The Bi was read the third tihe, and

ghurcle Many peopte spendh te holiday in passed.
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MILITIA LAND GRANT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into Committee
of the Whole on Bill (G) " An Act to make
further provision respecting grants of land
to members of the Militia force on active
service in the North-west."

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I would like
to ask the Minister why the necessity exists
to continue this Act? Certain militia in
the North-west are entitled to a grant of
land for services as militia men. Why the
necessity to extend this Act? Is it in con-
sequence of the militia not having located,
or is there any other reason why this Act
should be extended for another year i Has
there been any delay in the civil service
department ? ,

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I can only repeat
what I stated when I introduced the Bill:
that a number of those who performed
military service during the troubles in the
North-west are entitled to these land
warrants. They made their application,
but delay took place in some casés in the
making of these applications and in the re-
porting upon them in the Justice Depart-
ment. They were received too late. The
time had expired before they could obtain
them, and this is simply to extend the time
to the 31st December, in order that war-
rants may be issued to those whose claims
have been passed upon by the Justice De-
partment and upon whose claims reports
have been made that they are entitled to
take them. I might mention that this is
the second time the Bill was introduced ; it
was brought up some years ago and was re-
newed in 1891 for one year; and now it is
proposed to extend the time until the 31st
December next. That is the whole provis-
ion of the Bill-to enable these volunteers to
receive their warrants.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED---I would say in
this connection that there are other numer-
ous applications from those who consider
themselves entitled to scrip now before the
Government, and I would ask the hon.
leader of this Hôuse that their applications
should be considered, and that closer atten-
tion should be given to the claims of many
men whom I know to be entitled to scrip
than has been given in the past.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I think the pas-
sage of this Act will enable the Department
of Justice to report in favourof all those who
are entitled to it. My short experience in
the Militia Department led nie to this con-
clusion, that nearly every man who walked
ten miles in the North-west during that re-
bellion made claims for scrip or land warrants.
I wish the hon. gentleman to understand that
I have no reference to the claims to which
he refers, because I understand his claims
are valid, and if they are of course they will
be recognized, provided the claim is made
and the proof put in before the 31st Decem-
ber.

Hon. Mr. McKAY, from the Committee,
reported Bill the without amendment.

The Bill was read the third time and
passed.

The Senate adjourned at 5.20 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, March 1st, 1893.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE COMMERCIAL POLICY OF
CANADA.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON moved-

That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire
into the statistics of the country, and its industrial
progress, with the view of assimilating our com-
mercial policy with that commercial policy that,
has increased the prosperity of the people of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, in
such a narked degree; with power to send for per-
sons and paperb, and to enploy shorthand writers.

He said :-Hon. gentlemen, the object
that I have in view in moving for a com-
mittee of so much importance as this arises
from the fact that in the House of Com-
mons, the hon. Finance Minister, in the
budget debate, stated that it was the inten-
tion of the Government to appoint a Minis-
terial Committee for the purptse of inquir-
ing into these very matters during the recess
of Parliament. At the saine time the hon.
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Finance Minister, in his budget speech, it that in consequence of these petitions, in
defined clearly the position which lie occu- consequence of this evident unrest with
Pied, He detined clearly the position lie reference to the trade policy of the country,
Ocupied before the country on the broad we are on the eve of a change in some
question, and lie has taken his stand dis- direction, and I have no doubt everybody ininctiy on the platform of protection. He the country is anxious to know what that

as cast from him the policy of free trade, change shall be. They are anxious to apply
and thrown it over to the hon. leader of the their intelligence, after they have had the
Opposition. I refer to page 682 of the Han- information placed before the-m in such a8ard, where the hon. Minister says - manner that they can use that intelligence

Then tfor the benefit of the country and for their
f. the first question comes from my hon. own benefit. Now, hon. gentlemen, I think"rend, will the Government adopt free trade? My .
allswer to that is "no." I know I disappoint my ,hat this honourable House can supply that

n011. friend in not taking up the pet idol and drean committee, and can secure the information
fhis heartthe one idea which is the bright star of which is so much desired. This honourable
h existence, towards which he treads his devious House has performed a valuable service for

aoterm ont espinatfrir topatfor n, ometin the country in the last committee of a special
th that bright particular star in sight ; now, I character which it dealt with ; I refer to the
leve only fifteen years distant is that bright committee appuinted to inquire into the Baie

tricular star of free trade, the freest of free des Chaleurs matter; and I think the country
acknowledges that the services which were

The hon. Finance Minister has, I take for performed by the Senate on that occasion
granted, passed over the policy of free trade, have been invaluable.
Whatever it may mean, to the leader of
the Opposition, and has taken his stand Hon. Mr. POWER-If the hon. inember
nPon protection. The hon. gentleman does will allow me to correct him, there was no
'ot know the full force of the principles special committee in that case ; it was the
Which govern British commerce and the ordinary Railway Committee of the Senate.
effect they will have upon the minds of the
people, when they are heralded by an organ- Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Then it was not a
'ed Party from every platform. Now, hon. special committee; but the inquisitions of
gentlemen, if the hon. Minister of Financeis that committee cleared the mists that were
8oing to appoint a Ministerial Committee pressing upon the vision of the people of the
ftr the purpose of inquiring into the indus- province of Quebec, and in that respect I
tries of the country so far as they affect the say that they have performed a valuable
protective policy of the country, I do not service. I think that the same services can
think that would be an entirely satisfactory be performed by a committee such as I
colnlnittee to procure the information which speak of-a special committee appointed for
the People of the country at large desire; the purpose of making that special inquiry.
anrid I think that the Senate is eminently It is not an uncominon thing; we see to-day
fltted and has the time to.give for such an that England is appointing a committee to

quiry as the people of the country desire. inquire into the agricultural depression.
thn. gentlemen must be perfectly aware Éetween the year 1815, when the corn
that there is a great deal of unrest at the laws were adopted, and 1846, when they
present moment in regard to the trade ques- were abolished, there were five special com-
tion ; that petitions have come in, resolu- mittees appointed to inquire into the depres-
tions from important bodies, labour councils, sion in agriculture. We saw that there was
farmers' unions, patrons of industry, and a royal commission appointed by Great
r1aufactories of all kinds-petitions have Britain only so far back as 1886-a special
core in in great numbers, which show that commission appointed to inquire into the

ere is an unrest in regard to the trade general trade depression of Great Britain
question, that there is something pressing and the world. It is information for the
uPÔn the industry of the country, not onlyin people of the country to exercise their
the farming community, but throughout the intelligence and their franchise upon. It
general industrial community ; and all that is for that reason that I make this motion
the People want, I believe, is to have infor- to-day. I make a motion not only for a
raation ; because there can be no doubt about committee, but a committee with a view to
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assimilating our commercial policy with the into existence by the National Policy that
commercial policy which has brought do not especially belong to the natural manu-
great prosperity to the people of the facturing industries of the country but are
United Kingdom. What are the difficulties sustained by the importation of raw material.
that we are suffering from at the present I draw a distinction between those indus-
moment? We are suffering from limited tries and the manufacture of such articles
markets. The National Policy, I contend, as lumber, doors, sash and blinds and articles
has done its work. We have arrived at that of that kind. Therefore I-say that the time
stage of our industrial progress when a has come when it is necessary for us to in-
change is desirable. We have brought into quire and ascertain what is the best policy
existence manufactures, and in fourteen tô be pursued. Are these statements cor-
years the capabilities of the country, so rect, are these statistics which are put before
far as absorption of the manufacturing us of that character that they can be taken
power of these industries is concerned, has as absolute facts and taken as an indica-
reached its limit, and the evidence of that tion of the development and progress of the
is the combines that have been formed in country? We find our labouring popu-
almost every branch of industry. What lation in our cities, such as Montreal, Toronto
for? For the purpose of restricting the pro- and other places, petitioning the Government
duction within the limits tlmt the manu- against lending any aid to immigration.
facturing capacity of the country can absorb. Why do they do that? Because they know
The statement is often made to me, why that in aiding immigration the Government
cannot they export ? They cannot get into' is bringing labour to a restricted market,
the markets of the world with their manu- that the restricted market of 5,000,000 is
factures, because the cost of manufacturing alreadv filled with ail the manufacturing
is increased to such an extent by the pro- power that the country needs-that bring-
tective policy, by the duties put upon ail ing more skilled labour to the countryis only
articles entering into industrial enterprise, bringing men to compete with them and still
into the personal and individual require- further depress their industry and the means
ments of labour, it adds so much to the by which they live. If we had a policy that
cost of manufacturing that manufacturers enabled our manufacturers to get abroad tO
cannot get beyond the limits of the markets the markets of the world bevond the limits
of Canada, the markets of 5,000,000 of of Canada, you would not find the labouring
people, in order to absorb their manufactur- population of the country making any effort
ing power. That is the position in which to confine the efforts of theGovernment in the
we find ourselves to-day, and the result is direction of immigration, but would warily
that the very thing that we imposed the welcome any accession to their ranks. But
National Policy to establigh, has now corne when they know that the manufacturing
round, and it is used as an engine by a com- power of this country is limited to the wants
bination of manufacturers to restrict the of the people in the country, and that there
production within the limit, as I said is skilled labour enough in the country at
before, of the capacity of 5,000,000 of present to filf those wants, they know it is
people of Canada to absorh th« pro- only an injury to themselves and to those
duct of their capital and industry. Th whom we attract heio in the hope of increa-
evidence of that is before us in the sing the manufacturing power of the coun-
Trade and Navigation Returns, because they try. Now, as you are all aware, I have had
show that we bave only exported one and the honour of speaking once or twice in this
a haf million dollars worth f the manufac- hon. buse on the question of free trade.I
turing products of Carada. At the end of have taken up the question feeling the pres-
fourteen years we have only been able to sure on ourselves out in the West so far as
export in the neighbourhood of $1,,500,000 the duties are concerned and so far as the
worth of the manufacturin, produts of cost of manufactures -are concerned, an it
Canada; I say that is an evidence in itself bas led me to make as deep an inqtoir as
that the manufacturers of the country cannot the facilities at v comiand enabled me to
eo beyond the -iLits of Canada in order to do to see what the bet policy fo the coun-
find a market for their productas. W hen try is. Several policies have been
say it is $1,500,000, of course draw a dis- rought forward - commercial union,
tinction between those manufactures brought unrestricted reciprocity, partial reciprocity
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With the United States, and fair trade
with England. I do not know any party
that has come forward and has been bold
enough to realize and acknowledge that
a policy of free trade with the world such as
has been adopted by England is within the
capacity of the people of Canada to pursue.
After fully inquiring into the merits of the
question, I have conie to the conclusion that
the people of Canada are in quite as fit a
condition and have quite the capacity, intel-
ligence and ability to take upon thenselves
the full effect of the policy of free trade as
Pursued by Great Britain. When we see to,
the south of us that our neighbours are also
lnaking great advances in the saine direc-
tion, when we see the complete overturn of
the Republican party, not only in the elec-
tion of the President of the United States,
but of the Republican party in the House of
Ilepresentatives and in the Senate, anri when
we see the Democratic party succeeding on
the square issue of free trade, we may realize
that the day is not far distant when the
lnost perfect freedom of trade will prevail
Without sacrificing the perfect independence
of Canada. As Mr. Cleveland put it to the
People when he was seeking re-election four
Years ago, he stands on the same platform
to-day, and it is the issue of free trade versus
Protection that was put before the people of
the United States at the late election.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-No, no.

Hion. Mr. BOULTON-It is, and I can
Prove it, too. The proof is in the gentle-
inen whom the president has selected to com-

Pose his Cabinet. Among themi he has
selected Mr. Carlisle for his Treasurer, and,
according to the New York Tribune, Mr.
Carlisle has stated that he would accept it
if allowed to associate with a committee
elnbracing some of the most prominent free
traders of the United States. He has,
a.ccording to that paper, proposed to asso-
ciate with him David Wells and Thomas G.
Shearman, in the preparation of the policy of
tariff reforn which is to be instituted. Every
1101. gentleman knows what David Wells's
Policy is. He is one of the most advanced
thinkers in modern political economy and
has written some most valuable works
o1 such questions, and his policy is a free
trade policy. Thomas G. Shearman is also
an out-and-out free trader : the New
York Tribune calls him a radical free

trader-that is, a single tax man ; and he
wrote a letter to the London Times in Sept-
ember last complaining of the speech made
by Lord Salisbury, as indicating the proba-
bility of England once more returning to
protection in consequence of his remarks,
and saying that the United States were
making rapid strides towards free trade-
not the free trade in vogue in England, but
radical free trade which took direct taxation
as its mode of levying the taxes required for
the country. • Those are the men that Mr.
Carlisle has chosen to associate with himself
to initiate tariff reforni in the United States.
They hav.e greater difficulties, I acknow-
ledge, to contend with in the promotion
of any free trade policy than we in
Canada have to contend with. They have
to meet much more extravagance in their
expenditure, and have loaded themselves
down with several heavy burdens in the
shape of pension lists, sugar bounties, silver
purchase, -and a variety of things of that
kind. They have to clear the air of that
expenditure and adopt a more economical
management in their affairs before they can
take the advanced position that Canada at
the present moment is able to take, in
effecting a change of policy towards free
trade. The United States is also in a much

i better position to maintain a protective tariff
than we in Canada. As you all know, the
United States embraces almost every one-
they can get their oranges-from Florida and
froin California, and put the West in com-
petition with the East. They can get their
sugar from the southern States. They can
sell their northern productsin theSouth and
their southern products in the. North, and
are able to supply themselves with a variety
of products that we cannot supply, but
which it would not be wise to supplyourselves
with under reciprocity conditions if it means
a continuance of the same protective tax on
labour. We occupy a position onthiscontinent
in which all our provinces lie in nearly the
same latitude- almost all of us produce
exactly the same things, and therefore we
have to seek a market abroad for the surplus
that we have to export. If we have to buy
oranges we must bring them from the West
Indies, from Florida or California orthe Medi-
terranean. If we buy tropical fruits, we
have to get them from the United States or
from countries outside of the United States,
and the question for us is whether we will
lock ourselves up within ourselves under a
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policy of protection-our National Policy as are not enjoying that degree of prosperity
it is called, as we have been doing for the under free trade they are credited with, and
last fourteen years, or are we to assimilate therefore before I can proceed with my mo-
our tariff with that of the United States as tion with any hope of having it adopted by
some people here advocate at the present this honourable House 1 must show that
moment. In fact, I believethe Finance Minis- prosperity does exist in Great Britain. 0f
ter is waiting upon the people of the United course the phase of prosperity depends en-
States to find out exactly what their policy tirely on how individuals xnay view that
is going to be before he will show any indica- prosperity. There are two classes of pros-
tion of the policy he will pursue in these perity-the prosperity of capital or the suc-
natters, and that is what I call assimilating cess of labour; although inter-dependent
our tariff with that of the United States and they differ in degree. If you wish to see the
I say that that is not asserting that inde- prosperity of capital it may possibly be at the
pendence that we should show. We are not expense of labour and vice versa. Now hon.
bound to the United States sh far. as trade gentlemen will recollect perfectly well that a
matters are concerned. We can adopt any couple or three years ago English capital took
policy that we think is best for the promo- a great speculative turn in the Argentine
tion of the interests of the people of Canada Republic that it almost shook the found-
without reference to the people of the United ation of Great Britain and brought down the
States, but the question of reciprocity does old house of paring. The basis of that speeu-
not leave us in that independent position. lation was land in the Argentine Republic.
We cannot enter into a reciprocity treaty The Goveriment of the Argentise Republic
uniess the country with which we seek that upon a semi-socialistic basis instituted a sys-
reciprocîty treaty is willing to reciprocate on tem of land bonds guaranteed by the Govern-
terns to suit us: for that sanreas the gent and they issued land bonds and the price
difficulty presents itself in reciprocity with of land advanced until they had run the price
Great Britain on the fair trade basis. of their lands up to S40 per acre. Al that
We may imagine that it would be to capital was advanced by British capitaists.
the advantage of Canada, but we have, f course after the hoflowness of it was seen
to u persuade t the people of Great Britain a through the bubble burst. It brought
that reciprocal trade is a wise poicy i own the house of Baring, which was the
and will have the saie beneficial resuts for medium of the capital operating. That spe-
the people of Great Britain as some imagine culation induced over production. T
it will have for the people of Canada. In products of labour that went out to the
that respect, both on the fair trade basis Argentine Republic, for trade follows capital,
with Great Britain or reciprocity with the were so great that it brought about over pro-
United States, I say we are not inaintain- duction and left the trade of Great Britain
ing that independent position, for which the in a depressed condition so far as capital is
National Policy was, instituted, by seeking concerned. But we have the very best evi-
to sacrifice our independence in trade mat- dence to show that that depression is not
ters with reciprocity in any direction what- applicable to the labour of Great Britain-
ever. Free trade on British lines will pre- that although that depression still exists and
serve that independence, although producing lis stil being fect in the trade circles of Great
an assimilation of commerce, and will insure Britain in consequence of over speculation,
that prosperity to the people of Canada that it is not felt in the same way by labour and
it has insured the people of Great Britain I wish to show you by public evidence how
since they adopted the commercial policy far I am right in my statements. One result
which they have been operating under ever of the strikes of hast year was the vohuntary
since 1846. I have asserted, in the motion cessation of work on the part of labour, t
that I have put before this honourable equalize supply and demand, supportingthev-
House, that the people of Great Britain are selves in the meantime rather than accept a
prosperous. I have staked the success of reduction in wages. A Royal Commission
the motion I have put before the puse on was appointed in 1886 by the Government of
the assumption that the people of Great Great Britain to inquire into the trade d
Britain are prosperous. I know many peo- pression. It comp leted its labours in 1888
pie try to make out and persuade the coun- and here is one of the clauses of the report
try at large that the people of Great Britain that appear th it. It is one of the best au-
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thorities we can possibly quote as to the families, 10,000,000 agricultural labourers
Prosperity of the working class of Great and their families. One class should not be
Britain. protected at the expense of the other; they

There is no feature in the situation, which the are dependent on one another so long as
coiIÎîjssioners have been called to examine, so satis- they reinain dependent upon and identified
factory as the immense improvement which has with the soil, and all are equally interested
taken place in the condition of the working-classes to maintain its productive power, but whenluring the last twenty years. Report of the loan companies or insurance companies be-Royal (British) Commission on the Department of orlsrnecopne e
Trade, 1888. come the landlords, 'a decadence of agricul-

Then I come to the financial review of ture may be looked for. We see, therefore,
1892.' Dealing with the financial condition that a general increase of wages and consum-
f the country itself, it says- ing power has, been the result of the policy

of Great Britain of late years. But I will
It is quite clear that the revenue could not have not confine myself to those isolated instances

n so large if the great body of the population which ma be considered, to a certain extent
ad not been able to spend so f reely ; and especially 1 may be c ons rin tnnoticeable that there are increases in the very as foreign. I will take quotations from our

îtems of revenue which depend most upon the own blue books, issued by our own Minister
general consumption. Furthermore on total receipts of Agriculture in his annual report. I have
of about 20 millions sterling on seventeen of the before me the report of the High Commis-
principal railways in the United Kimgdom, the i .
(ecrease according to the weekly trafflic returns, in ioner for Canada including agents reports
the groïs receipts is only £100,0). It is to be re- from various parts of the United Kingdom.
collected that on a single railway-the North The following is from The Field, an agricul-
Pagtern-the etDra tiei siae
have cost not reat Durhamf strike is estimated to tural paper of the very highest standing, of

e shoso ar short of half a million sterling. Apr-il 20th, 1891, quoted by Mr. Dyke
It shows that the revenue has been main-' .... Enough has come to our knowledge to
tained and it has been derived from the make one see that although the agricultural popu-
Prosperous condition and the consuming lation as a whole may not show so great a defi-
POwver of the people of Great Britain. Then ciency, there will be a falling off from 10 to 20 per

again we have the Fortnil Reviewi for Jcent in all those arable counties in which the four-
Scourse system of cultivation still prevails.... In

January, in which an article on the labour one case known to us there are nearly 30 per cent
question appears. It is by Mr, Schloss, a fewer people at work upon the land in 1891 than
gentleman quoted as an authority by Mr. there were in 1881 .... If, as we believe will be

GOuld, an American statistician, who has found to be the case, there has been a special re-
duction in the number of the agricultural labourers

n appointed to inquire into the labour where the occupiers of the land are tied to 'farm
statistics of Europe for the purpose of getting four-course' it will form a new indictient against
the best information on the subject of the that method."
Cofndition of the labouring classes for the "l It is very difficult, as The Field says, to show
i4formation of his Governnent, and there- the effect of the various inethods of farmingfore, I presume, he is a capable man, that is, upon the population, but it can be safely
capable of expressing an opinion. This is stated that in the purely agricultural and
What Mr. Schloss says:- more especially in the arable districts the

The general increase in the remuneration of agricultural population las decreased no les&
labour which has taken place during the last three than tifty per cent during the last twenty
ears throughout the length and breadth of the years, the young men having migrated to
lngdom has been witnessed by social reformers towns and manufacturing districts."

Of every class with profound satisfaction.
Zow, there is evidence from three sources, one in Great Britain, in consequence of the

a royal commission, the other the financial ability at the head of its ecitorial columns.
review, and the third an article by a man Now, you see that while The Field ac-
wh 0 is thoroughly informed upon the knowledges the existence of the agricultural
abOur question, and they state that the depression so far as the diminution of labour

prosperity of the labouring classes is un- on the soit is concerned, it is not attributed
doubted both in regard to the wages they to the free trade policy Of the country, but

- receive, and the purchasing power of those to the systcm of agriculture pursued. Mr.
Wages. The interests dependent on agricul- Dyke goes on to say:
ture in England are 200,000 landlords and Durin the last four years the trade of thetheir families 1g ri las been inreased y £130.000,000, while

1,00towns andnt maufcurn districts."ntr
Th1 il srcgie sa uhrt
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in shipping there has been an inci ease of nine that: "About 110 farms in Essex are now tenanted
millión tons. Railway receipts had increased ten by Scotsmen, all of whom have migrated to the
and a-half millions ; savings banks deposits, six- country within the last few years, the majority of
teen and three-quarter millions ; and the output-of thei coming from Ayrshire. These settlers are
coal had increased tmwenty-four million tons. These going in largely for dairying and stock, and as a
figures indicated a solid advance in commercial rule, they are doing well, the average rent being
prosperity. On the other hand, emigration had something ujder a sovereign an acre."

derae b~ 1478 au. erism pu haddecrbeasged Thnhbytsfrmth sae Gzte

Agricultural labour is so scarce in some of the
Midland Counties that the root crops are lying in Hon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gen-
the fields ungathered. At Eye Green, Northanp- tleman is quite right, it is the large cen-tonshire, the farmers have advanced wages over 25
per cent, but still more hands are wanted. tres that are close to the agricultural faris

which give them a near market and a high
There, hon. gentlemen, is the evidence thatwhchgvtemanrmretndaih
the labourers wages have heen increased 25 purchasing power for those things which are

thelabures' age hae ben ncrase 25the produce of the farm. Ado pt the sa'ne8
per -cent and yet the requirements are notth rdcofheam.A p hesil

percntanyt herei ement policy and build up the cities and towns in
filled; and I think I have seen a statement Canada by stepping out into the markets Of
made in defence of agricultural depression the world and drawing the wealth of the
by the Right Hon. Mr. Gladstone, in which world to Canadian centres, and 1 tell you
he said agricultural wages had been advanced genle to in cee andea ti in
of late years by ifty per cent. Mr'. Dyke gentlemen, you will sec a great increase u:l
g of lat yea by fitye pe ceant. M. Dthe price of land from one end of Canada to
goes on to speak of the value of land :- the other in consequence and you will see a

The opinion I expressed last year that the de- large increase in our towns and cities. Now,
pression in agriculture had touched its lowest point with regard to the number of cattle, sheep and
has been condrmed. There is now a better demand pigs in Great Britain, as an evidence of the
for well situated farms, more especially of grass i e - ao
land, than there has been for some years past. One 'ncrease and development of agriculture
of the leading London journals of recent date states there, we find that the number of cattle in
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39,000, the number of paupers last year being the Then he quotes from the Estates (Gazette)
suallest number on record during the past twenty- with regard to the price of land, after show-
five years. ing that lands had depreciated in the last

" During the last few years, nearly every twenty years about 50 per cent. The sanie
branch of manufacturing industry has been journal in December, in a review of the year's
fairly prosperous, and in many branches of sales of real estate, says -

trade, taking the purchasing value of wages, Land-that is purely agricultural areas-has
men have been really better paid than they been a " drug " through the whole of the seasoil,
would have been in Canada or the United due principally to the depression which still exists
States, and of course this state of affairs in the agricultural markets ; the prices, however,

have not fallen any lower, for, according to the
quickly becomes known." Now, hion. gentle- above figures it will be seen that land comes out as
men, there is a statement from one of our selling at an average of about £42 per acre, which
own agents, Mr. Dyke, who has been the is £1 more than the average price obtained in
agent in Liverpool for a, great number of 1890.

vears, who makes it his business to inform Now, lion. gentlemen, although the price
himself fully and thoroughly as to the con- of land bas fallen 50 per cent in the last
ditions of agriculture, so that he can give twenty years according to the Estates
the best and most reliable information to the I (Gazette), yet it still maintains an average
people of Canada in such a report as this. value of land in England of £42 per acre
He goes on to say that during the last few and increased £1 an acre in value in the
years nearly every branch of manufacturing year. We would be very well satisfied indeed
industry has been fairly prosperous, and in if we could say the land approached any-
many branches of trade, taking the purchas- thing like one-half that amount; and there
ing value of the wages of the men, they have is no reason in Canada,. under the same free
been better paid than they would be in Can- trade policy that Great Britain has been
ada and the United States, and of course working under for the last forty-six yearsi
this statement quickly becomes known. The why the price should not be identically the
following appeared in the Liverpool Courier, sanie as it is in England. What is it that
of the 6th November, 1891, and shows the gives the value to that land?
extent to which the population of the agri-
cultural districts has been depleted :- Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Popu

-

,
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the two years between 1889 and 1891 has from Hungary, from Ireland, from Scotland
ilcreased by 713,000 head; the number of 1 and from all the countries of Europe, I
sheep has increased by 3,100,000 head. The might say. They are all around me, and I
ilcrease in pigs during the sanie two years can assure you that those farmers that have
Was 377,000. Does that look like agri- cone from Ireland do not answer the des-
Cultural depression? It does not look cription given by my hon. friend in the
flmuch like it when those enormous figures slightest degree. They are remarkably cap-
are reached as the increase only in two able, healthy, strong able-bodied men that
Years. However, I,will go on and show you bring with theni a fair amount of capital-
flore. This is a report of Mr. Connolly, and fine families, more capital than the
Our Government agent in Dublin ; and he Ontario farmers are able to take from here
shows, quoting from Irish returns, that in into the province of Manitoba. We have
1891 there were exported fron Irish ports of course the agricultural labourer who goes
646,000 head of cattle, 799,000 sheep, 527,- out with not quite so much means, but
000 swine, and 36,000 horses. There are quick intelligence and valuable experience ;
o,000,000 people in Ireland, and they are and the fact that that statement is made is
able to maintain an export of 646,000 head not at all reassuring to the people of Ireland
Of cattle. This is an internal return and does I should think. Then we have in Limerick
lot appear in the trade returns of Great another evidence which is opposed to the
Britain, but it shows that free trade Ireland idea of my hon. friend from Toronto, and
exports to free trade England 646,000 that is with regard to the dairying. Here
head of cattle, 36,000 horses, 799,000 sheep, is a clause in this report which says:-

nd Swine, 527,000. Now, let us compare Under the management of enterprising Cana-
. ese figures with what we are able to show dians, Messrs. Cleeve Bros., the Condensed Milkin our export trade from agricultural Can- Company, have, perhaps, the largest factory of its
ada. We rave a population of 5,000,000 kind in the world at Limerick, where they employ
and good soil and a large quantity of it, and about 500 hands. The milk of 9,000 cows is daily

handled in the factory, and sone 60,000 tin cans
e can make no showing such as that. are mnanufactured each day for the conveyance of

With regard to the prices that they get for this milk in its condensed form.
those cattle, the following table gives the They have facto.ries at Cloninel, Mallow, Hospital
aveage price r hundred weight, live and Mill street, and between then all the milk of
"' e P per 16,000 cows is manipulated.
Weight for fat cattle and sheep sold in the The factory sends ifs tins of milk to most parts
»ublin market in the month of December, of the globe, and quite recently 200 cases sent to1891, as issued by the Irish Land Con- Sydney arrived there in splendid condition.
lulssioners ·-

Cattle 76 cents per pound, live weight. Lot prices.
Ellocks 74 cents a pound, live weight.
EWees, 7 cents per pouud, ive weight. "
Wethers, "d cents a pound, live weight."

OW those hon. gentlemen who are acquain-
with the agricultural interests will know

thatseven and a half cents a pound live weight
i a Very remunerative price and 646,000
head of these cattle, or I presume, a latge
nu1lnber at those prices were exported from
Irish ports.

'Ion. Mr. O'DONOHOE--My hon. friend
Vill allow me to say to him that the cause
of that is that the Irish people are not able
to eat their cattle and the people of Canada
can. -

. on. Mr. BOULTON-I live in the pro-
Vinee 'of Manitoba where there are large

nitflxbers of new settlers from varlous parts
Of the world. I meet men from Germany,

Tien here is a letter from Cleeve Bros. :
evidently Mr. Dunne or Mr. Connolly has
written to him and they address him,
"Thomas Connolly, Dominion of Canada

131 GEORGE STREET,
LIMERICK, 28th December, 1891.

THOS. CONNOLLY, Esq.,
Dominion of Canada Govt. Agency,

Dublin.
DEAR SiR,-Yours of the 23rd inst. to hand.

You are quite right about the success of the
creanery movenent in Ireland being due to our
skill and energies, and now Irish butter is coming
to the front again, in fact we are getting better
prices than any continental butter ; and if the
Canadian Government were to have the niatter
properly gone into, we see no reason, from our
knowiedge of Canadian dairying, why they should
not produce a butter equal to ours.

Yours faithfully,
CLEEVE BROS.

Now, hon. gentlemen, there is a dairy interest
in the south of Ireland. What I was quoting
before was the Dublin market in the north ;.
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this isthe Limerick market in the south. Now, i $11.25; Canada, Strathroy, Ont., $11.50
there are the evidences of industry, and pros- and so on. You will see, hon. gentlemen,
perity for the Irish farmer the condensed milk that in the matter of freight rates we are
industry, employing 500 hands to manufac- fot behind othercountries in reaching the
ture the farmers' product. Have not we best purchasing market the world offers and

.got a capacity for employing 500 hands? we are not behind in capacity to produce,
Have we not the cows to *do it with ? Are and not behind in intelligence, and not be-
we not able to enter into a manufa yture of hind in physical power. Then what is it
that kind ? Have we not more Cleeve Bros. that prevents us coming somewhere near the
in our midst? What is there to prevent figures that those farners who are work-
them from operating here? It is the econ- ing under a f ree trade policy are cap-
omic conditions under which the people of able of doing, as evidenced in qur pub-
Canada are working to-day. If we adopt lic reports 1 say, hon. gentlemen, that
a free trade systen the same as the English it is the economic condition under which our
and Irish people are doing, we can >trmers are working and tie economic con-
for that magnificent trade, the evidences of dition under which the people of Canada are
which are in our own blue books, furnished working that creates the difference. Hon.
by our own Government agents. Now, I gentlemen cannot point to our freighting facil-
will give you some of the prices with regard ities and say that they are the reason; they
to horses, f rom the report of Mr. Down, agent cannot say that we have fot the sou, that we
in Bristol : have not as good and intelligent farmers as

The following are the prices such horses fetched tie world can show ; but it is the taxes, not
at sone of the local fairs in Septemnber last. At only the taxes that are raised for the pur
Bristol fair - poses of carrying on the Government of the

Heavy draught horses, from £ 70 to £100 country, but the hidden taxes which the
Hunters,froiSto6yearsold. 80 to 150 hon. Minister of Finance has let us into the
Carriage horses, as pairs ... 150 to 250 secret of, in the question of coal où. It is
Cart colts.................. 40 to 50 tFe taxes of $20,000,000 taken out
Farmers' hacks, about .of the labour of the country, plus the hd-

At Horncastle fair I notice that English hunters den tax which make it a burden upon the
made froin £70 to 210 guineas each, and Irish industrial life of Canada of $50,000,0008
f rom 60 to 140 guineas ; one or two really first-class
animals making 200 guineas. There were but few year. I venture w say that the $20,000,000
carriage horses on offer, and and they were sold for of taxes which the people have to pay towards
about 150 guineas, the lowest price reported being the revenue is increased by tbe hidden tax W
70 guineas. Surely these figures ought to entice which the Ministerof Finance las referred
the Canadian fariner to try his skill at horse- tr $50,000,000. Upon inquiry before such
breeding. a commission as I sugoest, we will be able tO

That is valuable information for the Cana- ascertain how far the purchasing power Of
dian farmers-valuable information for us, the country is borne down by the taxation.
and these reports contain much more of the! on labour, and how far it is borne down by
same character. We will transmit through e
the Hansard to the press the information the protective policy, and have these hidden
contained in this ; and I venture to say very taxes brought to light. There is one other
few people of the country have had the point 1 ought to draw your attention to, 5<

facilities and opportunities of reading it. ftr as the labouring population of Gre&t.
But hon. gentlemen may say the difficulty I Britain is concerned, and that is the ecOl
arises with regard to the freight rates. I quote omy with which they are able to supplY
those furnished by Mr. Dyke of Liverpool. themselves. The Mark Lane Expres '
Freight fron Hanover, Germany: horses, $25 authority for the statement that Great 8W
per head; River Platte, $40 per head; Canada, tain is the only country in the world that
$3'0 to $35 per head-$10 better than the gets the benefit of cbeap wheat and cheaP
Argentine Republic, only $5 hehind Ger- bread. In Great Britain to-day 280 pounds of
many. Then we take cattle : River Platte, Minneapolis four is reported as being 5<>d
$30 per head ; Canadian $13 per head. for one guinea-that is, a trifie over $5 for
Sheep : River Platte, $4.50 to $5 a head 280 pounds of four shipped f rom the Minn
Canada, $2.50. Butter : Copenhagen, Den- lis mils to Great Britain. Now, saw
mark, $11.25 per tub1 Hamburg, Germany, stated in a paper in St. John, N.B., whic
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is a purchasing market for the flour of the
country, that flour had gone up 20 cents a
barrel. and now touched $5. In St. John,
N.B., flour is $5 for 200 pounds; in free
trade Great Britain flour is worth $5 per
280 pounds. There is the difference. Two
hundred and eighty pounds of flour, shipped
from our western country away across
the ocean. to Europe, is sold in Great
Britain for $5 ; and the people of New
Brunswick, in the agricultural country where
the floitr is grown and where the protection
is put on for the supposed benefit of the
People who eat the bread and the people who
grow the wheat, have to pay the same for
200 pounds of flour as the people in Great
Britain pay for 280 pounds. But that is
not all. As to the price of bread the Mark
Lane Ea-press is authority for the-statement
that a four-pound loaf of bread is sold for
3¾d. in the east end of London among the
labouring classes; in the west end of Lon-
don it is sold for 7d. per loaf where every-
thing is done on a more expensive and extra-
Vagant scale. In Chicago where the wheat
comies from, the cost of a four-pound loaf is
18. I could hardly believe that such a state-
ment could be true that in Chicago, where
the wheat first leaves the elevator, the
Price of bread is is, and away in a distant
land, after paying freight that same article
is sold for 3¾d. or 7j cents. I would not
believe such was the case if I had not come
across a clipping in the Buffalo News, which
I will read for the information of the House
because it confirms what the Mark Lane
EPa-press is reported to have stated in their
cOlumns. This is from the Buffalo News:

Bread and butter are luxuries in which only
the wealthy people of New York eau indulge-
working people are forced to buy bread a day oki,
while the unenployed are thankful to get the
second baking that is old bread soaked and re-
kneaded with scrapings and baked again. Stale
bread sells at half-price and second baked at one-
third of the regular price.

Hlere are the prices that prevail at the local
bakeries :-Wh'ite bread, i lb. 5 cents; rye bread,
li lbs. 8 cents; milk bread, l¾ lbs. 8 and home-
tuade bread, li lbs. 8 cents. Elgin butter made in

Il , Il., months ago retails at 38 cents. Oswego,
butter is 44 cents. Long Island butter, 55

cet cents.

-Now, there are some of the prices that the
labouring people in the city of Buffalo have
tO pay for their bread. In free trade Eng-
land the labouring population can obtain the
four-pound loaf for seven and a half cents,
and .the labouring population in the city of

Buffalo have to pay twenty cents for their
four-pound loaf. Thank God, we have not
got to that yet in Canada. In almost any
part of Canada, you can buy a four-pound
loaf for ten cents.

A VOICE-Eight cents.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Oh, no, not eight
cents; a two pound loaf costs six cents.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I do not think
you can obtain a four-pound loaf of the best
flour for eight cents, but you can for ten. I
am not at the present moment comparing
these prices with Canadian prices ; but if the
hon. leader of the Senate on behalf of the
Government proposes to continue the protec-
tive policy and to extend to the farming
population the same protective policy that
they have been trying to foster our manu-
facturing power with, we may very soon
expect that the consuming population of
Canada will pay more than ten cents a pound
for a four-pound loaf ; because if protection
does anything it restricts competition ; it not
only restricts competition in those articles
which are protected in the first place, but it
restricts generally the interests of the coun-
try ; everything is worked from a high stand-
point, f rom a presumed high stand-point and
a high scale of prices.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-You ask the same
kind of protection as granted to the manu-
facturere What are the protections they
should have would you suggesti

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-An export bounty
on sugar ; an export bounty on butter.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I was not aware
that our farms produced sugar before.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-This is what the
Government proposes to do. And one of the
last acts of last session was to prolong the
sugar bounty for two vears to change agri-
culture f rom dairying to sugar growing. I
am very much opposed to it. I understand
the Government policy is to continue the
protective policy and rearrange the tarift
by giving the farmers protection for their
agriculture.

An hon. MEMBER-You do-not approve
of that?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, because I
say it is no protection to agriculture and I can
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show it to you in the flour that goes to New several prominent men, such as Cobden and
Brunwsick and is sold there for 85 a barrel. Bright and others. They undertook a cru-
We had to sell our wheat in the province of sade against the protective policy in Great
Manitoba for forty-five and fifty cents and Britain, which had prevailed for 400 years
the millers, who are protected to the extent and which had gone through all kinds of
of seventy-five cents a barrel, derive the varying modifications and extensions during
profit from that, the farmer does not get it, that time. There was one peculiar and
the export value in free trade England gov- notable change on one occasion--the import
erns our price. Now, what is the result so of wool was forbidden in order to keep up the
far as our gristing is concerned ? That there price. Finding that that did not operate
are fewer men employed in gristing to-day a law was passed requiring that everybody
than in 1881 ; the census returns show that that was buried should be buried in woollen
there are fewer men by 200 employed in shrouds, thus hoping to increase the con-
gristing than there were in 1881. sumption. All sorts of plans of that kind

ight were resorted to in those days, which mayHon. Mr. BOWELL-I think you m be considered dark days in the light of to-
go back twenty years and say the same day.
thing. «Àdy

hn. Mr. BOULTON-If a protective Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Did they not
Hon.Mr.BOUTON If prteciveprevent them wearing calico dresses as well I

policy reduces the number of men employed
in such an important thing as gristing-I do Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, and adopted
not mean from the manufacturer's stand-point other means to attain the same end. A pro-
-- but so far as the country is concerned, tective duty was given to the farmers under
where does their protection come in ? The I the Corn Law. It culminated in 1846 by both
moment we limit the producing capacity of the farmers and the manufacturers complain-
our manufacturers we reduce the consuming ing of the burdens they were resting under.
power of the people. It took eight years for Cobden and Bright

to educate the people of Great Britain to
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-We grow the the adoption of this new commercial idea

flour. that had come into their minds-something

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, but the pro- that the people had never realized, something
tection does not help that. What I ain that the people of the most intelligent and

endeavouring to show is that, under the free highly educated character had never rea-

trade policy where competition is enicoiíraged hized as a sound policy, very much as many of
in every phase and in every form of life, so our friends here in Canada do not reahize

that they are able to get their four-pound that we can throw down our barriers while

loaf for seven and a-half cents, in the the United States keep up theirs, and yet
country to the south of us they -have to pay hold our own. But as I say, it took only
twenty cents for the same four-pound loaf : eight years for Cobben and Bright and their

I refer to the city of Buffalo and the city of associates to convince the people from one
end of the British Isles to the other thatChicago' this policy, which was adopted through their

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Skinflint cities efforts and which was at that time purely
an experiment, purely a theory-it only

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes ; but that is took them eight years to convince the peo-
what protection does ; if we continue in the ple of Great Britain. in opposition to the
career of protection we have been pursuing strongest protective power not only of the
for the last fourteen years, we must expect manufacturing population but of the landed
to develop false commercial principles interest as well who were supposed to be
among the people. Now, hon. gentlemen, I enjoying the benefit of the Corn Laws-it
wish to show what the history of the free only took eight years to educate them up to
trade policy is, in its initiation in the year a sense of the advantages that would
1846, the ianner in which it was brought. accrue from the adoption of this policy,
about, and the results which flowed from the and who was it that adopted it? In
adoption of that policy. One of the first 1841, Sir Robert Peel, a Tory, fought
movements toward free trade was made in the battle at the general elections upon
the year 1838, when new light came in upon the policy of protection versus this new
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theory of Cobden and Bright which had country more firmly under the heel of mono-
been promulgated abouà two or three years poly
Previous'y, and his Parliament and his gov- Mr. Gladstone clainied a longer trial for theernment were returned to power by about existing law. He contended that the experience of
150 majority in 1841 pledged to protection. its operation had fully indicated the statesmanship
They fought protection through the whole of of the Government an% had realized all their ex-
that Parliament for six years up to 1846 pectations. He condemned the agitation of the
Step by step with those opponents, those League as productive of the most mischievous con-

sequences, and declared that if Parliament con-
inen who were trying to introduce a free tinued to argue the question it would unsettle husi-
trade policy, until finally they theinselves ness, and be injurions to every interest in the

became converted and were obliged to yield country, and especially to the public credit. Amid
to th great cheering from the Tory aide, he claimed

e conversion of the whole of the people stability for the decisions of Parliament, and
Of Great Britain and bring about a free trusted that the House would not disturb the
trade policy in direct opposition to the po- settleinent that had been arrived at after a fair
licy on which they had been elected five examination and adjustment of conflicting inter-
Years previously. have taken the trouble sts, and which adjustment had been put into law

tO. select some of the quotations from the compromise measures of 1842.
8peeches of the statesmen of that day, some This was. the tariff policy that had been
Of whom are living to this day, and I will initiated by Sir Robert Peel before the adop-
first read to you what the Right Hon. Mr. tion of the free trade policy. I have no doubt
Gladstone had to say in 1844 or 1845. Glad- that some gentleman will say that what I am
stone's great policy was reciprocity such as advocating is almost as mischievous.
Our present Government is proposing and
such as the Opposition have been proposing, Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Harmless.
Only in a different form, one unrestricted Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I am glad to hear
l'ciprocity the other partial reciprocity, but I have so far converted the hon. gentleman.
Cobden and Bright refused to have anything There are the septiments of one whom hon.o do with reciprocity. They denounced it gentlemen will acknowledge to be one of

a political makeshift. They said it had no the inost distinguished statesmen the world
Ommon foundation in the new commercial' has ever known, even if they should differ

theOries they had taken up. But this is the from his opinions. There are the sentiments
Way that Gladstone argued the question. he expressed when he was following out the
le said

protect ns oyo y i I uyci

S0 long as it is wise to exclude the products of a before he changed his mind and adopted free

reign nation by tariffs levied for the protection trade. Now what does the leader of the
of ur own people, against the competition of these British Government say to-day with regard
Products, it must be unwise to admit theni unless to that f ree trade question? Speaking to the
that nation will pay for their admission by a - electo thian in November, 1885,

Pouding concession m regard to our productions;
that these nmutual concessions must be made he said

and guaranteed by treaty. Under those circum-
staIces, he said that it was not wise to fetter the, I (o not deny that there is distress, but it is
(Government by an abstract declaration. greatly less than it was before the free trade

reformation. When that reforn began, trade in-
in reply to the above Lord Howick creased to a degree unexampled in the history of

said: -the whole world. Periods of distress have been
(ue t. special causes which have been heyond

You ought to consider at once, and without human agencies to deal with. Such times of hard-
reference to foreign countries, the mneans of reduc- , ship have becomne almost, if not absolutely un-
Ing Your inhport duties, and if foreiLn countries known owing to the blessed effects of free trade.
.eglect to foflow your example, their own commuer- The country has made a great step forward and

c'a' lOSs will be their punishment. will not go .back." Then pointing to the moun-
tains in the distance, he said : " You might as well

You Will see that Lord Howick had realized try to uproot the Pentlands from their base and
What the full force of Cobden and Bright's flig them into the sea."

contentions were in the matter. Gladstone Now, there are the sentiments expressed
clainied a longer trial for the existing lasw, by the Right Hon. Mr. Gladstone in 1885.
a11d Our Finance Minister asks in his Budget I have read the sentiments he expressed in
speech for fifteen years. Fifteen years more 1845, sentiments which were followed by a
Protection, hon. gentlemen, will fix the complete reversion of his policy and of the
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ideas which governed him by adopting the
free trade policy promulgated by Cobden and
Bright in those days. Now, this is what Sir
Robert Peel said, in one of his speeches
when he had received the light fron Cobden
and Briglit, when lie had made up his mind
to adopt the free trade policy and was argu-
ing for that policy :

Show me one relaxation, one removal of pro-
,hibition which has not contributed to the ad'vant-
age of the great body of consumers. I will go
further, I will show you that the reinovals of pro-
hibition have contributed, not nerely to the
general weal and advantage of the consumers, but
that they are perfectly consistent with the per-
nanent benefit and increased wealth of the pro-
ducer. He then enforced -his challenge by some
startling statistics showing the increased importa-
tion of timber under the reduced tariff, which
increased supply has stimulated shipbuilding and
every trade of which wood was the raw material.
A reduction of the tariff on silk and its materials
has been followed by the increased prosperity of
the silk trade. For centuries the English manu-
facturer has been protected by a high tariff against
the -" pauper labour of France." He exclaimed,
" Look at the state of your silk trade at this
moment." The French have long been accustoned
to plume themselves upon their silk manufactures.
But it may, perhaps, surprise a few of those who
are listening to me, to learu · that last year, with
our relaxed tariff, we actually exported to France
more silk than we exported to the whole universe
in any year of the protective systemn, and there is
no branch.of manufactures in which the same im-
provemnent is not observable.

The manufacturera of this country have free
access to the raw materials which constitute the
fabrics of their manufactures. I am entitled there-
fore, I think, to call upon the manufacturer to re-
lax the protection which he enjoys."

Sir Robert Peel then criticised as unjust
and unwise all the protective taxes on the
clothing of the people. He said :

In dealing with the clothing of the great body of
the people, I call upon the manufacturers of the
great ai ticles of cotton, woollen and linen to relin-
quisli their protection.

These are sonie of the sentiments which
show on what basis $ir Robert' Peel was
arguing when that great free trade struggle
was going on in 1846, and after 'he had be-
come converted. Those remarks show you
how similar the question is before the people
of Canada to-day, and not only before us but
before the people of this whole continent.
It only shows you that exactly the same dif-
ficulties and troubles were pressing upon the
people of Great Britain in 1845, that are
pressing upon the people of this continent
in 1892. How was that policy brought
about ? To show you how the leaders of both

parties gradually united in establishing free
trade, for you must r4ollect the people of the
country were agitated from one end to the
other : the Free Trade League was holding
meetings in every city and town, and money
was being raised and the greatest activity
ever seen in political agitation was going on
throughout the United Kingdom. On one
night alone there was $1,250,000 raised by
private subscriptions to aid the efforts being
made to overturn the protection whicl was
holding down the people of England. How
was free trade eventually brought about ?
By a union of Lord John Russell and Sir
R'obert Peel, in the interests of the country.
To show how the leaders of both parties
gradually united in the interests of the
country to establish free trade, Lord John
Russell said :

Considering the plan of the Minister as a great
measure, a measure that is to lay the foundation of
a completely new principle witn regard to our coin-
mercial legislation-the principle being neither to
foster one trade nor the other, but to leave them to
" flourish or fade " according to the energies and
skill of the people, and believing that is the sound
principle, I am prepared to give every support
I can to the plan brought forward by the right
lion. gentleman.

That was the first time that Lord John
Russell had given in to the prInciples on the
floor of the House of Commons, but Sir
Robert Peel could not persuade his Govern-
ment to adopt that policy, and the conse-
quence was lie resigned. With the excep-
tion of Sir James Graham, they all refused
and continued to be protectionists, and all
resigned. Then Lord John Russell was called
upon by Her Majesty to form a Government,
and after a fortnight trying to form a Gov-
ernment in a protectionist parliament, lie
gave it up, and confessed his failure, although
Sir Robert Peel wrote to the Queen, and told
her that if Lord John Russell could form a
Government out of the material existing in
Parliament at the time, he would give him
his cordial support and co-operation. Not-
withstanding that, lie failed, and Sir Robert
Peel was again called on to form a new Gov-
ernment. He then invited all his old col-
leagues to come in and help him to carry
out his policy, and if they did not wish to
carry it out, then lie would select other men,
and on his invitation his old colleagues
with one or two exceptions, the Duke of
Buccleugh and Lord Stanley, joined
him. With the same Parliament, and almost
the same Government that had been elected
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on a protectionist policy five years before he knew wouid be fired at hum, he said
they had all become converted by the argu- "J know you can extract f rom the records
nients of Cobden and Bright and the Free of this House language and sentiments of
Trade League, and these great Tories, the mine different from those 1 utter here. to-
Duke of Wellington and Sir James Graham, night; but 1 take no shame to myseif, be-
Gladstone, and all of those statesmen that o regret any change of
Sir Robert Peel .had for his colleagues, opinion is when it proceeds from a bad mo-
turned over and became converted to the tive." The hopes of the protectionists now
free trade idea, and there they have stood rested upon Lord Stanley in the House of
to the present day. As Gladstone said, you rds and to the cry of "On Stanley, On
iUiglbt as well try to move the Pentlands he was urged to upset the Bil in the Lords,
from their base as to try to get the people but the Duke of Wellington and others had
of Great Britain to depart from the policy so nuch confidence in Sir Robert Peel'sjudg-
of free trade which they adopted in 1846. ment they passed it. The saine Lord Stanley

When Sir Robert Peel resigned upon the (at least 1 presume it was the saine), as Lord
refusal of his cabinet to unite to bring about Derby, was waited upon some 20 years ago
the new policy so powerfully argued for by by a deputation of farmers to petition for
Cobden and Bright and the free traders, he legisiative relief in some form to check agri-
said that he would offer no factious opposi- cultural depression, told the deputation "If
tion to the Government or those who had you cannot farm profltably with the plough
thrown him out of office. He promised to you must then try the spade." lis views had
support Lord John Russell's administration changed, aithough cioseiy identified with the

-In carrying out the new commercial policy. agricuitural interests. He no longer looked
lie said: " If that be the. policy which will upon protection as a panacea for depression
be pursued, I shall feel it my duty to give in the value of land or its cuitivation.
tO his Government my cordial -support. I Then again Sir James Graham was twitt(id
Presume that Her Majesty's Government will for his change of opinion by some embers
adopt that policv-and that if other coun- of the fouse of Commons: they said if the
tries choose to buy in the dearest market, it Government have changed their views, let
will be no discouragement to them to permit them manfuliy own it, and Sir James
us' to buy in the cheapest." He then advised Graham said :We hase changed our views
Lord John Russell to abandon the " treaty" and, when I say that, I remove ail the
aid " reciprocity " system in his foreign speeches that I made in favour of protection
commercial policy. "I trust," he said, " that before." The day that the Anti-Cor Law
th new Government will not resume the Bil passed the fouse of Lords, Sir Robert
POlicy which they and we have found so Peel was defeated on the Irish Coercion Bill.
inconvenient, namely, haggling with foreign Lord Broughamin the course of debate at the
countries, instead of taking that independent end of his remarks, paid'a fine tribute to
course which we believe to be conducive to "the public virtùes, the prodigious powers
Our own interests." of ind, and the immense courage" of Sir

How applicable that is to the subject before Robert Peel, who, he said, Ihad cast away al
us to-day, to the commercial and political posi- private and personal considerations, had
tion that we occupy here in Canada at this disregarded his own interests, had given up
tuilne! Those very words might be uttered here his right to power and superiority, and had
on the floor of the House of Commons or in the exposed himself to the nost tempestuous
Senate and be applicable to the commercial and troubled sea that the politicai world
POsition of the people of Canada at this time. had in modem times ever exhibited, who
To show you how completely many states- had given up what to an ambitious man was
rnen had become converted in those days, much-the main security of his power; he had
Mr. Robinson had moved when a inember of surrendered what to a calculating nan was
the louse of Commons for the enactment of much, his influence and authority with his
the Corn Lawl in 1815 : as the Earl of Ri- partyand hehadgivenùpwhattoanamiable
Pon in the House of Lords he moved the se- man was much, viz., private friendship
Cond reading of the Bill for their repeal in and party associations. Ai these sacrifices
1846. He confessed in a straightforward he had made with his eyes open in order to
Way that he had been converted ; and anti- discharge what he deemed a great public
cipating the charge of inconsistency, which duty." Then, again, hon, gentlemen, we have
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the utterances of Sir Robert Peel when he trade in England. The total trade in 1810
was announcing his resignation. He said: was $665,000,000. Thirty-four years after-

Sir, I shall leave office, I fear, with a naime wards, in 1880, it was $3,485,000,000. In
severely censured by many honourable gentlemen, 1890, ten years later, it had again muade
who, on puiblic principle, deeply regret the sever- another leap to $3,720,000,000. The im-
ance of party ties ; I shall surrender power, severely ports in 1840 were $310,000,000: thirty-
censured, I fear again, by nany honourable four years afterwards they had jumped togentlemen, who, froin no interested motive, have
adhered to the principle of protection as important $2,055,000,000. The exports in 1840 were
to the welfare and interests of the country ; I shall $210,000,000. In 1882 they had jumped
leave a nane execrated by every monopolist, who, to $1,115,000,000, and in 1890 to $1,570,-
f rom less honourable motives, mamtains protection 000,000, an increase of nearly $500,000,000
for his own individual benefit ; but it may be that .
I shall leave a name sometinies remùeinbered with in ten years. Then take the shipping, Brit-
expressions of good will in those places which are ish sailing vessels in .180-the navigation
the abode of nien whose lot it is to labour, and to laws were not repealed until 1850-they
ean their daily bread by the sweat of their brow-¯ had the same protective policy for theira namne remiembered with expressions of good-will, PaP
when they shall recreate their exhauste strength coasting trade and navigation that we have
with abundant and untaxed food, the sweeterbe- in Canada to-day. In 1850 they had 17,000
cause it is no longer leavened by a sense of m- sailin g vessels with three millions of tonnage
justicee and 414 steamers with a tonnage of 108,000

Those are the noble words uttered by one tons. In 1880 the sailing vessels remained
of the greatest statesmen to whon has ever stationary as far as numbers were concerned,
fallen the lot of guiding the destinies of but increased in tonnage by one million.
England. It was under such circumstances The steamers had increased from 414 to
that the free trade policy under which Great 3,789. Now you see that the free trade policy
Britain exists to-day was brought into ex- in thirty-fouryears had increased the number
istence in the manner I have shown. It is of steaners by 3,375. The sailing vessels
ait interesting record ; it is interesting to renained stationary with regard to
recall the history of those times, because we numbers, but increased a million of tons.
move in cycles. The sane thing that op- The steamers, from 1880 to 1889, again
presses the world to-day will oppress them increased 2,000 vessels, vith an increase
tifty years hence. You cannot put old heads of tonnage of nearly tvo millions of
on young shoulders ; we all have to buy our tons. What is the history of the shipping
experience. What 1 contend is, we have of Canada in the saine periodl A decrease.
)ought our experience in Canada for four- Although we are second in importance so far
teen years, and 1 think that the turne bas as our coasting and fishing trade are con-
corne woen it is wise for us to consider that cerned, and we have the best facilities for
a change is necessary, and in the direction carrying on a magnificent trade ail over the
of the policy which hias brought prosperity to world, and attaining the saine result that lias
that country. They bave set us an example produced such great benefits for .reatritain
they have helped to civilize and christianize under a free trade poicy. We ave inlnd
tee world, have the f ree and liberal principles navigation fron the ihead of Lake Superior to
which governi the commercial life and the the ocean, and the sane ocean facilities are
political life of the people of Great Britain. open to us for conducting the sanie trade that
Now it wi l be necessary to show how far the people of Great Britain have developed in
the prosperity of the people of Great Britain the last haif century. Nevertheless we have
lias been promoted by the adoption of the decreased our shipping fron 1,300,000 tons
commercial policy of 1846. I wish to show to 1,000,000 of tons in the .past çlecade,
what the increase of trade vas, following the ¡ while GreatBritain bas increased the number
adoption of the commercial policy of 1846. of steamers owned and employed by her to
I have here a small book called " Farrar's carry the trade of the country by 2,000 vessels
Free Trade," by Sir Thomas Farrar, giving with an increase of two millions of tons in
all the various stages through which various ltonnage. There is an illustratio in comparing
countries have gone, and also the increase free trade with protection. Then again take
froni year to year in British commerce, and it 1 the tonnage entering and clearing. The excess
isfrom that I amquotingin puttingbeforeyou of British tonnage entering the United King-
facts and figures in order to show what pros- dom for 1850 was 3,545,000 tons. That is, the
perity followed upon the adoption of free excess of British over foreign, and in 1880
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that had increased froin 3,500,000 to 23,900,- 5,000,000 in Canada like the trade of Great
0 00-that is the excess of British over Britain, and that when we put 43,000,000
foreign. In 1840 the total of all ton- entering and clearing, alongside of the
nage entering and clearing was : British, 6,- 58,000,000 tons of Great Britain entering
940,0)0 tons; foreign, 2,949,000 tons. The and clearing, it should be explained how.
British tonnage clearing between 1840 and those figures were arrived at, and that it has

880 has increased from six millions of tons not the same bearing nor the same meaning
to forty-one millions of tons of British ves- at all as the 58,000,000 tonnage that has
sels alone, and seventeen millions of tons of been developed by the people of Great
foreign vessels. There we have a total tonnage Britain under their free trade policy.
of 58,000,000 in 1890 against 9,000,000 in
1850. There are thirty years with 50,000,000 Hon. Mr. POWER--If the hon. gentle-
tonnage increase in the carrying trade of the man would be kind enough to state the
people of Great Britain. Now, hon. gentle- amount of the imports and exports of Great
nien, I would like to say, with regard to our Britain as opposed to those of Canada, a
own increase of tonnage entering here, that better estimate could be formed of what the
the returns show a very great increase, a ships carried.
very large increase, but what is that in-
crease ? That increase is not the foreign Hon. Mr. BOULTON-We know wlhat
trade such as this of Great Britain; recollect our imports and exports are. I think they
there is no coasting trade in this; but the have reached something like $240,000,000
vessel that leaves Seattle and goes to Van- our total trade ; whereas the total trade of
couver is given as entering and clearing. Great Britain is $3,750,000,000.
The ferry tliat runs between Vancouver and
Seattle is called entering and clearing, and Hon. Mr. BOWELL -Better make it per
all the vessels of that kind are entering and capita while you are at it, and it will be
Clearing. complete.

lion. Mr. BOWELL-It is not a ferry. Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It is easy to ar-

lion. Mr. BOU L TON-I--t is not what we rive at it per capita ; but I will give the hon.
call foreign trade ; it gives a false impression. leader the per capita of our export trade. Lt

ahas decreased per capita $2 between 1880
Hlion. Mr. BOWELL.-It is froin one and 1890, our export trade has decreased

counltirv to another. from $24 to $22 per head under the protec-
tion policy, and our import trade has re-

lon. Mr. BOULTON.-There is nothing mained stationary, and the export trade of
dishonest in putting it in in that way, but Great Britain bas increased by the sum of
it is perfectly honest for me to draw atten- $250,000,000, while the export trade of
tion that it is only a daily service across Canada has fallen $2 per head in the last
flfty or sixty miles of ocean- between two decade. The Trade and Navigation Returns
Counitries that lock their doors on one ano- show that, by reference to the last Year
ther's trade ; and we have the same kind of Book issued by the Department of Agricul-
service between Rochester and Cobourg and tre for our information. And now I will
across the Niagara and Lake Erie and give the hon. leader of this House some
across the St. Lawrence. figures given ut by Sir John Lubbock,

lion. Mr. KAULBACH.-The same as
between France and England.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL.-And half a dozen
Other less distant points.

. lion. Mr. BOULTON.-There are indi-
vidual cases in Great Britain where probably
the distance is just about the same. But
Britain does not lock her door ; she directs
the world's highway past it. Now we know
Perfectly well we have no trade with our

president of the Board of TIrade, who occupies
one of the most prominent positions. At a
meeting of the London Chamber of Com-
merce, Sir John Lubbock, in an address on
some of the recent aspects of commerce, gave
the following figures to show to the people
of Great Britain that the free trade policy
was doing all that it could be justly called
upon to do. He said:

" In 1881 the total British trade was £694,X)0,-
00; last year it was £744,000,0, an increase of

£50,ooo,00." Thei lie says, "l but hon. gentle-
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men muay say that other countries have done just France have accomplished, and what the
as well, and he compares the total trade of Great InitedStates have acconplished, it is a great
Britain with the total trade of France and the
United States, two protective countries, one in showing in favour of the policy of free trade
the imniediate neighbourhood of Great Britain, in Great Britain.
and the other on this continent, and he showed
that the total trade of France was £383,000,000 Hon. Mr. READ (Quînte)-You have not
in 1880, and £368,000,000 in 1890. The United
States was £31 1,000,000 in 18810, and £340,000,00o
in 1890." This last estimate is different froni the that period.
other, becahvse he amas ot included what he bas

showing ine favour ofthplcyoffeetrd

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- will give you

Hon. Mr. DEVER.- Very nearly double. that. *I amn glad you reininded me of that.
The increase of population during that period

Hon. Mr. BOULTON - Very nearly bas leen two millions.
double. Now, what does that mean? That
the decrease in that decade for France was Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-More than
£15,000,000 ; that the increase for the that.
United States was £29,000,000-60,000,000
people with an increase in the producing
power of the people by immigration of
£12,000,000 throughout that decade. Their Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-I know het-
increase was only £29,000,000, and the ter.
United Kingdom had an increase of £49,-
000,000. Those are the figures he gives out Hon. Mr. BOULTON -The population
to compare with the two protective countries. was 34, millions in 1880, and the populati
Then he shows what.the exports of France in 1890 is, I think, 37 millions, so it is about
are. In 1880 they were £138,000,000 and 2,500,000 of an increase. Now, I wish fur-
in 1890, £1500000; the UJnited States, ther to draw the attention ofwthe use to a
£171,000,000 in 1880, and £176,000,000 in tabulated statemoent that lias been give .tous
1890; the United Kingdom, £223,000,000 by Sir Thomas Farrar upoh, the trade policy
in 1880, and £262,000,000 in 1890. Now and the increase of trade in rg reat Britaio,
ion. gentlemen, the increase in France wasand there are four items put down here to
only £1 2,000,000, and the increase of theshow an evidence of the prosperity and the
exports of the United States M'as only increase(l prosperity of the people of Great
£5,000,000 and the increase of the United! Britain: that is the consumption of spirits,
Kingdom was £39,000,000. Now, I have the c M o,
given you the figures with regard to the flour; andu mpt ofr huappy o te anle o
exports and imports. We ail know what'say Here that although there as always
our own exports and our own imnports are. been a very great deal of talk in consequenice
They amout to about $240,000,000H; and of the free trade policy, that the drink bin
those are figures that cannot be refuted, be- of England is paying the debt and pating
cause they are the figures given by one of the taxation, the evidence in this return
the niost distinguished men in Great Britain shows that is not the case. w 1840 and
upoi trade questions, and a inan who sat at 8 46 , when free trade was brought into
the head of that great conference that was force, the consumption of spirits aas e g no
assenibled hast year from ail parts of the gallon per head of the population, and in
British Empire ,o consider the commercial 1884, which is the last date to whii this
question, to consider questions of interest retura is b fought down, the consuînption of
between the colonies and Great Britain. c spirits is 104 gallon, so there was only an
Sir John Lubbock was the chairman of that i increase in the consumption of spirits of 03
convention; and it as to quiet the agitation per head of the population betweena 1 44and
thoat had arisen in Great Britain in conse- 1884
quence of the fair trade movement that ie
stated those figures for the information of gHon. Mr. DEVER-$6.50 a head, to-
the eople of Canada, and for the guiance bacco and spirits; that is higher than ours.
of the people of Great Britain theriselves,
and 1 think comparing what Great Britain Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Then in the con-

as accomplished, what Canada anc that sumption of tea, it shows that it inreased
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from 1} lbs. in 1846 to 5 or nearly 5 lbs., would increase and be distributed in an
?w of a lb. less than 5 lbs. in 1884. The equitable manner over the whole population
Consumption of sugar increased from 19 lbs. of Canada according to their physical and
in 1846 to 72 lbs. in 1884; the consumption i4tellectual power. Now I have dealt with
of flour increased from 40 lbs. in 1846 to the population of Great Britain; I have
251 lbs. in 1883. So that you see the in- shown you h6w the free trade policy was
creased prosperity of the people of Great brought about; I have shown you what
Britain did not indicate an increase in their prosperity has issued from it and what
luxuries or dissipated- habits, but it re- prosperity the people of Great Britain
dounded to the benefit of the solid comfort have enjoyed and are enjoying to-day from
of 'the people by an increased supply of it. Now I have to take up the question of
those comforts of life which added to the the protective policy of Canada in order to
enjoynient and prosperity and comfort of show how far that has failed in its purpose to
the great labouring population that pro- satisfy the peoplè of Canada in the hopes
duces the results I have shown you in the and ambitions that they set out to satisfy
trade and commerce of the people of Great when they imposed that national policy in
Britain. Now, hon. gentlemen, they have 1878 ; that is by adding to the purchasing
to purchase those supplies from countries power of the people of Canada, by adding to
like Canada and the United States and the population of Canada, to supply a home
India and Russia, and all over the world; market for the agriculturists of Canada,
they have to be transported and pay car- by adding to the producing and exporting
riage, and they are able to purchase those powef of the co'untry as shown by the trade
supplies, able to pay the transportation rates returns, and by adding to the general pros-
and able to supply theinselves with that perity, or rather the equitable distribution of
en-rmous consumptive power which is profits, so far as shown through trade and
greater than Canada possesses and greater navigation returns and other returns given
than the people of the United States to us for our information. With that object
Possess, certainly as regards sugar, cer- in view I have prepared a return here, hon.
tainly as regards tea, and I think as gentlemen ; I have taken the statistics of
regards flour and their purchasing 1881 and the statistics of 1891, and have
POwer is so great under the free put them side by side in this return, so far
trade policy that they are able to increase as the number of hands engaged in the
their consumption of those articles that con- manufacturing industry of the country is
tribute to the prosperity and comfort of concerned. I cannot tell how many men
their families, in consequence of the free are engaged in the farming nor in the min-
trade policy which they are working ing nor in the lumbering ; but we have a .
linder. There are many more interesting fairly complete and accurate return so far
statistics that I could bring before you, but a% the manufacturing is concerned.
I think that I have brought quite sufficient
to show you that so far as the prosperity of Hon. Mr. POWER-No; not accurate.
the people of Great Britain is concerned Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Well, at any rate
under their free trade policy, there is they are given to us.. We have tie word of
no country on the face of the earth that the hon. gentleman who leads this House
enjoys the same advantages, the saine bene- for it, that we can accept them as facts. I
fits from high wages, the sanie purchasing presume he is prepared to accept them as
POwer of those wages as the people of Great facts, and that is all I want him to do. So
Britain enjoy under the free trade policy or far as anything I may have to say may
economic conditions that they are working create an impression upon his mind to open.
under to-day, and I have become so thoroughly it to a more liberal view as to what the com-
convinced from reading the statistics, from mercial policy of Canada should be, if I
studying the conditions, that if the same could accomplish that I would feel myself
economie conditions were applied to the the prou lest man in the country.
14bour and industry of Canada the same Hon. Mr. POWER-It would require a
tinetiîial results would flow to every indus- surgical operation.trial worker in the country; and out of that
industry that is engendered in consequence Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No; it is not
of that policy, the wealth of the country such a heavy contract as you think for, per-
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haps. I have already shown you he is half
a free trader, because be has taken the duty
off tin in order to protect the people who 4re
canning ; and ail I want is that the Minister
of Trade and Commerce shall yield to the
petitions of people from ail parts of Canada
to take the duty off binder twine and off
iron, and take it off ail these things, ,and
when be responds to ail the petitions sub-
mitted for his consideration, he will have
adopted the very policy I am arguing for
this afternoon. But I regret to say that the
bon. Minister of Finance is going to take his
stand uponprotectionand castfreetrade to the
winds. 1 am afraid there is very little hope
for the free binder twine that Mr.
McCarthy is asking for, or the free any-
thing else that has been môved for, because
you cannot make a stand between ; there is
nothing between protection and free trade.
You cannot injure one factory and kfep up
the rest. You cannot deprive Mr. Stairs of
the benefit of the investment of his capital
and the people who are eniployed under him,
and leave ail the rest as they are ; that
would not be a fair thing; but if you taket
off ail the duty and give Mr. Stairs an
opportunity to work under a free trade
policy, I have no doubt be will be one like
Cobden and Bright, be will toss up both
hands for free trade ; but I think he cer-:
tainly will be very mucli aggrieved, the saine
as the gentlemen engaged in the production
of coal oil will be if they are going to be
sacrificed in the public clamor for a general
reduction. As Isaidthereisnothing between
free trade and protection: you have to go
the whole hog or nothing at ail; and thie
whole hog to go is free trade with the world;
that is going to carry the country through
the next ten years with a great deal more
éclat than any other decade of our national
life bas done.

An hon. GENTLEMAN-You are a
prophet.

Hon. Mr. BOULTO.-Yes, I. am a
þroPhet. When I get these figures befoèe me
and see what bas been acconplished
in the past ten years, I think When
you get these figures before you, sir,
you will feel that you have some justi-
fication for saying I am a prophet. Now,
I have prepared these figures, and I have
divided the naines of those that are en-

gaged in the manufactures of the country
under three heads. I have made a differ-
ence between those who are engaged in the
preparation of our own home raw material,
such as lumber, such as our saw-mills, grist-
mills, planing-mills, paper mills, fish canning
and curing, our creameries and cheese, our
ship and boat-building, etc. Now, those are
what I call preparing our own home raw ma-
terial for market; and what do I find? I find.
in the saw-milling 42,000 inen engaged in
1881, and in 1891 52,000 men engaged;
that is 10,000 out of the 112,000 that the
hon. Minister of Finance bas advanced as an
argument where the National Policy has
done its work. Now, that does not, to ny
mind, show any increase in the nianufactur-
ing power of our lumber, but instead of
sending our board timber and square timber
to Great Britain, as we used to do before
1880, we are now sawing it into deals and
into lumber and sending it to England or
the United States. It does not show or prove
any increase. It merely shows a transfer of
the labour that used to be engaged in
the square timber-because we ail know that
bas fallen off and been transferred into the
saw-milling--to manufacture deal or lumber
for the foreign markets: so I do not consider
that is any increase, or that that can be
considered any contribution to the 112,000.
In the flour and gristing, I find 6,476 in
1881, and in 1891, 6,296, or 180 less in 1891
than in 1881. That is not a good .showing
for one of our natural industries. Not-
withstanding the development of our great
North-west Territories and that we have
added enorinously to the growth of wheat
there and built mills there, if these returns
are correct we are employing 180 less men
in one of our natural industries than we
were in 1881. In planing and moulding
there bas been an increase. In the paper
mills th'ère bas been only a very slight in-
crease. Then we come to fish-curing and
canmng, which I referred hon. gentlemen to
the other day. I have got it down here. In
1881 nobody is returned as fish-curing and
canhing. In 1891, 2,000. If you add
that to the 10,000 saw-milling, you have
39 000 accounted for out of the .112,000
which we have heard advanced as an argu-
ment in favour of protection.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-52,000 in saw-inilling,
you said.
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lon. Mr. BOULTON--An increase of
10,000, I said : I call it only a transfer
frou square timber to saw-milling. Then
fruit-canning seems to bé a new industry
lrought in: in 1881 nothing, in 1891 2,946.
You cannot say protection has brought those
Men into existence.

Hon. Mr. READ.-Protection brought
that. about.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I think I can give
YOu an instance in regard to the fruit can-
ning in Great Britaiii. There was a friend
of mine who had a farm of 280 acres, and
every acre of that 280 was down in small
fruit--strawberries, raspberries, gooseberries
and every conceivable kind of fruit. In
Consequence of the cheap sugar coming from
Germany a great impetus was given to fruit-
canning aed preserving in Great Britain,
and there was an agitation on the continent
to do away with the sugar bounties. Brit-
1sh statemen were urged to put on a corres-
Ponding duty to the export bounty of the
continent, and in anticipation and expecta-
tion that that duty was going to be put on,
tO check and counteract the effect of the ex-
Port bounty, just to the extent of the expec-
tation that it was going to e put on down

ent the price of fruit. It was free sugar--
it 'vas free competition that enabled that
Inan to cultivate that 280 acres, and he em-
Ployed 400 pickers on that farn, simply for
the purpose of taking his part in the farn
ilnldustry; it was the free competition of the
World's markets open to them, and the cheap'
sugar they were enabled to obtain from the
eontinent, that sustained the industry. Now,

Ilention that in order to show that it was
nlot protection that brought in that 3,000
nl, employed in fruit-canning. The pro-
tection is keeping them down. It is pre-
'enting them expending their energies and
nlCreasing their industries, and increasing

their foreign trade and profit by export from
Canada-what they might accomplish if they
were working under a more economic con-
dition- .

lion. Mr. BOWELL.-The lion. gentle-
'Ian does not surely pretend to say that the
ip>sition of a duty on sugar, i order to
eet a foreign bounty system, was not justi-

fled ?

dustries in the jam and confectionery lines
which more than compensated for the
loss of employment through the refineries.
I had prepared this return of the number of
people employed in -the' preparation and
manufacture of home materials for market
and they numbered in 1881, 88,000; 1891,
142,000, or an increase of 54,000 in that
period. But, as I have. shown you, 32,000
of those are engaged in fish-curing and fruit-
canning, anel 10,000 in lumbering, which
accounts for 42,000 out of that number.
Then we corne to the manufacture of raw
material, imported or partially prepared
materials, which are manufactured and may
be considered as brought into existence par-
tially by protection, such as our woollen mills,
our cotton mills, our sugar refineries, boiler-
making, &c., and all those small industries
that have been thus brought into existence.
I find that in our woollen mills between 1881
and 1891 there is only an increase of 600
men.

Hon. Mr. COCHRANE-What are the
numbers?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON -In 1881 it was
7,778; in 1891 it was 8,403. Then I find
that in iron and brass fitting for some reason
or other there is a decrease. There were
2,558 employed in 1881 and 1,367 in 1891.
In carving., &c., there were 408 employed in
1881 and in 1891 only 215. Now we come
to our agricultural implements that we have
plumed ourselves upon, and in 1881 the
census returns show there were 3,656 men
engaged in the manufacture of agricultural
implements. In 1891, ten years afterwards,
we had only 3,887, or 200 men more employ-
ed in the manufacture of agricultural imple-
ments than there were in 1881. Now, what
has protection done for this industry so far
as increasing the home market for the people
of Canada and for the agricultural produc-
tions of Canada i

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--Did it not reduce
the price of farming implements ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Not so iuch as
if we had had the markets open.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Prove that.

lion. Mr. BOULTON--J inean to say Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I will tell you if
that cheap sugar brought into existence in- you take the duties off all that enters into
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manufacture of a binder you will find that in shoemakers' shops and have realized that
the manufacturers of Canada can manufac- American manufacturers must offer sonie
ture that binder twenty-five per cent cheaper special inducement to sellers to shove off
than they are able to manufacture it now. American goods *on purchasers. Probably

the very clerks in the shops may be getting
Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Is it not a fact 50 cents a pair for persuading you to buy

you can buy a binder, a reaper or a mowing American goods instead of Canadian goods.
machine for 50 per cent of what it cost before?

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-They are ýHon. Mr. McKINDSEY-It is the fault

cheaper here than in the United States.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-You cannot put Hon. -Mr. BOULTON--It is, but that is

me off the track in that way. If you want no argument. What I claim is, that if youme ffthetrckin ha wY. yuw t were to adopt a free trade policy we would
to go into the question of the depreciation
of prices that has taken place since 1878 1 not only be able to get our binders 35 per
will explain that. I will show that there cent cheaper, but we would be able to in-

has been a depreciation since 1873 of 60 crease the manufacture in Canada ten-fold

per cent in every article the world requires by making them cheaper, because we could

for its consumption, such as coal oil, tea, sènd then abroad to Russia or Chili or any
sugar, coffee, iron, steel-everything the country that requires them. We could teach

world requires for its consumption-so it is the people of China and India to use agri-

no argument at all to say that binders are cultural implements.

cheaper here now than they were before.
Have we got our agricultural implements as Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Why could
cheaply as we could get them under a free l you not send them there now ?
trade policy ?-that is the- question.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON- will explain
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Have you that; but I would first say, that if you

added that 60 per cent to the value of our change the economic condition of Canada
exports ? you will find more men like Mr. Eddy, who

has for forty years made Canada his home
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, we have not, and built up an industry here that is a

and I will tell you why, because while we pride to the country. British and Ameri-
will sel] a binder to the people of Canada can capital will compete for the establish-
for $100 we have to sell it for $80 in nient of factories and the development of our
Australia or Russia whenever we send it raw products, and trade and population will
abroad to compete with the manufactures increase, our fine water powers will be
of other countries, but there has been no opened out and electricity developed and the
depression in the value of our main exports, revenue, paying power of the people through
such as lumber, fish, cattle, etc. Our exports the increase of -population and the increase
of manufactures, however, are sent abroad of wealth will increase. At present in the
at the expense of the people of Canada, and manufactureofabinder, whichisasamplecase,
I will prove it to you. I have not gone into every single thing that.enters into the manu-
the question of the cost of American binders, ture of a binder has to pay a duty of 30 per
because they haye a protective policy in that cent-bar iron a duty of 35 per cent. The
country. In the North-west some people nuts and bolts have to pay 30 per cent.
prefer an American-made binder to a The only things that are admitted free are
Canada binder and will pay a higher price the steel teeth in the binder. There is very
for it. It sells higher because there is 35 little timber used, but that timber we may
per cent duty on it. possibly have to import, so the manufacturer

of agricultural implements has to pay, we
Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY-Why do they will say, an average of twenty-five per cent

get it, then ? on every single article he uses in the manu-
facture of the binder. The artizan who iS

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Because they working on it has to pay twenty-five per
fancy that kind of a binder. I have been cent on every article he consumes.
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lon. Mr. McKINDSEY-Have not the Manufacturing Company of Toronto, and
Americans to pay 65 per cent? other manufacturers of the country, to come

down here and tell the House what their
lion. Mr. BOULTON -I am not speak- views on the subject are, and perhaps if they

ing·of the Americans. We are independent accorded with mine, the hon. gentleman
of the Americans. What we want to do would not then consider them rubbish. What
is to manufacture cheaper than they can, I was going to say with regard to the binder
and beat them in the markets of the world. is this-supposing a binder costs $60 to make

Hon. M r. KAULBACH-And make this it in a Canadian factory-supposing that
a dumping ground for the refuse of the i every single thing that enters into the manu-
United States? facture of the binder is subject to a duty of

twenty-five per cent, and all the labour
lion. Mr. POWER-I think the question engaged in the manufacture of the

of order should be raised. It is most unfair binder has to pay twenty-five per cent
that these interruptions should be continued. on the articles required for consumption ;

take that duty off the articles required to
lon. Mr. McMILLAN-I think there go into binders and off the articles con-

should be' a limit to the discussion of a ques- sumed by the labourer, and the manufac-
tion which is outside the business of this i.turer will be able to make that binder for $45
'o!use, and especially when the hon. gentle- instead of $60. Now, what a difference
Man talks-I will not be so unparliamentary that would make in entering the markets of
as to-say rubbish, but something very like it. the world - Russia, Australia and other

parts of the world that require these imple-
lion. ' Mr. SCOTT-Order ments-if we could enter them with a

lion. Mr. McMILLAN-Well, it was too binder costing $45 instead of one that costs
much to listen to. $60! One price means that export is pro-

hibited ; the other means there is an en-
Hlon. Mr. BOULTON-The hon. gentle- couragement to export. Now, that is the

nien must not consider that the business of way that J would explain the very question
this House is limited to the divorce court. J of the manufacture of our binders, and you
aIn sorry that the views which J am pressing can apply that in any direction to our
on the House should have touched up my manufactures. The hon, leader of this
hon. friend that he is anxious to choke me bouse, in his position of Minister of Cus-
of. It is the best evidence that my argu- toms, J have no doubt, will be able to recal
nients are sound and are telling. My hon. aîý incident where a inanufqcturer came to
friend from Belleville tells us he introduced him and said We want the duty knocked
the principles of the National Policy in the off thewire that werequire for manufacturing
8enate before they were introduiced any spring heds. The Minister of Customs made
Where else. Why should not I introduce the lim bring evidence before him to show that
Principles of free trade and perhaps induce no one was manufacturing that kind of
'y hon. friend from Belleville to be the wire in Canada. When he had gone to the
mover of a Bill tq remove the protective trouble to prove that that kind"of wire was
features of the National Policy from not made in Canada, the Minister released
the Statute-book. I thiink that the that wire from duty and gave it to that

enlate is a very proper arena for such a dis- manufacturer free of duty. What was the
cu 0ion. We have the experience of age result? The result was that he has opened
and of being engaged in all the varied pur- up a large trade with Birmingham, and he
Suits of the country ; and the hon. gentleman, is sending his spring beds home to England,
if he Will reflect for a moment that to-diy and lias foud a market there which was
large numbers of the population of Canada not open to him' so long as lie had to pay
are Petitioning for a removal of duties, will the duty of 35 per cent on wire that en-
cease to consider my remarks rubbish. I tered into the manufacture of his spring beds.
think the time of the Senate can be properly
ut lized by bringing forward questions of such o Mr.

t kind. It would be profitable to appoint
collmittee to take evidence on the subject. bon. Mr. BOULTON-J do not reniein-

They could get Mo. Massey, of the Massey ber the exact amount of the duty, but what-
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ever it was that duty w as taken off. He is to incorporate a company to indemnify
gets out fron Birmingham now the iron bed- those who lose through burglary. It is a
stead wvhich he puts the wire mattress on sort of insurance company. The details of
and lie pays for this by sending his spring the Bill will be fully explained before the
matresses to Birmingham. There is a case Committee on Banking and Commerce.
where the article imported is paid for direct-

y by the product of the industry of the Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Is not this a
people of this country. He utilizes our novelty in this country?
water power in Quebec, our beech and
inaple, and with the aid of the free importa- Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-Yes.
tion of wire he maintains a brisk trade with
Birmingham ; a further reduction of other Hon. Mr. ALMON-I shal move when
duties will increase his profits and the coi- that coes up that Nova Scotia be ex-
forts of his labour. Carrying out this theory emnpted from th ation ote Act.
of removing the burden of taxation from the he operation of the Act.
people of Canada, we increase enormously The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
the manufacturing industry, to the great' was read the second time.
benefit of all classes. Returning again to
tables before me, I find that those engaged
in the manufacture of imported or partially THE HAMILTON PROVIDENT AND

prepared raw material in 1881 was 31,369, LOAN SOCIETY'S BILL.
and in T891, 45,348, a difference of 14,000. sECOND READING.
I come now to another portion of the return
and that is the manufacturing incidental to Hon. Mi. MAINNES(Burlington)mîoved
local necessities, such as printing, publishing, the second reading of (Bill 19) "An Act re-
tinsmniths, tailors, carpenters, electric light- specting the Hamilton Provident and Loan
ing and gas works and such industries, and I1 Societv." He said : The object of the Bill is
find that in those there were engaged in 1881, to increase the capital stock of the companY
98,000 ; and in 1891, 115,000, an increase of and to reduce their borrowing powers.
17,000. What I contend is that in the first
and last of those returns those engaged in The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
preparing our raw material for market and was read the second time.
local necessities were not in any way helped
by protection ; cur fruit and our fish, &c., are BILLS INTRODUCEI).
natural products, our logs are raw matexial
-thev are part of our capital, something Bill (38), An Act respecting the Western
that all countries do not possess. What I Counties Railway Company, and to change
want is to have the labour of the lumberman the name of the cômpany to the Yarmouth
cheapened by the remission of the duties that and Annapolis Railway Company.- (Mr.
enter into his calling. The saie with regard Power.)
to grist mills. Bill (25), An Act respecting the Grand

Trunk, Georgian Bay und Lake Erie Rail-
Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--What about the way Company.--(Mr. Power.)

revenue ? Bill (31), An Act respecting the Central

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I will show you Counties RailwayCompany.-(Mr. Clenow.)

to-morrow how the revenue is to be raised. Bill (20), An Act to amend the Act in-
corporating the Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge

The debate was adjourned until to-morrow. Oompany.-(Mr. Ferguson.)

DOMINION BURGLARY GUARAN-
TEE COMPANY'S BILL. The Senate adjourned at 6.10 p.mu.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the second
reading of Bill (15) " An Act to inòorporate
the Dominion Burglary Guarantee Company
(Limited)." He said: The object of the Bill



Ballantyne [MARCHI 2, 1893] Divorce Bill

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, March 2nd, 1893.

The SPEAKER took theChairat 3 o'clock.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I intended to
make a similar objection.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In that case I ask
permission to withdraw the motion, with
permission to remodel it.

Prayers and routine proceedings. The motion was dropped.

PREIGHT RATESON THE CANADIAN BALLANTYNE DIVC
PACIFIC RAILWAY.

THIRD READIN
MOTION DROPPED.

RCE BILL.

G.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN moved the adoption
ihon. Mr. BOULTON rose to move the of the report of the Divorce Committee on

olowing resolution: Bill (C) " An Act for the relief of Martha
Ballantyne." He said : I have very little

WYhereas the competition of the Canadian Pacific Ba n m ie ad o ha is ere t
Railwa 3 is a source of irritation to the Governinent to say in moving the adoption of this report.
of the United States, and threatens to interfere Both parties in these proceedings, the peti-
With the international courtesies that have been tioner and the respondent, belong to the
eci rocal in the bonding privilege, and hAs called farming class, and had known each other
rteu from the President of the United States a farmsevera ean a so ech other
"eCOnnendation tofor several years. After soie three onths'
between the two countries in the transport of better acquaintance they were married, in

4 nadian trade through the United States terri- the year 1862. She liad resided with bertory.y
ry' father in the township of Scarborough up toAud whereas, the construction of that branch of the time of h ser marri e. The resondentthe Canadian Pacific Railway, intended to diverge . ag p

Oin their main line at or near Regina, in the resided on a farm which belonged to him in
Xrth-west Territories, to the United States western Canada. They were married, and
undary, is for the purpose of connecting their. she proceeded with her husband to bis farmlne with the Sault Ste. Marie system of .the in the west. The did not live hapil al-adian Pacitic Railway, and will have the effect PP 7

Of diverting the trade and tratfic of Canada north most from the first. Unpleasantness arose
a 14West of Regina through the United States, for between them in consequence of letters ad-
Ca"Dt one thousand miles, instead of through dressed to her from home not coming to him,anadian territory, and competing with the rail- and he resented this. He was an improvi--WaVs of the United States for the traffic through m o
tiat one thousand miles of country. dent man and made a mortgage on his place,
- And whereas, such a divergence is not in the and about five months af'ter bis marriage he
rieterests of the people of western Canada, and consented to* his wife going home to get
renlers to theni no competition, while weakening some bone from her father to pay off in-ph earning power of the mai line of the Canadian oe f
.acifie Railway, between Regina and North Bay, terest due on the mortgage. She accord-
and enhancing the rates on their produce seeking ingly went home and saw ber father, repre-an eastern market. sented the state of facts, and got him to
bresoved, That in the opinion of this House, the give noney, some $150, towards the interestanch line starting from Regina, and running dh
sOuth-easterly to connect with the Sault Ste. Marie ue on the mortgage, which she gave to her
systemu of the Canadian Pacific Railway, should be husband. This unpleasantness between them

naeOelled before construction on the said branchi continued and increased, and on two occa-isi i3commenced-

othroat, threatening to kill ber. However,
atnion. Mr. DICKEY-b wish to call the his nîecessities increased, and bis inability to
tention of the House, and particularly of meet bis mortgage increased with them, and
the leaders, to this motion as one that can- he allowed ber to go home a second time,
tot be put. It is a motion prefaced by and urged upon ber to get a considerable

rfee preambles, and, according to Rule 15 sum of nmoney from ber father towards
'Ofthe House, no motion prefaced by a pre- the liquidation of at least the interest

ble can be received by the Senate. on the mortgage. She went home, but lier

0 father, as subsequent events proved very pru-
nMr, POWER-I think the hon. dently, did not see bis way to furnish more

gentleman's objection is well taken. money. When she returned home the un-
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pleasantness between theni was largely in- one in thinking the petitioner was entitled
creased. However, as his necessities pressed to the relief she claims. The corrections in
him owing to his want of industry and pru- the Bill as printed were made in accordance
dence, he urged upon her to go back again with the evidence produced before us.
and try to get more money from her father.
When he found the case was hopeless he The motion was agreed to.
suggested to her to go home, and, as he would
lose his farm, to pass the winter with her Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
father while he endeavoured to procure an- reading of the Bill.
other place to settle upon. He purchased a
ticket for her and sent her home. This was The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
I think in the fourth-year of her marriage. was read the third time and passed.
She took with her one of the children and
remained at home for several months. In THE COMMERCIAL POLICY OF
the neantime she addressed several letters to CANADA'
her husband which were not answered. She
subsequently found that he had left the coun- DEBATE CONTINUED.

try and gone to the United States. There
he went through a ceremony of marriage, it The Order of the Day being called:
would appear, with another woman, and after Resumhig the adjourued )ehate on the motion

several years she found that he was living of the lonourable Mr. Bouiton:
with this woman as his wife in Hamilton. That a Select Coinmittee be appointed to inquire
This she did not discover for several years f t the statisties of the country, and its industrial
after, when she determined to institute pro- progress, with the view of assimilating our com-
ceedings in order to free herself froi the merciai policy with that commercial policy that
position in which she was. She had not suffi- bas incrcaed the prosperity of the people of the

for t bt sliseuenty h United Kingdom of Great Britain and Irelandcient money for a time, but subsequently she i suc a marked degree with powers to
was able to prosecute her case, for on the send for persons and papers, and to employ short-
death of her father she became entitled to hand writerd.
some property under his will. So soon as she,
could command the necessary amount, the Hon. Mr. BOULTON said:-I concluded
petitioner entered these proceedings to obtain my remarks yesterday upon tle motion for
a divorce, having ascertained from the the appointment of a Select Committee in
minister who married her that her husband- referring to some statistis that I have con
vas living in a state of adultery with another piied, or rather a condensation of Bulletin

woman in Hamilton and had several children No. 8, of the manufacturing returns given to
by her. The facts set forth in the preamble us by the census commissioner, and I have
to the Bill were abundantly proved before put tlem in sud a form that they can be
the committee, and the committaee were at readiCy understood
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CANADIAN MANUFACTURES.

In-ustries.

Preparstion of ho

No. of
mployés.

1881.

Sawnmilling......... .... .. .... .. 42,085
Flour and gristin.... ........... 6,472
planing and mouLding.........
Sash, door and blind.... .... .... 2,878
W ood turning.... ................ 604
Paper mila... .. ........... 1,588

1eat euring..... ................ 852
Pih-euring and canning ...............

r -canmng. ....................Coop ring ....... ... ....... 3,277
stkcse....................

olling.s. ....... ........... 3,194
Creameries and cheese............. 2,154
Tallow refineries......................

Vinegar and pickles. ............... 59
Ship and boat-building .......... .. 4,848
Block and apar......... ..........
Sail and tent-making . ........... 86
Starch, soap and candle. ........... 620
Lime and cement...... .......... 2,665
Brick, potteries............. . ..
Marble and atone ... .............. 6,816
Salt and superphosphate........... . 287
Snelting works................... 974
Oil refineries................
Tanneries ...................... 5,941
Ifatters and furriers..... ....... 2,350

Total................. 88,441

me raw material for market.

No.o No. of Value ofNpoé. Establiah- Plant.
Empoyés. ments.

1891. 1891. 1891.

52,148 f 5,762 $11,020,012
6,296 2,468 7,000,000
2,818 327 7(e000
5,646 594 1,74,0

784 125 170765
2,102 36 1,917,00
1,964 518 190,459

29,039 4,961 864,689
2,546 82 103,230
3,152 1,480 201,621

323 30 41,690
4,900 15 816,000
3,432 1,734 991,000

7 4 2,200
383 41 96,000

3,961 621 226,000
120 43 40,250
412 43 173,765
742 103 243,2

3,256 1,224 293,212

9,918 1,145
344 32 87,800

1,901 24 435,000
347 21 518,000

4,262 798 735,000
1,507' 190î 184,750

142, 310 22,421 29,809,275

Exports.

1892.

818,532,8%
1,784,000

7,083
123,144

355,303
1,253,954
9,944,110

62,140
73,500

..............
13,827,380

425
20

506,747

1,510
724,323
124,152
23,465
52,589
20,618

24,000
1,012,184

1,580

a>Z

10
24
2
9
5

60
4
6

31
24

10
326

2
2
9
6
3
9
7
3

9

8
16
54
8

Manufactures incidental to local necessities.

No. of No. of No.of
Employés. Employés. Establish-

ments.
Value of Value of
Plant. Exports.

rIting and publishing ......
o kbindi ... . .........

Tiacksmith g .... ............
d ..... ...............

msmcits............ .....
a1lors and clothiers. . .. . .... ..

rpenters anid joiners.
ab-tchinakers . ý...............

boots and shoes. ... ...... .
Oabi.net and furniture .......

aIr'riage-making. .. .. . .. . . .
Gnnsm81iths ....... .

dectrielight.. .
as works...........;.... ...

Total.................

1881. 1891. 1891. $

5,311 7,540 697 3,38,600
... 1,036 1,498 85 439,400
.... 12,451 12,053 9,395 1,262,100

7,789 12,614 619 4,300,000
. 3,685 5,184 1,713 839,000

. ... 18,029 21,190 3,962 545,933
3,963 4,962 1,53 609,900
8,713 9,762 4,321 1,127,000

778 1,66 644 532,444
. 18,949 17,853 5,384 1,349,300

5,857 7,463 1,336 1,035,045
8,713 9,037 3,337 1,131,635

59 68 42 24,500
2,911 3,055 1,548 243,073

...... 545 77 1,695,000
.. ,512 1,673 52 2,799,000

*... . 98,756 115,590 34,865ç 22,291,930

89,8 il
.............. 17t.......... .....

129,414 20
15,826 3
64,625 54
16,823 3

... .... ... . .. 2
......... .... 2

76,639

73,921 3
. . ... .. .. ... ».ý 1

6,785 2
7

22

473,871

47,755,103.

Industries.
>Z
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ManufactuFes from imported raw material or partially prepared material.

No. of
Industries. No. of No. of oEstablish- Value of

Employés. Employés. mentis. Plant.

1881. 1891. 1891.

W oollen....... ........... . 7,778403 842
Cotton ......... ........... .... 3,527 8,0 3 21
Sugar retining.. .......... 938
Engine building .......... ....... 1,061
Boiler-making.................. . 330 425 29
Musical instruments ... .... ..... 941 2,172 86
Engravin, &C .......... ....... 4448
Iron and brass fitting .......... 2,558 , 55
Chemical works....... .. ........ 223 900 134
Coffee and spice .. .. . .. ...... 145 j 162 25
Wire-works...................... 67 862 i 16
Carving, &c............. . . .. 418 215 39
Agricultural implements ......... 3,656 3,87 211
Stoves and furnaces....................... 447
Shirts and collars............... 2.731 30,057 156
Brooms and brush....... .... . .957 635 84
Paper bags and boxes ... . 94 43
Confectionery .......... - ........... 24,90 279
Gunpowder............... .......... 573 il
Mlass works ............ ...... 309 908 10
Piano action ................ ..... ... 113
Press stamps, &c ......... 48 14
Mathematical instruments ........ 22 7 2
Cutlery........ .................. 67 81 12
Edge ools........................ 546 682 27
Type foundries. . .......... 48 100 5
Patterns and xnoulds........................ 6 3
Washing machines...................... 130 2
Baby carriages...................... . .189 4
Mattresses........... ... ...... 59 180 M
Hosiery ................... 1,760 822
Spring bed........ ............. ..... 78 22
Safes and vaults .. 180 7
Belting and hose. 32 143 6
Whip and trunk.69 854 58
Lamps, picture frames 4 448 169
Nail and tack.................. 941 869 14
Rope and twine................ .529 764 19
Electroplate ............................ .. 739 10

Total.................... 31,369 45,348 3,494

3,440,992
6,115,981
1,846,000

426,000
149,450
213,524
343,228
620,000
195,433
63,265

484,016
50,000

933,216
117,000
241,467

56,501
110,075
410,152
282,800

37,000
29,000
19,000

1,500
29,800

300,500
85,500

2,900
25,000

.20,000
20,660

158,000
10,150
24,000
67,000

103,528
66,905

314,000
531,200
77,000

Exports.

107,000
334,846
135,048
119,063

......... .. .
408,079

............ 7.............

... .. .... ...

..............

.............
..............

40,95

..... ........
.............
..... ........

....... .....

... .........
..............

..............

400
242
70

25
15
25
7
6
18
.5j
18
21
20

7j
.2

9
52
90
37
4
3
7

25
20
2
6

35
6

15

18,021,743. 1,514,968

Aerated waters.......... .. ..... 401
Breweries...... .. ....... ...... 1,411
Tobacco ... .. . .-. .......... 3,757
Distilleries....... ......--.-- .285

Total ............ ... 5,854

653 169 I 511,100 ........ .. 4
1,85 162 1 1,186,000 17,611 12
5,283 54 450,000 1,113 100

404' 8--0 - 8 282,000 47,404 50

8,205 393 2,429,100 ' 66,134.

RECAPITULATION.

Home raw material... . .. . . ... .. 88,441 142,310
Imported raw material ..... . ... 31,369 45,348
Local industries .................. 98,756 115,590
Breweries, &c...... ............ 5,854 8,205
Unenunerated industries.......... 28,353 51,494

Total.................... 252,773 362,947

22,421
3,494

34,865
393

14,646

75,819

29,809,275 47,755,103
18,021,793 1,514,968
32,291,930 473,871
2,429,100 66,134 .
7,871,949 ....

80,415,047 . 49,810,076
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I compare the number employed in manufac- labour is not equal to what it had been. Who
turing in 1881 with the manufacturing popu-: keeps the blacksmith going mostly ? Is it not
lation employed in 1891. As I said, I have the demands of the farmers-shoeing their
divided the list into three different parts- horses and putting on their tires, repairing
those who are engaged in the manufacture their inachinery ? Here we find, after four-
Of our own raw material--material that is teen years of the protective policy which we
indigenous to the country -raw material that have been pursuing, that there are 400 less
all other countries do not possess but most blacksmiths than there were in 1881.
Other countries require, such as our lumber,
the fruit we are able to grow in this latitude, Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-All the work
fisheries, etc., etc. Our fisheries, as the hon. is done by machinery now.
gentleman from Prince Edward Island, last
Year, in the course of discussion informed us, Hon. Mr. BOULTON--That is the ex-
are the second largest in the world. We cuse generally advanced, but I find there is
have the second largest fisheries and these one and one-third blacksmith to every in-
fisheries have to be drawn upon by countries dustrial establishment in the country, and
outside. The fisheries require no protection. therefore I do not think the question of
Those who are engaged in nanufacturing machinery comes in at all. A blacksmith
lumber require no protection. Anything is necessary in the neighbourhood of every
You will (o in the shape of relieving them of community. I find there was 9,395 estab-
taxation is a profit to those who are engaged lishments with 12,000 men working in them.
in fishing, in lumbering, and in farming, and Then I find our tailors and clothiers have
fmiming in Canada, and it i in order to obtain not increased to any extent. There were
for the industrial population of the country 18,000 in 1881, and 21,000 in 1891-an in-
a relief from taxation, and remove it from crease of only 3,000, notwithstanding the
the shoulders of labour and put on to increase of population during the decade.
the profits of the country the means of
public revenue. I have to crave the indul- Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Where are the
gence of the House for appearing, perhaps, sewing machines?
tedious in presenting rmy remarks, but it is a
great question, and I am discussing new Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I daresay that
Principles in our commercial life, and it is nachinery comes in, but if a protective
largely for the purpose of enabling the press policy does not increase the consuming
of our country, who receive copies of our population what does it do? The Indians
lebatesto get the informationin a condensed of the North-west were rich when they had
for-n, that I am presenting these facts to the a million buffalo to themselves, but they
flouse, facts gleaned through a considerable would not make a nation. Was not pro-
amount of study and work on my own part, tection imposed in order to keep our popu-
and for that reason, I crave your indulgence lation at home and to draw a manufacturing
if I do take up more time than under ordinary and consuming population nearer to our
crcumstances would be warranted. I repeat, farming lands in order to increase the pro-
those who are engaged in the preparation of fits of the farmers of our country? If it
Our raw material for markets was in 1881, does not do that what does it do? We
88,000, and in 1891 was 142,000. There is know it increases our burdens, and whether
an increase there of about 54,000, but, as you our numbers are diminished or slightly in-
Will see when the return is published, 29,000 i creased through nachinery or other causes
of those are engagedin fish-curingand canning I do not know. We should keep pace with
who did not appear as such in the census of machinery. We find that other countries
1881. The next return is manufactures inci- are increasing their population. Notwith-
dental to our local necessities, which include standing the drain through emigration and
the printing and publishingof our newspapers other sources, England increased 3,000,000
il Our cities and towns, book-binding which in the last decade, but here we find the ma-
is a local industry, blacksmithing which is a terial industries necessary for our popula-
ocal interest. I would draw your attention tion, such as making boots and shoes, mak-

tO this fact, that in Canada in 1891, we have ing clothing, attending to our blacksmith
400 less blacksmiths than we had in 1881. shops, and so on, that they are positively
What does that show? The demand for their decreasing. What do we find so far as
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boots and shoes are concerned ? In 1881 country like Canada should produce. we
there were 18,949 men engaged in Canada have only 200 more men in our machine
in the manufacture of boots and shoes, or shops in 1891 than in 1881. Now, these
connected with shoe-shops, and in 1891 there are facts, which, if the census is correct, we
were only 17,853, or 150 men less employed cannot get over, and as I said before, if the
in our boot and shoe trade in 1891. population has not increased, then we must

H1on. Mr. McMILLAN--The price of devise some means in order to increase our

boots and shoes fell off. population, in order to increase our local
centres, in order to increase the manufactur-

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Well, I do not say ing power of the country, in order that it
what it is ; explain it any way you like ; but may not be limited merely to the wants of
what 1 do say is that if the National Policy 5,000,000 people, which the Trade and
lias not increased the population or increased Navigation returns show us is naturally the
our prosperity, then it should be removed, case. The returns show that the power of
and the taxation incidental to it should also manufacturers to produce, whether from
be removed. Even in the carriage making imported or raw material, or from any of
there is only an increase of 300 men ; and i those things that are brought into existence
there is only an increase of 55 in the number underthe NationalPolicy,is mainlylimited to
of men engaged in the harness and saddlery the 5,000,000 people who are in the country.
business. Now, hon. gentlemen, there are Now, with reference to those industries
facts and figures side by side, and when the which might be claimed to be brought into
Hansard appears you will be able to judge existence by the National Policy, such as
for vourselves. I have picked out some of woollens, cottons, sugar and so on, what is
those industries only where the figures show- the condition of their employnent to-day ?
ed an excess in 1881 ; but I am pointing out It is that there are only 14,000 more men
to the House, that iii those material indus- engaged in those induttries in 1891 than
tries upon which the comfort and the pros- there was in 1881.
perity of the people depend, the statistics
show a decrease, and, therefore, there must Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-What are the
be a general decrease in either the purchas- products of those mdustries?
ing power or the requirements of the people Hon. Mr. BOULTON-They are not put
in order to cause that decrease; because, hon. down in the census returns thA-t came under
gentlemen, understand that those men engag- my notice. I am now taking bulletin No. 8,
ed in those industries are limited to the which gives the number of employees and the
wants of the population that live in the coun- number of establishments and the amount
try. They are not exported-there is nothing of capital in vested in the plant, not in bricks
in that list which is exported. Very well, and mortar or real estate, but merely in the
hon. gentlemen, the numbersof men engaged plant there is an increase in those manufac-
in those industries are 98,000 in 1881, and tures which might be claimed to be sustained
115,000 in 1891, or a general increase of by the National Policy, of only 14,000 men
17,000 in the people engaged in those over whàt were emnployed in 1881. Now, is
industries during the past ten years, and, it wise to keep up the National Policy to
of course, electric light, which accounts impose a taxation with all its hidden
for 545 of them, and gas works are included features such as were explained to us
also as manufactures. Then take the and acknowledged to by the hon. Min-
last list, which is those engaged in the manu- i ister of Finance? Is it wise for us to
facture of raw material which we import from keep up that great burden of taxation upon
abroad and manufacture in this country for the labour of the country for the sake of an
our own people. Now, the number of men increase of 14,000 men? If the taxation was
engaged in that manufacture was 31,000 in imposed in a different way so that it was
1881, and 45,000 in 1891. With regard to lifted off the shoulders of industrial labour
our agricultural implements, in 1881 we had in the country, would not that difference of
3,656 employed in their manufacture, while 14,000 men have been 114,000 men under a
in 1891 we have only 3,887. Notwith- different method of operating, under a more
standing the development of the North-west economic system, under which we could en-
Territories, notwithstanding the general in- courage the development and growth of
crease which the prosperity of an agricultural our manufacturing industry ? Take the ex-
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Perience that has been shown to us by that daughters away from home where they can be
great manufacturing people in Great Britain, much more profitably and better employed

Markets for whatever they have to sell at poses, raw material, to the extent of
the sanie time. It is only when we exclude $392,000 worth, as shown by the Trade
them from our markets and compete with and Navigation Ieturns for 1872 ; in
then in other markets under some special all $10,599,000. The population in
advantages, under some reciprocity treaty 1871 was 3,695,000. Therefore our
Which makes a discrimination against purchasing power for cotton was $2.87 per
thein, it is only then that their ire would head. That was our purchasing power in
be raised, when they saw that an undue 1872. In 1891, instead of inporting the
advantage was being taken; but they are manufactured article, we imported only $4,-
too manly to complain of competition 000,000 of manufactured cotton, and we im-
When that competition is put upon a fair ported 46,000,000 lbs. of raw cotton valued
basis by opening our markets to them as at $3,673,000. Now, if we take the popu-
Well as to other people. I should have said lation of 1891, which is 4,832,679, and gauge
also that some of the cotton industries that it by the purchasing power of 1872, which is
have been brouglt into existence under the $2.87 per head, we arrive at a consumption
National Policy account for 6,000 of those equal to $13,869,000. Now the difference
14,000 of an increase, but there is this to between what we paid for the 47,000,000 lbs.
be said-that in the cotton industry they of cotton wool and the $4,000.000 worth of
largely employ women and children. The nanufacturing cotton we brought into the
average proportion in our cotton industry country is $6,203,000 ; and therefore it will
is two-thirds wonen and children and one- be assumed that $6,203,000 is made up of
third men. Our census returns show us the cost of manufacturing that cotton. Now,
that the employment in our manufacturing I believe the cost of manufacturing cotton
is 267,000 men, 100,000 women and child- in Great Britain bears a proportion of 75
ren, and in the development of our cot- per cent for the raw material, and 25 per
ton industries it is more women and cent for the manufacture. If it costs in
children that are being employed, an in- Canada more than 25 per cent to manufac-
crease among the women and children more ture that cotton, then the people of Canada
than anything else, and that is not what I are paying so much more for the manufac-call a happy feature in a country like this. ture of their cotton by whatever it may be
We are not so over-populated that we can over that 25 per cent. I will not vouch for
afford either to work our children at too the correctness of my figures so far as the
early an age or take the mothers and 25 per cent is concerned, but I think I have
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and what they have accomplished in the
development of their trade, not only in the
early history of their free trade development
but in the past decade, and compare it with
what we have been able to accomplish in
the same direction with good facilities, and
if we study this policy of free trade in the
same way as it was studied between 1838
and 1846, we will come to exactly the
saine conclusions, that we have capacities
for our own people and our own country to
Produce the same beneficial results for the
People of Canada that have been accom-
Plished by the people of Great Britain, and
in that respect we will be assimilating our
tariff with that of the mother country,
while competing with them to sell the
Same goods in the saine markets with
thei. While inducing that competition
and entering into that competition with
themu they will feel no ill-will, because they
Will have the benefit of competing in our

in caring for those children. A system
that brings that state of affairs into force by
artificial means is not a wise one. If we
leave it to the open competition of the world,
the cotton manufacturers will find that by
selecting a specialty and perfecting its manu-
facture, they will be able to hold their own.
But to bring it into existence by imposing
taxation is restricting the national develop-
ment of the people of Canada. Now, there
have been some figures presente.d with
regard to this manufacturing industry by
the member fron West Ontario in the
the House of Commons. I have not fol-
lowed him as to the exact method by
which he came to his conclusions, but the
conclusions he has come to show a very
large amount of hidden tax in the manufac-
turing of raw material. I give you also
some figures shortly; in 1872 we imported
cotton to the extent of $10,207,000 ; weim-
ported cotton wool for manufacturing pur-
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seen it somewhere that thatis the proportion sold at a much less rate than the rate for
of the cost of manufacture to the cost of the which it is sold to the people of Canada.
raw material, and if that is the case it shows Now, I explained, hon. genlemen, very
a very large amount of money now is being much the saie thing with regard to the
earned by the manufacturers in the prepara- manufacture of some of our agricultural
tion of that 46,000,000 lbs. of cotton-wool implemente. I showed you in the instance
before it reaches the consumer in Canada, of the binder how, by reinoving the taxation
and to that extent the people are taxed not and reducing the cost of luaking that binder,
only for the revenue, on the $4,000,000 in we increased our export to the markçtsof the
the manufacture of cotton, but for the hidden world, very much cheapening te the manu-
tax on the cotton-wool. facturer of that linder the process by which

he bas to manufacture. So it applies to al
Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-Have not we other kinds of articles we make in our facto-

exl)erted a large amount of cotton manufac- ries and that there is a demand for in the
turc. ? world's markets. Now, there is another very

important industry, and that is the manufac-
Sture ofpaper; in that is enveloped the reat

poted ,0 utf cnd question of the export duty on our pulp wod,
which has created a considerable amount of

facterest in our publie journals as to the

hen hasD toiný manufcture Soilapieiotl

ort opoliey cf putting on an expert duty or keep-

wturshw rdsm res.ow h r sa oh rvr

ing off an export duty as it is at present.
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-NYes, eut of an an strongly in favour cf putti g on such

assunied production of $13,869,000. Hon, an export duty as will protect the manu-
gentlemen ill see that that is a very facturers. There, say, we have an op-
swall record te shth cf our ability te portunity of prtecting our manufacturers.
reach the markets Of the world and I enderse the principle of prtecting our
how is that exported? It is exported i manufacturers in that way, but I object to
in spite of the protective policy. It the principle of protecting our manufacturers
is exported at the expense of the .people if the people have got to pay for it. If I
of Canada. I venture to say that if you have to.pay for the protection I do not want
could see the invoice prices of that cotton it. However, this is a thing that does not
as it went abroad, that it is sold abroad, in come out of the pockets of the people of Can-
China or wherever it may be sold, in compe- ada. I thoroughly appreciate the fact that no
tition with British goods at a nuch less argument is of any value at ail unless yeu
price than they sel] it at to the people of cati show how Canada is going to secure her
Canada; and they are using those markets revenue te pay ber just debts and develop
as a slaughter market for what they cannot the country as we have been developing it

get rid of inside the five millions of people in the past. Se far as the manufacture cf
and we have to pay for that export. paper is concerned, there is this te be said,

that it is almost entirely now made eut of
Hon.. Mr. BOWELL-The hon. gentle- what we caîl pulp wood; and we have as fine

man is altogether in error. It is a different an area cf pulp wood as it is possible for any
class of goods exported to China altogether country te possess, which is still untouched.
from that which is consumed in Canada- Wehaveourextensivesprucebushandwehave
made expressly for the iarket. it in the neighbourhood cf our chief streams

with as fine water-powers as atiy country in
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-In that case, of the world. On theOttawa River, on theTrent

course, I have no means of drawing a conclu- River, the rivers fiowing through Quebec and
sion as to prices ; if this is a special article the rivers through the west, and the east ve
and not sold in Canada at all, simply sold haveasfinewater-powersascanbefound in the
there, I cannot compare it, but what I do whele world; and we have the raw material.
mean to say, is that the cotton that is sold Now, England imports every year $l0,000,-
to the people in Canada is protected by 25 000 worth cf paper, or partially prepared
or 30 per cent, while in the outside market paper; if net paper, pulp for the purpose of
they have to sell that cotton in competition naking the paper. And how much do w6
witi f ree trade England, and it must belj expert? Do we supply one single dollar's
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Worth of that paper that England imports in the conduct of his business amount to
from abroad ? No, she receives it from Nor- $5,000 a year, in addition to the $3,000 a
Way, Sweden, Germany, France and other yar, which is a permanent tax upon that
European countries. Here we havelindustry, which 1 cali a tax upon capital.
facilities where competition for that trade That is a tax upon the investment of capital
can be carried on? We have cordwood in this country; before any stranger can
in our bush, which is selling for come into this country, before one of our-
$1.50 a cord; and why is it we cannot1selves who may have the means to invest
exPort f rom Canada any portion of that and the enterprise to go into it, Cali go into

10,000,000 worth that England is willing to a c business of that kind, we have to hand
receive and wants to receive in or(,er to help over to the Dominion Government $50,000,
her to carry on ber manufacturing industries? in order to obtain the permission to carry
IIow is Tt that we do not supply any of that on an enterprise which will be of great
at al? I wil tell you because the taxation advantage to the people of Canada. Now
that presses upon the industries of the coun- there is the tax upon capital; the other
try and the labour of the people who are is the tax upon labour; and in this way
engage(l in our industries is so great that national industry is taxed. Now 1 arn ask-
they cannot manufacture at a price to ing that this tax sha be inposed in another
compete in the open market of Great Britain. manner, lifted off the industry, off the capital
r will try and show you how that taxation that goes into the industry and off the
produces this effect. Take the nachinery of labour that goes into it, and if that is
one of those mils: take Mr. Eddy's mill at done you will see how the exports of Canada
Ottawa or that still larger one in Quebe, will reach the markets of the world by the
flear Lake Champlain, whichi has a capacity ships that we are able to build ourselves.
of 100,000 pounds a day. I saw in the Take another case to sho; how the tax upon
LEnPire a very interesting account of Mr. 'capital exists. There are our great iport-
eddy's mili, in which it describes the capa t ing houses that import, we will say. haf a
City of his mili here as being 40,000 pounds million worth of goods annually, and seil it
a day. Now, J venture to say, hion. gentie- 'to the people of Canada. What is the efièect
then, that the machinery that it has been upon our importing houses? Before they can
ilecessary to import to ake the paper i handie one dollar's worth of those goods and
Mr. Eddy's inil has cost at the very least show them to the retail merchants who come
$ 150,000 before hie could start to make papet'. there to înspect them 50111C three or four
pod, hon. gentlemen, that machinery pays months before they require them, tly have
a duty of 32 or 33 per cent before Mr. Eddy to pay 32, or 33, or 35 per cent upon the goods
caO touch it. What does that mean? That imported. We will assume one of our ouses
neans Lhe has got to add at the very start in Toronto or Montreal bas to inport
Em5r,000 to the capital that it is necessary $500,000 worth of goodsevery year, that that
E mr hini to possess to conduct those opera- is their capacity in business; they have to put
tions. down $80,000 or $100,000, in addition to the

price of the goods before they oa enter int
1-Ion. Mr. Mýc1NNIýES-Hear-, hear. that business.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-That amount at lion. Mi. KAULBACH-No, they sel
6 per cent interest is a permanent tax put on by satiiples before the goods actually arrive
the industry amounting to $3,000 a y ear. dn the country.
That w the way the cost of increasing the iaon. Mr. BOULTON-If the lon. gen-
nanufacturing of our paper is arrived at ta a abt i le
but not only that, hon. gentlemen, he bas to knows these coods have to be imported long
ilport ail kinds of things annually, suchi as bdure they are reauired, that the merchants

lmillionrworthdofagoods annually, andtsellnit

a Id ow a vvenu entour that sa hn etle- send out their buyers nine montis before the
mn, 1 vlemand for them and they then send their
Pncsnt this committee and were to invite orders, and they have to have them in their
Ed0,or any one connected with that indus-

try to come before us and te ou or ou Before they
lias to import, we would find that the duthes are transported to the retail estahlishments.
he bas to pay to the Government annually A VOCE-Oh, on
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Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Well, sometime to grow those trees ; that is part of our
anyway. I (o not care how long it is; at capital, and what wle should do is to try
least they have to be possessed of $50,000 and make the most out of that capital if we
to $100,000 capital more than the cost of possibly can. We.should say to the people
the goods, and therefore, to that extent it is who require that timber for pulp purposes,
a tax upon the investment of capital in that " If you require that timber for the manu-
particular industry, and so it is with our facture of paper, you nust come in here and
paper industry. Now, the manufacture of establish your factory in Canada." We will
paper is becoming a great industry ; it is prohibit the exportation of the cords of wood
taking the place of lumber in a great many that are required for the manufacture of that
things. A great deal is now made of card- pulp at any rate by such a duty as will equal
board that was used before as lumber, and a the tax that is put upon the pulp that goes
great deal is made of paper, and the con- into the United States. We will then secure
sumption of pulp is annually increasing. the co-operation of the paper manufacturers
Even oysters, hon. gentlemen, now are con- in the United States to have the duty taken
veyed in paper bags, papier-mâché pails, etc. off. They must have our tiniber. In the
We have now within our own borders all Fox River Valley, in. Wisconsin, wvhich is one
that we require for the successful establish- of the largest paper centres in the United
ment of a paper mill. But what is the States, they are drawing f rom our spruce bush
condition to-day? The Governmient of the on Lake Superior to a large extent to keep
United States charges us $6 a ton upon the their mills supplied. The hon. leader of this
export of chemical paper'; they charge $7 a House should realize the great difference in
ton on some of the paper, and $2.50 per ton the price of the finished article and the
upon what is called mechanical paper; but price of a cord of wood ; that price should
we permit the American manufacturers to be earned in Canada if the American
come in here and cut down our timber and market is closed to us by a high duty.
to take it by the thousands of cords in For instance, if they put $6 a ton dutv on
car loads over to their paper inills in the pulp going into the United States and it
United States. That woodgoes to the United takes two cords of wood to make one ton of
States free, and they are enabled to compete pulp, I saywe should put $6 duty on the two
with our men who are nanufacturing that cords of wood-$3 or $4 a cord on the
paper pulp here with the advantage of $6 a wood that is required by them, and in that
ton duty on their paper; they are charged waylettheirown nianufacturers come of their
no duty going into the United States upon own volition and in their own interest to per-
them, tLey get thein inperfectly free; but if suade their own Government to take that
we establish our industry here and persuade duty off our manufactures. If we do that
gentlemen to enter into the manufacture of and if we hold the timber that we possess,
paper here, in competing in that market for you will see two dozen manufacùurers like the
the sale of that paper, they are subjected to E. B. Eddy Company spring up all over the
a duty of $6 per ton, and to that extent country. That company pays, according to
they are behind those gentlemen who come the Empire, $329,000 wages in the city of
in here and work right alongside of them Ottawa every year for simply the manufac-
through the winter, in the saine woods, for turing done in connection with the paper
the saie purpose and for the saine manu- and pails and those things made out of
facture. Now, I ask is that justice to our the pulp that it grinds. Now the Eddy
manufacturers? Is that a wise policy for us Company's power to manufacture is limited
to pursue if we want to develop our manu- to the wants of 5,000,000 people. They can-
facturing industries ? There, I say, is a not get through those barriers into the
legitimate opportunity for the Government United States, except to a limited extent
to protect an industry. n consequence of the taxation we impose

upon their capital, their labour and their
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Free trade. industry and the duty in our neighbours
Hon. Mir. BOULTON-Yes, free trade, markets-they cannot reach the open market

but free trade in industry. But you must ofGreat Britain,in consequenceof the burden
recollect that you cannot grow a tree in a 'of our taxation and their manufacturing
vear; it is not like growing a bushel of wheat capacity is therefore limited ·to 5,000,000
or a pound of cotton. It takes half a century people. Lift that burden from them, relieve
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their industry of taxation and you will give admit crude oil f ree -you must recollect the
them a benefit of $12,000 a year, possibly difference between crude oil and refined oil
making all the difference between their ability bears 25 per cent of the total value of refined
to export and their inability to do so. Not a oil--that is, it costs 75 per cent to manufac-
slitary manufacturer of paper in the coun- ture the raw material for use. We consume
try will have the slightest objection under 15,000,000 gallons of coal oil and if we were
a different policy to let all the manufacturers to throw off the duty entirely and throw
of paper that wish to come to the country open our markets for importation of crude
to do so, but I venture to say if you keep up oil alongside of our own productions we
the duties and not give them the markets of might do more refining of oil in the country
the world, they would very justly complain and increase the numbers of people engaged
of attempting to attract more manufacturers in preparing coal oil for consumption, than
of paper to overstock the home market and are now engaged in its production.
render their investment valueless. That is
a very strong point indeed, and we have an • Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--Is that free
OPportunity of protecting the manufacturers trade?
engaged in that important industry in Cat-
-ada, and of distributing millions of dollars Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Yes, that is free
wages by such a protection as we would trade. It is on that principle that the Gov-
afford. 1 would refer here to the fact that ernment of Great Britain acted when they
England imports of cotton manufactures were petitioned to put a duty on sugar in
$11,000,000 worth ; of iron manufactures, order to protect the British refiners f rom
$16,000,000; leather or partially prepared unfair foreign competition. The Govern-
leather, $35,000,000- boots and shoes, $1,- ment said "no, we cannotdo it, because cheap
,00,000; gloves, $10,000,000 ; paper, $10,- sugar f rom Germany and Belgiun and other
000,000; silk, $55,000,000 ; woollen stuffs, countries reduces the cost of sugar in this
$35,000,000 ; iron, $10,000,000. There is country and leads to the employment of
an open market for us for every one of thoise more men in the manufacture of con-
articles, and we can turn our attention to fectionery, jams, etc. We cannot put
the production and exportation of them. on a duty to protect the refiners ; they

must exist on their own merits. It would
Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-We do send furnish employmentforten ortifteen thousand

a very large amount in value of leather now more men in the production of these articles
-ver a million dollars. and we cannot put a duty on sugar to pro-

tect the refiners. They will have to fight on
thaonut. o MrBU T amd aware 00 their own merits." I say with regard to our

that but could we not send $5,000,000 coal oil the sane beneficial results mightorth as well as one million dollars worth. w, because we might increase the employ-
lion. Mr. BOWELL-So we could if we ment of labour in our coal oil business by

would make it. refining more than in the production. I am
satisfied that if we develop our resources and

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, Sir, our taxa- increase the population of the country by the
tion prevents it. I have enumerated those policy that I suggest, the Petrolea oil wells
to show that there is an open market for us will keep flowing on in a nuch greater ratio.
Where there is no prohibitory taxation at all. If you make it worth while for capital to
All we want to do is to get the right econo- come in under a more enlightened policy you

lie conditions and we can have a share of will find the Petrolea oil products will be
the large sums which are expended for the quadrupled, and I am not afraid that they
articles I have enumerated in England and will be injured any · more than other manu-
We can bring that capital here to increase facturers would be injured in consequence of
Our cities and our consuming population an improved economic system of working. I
adjacent to our farms. Then again with will cite one more example which hon. gen-
regard to coal oil, that is a question that has tlemen will understand: The clothes I stand
been pretty well thrashed out and I will not in are made by the Sanford Manufacturing
detain the House with any remarks in con- Company, they cost ten dollars factory prices.
nection with it, but I would just say this Hon. gentlemen have said to me, well what
that you should take the duty off coal oil and more do you want; are they not cheapenough,
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what do you went free trade for? My reply free front internal revenue tax, so if they do
to that is if you remove the taxation that not want to pay tax on tea they can take
bears upon the capital and labour invested in advantage of that, and many homes have a
that industry, that clothing can be inade mild home brew as a wholesome drink.
25 per cent cheaper. The cloth is manu-
factured in our woollen mills and made up in Hon. Mr. BOWELL-And drink beer?
this clothing factory. Botlh these industries Hon. Mr. BOLLTON-And drink beer,
have reached the limit of absorption by the and it is a mighty good thin to drink. Dr.
people of Canada, of their goods ; if you Osle T is a y thing toîrk Dr.
reduce the cost of naking up that clothing , of Toronto, is authority for the state-
by 25 per cent they can enter the markets ment that more disease came under his no-

of th'e world with their clothing and their tice in the hospitals from the consumption
cloth, and instead of having one Sanford of tea than from many other causes. Beef

and beer have made Englishmen what theyManufacturing Company wve niight have.! a
dozen. -No doubt it wold make this com are, and I have no doubt the leader of the

dozen. lio doubt ite wouldfi ofak thi coni-s
pany rustle a little harder for its profits, but H has feit the benefit of it himself.
the people of Canada would reap the benefit t I was going to say is this, there is not
of its rustling, not only in the increased one single penny of taxation inposed on the

employment, >the enlarged markets would Jabour of England ; even the income tax is

insure, but in the cheaper clothing we would inposed only 0n incomes over £150 a year,
wear. On the other hand, increasing th -all whose incomes are under that amount

manufacturing capacity of clothing without are relieved from taxation upon them. The

enlarging the markets by a change in Our taxation is imposed im such a manner that it

commercial policy would only lead to the is not possible for any other industry in the

combines which are souniversallvcondemned. country to increase the cost of their manu-

I now come to the question of raising revenue. factures m consequence of the duties. The
My hon. friend fromu Glengarry has several duty is imposed upon tea because it does not

times suggested how are you going to raise enter into the manufacture of anything-it
the revenue. We had from the Finance Min- is a species of direct taxation. They put a
ister in his Budget speech, a statement that duty on currants and raisins because they
free trade was impossible, that hon. gentie- are, to a certain extent, luxuries-they are
men on the opposite side knew perfectly well not necessities. They put a tax on a few
that there was $28,000,000 that had articles of that knd.

to be raised before we could possibly consi- Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-And coffee?
der the question of free trade. The resolu-
tion that I now have before the honourable Hon. Mr. BOULTON.--Coffee and cocoa.
House calls for an assimilation of our policy We have an excellent almanac published in
to that of Great Britain. I have not called this country for the first time-the Star
it free trade, because although the term free Almanac, which ill take the place I hope,
trade has generally been applied to the com- i this country of Whittaker's Almanac,
mercial policy of Great Britain-because it which gives ail t

is~~~~~~~ thec freest trad thttetrdkos-t n he statistics of the trade andis the freest trade that the world knows--it commerce of the world for the information of
is not really free trade, in so far that a large the people of Great Britaini. The Star
portion of the revenue of Great Britain is Almanac is full of the most instructive and
derived fron customs duties, but the Govern- valuable information and it is within easy
ment of England has inîposed its taxation in! reach of every one. It is there that I find
such a manner that the labouring population the statistics in so far as the customs duties
of England do not pay one solitary penny to are concerned in regard to Great Britain's
the revenue of the country. revenue and every one who will tu rn to the Star

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--What about Almanac can infori hinself of those facts.
e The revenue of Great Britain is derived astea ?
follows-100 millions of dollars from customs;

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Except on tea; 75millions of dollars from excise ; 65 millions
the duty on tea is fourpence a pound. The of dollars from stamps ; a land tax of Il
labouring people are allowed to get their millions of dollars ; property and inconie tax,
malt and make all their home brewed beer 65 millions of dollars; post office 50 millions
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of dollars ; and the telegraph service yields arrives 1 say take the duty pff silks. At the
il millions of dollars. There are a few nioment it does fot impose any hidden tax
Smaller items which bring the revenues to on the people, and therefore it is a tax on the
90 millions of pounds or 450 millions of profits of the people. Those who are able to
dollars a year mostly contributed by volunt- purchase silk dresses for the family are better
ary contribution. The customs of course is able to pay the tax than those who wear
what I call voluntary contribution; people homespun.
are not obliged o purchase any of the things
that are taxed. 1Honi. Mýr.SULLIVA-N-Every oxie wears

isilk.
Hon. Mr. ohEAe (Quinté)They npeedop M To i i o

flot purchase tea or coffee ?fail abt

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN-Yes, the servant
Hion. MXr. BOULTON-I always make girls wear it.

an exception of tea and coffee.

Hon. Mi. BOULTON-Then if so let
Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--They are them pay their share of the revenue.

luxuries.

in. Mr. BOULTON It is only 1 5mil Hon. Mr. McMILLAN--They would not
Hon.~~~~~~~~ M.BUTN Iisol15m-wear it long under free trade.

lions of dollars out of 450 millions of dollars, w
the revenue from tea. The consumption of Hon Mr. BOULTON-Of raw tobacco
tea is five pounds per head of the population, we import 15 millions of pounds. I propose
and at fourpence per pound that is one shil- that the tax on tobacco should be increased
lilig and eigltpence that a British labourer by ten cents a pound.
Pays on tea for the use of his family, at the;
rate of five pounds per head. It is exactly Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-.-You do not
following that muodel that I propose we should smoke.
raise our revenue. Now, what are we re-
ceiving to-day upon those very articles? Ac- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Yes, I do--I
cording to the Trade and Navigation Returns smoke more than is good for me. That would
we are colecting a duty on spirits and to- produce $1,320,000. Then the duty, on to-
bacco to the amount of $2,500,000. The bacco bas not reached the limit they put on
tariff has not been inposed to encourage the it in Great Britain at all. Tl4en currants.
largest anount of revenue on that. If you raisins, nuts, etc., produce a revenue to-day
would lower the duties on light wines you of $340,000. Cocod and coffee yield a revenue
Would probably increase the revenue. to-day of $60,000. We inport 22,000,000

lion. Mi'. KAULBACH-We get a larg- pounds of tea. Recollect when I talk of pro-
rrevnu ta Mr.K ALBA getus and la- posing anything I am only showing you how

er revenue than that from liquors and to- revenue can be raised so as to lift the burden
acco. of taxation off the shoulders of labour. At

ion. Mr. BO ULTON-I am speaking of six cents a pound, that is one penny less than
the customs revenue now. The custom re- the duty imposed in Great Britain, that
venue from spirits and tobacco is$2, 500,000.would yield a revenue of $1,320,000. We
We are getting a revenue from silks of $8,-j had an excise revenue last year of $8,000,000,
000. and a revenue f rom miscellaneous resources

of $8,500,000--that is our post office, our
lion. Mr. READ (Quinté)-You will take public works, our investments upon bonds

that off if you follow Great Britain. and a variety of similar things. That, of
course, goes on just exactly the same as our

ion. Mi. BOULTON-No, I would internal revenue goes on. Now, our rail-
retain the duty on silks-continue that until ways and canals have been run at a loss to

re is a manufacturer of silk in this country the people of the country of $1,000,000.
andthepeople whoaremanufacturing through Those should be managed upon a business
that duty are charging the people more than I basis. The Intercolonial railway should at
they should receive in open conpetition in least pay the cost of hauling freight over the
the narkets of the world. When that time iune. The canals should at least pay the cost
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of putting vessels through, and if you manage until the people see for themselves whether
them on a business basis that way, without the revenue can bear the abolition of that
taking into consideration interest on capital five per cent. Five per cent would yield
such as the Australian people do- they have $4,200,000 a year.
built their own railways and get a revenue The moment you diminish your duties you
back of 3½ per cent-but without doing that, increase importation-the imports will there-
I say those public works should bear the cost 'fore bedoubled,so that I calculate by reducing
of moving the freight over the line or through the revenue down to a five per cent tariff
the canals and if we manage upon that basis you will get not only the $4,200,000 as we
there is $1,000,000 a year to be derived do to-day,but in consequence of the reduction
from that. you will increase the importation until the

revenue at five per cent will be $8,400,000.
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-That would Add that to the $25,000,000, under the

increase the burdens of the people. present condition of things you have a
revenue of $33,000,000, and I defy any

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-No, it does not hon. gentlemen to show how any hidden tax
increase the burdens of the people at all-it can be imposed on the people of Canada by.
is business. Then I calculate that in conse- a revenue of that description. I grant that it
quence of free trade a larger trade would be would be better to reniove the five per cent
developed-there would be an increase of that I speak of, and I do not .doubt that
$500,000 in the post office at the very when we would arrive at that point the
lowest calculation. In free trade Great increase of population and the greater pros-
Britain, the post office revenue with penny perity of the country would induce the
postage is fifty millions dollars, 20 times as people to decide that the five per cent should
great as ours, although the population is go because that five per cent would still be
only 7 times as large. To a certain extent a tax on the labour and industry of the people
there would be a saving in collection, which in competing in the markets of the world.
I put down at $400,000. Whether that can That is the way in which I would raise the
be effected or not is questionable ;however, revenue : but if that policy of free trade is
I put it down. That altogether inakes a going to acconiplish anything nearly like the
revenue of$25,000,000 that we are receiving result accomplished by the people of Great
from those sources to-day, except tea and Britain, itis going to increase our own wealth,
tobacco, and $1,000,000 from public works. prosperity, and population. I say that the
The hon. Minister of Finance in his speech revenue of Canada under a policy of that kind
the nigh t before last said there was $21,000,- beforetenyearsareovershould be$60,000,000,
000 f rom those sources. *I have got down and voluntarily contributed by the people of
here by adding certain things to $25,000,000. Canada out of their prosperity ; $60,000,000 a
I thoroughly appreciate the fact that we year by the people of Canada because of their
must raise a revenue of $35,000,000 annual- increase in wealth and because of the in-
ly. We want to go on developing our, re- crease of population, and because they draw
sources--go on improving our country and froni the centres of the world the trade
building our public buildings and extending which would enable them to pay it. That
our national interests where it is wise to do $60,000,000 a year would go to improve our
so. Free trade will increase the business of highways, to build our railways and public
the country to such an extent as to increase works. I say that it is the revenue paying
that $25,000,000 a year by natural condi- power of the people that we have to look for-
tions, but if we find the revenue is not res- ward to and encourage and not the gov-
ponding to the gradual reduction of the tariff ernmental power of extracting revenue. At
impose a five per cent duty upon imports. the present moment the revenue is extracted,
That is to say, there will be $16,000,000 of but under that mode if the revenue paying
imports which are now subject to duty after I power of the country is increased, the revenue
have taken off theduty of these articles, spirits, would immediately respond to it. I think i
etc., which are bearing at the present moment have said sufficient with regard to the re-
an average tax of about twenty or twenty-five venue to show that the great bug-bear that
per cent. I would propose to take off five is felt by nearly everybody in the country,
per cent each year until we get down to that under free trade it is impossible to raise
tive per cent. There I would call a halt a revenue-that that is dissipated-that it
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is quite possible under a five per cent tariff whether what I have advanced here is inany
to raise all the revenue necessary for the way incorrect-then to send for leading
Purposes of the government of Canada. If lumbermen and manufacturers-the manu-
it is necessary to economize, of course you facturers of agricultural implements, etc., and
Can alter the expenditure in quite a different crosstquestion them, and send to various parts
Way. What I say is, that this mode of impo- of the country and invite leaders of industry
sing taxes is not a direct tax like that im- tocome beforethecommitteeandgiveevidence
POsed on our coal oil, cottons, etc. Recollect and embody it in such a way as our own Pro-
there is no income tax,no stamp tax,-we have vincial Governments do, a% is the common
not got£30;000,000a year to payforourarmy thing for Governments in Great Britain to
and navy as England has to do-we have do and as has been done in this Parliament,
lot great expenses all over the world, for this is an inexpensive mode of collecting

to maintain ambassadors, consuls, and information. But I should like sonie one to
everything of that kind ; therefore the in- be on that conmittee not wedded to the
Come tax and the stamp tax are not neces- policy of protection, as the announcement
sary. We want nothing but the simple made by the hon. Minister of Finance shows
lnposition of taxes, which are voluntary that the Government is likely to be. It is
Contributions on the part of the people. not going to be a committee that will cost
I Would like to have touched upon the posi- very much, or a committee that is inimical
sition Lord Salisbury assumed last year ýo the policy of the Government, because
which led the fair traders to believe that those gentlemen whom I have named here
Great Britain would respond to the position are nearly all in spmpathy with the Govern-
of the Hon. Finance Minister, i.e., exchange ment. The committee I would suggest
favour for favour, but time will not permit me would be the Hon. Mr. Bowell and the Hon.
to do so further than to say that I looked Mr. Casgrain for Ontario ; the Hon. Mr.
"ponr Lord Salisbury's speech in June last Angers and the Hon. Mr. Desjardins for
Year as a warning to those nations who Quebec ; the Hon. Mr. Power for Nova Sco-
refused to grant Great Britain most favoured tia ; the Hon. Mr. Boyd for New Brunswick ;
nlationtreatment,underdiscriminatorytariffs, the Hon. Mr. Macdonald for Prince Edward
that a restriction might be imposed on their Island ; the Hon. Mr. Reid for British
"fmports. Spain had given notice of the Columbia; the Hon. Mr.Perley for the North-
Cessation of most favoured nation treatment west Territories and myself. I ask for this
on the 1st July last, in consequence of the cominittee to collect and furnish such infor-
reciprocity treaty they entered into with the mation as they can gather for the people of

Overnment of the United States but she Canada at large.
has Since given us the benefit of lier mini-
'»Um tariff, and I attribute that to the firm Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I am sure that the
attitude of the British Governiment. I have Hause has listened with a good deal of
tO thank the House for the patience that attention, if not with much patience, to the
they have shown in listening to my length- speech which has been delivered by my lion.
eled remarks, but as I said before, it is a new friend upon this very important question.
idea-a new position that I am laying before It is not my intention to follow him through
thi8 honourable House for their information, the labyrinth of figures or the argumentsand I must apologize for occupying the time which he has produced to the Senate. Hav-
Of the House so long. It is necessary for ing given his views, not only to the Senate,
,ne, I believe, to name a committee before but, as lie intinated himself, to the world
sitting down and trusting my resolution to through the medium of our Debates, I was
d .good will of the House. I have no other in hopes that lie would have b'een contenteddesire at all but to utilize the Senate so far to have his views placed on record and then
as Collecting iniformation for the benefit of withdraw his motion. I cannot conceive it
the Canadian people-to utilize the expe- possible under our system of Government,
thenethat existsinthishonourable Houseand responsible as the Ministers are, not only to
the -knowledge that they have of all parts of the Crown but to the people, that they could

e country and the requirements of the consent to relegate their duties to a commit-
o inion, and the object of this committee i tee of this or of the other House. The hon.

Sfrst of all to sit down and examine the gentleman is altogether in error in supposing
statistics to see if I have made any mistake that the hon. the Finance Minister made
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anv such declaration, as that to which he the line indicated by the lion. gentleman
has referred, in the House of Commons in when he spoke with reference to tin. So I
his Budget speech. He never intimated, miglit continue and point out that the whole
nor could lie have ever conc ived the idea of policy of the' Government has been, as the
appointing a Ministerial committee to in- requirements of the country indicated they
quire into the state of trade in this country could do it, to renove the dutv from articles
in order that that conmittee miglit make a not made in Canada in order that our people
report to the Ministry upon which theymight night obtain them at a cheaper rate, and
base a policy. those who used them in the manufacturing

industries receive just that additional pro-
Hon. Mr. McINNES, (B.C.)--He might tection. I have found it difficult to cone to

do it in a moment of weakness. a conclusion as to what the hon. gentlemans
opinions and principles are. He is a free

Hon. Mr. BOWELL.-There are many trader in some articles; lie is a high protec-
people in this world who are subject to such tionist in others, especially when he strikes
tits of weakness, but I do not think that the the particular article of lumber. I believe
present administration are so weak as to that political economists have laid it down
seek advice of any committee in the manner that such duties as the lion. gentleman asked
indicated by the lion. gentleman. What the us to impose are the most objectionable
Finance Minister stated was that lie believed taxes, because they prevent the owner of a
there existed in the country at the present particular article in the country from selling
moment a certain amount of unrest, and it just where lie pleases. However, lie may
that as the policy of the Government has be very much like an Irish recruit when
been, since the inauguration of the National lie was asked how higli lie was ; lie said:
Policy, to renove taxes wherever they con- " Bedad, I'm either tive feet ten or ten feet
sidered they could do so in the interests of five; I do not know which." It is precisely
the community generally-where the remo- the same with my hon. friend : it is ques-
val of taxes in many cases would be a direct tionable if he knows whether lie is a free
protection to the manufacturers themselves trader or a protectionist. If lie is a free
-that they would do so. That eminds me trader in one respect., lie is a protectionist in,
of one remark made by the lion. gentleman the other.
from Marquette in which lie stated that I
inîdicated that the Government were desi- Hon. Mr. BOULTON--Protect our forests.
rous of establishing a free trade policy be-
eause I had intimated in some remîarks in Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Protect ourforestsat
this House that they had taken the duty off 1 the expense-I am not giving my opinion
tin thereby protecting indirectly the can- arn giving the answer to a suggestioni-pro-
niing industry. The hon. gentleman can apply 1 tect our forests at the expense of the owner
that illustration to all the articles on the f ree of the.timber. That is really what it means.
list. Tin is not made in this country, con- If the hon, gentleman and those who enter-
sequently it would be no protection to keep tain lis views are so solicitous of the interests
the duty on it. The duty on that article of the country, wly deprive the owners Of
would be simply and purely for revenue pur- tle timber of the pecuniary benefits arising
poses, and just as soon as the Government from the sale of it at a liguer price than it
ascertained that a sufficient revenue could could le sold for in this country ? How le
be raised to ineet the requirements of the· can advocate suci a poicy and at the sanie
country without taxing the articles that are tne advocate free trade is something beyond
not made iii this country, it was part of my comprehension. I leave it to him to
their policy to remove it from the dutiable reconcile lis conflicting views at lis leisure.
list. As I indicated before in the remarks bowever, I do not propose to discuss this
that I made upon the subject, if lie question at aH. I could not help smiling at
'viii refer to the free list lie will find lis ideas about the blacksmitli. I remember
that there are 103 articles, in addition as a boy, and my lon. friend from Bellevill
to those which I specially entionedt will remember also, in tlie village winere we
on that occasion, which we have placed on lived forty or if ty years ago there were of
te f ree ist since the establishmfent of the per cent more shoemakers in the town eaitf-
National iPolicy, and tley have ail been ii ing their living by making boots and slOeon
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than there are to-day, though the population so worded it that they could only make a
is now over 10,000. It is easily understood. report in such a way as to meet his particu-
Just the same remark applies to the black- lar views. They are not left to their own
s11iths. We know that the nails and the discretion as to what report they should
horse-shoes are all ready made to put on the make. The resolution says the Select Com-
horses' feet and all the blacksmith bas to do mittee is to be appointed to inquire into the
n1Ow is to shoe the horse. When I was a statistics of the country and its industrial
boy in the town to which I have alluded, progress " with a view of assimilating our
the blacksmith used to make the horse-shoes commercial policy with that commercial
and the nails and liad to point the nails, and policy that lias increased the prosperity of
it created a great deal of labour. In 1902 1 Great Britain." That is, that this commit-
Will expect to hear the hon. gentleman tee is to iake such an inquiry from the
Ilaking another free trade speech, and I will facts to be laid before them as would enable
bie bound to say if he adopts the same line us to adopt a policy altogether different
Of argument he will tell the House that from that which this country has approved
Canada has gone to destruction because of over and over again. Hence, if the hon.
there are not as many horses drawing the gentleman is desirous of having a report
Street cars as there were 20 years ago ; and on the actual state of the country as it exists
I venture the assertion that in less time to-day and then to draw deductions from
than I have indicated there will be very few that report, as to what would be the best
street car horses. course in the interests of Canada and the

lion. Mr. BOULTOŽ-Every body will people, lie would certainly not have restricted
be riding then for pleasure. their operations in the manner lie lias done.

Apart altogether froni that, a committee of
lion. Mr. BOWELL-I do not think this kind would be attended with great

that will indicate any decadence in the pros- expense, and I notice the hon. gentleman
Perity of the country, and so you may apply and some of his friends objected verv strongly
it to every article to which he has referred. to the expense to which the country had
The hon. gentleman said in lis opening re- been put by the appointment of commissions

larks that lie could have no confidence in to make other inquiries upon particular
Iny report made by a Commission appointed questions ; I suppose they would be equally
by the Government, that the report of a consistent in opposition to a committee of
Žlinisterial Commission certainly would not this kind. But there is one greater objec-
b Satisfactory. tion than any other ; and that is it would be

relegating to a committee of this House the
Hon. Mr. BOULTON -In consequence of work which pertains exclusively to any

their declaration that protection was their Government that may exist under our system
Policy. of responsibility, and for that reason the

Government could not, in justice to them-
lon. Mr. BOWELL-I would have told selves or to the position they hold--with-

the louse that, if the hon. gentleman had out violating the fundamental principles of
allowed me. He would have no confidence responsible government-accede to a re-
in such a report in consequence of the decla- quest of this kind. J apologize for liaving
ration of the Government of their policy. said so much upon this question ; but I
Well, if that be the case, is this House or think I have given sufficient reasons why
the country to suppose that they would have this committee should not be granted.
a 'fore favourable report from the commit- The hon. gentleman has laid before the
tee that lie h4mself has indicated, because, if House and the country an elaborate state-
I remiember the names, the majority of them ment of what lie conceives to be the interests
aregentlemenholding preciselythesameviews of the country in changing its policy. Now,

Pon the trade policy of this country that I should judge that the reasons and the argu-
the- hon. Minister of Finance does when he ments which lie has given ought to be, in bis
indicate(d the course that the Government own opinion, sufficient not only for the coun-
intended to follow. But I think it is alto- try but for the Government to guide them in
gether unnecessary. The scope or sphere shaping their policy, if they desire to change
or duties of this committee are limited by the one that has been in force. The hon.
this resolution. The hon. gentleman has Finance Minister did not, as my hon. friend
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says, cast from him free trade; he never of smugglers. That argument applies of
adopted free trade ; the Government never almost every article upon the free list.
thought of adopting free trade. The Gov-
ernment propose, as long as they receive the Hon. Mr. BOULTON-It's a poor rule
confidence of the people of this country, tO that wont work both ways.
continue in force in its integrity the policy t
which has existed for the last 14 years. Hion. Mr. BOWELL-It is a very poor
They propose to modify and amend it as rule that won't work both ways, and hence
they believe it to be in the interests of the the necessity of so framing your tariff as tocountry; and as soon as the great voting get nelest am n or rfrom toctthe largest amaount of revenue from the
mass of the people of tlis country think the 'lu es and p
principle should be chaniged, that we should luxur an revint tt) as great an extern¶tas vou can, the illicit traffic that is carried
adopt the free trade doctrine to which my on.m But the argument of ny hon. friend is
hon. friend has alluded and upon which he not consistent : he did not apply the same
had spoken for four or five hours, they will a li nd toap . the
assert their rights at the polls; and then m argument as to forc an tho ne cf t

argrument has any force« in the one case, it
hon. friend, probably, froi his superior should have force in the other. That is the
knowledge, will be taken into the Govern- ol hng Iere to pon ot t the
nient as Finance Miister; and he can yetlmn. den I asked the hon.
elucidate not only his own ideas, but he can gentleman. When I asked the lion. gentie-
promnulgate bis own policyaîd have it placed man how he proposed to protect the farmers

upon tue Statute book, if hlican persuade ihac in any other way than they are protected to-

colleagues to consent to it. Then the people day, the answer was "Put an export duty

would learn fron experience whether U.of sugar. Well, it is the first time I
a policy which may have beeti in knew we raised sugar in this country, and
the interests of a country like Great that the export duty upon sugar would

Britain is sitted at all for Canada, increase the wealth of the fariner. You

with its limited population and its want of migbt, by putting it on wheat put something

wealth and industries. That which would in his pocket ; but I do not think the coun-

be, has been, and is in the interests of one try is prepared for anything of that kind.

country, certainly is not always adaptable Hon.Mr. BOULTON-Youmisunderstood
to another country dissimilarly situated ;me I said you were developing the policy
and so in this case the financial exposition of protection, one of the Acts passed on the
the honourable gentleman has given us is one last day of last Session was the continuance
which I should not think would bear analyz- of the bounty system in reference to sugar
ing for any length of timne. As an illus- with the view of changing the system of
tration the very fact of putting 10 cents agriculture fr dairying to beet-root sugar
more upon tobacco, as he indicates he would cultivation.
do, to raise a revenue would be the best
reason why he would not receive as much as Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I do not propose
if lie lowered it. He gave the reason one to pursue this debate, as far as I am con-
moment before, why the revenue would cerned, any further. I cai only ask the
decrease when, referring to liquors, he House, if the hon. gentleman insists on his
said "You can get a' larger amount of motion-which I trust he will not-to reject
revenue if you lower the duties upon wine it for the reasons I have given. i think
and spirits, because you would import a that it is unnecessary, and as he has given
greater quantity." If that be the fact in us so much information, we will be able to
reference to liquors, how can the hon. sleep over it, think over it ançi cogitate on
gentleman argue it would not apply also to it for the next twelve months, and probablY
tobacco ; and he forgets this, that we live it might have some effect upon obtuse minds
alongside of a foreign country, with between like my own. I certainly have not beel
three and four thousand miles of a frontier, able to follow his logic to such a conclusion
and if you put the duty at a higlier rate than as to lead me to believe that the appoint-
that of the adjoining country, just so soon ment of this committee would be of any
as the consumer in Canada learns that he possible use, or that the change of the
can obtain it cheaper across the line, the present policy would be in the interests of
revenue would soon fall through the operations the country.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-In reference to the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think they
formation of a committee by this Chamber, opposed it. It was on the 21st February,
to inquire into matters which would pro-i 1876.
Perly cone within the policy of the Govern-
ment, I may mention to the leader of the Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-By whom
H1ouse that on several occasions, when the was it moved?
Mackenzie Government was in power, this
flouse appointed committees, not only to Hon. Mr. SCOTT--"Mr. DeCosmosmoved,
examine into the policy of the Government, seconded by Mr. Bunster, that all the words
but to condemn the Governinent for the after " That " to the end of the question be
adoption of a particular line of policy. I left out and the following words added :-
Inay mention one in reference to the selec- "the early revision of the tarif is desirable; and
tion of Fort William as an outlet for the Ca- that a revised tarif, dscriminating to a eater
nadian Pacific Railway. I think the com- ilegree than the existing tarif, in favour of home
Inittee approved of Port Arthur as the productions ani manufactures, but not unduly
Proper place, and also in reference to the stimulating one section of the country or one in-
extension of the Canadian Pacific Railwayother sections nd other
inl a direct line westward, crossing the Red the whole D on berte of geatleef
River near Selkirk. That was condemned "And objection being taken to the said pro-
by this House, and a line running directly pose!amendament as out of order oxý the gronnd

outh to Winnipeg was suggeste.imposition of a urden on the'Out toWinnpegwas uggsted 1 hinkpoole;Mi-. Speaker decided "lThat the prnposed
on other occasions this House has formed amendinent heing an abstract proposition and
committees and got papers, and commented barren of resuits was in order.
On the action of the Government. J do not "Ai the question being put on the said pro-
think there is much danger of that being posed amendinent was with leave of the House

rer withdrawn.
done just now. J do not think the commit- "Mr. Blain moved in amendment to the main
tee could do any harm. It would gather a motion, seconded by Mr. Metcalfe, ani the question
large amount of information suggested by the being put, That the word financial" be left ot

h'ýn getlean;butso fr a th ficalpo-ani th e words Ilmanufacturing ad commercial "
.on, gentleman; but so far as the fiscal po-the

lcy of the Government is concerned, in the
flouse of Commons in the year 1876, proba- "Mr. Tupper rove( in amenduent, seconded by
bly the hon. gentleman will remember a Sir -John A. Macdonald, an( the question being
very celebrated resolution which was adopted Put, that the main motion as amended, be furthery~p amended by adding the word Ilmining " after the
in that House, in which the leader of the word Imanufacturing it was resolved in the
then opposition, Sir John Macdonald, insisted affirmative.
upon having the words " mining and manu- Mr. Mitchell moved in amendment, secoided
factures," included when the changes were tiiMr Masson, and the question being put, that

PD the main motion as amended be further amend
rung over the country. That was a com- by adding the words Ishipping, lumbering and
'Yittee to inquire into the mining, shipping fishing interests"; it was resolved in the affirma-
u1lbering, etc., interests of the country." tiveandMr Mackenzie moved, seconded by Mr. Blake,

anfthe question being put, that the main motio]
Ilon. Mr. BOWELL -Was it adopted be urther ainen(ed by leaving ont the name ol

lion. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I M.C TTOysJthn "Mr. Curnier" iiiserting the namne of IlMr. McL)ou
gaon. Mr. SCOTT-Oh, yes, I think so.resolved

It was amended by several members, it was in the aliittative.
a folows h l Then follows the main motion."

Retlhaed ttat a Select Cotimittee di n Thet by geaer
of Mess Baby, Burpee (Sunhury), Corniposed atrwaeea

ougali, Charlton, Ddelorme, erymnond, Platt, nembers of the x use of Coi mons at dif8 inplairr Workuac and Milas, n te appointed to ferent time.
1siqumli into the causes of the present depression in

Ite anufwhtol Dmiining, commercial, shipp"g, i

or at fhshing interests, with power to sen t i Hon. Mr. PRIMROSE-As hon. gentefor person papers al(b recorars, etc. men are asl aware J an a new member an
That vas rather a celebrated resolution. ain scarcely yetacclimated to the atmosphere

1 of your Chamber ; I know little of your
11h . Mmethods of procedure, andif I should trans-

the Government of the day, was it? gress I crave your indulgence on that ac-

-
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count. . have listened to the address of the attributed to the free trade policy of Great
hon. gentleman in support of the motion, Britain? If you consult the latest informa
and I have been impressed with his industry, tion you will find that a great many vessels
if with nothing else. I think he is to be are laid up for actual lack of employ-
commended for the industry which he has ment ; and if the hon. gentleman thinks
displayed in the compilation and collection the depression on this side is attri-
of such a mass of figures as he has put be- butable to the National Policy, it is only
fore the House. He must have spent con- fair for me to say that the depression on
siderable time in the preparation of these the other side is the result of f ree trade. Is
figures. They were not got up in an hour or it not a fact that the deduction in either
a day. I want to know if he is equally to case is perfectly false'and unreliable ? Any
be commended for the conclusion at which one at all acquainted with the shipping in-
lie arrives. I think not. I am not going to terest knows it is subject to periodical cycles
enter at all into the figures. There is only of depression,which occur with amazing regu-
one point in his address which J wish to larity in time. I remember once travelling
touch ; and I have to say in regard to that from Halifax with a gentleman who spent
point, that if his conclusions are as utterly his*whole life in the construction of ships,
at variance with the facts in regard to the Who had just completed a fine vessel, and
other matters which he has brought before 'was hurrying to Halifax to dispose of it;
us -and I think that is a fair and and I said, " What is the reason ?" He said
legitimate conclusion--then one is forced to me "I have several reasons ; I have'
to say that his conclusions must be lived long enough to know that there
erroneous. I speak of the shipping interests occurs at certain intervals a depression in
of this country, and when I do so I know the shipping interests, and the time is about
whereof I affirm, having been connected witlh at hand, and I want to get rid of this ship."
that industry for many years in its manage- He got rid of most of the shipping he had on
ment and otherwise ; and hon. gentlemen hand, and very shortly afterwards the de-
will pardon me if I say that as I listened to pression to which he alluded occurred.
the remarks of the hon. member and the de- My hon. f riend confesses that his object is
ductions lie drew fromthose remarks, the old to speak through the Hansard to the coun-
Latin proverb which I learned in my student try. For what purpose ? Was it to ad-
days 'came back to my mind, " Xe utor vertise the attractions of this land of ours?
ultra crepidan," " Let the shoemaker stick iNo, it is to paint everything in the colour of
to his last." If I wish to consult a night, to hold out, so far as his influence
gentleman in regard to the interests of can hoki it out, a great placard such
shipping, I will not betake myself to as I bave seen on a pond of ice-" Beware
a man residing far inlaid, or to a farmer of this country there is (anger bere' Is
who may be thoroughly at home in the mat- that patriotic? I think not. Then 1 have
ter of cereals and wheat, but ignorant of listened, but not with very much pleasure 1
maritime affairs. if I wish to be instructed must say, to deductions that have been ar-
in regard to shipping, I will go to men in rived at in diffèrent speeches, somewbat on
the maritime provinces, who reside by the the same une as this I am dealing with and
sea and who know by experience the state I do not tbink it is fair to select isolated dis-
of this great industry. Now, any one may tricts in Canada, where depression and exo-
go to the blue books with the very best in- dus exist, and compare these districts
tentionsin the world, and, from very ignorance with other isolated districts in. the United
of the subject, derive false impressions. He States anI other countries, wvere no such
may be entirely misled. Now, hon. gentle- factors exist to cause a depression because
men are just as well aware as I am that at that depression and exodus to my own cer-
this very moment, while we are discussing tain knowledgeareinmany cases entirely due
this matter, in the Clyde and all the large to local causes, and the National Policy is
seaports of England, and not only in Eng- about as inuch responsible for it as the com-
land but in our own seaports in Canada, nercial policy of the Fiji Islands. If
there are hundreds,nay thousands of steamers we take Canada as a whole, and compare ber
and vessels that are laid up for lack of work even with the United States or any 0ther
for them. I ask the hon. gentleman, is this country, and allow for the difference in popu-
state of matters in the mother country to be lation, I make the assertion that she eile be
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found to be as prosperous as any other coun-
try if not more so; but is it fair to compare
this country with older countries of greater
Wealth and population? I think not ; and I
would just say in conclusion that we forget
how young our country is, and consequently
We deal with it unfairly ; and I am reminded
in1 this connection of the saying of Scotia's
imortal bard as enamored of his bonnie

8Cottish sweetlieart he sang of her, " My
love she's but a lassie yet "; so of our coun-
try she's but young. As we say in common
Parlanoe, she has not filled out yet ; but who
arlong us hon. gentlemen, albeit prophet or
sOn of a prophet, is competent with prophetic
Pencil to line out the splendid proportions
Of her prime that is to be ? Then, as now,
she will indeed be a sweetheart well
Worthy the love of every leal-hearted Cana-
dian. Then shall we not be more deter-
Iilined than ever we have been, viewing
latters in this light, that despite the ac-

tive opposition of her pronounced foes, des-
Pite the iniserable lukewarmness of her pro-
fessed friends, despite all malign influences,
emnanate whence they may we shall with
heart and hand and brain and intellect, with
all the attributes of our manhood, help this
Canada of ours upward and onward towards
the accomplishment of that magnificent
destiny which her Almighty Maker has so
Plainly designated as hers. Would it not be
better-nay, I will not put it interrogatively,
but I will put it in the language of strong
asertion and say-surely this would be
better than to adopt the course which, to
say the very least of it, has a tendency to be-
little the glorious land we live in, which is
to Some of us our adopted country, but to
others of us the dear land of our birth.

ion. Mr. BOWELL-I know I have no
right to speak a second time, but I ask the
indulgence of the House for a moment to
Point out that the precedents to which atten-
tion was called by the hon. leader of the
Opposition are not at all applicable, to my
'find, nor does my recollection corroborate
the impression which the bon. gentleman
desired to leave upon the House. If he will
turn to page 64 of the Journals from which
he read, it will be learned that this motion
Was made, not by Sir John Macdonald
Ior by any member of the Opposition, but
it was made in the interests of the Govern-
'l'ent of the day by one of their most promi-
rient supporters, Mr. Mills, of Bothwell, and

16

seconded by Mr. McDougall, of Renfrew,
the present Auditor-General, also a supporter
of the Government. It reads as follows:-

That a select comnmittee composed of Messrs.
Baby, Burpee (Sunbury), Carmichael, Currier,
Charlton, Delorine, Dymond, Platt, Sinclair, Work-
inan and M ills be appointed to inquire into the
caused of the present financial depression ; with
power to send for persons, papers and records, and
that four be a quorum.

There was only one Conservative upon that
whole committee. It was not for the pur-
pose of ascertaining what they could do in
order to change the policy of the Government
of which be was a supporter. The present
motion is for that purpose and that only.
This motion was, I remember distinctly-I
was in the House at the time, and I took
some interest in the debate that occurred-
for the purpose of aiding the Government.
It was asserted that during the period of the
existence of that Government a certain
depression existed through the country and
a committee was asked for in the interest of
the Government by one of its most prominent
supporters, for the purpose of inquiring into
the truth of that which was alleged to exist at
thetime in order to show that that depression
did not exist. The other motion to which
my hon. friend called the attention of the
House was an amendment. Mr. Blain moved
that the word " financial " be struck out.
Then Mr. Tupper, now Sir Charles Tupper,
moved in ainendment, makinganotherchiange,
by adding the word "mining" after the
word "manufactures." Then Mr. Mitchell,
seconded by Mr. Masson, who is now a mem-
ber of this House, moved to add that shipping
be inquired into. Then even Mr. Mackenzie,
the premier at the time, was not satistied
with the motion nor the complexion of the
committee, and lie moved that the main
motion be amended by leaving out the
words " Mr. Currier " in order that there
should not be a inember on that con-
mittee who held views different from those
of the existing administration, and that
was carried. I find no fault with Mr.
Mackenzie for doing that, not the slightest;
but I point out to this House the nature of
the committee and the purposes for which it
was appointed, and if the Government of the
day desired a committee in order to shield
them from the responsibilities of that depres-
sion, I had no objection. I, on behalf of
the Government of which I am a member
do not occupy that position. We believe
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we are quite capable of managing the affairs representative Conservative on the com-
of this country without the assistance of the mittee.
coimittee for which the hon. gentleman has
applied, and I an sure a moment's reflection Conservatives were very few at the time, but
will show the hon. leader of the Opposition the quality supplied the lack of quantity.
that the committee to inquire into the 1
expenditure at Fort William, or what was Hon. Mr. BOULTON-I wish to make a
known at that time as the Kaministiquia few remarks in reply to the Minister of
expenditure, was not at all analogous to the Trade and Commerce.
one now proposed in the motion before the Hon. Mr. ALMON -The hon. gentleman
House. If the Government has made any has spoken and bored the House for two
improper expenditure--if its policy with days.
reference to a particular railway, whether it
should be an all-land railway or whether it Hon. GENTLEMEN-Order, order.
should be an amphibious animal, is challenged Hon. Mr. ALMON-I withdraw the
-that would be legitimate matter for a com- word " bored "-I say fatigued this House
mittee to inquire into, and the House could two days, and if he continues to inflicu us,

properly condemn the Government if they to quote a French expression, I would like
found they had expended the money impro- to ask is not this toujours perdrix?
perly. I apologize for having spoken on
this subject, but I thought it was due to the Hon. Mr. POWER--I think the lion.
House, considering the remarks that have gentleman from Shell River has gained at
been made, that I should point out what least all that any other member of the
the object was in appointing that cominittee, House expected lie would gain. He has
what its character was and the purposes for had an opportunity of placing before the
which it was formed. Senate an amount of valuable information,

Hon. Mr.' SCOTT -- My contention was and if the members take the advice given
that committees of a similar character had them by the leader of the Senate, if they
been appointed in this Hoeuse and in the read, mark and inwardly digest the speech
other House. The complexion was the same delivered by the hon. member, they will
-it was a government committee. come here next year very much wiser, many

c of them, than they are this year. I do not
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-It would be a think the hon. gentleman need ask for any

,government committee if the government right to reply, because no one in the Senate
proposed it through one of their friends. made any attempt to reply seriously to the

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The policy of the hon. member's speech. There is just one
government was directly called in question remark I should like to make with respect
in making Fort William the port on Lake to something which fell from the hon. mem-
Superior, instead of Port Arthur, and in ber from Pictou. The hon. gentleman told
building the Canadian Pacific Railway. us that he was a tyro, but I think the

nmanner in which lie delivered his remarks
Hon. Mr. TASSE-Was net Mr. Baby a showed that lie had practised in some other

member of that committee mn 1876 I field if he was a tyro in the Senate. 1
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Yes, I had for- think the remarks lie made with regard to

gotten him. The committee was composed shipping are calculated to create a wrong
originally, as moved by Mr. Mills, of Mr. impression in the House. The hon. gentle-
Baby, the present judge, Mr. -Burpee, of man stated what is perfectly true-that
Sunbury, who was a Liberal, Mr. Carmichael, there is a general depression in shipping.
whom most of you know, Mr. Currier, Mr. As I understood the hon. gentleman, lie
Charlton, Mr. Delorme, Mr. Dymond, then claimed that it was unfair to attribute the
editor of the Globe, Mr. Platt, the member decline in the ship-building industry of Can-
from Prince Edward, Mr. Sinclair, another ada to the National Policy. If the hon. gen-
Liberal member from the west, and Mr. tleman from Pictou will bear with me, I shall
Workman, from Montreal. There were two refer to the statistics given in the report of
Conservatives, Mr. Baby and Mr. Currier. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries. le
Mr. Mackenzie moved to strike Mr. Currier's will fnd that on the 31st December, 1873,
name out, leaving Mr. Baby as the only there were on the register books of the Do-
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Ininion of Canada, 6,783 vessels of a tonna-
ge of 1,073,718 tons. He can follow up the
returns year after year to 1878 and he will
find that the registered vessels in Canada
and the tonnage continued to increase until
the year 1879, and that from the year 1879,
when the National Policy was introduced,
the number of vessels built and the tonnage
continued to decrease and at the time the
last report of the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries was made up, the number of ves-
sels had fallen off to 6,691, a drop of about
500, and the tonnage had fallen from 1,330,-
015 to 1,024,000. The hon. gentleman from
Shell River gave us the statistics as to Bri-
tish shipping and in that old country shipp-
ing, instead of continuously declining, as
ours hasdeclined, has continuously increased,
and the hon. gentleman will see that his re-
nMarks with respect to the want of knowledge
of the hon. gentleman from Shell River were
not, perhaps, quite so appropriate as he sup-
posed.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-In the years
1874 to 1878 inclusive, while the Grit party
was in power, the ships built in Canada
decreased by 80 per cent. We had a number
of old vessels that could not be sold. The
registered tonnage may have increased,
because we had a number of old vessels that
we could not sell, but the ship building
decreased 80 per cent,and had that continued
we would not have had any ships in Canada
at all in ten years. The old ships were kept
and the number built during that time were
added to those on the register and increased
the tonnage.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I allowed the hon.
gentleman to interrupt me, but J do not
think he has made the matter any better.
The official returns prepared by the Govern-
rient and similar returns prepared by all
Governments up to the present time, show
that up to 1878 there was a continuous
iicrease in the tonnage of this country in
the number of vessels on the register and in
the registered tonnage, andt that from the
Year 1878, when the National Policy went
into operation, there has been a continual
decrease until the present time. I do not
say that one thing has been the cause of the
other-I say there is that coincidence.

lon. Mr. KAULBACH - I say the
building of vessels decreased during the
period to which I have referred 80 per
cent.

16J

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-With the permis-
sion of the House I will yield to the expressed
desire of so many members and ask permis-
sion to withdraw the motion. (Cries of No!
no ! Yes ! yes! and carried !)

The SPEAKER-The motion is carried.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Yeas and nays.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not see
why we should be kept here two days debat-
ing a question of this kind without having a
decisive vote upon it.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL--I asked the hon.
gentleman to withdraw the motion, but I
believe a member can only withdraw it with
the unanimous consent of the House.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I have never in my
experience known that consent to be with-
held when the hon. gentleman himself asks
for it.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I demand that the
yeas and nays be taken.

The SPEAKER-I declared the motion
to withdraw, carried.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think that
the fact that His Honour the Speaker has
said carried would prevent the yeas and
nays being taken, if there are two members
who insist upon it. J am surprised that
there are two members who insist upon it.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-I certainly insist
upon it.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think it would be a
very great pity if the hon. member from Hali-
fax presses for a division, for this reason : as J
understand, he wishes a vote to be taken
whether the hon. gentleman shall have leave
to withdraw his resolution. Now, while I
am opposed to the hon. gentleman's resolu-
tion, and while if it were put to a straight
vote whether this motion be assented to or
not I should vote straight against it, J do
not want to be put in the position of deny-
ing the usual courtesy accorded to every
gentleman in this House of being permitted
to withdraw a motion.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-If I am in order J
will insist upon having a division takelj.
The House has been detained here for two
days discussing an abstract question, and I
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wish it to be understood by a vote taken on another clause exempting from the operation
this resolution, that this honourable House of the Act real estate acquired or owned by the
will not waste two days listening to a speech Society prior to the Act of 1887. When the
from which no benefit can be derived. Bill was before the committee, it was not

thought desirable to extend the time to twelve
Hon. Mr. SPEAKER-The question is. years, and they therefore struck out clause 2

on the motion of the hon. member from as it stood in the Bill, and simply amended
Shell River that he be permitted to with- clause 11 of the Statute of 1887, by adding
draw his motion. the following subsection, which was consi-

The motion was agreed to. dered reasonable:

The duty to sell within seven years real estate
The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock. acquired in satisfaction of any deht shall not apply

to real estate acquired or owned by the Society on
or hefore the 23 of June, A. 1). 1887.

The Bill now simply amends the Act of
THE SENATE. 1887 so far that the obligation to sell the

land within the term of seven years does
Ottawa, Friday, Ilarch 3rd, 1893. not apply to any land acquired or owned

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock. prior to the Act of 1887.

Prayer and routine proceedings. Hon. Mr. ALMON moved that the amend-
ments be concurred in.

THIRD READINGS.I
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill

The following Bills, reported without was then read the third time and passed.
amendment from the Committee on Banking
and Commerce, were read the third time and THE CENSUS OF 1891.
passed :-

Bill (19) " An Act respecting the
ilton Provident and Loan Society."
MacInnes, Burlington).

Ham-
(Mr.

Bill (15) " An Act to incorporate the
Dominion Burglary Garantee Co., limited."
(Mr. McMillan).

NOVA SCOTIA PERMANENT
BUILDING SOCIETY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee
on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill (F)
" An Act to amend An Act respecting the
Nova Scotia Permanent Benefit Building
Society and Savings Fund," with amend-
ments.

He said :-The Bill as it was originally
presented to the House was for the object
of repealing one of the sections of the Act of
1887, respectingthisSavingsSociety. Thatsec-
tion obliged the Society to sell lands acquired
by them in satisfaction of any debt within
seven years after being so acquired. The
Bill proposed to give the Society the power of
holding any property acquired in that way
for twelve years instead of seven. There was

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. TASSÉ moved-

That un humble Address be presented to Ris
Excellency the Governor-General; praying that
His Excellency will cause to be laid before this
House, copies of all represeutations and letters
which have been addressed to the Department of
Agriculture, on the subject of errors made, or
which may have been made, im the census of 1890-
91, as to the number of English-speaking and of
French-speaking people.

He said-This motion speaks for itself.
I should like to know when the information
for which I move will be laid before the
House.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-The Government
has no objectiQn to the adoption of this
motion, but it is impossible for me t3 state
when the returns will be laid upon the
table of the House. The Department is now
very busily engaged preparing addresses and
returns for the Lower House, and extra
hands will have to be employed to satisfy
the denmands of Parliament; but I can
assure the hon. gentleman who is making
this motion, that there will be no undue
delay in bringing the papers down.
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Hon. Mr. TASSÉ I should 'ike to have
the papers as early as possible, as J intend
to take further action.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS -The matter will be
attended to.

WESTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY
COMPANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the second
reading of Bill (38) " An Act respecting the
Western Counties Railway Company and to
change the name of the Company to the
Yarmouth and Annapolis Railway Com-
p.any.

Bill is to ratify that agreement made be-
tween the company and the syndicate in
London. One of the conditions of the agree-
nient, of course. was that the appeal taken
from the decision of the court in England
was to be dropped. The Bill also provides
that the name of the company shall be
changed from the Western Counties Rail
way Company to the Yarmouth and Anna-
polis Railway Company. That is an impor-
tant change, because the new title indicates
the character of the road, and gives its two
termini in the nane " Yarmouth and Anna-
polis ;" the road runs from Yarmouth to
Annapolis. I am not aware that there is
any objection to the second reading of the
Bill. The phraseology of the Bill in some
places is capable of improvement, but if any

He said :-In 1887 an Act was passed improverent is thought necessary, that can
bringing the Western Counties Railway be made in the committee to which the Bil
Company, which had been incorporated by will go. I ray add that this Bil was care-
the Legislature of Nova Scotia, under the fully cunsidered in the Railway Cornittee
jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada. of the buse of Commons, the premier hir-
This Act declared the Western Counties self having taken a decided interest in it
Railway and lines now and hereafter and that the Bill, as we have it, is the re-
owned by the said company to be for suit of the consideration given Vo the original
the general advantage of Canada. Chap. Bil as it was introduced in the Commons by

b7 of the Act of 1887, authorizes the co md- the Minmister and the conmittee of the other
pany to issue debentures for the purpose of House.
Paying off its oiabifities and cothpletine thep
roads and it appears that under this Act of Hon. Mr. KAULBACHMy hion. friend
1887, a contract was entered into with cer-'lias explained this Bi, but not perfecty.
tain capitalists or brokers in London for This Bih is also to give thein the right Vo
the purpose of raising £275,0B. The issue preferential stock. And there is a
object of the rasng of this arount was o novelty in the Bi c o my mid; it allows
pay off the indebtedness of the company Vo this company, noV only Vo be a railway
the Governrent of Nova Scotia, and Vo companyand Vo have ships in onnection
certain other creditors. A difficuity arose with the raiiway, but gives thein power to
between the people of London, who are hoid and acquire ships and Vo use them for
caled the syndicate in this Bi, and the al purposes they think proper in trade and
Cop pany, and there was a law suit. The commerce. I have known of vessels being
Syndicate in London decined Vo advançe allowed Vo be built and used by a ne of
the rnoney unde r the contract, and the railway, but by this clause they have power
eompany brought a suit against the syndi- Vo acquire, buid and equip ships and Vo use
cale, and J believe the company succeeded i them in any manner they think proper.
in the suit in the court of first instance,
and an appeal was taken. Meanwhile the
Prospects of the company began to brighten, Hon. Mr. POWER-That is a detail
and the people of London have apparently whi ch may be amended in committee.
agreed now to carry out their contract
in a modified fori. The company have Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--I am interested
agreed with the syndicate in London in Nc-., Scotia,.and the Local Government
that they shall be allowed to do so, have expended a large amount- of money;
and an agreement has been entered into, therefore, I should not like to see the rail-
which was made on the 31st January of the way fail in consequence of going into ship-
present year, embodying the terms of this building and commerce independent of the
compromise. The principal object of this line altogether. When the Bill comes before
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the Railway Committee I hope they will do so; but if the leader of the House liad
look into the matter. read the whole section he would have seen

that these two things come first, and then
The motion was agreed to. follows the priority given to these mortgages,

but of course they will be fully explained in
THE GRAND TRUNK, GEORGIAN committee.

BAY AND LAKE ERIE RAILWAY
CO'S. BILL. Hon. Mr. BOWELL-That does not

touch the point that I raised. There are
SECOND READING. penalties which are imposed ; fines follow

for not complying with the provision of the
Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the second Act, respecting certain returns, and the

reading of Bill (25) " An Act respecting the next provision is with reference to working
Grand Trunk, Georgian Bay and Lake Erie expenses. The point I desire to call attention
Railway Co." to is this : are there any liabilities other

He said: -This is a Bill asking for an than those which are incurred in the work-

extension of time. It contains no unusual rng of the road, and are there any debentures

provision. The second clause of it, dealing Issued prior to this issue which will be

with the mortgages, is really in the interest affected by this Bill ?

of the public, and to secure those who have
the right of prior payment. These particu- Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Al this will be ex-
lars will be examined by the committee, of plained.

course. The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mi. BOWELL-Before the motion CENTRAL COUNTIES RAILWAY
is adopted, I should like to call the attention COMPA NY'S BILL.
of the hon. gentleman to the provision of
the second section, the effects of which may SECOND READING.
have been fully explained in the conimittee
in the Lower House, but it appears to me to Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the second
give somewhat extraordinary powers, and I reading of Bil (31) "An Act respecting the
merely call attention to it, that the com- Central Counties Railway Co."
inttee, when they meet, may consider it. He said :-This Bill is merely to allow the

The clause reads:- company to extend their line of railway.

Notwithstanding anything in the said Act of Sometwo orthree years ago they constructed
the province of Ontario, 44 Victoria, chapter 69, some thirty or forty miles of railroad, and
or this Act, or anything otherwise heretofore done now they are desirous of continuing it
by the.conpany, and so on, that they nay is.sue through to Caledonia Springs, and ultima-
bonds, etc. tely to the township of Russell, in order to
And then the latter clause provides that this reach the saw-mill at that point. There is
shall be a lien upon such branch and such of nothing unusual in the Bill. It is of great
the lands, tolls, revenues, and other property importance to that section of the country,
of the coumpany, forming part of or con- and I presume there will be no objection to
nected with such branch, whether then its passing.
existing or thereafter acquired, as is men-
tioned therein, in preference and priority of The motion was agreed to.
all other charges thereon. The only point I BUFFALO AND FORT BRIE BRIDGE
desire to point out to the House and the
committee is how far this may interfere COMPANY'S BILL.
with other liabilities which, previous to the SECOND READING.

passing of the Act, would have priority, and1 Hon. Mr. McCALLUM moved the second
whether any privileges which existed previ-; reading of Bill (20) " An Act to amend the
ousiy would be destroyed. Act to incorporate the Buffalo and Fort Erie

.Bridge Company."
Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I think it is quite

right that the leader of the House should call Hesaid :-In the absence of the hon. Sen-
attention to this. It was my intention to ator who had charge of this Bill, I move that
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it be forwarded a stage. I would say that
this is a Bill to amend the statute 54-55
Victoria, chapter 61. Two years ago they
Obtained a charter to build a bridge across
the Niagara River, and they want to con-
tinue the charter and get the privilege of
building a tunnel in place of a bridge, if they
think proper to do so. There is nothing
Objectionable in the Bill, as far as I can see.

The motion was agreed to.

'The Senate adjourned at 4 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, March 6th, 1893.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
O'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION IN THE
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

lion. Mr. PERLEY rose to

Ask the (overnment, if they are taking any
steps towards compelling the present proprietors of
the Great North-west Central, and the Manitoba
and North-west Railway Companies to coinplete
the construction of those roads as provided by
their charters ?
Rle said :-This notice has been on the Paper
quite a number of days. Directly after I
had put it on the Paper I learned that one
of the proprietors of the Manitoba and
North-western Railway was here and was
desirous of having an interview with the
Government vith reference to some extra
aid that they were seeking with a view of
constructing that road on to Prince Albert.
. then concluded to defer asking the ques-

tiOi in the hope that some arrangement
1Iight be arrived at that would not neces-
sitate my asking for the information. How-
ever, I have been informed that they have
had an interview with the Government and
that the answer is not satisfactory, or rather
the company themselves have not been given
any assurance such as they hoped to receive,and therefore they are unable to go on with
the construction of the railway. I do not
think it amiss to call the attention of the
"Ouse to some facts in connection with the
country through which that railway is sup-
POsed to pass, and the effect that the non-

completion of it as provided for by the
charter, is having on the settlers. I think
sonething over 200 miles of the Manitoba
and North-western Railway has been built.
The company have got a land grant of
6,400 acres a mile for the portion already
built and yet there is about 210 miles of the
road to be constructed to complete it to its
intended terminus, Prince Albert. The
company apparently are unable to go on and
raise the money to complete this route the
remainderof thedistance. Sometwoyearsago
theGovernment, I regrettosay, employed, and
they have now, I think, employed in Dakota
an agent, Mr. Webster, who has induced
some two hundred settlers to go in and
locate on the line of that railway, some sixty
or seventy miles beyond the terminus to
which it is now built. Mr. Webster has
told me himself, and others have told me,
and I learn from letters that I receive
almost daily from settlers in that coifntry,
that these men complain that no road is be-
ing built-that they were induced to go in
there by the Government officials, on the
promise that the railway would be built, and
the land has been opened up for settlement,
and their entries have been received, and
now the company is not going on with the
road. This is a very deplorable state of
things to these people who have been induc-
ed to go in there with the expectation that
there would be a railway built. As I have
said, they have located fifty, sixty, seventy,
and eighty miles beyond the present termi-
nus of the road, and anybody knows the
great hardships and privations which these
people have to undergo in consequence of
locating at such a distance from railway
communication. The last time that I was
in Regina, in the month of January, I met
a man who was coming, I think, from
Nebraska. He had been up and
down the Carrot River district,
and he was about to bring men out this
spring. I contend that as this company
received a large amount they ought to go on
and build the railroad; and I think their
failure to do so is a matter for the Govern-
ment to deal with. They have received
6,400 acres of land per mile as a subsidy for
the building of this road; and they are ask-
ing nearly $25,000 per mile for that land
grant. If the land was put up at any reason-
able price, I think the money might be raised
to enable them to go on and build the road.
The route is across a prairie country, and
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there is no physical obstruction. There are years ago, when people saw a railroad map-
no large iron bridges to build, and no rocks ped out on a plan, they went there in antici-
to excavate, such as you have in the eastern pation that the road would be built. They
portion of Canada. It is across a prairie are doing that to some extent now; but if
country and easily built; but the company the policy 1 have suggested were adopted,
have asked such large prices for the land that the company would be able to build the rail-
they have not raised the money, and the road. At $1.50 per acre for 6,4U0 acres, the
result is the road is at a stand-still and noth- amount raised would be nearly $10,000 a
ing is being done; while at the same time mile. Valuing it at $3 an acre there would
the Government, Ithink unwisely, have allow- be another $10,000 left, which would be
ed their agents to induce people to go in ample, because, as 1 have said, if the road
there and settle on the land, in the anticipa- were opened up the Government could sill
tion that the railway would be built. Owing to the land and recoup themselves, the railway
that fact, I think the Government are in would be bui]t, and the people could settle
duty bound to see the road built, as far as along the une. Now, it is not necessary
the settlers are located, anyway, and if they for me to go into any lengthy speech on this
desire to stop when they have got that far, matter. These are the plain facts of the
well and good, but they should not allow case, and 1 think the matter is one that the
the settlers to go any further than the ter- Government should take into their very
minus of the road, wherever that may be. serous consideration, and provide a remedy
The Government gave a large subsidy, $80,- for, because they have induced setters to go in
000 a year, to the Long Lake and Prince there. t have not made inquiry uecently,
Albert Railway; a think if they had given but I know that last session such was the
that subsidy to this railway, whicb goes to case. I have had correspondence wit M .
the saine country, it woukl have been the Webste, in Dakota, about the number of
means of doing a great deal more good than people settlind A i tbat country. The Gov-
the other road bas accomplished. a think this ernment should either prevent him sending
is eminently a matter for the consideration of anybody else there, or go on and build the
the Government, inasmuch as tbey have ai- railroad in order, in some measure, fo re-
lowved settlers to go in there believing that dress the wrong and suflring these people
the road would ho conpleted; and the policy are enduring in this locality. Then with
of the Goverament in the North-west, in my reference to the Great North-west Central,
opinion, is wvrong. It is a libel on the coun- that railroad, if built wbere it ought to go,
try-f state it advisedly-tom say that 6,400 would pass through a very large tracf of
acres of land per mile is not enougm of a sub- country which has been settled ten years.
sidy to build a railway. I tbink it is sufficient, I know that north of where 1 live, in the
and I say that if the GoverGment of the Primitive Methodist colony, there were
country will change their policy -and several townships well settled up in the
advance $1.50 an acre on this land for which spring of 1883. have met those ren con-
they theiselves ask $3, it will enable tinually since tey went in there on the
the conpany to complete the ioad. The promise of the railway being uilt. There
Government to-day ask $3 peh avre for lands was a charter granted, but the parties to
in the Nothwest Territories ; they ave whom the charter was granted have been
increased the price during these years of de- trading anong themselves and quarrelling,
pression of which the farmers have been and to-day they are in law; the proprietors,
complaining; still, I think the Government Mr. Codd and Mr. Charlebois, are in law
showed a very wise knowledge of the coun- about it, and nothing has been done to co-
try when tbey increased the price of land plete the road; the people are settled away
from $2.50 to $3 per acre; and if they in advance of the road, and living there ex-
would advance $1.50 an acre on. this land it pecting it to ie built; and through the
would enable this company or any other quarrel between these men nothing has been
company who choose to undertake it, to go done, and nothing is being now done to
on and complete the road; and the Govern- compel. them to complete the road. I do
ment could then hold first security on this not know what course should be adopted
land of 81.50 per acre. The railway would but I know someting shoud be done.-
then be buit and the country opened up, have been ail over that northern country
and the peuple would be satisfied. A few know it well; I have been at Touchwood
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and north of Qu'Appelle, and I know that a
great portion of that district has been settled;
and a greater portion would be occupied if
there were a railway there. These people are
raising crops and living in hopesthat the rail-
way will some day reach them. I have a large
number of petitions which I have been re-
quested to present to the Government, ask-
ing that the charter be taken away froni both
companies'; but I have refused to present
them, for the reason that it would almost be
an advertisement that the present company
could not completetheirlines ; andanewcom-
pany would not be likely to undertake the
work. Ithought itwould bebetter to try and
encourage in some way or other the present
proprietors to go on and complete the road.
1-do not think it is a wise policy to allow men
to get hold of a charter and go into law over it,
endeavouring to make a large amount out of
it themselves. I repeat that it is a libel on
the country to say that 6,400 acres of land
is not a sufficient grant, because J know
that it ought to be, and it is ; and if the
company cannot raise the money because of
any past acts of other companies, I think it
would be a wise thing for the Government
to take the matter in hand and even
shorten the grant down to 4,000 acres, and
give them $4,000 subsidy ; the land is worth
$4 an acre, and the Government ask $3 for
it ; and then they should curtail the bonding
Powers to $5,000, $6,000 or $7,000 ; and still
there would be plenty of money in it. At
present these men are selling the bonds; they
have no status in the noney market and
they are not able to raise the necessary capi-
tal ; consequently, they have to take a large
discounton the value of the bonds. In view
of the fact that people have been allowed
to go into this country in the expecta-
tion that Parliament would compel these
Parties to complete the road, J think it is a
serious matter to let the companies drift along
as they are doing. The fate of these people
is at stake, and something should be done;
these companies should be conpelled to go
on with what they have undertaken to do.
I bring this matter before the House because,
as I say, I am besieged with petitions and
letters; before I came down, and since my
arrival here I have received letters and peti-
tions in this matter ; and I have written to
the parties saying J did not think it was wise
to present'petitions asking that the charters
should be discontinued, and allow any one
else to come in, because J do not think other

parties could come in and build the road as
favourably as these parties could. J think it
would be wise to advance $1.50 per acre,
and hold the land as a security. It is worth
$3 an acre; the Government are asking that
for it. They have increased the price from
$2.50 to $3, showing that thatis their opinion
of its value. They could advance the money
and hold a first claim against the land, and
they would be able to recoup themselves.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-A moment's reflec-
tipn will convince the House that the Gov-
ernment has no power to compel a company
to proceed with the construction of a road
which it conmenced under a charter ob-
tained- f rom Parliament, though it may have
a Government subsidy. The only course
that the Government can pursue, unless it
changes the ternis on which the subsidy was
given, is to deprive the company of the sub-
sidy in case the terms of the charter are not
fulfilled. That seems to be the case with
the two companies to which the hon. gentle-
man refers. They obtained charters fron
Parliament to construct roads through a
portion of Manitoba and the North-west
Territories, in aid of which the Government
agreed to give 6,400 aeres of land per mile.
They proceeded with the construction of
the road to a certain extent, and then they
stopped. The only penalty the Governrent
cai impose under the circumstances is to
annul the land grant. Then the question
may arise as to whether more favourable or
other terms should be made with them-
that would be adopting the s.uggestion
which the hon. gentleman himself has
made, of retaining the lands in the hands
of the Government, and advancing them a
cash subsidy in lieu thereof ; or to allow the
charter to lapse by its non-fufilment, and
then grant a charter to other parties.
There are many difficulties that will present
themselves to the latter course being pur-
sued. The importance of the construction
of these roads is fully realized by the Gov-
ernment as well as by those who have.taken
a deep interest in them. The object the
Government had in granting, as I thought
at the time, large and ample subsidies, was
to open up and develop that country, and
make it easy of access to the immigrants
who desire to settle there. J do not know,
nor have I ever heard before, that Mr.
Webster, the agent in Dakota, or any one
else acting for the Government, represented
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to those who have been brought back to ciple I an not prepared at the present mo-
the country, or those brought into the ment to say. The House and the country
country who never were in Canada before, know that in selling public lands by a Gov-
that the Government was building this ernment the principal is eaten up to a very
road. It may be possible that the agent great extent by the expenses attending the
pointed out to them that the road was sale and management of them. Now, I have
being built in a certain direction under a understood that instead of the company
subsidy from the Government, and that asking $4 per acre for these lands, they have
they would, if they settled in that imine- offered the Manitoba Government a large
diate locality, have the advantages of an quantity of the lands already earned
outlet by the means of that railway. That, for $2.50 per acre, in order to. re-
I think, is in all probability the inducenient lieve them of their indebtedness to
that was held out to these people. If the 1 the Manitoba Government ; and their legal
conpany have failed to carry out the terins agent told me only two or three days ago
of their charter the Government can scarcely that they had disposed of a large quantity
be held responsible for their failure. The of land in England at $1 per acre in order
hon. gentleman says that 6,400 acres of to raise money to pay interest on the bonds
land ought to be sufficient to enable then as they fell due, and one reason why he was
to raise money, not only to commence, urging still further aid to this road was that
but to construct and complete the road. he felt that a great injury would be done to
Past experience, unfortunately, for what the country if the coupons upon the deben-
reason I an not prepared to say, tures, due in a short time, were not paid.
has not verified that statement. This coin- However, my answer to that was, that if
pany is composed of some of the most the Government were to step in and relieve
wealthy men we have in Canada. It is every company that has given bonds upon
represented that tliey have spent some their road when they fail to meet the interest
twenty odd thousand dollars per mile on upon their indebtedness, it would be equal to
the road already constructed, and that they assuming the responsibility of all bankrupt
are unable to raise money in the English concerns in the country, and that was a prin-
market upon the security which they ofler- ciple which I did not think the Governnent
that is, of the road which is already con- could adopt. However, the Government, I
structed and the 6,400 acres of land per can assure the hon. gentleman, is as anxious
mile. for the construction of these roads and the

opening up and developing of that country as
Hon. M'r. PERLEY-What did the hon. he or any one else could possibly be, and any-

gentleman say was the cost per mile of the thing they can do, consistent with the means
road already constructed? they have at their disposal, will in the

future, as in the past, be done to assist
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The road, if I am them. I cati say further, that in two or

correctly informed, cost fron $20,000 to three cases the time for the completion of
$23,000 per mile for the portion already con- these roads has been extended by the Gov-
structed. I wish the House to understand dis- ernment when applications and representa-
tinctly that I give no opinion as to the expen- tions have been made before them which
diture on that railway. I merely state the induced then to believe that, with further
fact as it has been given to me. If, as the time to enable the company to negotiate
hon. gentleman says, it is a libel on the with moneyed men in this country and in the
country to suppose a road cannot be con- older countries, they would be able to com-
structed for a subsidy of 6,400 acres of land plete the road. They have so far failed, and
per mile, I scarcely know what to term it. in the case of one of these roads the Govern-
If it be a libel to say it cannot be built for ment has declined at the present, until they
that subsidy, then it is an evidence of have further information, to extend the
improper expenditure of money in what has time for the completion of the road. If that
already been done. The suggestion made by course be pursued, their charter will to that
the hon. gentleman in reference to retaining extent lapse, and then it will be for the
the land and giving a money grant is one Government to consider what steps should
which I will bring under the notice of my col- be taken in order to enable others who are
leagues; whether they will adopt that prin- desirous of taking hold of those enterprises
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to complete the road. Beyond that I do
lot know that I can say anything. If there
is any further information that the hon. gen-
tleman would like to have, I should be very
glad to give it if in my power.

DEPARTMENTAL RETURNS.

INQUIRIES.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--Before the
Orders of the Day are called, I should like to
ask the leader of the Government when I
muay expect those returns that I asked for
Some time since--the first moved for about
five weeks ago, and the other about two weeks
ago ? The one relates to correspondence with
respect to the quarantine station in British
Columbia, and the other to correspondence
between the Dominion Government officials
in, British Columbia and the Government
here and the officers of the Canadian Pacific
Railway steamers with respect to the intro-
duction of small-pox last May and June.

Hon. Mr. ANG ERS-I can assure the
hon. member that we are not neglecting his
request at all. Some of the clerks are even
Working at night to prepare all the returns
a-sked for in relation to the census and other
matters and also in connection with quaran-
tine. T shall call the Deputy Minister's atten-
tion to my lion. friend's great anxiety to have
these papers brought down as soon as pos-
sible.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I do not
Wish the Governient to understand that I
aIn complaining. I am merely asking when
I nay expect to get these papers.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE--I should like
tO know when I may expect to have a
return concerning the Experimental Farm,
for which I moved some days ago. I do not
think it would take two hours' time to pre-
Pare it.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I am in hopes that
I may be able to bring it down in a very
few days.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (17) "An Act respecting the St.
Lawrence and Adirondack Railway Con-
pany." (Mr. McMillan.)

Bill (44) " An Act respecting the Mani-
toba and South-eastern Railway Company."
(Mr. Bernier.)

The Senate adjourned at 4 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, Jfarch 7th, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayer and routine proceedings.

DORAN DIVORCE BILL.

REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN, from the Committee
on Divorce, to whomwas referred the Bill (E)
" An Act for the relief of James Frederick
Doran," presented their report.

He said: It will be within the recollec-
tion of the members that substitutional ser-
vice was sanctioned in this case, in conse-
quence of the inability of the petitioner
to find where the respondent was. Since
then the petitioner learned that the respon-
dent was on her way from Europe on an
Atlantic steamer bound for New York.
Fortunately, the petitioner was able to
make personal service on her when she
landed in New York, so substitutional ser-
vice was not required. I move that the re-
port be now adopted.

The motion was agreed to.

THIRD READING.

The following Bill, reported without
amendment from the Committee on Rail-
ways, Telegraphs and Harbours, was read
the third time and passed :

Bill (31) An Act respecting the Central
Counties Railway Company.-(Mr. Clemow.)

BUFFALO AND FORT ERIE BRIDGE
COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (20) "An Act to amend the Act
to incorporate the Buffalo and Fort Erie
Bridge Company," with an amendment.
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He said :-The amendment to this Bill is prevent the company from going on with
short and requires very little explanation. the works contemplated by this Bill, and 1
The Bill is to amend a preceding Act, and think that if the hon. gentleman in charge

i
one of its clauses which related to the bear- of the Bil has no objection, the wisest plan
ng of the General Railway Act upon the would be to refer the Bil back to the Coin-
provisions of this Act was amended by intro- mittee on Railways for further consideration.
ducing into it " the said Act," that is to say I do not care to move that without the con-
the Act which this Bill amends, as well as sent of the hon. gentleman who has charge
this Bill itself, so that it would read that the of the Bil, but if he has no objection
provisions of the Railway Act have been in think it would be desirable to do so.
controvention of the Act wvhich this Bill
alnefl(s. This clause was so obviously in the Hon. Mr. VJDAL-J do not know thatI
interest of the promoters of the Bill that could make any objection to a motion of that
there was n objection to the aniendiient. I kind being presented to the -use. 1 ain
move that the report be adopted. quite prepared, if it is thought necessary that

do any change should be made in the Bic, to
consent to the course suggested. will only

Hon MýJr. -MNcKIN DSEY moved the third rerark that, while offering no objection to
rea(ling ofteBl.this course being taken, 1 do not inyseifthink it necessary, for this reason, that the

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill Bil as undergone a very careful examina-
was read the third time and passed. tion on the part of very eminent lawyers.

Mr. Bell, the solicitor of the Grand Trunk,
hRAND TRUNK, EORGIAN BAY has looked into it very carefully and examin-

AN D LAKE ERIE RAILWAY e it minutely. It lias gone through the
CTMPANY'S BJLL. huse of Commons, where amendments were

nmade to it. If any hon. gentleman ill refer
re f Bto the original copy of the Bill introduced i

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Co mittee the use of Commons, and the copy as it
onw Railway, Telegraphs and Harbours' re- comes to us, e wil observe that two amend-
ported Bill (25) " An Act respecting the ments were made in that committee, indicat-
Grand Trunk, Georgian Bay and Lake Brie ing clearly that very close and particular
RailwNay Company," without amnendmnent. attention was griven to its provisions. I fl&Y

also mention that in addition to the Bill
Hon. MNr. POWEll--I wish to inake one having gone through the ordeal of a verY

or two observations with respect to this. close examnination at the hands of the Rail-
report. Wen this Bi was before the way Committee of the bouseeof Commons,

Railway ComTeittee the committee were it has been considered by our own comittee,
under the impression that the only effect of although perhaps not quite so fully. I think
the first clause would be to extend the time there was a very fair discussion upon it in
for the hegiiing and coinpletion of the our own committee, but still some point
work specitied in the Bill for two years he- xnight have been overlooked. My own vieW,
yond the time allowed by existing legisqa- however, would be that it is unnecessary for
tion. The comaittee saw no objection to us to refer it back for consideration. I think
that and passed the cirst clause. Since the that the parties interested in the Bill have
meeting of the committee, it bias come to myr taken a the precautions necessary to have
knowledge that the change madeby this this s embodied ; and if, in carryil
Bill in the existing law was really much i out the provisions of theBill, any inconven'-
more important. The Act in 1887 made ence or trouble arises, they have the tselves
one section of the Ontario Act applicable to to blame, and not the bouse. l saould
the works of this conipany. The first clauseprefer, of course, making the motion for itr
of this Bill makes the whole Ontario Act' third reading, as it ras been thus carefullY
applicable to the works of the company, and examined; but Is ha not stand in the waY,
the consequence may be very serious. I if the tion. gentleman from waifax, or anY
have flot had time to examine and see other Hon. gentleman, thinks it necessary t
exactly what the results will be, but clearmy refer it back to the committee. I do nt
the results nay be very serious and may feel disposed to stand in the way at al -f
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the fullest investigation being made, if it is
required.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The law clerk,
Whose duty it was to examine the Bill,
found that it was open to the objection
which I have indicated, and I understand
the hon. Chairman of the committee takes
the same view that I do; and although in a
certain sense the promoters of the Bill are
responsible, still, if we find in the passage
of a Bill through this louse that there is
some defect in it which will defeat *he ob-
jects of the promoters, it is our duty to
remedy the defect if possible; and inas-
4Tuch as no harm can come to the Bill if it
is referred back, and it can be reported
back on Friday next and assented to in the
other House, amended or unamended as the
case may be, the safest vay is to have the
Bill referred back to the Railway Committee.
I therefore move that the Bill be referred
back to the Railway Coinmittee for further
cOnsideration.

lion. Mr. DICKEY-I have taken the
responsibility of seconding the motion, as it
ha not been objected to by the promoter of
the Bill, who has taken a very fair course;
but in answer to what my hon. friend on the
Other side of the House has said with regard
to this particular amendment, that it was in
his judgment not at all necessary that it
should be considered again, perhaps because
it has been subjected to the scrutiny of emi-
Tent counsel and the committee of the other
Ilouse, I may say, in justice to myself and
the members of the committee of which I
have the honour to be Chairman, that it is
n1ot the first time that we have had to cor-
rect mistakes in Bills which had been sub-
Jected to the same ordeal ; theréfore J did
take notice of the objection at the time,
but without comnitting myself to what my
'iew may be on looking into it. We had

tot the same opportunities of scanning it
very carefully, and I think it would be in
the interest of justice and good legislatior
that we should have an opportunity of con
sidering it again.

lion. Mr. VIDAL-I make no objection

The motion was agreed to, and the Bil
was referred back to the committee.

WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGA-
TION.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM rose to

Inquire of the Governmient what action, if any,
they intend to take upon the evidence taken at the
Welland Canal investigation before A. F. Wood,
Esq., as to the management of that important work
by Williarn Ellis, superintendent, arid othets under
him, as disclosed by the evidence?

He said : This question which I have on the
paper to-day is not a new one by any means ;
many of you will remember that it has been
before the House for the last four years. I
do not intend to-day to make any very
lengthened remarks on the question, because
I do not intend to tire the House. I have
said enough on it already, particularly if the
answer of the Government is satisfactory. I
know that they have had plenty of timeand
hon. gentlemen will all remember the reply
the leader of the Government made to me
in this Chamber two or three years ago, and
last year particularly; but I hope the Gov-
ernment is now prepared to give me an
answer, and it depends on the answer that
is made by the leader of the House whether
I shall make a few remarks or not; and if I
consider it my duty in the interests of
the country ~to make any remarks, I hope
the House will put up with nie; I will not
be very long. I do not know that I will do
on this occasion as I threatened to do last
year if they did not dismiss this gentleman
who has been guilty of wrong-doing on the
Welland Canal; I remember every remark
that I made on that occasion. I said I
was bound to get the evidence before the
country ; I said often in this House I did not
see why the Government had anything to
hide in thismatter. There may have been some
blunders in the Department, and that may
be the reason why they do not take action;
the Department themselves may be somewhat
guilty as well as the superintendent of the
Welland Canal. I do not wish, however, to

i say anything further until I get the answer.

lHon. Mr. BOWELI- was going to pre-
mise what I had to say by expressing the
hope that the hon. gentleman would not
begin at Genesis and end at Revelations,
and yet upon a little reflection it might do
us a great deal of good if he would read the

l whole book. I can only say in reply to the
question asked by the hon. gentleman that
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I made inquiries at the Railway Department,
and I was informed by the Minister that the
evidence brought out suggested certain re-
fornis in the management of the Welland
Canal, and he assured me that he was now
seriously engaged in looking into the whole
matter with a view to making such changes
as he could, and which he trusted would ineet
the views of the hon. gentleman, more par-
ticularly in reducing the staff and the ex-
pense attending the working of the canal.
What that will be J am not at this present
moment able to inform the House ; but J an
sure I know that his intention is to try, as
far as possible, to meet the hon. gentleman's
views.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-In reply J have
just a few words to say. Does the hon.
Minister mean to tell me they are studying
the evidence ? Does he mean to tell me any
member of the Government ever looked at
the evidence? He was hiniself for a short
time Acting Minister of Railways and
Canals, and this has been a burning question,
as you all know. Did he look at it ?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Yes, I did very
carefully.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM - At the evidence,
or at Mr. Wood's report ?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Both, and the hon.
-gentleman's speech in addition.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I have no doubt
at all if the bon. Minister looked at my
speech and if be believed what I said-and
I stand by every word of it-he would come
to the conclusion that Mr. Ellis and these
parties ought to have been cleaned out long
ago. I can refer hon. gentlemen to the Sen-
ate Debates and read what the leader of the
House stated last year. He said that im-
mediately after the session was over they
would go on and look into this matter. Are
they aware that the Dominion is losing a
large amount of money by their inaction in
this matter? Even Mr. Wood, the commis-
sioner-a man who has broken all the com-
mandments in trying to shield the wrong-
doing in the Welland Canal-tells the Gov-
ernment of the çountry that they are losing
-$20,000 a year; and I can tell them if they
look at the accounts last year, that with the
man they had to look after affairs, although
he has not got full control, $20,000 was

saved last year, as the result of my -action
in the matter. Why should they delay
action? I am not going over what J
explained to this House before ; but if any
hon. gentleman will look at the evidence he
will see that the Government are acting
unjustly by the people in allowing the matter
to stand. Probably the Government them-
selves are to blame. J say that to some
extent they are to blame. They were to
blame for Mr. Ellis's conduct in allowing him
to go on spending the country's money,
withoyt any check on him, when they had,
you may say, a written document before
them establishing his guilt. They made
him disgorge $475 since, but there is a lot
more to be recovered ; there is this other
money which he took by means of the mai
that built his house, as disclosed by the
evidence. The Government is not acting
fairly in this matter. The hon. leader tells me
to-day, very much the sane as I was told last
year,thatsomethingwill be doneimmediately,
butbe does not tell us how it is going to be done.
It may go on for another year. It is getting
to be an old story. All I ask the Govern-
ment to do is this-as I said before, J want
the Government to dismiss these parties that
have been guilty of wrong-doing, or to pub-
lish the evidence to the world so that every-
body can see what is taking place on the
Welland Canal. It is a very unpleasant
thing for me to bring up in the House every
session a matter of this kind. People say I
am vindictive in followingup Mr.Ellis. I have
no feeling against anybody, but J want to
see justice done. I spent four months of my
time trying to get at the facts in this matter.
Mr. Wood, the Commissioner, was sent up
to St. Catharines to cover up the iniquities
on the Welland Canal, and here we are to-
day, four years after the investigation, with-
out any step taken to punish the wrong
doers. I am sorry that the Government
have not got time to spend even half a day
to look into this business. They have doue
the rest of the business of the country well,
but they have done nothing in this matter.
They do not even take enough interest in it
to look at the evidence. My hon. friend
told me that he looked at the evidence ; it
is the first intimation that I have had of
any Minister of the Crown having done so.
Will the hon. gentleman tell me what part
of the evidence he has examined, because
I am a little suspicious? He looked at
Mr. Wood's report-he looked at two Of
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them, because there are two. You know to the injury of the country, while we were
how difficult it was to find out whether paying $10,000 a year for gas to light the
there was more than one report. At first canal froni sunset to sunrise ? It has been
the Government said there was no second proven by the evidence, although the report
report, but I knew better. I knew there of Mr. Wood does not show it, that people
was a second report, and finally I got it. were drowned in the canal because the gas
What object can there be in shielding these was turned down when it should have been
men ? It only shows that the Department turned up. Since I called attention to the
of Railways and Canals is mismanaged. fact in the buse a year ago, we have had
Iow otherwise could they have allowed the the gas burning full flare on the canal. Mr.
Superintendent of the Welland Canal to go Wood says the evidence was unsatisfactory.
on constructing public works without any Even the lock tender who should have
authority, while the Department paid for been on the lock where these people
them afterwards ? How could they allow were drowned was away at the time.
the Superintendent of the Welland Canal Mr. Ellis had bis teaming charged
to incur an expenditure of a thousand to the Government, such as hauling
dollars, against the report of the engineers, manure, iron fencing, etc., besides bis livery
aiid without the knowledge of the Govern- bil. Tbey made hini disgorge some of bis
ment, except from what I have stated here in livery bil, but they did not get half of it.
this House ? That is the way the business Here they have thisgentlemanontheWelland
of the Department of Railways and Canals Canal and he cannot order ten cents' worth of
1s being carried on. I an forced to say so, expenditure. The Uovernment lost con-
because the evidence produced at the in- fidence in hirn after the revelations at the
vestigation proves it. Mr. Wood was sent investigation. We have a double head on
there for the purpose of covering up the tbe Welland Canal now. Mr. Ellis is there,
iniquity of those employed on the Welland but bis usefullness is gone, and they have 'a
Canal, and he did it well. What will be man there to look after him to keep bim
the next move? J should not wonder if bonest. Altbougb none of the changes are
they would pension off Mr. Ellis and give made that even Mr. Wood advocated on the
him a premium for his rascality. I will canal, yet by having this nan there tbey
show you what great claims this man saved $25,000 to the country last year. Mr.
has on the Government for superannuation, Ellis threatned to kick men out of bis office
because it has been hinted at that he should because they bad formerly refused to grant
be superannuated. He has graduated in bis requests. That is a nice officer to have
the public service of this country, and of on the canal. What were bis requests ?
course he ought to be paid He has claims Tbey refused to endorse bis paper and they
On the Governmnent. He took the men who refused to lend him roney. They refused,
'Were employed on the canal, to build his worst of ail, to write letters to Sir Charles
house, and paid them with Government Tupper wben Mr. Ellis was blowing bis own
ioney, returning it as if they had been born, in order that be rigbt get extra pay.

Working for the Government, and the pay- He must have got somebody else to blow bis
'inaster paid them, and they signed the pay- born, because tbey raised bis salary from
list as if they had been working for the $2,000 to $2,900 a year and $300 a year for
Government. After three years, during travelling expenses, but that did not satisfy
which the evidence has been before the the Government. Tbey bad to pay him $50
Government, they have not mnoved yet, and a montb more. But when the matter was
1 tell them one and all that every word I brougbt out theymade himdisgorge$475of it.
say is prmven by the evidence. That is not 0f course the Government ougbt to super-
al. I gave them memoranda where to annuate this gentleman. le established a
find the evidence substantiating what I treasury board on the Welland Canal, coi-
have said, but they were too busy-they posed of the clerk, the paymaster and him-
have not hadtime to look into this matter--it self. He pensioned off a man on the Welland
il beneath them. Mr. Ellis received $100, oanal for three years and seven months,
and f ree gas and fuel from the Gas Com- putting him down for so many days every
Pany. Was it for his good looks, or was it month when he knew he was not working.
for favouring the company by turning the The paymaster and the clerk knew it also.
,s dlown during the seasonf of navigation, Mr. Elis had this pensioner put down under
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several different forms to hide it from the the Public Works Departient. But when
Government. The evidence shows all that. that house was built, nobody owned it, and
Mr. Ellis made forty-three false returns to they had to pass an. Order in Council vest-
the G9vernment, trying to cover it up. Here ing it in the Public Works Department. Stili
is a man, after all I have said about him, the Government, knowing that, continue to
who is still employed on the Welland Canal. keep Mr. Ellis in office. Mr. Ellis allowed

They say they are going to look into this the waters of Lake Erie to run into the Wel-
matter. They were going to look into it land Canal causing daniage to the extent of
four years ago. I suffered a good many $25,000 when he had plenty of men and

'indignities about this matter. I said last means at his disposal to prevent it. He had

year, and I say now, I can go on every his instructions, yet be allowed this to

stump throughout the Dominion and exylain occur: that is the report of the Engineer,
the way this Welland Canal has been mis- Mr. Page, that the country lost $25,000
managed by the Government, and still be a through Mr. Ellis's neglect. If lie had only
Conservative. I could not be anything else. been guilty of neglect a man could forgive
What are the Government keeping these hiui, but when you find so many peculations
men for? I have sent a list of them to the coupled with the neglect you cannot over-
Government and they do not act on it. Mr. look it. He certified to Henry Vander-
Ellis built a township bridge at the cost of burgh's time when be ought to have known
the canal-took $1,000 out of the canal better. There is an old gentleman on the
funds against the report of the engineer. canal who was worn out 15 years ago, to

He did that to please his friends. The Gov- my own knowledge, but they put hin on'
ernment cannot show by the pay-lists in the there. He lives at a place called Allanburg,

Department that that bridge has been built. and be keeps the time of the men working at
I know they cannot, because I have gone the gate-yard at Port Daliousie, which is 14
through the lists for nine years and cannot miles away. He goes down in the morning
find it. That is a good deal of work, but 1 by the train and gets there about 8 o'clock,
the Government of this country never and leaves there at half-past five in the even-
sent me assistance. J have had to tight Mr. ing. It is important to have such an
Ellis and the canal officials and ail their official, because he was keeping the time,
friends and their attorney, and last, weighing material, etc., and putting the
but not least, I had to fight the Comiissi- figures down in a scratch book, as the evi-
oner. The Comminssioner was the worst of dence shows. He bas charged the Govern-
all, because he was invested with authority. ment as high as $205 -a year for railway
He was there with the powers of a judge. 1 fares. That is by his own evidence. I had
The idea of a judge receiving information him before the Commissioner four times be-
from the Government what to do 1 When I fore I got the truth out of him, and I found
put a question squarely that a witness should that while he was charging the Government
answer, when they were getting money to $205 a year for railway fares, his tickets
pay Mr. Ellis's debts, the Cominissioner would cost him only $32. That man is there yet
not make the witnessesanswer-he said they on the canal. And that is the evidence of
could answer if they liked. And it is the Henry Vanderburgh. Mr. Ellis built struc-

report of that man that the Government have tures such as bridges, flumes, and so on, that
before them. The Government themnselves, he had no right to do, as is proven by the evi-
if they ever glanced at the evidence, required dence. What did lie get in return ? He got a

him to iake a second report and I do not testimonial from the manufacturers at St.
know yet but lie bas made a third report. i Catharines of several hundreds of dollars. I
He made two any way, because I have got could go on and show what great claims Mr.
them both. Mr. Ellis built a custom-house j Ellis bas on the Government to retain him in

and post office at Port Colborne with canal his place, but I think the few factsI have sub-
money, without any authority from the De- mitted to the House ought to be enough. I
pavtment, and also a dock at the same place cannot take the Government by the throat to
at a large cost, which dock is useless. Any make them do right, but if they continue to
one at all acquainted with the affairs of a do as they have been doing in this matter, I
country knows that the Department of Rail- am bound to resent it as far as I can. There
ways and Canals bas nothing to do at all are others in the wrong besides Mr. Ellis.
with building custom-houses. That is for They could not have managed as they did if
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there had not been a ring. There is another
gentleman on the Welland Canal with whom
I must deal now-he is called John B. Smith
and another gentleman named Demare, both
assistant superintendents as they are called---
there are seven or eight assistant superint-
endents altogether. Even Mr. Wood, after
breaking nearly all the commandments,
recommended thatthreeof the assistantsuper-
intendents be discharged, but the Government
have not had time to attend to it. There is
this Mr. Demare who paid money to himself
that he should have paid to the Government.
Re says that he sent the money through
the post office to be put to the credit of the
Government, but the money never got there.
It is a question whether he sent it or not-he
says he did, but the money was never receiv-
ed by the Government. He sent men to
Work at Mr. Ellis's house and also to the
house of Mr. Lawrence, clerk of the canal,
and the time was returned as if they had
been working for the Government, and they
Signed the pay list. These are some of the
gentlemen whose conduct the Government
want time to look into. They had not time to
look into the accounts sent in by Mr. Ellis and
they took itforgranted that theywere all right.

1r. Ellis allowed Government employees
Under him to work at Mr. Roger Miller's
Contract. The time was returned as if the
luen had been working for the Government.
The men were paid by the Government pay-
nlaster while working on Mr. Roger Miller's
contract. Mr. Miller was paid in full for
his contract, although he get Government
lIen's labour and Government material, and
Was not charged with the sanie. He also
let Government land on shares. Hon.
gentlemen will remember hearing -me speak
in the House long ago of pickings ; one hon.
gentleman laughed when I said at the be-
ginning of the investigation that Mr. Ellis
Was getting pickings. Now, here are the
Pickings. He let Government land on
Shares to be farmed, and he got one-third of
the crop for his own use. Of course the
ailount was nQt large ; he may have got 500
or 600 bushels of grain a year. I did not
think that was a very serious thing ; -but let
US consider the matter. It is in the evidence
that tbree of his friends, lock tenders, gave
hin a share of their crops ; they describe
the shares and the number of bushels he re-
ceived. Now, there were three of his friends
who had to be dragged out to swear. to
this; and what do you suppose Mr. Ellis

swore to i He swore that no man gave him a
share of his crop. This is the gentleman
we have now on the Welland canal. I ask
the Government to look at the evidence, if
they do not believe me, and they will see
that what I state is the case ; they must
believe the evidence. This man to whom I
referred as giving a great deal of trouble on
the canal, when I spoke first, locktender
Bradley, swore that Mr. Demare wanted him,
Bradley, to make a false report against a
brother locktender; so tht he, Demare,
could have the said locktender dismissed
from the lock, as he, Demare, did not like
him. Well, if that is not making trouble
on the canal, I do not know what is. Mr.
Demare takes the gas ; he has burned five
jets in his house for years. During the season
of navigation the Government pay for the
gas as furnished to the shop at Port Dal-
housie, the gas going through the Govern-
ment meter there and being charged to the
Government. Mr. Ellis gets his gas from
the Gas Company; Mr. * Demare has his
charged to the Government. Now,.this is
the condition of affairs on the Welland canal.
Is there any use of going further i

Hon. MEMBERS-No, no.

Hon. Mr. McCALUM-There are three
or four more; shall I deal with them
furtheri

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Enough.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--But the Min.
ister has not got enough 3 et. I am not
dealing with the hon. member fo! Luneni-
burg; it is the Government I am after-
the leader of the Government; because of
all men in the service of the country, I
respect him, and I believe if he had had
charge of the Department of Railways and
Canals from the beginning he would have
looked after this matter. There is one thing
he did not look after closely in connection
with the management of his own Depart-
ment. He allowed $700 worth of boots to
be entered free ; he did not collect duty on
them. That came out in the investigation.
Roger Miller brought in that amount of
boots, and he made 80. cents a pair; and
that was not all. In order to sell them to
the men he returned two days' work for
every man to pay for the boots-two days'
work that was never done.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Who brought them
in ?
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Roger Miller Hon. Mr. SMITH-Do they have clog
brought them in. dances over there?

Hon. Mr. SMITH-Were they leather? Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Well, you can

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-No, rubber. I go over, and see if you like. You must not
was hunting for the boots over there, and if btr e rn
I had found them I was going to have them
seized. Hon. Mr. SMITH-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I can assure the Hon. Mr. McCALLLM--The more I get
hon. gentleman he is making a statemerit the more will give. Now, as to these boots,
for which there is not the slightest founda- the hon. gentleman feels very tender about
tion. I'never hèard of the boot transaction them, thinking that I want to say that he
before, and no man who ever smuggled into sanctioned smuggling, but 1 do fot say any-
this country had any permission or counte- thing of the kind; I know too well for that.
nance from me in any case that was brought i But these ure the facts, as he can see by
under my notice. I have n, doubt there looking at the Debates, where I called atten-
bas been a great deal of smuggling, but the tion to the page in the evidence where the
hon. gentleman would be better acquaintedh g a th invoice of the boots appears, and if he wishes
with that than I wouId. t. l T sa1- y tha h

t~ion t the pageIL i he L e idec wher lthe

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not accuse
the hon. member of anything of that kind.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-But you did.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-No.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The hon. gentleman
said these goods were smuggled and that I
knew it.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I did notsaythat
the hon. gentleman knew it, but I say that
if lie had looked at the evidence he would
have known it. I say there is no doubt at
all that the thing was done in this way, that
the department knew of it, but that the
hon. genfieman knew nothing of it.

am not finding so much fault about that;
the trouble is that every man who bought a
pair of boots had two days' work returned,
work that he did not do, and the Government
of the country were deceived. That is what
I find fault with and not the matter of the
duty on the boots. I do not like really to
think that the hon. gentleman should get so
peppery because I mentioned a name. I
might mention my hon. friend's name in
reference to something else, because there is
no doubt at all he was instrumental in send-
ing this gentleman Wood over there to look
after the canal investigation, and I say cer-
tainly he picked the right man in Mr. Wood
to shield the wrong-doing of the canal offi-
cials. I will say this much for him, that he

Hon. Mr. BOWELL--They never re- us a very clever man, and I

ceived any such privilege from me, or any for that purpose; I might
one else. No man ever reçeived permission the hon. gentleman of doi
from me, while I was Minister of Customs not accuse him of winking
for nearly 14 years, to bring goods into this of boots into the country.
country without paying duty. had a contract at the house

lives n. It is a Gôvern
Hon. Mr. NcCALLUM--fWell that is sent the Governinent Iem

straight so far, but that is the excuse they and paid the Governint
made. That is ail I can teol you; that is the the material to do the
evidence sworn to. I take the Minister's Miller got the pay for it.
statement on that, but I may say to him contract. And what did
that he cari see the list here in the Debates He said the work was wel]
of the goods-the clogs to have a clog dance it over in that way. Ti
at Port Dahousie Hall-- and there' is no says: "Ohyes,.we looke
doubt thatthe duty was notpaid on these we read it," but I have se
goods. The Minister says that I accuse him that. I have got the evde
of allowing that, but I do nothing of the it makes quite a bundie, b
kind-very far from it. I might accuse hiu Ministers will give nie hall
of something else, but not of that. the trouble to turn from

he was sent there
therefore accuse

ng that, but I do
at the smuggling
Mr. Roger Miller
that Mr. Demare

ment bouse. He
n to do the work,
men and paid for
work and Roger
Mr. Miller had the
Mr. Wood say i
done, and passed

e hon. gentleman
i at the evidence,
ious doubts about
nce with me here ;
ut if any one of the
a day, I will take
page to page and
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show him where it is. When I was speak- wer-it is very satisfactory-they have it
ing in the Senate and summing up this case, under consideration. All I ask them to do
I quoted very nearly every page where they before they arrive at a conclusion in that
would find the evidence. Now, my hon. matter, if they are ever going to arrive at a
friend, the member for Lunenburg, says he conclusion, is to consult the evidence, and if
has had enough; he cannot stand much. they have not a copy, I will furnish them one.

I ask the Government- particularly to look
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-You asked me at the evidence and not at Mr. Wood's re-

if I had enough, an.d I said yes. port, which is contrary to the evidence-
which makes the evidence perform an oppo-

Hion. Mr. McCALLUM-John B. Smith site duty to that which it should do to cover
is a very fine gentleman connected with the up these people. le even tells them after
canal, I had not much fault to find with him, that that the country is losing $20,00 a
but Mr. Ellis used him to borrow money year, and stili the Goverument of this coun-
from the employees on the canal to pay his try permit this state of affairs-the Govern-
debts. If you look at the evidence you can ment that I have been supporting ail My life,
see what that arrangement was. I have not the Government that I think is perfect, barr-
got the page just now, but the arrangement ing this. If 1 can remove this objection to
was this ; they paid him a dollar a day more them, I can go before the world and
for the use of his horse than they ought to say we have a good Government, but
have paid, if he would allow half a dollar a wbile tbis remains there is a blot
day to stand back to pay Mr. Elhs's debts. on them in my estimation and in the
Thisarrangement wentonfortwoyears. There opinion of a great many others. The action
-aretwoothermenjust in the same position as of the Conservative Goverument in this
this man. I brought them up, but this matter is giving the dry rot to the Conser-
Commissioner selected by the Government vative party in the counties of Welland and
to get at the facts on the Welland Canal Lincoln. That is my opinion. 0f course
Would not compel them to answer. He said tbey may not tbinkso; but it bas done much
" ask him if he got any money corruptly." to hurt the Government, for thisreason-tbey
The idea of a man appointed Commissioner know what is going on. My speech is in
on the Welland Canal investigation to take the hands of the Conservatives all over the
evidence and get at the facts, with the country; tbey get disgusted when tbey see
powers of a judge, wanting to make the wit- wbat is going on. They know bow this man
ness the judge of corruption ! That is what tyrannized over the pedple before, and tbey
I had to contend witb. As I laim, Mr. sent a man ther to watch him. If the
Ellisusedthisnantoyborrowemoney to pay bis Government had so littie confidence in the
debts. I migbt go on and show other tbings; man that they sad to send some body to
there are one or two more. As you heard me watcb him, tbey ougbt to dismiss bim.
8tate in the Hiuse, one gentleman took some These are a the observations I will make at
plank, and bis excuse was that re wanted a present. Later on I may put another ques-
Muan to bring old plank to, floor bis stable tion on the Paper. I trust the bion. Minister
and bis barn. lie took bim new plank and the ý,will be kind enou gh to tell me wben tbe
gentleman kept the new plank and did not wGovernnent will arrive at a conclusion in
return it. You reard me say in the liouse this matter.

oe wanted old plank and ae kept the new.
That is ail I have to say at present, I bave ion. Mr. 'DONOgIrOE-Seeing the per-
the return t Cerh wCere the Governmnent made sistence with wbich My bon. friend bas pur-
M1r. Ellis dismorge this money which he took sued bis subject, I bave taken the trouble
ilproperly ; and even Mr. Wood, wben e of going troug the evidence in detail and
refers t the witness CLatfield, who worked the report made by the Commissioner upon
three weeks at Ellis's bouse, does not say that y evidence. After i hon. friend had
anlything about it ; he gives bis name but al the opportunities lie desired, calling
dOes not tekl the amount. I have got an ac- witnesses from every quarter, examining
Count in my band of the amount of money them for days and days together, with coun-
this country bas lost by that; but sti; the sel upon Mr. Ellis's side, the on. gentleman
Goverument think it is ail lovely; tbey do choosing to conduct his own case upon i e
lot want to disturb bim. iere is the ans- other.

17j
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Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--It was not my statement and nobody ever told him that I
case, it was the case of the public. i did.

Hon. Mr: O'DONOHOE-He conducted Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I was speak-
the case of the public then before that Coin- ing of the official report of the Commis-
mission; but during that investigation my sioner.
hon. friend never questioned the integrity of
the Commissioner. l e went on with the Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-It does not say
case for a number of days, and a very large anything of the kind.
amount of expense was incurred that the Hon. Mr. ODONOHOE-I il say
country had to pay for. The Commis- this, that in order to relieve this House and
soner sat there until there was no morehere to
evidence before him, and then he made his speak, it would be well that that report of
report, and he found as a result that during the Judge sent to hear the case should be
the period of over ten years that this official read to them, and being read I think there
was superintendent of the Welland Canal would be an end of an furthein quiry
there were some slight irregularities, amount- .o of any7further ir.quiry
ing to a sum, during the whole periôd, of upon this harrowing subject.
not over $100, and that it occurred in this Hon. Mr. FLINT-Was the hon. gentle-
way-year after year carters and others en- man there to hear the evidence ?
gaged upon the canal were sometimes told by
him in the evening, or at noon, to take a Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I read the
load of gravel and place it upon the walks evidence-that was what I said.
around his house; little things like that go-
ing on for over ten years make the sum of Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Will the hon.
the irregularities which this Commissioner gentleman be good enough to tell us how

found. Now, it is a matter of regret to me many pages of the evidence he read

to have a word to say in opposition to my Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-J read the
hon. friend, for whom I have the greatest
respect; but I feel I would not be display- investigation, and 1 read the report.
ing a manly spirit to sit here knowing thé
facts and having read the evidence and the Hon. Mr. ALMON-We all remember
reports, without nentioning this to the
House. There was.nothing in all the state-
ments made here-and they have been very
large and very unlimited both in amounts
and quantity. This report is that the sum
of the irregularities over a period of ten
years that 34r. Ellis has been in office did
not exceed $100.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That breaksthe
record of the opposing lawyer, Mr. Rykert.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I must beg
to take exception to the hon. gentleman's
statement ; it was the report of the Commis-
sioner. The persistence with which my hon.
friend has pursued this subject is only con-
sistent with the statement which le made
there, that because he did not take into his
employment a man whose conduct did not
warrant him in employing him, that he
would pursue him until such time as le put
him out of office.

Hon. Mr. McCALLU N-I say the hon.
gentleman is wrong ; I never made that

that some years ago the hon. gehtleman
brought this matter before the House. The
charges were very strong indeed, involving
fraud, and indeed almost every crinie that a
man could be guilty of. The charges were
supported by very strong arguments, and
we were right in not listening to them
(because there are always two sides to a
question), until the Govei-nment appointed
a Commission to investigate the matter.
The Government did appoint the Commis-
sion, I think, some three years ago, and
they have been very remiss in not deciding
promptly upon the evidence. If Mr. Ellis is
in the right, the Government have a great
deal to answer to Mr. Ellis for allowing
his character to remain blackened by the
charges of the hon. gentleman. If Mlr.
Ellis was wrong, le should have been dis-
missed. I do not think it is for want of
energy on the part of the Minister of Rail-
ways that he remains in office. He man-
aged to discharge thirty or forty clerks who
had been employed on the Intercolonial
Railway, giving them only two months pay.
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Considering that many of them were old
in the service, and of course unable at their
time of life to find anything to do, that
was very energetic action on the part of
the Minister. I think the leader of the
House is wrong in saying that the hon.
gentleman had not time to look into the
question. We know he has a great deal of
energy in some ways. He does not seem
to want for energy and activity in that
kind of thing, and therefore, I think, in
four years the ý overnment ought to have
had time to decide whether Mr. Ellis was
right or wrong. If he is wrong let him be
discharged, or if the report of the coin-
mfittee is not strong enough to warrant that,
let him be reprimanded. If, on the contrary,
the charges of the hon. gentleman have not
been sustained, let them say so, and let the
censure fall on the hon. gentleman who has
brought the matter before this House.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-I do not rise to
say one word in condemnation of Mr. Ellis
or anybody else, but I do rise for the pur-
pose of making some explanation. The first
muatter to which my attention is called is
the livery bill. Every one who lives in the
Niagara district knows that engineers fromi
foreign countries and elsewhere visit the
Welland Canal. They are sent there by
their Governménts to examine that work,
and Mr. Ellis has always been instructed to
show them over the work-he has employed
and engaged horses and cabs to drive these
imen over the works. That has been the
custom throughout the whole of the manage-
ment of the canal. Mr. Ellis carried out
that custom under instructions, as I under-
stand, and these livery bills represent the
expenditure in that way. It has been the
custon of the Government to pay for the use
of horses for the superintendent to travel the
length of that canal, and when he did not use
a horse, to pay his railway fares. That canal is
27 miles long and there are important works
On nearly every half mile of it. The super-
intendent has to be on the canal constantly,
and if he had to pay his expenses it would
eat up his salary. Many a time he is called
Out at night to go 15 or 16 miles to examine
a break on the canal. These are some of the
items in connection with that expenditure
for livery. I have not read all the evidence,
but I have thought it due to the House to
Point out these matters. Another statement
that I would like to make is that the con-

struction and repairs were constantly going
on on that canal during the whole time of
Mr. Ellis's management and superintendency.
That construction work and these repairs
were constantly being mixed. There were
foremen employed by the Government doing
work at one place, and Mr. Ellis had men
doing work at another place and they were
interchanged, so that it was difficult to keep
their time apart. I can therefore readily
understand that irregularities would creep
in under such circumstances. If' I under-
stand the case, Mr. Miller was a foreman
under the Government. He was employing
men doing work in the winter season. These
men had to work in water up to their knees
a great part of the time, repairing the locks
and putting in gates and that sort of thing.
The rubber boots to which the hon. gentle-
man has referred were necessary, and if
those boots were brought in free of duty,
they belong to the Government and they
are the property of the Government to-day,
and are hanging up in the storehouse at St.
Catharines.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-The hon. gentle-
man spoke of Mr. Ellis's livery bill. Does
he not know that the Government of this
country allow him $300 per year specially
for livery expenses ? If the hon. gentleman
looks at the accounts he can see that.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON--I quite under-
stand that. The $300 is for this purpose--
there is a railway running the length of the
canal and the $300 is to pay expenses of the
railway and horse-hire back and forth, but
the expenses to which I refer are those that
I have described. Frequently those foreign
engineers have come to me and I have turned
them over to Mr. Ellis and he has looked
after them. My own opinion is that Mr.
Ellis was justified in charging the Govern-
ment w-ith those expenses. I have been in-
formed that in many instances the engineers
came to Ottawa and were sent to the Wel-
land Canal with a note to Mr. Ellis. I men-
tion this to show how irregularities might
come in. With regard to the gas in Mr.
Ellis's house, I do not think he was judicious
in taking that. The gas is furnished on the
canal by contract with the Gas Company.
Mr. Ellis has nothing to do, as J an told,
with the making of that contract. The con-
tract covers the lighting of the Government
offices as well as the canal, and Mr.
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Ellis was injudicious enough to let them prehend a great many irregularities crept in
put the gas into his house, but in no way I do iîot say this in defence of Mr. Buis, or
could it affect his relationship with the Gas anybody else. I speak of it in order that
Company, because the company was under the buse inay be seized witb the reasons
contract with the Government. Then the for some of these irregularities, and if the
bon. gentleman referred to repairs made to Government examine the natter I would
houses. I may tell the House that the lock- like them to investigate that particular
tenders' and bridgetenders' houses are phase of the question. J bave no particular
furnished by the Government. Each man interest in Mr. Ellis, or anybody else, but 1
pays $5 a month for the use of the house, would be wanting in my luty as a public
and the Government keep the house in repair man living in that locality, if I did not
at their own expense. I do not know the par- put the bouse in possession of the qualify-
ticular house to which the hon. gentleman ing circurstances in connection witb tbe
referred, where Miller's men were sent to natter.
repair it, but I do know that in nine cases
out of ten the Government furnish the houses Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-J bave no oh-
for these men, and as the men have to pay jectiontothebon. gentleman speaking, buthe
rent the repairs should be done at the expense sbould-confine himsalf to facts. He speaks
of the Government. I have not read the from bearsay; J speak from wbat was sworn
evidence at all, and I simply make these to before the Commission. About the over-
explanations in order that the House may flow of Lake Erie, I an speaking of tbe
be informed of the facts. With regard to evidence of Ir. Jobn Page, who was a
the overflowing of Lake Erie into the Wel- proininent max in the country. It appears
land Canal, by which so much damage was to me that the hon. gentleman from Welland
caused, I my say that, although the damage must bave had the story of Mr. Ellis, or bis
was reported at that time to ainount to counsel Mr. Rykert; he could not have got
$25,000, it turned out to be nothing like bis fact from the evidence.
that amount. The damage was all repaired
by the men on the canal themselves. I may b
add that the works at that point were under
construction and repairs at the time and a few words to wbat J said a few moments
there was a difficulty between Mr. Tomson: If the statement made
the engineer, Mr. Page, the chief engineer, b then tema froellan be cor-
and Mr. Ellis-that portion of the work had rect, te becae the c o
not been handed over to Mr. Ellis and he did vesitirate bee the oa sp cles pr-
not conceive it to be his duty to look after
it. Each one tried to screen himself in the ported by or for the use of the Governent.
matter, but, as I say, there was a difference J
between the Superintendent and the engi- of it before, but the idea may bave become
neers who constructed the work as to the prevalent tbat tbese boots were admitted free
time when the Superintendent should take in the interests of the contractor or of tbe
the work over. foreman. If tbe contractor imported, and

would otherwise have had to provide themn,
Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-Mr. Ellis had they would have been dutiable; if they were

the keys and had full instructions to close imported by the foreman for the use of men
the gates. This is shown by the evidence. eriiployed by the Government, tbey would be

free under the law.
Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-That it true,

but there are telegrams which passed be- on. Mr. McCALLUM-I think I stated
tween Mr. Ellis and Mr. Thomson, who had it that way-that that was tbe m ay tbey
charge of the work. If there were irregu- came into the country. It was not the 'atter
larities, you can well understand that they of duty on the boots, but every man who got
arose through a difference as to who had the boots bad two days' tire returned to pay
control and who had a right to look after for tbe boots, and tbe contractor, by getting
this and after that ; it was very diflicult to the boots adritted free, made 90 cents per
separate the two works. Hu that way I ap- pair on the boots.
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THE DISMISSAL OF JOHN J. COS-
GROVE.
MOTION.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE noved

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor-General ; praying that
Ris Excellency will cause to be laid before this
Ifouse, copies of the Order in Council, infor-
mation, evidence and papers upon which the dis-
Iissal of John J. Cosgrove, an officer of the Inland

Revenue Department, proceeded and was deter-
nined.

The motion was agreed to.

THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL'S
TRUCTIONS.

INS-

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. WARK noved:
That an humble Address be presented to His

Excellency the Governor-General ; praying that
Ris Excellency will be pleased to lay before this
Rouse, a copy of the Royal Instructions from Her
Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, to His Excel-
lency on his appointment to his present office.

He said :-In the first Parliament of
Canada, which met on the 7th November,
1867, Mr. Alex. Campbell, afterwards Sir
Alex. Campbell, noved, seconded by Mr. Blair,
that an address be presented to His Excel-
lency the Governor-General for a portion of
these royal instructions, and if the Govern-
nient of that day thought that such infor-
Ination was necessary for the House at that
time, no argument is neceasary to show that
such information should be in our possession
Iow.

The motion was agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

ing consideration and twenty-four tours
ought to elapse between the time wVe are
put in possession of the evidence and the time
we are called upon to give a decision. I have
very great respect for the Court as it is at
present constituted, but they are not a Court
to try the case-at least that is my opinion.
I may be wrong, and if so, I hope the lawyers
in the House will correct me ; but I think
they are a committee to take the evidence
which is laid before us. Well, if that evidence
is laid before us at ten o'clock, we can scar-
cely be in a position to discuss it at three ; it
may be very voluninous and require very
great consideration, and members who are
not as early risers as myself would not have
time to read the evidence. I will withdraw
mY objection in this case, but I think here-
after if we could be allowed a little longer
time to consider the evidence it would be
very much better. The committee are not
the judges ; they take the evidence and they
must give us time to consider it. If I am
wrong in what J have stated as to powers of
the Court, of course I withdraw it, but I
think hereafter we should have a full twenty-
four hours to consider the evidence before
we are called on to give our decision.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I quite agree-
as I very seldom do-with ny hon. friend
behincd me.

Hon. Mr. ALMON-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I quite agree
that it looks unseemly and improper in these
cases to be called upon, in less than twenty-
four hours after receiving the evidence, to
decide upon them in this House.

Bill (M) " An Act respecting the trial of Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY-It was printed
Juvenile offenders." (Mr. Allan.) yerterday rorning.

Hon. Mr. KAIJLBACH-Jt neyer carne
THE BALFOUR DIVORCE CASE. to my post office until eight o'clock last even-

THIRD READING. ing. This case seems to me to be a very clear

Hon. Mr. GOWAN moved the adoption one, but every man bas a right to his own
of the 15th report of the Select Committee judgrent in such matters; and what might

Divorce re Bill (B) " An Act for the relief seer very clear to me sometimeS would not

of James Balfour," and gave a summary of seem s0 clear to others, or the reverse of that

the evidence. would very often be the case. But I tèl1 ry
hion. friend behind me that I think the duties

lion. Mr. ALMON-I do not mean to say of the comrittee are not only to collect the
that this subject has been sprung on the House, evidence but to report upon the evidence,
but I think it has been prematurely brought and the finding of the evidence, and gene-

nlider discussion. The evidence was only put rally the 6ndingof the committee 18 affirmed
in my box to-day. Although it is a very clear by theSenate and bythe lower bouse ; so that
case, stilo very many cases may occur requir- ny hon. f riend must ot ignhre the rights
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and privileges and duties and responsibilities 1 in the House since the time I came here,
of the committee. I simply rise to say which is now a considerable time ago, up to
that I think generally we should have at this year, to have the evidence in these cases
east forty-eight hours; the evidence should set out in the Debates of our House. The
be distributed and should be in the hands of evidence is printed for the use of members,
hon. gentlemen that length of time before and every hon. gentleman can satisfy him-
they are called upon to vote. I can assure self as to whether the evidence in a given
the hon. gentleman I did not mean to inter- case is sufficient to warrant him in voting
rupt him in any unpleasant manner; I was for the passing of the Divorce Bill or not.
merely uttering the views of gentlemen This House, a great many years ago, was so
around me, who seem to think it was not anxious that the evidence in those divorce
proper that a summary of the evidence should cases should not be scattered broadcast, that
be taken down by the reporters and appear it made a rule forbidding the distribution of
in the Debates. the evidence outside of the niembers. The

evidence is kept by the clerk in the book,

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I think the re- and copies of the evidence sufficient for the
marks of the hon. gentleman from Halifax use of members are printed, and no more.
are perfectly correct. It does seem extra- 1 could understand in a contested case,
ordinary to me that the printing of this where the evidence was of a conflicting
House has been so badly attended to. This character, that the Chairman of the commit-
matter has been in their hands for some days tee, or any member of the committee, advo-
and was only distributed last night, and cating one side or other of the question
some members have not received their copieshoud think it his duty to go into the

yet.Thee issomthin raicaly coie evidence at some littie lenigth, but this ses-
yet. There is something ra.dically wrong
with respect to the printing of the House, sion there has been no case of that kind.
and I want to bring it to the attention of This, J think, is the second case ve have had
the Government in order that it' nay be to deal with. There bas been no conflicting
rectified. We have had the saine difficulty evidence at ail. Both cases were unopposed,
from year to year, and I do not see any and 1 think it is very inuch to. be regretted
change in the least respect so far as these that the hon. Chairnan of the committee
Bis are concerned in the present sesyion. shouid have thought it his duty in both to

go into the evidence at some little length.
There is no earthy object, which can see,

Hon. M--r. OGJLVJE-J do not know how to be gained by that course, and the very
the Buius may be printed, but the Debates objectionabme resuot is that that evidence
of the Senate neyer were printed more which.we take great pains to keep within
prowptly than they are now. They are here our own waes is scattered in our iDebates
the next day now, whereas before wve some- ail over the country. I think that ths is a
times did not have theit for a number of very regrettable circuistance; and iny own
days. feeling is that the proper course to take now

would be sinply to state that the hon. Chair-
Hon. Mr. POWER-J find myseef in a man of the somemittee had moved the adop-

most unusuai position to-day; 1 ar obliged tion of the report and to suppress the suin-
to agree with the hon. gentleman from mary of the evidence whih hne gae. It is
Lunenburg in front of me, and my hon. true the hon. gentleman did not use the vile
friend behind mne. That is a conbiation language which was reported in the evidence,
of circurnstances wvhieh I do not rememiber but hie gave us ail the circumistanees, and I
having occurred before. I quite agree with thought it was an exceedingly fortunate
those hon. gentlemen in thinking that the thing that the hon. gentleman spoke in so
evidece should be in the hands of members 1low a tone that some of the audience did not
for a sufficient time to aiiow them to, read it 1 hear what hie was saying ; but while it is
over carefuly and make up their minds on true that the audience did not hear what e
it, but 1 did flot rise to express my concur- was saying-the audience below the bar-
rence with my hon. friends, but to express his statement goes upon our Debates and
ony regret at the new departure which seems that is, I think, an exceedingly ojectionable
to have been taken by the on. gentleman thing, and is contrary to the wil of the Sen-
from Barrie. It has not been the practice ate expresse on several occasions.
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lHon. Mr. GOWAN-I could but very
imperfectly hear the junior member from
Halifax. So far as I could understand what
he said he referred to the non-printing, or the
non-distribution of the evidence taken be-
fore the committee. The hearing, I think,
only occupied three hours. The Bill was
distributed very shortly after noon yester-
day ; and I did not suppose for a moment
that a man of his great intelligence and
familiarity with evidence could fail to have
nastered the subject in an hour. With re-

gard to what my hon. friend, the senior
mlember from Halifax, says I assure him it
would be a matter of relief to me if the
House felt that I would do my duty by
simply moving the adoption of the report
I thought I was pursuing the proper course;
however, I may be mistaken, and if the
Ilouse thinks so I certainly will with
Very great pleasure alter my course and
simply move the adoption of the report.
I thought it my duty to bring out the
salient points of the case, not using any
language which would offend the most sen-
Sitive person, and I took a great deal of
trouble in preparing the statement ; it was
a diffhcult thing to reduce what one has to
say in a few words, and yet bring out all
the facts. I took a great deal of trouble to
Prepare myself so as to accomplish that re-
Sult. I have no desire to occupy the time
of the House speaking on the subject, and
if it is the general wish of the House, I
Would simply in the future move the
adoption of the report. I have been told,
and told repeatedly, that members in the
louse of Commons were in the habit of

looki'ng at what was said on the motion
for the adoption of the report in the Senate
to get a clue to the case; and it was partly
With that view that I took this course. In
the next report I make I will adopt the
course suggested, if the House desires it.
This is a perfectly clear case, and any man
of ordinary intelligence would see in half an
hour that the committee was warranted in
recommending the adoption of the report.
When the House submits a case to hon.
gentlemen who take every pains to inform
themselves fully, and commits the duty to
theam, unless there is some objection, the
lieuse generally adopts their report. I can
only say that I desire to meet the wishes
of the House, and Phave earnestly tried to
do se in this particular matter. I know
it is not a pleasant subject, and I used my

utmost endeavours to present it in such a
way that it would not be objectionable.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to.

THE HEWARD DIVORCE BILL.

THIRD READING POsTPONED.

The Order of the Day being called-
consideration of the 16th report of the Select
Committee on Divorce re Bill (A) " An Act
for the relief of Edmund Holyoake Heward."

Hon. Mr. GOWAN said-I am not in a
position to move the consideration of this
report this evening and for reasons I desire
to submit to members of the Cabinet, and
which I think it my duty to lay before the
House. Hon. gentlemen will remember that
when a change was proposed in the mode of
printing for this House it was thought it
would be a very great advantage, indeed, to
have it under Government auspices and
accordingly a Bureau was formed for that
purpose. I have some experience in print-
ing for the Senate, but I speak only from
my experience in connection with the Divorce
Committee. I have had some experience in
the past and I have some experience at pre-
sent, and I must say that I think the new
order of things, so far as my knowledge ex-
tends, has not met expectations. Now,
in the case that bas just been referred to I
thought as I saw it in proof yesterday morn-
ing, that it ought to have been down im-
mediately afterwards; it could not take
more than an hour or two to strike off and
ought to have been down immediately. I
mention the fact to the hon. gentleman froin
Ottawa, and I could mention a further fact
which shows me there is something wrong
in the Bureau. There is a case which bas
not yet come up, which I think shows mis-
management in the Printing Bureau. In
reading over the proofs, as I usually do, of
all the cases that come up, I found a vital
omission in the report of tie Hebden case;
a most important exhibit was entirely left
out. Thinking that the fault might be
with some of the officers of the House, I at
once went to them and ascertained that the
error was not with them; they had there
the paper which was sent to the Bureau which
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showed clearly it was a careless act
altogether.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-By whom ?

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-On the part of the
Bureau. The pages were shown to me all
numUered including this exhibit, and it was
not printed; it was a most stupid blunder for
this reason ; the exhibits were all numbered
in consecutive order ; I think it was exhibit
5 or 6, but they had before them that which
showed there was an omission of some kind
and itwas sufficient to attract their attention,
but they took no notice of it whatever. So
far as the officers of the Senate are concerned,
åll I could say is in their favour. J think
they have been very careful to mark exhibits.
It is a strange omission, but the subject
generally is very important. In the first
place, it is very important to the parties con-
cerned who are delayed and hindered in
their business; it is a very great annoyance
to the committee who, goodness knows,
have annoyance enough in going into these
cases ; and it is an unnecessary annoyance
to the committee who are delayed; and
further it is a very important matter in this
respect ; the country pays for all the loss
that is occasioned. If the business of
the House is delayed, it is delayed at the
expense of the country. I hope and trust
that the hon. gentlemen who are mem-

that nothing is defective, and while compli-
menting my hon. friend on the industry,
care and attention he gives to these matters
in seeing that the evidence is properly
elucidated, I hope that in the future he will
not take upon himself the onerous duty of
revising the Printing Bureau.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-I did not mean to
convey the idea that I examined the proofs
with a view to correction. J did nothing of
the kind. I have never done so in all my
long judicial life, and I do iot undertake to
do it now. but I have the advantage of receiv-
ing the proofs in order that I might delibe-
rately at an early day go over them and
consider them and see if every thing was
correct and right. The proofs are examined
by the officers of the House, but I was
anxious to get an early copy of the galleys
in order that J might study the inatter as it
became me to do as Chairman of the com-
mittee.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-In this case
a very important letter was left out, and it
would be well if some one wduld examine
these documents after they are prjnted ;
otherwise the parties interested might not
have their case presented to the legislature
in its proper form.

bers of the Cabinet here will cause an Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I am very glad the
inquiry to be made. This condition of things hon. gentleman, the Chairnan of the Divorce
is something I have not been accustomed to. Committee, has called attention to the delay
Thousands of papers have passed under my which has taken place in the printing, and
notice, and I never saw such unnecessary also the omission of one of the most important
delay, and I must say that some of the documents. I shall see that the attention
proofs that came to my hand would not do of those who have charge of the Bureau is
credit to an ordinary country printing office. called to it, and endeavour to avoid delays,
I do not expect the report I refer to down if possible, in the future. In the multiplicity
till to-morrow, and therefore would move of business which goes through a large
that the consideration be postponed till printing office like the Government Bureau,
Thursday next. we nust not be surprised if occasional errors

occur, and sometimes errors of a very im-
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH- hope the hon. portant character, and it is the duty of the

gentleman, the Chairman of the conmittee, clerk of that committee, whoever he may be,
who giveq such careful attention to the work in supervising the proof sheets, to see that
he performs, will not allow himself to get into the evidence is laid before the House in a
the habit of revising the printed evidence. complete state. It is not the duty of the
I have very often sat with the comnmittee as Chairman of the committee to do this kind
Chairman and have never undertaken that of work, but it is only creditable to the hon.
duty. I think my lion. friend should not gentleman to say that so anxious was he to
be imposed upon. I think that the steno- have the report of the committee complete
grapher's duty is done when he reports the that he examined it himelf. A very amusing
evidence and transcribes it. The Law Clerk mistake occurred in reference to' some re-
should see that the evidence is perfect and marks made in this House some short time
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ago, in making quotations f rom the Toronto
Globe ; you would have been surprised if you
had seen it. A portion of the extract was
Omitted in the very centre, and put in large
type, as if it were mine, and if it had gone
to the public in that way I should have been
quoted as approving of the most radical doc-
trines and the most objectionable language
towards the government of which I am a
Inember. I merely instance this to show
that these errors will occur and I cannot
Conceive it possible that that could have been
inltentional. I am glad my hon. friend has
called my attention to this matter, and I
repeat again that I shall see that the Printing
Bureau is notified of it and that a little more
care is taken in future.

SECOND READING.

Bill (E) " An Act for the relief of
Frederick Doran." (Mr. Clemow.)

James

The Senate adjourned at 5.35 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, March 8th, 1893.

TuE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
O'cl(ock.

Prayer and routine proceedings.

THE CUSTOMS OFFICIALS AT
QUEBEC.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved:
That an humble Address be presented to His
xellency the Governor-General ; praying that
t sExcellency will be graciously pleased to causeto be laid before this House, a list giving the namesad1d salaries of all persons now employed, eitherPernanently or temporarily, in the customs at

Quebec, showing the age, nationality, religion, sal-
ary, occupation and date of entry into the public
service of each.

lie said :-I regret exceedingly having to
bring these matters before the House. I

now there is a feeling among some of the
on. -members of this House against this

question being brought before Parliament,
but no part of the community should be so
treated as to feel forced to do so. Sensible1rlen, whether French, Scotch, Irish, German
Or any other nationality, are wise enough and

Christian enough to know that the best
means of agreeing together is to give full
justice to every man. We in Quebec, who
are the majority, have been so long accus-
tomed to give to other nationalities their
rights and privileges without waiting to be
asked, that we always feel any injustice
keenly, and if there is injustice done to us
it is because my compatriots have been too
slow to vindicate their rights. I know there
are some hon. gentlemen here who want to
ridicule that statement, but it is quite true
-the public documents show that. Were
we not too slow to ask for redress 10, 12 or
20 years ago when evidence was put before
the House as to the public patronage? Have
we not been too slow since 1867, waiting until
1881 for those documents to prove that our
rights had been ignored by the Government
of. Canada since Confederation. I may bring
to the recollection of hon. gentlemen the fact
that on the 8th of March, 1881, 12 years
ago, the hon. member for De Salaberry at
the time (the late Mr. Trudel) rose in his
place in this House and asked for a list of
all the civil servants in Canada, whether
employed in the inside service or in the out-
side service. The Government seemed to
endeavour to find out how they could take
exception to the demand, and here are the
words of the leader of the Senate:-

I do not know whether my hon. friend who made
this motion considers what labour and expense will
be involved in complying with the address which
he asks the House to adopt. It includes not only
the inside. service, but also the oûtside service of
the Dominion. To obtain the information for which
he asks, correspondence must take place with the
officers of the Dominion throughout the country,
and returns must be made of their various ages,
religious and natienalities. Then the compilation
of that, and the printing of the returns will cost
the country several thousan 1 of dollars, and cannot
be completed for several m onths. * * * The sub-
ject will certainly involve x ery large expenditure,
and the information connot be secured for several
months, and when.procuree the return will be of no
use unless printed. It will nake a suiall blue book.
Whether it is desirable to put the country to such
an expense for what I suppose is a matter of
curiosity, I leave it to him to say.

Now that was the answer given to them by
the lion. feader of the House. That is all
very well, . but I am not accustoned to be
shut off in that way when exception is taken
to such a demand,; and I therefore rose in
my place and spoke to the leader of the
House in this way:

We may be influenced by what the hon. Post-
master-General calls " curiosity," but I say we are
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moved by a sense of justice towards the different next day, the l9th February, of what
nationalities of this Dominion.. * * * Under the found
circumstances it is alinost too mnuch for the hon.
Postmaster-General to insinuate that in asking for The Hon. Minister of Justice in his remarks,
this information we are actuated by curiosity. on answering niy speech on the right of the
We, of Quebec, who have been accustomed to do- French minority in this Dominion to have a
ing justice to the Enligsh-speaking minority of Senator of their own origin ou the Treasury benches
our province, feel it hard to be met as the hon. was pleaseà to state that the French minority bad
member for De Salaberry has been met to-day by no reason to conplain; that if they lad not a
the hon. Postmaster-General, with an insinuation Minister of French origin in this House, they had
which should not have fallen from his lips. * * * I more than their share in the public service of the
liope the Government will consent to this address. Domiuion. He referred to the report in answer to
If we are in error on this subject, we should know an address of the Qenate lu 1882, which report
it; if not, the Govermnent should have their was piaced on the table of this House some feW
attention directed to the injustice of which we days ago.
complain, and grant us the redress which we Now, the hon, leader of the Senate, lavini
seek. nade this statem1ent from bis seat iu this buse, I

as bound to accept bis word. Though I was
To this Sir Alexander Campbell replied :- onvinced tHat this stateme t of bis was not in ac-

cor with the facts. Yet I was bound not to cou-
I fear after the remarks wbich have falien from tradict h tin before I had a chance of looking into

the hou, gentleman from De Lanaudière and the the matter and comparing bis statement with the
lion, gentleman froni' De Salaberry, that more officia returu. This I have doue, and what do I
evil would result from withholdin the information fid? ot oy ias the French minority ot re-
than fromn granting the address. I may informn 'y ceived at the bards of the Euglish majority a fair
lion. friend behind me (Mr. Belerose) tliat I did sbare of the publie patronage, but ou the contrary
not use the word "curiositi" in any scb sense as thep bave not even receied sucHs soare as,
lie bas supposed. Ie do not tbink that suchi n

isie made hp t(le lt utpr this sotatel n p ro mont heira inmbes, Houd

even show a disposition on the part of the majoritY
aps it is as well to let the address go; if t e to recognize the rigts of the minority.

H-ouse does flot grant the motion t umay lie
scpposed that the Goverwitent bas sofettisg to w went on to state
conceal, or that they are conscios there is an in-
justice done n so e cases. We shail allow T ki g the officiai report referred to by the hon.
the motion to go, a Dthoug it will cost a great deal minliter I find that the number of officiais in the
of money to obtain the information that is asked whole Doinion is 3,53 of wonm only 627 speak
for. the Freucah language, or lh other words a propor-

tion of about six to one,; that the acount of
This is the way we were treated when we salaries paid to the is $2,136,005, of which, 456,-
asked for an address iu 1881. We knew 803 is the aggregate amouut of the salaries of th
very well that it was expensive, but we Frenc-speaking officials, also a proportion of si
supposed that teshould have it some way to one.

neNow, if open the census of 1881, I find tbat tse
or other. It look two years and a ha f to population of the Dominion is 4,324,801 souls, of
get the information. Every session we which 1,298,99 are of Frewho origin, leaving a
called for the report, and there was nole population of 3,025,871 of other origin.

.r . to that while the Frencb are about one-third ofThis1she ay we go t it tread we we the whoe population of the Dominion, the officiais
and by ; n egti yadbatrof Frenchi origin are only one-sixth of the wliole
two years and a haf. And what occurred Government staff in Canada, and the salaries of the
vn February, 1884, the Postn ster-General, French-speaking fraction for op only one-sixth Of

the leader of the house, Sir Alexander te awount of the salaries paid to the wbole of

Campbell, rose in his place and made the the Government officiais.

following statent reIpo bring the return to Sir Alexander Campbell says:
the address voted by the fouse," and tur- lu referri·t ig the other day to the returu which
ing towards me he said: ",The hon. geuthe- had been laid onnthe table of this buse, I did as
man wi l see the French minority have more not having seen any synopsis of it, and not beiug
than their share of the publie patronage." aware that any synopsis had been made. I spoke

however o the authority of a person who ad ex
could not say a word. It was a printed aine the return, and who inforyed me that the
volume of 250 or 300 pages, all figures with- Frencf-Canadian race were aundantly represented
iut beig added up. : saw at once that the i e the service of the country. ouder the in-
Government had made the return in this pression that that was correct, I used the laguage
manuer so as to evade the. question. had whic the aon. gentleman las quoted.

no time then to add ail those colums, so I He had to wiutdraw his statement when il
reuained s yent; but the saine night went proved to hin, after three whole ights of
to work adding those figures, and what did adding figures, that he had deliberately mis-
I find Iwill read to you mystatementthe led thelouse. We areaccustomed to being
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treated in this manner by the majority, but
While such treatment is extended to us there
is one representative of the French race here
Who is determined to do his duty. I may
have to ask in vain for justice for years, but
Until the day of my death I will continue to
demand fair treatment for those whom I
represent. A man who has not the courage
tO vindicate his rights and privileges does
not deserve to live. _ I have hesitated a good
deal about bringing up this matter, because
I knew how I would be received, but having
right on my side I feel the strength of my
Position. We heard the arguments advanced
the other day in the discussion which arose
about the Montreal Custon-house---we were
tOld that the French employees in the Senate
an1d -the House of Commons were more num-
erous than the English officials. That is no
argument in reply to a general statement.
There are 7,000 officials in this country and
We have not our fair share of appointments.
It is not fair to take the Senate and House
Of Commons, and point to thein as illustra-
tionsofthe share of patronage that the French
receive in Canada. The public documents
show that there is about an equal number of
erench and English officials in, the two
Rouses of Parliament. 'Another argument
brought forward and published in our
Ibebates last week is that, taking all the
Catholic officials, about half the number of
Government enployees are Roman Catho-
les. I have yet to learn that any one has
complained that the Catholie population
have not their fair share of the public pat-
ronage. Was it honest, therefore, when I
Was complaining of the .unjust treatment of
111Y nationality to say in reply " but the
Catholics have a fair share of public pat-
ronage." Let us discuss the question of
1nationality, and that alone. The present
mnemaber from De Salaberry (Mr. Tassé) sug-
gested the other day that I should have
brought up the whole question instead of a
8Pecial case to show that throughout the
Public service the French minority are un-
fairly treated. I did not deal with the
Whole question, because I was afraid I
Would be told, as I was told 12 years ago,
that it would be incurring a great and un-
ueces.ary expense. The report would be

lldoubtedly voluminous, and we thought it
was unnecessary, since the situation has nol
changed much in 12 years. But let us look
at the returns for the custom-house ai
Montreai. Exception was taken the other

day to my figures by the Minister of Trade
and Commerce, but I find that I was not
mistaken. I have procured from the De-
partment of Agriculture statistics which show
that of the entire population in the electoral
division of Montreal, about 100,000 are
French and 82,000 of other nationali-
ties. In a city of 182,695 people, there are
ten French to eight English-speaking citi-
zens and yet we have only one-third of the
patronage in the Custom-house and it is
rumoured that à new collector is to
be appointed who will be of Eng-
lish origin. Now is the tirne and here is
the place, to. demand justice for the French
of Montreal. In the city of Montreal
there are 766 officials of the Dominion Gov-
ernment. Of these, 416 are English-speak-
ing and 350 French-speaking. There is the
same disproportion in the salaries. The total
of the salaries paid is $393,000. Of this
amount the English-speaking officials receive
$218,000,.and the French-speaking officials,
$160,000. That was last year. The returns
for this year are not yet published, and I
cannot speak of them. Since J referred to
this matter a few days ago, the press of
Montreal has taken up the question. The
Gazette and the Witness have dealt with it,
and they cannot deny the truth of my state-
nient, but that beautiful newspaper, the
Witness, replies that the Catholie population
of Montreal have their full share. That is
no reply to my argument. My motionto-day
refers to the custom-house at Quebec.
Every one knows that Quebec is a French
city-that there are very few of its citizens
of any other race-yet the Collector of Cus-
toms is an English-speaking official. There
are thirty-four permanent officials, of whom.
sixteen are English and eighteen French.
There are sixty-three temporary officials
altogether, of whom thirty-four are English
and twenfy-nine French. Altogether, there
are fifty English-speaking officials in Quebec,
and forty-seven officials of French origin-
that is, a minority of French officials in a
city which is almost exclusively French. I
de'y any one in this House to say that under
such circumstances I have no reason to com-
plain. We hear complaints in this House
almost every day on matters of very much
less importance than this. In a family, when
one of the children sees that the parents
are partial to other members of the
family, it produces uneasiness and bitterness
of spirit. In dealing with communities,
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there is the saine result from partial and any change. Now, I am referring to these
unjust treatment. Does any one suppose facts to show you that wherever we go we
that Quebec would have so readily consented find the same. Let us take Sherbrooke.
to the union of the provinces if we had Of the population of that city about 5,000
known that we would be treated with such are English-speaking to 7,000 French-speak-
unvarying injustice when we became a ing, and how is it there? The first two offi-
minority in the Confederation ? No, we cers in the Custoins-house are English with
never expected that; on the contrary, we large salaries. There are five officials alto-
thought that the majority here would do gether-three English and two French. The
with us as we do with the minority in Que- salaries are $3,241, of which $2,600 is paid
bec. We believe that the majority ought to Englishmen and $641 to Frenchmen, mak-
to be magnanimous and give the minority ing a difference of one to three against the
even more than their share ; and why? Be- Frenchmen. Now, let me refer to Montreal
cause the majority may say, " we do not again on that subject-speaking of the head
care ; we may give you more, but if you are men. In Montreal, as the hon. Minister of
not quiet we are more powerful. than you Trade and Commerce admitted the other
and we will quiet you down." I say that day, since Mr. Delisle there have been two
any man who bas a heart in his bosom, and Collectors of Customs-Mr. Simpson and
who recognizes the privileges and rights of Mr. R.yan. The latter is dead. Who will
the minority, must feel that this is the succeed him? I do not know. I have heard
proper course. Now let us look at the rumours, but I will not repeat them. If
salaries in Quebec. The salaries amount to the Government have ever thought of
$25,016, out of which $12,800 is paid to giving justice to us, is not this the time,
Englishmen, and $13,116 to Frenchmen. when there is a place in Montreal for
The salaries of temporary officials amount to a new appointment, particularly when it
$30,279. The ainount paid to Englishmen is known tiat the French are in the rùajority
is $1 9,750, as against $15,000 to Frenchmen. in Montreal. If the hon. Minister of Trae
I have shown conclusively the determination and Commerce was sincere in the words he
of the Governmnent in the matter even to uttered the other 4 ay, surely he cannot over-
this day. The hon. Minister of Trade and look the rights of the French population of
Commerce said there had been a change for Montreai when making this appointrent. it
the better; I do not see much change. We is weii known that the Engiish members will
will be able to tell better next year. Not go down to the French population in Mont-
long ago a deputy head who was oX'er sixty, real making promises and asking to be
resigned or was forced to resign; at all eiected, and when elected they forget their
events, hie was a Frenchman. Who replaced promises. in Montreal not ony woas the
him 7 An Englishman. Now is that fair? Collector of Customs been an Engishmarll

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Where is that?
There are so many vacancies now it is hard
to tell what the hon. gentleman refers to.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Mr. Schreiber
is there now. And there are very many
other cases. That is the reason why I am
referring to this mnatter to-day. I wish to
refresh your memories with reference to that
niatter. I know the lion. Minister has done
something in that department which is to our
advantage, and I know that it is reasonable.
No man in this world can enter a new de-

.partment and put things right at once. He
cannot turn out officials; he must wait until
there is a place vacant, and then he may do
justice. That·I know very well, but, lion.
gentlemen, we have been complaining, and
'we must complain if we expect to produce

but for years past the sub-collectors have all
been Englishmen, and it is the case to-day.
Now, is that right? I say no. In Quebec
Mr. Forsyth is English, and there is a
majority of English officials. In Sherbrooke
how does it stand i Thesame as in Montreal.
Mr. Perry is the collector, and Mr. MurphY
the sub-collector, Does not that show-a
settled policy ? Does not it show that we do
not speak too often on the question-that we
donot speak oftenenoughto secureour rights?
We try to find these things out, and we
have a right to know them, when we have tO
pay our share of the expenses of the GoV'
ernment. Who is in a better position tO
discuss these questions than I am? Ar I
not independent of the Government? I
know there are not many in this Dominion
who are quite independent of Governments;
but I am quite independent; and I am not
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poor enough to ask for their bread. I am
in a position to ask redress for others-to
demand that every man receive his rights
from the' Government, and this I intend to
do. That is my principle; and I hope that
I will live long enough to defend it. Now,
hon. gentlemen, look a little further into
this matter, as far as Montreal is conce-rned.
I will show you something else. If you
look at the state of things in Montreal, you
will find again that the . heads of the
great majority of the departments there are
English. You have the superintendent of
Canals, Mr. Kennedy; you have the col-
lector, J. O'Neil; you have had collector of
Customs Ryan, who is dead ; you have sub-
collector O'Hara ; you have the deputy-post-
master Palmer, Post Office inspector, King;
you have the sub-inspector Nelligan; you
have gas inspector Hart; you have the
chief immigration agent Hoolahan, and the
sub-agent Nicholl, receiving salaries amount-
ing to 819,311 in all. These are ail English-
inen at the heads of departments. Then
let us look at the number of French speak-

ing heads ; you have Postmaster Dansereau ;
Excise collector Vincent; Inspectors of Ex-
cise Chalut and Bellemare; assistant-inspec
tor of gas Aubin, with salaries amounting to
$11,300 in all. There are about ten English
to five French heads in the city of Montreal.
If i could keep you here until to-night J
Could show you that in all the departments
it is as bad, or worse. I could take you
into certain departments in Ottawa, and
defy you to find half a dozen French-
speaking servants.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-In the Public
Works Department?

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE--No. What is
the proportion ?

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW--I do not know.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Since the hon.
gentleman has asked the question he should
understand what he is speaking of. True,
You have a fair proportion of French-speak-
'ing men in that department, and why ? Be-
eause for over twenty-five years a French
Minister has been there-in fact, almost
always the head of the department has
been French. This shows that we have
been actuated by a spirit of justice and
liberality. The French have been

honest enough to give you a fair share
where they have had the power, and we
ask nothing more of the Englishmen,
Scotchmen, or Irishmen who are at the
head of other departments; and yét we are
met with such arguments as I heard here
the other day-not argument, but mepe
assertions. If I were out of this House I
would qualify them, but here I would not.
I stand by the opinion expressed by an hon.
gentleman the other day, which I repeat,
that we should never hear those questions
discussed in this House.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-These hon.
members crying "hear, hear," are just the
guilty parties. Not long ago a judge of the
Superior Court of Quebec died, and whqm
did the French ask for as a new judge ?
Judge Johnson. Why? Because he was
one of the oldest judges, and because it was
right that a judge of that nationality should
be on the bench. That is the way we act
in our province, and so you never hear of
such a question in Quebec ; and have we not
a right to ask to be treated here as we treat
others there? Have we not a right to go to
the book, which you respect so much, on the
table before us, which says you should do to
others as you would like to have them do to
you? We ask no more; just give us fair
treatment and you will hear no more of
those complaints. If you hear more about
this question next year, you may strike your
breast and say, " By my fault, by my great-
est fault." We do not like to raise the ques-
tion, but we are compelled to do it. Let me
refer to the Experimental Farm, which is
now under the superintendence of the Mini-
of Agriculture. How are we treated there?
How many French-speaking gentlemen do
we find there ? One to 60 or 70, or perhaps
50. I am aware that there is a man there,
coming from what part of the world I do not
know, who translates English into French.
I do not know his name, but he is the only
French-speaking official there, though I have
asked and urged as much as I could to have
another man there. I have recommended
for increase of salary one who bears an Irish
name but speaks • the French language.
I do not care for the name if they
would only increase his salary; but though
he translates, and speaks both languages,
he only receives the pay of a labourer
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I defy any gentleman in this House to say
that we are fairly treated at the Experi-
mental Farm. It is when we protest against
that state of things that some gentlemen
have the courage to rise up and say, " Oh,
do not speak of that ; suffer patiently."
Vell, gentlemen, when I receive injuries

from any one of you I may suffer ;
I am at liberty to suffer personally, but
as a representative of the people I am
not at liberty to allow those whom I repre-
sent to be injured. It is a part of my duty
to defend them, to ask that they be treated
according to what is just and right, and it
is on that account that I make this motion.
I would consider that I was stealing from
the public treasury were I to remain quiet
and not endeavour to protect those whom
I am in duty bound to defend. More than
anything else, I want to do my duty, and
this is a part of my duty, which' I will do,
and I hope the Government will try to
remedy the injustice of which I have com-
plained. I wish it to be understood that J
know very well that this cannot be done
to-day, or this year; I know very well it
cannot be remedied in two years, but I ask
that' the proper remedy be applied in due
course of time, and that every year,
when occasion arises, we niay congratulate
the Government and say, " Well, you have
not done al], but you have done everything
you could do," and that will be quite suf-
ficient, at al] events as far as I am con-
cerned.

The motion was agreed to.

DOMINION OFFICIALS IN QUEBEC
AND MONTREAL.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor-General; praying that
His Excellency will be pleased to cause to be laid
before this House, a list giving the niames and
salaries of all persons employed, whether as Heads
of Departments, Assistant Heads of Departnients,
Superintendents, Inspectors, Collectors, Agents,
&c., in the varions public departments in the Cities
of Quebec and Montreal, under the Government of
Canada, with a statement of the age, nationality,
religion, occupation, and date of entering the public
service, of each such person, with the date of all
changes and promotions among such persons.

He said: I have nothing to say on this
motion, because I thought I might save
time by speaking on the two motions at the

outset, and I referred to this matter at the
end of my remarks, showing how matters
stood in Montreal as to the heads and deputy
heads.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-Before this
motion is adopted I desire to say a word
or two on the subject. The hon. gentle-
man has forestalled, to some extent, the re-
turn which he has moved for, inasmuch as
he assumes it to be the case that injustice
has been done to his confrères in the ap-
pointment of civil servants of the Crown
in the department to which his motion re-
fers. I am not prepared to oppose the
motion, nor am I prepared to admit that
injustice has been done, in advance of the
returns, but I say this, having in my per-
sonal experience laid down as a rule rigidly
to be followed that no question of nationality
or religion can be admitted by me to be
either a bar or a cause for promotion in
either my associates or my servants in any
department whatever, I am therefore able
to speak with absolute dispassionateness on
this subject. J say that it is a dangerous
principle to allow any gentleman to lay
down as an absolute rule for fitnesà for the
public service that a man shall profess any
particular religion, or be of any nationality.
I would suggest another matter to be con-
sidered by the Government in appointing a
civil servant. Take for example the Cus-
tom-houses in Quebec and Montreal. If
I gathered correctly from the speech of
the hon. gentleman who · has made
this motion, he would have the rule
of three carried out rigidly in the ap-
pointment of civil servants in the Custom-
houses in those cities. Now I will give him
another tect which, in my opinion, could be
more fitly and properly applied in both those
cases. Let him take the amount of business
done at the custom-houses at both ports.
You may discriminate between those who
bring their business to the port and the
business conducted in the custom-houses in
those two ports, and allot to the nationality,
if he will, and the religion-although I think
it is a most reprehensible principle-in ap-
pointing officials for the custom-house ser-
vice, making appointments in due proportion
to the nationalities of the persons who do
business in those offices. I say it is a better
test than the other. For my part I would
deprecate the introduction of such questions
either one way or the other, but I do say, if
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the question of nationality is to enter into
the matter at all, the test J have suggested
is a more fit and proper one to apply, namely,
that the servants who do business in the
custom-houses should bear some relation to
the people who enter the custom-houses to
do business -than to decide upon a vague
question of population in either of the cities.-
1 will not oppose the motion if the leader of
the House sees fit to grant it, but J depre-
cate the application of any such rigid system
to the selection of public officiais, and I feel
it my duty to state in advance those objec-
tions.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-J am very
happy that I have made out so good a case
that a man so clever as the hon. member
f rom Montreal could not answer it, and that
he had to put into my mouth arguments
Which I never used. J never saitl that in
each department we ought to have a fair
share, but J said that in all the departments
%f the Dominion taken together, there ought
to be places for our nationality ; and suppose
we are not fit for one department, we may
be better fit for others ; but J showed that
in the whole of the Dominion we have not
half our share, and J merely refetred to
Montreal as a special case. The hon. gentle-
'tan speaks of a better test. Weil, J know
Something about the Custom-house officials
at Montreal, as well as the hon. gentleman,
and if ever Montreal had a good collector it
Was a Frenchman, Mr. Delisle. I defy him
to say to the contrary. Will he say that the
late collector was a good one ? I say no, and
1 can give him evidence in support of my
Statement. I would not have said that if I
had not been forced to do so. When I make
an argument or statement I an! prepared to
stand by it. I have done more than that :
I have charged members of the Government
il this House with having foresworn their
Oaths, and I would not withdraw the state-
nient. Before J make a statement I know
what I am about, and anything I state I
stand by. I never admitted that there were
nlot other qualifications than nationality.
Tideed, I may be better fitted myself to be
a sodier than a senator--what has that to
do with the thingi It is the views of my
People who put me here, and probably fear
11 the part of the Government.

lion. Mr. ANGERS-Oh, no.
Hlon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I know what

brought me here. I know the circumstances.
18

It is that J could not, by any possible means,
be taken out of the House of Commons, and
if you want me to go through the whole
affair I am ready. I have a whole pamphlet
written on the subject, but--

Hon. Mr. POWER--Dispense!

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-When I make
a statement I am prepared to stand by it.
The hon. gentleman says the danger of
applying this principle that I advocate is
that it may result in making bad appoint-
ments. But the present system does not
always prevent that. I may name now a
-gentleman in the civil service who can
hardly read and write, but who has a salary
of $3,000 to $4,000 just to protect him as a
supporter of the Government. Was the pro-
per qualification asked from this gentleman?
He has to write letters for the Governrmeut
every day, and he has to get them written
by his secretary. Having always stood by
the Conservative party I do not care to
come out with all that I know, but if I am
forceçi to it by some one coming in my way,
J am ready ; J may be forced to defend my-
self. J have no reproach to make against the
Minister of Agriculture or the Minister of
Trade and Commerce-they have only
recently become heads of their departments
and have not had time to make a change. I
do not bring these matters up in a hostile
spirit-I do it as a friend of the Govern-
ment, because I know if they were to pur-
sue the course followed in the past it would
injure them, and as they have begun right I
would like to see them continue to do jus-
tice to every one and allow every patriotie
man to stand by them.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I did not intend to
speak upon this motion-J thought it was
one the House would allow to go through
without any comment,-but it is my duty to
declare now that the Government has not
the slightest objeotion to bring down all the
information that the hon. gentleman wants.
I hold the principle that as far as possible
we are to live in harmony, and that while a
fair distribution of patronage should be
made to everybody, the best test for it is
qualification. Now, some allusion has been
made to the displacement of the head of a
departiment here, which is a very consider-
able one. This gentleman was a French-
man, but I believe that the next after him
in capacity was duly appointed to fill his
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place. There may be others as well qualified
(but they are not known to me) as Mr.
Schreiber to take Mr. Trudeau's place.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE--There were
none better.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-And the time may
come when a leading English official in some
other department will go, and we may have
a Frenchman to take his place just as good
as the Englishman going out; if so, we will
appoint him.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-It was so in the
Secretary of State Department.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-As to the state-
ment that the hon. gentleman was brought
into this House by fear on the part of the
Government, I do not believe that; and
when I wished to contradict him upon that
point, I intended to pay him a complifient.
He was brought here because of his fitness.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE--I do not be-
lieve it.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I an convinced of
it. The hon. gentleman was brought here
because lie was the most competent man
for the position, and when he was removed
from the Local Legislature he made his own
choice, and I expect that when he was
elevated from the House of Commons to
the Senate it was according to his own
choice, also, and I may say, to the choice
of His Excellency, the then Governor-Gene-
ral, ,and the country. Now, I do not con-
tradict the hon. gentleman to be at all dis-
agreeable to him, but as he is anxious to do
his countrymen at large so much justice, he
should do a little to himself. A question
of this kind, if it is to be discussed at all,
should be dealt with in a spirit of moder-
ation, and with great care. Words that
gentlemen utter here may be misconstrued
elsewhere, and people with small grievances
may fancy that they are much larger than
they really are. I think, therefore, that
whenever such a question is brought up
again, it should be handled with a great
deal of care and considerable moderation.
It is the intention of the Government to
deal fairly with everybody, and for the
benefit of the Crown to secure the best pos-
sible public officers without distinction of
religion, and as far as possible to make a

fair distribution of patronage between the
different nationalities ii the Dominion.
Some reference was made to the Collector
of Customs in Quebec. Now, I think it
is right that I should say here that Mr.
Forsyth was appointed on the special recom-
mendation of my own countrymen.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Does not that
show how liberal we are?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I do not deny that
we are liberal, but I say he was a man of our
own choice, and he was a proper nani to
appoint.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE--Yes.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Had there been a
better one we would have taken the best.
As to the Experimental Farm, the hon.
gentleman stated that the population of
Ottawa was about equally divided. Now I.
must correct him.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I said that
though there was a minority of French in
this community, at the Experimental Farm
there ought to be certain number of officials
of French origin, because when we go there
now we are forced to speak English because
there are no employees at the farm who
understand French. That was in reply to
the argument that in the Senate and in the
House of Commons the nationalities were
about equally divided.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-The farm is for the
whole Dominion; it is not merely for Que-
bec and Ontario, but it is for the whole con-
federation, and of the business carried on
there, I must acknowledge that the greater
part of it is conducted with English-speak-
ing people. I am glad to see that the people
of the province of Quebec every day are tak-
ing greater advantage of the Experimental
Farm than they have previously done. Every
day the amount, of information required f roI
the province of Quebec is increasing and
if the French officials who are now employed
there are incapable of keeping up with the
amount of work required of them, it is the
intention of the Government to supplement
them and give additional assistance. I think
one or two clerks able to attend to the
French correspondence will be needed from1
the increasihg applications from Quebec, but
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at the start I am very sorry to say the pro-
Vince of Quebec did not take a sufficient in-
terest inthe Experimental Farm. The peo-
Ple did not apply for the information that
We would gladly have supplied to them,. but
! am glad to see now that they are improving
In, that respect and making a better use of
the farm.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE-I may tell the
hon. gentleman that I have myself many
tuies, in the province of Quebec, stated that
those bulletins that are issued were at the
beginning only printed in English, so in
Quebec our people did not have an oppor-
tunity of reading them and knew very little
about the farm.

lion. Mr. BOWELL-I should not have
added anything to the remarks of my hon.
colleague, had it not been for a statement
111ade by the hon. gentleman who has moved
this resolution. I should be remiss in my
duty to a departed personal and political
friend, although neither of my nationality
',or of my religion, were I to allow the charge
tO be made as I understood the hon. gentle-
Inan-1 hope I was in error-that he was
nlot a good officer and could scarcely read or
write.

lion. Mr. BELLEROSE-I never said
that.

lion. Mr. BOWELL-I confess I do not
tlow what the rules of this Senate are, but

it does seemtome-this is alittle digression-
that an hon. member should not be permitted
to rise half a dozen times unless it be to put
himiself right. If we should continue this
free and easy style, I must say we will soon
get into a state of chaos, rather than main-
tain a calm, cool, deliberative spirit. I under-
Stood the hon. gentlemanto say-and Ishould
be very glad to be corrected if I am mistaken
Ithat Mr. Delisle was one of the best cus-

tlOmls collectors that ever was in the city
Of Montreal. I do not demur to that state-

lient for the best of reasons. I knew
nthing of him except from a very slight
Personal acquaintance. I knew nothing of
of Mr. Delisle in his official capacity. He
had left the service-if my recollection serves

eright he was dead before I entered it.
But when the hon. gentleman says that Mr.
tYan was not a good officer, I can tell him

that there never has been an officer appoint-
18½

ed by the Government of Canada to occupy
the responsible position that Mr. Ryan held
in the City of Montreal, who received greater
praise or a greater number of encomiums
from those who, like my hon. friend from
Montreal, had to come in contact with him,
for his efficiency in the discharge of his
duties. The hon. gentleman spoke of some
one, and if he did not mean Mr. Ryan, I
should like to know whom he did mean.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I did not mean
Mr. Ryan, but as the hon. gentleman does
not wish to be interrupted, let him go on.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-He said there
was a gentleman appointed to office who
was receiving $4,000 per annum, who
could scarcely read or write, and that
he had to hire a clerk to do his correspond-
ence. I admit Mr. Ryan had a clerk to do
his correspondence, and if the hon. gentle-
man does not know, he ought to know, that
there is not a collector in the whole Do-
minion of Canada at the head of an
important port who is not obliged to have
a secretary or a clerk to do his cor-
respondence. Take a port like Montreal,
collecting as it has done for a num-
ber of years past from $7,000,000 to $8-
000,000 and $9,000,000 per annum. The
collector has to come in contact with and
discuss questions affecting the tariff, the law,
importations, exportations, and frauds which
are committed, with almost every merchant
in that whole city. To expect that he could
do the whole correspondence would be an
utter absurdity, and a reflection upon the
good sense of any man who knows anything
about it. I can tell the hon. gentleman,
Mr. Ryan occupied as prominent a position
in the city of Montreal as any man in it.
He received the honour, at the hands of the
largest division in the city of Montreal, of
being elected by a very large majority to re-
present them in the House of Commons. I
never recommended to His Excellency for
appointment to a responsible and lucrative
position with greater pleasure any gentle-
man than I did Mr. Ryan of Montreal, and
my experience of him during the time he
was collector was that he was one of the
most efficient men in the employ of the
Government, because he had common sense
and the practical, commercial knowledge re-
quired by a man to discharge the duties of
that particular office. I make this statement
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in justice to the memory of one for whom I
had personally great respect, and I do not
wish the House to think that because I
speak a little earnestly I am at all annoyed.
Perhaps, like my hon. friend, when I rise to
express my views I do it with a little
earnestness. I do not think, either, that the
remarks of the hon. gentleman from Kenne-
bec justified the reply made by the hon.
gentleman who moved the motion. The
remarks made by the hon. gentleman for
Kennebec were of that courteous gentle-
manly style which always characterizes the
hon. gentleman, no matter in what sphere
we meet him ; and certainly the House
will admit that he had as good a right
as the hon. member to express his views as to
what shall constitute a man's qualifications,
and, if the question of nationality is to be
discussed, that he had as good a right to
point out any mode by which the comparison
should be made as my hon. friend who moved
the motion. In doing that I do not see what
necessity there was for referring to past
debate, or past discussion in this House, or
to past statements which the hon. member for
DeLanaudière made in this House accusing
some member of the Government of having
violated his oath. I am very sorry if any
occasion has ever arisen to justify a remark of
that kind. If it were justifiable, or if it were
true, I would not be the one to say that he
should have to withdraw it ; but let me hope
that the time has gone by when such an
assertion can be made, and that he will not
have it to say of the gentlemen who occupy
positions in the Government to-day. I do
not complain that he has made the motion-
I have not objected to it, because I thought
that he would have regarded any objection
as an evidence that the Government wish to
hide their transactions in connection with
appointments to office. We discussed this
question before, and a moment's reflection, I
think, will show the hon. gentleman that he
was scarcely fair in again referring to it
after the statement I made in reference to
Sherbrooke. I refer to the appointment of
Mr. Perry ; that was before the Government
of Sir John Macdonald came into power.
The same remark applies with respect to the
second officer to whom he referred. They
were appointed at a time when the popula-
tion of the city of Sherbrooke was almost
exclusively English; the building up of the
manufacturing industries -has been the cause
of the influx of a large French population.

I am very glad to know that, because it has
furnished employment in the country, instead
of forcing these people to go abroad. Now,
as to the justice which the hon. gentleman
asks. should be done in the town of Sher-
brooke, does he propose, since the French
population is at the present moment in a
majority, to turn out those who have been
in office for years ?

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE--Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Every one knows
that under our system of administering the
affairs of this country, if an officer be once
appointed to any position, he holds that
position during good behaviour.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL--We have not yet
introduced the vicious system of turning out
people exclusively on the ground of their
political views or of their nationality. In
calling the attention of the House to the
fact that upon the superannuation of Mr.
Trudeau, Mr. Schreiber," an Englishman,
succeeded to the position, it would have
been but fair had the hon. gentleman ex-
plained that the principal object in making
the change was to reduce the expenditure of
that department-that the work formerly
done in the city of Ottawa had been trans-
ferred to Moncton. The whole management
of the Intercolonial has been transferred t6
that town, and that necessarily involved a
rearrangement of the office here. In that
rearrangement, Mr. Trudeau was super-
annuated. In my little experience of him,
a more faithful officer, or a more courteous-
gentleman I never met. Mr. Schreiber suc-
ceeded him. Now, I never heard an Eng-
glish-speaking gentleman find the slightest
fault,no matter what his political complexion
may have been, when Mr. Grant Powell, Under
Secretary of State, was superannuated and a
French gentleman, Mr. Catellier, was prO-
moted to his place. ]He was the next in
seniority, and was entitled to it by reason of his
long service and his ability. When it was pro-
posed that he should be promoted, there was
not a man in the Cabinet who wkas not grati-
fied to know that such an old faithful ser-
vant had an opportunity of being promoted
to the highest position in his department.
That is the principle upon which the Gov
ernment has acted, and it is the principlI
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UPon which, as long as it exists, they will
continue to act. I could name a dozen heads
of the different departments in the city of
Ionftreal who are French gentlemen. I do

'1ot say they got their positions because they
Were French ; they got them for the reasons
ildicated by my colleague, the hon. Minister
.f Agriculture, because the Government be-
leved they were entitled to them either by
Promotion or for services which they had
rendered. I apologize to the House for
having occupied their time with this matter,
ut I could not listen silently to what I con-

Sidered to be a very grave reflection upon an
old and estimable friend, and particularly
One who was revered by the merchants of
.ontreal, who were constantly compliment-
'lng him on the courteous manner in which
he Performed his duties in that city.

The motion was agreed to.

THE PRINTING BUREAU.

EXPLANATION.

hon. Mr. BOWELL-In the Senate
Yesterday the hon. gentleman from Barrie
Falled attention to soine delay in the print-
lug of the proceedings of the Divorce Coin-
ilaittee, and the omission of an important
exhibit from one of the records in the
liebden case. I have made inquiry, and
the Queen's Printer has furnished ne with
e1 explanation, which I will read to the
nouse:

.EPT. OF PUBLIC PRINTINC AND STATIONERY,
OFFICE OF THE QUEEN'S PRINTER

AND CONTROLLER OF STATIONERY,

OTTAwA, 8th March, 1893.
ie'Morandum for the Honourable Mr. Bowell.

With regard to the printing of the two divorce
theta concerning which you made inquiry, I have

honour to report as follows :-
The manuscript for the Hebden divorce case

amfle down to the Bureau in the afternoon of March
the 3rd, and was opened and placed upon the desk
'f the foreman under a wei ht without special
exaiination. Three 'hours a ter, at 7 o'clock inthe evening, the night foreman came on and took
"p the manuscript to put the work in hand. He
Iioticed that the page 36, containing Exhibit 6, was
Ui5eing. That fact did not strike him as at all.
tnautual, because a very large number of manuscriptsat tome to the Bureau are imperfect, particularly

e'case of exhibits. These are frequently kept
, not being quite ready, and are inserted in the

th0 ey proofs. I send herewith the declarations of
two men who saw the manuscript. They are

both confident that that leaf of the manuscript wasÎniaaing.

With regard to the delay in the Heward case, I
find that through the large lock-up of type at pre-
sent existing in the Bureau, sorts of italic ran out,
and that the letter "M " was turned upon the
second forn, and that therefore the second form
waited until the firet fori was worked off. There
was, however, an unwarrantable delay in this which
even under these circumstances ,might have been
sent up by noon instead of four o'clock of the 7th.
I do not think that the foreman of the room has a
valid excuse for that delay.

I would add that neither I nor theisuperintendent
of printing heard of any trouble in relation to these
two cases until last evening after it had been
spoken of in the Senate. I think that had either
Mr. McMahon or myself been called to the tele-
phone or had any communication been addressed
to either of us the trouble which arose might have
been prevented. There were telephone messages
through the day about the delay in the Heward
case, but no rumour of any difficulty was reported
to us, and it happened that in each instance one of
the clerks answered the telephone and comuini-
cated with the forenian.

S. DAWSON,
Queen',4 Printer and Controller of Stationery.

DEPT. OF PntIc PRINTING AND STATIONERY,
OFFICE OF THE QUEEN's PRINTER

AND CONTROLLER OF STATIONERY,

OTTAWA, 8th March, 1893.
1, E. Carter, sub-foreman at the PrintingBureau,

declare that I received the copy of the Hebden
divorce case in the afternoon of March 3rd, and
laid it under a weight on my desk for the night
foreman to go on with. I did not examine the
copy.

E. CARTER,
.Sub-foremnan.

1, D. Tassé, night foreman of the Printing Bureau,
declare that I took up the copy of the Hebden
divorce case off the desk at 7 p.m.-when I came
on, and that I examined the copy, and declarethat
page 36 containing Exhibit 6 was missing.

I further state that in the manuscript received
at the Bureau, it is commonly the case that ex-
hibits are withheld to be inserted in the galley
proofs, and that on noticing the absence of this
exhibit, r supposed that it was so withheld.

D. TASSÉ,
Foreman.

DEPT. OF PUBLIC PRINTING AND STATIONERY,
OFFICE OF THE QUEEN'S PRINTER

AND CONTROLLER OF STATIONERY,

OTTAwA, 8th March, 1893.
DEAR MR. BOWELL,-I send you herewith a

memorandum in relation to the matters brought up
by Senator Gowan, I have not seen the report,
but I have ascertained the subject of the complaint
from Mr. Stephens of the Senate staff.

Yours truly,
S. DAWSON,

. Queen'i Printer and Controller of Stationery.
The Hon. M. BOWELL,

Minister of Trade and Commerce.
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I hope the explanation is satisfactory to the
hon. gentleman.

ST. LAWRENCE AND ADIRONDACK
RAILWAY COMPANY BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the sec-
ond reading of Bill (14) " An Act respect-
ing the St. Lawrence and Adirondack Rail-
way Company."

He said :-The object of this Bill is to au-
thorize this company to lease their road to
the Central Vermont Railway Company, or
the Ogdensburgh and Lake Champlain Rail-
way Company. It is almost word for word
the old Bill.

The motion was agreed to.

MANITOBA AND SOT1TH-EASTERN
RAILWAY CO.'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER moved the second
reading of Bill (44) " An Act respecting the
Manitoba and South-Eastern Railway Com-
pany."

He said :-The object of this Bill is merely
to enlarge the time for constructing the first
thirty miles of the railway. The time was
originally the 1st of November, 1893, and
the Bill is to extend the time to the 1st of
July, 1895.

The motion was agreed to.

MANITOBA AND NORTH-WESTERN
RAILWAY CO.'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the second
reading of Bill (L) " An Act to consolidate
and amend certain Acts relating to the
Manitoba and North-western Railway Com-
pany of Canada."

He said :--The object of the Bill is to
consolidate the various Acts of this company
which extend over a period of ten years.
There is no material change except in
reference to the extension of the time for
building a certain section of the road, and
that will be discussed in the Committee, I
suppose, when it comes up.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED. In respect to
this sane Bill I also move that Rule 61 be
dispensed with. The rule provides that a

certain time shall intervene between the
second reading of a Bill and its submis-
sion to the Committee : There are certain
gentlemen from Montreal and Toronto who
desire to appear before the Committee to
explain the objects of the Bill, and doubtless
the House will suspend the rule to permit
them to appear before the Committee and
not lose their time in Ottawa.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED

Bill (N) "An Act respecting the Senate."
(Mr. Angers.)

Bill (13) " An Act to give effect to the
agreement between the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company, Canadian Pacific Railway
Company and the Corporation of the city of
Toronto." (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (55) " An Act respecting the Lake
Erie and Detroit River Railway Company.
(Mr. Casgrain.)

Bill (57) " An Act to amend the Act to
incorporate the Montreal and Atlantic Rail-
way Company."(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

Bill (33) " An Act to incorporate the
Manufacturers' Accident Insurance Coni-
pany, and to change its name to the Manu-
facturers' Guarantee and Accident Insur-
ance Company."-(Mr. McKindsey.)

Bill (42) " An Act to amend the Act to
readjust the representation of the House of
Commons."-(Mr. Bowell.)

CENSUS RETURNS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. WARK-I would like to ask
the hon. Minister of Agriculture when we
may expect the first volume of the Census
Returns ?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I believe the first
volume will be ready in a few days. The
last proof sheets of the preface have been
approved, and I believe that the whole work
is now in the hands of the Queen's Printer.
I have no doubt that it will be ready for
distribution in a week.

The Senate adjourned at 5 p.m.



The Heward [MARCH 9, 1893] Divorce Case.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, 'Ihursday, March 9th, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE HEBDEN DIVORCE CASE.

THIRD READING.

lon. Mr. GOWAN moved the adoption
of the Report of the Divorce Committee re
-Ëill (B) " An Act for the relief of Robert
Young Hebden." He said :-I am glad that
it is not necessary 'to further postpone this
case. Owing to the interference of the leader
Of the House, the service of the Bureau has
very much improved. In this case all the
facts set forth in the preamble were fully
Proved to the entire satisfaction of every
Member of the committee. The offence
charged was shown to have been committed,
and there was nothing in the evidence sug-
gesting collusion. At the same time, the
applicant swore to these facts upon -his oath
-in a word the whole preamble was proved.

One slight amendment was made in the Bill,
Inerely to correct a typographical error.

The motion was agreed to.

lHon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Was read the third time and passed.

THE HEWARD DIVORCE CASE.

THIRD READING.

lion. Mr. GOWAN moved the adoption
of the report of the Committee on Divorce
re Bill (A) "An Act for the relief of Edmond
1iOlyoake Heward."

lie said :--This case in many respects is
slmilar to the one the House has just passed
113On. The evidence was full and complete,
establishing every fact necessary and leaving
il the minds of the Committee no doubt
Whatever that the claims of the petitioner as
set forth in the preamble were fully and
anAply established. Certain amendments
Were made in the Bill to bring it into more
cOmplete unison with the evidence as to the
tine of the committing of the offence, and
'One clause with reference to the custody of
the children was struck out-inasmuch as

the law without any new enactment gave
the custody of the children to the father.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER--I wish to offer
some remarks upon this matter. I do not
know if I am in order at present in doing
so, but I desire to call the attention of the
House to the evidence in this matter. I
quite understand that there is an agreement
here that those hon. gentlemen who do not
wish to grant divorces are merely to protest
in a mild way to save principles ; still, I
think, we shall not be reproved for offering
remarks on the evidence on the judicial
points. I think we are sitting here as a
jury. The committee who have made inves-
tigations are in the position of a grand jury,
and they report to us a true bill. We are
sitting here as petit jurors, and the defen-
dant in each case is supposed to be the
accused party. I think the rule followed in
courts of justice in trying indictable offences
should be followed here, so the remarks I
am offering are only on the ground of judi-
cial views and in the interest of the commu-
nity. I have gone over the evidence in this
case, and to my mind, with all due deference
to the views of the hon. gentlemen compos-

1 ing the committee, I respectfully submit that
I the evidence in that case would not warrant
a verdict in any court of justice. In judicial
circles this is known as an ex parte case.
The defendant is not present and not repre-
sented, and in such cases we should require
evidence which would leave no doubt at all
in the mind of anybody. In going over the
evidence what do we findi The petitioner
himself does not charge his wife with any-
thing. He does not prove anything himself.
His evidence is only hearsay, which is not
admissible in courts of justice. Now,
the evidence of Vaughan and Pierce, to
my mind, have absolutely no weight.
The evidence of these gentlemen appears to
be in some parts childish. There is another
witness. It is the porter who was on the
train which went-from Montreal to Chicago,
on board of which train it is supposed that
the parties went to Detroit. That witness
refers to a fact which, in itself, might raise
a strong suspicion against those parties,
I admit, but if you will go over the evidence
carefully, I think that you will say with me
that although there are strong suspicions
against the parties, still there is room for
doubt. I will go a little further and say
that there is no evidence. The witness does-
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not, to my mind, sufficiently identify the
parties. I will not say he has seen the
parties, because to my mind he cannot say
that he has seen them-but he refers to
certain parties who went from Montreal to
Detroit on a certain date. He never saw
those parties before and never saw them
afterwards. He saw them only on this
occasion amongst a thousand other people
going fron Montreal to Detroit, and still he
comes here and what do we find ? We find
an identification of the parties merely based
on photographs. Well, I do not know
whether you are ready to put yourself, your
wife and your family at the mercy of a
porter on mere identification by photograph.
Whatever your views on this matter may be,
to my mind the evidence is not sufficient to
show an identification. If such a case were
put before a court of justice, a jury would
find such a serious doubt as to the guilt of
the party that they could not convict.
Under these circumstances my only desire is
to call your earnest attention to the evidence
and suggest that perhaps it might be well
that this matter should be postponed for a
day or two.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I am very
much surprised that the hon. gentleman can
place any such construction on the evidence
adduced before the Committee. I think a
plainer case has never come before a Divorce
Committee for the last ten or twelve years.
The woman herself in a letter admits her
crirninality with the co-respondent

Bon. Mr. KAULBACH-No.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-If my recollection
serves me right, she admits it.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-She says "I
have wronged you."

Hon. Mr. McINNES-She did not make
use, probably, of as plain language as would
satisfy some hon. gentlemen, but there was
only one inference to be drawn from the
statements made in ber letter to her husband.
There is another point which the hon. gentle-
man who has just spokenhaslost sightof-the
evidence given by the gentleman who lived
almost immediately opposite the residence of
the petitioner. He states that this man
Coursolle was in the habit of going continu-
ously on Sundays, during church hours, to He-
ward's house and remaining there, knowing

that the husband was away, until within a
very shoit time of the church service being
over. Then the evidence given by the porter,
I think, was very pointed and convincing,
inasmuch as this woman's husband bought
her a ticket and secured a lower berth for
ber on the pullman car, and she was placed
on board the train at Montreal, I think, by
his uncle. A few miles out from Montreal,
this gentleman, Coursolle, came on board the
train. lie had secured the drawing room of
thecar. As he entered she immediately
abandoned lier berth and took up ber quar-
ters with him in the drawing room, where
she remained until the following afternoon
at one or two o'clock, when they arrived at
Detroit; and although both of them had se-
cured their sleeping accommodations, one for
a single lower berth and the other the draw-
ing room, all the way to Chicago, yet they
abandoned the train there and remained at
Detroit. The relationship existing between
the parties during this time, as described by
the porter, I think, were most convincing
evidence. His suspicions were aroused from
the fact that she had secured sleeping accom-
modation in an ordinary berth and given it
up to join this Capt. Coursolle in the draw-
ing room. There are other circumstances
which at present I cannot remember, but
which to my mind establish her guilt. The
Committee had no hesitation in unanimously
deciding that it was a plain case and that
the prayer of the petitioner ought to be
granted.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-I did not intend to
say a word more on this case nor should I
have done so now, if the lion. gentleman
from Manitoba had not stated that be believed
no jury would convict if the crime was
charged before a jury in an ordinary court.
I know not what is the hon. gentleman's ex-
perience may be in courts, but I had over
forty years' experience in the administration
of the criminal law, and I unhesitatingly
say that I believe no jury would fail to con-
vict of the crime charged under similar cir-
cumstances and with the sanie evidence
laid before them. The evidence is twofold.
I am not going to offend the ears of any
gentleman by entering into particulars, but
I want to point out sufficient to justify the
action of the Committee and my own action,
and in stating so strongly that the case was
fully supported. The evidence is twofold.
1st. What took place at St. John's, where,
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notwithstanding being positively forbidden
by her husband to meet the gentleman who
is c*harged with participating in this crime
to meet him, his wife deceived him, and not-
withstanding lie positively forbade the man
to come to his house, they both for a long
time unknown to the husband secretly met
together under circumstances detailed at
length in the evidence--under circumstances
that no judge would have over-looked or
refused to submit to a jury as some evidence
of guilt. I will not enter into the. particu-
lars. My hon. friend opposite a layman
has done justice to the matter so far as lie
has touched upon the evidence, but I would
say and repeat that if the case stood alone
upon that testimony, a judge would not be
warranted in withdrawing the case entirely
from a jury. He might tell them that the
testimony was weak or that something fur-
ther might be added, but he would not
have been bound to say that he must
withdraw the case from the jury under
the circumstances that were brought out
in the evidence. What these were any
gentleman who takes the trouble to read the
evidence will fully see. They were very
suggestive, to say the least of it, of an
improper intimacy between the parties, and

they were both acting in violation of a pro-
·luise they had given thé husband. Then,
with regard to the other part of the evi-
dence, that which took place on the cars,
unless the hon. gentleman who has spdken
Would expect in a case of this kind direct
evidence, I do not know what more lie could
require. Now, this crime is of a nature that
18 almost always committed in secret. It
scarcely ever happens that there is direct
testimony to make out a case, but I can
scarcely conceive a case where the evidence
1f more complete. The woman went to
Montreal, and was met by lier uncle in
Montreal, and furnished with a ticket for a
Particular sleeping berth. She went on to
the Junction outside of Montreal, having
Occupied the seat mentioned on her sleeping
berth ticket until she came to that point ;
then, going to the parlour in the sleeping
car, which was occupied by Capt. Coursolle,
at once said to him "I was looking for you,"
and .telling the porter that she would not
require lier berth for that night-that she
Would go into the other, the parlour section,
Ocupied by Coursolle. Any man or any wo-
ilan that could believe the pair remained
together all night (having regard to what

passed between them on previous occasions,
and the circumstances attending his going
on the cars) must be in a state of innocency
not usual, and possessed of a nature that is
rarely found amongst ordinary mortals. The
fact, to my mind, was conclusive of the wo-
man's guilt. I need say no more. Other
members of the committee may deem it well
to supplement other particulars.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--I do not want
to prolong this discussion. I think my hon.
friend who has raised the doubt is not with-
out some proper reason for doing so. I
hesitated in accepting the views of the Com-
mittee, until after I had read the evidence,
because I had some doubt as to the identi-
fication of Coursolle on the train. I delayed
coming to a decision on the case until I had
read over the evidence, but when I found
that the day on which the porter says Cour-
solle went on the train was the same day
that, the petitioner swore, his wife went on
the train, I had to infer that Coursolle was the
man. The only difficulty in my mind is
this, that the photograph as given to us
showed Coursolle in a military dress while
on the train he was not in such dress, which
makes a great difference in the appearance
of a person, and there might be a mistake as
to the identity, but considering the gossip
about these persons at St. John's, consider-
ing that Coursolle liad made those surrepti-
tious visits to the bouse of the petitioner
while the husband was a ay-taking all
these facts with the other circumstances at-
tending the case, the way they went to and
from the woods together, and the evidence of
the porter, with her letter in evidence, it left
in my mind no reasonable doubt. In these
cases, of course, we apply the rule which gov-
erns criminal evidence: if there is a reason-
able doubt, we give the accused the benefit of
thé doubt. The Committee were unanimous
and, though I had some hesitation at the
beginning for the reason which the hon. gen-
tleman from St. Boniface has referred to, the
identity of Capt. Coursolle on the train that
day, I decided that thé case was established.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I would point
out to my hon. friend from St. Boniface, a
very conclusive point of evidence which lie
has apparently overlooked, and which may
relieve his mind on the question of identifi-
cation. It happens in this particular case
the Committee did not entirely rely on the
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production of the photographs to establish
the identity of the parties. It .happened
that in this particular case, the sleeping car
diagram produced showed conclusively that
the name of Mrs. Heward was marked for
this particular berth by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway officials in Montreal who
sold it, and if hon. gentlemen will refer to
the evidence they will observe that her
name appears in berth 5, marked by the
officials who sold the ticket for that particu-
lar berth ; that the porter in returning his
diagram to the proper official of the Rail-
way Company marked upon that diagram
that this particular berth was not occupied
during that night, so that entirely apart
from the production of the photograph and
the identification of the lady in question by
that photograph, it was established that
Mrs. Heward had this berth sold to her
upon the date in question, and that it was
not used ; consequently we were not com-
pelled to rely upon the photograph alone, to
establish ber identity. Then in respect
to the identity of Capt. Coursolle, I
submit to this honourable House that it
was not necessary to prove the identity
of this individual or any other man,
so long as it was not the petitioner, who
occupied that particular stateroom with Mrs.
Heward. I see no point whatever with res-
pect to the identification of the particular
man who committed the offence complained
of, so long as Mrs. Heward occupied the
room in question with somebody else other
than her husband. That is all this House
or the Committee is called upon to decide,
and that has been proved beyond peradven-
ture. I would refer lion. gentlemen also to
the letters which have been produced, parti-
cularly exhibits 5 and 6, which are letters
that were written, after the separation, by
Mrs. Heward to ber husband, and it will. be
distinctly seen from those letters that she,
while not admitting this particular case, yet
clearly admits that she had so wronged her
husband as to justify the step which he had
taken in separating her from him. I would
refer hon. gentlemen to exhibit 5 in which
she makes this statement-" You have been
sufficiently. wronged already; if you had
given nie one more chance it might have
been different, even to our happiness ; I have
wronged my Edmond, but you did not under-
stand my nature," &c. Then again in exhi-
bit No. 6, at the top of thepage, hon. gentle-
men will find this statement : " How is it that

Mrs. neverfound herself in my predica-
ment ? Do not punish my Libby (referring to
her child) for my doings. Please answer.my
questions clearly, who is your informer, &c."
I submit to the House that sufficient infer-
ence at any rate can be drawn from these
statements to clearly establish on the part
of Mrs. Heward a confession as to her wrong-
doing in this particular matter, and in con-
junction with the other evidence submitted
to us, sufficient to justify the finding of the
Committhe that the case was clearey proved.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (13) an Act to give effect to an agree-
ment between the Grand Trunk Railway
Company of Canada, the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company and the Corporation of
-the City of Toronto.-(Mr. MacInnes, Bur-
lington.)

Bill (55) an Act respecting the Lake Erie
and Detroit River Railway Company.-(Mr.
Casgrain.)

Bill (57) an Act to amend the Act to in-
corporate the Montreal and Atlantic Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. MacInnes, Burling-
ton.)

Bill (33) an Act to amend the Act to in-
corporate the Manufacturers' Accident In-
surance Company, and to change its name
to "The Manufacturers' Guarantee and
Accident Insurance Company."-(Mr. Mc-
Kindsey.)

HOUSE OF COMMONS REPRESEN-
TATION READJUSTMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved.the second
reading of Bill (42) " An Act to amend the
Act to readjust the representation in the
House of Commons."

He said :-This is not a very formidable
enactment; it is simply to correct some
errors which exist in the law as passed
during the last session of Parliament. The
first clause has reference to the Nipissing
district, which the House will recollect was
added to the Algoma district and divided intO
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electoral divisions and a representative
given to each in the House of Commons.
The present proposition is to extend the
limits of that district in accordance with
the Imperial Statute which was passed
defining the boundary line between Ontario
and Quebec. When the law was passed
last year, they simply adopted the description
in the Ontario Statute defining the judicial
district of Nipissing. After examining the
Imaperial Statute it was found that a portion
of the district was not included within the
territorial limits of the electoral district.
The amendment is simply to bring within
the limits of the Nipissing district those
who live in that portion of the territory in-
cluded in Ontario by the Imperial
Statute defining the boundary. In the city
of Ottawa the words in the old Act " and
shall return two members " were omitted in
the Act of last session. If an election were
to take place in the city of Ottawa under
the Act as it now stands upon the Statute-
book, the city would be entitled to only
one representative. By this Bill the words
" and shall return two members" are added.
The county of Ottawa, it will be remem-
bered, was divided into two electoral dis-
tricts, one called Wright and the other La-
belle. By some blunder the word " west "
Was inserted in the Act where the word
" east " should have been used. It is pro-
posed to substitute east for west. In the
electoral district of Hochelaga, the town of
St. Antoine is designated as a ward, and
One clause of this Bill is to correct the error.
In the electoral district of Rouville by some
blunder the parish of Notre Dame de Bon-
secours was omitted, and the effect of the
Omission would be that the electors in that
Parish would have no vote. A clause of the
Bill is to include Notre Dame de Bonsecours
il the electoral division of Rouville. The
nlext clause relates to the electoral district
of Chambly, as it is designated in the old
law. There is a little sentiment in con-
nection with the retention of the word
Verchères. I remember it was promised at
the time that the electoral district should be
called Chambly and Verchères, and this
clause is to carry out that promise.
Ik the electoral district of Bagot,
One of the parishes, St. Liboire, was
Olitted; it is added by this Bill. Another
blunder occurred in the description of the
electoral district of Richelieu. St. Ours is
described as a town, but it is really an incor-

porated village, and it is proposed to correct
the error. In the district of St. Hyacinthe,
a portion of the territory was oinitted, which
disfranchised, I am told, about twenty elec-
tors, and the amendment is simply to bring
them within the district. In the electoral
district of Provencher, the parish or town-
ship of Hanover was omitted: this simply
provides for adding Hanover to the electoral
district of Provencher. These are the only
changes, and the HousE will see that they
are not material. They are simply clerical
and typographical errors. If, however, the
House desires further information or time to
study the question, I shall simply move the
second reading to-day and the Bill can be
considered in committee to-morrow; but if
my explanations are satisfactory, the Bill
may as well be considered in committee
now.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time and referred to a
Committee of the Whole House.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN, from the comnittee,
reported the Bill ,yithout amendment.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (23) " An Act respecting witnesses
and evidence." (Mr. Angers.)

Bill (39) "An Act to incorporate the
Ocean Accident Corporation." (Mr. De
Boucherville.)

Bill (48) " An Act respecting the Port
Arthur, Duluth, and Western Railway Com-
pany." (Mr. Clemow.)

The Senate adjourned at 4.40 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, March 10th, 1893.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 p.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills, reported without
amendment from the Committee on Rail-
ways, Telegraplis and Harbours, were read
the third time and passed:-

Bill (25) " An Act respecting the Grand
Trunk, Georgian Bay and. Lake Erie Rail-
way Company." (Mr. Vidal.)
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Bill (44) " An Act respecting the Mani-
toba and South-eastern Railway Company."
(Mr. Bernier.)

Bill. (17) "An Act respecting the St.
Lawrence and Adirondack Railway Com-
pany." (Mr. McMillan.)

MANITOBA AND NORTH-WESTERN
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (L) " An Act to consolidate
and amend certain Acts relating to the
Manitoba and North-western Railway Com-
pany of Canada," with amendments.

]He said :-There are three amendments
to this Bill, and as they are separate and
have no necessary connection with each other,
I will explain them separately so that the
House may be in a position to act on each
amendment as it is put. The first amend-
ment is to the first clause, which was that
repealing part of the Acts that are now con-
solidated under this Bill. The Bill, as it
was introduced, reads in this way after re-
pealing those provisions-" and in lieu of the
said Acts and provisions, this Act, subject
to the Railway Act and its amendments,
shall apply to the Manitoba and North-west-
ern Railway Company, &c." Under this
wording of the section, a very nice question
arose and one which possibly might have
been attended with difficulty had it not been
for the amendnent suggested and which
iiiakes it quite clear. The rule which applies
to the position of a special Act under the
General Railway Act is this-that the special
Act rules in every respect where the General
Act does not conflict with it. Now, in order
to make this perfectly plain, the clause was
altered so as to read this way: " And in lieu
of the said Acts, and provisions, this Act,
and in any matters not provided for by this
Act, the Railway Act and its amendments
shall apply, &c." This makes it perfectly clear
and createsno confusion, and I see no reason
why the Houseshould not accept the amend-
nient.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The next ameni-
ment relates to section 6 of the Bill and to
subsection 3 of that section. This is a con-
solid4ion Act, and this clause, amongst
other clauses consolidated, is a new clause
of subsection 10 of the original Manitoba
Act, and it is simply, as it reads in the
Bill, re-enacting the clause, and the refer-
ence to the same clause in the Manitoba
Act is printed at the bottom of it; but it
has been proposed to amend it (as I will
explain to the House when I read the sec-
tion) in this way: " The capital stock. of
the company may be increased from time to
time," etc. It was suggested that it would
be well to give power to decrease the capital
if the company chose. This suggestion was
acted upon, and the amendment was made
which was read at the Table of the House,
introducing the word " decrease " after the
word "increase," It is obvious that possi-
bly the question might arise in another
place, where the people are ratier suspicious
about the wording of this clause, whether
this would not affect the previous issues of
bonds and shares, and that was a question
which was a very serious one proposed for
the promoters of the Bill, and a very sérious
one with reference to the legislation, and it
is now submitted for the determination of the
House. I simply explain the scope of the
amendment, which is to give power to the
company to decrease their capital stock as
well as to increase it. The original clause
only gave power to increase the capital stock
to any amount, which they always have acted
upon for the last ten years. Whether the
amendment is a wise one or not is for the
House to determine.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In respect to
the amendments referred to in this particu-
lar clause, since the submission of the Bill to
the Committee this morning the solicitor of
the Company, upon perusing the amendment
proposed, concluded that it would be better
not to disturb the present powers which the
company have, and the company therefore
request that the Bill remain as it was before
its submission to the C(ommittee with regard
to this particular clause. 1, therefore,
move that this amendment be not concurred

ion. Mr. LOUGHEED moved that the The motion was agreed to.
amendment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.
Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The last amendment

is the one which refers to clause 23. It is
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an amendment which relates to the interest
on bonds. The framers of this Bill, in pre-
senting it in Committee, seem to have for-
gotten that the question of interest upon
bonds had already been dealt with in clause
20, which was apparently conflicting with it.
Therefore, it was moved that subsection 2
of clause 23, be struck out. "The interest
payable in respect of debenture stock includ-
ing interest upon any bonds, etc." The Com-
mittee without hesitation agreed to strike
out these words. 1 see no objection to the
adoption of the amendment.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved that the
amendment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved the third
reading of the Bill.

Hon? Mr. BOULTON--Before this Bill
receives its final reading, I wish to say a
few words with repect to the legislation
contained in it. I do not propose to move any
arnendment which would require me to give
notice and necessitate the postponement of
the Bill, because such an amendment would
somewhat interfere with the General Rail-
way Act, which is already part of the legis-
tion of the country. This Bill is a consoli-
dation of the legislation affecting the Mani-
toba and North-western Railway Company
of Canada. The reason I have selected this
Bill for the purpose of pointing ou.t the in-
jurious legislation which I consider is con-
tained in a Bill of this kind, is that the line
passes through the district in which I re-
Side in the North-west Territories. I am
not opposing the Bill from any enmity to-
wards the company, or for the purpose of
attempting to restrict their operations in
the slightest degree : but as I pointed out to
this honourable House in some remarks I had
occasion to make with regard to the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, I feel that this Bill
confers too great powers upon this railway
company, and railway companies generally,
with regard to their powers to issue stock
and to create liabilities upon the company
in the shape of bonds or mortgages. The
only object there would be in increasing their
Stock unduly is that dividends may accrue
to holders of that stock, and when a large
amount of stock is placed upon the indebted-
nless or liability of a railway company in any
district, the people who are served by

that railway company have to contri-
bute to the trafie in order to -meet
those dividends. In a country such as I
have the pleasure of residing in, we are
s.ubject of course, to railway communication
without competition; that is to say, with-
out such competition as hon. gentlemen have
in other parts of Canada. We have no
water communication to assist us in keep-
ing down rates, and the fact is that up there
we have very little competition between rail-
way companies and therefore we are forced
to protect ourselves, and it is only through
the legislation of the country that we can
protect the people. So far as this question
is concerned, I am quite aware that it is in
the power of the Government to declare
whether the rates are reasonableor unreason-
able. To that extent the country is pro-
tected, but we might also afford a protection
by limiting the amount of capital stock that
these railway companies are allowed to put
upon the road. In the present instance the
capital that is being put upon the road is
$12,000,000, without reference to the
mileage that may be created under this Act.
(f the railway should happen to be com-
pleted in various directions, and it came to
500 miles, there would be $25,000 per mile
stock issued upon the road. In addition to
that they have the power to issue $20,000
in bonds and mortgages. Now, hon. gentle-
men, that is $45,000 a mile capital imposed
upon the district which bas to do the carry-
ing trade for 500 miles in our North-western
country, and what I say is that that is an
excessive amount, that by no possible means
can it cost$45,000 per mile to build that road.
$30,000 per mile at the outside is fully ample
to meet all the requi·ements of construction,
equipment, and evee extravagance in that
respect; and it is wiser for us, I think, to
consider the advisability of passing legisla-
tion of this kind and not change our system.
I am quite aware that under the General
Railway Act powers are conferred upon
railway companies to increase their stock to
an unlimited degree, merely restricting it to
the power of the shareholders. An amend-
ment should be made to the General Rail-
way Act which would make that power sub-
ject to the approval of the Governor-General
in Council, because I contend that as far as
the general industries and the general wealth
of the country are concerned, the foundation
of that, and what creates the wealth of the
country, is the labour put into it, and the
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industry of that labour, and a Bill of this country is concerned; it is impossible for us
kind empowers the individual to collect that to submit to more than a legitimate charge
wealth through the large amount of stock for carrying our produce to market. What
the company can issue and collect dividends 1 daim is that ordinary and fair economy
upon. Of course, if they cannot collect divi- should be used in the construction and
dends, then the credit of the company is management of the road. When that is
depreciated to the extent to which the bonds done, I have no fear but what the country
or stock are depreciated, so that whichever will be able Vo prosper and progress, but it
result happens, the company suffers to some is utterly impossible in that country, where
extent. I contend that in the interests of we are depending entirely upon railway com-
capital itself it is wise to limit that power to munication, to pay such rates as will enable
$30,000 a mile rather than to give them the the Company Vo collecta dividend of $45,000
power to issue $45,000 a mile, with the ad- or $50,000 or $60,000 per mile, as the case
ditional power we are conferring here of in- may be. As 1 said before, it is noV my
creasing that if they see fit to do so. There intention to move an amendment now, be-
is a clause here which says: cause iV would be unfair, while the general

The capital stock of the cotipany'shall be twelve Railway Act allows every railway in the
millions of dollars, divided into two hundred and country to increase its stock Vo any amount,
forty thousand shares of fifty dollars each. Vo deprive this company of the same privi-

2. The directors may iake and issue as paid-up lege. There is another clause also whicb
stock shares in the company, whether subscribed
for or not, and nay allot and hand over such stock
in paynent for right of way, rolling stock or mate- miles. I regret very much indeed .to see
riais of any kind, and also for the services of con- that clause in the Bill. 1 should be sorry
tractors and engineers; and such issue and allot- Vo say or do anything that would interfere
ment of stock shall be binding on the comnpany, with the development and progress of the
and such stock shall not be assessable for calls;
and all paid-up stock heretofore made and issued country, but I certainly think that the Gov-
in accordance with the provisions of section three erument should assist the company in soie
of chapter eighty-six of the statutes of 1888 is lega- way or another that would enable them Vo
iized and confirrned. cuildthat 20 miles this year. Theleaderofthe

In that clause I can see how it is possible Vo iuse ast year (Mr. Abbott) asked for the
convert that twelve million dollars into paid passage of the Act which. perrnitted another
up stock of the company while only twenty- year Vo elapse without constructing any por-
five or fifty cents on the dollar may have tion of the railway, and, in consideration of
been paid in on that stock. Under that that, 40 miles were to have been constructed
clause iV 1w quite possible for the company the folloing season. Now, we see that this
Vo let a contract Vo what is popularly known Bill asks for a further extension of time for
on this continent as a construction company, the completion of the 20 miles, and that the
and they can enter inVo a bargain with them section of 40 miles had not been constructed.

mo pay that partly in stock and partly in the It is a great drawback, and s understand
proceeds of the bonds; and they can make what the setters suifer for want of railway
a bargain with them which will enable that communication-settlers who go 30, 40, 50
construction company Vo take that stock at or 60 miles in there waiting for the rail-
twenty-five or fifty cents on the dollar, way; and I cannot but express My regret
When they have done so and made the bar- that the Bil contains that clause. At the
gain, that cores to be paid up stock Vo the sane tine, a do not propose to say anything
extent of one hundred cents on the dollar. that wil interfere with the prog*ress or de-
Supposing such a thing were done, there has vehopment of the country.
only gone into the construction of that rail-
road twenty-five or fifty cents, or whatever The motion was agreed to.
proportion of value may be bargained for in
carrying that transaction, and when that t IhLLS INTRODUCED.
stock goes upon Vhe market, the country is
bound o sustain it, so far as this legisGation
which has enabled the company Vo put that Bt s a t te cmn sme
stock upon the market. My object in
speaking of this s Vo enter a protest, c p far Bil (P) "An Act Vo anend the Inland
as the agricultural industry in that great Water Seamen's Act." (Mr. Bowell.)
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Bill (Q) " An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Live Stock Insurance Company."
(Mr. Almon.)

Bill (41) " An Act to incorporate the
Eastern Trust Company." (Mr. Almon.)

Bill (46) " An Act to incorporate the
Ocean Guarantee Corporation." (Mr. Fer-
guson.)

Bill (53) " An Act respecting the Alberta
Railway and Coal Company." (Mr. Loug-
heed.)

THE RULES OF THE HOUSE.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved:

That lie will inove, that a Special Cominittee be
appointed to consider and revise or add to the
Rules, Orders and Forms of Proceeding of the
Senate, and that sucli Committee do consist of the
Ronourable Messieurs. Allan, Dickey, Miller,
Power, Pelletier, Bellerose, and the mover, with
Power to report from time to tine.

He said :-With the consent of the House
I should like to add the names*of the Hon.
Messrs. Howlan and Lougheed, making the
committee nine instead of seven.

lon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I hope the
leader of the House will not object to adding
the names of Mr. Scott, and my hon. col-
leagueffrom British Columbia, Mr. Macdonald.
%th of these gentlemen are well up in the
rules governing this body, and, I think they
Will be most useful members of the com-
Mittee. I do not think it will make the
colmittee too large or unwieldy.

lon. Mr. BOWELL-I have not the
slightest objection. My only desire is to
have a good working committee, and I have
always found in the past that too large com-
Inittees are not as workable, if I may use
that expression, as those that are smaller.
Still I have not the slightest objection to
adding the names of the gentlemen that have
been suggested. I move that the names of
Messrs Scott and Macdonald (B.C.) be added.

The motion was agreed to, and the motion
as amended was adopted.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (J) "An Act for the relief of John
Francis Schwaller." (Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (K) " An Actfor the relief of Annette
Marion Goff." (Mr. Clemow.)

THIRD READING.

Bill (42) " An Act to amend the Act to
readjust the Representation in the House of
Commons." (Mr. Bowell.)

The Senate adjourned at 4 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, March 13th, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (48) " An Act respecting the Port
Arthur, Duluth and Western Railway Com-
pany." (Mr. Clemow.)

Bill (46) " An Act to incorporate the
Ocean Guarantee Corporation." (Mr. Fergu-
son.)

Bill (53) " An Act respecting the Alberta
Railway and Coal Company." (Mr.
Lougheed.)

The Senate adjourned at 3.30 P.M.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, ifarchl4ti, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

The fogowing Bills, reported without
amendment from the Committee on Rail-
ways, Telegraphs and Harbours, were read
the third time and passed:-

Bill (13) "An Act to give effect to an
agreement between the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company of Canada, the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company and the Corpora-
tion of the City of Toronto." (Mr. Mac-
Innes, Burlington.)

Bill (55) " An Act respecting the Lake
Erie and Detroit River Railway Company."
(Mr. Casgrain.)

28T
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Bill (57) " An Act to amend th'e Act to
incorporate the Montreal and Atlantic Rail-
way .Company." (Mr. MacInnes, Burling-
ton.)

THE WESTERN COUNTIES RAIL-
WAY COMPANY.

THIRD READING. .

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, f rom the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill (38) " An Act respecting the
Western Counties Railway Company and to
change the name of the Company to the Yar-
mouth and Annapolis Railway Company,"
with an amendment. He said : This amend-
ment occurs in clause 8 of the Bill, which
proposes to give power to this company to
acquire,- own and operate steam and other
vessels without restricting the power to oper-
ations of that description -named in connec-
tion with the undertaking of the railway.
The amendment as suggested and agreed
to introduces the words which have been
read, in consequence of which the clause will
read this way-" The company may, for any
purpose in connection with their undertak-
ing, acquire, &c." The other amendment is
a mere consequential amendment. The
amendment was proposed by the promoters
of the Bill and accepted unanimously by the
Committee. 1 see no objection to it and I
think it may be agreed upon.at once.

Hon. Mr. POWER moved that the amend-
ment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill as
amended was then read the third time and
passed.

THE WELLAND CANAL INVESTI-
GATION.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE gave gotice that
lie would, on Tuesday next, move :*

That an humble address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor-General, praying that
His Excellency will cause to be laid before this
House all the papers, exaininations, evidence and
report of the, Comnimissioner to whom the charges
preferred by the Hon. Senator McCalluin against
Wim. Ellis, a superintendent, on the Welland
Canal, were referred for investigation ; also an
account of the expenses of sucli investigation in-
cluding an estimate of the cost of the debates made
in Parliament in reference to said charges.

le said: I give this notice because I see
a motion on the paper to-day by the hon.

Senator from Monck. For four years this
matter has been before the House and imi-
mense expense has been incurred in conse-
quence of it. The Senate, while the matter
has occupied their attention, has not had an
opportunity of seeing the data on which to
come to a proper conclusion, and will not be
in that position until these papers are
brought down. 1, therefore, suggest to my
hon. friend, the member for Monck, that lie
defer bringing up his motion until those
papers are laid before the House.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-That is a law-
yer's advice, and such advice when gratui-
tously offered is not worth much.

lon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-That is very
witty.

Hion. Mr. McCALLUM moved:

That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor-General : praying that
His Excellency will cause to be laid before this
House, a statement and account showing the
ainount paid back to William Ellis, superintendent
of the Welland Canal, taken by himr (Ellis) in ex-
cess of what was just, right and proper, and not
included in a return laid before the Senate, in
answer to an Address of the Senate, of the 17th
of June, 1891.

He said :-Hon. gentlemen may remember
that an address was passed lately calling
upon the Government to lay before the
House certain statements of the accounts
and amounts of money that the Government
of this country made Mr. Ellis give back of
what lie had taken. I have got that state-
ment in my hand. I do not know that it
has ever been put in our Debates. My hon.
friend from Erie is very anxious to get in-
formation on this matter, and lie told
us the other day thêt he had read all the
evidence taken at the Welland Canal inves-
tigation. I know that lion. gentlemen in this
House are not all as well acquainted with
the case as lie must be if he read all the
evidence. I questioned the correctness of
his statement when he made it, but he in-
sisted that lie had read all the evidence,
and lie said the only proof furnished by
that evidence was that$100 had been taken
by Ellis wrongfully. I tried to help him
out of the difficulty that he was getting in-
to. I toid him that lie was quoting f rou
the statements of Mr. Ellis or of his counsel
Mr. Rykert. Mr. Ryket-t puts the
amount that Mr. Ellis had taken.
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4t $118. My hon. friend from Erie goes
him one better, and says that Mr. Ellis had
taken only $100. I should advise Mr. Ellis,
if he ever gets into any trouble again, to
retain the hon. Senator from Erie, because
he can do better than Mr. Rykert did.

ow, I hold in iny hand a statement show-
ling that a very considerably larger amount
than that was taken. I do not know
Whether the hon. gentleman from Erie has
read this part of the evidence to which I
refer. Did he ever read Mr. Foster's evi-
dence ? I have got it in my hand. Many
of you have heard me say that he burnt the
books so that I could not get at the amount
he charged the Government every month,
and certified to its being correct and right ;
but .what did I do? I took it from the pay
lists and put it in the evidence, and anybody
who looks through the evidence of Robert
Uoster will find the list that I procured, and
tO which I called the attention of the Gov-
ernment. The eommissioner did not want
tO have it put in; he said: " You can call
ýly attention to it when you corne to sum
"P." J did not get at all the facts. I re-
'Ilember every word that I said in this House
ill making the statement that Mr. Ellis had
taken approximately from the public beyond
Whatwas right, just and proper to the amount
at least of $800. Now, J am moving this
lotion to see how much the Government
have got back from that gentleman. I hold
a statement in my hand, and it is as fol-
lows:-

elturn to ant Address of the Senate, dated 17th
June, 1891.

For a statement and account showing the amount
9f inoney received and taken in excess of what was
JUst and proper by William Ellis, superintendent
of the Welland Canal, if any, from the 29th day of
btecember, 1879, until the 1lth day of September,
1889 ; also a statement showing the amount of money
Paid back by Mr. Ellis,if any,and date of payments,
'f any. Further, a copy of the bond given as8 ecurity by Mr. Ellis, if any, to secure the pay-
rnent of the money taken in excess.

(Sd.) J. A. CHAPLEAU,
Secretary of State.

(Rofver, Hon. Mr. McCallum. .

(Return No. 13.) OTrAwA, 20th July, 1891.

SIR,-I herewfth transmit Return in answer to
an Address of the Senate dated the 17th of June,
1891, with statement and account showing alleged
ercess of charges for horse hire made by Mr. W.

superiitendent of the Welland Canal fron
29th December, 1879, until llth September, 1889.

19

Also, of amounts stopped from Mr. Ellis hy the
Auditor-General.

No bond bas been given hy Mr. Ellis for any re-
payment.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Sd.) A. P. BRADLEY,

The Under Secretary of Stame,
&c., &c., &c.,

Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS AND
* CANALS.

RETURN NO. 13.
Returu in answer to an Address froin the Senate

dated the 17th of June, 1891, for a " statement
and account showing the amount of money received
and taken in excess of what was just and proper by
William Ellis, Superintendent of the Welland
Canal, if any, from 29th Deceiber, 1879 to the
llth day of September, 1889, also a statement
showing the amount of money paid back by Mr.
Ellis, if any, and date of payments if any.
Further a copy of the bond given as securit by
Mr. Ellis, if any, to secure the payment o the
money taken in excess."

Reference No. to Address (Dept.) 134945.
Secy. of State No. 6.

STATEMENT of amounts paid for horse hire for Mr.
Ellis, Superintendent of Welland Canal.
1881.

June 30-Horse hire, &c., with mail cor-
respondence, examining and
reporting canal works. ..... 3 50

1884.
Feb. 17-Horse and buggy (August pay

list repairs................ 1 50
1886.

May 17-6 days' horse and buggy ...... 8 50
Aug....-5 do do ...... 8 50
Sept....-3 do do ...... 4 50
Nov....--li do do ...... 1 50

1887.
April.. .- Carriage $3.50, 13J days' horse

and buggy $34. .. -. ........ 37 50
May.... -- 19 days' horse and buggy. .... 45 50
June....-8 do do ...... 26 00
July....-19 do do ...... 44 50
Aug.....-12k do do ...... 26 00
Sept....-10 do do ...... 18 00
Oct.....-9 do do ...... 16 00

1888.
April...-10 do do ...... 21 00
May....-12 do do ...... 27 00
July....-17 do do ...... 37 50
Aug....-18 do do ...... 40 00
Sept....-14 do do ...... 30 00
Nov....-12 do- do ...... 21 00

1889.
May....-4 do do ...... 9 00
June.... -14 do do ...... 30 00
July....-13 do do ...... 28 50

Total.................... $475 50

DEPARTMENT OF RAILwAYS AND CANALS,
2nd February, 1891.
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$TATEMENT of deductions from the salary of Wîîî. him an opportunity to pay back vhat he owes
Ellis, Superintendent of Welland Canal, and the country
placed against payments made for horse hire tireo Nobdct this o am
for him.
1890.only deal wit it again in order to keep y-
Nov. Salary for October deducted by' self right before the country. 1 have

i891. Auditor-General.............$ 241 66 made a statenent in this House that I do not
Jany. Quarterly allowance December beheve to be perfectly true.* My hon. friend

for travelling expenses de- froni Erie says that he read ail the evidence
ducted by Auditor-General ... 75 0 through: if so, he should know better tha

March. Deduction from salaryonaccount to make the statements to whjch he has
over payments for horse hire. 30 00

Ap-l Ddciu r~ sîroacolt gipven utterance in this flouse. My hion.April. Deductibn froti salary on accopnt
over payments for horse hire.. 3o oo friend from Niagara stated that the Gov-

Sernwent had a contract with the Gas coin
376 66 pany to furnish gas on the Welland Canal

N and that the sumi agree(l upon covered the
LEONARI) SHANNON. gas used in the public offices. If the hon.

Accouoitant. gentleman recognized the duty that he owes
Departent of Railways and Canas,e would not make such a state-

8ent to mislead the u .ouse. If He had

Now, if my hon. friend fsrom Erie had read looked at the sessional papers e would have
the evidence, as he said he did, he must known bette. nt is true that Mr. Ellis
have seen this. I do not see my hon. friend had nothing to do with aking the contract.
f rom Niagara in the flouse. I am f very It is a bulk sum contract of $reaal a year.
sorry that he is not here, because te under- I have the document in my hands, and if it
took to mislead the flouse the other day on were ot too long I would read it to the
two or three points, ie undertook to mis- gouse. In addition to the bulk suh for
lead theif on the question of the rubber lighting the canal, whatever gas was fur-
boots, on the question of the gas, t end in mished to the offices of the canal and soie
reference to repairs to houses, and other few lights on the old canal is paid for by the
points. I should like very much if hie were thous4nd-it goes through the meter. MNy
here to-day, because I want to explain these hon. friend admitted the other day that it
matters to the flouse and let the-hon. gen- was injudicious on the part of Mr. Ellis to
tleman set if ge can reconcile his statement allow the company to put gas into his bouse.
with the facts in evidence. Now, I have Now think the company might have given
read a statement which shows that Mr. whatever quantity of gas they liked if he
Ellis took $475.50 f rom the Government- had not iii returu given the company a quid
that is, up to the timne that this statement pro quo by turning down the gas on the
was made up. What I want to find out is canal to the injury of the navigation of the
whether he han taken any, and, if so, how country. That is my coplaint in reference
much, since then. Mr. Rykert, who was to the gas. Another thing that I showed is
counsel for Mr. Ellis at the time of the that the gas las been used in Demare'
investigation, admitted that the loss to the house-it passes through the Government
country was $118. They tried to excuse eter and the Government pays for it
Mr. Ellis's conduct on the ground that the The sessional papers contain the following
amount was so sinal. As I said at the items
tibe, it was as good an excuse as that of St. Catharines and Welland Canal Ca Ligintig
the girl who got into trouble and who thought Co.
she ight be pardoned because er illegiti- Balance of contract for new canal gas sup-
mate child was so small. Now, the Govern- plied for season of 1887...............$5,OW
ment, up to the time this statement was That is for haif the year. Then in addi-
brought down, had made Mr. Ellis pay back tion to that there are the following items
into the public treasury e3a.66, and I 25,400 ft. of gas supplied Canal Offices 12
want to ascertain if they have made him months, per meter, $2.50............$63 50
pay back anything more since this state- as supplied old Welland Canal for season
ment wasw aade up. Perhaps I have been of 1887, 9 lamps as per original account
ohard on the Governient-they may be at 30 cents.....................270 0
on w1 )0 ft. of gas supplied Port Dahousie

simply keeping Mr. Ellis on in order to gve shops, per meter, at $2.50...........27 75
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15,000 ft. gas to the Collector's house, Port
Dalhousie... ........................

20,000 ft. gas to the Welland Canal Office.
37 50
50 25

Now, in the face of these facts, why should
the member for Niagara try to mislead the
Public on the subject? Then the hon. gen-
tleman spoke about the houses on the Wel-
land Canal, and said that as the Govern-
Ment rent these bouses they should make
the repairs. I do not object to the Govern-
ment making repairs on those bouses on. the
Welland Canal. I spoke of the overseer's
house at Port Dalhousie-the bouse which
Used to be the old canal collector's bouse at
that point. I find no fault with the Gov-
erniment for repairing a bouse, but I do find
fault with Mr. Ellis for giving a contract to
an individual without competition, and I
find fault with the Government of this
country for furnishing .material and pay-
ing the men for doing a large propor-
tion of that work while Mr. Miller, the
tontractor, got the inoney. The bon. mem-
ber for Niagara tried to make a cushion of
hinself to save Mr. Ellis in dealing with
these two matters, and also in referring to
the damage done on the Welland Canal
through Mr. Ellis' neglect. He tries to put
the blame on W. G. Thompson. Now, what
w"as the evidence of Mr. Page? J have it
here, and I will read it:--

Q. It was the duty of the men in charge therethat night to see the gates closed when they saw
the Storm coming ?-A. We have only to look to
the Superintendent.

Q. Should not the harbour master have looked
tO that ?-A. He has nothing to do with the lock.

e cannot touch the lock gates.
Q. las he no power to look after them ?-A.

xo.
Q. Who would have power there ?-A. The manacharge.
Q. Mr. Secord is the man there ?-A. I suppose

8. The fact is, the gates should be closed, storni
'0 no Storm, at the close of navigation.

Q. Were instructions given to that effect ?-A.
9, yes, I have told Mr. Ellis repeatedly that-no
instructions, but it has been talked over and the
r'eons have been given.

This is Mr. Page's evidence, given under
cross examination. It is not necessary to
quote any further f rom it. I now come to
the case of Shiner's Pond Bridge. The bon.
'Tember from Niagara, in his anxiety to help

r Ellis in this matter, came all the way
fron California to give evidence. I am sorry
that he is not in the bouse now to hear his
Own evidence read.

lion. Mr. SMITH-He is away west.
19½

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I will deal with
the matter now, because I propose to wash
my bands of this matter after I get through,
and hold the Government responsible. I
want to show that the hon. gentleman from
Niagara was not satisfied with trying to run
the county of Welland, but be wanted also
to run the Department of Railways and
Canals.

Hon. Mr. SMITH-Would it not be
better to postpone this matter until the hon.
gentleman is present?

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-No, I think I'
had better read his evidence. He bas sworn
to it and he could not change the effect of it
if he were. here. It is not my fault that he
is not in his place. My notice was on the
paper for some time and he knew that it
was coming up. Here is the evidence that
was taken when Mr. Ferguson was called
in defence and examined by Mr. Ellis'
counsel, Mr. Rykert:

Q. You are member for the County of Welland!
-A. I am.

Q. Do you know a bridge called Shiner's Bridge
on the main road from Thorold to Allanburg ?-A.
Yes.

Q. How long have you known that bridge ?-A.
For fifteen or sixteen years.

Q. Have you had occasion to cross that bridge
repeatedly ?-A. Yes.

Q. I believe you had worked somewhere in that
neighbourhood ?-A. Above that near Welland.

Q. What time was it that you were working
there ?-A. From 1873 up to 1878 or 1879.

Q. Do you know in what state the bridge was
when you first commenced to work there or to use
the bridge ?--A. I did not take particular notice
of it, but it was in the usual state that bridges in
that part of the country are.

Q. Do you know that the bridge was used
largely by contractors on the Welland Canal ?-A.
I do especially in the construction of that portion
near the bridge-the bog lock there.

Q. How was it used? Was it considerably worn
out ?-A. Yes, in hauling the heavy material for
the construction of the lock, I am quite satisfied
that they damaged the bridge and wore it out.

Q. You are quite satisfied that the contractor's
teams did serious damage to the bridge ?-A. Yes.

Q. Did you have occasion to represent that to the
Government ?-A. I did on several occasions.

Q. For what purpose ?-A. I understood from
the department that it had been referred to Mr.
Page and Mr. Page had reported against its recons-
truction by the Governuient. I did not see the
report.

Q. What action did you take in reference to
it ?-A. I went to the Minister of Railways and
Canals, who was then Mr. Pope. I reported. the
thing to him from my own knowledge and from the
information I had gathered from the people that
the bridge was worn out and that in my opinion it
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ought to be reconstructed by the department. Ve Q. We ha'e evidence here that that bridge cost
had several interviews, and finally Mr. Pope said over $1,000 ?- -A. I dont know what it cost.
that lie could not very well recommend its recons- Q: Mr. Ellis built tha-t bridge on your instruc-
truction in the face of what Mr. Page had said or tions ?-A. No. He built it on the instructions
written. I still urged it very strongly upon him and that I conveyed to hini f rom the Minister of Rail-
he said to me "I do not see any other way of get- way and Canals. I dont suppose the Mr. Ellis
ting it done for you except by Mr. Ellis,the Super- I would have touched it otherwise for I asked him
tendent of the Canal does it, and lie said " You tinie and again and he said that he would not (o it.
had probably better see Mr. Ellis and tell him that Q. Did he dIo anything else for you without
I do not object to it; that I eau give instructions instructions ?-A. I think he put a culvert in at
to have it reconstructed out of the appropriation the canal near Port Colbourne. There was one put
for the canal, but I could not very well go to the in by Mr. Thonpson on the west side, and I under-
Houîse and ask for an appropriation in the face of stant that there was one put in by Mr. Ellis on the
Mr. Page's report." I saw Mr. Ellis and told him east side.
what Mr. Pope said and lie said lie would do it, Q. You do not know that there were three or
but it w-as a good while after I spoke to Mr. Pope four put in thei-e ?--A. I do not; but I know there
on the subject. onglit to have been.

Q. Was it upon that that Mr. Ellis undertook Q. Do you know- how they were put in ?-A.
the bridge ?-A. Yes. No, I never saw theim.

Q. Is that a bridge of great public advantage ?- Q. Is it not strange that you did not take inter-
A. I think so. I don't see very well how the est enough in the work to sec it if you were the
people of the upper portion of Thorold township man who ordered it?--A. I never went near it.
could get into Thorold without that bridge. It Mr. RYKERI-Where they pipes or culverts?
appears to me to be an important bridge. -A . I do not knoiv.

Q. Were representations made to you by the
township people iii reference to the bridge ?- Hon. Mr. McCALLUM --I)ont you know that
A. Yes, tiie and again. there are culverts put in on both sides of the canal

Q. Diid they naake application to you to have that carry in sediient into the canal, on your
that bridge repaired ? - A. Yes ;I had several instructions ?-A. I do not know. I have not seen
deputations. Mr. John Wilson, Reeve of the thein.
Township, urged the inatter very strongly and the Q. Do you remember expressing, just before the
deputations that waited upon me also. I may say, last election, that if you were defeated it would be
that it was ny own conviction that the Department Mr. Ellis s fault ? Did you not say that before a
should reconstruct that bridge or I would not have public meeting.
urged it so strongly on Mr. Pope. I think there are The COMMISSIONER - The witness maya good nany letters of mine im the Departnent on answer the <uestion if he leases, but I do notthe matter, for I had been working at it a long .n th .es to iP ses. but I
tine before I succeeded in getting Mr. Pope to think it is desirable to go into such matters. X e
have it done. , are not investigating any political questions at pre-

Hon. Mr. MCALLUM-Did you get any letter sent.-A. I do not rememnber any such expression
from the Minister about it at all ?-A. think bemng used by me.
probably I did. Hon. Mi. McCALLUM--Yon are the gentleman

A. Are you sure ?-A. No ; I am not sure. that ordered Mr. Ellis to build that bridge I
Q. How long ago was that ?-A. It muîîst have conveyed to hin what Mr. Pope said, an< the wisl

been when I first commenced probably three years Mr. Pope had expressed with respect to it.
g Q. When did youn convey that information to
Q. (lei id you have that conversation with Iiimi *?-A. It nust have beei two years or two years

Mr. Pope ?-A. It nust have been about two years and a-half ago.
ago or two years and a half ago-I can scarcely
tell.

Q. And you say that Mr. Pope told you to get on the Slimer's Pond Bridge because John
Mr. Ellis to build the bridge ?-A. He said if Mr. Henry Pope had gone to a higher sphere. The
Ellis would build the bridge ont of his appropriation hon s
for the canal he had not the slightest objection ;
but lie could not in the face of Mr. Page's report ber stating, just before the last election, that
ask Parlianiemît for an appropriation specially for if he was defeated it would be Mr. Ellis's fault,
that purpose. but what was the fact? The hon. membe

Q. Yon wre the ahthority then for Mr. Ellis to t
bnild the hride ?-A. 1 think I was. I do notwaeetdtoaraenin18:I oke
know whether%~r. Ellis got instructions from the hard to help to eleet hlm, but the next timie
Departinent about it ; but 1 know I conveyed to hie appeared before the people he was de-
MIr. Ellis what Mr. Pope said to me about the feated. The hon .gentleman is one of the
bridge, and Mr. Ellis said Me would see what lie best speakers we have in Ontaro; he is 

Q. Did yod get Mr. Ellis to do any other work for pleasant man, a good looking man, a cleve
yon along the Canal in that way ?-A. Not specially. man and a rich man. The people of Niagara
have not heen as lucky as I night have been. district took hm to their bosom and kep
Q. You and Mr. Ellis must be very friendly hme e

when lie would build a bridge for ou ini tlie face therhe forten ber, but e they othat
of the report of the engineer ?-A.o Mr. Ellis t o
that lie is particularly friendly. him away. I wil not say they spewed hi
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out, but they threw him a way. It is a
singular fact that three of the gentlemen,
who have been aspiring to public honours in
the Niagara district, who gave evidence at
the Welland Canal investigation have been
left at home by the electors. I am a strong
Conservative, but you may remember that I
warned the Government that the effect of
keeping on Mr. Ellis was to give the dry rot
to the party in Niagara district. My words
have been verified by the results in the late
election. You remenber.the remarks of the
hon. member from Niagara when he referred
to the repairs on the overseer's house. Now
I will read you the account as it appears in
the Sessional Papers:-

To Roger 'Miller, Port Dalhousie :-
Taking down floors, partitions,stairs

anddoors of overseer'shouse, Port
Dalhousie, removing inud and de-
cayed flooring, laying in 160 feet
drain from saine to harbour, con-
creting floor, building cellar, re-
newing floors, partitions, stairs,
doors, &c., throughout, arranging
windows and door openings, put-
ting in new sash and doors. taking
down old stone chiney anà
building new brick one, repairing
outside blinds, plastering, paint-
ing, &c., papering, as per agree-
m ent................ .........

Taking out decayed floor of adjoin-
ing lockmnaster's house and nud
underconcreting and relaying new
floor, laying 160 feet drain fron
same to harbour,taking off old and
putting on new plastering and
ceiling, making new window open-
ings and putting in new sash
frames and blinds, taking out
other decayed sashes and fitting
with new, painting and papering
where required, as per agreement.

Taking ont floor, partition, stairs,
doors of old Collector's office and
converting into additional dwell-
ing accommodation for overseer,
removing fault and brick division
w-all and rebuilding in proper
position, making new window
openings and fitting with new
sash and blinds, renewing other
old sashes fitting storm sash, re-
pairing blinds, removing old
chimney, building new one and
plastering, painting and papering
throughout as per agreement....

$500

135

400

1,035

No one has ever heard me say that the
Government should not repair the lock-ten-
ders houses on the Welland Canal ; no one
has ever heard me say that the canal em-

ployees are too well treated. I have raised
my voice against having them tyrannized
over. What I have complained of, and
what the evidence shows, is that improve-
ments should be made to Mr. Demare's
house, and the time of the men and material
furnished should be paid for by the Govern-
ment. When I moved for an investigation
into the management of the Welland Canal
I pointed out that Mr. Ellis, in reporting to
the Departient, showed where he drove a
spike, or put a link in a chain, or painted a
flagstaff, or caulked a punt, but he did
not tell the people of this country where
thousands and thousands of dollars of the
public money had been squandered. No
one ever heard me say that the lock
tenders or other employees on the Welland
Canal were paid too much. I have com-
plained often that they were not paid
enough. In some few cases they get more
than they are entitled to, but, promotion,
there, like. kissing, goes by favour. I am
sorry that the hon. gentleman from Niagara
is not here to-day, because I would like to
deal more at length with him. He tried to
mislead the House and put me in a false
position. I will not allow him, or the hon.
member for Erie, to do so. I want to have the
evidence which was taken at the investigation
submitted to the public. I want to go beyond
the report, because the report is partial;
otherwise it would not have been necessary
to make two reports. If you will read the
evidence for yourselves you will find that the
Commissioner who was sent to investigate
matlers on the canal was more of an advocate
than a judge. Every question he puts is
with a view of shielding Mr. Ellis, and the
Government will see this when they come to
read the evidence. What I claim is that
the Governnment should either dismiss Mr.
Ellis f rom office or publish the evidence to the
world, then I will be satisfied. There is not
a man in this House who regrets more than
I do the necessity of bringing up this question
so often. I have no object in doing so except
to discharge my duty to the public, and I
have to thank the House for the patient and
kindly manner in which they have listened
to my remarks.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-There is no objec-
tion to bring down the information which
the hon. gentlemali asks for in his motion,
but I think this House should not be asked
to affirm a statement of which they are not
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cognizant. The hon. gentleman will see that
the motion makes a distinct and positive
charge against Mr. Ellis of having taken
money in excess of that to which he was
entitled. The hon. gentleman's object
can be attained just as well by omitting
these words, and without asking the Senate
to declare by a motion that certain things
took place of which they are not cognizant.
The words of the resolution are " taken by
Mr. Ellis in excess of what was right, just
and proper." There is a- distinct and posi-
tive charge against Mr. Ellis which may or
may not be true-I an) giving no opinion on
that point-but I think it is too much to
ask the House to affirm that he did take
money improperly, without the facts being
first laid before them in a return such as the
hon. gentleman asks for. I would suggest
an amendment of the resolution which will
attain the object that the hon. gentleman
has in view, without asking the House to
afiirm that, which I have no doubt he firnmly
believes to be true, but which is not yet
established. If he would amend the motion
in this way: " Will cause to be laid before
this House a statement and account showing
the amount said to have been improperly
retained by Wm. Ellis, superintendent of
the Welland Canal, and not included in, &c."
I hope my lion. friend will accept that sug-
gestion, as it will attain the object he has in
view without placing the Senate in a false
position.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I do not wish
to place the hon. gentleman or the House
in a false position. If they could be paced
in a false position now, they would have
been by the motion I moved before, and the
hon. leader of that day did not complain then
that he was placed in a false position. If
lie will look at the minutes he will see that
this is simply a copy of a resolution passed
when the leader of this House was the late
Premier. That motion called for "a state-
ment and account showing the amount of
money expended in excess of what was
just and proper by Wm. Ellis, Superintend-
ent of the Welland Canal, if any, from the
29th day December, 1879 until the 1lth
day of December, 1889. Also a statement
showing the amount of money paid back
by Mr. Ellis, if any, and date of payment,
if any."

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM--If it was taken
properly why do the Government make him
disgorge I According to the statement I
have read he was compelled to refund
$376.66. My object is to learn how much
more the Government have made him pay
back. The Government state that he took
$475.60: if it was right for him to take it,
why make him disgorge any of it ? You
say now that I want to place the Senate in
a false position.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The lion. gentleman
misinterprets my language altogether: I
attribute no motives to the hon. gentleman.
I did not say that he has attempted to put
the Senate inafalse position, but if the Senate
were to affirm this motion they would do so.
The hon. gentleman's motion, as passed last
session, is not at all of the same character as
the motion now before us, because he says
in that motion " money taken in excess, if
any ": that is qualified, and consequently in
that way could not be objectionable to this
House. I was surprised when the hon.
gentleman said that the late leader of the
Senate allowed a motion of this character to
pass. We have no objection to bring down
all the papers and a full statement of the
amount refunded by Mr. Ellis, and, if it
were within the purview of the resolution,
even to give the reasons for it ; only I ask
him to amend his motion in the manner I
have indicated.

Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-I am perfectly
willing to do anything that the Senate says
I should do, but the hon. gentleman can see
why the words "if any " were in the first
resolution and not in this one. When the
first motion was made, J had no proof that
any money was refunded-the statement I
have read to-day shows that the Government
have compelled Mr. Ellis to disgorge $376.66,
and I want to find out if any more has been
refunded. The hon. gentleman can do as
he likes about changing the resolution.

The motion was amended as suggested,
and adopted.

THE POLLUTION OF RIVERS IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

INQUIRY.

Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) rose to
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Bút there is Inquire of the Goverunient whether the orders

no " if any " in this motion. issued to prevent the pollution of rivers in British
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Cohuinbia with offal from the salmon canneries are
beîng enforced, where it is possible and practicable
to do go80

What does the Fishery Officer in that province
report on this subject ? '

Re said : This question was before the
1ouse last year and the léader of the House,

ifr. Abbott, took a *great interest in the
"latter and promised that an order should
be issued to prevent the pollution of the
rivers in British Columbia. I believe orders
have been issued and something done there,
"nd I wish now to hear what has been done.

lion. Mr. BOWELL-ýositive instruc-
tiols have been given tothe agent of *marine
and fisheries, to the inspector of fisheries

d other fishery officers in British Columbia
to enforce the Act relating to fish offal on
the Fraser and other streans in British
Clumubia, which Act absolutely prohibits
the throwing of offal into the streams or
rivers, or the disposal of it upon the shore
or bank of the rivers, &c. It has been found
Posible and practicable to comply with the

qe<uireiments of the Act in a measure, by
the working of a small oil factory on the
Praser, and if this inethod were carried out
On a sufficiently extensive scale by the nu-
Illerous canning establishments on the rivers,
the fish offal could be satisfactorily disposed
"f Within the meaning of the Act, as a mar-
ketable article of oil and fertilizer mav be
Produced from the offal. The fishery officers
0f the province have almost invariably
repOrted against the system hitherto pur-
Rlned of throwing offal into the water, as it
s alike injurious to the fishing interests
and td the inhabitants along the rivers gen-
eraliy. From this the hon. gentleman will
ýee that so far as the Department is con-
eerned the most rigid instructions have been
PWen, and the most rigid regulations adopted
n Order to stop the injury which has been
One by the throwing of the offal indiscrimi-

nately into the rivers.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

bill (40) " An Act to incorporate the
anada North West Land Company, limited."

(ir. McKindsey).

l(3) "An Act to amend the Wrecks
4n4 Salvage Act." (Mr. Bowell).

1ill (.59) " An Act to incorporate. the
anIlada Carriage Company." (Mr. Reid,

qi41nte).

Bill (61) "An Act respecting the dis-
posal of money paid in connection with pro-
ceedings before Parlianient." (Mr. Bowell).

Bill (60) " An Act respecting the Grand
Trunk Railway Company of Canada." (Mr.
Vidal).

SEAMEN'S ACT.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
reading of Bill (O) " An Act to amend the
Seamen's Act."

le 'said : This Bill makes but a slight
change in the law as it now stands upon the
statute-book. It provides that the master
of a vessel shall have the same rights as are
given to seamen in respect of wages-when
the master purchases supplies for the vessel.
At present the seamen and the master both
havie a lien upon the vessel for their wages,
but there is no lien upon the vessel by which
the master could be secured in the indebt-
edness which he might incur in connection
with the supplies. This slight amendment
is recommended by the Judge of the Exche-
quer Court in order to make the law-in so
far as it relates to the seamen and to the
shipping on the inland waters 'as well as on
the sea-in accord with the Imperial Statute
upon that question. I know that some are
of opinion that it is placing too much power
in the hands of the masters of running the
vessel into debt. I am not aware, nor have
I received any information, that abuses
have arisen under the Imperial Act which
would justify a repeal of the lien which is
given. The other Bill on the paper-imme-
diately following this has reference to inland
waters; hence I refer to it at the present mo-
ment. It simply gives a lien upon the ship
for the indebtedness which has been in-
curred, in order to protect the master And
those who furnish supplies.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-That is, properly in-
curred.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL -Yes, properly in-

curred.

Hon. Mr. POWER-As the hon. leader
of the House says, the amendment makes
but a slight change in the wording of the
law, but the change in the substance is very
considerable, and I should not like, by let-
ting the second reading go without saying
anything about it, to be considered as hav-
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ing assented to the principle of the Bill. I ter to me, and I told them that it was the

presume if so desired one can discuss the first I iad heard about it; I told thern
principle of the Bill when the motion to go they should come here and see about it. 1
into Committee is made, because the change am interested largely in that trade myself,
that is proposed is a very important one ; and I know the way in which vessels are
and one as to which very much difference of run. They hire e captain and pay him sO
opinion exists among the people of the Mari- much a month, and he hires the men and
time Provinces. I think it would be better, boards them. If the principle of this Bill
at any rate, if it were allowed to stand till were legalized, it might be a serious thing
to-morrow-in fact under the rules of our for the owners of vessels. Most of our cap-
House it should stand over till to-morrow- tains are French Canadians, and they go on
and then allow members to express their board with their families; the wife supplies
opinions on the principle of the Bill if they everything, and the captain is paid everY
think proper. It has been often done month. Under this Bill, and after the cap-
before. tain receives al what is due to him, the,'

any one who had furnished supplies, who did
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I think the not send in his account, would have a lien

leader of the House will agree to the pro- on the vessel later on-the next year.
posal of the hon. member from Halifax.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL--I think my hon-
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Oh, certainly. friend has misapprehended the character of

The motion was agreed to. the Bill: it simply says the master of the
ship shall have a right to be reimbursed anY

INLAND WATERS SEAMEN'S ACT disbursements he makes.

SECOND READING. Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Any one furnish

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second ing supplies.
reading of Bill (P) " An Act to amend the
Inland Waters Seamen's Act." He said Hor. Mr. VIDAL-Oh, no; it is ju
It is not necessary that I should repeat putting the master in the sanie position
my former remarks, because the principle the seamen with reference to wages.
of this Bill is similar to that of the niea-
sure which has just passed the second read- Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-I did noV look at
ing, except that this refers to inland waters. it closely.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Before the Bill H M The motion was agreed to.
read the second time, I wish to say that I
have heard some very strong objections TRIAL OF JUVENILE OFFENDER
to it raised by the owners of boats in in- BILL.
land waters. Many of these vessel owners SECOND READING.
engage a barge captain, who engages his 1
crew, and takes care of the crew all the Hon. Mr. ALLAN moved the secon
way through. Our Transportation Com- reading of Bill (P) " An Act respecting the
panies say that under this Bill they would trial of juvenile offehders."
have no track of what their indebtedness He said:-I am prepared to go on with the
might be. When the season is through the Bill, but it was only distributed since the
captain is paid all the wages for the run- fHouse met, and I do not know whether
ning of the boat, for the supplies and the under those circumstances the flouse would
men ; under this Bill the proprietors, after agree to my going on with the second read-
paying the captain, might have a claim ing.
made by the people who had furnished the
supplies to the captain. Most of our barges Hon. MEMBEIS-Ol, yes.
in the inland waters are run in the
way I have mentioned, and the owners Hon. Mr. ALLAN--The object of this
complain seriously of the proposed legis- Bill is to provide that the trial of all juvenile
lation. They came to me in Montreal last offenders under the age of 17 years shall il
Friday oF Saturday and mentioned the mat- all cases take place without publicity and
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separately and apart fron the trials of other then make it obligatory, instead of leaving
accused persons, and 9,t suitable times to be it optional with the magistrate, to hold these
designated and appointed for that purpose. trials for juvenile offenders separately. The
At present there is a clause in the criminal wording of this clause is otherwise precisely
code very much to the saine effect, but with the same with the original section in the
this important exception that it leaves it in Code. Then as regards the second
the discretion of the police magistrate or clause which provides that parents or guar-
justice of the peace whether or not he will dians be summoned before the magistrate to
have the trial so held. The wording of the show cause why the boy or girl, if convicted,
clause as it stands in the Criminal Code, should not be committed to some industrial
now is, that " so far as it appears expedient school or reformatory, I might explain that
and practicable " it shall take place separa- in the.original draft of the Bil that clause
tely and without publicity. The object of Iwas followed by another clause, and 1 think
My amendment is to strike out that clause a very important one, empowering the
and substitute the one in the present Bill, magistrate to inflict a fine or some other
making it compulsory on the Police Magis- punishment upon the father or mother of
trate or Justice of the Peace in al cases to the child, or if the parents werw dead, upon
try juvenile offenders separately and without the guardian or whoever the child was living
pubicity. C think oeon. gentlemen will with, if it was shown that it was entirely
agree with mc that the system which hlas owing to their neglect, or bad exaple that
hitherto prevailed of young boys and girls the child had wandered f rom the right path,
under 16 or 17, sonietimes inere children, had fallen into evil habits and ultimately
perhaps 1s2 or 13, being brought up for trial at had been led to commit the offence for which
a police court amongst a number of other lie was brought before the magistrate.
offsenders much more advanced in years, and Upon submittin the draft of the Bill,
some of them pretty well advanced in crime, he, to the linister of Justice, he
drunkards and others, disreputable and thought that the public were hardly educated
hardened characters, that this system is a up to that point and that it would not be
asost pernicious one, and that nothing can judicious to press that clause, and therefore
Well be more injurious to the future of these it was struck out; but at the same tie J
children, or their chances of reformation. think it would be very desirable to retain
Indeed, f cafn scarcely imagine anything this other clause, because I cannot but think
more unwise and injudicious, not to say that it will have a very wholesome effect if,
cruel, than the girl or boy of twelve or thir- when these unfortunate children are brought
teen or fourteen years of age, who hias been up charged with some petty larceny or mis-
for the'tirst time arrested, it may be on sonie demeanour, the parents are obliged to attend
trivial charge, perhaps somie petty larceny or and to show whether or not it is the result
other slight offence, being placed i the of their carelessness, neglect, or ill treatnient
dock in the midst of the class of spectators or some other causes, that the boy or girl
who constantly throng police courts, and in lias been lead into crime. J think if the
the company of old and hardened offenders, magistrate had power to issue those sum-
and being tried there publicly. I ar nonses and oblige the parents or guardians
quite convnced that very often this public to attend on these occasions, it would often
disgrace entails an entire loss of self-respect enable hi to form a better judgment how
01p the part of the unfortunate boy or girl, to deal with the young offender, and whether
and mat be the very first step towards the it would be better to send him to an indus-
downward course in the path of wrong trial school or to a reformatory or punish
doing. I think, thwrefore, that it is most him in some other way. By the Criminal
desirable that in all cases, arrangement Code, magistrates have the power to send
Should be nade for holding the trial of juvenile offenders under a certain age t
these juvenile delinquents witbout this pub- these institutions. There are two sections

hicity, and separately entirely from those of deaing with the subjeit. One is section 33
Older offenders, and this is therefore the which is as follows
Object U have in view in the first clause of
this Bill. I propose to strike out section here under any law of Canada, any boy is
mo. 550, as it noe stands in the Criminal couvicte in Ontaro whether suinarily or otier-

Swiseof any offence punishable by imprisoument, a

tee n r fourteenye ars of age, whAasbe

, . and the cou t, ju ge, supnir oplienais-
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trate by vhon lie is so convicted is of opinion that
such boy does not exceed the age of 13 years, such
court, judge or magistrate nay sentence such boy
to-imprisoninent in a certified industrial school for
any terni not exceeding 5 years and not leas than
2 years: Provided, that no boy shall be sentenced
to any such school unless public notice has been
given in the Ontario Gazette and has not been
countermanded, that such school is ready to receive
and maintain boys sentenced under laws of the
Dominion ; Provided also, that no such boy shall
be detained in any certified industrial school beyond
the age of 17 years.

The other is section 956 and is asfollows

or three points which I think the hon.
gentleman who has the Bill in charge might
consider between this time and the time
when the House goes into Committee on
the Bill. Section 550 of the Code is as
follows

The trials of all persons apparently under the
age of sixteen vears shal so far as it appears expe-
dient and practicable take place without publicity
and separatelyand apart fromthat of other accused
persons and at suitable times to be designated and
appointed for that purpose.

The court or person before whom any offender Now in the first place 1 do not sec why in
whose age at the time of his trial does not, in the this Bil now before us it is proposed to alter
opinion of the court, exceed sixteen years, is con- the age from sixteen to seventeen. The age
victed, whether summarily or otherwise, of any
offence punishable by imprisonment. nay sentence of sixteen runs through ail our legishation
such offender to imprisonnent in any reformatory with respect to juvenile offenders, and 1 do
prison in the province in which such conviction not see wh a change is made in that res-
takes place, subject to the provisions of any Act
respecting imprisonmnent in such reformatory ; and pect. It is hable to lead to confusion. Then,
such imprisonient shall be substituted, in sucli to my md the section as it stands now in
case, for the inprisonnient in the penitentiary or the Code goos quite far enough. The trials
other place of confinement by which the offender of "al
would otherwise be punishable undler any Act or
law relating thereto: Provided, that in no case sîxteen years shah, so far as it appears expe-
shall the sentence be les than two- years or more dient and practicable, take place without pub-
than live years confinement in sucb reformatory licity." One can readily understand that
prison; and in every case.ihere the terni of impri. there ight be-a case where it would not be
sonnient is fixed hy law to be more than five years a desirable that the trial should be
then such iniprisonment shall be in the penitentiary.

2. Every person imprisoned in a reformatory held in private. Under this - Bil, if it be-
shall be liable to perforni such labour as is required cores haw, one can imagine a case where a
of such person. lad between sixteen and seventeen could be

R.S.C., c. 18 . 9 tried in secret and sent to prison without

Those are the sections as they now stand. This having had a proper opportunity to defend
Bill makes no change in respect to them. h himself or without the circumstances of the
simply gives the magistrate power to summon case being properly understood, and without
the parents or guardians to show cause why giving the parents of the boy A proper oppor-
the boy or girl if convicted should not be tUfity to look after his interests. The second
sent to one of these institutions. I have provision is to provide that the parent or
introduced this Bill at the instance of the guardian is to be summoned t) show cause
Prison Reform Conference and Prisoners why a minor should not be committed.
Aid Societies of Ontario, by whom this whole There is, in the existing law, a certain dis-
subject of dealing with offenders, but more cretion lefttothe magistrate, but if the second
particularly juvenile offenders, has been clause of this Bil becomes law there is no
taken up and discussed with a great deal of discretion left with the nagistrate he has
care and earnestness, and a few months ago to sentence theboy. In the second subsection
the Minister of Justice, while visiting To- it is provided that whenever a boy or girl is
ronto, received a deputation from the associ- charged with anoffence, theparentorguardian
ations and had several of these matters laid is to be summoned. 1 do not see why the
before him. It is mainly at their instance clause shouId be worded in that way. It is
that I now present this Bill to the House, time enough when the child is convicted of
the chief object being really to provide that the offence to cai in the parent or guardian,
for the future the trial of all juvenile offen- because after al it is a very simple thing to
ders shall take place in the way specified in charge any one, either under 16 or over 16,
the fii-st clause. with an offence, and I do not see why the

parent or guardian of a child shouhd be hiable
Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not rise for the to be brought into court to show cause why

purpose of opposing the second reading'of the child should not be taken out of his or
the Bill, but I wish to cahi attention to two ber hands simpy because the juvenile is
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charged with an offence. I think it should
be done only in cases where the juvenile is
convicted.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-What would be
the use of sending for the parent after the
clonviction has taken place ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-The object is to
show cause why the child should not be sent
tO a refornatory or industrial school. That
is the object of calling in the parent or
guardian. I do not see why that should be
done until the accused has been convicted.
This Bill really may have a much more
'lrportant effect than we contemplate, or
than the honourable gentleman who intro-
duced it contemplates, because it is a very
Serious thing to interfere with the rights of
Parents in the way in which this Bill pro-
Poses to do. Before the Bill becomes law
there should be soine modification at any
rate in the wording of the clause. With res-
Pect to the clause which the hon. gentleman
aid bad been inserted in the original Bill,

but which has been dropped, I should quite
cOlocur in that. If through the wilful
neglect or bad example of a boy's parents or
guardians he has become a charge on the
Public, the parents or guardians might be
Obliged to contribute something towards the
expense to which the public have been put
to maintain the child in prison; still, I
equally admit that while the principle of- the
1ýill and the object of its promoter are most
Praiseworthy and desirable, it is a piece of
legislation which needs to be carefully
scrutinized.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Does not the hon.
gentlenaj1 think the third line from the
bottom covers that objection-" If any theree, why such boy or girl if convicted should
not be sentenced ?"

lion. Mr. KAULBACH-I think there
a great deal in what has been said by the

hOln. member from Halifax, and I hope it
will be incorporated when the Bill is in
COmmittee. I do not see why the age should
be increased from 16 to 17. It is in the
Piblic interest, in some cases, that those
J1venile offenders should not be examined
ud punishment inflicted entirely in private.
u country places especially,it sometimes has

cautionary effect on other children that
they xmust not commit similar offences. In

cities they should not be sent up promis-
cuously for punishment with 9lder criminals,
but in country places I think the operation
of this Bill will not be beneficial to the
morals of young children. If other children
do not know how such offences are dealt with
it will not have the effect of checking and
preventing them from committing offences
for which they might be punished in the
same way.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE--The point
raised by the hon. gentleman from Halifax
is not, I think, a good one, where he speaks
of a juvenile charged with an offence
and holds that at that stage there should
be no reference to his parents or those stand-
ing in the place of parents. Now that is
contrary to the usage in criminal cases, with
adults as well as with the young; because
when any one is taken in custody, that is the
time to aid him and prepare him for his
defence. It is not after his conviction,
because if convicted there is an end of any
assistance to be given him. I certainly
disagree altogether with the hon. member
when he says that parents and others
interested in the juvenile should not be made
aware of it as early as possible.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I never said anything
of that kind at all.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-If I misunder-
stood the hon. gentleman I desire to say
nothing further on the subject. I understood
the hon. nember to say that it was only
after conviction that any one should be
summoned to his assistance.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-So far as the age is
concerned, I should have no objection my-
self to making the age sixteen. It was made
seventeen at the instance of those interested
in the subject, but it did not commend itself
to my judgment, for the reason suggested by
the hon. gentleman that it is desirable we
should have uniformity, as far as possible, in
dealing with subjects of this kind. But
with regard to making it compulsory and
not optional on the police magistrate and
justice of the peace to hold these trials
separately, I am strongly of opinion that it
is human nature to save one's self trouble,
and in many instances magistrates may find
it is " not expedient or practicable " to hold a
separate trial w.hen it is perfectly practicable
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to0 do so at the cost of a very little inconveni- provinces, but is one of those things whicl
ence, and I would therefore press this provi- should be undertaken by the Dominion
sion in the first clause. With regard to the Government itself. Just as they undertake to
second clause, I certainly-like my hon.friend establish penitentiaries in the different pro-
opposite-understood my hon. friend from vinces, I think they might establish reforn-
Halifax to say that he saw no reason why atories for juvenile offenders also. With
the parents should be summoned before the reference to the second clause of the Bill,
child was convicted : whereas, one of the which provides that when a boy or girl is
principal objects of that clause is to give charged with any offence the court should
every opportunity to the parents. or guar- summon the parents or guardians, I quifr
dians to state any nitigating circumstances agree with the view taken by the hon. meni-
to the magistrate, or give a satisfactory ber from Halifax, that it would be sufficielit
reason if they can why the child should not to summon the parents if the offender WAS
be sept to the reformatory or industrial convicted. The charge might be made
school, or if it is a first offence to have the through malice or in error, and in that case
child sent back to their charge with a repri- the release of the accused would follow as a
mand and a caution as to the future. Not matter of course, but if there is evidence
only that, but I wish to throw as much re- sufficient to convict the offender it would be
sponsibility as I can on the parents or guar- time enough to summon the parents Or
dians, and to convince them that they will guardians.
be held responsible, as far as possible, for
discharging their duties towards their child- The motion was agreed to and the Bil
ren. These questions can be still further was read the second time.
discussed when the Bill goes before the Com-
msttee, but I hope that its provisions, as e SECOND READINGS.
have explained them, will conmend thea- Bill (Q tAn Act to incorporate the Ca
selves tor the approval of the House. a woul fo a

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (P.E.I.)-- I
think the Bill in question is a good and pro-
per one, but at the saine time the case is
provided for under the Criminal Code. This
goes, perhaps, a little further, but there is
this to be considered-it would be difficult
to carry out the provision of the second clause
of this Bill in some of the provinces where
there are no~ reformatories or industrial
schools to which juvenile offenders can be
sent.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It says at the end of
the clause " or otherwise punished."

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (P.E.L.)-That
leaves it as it is at present. In our province,

juvenile offenders have to be sent to the
common jail, where they associate with the
worst classes of criminals and offenders. It
is a desirable and necessary thing that there
should be an industrial school or reformatory
in every province to which juvenile offenders
could be sent, and I should like to see the
Government take this matter into considera-
tion and establish industrial schools or
reformatories throughout the different pro-
vinces. That may perhaps be considered to
some extent ·as the duty of the different

an ive Stock insurance Association.
(Mr. Perley.)

Bill (41) "An Act to incorporate the
Eastern Trust Co." (Mr. Lougheed in the
absence of Mr. Alnon.)

The Senate adjourned at 5.15 p.m.

THE SENATE'

Ottawa, Wednesday, March 15th, 1893.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

REPRESENTATION OF VANCOUVER
DISTRICT.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)- Before
the Orders of the Day are called, I would
like to ask the leader of the Government i
a writ has been issued to fill the vacancy
caused by the lamentable death of the late
Mr. Gordon for the district of Vancouver.
I am aware that this is rather an unusual
question to put in this House; but as it 1'
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a% mtter of public policy, I think it is quite the saie rights, liens ami reredies for the
Proper that it should be asked here. ery of dishurbeinentsproperly made by him and for

liabilities properly mncurre(l by himi on account,
of the ship as a mnaster now hias for the recovery of

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I am not aware his wages. By the l9lst section of the Mercbant's
Whether the Speaker of the House of Con- 8hipping Act 1854, the master was given a mari-

1lons has issued a writ for the holding of an time lien for bis wages and by the 59th section of the
election for the district of Vancouver, a's Act (R. . C. c. 74), the Parliainent of

Vanouvr w- Canada lias given .tbe saine lien in respect of vessels
11ng to the death of the late lamented Mr. registered in Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
Gordon. My impression is that no writ has wick, Prince Ed% ard Island and British Columbia.

been issued, but I can ascertain and let the Do you not think it would be wellto add tosection

know to-forrow. 59, a subsection in the ternos of the rst section of
the iperial Act, 52-53 Victoria, chapter 46?

SEAIEN'S ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved inself into a Com-
Illittee of the Whole on Bill (O) " An Act
to amend the Seamen's Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. BOWELL said: The change
Proposed by this Bill is simply to add these
Words to the 59th section of chapter 74,
Which gives to the master the sanie renedy
in reference to wages as is given to the sea-
ien. The proposition is to add after the

Words " recovery of his wages " the follow-
ilg "and for recovery of disbursements
properly made by him on account of the
ships, and for liabilities properly incurred by
hilm on account of the ship." Then the
clause would read this way: "Every master
of a ship registered in any of the said pro-
vinces shall, so far as the case permits, have
the same riglit, lien and remedies for the
recovery of wages and for the recovery of
disbursements properly made by him on
account of the ship." The attention of the
Department of Marine and Fisheries was
called to this by the judge of the Exchequer
Court, in connection with some question
Which came before him affecting the right of
Certain masters of ships. Perhaps the best
ilformation I could give would be to read
the letter sent by the Exchequer Court
Judge to the Department. He said :

As the Session of Parliament is approaching
Pray permit me to make one or two suggestions
with reference to the law respecting a master's
lien for wages and for disbursements incurred on
account of the ship.

Ist, in the year 1889, the House of Lords, in
the case of " The Sara " (14 App. Cas. 209), over-
ruled a number of earlier cases and decided that
the Admiraltg Court Act, 1861, did not give the
Taster a maritime lien on the ship for his disburse-
liients ; and later in the same year the Parliament
of the United Kingdom by the lst section of 52-53
Victoria, chapter 46, gave every master of a ship

The sole object of this Bill is to give the
master a lien upon the ship for the supplies
which he properly purchases for the use and
on .account of the ship, and to nake it
uniform with the Imperial Act as it now
stands in the Statute-book. The Minister
of Marine and Fisheries, who had given a
great deal of consideration to this, concurring
in the suggestion made by the learned judge,
prepared the amendmnent to the Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-When I first looked
at the Bill it struck me that, under the Im-
perial legislation, the master had not a lien
for disbursements, but on enquiring into the
matter I found, as the letter from the judge
shows, that in the year 1889, an Act had
been passed in England giving this addi-
tional lien to the master, and I think,
whatever our own individual opinions might
be as to the advisability of the change, we
are pretty safe in following the lead of the
Imperial Parliament, and I find that this
Bill is, mutatis mutandis, a copy of the Im-
perial Act.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not know
very much about the Imperial Act but my
experience is that masters of vessels have a
very great power, and I do not know that
any persons in Canada have asked for this
enactment. I do not see that the masters
of vessels have not sufficient security at pre-
sent, and I do not think my hon. friend can
show that persons interested in shipping
consider this change necessary. I would be
better pleased if he could show us that, in-
stead of merely showing that the Minister
of the Exchequer, or the Judge of the Ex-
chequer Court, consider it advisable. We
know that at present masters have very
great power; they can pledge the ship for
any supplies and necessaries, and surely in a
foreign port, where close communication be-
tween the master and vessel owners can
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be obtained, there is no necessity for this.
A captain who is abroad can easily make
disbursements and excuse him'self for them,
and they cannot properly be opposed by the
owners. I think it is giving too much power
into the hands of our masters and I do not
see any call for it in this country.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN, from the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill without amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

INLAND WATERS SEAMEN'S ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on Bill (P) " An Act to
amend the Inland Waters Seamen's Act."

(In the Cominittee.)

Hon. Mr. BOWELL said :-When I in-
troduced this Bill, I am under the impression
that I said it gave a lien not only to the
master ôf the vessel for the wages and sup-
plies, but that it extended to the merchants
who furnished the supplies. J wish to cor-
rect that. It does not-it goes no further
than the Bill that we have just passed. J
might call the attention of the House, how-
ever, to a fear which seemed to have taken
possession of some of the forwarders en-
gaged in the trade on the St. Lawrence and
Ottawa Rivers. They were under the im-
pression that, in a case where they em-
ployed a captain or a master of a barge,
paying him a certain sum per month, cover-
ing all expenses during the season, that that
might possibly render them responsible for
any supplies purchased by the master over
and above the amount which they had agreed
to pay him. They do not object to the Bill
so far as it relates to the lake navigation,
because there they say they have control
over the master or captain of the vessel;
that as a rule he is a man of greater respon-
sibility than those whom they employ to
take charge of their barges. The plan they
adopt is to take some one who is acquainted
with the River St. Lawrence and the River
Ottawa, and pay him,say, a couple of hundred
dollars a month, more or less, with a distinct
understanding that that is to cover all the
wages of the men required to work the boat
and the necessary supplies. The owners have

no further responsibility beyond the amount
that they agree to pay the master which is
to cover all contingencies. In order to
satisfy those who are engaged in the trade,
I saw the Deputy-Minister of Justice and
also the secretary of that Department, and
their decision is that this Bill affects then
in no way other than the manner in which
they are affected now. If they make an
agreement with a man to take charge of a
barge and furnish all the supplies and hire
ail the men and pay tieir wages for so much
per month, that their responsibility there
ends; but the master, in that case, would
have a lien upon the vessel and claim against
the owner for the amount which he has
agreed to pay him for the month's wages,
which I think the House will say is quite
correct. No third party could make any
collection. After these explanations from
the Deputy-Minister of Justice, those en-
engaged in the trade were quite satisfied, but
he did suggest to them, as a means of pro-
tecting themselves to a greater extent if they
thought proper, to make that a part of the
bargain-that in the lease, or whatever
agreement they made, they should stipulate
that they should not be responsible, nor
should they pay the monthly aliowance un-
til they were satisfied that the men were paid.
Capt. Gaskin, who came to Ottawa on be-
half of the trade, said that that was the
practice now in force-that though they em-
ploy the masters by the month for the
service I have described, before settling up
in the fall they ascertain that all the wages
were paid as far as possible. The powers
given in this Bill, as far as they affect the
inland waters, are precisely the same as those
applying to masters on sea-going vessels.
The words " Admiralty Court " are left out,
for the following reasons given by the
learned judge:-

The Inland Waters Seanmen's Act (R.S.C., c. 75)
does not contain any provision similar to the 59th
section of the Seamen's Act, or the 191st section of
the Merchant's Act. It is possible, however, that
the masters of vessels trading on inland waters
would, by virtue of the 4th section of the AdmiraltY
Act, 1891 (Canada), now have a maritime lien for
their wages. As to that I express no opinion, be-
cause the question bas not come up, and therefore
has not been argued, but would it not be well to
remove any doubts and make the law relating to
the masters' lien uniform throughout Canada by
making section 59 of the Seamen's Act and any
amendinents for the purpose of giving the lien as
to disbursements applicable to vessels trading in
inland waters.
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Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee, and Commerce, were read the third time and
reported the Bill without amendment. passed :-

The Bill was then read the third time and ii (33) "An Act to anend the Act to
passed. incorporate the Manufacturers Accident In-

G. T. R. COMPANY'S BILL. surance Company, and to change the nane
thereof to the Manufacturers' Guarantee and

SECOND READING. Accident Insurance Company." (Mr. Mc-
Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved the second read- Kindsey.)

ing of Bill (50) " An Act respecting the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada." Biil (41) An Act to incorporate the East-
lie said :-This Bill sanctions an arrange- ern Trust Company." (Mr. Power.)
ment which has been inade between the
Original Grand Trunk Railway Company OENGUARANTEE COMPANY'$
and thirteen or fourteen other railway coin- BCAN
panies, who have entered into as o agreement
and desire to be amalgatfated as the one THIRD READING.
omAcpacy, of course guarding carefu(ry aMl
the rights and priviieges of those interested. lion. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee
The details of the Bill wili properly corne on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill
uBder the consideration of the Railway Com- (46) " An Act to incorporate the Ocean
Ilittee, and fron past experience we know Guarantee Company," with an a end ent.
that they wil be most carefully eonsidexed
by that Comi ittee. malgamatediastahe i

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (32) " An Act respecting the Canada
Life Assurance Company."-(Mr. MacInnes,
Burlington.)

Bill (34) " An Act to incorporate the
Woodmen of the World."-(Mr. Vidal.)

Bill (62) "An Act to revive and amend
the Act to incorporate the Equity Insur-
ance Company, and to change the name of
the company to the St. Lawrence Insur-
anlce Company."-(Mr. MacInnes, Bur-
lington.)

The Senate adjourned at 3.50.p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, March 16th, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
O'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills, reported without
anlendinent from the Comnmittee on Banking

ment is simply to supply some worcis whicli
were left out by mistake in the clause which
provides where the Company shall conduct
business, they forgot to say "in Canada and
elsewhere," and those are the words that
were inserted. It is not a matter of any
moment.

The report was adopted.

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

THE ARCHIVES OF THE DOMINION.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BERNIER moved:

That in the opinion of this House it is desirable
that the Government of Canada shall forthwith
take measures to save from destruction the archives
of the administrations which have succeeded each
other in the Nort*h-west, of the Hudson's Bay
Company, and of other associations, as well as all
documents or papers in the possession of these as-
sociations or of persons willing to yield them up,
in so far as these archives, documents or papers
may be useful for the history of the country, the
mak ing known of its resources, and the establish-
ment of the rights and customs of its people.

He said :-The motion which I offer for
your consideration is one that I sincerely
hope will commend itself to the unanimous
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favour of this honourable House. It relates inuch in providirig for the safe custody, if
to the archives of the country, a matter in' not of ail, of at least the most important
which everybody in iny humble opinion, is loCuments and books. Inless special at-
interested. The development of the natural tention is called to such a matter, it is liable
resources of the country, the fostering of to be easily forgotten. One or two facts
national enterprises, the increase of our pro- will illustrate the usefulness of these docu-
ductions, the extension of trade and com- ments. One of the able gentlemen in
merce, and the creation of new facilities for charge of that department has informed me
transportation are all matters worthy the that very often they are consulted,
attention of the Government and of Parlia- even by men engaged in law pursuits,
ment. We all admire the efforts made and in some instances that gentle-
throughout the land to increase the material man has been called before courts
prosperity of the Dominion and we all desire of justice to establish bymeans of these docu-
to promote this grand object which is not ments the legal rights of certain parties to
only important to realize but is of prime very important estates. A matter which
necessity. Although these enterprises seem should also, I respectfully submit, engage
to aim at iaterial and physical wants alone, the attention of the hon. Minister who pre-
still a moment of reflection is sufficient to sides over this department, is whether some-
convince anybody that frodn the successful thing should not be done towards re-organ-
carrying out of the same must necessarily izing or rather completing the arrangements

grow a healthy national sentiment. But of that hranch of the service. There are two
these are not the only ways of fostering very able and distiAguished gentlemen there
this desirable and. high national spirit; in whose diligenceand capacity are to be highly
fact, the history of the country is perhaps praised, but they re(uire some assistance.
the most effective means of stimulating Their work is not satisfactorily progressing,
national pride, and consequently, of loyalty and one of the inipediments to whrch they are
to our own Dominion, for the reason thati subjected is the want of funds. The subsidy
its pages contain the narration not only of to that particular departmeit should he
the noble deeds of the ancestors, but also the very materially increased; by such action it
very life of the nation ; that is the trial of would be possible to get most valuable docu-
its literary, scientific, political, judicial, ments which are now being scattered, or
commercial and industrialactivity. Such is lying in places where they may be destroyed
the importance of history that it forms the at any moment. There are in some Euro-
basis of social science. No one could thor- pean cities, a large amount of documents
oughly understand the present, much less relating to the history of Canada, and I
the future, if he had no knowledge of the have seen myseif thousands of volumes
past. Having thus briefly tried to impress stored in old buildings which could not be
the House with the general importance of saved in case of tire or of riot, which unfor-
history, I desire to call your attention more tunately may occur in Paris some day or
particularly to the history of Canada, or .at other. I am perfectly à-vare of the impossi-
least to the necessity of collecting and of bility of getting ail these at one time, but it
safely keeping the material which are the is none the less important to get as many as
fountains from which the historians and the possible without delay. Conling nearer
literary class generally obtain their inspira- home, and speaking more particularly about
tion. The Government is already doing our North-west history, allow me to state
something in that direction, but the ques- that even there, in that distant lone land,
tion arises in the minds of many-should history has its attractive and noble records.
not a little more be done ? I have visited They tell of the hardihood and of the hard-
the department where the Archives are ships of LaVerendrye, the discoverer of our
kept. Apart from the inadequacy of the ac- great North-west; they tell of Franklin and
commodation with regard to space, it occur- of his companions, of McKenzie and of his
red to my mind that perhaps they were not voyages, of Lord Selkirk and of his colony;
altogether safe froni destruction by fire. of which the hon. member for Kildonan, sit-
There is already a vast amount of historical ting at my right, is a worthy and respected
documents. It would be deplorable if they representative. They teli of the fur trade
were destroyed or spoiled to any extent, and and of the Hudson Bay and of the North-
it seems to me that we should not delay too wet copanies; to the history of which the

met.Oeo1h begnlmni
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hon. member for Mille Isle has contributed
two valuable volumes, as has also the hon.
Imember from de Salaberry in general mat-
ters concerning the North-west. They tell
of the exertions of the missionaries to intro-
duce Christianity and civilization amongst
the Indian tribes, at one time the kings and
the terror of those territories. They tell
also of the efforts of the same missionaries
to aid in the establishment and maintenance
Of the authority of Great Britain and of the
bominion of Canada over the prairies.
These records are to be found in many
Places, but most of them amongst the
archives of the old council of Assiniboia,
aind in the Hudson Bay Company's forts.
The latter company has been in the habit of
keeping in every one of its numerous posts a
daily record, not only of its transactions,
but also of the events of the time as they
Occurred. Those records together with the
records of the missions, constitute a very im-
Portant source of information on almost
every subject. For instance whenever the

'idea of building the Hudson Bay Railway
takes a practicai form, we will find in the re-
cords of the company information that could
not be obtained otherwise or elsewhere. So
trade itself would be benefited by the preser-
Vation of those historical archives. From
WhatI have learned, I have reason to belie*ve
that these archives are being, to a certain ex-
tent, scattered, and will, in part be finally
lost. There is no time to be lost if we want
to save them. Old folks are disappearing ;
old forts are also disappearing ; Fort Garry
i8 no more ; old documents are spoiled and
lOst, and so our historical sources are liable
to be dried out, for want of some effort made
at present to preserve them. Very littie
effortwould save theseinteresting documents
Ilow, and put into the hands of our literary
and scientific classes new elements and new
Wealth from which they would continue to
elirich our libraries and our minds. We
0lQust ackn'owledge that Canada has not been,
lUntil now, over generous towards the liter-
arY classes of our population. We are daily
confronted with requests, in one shape or an-
Other, for state aid ; it is our duty to
give to those requests proper consideration.
Should we not also extend some of our
favours to those cultured minds, whose en-
JYrent is' to give out for our own instruc-
tion the results of their researches and of
their night labours. And here allow me to
take this opportunity of referring to a worthy

20

class of our population, I mean the members
of the civil service. A large number of them
are men of very great distinction, of whose
courtesy and knowledge we avail ourselves
every day, and who, after having given to
the internal administration of the affairs of
the country their day work, for a salary not
at all excessive, leave their office to indulge
without any remuneration,, in some literary
and scientific pursuits for the benefit of the
public at large. For those, and also for out-
siders, who delight in such intellectual
work, we should do something. I am not
prepared to say that the Government should
at present follow the example of European
countries in allowing public subsidies to the
gens de lettres, but it seems to me that the least
that could be done would be to keep and pre-
serve for them and for subsequent genera-
tions the material out of which historical,
scientific and literary monuments would be
erected to enrich our Canadian home. By
doing so, no doubt we would stimulate the
intellectual activity of our scholars, and the
outcome of their labours would be much
more valuable to our rising generations than
those foreign books, of which so many are
rather poisonous drugs than healthy intel-
lectual food. I may give a sample of the
historical documents to which I am referring.
J have told you in a general way of the
colony of Lord Selkirk, and of the efforts of
the missionaries to civilize the far west. Do
you know that Lord Selkirk, a noble man
and a good Presbyterian, called to his assist-
ance a Catholic bishop? And here is a
document which shows that Lord Selkirk in
doing so had been very fortunate and well
inspired. The letter is from Governor Simp-
son, of the Hudson Bay Company. It was
addressed to Mgr. Taché on the occasion of
the death of Bishop Provencher, who went
from the shores of the St. Lawrence to the
Red River banks at the call of Lord Selki&k,
and with the permission of Mgr. Plessis,
then Bishop of Quebec:

FORT GARRY,
RED RIvER, June 30th, 1853.

The Right Reverend the
BIsHoP OF ST. BoNIFACE,

Ile à La Crosse.
My DEAR LoRD,-I have the honour to acknow-

ledge your communication of the 12th January last,
on the affairs of the mission of the Roman Catholie
Church in these Territories.

Before proceeding to reply to that letter, I de-
sire to place on record a tribute of respect for the
menory of that excellent prelate, your predecessor,
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whose loss we have so recently had to deplore. my hon. colleague. It is desirable, not only
During a long period, longer than human friend- from a sentimental point of view, but also
ships are usually permitted to endure, it had been from'
my happiness to maintain with that worthy bishop
an intercourse, characterized by personal esteem bave the early history of any country or
and respect, never, during upwards of thirty years, any colony compiled from authentic records.
interrupted either in our official capacities or in our It is of great service to the student of history,
private relations. li his public career he proved the nnlitician or that large element in a neW
himself the friend of order and good governinent,
the pronoter of every object likely to conduce to country, incoming settlers, who are interested
the general welfare, and a pillar of strength to the in its deveiopment. It is most desirable
constituted, authorities, ever ready to bear his that the student shouid not have unreljable
share of public hurdens, in the deliberations of d
council, as well as in the maintenance of the laws.
Of his private worth, the widespread feeling of sor- compile what he is seeking. Unfortunatelye
row at his loss affords a touching pioof of his bene- the eariy history of ail the great countries
volence and liberality, his pious and blameless.life of the world have been compiled from re-
had won for hin universal esteem ; to nyself indi-
vidually, he was a friend honoured and esteened,
with whom it was ever a pleasure to associate. worthy, that they are in many instances

Permit nie to say, in conclusion, that it is some comparatively vaiueless. Events of not al-
consolation on this sad occasion, that I he late together remote origin, but of comparativelY
bishop's office devolves on so worthy a succes- nt are
sor ; the individual nay be. changed, but the
" Bishop of St. Boniface," it is felt, will continue dicted that we are ied to believe many of
to be to this colony an example of christian virtues our most eminent historians must have been,
and enlightened views. agd G.lightened SIS in many instances, roItancing and there is anfoelem ime of truth in the remark made wio

1 certify that the preceding is a true copy of the reference to one famous author, that what o
portion of Sir George Sinîpson's letter, relative to hits is'mystery and wbat he misses is bis-'
the aannented Biyhop Provencher.o on l fro tet

I ALEX., Archbishop of St. Boniface, Osofe t conservie ntlmf stimen o ito

a nole xaml ive usby nenofcointry ioncmsicgetleman smoashineesited

This i fragments our mnost sacred beliefs and oir
days gone by, and tbe recording and cîrcu- ms raue rdtos o ntne v

thare now tod that the celebrated words of
present and future generations a sound command attributed to the Duke of Wel-
lesson as to the mutual regard which we lington at Waterloo, " Up guards, and at
must entertain for our respective rights, the at re

geinerous and bfoedlies anbd wking h aiso informed that the famous battie signalineand andd tose ens, wedcouldrey h on under which Lord Nelson entered uon onethfutueand heish tmene hopdey f bo r of the most famous naval engagements of alwrh ttn time was neyer hoisted at ail. We are
able to build up a united nation, a Canadian divided now in our alleance as to whether
home, pure and simple, under the safe- the works of the r t o tel
guard of the coat of arms which 1 see over ever produced gre awote e tlhe otra

dicte thatweare writteo blev aeseao

the head of our worthy Speaker, under the or by Bacon, and worst of ail, we are to d
fl..g which floats on the top of these build- there is absoluteiy no trutb at ail in one o
ings and from whose waving undulation westces n r i
aIl expect protection and fair play. It had -a long way back *vith some of us-that

een ley intention to address the inuse in
Irny own languae aiso, but as 1 have detained Romulus and Remus the founders o

C " ancient Rome were suckled by a wolf. Iati
you much longer than ' at first expected, t airesolution like this been isse is h

the lameted BitrodProvenhir.t.

will close my reinarks by expressing the Roman Senate J have no doubt but that
hope thatr this plea of mine in favour of the .should flnd these events ail authe 
national archives wili be favourably recenved f fragme or mostse blesad our

dayts onorbyadte boueord and Govru- mtal tresured raitns herHansace, the

latg och docue would tea thver period, but we do not wish that the records
ment, and by the hon. Minister who presides ofour country should be treated in any sc
over this branc of the service, the hon. slipshod manner. We who live in thbt
MinisterofAgriculture, whose literaryattain- great North-west are thoroughly imbue
ments are on a par with his political abiaity. with the idea that we bave there the cental

Hon. Mr. KIRCHo OFFER -c take round which the rest of the Dominion falUs
great pleasure in secoding the resolution of eventually revolve. If we ail agree that i
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i8 desirable, and I think we must do so, that
the early history of such a country as that,
and the record of its early settlement, of the
condition of life of its early settlers and peo-
Ple, should be authentically preserved, then
I Say, the resolution of the hon gentleman
has not come one day too soon. Fortunately,
I understand some progress has already been
riade in the direction aimed at. The His-
tOrical Society of Winnipeg, under the pre-
Sidency cf Mr. MacBeth, a native of that
country, and a member of a large and influ-
ential family of early settlers, bas been en-
gaged for some time in making valuable col-
lections and interesting researches, and has
collected a great deal of data connected with
the early settlement of the country. Such
ari institution as that will be found very
valuable in obtaining the information to
Which the resolution of the hon. gentleman
refers and which I have great pleasure in
supporting.

lion. Mr. ALMON-I think the mem.
bers of this House must feel under great
Obligation to the hon. member from St.
]Oniface for having introducedthequestionof
the archives before the House, and it is more
e8Pecially wanted out in the North-west.
About four years ago, w hen I went over the
prairies to the ocean on the other side, I was
Very much shocked to see the dilapidated
State of old Fort Garry--in fact, there was
7'Othing left of it but a gate-way, and that
was so shattered that I wonder it has not
fallen down by this tirme by the frost getting
lutO the cracks of it. A very small sum of

nueley-I dare say a thousand dollars-
Would have repaired it. I went through
the old bouse and asked for the room where
the old papers where kept, and was over-
JOyed to find there was a room full of them.
1 Went into the room, but to my great dis-
gust, I found there was no one in charge of
them». The attendant said, "you may take

ny of those you like," but not being
acquainted with the laws of the country,
aId fearing I might become responsible, I
delined to do so. I think everybody will
allow that Mr. Brymner is a capital man
to be at the head of the office, but he
h not a proper place for the archives. I
should like to ask hon. gentlemen, how

lany of you have- visited the place. You
'annot go down there in the winter without
breaking your shins over a number of boxes
luing in the dark passage. It is a dingy place,

20J

and going there to look over the documents,
you are not in a fit state of mind to enjoy
them. Why not remove the archives
down to the Langevin Blcek, as it is called '
There are very many interesting documents
and maps there which we would all like to
see. I do not exactly see the connection
between the archives and agriculture. I
should think the Library would be the proper
building for that Department, but certainly
the roon in the basement of the western
block is not the place where they ought to
be kept. They should be where they would
be accessible to members of the House and
where one could go to while away an hour
or so looking through the records of the
past. I do not wish to deprive the Minister
of the office of custodian of the records, but
I should like to have them kept in a better
place.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER --I beg to congratu-
late the hon. Senator from Manitoba, who has
just spoken, upon the move which he bas in-
augurated towards having the archives of
the provinces preserved and put beyond the
possibility of destruction. I simply wish to
add that it is also desirable that the same
steps should be taken towards the preserva-
tion of the archives which concern the bis-
tory of the other extremity of this country-
the Maritime provinces-and it might apply
as well to Ontario and Quebec, but I believe
and I feel sure that as far as Quebec is con-
cerned, attention and money towards that
end will not be wanting. In the Maritime
provinces, however, the question has been
very sadly neglected. I am aware myself
that in Halifax papers were burned twenty
years ago the value of which was not known,
I suppose, but the value of which was un-
doubtedly very great as a matter of history.
Those papers had been stored in a cellar in
the Legislative Assembly, and were either
burnt or in soine other way destroyed. Some
of them were preserved, which are now of
great value. Those papers are there and
are apt to be destroyed by fire or otherwise,
and as there are no other copies of them the
destruction would be an irreparable loss.
We have in London most valuable papers, of
which collection about 400 volumes have
been copied, and of which very much more
remains to be copied. The state papers, of
which about 200 volumes have been copied
and much more remain untouched, are also
valuable papers for the history of Canada,
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I ut pertain more particularly to Quebec ar glad the question has been brought before
md Ontario. Although it is very desirable the buse. I should like to impress upon
shat the Government should continue to have the Government the necessity of spending
Shem printed, they are less exposed than a more money than they are now devoting Vo

series of papers to which J wish to refer- that purpose. The whole of the grant for
5he papers relating to the Maritime pro- archives for historical purposes is, 1 believe,
vinces, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and $6,000. Now that is not enough-it is noV an
Prince Edward Island-which are now in adequate provision. The country is not
bhe Department of Marine and Fisheries. buit materially only -it is built of matters
'hey are in the atties, exposed to be burned that appeal to the intelligence of the people

in any conflagration which would consume and most certainly the historical records are
the buildings, and those papers are of the of that character. 1 hope the hon. Minister
greatest value to the history of the Maritime of Agriculture, who is here and who has
provinces. Now, of all the moneys that charge of the documents, will tell us that
have been devoted by the Government here future appropriations wilI be increased and
towards having historical documents copied, that next year a more liberal a]lowance will
about five hundreddollarshavebeenaemployed be voted. Another inatter which b had
in copying those papers. 1 suhmit, hon. genthe- almost overlooked is this: Our archives are
mien, that that is noV sufficient. I know of scattered almost all over, as much as they
some individual states in the neighbouring are in any country in the worid. We have
republic which devote inuch more money Vo three deposit vaults, I beieve-vone in the
securing' copies f rom those archives that are Privy Council, one in the Secretary of State'S
Vo be found in London and Paris, than the Department and the bulk of ther ian the
Parliament of Canada devotes to the whole Deparment of Agriculture. I believe that

6Dominion. That is not commendable, in my state of things should be altered. In my hum
idea, on the part of our Government. So e ble opinion they should be placed under the
private individuals spend more money for charge of one person who tiakes an interest in
that purpose than the Government the archives not imply a person appointed
Canada does. We are now laying the basis for the purpose of filing a position, but a mar
for a large Dominion in the future and it is or men who are devoted Vo the subject and
very important that the documents relating loyers of our country, who would exercise
Vo Canada in the beginning of its history care and intelligence i collecting and coil
should be preserved. The written history parin our archives, in such a way, that whe
of ti e country is a part of the country, and historians visit our archives, they should
although it has been said IHappy is the know where to ind them. At present the
nation that lias no history," that proverb, 1 archives »are almost chaos at Ottawva. 1
am convinced, was started in schools by forgot Vo add that a part of the archives is
pupils who were too lazy Vo keep up with Vo be found in the Library. 1 submit the
their classes. The truth of it is that the archives should be put under one head, and
historica documents of the nation are under oe officer, o. whom should be given
exceedingly precious,and if we allow them the charge of them, SO that our archive
Vo be destroyed we should be open to very woud noV only be in existence here, but
severe censure f rom- the following generation, available Vo hiýstorians at large and those
especially f rom the historians of future ages who interest themselves in writing the
who undertake Vo trace the progress f this history of the country.
Dominion from its inception. Look at what
is going on just now. We have Mr. Park- Hon. Mr. ALLAN- would no ventura
man, in the United States, who bas lately Vo take up the time of the House with anY
been writing about the Maritime provinces remarks of my own on the subject, becaus
putting certain historical personages and one could noV hope Vo add anything Vo the
facts in a shape that is not at ail in accord eloquent appeal made by the hon. meine
with the ideas of our historians. H1e bas froni Manitoba, but I venture Vo take this
been in Europe and bas got most of the opportunity of suggesting that al document
documents Vo which he refers copied. Our connected with the eary history of the
hisVorians are not in a position to answer country should be preserved with the oSt
him, because they have not the means-the scrupulous care and that every precauiOn
documents are noV here. Hon. gentlemen, 1 should ha taken Vo prevent the destruction Of
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Papers such as has been alluded to by the hon.
gentleman who has spoken in reference to the
early history and settlement of the country :
but it is also of some importance that we
should preserve the buildings and other
things connnected with the early history of
the country as well, and 1 venture to put in a
Plea, with the hon. gentleman from Halifax,
.for the preservation of the old gate-way at
Port Garry. When I was last there that
gate-way was almost crumbling to pieces. It
cOuld be taken down very easily and put up
again and preserved as a relic. That is one
of the most interesting buildings connected
With the early history of the country. I do
nOt know whether it is a inatter which comes
'Within the purview of the Dominion of
Canada, but it would be a great pity if it
Should be allowed to be pulled down and
'Iothing be left of old Fort Garry.

lion. Mr. ANGERS-On behalf of the
Government, J may state that I am very
31uch pleased with the resolution that has
been moved by the hon. member from St.
1Oniface, seconded by the hon. member from
Brandon. It is very important that the ar-
chives of the country should be properly look-
ed after and the sources of our history careful-
y preserved. The object of the resolution is

tO induce the Government to secure what
historical documents can be obtained in the
North-west Territories from the Hudson

aY Company. I may state that since the
notice has been given, it has been my inten-
tion to direct the officers of my Department
tO communicate with the Hudson Bay Com-
Pany and the authorities in the North-west,
to ascertain if they are willing to hand over
tO the Dominion Government for safe-keep-
11i what archives they may have. I hope
that this will lead to a favourable result.
Should the Hudson Bay Company be willing
tO hand over to the Government what docu-
ulents they may have, they may rest as-
suired that proper care will be taken of them
here, and that they will be assorted and
ruade accessible to the future historian of the
euontry or any persons interested in con-
salitilg them. It as been stated also by

e hon. member from Shediac that some at-
tention should be paid to the historical

o(eurnents of the lower provinces, and that
rue very important documents had been

astin Nova Scotia. I may say the Do-

eon Government cannot very well inter-
ere in this matter, because the Local Gov-

ernment in each province has archives of its'
own. and it is not likely that we could ob-
tain anything from them except permission
to duplicate what documents they may
possess. In Quebec, as in Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick, I believe, the provincial
secretary is in charge of the archives of the
province, including all the old French docu-
ments, patents, letters of French Governors,
&c. It is impossible to obtain those, and I
do not believe it would be possible to obtain
original papers from Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick. I dare say the words uttered
by the hon. member fromn Shediac will draw
their attention to the matter, if the docu-
ments are not now properly taken care of.
But at present the Government is applying
$6,000 to the collection abroad of informa-
tion concerning the history of the country.
A portion of that money is spent in London
in the British Museuni in copying the Haldi-
mand collection there, and a portion is spent
in France. There are, it is true, important
documents in France, which are not kept in
a secure place. Some of them are not in fire
proof buildings at all. We are doing what
is possible with the means put al our dis-
posal by Parliament-$6,000--a portion of
which is now being spent in Paris and
London.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-How much is being
spent in London and how much in Paris.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-For the next year
about $2,000 for copying in Paris and some
$4,000 for the sane purpose in London. That
includes various items connected with it-
printing and other expenses in each place.
As to there being proper officers in charge
of these archives, I think we can congratu-
late ourselves in having had so far the ser-
vices of Mr. Brymner, who lias taken charge
of the English portion of the archives, and
the valuable services of Mr. Marmette, who
has been mainly connected with the French
portion, and the researches md.e in France.
As to putting all the documents here in Ot-
tawa into one building, I do not know that
that can be very easily done. I do not wish
to give up anything that I have, and it is
pretty much the same with the provincial
secretaries-they do not wish to give up
anything; and when we walk over to the
Privy Council we find that they a-e not
anxious to get rid of anything they have.
So that to arrive at a solution of this point
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is a hard matter ; but I know that measures
are being adopted in the Privy Council to,
take proper care of the papers there, and the
same course is being followed by the provin-
cial secretaries, and in my own office some
improvement has been made lately. The
papers that belong to my Departnent are in
two places, in the west block and in the Lan-
gevin block ; they are in fireproof rooms.
At present there is no better place to put
them in. I dare say that in the course of
time we shall find an opportunity of taking
some steps whereby these papers can all be
put together. Some reference has been made
to the old gate of Fort Garry being preserved
as an historical souvenir. For myself, I would
be very glad if this could be done, but I do
not think the Dominion Government could
do anything towards attaining this end. It
is local property, which belongs to the Govern-
ment of Manitoba or the city of Winnipeg
-I do not know which, but it is within the
jurisdiction of the Government of Manitoba
and it will be for them to follow up, and I
hope they will act upon the suggestions
offered by the hon. inembers on the other
side of the House.

The motion was agreed to.

OCEAN ACCIDENT CORPORATION
BILL.

SECOND READING POSTPONED.

The Orders of the Day being called,
Second reading (Bill 39) ." An Act to in-

corporate the "Ocean Accident Corporation."

Hon. Mr. ALLAN said :-I think there is
some curious blunder about this Order of the
Day. There are two Bills apparently bearing
upon the same subject, only one is entitled
Ocean Accident Corporation and the other
Ocean Guarantee Company. Now I find that
on Friday, the 10th March, a message was
brought to this House from the House of
Commons with a Bill entitled an Act to in-
corporate the Ocean Guarantee Company.
It was read the first time and ordered to be
read the second time on Monday next. On
Monday this Ocean Guarantee Company's
Bill was read the second time and was re-
ferred to the Committee on Banking and
Commerce; and to-day, as chairman of the
Banking and Commerce Committee, I re-
ported on that Bill. When I saw the Bill
of my hon. friend on the Orders of the Day I
inquired of the Clerk and I looked at the
two Bills and found that they were the same

precisely word for word, with the-difference
that one was called Guarantee Company
and the other Accident. There is no doubt
that there is only one Bill, and that the Bill
passed its third reading to-day.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE--My
neighbour, the Hon. Mr. Ferguson, asked
me to propose this Bill last week and to put
it off till to-day. On Monday I heard hin
propose this Bill for the Ocean Accident
Company. He is not here to-day and I
would, therefore, like to withdraw the Bill
until he returns. I do not know that there
is any hurry about it.

The Bill was allowed to stand until to-
morrow.

SPEAKER OF THE SENATE BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS moved the second
reading of Bill (N) " An Act respecting the
Speaker of the Senate. He said : This is
quite a short Bill and includes only three
clauses. The first provides that if the
Speaker of the Senate, from illness or other
cause, finds it necessary to leave the chair
he niay call one of his colleagues to fill it
during a portion of the sitting or during the
whole day. The next clause provides that
when the Speaker is unable to attend, upoi
information given by the Clerk of the
Senate to that effect, the Senate may choqse
one of its members to fill the chair during
the business of the House. The third clause
provides that every act done by any Senator
acting in the capacity of Speaker shall be
as valid as if the same had been done by the
Speaker himself You have all felt, especiallY
members who have been here for a long time,
that there is very serious inconvenience in'
not being able to replace the Speaker of the
Senate in case of illness, and in not being
able to call somebody to preside over the
Senate if the sitting is a very long one. 1
know there is some doubt as to the powet
of the Senate to adopt this measure. It 1'
not a question which has not been thought
of before; but I think that heretofore VW
have not looked in the right direction for the
proper authority to justify the pa.-sing of
spch a Bill as this. From what I can learl,
most of the persons who dealt with the
question, referred to section 18 of the
British North America Act for the
necessary power to adopt this measure.
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do not think that under that clause the Senate
Cain find the necessary power, but I believe
that under section 91, where it is provided
that Parliament has the right to make the
"ecessary legislation for the proper carrying
on, of the business in the government of the
country, we can find the power to adopt this
Bill. It is stated, of course, and the prin-
ciple is admitted by everybody, that we have
10 right to amend the constitution-that is
the British North America Act. I admit
that. It is quite plain under the wording
Of the law. But I submit for your consider-
ation that the passing of this Bill in no way
am1ends the constitution. The Speaker of
the Senate now is appointed by His Excel-
leilcy in Council. We do not propose to
take that power away from him. .He shall
always have the power of appointing the
8 peaker of the Senate. But it is only pro-
Posed in cases of urgency, when His Excel-
lency cannot interfere in time to prevent
great inconvenience resulting to the public
service by appointing another Speaker, that
the Speaker in the chair shall have the privi-
lege of/calling upon one of the hon. members
Of this House to take the presidency for the
tirne being, and should he be unable at any
timue to reach this House, upon a notice be-
111g given to the Senate of the absence of the
SPeaker, that the Senate shall have the
Power to choose one of its members to fill the
chairduring the Speaker's absence. Nowif this
legislation is adopted, it will not in any way
amend the constitution in so far that His
èXcellency in Council npay not, if he so
choose, appoint a Speaker to replace the
Speaker already appointed, since he holds
Office at pleasure. But meanwhile, when the
'1iterference of His Excellency in Council
cannot be had at any time, the Senate shall
have the power to carry on the business of
the country by appointing some one tempo-
rarily to till the Chair. Now, I say that
this is not an amendment of the constitu-
tion. It does not ·in any way alter the
rights of the Crown. The appointment can
always, and will always, be made in the

wae way. It is done only to provide for an
eniergency. It is unnecessary for me to cite
a Case in point of such an emergency. We
are niow nearing the end of the session. If
't should be our misfortune that the
lresident of the Senate should be called away
for unavoidable reasons, or on account of sick-

esa near the end of the session, we might be
"OMpelled to sit for twenty-four hours, per-

haps, or more. The session might be pro-
longed beyond Easter, and how much longer
might it not be prolonged ? It is to nieet
cases of this kind that it is proposed that
the Senate shall have the power to appoint
some one to replace the Speaker. I believe
it is a power incident to the attributes of
the Senate. I an quite sure that the mem-
bers of this House, who have very great
experience in this matter, will give the Bill
their due attention ; and I shall wait with
pleasure what enlightement they may throw
upon the measure.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I copgratulate the
hon. gentleman and the Government on their
courage in dealing with this question, and I
quite agree with the hon. gentleman that
the necessities of the case demand legislation
in this direction, though I confess I cannot
agree with him altogether in the reasons
that he has given for this proposed change.
It may be interesting, perhaps, historically
to refer to the circumstances under which
we have been placed in situations heretofore
of great embarrassment from the want of this
legislation. On no less than four occasions
since the meeting of this Parliament of Ca-
nada for the first time, we have found that
difficulty and that embarrassment. That
difficulty, J have always understood, arose
entirely from the construction of this 18th
section of the British North America
Act, and I beg to remind my hon. friend
that, when that difficulty took place the
whole of that Act was in force and included
in it was this ninety-first section. Now, for
the first time I believe, the ninety-first sec-
tion has been brought forward as the only
ground on which legislation could proceed.
It may be interesting in a historical sense to
refer to the circumstances under which past
legislation in this direction has been taken
by this very Parliament, and the autharity
under which they took that course. My
hon. friend has not referred to the Imperial
Act passed in 1875 in amendment of
this very section of the British North
America Act-he has not referred to this
as one of the grounds for passing this Act,
but expresses some hesitation and doubts
with regard to that clause having any rela-
tion to the question now before the House.
I can well understand that hon. gentlemen
who have doubts-and perhaps there are
some who have doubts upon the question-
will have those doubts very much increased
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by the position taken by the hon. Minister
in asking the House to agree to this Bill,
for the reason that I have already stated,
that at the time doubts arose as to the power
of this Senate to act in cognate cases to
this, and these very doubts were created by
the fact of section eighteen of the British
North America Act being not considered as
applicable at all to this question, for a very
different reason. What was that section?
It was this--that the powers, privileges and
immunities of the Senate and House of
Conmons respectively should be confined to
the powers, privileges and immunities which
at the tiie of the passing of the British
North America Act were held and enjoyed
by the British House of Commons. It was
contended then, with a great deal of force,
that under these circumstances, as at the
time they did not enjoy these powers subse-
quently acquire 1, we could not legis-
late. J should not have risen on the pre-
sent occasion had it not been my duty to
take a part in the long discussions which
occurred some twenty years ago, and which
forced me to look into the matter, and for
another reason also, that 1 found myself on
that occasion in antagonism with the gen-
erai sentiment of the members of this House,
and certainly to a large extent, if not almost
entirely, in antagonisna to the senti-
ments of members in another place.
This was the state of things when the House
undertook to legislate on the question,
that is to say, to give additional powers to
the Senate and House of Commons which
were not given to them by the British North
America Act; powers to take evidence and
examine witnesses on oath before their com-
mittees. That was in the year 1873. In the
previous year, 1872, the English House of
Commons had acquired those powers; they
acquired for the first time the power to
examine witnesses on oath before committees,
and assuming that to be shown, that they
had the power, an Act was passed by the
Canadian Parliament on the 3rd of May,
1873, which conferred upon certain com-
mittees of the two Houses the saine power,
under the impression that, because the
English House of Commons had acquired
it after the British North America Act five
years afterwards, this Act was within
the competency of this House and was not
ultra vire8. Now that Act was caused by an
unfortunate accident which had happened,
and a somewhat similar accident has hap-

pened since. It was the case that arose in
1872, when the Speaker of this House,
Mr. Cauchon, was prevented by a snow-
storm from getting to the House at the
time to which the House had adjourned,
and under those circumstances we were
placed in a situation of great embarrassment.
I, as one, was called upon to look into it,
and we came ultimately to the unanimous
conclusion under those exceptional circum-
stances, and to meet an emergency that
we were justified in meeting, and adjourned
to meet at a future time. Then came this
Act of 1873, and on that occasion I had the
misfortune to stand somewhat alone, al-
though J was supported by one or two hon.
gentlemen in the contention which I made,
which ws that the Act was ultra vires of
this House, inasmuch as it conferred a power
which was not given to us by the British
North America Act to legislate upon. The
then Minister of Justice, our late lamented
friend, Sir Alexander Campbell, hesitated
and expressed some doubts, but he urged on
the House to pass the Bill. The leader of
the Opposition then, a gentleman who was
well acquainted with the senior members of
this House, the late Mr. Letellier, spoke of
the objections made to the passing of the
Bill as being senseless. Well, a short time
sufficed to show that hon. gentleman the
value of that criticism, because within twO
months afterwards that Act was disallowed
by the Queen as being ultra vires. On the
first day of July, 1873, that Act was disal-
lowed on the advice of the law officers of the
Crown, and the Imperial Parliament withil
two years afterwards, in the year 1875,passed
an amending Act, which is before me, and
which I will read if it is necessary, to remove
those doubts and to give us the power which
we then claimed., That Act is to be found
in the appendix to the rules and orders of
this House, entitled " An Act to remove
certain doubts with respect to the powers of
Canada under section 18 of the British North
America Act of 1867." After reciting those
doubts, it enacted that the privileges,
immunities and powers held, enjoyed and
exercised by the Senate and by the House of
Commons should be such as are from time to
time declared by Act of the Parliament of
Canada, but shall not confer any privilege,
immunities and powers exceeding those at
the time of the passage of such Act held
and enjoyed by the House of Commonsl
of England. That gave us the power 'We
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claimed, and I ought to say, before passing
On, that in another clause of this Act this
disallowed Act was re-enacted by the Iiperial
Parliament. But as those Acts only gave
Power to administer oaths by certain com-
lmittees, not to all committees, the Parlia-
m1ent of Canada, in the year 1876, within
twelve months after this amendment of the
]British North America Act, passed an Act
Which extended the powers totaking evidence
and-administering oaths before allcominittees
of the Senate and House of Commons. The
question under the amending Act again came
up in 1885, and the Parliament of Canada
Proceeded further in the same direction, and
having got those extended powers by the
amendment of the British North America
Act, they passed an lct providing for the
emlergencies to which my hon. friend has
aluded with regard to the absence of the
Speaker of the House of Commons ; because
although there are certain powers given by
the British North America Act-I think
about the 47th section of the Act-
and although it enabled the House to pro-
vide for that emergency where the Speaker
Was absent, it was only for the period of forty-
eight hours and there were still the einergen-
Cies to which my hon. friend lias alluded, of
the Speaker being struck down in the perfor-
imance of his duties in the House and be-
coning unable to remain there, and so on, or
his being unavoidably absent and the House
being informed by the Clerk that the Speaker
was unable to attend. The Act to which I
allude, passed in 1885, provided for both
these emergencies with regard to the House
Of Commons in the same way and on the
samwe lines as the Bill which my hon. friend
has presented to the House ; that is to say,
Where the Speuker was suddenly taken ill he
8hould leave the Chair and put another in
his place for the day ; that provides for the
case which is proposed to be provided for by
the first clause of this Bill, and with regard
to. the second clause when the Clerk of the
IÎOuse informed the House that the Speaker
*as- unavoidably absent, prevented from
being present, then another member should
take his place temporarily. They have the
convenience of having a Chairman of Com-
'nittees of which they could avail themselves,
and made use of that officer and called him
a Deputy Speaker. Although this Bill pro-
eeeds upon the same lines, we do not
propose in this Bill, as I read it, to interfere
in any way with the appointment or the re-

moval of the Speaker, by the Governor-Gene-
ral. We propose simply in an emergency
like this that the House should be in a posi-
tion to put a member in the chair, who should
act for the remainder of the day. Under the
2nd section of the Act, where the House
was informed that the Speaker was unavoid-
ably prevented from being present they could
provide also for that emergency. This being
the case, it was apparent that the House pro-
ceeded upon the amended BritishNorth Ame-
rica Act with regard to those contingencies,
and with regard to their legislation they had
the power to proceed under that amended
Act. We proceeded in the case, as I have
spoken of Mr. Cauchon, in 1872 upoan the
idea that he was unable to be present, but
we had no precedent then to guide us and
we had to fall back upon the inherent right
which prevails in every deliberative body of
meeting an emergency of thatkindby adjourn-
ing, by notproceeding to do business, because
the Actsays the Speakermustbe inthe Chair,
simply by unanimous consent adjourning
until a future time. We followed that
course in the case of the death of Mr. Plumb
in 1888, when he was struck down and could
not be here. We met on the adjourned day,
and we had to take that course again until
a new Speaker was appointed. In the case
of the present Speaker, something occurred
at one time which, I hope, will never happen
to him again: he was prevented by serious
iliness in his family, and I believe by snow-
storms, from being in his place, and on two
occasions we had to adjourn the House to
meet that contingency until his return.
Now, at that time it was thought that we
could not do any business, and the result
was that for all purposes of legislation there
was a deadlock. It is to meet such an
emergency that this legislation appears to
me to be necessary. I quite agree, as regards
section 91, that it proves most conclusively,
in conjunction with the amended Act, that
we have the power.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Whàt section of
the Act do you rely upon speciallyl

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The 91st.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Anl 18.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY--" It shall be lawful
for the Queen, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate and House of Com-
mons, to make laws for the peace, order and
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good government of Canada, in relation to all
matters not coming within the class of sub-
jects by this Act assigned to the Local Legis-
lature." This is a general provision which
has been acted on in the Privy Council in
decisions which have been given since, uni-
formly recognized, and I quite agree with my
hon. friend that if there was any doubt as
to the applicability of the amended Act,
passed in 1875, section 18 of the British
North America Act, this section would ap-
ply. If this power given by section 91 is
intact, we would be justified, even under
that section, in acting upon it, but I thought
it would be right in a matter like this
that we should know exactly how we pro-
ceeded in past tiines and the precedents we
had had, and I think I have satisfied the
House that it wasmore than a inatter of doubt
whether we had any right to pass the oaths
Bill in 1873; it was established beyond
doubt that we had no right to proceed under
that 18th section, and that section was
amended for the purpose of enabling us to
exercise our powers, privileges and immuni-
ties in the Senate and Commons-the most
comprehensive words that could be used,
that we should have all those powers, and
we now propose to exercise them.

Hon. Mr. POWER - Would my hon.
friend allow me to ask hin one question ?
Why, if the view taken by the hon. gentle-
man is correct, would not we have the
power under section 91 to have done what
we had not the power to have done pre-
viously, that is just as necessary as this ?

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - I have already
stated candidly to the House that that was
one of the points on which I differed from
my hon. friend the Minister of Agriculture.
I do not rely upon section 91 exclusively,
but it confirms a power which I consider
this House bas had by the amended Act,
which gave those powers subsequent to this
enactment, and which I .hould think would
leave no doubt upon the minds of any
hon. gentleman that taking the two Acts
together we have undoubtedly power, but
when this question was up before, I have
already mentioned that the then leader of
the House, the Minister of Justice, the late
Sir Alexander Campbell, stated frankly that
he had doubts about the power of the House
but he added, as I wish to add to-day " we
can do no harm in passing this Act; we can
bring the matter to a head and get the

power in some way or another," and of
course he had too much tact to refer to the
probability of an amended Act, but he said
in some way or another we will get this
power. Well, it turned out as we expected,
and in consequence of that I did not divide
the House on the question, although I
expressed myself very strongly that we had no
power and it resulted as I expected; the
law oflicers of the Crown at once
promptly decided that it was ultra vires,
that we had not the power under the
18th section, but they advised legislation
which took place by this amending Act,
within two years afterwards for the pur-
pose of giving us that power ; the whole
difficulty arising, as I hope I have explained,
from the fact that the British North Amer-
ica Act only conferred the powers enjoyed
by the House of Commons at the time of the
passing of that Act in 1867, and the amend-
ment extended those powers to the powers
enjoyed by the House of Commons at the
time of the passing of the Act in question.
Under those circumstances, therefore, I
think the House, for the sake of its own
character and to place itself in a proper light
before the country and to avoid the very
embarrassing difficulty which my hon. friend
the Minister of Agriculture has suggested--
of being caught at a critical period of the
session with no power to do business-,-that
we should take this course, and if - the
result should be, as I hope it will not be, and
as I think it will not be, that the law officers
of the Crown who advise Her Majesty,
should say there was a doubt about these
things, that doubt would be removed by an-
other amendment to the British North Ain-
erica Act, which would come from England,
and will not be at our askingbut, as it was
in 1875, it will be the suggestion of what
was right and proper to enable the Senate
to perform its legislative functions as a con-
stituent branch of Parliament. Under these
circumstances, hon. gentlemen, I think the
House would be justified in passing this Act,
and whether I am right in my contention br
whether it is put exclusively upon the power
given by section ninety-one is a small -mat-
ter; it is quite sufficient, it is a power which
we ought to have, which of necessity should
belong to us, and we owe it to ourselves to
put ourselves in a position to get that power.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-This Bill was onlY
distributed on Monday. Since then I
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have been very fully occupied, with other
duties, and I was interrupted also by indis-
position. I can do little more than call atten-
tion to some points which disturb me, raise
a signal of caution and urge that we should
move .slowly in this matter, certainly not
without ample consideration. I do not pre-
sent my disjointed observations as full
argument or all that might be said on an
important question of this kind. I can do
little more than call attention to the salient
points. The question is a difficult one,
involving matter of construction and consti-
tutional capacity, and demands a fuller inves-
tigation than could well be given in a large
deliberative body. It is a matter upon which
experts are not agreed and the facts bespeak
additional caution. As I said, I shall only
be able to indicate some salient points that
occur to me, but though they may not be
presented in the most orderly manner or
argued out properly, my hon. friend and
legal leader will not pass thein by, for his cha-
racter as an honourable courteous gentleman
and accomplished lawyer has preceded him
to this House, and his manney of life for at
least seven years in a calm atmosphere will
have shown him the duty and the importance
of weighing all that can be said, where there
is a conflict of opinion. It is a serious matter
to meddle with the British North America
Act except upon cogent grounds, and never
should it be attempted, unless the authority
to do so is clear. Some- alterations in the
British North America Act were made and
sanctioned by the Imperial Parliainent ; a
doubtful exercise of power by theParliament
of Canada, was healed or confirmed, but
never, so far as I am aware, has the substance
of the machinery for legislation been touched.
I look with apprehension on any attempt to
do so. I am free to admit the Bill aims at
remedying a practical inconvenience, that
has occurred in the past, but very serious
difficulties were at these times obviated
Within the lines of the constitution. Here
there is no pressing urgency and certainly
,,one for action, as some contend, by arrogat-
ing powers not ours. The session is almost
at a close, and if any emergency arose such
as occurred in Mr. Speaker Macpherson's time
it inight be met in the way then adopted So
far as I aminformed all precedent is against it,
as hon. gentlemen will see by examining the
records. In 1869, in consequence of the
"lecessary temporary absence" of Hon. Mr.
Cauchon, flon. John Ross was appointed

Speaker by Royal Commission. SirAlexander
Campbell explained that the appointment was
a temporary one; and no debate took place.
Here is no precedent for this legislation.
But the inconvenience of the situation was
so obvious that a Bill was introduced.
Accordingly on 17th of May, Sir Alexander
Campbell introduced a Bill to enable the
House, with the permission of the Governor-
General, to appoint a Speaker temporarily ;
and to enable the Speaker to name some
one to occupy his place when he left the
Chair. Sir Alexander said he had considered
the question and was persuaded we had the
power to pass the Bill. The Bill was subse-
quently withdrawn to give time for the con-
sideration of many and serious objections
that were made. Here is no precedent for
this legislation. In 1872, in consequence of
an accident to the train the Speaker was
detained. The House took the matter into
its own hands and appointed the Hon.
Mr. Hamilton chairman; who took the
chair and adjourned the House. No
debate took place on the occasion.
In 1880, Sir David Macpherson was taken
ill after the opening of the House, and the
beginning of the debate on the Address. The
House took no action. There was no debate
on the subject. Hon. Mr. Botsford was ap-
pointed by Royal Commission during the
adjournment, in the temporary absence of
Sir David Macpherson. Here is no pre-
cedent for this legislation. In 1888, Hon.
Mr. Plumb died suddenly while he was
Speaker. On the meeting of the Chamber,
it was duly moved and seconded that Hon.
Mr. Ryan take the Chair, and an adjourn-
ment was ordered unanimously. A debate
took place on this occasion. Hon. Mr.
Dickey expressed the opinion that the House
had the power of appointing a Deputy-
Speaker till the Crown appoints another
Speaker, i.e., when there occurs a sudden
vacancy in the Senate speakership. But in
the end the House adjourned " by consent."
That is really the history of what has taken
place in the past, and certainly there is noth-
ing in it to show any precedent for this Bill.
The first consideration that presents itself to
my mind is the .fact that ours is a written
constitution, the Government of Canada be-
ing one of enuinerated powers, the British
North America Act being the instrument
that specifies them, and wherein authority
should be found for the exercise of any legis-
lation it assumes the power to pass. The
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whole fraine-work of our constitutional Act
is the creature of an Imperial statute.
While the power of the Imperial Parliament
is practically unlimited and absolute even to
changing the constitution, our power is
limited and restrained by the instrument-
our written constitution, and especially it
seems to me in all that pertains to any inte-
gral part of machinery devised for legisla-
tion, where power is not plainly conferred,
the exercise of it is impliedly prohibited, I
must think, for the intent of the grant would
otherwise be defeated by such exercise. What
the true intent and meaning of the British
North America Act isso far as it touches this
Bill, it will be proper to consider, in the
light of recognized riles of construction. I
take it the prime object should be to ascer-
tain the meaning of the Legislature, and the
rule seems to be applicable with special force
to a written constitution, not to attempt to
interpretthat which needs no interpretation,
but to take the whole statute together to
arrive at the legislative intent. The pre-
amble to the British North America Act
recites that it is "expedient not only that
the constitution of the legislative authority
in the Dominion be provided for, but also
that the nature of the executive government
therein be declared." Section 9 enacts that
" the executive government and authority
over Canada is hereby declared to continue
and be vested in the Queen," and section
14 appears to be in keeping with and
subsidiarv to this provision. Section 17
deals with the legislative power pro-
viding " there shall -be one Parliament
for Canada consisting of the Queen, an Upper
House, styled the Senate, and the House of
Commons." Then comes the provision touch-
ing the Senate (sec. 21 to 31) in relation to
its constitution, the qualification of Sena-
tors, how summoned, the tenure of office,
who may be appointed Speaker, the number
necessary to a quorum, and other particulars.
And so with regard to the House of Com.
mions, and the members to be elected, &c.,
&c. (37 et seq). Followed by the provisions
(55 et seq.) as to the Royal Assent to a Bill
passed by both Houses. One Parliament for
Canada, consisting of the Queen, the Senate
and the House of Commons-clear and de-
tailed provision as to both Houses. Sec. 34
is the provision for a Speaker necessary to
the comþletion of the Senate. It reads as
follows :-

"The Governor-General may f rom time to

time by instrument under the great seal of
Canada appoint a Senator to be speaker of
the Senate, and may remove him and appoint
another in his stead."

Nothing here is obscure, nothing that
needs interpretation-the •power to appoint
a Senator and the power to appoint a Speaker
given in the saine terms (see secs. 24 and 34),
the executive and prerogative authority of
the Queen being brought in play in both cases,
as provided by the Act. Nothing is said as
to the appointment of a Deputy-Speaker for
the Senate, no provision for a locum, tenens,
the power of removal and the power of
appointing another Speaker in his stead,
however, being provided for. How marked
the difference in respect to the Speaker of
the House of Commons. There ir-an essen-
tial difference: In the case of the Senate
his appointment is by the Crown, in the case
of the Commons provision is made for the
election of one of its members as Speaker
(sec. 44). For the Senate neither a Deputy-
Speaker nor a locum tenens to act as such
is provided for or appears to have been con-
templated. While in the case of the House
of Commons, detailed provision is made in
sec. 45 in case of vacancy by deàth, resigna-
tion or otherwise, in sec, 34 the Governor
is to appoint a Speaker to the Senate and
may remove him and appoint another in his
stead. Sec. 47 gives Parliament power to
provide " in the case of the absence of the
Speaker of the Coimnons from the Chair,"
in the absence of any such provision the
clause enacts that the fHouse may elect
another of its members to act as Speaker
during the absence of the Speaker, &c.

The two bodies, the Senate and the House
of Commons, both branches of Parliament,
have like duties to perform-both are to
operate presided over by a Speaker-but
while in the case of the Commons, the right
is given to appoint an acting Speaker, in
the Senate is deliberately withheld. Surely
it is a reasonable conclusion, that in the case
of the Senate it was designed to confine the
appointment to a member selected by the
Governor-General and by him alone acting
as Her Majesty's representative and such a
construction is in accordance with the letter
as well as the spirit of the Statute, and leads
to no absurdity. The Act of Parliament de-
signates who may be the depository of the
powers and privileges of Speaker of the Se-
nate viz : an appointee of the Governor-Gene-
ral under the great seal-and in confining it
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tO such depositary the constitutional act
irnpliedly prohibited it being:exercisedbyany
other. It is a trust for a public purpose,
Which cannot be assigned, I think; other-
Wise the security to the appointing power is
lOst. Let us look at some other provisions
il the British North America Act-section
14 and as to the duties and functions
of the Governor-General. Special authority
1s given to him to appoint a deputy for cer-
tain necessary purposes (possibly some His
Excellency night appoint without express
enactment), but express authority was given
and it operates as a limitation. Now, many
Of the powers and functions, demand no abi-
lity and little discretion, e.g. writing a name

-filling in a forni-or a nod of the head--
surely it may well be thought, in the case of
the Senate, that the omission to provide for
a locum tenens to perforn the duty of the
Speaker was of deliberate design. Power is
given to Provincial Legislatures to alter
their constitution, but I have sought in
Vain for any authority or power to alter
Our Constitutional Act. If existing, where
15 it to be found? And further, let it be
borne in mind the praposed Bill touches
the prerogative and appointing power in
enabling the Speaker of the Senate to
appoint a presiding officer for the Senate,
with the powers, privileges and duties of a
Speaker-and the Bill proposes to validate
his every act. Now, every one knows the
Prerogative is not to be prejudiced or taken
aWay without clear enactment, involving the
assent of Her Gracious Majesty, and the
rule of construction is in accordance with
Our highest and best sentiments. The pre-
rogative is part of the band that unites us
with tender clasp to the dear old land-that
nites us Britons beyond the sea, to the

greatest Empire the world has ever known.
I ask where is the power to be found in our
Constitutional Act to alter an integral part
Of the constitution-the Senate-in the ma-
Chinery for legislation? Is it to be found
1I section 18 as alleged i I think not. The
c0ntext and the subject-matter in view for-
bid it. The power is given to each House
respectively to secure freedom of speech, to
Prevent disorder, to punish inside and out-
side offenders for contempts in certain cases,
to rnake inquiries and other kindred subjects
that might be mentioned, but it does not touch
a mnatter of this kind.- My hon. friend seems
tO build on this frail foundation. For my part,
in looking at it, I could scarcely think of any

even plausible arguwnent, anything that could
be laid hold of with sufficient firmness
even for the purpose of discussion. Then
comes the point-and it seems to nie the
only point-under the 91st section, and I
arn not surprised that my hon. friend should
take the view he does; it is the onlypossible
foundation which occurs to me for advocat-
ing the cause of legislating in the manner
proposed by this Bill. The suggestion is
that under the general ternis there is general
power to make laws for the peace, welfare,
and good government of Canada, but I must
say that I think, as at present advised, it is
a very forced construction to regard it as sup-
porting this proposed measure. The Bill re-
lates to the construction of the Senate, and
how it may hereafter be composed. The Senate
cannot act without a presiding officer, and
the Bill relates to the composition of the
Senate, how it shall be made complete in
case of the absence of the Speaker. Now,
what does the 91st section provide ? It
deals altogether with matters foreign to the
aim and purpose of the Bill before us.
The clause 91 gives a detailed enumeration
showing what was in the mind of the Legis-
lature in using the tern " peace, welfare
and good government of Canada " and that
is the point we are to arrive at,-What was in
the mind of the legislaturein passing this Act ?
What in using the terms peace, welfare and
good government of Canada? lNot the ma-
chinery for legislation, or any part of the
constitution itself. Had it been so intended
I take it that apt words would have been
used judging from other provisions of the
British North America Act. We find in the
body of the Act the whole of the details en-
tered into, and a full enumeration of the
classes of subjects iii respect of which Canada
is empowered to legislate. The words, " for
greater certainty but not to restrict the gen-
erality of the foregoing terms," have an in-
timate connection with the specified clauses.
I take it that the general words, apart from
subjects which affect outside general interests,
can only cover a matter of a kindred character
to the matters enumerated, and this view, it
seems to me, is strengthened by reference to
the first item in section 92. Hon. gentlemen
will remember that section 91 provides as to
the power of the Dominion: section 92 is as
to the provinces, but both sections are Inti-
mately and closely connected. Section 92,
No. 1, gives power to Provincial Legislatures
to amend their constitution in a general way,
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excepting only the office of Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN.--Well, upon the prin-
ciple that the expression of one thing ex-
cludes another, I think it is fair to infer
that if such power was intended to be given
it would be expressed. The argument for an
absolute and uncontrolled power, under the
terms " peace, order, welfare and good
government of Canada," pushed to its legi-
timate conclusion might be used in a way
that would tear our constitution into rags,
as well as neutralize the Royal authority.

Hon. Mr. POWER--Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-Where then; I
would again ask, is the power to be found-
the express power given to appoint a pre-
siding officer for the Senate and appoint
another in his stead ? Nowhere. Strength
is lent to this view by section 35 which re-
serves to Parliament the power to deal with
the question of a quorum. Then section 36 is
not without importance seeing that it enacts
that the Speaker-that is, the Speaker
appointed by the Governor-General, by the
Crown, under the great seal, shall in all
cases have a vote with other members. All
this may be very tedious, but it is impossible
to arrive at a just conclusion without going
into particulars in considering the proper
construction of the British North America
Act. It is quite evident our Upper House
is modelled in many particulars after the
House of Lords, and when convened in Par-
lianient it forms with the Commons the
Legislative Assembly by whose advice,
consent and authority with the sanction
of the Crown are all laws made. It
is given a separate and independent position,
the Speaker has no casting or double vote,
on equality the question is decided in the
negative, but other attributes of the House
of Lords we cannot claim, though we follow
somewhat the practice of that august body.
The House of Lords has inherent and inde-
pendent rights from the free constitution of
the House of Lords. . Now, in England, the
Chancellor, or the Lord-keeper, is the Speaker
of the House of Lords ex ofticio, and he may
or may not be a member of that House.
My hon. friend will remember many instances
in which a commission was issued appoint.

ing to the House of Lords judges who were
not peers, and that not very many years
ago ; but I may say the Speaker of the House
of Lords qua Speaker has no more power than
our Speaker, though if he happened to be,
as he generally is, a member of the House
of Lords, he can at the proper times exercise
the duties and functions of a peer. It is
laid down that the Speaker qua Speaker is a
ministerial, not a deliberative officer, though
as a peer, as I said before, he has a right to
vote. Our power to make rules is merely an
incident. We have no prescriptive or
inherent authority ; ail we possess is within
the four corners of the Constitutional Act.
Well, a difficulty that occurred here in 'the
past, as any one can understand, is liable to
occur at any time ; in England how was it
obviated ? Not by allowing the House of
Lords to exercise its inherent power of
electing a Speaker. It is provided for in this
way: The Queen issues a Royal Commission
appointing one or two or three-in some of
the later commissions as many as three have
been Deputy-Speakers.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Four.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-Four on one occa-
sion, it is now suggested. I remember three
in a single Commission. In the absence of
the Chancellor any one of these, usually by
arrangement among themselves or according
to the order of precedence, acting for the
Chancellor, but the very moment the Chan-
cellor comes in he takes the Chair, and if
none of the Deputy-Speakers are present,
the Chancellor be absent and the House
acts on its inherent prescriptive right and
appoints a member to act until one of
those authorized by the Crown enters,
and the moment he enters he takes the
Chair. Now, the formal appointment made
by the House of Lords springs from their
inherent power, from time .immemorial, and
it must have been in the contemplation of
the Legislature that no inherent power could
be found under the written constitution,
and the clause in the British North America
Act, 34, confines the appointment strictly tO
the Crown. Our power must be derived under
the written constitution or it does not exist. 1
ask the House why it was not given in Our
constitution to appoint a Deputy-Speaker,
and the answer seems to me quite plain--
because designedly withheld. Even in
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England the Speaker of the House of
Commons when he is elected must be
approved by the Queen, and we go through
very much the saine ceremony here with the
speaker of the House of Commons, although
practically approval it is never withheld, but
the rule and principle of the supreme
authority of the Crown remains. This Bill,
if it became law, gives us a prolocutor ap-
pointed by the Speaker or by the Senate
with all the powers and privileges which the
Queen's Commission confers on a Senator
appointed in the manner prescribed by the
Constitutional Act. An important duty and
trust for a public purpose, I must believe,
cannot be assigned to one whom the Crown
has not constituted. Let me say a word
further : The matter is of a nature that His
Excellency the Governor-General may feel
bound to consider it his duty to reserve, and
it seems our duty to give all the aid possible
in considering the point, and that we should
have the amplest discussion to throw as
mauch light on the subject as possible.
Doubtless His Excellency would receive the
opinions of the law officers of the Crown in
Canada, that the several Bills submitted
are right and constitutional, but if I am
not mistaken, His Excellency would not
be bound by that, and he might reserve
this Bill, and he might send it over for
the opinion of his Government, and they
doubtless would take the opinion of the law
Officers on the subject ; and therefore I say it
is very proper that the fullest inquiry should
be made. I am sure there can be no desire
On the part of any one to arrive at any other
conclusion than that which is right in this
roatter. In any case it would certainly not
be pleasant if any Act passed here was sent
back disallowed; it would be an unpleasant
thing, and I certainly would not like it. Now,
'while I agree that some provision might be
desirable to obviate the inconvenience, if it
arises, of a temporary vacancy in the Chair-
I think it ought to be done and would like to
see it done iii a constitutional way, and J
think that the nethod by passing this Bill
would not be a constitutional one. Suppose
the Imperial Parliament was applied to,
fafter going through the proper and constitu-
tional ceremony for doing so-J do not know
how that could be done exactly.

'Ion. Mr. BOTSFORD-By an address
ntovx both Houses.

- Hon. Mr. GOWAN-By addressing both
Houses perhaps : either suggesting an alter-
ation that would fit the case, or it might be re-
ferring to some tribunal, which would consider
and pass upon the constitutionality of the
proposed measure; but something should be
done where there is really a doubt. I would
like to remedy it if it could possibly be done
here, but I will not and cannot lend myself
to anything that J believe to be entirely
unconstitutional. Now, J am not sufficiently
familiar with the rules and procedure in
Parliament, with the parliamentary practice,
to know how and in what manner my hon.
friend, if he desired, could retain the matter
before the hon. gentlemen in this House and
discuss it quietly with them. If he could do
so under the rules I think it would be a wise
thing. There are no less than three ex-
Speakers in this House. My hon. friend from
Richmond, a gentleman thoroughly versed in
constitutional precedent andin parliamentary
procedure. My hon. friend opposite from
Ottawa, an old experienced parliamentarian,
and one whose opinion I respect--I res-
pect as much as any one in this House.
Then we have my hon. friend from Toronto,
who has occupied a place from the very in-
ception of the Senate, and then we have the
hon. gentleman fron Sackville, an old and
experienced member, the Nestor of the
House, and who came here as a Speaker, and
we have my hon. friend from Prince Ed-
ward (Hon. Mr. Howlan), and a number
of other gentlemen on both sides of the
House, who have made a study of the sub-
ject. J think my hon. friend could take a
method of arriving at it by appointing a
committee to consider the matter. T really
think it would be more satisfactory to the
House and country, and perhaps would re-
sult favourably; but the difficulty I see is
this: if the Bill is read a second time and
referred to the Committee, we would be
adopting it to some extent, and J could not
consent to the second reading of the Bill ;
but there are methods by which parliament-
arians could provide for- a friendly confer-
ence with regard to this measure; we aim
only to do what is right, to arrive at the
truth, and in whatever way brought out
we want the truth, by some means or
other. I earnestly appeal to my hon. friend
the mover of the Bill to give his best
consideration to the proposition, and to
hasten slowly in such an involved and vital
matter.
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Hon. Mr. VIDAL-I think it is consult-
ing the convenience of the House if I move
the adjournment of the debate till to-
norrow.

The motion was agreed to.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

MOTIONS.

Hon. Mr. READ moved the adoption of
the first report of the Joint Committee of
both Houses on the printing of Parliament.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I was not pre-
sent when this was explained ; what is it?

Hon. Mr. READ-It will be found at
page 162. Routine work of session, $10,000;
annual report, $40,000 ; farm and dairy
reports, $12,000; binding, $5,000. In all,
$75,000. I may say that in the other branch
of the legislature this was concurred in
yesterday.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I would like to
make one observation with respect to this
report. I think that Parliament is dealt
unfairly with in being charged with the
printing and binding of departmental re-
ports, represeiting a larger expenditure than
Parliament is fairly responsible for; and it
represents the expenditure of the various
departments as being less than it really is.
The fair way would be to class the printing
of the reports as part of the departmental
expenditure.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-It is generally
asked for by members of Parliament-the
extra printing is generally asked for and
authorized by the committee itself.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. READ moved the adoption of
the 3rd report of the joint committee of both
Houses on the printing of Parliament. He
said :-This report merely recommends that
leave of absence be given to one of the
officers and also the payment for some articles
supplied to different members of Parliament
amounting to $252, and recommends that it
be not pro;ided in future.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (40) " An Act to incorporate the Cana-
da North-west Land Company (Limited)."
(Mr. McKindsey.)

Bill (59) "An Act to incorporate the
Canada Carriage Company." (Mr. Read,
Quinté.)

Bill (32) "An Act respecting the Canada
Life Assurance Company." (Mr. MacInnes,
Burlington.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (56) " An act to revive and anend
the Act to incorporate the Moncton and
Prince Edward Island Ferry Company."
(Mr. Poirier.)

Bill (68) " An Act respecting the Colum-
bia and Kootenay Navigation_ Company."
(Mr. Power.)

Bill (67) " An Act to revive and amend
the Act to incorporate the North Canadian
Atlantic and Steamship Company." (Mr.
Casgrain.)

Bill (R) " An Act further to amend the
Act respecting Canned goods." (Mr. Bowell.)

The Senate adjourned at 6 o'clock.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, Mfarch 17th, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THIRD READING.

Bill (53) "An Act respecting the Al-
berta Railway and Coal Company." (Mr.
Lougheed.)

PORT ARTHUR, DULUTH AND
WESTERN RAILWAY COM-

PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, fram the Committee
on Railways Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
ported Bill(48) "An Act respecting the Port
Arthur, Duluth and Western Railway Comu-
pany" with amendments. He said :-This
company is operating in connection with
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Ivarious tracts of mineral ore extending for
sOre distance into the adjoining State of
Minnesota. In that State there is another
company incorporated by the same title. The
Object is to enable them to work these mines
arid convey the ore to Port Arthur. This
]ill gives the company power to lease and
raake traffic arrangements with two com-
Panies that are incorporated in the State of
Minnesota, one bearing the same title as this
Company, and the other being a company
known as the Duluth and Iron Range Rail-
Way Company. The first amendment is to,
Include another railway. company, also in the
State of Minnesota, making three companies
ilcorporated in the State of Minnesota with
Which this Bill would authorize the company
omake -traffic arrangements. The com-
nittee could see no objection to this addition,

as they are all working to accomplish the
sanie, or in the same line-conveying these
'1ineral ores to Port Arthur.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved that the
amendment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

Ron. Mr. DICKEY-The next amend-
41ent is a consequential one-that is to say,
Its8 object is to enable the company to make
arrangements with one or more of these
three companies.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved that the
&mlendment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

Ion. Mr. DICKEY-The next amend-
Ment was rendered necessary by the fact of
'4cluding this additional company. The
am1endment strikes out the words which con-

ned it to two companies and extends it to
the three companies. It is simply a conse-
9riential amendment for the purpose of making
'tPlain that this company can make arrange-

ents with the three companies in the State
Minnesota, or any one or more of them.

Mr. CLEMOW moved that, the
%r1endment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

on. Mr. CLEMOW-The last amend-
Mentenables this company, as the interests
0.the four companies will be closely identi-

, to acquire debentures and guarantee
nYTrien* of its indebtedness. It seems to
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follow as a matter of course that they should
have such a right in order to carry oâ the
business.

Hon. Mr., CLEMOW moved that the
amendment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed.

TRANSMISSION OF TIMBER BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr.. BOWELL introduced Bill ( S)
"An Act further to amend the Act respect-
ing Joint Stock Companies to construct works
and facilitate the transmission of timber
down rivers and streams." He said :-This
Bill merely changes the standard of measure-
ment from the old standard of board to cubic
measure.- The change is made to prevent
the injustice which the old standard causes,
now that much smaller logs than formerly
are floated down streams, particularly the
Ottawa River. I may mention that it is
purely a domestic arrrangement of the lum-
bermen who own these works upon the rivers,
and it is introduced at their suggestion. It
does not reduce the rate of tolls; it only re-
adjusts them in a more equitable manner.
Fuller explanations will be given at the
second reading or when the Bill is referred
to a Committee of the Whole House. I
move that the Bill be read the first time.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the first time.

THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.
INQUIRY.

lon. Mr. BOULTON inquired:
If the Government have taken any steps towards

acquiring a port of call between Australia and
Canada and the Hawaiian Islands,in the event of the
foreign relations of those islands undergoing a
change?

He said :-The reason I have put this ques-
tion upon the notice paper is on account of
the revolution that has taken place in
those islands during the past two or three
months, and the overthrow of the native
government of the past. Following imme-
diately upon the footsteps of that revolution
comes an application to the Government at
Washington for the purpose of bringing
about the annexation of those islands to the
United States, and thereby yielding up
their former state of independence. It is, I
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consider, a very important question to the the oelebrated statesman Bismarck at the
people of Canada-the question of preserv- Berlin Treaty; when the discussion of the
ing the independence of those islands or acquisition of Cyprus or when the Turkish
failing in the preservation of the independ- 1 convention which gave the Island of Cyprus
ence of those islands, at any rate to secure to the people of Great Britain, was under
for the people of Canada a port of call that discussion: Bismarck stated that whef
will enable us to use that place as a calling Great Britain opened out a new port or toOk
station or repair station, or for any purposes ption of territory in the
which may be necessary to conduct our com-word thatterritory wasmadesafe andfree for
merce on the Pacific Ocean without any re- ail nations and protectionto lifeandproperty
striction. Hon. gentlemen are aware that afforded, therefore he said it is for the bene
Australia and New Zeaiand in the Southern fit of the commerce of the world that Great
Paciflc Ocean and the colonial possessions Britain shou d take upon herseif the responl
on the coast of China, bear the same rela- sibiiity of utilizing. Cyprus or any other
tion to the people of Canada that the State port. In that respect, the position of Great
of Calîfornia bears to the State of New Britain in taking possession of ports such s
York, or the State of Florida. We have i have described, is not analogous to the posn
exactly the same reason for preserving our tion that is now being asked by the new
communication with Australia and New Government of Ha aii for the Governert
Zeaiand intact, as the peoppe of California of the United States to assume in taking the
have for preserving intact the communica- Hawaiian sitands, for the ports and trade Of
tion between the states on the Pacifl the United States are held as close preserve
Ocean and the states on the Atlantic coast, for the trade of the Unitedi States onIY
and it is with that knowledge that desire to-
to impress upon this honourable House theB
analogous position that we occupy in the Hon. u zr. POWER-If the hon entle-
British Empire to that of the states of the man wil excuse me, it does not appear that
Union. Now, the argument has been used the United States propose to take possessiOl 
to estabish a precedent that Great Britain It looked that way a month ago but it does
has annexed many islands and ports of eau not appear is now.
in the history of the past, notab y
the islands of Malta and Cyprus, Gib- Hon. Mr. BOULTON-iNot at presenthe
raltar, Aden, the Isand of Ascension will grant, but it does not always do to e
on the coast of Africa, the Island tp a just cause simpy because there may
of St. Helena, and so on in various parts of a change in the condition or procedure nl
the worid. Why were they brought under i relation to that cause. wish to go on and
the protectrate of Great Britain? Itwas show exatiy what has been doue and W
for the purposeof having convenient theis w being done in regard to thein. As 
in the highway of commerce for British isaid before, these Hawaiian Islands aresoi
trade between the various parts of the em- tary beacpns in the vast expanse of ocean t
pire. There is one thing, however, that is tween Austalia and British Columbia the
worthy of being brought to the notice of this is no port of caîl within 2,000 miles of thle
hono rable a use, and that is whenever the awaiian slands on the way to Australi
people of Great Britain annexed any of those It is on the'direct line, between Australia and
isiands or ports of cal for the purpose of British Columbia, which is ony about
protecting her commerce, Great Britain al- miles further than from San Francisco. The
ways kept those ports perfectly free. Free again in the event of a canal being eut acrog
trade prevails there and f ree access to the peninsula at Nicaragua, the Pna b
those ports ; the same henefit was accorded Canal having failed, and which I beliéve niay
to ail foreign nations who used those ports not be very far distant in the future, in c0n'
of caîl, exactiy the same conditions were ducting our communication by water betw
accorded and the same advantages were the port of Montreas and Britash Coluwbi
fonferred upon foreign nations as Great we will require to make use of that canai
Britain granted to her own subjects and in deveBoping our water communication ith

in that respect no jealousy arose in the China and Japan from our Atlantic powrtils
acquisition of such islands and ports of cail. the Hawaiian Islands are on the direct rut
This brought forth a notable remark from between Nicaragua, or whatever Pnrt ama1
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eventually be estabhshed there and China
or Japan. That shows of what importance
these Islands are to Canada, and of course to
Great Britain and Australia, quite as much
as they are to the people of the United
States, and for that reason I maintain that it
is desirable to draw the attention of the Gov-
ernment to these facts. Now, hon. gentlemen,
1 will read to you Article I. of the treýty
that it was proposed to enter into by the
Present revolutionary Government of the
Islands, with the Government of the United
States, which however, as the hon. member
from Halifax says, has been withdrawn:

Article 1. The government of the Hawaiian
Islands hereby cedes, from the date of exchange of
the ratifications of this treaty, absolutely and with -
Out reserve to the United States, forever, all rights
of sovereignty of whatsoever kind in and over the
Ilawaiian Islands and their dependencies, renounc-
1ng in favour of the United States every sovereign
right of which, as an independent nation, it is now
Possessed, and henceforth said Hawaiian Islands
añid every island and key thereto appertaining and
each and every portion thereof shall beeome and be
an integral part of the territory of the United
States.

That is the treaty now proposed by the
present G overn ment of the Hawaiian Islands"
but withdrawn from consideration by the
President of the United States.

The United States negotiated a treaty in
1849-article I. sets forth: " There shall be
Perpetual amity between the United States
anI4d the King of the Hawaiian Islands, etc."

That treaty was supplemented by a treaty
in 1875, which extended reciprocal arrange-
Inents and specified certain articles of com-
rIerce which should be admitted free by both
countries for seven years, terminable there-
after on notice. Then the treaty of 1884
extended the term of the treaty of 1876 for
seven years more, terminable thereafter on
one year's notice, and the exclusive right was
granted in 1884 to enter Pearl Harbour and
mfaintain there a coaling and repair station
during the existence of the treaty. Now
these. are the treaties which have been
eltered into between the United States and
the Government of the Hawaiian Islands. I
quote this, hon. gentlemen, in order to show
8o far as the present condition and so far as
the present change of governmentin Honolulu
'8 concerned that that treaty is being broken
by a revolution, no doubt brought about for
the purpose of annexing those Islands to
the United States. Now, the treaty that
Great Britain had with the Hawaiian
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Islands which was negotiated in 1851 exists
still to-day and has been in force since 1851.
I quote the first two articles.

Art. 1. There shall be perpetual friendship be-
tween Her Majesty, the Queen of the United King-
doin of Great Britain and Ireland, lier heirs and
successors, and the King of the Hawaiian Islands,
his heirs and successors, and between their respec-
tive subjects.

2. There shall be, between all the Dominions of
Her Britannic Majesty and the Hawaiian Islands,
a reciprocal freedon of commerce. The subjects
of each of the two contracting parties, respectively,
shall have liberty freely and securely to cone,
with their ships and cargoes, to all places, ports
and rivers in the territories of the other, where
trade with other nations Is permitted ; they may
remain and reside in any part of the said territories
respectively, and hire and occupy houses and ware-
houses ; and may trade by wholesale or retail, in
all kinds of produce, manufactures and merchan.
dise of lawful commerce, enjoying the same ex-
emptions and privileges as native subjects, and
subject always to the saine laws and established
customs as native subjects.

In like manner the ships of war of each contract-
ing party, respectively, shall have liberty to enter
into ail harbours, rivers, and places within the ter-
ritories of the other, to 'wbich the ships of war of
other nations, are, or may be, permitted to come,
to anchor there, and to remain and refit ; subject
always to the laws and regulations of the two
countries respectively.

The stipulations of this Article do not apply to
the coasting trade, which each contracting party
reserves to itself, respectively, and shall regulate
according to its own laws.

Now, hon. gentlemen will see by article 2
the interest which the people of Canada
have in the maintenance of that treaty with
the Government of the Hawaiian Islands.
In 1851 that treaty was entered into by
Great Britain for herself and the whole of
her dominions, and in the event of any
change taking place in the foreign relations
of these islands that treaty would become
null and void, and the protection it afforded
to the commerce of Canada between our
ports and Australia and New Zealand would
be to that extent threatened. It might be
threatened for the reason that we are compet-
ing with the people of the United States
for the ocean trafic on the Pacifie; we
are competing for the trade to Australia,
working together under the British consti-
tution. The fact is, if these islands were
annexed under the constitution of the United
States they would be admitted to statehood
and would possess sovereign powers. Those
are powers outside of the national will of the
Government of the United States and if the
Government of the Hawaiian Islands should
come under the influence of American
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citizens in those islands, that influence might
be used to the detriment of Canadian compe-
tition in the Pacific Ocean for trade within
the bounds of the British Empire, for
trade with Australia, New Zealand, or
colonial ports in China. If we have
any hope or ambition to extend our com-
merce beyond the limits of Canada by
adopting a different commercial policy, a
policy of free trade such as has developed the
commerce of Great Britain, it seems that we
should look upon the loss of an independent
station or port of the importance this is with
the most jealous eye and jealous care in order
to protect the commerce of Canada whatever
it may grow to. Now, hon. gentlemen, I
wish to point out that this movement for
annexation has been very largely brought
about in consequence of the policy of the
United States with regard to the reciprocal
arrangements as to sugar duties. Hon.
gentlemen will recollect that under the
McKinley Bill in 1890 the duty was taken
off sugar. In 1876 a treaty was entered into
between the Government of the Hawaiian
Islands and the United States for the pur-
pose of admitting sugar free into the United
States on reciprocal terms. That arrange-
ment was made and the people of the Sand-
wich Islands had the right to send sugar to
the United States upon more favourable
terms than other sugar-producing countries.
American planters went in there, and that
developed the growth of sugar in those
islands and increased the production to a
very great extent, reaching in the present
day to about 130,000 tons. The reciprocal
treaties negotiated un<fer the McKinley Bill
first of all threw open to the world the right
to sell sugar in the United States market and
then again restricted it to those countries
that entered into reciprocity treaties. This
led to the negotiation of treaties with Brazil,
San Domingo, Spain, etc., and all the sugar-
producing countries : it made however,
those concessions which were obtained in
1876, and renewed again in 1884, of no
value to the Hawaiian Islands; in order to
protect her own citizens from the cheapening
of the cost of producing sugar by drawing,
all the sugar-producing countries to the
United States to sell their sugar, which
brought down the price to a very great ex-
tent, and in order to protect their own
citizens, they gave a sugar bounty of two
cents a pound on all sugar produced in the
Ulnited States. This I have no doubt is one

of the leading causes that brought about the
revolution in the Hawaiian Islands, for the
purpose of bringing those islands into the
boundaries of the United States, and by an-
nexation to the United States obtaining two
cents per lb. of sugar bounties under the
McKinley Bill. Itwould have cost$6,000,00 0

to do that. That would be the price the
people of the United States would have to
pay if they brought those islands in under
the treaty by annèxation: that is what it
would be worth to sugarinterestsin the islands.
The same influence is no doubt operating
in Cuba and San Domingo to-day. Under
the McKinley Act a reciprocity treaty has
been negotiated with all the sugar producing
countries, and it is quite possible that the
same influences which were used to bring
about a change in the Gvernment of the
Sandwich Islands, may be used to bring
about a change in some of those West
India Islands with all the trade restrictions
of the present commercial policy of the
United States. Whatever the cause has
been there is the fact that we have to look
at ; there is the influence that has been
bringing about the change in those islands
in the Pacific Ocean taking from the people
of Canada and Great Britain the advan-
tages they possessed under the treaties to
which I have already referred and putting
those islands under the control of a people
who may be disposed to restrict and thwart
the competition of Canada on the Pacific
highway. When you realize that those
islands in that vast expanse of ocean some
five or six thousand miles wide, are the
only places where a ship can call to get coal
or for repairs or anything else, it brings
forcibly to our attention the necessity for
looking this matter straight in the face,
and judging whether it is not wise for our
Government to press on the attention of
the Imperial authorities the condition of
affairs as they exist to-day. I should be
the last to advocate any interposition that
might interfere with a more beneficent state
of civilization on any islands, but at the
same time when a change is being sought
for, now is the time to express ourselves
and point out our interests in the matter
to the Imperial Government which con-
trols and protects our international inte-
rests. I should like to quote one or twO
statements from a book that I have here
written by Captain Mahan of the United
States Navy. It is entitled " The Influ-
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ence of Sea Power on History." He opens
his work in the first chapter by saying:-

The first and most obvious light in which the sea
presents itself f rom the political and social point
of view is that of a great highw4y ; or better,
perhaps, of a wide common, over which men may
pass in all directions, but on which some well-worn
paths show that controlling reasons have led them
to choose certain lines of travel rather than others.
These lines of travel are called trade routes ; and
the reasons which have determined them are to be
sought in the history of the world.

Notwithstanding all the familiar and unfamiliar
dangers of the sea, both travel and traffic by water
have always been easier and cheaper than by land.
The commercial greatness of Holland was due not
only to lier shipping at sea, but also to the nuine-
rous tranquil water-ways which gave such cheap
and easy access to ber own interior and to that of
Qermany.

This is the view of a prominent naval
officer of the United States-that the sea is
a common open to the trade of the world.
It should be our policy to preserve that
common free and independent for Canadian
and British commerce, f ree and independent
for the commerce of the world, and not allow
any portion of it to be barred against the
free developement of the trade of the empire.
I would again quote from an article in " The
Forum " by the same naval officer, Captain
Mahan, who is evidently a very intelligent
and distinguished gentleman. Referring to
the Hawaiian Islands, he says:-

To have a. central position such as this, and to
be alone, having no rival and admitting no alter-
native throughout an extensive tract, are condi-
tions that at once fix the attention of the strate-
gist-it may be added of the statesmen of commerce
likewise.

You can see what great importance he,
as a naval officer, and professional man,
attaches to these islands in the Pacific
Ocean and the same arguments that he is
advancing there for their acquisition by the
United States are arguments for the people
of Canada to maintain the independence of
those Islands or at all events to maintain a
Port of call for Canadian vessels on that
highway. Here is another quotation of
Captain Mahan's in the article in the Forum
I referred to as follows :

How much poorer would the world have been
had Englishmen heeded the cautious hesitancy that
now bids us reject every advance beyond our shore-
lines ! And can any one doubt that a cordial, if
uniformulated, understanding between the two chief
states of English tradition, to spread freely,
Withoiit mutual jealousy and in mutual support,
Would greatly increase the world's sum of happi-
neas ?

I consider that, approached in that spirit,
the annexation of those Islands would pro-
bably lose a great deal of the danger that
we have to fear in their acquisition by the
United States but, as I said before, unfortu-
nately when those Islands come under the
Government of the United States we are
then liable to be thwarted in our competition

by many means weIl known to steam-ship
companies or sugar interests or other corpo-
rations who have their individual or perso-
nal interests in view, and are not controlled
as others states would be nearer home. We
have an instance of that in the Behring Sea
arbitration now going on. That arbitration
is the result of an effort on the part of those
who conduct sealing operations as a corpora-
tion in the Behring Sea to restrict Canadian
competition in catching seals on the high
seas. So that if we want to avoid difficul-
ties such as have led to this very arbitration,
we should, before those islands have lost
their independence and have become a
portion of the Pnited States, protect
our interests in order that a port of call may
be insured to us. We all know that Great
Britain is slow to move where the interests
of the UnitedStates are concerned. Weare so
closely identified with one another and have
so much in common that where the interests
of the United States are concerned Great
Britain is far more slow to move than if
another foreign nation were taking the same
steps. More than that, the Sandwich
Islands do not possess to the people of Great
Britain the same importance that they pos-
sess to the people of Canada. Except com-
ing up from Cape Horn or going backwards
and forwards between the port now used by
the railway across the Isthmus of Panama,
and the China and Japan Seas, England
does not attach as much importance to the
Sandwich Islands as to the Suez Canal or
other eastern channels of commerce which
guard Imperial interests on their route, but
in Canada, if we want to develop trade with
Australia and closely ally ourselves by cable
or a steam-ship company with that great con-
tinent and develop our trade in that direc-
tion, it can only be done by having an inde-
pendent position in those Islands, in the
event of their passing under the control of
the United States Government, in order to
develop our own interests and our own in-
dustries by the competition which the ocean
traffic of the Pacific affords. I may say that
so far as the present is concerned, as the
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hon. member from Halifax has already stated,
that treaty has been withdrawn by the
President. It has been followed by a Com-
mission which has been sent by the United
States Government to Honolulu in order to
inquire into the conditions which brought
about the revolution there and caused the
American flag to be hoisted over the Gov-
ernment buildings of those Islands, with, no
doubt, the propriety of taking down the
American flag and leaving those Islands
free and independent until, at all events,
they have become satisfied that by a vote of
the people, uninfluenced by any foreign power
they desire that annexation should be carried
out. I think, that under all the circum-
stances of the case and seeing the importance
that those islands are to the people of Can-
ada, solitary beacons in that vast expanse of
3,000 miles with not a single island of any
description between them and our ports in
British Columbia, it becomes the imperative
duty of the Government to represent to the
Imperial Government who control the inter-
national relations of the Empire, what the
interests of Canada are in the matter.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--I hope the
conímittee now appointed on the rules of the
House will so define the rights of members
of this body about asking questions as to
forbid debates on inquiries. We know in
the House of Commons a member may
simply ask a question, hardly being allowed
to make an explanation. That was the rule
adopted in this House, but unfortunately
it has not been strictly compliéd with, and
now a member can put a question on the
paper, presumably for the simple purpose of
eliciting an answer, and spring a debate on
the subject to which it refers. No doubt I
am now transgressing the rule myself in
making these remarks, but we have it on the
authority of the hon. member from Rich-
mond that great latitude should be allowed
to members asking questions. That latitude
has, however, been extended further than is
reasonable. I am not sorry that my hon.
friend has opened up this question. I was
going to ask-cui bono-what good it
would do, but after all it nay lead to
beneficial results. ýhe Minister of Trade
and Commerce cannot have his eyes shut
to the importance of keeping Honolulu
or Pearl Harbour open as a port of call for
our vessels on the Pacific Ocean. The
.subject is one of growing importance. Our

trade on the Pacific is yet in its infancy.
Ere long we may reasonably expect that we
will exchange products with our sister colo-
nies in Australasia. On that vast expanse
of ocean, there is but one group of islands
where our vessels could find a port of call,
north of the equator. If those islands are
to be annexed by the United States, it
should be well understood that it is done
with the concurrence of the people of
Hawaiia. The whole subject of the recent
revolution is being investigated by a Com-
mission sent fron the United States, but it
should be borne in mind that we also have
large interests in those Islands. We have
about 1,500 of a population there, while the
United States have about 2,000. There are
some 15,000 Chinese some 13,000 Japanese
and some 8 or 10,000 Portugese. The assi-
milation of such a mixed population is a
greater contract, I should think, than the
United States would care to undertake. As
an hon. gentleman remarked, when England
assumes the protection or the possession of
any Island, it has always been open as a
port of call for the whole world, but that is
not always the case when important islands
fall into the hands of foreign nations. I am
quite sure that our Minister of Trade and
Commerce is alive to the interests of the
country, as he and the Government always
are, and that he has already represented to
the British Government the deep and growing
interest that Canada, has in maintaining
the independence of the Hawaiian Kingdom.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) I do
not think it would be proper for this House
to deal with a purely Imperial question. The
hon. gentleman who asked the question has
advised the Government to press this matter
on the attention of the Imperial authorities.
How can our Government do so? They
know little or nothing about it ; they have
no agent in the country. We have no trade,
at present, with those Islands. They lie
3,000 miles from the coast of British Co-
lumbia. At one time we had a trade, but
the treaty of 1875 giving reciprocal trade
with the United States shut us out. In
former years we used to get sugar, salt and
molasses from the Sandwich Islands. NoW
we do not get a ton of freight from there in
a year. They used to take our timber, fish
and products of that kind, and we had &
large market there for salt salmon. That
was all cut off by the treaty with the UJnited
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States in 1875. If there was a treaty in
1851 with England tlat gave us equal rights
With our neighbours in that market, how is
it that she bas allowed that treaty to be over-
ridden by the United States treaty as it has
been? Now, with regard to England's connec-
tion with those islands, for the last 100 years
she has had ships of war in those waters.
She has a consul-general, admirals, captains
-officers of intelligence, at those Islands,
and yet in the face of all that, no attempt
has been made by the m>ther country to
Prevent the annexation of those islands by
the United States. I cannot understand
their allowing this to go on without a pro-
test. By right of discovery if any power
should claim the group England should have
them. Capt. Cooke discovered them in 1777.
Britain ought to have a larger interest in
the islands than the United States have,
but for all that, there is not a hand moved
by the Imperial Government in this matter.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is what I
Want them to do.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD-We cannot
do it. If they are satisfied with the present
Condition of things, we nust be satisfied. It
Would almost amount to presumption if we
Weretooffer advice tothe Government of Eng-
land about the ownership of a group of islands
lying3,000 milesfrom our shores. Although
Eingland discovered those Islandsandhad this
Connection with them all those years, yet
the Americans made the trade of those
i8lands with their whaling fleets. About 50
Years ago there were few white people on the
islands and little or no trade. The whaling
fleets going up to the Arctic Ocean wintered
0 1n the islands and supplies of all kinds,
causing merchants to embark in trade and
commence business there. Banks had to be
oPened as ships drew bills on different places
and this built up Honolulu. I have visited
those islands. They are very beautiful,
the soil is rich and the climate salubrious ;
Whatever country gets them will secure a
rich prize. The exports of those islands
amounted to about fourteen millions of
dollars last year. The imports were small,
arnounting to only about five millions. The
Population numbers about 87,000. At Ho-
nlolulu there are several churches, and there
are 168 schools on the islands attended by
10,000 pupils. Altogether there are thirteen
'slands eight of which are inhabited-five

are small and not inhabited. Honolulu is
in a highly civilized condition. They have
electric lights and tramways. I cannot see
that this Governmnent can make any move
whatever in the matter. We have lost our
trade through the treaty of 1875 with the
United States, who will continue to hold it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Although slightly
out of order, I am disposed to say a word or
two in response to a remark made by the
hon. gentleman from British Columbia. The
hon. gentleman appears to regret, as did the
gentleman who asked the question, that
England had not taken more decided action
in connection with the Sandwich Islands.
I am glad to see that England is beginning
to be a good deal shrewder than she bas
been in the past. If England had expressed
any strong objection to the probable annexa-
tion of these islands to the United States,
the treaty which President Harrison sub-
mitted to the Senate of the United States,
I have no doubt would have been ratified,
and the Sandwich Islands would have been
part of the great republic by this time. It
is England's refusai to express any opinion
on the matter at all that bas left matters as
they are and bas given a chance for the
sober second thought of the people
of the United States, to realize that
the Sandwich Islands would be a sort of
white elephant which they are better with-
out.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-In reply to the
question put by the hon. gentleman from
Marquette, I can only repeat what was
stated in the House of Commons by the
First Minister (Sir John Thompson) when a
somewhab similar question, without debate,
was put to him by one of the meibers of
that body. That is, that the Government
has not directly had any negotiations with
tie Imperial Government upon the question
of the annexation of the Hawaiian Islands to
the United States. They have had corres-
pondence, however, in reference to the cable
which has been advocated for some time
past, to get authority to land upon those
shores wires in making direct cable connec-
tion between British Columbia and Aus-
tralia. That is the extent to which the
correspondence has gone at the present
moment. I shall, however, not fail to for-
ward, through our High Commissioner, a
copy of the debate which has taken place
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here to-day. Although this country is to a
very great extent interested in obtaining a
coaling station should the islands be annexed
to any foreign power, I confess I am fully in
accord with the remarks made by the hon.
gentleman from Halifax. It is question-
able, in my mind, whether this debate will
not to a very great extent influence some
United States statesman in endeavouring, if
possible, to get possession of those islands.
They may come to the conclusion that they
are of such great importance to Canada that
they had better deprive us of any privileges
and destroy our trade, if possible, in the
future, should we attempt to have
direct communication between British
Columbia and Australia. However, it has
been pointed out that the present administra-
tion in the United States decline to even
justify, let alone ratify, the action of their
representative at Honolulu. I could not
help smiling, however, when ny hon. friend
from Marquette said that, if we would
adopt that free trade policy, of which he is
such an ardent admirer, in this country and
which has developed to such a great extent
the trade of Great Britain, we should
derive equal advantages therefrom. He
followed that immediately with the decla-
ration that all these difficulties which have
presented themselves to his mind have arisen
on account of the partial free trade policy
adopted by the United States. The fact
that they put sugar on the free list, which
would give to the planters and shippers of
raw sugar on these islands some $6,000,000
were they part and parcel of the United
States, is the cause of the difliculties that have
arisen in that couîtry, so that if Canada is
to be punished and we are to suffer either in
our trade or by any other means, it is just
on account of the free trade policy which has
been adopted so far as it affects sugar, with
the additional bounty which they propose to
give to the planters who raise sugar in that
country. That is one question that is inci-
dent to the whole trade policy of the coun-
try. It was absolutely necessary to the
United States, if they did not desire to des-
troy the whole planting industry in that
country, to adopt a system of bounty, which
led the thirteen or fourteen hundred Ame-
ricana who now inhabit those islands to
create a revolution and endeavour to have
the group annexed to the United States
that they might profit by the 2 cents a
pound additional. I congratulate the hon.

gentleman on answering himself on most
occasions when he advocates that free trade
nostrum of which he is so particularly fond.
I may add, from the present aspect of poli-
tical affairs in the United States, it is not
likely that they will push the annexation
of that country. If they do, I am quite con-
vinced that Great Britain, if she has not
lost her cunning, will look after her own
interests and ours also.

SPEAKER OF THE SENATE BILL.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

The order of the day being called-

Resuiming the adjourned debate on the motion of
the Hon. Mr. Angers for the second reading of Bill
(N) "An Act - respecting the Speaker of the
Senate."

Hon. Mr. VIDAL said:-I trust that it
will not be considered presumptuous for mue
as a layman to express the views which I
hold with reference to this important matter
which is under the consideration of the
House. I fully agree with the statenents
of my hon. friend beside nie that it is a very
important question, although I look at it
perhaps from a different point of view. I
think it is exceedingly desirable that the
matter should be very fully discussed, and
the Senate should have every opportunity of
hearing what can be advanced on either side
in order that they may arrive at a safe and
wise conclusion. We have had the very
great advantage of having fron eminent
jurists an opinion expressed on both sides of
the question. On the part of the hon. intro-
ducer of the Bill, the Minister of Agriculture,
and on the part of the hon. member froml
Amherst, we have had placed before us very
good and sufficient reasons why the Billshould
be accepted by the House and should now have
its second reading,and we have also had in the
lucid and exhaustive remarksof my hon. friend
beside me the utmost that could be said
against the Bill being adopted by the House.
It would really seem as if it were trespass-
ing on the time and patience of the House
for one like myself, a layman, to occupy anY
time with remarks upon it, but I trust the
House will excuse me for expressing 1Y
opinions; and Ithink perhaps myobservations
may be interesting, if not of so great value
as those coming from men experienced in
legal questions. Now, I differ very much
from my hon. f riend beside me as to the con-
clusions at which he arrives, from the pre-
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mfises which he has given to us. With most
Of the stateients which he bas made as to
actual facts and* occurrences I fully concur,
but I do not agree with the inferences and
conclusions which he bas drawn from those
statements. For convenience in discussion
I might divide my remarks into three heads,
thus giving three reasons why I think the
Bill is a desirable Bill to be adopted by the
Ilouse. I would say in the first instance
I think that we have the right to pass it
from the inherent power which the House
Possesses to preserve its own existence. Then
again from the authority given by the
Original British North America Act. Again
in 1875, by the ainendment of the l8th
section of the original Act-a threefold cord,
-and in my judgment any one of these rea-
sons would be sufficient to justify the House
in adopting the Bill which bas been presented
to us.

lion. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Hear, hear.

lon. Mr. VIDAL-As to the inconve-
fience which my hon. friend has mentioned ;
I believe there is a very general agreement
in the House, as to the inconvenience of
Our present position in this matter. I do
nlot myself think inconvenience is a
sufficiently strong word : I think it is an
exceedingly awkward and dangerous position
'e are in with reference to it, inasmuch as
1ile are exposed, as the hon. Minister of
Agriculture clearly showed in the few
renarks he made on introducing the Bill,
not merely to a slight inconvenience, but to
risking the stopping perhaps of very impor-
tant business which might be requiring the
attention of the House : so that the interests
Of the country might very seriously suffer :
and I think in this point of view it is ex-
ceedingly desirable that the evil should be
examined into without delay and the best
Possible remedy applied to it. Now, with
reference to the inherent power which -I

laimu we possess, I may say in the first in-
stance that while my hon. friend beside me
drew a marked distinction between the
Power conferred by special acts or given by
8Pecial aùtthority, and this inherent power,
't Struck me that, after having very fully
expatiated upon it, he in the concluding
remiarks which he made with reference to it,
"eallY set aside and counteracted every
thing which he had said before in reference
to it : because it will be remembered in

giving his final illustration with respect to
it, lie took the House of Lords as the ex-
ample which we were to follow as far as we
could. While he showed to us very properly
and. clearly that the appointment of the
Speaker of that House, the Chancellor, and also
of three or four deputy-speakers was made
by the Crown, lie went on to show to us
that, in the event of it so happening that
neither the Chancellor nor any one of the
four deputies was present, the House had an
inherent right to put one of its members in
the Chair and go on with the business of the
House. Now that appeared to me to be
a giving up of the whole question. In the
very instance which he gave there was,
evidently, the inherent right, in the absence
of any special provision, to take the step as
necessary for the very preservation of the
House and the carrying on of its business.
Now, I think we have shown that we in this
country have, though not professedly, yet
actually, recognized the existence of that
principle in the action which has been taken
by this House and Parliament on former
occasions. We have had the instances
mentioned here which occurred several times
in reference to our Speaker, when he from
some cause or another was unable to occupy
the chair and the business of the House was
interfered with. It lias been spoken of as
though the selecting of a person to occupy the
Chair temporarily, and not to enter upon any
real business in the House, was a different
thing from the point which is nowbefore us, of
officially electing a man to represent the
Speaker and investing him with the Speaker's
powers, privileges and authority. I cannot
myself see any difference. The very fact
that thit House when it has met underthose
circumstances, without a Speaker, has chosen
one of its members to occupy that Chair is to
me sufficient to show that it bas recog-
nized that it had an inherent power to pre-
serve its own existence, and in this way to
prolong it and fit it for duty. It does not
matter how much or how little business was
done by it. Universal consent does not
touch the question. I hold that in these
cases there was the universal recognition by
the House of the fact that it had this inhe-
rent power to appoint a temporary Speaker:
when it appointed a person to that position
it might be well understood by all parties
that no business would be gone on with, but
simply to allow a motion for adjournment;
but I should like to know when a person is
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called to the Chair whether it is possible to
limit his acts.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Oh, yes.

Hon. Mr. VIDAI-He is there to dis-
charge all the duties of that Chair, and if he
were not vested with that power, he could
not put a motion to adjourn. The very fact
that he has the power to put a motion to the
House shows that the House has the inhe-
rent power to continue its existence by put-
ting a person in the Chair when by any
accident that Chair might be vacant. I
think the action this House has taken on
former occasions shows that we really in our
inner consciousness, recoguize that we had
the power and that we really didexercise that
power on these several occasions when the
temporary Speaker was appointed. Now
with reference to the example which we have
in the House of Commons' action on that
point, we know that they act in one sense
upon a more specific authority then we do,
but at the saine time the principle is recog-
nized there, and their action, if it is looked
into, will be seen to justify the action now
proposed to be taken here. However, I
shall come to that when I speak of the
power which I conceive is conferred upon us
by the very statutes which are quoted as
limiting our power and preventing us fron
taking this step. I would first refer to the
action of the House of Commons in 1885.
I do this as an illustration of the principle
which I announced of the House hav-
ing an inherent power beyond that con-
ferred upon it by the British North America
Act. Now, the original British North
America Act, as will be found by reference
to section 47, made provision for the House
of Commnons to meet an emergency of this
kind, until the Parliament of Canada other-
wise provided, in case of the absence of the
Speaker for a period of forty-eight consecu-
tive hours: the House may elect any of its
members to act as Speaker, and that acting
Speaker shall have power, &c. Now, in
1885, the House of Commons took action,
but did they confine themselves to the speci-
fic provisions of this clause ? They went on
beyond it; they assumed a power and exer-
cised an authority which was not conferred
upon them in this clause: for here it is the
House that is empowered to choose one of
its members to occupy that position ? Turn
for a moment to the Act passed in 1885 by

the House of Commons, and you will find
they did not consider themselves bound by
that provision. What did they enact there ?
That whenever the Speaker of the House of
Commons from illness or other cause finds it
necessary to leave the Chair during any part
of the sittings on any day, he may call upon
the Chairman of Committees, or in his
absence upon any meiber of the House of
Commons to take the Chair. Now what
more would hon. gentlemen require than
that ? Does that not show that the House
of Commons, or rather Parliament, for we
are partly the makers of that law, it wasnot
the House of Commons only; it was the
Parlianient of Canada that so acted, and
although the power was actually restricted
to the House appointing a person to fill the
vacancy, we the Canadian Parliament en-
acted that the Speaker should have the
power to call upon the Deputy-Speaker or
any other member in his absence to fill the
Chair. Can there be a clearer case produced
thanthis to prove that we notonly possess,but
have exercised the power to fill a vacancy of
this kind : and hon. gentlemen must see that
the possession of this inherent power is actu:
allv necessary for our very existence as a
Senate or deliberative body. We must have
it. We have exercised it by acting as
though it had been conferred upon us by
statute. Now passing to the second point-
although I think the first one is sufficient to
justify the present course,--passing to the
second point that the British North America
Act gave the power, I am merelv repeating
an argument which has been strongly and
unanswerablv advanced bv the Minister of
Agriculture in introducing the Bill; that in
the 91.st section of that Act we find these
words " it shall be lawful for the Queen by
and with the advice and consent of the
Senate and House of Commons to make laws
for the peace, order and good government of
Canada." Now that covers a good deal of
the ground. You see what the Act further
says, it goes on to say " in relation to all
matters." Surely that covers a -wide field-
in relation to ail matters, with only this
exception, matters which are by this saie
Act exclusively given to the provincial
legislatures. That is the only exception.
All matters except those which are by this
Act exclusivelv given to the Provincial
Legislatures mav therefore be acted upon by
the Parliament of Canada. Bear that in
mind-to make laws-it is to be done by
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statute-to make laws for the peace, order
an1d good government in relation to all
natters not coming within the class of sùb-
Jeets by this Act assigned exclusivelv to the
Legislatures of the Provinces. Now I hold
that it cannot be denied that this specific Act
which we propose to authorize to be done by
the Bill now before us, is just one of those
Which must be included in the " all matters
1lecessary to the order and good governnent of
the country ;" and therefore, under that
Section, I believe we clearly have the power
tO do it. I am quite well aware that the
argument bas been advanced that' the law
was passed in 1867, and it bas not been
recognized that it gave this power by the
ý1inisters of Justice and members of Parha-
Tent. It seems to have been lost sight of,
but I cannot help that; it was there and
Tight have been acted upon. Many of you
Will remember that I have for some years
frequently spoken privately with reference
tO this very matter, and contended that we
Ought to take some step with reference to
iaking provision for such a contingency as
nlight arise; but J have always felt that
U'nder the circumstances, knowing that I
cOuld not claim any great acquaintance with
legal matters, and, having opposed to me
the opinions of the best and highest legal
authorities in this House, I always• felt it
"las right and proper that I should not urge
n1y views about it. I never had an oppor-
tunity of speaking on this subject to the
'l'ouse when in session; but when I have
the countenance, as at present, of some of
the Inost eminent legal gentlemen in the
%oultry, I am the more emboldened to
sPeak my views on the subject. So much
for the British North America Act of 1867.
NOW, the Imperial Act of 1875 bas also, I
think, a very direct bearing upon this ques-

n and it is well that we should see what
's given in the preamble, the "whereas," as
the reason for the Act being passed. This
18 the Imperial Act, chapter 38-39 Vic.,
knIown as the Parliamentary Act of 1875, of
Great Britain. We find in that Act:-

tAud whereas doubts have arisen with regard to
the Power of defining by an Act of the Parliament

Canada in pursuance of the said section, the said
Privileges, powers or immunities; and it is ex-
Pedient to remove such douhts, &c.

-And therefore to quiet these -doubts and
rnake sure that the Parliament of Canada
had power to define and say what were the
Privileges, powers and immunities of the two

bouses, the Parliament of Canada has been
given specific power to do this. We find
the following in the enacting clause. I will
not read all the words, simply the sub-
stance :-

That the privileges, immunities and powers to
be held and enjoyed by the Senate shall be such as
from tiie to time are detined by Act of Parliament
of Canada. The powers-whatever powers there
are--are to be defined by Act of Parliament of
Canada, and the oiy restriction as to the himit of
power conferred by such Act or to the extent to
which this privilege or power inay be exercised, is
that it shal inot confer any privileges, inimunities
or powers exceeding those at the passing of such
Act held by the Coinnons House of Parhiament of
Great Britain.

There is the only limitation. The Par-
liament of Canada may define, may say what
are the powers of the House. Clearly and
distnctly the only limitation is that thev
shall not exceed the powers enjoyed by the
Commons House of Parliament of Great
Britain. Can hon. gentlemen venture to
say that at that time or that at any time
the House of Commons of Great Britain had
never the right to call a member to the Chair,
in the absence of the Speaker. It bas always
enjoyed the right and maintained the right
the inalienable right inherent in it, and there-
fore, I consider that this Act rightly under-
stood, passed for the very purpose of defining
in an unmistakable manner the extent of
the powers which we enjoy as a branch of
the Legislature, clearly and distinctly shows
that we have the power by the Act of our
Parhiament to define these powers, and that
the only limit is that they shall not exceed
those powers possessed in the Commons
House of Parliament at that time.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN.-Has it power to (o
anything else ?

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Yes, but not as to
certain things which are specified in the
Act; it would not have the power to elect
its own Speaker': that is clearly the prero-
gative of the Crown, and I am quite sure in
any interpretation of the law, that item
would be held to be outside the powers given
to the Parliament of Canada which I have
referred to and quoted. I think either of
the three sources mentioned would give suffi-
cient authority for taking the step now pro-
posed to be taken in the Bill now before
us for its second reading. My hon. friend
remarks as to the necessity or desirability of
not hurrying this matter, considering it care-
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fully, taking a great deal of time over it, that certainly not seek to encroach upon that
there was no urgency about it. I differ from prerogative in the least. 1 think it is
this view to some extent. I think the ques- essential to the stability of our Governmeft
tion has been before us for a long time, and and the well being of our people that the
we have often thouglit of it and considered prerogative should be maintained and fot
it, and therefore as a matter of time for con- encroached upon. Now, we will suppose the
sideration, I do not think it needed it. But bil receives the sanction of lis ExcelenCY
then it struck me with respect to this ques- the Governor-General, it has stili another
tion of urgency that this is a very appro- ordeal: there is stili the power of the home
priate time to do it. t is urgenit that it Government to veto it.
should be done at once: and why a We are
approaching the end of the session. We haven Hon. Mr. GOWAN-No, disalow it.
every reason to expect ascnd sincerely hope
that our Hon. Speaker will hold this posi- Hon. Mr. -IDAL-To disalow it; SO
tion for the remainidg time that we wi:l be that it would go home to the old country and
here: but if we pass this Bi it does not be- the Crown lawyers, men of the highest legal
coue law until it receives the assent of the position in the Empire, arould have an oppor
House of Cominons and the assent of is tunity of forming a judgment upon it. If it
Excelency representing the Queen : and was found to be an encroachment upon the
therefore it does not coe into any imme- privileges of the Crown it would be sîmpY
diate operation. J may mention the ordeals disallowed an there would be an end of it
throug which it has to pass. Lit is well and no harm would be one; whereas if W
to bear this i ii vsd. After passing the do noV pass the Bil, I think it is generallY
Ordeal iii this Huse of a searching in- admitted, sornething should be done ini
vestigation and severe co aents, it has order to get rid of this difficulty in which
Vo go through the ordeal of its passage we are placed in this atter, and that if we
through the House of Commons. There are do noV adopt this plan some other cours
einient Iawyers there, men weIl acquainted must be pursued. 0f course we know that
with the Acts I have referred to, and the by address to the Crown there might be al'
principles upon which the government of alteration in the Imperial Act obtained, if
the country is conducted, and if it is found requir, but contending as I do that the
there thiat we have passed a Bi g which they British North America Act has given Vo this

hink is exceedin the powers of Parliament Pariament the ful authority and ful power
Vo pass, it would be rejected there, and there twice repeated in the Act, o make the pro
would be an end of it; but supposing-which visions embodied in this Bull, I think we
1 think is very ikely-that they would should e perfectly justified i giving the
recogmize the reasonableness of the action Bill its second reading. If hon. gent
which is proposed Vo be taken, even then it men refer Vo the Act of 1885, providing for
is not law until is Excellency the Governor- the temporary absence of the Speaker of the
General, has assented Vo it, and this, in my House of Commons it will be oserved thae
ju(lgent-I mtay be wrong-would be one it is as similar iii its ters Vo the present
of the cases, if hie had any doubts i his Bill as the circumstances in the character
own med about its encroachieg on the pre- of the two houses will admit. Lt has jUlý
rogative of the Crown, which hie could pith the saine provision that the Speaker aY
the uttost propriety withhold his assent ca upon a menber Vo occupy his position il,
from, until he could communicate with the the event of his absence for a short time, Or,
home authorities and ascertain their view in the event of his not coiing Vo the bouSe,
with respect Vo it ; and therefore, J see no being detained by a snow-storm or other
harm in our pasing this bild in the fear of cause, that on the clerk notifying the House,
ia encroaching on the prerogative of the they would have the opportunity of fiig
Crown. o think the prerogative of the Crown the Chair for the time being, and at the safih
would be sufficiently guarded by the course time it is of course necessary that a pers0!'
which would have Vo be followed. Adlow me occupying for a tise the position of Speaker
to say I share most fumly with my hon. friend should be vested with power and authoritY
besida me in the appreciation of the advant- Vo act as Speaker, and that acts done by hin'
ages and privileges of the Crown possessing should be thus made vaid and binding
the prerogative which it does, and I would otherwise a question might arise as o thir
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heing strictly in accordance with the law.
I think, therefore, that we cannot do better
than give the Bill its second reading. I have
110 doubt the discussion will be further pro-
olonged and more light thrown upon it, but
having taken the opportunity to put before
the House the opinion a layman forms on
the matter, I leave it with the House to,
forim their judgment, hoping that the Bill
will meet with approval.

Ilon. Mr. ALLAN-There are so very
1any important and complex considerations

eoInected with the subject matter of the bill
1 ow before the House that I find it extremely
difficult to form a satisfactory judgment in

y own mind as to the course which we
Ought to pursue. No one can possibly shut
his eyes to the very great inconveniences
Which has been experienced in the past and
Which may very possibly be experienced
again in the future in consequence of the
'IOuse not having the power to elect a gen-
tienian to fill the chair in the event of any-
thing occurring to the Speaker of the House.
0f course we stand in a different position to,
the House of Commons, where they have a
beputy-Speaker, inasmuch as the ordinary
business of this House is certainly not of
uch a nature and the sittings of the House

are not so prolonged, except perhaps towards
the close of the session, that any gentleman
lr an ordinary state of health would have
ay difficulty in filling the position without
assistance. But apart altogether from any
Suestion of assistance to the Speaker of this

nOuse in presiding over its deliberations we
ýnow that upon several occasions great incon-
l'erience has been experienced in consequence
of the Housenothavingthepowerto appoint a
beputy-Speaker to the Chair in the case of the
lhlness or unavoidable absence of the Speaker
hbnself. These instances have been already
alluded to by gentlemen who have spoken
hefore me and they are no doubt fresh in
the minds of hon. gentlemen to-day. How
Buch occasions may most unexpectedly arise
"a8 brought home to me very strongly in
lIY Own personal experience : It so happened
that during the last year I had the honour
O filling the Speaker's chair, I was

1 ill in the course of the night and
there seemed every probability when the
lrning came that I should not be in a fit

"tate to perform my duties that afternoon.
ent for my medical man and told him that

"Inder any circumstances, he must positively

have me in such a condition that I could
take the Chair at 3 o'clock, and fortunately
for me and the business of the House, he
brought about such a change that I was able
after all to preside. I only give this as an
instance of what may occur to any hon. gen-
tleman who occupies the Chair. Then again,
there are other causes which may occasion
the absence of the Speaker, as serious illness
in his family for instance, such as unfortu-
nately occurred, which I hope may never
occur again, with our present Speaker, for
whom, I am sure, we all felt at the time the
greatest sympathy. It might happen also in
returning after some short adjurnment of
the House, as has happened before this, that
the Speaker might be detained unavoidably
by snow-storms or other accidents in the
course of his journey, so that I agree most
thoroughly with all that has been said as to
the great necessity of endeavouring if
possible to find some solution of the difficult
position we may be placed in atany time
under the present condition of things. There
is an old adage, however, about " doing evil
that good may come ;" perhaps it is hardly
one quite applicable in this case, because we
do not desire to do anything that is
morally wrong, but we find ourselves
in' a great difficulty as to how to remedy
the very serious inconveniences which have
arisen and are likely to arise again and again,
and in order to get out of this difficulty we
are asked to assent to legislation which I
think is, at all events, of a very doubtful
character in a constitutional point of view.
Now while I would shelter myself under the
same designation as that which my hon.
friend from Sarnia has applied to himself,
"simple layman" and therefore as one not
quite competent perhaps to pronounce a
very accurate judgement upon such difficult
constitutional points, I would like, with the
permission of the House, to refer to what
has been written upon the subject by a
gentleman to whon we all look I think with
considerable confidence to guide us in every-
thing connected with Parliamentary and
constutional law. I refer to Mr. Bourinot,
the clerk of the other branch of Parliament.
Now my hon. friend opposite has laid. great
stress upon the supposed inherent powers
which he contends this House possesses, and
in regard to which I do not think we stand
at all in the same position as the Parliament
of Great Britain. Let us see what Mr.
Bourinot says on this important point :-
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The Parliament of Canada is not a " constituent" Great Britain and Ireland and by the members
body, having the statutory power to alter its own thereof.
constitution. The legal and constitutional status of Under this statute can the Parliament of Canada
each branch is set forth in the British North Aine- invest the Senate with authority to elect, or other-
rica Act ; the Senate, in the exercise of its powers wise provide for the appointnent of a Deputy-
as a legislative body, must act with the Speaker Speaker ? What are the " powers " possessed bY
in the Chair, as provided by the Act, otherwise its the English House of Commons ? The ' privileges,
acts may be called in question in the courts. immnîunities and powers " in question are certainlY

The Senate has not the powers under the British not those possessed by the House of Commons as
North America Act that are given to the House of a part of a constituent and sovereign body which
Commons, which, by virtue of the 47th section of may alter its own constitution in any respect. It
that Act, has elected a Deputy-Speaker to act was never contenplated under this section, to give
in the " absence, for any reason, of the Speaker the Parliamnent of Canada the power of altering the
from the Chair." It is noteworthy that the origi- constitution of either House in any particular, as
nal Quebec Resolutions appear to have provided respects the number of qualifications of members,
for giving larger power to the lipper House of the or the office of Speaker, for instance. It in clear,
Dominion Parliament (see resolution 15), but when that the meaning of the word " powers " is here
the Act of Union was framed the provision in restricted by the words " privileges " and " immu-
question was not inserted. nities," that the words are eju.«lem generis, and

that the " privileges, immunities and powers
With regard to "the wherent powers ' of mentioned in the original 18th section, and the
the Senate, upon which so much stress has amendment thereof just quoted, refer to the privi-
been laid by previous speakers, let me quote leges of freedom of speech, freedon from arrest On
Bourinot again: civil process during the session, the power of pro-

tecting w.vitnesses, the power of expelling and sus'-
The Senate is a legislative body acting within pending inembers, the power of conmitment and

the limitations of the statute, am has none of the of punishient for contempt and such other " pri'
constitutional and legal functions of the House of vileges, powers and immunities " as are exclusivelY
Lords, which forms part of a constituent body, enjoyed by one branch of the legislature as inherent
hav ing authority to alter the constitution of Parlia- powers and privileges. In electing a DeputY-
ment in any particular. The fact that the House Speaker, the House of Commuons of England found
of Lords lias Deputy-Speakers does not give the it necessary to obtain the authority of a statute tO
Senate any authority to follow their procedure, give validity to all acts done in the absence of the
since the Senate is the creation of a statute and is Speaker, inasmuch as the House doubted its coif-
linited in its powers by an Imperial statute. petency to make the appointment on mnere resolu-

In the constitution of the United States, an tions a Standing Order of its own.
express provision was considered necessary for th, Mr. Bourinot goes on to saappointment of a Senator to act B the absence of
the legally appointed President of that body, who Looking into the principles that generallY
is also Vice-President of the United States. govern the application of the doctrine of "implied

T powers " to a constitution especially as laid doW"Then with regard to the power which the j by Marshall, Cooley and Story-I understand that
Senate may be supposed to possess under the they must be construed in the present case as the
Imperial Statute chapter 38-39th Vie., legis- power of doing simply such acts and employi1g
lation which was passed at that time giving such means as are necessary to the exercise or

other things, with regard to enjoynient of the office of Speaker, ap ointed andpower amongst acting in accordance with Statute. T he " implied
the examination of witnesses under oath be- powers " are those essential to the discharge of the
fore the two Ilouses and their Committees ; duties of the office-the carrying out of the rules
the expressions there " the privileges, im- and usages of Parliament and the assertion an.d

to be held, en ed and execution of the " powers, privileges and immuni7 aa ties" of the House under the law. The appoint'
exercised by the Senate, had been held, I ment of a Deputy-Speaker is not in any waY
think, by my hon. friend f rom Sarnia to give absolutely essential to the due performance of the
the Senate the power to legislate in the office. In all cases " the implication must be

With respect necessary, and not conjectural or argumentative.d
direction of this Bill. r to that It must arise naturaljy from a general power, and
point I would like to quote again what Mr. not be strained to apply to a specific provisiOn'
Bourinot says:- Where " the means for the exercise of a granted

.obepower are granted no other or different means ca,
The privileges, immunities, and powers to be be applied as being more effectual and convenient.

held, enjoyed and exercised by the Senate and by The courts of the United States have in numerOus
the House of Commons, and by the Menbers thereof, cases prohibited legislative interference intended tO
respectively, shall be such as are from time to time add to the conditions or circumstances under which
dehned by the Act of the Parliament of Canada, a constitutional right is exercised. We see in the
but so that 4ny Act of the Parliament of Canada cases of the Speakership of the Commons, and the
defining such privileges, immunities and powers deputy of the Governor-General there are expres
shall not confer any privileges, immunties or powers given to meet certain exigencies.
powers exceeding those at the passing of such Act •h
held, enjoyed and exercised by the Commons There is another consideration whiC
House of Parliament of the United Kingdom of weighs with me very much indeed, it is wit'
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regard to the question of prerogative and the and the question is whether if that be not
fact that our Speaker is appointed by the constitutional and legal we will not run
Queen represented by the Governor-General great risk of our legislation hereafter being
and that by this Bill we will assume the called in question. These are the considera-
right to place the powers exercised by the tions which weigh with me in considering
Speaker who holds his Commission from the this question. I was desirous of saying just
Crown in the hands of one elected by our- these few words in reference to this matter,
selves. On that point, Bourinot says because I find myself placed in an unusual

The Queen, represented by the Governor-Gene- Ir position. As a supporter of the Govern-
The uee, rpreentd b th Goernr-Gne-ment I amn exceedingly unwilling to be founidrai, has, under the Imperial statute or fundamental . e u g e

law of our constitution, the sole right to appoint voting against them, more especially on a
and remove the Speaker of the Senate ; and the difficult question like this on which one may
rlhts of the Crown in this particular cannot be well distrust one's own judgment, but I can-
ten away by mere implication under the 18th n
section of the British North Amnerica Act just dis- not bring my mmd to acquiesce i the views
Cussed. The prerogatives of the Crown can only which have been enunciated either by the
be changed or taken away by express language with Minister of Agriculture, the hon. member
its expressed consent. If the Crown's rights as from Amherst, or the hon. member from
respects this appointment can only be taken away Sarnia. I think we should, at all events,by Imperial legislation-the saine authority that
created the Senate and the Speakership-- then it is pause before we commit ourselves finally to
difficult, if not impossible, to anderstand on what legislation of this kind, great as are the in-
principle any authority can be vested in the Senate conveniences which it seeks to remedy and
by a statute of Canada to elect the Deputy of an I would rather see some dela take lace in
Officer appointed in express terns by the Crown. o ti
It woul(l be a direct interference with the preroga- the passing of the Bill. J quite acknowledge
tive of the Crown. If there is believed to be an that it seems comparatively a small matter
unplied power anywhere, for the appointment of i for us to go to the Imperial Parliament to
a Depuîty, it might be argued that it is in the ask them to ass an Act to lace thematterCrown itself, and assuredly not im the Senate. But
the doctrine of implied powers cannot be applied beyond any doubt and whether it may be
to change a provision of the statute, providing desirable to obtain the opinion from the
expressly for tue appointment of a Speaker, and in Supreme Court as to the legality of such a
the face of the fact that in ail other instances where procedure as this Bill conteznplates is, er-a deputy or admimstrator is required in the s ii onte np at pe-
absence, illness or incapacity of a functionary-a haps, hardly for me to suggest, but at pre-
lieutenant-governor in addition to the cases already sent I can only say with regret that J can
ited-express provision is made in the British not see my way to vote for the Bill as it

North Ainerican Act. now stands.
To ny mind this question of the prerogative
is one of the weightiest considerations which
We nmust take into account when we are con-
sidering whether we are proceeding in a le-
gal and constitutional manner in passing a
Eill for the election of our own Speaker.
With regard to whM has taken place in
the past and which lias been quoted as a
Precedent by some hon. gentlemen, when
under the special circums'ances of the case
in' the absence of the Speaker a member of
the House was called to take the Chair for
the purpose of adjourning the House, there
is certainly no comparison between a pro-
ceeding. of that kind and the placing of a
gentleman in the Chair when the House is
Proceeding with its legislative work. In the
fonrner case a member who was called there
Was simply put there for the purpose of ad-
Journing the House and nothing more. Un-
der this Bill the gentleman who may be put
there as Deputy-Speaker will exercise all the
POwers of the Speaker for the time being,

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think the im-
portance of this question fully justifies the
most ample discussion that we can give it
in this House, and although it is almost im-
possible to avoid repetition of part of what
has fallen from gentlemen who have already
spoken in the course of one's argument, I
take it for granted that the House will treat
indulgently any one who endeavours to
throw light upon this important subject.
There cai be no question at all that the pre-
sent condition in regard to the organization
of the House, so far as the Chair is con-
cerned, is highly unsatisfactory, and that if
we have power to apply a remedy it is most
desirable that we should do so. The several
instances in which difficulties have occurred
in connection with the Chair have been
stated to the House, and I do not intend to
repeat them, because as I have just said
there can be no question whatever as to
the expediency and desirability of supply-
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ing the want with which this Bill contem-
plates to deal if we have thé power to do
so. I am in a rather awkward position in
regard to both my hon. friends who have
just spoken--the hon. member from Sarnia
and the hon. member from Toronto-that
while on the one hand I agree with the con-
clusions of my hon. friend from Sarnia, I
differ very much upon what he has advanced
in support of that conclusion; while on the
other hand, I agree with nearly all that my
hon. friend from Toronto has said while dif-
fering entirely from his conclusion. And
first, with regard to the important point
taken by my hon. friend from Toronto-that
is as to the inherent power of this House
to deal with the question. I am fully in
accord with my hon. friend from Toronto as
well as the learned Clerk of the House of
Commons with regard to the question of pre-
scriptive or inherent right in the Parliament
of Canada ùnder our written constitution.
We have no inherent right-no rights ex-
cept those defined by the British North
America Act, and therefore the prece-
dent or practice of the House of Lords in
connection with the subject are no guide or
example for us. The practice and precedent
in connection with the high office of Speaker
in the House of Lords is settled by prescrip-
tion, and as I have just remarked prescrip-
tion does not apply in any way to the Con-
stitution under which this Parliaient ex-
ists. If we were at liberty to take the
practice and precedents of the House of
Lords on this question and be guided by
them, there would be a clear course before
us. The Crown could appoint other Speak-
ers - not Deputy-Speakers, because there
are no Deputy-Speakers in the House of
Lords. They are not called Deputy-Speak-
ers in the Journals or in the commission of
appointment, although I am aware that May
in referring to the locum tenens of the Chair
in the House of Lords, calls them Deputy-
Speakers, but they are called Lord Speakers
or Speakers in their commission and in the
Journals, and not regarded as Deputies at
all. The precedents which have been cited
by my hon. friend from Barrie on the occa-
sion of his address yesterday, are precedents
which we cannot accept for guidance on a
question of this kind, for the reason that we
exist under a written Constitution, and
therefore must be exclusively guided by it;
and unless wehave in that written Constitu-
tion power for the law which we contem-

plate passing, I admit we would not be
acting prudently in passing this Bill;
but I believe we have distinct and ample
power in section 91 of the British North
America Act for this purpose. With
regard to section 18, a good deal of misap-
prehension appears to exist in reference
to the amendment made to that sec-
tion. The amendment does not alter in the
slightest degree its force or tenor, so far as
the present question is concerned, from the
clause as it originally stood in the British
North America Act. In the original Act
of 1867, the 18th section read so as to give
such powers to the Senate and House of
Commons of the Dominion as were enjoyed
at the passage of that Act in 1867, by the
Imperial House of Commons-that is, it
gives power to the Parliament of Canada
to clothe itself with such powers, privileges
and immunities as were enjoyed by the
House of Lords at the passage of the Act in
1867. At the time of the passage of
that Act a committee of the House of Com-
mons did not possess the power to swear
witnesses and take evidence under oath. A
memorable crisis occurred in the history of
this country-the Pacific Railway difficulty
-when it was considered desirable to have
that power. Two or three years after the
passage of the Act of 1867, the Imperial
House of Commons did take the power to
examine witnesses under oath, and it was
thought the Senate and House of Commons
could take that power also, and we passed
an Act accordingly, but under very grave
doubts by leading lawyers on both sides of
the House. It was afterwards considered
that we had not the power to pass that Act,
because the power with which we attempted
to invest ourselves under our own Act was
not possessed by the Imperial House of
Commons, at the date of the passage of the
British North Anierica Act, and clause 18
of the British North America Act was
amended in order to give us that power; the
power to clothe ourselves at any time by Act
of this Parliament with any power which
might be possessed by the Imperial. House
of Commons at the date of the passage of
any Act by the Parliament of Canada.
With regard to this particular question in-
volved in this Bill the amendment to the
British North America Act made not the
slightest difference from the original
section as it stood in the Constitution Act.
With reference to that clause I am fully i
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accord with the hon. gentleman who has
just sat down, that we do not obtain under
it such power as would entitle us to pass the
Bill now upon the Table of the House. My
hon. friend has read so fully from the papers
Supplied by the Clerk of the House of Com-
rnons on the subject that it is unnecessary to
go over that ground. I fully agree with
the Clerk of the House of Commons that
the word " powers " in that clause has rela-
tion to the words with which it is connected
in the same clause-" privileges and immu-
nities "-and confers only such powers as
are germane to these subjects-powers for
instance to swear witnesses, to commit for
contempt, and to do other acts mentioned
by Mr. Bourinot ; but it does not give us
Power to legislate in the way of alteration of
the Constitution. As to the point of altering
the constitution, I contendthe proposed Act
1a not an alteration of the constitution. I
Contend that it is not an infringement of the
Prerogative of the Crown either. In the
first place, I do not concede that the execu-
tive act of the Crown in appointing the
Speaker of this House is a prerogative act.
It is an executive act just as the appoint-
m1ent of one of the judges to our Courts is.
Therefore we do not interfere with any pre-
lgative of the Crown : but even if it were
a prerogative act, how can it be said that
We interfere with the prerogative when the
]ýill would not in any way alter the
Status • of the Speaker? We do not
attempt to interfere with his status,
his existence or being in any way whatever.
I we were attempting to pass a law to sup-

Plant the Speaker inthe Chair under his Com-
nission from the Crown, if the question of
Prerogative applied, there might be some jus-
tice or force in the argument; but as we do
*uot in the slightest degree contemplate dis-
turbing the status of the Speaker in any way,
1 do not see how it can be argued that we
are interfering with the power of appoint-
niient of the Crown. Respecting the course
Pursued in the House of Commons with re-
gard to the election of a Deputy-Speaker in
that House it is generally assunted that the
?ritish North America Act expressly gave
POwer to the flouse of Commons to appoint
a eputy-Speaker, such as now exists. That
however is not the case and the officer now
acting in that House under Act of Parlia-
"'eut as Deputy-Speaker-is the creation of
]Parliament under its implied powers. Clause
frtyseven of the British North America
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Act only gives express power in relation to-
an interim Deputy until Parliament other-
wise provides. There is no express power
given by the British North America Act for
the creation of such a permanent officer as.
now exists as Deputy-Speaker in the House
of Commons. I think a great deal of weight
should be attached to the peculia construc-
tion of section forty-seven. Itis as follows:-

" Until the Parliament of Canada otherwise pro-
vides in case of the absence for any reason of the
Speaker from the chair of the House of Commons
tor a period of forty-eight consecutive hours, the
house may elect another of its members to act as
Speaker, and the inember so elected shall during
the continuance of such absence of the Speaker
have and execute all the powers, privileges and du-
ties of the Speaker."

Now from the very language used in that
clause-" Until the Parliafient of Canada
otherwise provides "-and from the fact that
this clause is merely intended to give the
Parliament of Canada power for the appoint-
ment of an interim Deputy-Speaker, not such
a Deputy-Speaker as exists in the House of
Commons under the Act of the Parliament
of Canada, I say it is clearly to be inferred
that the powerwas inParliament somewhere
vested by the British North America Act to
provide for a Deputy-Speaker as was done in
1885. Now it is said that by the appoint-
ment of a Deputy-Speaker such as is contem-
plated by this Bill we would be alteiling the
Constitution. I contend that it would not
be an alteration of the Constitution, for it
would not interfere with the status of the
Crown-appointed Speaker. The House
would be constituted exactly as it was before
but even if that were necessary so far as this
particular object is concerned I think that
we have ample and absolute power to pass
this legislation. In another place the same
language is used with regard to the Senate
which is employed with regard to the House
of Commons in the clause I have just read.
By the British North America Act, the quo-
rum of this House is fixed at fifteen includ-
ing the Speaker. Now we have undoubtedly.
the power to fix our quorum at nine or ten
or any other number if we think fit to do so.
Hon. gentlemen would call that perhaps an
alteration of the Constitution. There must
be authority for it somewhere in the Consti-
tution because the language of the clause
1s .-

Until the Parliament of Canada otherwise pro-
vides the présence of at least fifteen members, in-
cluding the Speaker, shall be necessary to consti-
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0
tute a quorum of the Senate for the exercise of its
powers

It does not specifically give power to the
Parliament of Canada to alter its quorum,
but it infers the power being in our posses-
sion by the words, "until the Parliament of
Canada otherwise provides." It must be re-
collected that the Constitution under which
this Dominion exists was drafted by able
men and that it underwent the revision of
the ablest draughtsmen and legal minds in
England before it became law. I put this
question to myself and I put it to the
House, was it likely that in drafting the
clause in reference to the Speaker of this
House, giving the power to the Crown to ap-
point that officer-was it not most likely
that these men were thoroughly acquainted
with the practice and precedent of the
House of Lords and that there existed a ne-
cessity for such an officer as interim Speaker
when three or four such officers betimes
could be found in the House of Lords. There
they had before their eyes the precedents
and practice of the House of Lords under
which three or four interim Speakers gener-
ally existed, that they would make no provi-
sion for a substitute-is it probable, especi-
ally as they referred to the same subject as
connected with the House of Commons-is it
probable, having referred to the subject
in connection with that House, and having
made provision for an interim Deputy-
Speaker, that they did not think of the
necessity of having a substitute for' the
Speaker in the Senate-that such a probable
necessity never occurred to them at all?
But there is more than that. I have it on
good authority that in the original Quebec
Resolutions which formed the basis of the
British North America Act, there was some
express authority taken or given in connec-
tion with the appointment of a 'Deputy-
Speaker in this House. It was stricken out
either in the London Conference or by the
draughtsmen, but having been stricken out

-what would be the reasonable inference to
be drawn from that fact? Would it be that
there would be no necessity for such an
officer as Deputy-Speaker in this House?
Certainly not. Then if the necessity for
such an officer in this House must have been
apparent to their minds, would they not
have made some provision for it, and would
they have striken out the clause making such
provision if they had considered that the
power for making such an appointment did

not exist somewhere in the Constitution 1
I contend they would not. Perhaps the
most important clause of the British North
America Act is clause 91, which has been
quoted by my hon. friend from Sarnia. Its
language is just as comprehensive as words
can make it and is expressly made, as I
construe it, to meet cases not specificallY
enumerated in it, or exclusively given to the
provincial legislatures. The language is " It
shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with
the consent of the Senate and House Of
Commons, to make laws for the peace, order
and good government of Canada in relatiol
to all matters" not exclusively given to the
Provincial Legislatures. That is the mean-
ing of the clause. The power was given tO
make laws on all questions not exclusively
given to this Provincial Legislature, and it
defined certain of the subjects with whicb
the Parliament of Canada shall have exclu-
sive right to deal, but it expressly says il'
the clause that it does not define them spe-
cifically with the intention of limiting il
any way the general powers given in the
first lines of that clause to the Parliament Of
this Dominion. Now, my hon. friend fron
Barrie, yesterday, in the very able and learned
speech with which he favoured the House, tO
which we all listened with great pleasure and
attention-and not one in the House more
so than myself, because since the hon. member
has been a member of this House it has been
my good fortune to have somewhat intimate
relations with him, and I have learned tO
prize very highly any opinion he would give
on a question of this kind-I differ from the
construction which my hon. friend has
placed on this 91st clause, and I differ il'
the principle of construction he has applied
to it. My hon. friend has said that these
words must have alluded to the subjects
specifically mentioned in the 91st sectiOn
and delegated to the Parliament of Ca-
ada. As I view the clause it was unne'
cessary to do anything of that kind, becaus
every subject mentioned here as witbi"
the exclusive power of the Parlian5lt
of Canada, carried with it every other subjeOt
incidental to it, and consequently everything
that was necessary tol be enjoyed by the
Parliament of Canada, in dealing with 0e
of these subjects was given expressly by the
different divisions of that clause. My hOe-
friend says it is only questions germanO Or
cognate to these specific subjecte that W0r
intended to be included in the general a0d
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comprehensive opening lines of section 91.
I believe that the very opposite is the case
-that those lines were put there for the
purpose of comprehending powers of legisla-
tion that could not specifically be put there.
TAe specific powers were given " for greater
certainty but not so as to restrict." This
language taken in connection with the
first part, the clause appears to me to be
conclusive. By the enumeration of certain
subjects which were to come exclusively
under the jurisdiction of this Parliament-
it must and could only have meant that
apart from these, all matters that were not
exclusively given to the local Legislatures-
even with the powers of this Parliament-
that is the only limit as I contend under
that general section and the general powers
of Parliament to pass all laws whatever they
rnay be, for the peace, order and good
government of Canada. I do not wish to
trespass unnecessarily on the time of the
House in further elucidating this point.

Hon. MEMBERS-Go on, go on !

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think the whole
question is in a nut shell. I agree with my
hon. friend from Toronto and Mr. Bourinot
that clause 18 of the British North America
Act does not give us the power to pass this
Bill, I agree with him that the subjects
enumerated by Mr. Bourinot are the real
class of cases over which power was in-
tended to be given to the Parliament of Ca-
nada in that behalf. While I can abandon
every contention that has been made by the
hon. member from Amherst under that clause
and the amendment to it which, as -I have
shown the House, did not affect in the
lightest degree the original clause as it

stood in the ,British North America Act-
While I have given the benefit of every doubt
On that point, I claim stili that under the 9 1st
8ection of the British North America Act,
We have ample power to pass this Bill.
Strange to say, in the opinion which has just
been read by the hon. member from Toronto
as emanating from the Clerk of the House of
Comxmons, that gentleman does not refer to
clause 91, in which, in my opinion and in the
OPinion of men whose judgment is entitled
tO mnuch more consideration thap mine, the
Whole thing is involved. I therefore should
give my support to the Bill. As myhon. friend
from Sarnia says, it will have to run the
gauintlet of the House of Commons where

22J

there are men very well able to sift and in-
vestigate it. It will have, of course, to
receive the Governor-General's assent, and
it will be disallowed in England if it is con-
sidered to be unauthorized by the provisions
of the British North America Act. I think
we want this Bill ; the necessity has been
fully dilated upon by the hon. gentlemen
who have preceded me. With these few
observations I have only to say that I
shall be very happy to vote for the Bill, and
if the suggestion thrown out by the hon.
member from Barrie is entertained by the
Minister in charge of the Bill, of appointing
a special committee, it might not be an un-
wise step. Such a Committee would be well
suited to investigate the subject fully, and
might recommend the postponement of it until
another session, if strong doubts were enter-
tained of our power to deal with it. But I
think some action should be taken to deal
with what is justly considered a defect in
the organization of this House.

The Debate was adjourned until to-mor-
row.

THE SCHWALLER DIVORCE BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN moved the adoption
of the Report of the Select Committee on
Divorce re Bill (J) " An Act for the relief
of John Francis Schwaller." He said the
preamble in this case was fully and satisfac-
torily proved.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved that the
Bill be now read the third time.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

WRECKS AND SALVAGE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
reading of Bill (3) " An Act to amend the
Wrecks and Salvage Act." He said :-This
is a very simple amendment to the Act. The
change is made in order to facilitate the
more rapid investigation into wrecks, or any
difficulties that may arise in connection
therewith. Any hon. gentleman who krill
turn to the 81st chapter of 49th Victoria,
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will find it reads as follows: " On the con-
clusion of any such inquiry the officer who
made the same shall send to the Minister for
the information of the Governor in Council,
etc." The proposal of this Bill is to leave
out the words "the Governor in Council."
The 8th section reads as follows : " If it
appears to the Governor in Council in any
case as aforesaid, either upon or without
any such preliminary inquiry as aforesaid,
or in case of a charge of misconduct or
incapacity brought by any person against
any master or mate of any ship, when a
formal investigation is requested. or ex-
pedient, the Governor may appoint any
officer or officers of the Government of
Canada,etc." The amendment provides for the
striking out in this case in the first line the
words " Governor in Council " and substitut-
ing the word "Minister;" to omit again in the
sixth line the words " Governor in Council "
and insert in lieu thereof the word " Minis-
ter." That will enable the Minister, imme-
diately upon a wreck taking place, in which
an investigation is deemed necessary, to send
an officer at once without waiting until the
Council meets to obtain the authority of the
Governor in Council; and it will enable
also the Minister to deal with the question
immediately on receipt of the report instead
of waiting for the Council to meet and ob-
taining the authority which is necessary
under this Act. The House will readily see
that delays must necessarily take place in a
case of that kind. The result has been in
the past that in many instances, where the
Minister has been obliged to wait until he
obtained the authority of the Governor in
Council to appoint an officer to make this
investigation, that the witnesses have all left
the country. Hon. gentlemen from the
Maritime provinces know the character of
sailors generally and those whose evidence
would be required in these investigations.
The object of the -Bill, which I think will
readily receive the assent of the House, is to,

give power to the Minister to act immedi-
ately upon receiving information of wrecks
in any portion of the Dominion, and to de-
cide immediately upon receipt of the report.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time.

PARLIAMENTARY FEES BILL.
SECOND READING.

Mon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
reading of Bill (61) "An Act respecting.the

disposal of moneys paid in connection with
proceedings before Parliament." He said :-
The practice has prevailed in both Houses of
Parliament in Canada of receiving fees for
Bills or other purposes and placing them to
some particular account. In the House %of
Commons it is to the credit of the Clerk of
the Railway Committee, or the Contingent
Accounts, I amnotsure which, and I believe
the same system has prevailed here; and
then in cases of re-payment of a fee for a
Bill which had notpassed, orfor the purpose
of paying for printing or other purposes, the
Clerk hashad power togivehis chequeand the
balance, whatever it might be, was paid to
the credit of the Receiver-General. The
object of this Bill is to provide that all mo-
neys that arepaid, either to the Clerk or any
official or officer of either House, shall be
placed at once to the credit of the Receiver-
General ; and then when Parliament remits
or refunds any sum or any fee that has been
paid to this account, it should be regularly
checked out and audited and paid by the
Auditor-General. The principle involved in
the Bill applies to all moneys collected by
officials, whether in the Customs, Inland Re-
venue or any other Department of the Go-
vernment, although it did not formerly. I
remember at one time where they collected
cartage fees, and insurance fees and warehouse
fees it used to be credited to the Collector,
who paid the temporary employees out of
this fund, and any balance went to the
credit of the Receiver-General ; or if there
was not enough, they paid from the general
fund of the Dominion. I thought that it
opened a wide door for the disposal of money
improperly if the parties were not thoroughlY
trustworthy. An order was passed at once
that all moneys so collected should pass to
the credit of the Receiver-General, and that
all bills should come under the supervision
of the head of the department, and moneys
paid for temporary work done should go
direct and be chargeable to the several ports.
Under the old system it did not so appear.
Contingencies for extra work might run UP
to $10,000 or $20,000 a year. The fund re-
ceived in the way I have indicated would be
used for the purpose of paying them, and if
it met the whole of the expenditure, then
the actual expenses of the port would appear
to be so much less than it was really; if it did
not meet the whole of those expenses, then
the expenditure, to the extent to which the
amount of these fees was less than the
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anount paid out, would appear against the
Port. The Finance Minister in introducing
this into the Lower House-and I believe
the Auditor-General has also insisted upon
it-said that all moneys should pass to the
credit of the Receiver-General, so that they
could be properly audited, and that all funds
Paid, whether to the Senate or to the House
of Commons, should be treated precisely in
the saine wav as any other 'amounts.

lion. Mr. McKAY-The hon. Minister
18 slightly mistaken in regard to payments
received by the Senate. For the last four
or five years the Senate has been in the
habit of paying all the money received for
Private Bills to the credit of the Receiver-
General, as this bill proposes to provide, and
those moneys have been checked out in the
Way here proposed. What' I wish to call
attention to more particularly, is the fact
that this Bill proposes to take away some of
the privileges of the Senate. Our privileges
are going one by one, and this is another
ateP in the direction of diminishing our
POwers.

lon. Mr. BOWELL-Will the hon. gen-
tieiman point out in what way the privileges
Of the Senate are being diminished, in order
that I may look into the question? If this
Bill is depriving the House of any of its pri-
Vileges, I shall bring the matter to the
nOtice of my colleagues before pushing it
fbrther. I know I have correctly stated the
practice which prevails in the House of

tommons, and I was informed that the same
8ystem existed here.

lion. Mr. SCOTT-No.

. lon. Mr. McKAY-The present system
111 the Senate was adopted in 1887, and what

Wish to point out is that this Bill proposes
establish the system by act of Parliament

ald. remove the matter entirely from our
ntrol.

lon. Mr. MILLER-It would give the
Auditor-General complete control over the
ependiture and take the control from the

noUse.

;ion. Mr. POWER-It has been the
1»actice of this House to pay out sums on
the Clerk's cheque in cases which come
àitogether within the jurisdiction and con-

trol of the Senate. I have very grave
doubts as to whether the Clerk would be
able, after this Bill became law, to pay
money in the same way on the order of the
House. The Bill provides that every pay-
ment is to be made by "the Senate and
House of Commons." If that means that
the two Houses must concur, then the clause
requires amendment. Many of those pay-
ments have been made, not under rules or
Standing Orders, but by direction of the
House. I think it ought to be made per-
fectly clear that money deposited with the
Clerk of the Senate may be withdrawn on
the order of the House.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (N.S.)-There is
another point worth considering-the Audi-
tor-General may refuse to obey a rysolution
of this House. f

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The Auditor-Gen-
eral is the servant of Parliament, and if an
order is given to pay he is obliged to comply
with it.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The resolution of
this House would not be law : he would not
obey a resolution of this House, if, in his
opinion, it conflicted with the law.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (34) "An Act to incorporate the
Woodmen of the World." (Mr. Vidal.)

EQUITY INSURANCE COMPANY'S
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES(Burlington)moved
the second reading of Bill (62) " An Act to
revive and amend the Act to incorporate
the Equity Insurance Company, and to
change the name of the Company to the St.
Lawrence Insurance Company." He said :-
The object of this Bill is to revive a charter
which was never used and to change the
naine of the company.

Hon. Mr. POWER-My hon. friend, Mr.
Pelletier, who is absent from the House to-
day, asked me to call the attention of the,
Committee to which this Bill is to be refer-
red to the fact that the name which this
company, as reorganized, proposes to take
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is a name which has already been appro-
priated by a fire insurance company in the
city of Quebec, incorporated by the Legis-
lature of the province of Quebec. The
local charter is'chapter 81 of the Statutes of
1886. Hon. gentlemen will see that it
would be exceedingly inconvenient to have
two companies known by the name of St.
Lawrence.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-I
will see that the Bill is made satisfactory
in the Committee.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

OCEAN ACCIDENT CORPORA-
TION BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved the se-
cond reading of Bill (39): An Act to in-
corporate the Ocean Accident Corporation.
He said :-This is a Bill which was left over
yesterday, the House being under the im-
pression that it was the same as a Bill that
had just passed its third reading. If lion.
gentlemen will examine this Bill they will
find that although the same persons are being
incorporated the two Bills are for different
objects.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 6.15 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, March 20th, 1893.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE CLAIM OF MICHEL GOSSELIN.

MOTION.

lon Mr. BELLEROSE moved:-

- That an humble Address be presented to His
Excellency the Governor-General; prayng that
Ris Excellency wili cause to be laid ore this
House, a copy of al documents in relation to the

demand of Michel Gosselin, Half-breed, living at
Roseberry, Manitoba, and claiming an indemnity
for losses sustained during the troubles in the
North-west in 1869 and 1870.

Also, a copy of all correspondence exchanged
between the Dominion Goverument and the said
Michel Gosselin in relation to the said claim.

He said (in French)-On the 12th Septem-
ber, 1890, Michel Gosselin wrote Sir John
Macdonald claiming an indemnity for losses
he had suffered'in 1869-70. To this Mr.
Pope, Sir John's secretary, answered that,
Sir John had instructed him to say that the
Minister of the Interior was then absent, but
on his return the matter would be submitted
to him and justice would be done. Some
time after the Minister of the Interior wrote
to Gosselin stating that he had nothing to
do with the matter and that he should applY
to the Secretary of State. 'Gosselin wrote
to the Secretary of State who referred hiln
back to the Minister of Interior. This is
the information supplied to me. I want tO
see the papers to know if it is correct. If
the statement is true it is not extraordinarY
that the people of the North-west have been
80 often agitated by difficulties thrown in
their way and the injustice they have
suffered.

The motion was agreed to.

THE GOFF DIVORCE BILL.
THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN moved the adoption
of the report of the Select Commit-
tee on Divorce, re Bill (K) "An Act
for the relief of Annette Marion Goff." Ille
said :-In a long experience in respect tO
criminals and criminal procedure, and soine
in divorce matters, I do not recollect a.
single instance in which greater crueltYt
brutality and heartlessness on the part of *
husband has been proved than in the case
now before us, nor do I recollect any instance
in which the long forbearance and desire tO
forgive of woman has been more constantly
displayed.

The charges were proved, and the coln-
mittee without the slightest hesitation de'
cided to recommend that the Bill be passed-

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to, and the gg1e
was read the third time and passed.
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SECOND READINGS.

Bill (56) "An Act to revive and amend the
Act to incorporate the Moncton and Prince
Edward Island Railway and Ferry Com-
Pany." (Mr. Poirier.)

Bill (68) "An Act respecting the Columbia
and Kootenay Railway and Navigation Com-
pany." (Mr. McInnes, B. C.)

Bill (67) " An Act to revive and amend the
Act to incorporate the North Canadian
Atlantic Railway and Steam-ship Company."
(Mr. Casgrain.)

TRANSMISSION OF TIMBER BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hlon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
"Bading of Bill (S) " An Act further to
amnend the Act respecting Joint Stock Com-
Palies to constrùct works to facilitate the
transmission of timbeu down rivers and
streams. "

lion. Mr. POWER-Perhaps the hon.
8entleman is in a position to assure the
liouse that the rates authorized under this
]Ill are not higher than at present.

. lon. Mr. BOWELL-I made particular
"'quiries on that point before introducing
the Bill and I am assured that there will be

o increase-that it is a decrease, on the
Whole, but a redistribution to make the
charges more equitable than they were under
thle Old law.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill was
red the second time.

SPEAKER OF THE SENATE BILL.

DEBATE CONCLUDED.

The order of the day being called-

u a ring the adjourned debate on the motion
non. 14r. Angers for the second reading of Bill

n Act reapecting the Speaker of the

on. Mr. POWER said :-Hon. gentle-
Men, with respect to this Bill, the members

the House occupy a very unusual, and
think a very desirable position. All

] members of the House are satisfied
at the present condition of the law is open

to Objtion, and all wish that the result
'hich is aimed at by this Bill, or some

similar result may be reached. There are
no politics in the Bill, and the members of
the House are in a position to approach it
in a perfectly unprejudiced frame of mind;
and I think our great object in dealing with
a measure of this kind should be not to
allow our minds to be influenced by our
wishes in any way. It is one of those cases
where we should try to see that the wish is
not father to the thought. The very fact
that we are all anxious that this Bill, or
something like it, should become law, is per-
haps a reason why our judgment may be
blinded, and it is a reason why we should
decide carefully and after full consideration.
Now, this must be borne in mind, hon.
gentlemen, that, while the Bill is a very de-
sirable one to pass, there is no absolute
necessity for it. It is not a Bill of urgent
necessity. We have existed twenty-six
years without it, and have succeeded in
doing pretty well, although during the
greater part of these twenty-six years the
country. has been governed by the wrong
people.

Hon. Mr. READ- --]t has only been mis-
governed five years.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Clearly, if we find,
or if we have reasonable ground for think-
ing, that there is any substantial doubt as to
our power to pass theBill, there is no urgent
ne-essity for passing it now. As we have
got along twenty-six years without it, we
can get along for a few months more. If we
consider what consequences may follow from
this Act, if we have not the power to pass it,
we shall be further disposed to hesitate and
be cautious. If we have not the power to
pass this measure, and do so and act upon it,
it may be that some very important Bill
passed when the officer whom this Bill provi-
des for occupies the Chair of the Senate may
be held to be invalid on the ground that the
Bill had not got three readings in a properly
constituted Senate ; and one can readily ima-
gine the trouble and confusion that might
arise if our legislation was to open any
question such as that. There is another cir-
cumstance to bear in mind. On a former
occasion this Parliament, acting on the pro-
visions of the 91st section, or relying at
any rate, to a very considerable extent
upon the provision of the British North Ame-
rica Act which authorizes the Parliament of
Canada to pass .all laws for the peace, order
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and good government of Canada, passed a
bill intended to authorize a committee of the
House of Commons to take evidence on a
very important public matter which involved
the credit and welfare of the country; and
the measure passed at that time was passed
very largely upon the opinion of Dr. Todd,
the Librarian of Parliament and an autho-
rity on Parliamentary law and practice re-
cognized all over the English speaking world;
but after that Bill had become law, as far as
we could make it law, it was submitted to
the law officersof the Crown of England and
they decided, apparently with little hesita-
tion, that we had gone beyond our powers
and had infringed upon the powers of the
Imperial Parliament.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. POWER-And this Parlia-
ment was placed in what we must regard as
a somewhat humiliating position, and had to
ask the Imperial authorities to secure the
passage through the Imperial Parliament of
a Bill giving this Parliament power to pass
such a measure; so, hon. gentlemen, I say
that unless we are very clear about our
right to pass this Bill, we should be
unwise to pass it. Before attempting to
put my own views in the matter before the
House-that is undertaking to argue the
question-I wish to call attention to a some-
what remarkable circumstance. Four hon.
gentlemen have addressed this House in
support of the measure. Two of those hon.
gentlemen, the Minister of Agriculture, who
introduced the measure, and the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond who sits beside him
and who spoke before me and made a power-
ful speech-rested *their contention that
this Parliamnt had a right to pass such a
measure as this solely on the 91st section
of the British North America Act. Those
two hon. gentlemen recognized the fact
that outside of the 91st section we had not
the power. On the other hand, the hon.
gentleman from Cumberland, if I understood
him correctly, did not think we had the
power under the 91st section, but thought
we had it under the earlier sections of the
British North America Act and under the
Act of 1875, the Imperial Act amending
the British North America Act. The hon.
gentleman from Sarnia, if I apprehend his
argument correctly, was of opinion that we
had a right to act under the- 91st section
and under the earlier seetipns as well.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-And the inherent
right besides.

Hon. Mr. POWER-So, when the hon.
gentlemen who favour this measure differ in
their views in such a decided way, I think
the House will have reason to hesitate before
concluding that we have the power to pass
the measure. If it cannot be done under
the 91st section, as the hon. gentleman
from Amherst contends, then the only way
in which it can be done is under the earlier
sections ; and if it cannot be done under the
earlier sections as the Hon. Minister of
Agriculture, and the hon. gentleman froml
Richmond contend, then the only way in
which it can be done is under the 91st
section ; and there you have the hon. gentle-
men who support the Bill practically nullify-
ing one another's arguments. I think that
is a view of the matter which deserves con-
sideration. Hon. gentlemen, this matter is
not now before Parliament, (at any rate it
has not been consideied by the Government
of the day) for the first time. This House
has been led since 1867 by two very dis-
tinguished gentleinen-men distinguished
for their experience in public affairs and
their knowledge of constitutional law, Sir
Alexander Campbell and Sir John Abbott.
When Sir Alexander Campbell led the HoUSe
a measure looking in the same direction as
this was prepared, but the Government calle
to the conclusion that there was a doubt
about the right of this Parliament to adopt
such a measure and the measure was nOt
pushed. While Sir John Abbott was leader
of this House he also considered the matter,
and I am informed that he, who was a par-
ticularly skilful interpreter of statutes, con-
cluded that this Parliament , had not the
power to pass such a measure. The
natural conclusion is, I think, that, when
hon. gentlemen like those, who were an-
xious that some such measure should be
adopted, could not see their way to adopt
it, we have not the right to pass this
measure, and that we should be unwise nOt
to follow the footsteps of our predece-
sors. I know it has been alleged by sou"e
hon. gentlemen that section 91 was not
considered on former occasions, and that
the theory that we can pass this measure
under the introductory paragraph of sectiofi
91 of the British North America Act i'
a new one. I think that we should al1
be disposed to look with suspicion upOn
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alleged discoveries of previouslyuidiscovered
provisions in a statute which has received
So much careful consideration at such skilful
hands as has the British North Ame-ica Act.
The presumption is, looking at all the cir-
Cumstances of the case, that that section 91
was considered. Wh'enthe former authorities.
anxious to exert their powers, considered
the question whether they had the right to
exercise this power or not, I think that it
is unreasonable to suppose that it would not
have occurred to them to see whether they
had the power under section 91. I am sat-
isfied, hon. gentlemen, that they did this and
that they satisfied themselves that they had
nRot the power. This inaction of Parliament
On previous occasions is a very strong argu-
Iment indeed in favour of our not acting now.

Leaving the past, I may say, as to the
question of our right to legislate under
other portions of the British North America
Act than section 91, or under the Imperial
Act of 1875, that there is very little to be
added to the very able argument submitted
to the House by the hon. gentleman from
Barrie. It is true that that hon. gentleman
did not deal with the claim advanced by
the hon. Minister of Agriculture that we
could act under section 91 ; but that is not
at all remarkable, because the hon. gen-
tleman from Barrie had no reason to
suspect that any such claim would be set
up. The views of Dr. Bourinot, as set forth
In a memorandum quoted by the hon. gen-
tleman from York division, were similar to
the views expressed by the hon. gentleman
from Barrie ; and, since the measure was
iltroduced, I have seen Dr. Bourinot, and
lie expresses the opinion that we have no
Power under section 91 to pass this measure,
and that the new position assumed by the
Government is untenable. However, at the
risk of repeating what has already been said,
I shall attempt to state briefly the argu-
]]lents against adopting this measure apart
from section 91. In the first place, it
Must be borne in mind that the Senate bas
no inherent powers. The hon. gentleman
from Sarnia spoke of the Senate as having
the right to do this owing to its inherent
POwers. The Senate is the creature of a stai
tilte ; it is just like a County Council or any
other comparatively inferior body. It is the'
creature of a statute and cannot do anything
beyond what it is authorized to do by the
statute. It has no implied powers, beyond
those derived by necessary implication f rom

the constituent act, and there are certainly
no inherent powers. Turning to the por-
tion which establishes the legislative body
-the Parliament of- the Dominion-the first
section, we find, that might seem to deal with
the question before us, is the 18th i.s amended
by the Imperial Act of 1875.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-It is repealed alto-
gether.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Act of 1875 has
been substituted. The 18th section lias been
repealed and another section substituted.
That section reads as follows-the new section
18-

The privileges, immunities and powers to be
held, enjoyed and exercised by the Senate and by
the House of Commons, and by the members there-
of, respectively, shall be such as are froin time to
time defined by the Parliament of Canada, so that
any Act of the Parliament of Canada defining such
privileges, immunities and powers, shall not confer
any privileges, immunities or powers exceeding
those at the passing of such Act, held, epjoyed and
exercised by the Commons House of Parlia-
ment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland and by the members thereof.

That section is substituted for section
18, and in my humble opinion that section
affords the very strongest argument which
can be found in favour of the proposed
legislation; but I do not myself feel satisfied
that we have under that amendment the
right to adopt the proposed legislation.
There are more objections than one. In
the first place, hon. gentlemen, the 18th
section, even in its new form, does not
deal with the constitution of the Senate, but
with the privileges, immunities and powers
of the Senate when duly constituted. Later
on we are told how the Senate is to be con-
stituted for the despatch of business ; but as
I understand it, this section deals with the
privileges, immunities and powers of the
members of the House when duly constitu-
ted. The view adopted by Bourinot is that
it does not extend to such a measure as the
one before us, but refers to those privi-
leges, immunities and powers dealing with
such things as the proteetion of witnesses,
examining witnesses under oath, freedom of
speech, exemption from arrest under civil pro-
cess and other things of that sort. Although
the House of Commons of England is not,
like this Senate, the creature of a statute,
but is a constituent body, that House felt
doubtful about the right to appoint a Deputy-
Speaker, and on account of that doubt an Im-
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perial Act was passed for the purpose; and
if it is the case that the House of Commons
of England had not the power, a fortiori
this Parliament has not the power.

Hon. Mr. McINNES-When did they
pass that Act?

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not remember
the date. In the face of the provisions of
the British North America Act which deal
with the office of Speaker, we have no right
to provide for such an officer, more parti-
cularly as our constituent Act makes a
different provision; and on this point I am
happy to say that the Minister of Agricul-
ture and the hon. gentleman f rom Richmond
agree with me. Coming to the sections of
the Act which provide for the constitution
of the Senate: section 34 provides for the
appointment and removal of the Speaker.

The Governor-General may from time to time,
by instrument under the Great Seat of Canada,
appoint a Senator to be Speaker of the Senate, and
may remove hiin and appoint another in his stead.

The language of that section implies that
the person acting as Speaker shall be
appointed by the Governor-General, in the
Queen's name, as Senators are appointed.
The Bill before us makes a totally different
provision. It provides that the place of this
Speaker may be taken by a gentleman elected
by the Senate ; and I contend that the pro-
posed measure conflicts directly with this
section of the British North America Act,
and that we cannot infringe upon the power
of the Crown represented by the Governor-
General without the authority of an Imperial
Act. Section 35 reads as follows

Until the Parliament of Canada otherwise pro-
vides, the presence of at least fifteen Senators,
including the Speaker, shall be necessary to con-
stitute a meeting of the Senate for the exercise of
its powers.

The natural construction of that is, I tbink,
that the Speaker is a necessary, component
part of the Senate, to constitute a meeting
for the exercise of its powers. The fact tnat
the expression "until the Parliament of
Canada otherwise provides" is used, in-
dicates that this provision is a temporary
one-that the Parliament of Canada can
either increase or decrease the quorum ; and
it may be urged--I presume the hon. gentle-
man from Amherst may urge-that under
this saction the presence of the Speaker may

be declared not necessary to constitute a
quorum. I hardly think that that argu-
ment should prevail. If we look at the next
section, I think it will appear that the
Speaker is always supposed to be present.
Section 36 is as follows

Questions arising in the Senate shall be decided
by a majority of voices, and the Speaker shall in
all cases have a vote, and when the voices are equal
the decision shall be deemed to be in the negative.

If we take the section with respect to the
quorum in the House of Commons, I think
that our conviction that the Speaker of the
Senate must be present will be strengthened.
For the phraseology with respect to the
House of Commons is different from the
phraseology with respect to the Senate. As to
the Senate the section says " until the Par-
liament of Canada otherwise provides, the
presence of at least 15 senators, including
the Speaker, shall be necessary to constitute
a meeting of the Senate for the exercise of
its powers." Section 48 says:-

The presence of at least 20 members of the
House of Commons shall be necessary to constitute
a neeting of the House for the exercise of its
powers; and for that purpose the Speaker shall be
reckoned as a member.

In one case 20 members of the House con-
stitute a quorum ; in the other 15, one of
whom must be the Speaker. The language
with respect to the Speaker of the House of
Commons is different from the language with
respect to our Speaker. Section 47 which
deals with the absence of the Speaker of the
House of Commons is altogether different
from the language used as to our Speaker:-

Until the Parliament of Canada otherwise pro-
vides, in case of the absence for any reason of the
Speaker from the Chair of the House of Commons
for a period of forty-eight consecutive hours, the
House may elect another of its members to act as
Speaker, and the menber so elected shall, during
the continuance of such absence of the Speaker,
have and execute all the powers, privileges and
duties of Speaker.

The fact that a provision is made for the
absence of the Speaker of the House of
Commons, while no provision is made for the
absence of the Speaker of the Senate, is a
very strong argument against our having
the right to provide for the absence of our
Speaker. Where the Parliament in England,
in a Bill such as this, drawn, as the hon.
member from Richmond said, by skilled
English draughtsmen, undertakes to deal
with similar cases as two different Houses,
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and inserts a provision for the absence of
such an important officer as the Speaker in
one House, and omits any reference to the
absence of the Speaker in the other House ;
that is almost conclusive evidence that the
intention was not to provide for the absence
of the Speaker in the latter House. Hon.
gentlemen contended that we might imply
the right to provide a Deputy-Speaker be-
cause it would be a convenient thing ; but
this difference in the phraseology would
hinder us froin implying any such provision
as to the Senate. Where the provision is
expressed in one case and omitted in the
other, it is a well known rule of construction
that you cannot imply the insertion of the
provision, where it is omitted. Upon this
point, the case is even stronger, because we
have not only the case of the Speaker of the
House of Commons, but the case of the
Governor-General. I have read the provi-
sion as to supplying the place of the Speaker
of the House of Commons. Section 14 of
the British North America Act, provides
for the case of the Governor-General. It is
as follows:-

, It shall be lawful for the Queen, if Her Ma-
Jesty thiuks fit, to authorize the Governor-General
froin time to time to appoint any person or persons
jointly or severally to be bis deputy or deputies
Within any part or parts of Canada, and in that
capacity to exercise during the pleasure of the
Governor-General such of the powers, authorities
and functions of the Governor-General as the
Governor-General deems it necessary or expedient
to assign to him or them, subject to any limita-
tions or directions expressed or given by the
Queen ; but the appointment of such a deputy or
deputies shall. not affect the exercise by the Gov-
ernor-General himself of any power, authority or
function.

More than that, when we turn to section
67, we fnd :-

The Governor-General in Council may from
timae to time appoint an Administrator to execute
the office and functions of Lieutenant-Governor
during his absence, illness or other inability.

That is, during the absence or inability of
the Lieutenant-Governor. So in our consti-
tutional Act you have a provision made for
the absence of the Speaker of the House of
COmmons ; you have a provision made for
the absence or incapacity of the Governor-
General, and you have a provision made for
the absence or incapacity from any cause of
the Lieutenant-Governor ; but there is no
Provision made for the absence or incapacity
Of the Speaker of the Senate. I must say
that I think the argument to be drawn from

that is almost irresistible in favor of the
absence of any power in Parliament to prov-
ide for that event. I may say, although it
is not a very important matter, that in the
framing of the United States constitution it
was thought necessary to make a special
provision for the absence of the President
of the Senate of the United States. There
is another circumstance, not a very important
one, but still one- of considerable weight,
pointed out by Dr. Bourinot in his work
and also in the memorandum read by the
hon. gentleman from York-that the Legis-
lative Council of old Canada had no power
and never clained the right to appoint a
Deputy-Speaker, and that even the Legisla-
tive Assembly of old Canada had not the
powewso appoint a Deputy-Speaker until
they got it through Imperial legislation.

Turning to section 91, the section upon
which the hon. Minister of Agriculture
bases his authority for proceeding with this
measure, I shall first read the portion of it
upon which the hon. gentleman bases his
claim:

It shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate and House
of Commons, to make laws for the peace, order
and good goverament of Canada, in relation to ail
matters not coming within the classes of subjects
by this act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures
of the provinces ; and for greater certainty, but
not so as to restrict the generality of the foregoing
terms of this section, it is hereby declared that
(notwithstanding anything in this Act) the exclu-
sive Legislative authority of the Parliament of
Canada extends to ail matters coming within the
classes of subjects next hereinafter enumerated.

The British North America Act was an
Act which was drawn with very considerable
care, as one would naturally expect ; and it
was drawn upon a plan which can be reco-
gnized in the Act itself. The earlier sections
of the Act provide for the creation of a
Parliament for Canada. There are general
headings each covering a number of sections.'
Part Three provides for the Executive
power ; part Four for the Legislative power.
That is it provides for the constitutign of
the Parliament which is to do the legislative
work for the Dominion. Part Five is under
the heading " Provincial Constitutions."
Then part Six-the two preceding parts
having. created a Parliamentary machine
to do the legislative work of the Dominion,
and Legislative machines to do such work
for the different provinces-goes on to pro-
vide for the distribution of power between
the Parliament and these local Legisla-
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tures. And the object of these two or
three sections, 91, 92, and one or two
later sections, is to separate the matters
which are to be dealt with by the large ina-
chine here at Ottawa from the matters
which are to be dealt with by the smaller
machines in the various provinces. This part
does not undertake to deal with the consti-
tution of Parliament at all. It deals with
the subjects that are to be handled by Par-
liament and by the legislatures respectively.
Section 01 enumerates a great many sub-

jects on which Parliament may legislate, and
inasmuch as any enumeration made by man
is sure to be imperfect, and as the intention
of the Imperial Parliament was to give all
poWers not expressly given to the local legis-
latures to the Dominion Parliamei* the
vesting of this residuum of power, as one
may call it, is provided for in the language
just quoted. Apart from any rules of con-
struction, I do not think that any one would
expect to find that, where the Imperial
Parliament had, in the portion of the Act
dealing with the constitution of Parliament,
and without reserving any power of altera-
tion to this Parliament, made certain provi-
sions with respect to the constitution of the
Parliamentary creature-this Canadian Par-
liament-different provisions were contained
in a portion of the constituent Act relating
to a different subject altogether. It could not
be expected that in the latter part which did
not profess to deal with the constitution of
Parliament, power would be given to alter
and amend the Act, counter to the provisions
contained in the earlier portions, which avow-
edly and directly dealt with the constitu-
tion of Parliament. If this view as to the
force of section 91, which is now propounded
publicly for the first time, he correct, there
was no necesity for the Imperial Act of
1875 ; because clearly, as Dr. Todd argued
very strongly, that Act was one necessary
for the peace, order and good Government
of Canada. It is doubtful if you could say
that this Bill has to do with the peace, order
and good government of Canada. It is sim-
ply an Act relating to the internal manage-
ment of Parliament. Notwithstanding that
argument of Dr. Todd, the Law Officersof the
Crown, held that his view was unsound as to
the Act with respect to examining witnesses
under oath ; and I am quite satisfied that
the same Law Officers of the Crown or their
successors will come to the same conclusion
about this Act if we pass it. If this view

were a sound one it would have influenced
the Law Officers of the Crown as to that
former Act.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-It is not lifted into
the higher sphere, as Lord Hobhouse, one of
the Lords of the Privy Council in a case
under the Temperance Act said. It must be
lifted into the higher sphere as my hon.
friend has contended.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have tried to show
that this measure would run counter to the
earlier portions of the British North Amer-
ica Act. The lion. member from Richmond
said that in this measure we did not attempt
to touch the Speaker; but I do not see how
that could be contended, because we in this
measure attempt to provide that the im-
portant duties which by.the British North
America Act are assigned exclusively to an
officer appointed by the Governor-General
in the Queen's name shall be performed by
an officer elected by ourselves. I think that
is a very serious interference. I may add
that I do not think there is much force in
what was said about the skilled draughtsmen
of the British North America Act, that is
in the direction indicated by the lion. gen-
tleman from Richmond. If the draughtsmen
of the British North America Act were
skilled, as I readily admit they were, we'
must presume that they knew what they
were doing, and that the Bill which they
drafted expressed their meaning; and inas-
much as the old Legislative Council of
Canada had not the power. to appoint
a Deputy-Speaker, the probabilities are
it was not thought necessary or desirable
that the Senate should have that power;
and if as the hon. gentleman from Rich-
mond said, in dealing with the Senate,.
the draughtsmen of that Act were in-
fluenced by English ideas and took for
granted that the Senate would have
the right to appoint a Deputy - Speaker,
why did not they take the same view with
respect to the Commons? Why did they
make a special provision as to the Speaker
of the Commons ? My view with respect to
section 91, summed up, is that under the
general language of section 91, the Imperial
Parliatnent did not intend to allow this
Parliament to alter its own Constitution ;
that under this general language as to certain
subjects which might be dealt with by this
Parliament as distinct from those to be
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dealt with by the Local Legislatures, it never
Could be supposed that the Imperial Parlia-
lent intended that we could alter our own

Constitution. See how careful the Imperial
Parliament was, and how careful those
draughtsmen were, to see that there should
not be any doubt, where they did intend to
miake a provision of this sort. Through
Part 5 of this British North America Act
One often comes across the words " until the
Legislature of Ontario otherwise provides,"
or " until the Legislature of Nova Scotia or
New Brunswick otherwise provides " ; so
that it is implied in the sections dealing
with the Provincial Legislatures that there is
a good deal left to them. Still in section
92, when the Imperial Parliament comes to
deal with the exclusive powers of the legis-
lature, what is the first thing that it assigns
tO the Provincial Legislatures ? " The amend-
"lent from time to time, notwithstanding
alything in this Act, of the Constitu-
tion of the province, except as regards
the office of Lieutenant-Governor." Now,
if it had been the intention of Parlia-
Iment to allow the Canadian Parliament to
a.lter its own Constitution and to vary the
Provisions made by the Imperial Parliament,
there would have been something perfectly
clear and unmistakable about it. As I
bave said before, the British North America
Act provides that the Senate shall be con-
stituted for the discharge of its functions as
a Senate, as a branch of Parliament, when
there is a Speaker appointed by the Gover-
4or-General in the Chair. This Bill proposes
to repeal that provision pro · tanto, and to
Provide that this Senate shall be constituted
for the discharge of its functions when there is
a gentleman selected by ourselves inthe Chair.
I think there is a direct conflict between the
tWo provisions. I think it would be wiser for
"8 not to pass the Bill, for the various reasons
1 have given; that the prudent leaders of
OPinion in this House in the past refrained
from doing so because they thought we had
'lot the power ; because it is clear, I think,
and .it is admitted by the hon. gentleman
who introduced the measure and by the htn.
gentleman who sits beside him, that we have

o Power to do it outside of section 91. I
thinjk it is also just as clear, in my humble
OPi1ion at any rate-and I understand in
the opinion of the hon. gentleman from
A&Iherst-that we have not the power under
section 91 ; and it is wiser not to pass the
a'll because the evil effects of passing this

Bill, if we have not the power to do it, would
be very considerable ; and further I think it
is not necessary, for this reason : the end
which is desired to be reached by this Bill
can be reached with certainty and with
about as much speed by an Address to the
Crown asking for the passage of an Ii-
perial Act to the saine effect. The Imperial
Parliament is sitting now, and a measure of
this sort would be passed, as a matter of
course, through all its stages in a com-
paratively short time, and would become law
before we met here again; and we should
be in a position at the opening of next ses-
sion to make the provision which hon.
gentlemen desire to make by this measure.
There would be no question whatever then
as to our entire power to do what had been
done, and we should feel perfectly safe and
easy as to all the measures which this Parlia-
ment subsequently passed ; and there is this
further thing about that course, which I
think should recommend it to hon. gentle-
men who lead the Government here, that we
would not run the risk of being humiliated
as we have been humiliated before by being
told by the law officers of the Crown in
England that we had done that which we
had. no right to do. There is no doubt
about our right to present that Address,
and there is no question but that the
measure would be passed almost immediately
by the Imperial Parliament; and I think
hon. gentlemen that is a wise and prudent
course, and the only course for us to take.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-There is one point in
my remarks, what I consider one of the
strongest, which the hon. gentleman has
failed to take any notice of-that is the
power of the House of Commons under sec-
tion 42. When the Speaker is absent from
the Chair it is provided that the House shall
elect a person to occupy the Chair. Now the
Act passed in 1885, says that the Speaker
may call any one to take his place in his ab-
sence at any time; that, according to the
hon. gentleman's theory, is unconstitutional,
and if the Speaker carried out that very law
now, the action of the House might be called
into question because the Speaker was not in
the chair.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
probably has not adverted to the fact that
the 47th section in its very language shows
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that it is only a temporary provision, that it
only provides for the absence of the Speaker
until the Parliament of Canada has made
other provisions. The Act of Parliament of
Canada which the hon. gentleman said was
passed under that section makes other pro-
visions for the filling of the chair in the ab-
sence of the Speaker.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-My hon. f riend
from Halifax has sought to limit section 47
to the House of Commons, but J contend
that this power runs through the whole of
the British North America Act " until such
time as Parliament otherwise provides."
We have many things here in this Act, and
they with this Bill come under this general
power given to us under this Act ; it gives
us the power to do what we are doing now.
This is a cognate case-as justifiable as the
Act of 1885-appointing a Deputy-Speaker
to the Commons when we changed the 47th
section as we did in 1885, just the same rule
and principle does and would apply now.
My hon. friend starts with telling us that it
would be better if we would take another
course. 1. have had that opinion myself;
and if we by a joint Address of both Houses
ask for an amendment of the Act, the result
might be accomplished, but my hon. friend
forgets that we might be stultifying our-
selves even in that case; we might be told
that we had the power already and why
should we come to them to ask a power which
we had. We might actually stultify our
own rights and privileges, and I believe that
is a full answer to my hon. friend, and we
should not unnecessarily question or by our
own act curtail our privileges. Independent
of that this emergency may arise at any
time. We do not know what moment my
hon. friend in the Chair may have to leave
that Chair, and are we to run that risk any
longer? Have we not run that risk long
enoughi? I think the sooner we dispose of
any such unfortunate contingencies as that
the better, and I think that the most effec-
tive way we could do it would be the man-
ner proposed, and T think that would be
the end of it ; we would hear no more
about the validity of our action.
Now, 1 must say that I approach this subject
with a good deal of hesitancy, knowing
that there bas been such a conflict of
opinion amongst the members of this Senate,
not only at present, but for the last twenty
years; and, not professing to be a consti-

tutional lawyer, but a plain lawyer, having
practised forty years in courts, trying to
construct or interpret statutes according to
my views, or the interests of my clients, I
therefore approach the matter with con-
siderable hesitancy, but without any fear of
expressing my opinion as to what is the
m.eaning and intention of this Act. I do
not think this Act touches the prerogative
of the Crown at all. I believe the pre-
rogative of the Crown bas been given tO
us to act in this matter. I believe the
British North America Act has conferred
on us all the rights and privileges required
in order to make this change. I think
that is inherent, coherent and innatO
in this Act, and it is inspired through al-
most every page of the Act, and I do not
believe my hon. friend from Halifax was
fair when he placed the hon. member froml
Amherst and the hon. member from Sarnia
against the Minister of Agriculture and
member from Richmond, because they were
n not by any means very antagonistic to each

i other in their views, but were all of the
same opinion on this Bill. I must say whenl
I heard my hon. friend the Minister Of
Agriculture base and place nearly all his
grounds, if not all, for passing this Act on
the 91st section, J felt a little disconcerted.
I had never looked at it in that light. I
had placed it mainly under the 18th section.
The hon. member from Richmond put it
under them both together.

Hon. Mr. POWER.-No.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I thought he
did. The hon. member from Amherst,
supported by the hon. gentleman frora
Sarnia, based his opinions mainly upun the
amended Statutes of 1875, of the British
North America Act. He considered it
was strengthened and supported by the
91st clause, and the two together, with the
whole scope, intent and meaning of the Act,
he believed gave us a perfect right to legis'
late in the way we propose. Now my. hon'
friend from Amherst went back a long wa'
I was in the House in 1873, and I remenber
well when my hon. friend from Amhert
took a conspicuous and leading part, as he
always did, in the discussion upon the Oaths
Bill. I was a young member at the tinIe,
and my bashfulness, coupled with my esl'
tancy, prevented me from expressing s
opinion ; but I was with him the'
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that we had no power under that
section, because at the time of the
passing of our British North America Act
the House of Commons of England had not
the power to administer oaths, and although
the Parliament of Canada subsequently de-
sired to get that power, the House of Com-
nons subsequently having got the power,
yet we could not take that power
because it was not the privilege and
power of the English House of Commons
at the time of the British North America
Act-that is the House of Commons
had not then power. Although we passed
that Act, the views of my hon. friend from
Amherst were recognized, and the Act was
disallowed by the Imperial Parliament, or by
Ro al Proclamation. Then we got the Act
of 1875. Now that Act of 1875 re-affirms
and re-enacts section 18 of' the British
North America Act, that all the privileges,
immunities and powers created uncer the
Act of 1867, for the House of Commons and
the Senate, shall be such as are from time to,
time defined by the Act of the Parliament of
Canada; but no greater than those enjoyed
by the English House of Commons. Now,
in 1876, the Senate. and Commons extened
the powers as far the Oaths Bills-the
powers of the Commons-and granted to
all the Committees the powers of administer-
ing oaths, which was a power beyond the
Power enjoyed 'y the House of Commons of
England at the time. The power was granted
to the House of Commons in a certain Act,
and as long as we did not exceed that
general power, we liad the right to pass
that legislation, which we did pass in 1876.
We gave extended powers to the Committees
as to oaths beyond the powers of the English
bouse of Commons at the time. This shows
that we were not strictly tied down to the
Privileges of the House of Commons. Then, as
regards this amended Act of 1875, I contend
that we have the power under that Act for
this reason : that the Commons have that
Power-the House of Comnions of England
have that power. They have the power to
appoint a Deputy-Speaker. They appoint
a Deputy-Speaker. They have appointed a
Deputy-Speaker back prior to our British
14orth America Act. We have it that the
Comlmons exercised that power back as far
as 1853 ; they appointed a temporary Speak-
er, and for several years continued doing
80. It was the practice of the House of
COmmons up to 1855 to 1866. Then an An-

perial Act was passed and the Parliament
ratified the previous actions of the Commons
of England. This provision was made with
reference to the temporary absence of the
Speaker :-

" A Deputy-Speaker shall perforin his duties
and exercise his authority, pursuant to the Stand-
ing Orders or other order or resolution, every Act
done and proceeding taken in or by the House,
pursuant to any statute, shall be as valid as if the
Speaker hinself were in the chair."

That is just what we have done or intend
doing by this Act ; that is the action of the
House of Commons in England in 1855, and
subsequently what was done under that was
rendered valid by an Act passed afterwards;
an Act was passed confirming what was done
confirming the practice which had sprung up
in the House of Commons. Now it may be said
that that was done by Imperial power which
is not granted to us. Of course it was, but
it was established ; therefore it was the
power the House of Commons had not only
by practice but by being established by law
in England prior to the phssing of our Bri-
tish North America Act, and if the English
House of Commons had that power and such
privileges at the time of the passing of the
British North America Act, then we had the
right at any time to have the same legisla-
tion here; but certainly, after 1875, when
the 18th section was renewed and con-
firmed, it established our rights beyond all
question. I refer lion. gentlemen to the
eighth edition of May, pages 234, 235 and
236. I have endeavoured at least toshow that
that was the practice of the House of Com-
mons in England, and that wasconfirmed by
legislation in 1866, and has been the prac-
tice ever since, andif they had thepower, no
matter how obtained, we must have the
power, because we have it not only in the,
original Act of 1867, but by the confirming
Act of 1875. We have all those powers
which the House of Commons had, and I
contend we have the power to pass this mea-
sure, because it does not exceed the powers,
privileges and immunities now enjoyed by
the English House of Commons.

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-Do you find
any place where the House of Lords has the
power I I know that the Commons has the
power.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The English
House of Commons has the power; and that
is all we want. We have nothing to do in
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this case with the House of Lords, and this
Senate can have by this Bill the same power
as the English House of Commons-as held,
exercised and enjoyed now by the English
House of Commons, and by the members
thereof-

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-The Commons,
elect their Speaker, but the Speaker of the
Senate is by appointment.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-That may be,
but it matters not how it is done. If they
hold, enjoy and exercise it, we can, but as
regards the Deputy-Speaker we are not
attempting to infringe upon the prerogative
of the Crown as given to us under our British
North America Act. If we have them under
that Act we will not and do not attempt to
interfere with the prerogatives of the Gov-
ernor-General, but he may intervene at any
moment, and our statute interprets that
" may " as permissive in the Governor-
General and not imperative.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-What about interfer-
ing with the statutory power of appoint-
ment?

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not under-
stand my hon. friend. If this Bill is the
statutory interference, my hon. friend means,
I do not see where the interference is; we
are not interfering with the statutory power
of appointment in the slightest degree. This
power is given to us under the British North
America Act; it is inherent, coherent and
an innate power in the Act. We are not
infringing at all, because the Governor-
General has the same power after we pass
this Act as lie has now. Then we come to
the 91st section. It is clearly there that
the powers are probably stronger than I at
first thought they were. The 91st section
of the Act refers particularly to Certain
powers granted to the Parliament of Canada,
and says : " make laws for the peace, order
and good government of Canada in relation
to all the following matters ; " but then it
does not say they shall have only that power
to make laws foë the peace, order and good
government of Canada; it does not confine
the power to those particular matters sub-
sequently named there, but it says this:-

But not so as to restrict the generality of the
terma of the foregoing ternis of this section.

So that it is the peace, order and good
government of Canada applied to all these

subjects enumerated. It is not to be con-
fined to that alone because it says plainly it
shall not be restricted in any way to affect
the general terms of the section ; therefore
it is not confined to that section; but those
regulations as regards the law, peace, order
and good government are generally spread
over and influence the whole statute as'far
as it goes and is applicable to govern the
whole of it, and therefore, I think, with that
section 91, together with the 18th section, or
more correctly, the amending Act of 1875,
I think that we have the power within this
body to pass this Bill, because if you look
generally through all the British North Ame-
rica Act, the 35th, 4lst, 45th and 47th sec-
tions, you will see they all recognize the wer
of Canada to change the law. All these gis-
lative enactments can be changed by Par-
liament. It is " until the Parliament of
Canada shall otherwise provide." You find
in almost every section of that Act " until
Parliament otherwise provides " such and
such things are enacted. It shows not only
that the general powers given in the 91st
section prevail throughout the Act, and read
with the amended Imperial Act of 1875, I
think gives the power .that we here claim
not as an alteration of British North
America Act, or usurpation or breach of the
Crown's prerogative and it is not trespassing
on the prerogatives of the Crown ; because
my contention is--and I think it is the
contention of my hou. friend from Rich-
mond-that that Bill does not imterfere
with the prerogative of the Crown, because
the prerogative of the Crown is given us
under the Imperial Act. I think that 18
what my hon. friend from Richmond con-
tended, and we do not intend to interfere
with the rights of the Government or the
rights of the Governor-General, because it
does not claim to be co-ordinate with his right,
but expressly subordinate, by the notice of
amendment by the hon. member for Amherst
in these words at the end of the second sec-
tion : until the Speaker himself resumes the
Chair,or another Speaker be appointed by
the Governor-General." He can at any mo-
ment exercise his prerogative and right,
simply we keep up the continuity of our bu-
siness here, if anything occurs to stop our
proceedings and not by any means to inter-
fere with the appointing or removing power
of His Excellency, but in order that we can
go on with the business of the country-tO
which we are commanded to attend; and I
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ay that I believe that is a power inherent
in our Constitution, inherent in the machi-
nery that is given to us, that taking the
whole statute together-that is the legisla-
tive intent-that th y are not to be blocked
in this way. It is a power we have exer-
cised for the last twenty years, although I
admit not to the extent asked for in this
]Bill, and I feel confident it will not be con-
sidered ultra vire8. I admit that there is a
conflict of opinion among hon. gentlemen,
those learned in the law here. The Govern-
rnent is the special custodian of the Consti-
tution. No doubt its law advisers have
fully considered this Bill, and if any of ug
have any doubt, let the responsibility rest
With the Government.

As I before said, if we had not the power
then, we had no right to 'appoint a man to
take the Chair as we have done on several
occasions for the last twenty years. We had
1o right to put a man there to give a motion
to adjourn or to enter into debate. In all
these acts we recognized our powers inherent
in the Senate of Canada to do so. It is a
Power that I am confident we have a right
tO exercise as much as we have the right to
exercise any power given to us specifically
by the Constitution. We cannot go outside
Of the Constitution here, but there are some
things inherent under the Constitution.
Suppose the Crown has by grant given and
conveyed a piece of land to any one, with all
the privileges and appurtenances, has it not
the right of way, if of necessity, through the
Crown's surrounding property i It is a con-
stitutional right, it is a legal right in order
to use the property, although it is not so
stated-in the grant. In conferring a grant
the inherent power goes with the grant of
exercising all the rights necessary for the
e].jOyment of it. I consider that this Bill is
11ot infringing on the Constitution or on the
Prerogative. We are not violating the Bri-
tiah North America Act, we are merely pro-
"'iding for the continuity of the proceedings
of this House and nothing can be done under
this Bill that would prevent His Excellency
the Governor-General from exercising his
Prerogative at any moment.

Uon. Mr. SCOTT-I have listened with
a good deal of interest and attention to the
able arguments of hon. gentlemen who have
sPoken against the propriety of our adopt-
lUg the Bill now under the consideration of
the louse. The arguments advanced fail

23

to convince me that it is not within the pur-
view of Parlianient to pass this legislation.
I think the arguments were largely based
upon the assumption that we are attempting
to interfere with the rights and prerogatives
of the Crown. From the stand-point from
which I look at it I see no such attempt.
The language of the second paragraph of the
Bill I admit is too strong. The word " ap-
pointment " carries with it the idea of per-
manence. When we come to that particular
paragraph, I intend to suggest the use of the
word " choose," or "select," conveying the
idea that it is to be only a temporary action
of the House. The first clause of the Bill
gives the Speaker the right to ask any
Senator to take the Chair temporarily, it
being assumed that he himself is in the
building at the time. He may resume the
Chair in five minutes, or not until the end
of the sitting. If that is straining the Con-
stitution, then I must say the Constitution
is exceedingly delicate. If so small a mat-
ter affecting the organization of one of
the bodies of Parliament, is to give a
blow to the Constitution, it certainly does
not present that elasticity which I think
it ought to possess and which, Iam prepared
to show, it does possess. The next para-
graph in the Bill was intended to meet one
of those cases of emergency that will arise, I
suppose, in all legislative bodies-that has
arisen in the past in this House, and that
will no doubt arise in the future. From my
stand-point, it seems to me that our Consti-
tution would be an exceedingly weak one if,
on an emergency arising we were unable to
meet it in the summary manner which I
propose to explain. You can easily conceive
in a wide country like this that the Gover-
nor-General may, at any particular time
when the Speaker is ill or detained by a
snow-storm, be a thousand miles away. Will
any one tell me that it is in the interests of
good government that this important body
should be immediately paralyzed simply be-
cause there was not a Senator qualified to be.
put in the Chair ? That is practically what
those who declare their intention to vote
against this Bill announce that they are
prepared to say. They are prepared to an-
nounce to the outside world that our Consti-
tution is so weak and so inadequate to our
necessity that we are unable to pass the
simple provision contained in the second
clause of this Bill. It in no way disturbs or
affects the royal prerogative. If we elect
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from ourselves any gentleman to take the
Chair in the temporary absence of the
Speaker, we give him no right to hold the
Chair beyond the time the Crown may choose
to recognize. Who is to be affected by
this 1 Certainly not the public ; certainlynot
the House of Conimons; certainly not the
Governor-General; certainly nobody in the
five millions of people of Canada. It is said
that the Crown will be affected. His Excel-
lency, when he authorized the Government
to introduce this Bill, saw no objection of
that kind to it. We know that under our
system of responsible government, the Queen,
or His Excellency, has no voice in the selec-
tion of the Speaker-that he is appointed,
and nay be removed at any moment, by the
Privy Council of Canada. It is practically
the Privy Council of Canada that is in-
terested. The Privy Council comes forward
and says we approve of this measure and we
thpink it should be on the Statute-book.
He:-e we have heard a long argument as to
what the law officers of the Crown may say
on the subject, as if they would have any-
thing to say when it does not conflict with
or affect in the slightest degree any funda-
mental part of the Constitution. A good
deal of argument has grown out of the disal-
lowance of the Act of 1873. I will first
draw attention to the Act 1868. Under
that Act we did what, if the interpretation
put upon the British North America Act by
gentleman who are opposed to this Bill is
correct, we have no power whatever to do.
In that year we passed an Act to provide for
the administration of oaths to witnesses. At
that time the House of Commons of England
had not that power. So looking at it in the
light of section 18, that Act was ultra
vires. Did the Imperial Act disturb it i
Not at all. They do not think of dis-
turbing any of our legislation unless it
encroaches on the prerogative of the Crown.
That has been their policy and desire-to
abstain entirely from interfering with our
.legislation. They do not want to interfere
they know very well that under our system
of Government, popularized as it is, it would
be improper for theni to interfere unless
Imperial interests were at stake. That
would be the only justification. That Act ol
1868 was allowed to stand. When the dis.
cussion arose as to the Act of 1873, atten
tion was called to this Act, and what did the
Imperial authorities do? They did not say
that we had no authority to pass it. They

said that because we had doubts about it,
they would take a certain course. They
recited in the Bill that certain gentlemen in
Canada had doubts, and then they declared
that the Act " shall be valid and shall be
deemed to have been valid as from the date
upon which the royal assent was given."
That was done eight years after to relieve
the doubts of gentlemen who had questioned
our power to pass the law. It was not in
their own interest but for ours-because we
wanted it done. But it has been said that
the law officers of the Crown disallowed that
Bill. Why did they disallow it? Because
the father of Confederation asked them to
do so. We all know that that Act was
introduced in 1873, at a time of great excite
ment in this Confederation, when a commis-
sion was appointed to investigate the charges
connected with Sir Hugh Allan. Notice
was given of the Bill by Mr. Fournier, a
member of the Opposition, not of the Govern-
ment. Subsequently John Hillyard Cameron,
who was of the opinion that we had the
power to pass it under the British North
America Act, took it up and passed it
through the House of Commons. When it
came to this House, Sir Alexander Camp-
bell took charge of it. What was his view
of the question? On the 28th April, 1873,
he speaks of the Premier having doubts as
to the power of the Canadian Parliament tO
pass the Bill, and then mentions the fact
that another higli authority, John Hillyard
Cameron-and those that knew him knoW
that he was a high legal and constitutional
authority-had no doubt as to our power,
and he says:-

The Premier felt grave doubts, but another
high authority (Hon. J. H. Cameron), entertained
a different opinion, which was entitled to great
respect. The case stood very much as the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Dickey) put it. The Cominols
originally had no power to examine witnesses on
oath at ali, but were in the habit of sending theO
to the Lords to be sworn. Then an Act enabling
the Coimons to swear witnesses before the Private
Bill3 Conmittee was passed, and in this way the
matter stood when our Union Act of 1867 was
passed1. It was perfectly clear that the British

ouse of Commons had not the power in 1867.
This Canadian Act of ours proposes to give this
power got in England by an Act of Parliament-
While, therefore, there was a grave doubt in thIf

matter, our Bill was not a serions affair after ail.
The heavens will not fall if we are wrong, if we

- have stretched our authority somewhat. As an
independent legislature, if we err at all it should
be in the direction of freedom. He would desire,
speaking in a general way, where there was any

r doubt about our powers, not to circumscribe them-*
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*Ie would rather go for extending than diminish-
lag our powers. If we were wrong in this Bill,
it Was at all events with the sanction of very high
authority. He did not venture any opinion him-
self upon the legal point. What, as a Colony, we
lad done in the past, we might, without very great
danger, assume we had the power to do in the
'future.

Clause 18 of the British North America Act,
e.s it originallystood,gave tothis House and to-

the House of Commons the powers then held
b the House of Commons at that date, so
that our powers did not extend, expand and
grow as the powers of the House of Commons
of England did. I will call attention later to
the fact that when the Act of 1875 was
Passed by the Imperial Parliament-and I
suppose with the hope that it would prevent
the'necessity of the Canadian Government
going back so frequently for legislation-
they gave us the enlarged and growing
POwers of the British House of Commons.
They gave us the largest legislative powers
that any legislative body in the world
Possesses-powers that are changing year by
Year, growing according to the condition
Of things. This is a young country:
do you mean to tell me that if we
liarrowed down our interpretation of the
British North America Act to the simple
Wording of it we would be able to
carry on the country in ten or fifteen years?

O, and so the British Parliament thought,
ýtid in 1875 they declared that the rights,
"'lmunities and powers of the Senate and
'Duse of Commons of Canada were co-equal
'ith those of the British House of Commons
at the time that we passed any Bill. Now,
tel years hence, or eleven years hence, or
t'enty years hence, our powers will be keep-
111g pace w ith theirs, and we know very well
that the powers of the British House of

Ommnons are keeping pace with the most
advanced legislation in the world-far ahead
Of any other, I may say.- The British House
Of Commons is to-day the most poWerful
b'dy in the world. Now that Bill, which8 ir Alex. Campbell described as "not a
Serious affair after all," was a more import-
¾t one than this. It carried the pains of
Perjury to any one who committed perjury.
This Bill is not on the same plane as that, not
O allything like the same magnitdde and
""portance.

lion Mr. POWER-The Bill of that day
affect the validity of our legisla-

23J

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--Sir Alexander Camp-
bell continues:-

Then, we had given ourselves the benefit of
the doubt in the Copyright Act, upon which the
Queen had not yet pronounced. * * * If we were
wrong in this Bill, it was at. all events with the
sanction of very high authority. He did not ven-
ture any opinion himsif upon the legal point. What,
as a colony, we had done in the past, we might,
without very great (langer, assume we had the
power to do in the future.

Conveying the idea, at all events from his
stand-point, that we had the power before
Confederation, and if then, how very much
enlarged are our powers now ? Supposing
we did pass this Bill and that attention was
called to it, what would be the course of the
Imperial Parliament ? If they thought wise
to interfere, they would do just as they did
in 1875-confirm the Act. But I think,
recognizing to the fullest extent the prin-
ciples of responsible government, as the
Speaker is appointed by the Administration
of the day and not under the Queen's signet
at all, they would decide that the interests
of the Crown were in no way affected or
disturbed. If the representative of the
Queen in this country approves of this Bill,
that ought to be a sufficient argument to all
that has been advanced against it. That
alone would be a sufficient argument, but I
propose to go further than that. I should
regret exceedingly if we evinced a disposi-
tion to circumscribe our powers. Sir Alex-
ander Campbell was a good Conservative, but
he .felt the importance of preserving the
rights we enjoy-at all events, of not dim-
inishing them, and while not straining the
Constitution, at least regarding it as some-
what elastic and not of that cast iron cha-
racter that some hon. gentlemen have des-
cribed it to be. I want to explain to hon.
gentlemen why that Act of 1873 was disal-
lowed. There was a good deal of feeling and
excitement about the question-whether
witnesses should be examined before a Com-
mittee of the Commons on oath. Sir John
Macdonald, who was, in 1873, Minister of
Justice, and within six years from.the time
when he was the principal actor in the iim-
portant events referred to, made a report,
as Minister of Justice, to Lord Dufferin. His
Excellency did not agree with Sir John Mac-
donald and they consulted Mr. Todd. I
will read what Sir John Macdonald says,
and ask whether the law officers of the
Crown had any alternative whatever except
to take the course which he suggested. Sir
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John sets forth first the premises whether
the House of Commons had the power in
1867. There is a solid basis for his argu-
ment, ignoring altogether section 91. He
then gave a higher value to the word
"power" than the hon. gentleman from
Richmond gave--both Sir John Macdonald,
Mr. Todd and other authorities to whom I
shall refer just now-gave a more enlarged
interpretation to this vord power under the
18th section. Sir John Macdonald was quite
right in laying down the premises that this
Parliament, viewed in the light of the 18th
section of the British North America Act,
had exceeded its jurisdiction. He laid down
that undeniable premises in reference to this
exercise of power, assuming that the Act
was passed in conformity with the powers of
the 18th section. He goes on to say:-

The question has been raised whether it is com-
petent for the Parliament of Canada to confer this
power o a Committee of the Senate or House of
Communs here, as it is a power which was not pos-
sessed or exercised by the British House of Com-
mons at the time of the passing of the British
Nortl America Act, 1867.

The undersigned has come to the conclusion, al-
though not without doubt, that this Bill is not
within the competency or jurisdiction of the Cana-
dian Parliament, and that the attention of Her
Majesty's Government should he called to its pro-
visions, and to the doubt that exists with respect
to its validity.

Now I ask you whether the law officers
of the Crown' in England, in view of that
opinion of Sir John Macdonald, had any al-
ternative? They could not afford to cast
any reflection or doubt on the soundness of
Sir John Macdonald's opinion, because they
recognized that he was largely interested in
the drafting of that Act and ought to know
what its true interpretation should be. Lord
Dufferin, who had a good deal of skill as a
diplomatist and a member of the House of
Peers, and also had a good knowledge of
constitutional law, did not agree with Sir
John Macdonald. He believed that the Par-
liament of Cjnada, notwithstanding the re-
strictions of clause 18, had power under the
91st section to pass the Bill. In a long re-
port to the Imperial authorities, dated May
3rd, he says:-

A Bill has been introduced into the Dominion
House of Commons in the present session, intituled
" An Act to provide for the examination of wit-
tesses on oath by Committees of the Senate and
House of Commons in certain cases ; " a question has
been raised as to whether .the Dominion Parlia-
nient were competent to pass this Bill in view of
the restrictions inposed by the 18th clause of the
British North America Act aforesaid.

That notwithstanding the view taken by
Sir John Macdonald, notwithstanding the
House of Commons had not the power under
the 18th section, yet under the large
power given generally in the Confederationl
Act, Parliament was warranted in passilg
that bill. What did Mr. Todd say? We mnust
recollect that the late Mr. Todd was an au-
-thority second to none on either side of the
Atlantic-that for nearly forty years he had
been a close studentof the Constitutional law.
Those who knew Mr. Todd in the old Parlia-
ment of Canada, and afterwards under Con-
federation, will know how close a student he
was, and how ready he was to give assistancei
how painstaking and accurate he was. NO
one ever thought of doubting any principle
laid down by Todd. His books speak for
themselves. They are authorities not alone
in this country, but on the other side of the
Atlantic as well. Todd quotes the clause
and says :-

In my opinion that clause was intended to
restrain the claims of eithe rHouse to indefinite pre
vileges and immunities, by providing that such prr
vileges shall never exceed those enjoyed by .the
Imperial House of CommonE at a given date. fhe
privileges and immunities herein referred to are
those that might reasonably or unreasonably be
claimed as inherent in, or necessarily attaching to
the Houses of the Canadian Parliament pursuallt
to the maxim that " all things necessary pass as
incident." By limiting such privileges and powers
to those possessed by the Imperial House of Col"
mons in 1867, it prevents, on the one hand, a
undue encroachment or extension of privilege, anid
on the other hand secures to the two Houses and
the members thereof, respectively, the privilege'
immunities and powers appropriate to then a
component parts of the Canadian Parliarnent.

It is to e observed, however, that the poWr
so conferred upon Committees by the Englis,
Houseof Commons was not claimedas a " privilege
inherent in that body. It was merely a powe
conferred by Statute, to facilitate legislative il'
quiries, similar to that which has been repeatedy
conferred upon Statutory Commissions; and 15
being so conferred it did not trench upon any Pre
rogativ,e of the Crown,'or enlarge the constitutiola
rights of the House of Commons.

The Dominion Parliament were therefore
clearly competent, in my judgmnent, to confer
similar power upon Committees of the Senate an
House of Commons, pursuant to the authority
conveyed to the Parliament by the 91st clause O
the British North America Act, " to make 18,a
for the peace, order, and good government
Canada."

In a word, the restrictions contained in the
18th clause of the aforesaid Act, are restriction
upon claims that might be urged upon behalf o
the two Houses of the Canadian Parliament, or the
members thereof, respectively, to inherent or
excessive privileges, and are not intended to pre*
vent the exercise of legislative powers by the
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*hole Parliament, provided that the same are
exercihed within appropriate constitutional limits.

(Signed) ALPHEUS TODD.
Library of Parliament,

lst of May, 1873.
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Was not that

disallowed by the Imperial Parliament.?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Disallowed in the way
I have stated. Sir John Macdonald pre-
Pared the paper which I read a few moments
ago. He set forth that it was in excess of
the powers held by the House of Commons
in 1867, and was therefore ultra vires of the
ýarliament of Canada. I say the law officers
l England would not desire to question Sir
John Macdonald's opinion.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Don't you think
that they would exercise an independent
oPir ion ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Had not Sir John
Macdonald's opinion been presented in that
*aY, I do not think they would have dis-
allOwed it. I have more faith in the opinion
ofI Mr. Todd and John Hillyard Cameron and
1 Lord Dufferin than in the opinion of the
.1 officers of the Crown given under such

circunstances. I do not desire to show any
tii0respect to the Privy Council, but naturally

Ose gentlemen could not be expected to
take the same deep interest in matters of
that kind that those on this side- of the
&tiantic would. Besides, I never can get
out of my mind the feeling that there were
easons behind it all. I do not want to talk

abOut them now, but it was atime of very great
ecitement and it is not desirable to mix up

e events of that day with this matter. I
c*rtainly think that the opinions I have read

more than counterbalance the opinions
of the law officers of the Crown in Eng-
'ad. But at all events, that was a matter

e Very great consequence and where
rhe was a correct premises, as Sir John

Z dongld laid it down, taking as a stand-
ard the powers of the British House of Com-
'nso in 1867, it is no wonder that the law
0%cers of the Crown declared that the legis-

tion was ultra vires. There is no doubt
*t all that it was, if they took Sir John
Taedonald's paper and went no further.

97 would say there was no doubt at all
at the Parliament of Canada had exceeded

Powers. They were not interested in
t l4rging and extending our powers, or

%tdying the question f rom the stand-point of

Mr. Todd, or of John Hilyard Cameron,
or even of Lord Dufferin. It was a fortu-
nate thing for us that that Act was dis-
allowed, because what has been the result?
The Act that has already been adverted to
by the hon. member from Richmond was
passed, which gave us powers largely in ex-
cess of those conferred upon us by the
British North America Act. In order that
no question should arise in the future, the
British House of Commons said we will give
them all the powers that the British House
of Commons now possess or can possess
in the future. Was not that saying all
that it could say ? I took the trouble
to look up the debates in the House
of Commons and in the House of Lords
to see what interest they took in it but there
was not a syllable uttered in either House.
The Bill went through without a single
comment. That is the compliment that they
paid us. I expected to find a remark by
some member of either House that they
were giving the Parliament of Canada very
wide powers, but not a single syllable was
uttered. I looked to see what view was
taken of it by the members of the British
Parliament, but was surprised to find that
the Bill went through without any one
paying attention to it. Of course they
have other things there which are more
engrossing on their attention. As I said
before, the Crown accepts this legislation, and
the Crown is the only part of our Constitu-
tioi which is in the smallest degree affected;
no other element of the Constitution is con-
cerned in any way. With all due respect
for the powers of our Speaker, I am free to
admit that I do not know of any officer, any
official, any functionary who, in any logis-
lative body, bas less to do. They took good
care to give our Speaker as little as possible.
Thon again, it is not at all essential that
the Speaker occupy the Chair all the time.
What does the Lord Chancellor do when
he wants to speak i He goes down in the
Chamber.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-He is not replaced.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No; not replaced;
the Chair is empty, and he addresses the
Lords as we address each other, and does
not address the Speaker. We do not ad-
dress the Chair; we address each other. It
is contrary to the rules, and it would be an
impropriety to recognize that we had a
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Chair. That is practically our position, and Charles, when the House of Commons as-
the status of this House; and the Speaker serted themselves, but take the Reform Bill
has a perfect right to come down on the when practically the House of Coimnons5

floor of the House and join in the debate. took the constituencies that the Lrds repre-
I have seen Speaker Christie come down and sented, that the Lords could nominate. We
take part in the debate on the floor of the know that the Lords protested and objected
Senate. Is it so important that there should and they threw it out; the Commons sent it
be somebody in the Chair all the time ? back and they threw it out again ; and the
Could not somebody else put the motions ? Commons went to the King and said : "We
Our Speaker, as I said before, has fewer will fill up the House of Lords with luen
functions, fewer powers than the head of any who will pass this Bill." He said ;
legislative body that I know of. It does "No, you cannot (o it ' ; and they said :
seem to me, under those circumstances, that "We will." He said, "We will give voul
we ought not to hesitate about claiming the twenty-one;" and they said, " No, we wil.
rights we profess to have under this Bill. I take the absolute power to pass the Reforvn
was very sorry indeed that I could not get Bill." What did the king do? i He had to
the extract which was read fron Bourinot. yield. That is the last occasion on which "V
I have the highest respect for his opinion, have any record of the king objecting to the
and I would like to have seen it. I sent proposals of the Ministers of the day ; and
down to the printing office to get it, but the Lords, finding they were going to be
have been unable to see it. My recollec- swamped, walked out of the House. We
tion of it when it was read, was that it was will have that history repeated, I think, with
predicated on a condition of things not such reference to the Home Rule Bill ; it will go
as I have described-that it was there up to the House of Lords and they will reject
assumed what hon. gentlemen in this debate it once: whether they will reject it twice 1
have assumed, that we are appointing a cannot say ; but Gladstone has the power to
Deputy-Speaker. Now, we never contem- pass the Bill and send it up. The power Of
plated anything of the kind. There the House of Commons is a large, growing
is nothing in the Bill to show that ; no jus- and expanding power. As the conditions Of
tification for saying so, and this word " ap- the country change, the powers of Parlia-
point " is altogether too strong. The Bill ment grow, and I donot want it togo abroad
only indicates that we are doing what is that the British North America Act alone is
simply a .temporary act, not disturbing the the charter of our rights and liberties. 1
power of the Crown or the Speaker in any say they are higher and broader than that,
way ; and therefore I should like to have and L point to the' Act of 1875, amending
had that extract to read it over before mak- that, in confirmation of what I say. NoW I1l
ing any more comments. However, I have reference to the expanding powers which 1
sent for it two or three times, and it cannot say we possess, year by year as the countrY
be got f rom the Printing Office ; and there- grows and its conditions alter in ways afd
fore I propose to make an observation or manners we cannot now drean of, our rights
two ; I propose to quote Bourinot in that and privileges will grow pari passi with
respect, because L lay down this principle, those of the House of Commons of Eng-
that our constitution is not alone the British land. Now would you say it was Mr. Bol-
North America Act ; that it is the rights rinot's view that our Parliament was res
and privileges and the powers that have tricted by the words of the British North
come down from time immemorial of the America Act? L will read some paragraph&
British House of Commons. That is our from his work on parliamentary procedure
power, and let any man look back at and'practice, page 781, second edition. It
the histor of the House of Commons and is under the chapter " General Observations
lie will see that every quarter of a century on the practical operation of Parliamentary
the powers of the House of Commons have Government in Canada." It reads in this
been expanding, and they are going to way:-
expand more and more. Take as an evid- In any review of the legislative Acts of the
ence of it a most important thing in the Dominion, the Government of England has for
memory of many people of recent years_ many years past fully recognized those principhes
themor Lo. a nt lt of self- overnment which forin the basis of tle
the Long Parhament. It is not necessary politica freedom of Canada. No Act of 'the Parlia-
to refer to the period of the Stuarts and ment of the Dominion can now be disallO**
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except it is in direct conflict with Imperial treaties,
to which the pledge of England has been solemnly
given, or with a Statute of the Imperial legislature
Which applies directly to its dependency. The
ImWperial Parliament nay legislate in matters in-
inediately affecting Canada, but it is understood
that it only does so as a rule in response to
addressed of her people through their own Parlia-
tuent in order to give validity to the Acts of the
latter in cases where the'British North America
Act of 1867 is silent, or has to be supplemented by
additional Imperial legislation.

Hon. Mr. POWER--Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-At page 783 he de-
Scribes the large powers the provinces have ;
-have all those- specified in sections 91 and
92:-

Each Government acts within the limits of its
defined legislative authority with respect to those
rnatters which are of purely local concern, and it
1s only when the interests of the Empire are in
direct antagonism with the privileges extended to
the Colonial dependency, the sovereign authority
should pievail. This sovereign authority can never
be exercised arbitrarily, but should be the result
of discussion and deliberation, so that the interests
of the parent state and the dependency may be
brought as far as possible into harnony with one
another. The written and unwritten law provides
methods for agreement or compromise between the
authorities of the present State and its depen-
dencies.

It is quite clear that Mr. Bourinot does
nlot consider that we have that ironclad Con-
Stitution that sonie lion. gentlemen have de-
Scribed.

In matters -of law the Privy Council is guided
by various rules which wisely restrict appeals from
the dependency within certain defined limits. In
Matters of lçgislation and administration, on which
there may be a variance of opinion between the
Canadian and the English Government, the means
Of communication is the Governor-General and the
Secretary of State for the Colonies.

That would seem to indicate there was
1not a very anxious desire to interfere with our

,legislation and especially so harmless a meas-
lire as is this. I would like to read an opinion
given by the highest authority in the land,
as we recognize him ; that is, the members
of the Privy Council in England, who cer-
tainly ought to be as tenacious of the rights
Of the Crown as the Crown itself ; because
they do immediately represent the Crown in
the Privy Council. In the celebrated case
of Hodge vs. the Queen, under which the
Powers conferred under our charter came up
for consideration, they said :-

With respect to the subjects over which the
Parliament and Legislatures of Canada have legis-
lative control by the British North America Act of

1867. They must be considered to have the plenary
powers of the Imperial Government (to quote the
words of the judicial committee) subject only to
such control as the Imperial Government may ex-
ercise, from time to time, and subject only to Her
Majesty's right of disallowance, which the British
North America Act reserves to Her, and which no
one doubts will be exercised with full regard to
constitutional principles and in the best interests
of the country when exercised at all.

Now, how often has it been exercised of
recent years ? In the cases I have given
where the Imperial authority has intervened
it has been at our instance ; but when the
Act of 1875 was passed, giving us the en-
larged powers, I have not been able to find
that those larger powers were given at our
instance and request. I am not aware that
it was at the instance of Canada; on the
contrary, so far as I have been able to
discover, it was their own action. They
seemed to be stimulated by a desire to shut
out the subject for ever more and say, "lhere
take all the powers which the House of
Commons has, the growing powers, at any
time to pass any particular bill." That is
practically what they said, and I am niot
aware of our asking for it. Then on page
785 Bourinot again refers to the unwritten
law :-

If we study the Constitution of Canada, we
find that its principles rest both on the written and
the unwritten law.

And then he goes on to discuss the British
North America Act :he describes it as
being somewhat of a more flexible instru-
ment than some of the hon. gentlemen who
have spoken on this question would maintain.
I am sorry if Mr. Bourinot has been quoted
at all that lie could not have been quoted
under his own hand. I do not know how
far lie has prepared any paper, or how far
lie has committed himself to any view on the
subject, and therefore I say it with all the
greater respect for his opinion, I fear that
the premises as laid down for the extracting
of an opinion from him may not have been
just in harmony with the provisions of this
Bill. If my memory serves me correctly,
lie adverted to our appointing a Deputy-
Speaker, which we do not propose to do,
and clearly would not have the power to
do ; but this Bill is altogether a different
affair.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-It reads that way.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not at all.
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Hon. Mr. POIRIER-Is not the man
who takes the Speaker's place in his absence
a Deputy-Speaker i

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No, he is not a Deputy-
Speaker in any sense ; just to complete the
organization of the Chamber there is a
Senator in the Chair.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-He is another
Speaker.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-He is a Speaker pro
tem ; you may call him a Speaker.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Would my hon.
friend read the last line of the Bill :--" And
such Senators shall thereupon have and
execute all the powers, privileges and duties
of Speaker." You may call it any name
you like, but it is to all intents and purposes
a Deputy-Speaker.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Those words might be
struck out; what power has the Speaker but
to put questions from the Chair? As showing
that it is not proposed to disturb or interfere
with the prerogativeof the Crown, we may ask
an hon. gentleman to take the Chair in a press-
ing emergency, and the next minute he may
say: " I hold a Commission froin the Sover-
eign to sit as Speaker in this body." We do
not dispute that. He is only placed there
in a contingency to carry on the functions
of the body, so that we will not be at a
stand still. My hon. friend spoke of the
dire consequences which might ensue if some
Act of Parliament was passed with some one
in the Chair other than the Speaker. Who
can call it to account in the courts of this
country? They cannot take cognizance of it.
Who enacts the Bill? Her Majesty by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate
and the House of Commons of Canada. bo
you suppose they could go beyond one of our
Acts of Parliainent?

Hon. Mr. POWER-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think I could, as a
lawyer, answer certainly not. I do not
think they would do anything of the kind.

Hon. Mr. POWER-It would be ultra
Vireb.

Hon. Mr. SOOTT-It could not be ultra
vires unless the Imperial authorities chose to,

take a strained view of it and intervene,
which I do not think is at all likely. As I
have read from Bourinot, the Imperial au-
thorities do not wish or do not desire,--it
bas not been their policy since Confederation
-to in any way disturb anything we do
here, provided it does not encroach on Im-
perial rights there ;-and this Bill is no-en-
croachment on Imperial rights. The Gover-
nor-General, who represents the Queen, bas
a voice in the matter nominally, and he con-
sents, I presume. I suppose the Government
can tell us that before the Bill goes through.
If that is done I do not think the House
should have another objection to it. If the
hon. gentleman can say the Governor-Gen-
eral has seen the Bill and approves of it, that
is an end of it. There is nobody else who
can take objection. I listened with a great
deal of respect to the very able arguments
addressed to this House by the hon. gentle-
man from Barrie, but I think he is mistaken
in his conclusions. He gave us a very able
and thoughtful opinion on this subject, but
in it I find that he states that we have no
prescriptive or inherent right-that al] we
possess is within the four corners of the
Constitutional Act. Well, I think I heard
my hon. friend go a little further than
that on a former occasion in 1888, when the
question came up in consequence of Senator
Plumb's death. He said: "If no one ob-
"jects you have objected, and I was going to
"point out what the precedent had been in
"the past ; I have no doubt the inherent
"power exists with the House to adjourn.
My learned friend says now he does not
think there is any inherent power.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-That was simply to
adjourn.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I think if we can put
one motion we can put another.

Hon Mr. POIRIER-No.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My hon. friend says
no; it is a matter of opinion ; it would be
unparliamentary to talk about hair splitting,
but words will rise without one desiring to
utter them. Then I tind the hon. senator
from Barrie also quotes the hon. senator
from, Amherst as having given expression to
the opinion that we might appoint a DeputY-
Speaker. On reading the language of the
hon. gentleman from Amherst at that time,
his language was exceedingly guarded and
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does not convey any such opinion; on the
Contrary, he gave a written paper, and in it
he proposed that the motion to adjourn
should be coupled with the statement of
Certain facts, in order to show that the
Hlouse was doing as little as possible. Here
Were his words:-

The hon. gentleman, Mr. Hamilton, took the
Chair accordingly by consent of the members
present, declared the House adjourned until a
future period. By consent of the niembers present
and out of respect to the meinory of the late
8peaker, the Hon. Mr. Plumb, I declare the House
a journed until Monday, the 19th inst., at three
'clock in the afternoon.

He did not in the remarks he made there,
Certainly, convey the idea, that the House
had the power to appoint a Deputy-Speaker
or Speaker pro tem. His views are wider
and larger. I have the debate before me,
and thought his language was exceedingly
circumscribed and showed a disposition not
tO go beyond what was absolutely necessary.
It seemed to be the current feeling of the
Ilouse that we should not discuss the ques-
tion further than to adjourn. We did,
however, have a debate ; it appears it
Occupied some columns of our -Debates. Sev-
eral hon. nembers spoke ; we had a debate
With a Speaker in the Chair, indicating that-
Our organism was preserved and kept up,
and that the Constitution of the country did
Inot receive a violent shock.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-There was no
executive action.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Nothing could be more
executive in its character than adjourning
the House. It certainly was a good deal
7iore than putting a motion and being en-
tirely governed by the House, yea or nay,
8 to whether the motion was carried or
rejected.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I feel that I
Canlnot give a silent vote on this question.
Ea'ing for soine ten or fifteen years past
advocated the necessity of having a senator
tO replace, now and then, the Speaker in the
Chair, it might happen that I would be con-
Sidered to have been insincere when I feel
bOURd on the present occasion to refuse my
corplete support to the Bill now under con-
8ideration. I am bound, it seems to me, to,
give Some reasons for such a refusal.

lHad the Bill contained only the first
lause I would be induced to give it my

support considering that it might not then
be ultra vires, and even then if so it
could have no bad consequences, as under
the first clause the Speaker would have the
Chair for a short time during a sitting and
be at hand to resume the Chair in case of
any difficulty arising such as deciding a
point of order, restoring order in case of
words of heat having been uttered, or all
other difficulties which the Speaker alone
has a right to settle. With reference to the
second and third clauses, it has always been
my honest conviction that this Parliament
had no right to pass such legislation, that
it was ultra vires. I will not take the time
of the House in repeating arguments which
have already been advanced ; it is sufficient
for me to state that I agree with most of the
arguments which have so well been put be-
fore this House by the hon. Senator from
Halifax (Mr. Power). Indeed, I rose after
that hon. gentleman's speech for no other
purpose than to state my concurrence in the
views expressed by that hon. Senator and if
I gave way and allowed the hon. Senator
from Ottawa (Mr. Scott) to follow the hon.
gentleman from Halifax, it was to wait and
see whether the hon. leader of the Opposition
would not convince me that the hon. Senator
from Halifax was wrong and so alter my
views. But far from havingbeen convincedby
the hon. gentleman from Ottawa that this
Bill was altogether constitutional, he on the
contrary has convinced me that we have no
right to pass such a law. The hon. Senator
from Ottawa has stated that this Parliament
derives its power in this instance fr'om the
91st clause of the British North America
Act. which enacts that in every case where
the subject is not one of those alloted to the
provinces, the Federal Government shall
have full power to legislate for the peace,
order and good government of Canada. That
hon. Senator has added that under this
clause, there can be no doubt of our power
to pass such legislation. I am not a lawyer,
but as a layman, I regret to say that I dis-
sent from his views. No doubt, much legis-
lation can be brought under this 91 st clause,
but in the present instance, I emphatically
deny that this clause grants such power.
The Senate may not lose sight of the 34th
clause which restricta the 91st so far as this
question is concerned. The 34th clause
reads thus -

34. The Governor-General may fron time to
tine, by instrument under the Great Seal of Can-
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ada, appoint a Senator to be Speaker of the Senate, 3. Every Act done by any Senator, acting as
and may reinove him and appoint another in his aforesaid, shall have the sanie effect and validity
stead. as if the saine had been done by the Speaker hin-

Hon. gentlemen will see that by this self
enactment the power to appoint a Speaker Now, I should like to know how it is pos-
to this House is reservbd to the Crown. If sible for this Parliament to give what it has
s0, is it not evident that this special enact- not. The powers and privileges given to
ment restricts the general power given by the Speaker of this House are part of the
the 91st clause. Now, let me refer Your Constitution. The Crown, in confornitY
Honours to the 2nd clause of the Bill under with the Constitution and under its pro-
consideration which reads thus : visions, having appointed the Speaker, this

2. Whenever the Senate is informed by the House lias no power or privileges which it
Clerk at the table of the unavoidable absence of can legally and constitutionally give to
the Speaker, the Senate may appoint any Senator another of its members. If any one could
to act for the Speaker during such absence, and delegate such powers, I should say the
such Senator shall thereu pon have and execute all eae a oes hown s the
the powers, privileges an duties of Speaker. Speaker appointed by the Crown is the onlY

Now, in passing such legislation, is not one who could do so, and not this House.

tihis House appointing a Speaker h So much I give notice that when this Bill is referred

so that the Speaker appointed by the Crown to a Committee of the whole House I shal
might not resume the Chair for months and iove that the 2nd and 3rd clauses be

during all such time the Senate would have struck out.

for its Speaker a gentleman chosen by the Hon. Mr. POIRIER-On this matter I
Senate in violation of the Constitutional law take similar views to those expressed by the
which enacts that the Spealer of the Senate hon. gentleman fronj.,Delanaudière. I be-
shall be appointed by the Crown. Then the lieve not only that the 1st clause of the Bill
hon. Senator froi Ottawa went on referring is intra vires, but that it is a good clause
to the Bill passed by this Parliament some and that it should be enacted. I might add
years ago, concerning the swearing of wit- further, that I believe we have by inherent
nesses before Committees. Now, that Bill power the rights and privileges mentioned
was disallowed on the ground that it was in that clause. There is a distinction between
ultra vires-and no doubt it was. But the powers given us by our Constitutional
suppose it had not been and that it had not Act and the inherent powers that we possess
been so disallowed, it could not help the in common with all other deliberative as-
hon. gentleman in his pretentions, the two semblies. We have some inherent power,
cases being altogether different. In the but those powers cannot conflict with the
matter of swearing witnesses this Parliament powers specially provided by the Constitu-
had ac'ed under the provisions of the 91st tional Act which created us. For example,
section of the British North America Act, we have the power to adjourn ; there is not
which it seemed then was in no way res- the remotest doubt about that. If a panil
tricted by any other clauses of this saie occurred here, we would have the power tO
Act, and which truly was not directly res- adjourn with or without a Speaker. Suppose
tricted by any other provisions of the Con- a panie occurred here could we not adjourl
stitution. Nevertheless, it was disallowed whether the Speaker was in the Chair or flot
in England on the ground that the Bill was That is an inherent power. There is nothinl8
ultra vires, the 18th clause of the British in the Constitution that. authorizes us t0
North Anerica Act giving to the two Cana- appoint chairmen of Committees, still we dc
dian Houses of Parliament only such powers so. Why ? Because while the House IS ie
as the Commons in England had at the time Committee, no legal act is performed, and
of the passing of the British North America we have the inherent privilege of appointiaf
Act, in 1867. At the time the House of a chairman of a Committee. I would g'
Commons in England had no power of further and admit that the Speaker mighi
swearing witnesses. In the present ins- have the right to call to the Chair somebd)
tance the case is a good deal stronger, the to take his place while the debate was goifi
34th clause restricting completely the general on provided, however, that no vote be taken!
power given by the 91st clause. Let me now but my ground is that while holding to thoe
refer the House to the 3rd clause of the inherent powers and privileges we canlOl
Bill under consideration. It reads thus : conflict with our constitution, and that il
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the matter of the appointment of a Speaker
we have no privileges whatever. In my
humble opinion clauses 2 and 3 of this Bill
are ultra vires, as thev conflict with the
Constitution which created us and under
which we have our existence.

The second clause provides that whenever
the Senate is informed by the Clerk at the
Table that the Speaker of the Senate is un-
avoidably absent, the House nay appoint
some one to take his place. That creation
of the House is either a Speaker or is not.
If lie is not, he avails nothing, as the Senate
cari do no political act without a Speaker.
If be is, we are stepping in and taking
powers on ourselves equal to those reserved
for the Crown ; we are appointing a creature
whom the House of Lords in England has
not the power to appoint ; the Lords do not
even appoint their Deputy-Speakers. The
hon. gentleman f rom Ottawa has talked
very lightly in my estimation of our con-
stitutional charter. 1 believe, for my part,
that we should guard against unduly inter-
fering with it. It is the Act, the source
of our very existence, and it should be
religiously respected.

At six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER rose to resume his
speech.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL suggested that before
Proceeding with his speech the Orders of the
Day should be disposed of.

WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS moved the Second
Reading of Bill (23) " An Act respecting
Witnesses and evidence."

lie said :-This is a Bill respecting wit-
rlesses exanined and evidence adduced be-
fore the Courts created by the Parliament
Of Canada. It applies to all criminal pro-
ceedings and to other matters respecting
Which the Parliamerit of Canada has juris-
diction. As to witnesses in criminal cases
it is a new measure, which is in the line of
the progress which is made in other countries
in relation to evidence. Formerly interest
and crime delarred witnesses from being
-heard. It is proposed that none of those

causes should affect the right of a witness to
give evidence. It is proposed that every
person charged with an offence, and the wife
and husband, as the case may be, of the per-
son accused, shall be a competent and com-
pellable witness. We all know that under
the present law a wife cannot be heard as a
witness against her husband, and a husband
cannot be heard as a witness against his
wife. They are not competent or compel-
lable witnesses. It is proposed that they
shall be made competent and compellable,
competent in so far that a husband or a wife
can state what lie or she may have seen of
the offence committed, but not to give evi-
dence upon confessions or admissions made
during the marriage. If they are to be com-
petent witnesses I think they must also be
compellable witnesses. It is absurd, in my
humble opinion, to provide that a witness
shall be competent but not compellable. If
he is a competent witness he must cone
before the couî't, not as a man bound to give
only one side of the case, but as one who is
bound to tell all he knows about it, and he
should not have the privilege of declining to
answer on the ground that his reply might
criminate him. He is protected under the
provisions of this Bill in so far that no other
case, either civil or criminal, could be
brought against him on his own evidence or
the evidence be had given in a previous case.
I say that it is in the interest of the accused
that he should be a compellable witness. His
evidence will not be half as strong if he
comes before the jury protected from telling
everything he knows about the case. It has
occurred on many occasions that the life of
a prisoner depended on his own statement.
He often is the only witness who can give
the true version of what has occurred.
During my experience I have had a man
tried before me where the whole of the
evidence rested on two admissions made
by him. It was a case of murder which
occurred where there was no other person
but the prisoner and the dead man. The
deceased received a blow and never spoke
afterwards. INobody knew of the case but
the prisoner himself. Immediately after the
event the prisoner continued on his voyage
and he made then a 'statement while under
his first excitement, which statement con-
tained no extenuating circumstances. Half
an hour later he made another statement in
which be mentioned extenuating circums-
tances, showing that the assault had been
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committed against hin and that he had
killed his assailant in legitimate self-defence.
The jury were charged that if they believed
one statement it was a murder, that
if they believed the other statement it was
either manslaughter or justifiable homicide.
The jury adopted the latter statement as the
true one. 'T'hat man was in peril of his life
for two days, the whole of the time that the
trial lasted. Had he been a competent and
compellable witness, I have no doubt that
the jury would have accepted his statement
-which was the true and real one I believe
-that the man was killed in legitimate self-
defence. In this case, and in many others
that have occured, it is important in the in-
terests of justice-because that is the object
in view in examining witnesses-that the
prisoner should be in a position to give evi-
dence, that he should be a competent wit-
ness, and. if he is made a competent witness
it is in his own interest and in the interest
of justice that he should be a compellable
witness. The 5th clause of the Bill pro-
vides that no person shall be excused from
answering questions upon the ground that
the answers to such questions may tend to
criminate him or may tend to establish his
liability to a civil proceeding at the instance
of the Crown or of any other person, provi-
ded, however, that no evidence so given shall
be used or received against this person in
any criminal proceedings thereafter institu-
ted against him, other than prosecution for
perjury if, in giving suchievidence, be makes
a false statement. That is the protection
that is given him, that upon his evidence
alone he could not be tried for the offence
and that there must be some other evidence
to convict him. The other clauses relate to
the evidence of public documents, of procla-
mations, of deeds passed before notaries and
of various documents which purport to issue
under official seal or under some official au-
thority.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-That is already on
the statutes.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Yes, but this is a
codification. It also provides, which is now
in the law, that a child so young as to be
unable to justify before a court the obliga-
tion of an oath, may also be a witness and
give evidence, but subject to the limitation
that the statement of such a child shall not
be of itself evidence, but must be corrobor-

ated 'by other circumstances or other evi-
dence. Those are the main points of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have been taken
completely by surprise. The House rose at
six o'clock, while the hon. gentleman from
Shediac was engaged in making his speech,
and I presumed, as has been the universal
practice of this House since I have had the
honour of holding a seat here, that the hon.
gentleman would have gone on with his
speech as soon as the Speaker resumed the
Chair. When I return, I find the House en-
gaged in discussing the details of a different
measure altogether from that which was be-
fore us at recess. It is a measure as to which
there is a great difference of opinion. I could
have understood if the House had taken up
only measures which would not lead to dis-
cussion. During all the years that I have
been in the Senate I have never known a
case of the kind to occur before.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I understood that
this was done by the unanimous consent of
the members of the Senate present at the
time, reserving the discussion to be carried
on at length on the other subject after get-
ting through the Orders of the Day.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH---I was about to
make the same remark as the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax. This is a very important
measure. It is a radical change in the
Criminal Law, not only of this country but
of England, and it is of such importance
that I think it ought not to be taken up at
this time of the evening when nobody ex-
pected a debate. If the hon. gentleman
proposes to go on with the Bill to-night, I
shall find it necessary to speak at some
length on the question, but if it is postponed
until another time I shall be quite satisfied.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-It is the fault of the
House that this measure has been taken up
now. There was no objection raised to the
course adopted.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-When. the sug-
gestion was made, I thought it was a most
unusual mode of procedure, but as there waS
a consensus of opinion and no one objected
I did not raise an objection. It is one of
those important measures that will, I have
no doubt, create a great deal of discussion.
In this House, under our rules, we affirm
the principle of a Bill at the second reading.
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It is not so in the House of Commons.
Hence, you have a greater latitude in the
House of Commons, because you may allow
a bill involving a very important principle
to pass the second reading, reserving the
right under the rules to object to the prin-
ciple at a subsequent stage. I can under-
stand the objection taken by the hon. men-
ber from Lunenburg and the hon. member
from Halifax, because if the Senate pass the
second reading of this Bill they affirm its
principle unless each individual reserves the
rights to himself to discuss the principle in
Conimittee.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS--lI think that the
House will have a full opportunity of discus-
Sing the Bill. perhaps at greater advantage
when the House goes into committee of the
whole, and that we might allow the 2nd
reading of the Bill to take place on that
understanding-that no member will be
bound by this second reading and that when
the House goes into Committee of the Whole
a full discussion of the principle of the Bill
will be admitted. We will get one step
further on by taking this course. I do not
intend to press this Bill to-morrow but will
give every reasonable delay before going
into Committee of the Whole on the Bill. I
think that the House might follow this
course after the explanation I have given of
the Bill-I stated that it was new in prin-
ciple-I drew the attention of the House to
the principal features of the Bill, and under
the circumstances, I think we might have
the second reading take place now without
causing any difficulty.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Ishall certainly
conform to the feeling of the House if it is
understood that we do not cômmit ourselves
to the principle of the Bill by letting the
Second reading pass now. The Bill proposes
& radical change and it should be very care-
fully considered.

Hon. Mr. POWER- I do not propose to
Object to the second reading of the Bill now.
The hon. Minister will see that in dealing
With an important measure of this kind it is
desirable that the discussion should take
Place at the second reading, because at that
stage members who may agree with a great
Portion. of the Bill can point out the portiois
of it which need amendment, and those
Suggestions can be considered by the Minister
before he goes into Committee with the Bill.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-When we go into
Committee of the Whole I will give ample
time for the discussion of the Bill, and if it
is necessary we might have more than one
sitting in Committee of the Whole.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-If no other
hon. gentleman will move in committee to
amend the BillI shall move that two words in
the fourth clause be struck out, " and com-
pellable."

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-That has been the
subject of a long discussion in the other
House.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill was
read the second time.

WRECKS AND SALVAGE BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved that the
House resolve itself into a Committee of the
Whole on Bill (3) " An Act to amend the
Wrecks and Salvage Act."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. BOWELL said :-This is simply
to facilitate the investigation into wrecks or
other matters connected with vessels, by
substituting the word " Minister" for
" Governor in Council." It will enable the
Minister to instruct the man to make the
investigation at once and make the report to
him on which he can act and for which he is
responsible, before he can lay it before
Council for approval.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee,
reported the Bill without amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

PARLIAMENTARY FEES BILL.

THIRD READING.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on Bill (61) " An Act
respecting the disposal of moneys paid in
connection with proceedings before Parlia-
ment."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. McKAY-I should like to
know what the process will be in case this
House should resolve to return a portion of
the fees on a Bill. At present it is refunded
through our own Clerk.
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Hon. Mr. BOWELL-It will be on the may have an opportunity to consuit these
order of the House for a refund. The cheque gentlemen, though -my own feeling is to
will be issued, which will be honored by the withdraw the Bill.
Auditor-General and paid out of the Contin- The motion was agreed to.
gent Account which is placed to the credit
of your accountant. I asked the Auditor- DORAN DIVORCE BILL.
General the question which bas been put to
me, and also the Finance Minister. I am THIRD READING.

informed that this Bill is simply to carry out Hon. Mr. GOWAN moved the adoption
in principle by law that which has been the of the report of the Select Committee on Di-
practice of the Senate for some years. Then vorce re Bill (E) " An Act for the relief of
I asked this question-supposing the Senate James Frederick Doran." He said:- As this
authorizes the refund of a deposit which has will probably be the last case of divorce co-
been made, what will be done? The Auditor- ing before the Senate this session, I think it
General stated that a cheque will be issued but right that I should bear testimony to
on the order of the House. There will be the efficient manner in which every officer of
no difficulty under the new Act. The com- the Senate, witb whom my duties as Chair-
mittee recommend the refunding and upon man of the Special Coinmittee on Divorce
that the cheque will be given by the Audi- brought me in contact, perforined bis duty.
tor-General. From the Law Clerk, especially, down, I can

Hon.and do state that every duty was promptly
Hon.Mr.KAJLBAH-Ontherecin-and faithfully executed to my entire satis-

iendation of the committee, but that must faction, and I must not omit to include our
be adopted by the fouse. shortband writers, wo did their work in a

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Yes. most creditable nanner, with a celerity and
accuracy deservng the beighest commenda-

Hon. Mr. PERLEY from the comnittee, tion. This case in which I now move the

reported the Bill without amendnîent. ' adoption of the report is, I may say, grow-
ing out of the iaign influence of a mother-

The Bill was then read the third time and in-law wîo had large expectations for ber
passed. . daugoter to live in a style she pad lived

in but finding ler disappointment sie as-
TILc sited in separating a couple who might bave

.lived happily together. The old man Doran,

THIRD READING POSTPONED. the grandfater of the petitioner, was too
wise to accept the suggestion this woman

The order of tbe day being called-Com- ade te him: to use a common expression, he
mittee of the whole fouse on Bill (M) asAn was fot going to take off his clotbes before
Act respecting the Trial of Juvenile Offen- bie went to bed. The resuit was that the
ders." matter came te an open issue and she would

not allow hier daugliter to return to bier hus-
Hon Mr. ALLAN said :-The Minister band. H-ow the respondent lived afterwards

of Agriculture lias been kind enough to I cannot say and do not, desire te know.
show me a memo. frorn the Minister Of Ultimately Mrs. Doran went to France and
Justice on this Bill. With miany Of bis though we do not know it as a fact, we were
views I entirely agree, but as I think it iS informed by one of the witnesses that she
a inatter which should be very well con- went tbrough a forin of marriage in Paris.
sidered indeed before it passed this ouse, Ail the facts alleged were proved, the fact
particularly as it will be an amendment to of his living with hier for a few weeks and
the present Criminal Code, my own feeling the faci of her declining at the instance of
is rather to withdraw the Bill; but in the lier mother to return. The whole preamblle
meantinie, as I arn desirous of putting my- of tbe Bill was fully sustained. It is a case
self in communication with the Prison that the committee unhesitatingly recoin-~
Reform Association and others at whose mended for the adoption of the report.
instance I introduced the Bill, I move that
the Order of the Day be discharged and Hon. Mr. KALBACH-To put the
fixed for Thursday next in order that case in a nutshell, the happy union in thi
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Case was rent asunder through the baneful
Influence of a mother-in-law who induced.her
daughter to break her marriage vows.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE--I understood that
the object of having this celebrated divorce
Coliittee appointed and having only one
Copy of the evidence printed, was to keep
the details out of our records. I cannot
uniiderstand why the chairman of the Com-
luittee should give a summary of the evi-
dence when we have the full evidence in our
hands, unless it be to give the filthy details
to the public. The sooner we do away with
the coimîittee, or with the reports, or the
divorce proceedings, the better it will be for
Our own credit.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW moved the third
reading of the Bill.

The Bill was then read the third time and
Passed.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (26) " An Act relating to the Har-
bour of Thornbury on Georgian Bay." (Mr.
McKindsey.)

Bill (77) " An Act to further amend the
Act to enable the City of Winnipeg to
Utilize the Assiniboine River water power."
(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (84) " An Act reepecting the Grand
Trunk Railway Company." (Mr. MacInnes,
Burlington.)

Bill (63) " An Act respecting the Can-
adian Power Company." (Mr. Power.)

Bill (U) " An Act further to amend the
Railway Act." (Mr. Bowell.)

THE SPEAKER OF THE SENATE
BILL.

DEBATE CONTINUED.

Hon. Mr. POIRIER resumed his speech.
lie said:-When the House rose at six
O'clock, I was remarking that the House of
Lords had not the power to appoint either
Its own Speaker or Deputy-Speaker. Ex-
ception was taken to these remarks; I had
nlot time to complete my idea, but I will
give it in a few words. There has been an
ancient conflict between the House of Lords
'n1d the Crown as to the right of appointing

Peakers and Deputy-Speakers, the Lords

never having relinquished their privileges on
the one hand, and the Crown on the other
hand having imposed hers ; so that the
situation is this : the Crown appoints
Speakers to the House of Lords, and also
means to appoint Deputy-Speakers. These
are even appointed by batches. Notwith-
standing that, the Lords have maintained
their privileges, and when the list of the
Crown appointees is exhausted, then the
nominee of the Lords goes in and takes the
Chair, but subject always to be merged or
immerged in the nominee of the Crown
when he is present; so that if the chairman
of committees should, in consequence. of the
absence of the Speaker and Deputy-Speak-
ers, take the Chair, the moment the Lord
Chancellor or one of the Deputy Speakers
comes into the House of Lords, the power
of the nominee of the House of Lords of the
chairman of committee, ceases ipso facto,
and the Lord Chancellor or the Deputy-
Speaker takes his place. That is the situa-
tion there, hon. gentlemen; but it does not
affect our case, because we are not governed
by the precedents that obtain in the House
of Lords. The authorities have disposed of
us otherwise. Now, I will take the argu-
ment of the lion. the leader of the Opposi-
tion, whom I am sorry not to see here to-
night, and I wish the House to understand
that if I am bold enough to endeavour to
answer him, it is not because of any lack of
respect or deference for him. This is a
deliberative body. Let that be my justifica-
tion. The hon. gentleman made very light
of the necessity of a Speaker at all;
lie went to the extent of intimating to
the House that if we had no Speaker at all
we could go on just the sarne; and that any-
body could put the question from the Chair.
Hon. gentlemen, that assertion, falling from
the mouth of such a prominent lawyer as the
leader of the Opposition surprises me. Why i
The Speaker is as necessary a factor to the
runnipg of our machinery here as a judge is
necessary to a court of law ; so much so that
we are not a Senate properly sitting as a
Legislative body unless we have a Speaker ;
and it is surprising to hear the contrary
stated, when the information comes from the
leader of the Opposition. He said further,
that the Law Officers of England had no
concern about it, thatthe Crown took hardly
any interest in the matter ; that if they did
interfere on some occasions it was at our
pressing request. All the records of both the
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Canadian House and the British House con-
tradict that statement. Let me read to you
the preamble of our Act of 1885, and you
will at onee see if it is important or not that
weshould act when properly constituted, and
if it is really of small importance any how
whether we have a chairman or not. Here
is the preamble of the Act of 1885 appoint-
ing a Deputy-Speaker in the House of Com-
mons:-

Whereas the House of Commons has resolved,
&c. --

That is theresolutionof the House of Com-
nions ; I will not read the first part-

And whereas the assent of the Crown has been
obtained to the adoption of the same resolu-
tion.-

That precaution was taken to have the
assent of the Crown beforehand, which is
necessary with us as well as with them in
England.

And whereas it is expedient to give effect to
the same -

And listen to this, hon. gentlemen.

And whereas the validity of acts or- proceed-
ing of the House doue or taken during the absence
of the Speaker night thereafter be questioned
unless declared valid by law, etc."

Therefore you see at once that it is the
opinion of our Legislature that acts per-
formed while there is a doubt as to the re-
gularity of the appointment of the presiding
officer, might be invalid. This shows
clearly, hon. gentlemen, that this House at
least regards it as of primary necessity that
our organization should be complete. The
hon. gentleman has moreover insinuated that
perhaps in England they do not entertain
the same view. Let me read to you the
preamble of the Imperial Act of 1874, which
practically goes over this ground.

Whereas doubts have arisen with regard to the
power of defining by an Act of Parliament of
Canada, in pursuance of the said section, the said
privileges, powers and immunities, and it is expe-
dient to remove such doubts, etc. -

Such doubts, hon. gentlemen, are doubts
that have arisen or sprung from acts done
by us after the passing of our Act of 1878,
showing therefore that in England they con-
sider that unless we proceed with our powers
properly organized the legislation performed
is doubtful and its validity is questionable.
But the hon. gentleman has insinuated they
only entertain those opinions when Canada
is concerned. Let me take you back to Eng-
land itself a1td se if they disregard those

questions and show if they are not even jea-
lous to see that no act of Parliament be
performed except when the House is in its
full and most complete organization. Here
is an Act passed by the Imperial Parliament
in 1855. The House of Commons by a reso-
lution of its own, had appointed a Deputy-
Speaker for the House of Commons, which
office was not in existence before. Some en-
actments had been made and particularly
some new members had been sworn in while
the Deputy-Speaker was in the Chair. The
resolution creating the office of Deputy-
Speaker had only been passed by the House
of Commons and therefore doubts arose as
to whether acts done while the Deputy-
Speaker was in the Chair were valid, and
therefore this Act was passed to validate
them. Listen to the preamble :-

An Act to prevent doubts as to the validity Of
certain proceedings in the House of .Commons;
whereas the House of Conmons on the 4th day Of
August, 1853, Her Majesty having previouslY
signified her consent to the fouse that the House
might do therein as seemed fit, resolved, as fol-
lows:-

All those precautions had been taken.

That whenever the House shall have beei in-
formed of the unavoidable absence of the Speaker,
the Chairinan of the Committee of Ways and
Means should take the Chair, and in the event Of
the Speaker's absence continuing for more than
one day, dQ, and if the House shall see fit, take
the Chair in like nianner during any such absence,
and whereus on the 4th day of the present month
of June. Mr. Speaker being absent, the right hon.
gentleman, the Chairman of the Committee Of
Ways and Meaus, took the Chair in pursuance
of the said resolution, and whereas the House.On
the same day further resolved as follows, viz., the
Chair on each subseguent day during the week,
namely, that in the event of Mr. Speaker's absence,
Mr. Fitzroy should take the Chair on a subsequent
day during the present week, and whereas again
the said right hon. gentleman, in consequence Of
the continued absence of Mr. Speaker, should per-
form therein certain duties pertaining to the Office
of Mr. Speaker.

And all those precautions had been taken
in the House of Commons :.

And whereas doubts miay arise as to the valid-
ity of acta doue or proceedings taken by or in the
House during the time as aforesaid, in relation tO
certain matters regulated by the Statute, be it
enacted, &c., &c.
This shows, hon. gentlemen, that the subject
of which the hon. leader of the Oppoe
sition was making light is not so light a
matter. It affects the validity of legisla-
tion itself : and if acts performed under such
authority as this were deemed insufficient iO
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the Imperial House of Commons, do you endeavored to show that the opinion of the
hon. gentlemen, think that as to acts per- law officers in England was as it were
formed by the proposed Deputy-Speaker or of no consequence ; after saying that
more properly by the new Speaker, will not in the controversy of 1873, when Sir
be disputed before tribunals and will not be John A. Macdonald sided one way, and
subjected to doubts of the greatest magni- Lord Dufferin and Mr. Bourinot the
tude ? The hon. gentleman, moreover, en- other, there was no alternative left to
deavoured to put the hon. gentleman frong the Law Officers of England but to decide
Barrie, the foremost advocate of this side. of with Sir John Macdonald which is hardly
the question, in the position of contradicting consistent with what we know of the inter-
himself, which surprised me very much; ference of our Ministers here with the Law
and as the hon. gentleman from Barrie has Officers of England; lie reached a very
spoken once, and cannot be heard again, I strange conclusion. Before sitting (Own lie
may perhaps answer these remarks for him. actually condenrned ail the act now before
The hon. gentleman from Ottawa said that us in wor(s tlat could not be mistaken ha
the hon. gentleman from Barrie had stated averred that the Bill was ultra vires. You
during this debate that we had no in- ail remember him saying that of course we
herent powers ; and citing a previous debate could not appoint a Speaker; that the word
at the death of Mr. Plumb lie said that ing of the act would have to be changed.
the hon. gentleman from Barrie had affirmed He proposes to strike outthe word "appoint"
that we have inherent powers-thus in the bi , which makes it ultra vires, and
trying to show a contradiction. That substitute the word elect" or chioose,"
attempt at finding my venerable friend con- and that the bil will then beau right. -ow,
tradicting himself, if made by a layman, ihon. gentlemen, ask the question; what is
nOight have been understood and might there in a naine? This is a inatter of syno-
have l)een justified, but coming from a pr- nyr. Cal it wngat vou like, the moment the
fessional man can hardly be excused. At person chosen or appointed by the House
that time the question was as to whether we bas got the privileges, rights and poers

acould appoint a Chairman to pass resolu- enumerated in this Act, he is to a intents
tions of condolence or of adjournment-a and purposes a pro-Spearker. In the Repu-
Privilege inherent to every body, and that llic of the United Statés, when the Vice-
110 power on earth can take away, no more President is absent, and they appoint a
than they can take our own existence. supplementary one, they cal him by bis own
iEvery deliberative body, and every meeting name, a President pro tein, a gentleman that
tn the right to adjourn or to eleTt a pre- has ail the powers of another gentleman.
sident for matters outside of their legal at- There is a wide difference between a deputy
tributes. It is then a body, not legal, -a man appointed by a superior-and a
bot politic, it is a ody doing certain tings gentleman who is appointed to act as vice

f its own jurisdiction; those are the in- of the other one, wit ail his powers. Vhat
herent rights to which my hxon. friend does clause 2 say?

aeferred, and wben to-day he said we bad Whenever the Senate is inforned by the lerk
110 inherent rights, he distinctly said, and at the Table of the unavoidable absence of the
every lawyer in this fouse understood, that Speaker the Senate may appoint-
We had no inherent rights coming in conflict Let us read the word "choose, to please
With the Constitution; that al the legai the leader of the Opposition-
Eghts we ad were derived from the charter
that before the charter existed we did no -nay choose any Senator to act for the Speaker

exist fowe had no right ; our rights com- dring sncb absence, and such Senator sha there-
upon have and execute a the powers, privilegesIllenced from its existence, and that we have and duties of the Speaker.

10 inherent rights except the rights given Then clause 3
bY the charter, ither directly or by impli-
eation. believe n am right in stating the Every act-done by any Senator as aforesaid shah

'Pinion of the hon. gentleman from Barrie, have the saie affect and validity as if the saine

rightsa wee hade wer derve fromke the chrter

Weta, now, to conclude ail and make it more
remarkable, after the hon. gentleman from The Crown has reserved to itself the right
Ottawa had sustained the Act in the way he to appoint a Speaker, and that is a part of
bid, having gone exceedingly far, having our Constitution; if we extend or restrict

24
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that right we are modifying the Constitution
by giving another man an equal power with
the Speaker. We arrogate to ourselves the t
authority to appoint a Speaker. Whence do
we draw the authority, hon. gentlemen?
Where have we the power to procreate such f
a being? We cannot have it outside of the
Constitution, and we have it not within the
Constitution. Our existence, our powers, our
right to procreate or to act politically must
be drawn from our charter, and the Crown
alone could beget and procreate such a being
as Speaker. We have not within ourselves
by any inherent right the privilege to give
existence to such a being. But the hon. gen-
tleman for Ottawa has said, or given the
House the impression, that it would not
matter much if we were to interfere with
those details. These are not details at all,
hon. gentlemen; this is the very essence of
ourniachinery, and thehon.gentleman's views
were not the views entertained by the
fathers of Confederation ; his views were not
the views entertained by the leading states-
men of England when our British North
America Act was discussed. If I am not
tiring you too much, I crave your attention
to these words of Lord Carnarvon-

As to the unaltered v-haracter of the Bill-

That is the British North America Act.

-such an undertaking was part of the compact
between the seven provinces, he should be glad for
the House to understand that the Bill partook
soiewhat of the nature of a treaty of union, every
single clause of which had been debated over and
over again and had been subjected to the closest
scrutiny, and in fact each of thein represented a
com promise between the different intenests in volved.
Nothing could be more fatal to the Bill than that
any of those clauses which were the result of a
compromise should be subject to two such alter-
ations. It would be his duty to resist the alter-
ation of anything which was in the nature of a
compromise and which, if carried ont, would be
fatal to the measure.

You know our representatives were then
in England, and that very clause concerning
our power to appoint a Deputy-Speaker
came up before the Parliament in England.
It was decided there, after mature consider-
ation, that the Governor-General might have
a deuty, that the Lieutenant-Governors
might have deputies, that the House of Com-
mons should, to the extent of what is in the
Act, have a deputy also, but no provision
was made in our case. This clause existed
in the Quebec Resolution that was submitted
in England :-

The Speaker of the Legislative Council--

Which became our Senate-I am reading
the whole clause 15-

The Speaker of the Senate, unless otherwise pro-
vided by Parliament, shall be pointed by the Crow'n
rom among the members of the Legislative Coun-
cil and shall hold office during pleasure and shall
)nly be entitled to a casting vote on an equality of
votes.

Therefore, in the Quebec Resolutions there
was no mention of a Deputy-Speaker, and
we have no mention of it in the Act, and
therefore, there is no place left for any
doubt. If the case was not provided for it
is because the framers of our Constitution
did not think it should be.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-What Parlianent
did they refer to there ?

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-Those are the
Quebec Resolutions.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-But I wish to know
what Parliament they had in view.

. Hon. Mr. POIRIER-I am reading froml
the Constitution of Canada by Doutre and
the Quebec Resolutions are here inserted. I
am reading from section 15.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The British Parlia-
ment?

Hon. Mir. ALLAN-No, this Parliament·

Hon. Mr. POIRIER-This is simply tO
try to show that the hon. leader of the
Opposition was, if I may be permitted tO
use the expression, wrong in making light
of our Constitution, and thinking that We
could disregard it entirely. As you have
seen, the A ct provides for a Speaker and does
not provide for a Deputy-Speaker in 0 r
case, and perhaps the Latin maxim moigh t

apply here-" inclusio unius est exclusio
alterius." Now the source of our poWer,
according to the mover, the Hon. Minister
of Agriculture, whose high legal opinions 4

greatly respect, and who will excuse nme

hope for discussing this Bill-the source
our power in this case is clause 91. I amo
sorry the hon. Minister did not more fully
show us how this stream could flow from
that source. If there is a clause in our 00n'
stitution that has been debated before the
courts, not only in this land but in England,
it is certainly that clause. It has bee.n
sifted over and over again. On that io
based the distribution of the powers as
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between the central authority and the pro- stretch and strain the Constitution,we'must
vinces. It is a clause which refers to sub- at least be justified by the emergency, by the
stantial legislation ; but never before to my absolute necessity of the situation. Are we
knowledge did I hear of any interpretation now in such an emergency as would justify us
given to it ag dealing with what I may call in stepping in and appointing a Speaker ? If
procedure. That clause recites the various the British North America Act had not pro-
powers given to the provinces and reserves vided for a Speaker then I admit we might
the balance to the central Government, but have the privilege: but we have been giveh
deals not with the mode of putting the a Speaker and the Act declared that the
Inachinery in motion. It relates to the Speaker shah be the appointee of the
order and good government of Canada. Crown. Is your case so pressing and the
From it have arisen all those questions con- necessity so urgent as to justify us in ap-
cerning the selling of liquor wholesale and pointing another one? If it is urgent for us,
retail, the navigability of railways and other then it would have been urgent for the
points disputed between Ottawa and the Imperial House of Comions of Englandwho
provinces. This clause states that outside had no Deputy-Speaker up to 1853. Here is
of - the powers given to the provinces, when- the history of the Deputy-Speakers or of the
ever questions of peace, order and good gov- Speaker of the English buse of Commons.
ernment arise, those questions shall fall I will make it short. A committee was ap-
Under the power and jurisdiction of the pointed in 1852 to inquire into the question
central Governnent, in contradistinction as to whether the house of Cmn ons had
with what is done by the United States, the right to appoint a Deputy-Speaker, and

vhere the primitive and original powers to recommend to the bouse what should be
caine frop the provinces or from the differ- done in the absence of the Speaker. They
tit States and was retained hy them, except state in their report that between the years
What was specifically given to the Congress. 1647 and 703-that is for the space of 56
If that clause carDes such an interpretation, years-the Speaker had been absent on but
it is certainly a novel or an extended inter- three occasions, and that in each case the
Pretation. It has not been given to, it be- House, being informed that the Speaker was
fore. But assuming that it does, it is cer- detained at Court, adjourned till the next
tainly limited by clause 18 of our Constitu- day. No oDeputy-Speaker as appointed
tion. That was admitted by my hon. f riend and there was not that stringent, that press-
fron Richmond, who is not here to-night, ing necessity for them that appears to exist
cnd by several others, that if clause 91 for us. Between 1603 and 1640, nine cases
gives us the power which is asked for, it is of absence of the Speaker are reported and
limaited by section 18 of our Act, which is in each case except one the bouse adjourned.
Ilow contained in the Act of 1875. That In 1640 a new Speaker was appointe4, which

ct submits us or puts us on a par with the did not get the assent of the King, who was
muse of Commons whenever their mies are then in jail. There was a case of necessity.

euconsistent with our Constitution, and The assent of the King was necessary to the
gives us as a prototype not the Couse of validation of the power of the Speaker.
LIrds but the bouse of Commons of There was a supree necessity. They did
pregland. Therefore we are governed by without it, getting the assent of the Lords.
the rules that govern the iouse of Coi- But the creation of a Deputy-Speaker is not
tnls in England, which also governs ou such a case of necessity. Between 1650 and

Ilouse of Commons here; but we cannot go 16 68 only two cases of absence are reported ;
beYond that; in adopting those rules we between 1668 and 1760, six absences alto-
fr5nnot coRe in conflict with our Constitu- gether are recorded. On the 13th March
tign in matters that are directly provided the Speaker, Sir John Cremear infored the
10m. Acting within the oimits of our Consti- House he had a violent atack of colic and
tution, we can take or give ourselves the could not be present. Because of his ab-
Privleges enjoyed now by the bouse of Con- sence he was excluded and given a succes sor
gie0s u England ; but what are those.privi- the bouse being informed that he had ac-
l In England the bouse of Comm ons cepted a gift of 1,000 guineas to favour the
ha existed from its beginning to the year passing of a certain Biby. The word boode
185 without aving a Deputy-Speaker. In was not in existence then. As a matter of
Order that we should take upon ourselves to fact he was pledged to pass a certain

24ý
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Bill and remained absent on that ac-
count. The House of Commons did
not think they had the power to appoint
a Deputy-Speaker and did not in fact appoint
one. They appointed a new Speaker. Mr.
Anslow, who was Speaker 34 years, was de-
tained only four times for sickness between
1760 and 1803. Later on the House of
Commons by a resolution decided that in the
absence of the Speaker the Chairman of the
Committee of Ways and Means would be
called to the chair and act as Speaker. The
first instance took place in 1855 during the
absence of the Speaker. Now, it is the Acts
performed while this Deputy-Speaker was in
the Chair, that were questioned afterwards
and forced not only the House of Commons,
but the whole Parliament of England to pass
an Act legalizing what had been done during
that tiie, showing that it is no trifle to dis-
regard the regular procedure of Parliament.
In what position should we be, if we were
to pass Bills and enact laws with an irre-
gular Speaker in the Chair ? We are not
given by our charter the power to deal with
our Speaker, and there is no absolute neces-
sity for us dealing with that question as we
are provided with a Speaker appointed by
the Crown. So far I have endeavoured to
show that we have no authority at all in
the premises. Now, I contend that if a
Deputy-Speaker can be appointed-which I
cannot admit-he must be appointed other-
wise than by the House. You will admit
that in the case of our House of Commons,
it is not contradictory that the House should
elect a Deputy-Speaker, it being empowered
to elect its Speaker; but as a matter of fact
our House of Commons does not elect its
Deputy-Speaker. To all intents and pur-
poses they have no Deputy-Speaker there;
Mr. Bergeron cannot open the proceedings of
the House; he is called, and as a matter of
fact, any member may be called by the
Speaker, to take the Chair. Any person so
called by the Speaker to occupy the Chair,
continues sitting even when Mr. Bergeron is
in the House. They practically have no
Deputy-Speaker with privileges equal to
those enjoyed by the Deputy-Speaker of the
House of Lords. It is enacted the Speaker
may call upon the Chairman of committee
or any other member. If we appoint a
Deputy-Speaker we are going far in advance
of them; and I will call the attention of the
promoters of the Bill to this question, that
they have practically no Deputy-Speaker in

the House on the other side who may act
independently of the Speaker. But there
they have the privilege to appoint their
Speaker, which we have not, and I submit
very humblily that if we are to have aiDeputy-
Speaker at all he must come from the saie
authority that appoints the tirst Speaker, the
Crown, who having appointed one Speaker,
must appoint the other, and not we who
have nothing at all to (o with the matter.
To justify my contention I would refer to
clause 131 of the British North America
Act which I think supports iny contention:

Until the Parlianent of Canada otherwise pro-
vides, the Governor-General in Council from tine
to tiine niay appoint such officers as the Governor
in Conncil deens necessary or proper for the
effectual execution of this Act.

Assuming that the Speaker of the Senate,
who steps into life with all the adornmients
of other officers, who is made and created by
the Crown, revocable at will-assuming, I say,
that he is an officer, then perhaps the Crown
might step in and appoint a Deputy-Speaker
to us. I have no very clear views about it,
but I humbly submit that if in the premises
anything at all can be don.e it can only be
done by the one authority. If a second
child is to be born, he needs must have the
same father, or else he will not be legitimate
and belong to the saie family. If born il'
any other way he will not be the heir-at-
law. In the Deputy-Speaker we wish tO
create and procreate a full-fledged heir tO
the kingdom with al] the privileges and
powers of the Speaker. It is known bY
every lawyer that our powers cannot go
beyond those of the House of Commons il
England, the Act of 1875 limits Our
powers so that we cannot go above and
beyond what is being done and enjoyed il'
the way of privileges in the Imperial fHouse
of Commons at the time our legislation
passes. When for the first time in 1855
the English House of Commons, by Act o'
Parlianent-not by resolution of the louse,
but an Act of Parliament, based on a reso-
lution of the House-passed a law enabling
the House of Commons to have a Deputy-
Speaker, they did it with a reservation--nd
I call the hon. Minister's attention to it'
to be found in the Imperial Statutes of 1855,
Chap. 84,-An Act providing for the Per-
formance of certain duties of the Speaker
during his temporary absence from the
House of Commons. There is a preamble tO
the Act and the Act gives power to appo'n
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a Deputy-Speaker, but here is the restriction buse, falling back on its inherent privileges,
in clause 3 :-could not do anything and everyting in te

Provided also that nothing herein contained way of helping the Speaker in the prelimin-
shall affect the election of a Speaker or the forins ary stages of legisiation; reserving for the
thereof or any prerogative of Her Majesty con- Speaker the putting of questions and al
tained therein or otherwise relating to the office of matters that must be done by himself. We.
Speaker. cannot do any legal act without the Speaker,

If we are bound to progress here as they but we could do the preparatory work with-
progress there, if we are bound not to go (>ut him. This debate that we are pursuing
ahead of them, there is this restriction, and in the presence of the Speaker, we might do
if the Crown has any prerogative or au- witbout hin, with any of us in the Chair;
thority in dealing with our Speaker, we are we could even carry on the discussion in the
put on our guard here not to infringe upon lobby of the bouse. It is ah preparatory
any of the rights and prerogatives of the work. I do not see any reason wly the
Crown. I call the hon. gentleman's atten- Speaker should not caîl any Senator to
tion to this third clause of the Act of the replace him in the Chair. It would
Imaperial Parliament of 1855. I therefore not go on the record--provided that
Coiclude that this BilH is not within our wben a vote is put or when a Bii las
Power. At one tiwe it seemed to me, and to pass a stage, the Speaker is in the Chair.
does stili seem to me, that the hion. gentle- Another argument, and the ast one : suppos-
'lan from Amherst ventilated the whole Sng a Bi framed as proposed by the hlon.

mituation by stating that if this Act be re- leader should pass, here is a dilemma and a
jected it will give occasion to proceed in the very serious one-supposing the Bill passed,
'natter tbrough the Imperial Parliament. I and we elect or appoint or choose or fabricate
'do not agree to that. I do not agrhe that a Deputy-Speaker, how would you come and
this honourable body shouhd show itself in sit as the Setiate ? How wouhd you meet
Such a light as to take a wrong way to cali this clause of the Constitution weich enacts
the attention of our 'leaders and be tohd, that uitil the Parliament of Canada other-

"Go back, you are not on the right road" wise provided, the presence of at heast
Say that sooe course sbould be adopted fifteen Senators, including the Speaker, sha

More compatible with our bonour and dig- be necessary to constitute a quorum for the
lity. If the Bilh is tor be questioned, as it transaction of business? The iDeputy-Speaker
llust certainly be questioned, 1 would shia be considered the Speaker or lie shat
humby ask the Government to take it upon not be. If he is considered a Speaker, we are
thems. ves to proceed by an Address of undoubtedly usurping the rights and privi-
dsot Houses to the throne, but not to have lees of the Crown ; if lie is not a Speaker,
the Seiate led into a cv de sac and then be we cannot exercise our power witbout a quo-
toldythe authorities inEngland to go nof ur- rumof fifteen, including the Speaker. I do not
ther, that we have gone tbe wrong way. I will see any way to get out of the dilemma. I
therefore take the iberty very earnestly of beg to thank the ouse for their kind atten-
dsking the hon. mover of this a.il not to tion and forbearance to what may appear
Press it furtber now. There is no urgent effrontery, but which, on the contrary, is an
ZIecessity for it at present. I would advise fexpression of my honest conviction of what

in to appoint a committee, or at heast let is right and permitted by the constitution.
it stand until next session and not put the
"enate in a false position. Many gentlemen . Mr. BOULTON-I desire to say a
Iia vote, of course, influenced by the pres- few words with regard to this Bia, because
tige of the Government. I think it will be in the question which ias come before this
Onditted that laymen, witbout any offence tause is invohved a point that I took at
tO them, are not supposed to be conversant year on the Redistribution Bil. I agree
With those fine questions of law as lawyers with the ion. gentleman from De Lanaudière,
tre m supposed to be. Perhaps sometimes so far as this Bill is concerned, that the flrst
theY are better quahified to judge, but the clause is one which it is desirable that w e
Probabilities are the other way. I therefore shoud pass for the convenience of the
tok the ton. gentleman to withdraw bis Biht Speaker. The last two clauses I do not think
por jet it remain over until another session. there is a necessity for, because the power is
lin the meantime, I cannot conceive why this ahready in the Crown, in the case of unavoid-
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able absence or prolonged absence or any-
thing of that kind, by removing the Speaker
and replacing him by another gentleman for
a temporary period under the present Consti-
tution. But the grounds upon which I
oppose this Act are embodied in the agree-
ment from which the hon. Minister of Agri-
culture draws his deductions in presenting
this Bill to the House. He has told us that
it is under section 91 of the British North
America Act. I take exception to that
view. I do not think that section 91 was
placed in the British North America·Act for
any such purpose at all. I do not believe
it was placed there to convey such powers as
the leader of the Opposition says are inhe-
rent in the Constitution of the country-
that is to say, that we have the same powers
but no greater than the Parliament of Great
Britain. If you will trace the history of our
Constitution you will see that it has come
down from the Imperial Parliament step by
step ever since the year 1763, when Canada
was first established as a Crown colony, and
step by step, change by change has taken
place until in the year 1867 the Imperial
Act which gave us our Constitution as it
stands to-day was passed. That Constitution
is the outco:ne of the deliberations of the
various provinces that created the Confede-
ration or Dominion of Canada. The Consti-
tution is the outcome of an agreement made
between our provinces as to the powers they
should work under in our present constitu-
tion. That Constitution is a written one--
it is defined in the British North America
Act, and what I contend is that the powers
given under section 91 are merely the resi-
duum powers not mentioned in the British
North America Act as the powers that the
Parliament of Canada shall possess and the
powers that the provinces shall possess. In
that way we differ from the Constitution of
the United States. The Constitution of that
country is the outcome of the various States
uniting when they declared their independ-
ence and conferring a portion of their powers
on the general Government but retaining the
sovereign powers they possessed at the time
they went into that union; the residuum of
powers not contained in the Constitution
remains in the individual States. We, on the
other hand, have established our Confedera-
tion on a different basis. We have defined
certain powers for the provinces that form
the Confederation and we have defined the
powers that the general Government shall

have, an*d under scetion 91 of this Act we
defined that the general Government shall
possess the residuum powers that are not
mentioned in the British North America
Act. That is the contention I make in,
regard to the importance and value of sec-
tion 91. It is not a clause that is put in
there to enable us to do anything we choose
-to enable us if we choose, according to the
contention of the lion. leader opposite, to
say that we shall have no Governor-General
or elect our Governor-General, or alter our
Constitution in any way we like. I con-
tend that it is a inost dangerous infringe-
ment on our Constitution when we take the
ground that under that section 91, we have
the power to override the special conditions
which the Confederation Act imposes on
the various provinces which joined together
for the purpose of establishing Canada. The
hon. member for Ottawa division said that
we had perfect power under the British
North Anierica Act to do anything we
chose-anything that the Parliament of
Great Britain and Ireland had power to do.
Hon. gentlemen will recollect that in the
Hon. Mr. Mackenzie's time, when he found
the Senate contained a majority against hini,
he desired to exercise the sanie constitu-
tional power that the Imperial Parliament
has-that is, to increase the number of
Senators in the sanie way that the Imperial
Parliament has to increase the Lords in the
event of a deadlock occurring, and the ques-
tion was referred to the Imperial authorities
and the reply was given that there was nO
such power.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Ithinkthe hon. gen-
tleman is slightly in error as to that particu-
lar matter. There is a power mentioned il,
the British North America Act. The Mac-
kenzie Government applied to the Imperial
authorities to allow them to exercise that
power, which permission the Imperial autho-
rities refused.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-That is, to in-
crease them by six I

Hon. Mr. POWER-Yes.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What I wanted
to point out was merely that the number of
SenatorsisfixedbytheBritish NorthAmerica
Act, butthere is a clausein the Constitution
which says there *shall be so many Senators,
and we have no inherent power to increase
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the number. If we have the power that the
hon. member from Ottawa says we have,
we would have the right to increase those
Senators not only by six but by twenty-five
or fifty if we saw fit to do so, but it is clear-
ly laid down by a clause in the BritishNorth
America Act, that we shall have only so
inany Senators and we must abide by that..
We have no power to alter that, because it'
was part of the agreement we entered into
when we established the Confederation. So
again with regard to the very question we
are speaking of here. It is laid down in a
clause of the British North America Act,
that the Speaker of this House shall be ap-
pointed by the Crown and we have no power
in ourselves to change that. The advantage
that I consider we have in our Constitution
over that of the United States is that the
Jnited States when they came together

and established their Constitution imposed
a cumbrous method upon thenselves by
which an amendment could be made to their
Constitution. They have to appeal to the
States, the States have to get a three-fourths
raajority of votes to sanction it, and I do not
know what difficulties they have to go
through before they can get an amendment
to the Constitution. We are not in that
Position. We have drawn our inspiration
from the British Constitution which has
been handed down thrpugh centuries of ex-
Perience and centuries of time, that keeps
Pace with the age. It is a Constitution
that is based on government by precedent.
That is the fountain head of the British
Constitution. We are part of the Constitu-
tion. If we were to assume the powers that
the hon. member from Ottawa says we are
entitled to, it would not be the British Con-
Stitution, but a Constitution entirely inde-
pendent of its British origin. I, for one,
do not propose to vote ourselves, by any
Side issue like this, outside of the British
Constitution, which is the bulwark of the
liberties of the people who live under it,
and it is for that reason that I feel
8trongly on the subject. The Bill commends
itself to a majority of the House, as
it commends itself to my judgment as
being a convenience and advantage to this
honourable House, so far as the first clause
il the Bill is concerned, but when it is pro-
Posed to take that power under that clause
*91 of the British North America Act, then I
saY I am distinctly opposed to it. In the same
Way if we were to admit the principle that

we have that power under that section of
the British North,America Act, we might
have the same power to infringe upon the
liberty of the various provinces. If section
91 gives us power to legislate for the peace,
order and good government of the country
we might say it is for the peace, order and
good government of the country that we
should infringe on the rights of the prov-
inces. If we can do it one way we can do
it the other, and I contend that is a point,
that we have to consider and for their integ-
rity it is not wise for us to infringe upon
our Constitution. We can accomplish what
we desire in a legitimate and legal way.
All we have to do is to express our desire
by an Address of both Houses for an Im-
perial Act conferring upon us the power
that we require and it is unnecessary for us
to do this in a roundabout way and establish
a precedent that will entitle us.year by year
more and more to enlarge the powers that
it is now being contended are contained ii
that section 91. I think, for the safety of
our constitution under which we are living,
that we should not seek to infringe upon
that constitution in any particular by means
of those enlarged powers which are supposed
by some to be contained in the section of
the British North America Act referred to,
but secure an amendment in a straightfor-
ward manner. I might mention that the
question came up with regard to the appoint-
ment of justices of the peace in the prov-
ince of Ontario. It was a case where the
law was tested on the ground that the
justice of the peace should be appointed by
the Dominion Government. It came before
Chief Justice Armour, in 1888, in the case of
Regina vs. Bush. I quote froin Vol. IV :-
"Cases decided on the British North America
Act, 1867, edited by John R. Cartwright."
In this case is the following :-

Section 91 of the Act provides that it shall be
lawful for the Queen, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate and House of Commons, to
make laws for the peace, order and good govern-
ment of Canada, in 'elation to all matters not
coming within the classes of subjects by this Act
assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the
provinces.

There the contention is held out that under
that section 91, we had the power to create
justices of the peace, but it goes on to say:

If the passing of laws providing for the appoint-
ment of justices of. the peace is not within the
classes of subjects assigl)ed exclusively to the Legis-
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latures of the provinces, it is certainly within this Hon. Mr. ANGERS-1 will say a few
section, for one of the first steps in imaking laws words to close the debate in this matter. I
for the peace, order and good governtnent of w of the Houe ta this Bileha
Canada would be the naking of laws for the ap- wish to inform the buse that this Bill las
pointment of justices of the peace. been brought before it after mature deli-

Section 92 of that Act, however, provides that beration. It has been a subject of con-
in each province the Legislature may exclusively siderable study by the Minister of Justice,
niake laws in relation to niatters coming within the and of frequent discussions between himclasses of subjects next hereinafter enunerated, 9
that is to say :--14. The administration of justice and myself as to the right of the House to
in the province, ineluding the constitution, main- i adopt such a measure. I have very great
tenance and organization of Provincial courts, both respect for the opinion of Mr. Bourinot,
of civil and criminal jurisdiction, and includmg cited here, but after giving that opinionprocedure iu civil iatters in those courts. la great deal of consideration, after the
Now, there is a case where some one tried to Minister of Justive has given also great
protect himself on the plea that under that attention to that opinion, the Government
clause 91 the Dominion Parlianent had the has come to the conclusion that the Bill
power to appoint justices of the peace, but now subinitted for your consideration was
the contention was overruled. The courts within the power and jurisdiction of this
of the country decided that section 91 did House. Referring to the opinion and paper
not confer those powers but gave theni to written by Mr. Bourinot upon the question
the Provincial Legislature. of the Speaker of the Senate, it is to be

Hon. Mr. GOWAN -And that, notwith- remarked that he deals with the case only
standing the powers given under the 9lst ias coming under section 18. He never in

section in all matters of criminal law and any way at all refers to the power of this
prctoedu. iHouse under the 91st section of the Britishprocedure. North America Act. He argues in his

Hon. Mr. BOULTON--I will not detain paper that section 18 was the one that
the House at this late hour with any further did not give us that power, and he goes
remarks beyond saying that the Governor- into a consideration of the powers that
General has the power to establish what we the House of Commons and the Senate
are mainly seeking to establish in this Bill of Canada possessed under section 18
-that so far as the convenience of this before it was amended in 1875. Now,
House is concerned the first section is a I think that we derive the power that
harmiless one, and one that probably it' am asking the House to exercise under
would be advisable for us to pass. The other section 91. I (o lot wish to go over
two I do not think it advisable that we the arguments that have been adduced
should pass. We do not want to take the before this House. They have been ably
power out of the Crown. The highest officer placed before you, and I think it is not
of the Crown is the Speaker of the Senate, necessary for' me to go over the ground
and he derives that prominence from the again. One of the points urged against the
fact that he is appointed the Speaker by the Bill, which I do not think is a strong one,
Crown. The Speaker of the Commons is the was that no Bill of this kind was brought up
First Commoner--he is elected by that before to-day and that the Senate bas been
House. But the Crown has reserved to in existence for 26 years. Now, I do fot
itself the prerogative of the appointment of look upon that as an argument. Many
a Speaker of the Senate, and if we under laws-and many good iaws-are forthcomitlg
this Bill take power to ourselves to elect a yet, and 1 for one do not believe that al
Speaker, and let our appointed Speaker who tbe laws that the Statute-book contains are
is appointed by the Crown absent himself for the inits of the wisdom of this country.
a ionth or two, as this Bill would permit The wisdom of this country may stili be
him to do, we would be taking away from furtber exercised than it bas been heretofore
the dignity of the position and would be in- according to circumstances and according te
firinging upon the Constitution of Canada, the spécial exigencies of the case. It was
and until I am satisfied that the power that stated that Sir Alexander Campbell and Sir
here is sought is not an infringement upon John Abbott havé been leaders of the bouse
the constitution I shall feel it my duty to and that they neyer thought of bringiflg
vote against the second reading. stc a Bia -before us.
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Hon. Mr. POWER-Allow me to inter- heard hon. members who argued upon this
rupt and correct the hon. gentleman. It point say they are in favour of the first
Was said that they had thought of it, and clause of this Bill. Well, I only want them
after having thought the matter over thev to be logical to the whole Bill. If they are
came to the conclusion thev could not do it, in favour of the first, they cannot help but
Which is a very different thing be in favour of the second, and if they are

opposed to the second, necessarily, if they are
Hon. Mr. ANGERS--I shall refer to that logical, they must be opposed to the lst, be-

Point. 1 do not know what was Sir Alex- cause the second clause is only the natural
ander Campbell's opinion, but I happen to consequence of the first. When you admit
be informed of what Sir John Abbott's the necessity for the first clause, when you
opinion was upon the point. No later than admit that there is a necessity for this
last year, had time allowed, the Bill I am House having the power to carry on the
submitting to the House would have been business of the country in case the Speaker,
Proposed by him, That was his opinion on through illness or other cause, bas to leave
the point, and lie expressed it openly to the Chair, if that illness is prolonged until
several members of the House. It bas been the next day or until the evening, you must
stated that this Bill was an infringement also acknowledge that it is logical for the
Upon the prerogative of the Crown. I main- Senate to draw attention to the fact that
tain that the Bill was drafted with such care the Speaker is not in the Chair, and for the
and attention that there is not a ingle word Senate to be put in a position to temporarily
ilf it that could be construed as an infringe- choose oneof itsmembers to occupy the Chair
inent of the prerogative of the Crown. The and fulfil the duties that the Speaker him-
Bill purports to put this House in a position self would have to fulfil had be been present.
to go on with the business of the country until It was said in argument that there was no
the Governor in Council can interfere and necessitv for the Speaker to be in the Chair
aPpoint another Speaker if it lias its choice. A when we are discussing the acts of this
very proper amendment bas been suggested House. I cannot agree with that. This
by the hon. member from Amherst, which is i House would not be the Senate, nor would
altogether accordiing to the opinion I ex- we be a 5roperly constituted House unless
Pressed to the House when I presented there was a Speaker in the Chair. It was
the Bill. I stated that there was no inten- stated a few minutes ago that this discus-
tion to infringe and that the Bill did not sion upon the Bill might proceed without
infringe upon the prerogative of the Crown, the Speaker being there at all, and that his
and he sugested very properly that the presence was only required when we were
eollowing words be inserted-" until the called to vote upon a motion or when a mo-
Speaker himself shall resume the Chair or tion was put before the House. That point
another Speaker be appointed by the Gov- I think is sufficient to show that there is no
eror-General." Now I declare that I accept strength in such an argument. Now it bas

is amendment as making the Bill clearer been said that this House, by adopting this
and as answering the objection which is made Bill, might be put in a very humiliating posi-
that it might be construed as an interference tion, because later on it might be found that
With the prerogative of the Crown. An- we hîad not the right of adopting this Bill. I
Other very proper suggestion bas been made do not know if everybody in this House will
. the hon. member from Ottawa which view the inatter as J do, but I believe itindicates a distinction between the word he would be a more humiliating position for this
Prposes and the word that is now in the House to be in if it went, by an Address, be-
thil. Whenever the Senate is informed by fore the Crown and sought permission to ap-
the Clerk at the Table of the unavoidable point a Speaker or to choose a substitute to
%bsence of the Speaker, the Senate may replace the Speaker in case of illness and we

ppoint " any Senator ; it is proposed to were told " But you have that power under
""aY " choose," and I think there is a dis- section 91." It is worse for us to be told
tlnction there. The word " choose " does that we have not the intelligence of exercis-
not look so permanent as the word ing the power which is given us by the Con-appoint," and consequently L think the stitution, than to be told "there is a doubt
*ggestion is a good one. Now, I have as to the constitutionality of your action and
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we shall make it riglit." The worst they
could say would be that we had
exaggerated our attributes and exceeded our
power ; the most they can say is, there is
a doubt whether we have the power under
section 91. I maintain there would be no
humiliation in that at all. Now, it was
suggested by the hon. member fron Barrie
and very properly-and I must compliment
him upon the great attention he has given
this question-at the beginning of this
debate that this Bill might be referred to a
special committee. At the time I was struck
by the force of the suggestion, but at this
present moment, when the Bill has been dis-
cussed for four days and every member here
who is an authority upon a matter of this
kind has expressed his opinion, and come to
a conclusion, what good could he derived
from going before a special committee ? The
hon. member from Barrie could not make a
more able effort or a better prepared speech
than lie lias made in the House. The hon.
member from Halifax could not support his
side of the case with stronger arguments
than he lias used here, and the hon. member
from Richmond, as well as the lion. member
from Ottawa, lias thrown such light upon this
subject that this House is now ready, I
believe, to come to a conclusion whether the
Bill shall be read the second time or whether
it shall be rejected. I therefore press the
motion which I have made, asking that this
Bill be read the second time now, and I am
most thankful to the hon. member from
Amherst, as well as the hon. member from
Ottawa, for the suggestions they have made
to perfect this Bill by the addition of the
words "until the Governor-General has
appointed another Speaker" and also for the
substitution of the word "choose " for the
word "appoint."

The Senate divided on the motion, which
was agreed to on the following division

CONTENTS:

Hon. Messrs.:

Angers,
Bellerose,
Bernier,
Bolduc,
Bowell,./
Casgrain,
Clemow,
DeBlois,
Dever,
Dobson,
Ouévrenont,

Macdonald (P. E.I.),
MacInnes (Burlington),
Masson,
Merner,
Miller,
Montplaisir,
O'Donohoe,
Primrose,
Prowse,
Read (Quinté),
Reid (Cariboo),

Kaulbach,
McClelan,
McKay,
McKindsey,

Allan,
Boulton,
Gowan,
McCalluni,

Robitaille,
Scott,
Sinith,
Vidal. -30.

NON-(ONTENTS

Hon. Messrs.:
McInnes (Victoria),
Poirier,
Power.-7.

The Bill was then read the second tinie.

The Senate adjourned at 10.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.'

Ottawa, Tuesday, March 21st, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayer and routine proceedings.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Committee
on Railways, Telegraphs and .Harbours, re-
ported Bill (50) " An Act respecting the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada,"
with amendments. He said :-The first
amendment refers to the consolidated de-
benture stock and the application of the
proceeds of that stock. It was intended
that the application should be of such
proceeds as were necessary, but it read il'
such a way that it referred to the whole of
the stock and it was altered by inserting the
words " so much as." In the same line, 1u1
connection with that, some words are struck
out so that it will read that it refers to the
schedule generally. I see no objection tO
these amendments.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL moved that the amend-
ments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The next anelld-
ment refers to clause 13 of the Bill, which
is struck out. This clause was intended to
bring this united company within the pur
view of the Railway Act legislation with
regard to crossings. It was explained to u1
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that legislation is now before Parliament
which is general in its character and renders
this clause unnecessary, and it was therefore
struck out by the committee at the sugges-
tion of the Hon. Minister of Trade and
Commerce.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL mo
amendmîent be concurred in.

The mi.oiin was a reed to

ved that the

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The next amend-
Ment occûrs to the 16th clause-the clause
applicable to the first general meeting of the
company in 1894. That was intended to be
a meeting for the appointinent of directors,
but these words were left out and they are
inserted, " present at such meeting for the
election of directors." I see no objection to

N. Clarke Wallace, M.P., at a meeting of Orang-
men held in the city of Kingston, on Friday, the
10th of March instant, in which lie is reported to
have used the following language, with respect to
what is generally spoken of as " The Home Rule
Measure for Ireland."

." To this, our friends over there will never sub-
mit. Britain may cast them out, but if she does,.
she has no right to look for further allegiance.
They are preparing for action. Their unalterable
determination is never to submit to home rule, and
they will have the sympathy of the Orangemen of
Canada; aye, more than sympathy, they shaIl have
our active aid, if that active aid be necessary. We
shall be unworthy of our ancestors, if we fail in our
duty in such a crisis ; "

And ask the leader of the House--

Whether or not, Mr. N. Clarke Wallace, M.P.,
the Controller of Customs, disavows the use of the
language so attributed to him ; and if he does not,
what action, if any, the Government proposes to
t k ith t to th, d ct f the s id ffi4

the amendment. t ýne amelment.in using such lamîguage on the occasion in ques-

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-In my opinion this 1 tion?
Ierely a correction of a printer's error and He said:-I think it is perhaps hardly
it should not be .necessary to move concur- necessary for me, before beginning to say
rence in the amendment. However, I move what 1 have to say, to disclaim any feeling
that the amendmient be concurred in. of unfriendliness towards Mr. Wallace, or

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill the body of which lie is at this time the
Was then read the third time ani passed. head in Canada. I cannot mysef see why,

even if a secret orgaization should be
deeed necessary or desirable to protect the

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Coînmittewe interests of the Protestant minority in Ire-
oi Banking and Commerce, reported the fol- land, the saine organization should be neces-
lowing Bils which were read the third tie sary to protect the interests of the Protestant
ast passed :- majority in Canada, ore particularly in the

Bill (32) "lAnr Act respecting the Canada province of Ontario, where the Protestants
Life Assurance Copany." (Mr. Macinnes, outnuber the Cathoics about as five to
turlington.) oîîe. It bas, however, pleased Providence,

Bi an C crporte the in its inscrutable wisdom, to allow Orangeismleng AccidentC orporat ( Fe to be transplanted to Canaa and to take

Oeven ifidn aoprto. secre oraiztonsoudb

i root here and flourish luxuriantly, and I for

Bill (62)"l An Act to revive an Act o one amn ot seriously disturbed over the fact.
y th n do rot keow very well what the funda-

and ophange Equity CopaY mental principles and doctrines of the Order
ltl S )anti the nape of the compaty aare, but I know that the great majority of

Me. Lawrence Insurance Company. the menmbers of the Orange body are fairly
rlMacnnes, Burington.) good citizens. Many of the are upright
Bill (40) " An Act to incorporate the and estimable men, and there are sonie of

Canada and North-west Land Company, them so fair-minded and at the sane toe 
,iLoited." (Mr. McKindsey.) intelligent and enlightened that they recog-

.Bill (34) " An Act to incorporate the nize the fact that a Roman Cathoi fnay
'Voodmen of the World." (Mr. Vidai.> safely be placed in a position of trust, either

TuE PEEC 0FMR. ALLAE A public or private, and not only that, but they
andGSTON. tact upon their belief and do so place Catho-
terncIsunlics. We have one member of the Order in

INQUIRY. this House-a pronîinent member-who
Hon. Mr. POWER rose to- comes within the last category. In calling

Call attention to a speech reported in the attention to Mr. Wallaces speech, I feel
limitod."(M. as having been deivered by r. that I an acting in te interests of publiec
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and official decorum, and I think I may add death. Mr. Wallace is altogether in error
of public and official decency. Some hon. gent- on this point. That Duke of Newcastle
leman has said to me that the occasion when neyer didso. His son, some 20 years after his
these remarks were made was not a public death did become a member of the Church
occasion. That is not a correct statement. to whicl I belon-. llowever, thîs visit of
The occasion I take it was almost as public the Prince of Wales is not a very serious
as a meeting of the Senate. The occasion matter. Later iii the speech came the ian-
was a public dinner given in the city of guage to which J refer in the notice. J do
Kingston, in honour of a prominent citizen not know that it is necessary for me to read
of Kingston. It was not in any sense 'ait over again. Now what is the meaning of
secret gathering. Letters of regret were the language reported as having been used
sent by gentlemen occupying official posi- hy the Controler of Customs? It is just this,
tions. There were newspaper reporters that if the wishes of the vastmajority of the
present; and this dinner to Capt. Gaskin people of Ireland shaîl prevail, and if Irelanc
of Kingston was no more a secret or shah enjoy rights of self-government,such as
private gathering than the dinners which are enjoyed by the people of Mr. Wallace's
take place in the old country, at which the own province of Ontario, then the Orange-
leaders of public opinion in that country men of Ireland viii resist and resist by

moften disclose their policies. L feel, conse- force.
quently, that there is not the slightest impro-
priety in referring to what has already Hon. Mr. ALMON-No.
become public property. I shas quote a few
words froma the speech made by Mr. Wallace Hon. Mr. POWER-If my hon. coileague
on the occasion in question, and I shall quote wilI endeavour to keep himself in a more
f rom the Kingston Xeivs, which J under- subdued frame of m d until have got
stand, is the Conservative organ in King- through, I have no objection to his sayin
ston. The reports of Mr. Wailace's speech ail he pleases, but it is not easy for twO
given by the two newspapers in Kingston, members to address the ouse at the sane

the Net s and the Whi, are substantially tme. was just stating what this language

the sane. The first objectionable observation meant-that it meant that, in case this
which Mr. Wallace made-and I may re- measure, the character ot wflcti Iuave in-
mark that apparently nothing had been said dicated, should be made law by the British
by any one previously to call forth the re- Parliaient, the Orangemen of Ireland Will
marks which Mr. Wallace made, there was resist and resist by force.
nothing bad tempered or sensational or of a Hon. Mr. ALMON-No.
sectarian character said up to the time that
MNir. Wy allace spoKe-was as foiiows:

He referred to the record of Kingston in th,,
annals of Orangeism, and recalled with admira-
tion the refusal of the brethren here to remove
their arches at the behest of the Duke of New-
castle on the occasion of the visit of the Prince of
Wales.

I think that most people will feel that,
whether they approve or disapprove of the
action of the Orangemen in connection with
the visit of the Prince of Wales to King-
ston some 33 years ago, at any rate it is one
of those occurrences which are better not
recalled. I may add as showing that Mr.
Wallace was not as careful about his state-
ments as he should be, that he is reported in
the Whig as having said, with respect to
the Duke of Newcastle, under whose tutor-
ship the Prince of Wales was travelling, that
he pretended to be a Protestant but that he
avowed himself a Roman Catholic before his

Hon. Mr. POWER--The hon. gentleman
can point afterwards that it is not so. I saY
that if any other meaning can be attached
to the language used by Mr. Wallace and
used by the people whom he was pomising
to assist than that they mean to resist the
law if the home rule measure shall beconle
law, then one cannot understand the mean-

.ing of language. When we find that orders
are given to manufacturers in Birminghamll
and other places for large quantities of
rifles, we cannot deen it likely that those
who mean to buy them propose to depeld
upon moral suasion.

Hon. Mr. DOBSON--How does the hon.
gentleman know that large orders were
given ?

Hon. Mr. POWER-We know through
the newspapers.
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Hon. Mr. FLINT-Perhaps, they were
pop guns.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I shall read the lan-
guage again.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN-Dispense.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Whether it means
using firearms or not it does not make any
miaterial difference. What he said was " to
this our friends there will never submit.
Britain may cast them out, but if she does
she has no right to look for further allegi-
ance."

Is not that a declaration that they will
lot be any further loyal He continues
t they are preparing for action. Their unal-
terable determination is never to submit to
home rule, and they will have the sympathy
of the Orangemen of Canada-aye, more than
sympathy, they shall have our active aid, if
that aid be necessary. We shall be unworthy
of our ancestors if we fail in our duty in
such a crisis."

If its Irish opponents refuse positively to
accept home rule and submit to it, there is
Only one way of hindering it from going in-
tO operation, and that is by force; and we
are told that if they do resist the law they
shall have, the sympathy and active aid of
the Orangemen of Canada in their resis-
tance. To the ordinary reader that is the
mneaning that would be conveyed by that
language. I do not know whether that was
the meaning which Mr. Wallace intended to
convey or not ; but that is the impression
which would be conveyed to the ordinary
reader of that language. Now what is that
language? It is simply deliberately con-
Ceived, prospective treason. This gentleman
says : " If the Queen, Lords and Commons
Of Great Britain and Ireland pass this mea-
Sure, and it thus becomes law, and is entitled
tO the loyal obedience and allegiance of every
]British subject, we shall not obey it. Our
friends in Ireland will resist, and we are pre-
Pared to offer them active help in their re-
sistance." That naturally means that we
should have a second editionof the Williamite
Wars in Ireland, and that the waters of the
hiver Boyne might be again crimsoned with
Irish blood, Such language as that, coming
fromn any gentleman of prominence would be
inexcusable, but coming from a gentleman
Who is a member of the Parliament of Can-
ada, and the virtual head of a great Depart-

ment which controls an enormous patronage,
and who draws a salary from the Public
Treasury of $5,000 a year, I think it is so
outrageous as to be almost incredible. I am
afraid, however, that there is no doubt about
the use of the language. I find, as I have
said, that the reports in the two newspapers,
the Conservative and the Liberal newspapers
of Kingston, are almost identical. I find in a
subsequent issue of the Conservative paper,
the issue for the 15th March, that there is a
reference to this matter which I think puts
it beyond any question.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-s that The

Hon. Mr. POWER-This is The News.
The one which I read first was the paper of
the 1 lth. In Tte Xews of 15th March,
there is an article headed " Davin and
Wallace " which I may as well read in full
it is very short -

Mr. Wallace, M. P. and Controller of Customs,
must have forgotten that he was a Minister of the
Crown when he intimated in his speech in this.
city the other night that the Orangenen of Canada
would assist their brethren in Ireland in armed re-
sistance to Home Rule, so, at any rate, thinks Mr.
Nicholas Flood Davin, M.P. for Regina, who has
given notice in the House of Commons that he will
to-day put the following inquiry.

And then the inquiry is given, and the
N7Tews goes on:

As the report frou which this extract was
taken appeared originally in the News, we may re-
mark that the shorthand notes are stili extant, and
that Mr. Wallace said at least as much as was
transcribed."

So I do not think there is any question
about the use of the language. In order to
remove any possible doubt about this matter,
I shall read a despatch which appears in the
Montreal Cazette of yesterday, headed,
" Ulster Conservatives Express Thanks to
Their Countrymen in Canada for Their
Proffered Assistance."

London, 18th March.-The following manifesto
has been issued by the members of the Ulster Con-
servative party to their countrymen in Canada in
response to the offers made at public meetings at
Toronto and elsewhere to send practical assistance
to enable the Irish Loyaliste resist a home rule
Parliament :

We, the majority of the parliamentary repre-
sentatives of Ulster, representing a majority of the
peole of that province, cordially thank our friends
in Canada for their recent expressions of sympathy
and offers of assistance in the event of any attempt
being made to coerce our people into submission to
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a rebel Parliament. We hope that such an emer- the decapitation of that officer; and even
gency may never arise, as we cannot believe that the unqualifiei retraction of his speech
such unîparalleled political infany could ever be
perpetrated as to attenpt to force a hateful yoke would hardly save the officiaiead of the
upon a loyal and peaceful population against their Solicitor-General.
will, and against the will of the najority of the Hon, gentlemen, this is a very serjous
people of Great Britain. If such tyranny be ever matter. There is just one excuse for this
attempted, we are rejoiced to know that we can offence, or one fact which might be su-
confidently rely in the hour of our need upon the
sympathy and help of our friends and kinsmenin rnitted as a palliation, and that is that
Canada. 9entlemen more highly placed than evea the

This is signed, on behalf of the Ulster Controller of Customs of Canada, gentlemen
nembers of Parliament, by E. Saunderson, la the old country who ought to set an ex-
Chairman. So I do not think there is ample of prudence and loyalty, have used
any doubt about the language ; and that language calculated to convey an impression
despatch goes to show that it was not lan- similar to that conveyed by the language
guage used, without deliberation, and the used hy Mr. Wallace. The ianguaue is ex-
whole circumstances of the case go to show ceedingiy discreditable to these gentlemen,
that Mr. Wallace spoke after careful prepa- particularly as, not many years ago, the
ration. party whose leaders are now using language

Now, to realize the serious character of of thatkind were in treaty with the leaders of
Mr. Waiiace's offence, let us take another thelon g lme nparty with a*view to introduce
case. Mr. Wallace is not a member of the
Administration, I am happy to say, but he is
what is called in the old country an Under
Secretary ; and I understand-it lias been
stated in the House of Commons-that
he controls and is to control the patron-
age of the Customs Department. There
is another officer occupying a somewhat
similar position, the Solicitor-General,
Mr. Curran. Let us suppose that Mr.
Wallace's colleague, Mr. Curran, had de-
clared at a banquet of the St. Patrick's
Society in Montreal, which lie attended two
or three days ago, that if Home Rule were
not granted, the Home Rulers of Ireland-
who constitute about four-fifths of the peo-
ple of Ireland-would rise in rebellion and
would claim by force what had been denied
to justice and reason, and that in such case
their Canadian friends would extend to
then their sympathy, and more than
that, lelp in the shape of men and money
in resisting the officers of Her Majesty's
Government-what would the people at large
say of that 7 Would there not be an outcry
from all parts of Canada and of Great Bri-
tain and Ireland as well, and a demand for
Mr. Curran's immediate removal from office,
and would not this demand be loudest from
the belligerent gentlemen who are now trying
to urge the people of Ulster into rebellion ?
Thegenial Solicitor-General, whom everybody
is disposed to like, you would probably hear
dubbed " a black hearted traitor :" the bene-
volent despot who just now presides over
the destinies of the Senate and of Canada
would be unable to resist the demands for

a measure of Home Rule. Hon. gentle-
men must remember that those gentlemen
have an excuse which Mr. Wallace has not.
Those gentlemen are out of office and are
trying to get into office; and,as the humour-
ous member who so long represented the
County of Wentworth in the House of Con-
mons used to say, "the she-bear robbed of
lier whelps is mild when compared with the
Liberal-Conservative out of office." There is
that excuse for the language used in the old
country by the Conservative gentlemen who
are out of office. There was nothing of that
sort in the case of Mr. Wallace. He and his
friends were in office, and he was very col-
fortably fixed. Now, hon. gentlemen, as far
as regards the use by Mr. Wallace of the
language attributed to him, I think there
can be no question.

I have no idea whatever as to the course
the Government propose to pursue, but I can
form some idea of what the Controller of
Customs has earned, what his conduct merits,
when one considers the fate of two or three
less conspicuous offenders who were guiltY
of a much less serious offence. I am nOt
an annexationist, hon. gentlemen ; J believ
that our own political and social systerns
are preferable to those of the great
Republic; but, for a man who thinks
differently, J hold that it is not treason to
advocate the union of Canada with the
United States if that union is to be brought
about by peaceful means and with the col'-
sent of the Imperial Government. I con-
tend that that is not treason. Certain per'
sons in Canada have undertaken to bring
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about the union of Canada with the United
States by peaceful means, and with the con-
sent of the Imperial Government; and that
is a much less serious offence than taking up
arms in rebellion or assisting in armed re-
bellion against the Imperial Government.
One gentleman who committed this offence
was a Mr. McDonald. He was an officer in
the militia, and his commission, I understand,
has been cancelled. Another was a gentle-
muan in the employment of the Local Gov-
ernment of Ontario, Mr. Elgin Myers, who
filled a not very important position in that
province. That gentleman was requested to
resign, and not having done so, he was
ejected from office by Sir Oliver Mowat ; and
it would appear that the ejection bas met
with the approval of the great bulk of both
parties in this country. Then the case
which comes nearest home to us, is the case
of J. J. Cosgrove of Toronto. That gentle-
man was an officer in the Inland ReVenue
Department, which is a sister department, so
to speak, to the Department of Customs over
which Mr. Wallace presides. That gentle-
mlan did not, as I understand, advocate an-
nexation publicly, but being requested by
Some of his friends, he signed a paper in-
tended to call a meeting to consider the ques-
tion of annexation. That was by no means
s0 greit an offence as the one of which the
Collector of Customs lias been guilty; and
what was the course taken by the Govern-
muent? They dismissed Mr. Cosgrove; and
they have shown in Mr. Cosgrove's case what
they think of even a suspicion of disloyalty
in an' inferior officer. Now the question
comes, have they a different standard for
superior officers? Is the net which catches
the little fish so constructed that the big fish
can go through ? There is this further con-
sideration in the case of a man like Mr.
Wallace, at the head of a great department
like that, having probably as much patron-
age at his disposal as any head of a depart-
ment in the Government : we have no
guarantee but that he may take steps to fill
the custom houses with officials who hold
the same views as himself. I think, hon.
gentlemen some action is due to the reputa-
tiOn of the Government and of the country,
and to the sense of public propriety and
ldecency which should prevail amongst all
respectable people of both parties in this
Country.

lon. Mr. ALMON-I trust I am not
using unparlianentary language when I say

that I think the senior member for Halifax
has discovered a mare's nest. He is a man
of cool judigment and perhaps with as little
of the Irish fire in him as any man born on
the Green Isle ; but I thought at first, when
I heard of this inquiry, that Clarke Wallace
had been buving firearms and sending then
home, which turns out not to be the case.
He says the people of Ulster are opposed to
Home Rule and they are not going to submit
to it if they can possibly help it ; and he says
"if they want assistance from us we will
send it." That I understood meant assist-
ance in the way of money. I think that our
friend Edward wrote out to us a short time
ago asking for money in that same cause, and
I believe he wrote to the Hon. Frank Smith,
who was probably the best man he could
communicate with for that purpose. If he
had written to those close-fisted gentlemen,
lie would not have got much from them, but
he knew where he was likely to strike oil;
he wrote to Mr. Smith. I do not think
that Frank Smith will send over very many
blunderbusses and cannons. My view is that
men who send their money over there are
pretty big fools. I think they had better
keep their money at home. I do not suppose,
however, that money sent over there would
be used for the purchase of firearms. The
hon. member from Halifax went consider-
ably out of his way when lie endeavoured to
show that it was the intention of Mr. Wallace
to do anything more than advocate the send-
ing of money over there to assist in the
election of members. However, I do not
think we have anything to do with that
matter here.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I do not propose
to be led into a discussion upon the question
which my hon friend from Halifax has re-
ferred to in his speech. He will permit me
however, to thank him for the very good
opinion he appears to have of some gentle-
men who belong to the Orange Association.
He says some of them are fairly respectable.
I will reciprocate by saying that there are
many gentlemen belonging to the religious
profession to which he belongs that are
eminently respectable, and I hope that the
great mass of those to whom he has referred
to-day are equally respectable with those to
whom I have referred. However, they must
be judged by their conduct. The hon. gen-
tleman has referred to a great many points,
and if we were on the stump and were seek-
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ing the ears of the electors, and desiring to
appeal to the passions of either one class or
the other, I might be inclined to have a tilt
with the hon. gentleman; but as this is not
the case, I can only repeat the language of
a very eminent poet belonging to ou% own
nation which I think is very apt in this
case, that " a little nonsense now and then is
relished by the wisest men." I do not desire
to be disrespectful in my reply and will not
say that all his remarks were nonsensical,
though I think it would be very inuch
better if we in this country learned one fact ;
that is, to allow the people across the water
to deal with the questions which affect them
without dragging them into our discussions,
particularly in the legislative halls of this
country. My hon. friend would probably
have been a little more fair, notwithstand-
ing the fact that be had given that notice,
if he had amended it by copying the re-
vised report published in the newspaper to
which he referred.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I looked for the
revised report and could not find it.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I would have given
it to the hon. gentleman if he had asked for
it ; I have it here. So far as those points
are concerned, however, there is not a mate-
rial difference ; I do not draw the de-
ductions from the language that bas been
quoted, that the hon. gentleman does. I am
not going into a defence or a condeination
of the language, but I interpret it very much
as the junior member from Halifax does. I
should be very sorry to accuse Mr. Blake of
disloyalty because he has appealed to a cer-
tain class of the Canadian people to aid the
Home Rulers in the political fight which is
now gòing on in the old country. I do say
this, however, that while ny hon. friend
may be an ardent supporter of the policy
pursued by Mr. Blake at present in favour
of Home Rule, there are in this country
others who differ f rom him in toto on that
question, and that they have just as good a
right to expend their money and aid those
who think as they do, as my learned friend
bas to expend his money in aid of the Home
Rule movement. Upon that broad principle
I have nothing more to say. The Govern-
ment have no official knowledge of the lan-
guage used by Mr. Wallace more than the
hon. gentleman has; neither do they hold
themselves responsible for language which

miay be used outside of the House il
connection with the political affairs
of the empire generally, any more than the
administration of 1876 held themselves
responsible for the utterances of one of their
colleagues in the County of Argenteuil,
when he made use of language which was
taken exception to by the late Mr. Holton.
Mr. Mackenzie replied that he was not
responsible for Mr. Huntingdon's utterances
upon questions that affected the local politics
or the religion of certain people in that
province. Mr. Huntington at that time was
the Postmaster-General and a member of
the Administration, and might be held by
his leader responsible for his utterances.
Further than this I do not propose to dis-
cuss this question. As to the action of
certain people so long ago as the time the
Prince of Wales was here, I shall leave that
to the hon. gentleman sitting to his right tO
defend, if he deems it necessary. However,
I can assure him and I an quite safe in
saying it, that if the Queen of England
bas to wait for an attack upon the throne,
or upon the institutions of the country, by
treasonable men, until Mr. Wallace or those
whom he supports in the North of Ireland
rebel, she will long reign over us, and God
grant that she may.

Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-I regret that the
hon. member from Halifax considers it his
duty to bring this matter under the consi-
deration of the House. We have one asser-
tion from the hon. gentlemen, however, that
must be satisfactory to the great body of
Orangemen in this country-that they are
moderately respectable citizens. The Orange-
men of this country will feel under deep
obligation to my hon. friend, the member
from Halifax, in coming to this conclusion,
because it is universally admitted that the
Orangemen of this country, of all parts Of
the empire, have been loyal and true to the
British Throne. I do not think we have any-
thing to do with the utterances of gentlemen
occupying positions such as Mr. Wallace
holds. It is a free country and we are enti
tled to free speech ; I see nothing in the ut-
terance of Mr. Wallace upon the occasion
referred to which should bring any conden'
nation on him or the body that he has re-
presented for so many years. If all the acts
that have taken place during the last ten or
twelve years were brought before the notice
of an Assembly like this, there would be a
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stir from one end of the province to the
Other; but there has been no case of that
kind occurring among the Orangemen, and I
agree with the leader of the House when he says
thatitwillbealong time beforethe Queen of
GreatBritainwillbedethronedbyOrangemen.
There appears to be a great diversity of
Opinion on this Home Rule measure. I' do
lot propose to enter into a discussion of the

question, or to say whether it is right or
wrong, but there are many people in this
country, as well as in England and Ireland,
who do not approve of the present Home
Rule measure as introduced. It is due to a
Very great extent to the fact that we in
Canada have enjoyed a certain amount of
[Tome Rule, but of a different nature from

'the Home Rule that was sought in Ireland
at the commencement of the agitation. I do
'lot think there would be a dissentient voice
among the Irish Protestants of this country
f a bill were inaugurated to give substantial

Justice to all sects and parties in Ireland ;
but they think-whether rightly or wrongly
is not for me to say-that their rights will
be imperilled, and taking that view of the
case they are determined, as far as lies in
their power, to act in a way that will prevent
the passage of that Act. My hon. friend
fron Halifax introduced into this debate a
maatter that took place when the Prince of
Wales was here a few years ago.

lion. Mr. POWER-I simply read from
the speech made by Mr. Wallace, at Kings-
tOn, as regards that matter.

lion. Mr. BOWELL--And commented
on1 it.

lion. Mr. POWER--Simply pointed out
that it was a mistake.

lion. Mr. CLEMOW-Mr. Wallace had
nOthing to do with the arches being thrown
down in Kingston. The circumstances were
very different. The Prince of Wales came
tO this country, and at that time the Orange-
'lien of the old country were suffering under
great disabilities and not allowed to hold
any. positions under the Government. The
bUke of Newcastle, acting under instructions
from1 England, found it impossible to recog-
nize in any way the loyal Orangemen of this
cuntry. I think it was a bad business, but
still it took place. The Orangemén did not
'amwit murder over it ; they submitted in a
quiet and peaceable manner to the treatment
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they received at the hands of the Duke of
Newcastle. I may say I regret exceedingly
that this matter has come up in the Senate.
We have been a long time living har-
moniously together, and we want to continue
in that line. We do not want any firebrands
among us, irritating the people of this coun-
try. Goodness knows we have sufficient
to cause irritation without bringing up
those questions which do not affect us
at all. The people of Ireland can very
well take care of themselves without
the intervention of the hoù. member from
Halifax. I consider it my duty, being an
Orangeman and a friend of Mr. Wallace, to
come forward in his defence. Of all men in
this country he is the one who least deserves
this attack. He has been here a long time
and has occupied positions of trust. He is
an honourable man and he would be the last
in the world to do anything to bring- dis-
credit on himself or on the country. If the
hon. gentleman from Halifax had waited to
hear the reply of Mr. Wallace in the lower
House, which is going on at the present
moment, I do not think he would have con-
sidered it necessary to introduce the subject
here. . Our duty is to carry on the affairs of
the country. We àre not a political body
to any great extent, and we want to do
what we can to serve the best interests of
the country. I believe it would be better
for the hon. member from Halifax and for
this House and for the country if the matter
had not been referred to at all, but that
Mr. Wallace should be allowed to express
his views as he thinks proper without coin-
menting on them here. The effect of the
hon. gentleman's action will not redound to
the credit or advantage of the party to which
he belongs.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to say one
or two words in explanation.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I should like to
have it understood, or to understand myself,
what the rules of order are in this House.
Is a general discussion upon a question put
to the Government in order and has the
member of the Senate who asks the question
the right of replying i I can understand that
upon a substantive motion it may be allowed,
but if this practice is to be permitted, there
will be no end to discussion upon every tri-
fling question put in the touse. I do not
object to the hon. gentleman speaking, but I
have been forcibly struck, since I have had
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a seat in this House, with the fact that on point out that the hon. member from Halifax
mere inquiries such as this, not only is there is acting upon the well understood practice
a general discussion, but the member who of the Senate
asks the question invariably rises to reply.
That provokes other replies, and there is Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The point that
a continued discussion. I wish the hon. gent- put is this :-Has an hon. gentleman who

leman to understand that I do not rise to makes an inquiry a right to reply after bis

peevent his making an explanation, but I question is answered, as he would have if he

think it is a very good opportunity to have had made a substantive motion.

this point of order decided. I wish to know Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not propose to
what the practice has been and what it is to go into any new matter at all. I wished tO
be in the future. say that my object in calling attention to

Hon. Mr. ALLAN--There is no doubt this subject had apparently been misappre

that the practice has been in this House, to hended by the hon. gentlemen who have

permit a member who has made an inquiry spoken.

to reply after the leader of the Govern- Hon. Mr. BOWELL-That is not afl
ment has spoken, but I ventured when I was explanation ; that is a reply to what has been
Speaker to call the attention of the House said.
to the inconvenience likely to result from
such a thing, because the House can see that Hon. Mr. POWER--I think the hof-
when a matter of the kind is brought up, if gentleman is a little too sharp. I say 1
the one who introduces speaks andis followed have been misapprehended, and the fact that
by others and the leader of the Governinent I have been is apparent from the construc-
makes a reply, there should be an end to the tion that hon. gentlemen have put upon iIY
question. Great inconvenience has arisen language. They assume that I have raised
froi the fact that after the leader of the a question as to the right of persons in this
Government has made his reply, other mem- country to assist those who are opposing the
,bers have spoken and the leader of the Home Rule movement in Ireland. I never
Government must either leave what is said intended to do that. I called attention t
after his reply to the question unanswered, the language used by the Controller Of
or rise to speak again. I hope the hon. Customs in Kingston, to the effect that if,
gentlemen who have the revision of the rules after this Rome Rule measure became Iae,
under their charge will take cognizance of the people of the north of Ireland, who are
this practice. My hon. friend froi Halifax opposed to it should resist it by force, theY
has a perfect right under the practice of the would be assisted in their forcible resistance
House, to speak again, but I can only say by the Orangemen in Canada. Now, that
that the whole thing is exceedingly incon- is a totally different thing from the matter
venient and irregular. which these gentlemen talked about. What

comparison is there between what Mr.
Hon. Mr. MASSON--This is not a ques- Wallace advocates and Mr. Blake's getting

tion of tolerance, so far as the Senate is con- money to carry on a political campaign Il
cerned. We have the same rules as the the old country '? One is a constitutional,
House of Lords in England, and in England legitimate and proper thing. I did not say
it is a well established fact that if a question whether Home Rule was a desirable thing,
is put on the instant, there is no discussion or not. The two parties are fighting about
allowed, but in the House of Lords, when a it, and 1, as a loyal subject, shall subulit to
peer wants to have an explanation of a sub- whatever the decision of the British ParhîS
ject and a discussion to follow, he has only ment may be. What I say is that the
to place a notice on the paper and then it Controller of Customs has announced th t
becomes a subject for discussion. The hon. under certain circumstances he and hi'
leader of- the House was not a member of friends will be prepared to be disloyal and
the Senate when that question was discussed to aid people to take up arms against the
last year, but it was understood then that if Government of the Empire. That is a very
a discussion was desired notice should be serious thing. It is no use saying that we
given. Of course it may be considered are not concerned in it. No matter where
desirable to change this rule, but I wish to that language is spoken, it is still the
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language of a inember of Parliament and of
a prominent officer of the Government.
}low is it, if this language of the Controller
of Customs does not come within the juris-
diction of the Government, that the act of
Mr. Cosgrove, in signing a requisition to
call a meeting, was brought before the
(overnmenti That was not done in
Mr. Cosgrove's official capacity; it was done
as a citizen of Toronto. However, I am
getting beyond the explanation now.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The hon. gentle-
mnan asks how did the case of Mr. Cosgrove
come before the Govçrnm'ent ? This is an
illustration of the inconvenience arising from
the practice to which I have referred. Since
the matter has been introduced, however, I
Inust explain that Mr. Cosgrove's case was
brought under the notice of the Department
by the representatives of some of the con-
Stituencies in and about Toronto, who made
a complaint that he liad signed a disloyal
document, .and the matter was thoroughly
investigated. So much for that. The hon.
gentleman has put a wrong construction upon
mly words-I will not say intentionally. The
reason I introduced Mr. Blake's name was
this-the junior member from Halifax inter-
Preted the language of Mr. Wallace to be a
call for aid in money. I accepted that inter-
Pretation, and I asked was that more disloyal
than Mr. Blake's appeal for aid to conduct
the repeal movement on the other side. J can
Only say that I fully concur in the remarks
'fade by the hon. member f rom York and I
hope that the hon. gentleman who is Chair-
'fan of the special committee to revise the
rules of the House will take care that this
8ubject is thoroughly defined in the future
as to what is admissible and what is not.

THE POST t)FFICE AT SACKVILLE.

INQUIRY.

lion. Mr. BOTSFORD inquired if the
Government intend to make provision this
session for the construction of a suitable post
Office at Sackville, N.B. He said :-I owe
the Senate an apology for introducing such
a, local matter, and I feel bound to explain
W.hy I think it necessary to put this question
anld to show tha Sackville has been neglected
ina the matter of postal facilities. The claims
of the place are these : It is a centre of 5,000
inhabitants, with a railway station, where a
large amount of business is done. A branch
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railway extends from the station to Cape
Tormentine, which is the means of commun-
ication with Prince Edward Island in the
severe months of winter, end the mails are
carried by that route. Sackville possesses a
population which has a very large corres-
pondence. There are two academies there, a
university and a commercial college, at which
some 250 students are at this time in atten-
dance. Including the professors and others
employed there, over 300 persons are con-
nected with these institutions who have a
large correspondence with all parts of the
Dominion, for most of the provinces send
their young people to be educated at Sack-
ville. There are large manufactories in the
place, there are two foundries, a cheese and
butter factory and a large carriage factory.
Sackville possesses a larger tract of alluvial
marine land than any other part of the pro-
vince, not less than 30,000 acres; consequent-
ly there is a large correspondence carried on
through the post office. Theseareclaimswhich
I think ought not to be ignored, but when I
call the attention of the Government to the
condition in which the post office is now, it
must be apparent that justice has not been
done to that district. The building is very
small: the space allowed for the public is
not more than nineteen by six feet. Persons
coming from a distance in bad weather
crowd into that office, and J have known
occasions when persons who had boxes at the
post office were unable to get at them in
consequence of the crowded condition of the
room. Under the circumstances, I think
Sackville is entitled to better accommodation
than it possesses. In fact the accommoda-
tion is not creditable to the Government.
Looking through the statistics I find that
other places with less population and yield-
ing less than half the revenue that is col-
lected at our office, have larger buildings-
or ought to have larger, because I see in
some parts of the Maritine provinces as
much as $25,000 has been appropriated for
the building of post offices in less populous
centres than Sackville. In Prince Edward
Island post offices have been built in places
with not half the population of Sackville
and not more than one-quarter of the revenue
collected. It seems impossible to find out
on what principle the Government have
acted in erecting post offices in the various
parts of the country. There seems to be no
system about it. I hope, under the circum-
stances, the Government will take this
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matter into very serious consideration and
give better accommodation to the parish of
Sackville.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-My hon. friend is
altogether too old a parliamentarian not to
know that representatives of the Govern-
ment in either House never give information
as to what will appear in the estimates. I
shall therefore have to ask him to wait until
these estimates are laid before us; but I
will promise him this, that I will bring his
remarks and his advocacy of Sackville before
my colleagues so that they may understand
the necessity of having better accommoda-
tion for the business of the post- office at
Sackville.

CANNED GOODS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
reading of Bill (R) " Ah Act further to
amend the Act respecting Canned Goods."
He said :-There is very little change pro-
posed in this Bill from what already appears
on the Statute-book. It is simply to compel
the canners of fruit to have the names of
their factories legibl' stamped on the cans
either by label or soine other mode. At pre-
sent all that is necessary is to have the name
of the dealer, but as a better guarantee as.
to the purity of the goods it is deemed ad-
visable, not only by the Government but by
the canners themselves, that each canner
should be compelled to have the name of the
factory, or the party who owns it, stamped
on the can. I may add that this is done at
the instance of the Fruit Canners' Associa-
tion of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-I might point out to
the Minister of Trade and Commerce that
the name on the can would not amount to
much unless there was also the date when
the fruit was canned.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I think the sug-
gestion is a very good one, because as the
hon. gentleman very properly pointed out,
the fruit might be threé or four years old
and deteriorated. When we go into com-
mittee to-morrow, I think we can make such
an amendment as will carry out the hon.
gentleman's views.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-These labels are
printed in very large quantities and the

packers generally import a large number At
a time, because the larger the quantity the
cheaper they can be produced. It is ex-
pensive work, as there must be a different
block prepared for each colour. If a bad
season should be experienced, a large number
of these labels would probably be left over.
and if the suggestion of the hon. gentleman
from St. John were carried out, these labels
would be useless, because the alteration Of
the date could not be made by a pen or by
obliterating the old number in any way.
Then, again, fruit put up in cans herie-
tically sealed skould keep well. If decoul-
position sets in, the cans expand and any-
body can tell immediately whether the con-
tents are sound or not without opening the
can. This Bill does not apply to the labels
on the cans, but to the label on the ·package
containing the cans. Perhaps, it should be
made to apply both to the packages and to
the cans.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second tinie.

CANADIAN POWER COMPANY'S
BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON moved the second
reading of the Bill (63) " An Act respect-
ing the Canadian Power Company." lie
said :-The object of this Bill is simply to
enlarge the powers previously granted to
this company, enabling them to take water
from the Niagara River at a different place.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the second time.

THE SPEAKER OF THE SENATE
BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (N) " An Act respect-
ing the Speaker of the Senate."

In the Com.mittee, on the first clause,

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved that the
first clause be amended by inserting after
" leave " the word " temporarily," and tO
leave out from " Chair" to the end Of
the clause and insert "until the Speaker
resumes the Chair during the sarne
sitting." He said: In my opinion we have
no right to appoint a Speaker, but I beliee
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that the Speaker of the Senate, even without
tIhis legislation, has a right to leave the
Chamber for a short time and to call another
gentleman to replace him. The Senator thus
called to fill the Chair in his absence will
have no power as Speaker. It is to make
this provision that I have moved this amend-
'lent to the first clause.

.ion. Mr. ANGERS-I do not know that
iis necessary for me to give any explana-

tion of the unnecessary amendment which
has been proposed to the first clause. It is
Proposed to have it read " temporarily."
The whole sense of the phrase shows that
the replacing of the Speaker by a member of
the Senate is for a temporary absence. That
Would be superfluous, I think. If you strike
Out the words following " Chair " and insert
the words proposed, you again get into
trouble, because if there is a necessity for
the Speaker to leave the Chair and to call
sone other Senator to replace him for a
while, that replacing may last the whole
Sitting ; he may be so unwell that he cannot
return and resume the Chair before the

ouse rises ; therefore the clause in itself
Would be impracticable. I think the lan-
guage of it is as perfect as it is possible to
Inake it. With reference to the two amend-
'Ilents proposed by the hon. gentleman, the
Arst one is covered by the wording of the
]ill, and the second would be defeating the
Object that the House has in view. There-
fore I think the first clause should be car-
lied as it stands.

Hlon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
has not been long enough in the Senate to

8certain that it is difficult to say of any
Clause that the language is perfect.

lHon. Mr. ANGERS-No ; as perfect as
'Possible.

lion. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
has just stated that it is as perfect as it can
b. That remark would come better from
eOMebody else than from the gentleman who
18 responsible for the Bill.

lion. Mr. ANGERS-Explain why.

lon. Mr. POWER-I think there is an
'old saying about self-praise.

lion. Mr. ANGERS-I gave the House
OAUliderstand that the Bill was not drafted

hy mne, but by the Minister of Justice. The

remark applies to him and not to Wie. If
the Bill had been drawn in French I would
be more able to appreciate the constructiôn
of it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I will not say the
Minister of Justice did not draw the Bill,
but it is not the practice for him to draw
Bills. They are generally drawn in the
department. This House dealt last year
with a measure which came from the
Department of Justice. Although it was
amended by a Joint Committee in a great
many ways, this House amended it in Yorty
different ways, and it is not perfect yet. So
hon. gentlemen should be a little slow in
describing any measure as being perfect. I
think the criticism upon this clause which is
given to the House by the hon. gentleman
from DeLanaudière is a justifiable one. I
quite agree with the hon. Minister of
Agriculture in thinking that the word " tem-
porarily " would not be necessary, because
the subsequent language of the clause would
show that the absence of the Speaker was to
be only a temporary one. Here is the
language :-

Whenever the Speaker of the Senate, from ill-
ness or aiy other cause, finds it necessary to leave
the chair durin an part of the sittings of the
Senate, oe acay, he may call upon any Senator
to take the chair.

That is doing all we wish to do, but this
Bill goes on to say:-

And preside as Speaker during the remainder
of such day.
There you enter upon debatable ground.
It does not add anything to the value of the
Bill; as long as the Senate can put some
one in the Chair that is all that is necessary,
and when you say " and preside as Speaker"
you may be going further than you have a
right to do. The Speaker of this Senate is
appointed by the Governor-General and the
person we put in there presides as locum
tenens for the Speaker, but not as Speaker;
and I think the criticism of the member for
DeLanaudière is just. The Bill would not
be injured by the striking out of these
words. The further change which the hon.
gentleman suggested, that he shall take the
Chair until the Speaker himself resumes the
Chair before the close of the sitting for that
day, is also quite defensible, because I do
not understand - that the intention of the
Government is to appoint a salaried officer
who is to be a Deputy-Speaker like the,
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Deputy-Speaker of the House of Commons.
Then, if not, the other senator should be
called to the Chair only for the time being
and not to wait to the close of the meeting,
and adjourn the House. If it should hap-
pen-which has not happened yet during
these 26 years-that the Speaker after leav-
ing the House was taken seriously ill, then
under clause 2, the Clerk would inform the
House that the Speaker was ill, and the
House would appoint some one to take the
Chair and adjourn the House. Unquestion-
ably there is a good deal of doubt about our
power to appoint an acting Speaker, and the
wiser course would be to adopt the course
recommended by the hon. meinber for De-
Lanaudière.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I am afraid I must
differ from 'my hon. friend in regard to his
observations upon the remarks of the hon.
Minister on the other side. I think that
the hon. gentlemen was rather hypercritical :
when the Minister made use of the words
" as perfect as possible," he used them in a
comparative sense, that it was better than
the amendment. It has been said that it is
not necessary to put ii this and to strike out
the words " and shall preside as Speaker."
Those words are in the Act, which was the
result of the amended legislation on the other
side of the water in regard to the Speaker
of the House of Commons; and this Bill is
drawn exactly upon the same lines, and it is
only that he is to preside as Speaker. That,
my hon. friend from DeLanaudière has a per-
fect right to object to, and he is in his right
when he states that he opposes it. The Bill
is to provide for the temporary absence of
the Speaker. The Bill provides that the
new member would go into the Chair and
preside as Speaker until the Speaker himself
came back, and it is directly contrary to the
principleof the Bill to strike out those words.
He does not go into the Chair as a mere
figurehead. He is in place of the Speaker.
Therefore the words are in accord with the
object intended by the legislation. I think
there can be no dispute about that ; and the

;words " until the Speaker himself resumes
the Chair " shows it, although for the mo-
ment he presides as Speaker, or else he is a
nuisance there, and an unnecessary part of
it altogether.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Would not it be de-
sirable to use the same expression in both

clauses? If the gentleman was placed there
in the absence of the Speaker, either temp-
orarily or for some time, as the Speaker has
to act in the same capacity, would not it be
better to use the same expression in
speaking of him in both clauses? In ofe
clause he is said to preside as Speaker, and
in the other to act for the Speaker.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I believe the
reason given by the hon. Minister of Agri-
culture is a good argument in my favour.
The hon. Minister of Agriculture says that
if the amendment proposed should become
a part of the law it might happen that the
Speaker could not resume the seat at the
end of the sitting. That is just the reasol
why we should have the amendment, because
if the House is not allowed to adjourn with
the gentleman in the Chair who is not the
Speaker, then I say it will not be consti-
tutional ; but if he is the Speaker or the
Deputy-Speaker, or acting as Speaker, then
the difliculty arises also whether this is cons-
titutional ; but if it is stated that he resumed
his seat before the end of the sitting then it
prevents a breach of the constitution. NoW
what is the consequence of that ? Let us
take a case which has happened already. I
was called to order and I did not submit to
it. I said I would rather go to the bar and
make up my case. Supposing a gentlenal
had been in the Chair with no power, and I
had been taken prisoner by the Usher of the
Black Rod could I not proceed at law against
the man who had ordered my arrest and
against the man who had taken me in
custody, for a breach of privilege and for ai
indemnity? To be sure I could. This shows
the great necessity that the gentlenan
occupying the Chair should have the power
and privileges which the British North
America Act gives to the Speaker. It is to
prevent such a difficulty as I have described,
that I say the Speaker will have to take the
Chair before the end of the sitting in order
to adjourn; otherwise there is no adjoUrn-
ment. If the gentleman who replaces the
Speaker has no authority he cannot act 8
Speaker. He may listen to the debates, but
cannot do anything; if any difficulty occuJrs
he has to send for the Speaker and the
Speaker must decide. As the matter stands,-
there may be difficulty for the reason that
the gentleman in the Chair had no authority-
Supposing this Bill were not disallowed teW
or three years hence, the difficulty migh
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have to be decided in the courts and my
conviction is the courts would decide the
ian had no authority. I think we should

deal with the matter fully now, in order to
Prevent difficulty in future. When I see
such gentlemen as the hon. members from
Amherst, Halifax, Richmond, York, the
hon. Minister of Agriculture, and Sir John
Thompson all disagreeing on this particular
Point, I am convinced that there must be a
greatdifficultysomewhere. Iamonlysurprised
that those men who are responsible for the
Work will go on and say " Oh, never mind."
With reference to the Bill regarding the
swearing of witnesses, it would not have been
extraordinary if the Bill had been approved
of and sanctioned by the authorities, because
that Bill came under the 91st clause of the
]Rritish North America Act, and the only re-
striction upon it was the 18th clause; and
What did it say ? It said that the Senate
had no powers except the powers which the
English House of Commons had. That is
the only restriction; but in this case there
1s a direct restriction. The 91st clause is
restricted by the 34th, which states plainly
that the appointment of the Speaker will be
the prerogative of the Crown. That is quite
lear. When you see the other Act disal-

lowed by the Imperial authorities, although
the Governor was convinced that it was con-
stitutional, it is probable this also will be
declared ultra vires. What difficulty could
there be in postponing this Act till the next,
session? I would suggest to the Ministry
that they might refer this Bill to the Su-
Preme Court, as they did the Act of Mani-
toba, before getting the House in trouble.
Sllpposing it had happened under this Bill
that I was called to order by a Senator oc-
eupying the Chair in the absence of the
5Peaker, do you think I would have submit-
ted? No, I would have gone to Court and
sued him for damages. For these reasons, I
think it is only right that we should move
8lOwly in this matter and with great caution.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--I do not see
Why we should prolong this debate ; the
'natter was fully discussed yesterday.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman
Oin Amherst and some other hon. gentlemen

seen to have an impression that this Bill is
not to be discussed, and if that'is the senti-
i'nent of the House, I shall say no more. I
thought our duty was to see that we were
acting properly and constitutionally; but if

that is not our duty, I shall be glad to be
relieved of any responsibility in regard to
the Bill. In line 5 of the first clause, the
word "sittings" should be "sitting." I
think also that we should make the amend-
ment suggested by the hon. member for
York division, that the Speaker may call
upon any gentleman to take the Chair and
act for him during the remainder of the day.
The hon. gentleman thought the language
in the two clauses should be uniform. When
you say " preside as Speaker," you mean he
is Speaker, and in the other case he is simply
a substitute for the Speaker. The difference
between those two expressions might mean
the difference between the Bill being held
within our powers and outside of our powers.
We might have the right to put some one in
the Chair during the absence of the Speaker,
but not the right to appoint any one as
Speaker.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY- The third clause
provides that.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I suggested it would
be desirable to have the language the sane.
I do not really press that, because my ob-
jection is as to the constitutionality, and I
do not feel disposed to press for any altera-
tion.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS- I am willing to
accept the suggestion of the hon. member
for York to make the language of the first
clause similar to the second, or the reverse
it is quite immaterial to -me. I think it
would be better to say " to preside as
Speaker," in the first clause, and to use the
sanie language in the second.

H on. Mr. ALLAN-1, take it for granted
that the intention of the hon. gentleman
who introduced this Bill is to provide that,
the gentleman who is placed in that Chair
shall be, to all intents and purposes, thé
Speaker for the time being ; otherwise the
legislation would be of no value. If that
is what is intended, it is better to put it so
that there can be no mistake about it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The wiser plan
would be to adopt the practice of the llouse
of Lords. Our Speaker is appointed by the
Governor-General, just as the Lord Chan-
cellor is appointed by the Crown. In the
House of Lords the Crown appoints three or
four Deputy-Speakers, and when the Lord
Chancellor is obliged to leave the Chair he
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calls one of these Speakers to the Chair. If
the Lord Chancellor and those Deputy-
Speakers are all absent, then the House itse4f
chooses the Speaker. I think it would be a
more convenient practice to have some two
or threè gentlemen recognized as being those
who would be called to the Chair in case the
Speaker were absent.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I daresay I may
incur the risk of being reminded that " fools
rush in where angels fear to tread," if I call
attention to apoint which hasbeen overlooked
in the discussion of this Bill. It seems to
me that under the second clause of this Bill
the Clerk of the Senate may have a little too
much power, and I see no reason why that
same power should not be vested in any
Senator. It is just possible that a Bill may
be pending before the Senate in which the
Clerk, for the time being, may be very much
interested, and he may act as this clause
empowers him to do.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-He could be dis-
missed.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-His object can be
attained by the delay.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-What has been
adopted here is the procedure followed in
the House of Commons when that House
meets and there is no Speaker. The clerk of
the House rises and,without offering a word,
points to the leader of the Government, who
is thereupon given the floor, and he proposes
that a member of the House be chosen to
take the Chair. The legislation proposed
here is in the same sense. When you are
choosing a member of the Senate to fill the
Chair temporarily, somebody has to preside.

Tiere may be a debate when you are mak-
ing the choice of the gentleman who is to fill
the Chair temporarily. The Clerk of the
House is presumed to be presiding over the
discussion then going on, and it is he who is
called upon to give the floor to the members
of the Senate wishing to speak upon the
choice. The wording of this clause is in
accordance with the practice in England and
in the House of Commons here.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-And our own prac-
tice in committee.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY nioved to amend the
clause by inserting after the word "Speaker"
" until the Speaker himself shall resume the

Chair, or another Speaker be appointed by
the Governor-General." He said:-My object
in proposing this is to carry out the view
which is carried out in the same clause pro-
viding for the Speaker resuming the Chair.
I had another object in view to which I hope
the Committee will not object-that is, to
make our legislation as perfect as possible.
I wished that there should be a legislative
recognition on the face of this Bill that we
do not propose in any way to interfere with
the prerogative of the Crown in the appoint-
ment of the Speaker.

Hon. Mr. McKAY-I presume it is the
intention, after this amendment is made,
that the same Senator who is called to the
Chair on an occasion of this kind shall be
the Speaker until the Speaker returns, if it
should be a week or more.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that the word
"appoint" be struckoutof the clause and the
word " choose " be substituted for it.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS moved thatthe clause
be further amended by striking out the word
" act " and substituting for it the word " pre-
side."

The motion was agreed to and the clu5e
as amnended was adopted.

On the third clause.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE moved that this
clause be struck out of the Bill.

The motion was declared lost and the
clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. POWER inoved that a fourth
clause be added to the Bill to provide that
no additional charge on the revenues of the
country shall be imposed by the passing Of
this Act.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-There is no nece"
sity for that; it is understood.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If it is understOod'
it is just as well to have it expressed.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-He could not be
paid without a vote of Parliament.

Hon. Mr. POWER - I notice that &
number of gentlemen say that this is l'-
necessary who are anxious that it should Pt
be insert.ed in the Bill. It is as well thaV
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we should enact that the new office shall not
involve a charge upon the public revenue. It
was only a very short time ago that the
Speaker of the House of Commons, who has
ten times a much work to do as the Speaker
of this House, got a paid assistant, and I
do not think there is any excuse whatever
for a further charge on the revenue of the
country for the discharge of the duties of
the Speaker of the Senate. Tt is as well
that we should make it quite clear tlit this
Bill shall not be taken advantage of here-
after for the purpose of appointing a paid
officer.

Hon. Mr. MASSON - The ordinary
interpretation of a statute is that no salary
is to be paid unless the salary is mentioned.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Even supposing the
clause which the hon. gentleman proposes
were added to the Bill, it would have no
effect whatever if the Government desired
to pay a salary, because it could be done on
a message from His Excellency placing an
item in the Estimates to pay the Chairman
or Speaker pro tem. That would override
any law.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That is an entirely
new doctrine.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-It has been the
practice of every deliberative body. There
is scarcely a session of Parliament in which
there does not appear a vote in the Estimates
to such and such a person, notwithstanding
anything in the Civil Service Act to the
contrary. If an item wei-e put in the Esti-
mates stating that the Speaker pro tem should
be paid a certain sum for services rendered
it could be done and would not be a violation
of law.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-This
could be repealed at any moment.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I do not think the
hon. gentleman from Halifax is endeavour-
ing to better this law : he is attempting to
defeat it. If the clause which he proposes
were to be- made part of the Bill, it could
lot be introduced in the Senate. It should

be initiated in the other bou'se, because a
Bill which imposes any charge on the revenue
of the country must be introduced there.
The proposed clause is out of order, and
would to a certain extent defeat the spirit of
the Bill. It would lower the position and

the choice.that the Senate would be making
of one of its members to fill temporarily the
Chair of the House if we were to enact that
he should not be paid. Of course it is an
honorary office; it is left to the choice of
the Senate. When a choice is made it is not
by the Government but by the Senate, and
the Senate could appoint nobody who could
receive a salary unless it adopted the choice
of the Government for which the Govern-
ment is responsible. If the clause gave any-
body to understand that the gentleman
occupying the Chair during the absence of
the Speaker could receive a salary, the Bill
could not be introduced in the Senate at all.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I cannot con-
cur in the views expressed by the hon. nem-
ber from Halifax. Suppose under this Bill
a Senator is called to the Chair and occupies
it for a year, or two years, I should be the
first member of this House to advocate that
he be paid a salary during the time he occu-
pies the Chair.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the absence of the
Speaker should be prolonged, the Govern-
ment would naturally appoint a Speaker and
that Speaker would be paid. I wish to say
a word or two to the Minister of Agriculture :
It is very unpleasant to have a difference qf
opinion of a decided character with a
gentleman like him, but he must bear in mind
that a good many of us.have been here for
some time and have a pretty fair idea of how
the business of thisHouse should be transact-
ed. The hon. gentleman undertook to impute
to me, in moving my amendment, a desire to
defeat the Bill. He was out of order in
doing so. I think, on the contrary, the
addition of the amendment might be the
means of saving the Bill, because the amend-
ment, instead of making a charge on the
country, would show that the bill did not'
involve any expenditure. In the interest
of the Bill it might be better to have some
such clause incorporated in it.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-f meant by my
remark that I thought the hon. gentleman
from Halifax was not exerting himself to
improve the Bill.

The amendment was rejected.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington), fron
the committee, reported the Bill with amend-
ments, which were concurred in.
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BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (86) " An Act respecting the Chilli-
whack Railway Company." (Mr. MacInnes,
Burlington.)

Bill (87) " An Act to incorporate the
British ColumbiaDock Company." Mr. McIn-
nes, B.C.)

Bill (66) " An Act to incorporate the
Grand Council of the Catholic Mutual Ben-
efit Association of Canada." (Mr. Sullivan.)

Bill (49) " An Act to incorporate the
Atlantic and Lake·Superior Railway Com-
pany." (Mr. Ogilvie.)

Bill (24) " An Act further to amend the
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act." (Mr.
Angers.)

The Senate adjourned at 5.50 P.M.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wednesday, March 22nd, 1893.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

FORT GEORGE, NIAGARA.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved
That an humble Address be presented to His

Excellency the Governor-General; praying that
Ris Excellency will cause to be laid before this
House, copies of all petitions to the Government,
or any Department thereof, from the Canadian
Institute, the Lundy's Lane Historical Society, the
Mayor and residents of Niagara Falls and Niagara
Town, with reference ýto the protection and preser-
vation of Fort George (Niagara) and the grounds
and buildings connected therewith.

He said :-I do not propose to make any
remarks upon the notice of motion, but sim-
ply to ask the leader of this House for an
answer thereto. I understand that a simi-
lar motion was brought up in the House of
Commons and the Government promised to
make some investigations in the matter.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-There is no objec-
tion to bringing down the papers, but the
matter is now under the consideration of the
Militia Department, and provision is being

made to put those forts in a sufficient state
of repair to preserve them.

The motion was agreed to.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

FIRST READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL introduced Bill (V)
"An Act further to amend the General
Inspection Act."

He said :-This is a short Bill and
deals with the inspection of apples. An
Act was passed last year which has proved
to be impracticable. It could not be car-
ried out, and at the .request of the Fruit
Growers' Association and those connected
with the factories, it has been slightly
amended.

The Bill was read the first time.

THE DISTRICT OF VANCOUVER
VACANCY.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Before the
Orders of the Day are called i wish to remind
the leader of the Government of 'a promise
made by him one week ago yesterday, in
answer to a question as to the issuing of a
writ to fill the vacancy created by the death
of Mr. Gordon, for the district of Vancouver.
It no doubt has slipped his memory, and I
should like to know% now if it has been
issúled.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Does my hon.
friend intend to- contest that constituency ?
Otherwise it is an unusual thing for mem-
bers of this House to interest themselves in
such matters.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The other
day when I asked the question, I stated it was
a very unusual thing to make the inquirY
here, but as it was a, matter of public policy
I consider it was not irregular. Inasmuch
as we have only six representatives in the
House of Commons from British Columbia,
and all this session the very important dis-
trict of Vancouver has been unrepresented,
through the illness of the late member, I am
anxious to know if a writ has been issued.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--No personal or
private interests i
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Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--That is a pri-
vate matter of my own-not of the hon.
gentleman from Lunenburg.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Probably I owe an
apology to the House for not having an-
swered the question before. The writ has
not been issued, and even if it had been, the
hon. gentleman knows well that, considering
the extent of that territory, it would have
been impossible to have, had an election in
time to enable the new representative, who-
ever he might be, to attend this session of
Parliament.

THE SPEAKER OF THE SENATE
BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS moved the third
reading of Bill (N), " An Act respecting the
Speaker of the Senate."

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-Before the vote is
taken, I wish to refer to a statement made
by the hon. member from Barrie referring to
nyself, as to what took place in the year
1888. My hon. friend stated that in 1888,
I had expressed the opinion that the House
had the power of appointing a Deputy-
Speaker till the Crown appointed another
Speaker; that is, when there occurs a sud-
den vacancy in the Senate speakership. I
should not have troubled the House with so
small a matter, except that in the Debates
.which came to me these expressions are in
italics, a very unusual thing in reporting
the debates of the House, and therefore I
presume it came from the hon. gentleman's
nanuscript which he read on that occasion,
and which must have been underscored for
ny particular benefit. I entirely acquit my
hon. friend of any intentional misrepresenta-
tion of my views on that occasion, but all
the same he has unintentionally misrepre-
sented me. I have before me the debate
which occurred then, and all that I ventured
to recommend to the House was stated by my-
self. Iused the expressions "Deputy-Speaker"
and " Deputy.Chairman' indiscriminately,
but merely as a temporary matter, which
Will be explained by referring to what I

id on that occasion. I said : " I am
quite of the opinion that the House regu-
larly, now in consequence of a legal
adjournment, has the power as a con-
stituent body of appointing one of its
Inembers to preside temporarily over its pro-

ceedings." Then I go on to speak of the use
the word " Deputy - Speaker," speaking of
the practice in the House of Lords appoint-
ing temporarily a Deputy-Speaker, which is
a very strange th'ing. The expression
inerely conveyed by the observations was
that I was in favour of this House assum-
ing the power temporarily in an emergency,
without any act as yet, of appointing a
Deputy-Speaker in the same manner as was
done in the House of Commons. In order
to make it perfectly plain, I added : " I
may venture to suggest if the House, in-
stead of starting out upon an adventure of
assuming new powers which possibly may be
questioned hereaftkr, it would be just as
well for us to follow the precedent which
was adopted here in 1872." Assuming as I
have already said that we have the inherent
power, being regularly met here, of appoint-
ing a temporary chairman just as if the
head of the House was struck down in har-
ness in the performance of his duties, I
think when they appoint a Deputy, not so
much for the purpose of doing business as of

adjourning the House until a future day ;
and on that occasion my hon. friend says
there was a debate, as there was, and my
hon. friend the senior member from Ha-
lifax, also made a suggestion that instead
of taking the course which I proposed of
doing this by universal consent, he proposed
that a resolution be passed. Well we were
all anxious to do what was right, 'anfl I at
once said : "If that is the wish of the House
I am willing to defer to it " ; but my hon.
f riend from Barrie was present on that occa-
sion, and he said " I am sorry to differ with
my hon. friend the senior member for Ha-
lifax," and then he goes on to refer to that
and he says " It is far better for us I think
to follow precedent, although I quite agree
that the inherent power exists in the
Senate to meet any emergencies that may
arise, although not distinctly provided for
either in the rules or by the statute.
The statute is very specific in regard to
whoin it appoints and how the Speaker of
this House is appointed, and I think it
would he safer to follow the course sug-
gested by my hon. friend from Amherst."
" The suggestion made in the written paper
handed in by Hon. Mr. Dickey was then
put and agreed to unanimously."

Now there is not a word in this in refer-
ence to this expression which I used, " De-
puty-Speaker," only to illustrate that we
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might do temporarily what the House of
Lords did, and the words "a temporary
Chairman," which I also made use of, showed
this : there is not a suggestion there that I
ventured to advocate any power to be exer-
cised by this House of venturing out upon
a new line in appointing a Deputy-Speaker
as had been done in the Commons by Sta-
tute. I hope, therefore, that I have explained
that matter sufficiently to the satisfaction of
the House. I think, while I am on my feet,
I may as well state that I think the House
is very greatly indebted to my hon. friend the
member from Ottawa, from the course that
he has taken in this matter, without any re-
ference to party, but simply upon the merits
of the Bill itself, and in doing so he has im-
parted to this House a great deal of valu-
able and most interesting information, and
time is not wasted by referring to these step-
ping-stones in the history of this country. We
are going back, as my hon. friend went back,
to the year 1872, and there we find on that
occasion the Governor-General took a
very different view from the view that I
took and that others took in regard to this,
and he was of opinion that this Oaths Act,
about which so much has been said, was per-
fectly intra vires and within the competency
of this Parliament ; and this is the way
he finally put it:-

My côclusions have been further fortitied not

only by the opinions of inany legal authorities
whon Phavie consulted, but more especially that
of Mr. Todd, the author of "Parliamentary Govern-
ment," etc.

What does Mr. Todd recommend I Mr.
Todd gave a strong opinion that the House
had power to pass the Bill. For what rea-
sons? This is his opinion:-

The Dominion Parliament were therefore clear-
ly conipetent in my judgment to confer a similar
power upon the Senate and theHouse of Commons,
pursuant to the authority conveyed to that Parlia-
ment by the 91st clause of the British North
America Act. to make lawsfor the peace, order and
good government of Canada.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I do not want
to interrupt my hon. friend, but will this
lead to 'a general discussion ? If so it will
delay us very much. He is going into the
whole principle, which I think is irregular,
because we may spend a whole day discuss-
ing it.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-My hon. friend
knows perfectly well that I have a perfect
right to discuss the principle of the Bill, but

I shall not discuss the matter unduly. I
have great respect for the feelings of the
House as well as my own on that point ; but
that is the foundation of the opinion of Lord
Dufferin, wyho transmitted that Bill ; and
he says here he has transmitted it with the
other information to Sir John Macdonald,
the leader of the House, and it reads in
this way :-

Your despatch, &c., with enclosures has been
referred to the Law Officers of the Crown upon the
report that the * * of the Oaths Act is
ultra zires.

That report was made by Sir John Mac-
donald, and in that report he laid no stress
whatever on the 91st section, but his
opinion was founded upon the 18th section.
With all those authorities Lord Kimberley
sends a despatch to say substantially that
the Bill is clearly ultra vires ; so that it is
quite clear according to those authorities, so
far as the Colonial Office would make up
their minds, that the 91st section did not
apply, and in accordance with what they
did, immediately after to dikallow the Bill.
It is quite clear they considered the 91st
section did not apply to this. It is some-
what curious that the discussion in this
Senate -took place on the 28th April, 1873,
and two days afterwards Sir John Macdon-
ald's report in Council also took place ; and
it appears from that, that he had quite
changed his mind. I do not know whether
he was influenoed at all by the discussion
here, but Lord Dufferin says in his despatch
that doubts seem to have been thrown upon
it in Parliament, and after considering the
matter fully, Sir John, Macdonald gave hi$
opinion, we had no power to pass the Bill.
Under those circumstances, it was decided
the Bill was ultra vires. I think it is very
important that those matters should be
brought forward, and that we should see that
we are perfectly in line with the action Of
the Colonial Office and the Imperial Law
Officers of the Crown. Subsequently the
amended Act of 1875 was passed. I merey
refer before I sit down to the curious fact
that 20 years ago we were confronted in this
discussion by the opinion of a librarian Of
Parliament on this question, and which
turned out to be valueless, and we have nOe-'
had thrust in on this debate a long opini6ý
given by another official, the Clerk of the
House of Commons, upon this question.
With regard to his opinions I ha've nothing
to say, except that I have very.high respect
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for that gentleman as a literary man and a
Very successful importation from the East
to this Parliament ; but at the same time I
arm quite willing to leave the matter as it
Stands, with this assurance on my mind, that
I think we need have no fear that the opi-
nion of the clerk of the House of Commons
will interfere with the passage of this Bill
any more than the opinion of the librarian
influenced the Parliament on the other side
of the water twenty years ago.

Hon. Mr. COWAN-I am very glad that
My hon. friend has called my attention to
this subject and enabled me to offer some
explanation in respect to the matter. I had
not intended to say anything on this subject,
but merely to submit to the decision of the

louse on the third reading ; and I do not
propose to interfere by any attempt to offer
amendments to the measure before us. When
I referred to my hon. friend, it was merely
in the course of reference to what had occur-
red in the House. I was endeavouring to
show there was no precedent for the pro-
Posed action and only in a general way,
Without going into particulars. It was
chiefly from my own personal recollection of
What passed. I did not enter into that point
as an argument. I can see no argument in
it ; and therefore I did not dwell upon that
Point. My hon. friend has referred to me
apparently as taking the view that we had
the inherent power. At the risk of troubling
the House I will just read what I said and
show that my remark had no relation what-
ever to the s\bstantive power, and that all I
Contended for was that a deliberative body,
such a ours, possessed, as any municipal
council would possess, an inherent or implied
Power of dealing with a matter of this kind
When under discussion. What I said was
this :

If no one objecta ! You have objected, and I
Was going to point out to you what the precedenta
have been in the past. I have no doubt that the
iuherent power exista with the House to adjourn,
but what was done in 1872 is the only precedent
We have had since Confederation, and it would be
safer to follow that, and that the House should
adjourn by consent. A very serious question niay
arise in taking any course, and it would be far
bètter for us, I think, to follow precedent ;
. lthough I quite agree that the inherent power
existe in the Senate to meet any emergency which
%ay arise although not distinctly provided for

either in the rules or by statute. The statute is
very specific in regard to who has to appoint and
how the speaker in this House is appointed, and I

think it would be safer to follow the course sug-
gested by ny hon. friend opposite (Mr. Dickey).

So that I think I have vindicated my po-
sition and shown that it was not inconsis-
tent with my attitude on this Bill. Whether
I was consistent or not is of little moment.
The question is, are my arguments sound,
and I have nothing to convince me that this
proposed meddling with an integral part of
the Constitution at all comes within what
has been termed " the higher sphere of
power " under the general terms in sec. 91.
Very far from it: I still think the Bill before
the House bad and unconstitutional, root
and branch.

I have a long personal acquaintance with
the lion. member from Ottawa and I have a
high respect for him and for his opinions,
but it is quite evident that he spoke, build-
ing on the opinion of Mr. Todd given at a
former time. While I have great respect
for Mr. Todd's memory, I think the opinion
of Mr. Bourinot is certainly quite equal to
Mr. Todd's. I am sorry if I fail to any
extent to bring out all that my hon. friend
opposite said on a former occasion. It was
not intentional. His arguments on this
Bill did not strike me as very cogent, and I.
did not therefore dwell on them.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-1 do not propose to
discuss the principle of the Bill. I only de-
sire to say that I think the amendments
which were made in committee have very
much improved the Bill. At the same time,
as I still have lingering doubts as to the
constitutionality of the Bill, notwith-
standing the additional arguments of the
hon. member from Amherst, 1, of course,
to be consistent, cannot vote for the third
reading. It may be, if we apply to the
Imperial Parliament for legislation, we
might be told that we already possess the
power, but I confess that I so far differ
from the Iinister of Agriculture that I
would rather run the risk of being snubbed
for not doing all that I possibly had the
power to do, than to be snubbed for doing
what I really had not the right to do. At
the same time no one would be better
pleased than I shall be if it is established
that we can legally make the changes pro-
posed in this Bill, and so remedy the many
serious inconveniences which have existed
in the past and which are likely to arise
again. I should rejoice very much indeed
if the result of this legislation is upheld as
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coming within our rights, should widen still Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Under the thirty-
further the powers and privileges both of seventh section of the Canadian Pacitic
this House and of the Parliament of Canada. Railway Company's Act the Company were

The motion was agreed to on a division. authorized bY Parliament, under their
charter, to issue preference stock at the

The Bill was read the third time and passed. rate Of $10,000 per mile. When the com
pany were obliged to corne to Parliament in

TRANSMISSION OF TIMBER DOWN 1885, owing to financial difficulties, they at
STREAMS BILL. that time had an issue of stock of $ 100,000,-

THIRD READING. 000. The Government in dictating terms

The House resolved itself into a Committee
of the Whole on Bill (S) " An Act further should be cancelled and that the power
to amend the Act respecting Joint Stock given to that conpany under the thirty
Companies to construct works to facilitate in
the transmission of timber down rivers and abeyance. After the company repaid
streams." the debt with interest, it was natural that

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, froni the Committee, It had only been held in suspense during
reported the Bill with amendments which that time. Hon, gentlemen are aware that
were concurred in. in the financial markets of the world brokerS

The Bil was then read the third time and look very carefully when companies propose
uhborrowing money, and a doubt arose in the

the minds of some eminent awyers as to

THORNrBURY HARBOUR BaLL. whether it was necessary to re-enact that
clause. The object of the present Bi is tO
enable the copany to issue the preference

Hon. Mr. McKINDS0EY moved the second stock as provided in their charter, and the

reading of Bill (26) " An Act relating to necessity for it is this, as hon. gentlemen are
the Harbour of Thornbury, on Georgian aware, the company from time to time are
Bay. acquiring branches that are very heavily iw

He aid:-hisis Bll or hepuroseofvolved. They necessarily have to assuffleidTi an Bgreement fore th e trpose fpayent on the bonds uf those roads that
confing an d agreeethe twnp te they take over, and therefore the companY 
to o foru the t wsip o fupationand position is in this way different from ordi

enary companies, tat the mortgage debt is
ownership of a harbour and certain ware- largely in excess of the iabiities of the
houses at that harbour. There is nothing shareholders. The natural conditions of cor-
ii the Bill except the confirmation of this porations is that the principal portion of the
awreement. debt should be borne by the shareholders,

The Bill was renad the second time. who are at the bottom of everything, and 

CANA DIANPACIIC RALW Y a rule we restrict the mortgaging powers 0
CANAIAN ACIFC RALWAY aIl companies on the basis that if the ownet's

THORNBU Y HABOURL ILL

SECONDY'EADIG. or shareholders of the road propose t
crease the financial standing of the companY

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington) moved they should do it themselves. This Bi l per-
the second reading of Bill (84) " An Act nits the shareholders, not by a vote f the
respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway majority as they were allowed under their
Company." charter to do, but by a two-third vote -t

H1e said :-The object of the Bill is to confirm the proposition to take in partier
restore certain powers to this Company, of at a preference. The shareholders, either

which they were deprived by the Act of a i themselves or by inducing others, to e
1885. The Bill of course wil be fuly dis- in, May offer preference stock at a fixed rate
thed Harbour ofThornburyof interest. It is a domestic matter pureYBay." inand simpy, which does not affect outsiders

Mon. Mr. KAULBACH-That informa- and which requires, efore any action can e
tion is not sufficient. What are the privileges taken, the assent of two-thirds of the shart
whie are to be restored T holders.
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- Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-
think it is only proper for me to draw the
attention of the House to the manner in
which the printing is done. This Bill came'up
on Monday in the third reading forni of the
Housè of Commons, and for two days I
have been endeavouring to get it from the
Printing Bureau in the third reading form,
but have not succeeded.

lion. Mr. BOULTON-In the event of
the company iîlcreasing the debenture stock
to $25,000,000 or $30,000,000, or whatever
it may be, does it entail a corresponding
reduction of the mortgage indebtedness, or
does the mortgage indebtedness remain still
a liability as well as the increase of stock?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The special object of
this Bill is to pay off mortgage liabilities
that are bearing a higher rate of interest.
The great object of investors now-a-days is
to invest their money at long periods. The
early mortgages on some of the lines of
railway which now form part of the subsi-
diary system of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way fall due in about fifteen or twenty years
from now. The rate of interest ten years
ago was niuch higher than at present, and
capitalists much prefer taking a lower rate

of interest if the investnent is a permanent
one or if it is guaranteed stock, than a

I am not aware whether hon. gentlemen
have noticed what has taken place with
regard to the article of cheese in England
within the last two or three days. The
suggestion of the Home and Foreign
Exchange,,of London, England, is that there
should be a specific mark of " Canadian " on
our cheese so as to distinguish it from the
foreign article, which is surreptitiously
brought in and sold on the London market
as Canadian cheese to the great detriment
of our trade. The same remark might apply
to fruit canned in this country. Would the
naine and address provide sufficiently for the
goods being known as Canadian without
being marked " Canadian." If the word
" Canadian " were inserted, it would be
sufficient : that is the opinion of the Home
and Foreign Exchange who handle such
goods on the other side of the water.

Hon. Mr. K AULBACH-The clause
refers to packages of canned goods, does it
mean every can, or simply the packages in
which the cans are contained ? If it simply
applies to the package before being sold, I
do not see any use of it, because the cans
are all taken out of the packages before
being sold, and it would be giving no intelli-
gent information te purchasers. The cans
should be labelled.

higher rate for a short teri. A man would Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-Every can is a
rather hold a perpetual three per cent than package.
a four per'cent terminating in three or four
years. Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I think it

should be specified that the cans are to be
Hon. Mr. BOULTON-What I wanted stamped.

to know was whether that mortgage indeb-
tedness would be cancelled ? Hon. Mr. BOWELL-My proposition is

the mortgages to adopt the suggestion made by the hon.
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, member from St. John, and to add that the

will be cancelled, and replaced by this issue date of the canning be stamped also upon it.
of bonds.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill Hon. Mr. PROWSE-I am opposed to
Was read the second time. this amendiment. It will entail a very great

expense on the packers without accomplish-
CANNED GOODS ACT AMEN DMENT ing any good result, inasmuch as any labels

BILL. so prepared for the use of the packers will
THIRD READING. be valueless if not all used in the year they

The House resolved itself into a Con- are dated. In lobster packing, some seasons
mlittee of the Whole 'on Bill (R) " An Act the industry is almost a failure, because lob-
further to amend the Act respecting Canned sters cannot be had; in such a season a

tGoods." large stock of labels would have to be carried
over to the following year pnd would be use-

In the Committee, on the first section, less if dated. In reference to canned goods,
Hon. Mr. DICKEY-With regard to the I do not care whether it is lobsters or fruit,

name and address to appear on the package, so long as the contents are hermetically
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sealed, it does not matter when they were
put up. As soon as the air is admitted,
decomposition sets in, and that only happens
when the acid eats away the tin and admits
the air, but until that takes place the con-
tents of the cans are as good as if they had
been packed the day before.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (P.E.I.)-I quite
agree with the remark of the hon. gentle-
man from Prince Edward Island. It would
be almost impossible for those who are en-
gaged in the canning of lobsters or the
packers of fish of any kind, indeed, to put
date on the packages. When I speak of
" packages," I presume it refers not only to
the cases in which the lobsters are packed,
but every individual can, and that the labels
referred to must be on each one of those
cans: It is difficult for a packer to put on
each can the date when it was packed. It
would impose on each lobster factory an ex-
pense of from $50 to $100 each season to put
on the date alone.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Only the year is to
be stamped.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (P.E.I.)-Even
then there is a good deal of difficulty about it.
Persons engaged in the lobster packing
business order their labels ahead. The
lobster packing would be over about the
lst of July, but there are other articles
besides lobsters packed, such as mackerel,
cod-fish and hake, which would require to be
labelled in this way, and there would be the
same difficulty in every instance about the
date. Respecting the other features of the
Bill, there would be no difficulty in carrying
them out, and they would be desirable.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Could not the
difficulty to which the hon. gentleman refers
be obviated by having the labels printed in
large quantities, and each year the date be
stamped on those used ?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-There seems to be
an objection to putting the year on eachcan
because all the labels are not used in one
season. I think that the year might be
added by a separate label, or stamped on.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-That means a very
considerable tax'on the packers. I speak par-
ticularly of the industry of lobster packing
with which I am better acquainted than with

others. it sometimes happens that we have
only 25 or 30 days for the packing season.
During that time in a successful season ,
factory will pack from 100,000 to 150,000
cans, and that many impressions would have
to be made to put on the date. I do not see
any use or benefit that the public can derive
from it.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Could it not
be done afterwards h

Hon. Mr. PROWSE-It can be done,
but I should like the hon. gentleman fromn
New Westminster to go to some of the can-
ning factories there and ask the people to
put on the dates on every can and hear their
reply. It would involve perhaps the ex-
penditure of $100 per season for each factory.
The handling of from 100,000 to 150,000
cans is no small job, If they are to be
stamped after they are put away, it means
that the whole of those cans must be moved
again. Now, I have never heard any
demand for this legislation. When parties
purchase canned goods they examine say one
can in every 10, or one package in every 10,
and from these samples judge the average
quality of the lot. They may find a bad can
occasionally, but they approximate verY
closely the quality of goods to be sold. I do
not see any benefit to be derived by imposing
this tax on the canners. It appears to be
thé intention of the Government not to have
this Bill go into operation during the coming
spring packing season. The date is made
the 1st of July. I would suggest that it be
made the 15th of July, so that the lobster
packing season may be over.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I have no objectiont
to changing the date as suggested. The
object of exempting all goods which are tO
be packed under this clause until the 1st
of July, was to enable them to use any label'
they may have on hand. If the hon. gent-
leman thinks that making this legislatiOl'
operative in July would work harshly on'
the salmon or lobster canners, I have n0
objection to fixing a later date. J am still
further impressed with the propriety ei
adding the word " Canadian ' from what 1
saw a few years ago in Prince Edwaid
Island when visiting the canning factories
there. I saw them take the very hest
lobsters, curing them, canning thei and
putting Yankee labels on their packages. 
asked the packer why he did so and I added
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" the time will soon come when you will be
prevented from doing that." He answered
that the factory belonged to Aniericans and
that the goods sold better with " Boston "
than with " Prince Edward Island " on
them. I suppose that arose from the fact
that the United States dealers had been in
the habit of shipping the very best class of
lobsters caught in our waters, thereby
obtaining a character for United States
lobsters which should belong to Canada.
My hon. friend called my attention to a
fraud which had been perpetrated in refer-
ence to cheese. My attention had already
been directed to that, and I have before me
now a draft of a Bill to meet the difficulty.
Wlhether I shall be able to submit it during
the present session I am not at the present
Moment prepared to say, but I must inform
the House that some time ago that question
of stamping in bond was brought to the at-
tention of the Government when I was at
the head of the Customs Department. I
issued a very prompt and pereniptory order
that no change should take place in pack-
ages in bond for exportation or sale. The law
allows the owners of goods in bond in this
Country to repack them for the purpose of
preserving thern, but there is no law to pre-
Vent them putting goods on the market as
the product of a country other than that
from which they came, and I was very much
afraid f rom what I had heard that there was
a good deal of looseness in that respect in
Some of our ports. I have not heard of it
since. It is difficult to imeet a case like this,
Supposing an inferior cheese has been manu-
factured in the State of New York, or the
State of Maine, adjacent to our Eastern
Townships, and marked " Ganadian " in the
United States and imported into Canada for
the purpose.of exportation in bond, simply
passing through the country. How far would
e have the power, under the bonding re-

gulations, or our treaty obligations with
the United States, to interfere with an ar-
ticle after it came into the country, not for
consumption, but for exportation, that
i8 a serious question, as hon. gentlemen
Will, upon a moment's reflection, see.
That question is under consideration now.
If We have the power, and it would not be
an infringement of treaty rights, it is highly
necessary that we shall prevent it, particu-
larly in the article of chéese, for we know
that along the borders and particularly down
ia Maine and Vermont States adjacent to

26

our own country, they not only make an in-
ferior skim-milk cheese, but manufacture a
bogus kind of cheese out of fat, which is
sent to England and very often sold as Cana-
dian cheese, thus destroying the reputation
of our cheese in the English market. The
question has not been overlooked by the
Government, and steps will be taken, as far
as possible, to remedy the evil.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The only way to
obviate it would be to have an inspection in
Canada of all cheese coming into Canada.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-That is the point I
called attention to, as to how far we would
have the right to interfere with goods which
are not ours passing through the country ip
bond-whether it would be an infringement
of treaty rights.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-There is no
doubt this matter requires a good deal of
attention. It is well known in this House
that we have a law on our Statute-book which
prevents cheese being made in a factory
except froin the unskimmed inilk ; no cream
can be taken from the milk, no strippings
can be withheld, and no milk from a diseased
cow used, and you can see the effect in
England of enforcing these regulations in
Canada. If a speculator there sells 10,000
boxes of cheese it is always described as
Canadian cheese; they do not gamble in
anything but Canadian cheese, because they
know what the average quality is. United
States cheese may be one quality or another,
we cannot be too particular about prevent-
ing anything going through unless it is
branded in some way or another to designate
what it is. Buyers in England are always
desirous of speculating in Canadian cheese,
because they know that we only make it
from the milk as it comes from the cow.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-The Bill under
consideration is, in my judgment, perfectly
right. Although the lobster season is over
in July, some little illicit fishing is carried
onlater. Therule of the Department was that
the case should be branded on the outside ;
now it is proposed that every package shall
have sta'nped on it the date of packing,
which I think is a very proper provision.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I sympa-
thize very largely with what has fallen from
both hon. gentlemen from Prince Edwar I
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Island who have objected to the Bill. As hon.
gentlemen are aware, we probably do a
larger canning business in British Columbia
than in all the other provinces put together.
especially in fish. I know that our canners
get their labels manufactured in England;
and those labels are so glossed that I fear a
rubber stamp, or anything of that kind
would not make a sufficient impression on
them to retain the date for any length of
time. That is the only difficulty I see in
the way. If it were ordinary paper, and
they could be stamped with an ordinary rub-
ber stamp, I do not think that any particu-
lar hardship would be entailed on the can-
ners, but I know they carry a very large
stock from one year to another, and that a
large portion of this stock would be practic-
ally useless under this legislation, because in
the salmon canning business, as in the lobs-
ter business, and even in the fruit business,
it is only about one year in four that we
have a very large run of salmon, when the
canning establishments are taxed to their full
extent. Such a season is generally succeeded
in the following year by a run not one-
quarter as large. Then it gradually in-
creases until the maximum run is attained
three or four years afterwards. I must con-
fess that I am in sympathy with what the
hon. gentlemen from Prince Edward Island
have said, and if the difficulty could be ob-
viated in any way, I should be glad to see it
done. I also quite agree with the hon.
gentlemen that canned fruit, or fish, or meat,
or anything that has been canned, is just as
good half a dozen years after packing,as the
very next year or next month, providing the
atmosphere is entirely excluded from the con-
tents of the can. Such being the case, I
hope that the Government will not impose
any unnecessary expense on those who are
engaged in that very important industry in
our province as well as on the Atlantic
coast.

Hon. Mr. POWER -I think the hon.
leader of the Government begins to see
what very few of us saw at the beginning
of the discussion, that the wisest course to
take now in connection with this clause
would be to pass it in the shape in which it
appears in the printed Bill, with a single
verbal alteration suggested by the hon.
leader himself. We have heard from the
representatives of two provinces, where can-
ning is an important industry. The state-

ments made by those hon. gentlemen would go
to show that the insertion of the date might
lead to inconvenience, and that there is
really no necessity for it ; and while at first
I was myself, led to suppose that it would
be advisable to have the year of canning
stated on the package, I begin to think now
that the advantages are really not sufficient
to compensate for the drawbacks.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-It would not cost much
to stamp the date somewhere on the can. A
press could be used for that purpose. 1 aim
surprised that any one should desire to have
such goods placed on the market in such a
way as to leave a doubt as to whether they
were sound or not.

Hon. Mr. K AULBACH-The labels that
I have seen on canned goods cover the
whole can. As my hon. friend from Quinté
has digressed from the question before us,
perhaps I might be allowed to follow his
example. These things should be confined to
the canning and not to the catching of fish for
immediate use. I am in a peculiar positiOl
in the place where I reside. The season for
catching lobsters ends in July, and we are
not allowed to catch them during the long
close season. It is supposed that this reg'-
lation is confined to canneries. I have pro-
tested against any lobsters coming into IIY
house during the close season, but they are
brought in surreptitiously, and I see them
sometimes on the table. The fisherinenl
sometimes catch half a dozen lobsters along
the shore and bring them in to sell. If this
regulation were confined to canneries and
not applied to the fisherman who catches a
few lobsters occasionally, it would be very
much better.

Hon. Mr. bULLIVAN-Th'ose who ea
the canned goods deserve some consider'
tion. I have very grave doubts as to whether
canned goods, especially tish, are as go
after a dozen years as they are when they
are canned. Recent science has de3on'-
strated that in these canned goods poisOls
are developed other than those of decOe-
position, and it is highly desirable, for the
benefit of the public, that the date should
be put on each can.

Hon. Mr. REESOR-We must judO
these things by the years of experience that
the people of this country have had. Th
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hon. gentleman from Kingston has given the out so long as we employ vigilance in turn-
riail a tap on the head by saying that the ing out our prodtcts. We need not be afraid
People generally are interested in this mat- of any competition.
ter, just as much as those who are engaged
in canning. I know with reference to the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I should be sorry if
canning of fruit, if it is thoroughly well the proposed regulation were not adopted, I
canned it will stand for years. I have kept consider it an important point to have the
canned fruit seven or eight years, but it was date of packing stamped on each can. I
put up in glass, and in such a way that it quite agree with the hon. member from
8eemed to improve instead of deteriorating; Kingston in wlat le las said. I do not
but that is not the way the average canned propose to repeat his argument. I have
fruit turns out in this country. There is had considerable experience in puttîng up
generally so little experience and so much fruit, though I have neyer put up any fish
carelessness and imperfection in canning or meat, and 1 have found that the temper-
that you run a great deal more risk if you ature las a great deal to do with the con-
get canned goods two years old than if you dition of the fruit. If kept at a moderate
get it in the first year. I believe the same temperature, it will preserve its quality
Principle applies in a great measure to mucl longer than if kept in a high temper-
canned fish. I will not say, however, that ature. In buying canned goods 1 avoid al
flsh canned ever so weii will necessarily im- those that are placed in the shop window-.
Prove as fruit will. Fruit iniproves if per- I fancy that sun ligpdt on the tin affects the
fectly. canned, but where is it possible to get fruit, particularly if the temperature is above

fis 0s perfectly cannedi ?I doubt very what it ouglit to be. If you keep fruit at a
aucli if it can be done. H would prefer to low temperature, a degree or two above

tse only canned goods that have been canned freezing and hermetically sealed, it will re-
&i Short length of time. Lt is in tlie interest main good a long time. 1 think the in-
rot only of the people at large but fluence of the tin and of the solder on some
in the end, of those engaged in can- classes of canned goods is very marked. If
Iling to adopt this legisqation, because it the contents are acid, of course they are
Will give tlieir trade a greater reacli and affected by it mucli more, but the tempera-
give to the public more confidence in canned ture is a very important consideration. If
goods and the prices the canners will realize the year is stamped on the can we will know
in the end will be ail the better. It will that it has not been subjected to those great
Corupel them to take the utmost pains in con- variations of temperature that goods long
ducting their industry if tlaey are obliged to canned are exposed to, and therefore, I
give the date of the canning. Amongst seeds- think it is a very important matter that the
'ien a great variety of seeds that are sold date of packing should be on every can.

mre not very good after the first year. Some
nay be good afater being in stock two or three Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--go quite

Years, but not good four or five years. The agree with the hon. gentleman from York
invariable practice of the most experienced and the ho. member for Kingston, when
People in this n atter is to take the old seeds they Say that the public, as well as the manu-
With the new so that a certain portion of facturers, should be taken into consideration
thein germinate every year. We cannot do and I also agree with the lon. member from
that in the same way in canning fish and Kingston that decomposition takes place
asoeats of any kind. I think the Binl that very readily when air is admitted; but'I
te hon. M inister of Agriculture las intro- can speak from personal experience, having
diced is one that ought tI be passed and eaten canned meat nine years old, which
these checks upon giving out poor products was kept out in the province of British
ahould be put on for the benefit of the can- Columbia by'tle canners theniselves. I was
Uler 5 tliemselves, as well as of the public, just testing the goods, to see how long they would
8 it is for the benefit wof the dairyman that keep ad retain their f reshness. I quite

SShould lie compelled by law to use only agree with the hon. gentleman from Ottawa
the best of milk and the wfole of the milk who states that the temperature las a great
for his cheese. products. Lt is better for the deal to do with the quality. t is true the
nairymen and better for the public that it canned salmon which j ate was kept in a
ould te so; no other country will crowd us temperature of about 0 degrees ; and I con-
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tend that if you keep the cans dry, you pre-
vent the tin corroding and the solder being
displaced, and prevent the admission of air,
and that under proper conditions you can
keep canned goods, fish, fruit and meat for
an indefinite period. I rose more particu.
larly tu answer the suggestion put by my
hon. friend from St. John, and also by the
Minister of Agriculture, that the stamp
could be put on the tin and not on the label.
I do not know how it is with lobsters, and
canned fruits, but I know that the salmon
cans are completely covered with those
highly glossed labels. The most of them
have a stamp with a machine that makes the
lid. It is stamped and the only suggestion
I would make is this, that in making the
cans for a certain year they should put the
stamp on the lid ; but it would be utterly
impossible to stamp these glossed labels;
and I do not think the ordinary ink would
remain on the tin itself.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-It might just be
impressed on the tin.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I wish to express
my gratification at the spirit in which this
measure has been received. It is a sniall
Bill, but it is a very important matter te
the consumer. I am more particularly im-
pressed with that idea after hearing the re-
marks of my hon. friend from Kingston.
The word "year " instead of date is an im-
provement, for the reasons suggested by the
hon. member from Prince Edward Island.
If you put the date on every day's catching,
the labels would have to be re-dated ; if you
put the year on instead of the date, the same
stamp would do for the whole catch of a
season.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Inever intended an.y-
thing more than the year should be put on.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I have also accepted
the suggestion of the hon. member from Mur-
ray Harbour, of putting 1st August instead of
1st July, and I accept the amendment of
the hon. member from Amherst. I think
these changes would make it-I was going
to say-perfect, but ny hon. friend from
Halifax might take exception to the term,
knowing that nothing is perfect in this
world. I desire to call the attention of the
Committee to this fact, that all labels are
not printed in England, not even those

in British Columbia, as I know from per-
sonal observation. There is a very large es-
tablishment in the city of Victoria, that has
grown up uiderthe influence of the National
Policy,an establishment which makes a great
deal of money out of the printing of these
labels for the Dominion of Canada. They
are printed by hundreds of thousands. I
was in the establishment and saw the whole
operation, and I also saw the sanie labels two
or three hundred miles north of Victoria,
last fall, when visiting some canneries. I am
glad to know that these labels are of as good
a quality as those which are imported. My
hon. f riend would be right if he said that a
number of the packers formerly, before the
establishment of these lithographie places in
the country, used to ship the product of
canneries to England without any label at
all, and labelled them in the warehouses at
Liverpool. They gave two reasons for do-
ing so, one that they could get the labels
cheaper, and the other that the label being
put upon the can in the country in which
they were to be sold would give a fresher
and clearer appearance.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I was goingto agree
with the hon. Minister in thinking that this
clause was nearly perfect, but I think that
the insertion of the word Canada may possi-
bly interfere with my opinion of it. The
hon. gentleman stated a while ago, that a
good many of our fish canneries put the fish
up in cans which bore United States labels.
I am aware that that is the practice, and 1
should like to state the reason why it is sO*
I have friends who are engaged in the busi-
ness of packing to whon I have spokel
about this very matter, and I told them that
I thought it was a great mistake, and u-l
wise policy to allow United States labels to
go upon the goods which they put up then'-
selves; but the fact is that the American
dealers are even more liberal and more satis-
factory to deal with than dealers in the old
country or in Canada, and a packer makes
an arrangement with some United Statøs
dealers to let them have his whole season's
packing, with the understanding that the
packages are to bear the label of the foreign
concern. I know that it is rather an obje
tionable thing, and I have taken that
ground in talking with these gentlemen, but
still I doubt the wisdom of our undertakin'
to hamper the business any more than is a
solutely necessary.
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Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-That would not Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-Perfectly right.
be hampering the business. The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-We should not be On the last clause.
ashamed<- of our olwn

Hon. Mr. BOULTON-If you tell the
Packer to put " Canada" on it, the packer
himself will get whatever benefit there is
from the quality of his goods, but if it is a
Ulnited States label the foreigner gets the
ad vantage.

Hon. Mr. REESOR-The same complaint
Was made when Canada first undertook the
shipment of cheese to England. Canadian
dealers thought they were at a disadvantage,
because everybody knew United States
cheese, and they asked for it, and it was
difficult to sell Canadian cheese anything
like as well as American cheese. The con-
Sequence was that many dealers there were
obliged to sell their cheese as American
cheese, or not make the necessary profit.
Well, now things have changed and Can-
adian cheese commands a better price than
Amnerican, because we have insisted that the
Universal practice in the manufacture of
cheese in Canada shall be such as to produce
the very best quality. A good deal of pains
has been taken to have the makers thorough-
lY instructed and that they shall provide all
appliances for the making of the best cheese
that can be produced on this continent. Well,
they have succeeded, and our cheese coin-
U-ands a price better than the United States
Cheese, and the Americans are only too
anxious to work in their cheese and sell it as
Canadian. Would it not be well for us to
Put " Canadian " on all our canned goods
and build up a trade for ourselves i

lon. Mr. PROWSE-I do not object to
the suggestion made by the leader of the
Government, changing the word from date
to year, which is not a very important
Inatter. The oldest packers are very often
a8ked by their correspondents in the old
country to send them cans of lobsters with.
Out any label at all, and to allow them to
Put the label on over there. It is impos-
ible to prevent them doing so. The conse-

quence will be that if we put the year on
and the goode are held over by the niddle-
'i1ai to make his profit, the label will be
taken off and the date changed to the fol-
loing year.

Hon. Mr. POWER---There was some
question raised as to the quality of the
goods ; it occurred to me as a desirable
thing that something should be inserted in
the Act v'hich provides, if a label is put
on misrepresenting the quality of the goods,
that the person who puts 'it on shall be
liable to a penalty. I refer to the Revised
Statutes of Canada, chapter 105, sec. 3, and
also sec. 4, which provides that any person
who places on any package, any brand or
mark which falsely represents the date when
the article is packed, is liable to a penalty.
It seems to me in the 2nd section we might
insert before the word " quality," " which
falsely represents the quantity or quality or
weight." It would be an additional guar-
antee that the people were getting a new
article and not an old one bearing a false
label.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Is not that already
provided for in the clause i This Bill is
simply an amendment of subsection 1 'of
section 2 of the Act respecting Canned
Goods, chapter 105 of the Revised Statutes,
the one to which the hon. gentleman has
referred. It simply substitutes this section
for subsection 1 of section 2 of that Act.
All the penalties provided in that Act re-
main in force, and they are applicable to
this.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is no penalty
in the Act now for selling goods not of the
quality represented.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-This Bill compel-
ling the packer to put the name of the manu-
facturer on it and the date of its packing is
sufficient guarantee. He would not put an
inferior article or another article in it, or
less weight, because if he did he would ruin
the reputation of his canning factory, and
that is the very reason why the canning in-
dustry of this country has suggested this
amendment, because inferior goods have in
the past been put into cans, the agent who
sold them simply having his own name put
on them. The effect is to ruin the trade
generally, and the packers suggest, in order
to prevent the practice, that their own name
and the nane of the factory, should be placed
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on each package; then if the canned goods
were of an inferior quality only the factory
where they were packed would be injured.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The hon. Minister
might take the matter into consideration
before the third reading to-morrow.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-It is a very good
suggestion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If all packers were
long-sighted, the argument would be sound,
but they are not. I know many cases where
people pack inferior fish and other articles,
and put their own names on the packages.

Hon. Mr. REESOR-To a great extent
it incurs its own penalty.

Hon. Mr. DESJARDINS, from the
Committee, reported the Bill with certain
amendments, which were concurred in.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (77) " An Act further to amend the
Act to enable the City of Winnipeg to
utilize the Assiniboine water power." (Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (86) " An Act respecting the Chilli-
wack Railway Company." (Mr. MacInnes,
Burlington.)

Bill (66) "An Act to incorporate the
Grand Council of the Catholic Mutual
Benefit Association of Canada."-(Mr..Sul-
livan.)

Bill (49) "An Act to incorporate the
Atlantic and Lake Superior Railway Com-
pany."-(Mr. MacInnes, Buriington.)

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOCK COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) moved the
second reading of Bill (87) " An Act to in-
corporate the British Columbia Dock Com-
pany." He said :-This is an exact copy of a
Bill passed in this House three years ago
and which lapsed recently. I took exception
to clauses eleven and twelve of the Bill
passed three years ago, which clauses I see
are reproduced in this Bill. On that occa-
sion I moved an amendment to them which
was not accepted by, the House. As I have
no reason to believe that such an amendment

would prevail at the present time, I shall
not occupy the time of the House in sub-
mitting the amendment again.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

SUPREME COURT ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER moved the se-
cond reading of Bill (24) " An Act further
to amend the Supreme and Exchequer Courts
Act." He said :-When this Bill was intro-
duced here the leader of the House was evi-
dently under the impression that it was a
Government Bill and took charge of it.
However, it was introduced in the other
House by a private member with the appro-
val of the Minister of Justice. The object
of the Bill is to amend clause b of the 29th
section of the Supreme and Exchequer
Courts Act, referring to cases in which al
appeal lies from a judgment rendered in the
province of Quebec. Some difficulty haS
arisen over the interpretation of the clause,
and in the opinion of the Minister of Justice
this amendment is necessary.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 5.40 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, 7lur8day, March 23rd, 189d.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayer and routine proceedings.

MONCTON AND PRINCE EDWARl
ISLAND RAILWAY AND FERRY

COMPANY'S BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Comitte®
on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours,
reported Bill (56) " An Act to revive and
amend the Act to incorporate the Moncton,
and Prince Edward Island Railway and
Ferry Company," with amendments. Il
said :-This Act is to revive and amend the
Act of incorporation and to provide
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for an extension of time for the commence-
ient and completion of the work. The words
" for the commencement and undertaking "
have been omitted from the Bill, and ought
to be inserted to give the company the
benefit of the two years extension. The
words "the commencement and under-
taking" have been introduced: I see no
objection to the first amendment. The next
amendment is in the third clause, which pro-
vides for the securing of the debentures, and
after the amount is stated the remainder of
the clause proposes to define particularly the
ianner in which these debentures shall be

secured, but as thAt has already been pro-
ided for by a prior Act, as well as the tolls

on the ferry, a special Act is not required:
and it is proposed to strike out all after the
Word " dollars " to the end of the clause; so
that the Railway lct will apply and carry
Out in a uniform manner the securing of
those bonds and debentures, and also provide
for the regulation of the tolls. I apprehend
there is no objection to this amendment and
I see no reason why it should not be con-
curred in.

lion. Mr. POIRIER moved that the
aimendments be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
.was then read the third time and passed.

THIRD READING.

Bill (63) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Power Company." (Mr. McKindsey,
in the absence of Mr. Ferguson).

WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself itself into a Com-
littee of the Whole on Bill (23) " An Act

respecting Witnesses and Evidence."

(In the Committee)

lon. Mr. ANGERS-When I moved the
Second reading of this Bill I explained the
Principles that were involved in it, and it
Was agreed then that the Bill should be dis-
CUssed, when in Committee of the Whole, as
if the principle of the measure had not been
sanctioned by the House at the second read-
1ng. I have a few remarks to make nowbut
I shall wait to be enlightened by the discus-
'ion which is about to take place.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-This is the second
time upon which a Bill of this kind came to
us froin the House of Cominons involving in
the main principle contained in this Bill.
In 1885, when the Bill came to us from the
House of Commons it was lost, several
gentlemen who are now present, myself
amongst the number, voting and speaking
against it. Members, not unnaturally, I
think, desire to adhere if possible to their
deliberate utterances upon other occasions ;
but in my opinion it sometimes becomes
a duty to cease opposition, and I will
endeavour to show that that duty is a
right, proper and justifiable one. Let it be
remembered that the English Constitution
and ours are essentially different from the
Constitution of the United States, in this
that ours is an elastic Constitution and not
one of a cast iron character like that of the
United States-that any Government in
our country not in accordance with the well
understood wishes of the people as expressed
and enunciated by its representatives can
be displaced in a day. That the Upper
House here and in England serves the pur-
pose of a delaying and reNising body and
gives an opportunity for the sober second
thoughts of the people. It is in its essence
very similar to.our own. It becomes us not to
depart from the recognized, if unwritten prin-
ciples, which lie at the very root of parlia-
mentary government at home and here. I
think no gentleman who has studied consti-
tutional questions will deny that they are
the very bulwark of our rights and the very
essence of our parliamentary system. The
well understood wishes of the people pro-
perly and persistently expressed must ever
ultimately prevail. In England there is a
means of bringing the Upper House into
unison with the well understood and often
expressed wishes of the people there. Here
under the terms of our written Constitution
there is absolutely none, and therefore the
greater obligation upon us not to ignore the
principle of action by which our great proto-
type, the House of Lords, regulates the per-
sistence of their opposition. Bagehot who,
as every one knows, is an excellent authority,
defines the position of the House of Lords
under the English constitutional system in
these words

Since the Reform Act the House of Lords has
become a revising and suspending House. Their
vote is a sort of hypothetical vote. They say we
reject your Bill this once or these twice or even
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thrice but if you keep on sending it up at last we ings which prevailed amongst the best of
won't reject it- the Irish members was largely influential in

As Freenan tersely puts it, "up to a causing its rejection. I do not propose to
point not easily defined the Lords, nay go on give any rehash of the arguments which
rejecting a Bill. Beyond that point they were advanced on both sides of the Bil and
must not go." which any one possessed of a littie merory

Now let me apply this to the matter in could easily do. 1 will oonfine myseif to a
hand. Three Bills from.the House of Commons few observations as to its working in this
similar to the one before us were brought up. country and in other respects shah follow
One was voted down by a majority of 87 the coui-se pursued by ry hon. friend and
to 63. Another was dealt with in a similar legal leader, if I may so cali the Minister of
manner by a majority of 80 to 57. A third Agriculture. J think I can show that
Bill passed the House of Commons by 87 there is the highest possibility of the safe
against 55 only, but it was thrown out in and efficient working of the measure in al
this Senate. I then made up my mind, I the great provinces of Canada. I have littie
must say, that if it came up again this House douht that it will work well elsewhere, but
could not properly vote against it and that I can speak of my own knowledge and I
I at all events would bow to the popular think 1 shah be able to point out sore pecU
will expressed by the representatives of the liar features in our system which will render
people. It has come before us again, and its working satisfactory. I have no doubt in
comes under very different auspices. It is my own mmd that the judges generally wil
not merely the vote of the House of Com- do ail that is possible to secure an efficient
mons-I am not aware whether there was any and fair wurking of this measure and speak
test vote taken against it-but it comesunder from personal knowledge-for I ar acquain
the auspices of the Government. Doubtless ted with nearly every judge in my own great
they were convinced of the current of public province-I a perfectly persuaded that one
opinion and so changed the views that might and ail wi iend, as will be their duty, their
have prevailed in the past. At all events it assistance to a fair working of this measure.
comes twice f rom the House of Commons, 1 ar satisfied that the judges generally who
and the last time under the auspices of the preside on trials for crimes will see that the
Government of the country. Therefore, as law is not worked as an instrument of tor-
the Bill now before us in so far as it em- ture or for the purpose of worrying or en-
bohes the principle of the Bilw of 1885, that trapping a tinid witiess.
I think was promoted by my hon. friend the
Senate member from Halifax-in so far
therefore as it embodies the principle of that
Bill, I think we would be acting not merety
in violation of the well understood principles
that prevail in England but in a way that
may bring disaster upon this House itself.
There is another aspect of this matter.
Those who noted the decided drift of public
opinion both here and in England must have
seen the strong current that has set in in
favour of a measure of this kind. In Eng-
land any one can plainly see for himself
if he will only refer to the Hansard
and 'the voluminous reports that appear
of the debates that occurred, Vol. 324. The
general consensus of many of the leading and
most influential and ablest lawyers in Eng-
land was in favour of the principle and in
favour of the measure itself, and so far as I
could recollect from the discussion, the main
cause of its rejection was that it applied to
Ireland, and on that account it was ulti-
mately rejected. At all events strong feel-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Please explain how a
judge can interfere, if the prisoner is a coni-
pellable witness ? The prisoner is then in the
hands of the Counsel and so long as the
questions are correct and proper he cannot
interfere.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-If my hon. friend
would kindly wait until I have closed, I
would be glad to answer any questions.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman is
laying down a positive statement which the
House is supposed to accept. There is "
power in the 'Act which would enable the
judge to interfere. The moment he is a wit-
ness he is in the possession of the Counsel.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-If my hon. frield
had waited I would have told him that I
was not going to accept that view which

,would make a prisoner a compellable wit-
ness.
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Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman is
arguing the other way.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-But the main prin-
ciple of the Billthat was formerly before us did
not iiake the witness a compellable witness.
I was saying that I did not think the judges
of this country would allow the letter of this
Bill, making a prisoner a competent witness
to be abused; and I speak with confidence
for Ontario. Moreover, there is a peculiarly
favourable feature in administration with
Us that probably three-fourths of all the
criminal cases that come into the courts
are disposed of by a single judge acting
alone. He it is who determines the guilt or
innocence of the party. Lest my estimate of
the number coming before the tribunals
Ulight ,be questioned or supposed to be exag-
gerated, I take the liberty of referring to a
report which I sent a good many years ago
to the Hon. Mr. Blake when he was Minister
of Justice. Firstly, I will explain to hon.
gentlemen that the local judges of Ontario
are judges of five distinct tribunals. A
court has been created which is termed the
County Judge's Criminal Court, and was
8pecially designed for the purpose of trying
Prisoners who are willing to be tried without
a jury. In 1876, I presented a calculation
to the hon. Mr. Blake showing that in at
least four-fifths of all the cases of crime
that came before the local judges the pri-
8oners accepted theirjurisdiction and wished
tO be tried without a jury. I am not aware
how that law is carried out in other parts of
the country. With us the following is the
Process ; the local judges in Ontario have
Practically a jurisdiction over nearly every

,%ae known to the law except capital felony ;
and the practice is that when a prisoner is
c0mmxitted for trial the sheriff at once reports
tO the judge ; lie appoints a time to hear the
niatter ; the prisoner is brought up, and he
i8 asked in the first place whether he is wil-
.ig to be tried by a judge and without a
Jury ; if he consents to be tried by a judge
"Without a jury a day is appointed for
the trial and the witnesses brought forth,
ad the judge hears the matter. I am quite
sure that no counsel for the Crown, appear-
'g before a judge who is acting as a jury as

Well as a judge, however anxious that counsel
luightbeto secure conviction, nocounselwould
talk in a manner that possibly he might

.hefore a jury; and I think it add8 to the safe
Working of the law, both the law that affects

the question and the power to decide the
facts are resident in the same person. I think
that is an additional feature in favor of the
proper working of the Bill, should it become
law ; and one cannot help as a general rule
agreeing with the saying " Whatever is best
administered is best" and a large share of
the power, the influence and the benefit of
the law depends upon proper administration.
Erskine, the greatest of England's advocates,
speaking of criminal trials, once said that
from the moment an advocate refuses to
defend a prisoner in court where lie daily sits
to practice f rom that moment the liberties of
England are at an end. If an advocate refuses
to defend because of what lie may think of
the prosecution or the defence, he assumes
the office of judge, nay lie assumes it before
the hour of trial, and in proportion to his rank
and reputation throws his opinion-which
may be a mistaken opinion-into the scale
against the accused, in whose favour the
benevolent principles of the English law
have made all exceptions. The words of that
great advocate in the main embody a leading
truth, and my fullest hopes are for the bene-
ficial effects of this principle in a wise admin-
istration of the benevolent principles of the
British law which make all exceptions in
favour of the accused. I was much struck
with a case that my hon. friend and leader
mentioned as having actually occurred before
him. It brought to my mind another case
of a similar character, a capital felony, a
charge of murder, which was tried before me
many years ago in Cayuga. Two men were
drinking together in an hotel ; they quar-
reled, they fought there, and it was seen that
one of them had a knife in his possession.
After remaining some time in the house both
went out, the landlord taking care to send one
out at the front door and the other at the back.
The season was winter ; the ground was slip-
pery ; and within 20 minutes after both men
went out, one was found stabbed to the heart.
The evidence of course showed a great many
collateral facts and such as I need not refer
to, bad feelings between the two men, and
so on, but what a substantial point was the
evidence, the possession of this knife shortly
before the man that was killed went out,
coupled. with the evidence of their not be-
ing good friends. After hearing the evi-
dence I charged hypothetically suggesting.
many grounds that would, if they were
found as facts by a jury be fair evidence
either going to show innocence or reducing
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the crime fron murder to manslaughter and
under some circumstances opening the
ground for positive acquittal. Unfortunately
the examination made by the medical men
was very imperfect and the course of the
wound, whether downward or straightfor-
ward orunderneath,was notmade clear. There
was no clear evidence upon that. But after
charging the jury,within fifteen minutes,it is
disgraceful to say within fifteèn minutes (not-
withstanding the eloquent speeches which
came from both sides and notwithstanding
a long charge by the judge) within fifteen
minutes the jury brought in the verdict of
capital felony, murder. It was shocking in
every sense-shocking to me and yet under
the law in existence I was obliged to per-
form the duty of passing the sentence of
death upon this man. Of course, I corres
ponded with the Government and the matter
was set right ; but it occurred to me when
my hon. friend was speaking, it occurred
to me as a pregnant argument in favour of
enabling a man to speak on his own behalf,
his truthfulness tested by the accounts
which he gave an intelligent judge or an
intelligent jury to pass upon it, giving
due weight to what he said, and if he
gave his evidence in a way not to com-
mend itself to the judge or the jury, they
could reject it, in fact the right to testify it
is altogether in favour of the innocent man.
As to the guilty man it does not matter
whether it is in his favour or not. Now,
that case came to my mind when my hon.
friend was speaking, and it struck me as vali-
dating, in a large measure, what he has said
and showing a case in which it would have
been a very great advantage to have the
prisoner's own account of what happened.
He might have been able to explain,
for example, that the man was tampering
with the - knife, and in rushing at him
fell or might have given some account that
would throw light upon the subject and
enable the matter to be better put and
more thoroughly understood. I must add
for the credit of the country that I was told
afterwards that it was a case in which party
feelings had caused all the difficulty. A few
years ago a case came into my mind of
another character, but still of a very serious
character, or what might have been very
serious, which occurred in Ireland and the
facts are shortly these. A gentleman who
was not a resident in the country was spend-
ing a few days at a place a short distance

out of Dublin. His host accompanied him
to the gate and the station was only a
short distance away. I forgot to say that
this gentleman had been reading " Epidemics
of crime through the country," crimes of a
particular kind well known and which fol-
lowed one after the other, and just at this
time there was an epidemic of charges by
women for the purpose of levying black-mail
upon men accusing them, falsely as it came
out in many cases of violence charged and
and especially on board the cars. The
English cars are not constructed like ours ;
there are several compartments and some-
times a man may find himself alone with
another person inside these cars. He had
just arrived at the cars, had merely time tO
jump on board, and when the guard had
shut the door he found a rather flashily
dressed woman alone with him. He was
strongly impressed with all he had been
reading in the news.papers; he thought tO
himself what a position I am in, and he did
not know what to do to guard himself. He
first thought of writing down something and
saw that would not do. Suddenly an idea
flashed upon him, he reached as far as he
could out of the window with his umbrella

(and everybody carried an umbrella) he kept
opening and shutting his umbrella as fast -s
he could. Everybody in the other cars saw
him and at the next station they stopped.
The guard said " what is wrong ? " The gentle-
man turned round and looked to the person
on board and so explained the trouble and he
took a seat in another compartment. Now,
this gentleman had appeared a great deal in
society and if he was able to get off in some
way, or if he succumbed and paid blackfmail
he might have got off but the very feeling
that such a charge could be made against
him filled him with horror and dread. For-
tunately, he took steps to furnish eVi'
dence that he could not possibly have inter-
fered with this woman, by opening and
shutting his umbrella during the whole time.
The moral of that story is, when a mn
travels in an English coach never be without
an umbrella. In the case to which I have
referred, if that gentleman had been charged
with any attempt to do what was wrong
towards this woman and been allowed to go
into the witness box, he could have given bis
own version of it, as it now was, many Pa-
sengers saw the umbrella and he was safe.
It seems a laughable thing to repeat it here,
but the cold sweat was on his brow when he
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thought,that be could not guard himself by
going into a witness box. I may have some-
thing to say in Committee upon some portions
of this Bill, but on the maiii motion, that
which allows permissive evidence, I must
vote for the Bill for the reason I have given.
With regard to compelling a man to appear
to give evidence against his wife, or the wife
to give evidence against her husband, I have
had anxious thought about it and I dis-
cussed it repeatedly with many members of
the House in order to add to the little light
I possess on the subject myself, I most
strongly hesitate. There might be danger
in the course and it might be calculated to
ruin the peace of families and to lead to
Perjury. I shall, therefore, unless I hear
something convincing to the contrary, vote
against that part of the clause. I cannot
accept it. Then, there are some details
With regard to making statutes and public
ilstruments proof which will possibly require
sone little addition. They may be allowed
to stand on their nierits as they are.
Possibly it might be more complete if some
additions were made, but I am most
anxious myself, on every ground to see this
measure with regard to witnesses passed
through this House, because I see here an
answer to an objection which has often been
Made that a prisoner cannot give his own
account of an affair. Moreover it is a neces-
sary coinplement to the Criminal Code, and
I know as a fact that the greatest of English
jurists has stated that we are entitled to the
highest credit for passing it-that it was an
achievement almost, if not quite unique for
the English-speaking people all over the
World. I am obliged to the House for list-
ening to me so patiently, and I hope I have
succeeded inshowing that I am justified from
luy own point of view, in voting for this
1ill. I believe that the will of the people,
Properly expressed through their representa-
tives, should be respected, and now is the
tuirne, having twice passed through the Lower
louse, to vote the measure.

lon. Mr. SCOTT-This Bill contains
Very many excellent features. It is one
Which, I think, the House will generally
s1Pport, except in one particular, and that
really is the one debatable point in the
Whole of the Bill-the power to force a
prisoner into the box and be a witness
against himself. It is doing violence to all
'Ur traditions of the administration of the

criminal law. It has so many repugnant
features about it that I confess it is rather
shocking to one's nature that it should be pro-
posed in a British Parliament. In the ad-
ministration of justice in our criminal law,
we are, I think, generally in advance of the
rest of the world, even of the mother country.
I think our system is now brought down to
as perfect a state as the experience of the
age will allow. I know of no country
where trials are fairer, where so large a
proportion of those who are really guilty
are convicted, and where the accused has in
every degree so fair and just a trial. There is
no country on either side of the Atlantic
where the criminal laws are so well admin-
istered, and where justice is so thoroughly
and so fairly meted out as in Canada. We
are in advance in every direction. We have
gone further in reference to this question of
evidence than most countries. If we ac-
cept the first proposition in this Bill-that
is to allow a party charged to be a witness
-then we are abreast of every country in
the world. I ain not aware at this moment
that any country has adopted the principle
of compelling an accused person to be a
witness.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-In high crimes.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am not speaking of
assaults, of course, but I am not aware that
in any country that principle has been
accepted in criminal cases. I am quite sure
that no body of British jurists would listen to
such a proposition. It would take many years
to educate the people of the British Islands
to believe that the proposition is a sound
one. In the the early days, down to I think
1688, it was the custom in England, as
it is now the custom in France, to catechise
the prisoner, not under oath, but to categori-
cally put questions to him ; and as hon.
gentlemen know it was about that era that
what is known as the Star Chamber was in
existence. Its proceedings were private and
its methods became very repugnant to the
principles of liberty advocated by the Anglo-
Saxon race, and so it was swept away and
that principle of examining the accused was
swept away with it. The principle was then
accepted and adopted that every man should
be adjudged innocent until proved guilty,
and that no man should be asked to accuse
himself. So it stood for nearly 150 years.
Since then when an accused person has
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been brought before a magistrate in the
first instance what has been the systemi
The prisoner is cautioned. He is told: You
are not obliged to answer the question; if
you do answer the question your statement
will be taken down and it may be used on
your trial. He is fully warned in advance.
That lias been the governing principle with
reference to parties accused. So far bas that
been carried that any one who has had expe-
-ience in courts of justice knows how ex-

ceedingly cautious judges have been when
active and skilled detectives have made ar-
rests and have wormed out of the party ac-
cused a half confession or admission of cer-
tain facts that go to forge a chain of evi-
dence against him. Many judges have sim-
ply ruled out such evidence and have
said' we will not allow such testimony as
this. We know how weak many minds are
and how easily influenced under exciting in-
fluences, and it is not a safe rule to lay down
that admissions under such circumstances
should be admitted as evidence against a
prisoner, and so the testimony obtained by
detectives has almost always been ruled out
by judges, as not being safe and as likely
to lead to serious and dangerous conse-
quences. That rule has been carried too far,
and within the last four or five vears our
judges have been disposed, where statements
have been made by accused persons volunta-
rily, to permit that kind of evidence to. go
on record. Many judges hesitate even to do
that. In my own experience some judges, in
recent important trials, if the admissions have
not been wormed from the accused, or he has
not been catechised, have allowed those
statements to be used on the trial. That is
about as far as we have gone, and that is
the present condition of affairs. We have
been in the habit of following the precedents
of Great Britain. Their population is seven
or eight times greater than ours. They have,
of course, the ablest jurists in the world,
and it has been exceedingly safe to fol-
low the lines that they have laid down.
They have had,the question up repeatedly,
but it bas never even made the progress
of allowing accused persons to be compe-
tent witnesses except in special cases. In
1885, a considerable innovation was made. It
was enacted that in certain classes of crimes
it was only fair to the accused to allow him
to be sworn as a witness-that is if he wishes
it himself-in cases of criminal assault-
cases where blackmail was very likely to be

levied and has been, no doubt, in the past.
A Bill was passed in 1885, known as the Cri-
minal Law Amendment Act, which provides
that every person charged with an offence,
and the husband and wife, shall be a con-
petent but not compellable witness. This
relates chiefly to the defilement of women
and girls. That is the extent to which the
English jurists were prepared to go so late
as 1885. The next change was made in 1889,
when the question again came up in Parlia-
ment as to how far in other cases the accused
should be a competent witness. In no case
was there any thought of the proposition
that an accused person should be a 'compel-
lable witness. In cases relating to minors and
the care of children, admissions by the accu-
sed were allowed. That is the extent to which
the law has gone in England, so if we were
in this Bill to limit it to that extent-that
every person charged with an offence shall
be a competent witness-it would be far in
advance of the code existing in any other
civilized country. L-am aware that in many
states of the Union, in some of the western
states more particularly, that law has now
been adopted-that is that the accused is
competent to go into the box. If he goes
into the box and is sworn, the of course he
is subject to cross examination. All the
advantages of making him a compellable
witness are attained. It is argued that on
a charge if an accused person declines to
avail himself of bis right to give testimony,
a strong feeling arises in the minds Of
the jury that he cannot give an explana8-
tion, and it no doubt affects prejudiciallY
the party charged, and very properY
so, but that is the extent to which i
goes. So cautious are our legislators ini
adhering to the principle that a person ought
not to be prejudiced by bis abstaining frOrn
being sworn, that neither the counsel nor
the judge can comment upon that fact in
addressing the jury-the judge and the coun-
sel for the Crown must abstain from making
any observations on the fact that the accu-
sed might, if he so pleased, be sworn and
give an explanation of the facts. It shows
how exceedingly cautious and how tenacione
of well established personal rights the Britisb
system has been, and I should regret exceed-
ingly if we made this leap in the dark
without having had some experience of how
it is going to work, because it seems to be a
verydangerousacttoadopt a precedent Of that
kind in advance of the rest of the world. 1
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an not aware that our Canadian judges
have expressed any positive opinion on the
subject. They may have done so, but
if- they have it has not come under my own
observation. Hon. gentlemen are aware that
it has been found in civil cases useful in the
administration of justice that the plaintiff and
defendant should both be sworn-the plain-
tiff can put the defendant in the box and
the defendant put the plaintiff in the box.
The system has worked exceedingly well,
but I do not see the analogy between that
and what is proposed here. The cases aris-
ing in the civil courts are generally contracts
and accounts between parties, and it is quite
reasonable and proper that the parties to
such cases should be examined and forced
to give an explanation of what they thought
at the time the agreement was signed. It
Seems natural and proper and has been a
Very great success, but the parallel ceases
when you come to propose that a party ac-
cused, as between the Crown and the accu-
sed, should be compelled to go into the box
and be sworn. My own experience leads me.
to the conclusion that the temperament of
Prisoners is so vastly different that it would
lot be safe. Take a guilty man who is a pro-
fessional burglar, a criminal by profession
-who has been years and years at it : he is
a cool, deliberate man. He goes into the box
and is sworn. H1e weaves a very irigenious
tale. Possibly the evidence against him may
be circumstantial, and his tale fits in with
the circumstantial evidence. We know that
juries are very apt to believe such testimony
and would acquit him. Take, on the other
hand an innocent man, of nervous and exci-
table temperament. He is sworn and he loses
his head at once, as the best of us will under
keen cross examination. It has been said that
riany a man will tie a rope around his neck
by having a poor tongue. How often have
You seen men lose a case because they were so
excited in the witness box under cross exami-
nlation that they got worried and lost their
heads. Women have often been known to
faint under cross examination, and, as we
know, beg to be allowed to rest when under
a very severe cross examination. What con-
ditionmight not an innocent man of nervous
ýeinperament find himself in when attempt-
llag to give an explanation of certain cL-icum-
8tances ! He fails in satisfying the
Judge and jury, and he may be
<3onvicted, because he has not steadi-
les--he is too nervous and excitable

and he cannot tell a straight story in the
box. We all know how dangerous it is to
put some men on the stand. Some men are
bad witnesses, not from any disposition to
evade the truth, but from nervousness.
They may, in fact, be over scrupulous some-
times. 1 gave known men who, simply
from an anxious desire to tell the truth,
have failed to give a real statement of the
facts. I do not consider that there is any
analogy between the case of a plaintiff
and defendant, as sworn in a civil cause,
and of an accused person being sworn.
Suppose a man does go into the box, and he
perjures himself, what are you going to do
with him ? Are you going to try him for
the perjury ? If you do, is he to be allowed
to make an explanation of his perjury ? See
where that lands us. It is sure to be per-
jury, and where the party is a hardened
criminal, and it may not be a capital offence
-burglary, larceny, or some other crime-
there is an inducement to commit perjury.
If lie is compelled to be sworn, and he
knows that he has either to perjure or to
criminate himself, one or the other, a hard-
ened criminal will perjure himself. Then,
what are you going to do with him*i Under
this Bill he would be a witness over again.
Is he going to stick to his perjured testi-
mony, or criminate himself ? I would go so
far as to adopt the principle of making an
accused person a competent witness. In
France the judge examines the accused.
That bas been made the subject of very sharp
criticism by English jurists. The witness
is not sworn, however. In early times when
they wanted to make a man tell the truth,
they had an iron rack on which they
stretched him, and as his tendons were
stretched he was asked to admit certain
things. If he refused, the stretching was
continued until he would rather tell a
falsehood than suffer any more pain.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-And if he did not
make any admission, the fact went against
him.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I will read an extract
f rom the latest work on the subject, the
Law Quarterly Review, vol. 8, published in
1892. An English jurist witnessed an ex-
amination of a man charged with murder,
and this is the way he describes it:-

The impartiality of the president seems to me
an absolute farce. It is agreed on all hands that
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the president ought to be impartial, and no one lition of the Grand Jury, but it would have
dares to assert that in reality he is not. Th.e fol- been a mistake to act on the first impulse.lowing dialogue is a fair specimnen of what regularly If this subje t should be discussed by the
takes place at every session of the Assize Court.
When the president has gone too far-and Heaven profession and the judges openly, we proba-
alone knows what constitutes going too far !-the bly may, four or five years hence, come to a
council for the defence objecta. Thereupon the different conclusion f rom what we have now.
president sits up in his chair, adjusts his pince- It is an innovation which is rather shocking
nez, and scornfully replies. "I suppose Maitre So I
and So, you don't doubt the impartiality of the to our views, inasmuch as in the matter of
president ?" Counsel hastens to protest that such criminal administration we are all pretty
an idea never entered his head ; and the president conservative, and we do not wish to go intriumuphs, naturally. Were the barrister to advance of the mother countr which is ad-make any further objection he knows only too , o, .
well the penalty--withdrawal of his right to ad- imitted to be in the van in the matter of cri
dress the court, supension from bis functions, and minal ]aw.
not inprobably a prosecution for insulting the
magistracy. It is the old story of the inai brand-
ishing a big stick in the face of his child and ex- Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-If the hon.
claming, "If you don't say ['m the best of fathers gentleman who has the Bill in charge will
I'll whip you within an inch of you life . . .. And omit that part of it-" compellable "-and
niow, what do you think of mie ? theohrptinalwgte f otsiY

The usuali ne of the president's examination te other portion alowing the wife to testify
of the prisoner (known as the 'interrogatoire') against the husband and the husband against
consists simply in a series of statements n'uch in the wife, it would shorten the debate.
the following mnanner:-

President.-On the 27th March you returned Hon. Mr. ANGERS-It has been stated
home late at night?

Prisoner.-It's false ! I never went home on that the principle of this Bill is altogether
that night. new, and in advance of any other legislatiol.

President. -Silence! Don't add to your crimes I wish to point out that the Bill is alreadY
by fresh lies. I say you went home, &c. law in the rovince of Ontario-I meanFreq uently the president takes no notice what- p
ever of the prisoner's replies, but pursues his course that of making the wife and husband wit-
of statenients with unruffled composure. At the nesses competent and compellable. I will
close of this exanination-which is a niatter with refer to the Statute--chapter 14, section 9
which the judge and prisoner are solely concerned, of the Ontario Acts of 1891, assented to thewithout any intervention of counsel, andwhich in
the case of a clever prisoner, fighting with more 14th April, 1892. If the principle is go0d
energy and hope of success than most of them dis- in one case, it might be applied in another.
play, frequently resolves itself into a very sharp
intellectual tussle-cones the examination of the Hon. Mr. SCOTT-There is no disputewitnesses.

about civil cases.
I simply quote this as showing the views

of English jurists on the subject of the exam- Hon. Mr ANGERS-This does not applY
ination of a prisoner, although not under purely to civil cases. It also applies to cases,
oath. There are probably some hon. gentle- such as arise under the License Act, in which
men who are in favour of the Bill. I should penalties are provided and imprisonment is
like to hear some arguments in favour of the the punishment in default of payment. There-
principle rather than against it. While I fore, if in Ontario the principle has been
should bow with very great respect to the i admitted to be good in civil cases and in
opinions of the judges, if they have expressed mixed cases, quasi-civil and quasi-criminal,
any, still I think we ought to take the expe- in which a man is punished by a fine, aId,
rience of the English jurists rather than in default of payment by imprisonment,which
hastily adopt what is an innovation. The may last for months and nonths, it is 'lot
subject has not been discussed in the press derogating very much from the principles Of
of this country ; it has not been discussed in English legislation to propose that the saie
the Courts or by the profession. A few years system may be adopted with justice an
ago there was a proposal to do away with wisdom in greater cases. It is proposed t(
the Grand Jury. It led to a very active dis- apply the same rule of evidence in cases
cussion among the judges themselves, by the of crime and misdemeanour, and also in ciVil
Grand Juries and by the press, and resulted cases under the jurisdiction of the Dominon
in threshing out the subject pretty tho- of Canada. Now if it be thought wise tht
roughly, and that did a large amount of the wife should give evidence in favour of her
good. It may result, probably, in the abo- husband when he is only subject to a fine or
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imprisonment for perhapy five or six months,
will you tell me that it is not wise that this
Iman, fighting for is life at the bar, should
have the same privilege of calling his wife
to give evidence in his favour, and if she can
be called to give evidence in his favour, why
should she not be made compellable also ?
What is the main object of the administra-
tion of justice? The main object is to
punish crime and to get at the truth.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-If in the cases that
I have cited the object is to get the truth,
why in the case of crime and misdemeanour
should not that very same mode be used to
get at the truth and to punish such crime ?

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I say for a
Minor offence the wife or the husband may
be a sufficiently good Christian not to commit
Perjury, but, in a case where the crime is
Punishable with imprisonment in a peni-
tentiary or possibly death, the same witness
Might swear falsely in order to clear the wife
or the husband as the case may be. There
is a great difference between the two.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I do not see the
difference, and for my part the conscience
speaks as loudly in a smnall matter when it
speaks under oath as it does in a great
'natter. The principle is the same and the
fear of God must be as great when you give
evidence about a small matter as in a great
Matter. Of course if we are to distinguish
between those who are credible witnesses
and those who are not, we cannot make any
laws. We should have to refrain from
Inaking laws altogether. We should have to
refrain altogether from examining witnesses
Under oath, if the principle which the hon.
Inember from DeLanaudière lays down is to
be accepted to its fullest extent. This law
Which has been applied in Ontario in smaller
:matters, has so far, given ample satisfaction.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The Act was only
Passed last year.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS--I have said so far.
have read nothing in the papers and have

heard nothing from the Ontario lawyers
-that would indicate that it did not work
w'ell. True, the experience under the Act
i% very short. The question was asked

whether the judges of this country had ex-
pressed any opinion on the matter.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-With regard to the
criminal law, I mean-higher offences.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-In relation to this
very Bill, I do not think they have given
any opinion as to whether an accused person
should be a compellable witness.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-That is the only
point.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-The judges have
expressed an opinion as to the advisability
of allowing an accused person to give evi-
dence. It might have gone as far as making
it compellable, but the note that I have be-
fore me does not justify me in affirming be-
fore the House that they have given an
opinion whether the accused should be a
compellable witness or not: but 29 have
expressed the opinion that the accused
person should be a competent witness,
and nine only opposed the principle. So
far, then, I see that the opposition is to
the word " compellable." Do I understand
the House to oppose that portion of it where
the husband and wife are allowed to be
witnesses?

Hon. MEMBERS-Yes, yes.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Let us deal now
with the " compellable " part of it ; we shall
then come to the other portions. I propose
that the Bill be accepted with the word
" compellable." I want to have the opinion
of the House on the subject.

On the third clause.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT moved that in the third
line the words " and compellable " be struck
out.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-That affects
the wife as well as the husband. I cannot
agree with my hon. friend the Minister. The
argument he has adduced before us has had
no effect on my mind. My hon. friend dealt
with the question of the conscience; but we
must judge human nature as we find it, and
we must ask what effect the position of a
wife towards a husband or a husband towards
a wife would be if either were compelled to
give evidence against the other ? I fear the
best of us would shrink from committing our
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wives to the penitentiary or to sacrifice their
lives. My hon. friend referred to the ques-
tion with regard to the small offences aswell
as the larger ones; but that is not the stan-
dard by which we are to judge human na-
rure-not the standard I wish to be judged
by if, as a result, my wife were to lose her
life by it. The question would be between
my conscience and my oath, and therefore I
judge other people by myself in these mat-
ters, and we must judge those classes whose
standard is the lowest in this matter, as well
as those who are governed by standards that
we must set up for ourselves. I am utterly
at a loss to know why this sudden change
has come over the Senate. Last year a Bill
was brought in which passed through Com-
mittee, I believe, making the prisoner a per-
missable witness, but not compellable. It
did not go further than that.

Hon. Mr. MILLER--What Bill is that?

Hon. Mr. K AULBACH-The Evidence
Bill.

Hon. Mr. MILLER--I think it was the
Criminal Code.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Perhaps it
was, but I thought this Bill was before the
Committee.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-The Bill that was
introduced last session in the House made
the prisoner a competent and compellable
witness. In the Joint Committee of both
Houses, to whom that Bill was referred, we
altered that provision and made it to read

competent and not compellable."

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-We had the
criminal code up before us. When we were
asked to amend that code, we were asked to
do something that was wrong. I think we
should not hasten in this matter. There is
nothing in the moral nature of our people
here that compels us to go beyond the well
established principles of criminal law which
have stooad the test of centuries that a mnan

be brought before us at all, is beyond my
comprehension. I have probably had as much
to do with criminal law as almost any hon.
gentleman in this House. In my early prac-
tice I defended unfortunate criminals, and
after a while, when I was appointed Queen's
Counsel, I had a great deal to do in criminal
matters and capital offences, and I have yet
to learn that any change of the existing law
would cause an improvement in the admin-
istration of justice. I believe, on the contrary
the proposed change would result in a mis-
carriage of justice. My whole knowledge and
practice in criminal cases lead me to believe
that a change in this regard would not ini-
prove the administration of justice. It would
benefit the skilled criminal: the cool, col-
lected fellow would go into the box and
might be able to escape by cleverness; but
the poor unfortunate man who goeS
before a magistrate for the first time is sent
to jail and remains there until his consti-
tution is broken up. He is then brought UP
before a skilled counsel, and the unfortunate
prisoner is incapable of giving even honest
evidence, because he is so cowed by the
people who presume him guilty, owing tO
the fact that he has been taken out of a
dungeon and brought before the court, that
in nine cases out of ten he would be so con-
fused that instead of exculpating himself, and
obtaining justice to his case, the tendencY
would be the other way, and he would have
the prejudice of the court and communitY
against him, because they would not believe
him under his oath, although you compel
him to give it; and then, supposing a man
will not give his evidence at all, you leave
him in the position of being considered
guilty of the offence with which he is charged.
Looking at this Bill froin every stand-point,
I think it encourages crime; you put a pre-
mium upon crime. I think in this matter
there is a minimum of good and a maxiilun
of evil. It is going back to the methods Of
the Star Chamber and the inquisition, and
savours of the thumb-screw, the boot, and
the rack.

is not obliged to give evidence 4gainst him-
self, and cannot give evidence for himself in Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY-I wish to saY
any criminal case ; neither can the wife nor that I am opposed to clause 3, which allOWs
the husband give evidence against each other. a witness to give evidence on his oW
England has not thought proper to change behalf.
that principle ; they see no necessity for it,
and why this new theory, advanced I do not Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED - I doubt i
know by whom, and not asked for by the within the four corners of our Statute-book
members of the bar or by the people, should any section could be found importing so many
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Y'adical departures as in this particular sec-
tiçm from the principles of evidence so well
established by our present system of juris-
Prudence. The Minister of Agriculture said
the other day, in introducing the Bill, that
We were not committed to the principle of
the Bill by agreeing to the second reading.
I see in this clause no less than three prin-
ciples, one of which I very gladly concur in,
the other two of which I am entirely opposed
to. In the first place there is imported
linto this clause the principle of comipetency.
lin the next place there is imported into the

clause 'that very radical departure fron a
Well established principle of the law of evi-
dence which has existed almost from time
inimemorial se far as our English law is con-
erned, the question of compellability, con-
tained in the compulsory feature of this
Particular clause. lI the next place there is
iltroduced into it what has never existed in
the history of English jurisprudence, or so
fat as is known, according to the statement
Of Sir James Fitzjames Stephens, in respect
tO the jurisprudence of any country.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-The introduc-
tion of the principle by which the husband
tnay give evidence against the wife, or the
Wife against the husband. Permit nie, hon.
gentlemen, in the first place to deal for a

isioment or so with some observations made
by the hon. Minister of Agriculture in ad-
Vocacy of the introduction of two of the
Principles to which I object, namely, the
compulsor-y feature, and the admissability of
the evidence of the husband as against the
Wife. I would point out to my hon. friend
that the class of cases referred to in the
Onftario statute, and those for which we are
legislating, are entirely different and abso-
lately distinct, as wide apart as one could
Possibly conceive, namely, a class of offences
'ealing with municipal law, and that more
serious class of offences dealing with misde-
l"Ieanours and felonies. Now, I would point
out to my hon. friend that according to our
het jurists there is no affinity whatever be-
tweei those two classes of law, viz., muni-
'eipa law and criminal law; and, I would
"efer my hon. friend to Sir James Fitzjames
Ftephen's work on criminal law, at page 3,
'I Which he deals with that particular class

8cases I know that the trend of modern
legislation in regard to municipal offences
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has been to make admissible the evidence
of the husband as against the wife, and the
wife as against the husband, and also to
make compulsory the evidence of the accused.
Reading from his work upon the gederal
view of criminal law, J cite the following:

Again, there are several branches of law which
cannot properly be described as part of the crimi-
nal law, but are very nearly related to it. The
most renarkable of these is the law relating to
what are described as penal or qui tam actions.
These are cases in which particular matters princi-
pally connected with the enforcement of some spe-
cial Act of Parliament are made liable to penalties
which may be claimed by private persons or public
authorities who choose to sue for thein. Innumer-
able instances night be given of these. One well-
known case gave rise to an action brought against
NIr. Bradlaugh for having voted and sat in Parlia-
ment without taking the oaths. then prescribed for
a person who did sit and vote. Other instances are
to be found in the Municipal Corporations Act,
which imposes penalties on those who act as men-
bers of Town Couinils without being duly qualified
or who, being such menibers, accept any contract
with the Corporation.

Though closely allied with the criminal law pro-
perly so called, these enactments cannot be said te
form a part of it. They all depend upon special
Acts of Parliament, relating to an immense variety
of subjects quite unconnected with each other and
illustrating no general theory or principle.

Many crimes in the fuill sense of the word are
properly speaking only sections meant to enforce
Acts of Parliament relating to subjects which have
little to do with crime. Such, for instance, are
sections of the varions marriage Acts, which forbid,
under pain of penal servitude, certain irregular
marriages ; sections in nmerous Acts which inake
certain false declarations equivalent to perjury;
sections which appoint special punishments for the
forgery of particular documents, and an infinite va-
riety of others. Of these I say nothing. They be-
long rather to the particular subjects to which the
Acts of Parliament containing them refer than to
the criminal law in the comnion sense of the phrase.

It is not necessary for me to say that the
provinces cannot legislate in respect to
criminal law, and the divergence is so wide
between the two classes of offences-the one
an offence and the other a crime-that the
principle endbodied in the Ontario Statute
cited by my hon. friend the Minister of Agri-
culture cannot be said to be a parallel case
nor analogous nor applieable in reference to
this particular Bill. It appears to nie, hon.
gentlemen, that the principle has been lost
sighît of, which has given rise to our present
system of the law and evidence in respect
to crinuinal cases. The trend of all modern
legislation for the last half a century or more
has been to enforce such legislation or to
pass such legislation as would protect the
prisoner while being tried on the particular
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charge which lias been laid against him. If shudder. Even oui presiding judge, instead of
lion. rentlenen will look at the history forj, showing that concern for the prisoner to which the

t of le i i ec latter muight appear entitled, from the character of
.1  . .re .c inpartiality in the functions of a judge whose

law of evidence they wdl. see that this is the duty it is to direct the examination and to estab-
idea that has animated and inspired ail the lish the indictient, too often becomies a partY
legislators who have endeavoured to legislate against the prisoner, and would seein soinetimes tO

n this particular' subjeet. We find iuite a think it less a duty than an lionour to procure his
on tis artiula suject Wefindquie aconviction.

difference existing between the law of i i:
Enugland and the law of France in respect of Now, I ask hon. gentlemen are we seeking
this particular imiatter. Now to show the to introduce into this Dominion of Canada
spirit which lias animated the French legis- this system which has been designated, not
lature in dealing with the saine atters, I by the leading jurists of Great Britain, but
would ask the indulgeiice of the House while by the leading jurists of France, to be a
I refer to a citation friom a French author scandal in the French Republic ? ý It cer-
cited in Stephens book on criminal law- tainly -lias been so designated by ail the
upoii a very sinmilar question to that whii leadiing writers both in Great Britaijn and
is now before this House. Sir James Fitz in France to be a scandal at the present

james Stevens, >eaking of this principle by time that trials should be conducted as theY
whicli an accused is not called upon to< crim- are at present in France. I say unhesita-
inate hiniself, or in other words, by w hich tingly, hon. gentlemen, that the two features
lie is granted iminunity froni being made a in the Bill to whicl I object are no less than
comlUsoiy witiiess against himself lays it a revival of the systei which prevailed
down as one of the fundamnental principles centuries ago, which my lion. friend from
of our systei of jurisprudence ; and lie Ottawa referred to when the thumb-scr'ew
says :-and the rack were resorted to for the pur-

This is one of the iost characteristic features pose of extorting from an unfortunate ac
of oui English procedure, and it presents a cused a statenent which might have beeil
iarked contrast to that which is commion to, I entirely in confliet with the truth, but
believe, all continental countri<s. It is. I think, whichî iight be in harmony with the desie
highly advantageous to the guilty. it cOnitrib)utes of his prosecutor, for the purpose of estab-
greatly to the dignity and apparent huianity of a .
criminal trial. It effectually avoids the appearance ishmg a case agamst him. Allow me to sa
of harshness, not to say cruelty, which often that so far as I can ascertain-and I have
shocks an English spectator in a French court of iooked into this matter so far as mny abilities
justice, and I think that the fact that the prisoner and my facilities have permitted me-I ca-
cannot be questioned stiiulates the search for in-
dependent evidence. The evidence in an English not find either on the contment of Europe
trial is, I think, iuch fuller and more satisfactory or on the contineiit of America any systeo'
than the evidence in suth French trials as I have approaching or adopting the principle in"
been able to study. ported into this Bill in respect to the aC

And lie attaches to lis work ot criminal cused and his wife, or ?l'ce versa, as the cae

law this extract taken friom one of the may be. I certainly have been somewhat
leading French authors upon a kindred curious to ascertain how the idea arose
subject ; the contrast is described by M. introduce a Bill that so far ignored we
Cottu pages 103 aid 104 established traditions and that fundamentil

principle of our systen of jurisprudence, td
The Courts of England offer an aspect of im- which I have alluded. Why these shOU

partiality and huianity which ours, it must be be so departed f rom as to beentirely trodde0

acknowledged, is far fron presenting to the eyes under foot and a new principle incorpora1
of the stranger. In England, everythmiiî i breathes b . y adilgan air of lenity and nildness ; the judge looks which bas neve' been lemanded by bylike the father in the mnidst of his famîily occupied jurists, which has never been required
in trying one of his children. (An extraordiary the public, I am at a loss to comprehend
position for a mian to be in.) His countenanîce It is an innovation I say of the nost ad
has nothing threateniîg in it. According to an . . r adicaancient custoim, flowers are strewn upon his desk vanced character'; it is not only
and upon the clerk's. The sheriff and officers of legislation, but it is experimental, so far
the Court wore each a nosegay. experiment can possibly ,be tried.

Everything amiong us, on the contrary, ap-
pears in hostility to the prisoner. He is often Ir L - s h
treated by the public officers with a harshness, not lion. Mr. MILLER-Does my ion. r
to say cruelty, at which an Englishmnan would intend to apply that language to the coulPe
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tency as well as the compulsory feature of
the Bill ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-No, I refer to
the compulsory clause, as to accused and
also as to husband and wife. Allow me toi
Say that I congratulate the Governument
Upon introducing a Bill so mucb iii harmony
with public opinion as expressed for the last
25 vears, namely ini making the evidence of
the accused admissable, I think this Govern-
]aient is to be complimented upon the fact
that inasmucli as they have after various
trials endeavoured to introduce this parti-
cular feature into our law of evidence, there
is now a certainty of such becoming law.
Sucli a Bill on three occasions lias passed the
House of Lords, which is the inost conserva-
tive institution I think which exists on the
continent to-day, but it bas iot yet succeed-
ed in passinig the Couinions. I therefore
say that the Government is to be congratu-
lated on the introduction of this important
legislation aiid I hope that feature of the
Bill will receive the unanimous support of
the House. Let me return to the other fea-
ture in the Bill. I refer to the evidence of
the wife against the husband. Sir James
iitzjaiies Stephens says that "iin no place is
the husband compelled to testify against the
%ife or the wife against the husband."

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Hear, hear.

Hon. Mu. POWER- Not even in France.

lon. Mr. LOUJGHEED--That is the
1lost comprehensive statement made by a
"Vell known writer.

lon. Mu. DEVER - That they were not
Permitted at all to give evidence against
each other ?

. Hon. Mr. SCOTT -Not conpelled.

.lon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Not comîpelled,
either in Europe, America or elsewhere. In
11o country according to Stephen is the bus-
land compelled to give evidence against the
Wife, nor the wife against the husband.

lon. Mr. ANGERS-Except in Ontario
EL rùiinal matters.

lion. Mr. LOUGHEED-The Ontario
Act does not deal with crimes. Now, I say
that the Bill which lias been subnitted to
this House contains a recognition of the im-
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policy of this particular matter which is
sought to be embodied in this clause and I
refer to this clause :

Provided, however, that no liusband 8hadll be
compellable to disclose any communication niade
to hiin by his wife during their narriage.

1 cannot understand the peculiar iicon-
sistency of his particular phraseology. It is
laid down here so as to permit of no doubt
whiatever that the Governmiîent recognized
the impolicy of naking a liusband give evi-
dence against the wife so far as any dis-
closure which bas taken place between tlhemî
is concernied " that no husband shall be coin-
pelled," &c.

Hon. Mr. ANGEIIS--Competent it is?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Let me point
out the strange inconsistency notwithstand-
ing this fact. This only affects communica-
tions made between the husband and the
wife. Now the husband would be a com-
pellable witness as against the wife for any
offence comniitted by the wife iin respect to
anîy matter where there was not a disclosure
by coin]unication. Now there is the incon-
sistency.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Ohi nio'

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If there has not
beenî a disclosure or a communication of
what lias taken place between the husband
and wife ; that is to say if the wife commits
an offence and the husband sees her commit
that offence, but she bas not disclosed
the offence to the husband than the husband
is coinpelled, is dragged into the witness
box aid made a compellable witness to give
evidence as against his wife ; and then on
the other hand if the husband is found in
the commission of the offence and the wife
should sec the liusband commit the offence
shie is bound to give evidence against him.
Now there is a recognition at once of the
unwisdon and the impolicy of the introduc-
tion of any such principle. I say it is not
only •a radical departure from the principles
to which I have already alluded, but it
permits evasion of the grossest character to
take place in respect of what is already pro-
vided against. Perhaps a lawyer naturally
looks at the construction of a statute to find
in what way evasion may be prevented or
employed. Allow me to point out the
peculiar way in which this is drawn. Now
all that a man lias to do for the purpose of
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granting immunity to himself and prevent Act without the consent of the Personso charge(le
his wife giving evidence against him i sat where char any of

provisions of the Crininal Code of 1892, specified(lisehise the matters to lier and then claim in schedule A to this Act, without his consent.
tl M 1l i11

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-No, the wording
does not bear that interpretation at ail.
He is not debarred from stating facts which
lie lias seen ; but he is not bound to give
evidence of the communication that took
place between him and his wife.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-He can at once
say when he is put in the box, " my wife
has disclosed to me the commission of this
offence."

Hon. Mr. MILLER-Then he will be
asked, " do you know anything about it
apart from that f" If he knows the facts,
independent of thé communication, then his
evidence is not shut out.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Then that be-
ing the case he is bound to give evidence
against his wife.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Yes, of the facts
he has seen.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-I say that is a
principle which should not be adopted by
this House. As I have before said, there
is no precedent for the incorporation of such
a principle in any system of evidence ; there
has never been any demand for it on the
part of jurists, on the part of lawyers, on
the part of public opinion, or from any other
source, so far as I can ascertain. I might
say that this inatter came up before the
Joint Committee appointed by both Houses
last session for the purpose of codifying the
criminal law, and for the purpose of report-
ing upon the law of evidence as then pro-
posed, and that committee. after going very
carefully into the Bill, prepared a clause
which I have before me, and which is very
much on the lines of the English Act, which
reads as follows:-

4. Every person charged with an offence, and
the wife or husband, as the case may be, of the
person so charged, shall be a competent witness,
whether the person so charged is charged solely or
jointly with any other person : Provided as fol-
lows

(a.) A person so charged shall not be called as
a witness in pursuance of this Act, without his
consent;

(1b.) The wife or husband of the person charged
shall not be called as a witness in pursuance of this

Schedule A refers to a class of cases prO-
viding for the purity of morals, &c. I might
say that the amendment which I now move,
and which was adopted by the Joint Coff-
mittee last year, is very much upon the lines
of the amendment to the criminal law which
was introduced into the linperial Parliament
and which passed the House of Lords, but
was defeated in the House of Commons. In
connection with this particular point, I might
say that never have they gone so far ini
England as to introduce the feature of com-
pulsion in respect to the law of criminal
evidence. Much as this matter has been
discussed for the last quarter of a century il'
England, and many as the efforts have been
to incorporate it into their criminal law, yet
there never has been even a proposition made
so far as I can gather from the Imperial
debates, that this particular feature should
be introduced into their volume of criminal
law ; and it is not necessary for me to saY
that we have always looked to England as
the fountain head from whence our systelo
of jurisprudence has sprung. If there hla
been any legislation in which England has
been almost radical in, it has been in keeP-
ing pace with advanced thought in the
matter of evidence with respect to crimin1al
law-at least on the part of her leading
jurists in endeavouring to pass through Par-
liament such legislation as would be cOn-
ducive to public good in connection with thi'
particular subject. I therefore think that i'
we adopt legislation which will be in har-
mony with the most advanced thought i'
Great Britain and elsewhere it should suffice
This hon. House should not be asked tO
pass legislation on this subject of a mnore
advanced character than that which ha
been adopted or approved by other counitries
I therefore move the amendment which
read from the Bill of last year.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I withdraw my 'J
tion because the language of this amendmneut
is more suitable.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-I have just been re
minded by an hon. gentlemnan who is ascop-
petent as any member of this flouse t'
speak upon it, that the subject has been quie
exhausted and that he hopes I will not ma
a long speech, and I have given him the as
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surance that I will not ; but the subject isi competency to any witness to give testinony
one of such importance that I feel I would in criminal matters in a Court of justice.
like, after the renarks which have fallen And I may say here the clause under the
f rom the lion. gentleman, to say a few words consideration of the buse involves two or
with regard to it, especially as I had the more principles wvich are innovations on our
honour of being chairman of the Joint Con- law of evidence in criminal natters. It in-
lnittee on the criminal code, which met last'volves first, the making competent and com-

session and which lad this Bill under consi- pellable witnesses, and secondly, it in-
deration. There cannot be a question that volves the appplication of that principle to
the Bill is an important departure from the husband and wife. In ail general laws of
settled principles of legislation in respect to evidence exceptions have been niade
criinial evidence either in Great Britain or English statutes il) favour oif the exem-ption
in mie (if its dependeîîcies. That is a point of the rusband from testifying against the
uP>i whicb we ail agree, but it must be ad- 1wife, or the wife against the husnud.
ruitted, I think, at the sanie time, by those Therefore, we have two distinct principles
'Who have gven a ny thought t(l this ques- to consider here in this case. I inay
tion, that for, years past the trendI of public say, for nîy (>wI part, I arn in favour of
opinion iii Great Britain has hen in the di- makigaparty criminallychargedacompetent
rection of this Bill. The princple pnuch witness, but I an not in favour-although
respected and so long adhered t(, avd my md goes soiewhat in that (rirection--

lothed withi so îîuch veneration from its 1 hesitate going the ful length of making
actiruity, of not pernitt g a culpr t to coin- hini a compulsory witness. It may be said
luit inself or give evidence against hinself, when a wituestf is made competent and he
uas een gradually losi g force and weiht refuses to take advantage of the pportunity
aniegst the cultured legal m eids ,f Great that the statute offers hiti, that he is looked
writainv aid I taink that no proof of that upon as being guihty. Admitti g the force
assertion is required from the fact that on of that deduction, p think there would be
two occasions a Bi vry sinilar to greater danger iimaking l i a compulSor
this has gone through the bouse sf Com- witness if e were guilty, for undoubtedly
Ilots where we ah kmuo sonie f the finest lie would not hesitate even in minor cases
hegal ids i Great Britain have discussed if forced tto do so, to make stateents co-
the question. That beince the case 1 thik trary to the truth, and i fact to commit
he need not be linuch afraid if taking wiful perjury in more serious crimes. There-
this step, Iecause in this country we fore, I ata at preset only in favou of makiig

aui niake ininovations, we can take steps au accused person a competeut witness, and 1
in advace i regard to the ifiprveiet see n objection to applyig the principle of
t d oiberaizing f our laws, wlich cannot 1 competency to lîusband and wife wheu it is
be (onue so easily in od countries, which in relation siply to facts within the know-
are hedged in by traditions and associations ledge of each and not to confidential commu-
Which have ut yet sprurg up to give nicatios, or indeed any communications that
.Is trouble or stand in our way in that may have taken place beteen thei. On
reBPect in a new country uike Canada. the ontrary, I see a great deal of reafor ie
t is a great deal to have the example of the noany cases why these parties should be con-

Iloluse of Lords and leading legal ginds of petet witnesses. Supposing a crime is
9he Empire iu favor of the principle which attespted to be committed ou the wife, and
s coutained in this Bill. My hion. friend the husband steps in and takes the ife of the
flomi Calgary, who ade a very able speech individual who makes the assault. co it nt
t whieh I istened, as I alway liste wheae a ard case that the wife should not e a
he speaks o a question of this kind, with the competent witness if ber husband were
geatvn deference, led me to suppose from carged with the mnurder of that man, te
the tolie of is speech that e was in oppo- give evidence in his favour 1
bi on altogether to every portion of this bon. Mr. LOUGHEED- hope y bon.

Ihl. I was very appy--on tue interruptio n friend does net suppose that I oppose that
tat i took the ciberty t ikCak ana-to lear. principle.
that bis argument, streng as it n oas, was
twirchIted altbgeter agaiast te conpuisory hon. M. MI'LLER-i do not now un-
Characte of the Bilh, and not against givin, derstand my bon. f riend to extend bis objec-
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tion beyond the matter of making witnesses roborative evidence in addition to that of
compellable, even in the case of the husband the witness.
and wife. We have the clearest indication
now of what his real views are on this ques- Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-That is only inl
tion from the amendment he lias just sub- certain cases.
mitted to the House. There are other classes
of criminal cases in which the party accused Hon. Nir. M(KINDSEY-That has been
should be a competent witness and because the position of the law heretofore. The
lie is very often the only person able to speak effect of this Bill would simply be this : the
in regard to his innocence. In a case where accused may, if he chooses, go into the box
crime bas been committed where only two and the jury may attach what importance
were present, the accuser and accused, he they like to bis evidence. At ail events,
would have a chance to obtain justice if the tbey wiIl he inclined to say that his evidence
charge were false.- Under these circum- is not so worthy of credence as that. of
stances, I may say I intend to vote for the another person. But supposing the pi-oner'
anendment of my hon. friend. I hold the refuses to uto the box, what vill be the
Bill in my hand as it was introduced origi- effect on the jury ? The jury and the people
nally in the House of Comminons last year outside vould say that the accused was afraid
and was sent to a Joint Committee of both te go into the box and grve evi(ence. If
Houses. The bon. gentleman read quota- lon gentlemen ii this buse wiIl think
tins front the Bilt as originally introduced over the atter for a moment they ll evcole
Iast year, and as, it left the .Joint Connittee, to the conclusion that everv prisoner n
and said he fa-voured the Bill as the Joint trial, if compelled te go ijute thte witnless bX
Coirnmiittee aînended it. is okely to pejure iself, thus tadditn

another cr e to the ne already etiiittne
Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY--r have e sot That is humat nature, and why should e

troubled the House in the many years tlat offer inducements to perjury ? Why sholei
1 bave heeni here ii the discussion of im-o we, by the la of this coustry, encourage
portant questions tbat have corne before us, people to conit a second crie id enrer t>
but this is one on which 1 wisb to express escape the conisequences of the first ? 1 thii1k
an opiniion. Wlien any legal question cornes it is niiscbievous legisiation front begiiUilm
Up il the Senate, gentlemhen of the legal to end, because in man will give evidence t'
profession seem te imagine tbat they sbould conviet hinîseif. Then, as to making a wites
monopolize the subJect. F a n opposed to compellable, that can ov apply to the
this Bill in loeo, I take this grouid after Crown.
an experience of nearl thirty vears iin, The Crown is conpelled te prove the cae
coiminal atters. In ny judgameet, to against the prisoner, and this is te enable
miake a person wbo is charged witb a crimi- the Crown to use te prisoer to convict
nal offenice a compellable witness, is entirely bim-self. Does any one believe that tliere iSý
wong. Under the law as it stands to-day, one man in a udred who i prove hiil,
a person chîarged witb a criminal. offeîîce is! self guilty ? IF do noli care what precedentS"
brougbt before a magistrate, and if a pri may be brougt fronp Egland r any thol
facie case is na(e out against ui, e is sent country. We are hiere to make laws for
for trial to the superior court. hen he ou own people. 1 have ad thirty yearr
is put is the lok his Iiouth is closed. experience of the administration of criinikial
The Court says :--" You cannot explain'law, and I say that there is no odt
anything, you cananot give evidence ; you coine eut of legislation like this. itn
are simply in that box te be tried by the only encourage the commission of a seCe to

evpdence that will be hrougat t hear on crime when a first offence is charge( we

your case." Then the Crown is obliged to have too mucb perjury already. Ttosmthe
bring evidence to prove the charge ; the courts of this country, as I have feit for

prisoner is presu.ned to be innocent.until a good many years, more particularly in

he is proved guilty. The Crown closing Ontario, are a com pion school for perjurY
that man's mouth an putting tanduff-, on When you ome to trials ofw contested elec
him says, in effect, that if only one witiess tiens, they are simply a superior kid f
cones up against him it is not sufficient to school for peijury. When you cone (jug
convict in-tbat there iust be some cor- ng by experience in i ny own coultY)
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to the Scott Act, it has been a sort of that the House understood the position
academy for perjury. I do not want to add pretty well now, and that hon gentlemen
another school of perjury to the list. There were quite ready to vote on the measure,
is no use of putting a prisoner in a position and, although I might talk for haif an hour
of adding another crime to the one he is on the subjeet, the House is ready to vote.
charged with.

Hon. Mr. PROWSE- Lt may be> the
Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentle-,opinion of some hon: gentlemen that the

muan from Milton is perhaps the most con- House is ready for the question, and that
servative man in the House. In 1885, a wben certain gentlemen haveexpressed their
measure naking an accused person a com- opinions on the question before us, everyhody
Petent witness was introduced in this House ought to be ready to take a vote. But 1
and I had the honour to have charge of the want to hear this question discussed sufli-
bill. When I moved the second reading of ciently, so that 1 can give intelligent
that Bill the hon. gentleman from Barrie, vote, which at the present 1 might scarcely
Who spoke first to-day in favour of this mea- know bow to do. 1 am impressel by the
sure, delivered a very able and learned'renarks ýnade by the lon. member from
address against the Bill. The hon. gentle- Milton. I look upon it in this way, that
111ent froin Lunenburg also did the same wben you make a prisoner a competent
thing. His adress was not quite as learned, witness, you are going a long vay towards
but it was just about as long ; and the hon. making him a compeilale witness. He
gentleman from Ottawa gave an address must make his selection. le may have bis
Which was able and full of bis own experi- mmd made up that if he is only heard l)y
enices as Crown Prosecut<r. the court a e jury, ne rii show that oe is

innocent of the charge. The moment le be-
lion. Mr. MILLER-l forgret wlhat J comes, by his own request, a witness, hie

did. becomes a conipetlable witness to ail intents
and purposes, in this way he makes his elec-

lon. Mr. POWER--Tle hon. gentlemian tion taking it for granted that he is inno-
from Richnmond, so far as 1 knrow, Illay cent, because he believes that if bie can helow." Lt shows soo huch ne.al gentlemen ea proveHe

ill titis bouse have beeii educated. THey put in the box, anr then he is subjected to
keep their ninds open, and ie- liglt b oas exainatio on by bis attorney, and cross-
cOine in upon them but the lion, gentleman exanination by the Cron prosecutor. It
froi,1 Milton'is just where liew was eigtot yearsh bas been said by sonie iearned gehtie-
agir. J have the greatest respect for the mani to-(Iay that the principle object of the
exPieîce of tbe lion, grentleman f rom Mil- -courts of justice is tca get at the truth ; lut
tn, but J think when we set against bis judg- there is another objeet alinost equalhy pro-

lint that of the bon. gentlemen froni Ricb- ininient. We know very welm tat the
Ilond, fromw Barrie, f rom Lunenburg and legal profession lias becone to a great extent
front Ottawa, we will hardly tink M it as overcro ded. Lt is bearoinig a case of the
900d as theirs. J ay say further, for the survival of the fittest, aid it is an obje t
enfornation of the bon. gentleman f ro %vith lawyers wien they g before the
Milton, that neariy, ail the most prominent Court to make o t their case-J hbas
legal minds in Engiand are in favour of this going to say by fair or by foul mneans.

Hnil. Mr late Attorney-Ieneral, the pre- bave beard an honest and unsuspectmg
deint Attorney-General, S Charles Russell, witness torturel in the witness box until he
the late Lord Bramwell, the late Lord Sel- 1.was compelied to tell an untruth. I wotil
bOrne and ail the leading lights iii tbe pro- not say that such a person has perjured him-
fession in England are in favour of tîis Bia. sel, but that it was the resut of the sharp
The bon. gentleman froti Ricmond referred cross-examinaton. J heard of a prominent

a suggestion wbich I made to im, and gentleman in another place-I will not men-
which lie appears tow have iisunderstood, and tiod bis nane-being engaged i H a case in a

I rose for the purpoe partly of saying that t certain court. Tbis gentleman w-ho lias the
cid fot hink the bon. gentleman asked reputation of bein a terror to witnesses,
to curtail bis rearks, but J said that be wen about to begin the cross-examination,
1ight uggest, at the close of bis remarks, stood in front of the witness and stared him
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iir the face. The man was almost paralyzed by
the look of the attorney, and exclaimed:
" My lord, I declare to Heaven that I have
told the truth whatever Mr. Jones may make
me say." An accused person may make him-
self a witness, and thent he is subjected to ail
the torture of a cross-examination. If a
prisoner could be allowed to make his own
statement and then be questioned by the
judge upon the benîc, or by the jury who
are anxious to get at the truth, I would not
have so much objection to it, but on the
whole, the legislation here proposed will
tend to injure rather than to do gpod, and if
you begin to allow one prisoner to take his
choice of being a witness, and another
prisoner says " 1 will not go into the
witness box," the very fact that he bas the
privilege of doing so, and does not do it, will
be used against him.

Hon. Mr'. SCOTT--At the present timîe a
prisoner has the right to niake his statement
without being sworn, either through bis
counsel or directly to the court. He can give
his account of the circumstances.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN, from the Commit-
tee, reported that they lad made sone pro-
gress with the Bill.

BILL$ INTRODUCED.

Bill (45.) "An Act to incorporate the
Cleveland, Port Stanley and London Railway
and Transportation Co., and to confirm an
agreement respecting the London and Port
Stanley Railway." (Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (54.) " An Act to incorporate the AI-
berta Irrigation Co." (Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (35.) " An Act to incorporate the Cal-
gary Irrigation Co." (Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (89.) " An Act respecting the Nelson
and Fort Sheppard Railway Co." (Mr. Reid,
B. C.) '

Bill (58.) " An Act to incorporate the
Automatic Telephone and Electric Co. of
Canada." (Mr. Murphy.) 1

Act respecting canned goods."-He said : I
may intimate to the hon. gentleman from
Halifax that 1 have been thinking over his
proposition to add the word " quality." I
think it would be iipracticable, when you
reflect that the article might be, when put
in cans, of first-class. quality and might,
for the, reason suggested by the hon leader
of the Opposition-through exposure to the
sun in shop windows for a month or two-
deteriorate in quality. If that amendmeit
were inserted, it might render the packer,
under such circunstances, liable to a pen-
alty.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time an(d passed.

TRIAL OF JUVENILE OFFENDER$
BILL.

WITHDRAWN.

The Order of the Day being called-" Coir
mittee of the Whole House on Bill (N), An
Act respecting the trial of Juvenile Offend-
ers."

Hon. Mir. ALLAN said :-I notified the
House that when this Bill came up agailn I
should ask leave to withdraw it. I regret
very muuch having to do so, because I thilk
it is extremely desirable that the main object
of the Bill-namely, to ensure the trial of
juvenile offenders for petty offences privately
-should be accomplished. It is extreme1Y
desirable that it should be made compulsorY
upon the police magistrates and justices Of
the peace to try these young offenders
promptly and privately, but there are other
clauses in the Act which I think could also
be amended in the way suggested by the
Minister of Justice. I recognize the fact
that it is important that any legislatiT'
affecting the criminal law should be thoroughlY
considered. Hasty legislation in a matter of
this kind is not at all desirable. Therefore
I ask leave to withdraw the Bill for the
present session.

The Bill was withdrawi.

SECOND READING.

Bill (T) " An Act to amend the North-
west Territories Act." (Mr. Angers.)

CANNED GOODS ACT AMENDMENT'RA[LWAy ACT AMENDMENT BILL-
BIL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the Third
reading of Bill (R) " An Act to amend the

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL noved thé second
reading of Bill (U), An Act further to amend
the Railway Act.

A2. A4
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Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to inform the
Minister that there is one point to which I
wish to draw his attention when the Bill is
before Committee-that is the third clause.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I will explain in
Comnittee the reasons why the Department
think this provisio|n in the third ,clause is
necessary.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
vas read the second time.

The Senate adjourned at 6.15 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Friday, Marcl 24th, 1893.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock..

Prayers and routine pI.rocee(i ngs.

FIRST READING.

Bill (112) " An Act respecting the
pection of petroleuii." (Mr. Bowell.)

THIRD READINGS.

ins-

Bill (26) " An Act relating to the Har-
bour of Thornbury on Georgian Bay." (Mr.
McKindsey.)

Bill (77) " An Act to further amend the
Act to enable the City of Winnipeg to
utilize the Assiniboine River Water Power."
(Mr. Sutherland.)

Bill (84) " An Act respecting the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway." (Mr. MacInnes,
Burlington.)

Bill (86) " Ait Act respecting the Chilli-
wack Railway Company." (Mr. MaclInnes,
IBurlington.)

Bill (49) " An Act to incorporate the
Atlantic and Lake Superior Railway Com-
Pany." -(Mr. Ogilvie.)

NORTH CANADIAN ATLANTIC
RAILWAY AND STEAM-SHIP..

COMPANY'S BILL.

TIIIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY, from the Select
Committee on Railways, Telegraphs and

Harbours, reported Bill (67) "An Act to
revive and amend the Act to incorporate
the North Canadian Atlantic Railway and
Steamship Company," with certain anend-
ments.

He said:-It is my duty to explain the
amendments which have been made in this
Bill. It is an Act to revive and amend the
Act with respecf to the North Canadian
Railway and Steamship Company, and to
change the name of it, amongst other
things, and in the change of the name they
adopted the name of another company.
They asked to be incorporated as the Labra-
dof Railway and Steam-ship Company and
this conflicting, as it did, with the rame of
an existing company, it was proposed, and
consented to unanimously by the Committee
that the naine should be changed, and that
it should be "the Quebec and Labrador
Stean-ship Company," so that the title would
intlicate their scope, and then the title
would not interfere with that of any exist-
ing company. I may explain the two

iamendments because the one is entirely
consequenitial upon the other-that the title
of the Bill should be the Quebec and Labra-
dor Steanship Company. I see no objec-
tion to the amendments, which are consented
to by the gentleman in charge of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. CASGRAIN noved that the
anendmnents be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

CATHOLIC MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSO-
CIATION OF CANAIPA.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN, fron the Select Con-
mitte on Banking and Commerce, reported
Bill (66) " An Act to incorporate the Grand
Council of the Catholic Mutual Benefit As-
sociation of Canada," with amendments. He
said :-The association named in this Bill had
previously been incorporated by an Act of
the Ontario Legislature and seek now to be
incorporated under a Dominion Act, and in
the first section it is thought desirable to
make an amendment in order to show more
clearly who the incorporators were under
the present Act. That is the only amend-
ment.

Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY--(in the absence
of Mr. SULLIVAN) noved concurrence in the
amendient.
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The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read the third tine and passed.

WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE BILL.

REPoRTED FROM COMMITTEE.

The House resuied in Committee of the
Whole consideration of Bill (23) " An Act
respecting Witnesses and jEvidence."

(In the Committee.)

Hon. M'r. POWER---We had just dis-
posed of the fourth clause of this Bill when
the Coîmmittee rose yesterday, and it struck
nie that the anendments which were ntde
in the Bill rendered another amendnent
necessary. I propose the following sub-clause

crime was comnitted, to be exanined as a
witness, should we prevent the court and the
jury from appreciating these facts? You are
asked to say that although a man has the
right to give evidence and tell all the truth,
and does not exercise his prnvilege, lie
should not be prejudiced by his failure to do
so. I think that is going beyond the protec-
tion that a prisoner should have. He has an
opportunity of naking his statement ¡,let him
make - it if le can. If he does not dare do
that, let the jury appreciate his silence and
let the judge charge the jury as he thinks
best in the interest of justice. I submtit
these considerations to the wisdoin of the
House.

to be added to clause four:- Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Ini discussing this

The failure of the person charged, or the wife question yesterday, I assumîed that that was
or the husbanid of such person charged, to testify a corollary to the clause that we adopted.
shall not create any presumption of guilt of the The witness is subject to exainination. I
person charged, and such failure shall not be na4le understood it wvas in the draft bill of last
the subject of comment by the counsel for the prose- year, and 1 supposed it was ii the amend-

ment ioved vesterday. Iln any of the
It is quite clear that the changes that we authorities I have looked up that has been

made in the clause yesterday would alto- accepted as a necessary corollary. In the
gether fail in their effect if the counsel for the discussion on the prinlciple in England, 1
prosecution were allowed to iake anuy con- understood that that accoimpanied the pro-
ment on the fact that the person charged, or position ii all cases.
his wife, had not given evidence. The effect
of such comment would be almnost as bad as Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I believe that
if the person had gonie into the box and had allowing a jury to take iuto consideratiolt
given evidence calculated to injure him or the refusai of the accused or of lus wife tO
herself. I nay say that a provision, such as gîve evideiice is just as dangerous as forcing
is contained in this ainendment exists in the the one or the other to le a witness. Why
United States law and in the laws of various Because if the prisoter and iis wife (Io ht
states of the Union. I know it is in the enter the box, then tîe jury is to appreciate
laws of the State of Nebraska. It is a neces- the fart tîat is Vo Say, the u i11 find
sary consequence of the anendment wicb ii the fart certain evwcence aganst the
was adopted by the committee yesterday. prisoner. Is not that inducung an accu5e

person ani( bis wife to IteiJure tlteiiselves u
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-In dealing with order to prevent the jury drawîng that

this Bill I do ntot know that all our anxiety infereice? Wienever you touc tlVt
should be for the accused. We should also questiot you will always tind that it leads
keep in mind the main object of the admi-to immoral legisation. After log expeiece
istration of justice, which is to elicit the truth it has beeî acknowledged throughout the
and punish crimlue. Yesterday we accepted wtole world tbat the safest, the îîost Chris-
a clause by which a prisoner can go into the tial and most moual way is to refuse the
box and give evidence in his own behalf. We prisoter ani bis wife permission Vo enter
have adopted iji the same clause the principle tbe box, otherwise you wi1l produce a state
that his wife nay also give evidence in lhis 'f things tlat will (lenoralize the couuttY.
favour, if he gives his consent. Should we
go any further than that ? I believe not. If bou. Mr. ANGERS-YesterdaY the
an accused person feels innocent and is not principle of alIowing the prisoter and hi,
afraid of cross examination, let him go into N'ife Vo give evidence was accepted ly the
the box and if he does not (o so, and does bouse. Nov, I only ask mie thing more-
tot, wish bis wife, to tvas preseuit when tte (1o> tot gt o ryoth d that. If a tan hO bas
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the right to give evidence does not choose to premium for perjury, and that you force a
give it, let him take the consequences. Do man to go into the box and commit perjury
not adopt this subsection, which I think to save himself fron the inference that
is giving the accused a greater protection would be drawn froin his failure to give evi-
than he deserves, because if he is innocent dence.
he will not fearto enter the box, and if he is
guilty and declines to tell the truth, the jury Hon. Mr. DEVER-Evidently the law-
should be in a positi;n to appreciate that yers are determined to destroy this Bil. I
fact. However, I leave it to the House. cannot perceive the use of allowing a crimi-

nal to give evidence mn the box, if you des-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The jury are in a posi- troy that evidence or the inference which is

tion to appreciate it. This proposed anend- to be gained froim it. I hold that if he goes
ment only goes to the extent that counsel into the box and tells his story, both
shal not comment on the fact. This allows judge and jury have a right to draw their
the judge to comment on the fact to the jury,, own imferences : if he can acquit hiiself, so
an can inmuch the better. If he can explain the cir-adthe jury andrawv their onconclusion. stnei ucawyth hejr
It siinply prevents the counsel in his address cumstances in such a way that the jury
tbo the jury from saying that the man must could decide that he was innocent, why
be guilty, otherwise he would step forth and should he be prevented from doing so? But

be sworn. That is all that it prevents. it is only fron hearing the whole of the evi-
dence in such cases that jurynhen can draw

Hon. Mi-. ANGERS-It is proposed to tiieir conclusions. We did quite enough, in
prevent the counsel for the prosecution from in ion, to m atisfh any rao ie Bian
making a comnment on the fact to the jury. We
ail know that jurymen are in nearly all cases yesterday, an( made it
laymen Why should you prevent the Crownperson could
which, as everybody will acknowledge, has Iv

always~~ inti onr effect of the Bill and make it perfectlyalways in this country shown the greatest othless if we adopt this ainendment.
leniency in dealing with accused persons-
why should you prevent the counsel for the Hon. Mr. GOWAN-1 f I read the anîend-
Crown making a comment before the juryin
Who cannlot, perhaps, appreciate the fullMhe affirms the prnciple and also enjoins
force of evidencem? counse not to comment. Now, that i a

Mr. KAILBACH The Crown s very (ifferent provision from tht Bia t of 1885,
on. ut atythich related only to trials before jury in

u t ch e Ontario, or cases tried mcostly before the
etirely independent of hit. n would ai es te

Iilst atier cetueclase uesfc onte Bild tad makes it mericly

Ieforewthout the insertio ofautews oras differlence, because it is iîot to e suppoed
eo ainen- that a judge who is trained in these inatters

Ment as proposei by the lion. menmber and in the performance of the duties, woul
fromn Halifax. J think, further, tuat no Hbe influenced by any redark of that kind. I
comment shoull ie made by t he coun- oserve in the Bili of 1885 the principe i
sel or by the judge on the fact t isat the Simpy affi med in relation to triais efore a
prisoner oes ot testify. The objection ai ras ti sy b
which J had yesterday sti l remains. The judge, an e an tha s a m

Bill offers a greater teniptation to perjury In case an accused tried hefore a jury (loes îîots r soffer hinself as a witness, or tecone a witness onniow thani before. If you are to allow coun- Ithe trial, no observation shaill be allowed to be
sel to say to the jury that a man was guilty made at the triai, either hy the counsel for the
mecause he did not testify and prove bis in- prosecution, etc. 
liocence when he had an opportunity to do Now, there ix an essential difference between
it, there ii a greater temptation now for a the aiencment proposed y my haon. friend
mari to go into the box and commit perjury and wvhat wvas 5<) very ahly advocated in
Wheni it ix not coînpellable for him to do so. 1885. There also seemis to be a suhstantial
I ivish that somebody else would move an difrence in the principle laid dow ple is
amendment providing that the judge also 'I'he failre of the person chargeil or the wife of
shal take no notice of the fact that the such person to testify shal not l breate any pre.
prisoner doid not give evidence. J say it io sunptiôn of the guist, etc.

whic I hd yeterdy stll rmams Th
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At all events, it seems to me to lay down a ant in relation to that suit, and lie declines
principle that it shall not create any pre- to go into the box, or if the defendant
sumption against the prisoner, and then who might be expected to give îîaterial evi-
again, it relates to a trial before a judge dence on bis own belf declines to go into
without a jury. With reference to the the box, it tells against 1dm. 0f course te
counsel commîenting, there is not so much to opposing counsel could be put in the box,
be said against it, but with reference to lay- but lawyers ail know that it is a dangerous
ing down the principle that it shall no thing to do, becausa you make him your owf
operate in a certain way, that seems to me witness, and the least thing that is said
to be dangerous. If I understand my hon. against you is doubly as bad as if he were
friend from Halifax aright, lie certainlv de- an independent witness; but if the plaintif
parted front the principle of the Bih of or defendant does noV go into te box, the

18 8 3).coutisel can comment upon it, and ask the
jury to draw their owII inference. I feel

Hon. Mr. MILLER- It must be consid- soute hesitancy al)ut this amendment. I
ered in the first place that the Bill before «,ould not make it as general as it is now.
the House is not an imposition of any kind It night be amended to include only Ca-ses
placed upon the accused, but an additional tried Jiefore a jury. Many of the civil cases
privilege and liberty which this Bill intends are tried before judges, but perhaps my lon.
to give him, that is the privilege to an ac- friend might consent to go so far as to
cused person to testify on his own behalf. modifv the clause Vo prevent the counsel
Now that may be a means of saving his making comnients on cases tried before a
liberty or his life. If we were restricting judge. If it is the desire of the House or of
the present privileges to persons accused of the comittee that it should be so, I should
crime in any way, then we should take all not be prepared to make it as general as it
proper precaution, such as no doubt my hon. is, an( certainly I would noV agree to any
friend has in view in proposing this amend- ainendment that would take from the im-
ment, to see that checks and guards are partial judge sittins on the bench the right
thrown about the operation of the law ; but of drawing any inferences in a charge to the
as I think we are extending the privileges of !jury that ïnight be proper under the circunl
an accused person and increasing his chances stances. I do noV think that would be a
of acquittal by making him a witness in his wvse tlnng Vo do.
Own behalf, I do not know that we should
impose any restrictions upon him, or give Hu
himtu any privileges which do not exist under he hs the jury. Where te judge presideslehsa right Vo exercise his, discretion, but
similar circumstances under the law which where it is a jury trial, I think it is fair that
enables a plaintiff or defendant to testify int .
a Court of Justice. We all know that in a fec1
civil suit in Ontario the plaintiff or aefen-
dant is a witness in his own case, but if the Hou. Mu. ANGERS-The subsectiOli
plantiff or defendant does not go into the should read Iand such failure shah not be
box, the counsel are not excluded from ask- made te subject of comment by counsel for
ing why lie is not put in the box. . The de- the proseSution" and leave out "ler debar
fendant's counsel is not excluded f rom saying the judge from making conient o the

Why was not the Plaintiff put in the box ?"refusa o neglect to do so."
and the jury are not excluded from asking H
why he was not put in the box ; he is a o
party who could speak inost pointedly and have the right Vo make any comments.
accurately, and if lie refuses to do so it is a o
proper mnatter for comment.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-The failure o>f tlte
Hon. Mr. McKINDSEY-In a civil suit person charged, whether the wife or husband

lie caninot refuse to give evidence. of such person Vo testify shah noV be 1i 9de
the subject of comment by counsel. for the

Hon. Mr. MILLER-He cannot refuse if prosecution when tried before a jury. Wilî
he is asked. But if the plaintiff brings a the lion, gentleman allow the proposed sub
suit, and the evi(ence of iiself is undport- section tho be amended ic this wat?
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Hon. Mr. POWER- If the hon. gentle-
inan will allow me to make the aîmendment
nyself J would prefer it.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I think that is
right ; whether a judge makes a comnient
or not lie always takes cognizance of that
fact.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think the first
part of the provision is perfectly correct.
He thinks I should strike that out ; I do
not think so, because I regard it as a sub-
stantial part of the clause. There should
be no presumption if the person charged
does not go into the box. At present the
Crown is obliged to make out its case with-
out any help from the criminal, and we do
not propose to assist the Crown very ma-
terially in the mnatter, but if the person
charged goes into the box he can be cross-
exaineId and the Crown can have the
benefit of a cross-examination. I do not
think that if a man or his wife does not
go into the box it should create any pre-
sumption whatever, and that, I believe, is
the feeling of the Senate. I am quite
willing to provide that the fact shall
not be made a subject of comment by the
counsel for the Crown in his address to the
jury. As it is now, the judge trying the
case has a right to comment on it, but the
counsel has not.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-If I read the
amendnent right, it is a positive declaration
that such and such shall not be done. That
surely is not proper. Then my hon. friend
contends that it should be confined to trial
before a jury and not before a judge.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am willing to
make that provision with respect to the
jury, but take the case of a trial before a
stipendiary magistrate, or before two country
magistrates. These country magistrates are
Sometimes not very much superior to the
mnen who act as jurors, and I am not at all
clear that magistrates should be allowed to
draw conclusions from the fact of the pris-
Oner not going into the box. However, I
an willing to make the change as regards
the jury.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-If the change
Were made, the presumption would be that
the prisoner was guilty, which is contrary to
the presumption at present; and be would
have to prove his innocence.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-He could veryeasily
rebut the presumption by saying lie was not
guilty. It is his own fault if he does not
rebut the presumption; lie has it in his
power. If he is guilty, and cannot- do it, I
do not think we should be nuch troubled
about the presumption being against him.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Under the law
now he is asked if lie is guilty or not guilty.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I make it read in
this way-

The failure of the person charged, or the wife
or husband of such person, to testify, shall not
create any presumption of the guilt or innocence
of the person charged, and such failure shall not
be niade the subject of comment by the counsel
for the prosecution in addressing'the jury.

The Comnittee divided on the amendient
which was rejected-Contents 17, Non-con-
tents 28.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT- Moved that the fol-
fowing he added to clause 4 :-

" The failure of the person charged, or the wife
or husband of such person, to testify shall not be
inade the subject of comment by counsel for the
prosecution."

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I wish to draw the
attention of the House to the fact that the
Bill as aniended establishes a difference bet-
ween the rules of evidence in Qntario and
the rules of evidence under this legislation.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-In civil cases.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Yes, in civil cases.
This Bill applies not only to criminal law
but also to civil law under Dominion Acts.
Under the law of Ontario the plaintiff and
the defendant and the accused in any case
of prosecution for fines, are competent and
compellable witnesses. After the report is
made to the House, I wish to have the Bill
stand for a third reading on Monday next,
in order that I may consult with the Depart-
ment of Justice and ascertain whether it
cannot be so amended as to bring it, in civil
matters, into harmony with the Ontario law
of evidence.

Hon. Mr. MILLER-AndtheNova Scotia
law.

Hon. Mr.LOUGHEED-I would suggest
that a substantive clause providing that this
shall apply to all cases except criminal mat-
ters would meet the difficulty.
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Hon. Mr. MILLER-I think there is no is concerned, I may say that I amn as strongly
difference of opinion as to the necessity of in favour of it as any lion. gentleman in
some anendmtent to ineet the point raised this House, or in this country, and my
by the hon. Minister of Agriculture, and lie sole object ini moving the amendnent of
lias taken the wisest course in postponing whicl I have given notice, is simply to
the third reading until next week. protect and to pronote the interests of that

particular portion of British Columbia,
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I wished to give which is being fast fill up, owing to the

notice to the House of this distinction which many mining camps and claims that have
perhaps had escaped the attention of lion. een discovered there within the last two
members yesterday. vears. I moved in the Railway Connnittee,

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN, fron the Comn- when this Bill was before it, that )t certain
mittee reported the Bill with amendments, portion of the second clause should be struck

out. T will read the whole clause im orderwlich were cincurred i. that hon. gentlemen inay fully understand

COLUMBIA AND KOOTENAY RAIL- how I vant the section amended

WAY AND NAVIGATION CO. BILL. lie Company may cotîstruct and operate a rail-

THIR way betwe some point on its present R Ine 
be-

TIUR REAING.tweeîî Nelson and] Rolbson on the south andi Ee%-el

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) ioved stoke on the north, together with such brancJ or
the third reading of Bill (68) l An Act branches as rsay fro tine to tme be athiwîzeîl

e7 Ac i îiy tite (4ov-erniot iii Couneil, itot exceeîliîîg in aattY
pecting the Columbia and Kootenav il- one case the length of 30 miles.
way and Navigation Company." He said?a 5 TiaiîîC înaye i wor(ls that 1 wislî struck <out are
There is an namendiiient proposed to this
Bill, and I should like to hear an explana- e i)s

ma<yfriiii tirne tii tinie li auti<rize<l bx' tlîetion of it so that I itay have ani opportunity Goverflor in Ci uncil, not exceedîng in anv i 0W
tse the lenoth «f 30 miles." Hon, gcentleen

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) mîoved to
strike out all the words after the word
" north " in the l6th fine to the word "l and "
in the 19th hine in the second section of the
Bill. He said :-This Bill passed through its
second stage without any explanation what-
ever. I think that I was iot here when it
was read the second time : therefore, I may
be allowed to inake a few renarks on the
Bill, and as the lion. gentleman who has
charge of it claims the right to reply to what
I say, I hope that 1 shall have a similar
privilege if I think it necessarv. This Bill
asks for powers to build a railway froim
Nelson and Robson near the international
line, north to Revelstoke, adistance of about,
as near as I cani make out from the naps.
150 miles. It may be a few miles, more or
less, than that. It passes through an exceed-
ingly rough, mniountainous country, and there-
fore the .road mnay be considerably longer, or
perhaps shorter, than the figures I have
given. A charter was graited by the local
legislature sone years ago, and a portion of
the road, I think about twenty-five miles of
it, lias been built between Nelson and
Robson. J an not prepared to say why
they have corne here to get a Dominion
charter. As far as the building of that road

are aware that in the General Railway Act
the power of building branches to the ex-
tent of six miles is given to railway com-
panies. I refer to the Railway Act of 1886,
49 Vic., chap. 109, sec. 15, suhsec. 15 :

Any Company may construct a branch or
branches not exceeding six miles in length from>t
any terminus or station of its railway.

That is the power granted iii the Geieral
Railway Act, and I an not aware that this
Parliament, or any Parlianent since 186',
has granted powers sucli as those asked for
in this section, other than that granted to
the Canadian Pacific Railway in their origi-
nal charter. The 14th section of that Act
provides:-

The Company shall have the right from time to
time to lay, construct, equip, maintain and work
branch lines of a railway from any point or poinlts
along the main line of railway to any poiit.or
points within the territory of the Dominion.

Apart fron the extraordinary privileges and
powers granted the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, I think I an perfectly safe in sayin.g
that no such powers as are asked for in this
Bill have been granted to any coipany. Ii
the Railway Conmittee, sotme lion. gentle~
nen thought that an exception ought to be
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made with respect to this line from the fact opened and developed properly and made
that it passed through an exceedingly rough to pay would be by the company own-
andmnountainous section of country, where inig it building the line, after mak-
it was very difficult an(d very costly to b>uild ing the .preliminary surveys, giving
railways. That is no excuse at all. Why notice of a Bill and coming before Parlia-
should we depart from the well established iment for legislation, before their Bill could
principle laid down in the Geieral Railway become law, under this Act the Columbia
Act ? This House is only too glad to grant and Kootenay Conpany can go to work and
charters to any company applying for per- take advantage of ail the labour and expeilse
mission to build roads in any portion of oui iiiurred )y the other copafly, and build it
country, and I claim that if we pass thisBiiîd charge probably twie or three times as
in its present forn it will be establishing a nîuch as they should charge for carrying the
precedent by which any and every company ore over their une. They would charge pro
that may )e fornied iii our province, or any hably twice or three times as muchas it would
other province iii the Dominion can con- cost the local corpany owning the mine to
sistently comne before us and demand the carry their ove to market. Owing to the
same privileges. Unfortunately, the province very rapid strides iiiiing in that par-
of British Coluin)ia, coverîig an area of ticular portion of British Columbia, beieve

360,000 square miles, is nearly ail of a that in the aext teh years e i hav e
noumtainous nature, and the causes alleged eight or ten railways chming in there from
iii the connittee wy these privileges Ought ithe south, and probamy as may from the
to lie g-ranted woult apply to any and every ncorth f rom tco Canadian Pacitie Railway.
portion of that vast area of country. As I However, My sole oject is t prevent a
oBentioed a while ago, a great narbea of ticurportly bei created and a barrier throw l
gold a d slver mines are beig (liscovered M, iii the way of other companies who would
the Kooteîiay counitry nearly every îîîonth or- feel disposed to go in and openî up that 151v-

hoots.geiein o of the counnty. u, anede toh c
in the committee that it would he too long, ail the wor(s after the word Il north " in the
ini case a niew iniing camp should spring sixteetith line be siruck out down to the
up, to xvait until the next mneeting of Par- w-ord Il and " in the inciteenith uine.
iinegnt to ena e thei to yet a Bievr
tiroug. I do vnot ko Of aeay m1iiu1g Hoea. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-As aI
camnp, ither iii Canada, iii tic Uited sorry I cannot accept n es amedment, and I
States or i n any of the teri es of the ami surprised and regret that my ho.
Lnited States, were they mnade such rapid friei siould thik it necessarv to bing for-
developmflents and the initerests -were such ward anythiing of this kind which would re-
as to deiand the construction f a railwa tard he progress of the country and hanper
witlin eight or ten onths. 1 claim that the conpany proposthag tit would ue railway
if any suci necessity arises in a section in this verv mountaitieus district. If tiis
along this railway, the conmpany have only aendient carnes it might do a great deal
to apply to this Parliament for a charter t i f ha n to the country and prevent te pro-

throughnI dmenotgknolof animinin

Iil branches for thirty, fifty or one hun- gress f prevent m
Uied miles, if necessary, and it sic rpime- that country, and resut in great injury to
diately be granted. Those are the p siuicipal any persons there. The clause which the
reasons why thik the amendi ent that 1 hon. iniber bjects t is gving te Gover-
have given notice of should be adopted. nor in Council power to allow this company
The object is to preverît other comnpaniies to build certain branches. Surely the mat-
bei g place ce at a disaivantage y the pass- ter is perfectly safe in the hads of the
ang of this Bil. Supposig, for instance, Governor in Cuuncil, and if this compaony
that a new mines discovered te or fifteen wisl te build lranches, it is proper that the
or twenty miles from the main une fron Governor in Couitcil should give teni that
.elson te revedstoke, and there is only eie privilege, especially as there is no other Co-
rine-an yIiensely rich mine, asn the anost pany known that wants t build a hue over
fh ouj mines are-ad it is found to be any portion f this ground. There is ne fear
ig practicable te uild a waggon road owing that the riglîts of aîy other person agr Com-
to the rougli characte of the country, and pany will be ifringed or treched upon by
the oimly msay by which that mine can be the privilege niw sought. The hon. gentie-
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men has told the House that the Canadian question I do not think there will be a dis-
Pacifie Railway have the power to build sentient voice on this matter. In 1889 the
branch lines in all directions ; well that is a British Columbia legislature chartered a
very strong argument in favour of this Bill. copany to huil( a une in this country; they
If that large company has the power to do were unable to raise the capital and i 1890
those things why should not a snaller com- they came to Parliament and asked leave to
pany have the power ? The smaller and be allowed to lease their une Vo the Canadian
weaker companies ought to have more con- Pacifie Railway Company. The Canadian
sideration in this House than powerful cor- Pacifie Railway Company obtained a lease
porations. I have no fear that the House of the une under the legislation of this Par-
will decline to give this power now sought liainent and they built a road connectin.g
for. Every facility ought to be given to com- the Arrow Iae and the Kootenay Lake,
panies that are ready to embark their money fron what is called Nelsot to Robson. 1V
in an enterprise of this kind in the Kootenay was Vhought that that would furuish suf-
country. At any time new mines may be ficieitt railvay facilities for that country. 1V
developed, and if branch lines are built to was fouîid, however, that these lakes froze up
those mines, so much the better. Then miners hy the uuinth of Novenberand were not open
can go in and get their supplies and take out titi May - in the meantine the, iiiii -
their ore. I hope the House will reject the (lstry was paralysed. Tis Bil proposes Vo
amendnent proposed by the hon. member. give power Vo the Canadian Pacifie Railway

p ~company practically Vo build froin their
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I waited to main hle at Revelstoke down to a point oit

hear what my hon. friend, who has ,just spo- this road 50 or 100 miles south, connecting
ken, had to say in answer to the remarks of Vhe two points. T s Vo give
the hon. member from New Westminster. I the company power Vo buiid branches into
am largely a free trader iii railways. 1 the various points where ore is found. At
believe if we leave the Bill as it is now we present it is all taken to the United States.
will be creating a mîonopoly, because we will There are two American railways that are
give to this one company now the right Vo getting the benefit of it by oui noV heincg
go into a sea of inountains, out of wih able o build in that ountry. Oe road
there may be only one pass. There must be that runs up Vo Caldwell, Cobban's Road,
great engineering difficulties to conteid with from te United States, and the other road,
in a country like that. These enterprising Mr. Hili's Road, connects witlt the ferry UP
men may go in there and develop soie tiere. If I were Vo stade the amount Of
mines and incur the expense of tracing out silver going Vo Vhe United States now, hou.
a railway lne to conniect witi this, or soume gentlemen would le surprised. There are
other railway, and they may find before they mines there of marvellous and amaziug rici-
can conte to Parliament and get a charter ness. The report cores f rom the curator of e
for that purpose, this company coming museuna iu British Columbia, and it is ai
in anId étaking the very line they had officiai report, in which he describes ventY or
marked out, depriving them of all the rights Vhirty mines of richness, varying from $100
they should have in connection with the Vo $1,000 per Von, noV only sîlver and iead,
mines. It is an unusual power to give. In but also gold. Those nes are rich e1-ough
the case of the Canadiai Pacifie Railway it tow to justify the carrying of the ore doWîî
is a differeit matter. They can. go in any the sides of the mountains in sacks and
direction, but here there may be only one transporting it Vo Vie boundary and into the
pass from the mine to a connecting railway, United States. Ail Vhe ore g(es there. The
and after these men have gone in there and smelter built at Revelsoke has been idle.
expended their money to develop their mine, 1 do noV know Viat it bas ever done anY
and brought in a population to work their work. 1 suppose 95 per &nt of Vhe mine"' 1

mine, it would be unjust to allow another is owned by people from Vhe United SVaVe&
company to supplant them, as would' be aud the ore ail goes Vo Viat country.
possible under the Bill, before they could get proposai is Vo offer facilities to bring the ore
their charter. north into oui own ountry.

Ho Mr. SCOT-If Mon. gentHelen wila Hod. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)- fie
really take a litte trouble Vo understand Vhe w objectig Vo that.
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ion. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
Wrants the promoters of this Bill tosay where
they are going to build this branch. It is
oluite impossible at present for theni to say
vhere it would be in their interests to build
it. The centre of the most attractive mines
has inoved about. Two years agb it was at a
Point called Ainsworth. Then it moved fur-
ther north to another district. Then it
Moved further north and north-west to what
ia called the "Lardeau,"and thatis considered
at present to be the richest mining country
0n this continent, according to the United
States reports. All the ore that is 'nined
there is at present going to the United
tates. The company would not be justified

'I building the line froni Revelstoke to Nel-
SOn unless they have a right to build the
branches. As to keeping anybody else out,
that is not a very substantial argument, be-
"aUse the country has beeii open there for
SOmuie time for people to go in there if they
like to do so. The only people who have
g0ne in are from the United States. The

ri'tish Columbia Legislature is chartering a
4bnher of railways-practically giving free
treade for all railways to go in. I have in
1Y hand a list of railways for which appli-
eations have been made to the British Col-
n'bia Legislature for charters. If they can
be built they will develop that country, but
0 OUr side of the line no Canadian company
bas been able to undertake the work except
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
1ey have already taken over two or three

ways south of their main line and, if they
not furnish money for the construction of
t branch, it is difficult to say where it
i be found unless it is provided by the

t1ited States capitalists. If charters can
obtained from British Columbia to con-

et with United States roads the railway
.ilities can be provided that way. The
lect of this Bill is to bring the ore from
O8e mines north into our own country

s the Canadian Pacific Railway Coin-
Y have the right to build branches wher-

fer they are likely to be profitable, they
nhot undertake the work. It will be an

.ensive line to build and there is no money
Iwithout the branches. The territory
reached lies from ten to thirty miles

tbher east of that.

Non. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The lion.
tentliemjian says the Canadian Pacific Rail-

'y Company should not be hampered in
28

building branches wherever they please; if
as the lion. gentleman will say this is a
Canadian Pacific Railway Company Bill
why is it not in their name i If it were in
their own name I would withdraw my oppo-
sition immediately.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I thought I explained
that in the first instance. In 1889 this
company got a charter from the British
Columbia Legislature to build the road.
They were unable to carry out the under-
taking, and they came to this Parliament
for permission to lease their line. It would
be a very arbitrary act on the part of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, when
their attention has been drawn to the ex-
istence of such an enterprise, if they were
to assert their right to build a line there
thenselves. It would not be very honourable,
and it is not the systen that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company lias pursued. We
have here every session applications of this
character by conpanies that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company has assisted by
advancing money and afterwards leasing
their lines. It is all in the interests of that
part of the country, and it would be a very
serious mistake if the House were to adopt
the amendment. It depends entirely on cir-
cumstances that will be developed in the
next three inonths in which direction the
road should be built. The distances are
from ten to forty miles from the main line
to the various points.

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-As a member of
the Committee, I differed sonewhat from the
hon. gentleman from Ottawa, and I differ
from him now as to the objection that was
raised. As I understand it, no objection is
taken to this road which is virtually a
branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway from
Revelstoke, fifty miles or so, and there is no
objection in the world to giving them' every
facility to build that line and any branches
that the General Railway Act gives them
power to construct: the objection taken in
the Committee was that an exception should
be made in this particular case in favour of
a large corporation which is denied to smaller
corporations. No other corporation has
come to this Parliament and asked for un-
limited power to build branches for a dist-
ance beyond six miles. That was the objec-
tion presented to us in the Committee, and
it struck me that no special reason was given
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for making an exception in favour of this that section of the country to extend their
company. No special reason has been given branches so as to be enabled to carry the
rn-day why it should be done. My hon. freight to Canadian points instead of allow
friend speaks very glowingly of that country, ing it to go to the United States. At present
and I am very glad to hear his statement. there is a great competition on the part of
I believe it is a well-known fact that we the Northern Pacifie Railway Company and
liive in British Columbia very valuable what is terned the Great Northern, better
mines, equal to the silver regions in Nevada known as the " Jim Hill Line." The latter
and Colorado. It is important that those company have pushed their line so rapidlY
mines should be developed, but we should be that they, now connect with the KootenaY
careful not to make exceptions to the Gen- River, run down through the Kootenay lakes
eral Railway Act, which might restrict the by boat into the Nelson District and
development of the country which some into tþe mining country (where the mîiners
hon. gentlemen speak of promoting. I can get thþir supplies from the United States)
quite understand how, in the opening up of and take the products of those mines back
a 'a aluable mine, the parties interested in the to Montana to be smelted. The Caiadian

pr.perty should be anxious to procure a Pacific Railway Company have already built
.railway of their own. What would be their a line running froin a place now called

position under this legislation ? They will Robson, formerly called Sproat's Landing,
be restricted by the terms of the General along the northern bank of the Kootelay
Railway Act in the construction of branches, River, starting a little north of where it
wLile this company will have the power to empties into the Columbia and crossiig the
coinstruct branches a distance of thirty miles, river about half way between that and sel-
and they are liable to be headed off by this son. That was done for the purpose
company under tlie large powers conferred enabling the miners to obtain their supplies
upon them by this Bill, because no other fron Canada via the Canadian Pacific Rail-
combination of individuals can possibly pro- way and the Columbia, instead of through
ceed with a work of this kind without first the United States. Since, however, tha
coming to Parliament and getting a charter. road was built very rich discoveries hae'
I think this would tend to restrict opera- been made ax)ut thirty miles still further
tions in that country and embarrass and on. This proposition is to construct another
prevent that enterprise which the hon. railway fron near the foot of Arrow Lalce
gentleman so much wishes to promote. This on the Columbia River running in a sou
is the view that I took of the subject in easterly direction to tap these mines an
Committee, and I thought it only proper furnisb theni with supplies, bringing theoe
that I should express it here. up the Columbia River to Revelstoke abyhave it smelted in our own country, and bA

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I have listened that means heading off, if I may use tha
with a good deal of attention to the remarks expression, the United States roads h
of hon. gentlemen on this subject, and I own boats on the Kootenay extending their
think if there ever was a case in which roads from the Keotenay Lakes north-wesk
almost unlimited power shouldbe given to any ward in order to tap that section Of the
railway company to build branch railways it country where there is every probability in
is in the very part of the country in which it a very short time that there will be a larg
is proposed to construct this line. As the population and a great deal of mining e
leader of the Opposition. very properly developed. That is the proposition hor•
pointed out, it is a nountainous country. the House to build that road MY
No one knows that better then the hon. friend fron New Westminster takes eCePt
gentleman who moved the amendruent. I tion to giving this Company the POwehat
have visited that neighbourhood and have build branches running fromn their line ,
some idea of the ebaracter of the country is now built from Robson through the th-
through which this road is to pass, and I try until it strikes Nelson in a oble
know the absolute necessity for building the easterly direction. I cannot see any p .er
line. I also am convinced that as mines are objections to that, and when you cons'o
discovered in the mountains, greater neces- that there is no industry in that sectioa
sity will arise for giving powers to any rail- the country except mining, you nay delt
way companies with the money to invest in upon it no one will put their money
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building railways for any other purpose than to bring in their supplies, and for the ores
obtaining the traffic connected with the to be taken out. Since then greater dis-
ruines, and whether it be to the Canadian coveries have been nade, such as have been
Pacific Railway Company or any other com- described by the leader oî the Opposition, in
pany, I do not think in this particular case the extracts which he bas read from news-
that we should hesitate to give them all the papers, and a wagon road wil not answer
Power that they require. For this reason, the purpose at ail now. It is contended
if other rich discoveries of silver, galena or that this company could apply to Parla-
Whatever it may be are made, why should nient and get a charter, but that would in-
they not have the power to run their road volve a delay of, as we know, about a year,
in order to supply the miners and to carry and it would then be too late, and, besides,
Out the wealth of the country ? I know it granting this power to the railway is the
inay be said, let themn cone to Parliament! very hest thing that can le (one for that
and get their powers. J am very much part of the country. I ar very much sur-
inclined to favour in a great measure the prised that any honourable gentleman hav-
Lnited States system of building railways ing the interests of British Columbia at
and let any company build a railroad just heart should thiimk for a moment of epposing
where -they please. Let them file their plans the Bil.
and have all competition you like. J see
this Bill was introduced by Mr. Mara, and I Hon. Mr. POWER-As J understand,
Was unaware, until the hon. member from there is not the slightest opposition to giv-
Ottawa stated it, that it was a Canadian ing this c(rpany power to build the road
Pacifie Railway scheme, beyond this- that I described in the Bil. The only opposition
learned this company was to build it because is to giving theni a roving charter to enable
they had been seeking aid (and it is one of them to go ever that country and huild
the companies that should receive aid if any roads thirty miles long ithout coning to
are to be bonused by the Government) and Parliament for power to do se.
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
agreed to take it over and run it and give H
them a per centage of the earnings. That M
1s the true position of the case and I hope the H
house will hesitate before depriving the Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Jt is a
òompany of thé privilege they ask in the very good thing.
Rill. In that country no possible harmn can
happen from giving them this power. If it Hon. Mr. POWER-It is, butyôu may
Were in Ontario or in the prairie section I pay a littlê too much for your whistle. With
Would hesitate before giving them the power, respect to the prairie country, and any point
but under the cirýumstances, I would give between Calandar and Port Xoody, or pos-
them all the power and facilities possible to sibly Vancouver, the company would have
build where they please. the right to build branches where they please

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-I
happen to have been in that country and to
have travelled over it. I understand that
the objections raised to the Bill by the hon.
Ilember from New Westminster are on
account of the powers they seek to build
branches thirty miles long. When I was
up there in September last, I was at Arrow
lake, the point mentioned by the leader of
the House, from which it is proposed to
extend a branch to the mining country.
When I was there I heard some very en-
Couraging reports from the mines, and it
'Was considered then that a wagon road
Would be sufficient to enable the country to
be opened up and to give facilities to miners
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under their charter, but it must be remem-
bered that this mining country is in the pro-
vince of Biitish Columbia. It is not in the
territories. The subject of mining is one
which is left tothe local legislatures. Com-
panies have already been incorporated by the
Legislature of British Columbia, as I under-
stand it, for the purpose of getting into this
mining country, and there is an immense
amount of wealth to be developed there. Ca-
pitalists are prepared to invest their means
to develop it, and there is no fear that the
roads will not be built. The position which
we would create by this Bill has been indi-
cated by the hon. member from Hopewell-
we give this company the right to build
wherever they please. The Canadian Pacific
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Railway Company is a very powerful body.
Let us suppose that a local company under-
takes to build a road to Lardeau-that is sup-
posed to be the latest and very best of these
mining tracts. Suppose one of those com-
panies incorporated by the Legislature
of British Columbia undertakes to build
a road to Lardeau, the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company, under the power which it
gets by this Bill, will simply step in and
shut the other company out. They will con-
tend that under our legislation they have a
stronger claim than any company with a
merely provincial charter, and they can come
in and head off the local company. We have
not to go very far for evidence that the Ca-
nadian Pacifie Railway Company is capable
of doing a thing like that. We have the
case of the Ottawa, Arnprior and Parry Sound
Railway. That company undertook to build
a road between the points indicated by its
ttile. In one place there was only a single
pass through which they could go, and when
it was understood that they were going that
way, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
undertook to anticipate them and prevent
them from utilizing that pass. The very
saine thing may happen in British Columbia.
We would be perfectly justified in giving
this conpany, which is the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company under another naine, the
right to build this main line and to build
branches to any of the points named. If
other disicoveries should be made after a year
or so, they can come to Parliament and get
additional powers, but we are giving thein
an unfair advantage in competing with other
companies. No other company can build a
branch more than six miles long without
coming here for legislation. We give the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company the
right to build a branch thirty miles long
without coming here. I see considerable
objection to that course.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Fron the
remarks made by the hon. gentleman from
Ottawa, he would lead one to suppose-
I do not say intentionally--that if the amend-
ment which I proposed became law it would
prevent the ores found in that section of the
country from going north. Such is not the
fact.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I do not think the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company would
build the main line. I do not think they

would be justified in building it without the
power to build branches.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I do not
know whether the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company would be justified in doing that or
not. It is evident the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company, like other great corporations,
know on which side their bread is buttered,
and unless it pays them they will not build
it. I am as anxious to see those branches
built as any one, but I want to see this
company go through the sane form here
that every other company has to do-that
is, apply to Parlianent, which they can do
within nine or ten months, for legislation. If
the main line is built from Nelson and Rob-
son to Revelstoke 'all the earnings froi
Lardeau and Slocombe districts will find their
way to Revelstoke.

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington)-It
will if the branch railways are built.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I an as
nuch in favour as any one of seeing these

branches built--but I want this company to
come to Parliainent for the right to do sO.
The hon. gentleman from Burlington expres-
sed surprise that I should propose this amend-
ment; and he said that if I had the interests
of British Columbia at heart, I would not do
so. I can say without reservation that everY
move which I have made in this House, has
been in the interests of British Coluimibia,
but I am not so very sure, when I hear the
melodious voice of my honourable namesake
advocating a measure of this kind, that ho
has the interests of the country always In
view. If the interests of British Columbia
are as near his heart as they are to mine, 1
can assure him that he will be regarded by
the country more as a representative of the
people in Parliament than of any corporatiot '
or body.

The Senate divided on the amendient
which was rejected by the following vote :-
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mittee on Standing Orders and Private Bills
re Bill (59) " An Act to incorporate the
Canada Carriage Company."

Angers, Macfarlane, 1 Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-When this mat-
Botsford, MacInnes (Burlington), ter came up the other day, at my suggestionBoucherville le, Miller, the hon. gentleman postponed the considera-
Bowell, Montgomery, tion of the report. 1 considered the ob-Boyd, Prinirose,
Casgrain, Read (Quinté), jects and purposes 6f the Bill too extensive
Clemnow, Robitaille, and that the power for preferential dividendsDickey, cott,and priority of preference, etc., were extra-
bobson, Stelnordinary and not usually granted to) com-Dobsn, Smith,plint, Sutherland,
('roWan, Vidal. -27. panies. Since then I find that this Con-
AlcKay, pany have obtainec powers under two

The Bill was then read the third time and charters from provincial governments and
Passed. that they intend to work under this charter

THIRD READING. instead of the others. As they have the-powers graiîted to) them in- the province of
Bill (24) " An Act further to amend the Ontario already, 1 do not see why I should

Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act," passed object to the report of the Committee.
through Conimittee of the Whole, was readthe third tire and pm The motion tas agreed t m.

SECOND READINGS. Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté) move the
third preadin of the Bill.

ill (45) "An Act to incorporate the Caeve- Thht motion was agreed to, and the niii
rand, Port Stanney and London Transporta-

tion and Raiiway Company, and to confirrn wpas read the third tine and Itastsed.
cae agreefent respecting ghe London and

Port Stanley Railway." (Mr. Loughee.) L t
Biii (5,4) "oAn Act to incorporate tht AMENDMENT BILL.

AEberta Irrigation Comupany." (Mr.ILoug SECOND READING.
eeed)

Bill (35) " An Act to incorporate the Cal-
gary Irrigation Company." (Mr. Lougheed.)

XELSON AND FORT SH EPPARD
RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. REID (B.C.) moved the second
reading of Bill (89) " An Act respecting the
I\elson and Fort Sheppard Railway Com-
pany." He said :-This comnpany has obtained.
a charter from the Provincial Government to
build a line of railway from a point near
Xelson on the Kootenay Lake to a point
Ilear Fort Sheppard, but thinking ·that they
Would he in a better position by obtainng a
charter from this House, they have come here.

The motion was agreed to.

CANADA CARRIAGE COMPANY'S
BILL.

THIRD READING.

lion. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.) noved
the adoption of the report of the Select. Com-

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
reading of Bill (V) " An Act further to
amend the General Inspection Act." He
said :-This Bill is simple in its character. It
is to change the mode of inspection 6f apples
which are packed in barrels. In the Bill as
it stands upon the Statute-hook, the clause
reads as follows •

No. 1 inspected Canadian apples shall consist of
perfect specimens of one variety of uniform size,
and in the case of a coloured variety of fairly uni-
forn colour, and shall be free fron scabs, worm
holes, knots and blemisheb of any kind.

The second subsection refers to No. 2
p6pples :-

No. 2 inspected Canadian apples shall epnsist of
specimnens of one variety, free fron scah, worm
holes, knots and blemjishes of any kind but not of
uniform size and colour.

Those who are engaged in this trade re-
presepted to the Department of Inland
Revenue, under whose management the In-
spection Act is, that it was impossible to

Allan,
Aminon,
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General Inspection Act [SENATE] Amendment Bill.

comply with this law, and the proposed aid properly packed." 1 do not profess to
amendment is to read as follows be a judge of apples, but think that knots

No. 1 inspected Canadian appiles shall consist of ae ait c la athe ixpes " ie-
well-grown specinens-specimens of the variety
named, instead of one variety-of nearly uniform mishes of any kind " is decidedly better
size, free from scah, worm holes and bruises and than the language in the Bil now hefore us,
properly packed. For instance, an apple which has hegun, W

Section No. 2 reads as follows provisionsSecionNo.2 radsas ollwsof this Bill. Then, as t> the second (1uftity
Inspected Canadian apples shall consist of spe- of Canadian apples, I really think under dhe

cinens not entirely free (leaving out the words
" of one variety,") fronm defects mientioned in
clause No. 1, but which on account of inequality, bad that it would not ineet the re(uirements
or their lack of colour, or other defects; could not of that sub-clause 2. I would suggest W
be included in that class. the aMinister that soe aiend tient should

That is, they could xot be included in class re m obade in that clause. I do not think e

No. 1. I think that the atendment was sug- should give the stainp of Canadian authoritY

gested by the Fruit Growers' Association, to fruit which is not at any rate fairy gon

of that su-las 2.; I woul sugs to11ýT"

tion Act workable, as it is not workable at on r.AM -h Ac f last ses-
the present time. sion struck me as very unworkable. I under-

stood five barrels per hundred were t> be
Hon. Mr. REESOR-Have any other examined, and the examiner was to get '

changes have been made in the Bill ? cents per barrel. Now, it is not to be sup
posed that a farmer who examines these

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-No other change 1 apples is going to make an enemy of his
than those which I have said. neighbour whom he meets every day, for O

cents a barrel. Then, again, it is a difficult
Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not rise to op- thing to examine a barrel of apples. If

pose the Bill. Our object should be to have you empty them out you will tind it i'1i
the law with respect to the inspection of possible to get all the apples into the barrel
Canadian apples in the most effective form again, owing to their having settled. î
which is practicable, and it appears from the think the proper way would be to stamp.o
statement made by the hon. Minister that the barrel the nîame of the farmer raisiI1g
in.the form in which we passed the provi- the apples, and the county wvhere they were
,ion last year it was not practicable. I wish raised. We think Nova Scotia apples are
to call the attention of the Minister to cer- far superior to apples from any other part
tain defects which present themselves in the of Canada, and therefore if they were branded
wording of the Bill before us, with the hope as Nova Scotia apples, and the nane of the
that the Minister will give the suggestions fariner put on the barrel, it would save this
consideýration between this time and the expense. If they are shipped to Liverpoo'
time when the House goes into Committee or any other market, and they turn out to
on the Bill. The first subsection of the clause bad, it will become known to the trade, and

proposed to be enacted is decidedly an im- the man who sends such apples is not likelY
provement upon the existing law, which to get more orders.
provided that the specimens should be
perfect. We cannot expect. perfect Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I think geva
apples any more than perfect Bills. Scotia is advancing most rapidly and is
The words " nearly uniform size " are an very flourishing district as far as apples a
improvement on the words in the previous concerned, and hon. gentlemen would be
Act " of uniform size " and in case of a surprised at the rivalry existing among app
coloured variety " a fairly uniforni colour." I growers to export the best goods. TheY are
think, however, that the latter part of the in favour of the Inspection'Law as it is no"'
clause will require some amendment. The The classification, however, seems to b6 de-
Act on the Statute-book says " shall be free fective. But if the fruit groWers have sug
from scab, worm-holes, knots and blemishes gested that this should be the standaird Of
of any kind ; " this Bill provides they shall No. 1, I shall certainly make no object .-
be " free from scabs, worm-holes and hruises otherwise the point raised by my hon. frIend
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froin Halifax seems to be reasonable. This NORTH-WEST TERRITORJES ACT
is a great industry in Nova Scotia. They AMENDMENT BILL.
are beginning to raise good fruit andare IN COMITTEE.
anxious, as far as possible, that the charac- The House resoived itself into a Com-
ter of their fruit should not be depreciated nittee of the Whole on Bil (T) "An Act
for want of.proper inspection in the markett
in England where it is sold. The inspection
law we had last year was favoured by the In the Conittee.
Apple Growers' Association in our counties, Hou. Mr. POWER-As far as mie can
and if they approve of this present classifi- gather froi this Bil, it provides for the
cation I have no objection; otherwise 1 think case of the Governor in Council issuing a
it is defective. proclamation doing away with trial by jury

iii the North-west Territories, anid it inay

Hon. Mr. REESOR-This Bill should . be that J arn nistaken about it. J should

gone into very carefully in the Comittee ie explanation.
of the whole. It would be necessary, if any Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Jf ny hon.
amendmiients are contemplated, to go into frp th
Committee at a future day so as to give par- vation which he has made I W(uld say that
ties a chance to prepare their amendments. under Ordinance Sixty of 1888 of the North-
I have read several of ' the reports of the west Legisiature, in anticipation of the
Fruit Growers' Association, and I read the repea of the two clauses referred te in this
Poinological Journal, and I see that very few Act, namely, sections 71 and 88, there is pro-
apples are inspected. In fact, I do not know vided a very much more elaborate jury
of any inspected last year. They regard the system than heretofore prevaiied. Jnder
law as perfectly unworkable from the very the North-west Territories Act there is no
fact that it states that apples should be per- provision sufficiently elaborate for the
fect ; and you cannot get a barrel of perfect summoning of jurors, and in anticipation of
apples. If it was expressed on the barrel as i the repeal of those two clauses tis ordinance
the statute requires, the shipper would run! has been passed; you wili find it in the
the risk of having then thrown back on his revised ordinances of the Territories. It is a
hands. Another objection is the great expense statute very similar te that which obtains i
of inspection, which costs about $20 a cargo. the various provinces of the Dominion, and
Bruising necessarily occurs in the shipping ; at the end of thatordinance there is a clause
the apples must be bruised a little when you providing that it only shah Coule into force
are pressing the head of the barrel, to pack and take eftect immediately after the repeal
them properly, and it is impossible to guard of sections 71 and 88 (f the North-west
against that. I have a great deal of con- Territories Act. 8o that power is now asked
fidence in what the fruit growers reported, by the Governor in Council to repeal those
and if what has been read is the result of sections. Upon the eepeal <f these two
the fruit growers meeting, I would like to sections the jury system s< provided for by
see the Bill printed and distributed and have the North-west Assembly, wiIl come into
a chance to say a littie more about it. I operation.
know such a, Bill is necessary.knowsuc a Dii s neessry.Hon. MNr. ANGERS-Instead o>f wishing

i<te (Io away with trial by jury it is to perfect
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The Bill is printed the system by getting power te withcraw

and distributed and was framed at the in- the section of the law in the North-west
stance of the parties representing the Fruit Territories Act which applies te this subject,
Growers' Association. I will call their atten- and te be in a position te put into force the
tion to the suggestions which have been made legisiation adopted ly the Territeries.
by the hon. gentleman from Halifax, so that Hon. Mr. POWER-After the explana-
when we go into Committee we can consider tion made by the hon. gentleman I have no
it fully. The only object is to nake the furt
Bill as workable as possible.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington), from
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill the Committee, reported the Biii witheat

Was read the second tiiee. ameniments.
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440 Eastern Canada Savings [SENATE] Company Bill.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS noved the third i Hon. Mr. ALMON moved concurrence in
reading of the Bill. the aniendments. He said :-I am afraid

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill this might hamper the commissioners-the

was read the third time and passed. story of there being no disease among cattle
in Canada. I think the small capital shows

CANADIAN LIVE STOCK ASSOCIA- the cattle are in a very healthy state.

TION BILL. The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

THIRD READING.

. BILLS INTRODUICED.
Hon. Mr. ALLAN, from the Committee BC

on Banking and Commerce, reported Bill Bill (80) " An Act respecting the Temis-
(Q) " An Act to incorporate the Canadian couata Railway Company." (Mr. Pelletier.)
Live Stock Association." He said :-These
amendments appear rather voluminous, but Bil (56) "An Act to incorporate the
they are of the same character and in one Calgary Hydraulic Company." (Mr. Lough-
direction. It is a Bill introduced to incorpo- heed.)
rate a Company called the Canadian tive Bill (78) " An Act respecting the British
Stock Insurance Company. As the Bill was America Assurance Company." (Mr. Allan.)
presented to the House, and as it canie be- Bill (47) " An Act respecting the London
fore the Committee, the capital stock was and Port Stanley Railway Company." (Mr.
fixed at only $50,000, and they were allowed Lougheed.)
to go into the transaction of business and
operation on only paying ten per cent upon EASTERN CANADA SAVINGS COM-
that amount of capital stock. When the Bill PANY BILL.
was subnitted to the Insurance Branch of FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.the Finance Department, this was strongly
objected to, inasmuch as this kind of insur- A iessage was received from the House
ance is exceedingly risky, and it was thought of Coinnons with Bill (98) " An Act to
very inadvisable that a company should be amend the Act to incorporate the Eastern
allowed to go into operation on so small a ca- Canada Savings and Loan Company (Lim-
pital and with so small an amount paid up. ited.) "
The Comnmittee therefore amended the Bill, The Bill was read the first tiie.
making the capital stock of the company,
$100,000 instead of $50,000, and obliging Hon. Mr. POWER. The solicitor who
them to have fifty per cent paid up upon it has been in charge of this Bill has been in
before they availed themselves of the privi- Ottawa, since its introduction in the other
lege in the next paragraph of further increas- House, at great expense and inconvenience,
ing their capital stock to $100,000. That is one thousand miles from home, and as the
the main amendment. Then it mrnkes it Bill is merely to correct a clerical error in
obligatory upon the conpany that $25,000 the Act, I presume there will be no objection
of the capital stock be paid up in cash into a to pushing it through to-day. I nove thate
chartered bank in Canada to the credit of the 41st rule be dispensed with as far as
the company, which amount shall not be this Bill is concerned.
withdrawn except for the purposes of the .
company. Then they are allowed to go into The motion was agreed to.
business. Then thp other amendmnent was
in the insertion of a clause, which is in all Hon. Mr. POWER moved the second
these Bills, giving them the power to take reading of the Bill.
real estate in satisfaction of any debt or
judgment, but obliging them, as in the case The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
of all their Bills, to sell the property within was read the second time.
thirty years, or otherwise it reverts to the
owner. These are really the amendments ; The Senate adjourned at 6.15.
it is in the direction of strengthening the
company in having a sufficient amount paid
up.
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THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Monday, March 2tth, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3
o'clock.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE ANNEXATION OF THE
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. BOULTON inquired:
Whether it was the intention of the Governinent

to take any official action to represent the interests
of Canada in the maintenance of the indepcndence
of the Hawaiian Islands, and to coinnunicate
their views on the subject to the Imperial Govern-
ment through the proper mediumu of official con-
miunication, His Excellency the Governor-G-eneral ?

of sending a copy of the debate home to the
High Commissioner, the hon. leader has
changed his mind, because no mention of it
is made in the official announcement through
the Government organs, which is always
supposed to be a semi-official announcement.
Now I think that the question is of sufficient
importance to receive official attention. There
are two propositions that 1 advanced on the
last occasion that I had the honour of
addressing the House. One is that, where
the interests of Canada are concerned, we
have the right to represent to the Imperial
Government how far our interests are
threatened or advanced by any certain or
uncertain action, and there is a channel of
communication between the Imperial Gov-
ernment and the Canadian Government,
which is the Governor General, and that it is

I do not propose to recapitulate the argu- wise toi, us to assert our right in order to
ments that I advanced when this subject represent our interests. Then again there is
was before the House on a recent occasion, aiso the interest we possess in seeing as far
but the day following the asking of that a we possibly can that the independence of
question a reply was given by the hon. those islands should be maintained in order
leader' of the House in the organs of the that ve may have a friendiy port of cali in
Government---the Toronto Enpire and the developing our trade with Australia. J
Daily Citizen. I looked upon that as an sked this question in the hopes that the
oficial communication to the people of theto the
country as to what the intentions of the advantage of the country to represent in

counry a towhattheintetios ofthei officiai form. the interests that 'Canada has in
Government at tbe time were on the question.i
I will read what appeared in the Ottawa the maintenance of the independence of those
Citizen of the 18th instant, as a reply of the islands.
Governnent to the question :-H M. BQWELL.I ani soniewhat

Hon. Mackenzie Bowell said that in reference rised that
to recent events no communication had taken place surp te hon entleman shoun-
between the British and Canadian Governments, t
but correspondence had previously been exchanged cement is not nade through a newspaper in
on the subject of a landing station at Hawaii for the city of Ottawa, or any other city of the
a cable bètween British Columbia and Australia. Dominion, that therefore the Government
lie, had no doubt if Hawaii were annexed by theUnited States that Great Britain would take careh
that Imperial and Canadian interests were duly poi any question. The article read by the
protected. He did not think the diplomats of hon. gentleman is, 1 think, a report of the
the Mother Country had lost their cunning in this p
respect. He quite agreed with Senator, Power I o this Chamber and not an
that Great Britain had acted wisely in refraining officia annoucement, not even an editorial.
fron taking any official notice of the annexation should like the use and the Country t
ulovement. Had any other course been adopted i understand that every article that appears
it would have spurred ex-President Harrison to
have carried out the wishes of the agitators before t a n t e

is administration ere ot of office. mensnt o accepted as an officiai an-

N-ow the reply that the hon. leader of the
'Government gave in the House, as appears
by the Debates, was as follows :-
.I shall however not fail to forward through our
Iiigli Comnmnissioner a copy of the debate which has
taken place here to-day.

The notice that appears in the official organ
ieads nie to suppose that even to the extent

nouncement from the Government of its po-
licy. If that were the case, there is scarcely
an hon. gentleman present who would not be
rising every day and saying that he did not
see such and such a thing in the newspapers
supporting the Government, and, therefore,
that the Governmnent is remiss in its duty
on important questions affecting the general
interest of the Dominion. I make this sta-



Witnesses and [SENATE] Evidence Bill.

tement, being somewhat surprised that my ment by the counsel for the Crown. So far
hon. friend, with his experience, should as presumptions go, of course we cannot pre-
have adopted the course that he has pursued vent them, because the jury and every body
in referepce to this question. I do not, how- else will have their own views and therefore
ever, complain of his asking the question a whether we insert those words or not, to luy
second time and I can assure him that mind it inakes very little difference-the
whenever the Dominion Governmnent deemn presumption will be raised necessarily and
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it in the interest of Canada that representa- naturally. Still, I think it very unfair that
tion should be made to the Inperial Gov- the Crown counsel should comment upon it.
ernment on this or any iatter that affects
the general interest of the Enpire, and more Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Before îuoving the
particularly of the Dominion of Canada, third reading of the Bil, I move that it be
they will not hesitate to do their duty. Co- fui4ler amended by substituting clause
pies of the report of the debate will be sent, twenty-fouras itwas inthelill -len brought
not only to the High Commissioner, but up in the buse of Commons, taking out the
also to the Imperial authorities in order word "compellable" in the third une of that
that they may know what are the views Of clause and inserting the words "failure of
gentlemen occupying proinnent positions in the persons charged or of the vife or of the
this countcy in reference to this question. lusband of such petson testifying, shah not

be made tlie subject of comment by the coui'
WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE BILL. sel for the prosecutien in addressing the

TIiID REÀDNG. 
uy >

Hon. Mr. ANGERS miioved the third Hon. Mr. POWERS-B an et going t'e
reading of Bill (23) "l An Act respecting quarrel with this, but there is te point to
Witiesses and Evidence." whict I desire t direct the attention of the

Hie said :-I have given sote attention te Cominittee, particularly the Minister th

the Bill respectinig Witnesses and Evidence charge of the Bill. If lion. gentlemen look
since it las been amended, and I really think at t e proviso in the short forin of the Bia

case and insrdertin thev wrd se "faieo

that the improvenents that e ave made as os ed the wie th
are not very great. I would ask the bouse a ohw
to go back teh the clause as it uist appeared Provided, however, tht i inguad shal b
in. the Bill wlen it came te us frein the competent to lisclose ay comnnications byt e o
bouse below, by taking eut the word "lcin- im by bis wife uring their marriage, asing hife

andaddng hat i cae te pr-shall be conipetent to) disclose any comintinicatiffii
pellable "adadn htincstepr-made tiu ber by ber hiusbaiid duriing their iii.trriftg6

son accused. does net voluniteer evidence,
there should be ne comment made upon it Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Tliat remiaims,.
by the counsel befere the jury, jwe would
have, per.aps, a more acceptable Bill and Hon. Mr. POWER-I d not think it

one that would tend more te) tbe ends of sliouid reniain. Iii conversation wi.li 0 1'
justice. Before ( "ving the third reading of uf tle officrs of the rouse of Commos, lie

the Bill or asking that it be recotomitted said lie was under the impression of the
te a Committee of the Wlole, I would like Hlouse of Conrnons iad made a Miistake i
te know the opinions cf those wo have dis- putting the word" competentl" there. Yol

cussed the Bi or cf any lion. gentlemen in see the liusband need not go on the stand
the iouse who wish te take part in the uness lie likes, and the wife need nt go 0i
debate. I slialh folhow the opinion of the 11 the'stand unless she hikes, but liaviu'g takei'
house without expressing ny own, but the stand, I de net see tlat tlere any

are ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .noteygea.Iwudashheos a olw

think the suggestion that I have made is reason Wiy, if the husband co hes a or be
one that ill comnend itself to the attention wife chdises, that communications mnade
of the bouse. di uring tarriage sould net be discohw'

because it inigt be that these cmmiucati'
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-My suggestion was tiens would be te the a irvantage mf the

that the acused should noet be a compellable accused. I am. net gERng te moveanyaiend

witness and that bis omission te go into the nient, but it seems te me doubtful wheth er

box sould net be made the subject of comin- it is se te pass the clause as it stanan.
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Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I would draw the
hon. gentleman's attention to the fet that
that would not be evidence at all ; it would
be hearsay and, legally speaking, would
amount to nothing.

Hod. Mr. POWER-Then the proviso is
not necessary.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-The failure of the
person charged, or of the wife or husband of
such person, to testify shall not be made the
subject of comment by counsel.

By our record the committee of the whole
were considering this Bill, and certain
amendments were proposed by that commit-
tee, reported to the House and concurred inby
the House and that Bill in its amended form
was adopted by the House. Now any motion
mnust be to rescind the action of the com-
mittee.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-It is to make an
amendment by striking out that word.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It will not harnionize
wvith whbat the House has adonel

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In the draft of
the Bill which came to us from the Com- Hon. Mr. ANGERS--No doubt the pre-
mons the word " compellabie " appears in- sent action dues not accord with the action
stead of " competent." It appears to me of the buse taken the other day. 1 sub-
that the word " compellable " would be nitted to the House that it was desirable

-better suited in this particular place than the that we should ûo back and try and make
word " competent," inasmuch as it might the Bil as perfect as we coul( by making
be to the advantage of the accused that the the clause read n this way 
statement mnade by the wife to the husband, Provided further tht no hubad suah be
or l)y the husband to the wife should be coipelab e to isclose any co munication made to
disclosed in evidence. I am, therefore, of himn by his wife during their marriage, and no wife
the opinion that we should strike out the shall be compellable to disclose any communication
word "competent" and re-insert the word inade to her by her husband during their mar-

"compellable," which formerly -appeared rage.
there. The statement disclosed hy the wife Hon. Mr. VIDAL-It might be inter-
to the husband need not necessarily be hear- esting to hon. gentlemen, in connection with
say ; for instance, it nay be an admission this matter, to read what has recently
which would be direct evidence, and which occurred in the House of Lords. The Lord
would be admitted. Therefore I am strongly Chancellor moved the second reading of a Bill
in favour of retaining the last four lines of to enable prisoners, or their wives, or their
the clause, but inserting the word " coin- husbands, as the case might be to give
pellable " instead of " competent." I would evidence on their own behalf. That Bill
nove that that word be inserted. was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. POWER---The point is this, Hon. Mr. ANGERS-The Bill before us
that neither husband nor wife is compellable has gone through the House of Lords twice
to give evidence, and therefore the proviso is and was rejected in the Commons, an as
unnecessary. the hon. gentleman says, there is now a Bil

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-If it seened before the bouse of Lords, a copy of which
desirable to the accused that the disclosures as first introduced by the Lord Chancellor,
should be made, that cannot possibly be we had when we discussed it the other day
done under the present phraseology of the
clause. Now, it may be in the interest of
justice that that disclosure should be imade graph in the paper, to which the hon.
in favour of'the accused, and if a statement gentleman from Sarnia has alluded, if 1
has been made by one to the other, there is uderstood it aright, dues not say he vill be
no good reason why it should be inadmis- a compellable wîtness.
sable if it would serve the interests of jus-
tice that that disclosure should be made; Hon. Mr. VIDAL-No.
whereas under the present clause it could
not be admitted. Hn r A LAH -%I o.fin

not b admited.has moved to insert not compeliable instead

Hon. Mr. VIDAL -It strikes me that of not competent. 1 cannut say that I am
the motion before us is not strictly in order. very uch opposed to the aendment, but
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it nay operate very injuriously to a husbandishe cannot beforcedto giveeviderce, thanto
or wife if their relations to each other are sayth4she shah not beconpetent. The hon.
not cordial. In that case, if either is allowed member from Calgary bas mentioned that it
to give evidence contrary to the wishes of inay be of interest to the accused that she
the other, it might lead to discord. Suppos- should. 1 think that the suggestion is a
ing the wife wishes to get rid of her husband, good one in the interest of the accused, and
she might avail herself of the opportunity to therefore by adding the WOr(l compellable
go into the box and state what was told to it is sufficient.
her in confidence by her husband during the
marriage. It may have that effect. Hon. Mr. KAULBAC-- am not verv

niuch attached to nîiy own opinion in the
Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think I matter, onlv it is not always the one way-

could have made nyself clear to the Com- r it may be that the wife or the husband ray
mittee while speaking a moment ago, and I be desirous of giving evidence adverse to the
shall try to do so now. I am supposing now party accused. There ma be such cases-
that we adopt the suggestion made by the I do not suppose tbey will often occur.
hon. Minister. We then pass clause 4. in
this formi :- lin. Mr'. DJCKEY---Ther-e is somne mis-

scharged with an offence a h te appreension with regard to the pohicy of
Efeory lierhon a the case înay be, of the person the law which excluded tfhe wvife under tbe

so charged shal be a cilpeteit -witnsess, &c. shformer Bihl r the husband from iving
i evience to oC against the other, of conver-
sations between them and that that exclu-

itself. You cannot compel a wife to (lis- Sion is only carryin out the substance sf
close communications which bave passe(lMe hod the present law. Tste communcatio

ehec aus ier hshn dotg thmehbe ~between busband and wife are of a privi-
narriage, buleoed character, and the policyn of the la

gomantebe standiatiailtandwtbe sanieneitay-

otenian t went a great deal further than bas yet been
thé husband--you cantconipel biiînt go adetdt.Teplc1etdo hsta
on the stand, and of course you cannot coi- ; t i The ith

pet hii to make oIisclosures. We find that do not sup poe nterest of tomestic ife,
n.r the relations between husband and wife,

in trloa, nw befre te p as act smîa that either should be allowed to give evi-

to tbes on 1Wbeoeuth lue swr dence' of those coin nu iinîcations between
this m :- thei-not that it should be a question

Every person accused of an indictable offence whether tey should be corpelled to do so,
and the ife or hussaba, as the case may be, of but it was the policy of the law that they
every scb person, sha e a conpetent on his or should not be allowed to do so, and there-
lier behaif but shll îot 1)e a coInpellab e witess fore the Bill is perfectly right in its present

Ithtik that the clausessec form, that it should not he competent foi'

Te Minister bas within his reach te Bi n either to do so. Otherwise you are reduced
ow before tbe ouse of Lords, and the to this singular ahsurdity, tat wbile yoU

safest way.would be to take that Bi th, wicb h'we now said tbat the usband, or the wife,
bas been carefully considered and bas been is not to be a compellable witness, yet if
passed tine and again by one or tbe other they oose to coe in the wife omay, for the
of the Englis uses. If we follow the purposes of justice, be competent tboug wot
exact language of that Bie we shaol be per- colpellable, to give evidence of co-munica-
fectly safe. It would be better to do so thban étions f rom the busband admitting bis guilt.
to try to frme soetbing of our own here. The Bcut as it came to us was consistent,

because altohgb that Bihl made the wife a
bon. Mr. ANGERS-T e hon. member copehable witness, it protected oer in the

from Haifax sa s that w enste witness is interest of publie policy an t domestic peace
in the box it is not, necessary to protect that that she sboud not be atowed to give ev-
witness fron reeating any communication dence of communications rgetween the bus-
that ma have passed between thein during band and the wife, those conauictioo
the marriage. The wife may be willing to being strictly of a privileged character
do so, and that is why the proviso is put Therefore, 1 toink it would e better if the
here. b tbink it is better to make it that Mt ister would adhere to the wording e-
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that part of his clause-that neither of them
should be competent. Otherwise, where is
the peace of that family after 4he trial is
over ? All those considerations lie at the
root of this, which has been the rule of evi-
dence as long as we have had any such
rules, that these communications are privi-
leged and that neither party is at liberty to
give evidence of thein. Now we are asked
to say that the wife shall not only be con-
petent, but shall be conipellable.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Could not the
difficulty be got over in this way-that the
evidence could be given with the consent of
the accused party ? That would not inter-
fere with the relationship between husband
and wife. If either is satisfied that the
other should give evidence, permission should
be given to so do. That would meet the
difficulty as to the privileged character of
the communication, and I think the Bill
should be amended in that direction.

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the proviso is to
remain, it had better remain in the shape in
which the Minister proposes to put it. The
effect of this clause is that the wife shallnot
be compelled to come in and give evidence
hostile to her husband. If she chooses to
come in, she shows what her feeling is, and
you cannot stop at communications. The
amendment suggested by the Minister is in
the right direction. It might be wiser and
safer to get the exact wording of the clause
in the English Bill.

Hon. Mr. HOWLAN-The Bill was
amended in Committee and reported as
amended, and we are now about to read it
a third time as amended. If it is proposed
to further amend the Bill, it should be re-
committed to a committee of the whol.
House.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-The House decided-
ly pronounced against nmaking a husband or
a wife be a compellable witness; that has
been accepted by the Minister, and it is now
iierely proposed to alter the drafting so as
to more clearly express the decision of the
Hiouse. The Bill as it stands makes it per-
tnissive, and the object of the amendment is
to more effectually carry out the.wish of the
louse.

ple of the Bill to which I object, ny object
is merely to keep our proceedings in a regu-
lar and proper forn. As I understand the
motion, it is first to strike out the word
" compellable."

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-The motion is to
substitute a clause for the present one-a
clause omitting the word " compellable."

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-If the present Bill is
to be altered, the motion must be to strike
out the three clauses which we inserted in it.

Hon. Mr. McKAY--The House has al-
ready adopted the amendiment.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE--As I under-
stand the rule of the House, if the amend-
ment is a very important one notice nust be
given that it will be proposed at the third
reading.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Not in the case of a
public bill.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-Then the Bill
has to be re-committed if the amendment is
an important one.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-In as much as
the House appears to be unanimous with
regard to the principle of the Bill and some
divergence of -opinion exists concerning the
mode of expressing the decision of the
House, would it not be better to re-comnit
the Bill to a small Committee to propose a
clause which would meet the case ?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-If there is any
opposition to amend the Bill on the third
reading, I am willing to recommit the Bill to
a Comimittee of the Whole House for con-
sideration of the amendments which I have
proposed. The amendment is to withdraw
the first section of clause four and substi-
tute one I had read to the House-keeping
the subsection which was adopted as part of
clause four to prevent comment on the
failure to give evidence. The proviso is as
follows -

Provided, however, that no husband shall be
compellable to disclose any communication made to
him by his wife during their niarriage, and no wife
shall be compellable to disclose any communication
made to her by her husband during their marriage.

The subsection is as follows:-
lon. Mr. VIDAL-I do not seem to The failure of the person charged, or of the

have been understood. It is not the princi- wife, or of the husband, of such person to testify,
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shall not be made the subject of coimnent by Hon. Mr. ANGERS--We have no power
counsel for the prosecution in addressing the jury. to legislate in civil matters which come

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-What becomes of the under the ýurisdiction of the Local Legis-
two subsections a and b? Do they remain? latur s exclusivey, but in matters concern-

ina' which tlitis House lias special jurisdiction,
H-on. Mr. ANGERIS-No, the schedule'Hon.Mr. NGER--N, th schavue we have a right to say what shall be the.

drops out, and the subsection which I have of evidence-that is, we pass laws rela-
just read remains as a portion of my anend- tive to Corporations, and if we have that
ment. right we have the right to legisiate in re-

The motion was agreed to. lation to the evidence upon that law-that

Hon.is the contention. I this Bi we have
Hon.Mu.ANGES-Ihaveanoheradopted that principle and it hias îîever beenamendmnt topropose in the fifth line of theamendruent to pron tissio ne d or h disputed yet, but of course we have no juris-

27th clause, after "diction in the matter of laws relative to
any other person authorized to take affi- evidence in cases which have been reserved

exclusively to the juisdiction of the Local
T .41 4.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-That would entiriely
meet my objection.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I also propose to
change the letters which are mentioned in
that clause as referring to schedules a and b,
those having disappeared.

The. amendment was adopted.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS moved the third read-
ing of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. LOIGHEED--Is the hon.
gentleman going to introduce the clause with
regard to civil cases?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I find that it is im-
possible to shape the Bill in its present form
to assimilate the laws of the Ontario and the
Dominion. The Bill has come fron the Lower
House: it would not be the same Bill at ail
if an amendment were made as suggested.
The proper way to have dealt with the mat-
ter would have been to introduce two Bills,
one referring specially to the criminal law,
in which the principleadopted by this House
does not go asfar as the principle adoptedby
the Lower House, and another Bill referring
to the civil law, where both Houses agreed ;
but in its present shape it is impossible to
amend the Bill in any way to go as far in
civil matter as the laws of Ontario and the
Maritime provinces go. Therefore, for the pre-
sent, the Bill should remnain as it is, the rules
of evidence in Dominion matters being more
restricted in civil cases than the rules of evi-
dence in provincial matters.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-Does the hon. gen-
tleman contend that we have the' right to
legislate on the rules of evidence in civil
cases ?

eg s aure. .

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-That is property
and civil rights ?

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Certainly.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--The reason I
have given somne little attention to this mat-
ter is owing to the fact that the North-west
Territories Act is very peculiarly franied in
respect to the jurisdiction of the North-west
Assembly, and everything done by the North-
west Assembly is made subject to any legis-
lation which may have been enacted by the
Dominion Parliament. Hence, I can con-
ceive a very great conflict innmediately arising
when this Act is passed in reference to evid-
ence in civil cases in the North-west Terri-
tories. The question will be at once raised
that the Dominion Parliament lias legis-
lated in relation to evidence in civil matters,
thereby depriving the legislature of the
North-west Territories of its right to legis-
late in a similar direction. The law of
England is the law of .evidence in the Terri-
tories to-day, but as we have expressly legis-
lated -upon the law of evidence in civil mat-

1 ters, the question will be raised that we
have ousted the law of evidence of the' local
legislature as well as the English law of
evidence.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-What would be the
result in the prqvinces ?

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-They would be
different, because exclusive jurisdiction is
given to the provinces to legislate in this
matter, whiereas in the Territories everything
is done subject to the legislation which is
passed by this Parliament, and therefore, I
»ould point out to my hon. friend the diffi-
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culty that confronts us at once in matters poses; otherwise you at once place us ii con-
of evidence relating to civil jurisdiction in flict with what is the law to4Iy.
the Territories. I think it would have been
very much better if at this stage of the Bill
it had been made only applicable to criminal obhged to take up the time of the House so
procedure. often inca discussion of this matter, withthe

Speaker in the Chair, as if we were in Coin-
Hon. Mr. ANGERS- wish to draw the; Hnittee of the Whole. understand the

attention of the hon. member to the second hon. member for Calgary to say that they
clause, which I hope is not an infringement had no special legislation relating to evidence
upon the attributes of the Legislature of the in civil cases, and that they follow the law
Territories. It reads as follows:- of evidence. Do J represent accu rately what

This Act shall apply to all criminal proceedings he bas said
and to ail civil proceedings and other matters
whatsoever respecting which the Parliainent of Hon. LOUGHEED-Yes.
Canada has jurisdiction in this behalf.

That would limit its effect to the Acts
that the Parlianient of Canada passes and cannot put them in a worse position than
would not extend the rule against the legisla- the Dominion is in to-day ii Ireference to the
tion adopted by the North-west Territories. very same subject.. If it is good foi the
That was not my great objection to the Bill. Dominion to-day, in opposition to the sug-
My great objection was that we were not gestion I made the other day of going a step
going as far in civil cases as they had gone further, I think the North-west Territories
in Ontario, but in the present state of the mîght readily accept the law that we make
Bill, it not having originated in this House, for the Dominion upon the very sane sub-
did not see any mode of reaching the object ject, and I hope the hon. gentleman wil
in view without introducing another Bill. understand that it is not easy mor, perhaps,
The proper way to deal with it, I believe, advisable to make an exception for the
would be to make two bills, one for civil North-west Territories, because if we do we
cases and one for criminal cases. would be aditting that we are not doing

fo' the Dominion exactly what we
ET -%,Y. Ti-ýiT(i-U-L'rli T 4,. 1- ý1 i should do in this leoislation. Therefore I

on1. 1. - saty sý wy

cast a cloud at once upon the law of evi-
dence as it at present prevails in the North-
west Territories, owing to the peculiar clause
in the North-west Territories Act, which
provides that all legislation passed by the
North-west Assembly is subject to Dominion
leoislation. Now, I would say that the
North-west Assenbly lias not legislated in
regard to the law of evidence, except to this
extent, that the law of evidence as it exists
to-day in England, or as it existed on lst
July, 1870, is in operation in the North-west
Territories. You would specially legislate
in this Bill in respect to matters over which
the Parliament of Canada has nojurisdiction.
There is no question whatever that the Par-
liament of Canada has jurisdiction to legis-
late whenever it chooses, in regard to evi-
dence in the North-west Territories. Not so
in regard to the provinces, because the pro-
vinces have exclusive jurisdiction in mattersof
evidence relating to civil cases, and if there is
a clause inserted in this Bill that it shall not
disturb or affect the law of evidence as it at
present prevails in the North-west Territo-
ries, it would be quite sufficient for my pur-

hope hon. gentlemen will accept that. Now,
it will take a very short time to test the
value of this Bill. After it receives the
sanction of the Crown, the courts will have
to deal with it every day, and perhaps next
session this House may cone to the conclu-
sion that we should go a step further in the
direction indicated by the Bill as present9d,
or in somke other direction ; but at present
I do not think we can imuprove the position
at all.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third tinte and passed.

SECOND READING.
Bill (58) " An Act to incorporate the Au-

tonatic Telephone and Electrie Company of
Canada." (Mr. Murphy.)

Bill (V) " An Act further to amend the
General Inspection Act." (Mr, Bowell.)

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the whole on Bill (U) "An Act further
to amend the Railway Act."
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In the Comniittee-On the first clause.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I propose a slight
amendment to this clause in order to accom-
plish the object which the promoters had in
view in proposing it, and that is to strike
out in the fourteenth line the words "and the
mode of protection thereof." That would
simply amend the original Act by omitting
the words " protection of" in the sixthline of
chapter twenty-seven, the object being to
remove any doubts that may exist as to the
power of the Railway Comnittee to adopt
rules in the interest and for the protec-
tion of the comrunity. I may add, this deci-
sion has been arrived at after discussion be-
tween the different Railway Managers and
the Departnent. It will be necessary, in
order to understand that, to read the clause
in the original Act, by which it will be seen
that this proposal removes any doubt as to
the power of the Railway Committee to deal
conclusively with the question of the suffi-
ciency of the mode and place of any proposed
crossing of one railway by another. The 17th
section reads as follows:

The works to be executed and the ineasures to
be taken by the respective coupanies, as it ap-
pears necessary or expedient to secure the public
safety.

In reading the Act as it stands upon the
Statute-book, the legal gentlemen of the
House will understand it fully ; it reads in
this way:-

Whether constructed uier Dominion, or Pro-
vincial or Municipal authority or otherwise, unless
the mode and modes of protection of the proposed

- crossing, or intersection, or junction, or union are
first approved by the Railway Conniittee.

The words " protection of," as théy appear
in this clause, would seem to be restricted
to the words " place and mode of " instead
of the crossing itself and the intersection ;
so they strike it out of the Act, and that
leaves them full and distinct power to deal
with the crossing in the 1 74th clause.

The amendment was agreed to.

On the second clause,

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I propose to amend
clause 2, as it is a little ambiguous, and
would, I doubt not, if passed as printed,
lead not only to confusion, but would com-
pel all railway companies to keep a man
stationed in their yards, if strictly ,applied ;
so that where they cross the tracks, as they

do in scores of places in some of the large
yards, it would cause great hardship. I
propose to substitute the word " person "
for the word " officer." In order to make it
clear and prevent misunderstanding as to
what is meant by the main line, I propose
to add the following subsection

Every main track of a branci line is to be
a main line within the neaning of the section,
which shall apply whether the sanie line he owned
by different conpanies or by the sanie company.

There is a doubt now as to whether a rail-
way company is compelled to provide the
saine protection upon crossings upon lines
which they have acquired and which were
not originally a part of their main line. The
Railway Committee of the Privy Council
have been under the impression-and I think
acted upon that impression-that they had
the power to compel them to keep men at
these crossings ; but the railway companies
contend that any branch which they have
acquired forms a part of the main line, they do
not cone within the meaning of the law as
it stands on the Statute-book. This is to
make it so clear that the Railway Committee
of the Privy Council shall have power to
compel them to provide the same protection
on crossings as those to which J have referred,
as if it were on the main line.

Hon. Mr. SULLIVAN- should like to
ask if this clause would apply to the branch
line going into Kingston, which is not a
main line.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-It would apply
there.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I propose the follow-
ing as an additional subsection to that
clause:

In case of street railway companies crossing
each others tracks in a city or town, it shall be the
duty of the conductor to go forward and look up
and down the line to be crossed and then to signal
the inotorman to cross while lie is there.

Under the preceding clause the train must
come to a standstill, but this will neet every
possible case and relieve the company.

Hon. Mr. SiÇITH--You mean the conduc-
tor shall get off the car.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Yes, and look up and
down.
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Hon. Mr. SMITH-It will be very incon-
venient, and I do not think there is any
necessity for it.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-It is done that way
on the Ottawa and Prescott Railwaty.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT--The street railway
company will be nmuch better suited and it
will do away with the necessity of having a
special officer there. He is bound to stop
now under the preceding section.

Hon. Mr. SMITH--Ifthereareonlystreet
cars crossing each others tracks, that would
be unnecessary : if there was a locomotive
going up and down the provision would be a
wise one.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-If that provision were
not adopted there would have to be an offi-
cer there and the car would have to come to
a full stop. That is the law at the present
time.

Hon. Mr. SMITH-Then that law is a
great hardship.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY - This proposed
amnendment, which is a very good one, does
lot apply to crossing a railway track ?

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-No.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-In crossing the
railway between this and New Edinburgh,
the motorman should get off and see that
the line is clear before attempting to cross.
Why should not this section apply?

Hon. Mr. SMITH--It would be proper
enough if one of the tracks was a railway
track, but in the case of the electric railway
the car can be stopped and there is no ne-
cessity for this provision.

Hon. Mr. OGILVIE-If that is the law
as applicable to large cities. I will agree
With my hon. friend on my riglit that it is a
pity it should be so, and if that law were to
be carried out in large cities, I would not
like to own stock in the company or to be a
resident of the city, because the street cars
Would be rendered alnost useless. It would
take at least 25 to 30 per cent more time
than the present system, and cost the coni-
pany a great deal more to do the same work.
They are reducing their prices, giving trans-
fers and doing the best they can to help us
and give us quick transit. If you pass a

29

law injuring their charter, it hurts the public
and the company and accomplishes no good.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The hon. gentleman
does not understand me. At present the
interpretation put on the law is that where
a street railway crosses a steam railway,
they must come to the Railway Committee
for permission to cross. The Railway Com-
mittee invariably inake an order that an
employee of the street railway companyshall
be stationed at the crossing, just as if it
were a crossing of two steam railways. That
is a hardship to the street railway company.
The cars have also to come to a full stop:
they must observe the law. Now, it is on
behalf of the street railway that I am making
this proposition. It is to save the expense
of having a special officer at each crossing.
They would have, under the law as itstands,
to come to a dead stop every time they reach
the crossing. If the conductor can get off
the car and look up and down the track, he
can beckon to the motorman and proceed
without delay. If we do not adopt this
amendment, the Railway Committee will
make an order requiring an officer to be
stationed at every crossing, and that each car
shall come to a stop at the crossing. This is
to relieve the street railway companies.

Hon. Mr. SMITH-Look what the effect
of it would be in Toronto. Take the Yonge
street cars for instance, they would have to
stop at King street, and again at Queen
street. Does the hon. gentleman mean that
all street cars shall come under this regula-
tion.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-They come under the
law with regard to railways. This would
ininimize the expense and delay.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON-Tllereisagreater
danger to human life in running electric cars
through a city than in running railway trains.
Take Toronto and Montreal as an illustration.
In Toronto the cars come down Yonge Street
at a rate of ten or twelve miles an hour. I
say that the precaution suggested is very
necessary.

Hon. Mr. SMITH-The man on the plat-
form running a car-say an electric car-
can see better from the platforn when he
reaches a street crossing than the conductor
could if lie jumped off the car and ran ahead.
,It would be a hardship to compel the con-
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ductor to get off the car at each crossing and which would be involved in carrying freight
look up and down the street. on cars which are constantiy increasing in

Hn. Mr.weight throug accumulations of dirt anof force in what has been said by the moisture. If it be necessary to inake such aof fi-c ii m-at as eensai bytheprovision in a country like England, it
hon. gentleman fron Toronto. This clause ccrtainty must be verv much more neccssary
requires further amendment, because this to do so in Canada, Jhere the climate would
provision will apply to street railways oper- aggravate the evil. However for the present
ated by horses as well as to cars run by propose, for the reasons I have given, to
electricity. If a horse railway crosses another strike out clause 3.
horse railway, there does not seeni to be any
necessity for the conductor jumping off to The ancndment vas agreed to.
run and see if there is a car coming on the
other track. I thinki it should le airited tof

oncrswic recnsatl ncesigi

the case ot the crossing ot an electric road.

Hon. Mr. SMITH-There is no need for
it vhatever.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I am willing to limit
it to electric railways.

The amendment was changed accordingly
and adopted.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved that section 3
be struck out. He said-The necessity
for the weighing of cars at certain intervals
has been very strongly iimpressed on the
Railway Department for the reason, as
they allege, that the cars increase in
weight by the accumulation of dirt, snow,
ice, etc., and that those who employ such
cars have to pay more than they should for'
the freight carried. A great deal of objec-
tion, however, has been made to the clause
on the ground that it is springing it at once
upon the railway companies. It has, there-
fore, been decided by the Railway Depart.
ment to omit the provision from this Bill,
but the railway companies should understand
that it is still under the consideration of the
Government, and in all probability some
provision will.be made at a future meeting of
Parliament to remedy the evil to which I
have referred. Sonie of the railway c mpanies
complain very bitterly that it would involve
a large expenditure, particularly where a
company emplÔys fron 15,000 to 20,000
cars. They add that to re-weigh and re-mark
those cars every four nionths would entail a
very large expenditure; but it niust be
remembered that in England where this
matter has received a great deal of consider-
ation, the companies are required to re-weigh
their cars oftener than is proposed in this
Bill. It has been found necessary in Great
Britain, to protect the people from the loss

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-This clause nerely
removes the Electric Railway at the Falls
front the operation of the Dominion Act and
places it under the law of Ontario. It is
done at the instance of the Premier of On-
tario, who thought that under the peculiar
circumstances of that road it would be better
to do so, and the Minister of Justice gave
his consent before leaving.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON- -I would suggest
that the following words be added to the
fourth clause after the word "declaring "
"so long as the same shall be operated under
section 7 of the Act of its incorporation,
that it shall be run by electricity." Under
their charter they run by steam f rom Queens-
ton to the Suspension Bridge, but from that
point they are obliged to operate by ele9-
t.ricity, and they might be relieved under
this clause from that obligation. Their line
runs along the front street of the town, and
they should be compelled to comply with
the ;terns of section 7 of the charter $0
as to protect the people of Niagara from the
evil effects of having steam cars running
along the banks of the river. They have
secured the right of way free in front of the
houses of the people of Niagara Falls, and in
some cases have clipped off pieces of their
gardens. I think the people of Niagar"
Village should be protected, from havincg
smoke from locomotives blown in through
their doors and windows.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-If the Ontario
charter under which they build the road
gives them the power to run by steai or
electricity, the amendment that the hon.
gentlemen suggests would make no differ
ence. Supposing you say "so long as it 18
operated by electricity," the moment theY
,put a steam engine upon it they come under
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the provisions of the General Railway Act
of the Dominion, but that Act would not
prevent them running a steam engine over
it. Unless you could accomplish that object,
I (o not see what benefit the amendment
vould be to the people of Niagara.

Hon. Mr. FERGUSON -The opinion of
the lawyers that I have consulted is that
after the passing of this Act they would be
relieved from running it by electricity. In
the ititerest of the people of Niagara, it
Ought to be clearly enacted that they would
not be relieved of the section which requires
theni to run their cars by electricity.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I (1o not know what
legal gentleman would give that opinion.
For the moment I cannot see how the amend-
-nient would accomplish the desired result.
I heard objections to this clause from gentle-
Ilen connected with the railways crossing
this hlne, that this electric railway under the
Provisions of the Ontario charter had taken
at portion of their property, and they think
thev would be safer under the Dominion
than under the Local Government. How-
ever that is not the point that the hon. gen-
tlemiian raised. I would ask him not to move
his amendment at present, I will make in-
quiry as to the effect that he thinks the
clause will have, before the third reading,
and if it should be as he indicates, it is a
question whether his amendment should not
be accepted. There is a further clause to pro-
vide that all actions for damages against any
'ompany, by reason of the railway or the work-
ing thereof, shall be comménced within a year
after the alleged damage has occurred The
clause was attached to the Bill as introduced
but has been omitted in the printing. I
move that the clause be inserted.

The motion was agreed to.

lon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) moved that
Paragraph c, of section eleven, of the Rail-
'Way Act, chapter 29, of the Statutes of 1888,
be repealed and the following substituted
therefor :

e. -The construction of branch lines exceeding
ose quarter mile in length, but not exceeding
thirty miles.

The provision in the Railway Act for
Which I propose to substitute this is as fol-
lows :

The construction of such branch Unes exceed-
29î

ing one quarter mile in length, but not exceeding
six miles."

I move this in consequence of the princi-
ple laid down on Friday last with respect to
the Kootenay and Columbia Railway Com-
pany's Bill, that a Railway Company could
build branch lines for thirty miles on each
side of its track to any extent they might
desire. I endeavoured to point out on that
occasion that of all portions of the Domi-
nion, British Columbia was the last one
where such powers should be granted, and
for this reason--that it is only occasionally
you can find a pass for a railway through
the mountains, and if one company has the
exclusive right of building branches in that
part of the country, the public interest and
the developenient of that section must neces-
sarily be interfered with. In a level country
you can run a road anywhere you please,
and there would be no necessity for restrict-
ing the power to build branches. If this
House wishes to bp consistent with its ac-
tion on Friday last, it will adopt this amend-
ment to the Railway Act.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The hon. gen-
tleman is not consistent. On Friday last he
complained of any company being allowed
to construct a branch more than six miles in
length, without coming to Parliament for
the power to do so : now lie wants every
company to have the right to construct
branches thirty miles in length.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.1 I simply
want to see if the House will carry out the
principle to which twenty-seven members of
the Senate coiumitted themselves last
Friday.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-If the hon. gentle-
man were consistent or logical (as he tries to
make it appear, the House would not be if it
opposed his amendment), he would not make
such a proposition. Had the House'affirmed
the principle of giving any company an ex-
clusive right to build branch lines, then the
hon. gentleman would be logical. The
House decided that a company should have
the right to construct a branch from the foot
of Arrow Lake, some thirty miles into the
mountains, in order to reach a mining dis-
trict. The House said " you can build any
branch there that you deem necessary in the
interest of your company or of the country
where those mines are to be developed."
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Now the hon. gentleman says because
the House bas granted that right to
one company, therefore the privilege should
be conferred upon all companies to build as
many branches as they please. The province
of British Columbia can grant as many
charters as they please for the construction
of branch lines in any and every direction,
and if another company comes to this Par-
liament for a charter to construct a branch
line, running from the Kootenay Lakes if
you please to these same mines, for the pur-
pose of taking the ore out in another direc-
tion there would be no objection, I take it, to
giving them the right to do so. But the
hon. gentleman says that they would not do
that because this company has a right to
build a branch there. They could build if
they chose to do so, and if they built in the
other direction, it would not intorfere with
the development of the country. I like the
ingenious way in which the hon. member
bas tried, by a side wind, to attain.that
which he failed to accomplish by a direct
vote. I hope the House will not adopt the
proposition.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.) -Instead of a
branch of 30 miles,the Bill which was passed
here on Friday last authorized the construction
of a branch 150 miles in length and to con-
struct as many branches as they chose for
30 miles on each side of that line. That is
what I objected to.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-This road is to
start from the foot of Arrow Lake and run
in a south-easterly direction. It is not to
go to Robson.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)--They do
not know where they are going yet. As
near as I can make out, the line is to be 150
miles in length, and -Parlianment is giving
that company an exclusive right to build
branches. for 30 miles on each side of that
road.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Not the exclusive
right.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-It is prac-
tically an exclusive right, inasmuch as they
can intervene and build a road wherever a
private company may have taken prelimin-
ary steps to do so-they can build the line
while the othe' company 'is applying for a
charter here.

The anendment was declared lost.

Hon. Mr. DEVER, from the Committee,
reported the Bill with anmendments which
were concurred in.

TEMISCOUATA RAILWAY COM-
PANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER mnoved the second
reading of Bill (80) " An Act respecting the
Temiscouata Railway Company." He said:
The object of this Bill is to grant the Tenis-
couata Railway Company from Edmundston
to St. Leonard's, in the province of New
Brunswick, the work to begin within two
years and to be completed within five years
from the passing of the Act. The mnost ix-
portant part of the Bill is to authorize the
Company to bridge the River St. John froui
some convenient ppint on the Canadian side
to a convenient point on the United States
side, to connect with the railway on that
side. As in ordinary bills authorizing the
bridging of a navigable river, it is provided
that no work shall begin until the plans have
been subnitted to the Governor in Council
and approved by him. Those are the princi-
ples of the Bill.

The motion was agreed to.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (36) "An Act to incorporate the
Calgary Hydraulic- Co." (Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (47) " An Act respecting the Londo0
and Port Stanley Railway Co." (Mr. Loug-
heed.)

BRITISH AMERICA INSURANCE
COMPANY'S BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN moved the second read-
ing of Bill (78) "An Act respecting the
British America Assurance Company." 11®
said :-This is a Bill to make certain alte-
ations in the charter of the British America
Assurance Company. Some of them are not
of a very important character. One pro-
vision allows them to change the time for
holding their annual meeting, and also tO
change the name of their chief officer fro1'
Governor and Deputy-Governor to Pre's-
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dent and Vice-President ; appointing a Gene-
ral Manager and Directing Comnimittee, and
also giving them power to reduce or increase
the capital stock under certain conditions.

The motion was agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

Bill (6) " An Act further to amend the
Steai-boat Inspection Act." (Mr. Bowell.)

Bill (97) " An Act respecting the harbour
and river policé of the province of Quebec."
(Mr. Bowell.)

Bill (103) "An Act further to anend the
Act respecting public officers." (Mr. Bowell.)

Bill (106) " An Act respecting the Ladies
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus." (Mr. Robi-
taille.)

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

portation and Railway Company, and to
confirm an agreement respecting the Londont
and Port Stanley Railway Company." (Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (89) " An Act respecting the Nelson
and Fort Sheppard Railway Company." (Mr.
Reid, B.C.)

Bill (58) "An Act to incorporate the
Automnatic Telephone and Electric Com-
pany of Canada." (Mr. Power.)

Bill (47) " An Act respecting the London
and Port Stanley Railway Company." (Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (80) " An Act respecting the Temis-
couata Railway Company." (Mr. Pelletier.)

Bill (52) "An Act to incorporate the
Calgary Street Railway Company." (Mr.
Lougheed.)

Bill (69) " An Act to incorporate the
Canada Atlantic and Plant Steam-ship Com-
pany." (Mr. Power.)

Bill (85) A Act 'to incorp orate the Bill (98) " An Act to amend the Act to
B incorporate the Eastern Canada Savings and

Canadian Gas Association." (Mr. Clenow.) Loan Company (Limited)." (Mr. Power.)

Bill (69) "An Act to incorporate the
Canada Atlantic and Plant Steam-ship Com-
panv." (Mr. Power.)

Bill (.52) " An Act to incorporate the
Calgary Street Railway Company." (Mr.
Lougheed.)

The Senate adjourned at 5.35 P.'M.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Tuesday, March 28th, 1893.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at
·O'clock.

Bill (78) " An Act respecting the British
Anerica Assurance Company." (Mr. Allan.)

Bill (85) " An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Gas Association. (Mr. Clenow.)

THE WELLAND CANAL INVEST-
IGATION.

MOTION POSTPONED.

The motion being called-

That an h'umble Address be presented to His
Excellency theGovernor-General ; raying that His
Excellency will cause to be laid before this House,
all the papers, examinations, evidence and report
of the Commissioner to whom the charges preferred
by the Honourable Senator McCallum, against
William Ellis, Superintendent on the Welland
Canal were referred for investigation ; also, an
account of the expenses of such investigation,

1 including an estinate of the cost of the Debates
inade in Parliainent in reference to said charges..

Prrayers and routine proceedings.
Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE asked that it be

THIRD READINGS. allowed to stand.

Bill (87) "An Act to incorporate the Hon. Mr. McCALLUM-This order lias

British ( een standing a long time and I see no reason
riti esh Cu bi D c Cwhy it should remain any longer on our Order

Paper. This is the third or fourth time that
Bill (45) Il"An Act t incorporate the the hon. gentleman has asked that it be

Cleveland, Port Stanley and London Trans- allowed to stand over.
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Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-I should be The amendment was concurred in, and
glad to do anything to favour my hon. friend, the Bill was then read the third time and
but Icannotpossibly proceed with the motion, passed.
until the papers come down. It is a motion
of that nature, but if my hon. friend is so CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS OF THE
very anxious about it, perhaps I may not SENATE.
keep him even until then. -MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I cat assure my
hon. friend that it is no fault of mine that,
the papers are not before the House. I have
inquired for thein halif a dozen times. At
one time I understood that they were readyj
to be laid before the House, but on naking
inquiry I learned that they were not pre-
pared.

The motion was allowed to stand.

A CORRECTION.

- Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE called attention
to an error in the minutes of yesterday's
proceedings. He said :-I wish to call the
attention of the House to the fact that in
the minutes of yesterday's proceedings it
simply mentions that the Witnesses and
Evidence Bill was read the third time, not
stating that the motion was carried on a
division. I draw the attention to this so
that the correction may be made when the
journals are being prepared.

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
THIRD READING.

The order of the day being called-

Third reading Bill (26) " An Act further to
amend the Railway Act.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL said: after the sug-
gestion made by the hon. member from Wel-
land last night, I made enquiry of the Rail-
way Department and it was thought advisable
to accept the suggestion made by that hon.
member, for this reason ; this is a road pur-
porting to be an electric railway operated
by electrie power, but it is somewhat
in connection or may be in connection
with one of the main lines running into
Niagara, and it is better that care
should be taken to keep it within the pro-
visions of the General Railway Act in case
it should become a part or parcel of any of
the main lines of railway. I therefore movè,
that the words " so long as the said railway
is run or operated by electricity " be inserted
in the sixth line of the fourth section after
the words " the Railway Act."

Hon. Mr. McKAY mnoved the adoption
of the second report of the Select Comnmittee
on Contingent Accounts of the Senate. He
said :--This report is printed in the minutes
of yesterday: I presume hon. gentlemen have
read it and that it is not necessary to make
any comments upon it.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Before adopting
this report I beg to call the attention of the
Senate to the sixth paragrapli :

Your coîmittee reconmmend that the sessiolnal
messengers be paid the sum of $275) for their ser-
vices during the present session.

That is equal to paying messengers $125 a
month. Now I can see no reason why there
should be any departure from the principle
laid down by the Senate the year before last
in connection with the sessional messengers.
I find on page 351 of the report of the Coin-
mittee on Contingencies of 1891, a recom-
mendation that the sessional messengers be
paid, in addition to their ordinary sessional
pay $2.50 per day for each and every day Qf
the session beyond the 100 days, and i-
future sessions at the rate of $2.50 per day.
Now the recommendation of the Conmittee
in this case gives to the messengers the
advantage of the $250, no matter how short
the session may be, and if it exceeds 100
days, they get the additional $2.50 per day;
the result is that we have the messengers Of
this House paid better than any other class
of officials. I do not know what practice has
been followed here, but it seens to me we
should adhere strictly to the report adopted
by the Senate in 1891. It does seem somne-
what extravagant-if I may be permitted to
use that term-to say that an ordinary
messenger should receive between $4 and
$5 a day for the work lie does in this HOuse.
In dealing with public funds individuallY 1
have always adopted the principle of acting
as nearly as possible as I would do if they
were my own, treating enployees liberally
in all cases where there is a justification for
it, but, with all due-respect to the Comittee
this recommendation is a piece of extrava-
gance which is not justifiable, particularly'
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when we are dealing with money that is not hon. friend has giyen for the change at ail.
Our own. I therefore move that the sixth We know well enough there are iany per-
paragraph of this report be struck out. sons clamoring for the positins-men vho

couki flot get haîf as much outside, and it is
Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Before that an unpleasant matter to deal with here. We

is carried, I think it is due to myself and a conte in daïly contact with these nessengers,
number of the members of the Committee to and they perform many (uties for us, yet 1
say a few words, more particularly as I happen must support the Minister in bis contention
to be the member who mnoved in the matter that it is contrary to ail rule and principle
and suggested the recommendation. Until to adopt this recommendation. We have
1891 the sessional messengers always received established the mie that for a session of one
$250, no matter whether the session was long hundred days we shah allov $250, and if it
or short; but the session of 1891 was an is less than that it inust be reduced.
exceedingly long one, extending over five
months, and an additional indemnity of $500 Hon. Mr. POWER-Jf we were fixing
was granted to the members of both Houses the pay of the ressengers now for the first
of Parliament, and a recommendation was time, J should be disposed to agree with the
made by the Committee on Contingencies hon. leader of the Government,' but for the
that the sessional messengers' pay ought to last fifteen years the sessional messengers of
be increased if the session exceeded 100 days. this buse have been paid at the rate of
That was adopted, but I think I am per- $250 a session, just as the members of the
fectly safe in saying that very few, very few buse have been paid $1,000 a session, and
indeed understood the amendment moved by 1 do not think there is any more reason for
Sir John Abbott, that in future sessions they cutting down the pay of the messengers than
should receive at the rate of $250. If this there is for cutting down the pay of the meni-
session closes in a day or two, as seems very bers. 1 have not heard any hon. gentlemen
probable, it will be one of the shortest propose that the pay of the members should
sessions since Confederation. If the motion be reduced. It is perfectly true that at the
nmade by the hon. the leader of the House is close of the session of 1891 an anendment
carried, the sessional allowance for these was moved to the report of the Committee
nessengers will be reduced to about $160. on Contingent Accounts to the ëffect men-
I think that this is an exceedingly small tioned by the hon. leader of the buse. I do
matter. The additional $80 or $90 would not think as a mule that it vas understood
only amount to about $550, and I think that at the time that that was the object of the
if the Government were endeavouring to amendmeht, and the impression on the minds
economise, they would apply the pruning of megibers oý the buse and the impression
knife in other directions where larger sums on the minds of the nessengers themselves,
are spent without that care and supervision up to two or three days ago, was that they
that is applied in this case. It would be were to be paid the usual $250. I do not
only. fair and right that they should grant think that this buse woul like to do a
the regular allowance to those poor people thing which is to acertain extent unfair.
whose time for the balance of the year will These ngessengers have been under the im-
be practically of no account. As it was pression that they were to be paid $250,
proinised iin the Committee yesterday that and I think, without giving them any
a revision of all the salaries should be made notice of the change, it is rather bard and
at the beginning of next session, I think it unfair that tiis change should be. made.
is only right, generous and just on our part Now that attention has been called W the
that we should grant the $250 as recom- natter and the intimation bas been given
nended in the report. that the whole scale of salaries is W be revi-

sed at the beginning of the next session, the
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--My hon. friend messengers will be prepared for a possible

says that this is only a small matter, but we reduction. 1 do not agrée With the view
should deal with small matters on the same taken by the hon. leader of the Government
Principle as we deal with large matters. We and by the hon. gentleman froin Lunenburg,
should act with the same care and prudence that in dealing with the officers or employés
as if it were a matter concerning ourselves. of this bouse you are w consider for wbat
1 cannot understand the aeason that my sun you might get people to do the same
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work. I look upon'a position in the service
of the Senate as a sort of a prize, something
which comes to very few people, and it is re-
garded as a prize. I think there is no rea-
son why there should not be just a few of
these small plums left for the small people,
as well as the large plums for the big people,
and I think, for the present session at any
rate, we might treat these messengers as
ther have been treated in the past, and let
thiem understand that hereafter their pay is
liable to be reduced.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I an somewhat sur-
prised at the remarks of the hon. gentleman
from Halifax, more particularly when he
knows, as I read to the House, that we fixed
the pay of the messengers of this House in
1891, so that none of them can be taken by
surprise.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I stated that it was
- not understood as a rule.

what they get; it is a certain allowance that
is set apart for them. They are not parties
to the bargain, nor are they parties to the
slortening of the session. If the session
were only for thirty days instead of sixty
days, according to the argument of my hon.
friend, the leader of the Government, the
pay would be cut down to the pay of thirty
days, although it is well known that these
sessional employees remain here free from
other engagements in order to take upon
themselves the dûties of the House. I think
the $250, as that has been the rate for
fifteen years in exceptionally long sessions,
should be continued to them, particularly as
it is intended next session to revise the
allowances generally.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I do not rise
to oppose the ainendment, but I could not
let it pass without saying a few words. 1
recollect very well seven or eight years ago
when I, as a member of this House, asked
Vo arnend the report of a committee, I 'vaS

Hon. Mr. O'DONOHOE-In this matter told by the leader of the Senate at that tinie
the salary having been for somne fifteen years that it was a serious matter Vo interfere
$250 a session, I do not think it would be with the report of a conmittee nominated
entirely right, because this session happens by the House-that its reports should be
to be exceptionally short, to cut down the aecepted, unless some very grave and iiW
allowance. There was a reason for increas- portant reasons could le assigned fçr inter
ing it in 1891--a very good reason, as stated fering with them. 1 regret Vo see the unau-
by the hon. member fron Halifax. The ses- imity of the ouse in dsiring to hav ths
sion was so very long that it seemed only anendrent at once carried. I would have
just to increase the rate. It is on an aver- been less surprised had it noV, as I anu told,
age session that the rate should be made and been decide( Vo increase the salaries Of
more particularly as it is in contemplation, members this session-because it wasshorter
in the early part of next session, to revise 1 suppose. I understand that the iiemberg
the list of salaries. of both louses are Vof receive at allotane

of six days extra.
lon. Mr. tOW EVV LL-But a sessional

messenger is not a salaried oflicer-it is a
per diemu allowance.

Hon. Mi. O'DONOHOE--It is a sessional
allowance, but, after al], it is pro tanto a
salary-it is so much to these messengers.
When for fourteen or fifteen years they have
been in the habit of receiving $250 per ses-
sion as an allowance, it is not entirely fair
to them to cut that down because this session
happens to be exceptionally short. There is
great force in what the leader of the House
says about the settlement of 1891. but it
must be remembered that the sessional em-
ployees of the House are not really met as an
employer meets his employees making a bar-
gain with them ; they have just to take

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Not this House.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE -- mean Parlia-
ment. This House has to vote the moneY,
so my argument is perfectly good. The
House of Couinions could not get the In-
crease without the vote of the Senate. Are
we prepared to say that because of the
shortness of the session members of the
House of Commons must receive an increse
of six days allowance, and that for the salle
reason the sessional messengers shall receive
a little less ? That is rather hard on our
messengers. It is my custom to stand by
the poor people and help them through
their difficulties. We who are rich cari take
care of ourselves. The argument has been
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used that the session is short, and that the Angers,
reiuneration will be sufficient, but these Botsford,
poor people m be able to get work for ucherville, <de

oopepemay not eabet twokfrBowell,
a month or two yet. They gave up their Boyd,
employment to be here, believing that the Clenow,
session would last as many months as we all Desjar<lins,

would.~~ isntaI)ckey,supposed it would. There is not a member 'ond,
of either House that did not look forward Ferguison,
to a session of four or five months. Now, Howlan,
for reasons which they could not help, the Kaulbach,
session is shortened. Only yesterday the L ee< ,
Finance Minister, because of the absence of MeleIelai,
the Premier, said that some important Bills
mnust be left over until next session. It is
rather too much to expect that our messen-
gers shall suffer on that account. For the Armiand,
siall sum of $400, I think we ought to stand Bellerose,
by the report of our committee. Bernier,

Bolduc,
ion. Mr. FERGUSON-J see a very Boulton,

easy way out of this difficulty. It appears "asgraiii,
('haffers,

that we are to receive six davs extra allow- DeBloi,,
ance. If that be so, we rich people, as the! Dobson,
hon. gentleman froi Delanaudière describes Flint,
us, can easily make up a fund of $400 and
hand it to these messengers. The Minister
is perfectly right in keeping the expenditure
of the House within reasonable bounds, and

pf~erc eople wvant to be grenerous.w

Macdonald (Victoria),
Macdonald (P.E.L),
MeIcnes (Burling!ton),
MNerner,
Montgomery,
Murphy,
Ogilvie.
Perley,
Prirnrose.
Prowse,
Read (Quiinté),
Reesor,

Sutherland,
vidai.- 34.

1\NON-CNTENTs :
Tlie Hon. Messrs.

(urérenont,
MclInnes (Virtoria),
Masson,
Montplaisir,
O'Donohoe,
Pelletier,
Power.
Robitaille,
Wark.- 19.

The report as amended was adopted.

STEAM-BOAT JINSPECTION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

ean subscribe the $400 amongst ourselves. SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. McDONALD (P.E.J.)-I shall Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
.u preading of Bill (6) " An Act further to

support the amendment, especially after amend the Steam-boat Inspection Act." HehearMg the argument of the hon. member said:-This is a change in the Inspection Actfroim Delanaudière. There are nunbers of to enable freight boats to run without certified
dell educatede younr men who would be e.wel dcae ~UigilCi IM engineers in certain cases. The haw as itdelighted to get positions where the remu- ends m cetin cases. Th ws it

heration is even one-half of what these mes- stands makes no distmetion m this respect
eners receive for the present session. between passenger and freight boats. It is
ngers re ore preto essin proposed by this Bill to retain the regulationknow young men-who are qualified to fill any -pligt asne sei-oto htposition in a mercantile house in the Domi- applying to passenger steam-boats, of what-

ilion, who are now lo)king for situations, anld ever tonnage, but it does not necessitatethe
the very best that they can do, starting in a placing of an engineer on freight boats,
bcankati establishment, except as it may be deemed necessary by the

or first chass mercantile establishument, Minister. In the eleventh hne the wordix to get $100 a year and board thenselves. " Minister " is substituted for the wordThere are many young men who would be " board." In all other parts of the Act theglad to cone from more distant provinces to power of granting certificates is vested in theOttawa to fill these positions. If we con- Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and it issider that this matter was settled in 1891, I Minter o ne sn Fhrie a iti
do niot se o we can obcko ha ei only mn this one section that the -word

how cigo back that (eci- "board" is used. The sixty-first section of
Te ean. the Act is changed to provide that all fines

• The Senate divided on the amendment, and penalties imposed for the infraction of
Which was adopted by the following vote:- this Act shall go to the Receiver-General.

CONTENTS: The Act as it stands provides that half of
The Hon. Messrs. the fine shall go to the informer and the

Allan, McKa -, other half to the Receiver-General. It is
Ahnon1, McMiIlan, proposed to authorize the Governor inCouncil
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where the circunstances may warrant it, to
grant paynent of a portion o£ any such
penalty to the informer, if he is not the
Inspector. The Inspector is included under
this clause, as it is in the existing Act, because
it is his duty to lay information where he
finds there has been an infraction of the law.
The amendment is .in the right direction.
There have been many cases in which parties
have unnecessarily interfered with the trade
for no other purpose than to receive a portion
of the fine. The Department think it much
better, under the circumstances, that it should
be left to the Governor in Council to say
whether any or what portion of the fine
should be paid to the informer. The object
of this Bill is simply to make the Act more
workable than it is at present.

The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read the second time.

The House resolved itself into a Com-
mittee of the Whole on the Bill.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I congratulate the
Government on the change made by the
second clause. Under the existing law half
of the fine in each case goes to the informer;
under this clause it goes to the Receiver-
General. I think it is a decided improve-
ment.

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington), f rom
the Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

ernment is concerned ; no appropriation is
taken for payment of the river police.
There is an imperative law upon the Statute-
book compelling the shipping to pay certain
fees out of which the river and harbour
police were formerly paid. The object of
this bill is to repeal that clause, which im-
poses the tax upon the tonnage of the ship-
ping that comes into the harbour. If the
Government should find it advisable, and in
the interest of the country, to continue the
river police at either of these cities, then
they can continue to impose it, but in case
they should abolish the police at Quebec, as
has been done at Montreal, there is no
reason why the shipping should be taxed,
and the object of the Bill is simply to relieve
the shipping of the dues which are now
collected.

Hon. Mr. PELLETIER-Does this mean
that the river police at Quebec will be
abolished this summer?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Yes. It is. pro-
posed to pursue the same course in reference
to the river police at Quebec that has
been pursued in reference to the river
police at Montreal.' The river and har-
bour police will in future be under the
management and control of the muni-
cipal authorities of the city of Quebec as
they are at Montreal.

The motion was agreed to and the bill
was read the second tine.

The Bill was then read the third time The House resolved itself into Committee
and passed under a suspension of the rule. of the Whole on the Bill.

HARBOUR AND RIVER POLICE
BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
reading of Bill (97) "An Act to amend the
Act respecting the Harbour and River
Police of the province of Quebec." He
said :-This is a very small and unpreten-
tious.Bill, but it is sonewhat important to
the shipping interests of the country. Under
the present law, power is vested in the Gov-
ernor in Council to appoint river and har-
bour police in the cities of Montreal and
Quebec. That is optional. The river police
of Montreal has been abolished for two or
three years. The river police of Quebec is
to be abolished, so far as the Dominion Gov-

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, froma the Committee
reported the Bill without aimendment.

The bill was then read the third time and
passed under a suspension of the rule.

PUBLIC OFFICERS ACT.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
reading of Bill (103) " An Act respecti1g
Public Officers." He said :--This Bill is
siinply for the purpose of giving the Governor
in Council the power to declare what oflicers
should come within the meaning of the wOrd
"Public Officers." Under the law noW,
commissions are issued to officers who are
appointed to any position of a perman6ent
character, and a small fee is charged for
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Drummond County Ry. [MAIRCH 28, 1893] Company's Bill.

these commissions. Some officers who have
received these commissions decline to pay for
them, on the ground that they do not come
within the literal meaning of the Act as it
now stands upon the Statute-book, and
this Bill is to give power to the Governor in
Couneil to declare who shall corne within
the meaning of the Act, in order to prevent
any trouble or difficulty in future. Although
the fee is small, the number of officers
appointed thoughout the whole Dominion is
large, and there is a certain amount of
revenue which I think is properly and legiti-
mately collected under the circumstances.

The motion was agreed to.

The House resolved itself into a Commit-
tee of the Whole on this Bill.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.),' from
the Committee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

The Bill was read the third time and
passed, under a suspension of the rules.

LADIES OF THE SACRED HEART OF
JESUS BILL.

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. ROBITAILLE moved the
second reading of Bill (106) " An Act res-
pecring the ladies of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus." He said :-On moving the second
reading of the Bill I should explain that the
Sacred Heart is an educational establish-
ment for young ladies situated near Mon-
treal, with a branch in the city of Montreal.
The object of the Bill is to extend the pre-
sent Act of incorporation, and to enable
these ladies to acquire property for the pur-
poses they have in view, viz., education. Of
course the Bill limits the amount of property
which they can own and manage. The
other provisions relate chiefly to the internal
economy of the institution.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise for the pur-
pose of directing the attention of the Com-
nittee to which this Bill will be referred, to

the fact that the draftsman of the Bill was
apparently not aware of the fact that this
-association has been incorporated by the
legislature of Nova Scotia, so far as regards
that province. Apparently the draftsman
of this Bill was not aware that there was
any other enactment incorporating thern
except in one province of Canada. I hope

there will be some provision made in the
Committee for the case of the institution in
Halifax. They own a country house there
where the children go during the holidays,
and also a house in the city. The properties
are somewhat valuable, and the titles are
perfectly good, no clouds upon them, and I
think probably it would be better that this
act should not apply to that branch of the
association.

The motion was agreed to.

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were, introduced froin
the House of Commons and read the first
and second time under a suspension of the
rules:-

Bill (92) " An Act to amend the Mer-
chants Shipping Act with respect to load
lines." (Mr. Bowell.)

Bill (99) " An Act respecting the Harbour
Commissioners of Montreal.'" (Mr. Angers.)

Bill (83) " An Act respecting the Toron-
to, Hamilton and Buffalo Railway Company."
(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (79) " An Act to incorporate the
North American Canal Company." (Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (43) " An Act to amend the Crimi-
nal, Code, 1892." (Mr. Angers.)

Biil (70) " An Act respecting the Nakusp
& Slocan Railway Company." (Mr. Mac-
donald, B.C.)

DRUMMOND COUNTY RAILWAY
COMPANY'S BILL.

FIRST READING.

A message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (71) " An Act res-
pecting the Drummond County Railway
Company."

The Bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. MeMILLAN moved that the
rules of the House be suspended and -that the
Bill be read the second time presently.

Hon. Mr. GUÉVREMONT (in French)
-I am opposed to the motion for many rea-
sons. In the first place I object to the se-
cond reading now because I know that there
are some gentlemen in Montreal who are op-
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The Alberta Irrigation [SENATE] Company's Bill.

posed to the Bill and who have not -had suf- THE SESSIONAL INDEMNITY.
ficient notice to enable them to appear be-
fore the Committee to-morrow. There is a - INQUIRY.
rule of this House which requires that be-
fore a Bill can be read the second time it Hon. Mr. ALMON-I wish to ask the
shall be printed in both languages. This Bil leader of tis Huse if there is any truth
h t - i -d i F h T in the rumour that we have heard, that aIA~J~PJVVA ~jiILL,~A II J ,Ithatoeia

object to the second reading of the Bill to-
day.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I hope the hon.
gentleman will not persist in raising this
technical objection to the Bill. It is true
that if the hon. gentleman persists in his
objection the Bill cannot be read ; but I
understand this bompany have already built
about sixty miles of railway, and they have
to build about sixty-two miles more in order
to reach Chaudière Junction. This road
proposes to connect with the Intercolonial
Railway and to give a competing line from
the lower provinces to Montreal, competing
with the GrandA-Trunk Railway and Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, which I think is a
most desirable abject. If there is any sub-
stantial objectionable feature in the Bill,
and the hon. gentleman comes before the
Committee on Railways, I have no doubt
the 'committee will he prepared to make the
necessarv alterations, but I hope the hon.
gentleman will not persist in his objection,

i h i t h i 1

resolution has been passed in the Commons
providing that if any member was absent
for six days on private business there would
be no deduction from his sessional allowance
and if so, does that apply to the Senate.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-The resolution be-
fore the House of Commons is to allow each
member of Parliament an absence of six
days-that no deduction shall be made fron
the sessional indemnity should a inember be
absent six days. That applies to both
Houses.

The Seiate adjourned at 5.30.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Wedne8day, March 29th, 1893.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 3

Sa» ILc '. Prayers and routine proceedings.
Hon. Mr. OGILVIE--I also hope that

the hon. gentleman will not persist in this THE ALBERTA IRRIGATION COV
technical objection. It will not accomplish PANY'S BILL.
anything, and I quite agree with mï hon.
friend from Halifax that this Une will be a
valuable road. One of the arguments used by on. Mr. DICKEY, from the Cominittee
thehon. gentleman isafallacy-theargument on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours, re-
that the peuple interested in opposing it ported Bill (5) intituled: "An Act te in-
could not be here in such a. short time. I corporate the Alberta Irrigation Company,"
know a large majority of them where here with amendments. He said:-This is the
this morning, talking to me about it. If they first of a series of three Bihls having similar
were here to-day, they could be here to-mor- objects in view. They were referred to a
,row ; and I do hope that the hon. gentleman subcommittee, and carefully considered and
will, as areasonableman, allow this Bill to be discussed in the committee itself, with the
read the second time at this late period of result that these amendments were adopted.
the session. The first is te add two subsections, provid-

ing in the first place, that before an appica-
Hon. Mr. GUÉVREMONT-(In French.) tion cuuld be made to the Governor in

I know personally that there are gentlemen Council under this Bih, the notice should be
in Montreal who are opposed to this Bill. I published in the nearest paper for a period
saw one of them recently who told nie s0, of two months, so as t give persons inter-
and he asked me to take care and notify him ested in the natter sufficient notice. The
in time so that he could come here and other sub-section is to require that the plang
oppose it before the Railway Committee. of the proposed improvement for irrigation

The second reading was aHlowed to stand. purposes should be fodged in the office of the
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registrar. These clauses were thought neces-
sary in the public interest.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved that the
amendments be concurred in

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The second amend-
ment occurs in the compensation clause. It
is simply to strike out the two words
" entered upon." As the Bill read, the com-
pensation was limited to the lands " entered
upon." Those two words were struck out to
give it a wider scope and make it apply to
all lands.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED moved that the
amendment be concurred in.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read the third time and passed as
amended.

THIRD READINGS.

Bill (35) " An Act to incorporate the
Calgary Irrigation Company." (Mr. Loug-
heed.)

Bill (36) "An Act to incorporate the
Calgary Hydraulic Company." (Mr. Loug-
heed.)

Bill (70) "An Act to incorporate the
Nakusp and Slocan Railway Company."
(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.)

Bill (79) "An Act to incorporate the
North America Canal Company." (Mr.
Clemow.)

Bill (83) " An Act respecting the Toron-
to, Hamilton and Buffalo Railway Company."
(Mr. Lougheed.)

Bill (106) " An Act concerning the ladies
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus." (Mr. Robi-
taille.)

THE DRUMMOND COUNTY
WAY BILL.

RAIL-

SECOND READING.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.), from the
Committee on Standing Orders and Private
Bills, presented their twentieth report re
Bill (71), "An Act respecting the Drum-
muond County Railway Company."

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved that the
Fifty-seventh Rule of this House be dis-
pensed with in so far as the same relates to
Bill (71) " An Act respecting the Drum-

mond County Railway Company," as recom-
mended in the twentieth report of the Select
Committee on Standing Orders and Private
Bills.

Hon. Mr. GUEVREMONT (in French)-
I rise for the purpose of objecting to the
adoption of this motion. The 14th Rule
of this House provides that " one inter-
mediate day's notice in writing must be given
of all motions deemed special." This Bill is
not on the Orders of the Day, and even if it
were on the Orders of the Day, the objec-
tion which I raise is sufficient.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not think the
point of order is well.takén. The adoption
of the report of the committee has never
been deemed a special motion.

Hon. Mr. DEBOUCHERVILLE-It is
not the adoption of the report of the Com-
mittee to which the hon. gentleman objects,
but to the motion.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The motion is to
adopt the report of the Committee, which
recommends that the Rule be suspended.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I believe the
objection is not well taken. The hon. gen-
tleman from Sorel might reach the end he
aims at by letting the Bill be read a second
time. Then it could not go before the com-
mittee for two days, when it would be too
late. In this instance, there is no necessity
for notice, because under our rules, when
the Committee on Standing Orders and
Private Bills recommends the suspension of
any rule, concurrence may at once be taken.

The motion was agreed to.

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved that the
14th and 61st Rules of this House be dis-
pensed with in so far as they relate to this
Bill, and that the said Bill be now read the
second time.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-This Bill could
not be read the second time for the reason
that it.has not been printed in French yet.
The Legislature of the province of Quebec
refused to grant a charter to this company
and there seems to be something wrong with
it. That is why I raise this objection.

Hon. Mr. POWER -The hon. gentleman's
objection is not well taken, because the
French version of the Bill was distributed, I
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think, two days ago. It was in the Chamber the Bill goes to the Committee on Standing
yesterday. Orders and Private Bills, so that that Com-

Hon. Mr. GUEVREMONT (In French.) wich nay look into the question of notice,wihcouid iot 1)e done if a petition hiad-Under the 18th Rule of this House, the been presented. In this case there was
Bill cannot be read now. The 18th Rule
provides that " No motion to suspend, modify no petition, and the Bil, after the first read-
or amend any Rule, or part thereof, shall be gComniittee. To-day that coninjittee reportsin order except on one day's notice in that the notices are complete. The bouse,
writing, specifying precisely the Rule or
part of Rule to be suspended, modified or than to read it the second time, because it
amended, and the purpose thereof." The is in accordance with the Rules of the House.
Committee may recommend the suspension That is why 1 suggested to the inover that
of the Rule, but it rests with the House to h o
say whether the recommendation shall be ileogtnttadt i oinayhn
say wter I hn tea rebendon ha be about suspending tbe Rules. The Rules
adopted. I think that before the motion! have been complied witb and there is no
can be adopted, on~e day's notice in advance t1necessity t upn hm hr snmiust be given..mustbe ive. .necessity for the notice of motion ;the Bill

Hon. Mr. POWER-The hon. gentleman cornes before the bouse as a natter of course
is too late with his objection-the report when the committee report that the notices
bas aBteady been adopted.ill bees tothe g it

Hon. Mr. GUEVREMONT-The recos- Hon. Mri. ANGERS-i understand that
iendation rmay have been adopted, but you the Speaker bas decided that this oifl, not
cannot make a niotion witbout giving a day's being on the Ordersof the Dai,cannot be read
notice. the second time without notice. We cannot

i therefore eal wit the Satter any furtber.
Hon. Mr. BELLEhOSEa-After tbe rier

is read tbe second tite it cannot be taken Ho. Mr. DICKEY- -Tbere is no appea
into consideration. witbout forty-eigbt bours ftron the decision of the Chair to the House,
notice, but no suspension of tbe Rule is s0 far as I know, and therefore the bon. gen-
needed for tbe second readin tieinan wlio bias charge of the Bill sbould

give notice of the second readin, at the next
Tie SPEAKER-I understand that tbe isitting of the House.

motion before tbe bouse is for tbe suspen-
Sion of the Rules and tbe second reading of bon. M . McMILLAN- niove that
the Bill. Sucli being tbe case, when one this i be read the second time at the next
minher oijects ton the suspension of the meeting of tbe House.
Rules the motion is out of order and the Bifo Tte motion was agreed to.
cannot be read to-day.

bon. Mr. McMJLLAN-I witbdrawv the SUBSIDJES IN LAND TO RAILWAYS
part of twe motion whicc refers tor the sus-
pension of the Ruies, and I 10W move thiat FIRT, SECOND AND THIRD READING.
the Bir be read the second time. Hon. Mr. BOWELL-1 wish to ask the

The SPEAKER Not bein g on the indulgence Orf the House to introduce a dili
to esable the Goveriment to deal with sonieOrders of the Day, a special motion f fuse

require to have it read to-day, and, an oBl
jection avin been mimade to the special wil understand it better if J just read ainocndtion wite ot ity-eigt o sho t memorandum which have in refer-notice, but nodsuse nstion, of c te Red isoence tO it, wbich is as follows:
now.

Memorandu on Bih intituled " An Act relat-
bon. Mr. BELLEROSE-There is a Rule ing to the ranting of subsidies in land to raiwaY

whieh states wben a Bill originating in the conipanies.
bouse of Comr ons cores to the Senate Sone years a o it was represented to the depart-ient (by Mr. BriLges, Land Comnniissiouer of thewithout a petition having been presented one hison's Bay Conpany, if I nistake ot), that
this bouse, that then after the first reading the lands in the sousther part of the istrict of
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Alberta were suitable chiefly for grazing purposes, The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
that in fact they were almost valueless without was read the third time and passed.
access to water, and that to inake grants to rail-
way companies of every alternate section would be
to spoil both the sections so granted ami those FREIGHT RATES AND INTEREST ON
which renained for homestead purposes. LOANS IN THE N. W. T.

An Act (49 Vic., cap. 12) was accoriingly
passed, authorizing the Governor in Council to Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Before the Ordersgrant railway land sabsidies in tracts of a town -
ship each, on setting apart lands elsewhere for the of the Day are proceeded with, I desire to
purposes of school endowment, and on the change call the Government's attention to the fact
being assented tp by. the Hudson s Bay Conpany,

v were to receive lands of equal value else-
u-heî-e.

The Hudson's Bay Coi pany have decided to
accept this arrangement, and the object of the pre-
sent Bill is to enable the Governor in Council to
deal with all the lands in the township (exclusiv-e
of the Hudson's Bay Company*s sections) in the
manner originally intended.

The House will see the land lias been
granted in aid of these railways in the North-
west,. but upon these conditions, and the
liudson's Bay Company having declined to
accede to this propositiQn, we now ask that
the Governor in Council have power to deal
with the townships, less the Hudson's Bay
section. I beg leave to introduce a Bill in-
titled: " An Act relating to the granting of
subsidies in land to Railway Companies."

The Bill was read the first and second:
tine, under 4 suspension of the Rules.

The House resolved itself into Conmittee
of the Whole on this Bill.

On the first Clause.
Hon. Mr. POWER-With respect to those

school lands, those which are to be substi-
tuted for them in the townships, may not be
in such a suitable place.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It says of equal value.

Hon. Mr. POWER-But they may not
be as convenient.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-This proposition
does not propose to interfere with the law
on the Statute-book as it stands so far as it
relates to the school lands, and hon. gen-
tlemen will see that it will be advisable, in
the interests of the school fund, if this sec-
'tion of the country is only fitted for grazing
Purposes, to have their property in some
Other portion of the territory where settle-
1Uent will be likely to take place.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY, fron the Commit-
tee, reported the Bill without amendinent.

lon. Mr. BOWELL moved the third
reading of the Bill.

that there is all over the North-west Terri-
tories a feeling that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company are charging excessive
rates on the products of the farin going out
of the country and on some articles coming
into the country. I am aware, and other
hou. gentlemen of this House know that the
Government of Canada has given a large
grant both in lands and money towards the
building of that railway, and rendered such
other assistance as was in their power. That
I think was quite right, and I heartily ap-
prove of it, but in a large portion of that
country there is no competition to reduce
their rates. I understand there is a pro-
vision that the Government have something
to say about those freight rates. Inasmuch
as the settlers of that country feel•that they
are aggrieved, that they are paying excessive
rates, it would be but right and fair for the
Government to make proper inquiry to as-
certain if such is the case, and if it is found
that the rates are excessive, the Government
should cause them to be reduced. We are
entirely at the mercy of the corporation.
Whether they charge too much or not, I am
not prepared to say, but there is a wide-
spread feeling ail over the country that the
rates are excessive. It is but fair that the
Government should look into the matter,

1 and, if such is the case, see that redress is
granted to the people of that country. I
hope this will be done during the re-
cess. We are willing to pay what is
right and fair, but I do not think we should
pay excessive rates, and the Government
should act as a medium between the corn
pany and the people of that country to see
that proper rates are fixed. Next session I
shall enquire if the Government have in-
vestigated this matter. I call the attention
of the Government to this matter in order
that they may see that justice is done to
the settlers. There is another matter to
which 1 wish to call attention, namely, the
rate of interest charged to farmers in that
new country. Of necessity many poor people'
are going into that country, and many who
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are inexperienced and who have never
farmed before. Oftentimes they get behind
in their accounts. The interest law of this
country is such that it allows a moneyed
man to charge any rate he wishes, and the
rates charged in that country by money
lenders are exorbitant. I would be ashamed
to tell you the rates of interest that a great
many people have to pay on loans. I think
there should be a maximum rate.

this movement, but I know in New Bruns-
wick a number of years ago, 6 per cent was
fixed by law as the maximum rate of interest,
and if by any means you got more than 6
per cent, you forfeited the principal. I know
that Parliament could make such a law to-
day. A Bill should be introduced and
passed in this House preventing over 10 or
12 per cent being charged-that should be
the maximum rate, and that is very large.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Par- Hon. Mr. McCLELAN-Six or seven
liament cannot pass such a law. per cent wouldbe enough

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Yes they can do
that, because J remember not very long ago,
when I lived in New Brunswick, a man
could not recover more than six per cent.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-You cannot do it
now unless the rate is fixed by agreement.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY--But the law should
fix a maximum rate of interest. I know a
man who bas lost a hundred pounds by
making side bargains. I say there should
be some fixed rate, so as to prevent these
exorbitant rates being exacted. A man will
sell a binder on time, the interest to be at
8 per cent, but if the debt is not paid when
it is due, he charges 12 per cent. If you
are distressed and have to borrow money,
you often pay 24 per cent. Hon. members
may laugh, but I know that to be the case.

Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-I have
seen 30 per cent paid often.

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-I say when a man
pays 30 per cent on a farm anywhere he
signs his death warrant as a farmer. He
cannot do it. I have heard men before the
Agricultural Committee of the House of
Commons, who have been our agents down
in Dakota, describe the cut-throatmortgages
there-mortgages bearing 40 and 50 per cent.
The result is that it bas depopulated that
country. Our country in a very short time
will be in the hands of new men, because
the farmer when he gets a little in debt will
pay anything to clear off his indebtedness,
trusting that something will happen to pull
him through. He gives a chattel mortgage
at excessive rates, or even signs a note, and
cannot recover from it unless he bas some
other resource than his farm to obtain the
money. I can quite understand those gen-
tleman who have money to loan opposing

Hon. Mr. PERLEY-Frequently you
find 24 and 20 and 15 per cent charged in
that dountry. There is a private bank in
almost every town fron Winnipeg to the
Rocky Mountains. These men get money
at 8 and 10 per cent from the banks and
lend it out at 18 and 20 per cent and per-
haps more. This is-something more than a
laughing inatter; it is a matter of serious
importance. People who go to that country
to settle, when they get a little hard up
borrow money at exorbitant rates. I claim
that 10 or 12 per cent would be a good in-
vestment there, and lenders should be satis-
fied with it. I hope the Government will
consider this matter during the recess and
will next session introduce a Bill to protect
our people from the extortions of the money
lenders.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I have very feW
words to say in reply to the hon. gentleman.
The first subject to which he called the at-
tention of the House was that of the rates
of the Canadian Pacific Railway. That is a
question that has been discussed not only in
this House but elsewhere. I cannot at the
present moment say whether the rates are
exorbitant, as indicated by the hon. gentle-
man. This I do know, that the last time [
looked into this matter I found that the
freight rates charged by the Canadian Paci-
fic Railway Company in the North-west and
in Manitoba were lowerthanonmany railwaY5

similarly situated in the adjoining States.
Whether they are too high or not I shall- not
discuss at this moment, but if the CompanY
have been charging exorbitant rates-that
is, rates in excess of those fixed by the Order
in Council, I can assure the hon. gentlemal
it will receive the attention of the Govern-
ment, and I will make inquiries into the
mnatter. As to the other inquiry that is
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soiething which can only be dealt with by
Parliament. It is a inatter of trade, and it
would be necessary to introduce a Bill fixing
the rate of interest. That the lion. gentle-
inan can do himself ; it is a public question.
I remember very many tussies that we have
had in the House of Comîmoins during the
last 25 years over this important question.
I remenber it coming up with my hon.
friend who sat just in front of him, when he
was first elected to the Legislative Council
in 1862, so it is not a new question.
I an somewhat surprised to hear my hon.
friend say that the rates of interest range
as high as 15 and 20 per cent in Manitoba
and the North-west. I know in Ontario
any amount of money can be obtained upon
good security at 5 and 6 per cent. The
loan. company--a very small one-with
which I am connected lends money on good
loans at 6 per cent. There was, a time in
Ontario, before we were flourishing as we
are now, when the people were not so well
off as at present, when money would bring
8, 10 and 12 per cent, but of late years I
notice that it is not the case, add I am
sorry to hear that it is so in the North-
west. I quite agree with my hon. friend
that the man who pays 15 or 20 per cent,
or even 10 per cent, if lie is a fariner, is
nortgaging his property-I was going to
say, without the intention of paying it,
but whether he had that intention or not
he would be very apt to lose his property.
He would have to do as many others have
done under sinilar circumstances-receive
the money f rom the loan company and then
abandon the property and let the comnpany
suffer. That is about the result when noney
is borrowed at such rates. If the hon. gen-
tlenan feels strongly upon the question, I
would suggest to him, if he wants a very in-
teresting debate next session, to introduce
a Bill dealing with the inatter, but I think
I could almost guarantee him that it would
never get through the House of Commions,
Whatever its fate might be in this House.
They are too far advanced in their ideas
about the right to buy and sell. I am suf-
ficient of an old fogey to agree with the hon.
gentleman, but I know the advanced feeling
With respect to money and dealing with
iiioney is such that he could never get it
through the House of Commons.

lion. Mr. ALLAN-No lqan company
attempts to lead money at the rates that
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have been mentioned in the North-west, or
anywhere else.

MERCHANTS SHIPPING ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

IN COMMITTEE.

The House resolved itself into a Conmittee
of the Whole on Bill (92) "An Act to amend
the Merchants Shipping Act with respect
to load lines."

(In the Coniittee).

On the first clause,

Hon. Mr. POWER-I think that we need
a little more information before we pass this
clause. It is a very important one, and I
presume the hon. leader of the Government
who has charge of it will give the House the
information needed. I quite understand
that it is desirable that sections 1 and 2 of
the Merchants Shipping Act of 1890 shall
not apply to ships registered in Canada,
because I believe the new load lines provided
by this Act of 1890 are calculated for steel
and iron vessels and not for our wooden
ships. It is desirable that there should be
some regulation in Canada -as to the depth
to which a ship shall be loaded, and it has
occurred to me that it is not at all improbable
that the provisions of the Merchants Ship-
ping Act of 1876 should apply to vessels
registered in Canada, while the provisions of
the Act of 1890 should not. I have not
heard that there was any complaint of the
operation of the Act of 1876, but the hon.
gentleman will see that this Bill proposes to
repeal not only the Act of 1890, which has
been objected to, but that it leaves nothing
to take its place. It struck me that it would
probably be better to revive the repealed
sections of the Act of 1876 which are repealed
by the Act of 1890.

Hon.. Mr. BOWELL- The hon. gentle-
man is a little in error in the view which
he has taken of the Bill. Canada has now
on the Statute-book an Act relating to the
load lines of Canadian vessels. This, how-
ever, under the Merchants Shipping Act had
to be confirmed or approved by ths Imperial
Government before it could be. brought
into operation. That law has iever been
accepted or approved of by the Board of
Trade in England, and consequently the law,
as it is now on our Statute-book, has been
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inoperative, because it has never been Hon. Mr. BOWELL-It virtually brings
approved by the Board of Trade in England into force the Act as it now stands on the
and consequently not brought into force by Statute-book as soon as it is prociained.
the Governor in Council, as provided that it As I explained just now, the Act is not in
should be, in Canada. The Bill now before operation because the Imperial Load Une
the House is to repeal that portion of the Act interferes with and restricts the trade in
Imperial Act which imposes certain restric- so far as it affects Canadian vessels, and the
tions upon Canadian vessels in England. object of tiis Bill is to repeal that portion of
It may seem strange that the Canadian the statute vhich affects our shipping,.leav-
Parliament is asked to repeal any portion of ing the law as to deck ioads and Ioa(1 lines
an Imperial Act, but that power is given to preciselv as it is now on the Statute-book.
the colonies by section 547 of the Merchant's 1 have no doubt my lion. friend is better
Shipping Act of England. It reads as acquainted with it than 1 ar.
follows:--

" The legislative authority of any British pos- ou Mr. PoE ili the ho e-
session shall have power, by any act or ordinance i b i
confirmued by Her Majesty in Council, to repeal tions Of the Imperial Act of 1890 wlich are
wholly or in part any provisions of this Act relat- repealed
ing to ships registered in such possession, but no
such act or ordinance shall take effect until such Hon. Mr. BOWELL-1 have not the
approval bas been proclaimed in such possession, statute before me. If the hon. gentleman
or until such time thereafter as may be fixed by will let the matter stand until the third
sucih act or ordinance for the purpose." reading of the Bill, 1 will look int it. The

By this Act Parliament bas power to re- only expianation I received was that it was
peal any portion which affects their vessels desirable te repeal that portion which
in that particular. This Bill is an affected Canada. There is a difference of
instance in which the Law Clerk thought o a ic opinion on on point, adi sjs swl
hie knew better how the clause should1behe~~~~~~~~ kne bteho th clues oul e to be frank with the House-it is question-
worded than the officials of the Departnent able, ia the minds of some who have studied
of Marine and Fisheries. In this case it wa's
the Law Clerk of the House of Commons. portion of the Imperial Statute would relieve
He struck out of the Bill as it was origi- Canadian vesseis in English ports, or whether
nally sent to the House of Commons the it should be confined exclusively to vesselS
words " repealed so far as they relate te or registered in Canada within the waters of
affect the ships." He added instead " decla- Canada, or any other waters not affected by
red not to apply fo." I desire to have this the Imperial Act. I know it is contended
amended hy striking out the words " decla- by some that it would not relieve Canadiau
red not to apply to " in the first section and vessels in English ports. It is, however, 1
restoring the words "repealed so far as they think the opinion of the Minister of Marine
relate to or affect ships registered in Can- and Fisheries himself that the repeal of this
ada." That is adopting the wdrds of the Act would relieve them from the tiability.
. mperiai statute.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-What would
be the effect of this? It is not only with re-
gard to the depth which a ship should be
loaded, but as to the height of the deck load.
Our vessels going to the West Indies are
not allowed under the Act to carry lumber
on deck beyond a certain height above the
rails, which is a very obnoxious measure, be-
cause the vessels constructed for that busi-
ness are built to carry a deck load, and there
is no danger to life or property in conse-
quence of the luimber being piled higher than
they are allowed to carry it. Will it affect
the deck load as well as the depth of the
load ?

Hon. Mr. DEVER-The Minister Of
Trade and Commerce, would not make this
alteration without ha'ving the advice and
support of the shipping interests of the
country. No doubt they have asked the
Government to make this change.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL--I think most
people know, particularly those interested in
shipping, that the whole shipping interest Of
Canada has been opposed to these very great
restrictions that have been imposed upol

them by what is generally known as the
Plimsoll Act, and the object of this Bill isto
relieve them yom these restrictions.

The motion was agreed to.
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Hon. Mr. MACDON ALD (B.C.) from the
Comittee, reported the Bill with an amend-
Mnent, which was concurred in.

HA RBOUR COMMISSIONERS OF
MONTREAL BILL.

'ITHID EADING'<

secution of an offence under sections 256 and
257 of the Code. It is perfectly proper that
those guilty of the offence should be pun-
ished, but why is it necessary to obtain the
consent of the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries foi the prosecution ?

should be considered necessary for the pro- able tounMtim for the charge. When th-re
30q
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The House resolved itself into a Comittee Hon. Mr. ANGERS-This is to correct

Of theWHole on Bilv (99) A Act respectine an error which occurred first in the Bill of
ofthe hbour onBills(99)r" An Actrepec 1891, and seens to have been overlookedthe Harbour Comunssioners of Montreal. lever since. The section is necessary for the

(li the Committee.) protection of the master from a mutinous

Hon. Mr. ANGERS moved that a second crew. Nothing is so likely to occur as a

section be added to the Bill, providing that mutiny against the captain, and a refusal of
the Mayor of Montreal sha be ithe crew to go to sea, and when the men are

m e h uffmrio brought before a magistrate, they generallyaniieinber of the Haî'bour Commnission of 1
Montreal. charge that the ship was unseaworthy. It

has often occurred at Quebec, late in the fali,
The motion was agreed to- that sailors, not wishing to go to sea, have

made charges of this kind against the master
Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington), from of the ship, causing such delay often as to

the Committee, reported the Bill with the keep the vessel over through the winter. If
amendment, which was concurred in. it is provided that the consent of the Min-

The Bill was then read the third time ister of Marine and Fisheries shall be hîad,
and passed. the cre-w will not be so likely to enter a

prosecution on frivolous grounds. The object
CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT of the clause is to protect the ship-owners.

BILL. It should be borne in mind that the master

THIRD READING. •of the ship is as much interested in having
the vessel seaworthy as any of his crew. I

The House resolved itself into a Commit- think the clause is necessary and should
tee of the whole on Bill (43) " An Act to applv not only to sea-going vessels, but to
alneind the Criminal Code 1892." vessels on our great lakes.

(In the Committee.) Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-J consider the

Hon. Mr. POWER-I wish to call atten- clause a wise one. A case occurred in the
tion to a slight clerical error in section three County of Lunenburg of the kind to which
of the Code. The House will reinember that the hon. gentleman refers. Some malicious
the Code was put through rather hurriedly sailors intimated to an insurance company
last session, and although we corrected a that the vessel on which they were engaged
good many errors here, some remained. If was unseaworthy, and the company instead
hon. gentlemen will look at the paragraph of investigating the daim prosecuted the
lnarked "K" they will see that the word owner. The prosecution faihed to establish
"such " should be struck out, because it re- the charge.
fers to something which, I suppose, was in
the Act out of which this language was Hon. Mr. POWER--There issome force
taken, but which is not in our Code. I move in the statement made by the bon. Minister
that the word "such " be struck out. of Agriculture, but as a rule sailors do fot

themselves; have the owner of the vessel in-
The motion was agreed to. dicted for attempting to send an unsea-

On the tenth paragraph. worthy vessel to sea. The rule is that the
sailors m;efuse to go to sea on the ground

Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not see why that the vessel is unseaworthy.
this section should be added. There does not
seem to be any good reason why the consent Hou. Mr. ANGERS-Yes, but we want
of thi, -NAr. '> MiA<fii il t; fM i and Fi h
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is a rise in wages the men are always dis-
posed to refuse to go to sea-you will always
find theni unwilling to submit to the articles
that they sign. They are ready to say that
the ship is unseaworthy, and thus delay the
sailing. This clause is to provide that there
must be some good ground for charging that
the vessel is unseaworthy.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Is it the experience
in Quebec that sailors prosecute the owner
or master for sending a ship to sea in an
unseaworthy condition? Our experience in
Halifax is that the crew, under such cir-
cuinstances, refuse to go. Then when they
are brought before a magistrate they plead
that the ship is unseaworthy.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-If it is made an
indictable ôffence they will avail tehemselves
of that means of prosecuting because the
public would have to bear the expense of the
prosecution.

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I have an amend-
ment which I wish to submit to the commit-
tee at this point. I propose to restore the
recommendation made by the joint commit-
tee who had this Criminal Code under con-
sideration last session. It will come in as a
section just following section 728. Sections
727, 728 and 729 deal with the jury, and
the amendment which I propose bas regard
to the jury. I may mention that this amend-
ment, or an amendment a good deal stronger
than the one I am about to propose, was
unanimously recomnended by the joint
committee. which had this Code under con-
sideration last session. It will be remem-
bered by hon. gentlemen that the Code was
considered in the House of Comnions at a
very late period in the session and the Mini-
ster of Justice, who, I was informed and
verily believe, was in favour of this change,
thought that at that stage in the session it
was perhaps advisable not to push the mat-
ter, and after the prorogation of Parliament
the Department'of Justice caused inquiries
to be sent to the various judges throughout
the country and answers were got from a
nuinber of them. I was informed by the
gentleman who was Deputy-Minister of Jus-
tice at the close of last session, that these
answers were nearly equally divided. The
proposition reported by t1ej-aint Committee

was that in case the jury was composed of
12 members, 10 jurors could tind a verdict
in a criminal case. The Deputy-Minister of
Justice in sending out his inquiries to the
Judges unfortunately worded the provision
differently, and the inquiry sent round to
the Judges was whether they thought it de-
sirable that 9 out of 10 instead of 10 out of
12 should be allowed to find a verdict of
guilty. To that inquiry, as I say, the an-
swers which came in were about equally
divided. The proposition which I am about
to make does not go as far as the recon-
mendation of the Cominittee of last session.
My proposition is simply that it shall not be
necessary that the jury shall be unanimous,
but that the verdict of guilty may be re-
turned even though one member of the jury
dissents. Hon. gentlemen are all perfectly
aware that the ends of justice are continu-
ally defeated by some one juror who is either
obstinate or a crank, or perhaps in sym-
pathy with the criminal. A crime is
committed, reasonable evidence is produced
of the guilt of sone particular person, and
that person is brought before the magistrate ;
the magistrate finds there is sufficient prima
fîeie evidence to commit him; he is com-
mitted and afterwards he is brought before
the Grand Jury. The Grand Jury as a rule
seem to think it their duty to find that the
circumstances are very strongly in favour of
the innocence of the accused. In fact, in a
great many cases the grand jury refuse
to find bills against a man of whose guilt
there is very little doubt. So, justice, as you
see, bas to run this gauntlet. There is first
the committal by the magistrate, then the
case comes before the grand jury, and then
the trial before the petit jury. The evidence
may be so clear that the judge and eleven
jurors and every one in the court are satisfied
of the prisoner'sguilt, hut if there happen tobe
on that jury a man who may be a connectiol
or a friend of the accused, a crank of solne
sort, or a man with peculiar views as to
capital punishment, or an anarchist, or afn
enemy of society, that one man can render
all the expense and trouble that has bee"
taken utterly useless, and defeat the ends Of
justice and turn the miscreant out to prey
upon society. Now, hon. gentlemen, I do nod
think that state of things should be allowed
to continue. The hon. Minister of Agricul-
ture when we were discussing the Bill with
respect to criminal evidence, if I may be
allowed to refer to that matter, was appan
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ently under the impression that I have some
sympathy with the criminal; I wish to assure
himn that I have not'the slightest. I did not
speak on the subject, but other hon. gentle-
lien gave the reason why they did not think
the accused himself should be forced to go
into the box, or that his wife should be coin-
pelled to go into the box. We are not with-
Out experience on this point of taking a
verdict fron a number of jurors less than
the whole number. A few years ago it was
looked upon as necessary that the jury should
be unanimous in civil cases. I do not know
just how long ago the change was made, in
Nova Scotia, but I think it was some 30
years ago. In that province the jury in civil
eases consists of nine persons, and seven out
f the nine eau find a verdict. There has-

'lever been any complaint of the operation
'Of the law, and it has worked most satis-
factorily. No one would drean of going
back to the old law. When we con-
Sider all the advantages that have been
Conferred upon accused persons of late
Years, not least amongst then the ad-
vantages which are secured by the Bill res-
Pecting Criminal Evidence which passed
through this House the other day, we shall
'lot be going too far at all, in fact not far
enough, if we adopt this amendment. No
one could accuse us of goin g too far, if we
say that eleven out of twelve jurors shall be
allowed to find a verdict of guilty. I, there-
fore, move that the schedule be amended by
11nserting the following before the last line
Oi the first page after section 728, as section
'28a

It shall not hereafter be necessary that the jury
%hall be unaninous in a crimninal case, and a verdict
of guiilty nay be returned notwitlstanding the
dissent of one juror.

lion. Mr. K AULBACH-Would you not
'qualify that by adding " after being out of
their box a certain length of time ?"

lon. Mr. POWER-You can add " after
four hours' deliberation," if you think it
Well, but I do not see any particular object.

lon. Mr. GOWAN-I am inclined to
favour the hon. gentleman's proposition, if
It eane up as a distinct, independent ques-
tiOn. I do not say so positively, but the in-
'lination of ny mind would be rather in the
direction he points. I think, however, it
Would be exceedingly dangerous at this time
to make such a vital alteration as this in

respect to procedure. It would involve a
thorough examination of the whole Act. I
am not prepared to discuss such a subject
nov, but I thiàk it would be perilous to
bring it in at this time. We would have to
see how it would fit in with the rest of the
Code, and possibly it might cause the loss of
the Bill when it went back to the Commons.
I shall certainly ,be obliged at this period of
the session to vote against it.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-We are making
substantial alterations in the Bill now
before us, and I do not see why this amend-
ment should not be made at the same time.
I think the change is a good one. It is a
question which has beent canvassed amongst
the members of the Bar and the Bench for
the last year or more, and my own exper-
ience has been that often the ends of justice
have not been accomplished in consequence
of some obstinate juryman being determined
to stand out against all reason, and even
against the judge's charge to the jury. Such
a man may prevent the ends of justice being
accomplished. If the words are added
" after foui hours deliberation," I think we
could very safely pass the Bill. If, how-
ever, the passing of this amendment by us
would delay or defeat the Bill, that should
end the matter: otherwise I am in favour of
it, and shall vote for it.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-I cannot t-eept
the amendmient proposed by the hon. gentle-
man from Halifax. Even if it ha been
proposed at another stage of the session I
am opposed to such a principle in crininal
matters-the principle of receiving the
verdict of only a majority of the jury.

Hon. Mr. POWER-This is not a mere
majority : it is all except one.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS--Well, of the large
majority, the verdict of eleven out of twelve ;
in principle I am opposed to that. It is not
desirable in a couritry like ours, coiyposed
of different nationalities, where we have,
especially in the province of Quebec, often
a special provision for a mixed jury, that
there should be any opportunity to dis-
tinguish between those who agree and those
who disagree on the jury. It rarely occurs
that a case has to be tried a second tine on
account of the jury not being able to agree
upon the verdict. I do not think it occurs
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more than three or four times during a year as this which the hon. member fron Halifax
in the province of Quebec. suggests.

Hon. Mr. POWER-You are singularly Hon. Mr. GOWAN-This is really a more
fortunate. debateable question than hon. gentlemen

Hon. Mr. ANGERS -And that is a less suppose. The unanimity of jurors bas been

inconvenience than furnishing the public required for ages and a very great difference

with an opportunity of stating later on that of opinion exists on the subject. It has
such and such a juror differed fron the been urged that even if eleven could give a

miajority because he was a Liberal, or a verdict, the very moment the jurors retired

French-Canadian, or ait Irishman. We to their room, their first act would be to as-

should avoid that as much as possible, for certain by a general vote how they stood,

the present, at any rate. Therefore, on and if they found eleven of one opinion they

principle. I am opposed to the anendment might go in and returna verdict atonce, but
submitted by the hon. gentleman. As to if the twelfth man could say " Stop a mo-

the question of urgency, I do not think it is ment, I have something to say to you about

prudent or necessary to accept this anend- this : J insist upon giving my reason,I they

ment without a careful exanination of the iust remtain. Now, the matter being <one
code to see whether this amiendment will on which a great difference of opinion ecists

dovetail properly into it. A third reason is and a serious principle is involved, it would

that the Bill that is now before the House be wrong at this stage, when dealing with
deals only with clerical errors. this technical small amendment to the Code

to introduce such an important principle.
Hon. Mr. POWEl-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND--I nust coln
lon. Mr. ANGERS-No question of fess that the temperate and caln manner in

principle whatsoever is involved in this Bill. which the hon. gentleman from Halifax in-
On the two grounds that I have mentioned, troduced this motion comnends itself largely
it is not advisable to accept thisamendment, to me, and I do not say that in regard to the
J really believe it would defeat the Bill. It proposal which lie has brought out iy sYm-
might not go through the Lower House, and pathies are not very largely with him, but
I doubt very much whether it would be it does appear to me that a fatal objectiOn
supported by my own provinee, on the lies in the fact mentioned by the hon. leader
grounds that I have stated. of the louse, that this is a Bill merely for

the purpose of naking certain technical
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH---As to the ques- amendments to the Code, and it is of great

tion of urgency, if it should be the means importance that it be carried through at the
of defeating this Bill, as nmy hon. friend present session. I therefore urge the hon-
suggests, I would not press it. At the sane member from Halifax to withdraw his imoe
time, J am not-with him on the other reasons tion with the proviso that if he introduce t
that he gave us, because J know in the pro- short Bill next session it will be considered,
vince from which I cone, frequently through and I shall be disposed to go with him if 1
the obstinacy of one juryman, the ends of feel'as J do at present. but the remarks O
justice have been defeated. From some the hon. Minister of Agriculture and the hon0
taipering, or other cause, one man has been menberfrom Barrieseein toe to put bevond
induced to hold out against all reason and question the desirability of lis withdrawI
against the charge of the judge: he does not his motion and not dividing the Hfouse a
give his reasons, lie simply determines that the present time.
he will not yield. As to the secrecy of the
jury, that is sinply with the grand jury. In Hon. Mr. POWER-I am glad to
the case of the petit jury, ten minutes after that the hon. gentleman who bas just spoken
the verdict it in known how they all stand. sympathizes largely with the view J enter
There is nothing in the point with regard to tain iii this inatter, but there is a certain
secrecy. The province of Quebec may be an amount of misapprehension in the m'inds of
exception, but in the province of Nova some hon. gentlemen who have spoken %th
Scotia, the ends of justice have frequently respect to the position of the niatter. In the
been defeated for want of such a provision first place, the. lion. member from Barre
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seemed to think that this would prevent any Hon. Mr. ANGERS-As a rule they
deliberation on the part of the jury. At the prefer to he tried by a mixed jury.
suggestion of the lion. member f rom Lunen- 1
burg I amended my motion by saying " after Hon. Mr. POWER-Suppose he prefers
four lours' deliberation,"so that eleven jurors six of each-suppose six iFenchmen and six
could not find a verdict until after four, Englishmen are on the jury and tive of the
hours' deliberation. That would give ample Frenchmen think he is guilty and one Eng-
time for the twelfth juror to endeavour to lishman thinks he is not guilty, who is hurt?
convince the others and make them see Reverse the position and say there are six
things the way he did. The lion. gentleman English and five French jurors who think
froi Barrie seems to think that this is a re- one way and one Frencliman thinks the other
volutionary change. I do not think any way, car any one daim that vrong could be
serlous upheaval would result froni it in the done if the verdict of the eleven men is taken
province of Ontario. I know none occurred in preference to the decision of the twelfth?
in the province of Nova Scotia when it was J (1 not tlink that there is anything serious
provided that a certain number of the jury in tlat objection. Tt must be rememhered
nîiight finid a verdict in civil cases, and a great that wlien I proposed tlîis amlendment I 'vas
mnanyi of those civil cases are of as vital im-, îîot speaking mierely for nîyself. As I have
portance as a criminal case. A civil suit stated already, the Joint Committee com-
inay involve $20,000, and a criminal case posed of a number of professional en of
nMay oiily involve iiprIsonisent for a short both ehuses, considered this Crininal Code
tiiie. I would not care to discuss aIl the very carefully last session and they unani-
reasons urged by the hion. Miniter why we Fnously recommended this change, after due
should not pass this Bill. Hie said something cosideration. To sy that it is a revolu-
with respect to ixed juries in the province tionary chan tge and that it tould not be
of Quebec, the eflèct of wlich 1 did not ai- proper to introduce it, is not fair or reason-
togethier catch. Jn Quebec there are- some- able. It is >not fair to that committee. 1
times juries composel of Frenclo and English- gave te aouse some of the reasons hv it
speaking mien. was not dealt with last sessi , and I forgot

to mention this- do ot think it was said
n. ar. A R-wete teench.n to me in confidence, but I was formed by

PDls n toFeîh a gentleman who is in a position to speak

Hon. NIr. PU ER-The lion. gentleianI's wdot authority, that if this aend ent were
idea is that the twelfth mian might be the macle in the enate the Governement ere
<nie Frenchntan. prepared to accept it in the bouse of Coa-

Mons.
bui. i-, ANGEIIS-Or hie mniglît be an

Irishan asworse. con. Mr. ANG ERS-i must tell the lion.
mayonl inov imris ont e ora hrt oentlema that he is thisinformed.

accused is a Frenchman, is there not ll te Hon. elr. lPOWER-That was the unde-
provision in the law of Quebec which would standing, I think, last session, and I do not
hinder hinm froin bein tried by eleven Eng- cosi erthe To gntlema gevolu-
lisli-seaking jurors? information, but I got Mine this session

Hon. ANGERS-If lie chiooses. from what considerthe very best authority,
next to the Minister of Justice. Whether

Honi. Mr. POWER-Probably hie would the same gentleman who informed me lias
choose. ,informed the Minister I dIo not know. If hie

timh. e Mr. copoeRof is a matter ndas lie bas simply changed his opinion since
Ho. oespoke to me. Another objection taken

ihwas that al the amendments made were
Hon. Mr. POWER-With the accused? n erely verbal. Turi to the amendent at
a ANERS-Yes. page 165 and you will see that there as

been a clause added that is an entirely new

Hon. Mr. POWEIR-And if lie is a Frenci enactment, just as iuch so as the one that
speaking man lie witl probably choose to be propose. tI do not think thiere is any sub-
tried by a jury ofbis own nationality. stantial reason whay this amendment should
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not pass. It is in the interests of justice
and I shall not withdraw it.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-The hon. gen-
tleman may be prejudiced in the future if he
does not withdraw it now. Many, like my-
self feel in favour of it, yet in consequence of
what has been said they might vote against
the amendnent under the circumstances,
and therefore it would prejudice the matter
at some other time.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS--In answer to what
the hon. gentleman has said as to informî-
ation lie has had from some official source, I
must tell him that his information is incor-
rect, in so far as the Government has never
come to the conclusion to accept such an
amendment. An amendment altering one
of the vital principles of the criminal law in
this country could not be made or decided
upon without being first brought before the
Council. This matter has never been dis-
cussed by the Council and no conclusion has
been arrived at, and I can tell the hon .gentle-
man that the Governinent does not wish to
make this amendinent.

Hon. Mr. POWER----This is an entirely
new view of the functions of the Governor
in Council. I do not think all the pro-
visions of the Criiminal Code were considered
last year in detail by the Governor in Coun-
cil.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-They are supposed
to have been. The Minister of Justice in-
troduced the measure, and his colleagues, I
suppose, took it for granted that he would
not do anything inproper, and he intro-
duced the measure on his own respnsibility.
I never said that the Government, as a
Governnent, had considered the matter and
decided to accept it, but I explained what I
had been given to understand by the best
authority next to the Minister of Justice.
If the Minister of Justice were willing to
accept, I do not imagine that any of his
colleagues would object to it.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN-Unless my hon.
friend will withdraw his resolution it would
embarass those who would, and probably
will, endorse the subject of his motion at a
future time, but it would be improper to
adopt a vital principle of that character at
this period of the session ; I do not think

the amendment would be likely to be carried
in the Lower House if it were inserted ;
therefore, although I would rather not do
so, I must vote against my hon. friend's
amendnent if he persists in it.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED--There appears
to exist some misapprehension in the minds
of hon. gentlemen in regard to the position
of the Governinent last session in regard to
amending the jury law as it stands at
present. The Committee were certainly
under the impressidh at the time it was
submitted to thei that there was a dispo-
sition on the part of the Government
to accede to the proposition as it had been
proposed. In British Columbia the najority.
of the jury in criminal cases within the
jurisdiction of the County Court can agree
upon a verdict. Of course we in the Terri-
tories are placed in a different position from
the provinces, inasnuch as we have only six
of a jury. Although it requires unanimity
in the Territories, so far as the jury is con-
cerned, yet if a jury of six in that part of
Canada can bring in a verdict against a
prisoner, I should say that the same justice
should be meted out in the provinces-at
least, what is good enough for the people in
the Territories should be good enough for
the people in the provinces. Consequently a
verdict say by eleven in the provinces should
insure to the accused the same nieasure of
justice as a verdict by six jurors in the Ter-
ritories. I would be very sorry, however, if
my hon. friend from Halifax should, so late
in the session, press his motion upon the
House. I merely desire to record the views
which I hold in relation to this subject, and
I would ask my hon. friend in view of the
opinions which have been expressed by some
hon. members of the House-opinions which
are in sympathy with his own-that he
withdraw the motion for this session and
doubtless next session the Government will
give fuller consideration to the subject.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-It has been stated
that in the North-west Territories the jury
is coimposed of six, and six bring in a
verdict.

Hon. Mr. LOUGHEED-Yes.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-We only want the
saine principle. Whatever may be the nufl-
ber of the jury, we want the unanimous
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verdict. If it had been proposed in the DRVMMOND COUNTY RAJLWAY
Lower House that the number of jurors be COMPANY BILL.
liiited to eight or ten, it might not meet the SECOND READING.
same objection that I now make. We want
a unanimous verdict, whatever Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the second
nuiber of the jurors. reading of Bil 171) "An Act respecting the

1)ruimmond County Railway Comnpany."
Hon. Mr. POWER-I do not wish to le said:-This is a Bil to give additional

prolong this discussion. I might express my powers to the company whose charter was
own opinion as to why the hon. gentleman obtained, in 1886, froni the Quebec Legisia-
does not want the amendment, but I shall
not. I say that in deference to the opinions î miles of their road, and now they want to
that have been expressed,' I will, with the come under the Dominion Iaws and be given
permission of the hon. gentleman, with- powerto extendtheir iinefrom St. Leonard's
draw the amendment. There were some to a point on the Intercolonial Railway in
other amendments which the code needed, I the eounty of Levis.
presume, and we had better let them go, as
.they are clerical amendments. It is not the The motion «as agreed to, and the Bil
desire of the Government to make the was read the second tinie.
iieasure perfect-it is their desire to get it
through. LI BILL.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Oh, 110, it is to FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.
lmake it perfect. A message vas receîved f rom the bouse of

Hon. Mr. VIDAL, from the Committee, Commons with Bi] (122) "An Act to con-
H'n firin the sale of the Carleton (city of St.

reported the Bill with amendments, vhich
were concurred in, and the Bill was then
read the third time and nassed. The Bil was read the fitst time.

The Senate adjourned at six o'clock.

SECOND SITTING.

The Speaker took the Chair
'clock, P.M.

at eight

Routine proceedings.

MIERCHANT SHIPPING ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.
Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved thethird read-

Ing of Bill (92) " An Act to amend the Mer-
vhant Shipping Act, with respect to load
unes." He said :--The third reading of this
bill vas delayed to enable us to examine the
sections to be repealed. I think the hon.
gentleman from Halifax is satisfied that the
repeal of all the sections mentioned is neces-
gary.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Was read the third time and passed.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved, that the 41st
rule of the House be suspended and that the
Bill be read the second time presently. He
said:--In reference to this Bill, I will make
the explanation necessary to induce the
House to allow it to be passed through all
its stages to-night. By an Act passed in 1890
or 1891, the Minister of Railways and Canals
was authorized to enter into an arrangement
with the city of St. John, N.B., for the sale
by the Government of what is termed the
Carleton Branch, on the payment to the
Government of $40,000. That sum has been
paid and a transfer has been made ; this
Bill is simply to confirin the arrangement
which has been made by the Government
with the city of St. John for the transfer of
that branch.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-The arrangement
lias been carried out, I understand?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Yes.
The motion was agreed to.
The House resolved itself into Committee

of the whole on the Bill.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington), from
the Committee, reported the Bill without
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amendment, and the Bill was then read the duplicate, but it is required that the claims
third time and passed under a suspension of should be sent in triplicate. One copy
the rules. renains in the office, one c0py is annexed to

the patent as it is issued, and the third copy
PATENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL. is for the Printing Bureau, so as to save the

FIRST, SECOND ANI) THIRD READINGS. Department the trouble of making a copy of
A message was received f rom the House a long and technical document.

of Coimons with Bill (110) " An Act fur-
ther to amend the Patent Act." Hon. Mr. POWER -- The explanation is

The Bill was read the first time. thoroughly satisfactory.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS moved that the rule iThe motion was agreed to, and the Bill
of the House be suspended and that the Bill was read the second time and referred to il,
be read the second time presently. He Committee of the Whole House.
said :-The object of this Bill is to compel (In the Committee.)
apphicants for patents to furmnish the Depart- 1 t
ment with the claim or claims in triplicate. Hon. Mr. POWER-Does this Bill saY
It also provides that the Deputy-Comnins- that section 21 is repealed ? I wish to call
sioner of Patents nay be authorized to sign attention to the fact that the subsection of
the same as well as the Conmissioner. It section 21 was apparently dropped alto-
provides that where more than one applica- gether, and that was one of sone importance.
tion for a patent is made in one notice, the If instead of repealing section 21, you re-
fee of $2 be collected for each patent men- peal the first section of 21, it would probablY
tioned in the notice, and that if a partial answer just as well.
fee only is paid, the proportion of the fee
paid shall be stated in the patent, and the Hon. Mr. ANGERS-There is no dis-
patent shall, nowithstanding anything there- cussion about the application. There seems
in or in this Act contained, cease at the end to be very little reason why it should be re-
of the term for which the partial fee has ferred to the Minister of Justice, because
been paid, unless at the expiration of the only questions of law should be referred to
said terni the holder of the patent pays the him. The technical questions that may
feerequired for the future termn of sixmonths. arise inust be decided by the oticers of the
Thiat is the main object of the Bill. The Department, who are specialists in this mat-
object of allowing the Deputy-Commissioner ter and of course the Departnment would
of Patents to sign, is to avoid a delay when not hink of granting a patent when there
the Commissioner of Agriculture is away or was a disputed laim upon it.
engaged in other business : and there is no
reason why the Deputy-Minister should not Hon. Mr. POWER -1 arn able to speak
have that power. There are several thousands rather feelingly fron a little experience
of those patents issued every year. have had in connection with applications for

Hon. Mr. POWER--The principal object patents at Washington. The people 
of the Bill- if that is the one just mentioned are applying for patents, and the public
by the hon. gentleman-is a perfectly right generally, need all the protection they ca
and proper one. The Deputy-Commissioner i get. The second subsection of this sectiol'

the only person who has'to do with the 21 is a very valuable one. It tends to

patents, and it is a mere piece of red tape Prevent litigation ; everybody knows t1ie
and unnecessary formnality to require the is hardly any subjeet which is a more fer

signature of the Commissioner, who is the source of litigation than the acquirine re
Minister, I understand. There is one pro- patents. It is very important that whe

vision to which the Minister referred which questions do arise the opinion of the DeputY

needs some explanation. He said that it was Minister-not necessarily the Miusterc
proposed that the plans and specifications Justice-should be had in the tirst instance,
should be sent in to the Department si To as te) be sure that the man who thinks h
triphlicate. is getting a patent is really getting a valuable

right, and is not simply getting hold o
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Not the plans, lawsuit. I do not think we should par

nerely the claims The plans are sent in with that second subsection.
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Hon. Mir. ANGERS I have no objec- years and that it can be extended for twelve
tion to adopt the suggestion if hon. menbers years longer. Suppose after the end of the
think it is uecessary, but as a rule whenever first year the inventor wishes to extend the
there is a disputed claim it is submnitted to patent for the full terr can he do so
the Minister of Justice before the Depart-
ment can deal with it. On technical ques- Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Certainly ; that is
tions, as to whether it is a real invention or the way I understand it.
not, the Departient decides. If the anend-
ment is accepted by the House, I have no Hon. Mr. DEVEIl, from the Cdmniittee,
objecti on to it : we might say the first part reported the Bi with an amendaient which
of the 21st section. was concurred in.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY- I an very glad that
the Minister lias taken this course, because

th1 i if this s; b ecti was reeld

The Bill was then read the third time and
passed.

THE DRUIMOND COUNTY RAIL-with the other part of the section, there WAY COMPANY'S BILL.
would be no protection at all, even where a
dispute night arise on a legal point. A QUESTION OF ORDER.

The amendmnent was agreed to, and the Hon. 3Ir. DICKEY-I should like to cali
clause as amendled was adlpted. the attention of the House to the position

Hn. Mr. POWEil]I1otice i su b sec- in which we stand with reference to the

ton 2, îelatîng to the paynent of fees, the Drummond County Railway Bill. I am
tin "o, ret It solffeesth asked, as Chairman of the Committee on
words " or before are struck out. Railways, to call a meeting of the Committee

for to-muorrow norning. I am quite prepared
Hon. Mr. ANGERS-Those words were to act, as I am sure every member, of the

in the Bill as introduced in the House of Conmittee is, but I am placed in a position
Connons and were there struck out. Of of difficulty in which I should like to take
course, that would not debar any one from the counsel of the House. The rules of our
sending the fee beforehand, and I tlouit fHouse require that a Bill shall not be con-,
it would not be worth while to insert the sidered in Conmittee until after twenty-four
words in the Bill after they iad been struck hours' notice. It lias been suggested to me
out l)y the House of Commons. It would that that was evidently intended to mean a
cause 'delay and trouble for a trifling matter. sitting of the House, and, if that be a correct
Evervbody will understand that Collol mnterpretation of the rule, as the second sit-
prudence will require the fees to be mailed a ting of the House to-day has been counted a
little in advance in order to have then reach separate day, the Committee night meet to-
Ottawa in time. morrow mor'ing and consider the Bil. The

(lifhceulty in my mind arises entirely f rom the
Hon. Mr. POWER--The action taken by fact that this might fot be coisi(ered twenty-

the House of Commons seens extraordinary. foui hours'notice. Substantiahly it is, because
It may happen, for instance, that the repre- the Bill has had two distinct stages to-day.
sentative of the patentee is in Ottawa a If there is any doubt upon that point, it is
nionth before the expiration of the patent, but fair and right, after the nanner in which
aid bas taken that opportunity to pay the we have suspended the rules of the fouse un
fee. What the motive of the House of Con- other cases, that the parties should have an
mons was in striking out those words it is opportunity of presenting their daims for
difficuit to uldet'stand. incorporation. I have been pressed to cal

Hon. M ANGERS-f did ouot under- a meeting of the Committee, but have re-
hfrained f rom doing so until I knosg whatIf it either i but suppose tt i, patentee th

h,,iclA 1-- h i Otta.wa a. m , 1 the feeling of te House is on the subjeit.
pp

the expiration of the patent and offered the
fees, the hon. gentleman will understand we
never refuse thenî.

Hon. Mr. DRUMMOND-I understand
that the shortest terni of -a patent is six

Hon. Mr.' BOWELL-I think the re-
marks made by the hon. iember fron Am-
herst are correct, so far as they apply to·the
rule itself. It was understood, I should
judge, when that rule was adopted, that it
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contemplated the intervention of twenty- Rules. In this particular instance the parties
four hours between each sitting of the who are interested have been here, and their
House. I can scarcely suppose it would representatives are here now in force, so that
mean that if the Committee sat to-morrow, there is no harm being done. We are suspend-
and the House did not adjourn until 9 or 10 ing the rules on behalf of the Government
o'clock at night, it would preclude the measures, and pushing business through. Is
consideration of the Bill by the Committee there any particular reason why this Bill
the foilowing day. Literally interpreting should be inade a sort of scapegoat for the
the rule, it would mean twenty-four hours laxity which has been shown in dealing with
froi the time when the second reading other Bills, some of which are not so meri-
passed this House before it could be consid- torious ? No substantial reason has been given
ered by the Committee. There has been why this Bill should not pass. It was not
sone little latitude, I have n(*ticed, in the opposed in the House of Comnions, and the
interpretation of the rules here, and the rule fact is just this-the company has built Somle
imight be construed as meaning fron one sixty miles of road through a good and
sitting of the House to another, but whether populous country, and proposes to build
it was contemplated to apply the rule to a some sixty miles more. The company is
case like this, where there bave been two not asking Parlianient for any aid or special
sittings in one day, J cannot say. There is privileges. I think it one of the most meri-
an easy way of getting over the difficulty. torious private bills that we have had before
The House might consent to suspend the the House this session. Although the
rule, but I very much fear that such a course tweinty-four hours notice might be required
would be objected to by some of themembers if we were interpreting the rules strictly, I
who are opposed to this Bill. would remark that we do not interpret our

rules strictly, and the Chairman would have
Hon. Mr. DICKEY-I mentioned it be- been justified in thinking that the notice

cause it is the oilly Bill that will be referred was sufficient. The Forty-second Rule pro-
to us, and I did not like to give thirty or vides that measures are sometimes passed
forty gentlemen the trouble of meeting and with unusual speed, and now at the close of
doing something that might be disallowed the session, is just the time when measures
by the House. As the rule has been sus- are being passed with unusual speed. I do
pended in so many cases, I thought it night not see why a different measure should be
be dispensed with in this case. dealt out to this Bill fron that which has

beeti applied to ail others. Lt is a case for
Hon. Mr. VIDAL--In endeavouring to liberal construction and a liberal construc-

interpret the meaning of one of the Rules tion of this rule would allow the Bil to go
of the House, it would be well to think for before the Committee to-morrov morning.
whose benefit the rule has been made. Is it 1 think the Chairman would have been quite
for the benefit of the niembers of the Senate justified in caling the Coînmîttee without
or for the benefit of persons outside, that referring the matter to the bouse and re-
they may have due notice that the Bill is to porting the Bil to the bouse.
be considered ? My opinion is that tweinty-
four hours inust elapse between the second Hou. Mr. McMILLAN-I do not know
reading of the Bill and its consideration by that J am particularly interested in this Bil
the contunittee. Unless the rule is suspended i, fact I know very little aboutit although
by the consent of the House, the Bill could'it is in my charge. 1 agree with the hon.
not go before the conunittee to-morrow. nember fror Haifax-I do not see why this

Bill should be mW~e a scapegoat at the tail
Hon. Mr. POWER-I did not understand end of the session. Lt certainly will not help

the leader of the House to express any de- those who are opposed to the measure when
cided opinion on this question, and I do not it cores before the Railway Comnittee, t4
think that our practice has been of the rigid ho raising ail these technical objections at
character indicated by the hon. gentleman different stages of the Bil. J would rather
from Sarnia. I have very frequently known see the lon. gentleman accept the motion tO
Bills to be considered by the Committee suspend the rule and fight the Bil for ail it
within twenty-four hours after the second is worth before the Committee. If he has
u'eadiîg, without the notice requîred hy the good case, if he has a valid objectioi to the
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granting of this charter, I am satisfied that
the Railway Committee will deal with the
subject on its merits. I hope the hon. gentle-
man who has opposed it at the different
stages will not oppose the suspension of the
rule. As I understand the Chairman of the
Committee, he cannot accept the twent.y-four
ho'urs as meaning from one sitting to
another.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN--This is really a case
where the House is called upon to decide
between observing the strict letter of the
law, and considering the Rules in a liberal
spirit as applicable to the measure before us.
If this were a case where the parties inter-
ested in the passage of the Bill, or opposed
to it, were at a distance from the Capital,
the House would not be justified in allowing
any deviation fron the rule, but I under-
stand no opposition has been made to this
Bill in the House of Comnons, and no oppo-
sition has been made here except by one
hon. gentleman, and. I am also given to
understand that the parties have been here,

correctly it was opposed in the Railway
Committee of the other House. I do not
know what particular reason the hon. men-
ber from Halifax has for wishing to see this
Bill passed in opposition to the wishes of the
people of the province of Quebec. Why
did the Bill not pass before the Quebec Legis-
lature at its hast session? The company
obtained their charter originally fron the
Quebec Legislature. They appeared before
the Legislature at its last session asking for
an amendment to their charter ; why then,
will the hon. gentleman from Halifax tell
me, did the Legislature of Quebec deein it
necessary, knowing the needs and wishes of
the people of that locality, to refuse that
legislation? I believe that we should re-
spect the decision of the people of the pro-
vince of Quebec, knowing, as they (do per-
fectly, the circumstanèes of the case and the
needs of the people of that locality. We
should trust to the judgment of the Local
Legislature, and enforce the Rules of this
House with regard to this Bill.

and are here now, and that no injustice can Hon. Mu. POWER-The hon. gentleman
he done to anybody by construing the rule makes a very good tight for his clients. He
liberally and letting the Bill go before the tells us that the people who are interested
conmittee to-morrow. The House would bel in opposing this Bil left Ottawa, and that
acting in the right spirit in the matter if they went away relying on the rigid enforce-
they adopted that course. ment of these technical rules against this

Bill, and that, liaving heen lieue andl hav-
Hon. Mr. VIDAL--Like my hon. friend, ing gone away relying on these technical

I should be very much better pleased if grounds, they are fot in a position to appeau
those interested parties would consent to a before the Cominittee to-moruow to oppose
suspension of the rule, but I would not join the measure. J do not think that, in the
in forcin'g it if they are not willing to con- first place, that is a ground of objection that
sent to it. would commend itself to the members of this

House. The heon, gentleman knows per-
Hon. Mr. GUEVREMONT (Jn French.) fectly well that the parties who oppose this

1 regret exceedingly that I cannot assent to Bil have, in himself ane if some of his col-
the proposition to suspbnd the rule with leagues, the strongest representatives they
regard to this Bill. I object to it fou several could have. There is not an objection to
reasons. The flrst is that persons outside of be taken to this Bing before the Comnittee
the Senate are opposed to the Bil, and repos- that the hon. gentleman is not in a position
ing confidence in the members of this Chai- to present just as well as any of the gentle-
ber, they would adhere strictly to a rule calcu- men who have gone away to, Montrea]. Con-
lated to delay the consideration of a Bil m sequenthy, there is nothing in that agument.
designed to injure a large number of resi- Then the hon. gentleman akes Some refer-
dents in the locawity wheoe the railroad is to ence to my having taken an interest in this
be built. They have gone away. It would be Bil. Coming froin the province of Nova
unfair to thein to suspend the rule and pro- Scotia, I a even more interested in the
ceead ith the Bill, without giving the a success of this unertaking than the lion.
chance to core and present their reasokîs for gentleman is, because the road, for the con-
opposing it. The ion. member from Haifax struction of which this company is asking
bas said that no opposition was made to the power, is a ine which will connect with the
Bill in the other house: if I remember Intercolonial Railway, and afford freight to
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and from the province of Nova Scotia a no progress. I do not think that the older
better line than the Grand Trunk Railway company ought to be allowed to stand in the
offers. I should be very sorry to see an way of a live conpany which shows what it
important measure of this kind blocked by is prepared to do by wvhat it lias done.
a mere teehnical Ebjection, taken iii this
way at the close of the session. With re- Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE I do
spect to the question of order in this House, not think the question is whether the Bil
while the decision of the Speaker is always should lw suporte( or not the question is
treate(d with respect, the Rules provide that, as to the iuterpretation of the uie of the
when it cones to an interpretation of a Rule, Bouse. Although the hon. inber froîn
the House bas a 'right to deal with the Halifax is generally in the right, 1i is a litle
matter. If there is any doubt as to the inistaken ii the way he bas ut the question
meaning of a Rule, the House has a right to to-day. If this Bil1 had leen read the second
decide what shall be the interpretation of time at the tinst sitting, this sittimg ight
that Rule, and, if it is the decision of the be consi(ered a whole day, and t(-iii(rrow a
Bouse that the Coiinittee could meet to- whole twent-four bonus on accou t f there
norrow an(l consider tbis Bill, tbere is noth- ulavidi been a sitting etwe the eond
ing t> prevent tbe Bouse so deciing. reading a d th e reference t the coinnttee,

but in this case there wvîll l)e no sittiîng, be-
Hon. Mr. MýýIASSON--The Hon. gentleman twee. the second rea(lig an the s ttrng of

fromi Halifax asks whv this Bill is opposed. the coininittee, and, therefoie, I do nt think
The hon. genitlemai from Soui explained the interval cai be taken as a day. Ceutainly
in French that the Bil is distasteful to the if we were discussng the details of the Bi
purovince of Quebec-that it was presented the reasons given b the fron. nitgber ftroti
to thae Legismature of Quebec at its last Sorel are ver strogur. If any one is iac iterest-
session, and cas throwi ont. These parties, ed in this Bi it is cetainly tese who conîd
having failed there, have cone here for legis- froin the prtvice ef Quebec, and I daresa
lation which is distasteful to the province. a najorit of theni would be opposed t this

BiH. But that is not the question ; the ques-
fron. Mi. PoWER It does not folow tion is sha the rules be adhered t (o not.

that it was distasteful to the people of If any one is opposed te the Bil le bas a
Quebec because it was rejected by that legisa- ig t t take advantage if tle Rules of the
ture. Bouse and these rules canLnct be chaned

except by unansnous consent. No notice
Bn. Mi. MASSON--Oh! oh lias beeri divencinf the rposition to suspeid

the rule and the questihon canot lbe discusse.
Bon. u.P(WERSOne can readil o d ro not sec how ny o .f friends can think

undeustand how that would halîpen. Th;e tlee is aBy doubt tat twenty-fouu bonus
uCrrat Easterni Railway Coinpany, repre- cannot be iuterpreted iiia aniy sense thani at

sente( hy the lion. gentleman from Socro, least one sittine bavig taken place betaeey
have a icht to build a steue cloe to the the second readin and te referene to the

Bouth bank of the St. LawBence river. Theie cnqnonittee.
is a considerable population there, much
more than in the interior where this road Bon. Mr. McA NLLAN-h !nove
proposes to go, and one can readily under- hat in the opiiiion of thls House tle constrîictiOii
stand that whee the inatjority of thevotes are, of the mies will permit the Tohninittee to neet anl
there the ajority of representatives would co sider this Bi to-orrow înorning.
be also. I can headily understand that the Ho . Mr. DE 3OUCIIRVILLE--'There
representatrves of the counties facing on the inust be a notice of that motion.
St. Lawrence Htiver, would not-oooking at
the thing from a local point of view----e Hon. Mu». MASSON-Sucli a nmotioni ciai-
anxious to have this road constuucted, net be put without notice.
because trey might qe under the impression
that that would interfere with the construc- Bei. M r. POWER--I do not see that
tiou of the other road. The Great Eastern the motion is ont of oder. The question
Railway Company has had a cartèr for I of order has arisen with reference to this
think flIfteen years, and has made almost Bil, and the hon. gentlean wants to.take
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the opinion of the House on the question of the buse. Tt would be somewhat difficuit
order. He bas a right to (o that. to declare by resolution Lhat a rule should

be in terpreted iii direct opposition to the
Hon. Mr. MASSON-What is the ques- wording of the rule itself. You might pass

tion before the Chair? The hon., gentleman a resolution repealing that rule and substi-
had no right to put that question. He cai tuting another, and then declaring vhat its

v put a question when he gives notice of n sould be but certainly it would
it : otherwise the House does not know of1e ar, but something unpre-
it. I have not exainned the rules suti- cedented, to pursue the course that my hon.
centlv to know whether we cari, by our frieni suggests now.
ipse dixit, change the Rules of the bouse.
The Rules are framned for the protection of Hon. Mr. I)ICKEY-I gather fron the
the minority, and the majority cannot change en
thenu. The Rule says that you cannot dis- larly on the other si(e of the bouse, that 1
pense with any of the Rules if one member shah be obliged to cail the Comittee toge-
objects. The hon. gentleman is endeavour- ther at a future date.
in- to make the House declare that we
shall not follow the Rules: that is tanta- Hon. U. PoWER--After the next sit-

tnount to cbraeuging the Rarles.ul s

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN-The Chairnan
of the Committee has asked the House for
instructions, and I think the House should 1
give hini these instructions.

Hon. Mr. MASSON-No hon. member
lias a right to ask for instructions.' He cai
ask the opinion of the House as to what lie
might do in an informal way. He has no right
to ask for instructions, because other instruc-
tions cannot he given to him unless a motion
is made. The House cari onlv nanifest its
feeling hy means of a iotion. I appeal to
the hon. memlber on the other side who bas
just spoken and ask him, cani a motion like
this be sprung upon the House without giv-
ing notice, unless it is a question of adjourn-
Ment.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-This whole discus-
sion is as irregular as it could possibly be,
but, as the hon. member who bas just spoken
indicated a moment ago, it arose from a
ditliculty that presented itself in the inter-
pretation of the rule by the Chairman of the
Railway Committee. I do not think my
hon. friend from Alexandria can inake the
motion lie bas presented. The only way to
arrive at it would be to make some motion,
and, if it is declared out of order by the
Speaker, appeal to the House against his
decision. This mode is irregular. If the
hon. gentleman desires to put an interpreta-
tion upon the rule which many of us think
it would not beaur, the only way he cai do
that is by giving notice and bringing it up
to-morrow morning at the next sitting of

The Senate adjourned at .9.30 p.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Thursday, Jarch 30th, 1893.
The SPEAKER took the Chair at 11

o'clock.

Routine proceedings.

THE PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinte) moved the
adoption of the Sixth Report of the Joint
Committee of both houses on the Printing
of Parliament. le said :-This report was
read at length at the Table yesterday. It
provides that certain documents be printed,
and that certain documents be not printed,
and also recommends that a copy of Blatch's
Ready Reference to the atatutes of Canada
be supplied to each member of both bran-
ches of the Parliament, and other minor
matters.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I cannot approve
of the item providing for the purchase of
the " Ready Reference " for each member
of both Houses. This book may be of some
use to lawyers, but few of the members of
the House will look at it; and this will in-
volve a large expense at a time when the
Government are endeavouring to reduce ex-
pense, as they did when dealing with the
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messengers. I think the Committee should ¶iueet the anendments in legisiation, but vou
recommend that any member who wishes to could bardly suppose a laynian ceuld do that.
get this Ready Reference might have it in Without these amef(ments it would be use-
the place of stationery. This is just one less as a guide. I said last session that f
of those cases which we often have of hon. did not thiuk the Printing Couiittee had a
gentlemen trying to do a good turn for their riglit to vote or recommenl the granting (f
friends outside at the public expense instead money for any purpose. There are Other
of doing it at their own. geienien, 1 believe who have written a

gfuideC to the Sttu*tes just as meritorious as
Hon. Mir. READ-My recollection is that this one, but for sonie reason, of which 1 an

the price is only 80 cents a copy. not aware, this one is recommended by the

Hon. Mr. McCLELAN--I understood Conimittee. 1 think ail the members who
4I1 - elV C i1 e+m e et th e a m e d m e n t i nfo r e is lti n , b

ag e, ee ng o e com ee wa aW «

it was not important to lawyers, who were
supposed to know all about the law already,
but that it might be useful to laymen.

Hon. Mr. VIDAL-Although a member
of that committee, in my judgnent, they
have gone entirely outside of their duties
and powers in making a reconimendation of
this sort. As a Printing Committee, we are
called upon to judge of the propriety of
printing documents submitted to the House,
and I do not think it cones within the
duties of that committee to make grants. It
appears to me that that should be left to
tha Committee on Contingent Accounts, or
at any rate, to some other comittee than
the Joint Committee of both Houses on
Printing.

The motion was agreed to.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION
BILL.

FIRsT AND SECOND READINGS.
A Message froin the House of Commons

was received with Bill 27 " An Act to a.mend
the Civil Service Superannuation Act."

The Bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL mnoved the suspen-
sion cf the rule as regards this Bill, and that
the Bill be read the second time.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I shall object to the
rule being suspended any further than per-
nitting the second reading. I do not object
to the second reading.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN -It oughît to come The motion was agreed to, and the Bill

before the Library Comnittee. was read the second time.

Hon. Mr. GOWAN It was referred to
the Hon. Mr. Power and myself. Hon. Mr.
Power did not quite agree with me, but I
appeared before the Committee and repre-
sented the point wherein we differed. At
the samue time, I was able to bear testimony
as to the usefulness of the book, not so
inuch to a lawyer as to a layman, and being
somnewhat familiar with the Statutes for
many years, I recognized the value of this
book. It is just the plan I adopted myself
years ago, and it is a good means for any one,

BILL INTRODUCED.

A Message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (123): "An Act re
specting the Voters' Lists of 1893."

The Bill was read the first time.

INQUIRY.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE- would like
to know when I may expect the returns to
my motion with reference to the Experi-
mental Farm.

whether a gentleman learned in the law, or 1 ien. Mr. ANGFRS-J am surprised that
a layman, to keep track of the Statutes as the hon. gentleman has net received this yet.
they pass, and I very strongly recommiend I have eften applied fer it, and . think the
the purchase of the book. The comnmittee dehy is due te the absence cf some of the
were unaimmous n recommeunding it. officers of the Department, but I shah le

willing te show it te the hon. gentleman in
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--I take the case it should net be laid on the Table befOre

saine view as my lion. friend from Halifax. the House closes.
I do not consider it of mnuch value for laymen.
Lawyers , of course, woull keep altering it te The House adjurned at 12.15 p.i.
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Becnd ittng.pose(l. lie said :-The Coînmittee thougbt,Second Sitting.
that they wouid flot mnake any recommien-

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 3 dation to the House as to the action wiich
o'elock. should be taken upon these rules n1W. There

Prayers and routine proceedings. is a good deal to be said in favour of allow-ing this draft, to stand over until next session

PUBLIC PRINTING ACT AMEND- , that each lion, gentleman may bave a
MENT BILL. copy of the draft and consi(er it during the

READNGS. recess, if lie is so disposed, so, that whien we
FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGs. et aain (which ope we nay al next

Hon. Mr. BOWELL introduced Bill (X) year> this (raft can le referred to a Coin-
An Act to amend chapter 27 of the Re- mittee an( any amendments tiat may bave

vised Statutes intituled an Act respecting suggested themselves to the meinhers of the
the Public Priniting." He said:- This is a Senate during the recess may then he con-
very short but a very necessary Bill for the sidered. Of course if the buse think well
proper working and management of the to a(opt the rules at once, notice should be
Intercolonial Railway. The House is aware iven, because uîîder our rules a (ays notice
that a change bas been inade by which the is required to inake a new standing order,
headquarters of the Interedlonial Railway and it wÔuld be necessary now to give notice
are now at Moncton, from which station ail for SaturaV. 1 bave moved the adoption
orders are issued affecting the railway. of the report, which (oes not iînply that the
_Under the law as it stands relating to the
printing of Parliament and all other Gov- it to the buse to (hcide whether the rules
ernment printing, the Intercolonial Railway shah stand over until next session.
officials at Moncton, St. John, Halifax, and
Quebec are prevented from even printing lon. Mr. DE BOUCIERVILLE - 1
the tickets' neccessary, or a time-table when understand that these rules are to be prmt-
it may be neccessary to make a change. The ed.
Bill is to give authority to the Railway De-
partment to have that kind of printing per'- lon. Mr. POWEll They are printed
formed where it is most convenient in the nov. Any lon. gentleman vho wishes to
publicinterest. The powergiven here issimply examine them can do so in this form quite
to enable the superintendent at Moncton or at as conveniently as in any other form.
Quebec iii case they should require railway
tickets or a time-table, to have it done there lon. Mr. DICKBY--I should like to
without sending it to Ottawa. The incon- make a suggestion to the leader of the
venience which would arise f rom having to get Governinent with respect to the hast point
the work done here will present itself to every that was adverted to by iny hon. friend as
mienber of the House. This leaves the to the time wben these rules shah come into
auditing of the aceounts to the Queen 's;operation. That ought to Uc welI thought
Printer and Auditor-General at Ottawa, sI of before we come to any conclusion upon it
as to prevent the possibility of any over- for this reason, that it would be inanifestly
charge. a ost inconvenient thing that these ruies

The iioion~va ageedtoandtUeBihshouid go into operation at any period ofThe motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Was~~~~~~ p.sdtruhalis udrss the session except the. hegiiîing of the ses-was passed through all its stages ude sion. Oterise you woud have one set

penisioni of the rules.
of ru les in operation for a portion of the

THE RULES OF THE HOUSE. session, and for the remainder of the sessionwvould have these new and revised ruies. It
MOTION. would lead to a great deal of entanglement

The Order of the Day being called, " consi- and difficulty in the application of these
deration of the report of the special Coin- rules, but it would be simplified if we could
nittee appointed to revise the orders,, rules start fair. I the bouse will place confi-

and forms of proceeding of the Senate." dence in tle labours of the Committee and
on Saturday wili conclude t(> adopt these

Hon. Mr. POWER moved the adoption rules, they illbe inshapeto gointo operation
of the report and explained the changes pro- at tUe beginning of next session. There is
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a inanifest convenience in that course, and effect from the beginning of the second ses-
certainly there is an equally manifest incon- sion after this. There is no difflculty in that.
venience in any course which would require I do not think it is proper to discuss the
them only to take effect after the first ten or merits of these rules now but 1 an strongly
twenty days of the ensuing session. I leave impressed with the correctness of the views of
it to the House to consider what is best to the hon. member from Ottawa in reference
be done. to the passage of Bi

wtothaving been petitioned for, the peti-
Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I was not able to tion in each case setting forth what is re-

attend all the meetings of the committee, but quire and what is intended b the Bil.
I observe there are some of the rules which Private interests may be materially affected
certainly require further consideration. I by the omission of anything froi a petition,
can see no harm in allowing thein to stand and 1 tbink the rule in the buse of Coin-
over until next session. No embarrassnent mons, in the Private Bils Committee as well
could arise by having then take effect some as in the failway Committee, bas invaria-
tine next ýession. Looking over them, I bly een, unless good reasons were shown
find rule fifty-seven practically is predicated for departing from it, not t6 make any con-
on the assumption that private Bills may go cession in a Bil that is not erbraced in
through this House without a petition being the petition, the object being to prevent the
presented. We should have a petition pre- possibility of any person or any interest
sented before any Committee should consider heing taken by surprise. The suggestion, I
the Bill. If we adopt this rule it will understand, before the buse at the present
strengthen the belief which is growing more moment is simply to accept the report and
and more every year, that parties can present to coi o a
a petition in the House of Comnons and get by the hon. inember from Halifax, whether
a Bill through there, and wien the Bill e should proceed vith it this year or ]et it
comes here it will as a matter of course be stand until next session.
referred to the Standing Orders Committee.
We should adiere to our rules and insist Hon. Mr. KATnLBACiHlladwe notbet-
uponi having a petition presented dnere; and ter take it Up iosu? I think we had better
if the petition is not presented at the rig mpt decide nw whether these rules should be
time, we shouh require them to go through (leait hit sext session or not. On Saturday
the for of petitioning for leave to petition. we sha have a very thin House. an only
I see no inconvenience to resuit from let.ting surprised that there are so fe alterations
the rules stand until iaext session. in the rules. thought there woud be a

* Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I an in precisely
the same position as the hon. meiber from
Ottawa. It has been my misfortune not to
be able to attend the meetings of this com-
mittee, other duties having made greater
demands on ny time. I fully concur in the
remarks made by the hon. member from
Amherst., and also, in the remarks made by
the hon. member from Ottawa, so far as the
adoption of the report is concerned. It
would be highly inconvenient to bring a new
set of rules before the members of the House
with a view to having them come into force
in the middle of a session, and yet from what
has just fallen from the hon. member from
Ottawa,.I think it is equally important that
we should not adopt these rules until the
next session of Parliament. Then, after a
thorough consideration of them during the
recess, if we think proper to adopt them
next session they could be made to take

great many more. No doubt the Committee
looked carefully through them and it shows
that the rules were not so defective as some
of us thought they were. As to the Contia-
gent Accounts Committee, I think it will
be more workable with the reduced number,
and the public interests will be more care-
fully guarded. It is better to mnove that
the considerationof therules take place next
session. It is useless to go to the expense
of putting this in book form when it is be-
fore us in the most convenient form.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I would suggest
that a sufficient number of these copies be
printed so that each member of the Senate
may have a copy.

Hon. Mr. POWER-That was the under -

standing. The opinion of the House, so far
as one can gather it f rom the remarks which
have been made by lion. gentlemen, is iP
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favour of letting the draft stand over for rules, and therefore I hope theconsideration
consideration unitil the beginning of next of them will be postponed until next session.
session. I may say that that was rather
my own inclination. It is desirable to make The motion was agreed to.
our rules as nearly perfect as possible and
probably after the corsideration which may CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION
be given by hon. gentlemen to this draft ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
during the recess, next session they will be T11111 READING.

made more nearly perfect than these rules
are as submitted. I move that the considera- The Order of the Day being called, Com-
tion of the draft be postponed until the next nittee of the whole bouse on Bil (27> "An
session of Parriainent. Act to amend the Civil Service Super-

annuation Act."
Ho. Mr. DICKEY--In reference toS Ai o

w-bat lias fallen from the hon. member fron i e ore otELL Daindgth Bi is of
Ottaa, about the presentatio of a petition, soe A

not the Bill that I thought it was that wasthere is no alteration made in the rules with reporte from the house of Commnons this
regard to that. It remains as it hias always reortedg frm he Houseqo on the upn is
been. There bas been a question about it. themng. hn I movec the suspensionof
I remiember well Sir Alexander Campbell teRules this morning I tbought it was theI reembr wll Sr Aexader ampellBill regulatinu the insurance of the civil sem'-
stated as his opinion that the rules as they B n
stand and as the draft stands would require vants. The Bill before the House is one
a petition for every private Bill to be pre- changing m»aterially the laws regulating the
sented to this House, no matter whether the superannuation of civil, servants, and conse-

Bill originated in the House of Commons or quently is sonmewhat more important than

not. I was of a different opinion, but we the other. The measure bas been fully dis-
both agreed that it was very desirable that cussed in the other House, and I am not

sure whether the miembers of the Senate have
tiere should be a petition, for the reasons read the te member of the have
which have been given by the leader of readthe debate attentively. If they have, it
the House to-day. will relieve me in a great ineasure from the

necessity of referring to it at any length.
Hon. Mr'. POWER-The rule of the 'Should members of the Senate require it, I

- shall try to answer suc'h questions as may sug-
House of Commons is the sane as our rule. gest themselves in the progress of the Bill
If a petition lias been presented to the through Committee. The - Qbject of the
bouse of Commons, and the bouse of Com- imeasure is to try, as near as possible, to
mons lias considered the petition and has make the fund out of which the superannua-
passed the Bill through all its stages, I doubt tion is paid self-sustaining. At present the
very much whether we have the consti- charge upon the consolidated revenue of the
tutional right to refuse to deal with that country is much larger than the·Government
Bill. I doubt if we have the right to alter think it ought to be, and the civil servants
that rule so as to require a petition to be who profit by it could submit to a larger de-
presented to this House. duction annually in order to make the dif-

ference between the amount paid out and
Hon. Mr. BOTSFORD--I was chairman that which is contributed to the revenue from

of a conmittee appointed to revise the rules these abatements less onerous than at pre-
some years ago, and I know the difficulty of sent. I may add that while the proposition to
making any alterations. It is very difficult increase the amount paid by civil servants
in a hurried way to put the true value on each year, another short Bill is introduced
the construction of any rule that might be which is a corollary to the one now before the
made. At that time copies of the rules House, and which practically forms part of
.were furnished to every hon. member, and it, providing a very cheap rate of insurance
an opportunity was given to consider them for the civil servants. The Government do
thoroughly. Somne changes wereý proposed, not propose to enter into a general business
but not so many as have been suggested by of insurance, but they confine it exclusively
the committee this session. I should like to the employees of the Crown. I make that
to consider thoroughly the bearing of these statement in order that there inay be no
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misapprehension as to the intention of the years, and by the system of insu rance which it
Government, and that the House and the is proposed to add to the superannuation, to
country may understand that the Govern- make a provision for the widows and orphans
ment does not propose to interfere with the of civil servants who die in the service.
legitimate insurance companies of the Those who have studied the question know
country beyond their own civil servants. that a civil servant may contribute to the
The House will remember that the first fund for 35 years, after which period his
Superannuation Bill was passed in 1870. contributions cease; he ray then continue
The provisions of it will be found in 33 in the service for 5 or 10 years longer, as his
Vie., chap. 4. It was introduced by the bealth would permit, and if he is able to per-
late Sir Francis Hincks. At that time he form the duties of bis office. The provision
proposed that the abatement should be that you can retire a civil servant at 60 years
annually 4 per cent on all salaries of $600 is not iiperative. It is imperative on the
and upwards, and 2. per cent on all salaries part of the officer to accept if the (4overn-
under $600. Caiculations have shown that ment so decree, but if he inaintains bis
if that rate cad been maintained up to the ealtb, as ceany of the (, he can continue
present time and the fund had not been for a longer period. 1 can e you one or
loaded at the tine it 'as passed by the twat willustrations where they approacb the
superannuation of a large number of e- age of nearly 90. Take the lateclerk of the
pioyees who liad neyer contributed to the buse of Commons, be 'vas 89 or 90 when
fund, many of 'vhom are stili dra'ving their be 'vas superannuated, and he 'vas then a
pensions, that abatement would have been vigorous and active man and performed bis
sufficient to bave balanced the aciounts. duties admirably. That oficer might have
8hortly after, by the Act 36 Vie., the annual paid into the superannuation fund during
abatement as reduced fromin 4 to 2 percent the wole 35 years and then dra a pension
uponsaaries of $600 and over, and to b1 per for only a few years, and wben he (lies bis
cent upon salaries under $600. This reduction famîly gets nothing. Or take a stili harder
las ad the effect of placing a charge upon case, one in whic an officer ay bave been
the revenue of the country very much in 35 years in the service, ail that time con-
excess of the receipts, as is sbown by the tributing to the superannuation fund, if he
public accounts of iast year. In 1891-92 drops off before being superannuated his
the amount paid by civil servants into the f v goets noting, or ail they get is the
fund amounted to $63,892.79, butthe sum to months' ratuity whif is paid to all
paid out to those who ad been superan- officers. As an illustration of longevity in
nuated amounted to $253679.88. This this country e find upo looking into the
disparity, the House eii see, is very great. records that there are no less than 391
h have the table before me, but i i not persons now upon the sptierannuation list
theary the bouse reading it, showing the drawing their annual pensions, vho vere
operation of the law as it stands on the placed on the retired list in 1870- 71, at
Statute-book from 1871 to 1892. That is 'vbicb tume the Superannuation Act wils
including t e first year on the 4 per cent and passed.
the a per cent, and then under the 2 per
cerft and the 1t pe 6cent. b will just eau Hon. ,'. POWEllTey bad )aid
the attention of the House to tbis fact, that noting
the frst year there as paid into this fund
$49,000, the second year $53,000, and the Hon. MuI. BoWELL--A large proportion
third year $54,000. The lav 'vas then mf them neveu paid anything into the fund
changed, and the receipts from this fund feU at al, and that is ne reson wy, as J sai.
tI $34,000, and it has only at the present before, it bas been overloaded. The average
day reached the sum to 'hich J have already age of those 391 persons now upon the list
called the attention of the bouse, $63,000, is about seventy-one years whicb speaks 'el
while the expenditure bs reacbed $253,679. for out- climate. Some of then run froi

under the circumstances, t'vo propositions eighty to ninety. It bas been contendedby
suggested themselves te the Government. soine that 'we should aboiish tbe whole sys-
One 'vas to abolish the wbole system ; the te. This is scarceiy advisahie under the
other 'vas to se amend the la as to try and circustances. J may add aalthough it bas
make the accounts balance in a very fe'v nothing to do hitb this question, that when
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the original Superannuation Bill was intro- tion of the proposition that, is now before
duced in the House of Commons in 1870, I'the buse as 1 could well do in the short
was Onie of those who opposed the measure. space that 1 allotted to myseif at this period
It is not necessary for me to go into my of the session. 1 ain inclined to the opinion
reasons for opposing it. The law is on the that although the Bil met with a good deal
Statute-book at present, and it would be a of opposition in the other branch of Parlia-
great hardship, particularly to those who are ment, stili the great înajority came to the
now in the service, to interfere with their conclusion that the proposition of theGovern-
positions. Neither does this Bill propose to ment was in the interest of the civil ser-
interfere with the status of the ýresent civil vants and certainly in the interests of the
servants. Tiey will reniain as they have revenue of the country.
been in the past, and will receive the saine
advantages that they enjoy under the pre-
sent law. It is proposed that any party c'eased abatement compulsory upon ail who
entering the service after the age of forty- are now in the Civil Service,
tive years shall not he entitled to superannua- who enter it hereafter ?
tion, and shall fot l)e require(l to contribute '
to the suerannuation. fund. Tt is propsed ýHon. Mr. BoWELL-It is cowpulsory

byth Hous aseen il coul welldoi the shortnnt

on ail civil servants at the present moment.
tiree and a haîf per cent (n all salaries, o oer It will be equally compulsory on ail civil
S600, and three per cent on salaries under servants who enter the service, under the
$600, so toat persons entering the service age of 4 5 in the future, only at a higher

no Mvl know precisely what they imayrt
exmnect. slhls sun tell gje riepositey to t
the credit of the eceiver-General ande
the officials paying into the fund wi ants ai the ioE J nerreast the
receive on those investuments 6 per cent. datres of the boust of y. an and bu 1
Thiat is, the Governmient propose to add to the daesyJhvlot ra el u

s think the ron. gentleman's explanation,
wat ight be considered the rate at whiclte o s a h

and gives us a very fair idea of the principle

a Governwho ente itl hereafte ?oeo n
tionf and shall no hev reqire totu contribut

other words, it is a contribution froo the
publc exhequr tothe xten of pe myself as to details, 1 feel, as one member

pblte pescent Bil to m the abteent )pt

cent of the House, that the Bil is a step in the

i60 and thre percton cen han salarie underht

0e suthicient to eneet the requirements tht i
o p i the was a crying injustice at any rate a very

expd emd uo t. This sums will bedpstdt
thee officialsta payin intofu theuundwil

understand-if 1 have not made it plain nt
trust attention will be called to it-that the servant who dies in the service of the state

su which theyin pay inr 2ht per centyv more tha

abatement is increased. That abatenient afe evn tfo hryo hryfv er
will be placed to the credit of the fund out i
of hich the superannuation payments are nney, and leaves his wife and children

tade. In order to make ends nmeet, if e n
înay usy that expression, it will be necessary systern of state insurance like this was pref-

public ehqurto the exten ofsen of peranuti

for the country to contribute an additional
2b per cent, naking the interest allowable 6
per cent by which it is believed that in Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-This ill does
about 2a years the fund wiml be self-sustain- not deal with life insurace, does it?
ing. Calculations show that the fund then
at the credit of the Civil Service Superanua-' Hon. Mr. POWER-This Bill, as under-
tion Fund will amount to about $2,000,000. stand it, goes with another Bill, and the
That being the case, then the necessity of result of the additional deduction which iý
drawing upon the general funds of the coun- made on account of the superannuation f und
t.ry in order to m keet the requirements of the is that any civil servant who pays this in-
Bill will have disappeared. have almost a creased deduction from his salary is entitled
deluge of statistics which I do not suppose to a life insurance-Is not that the case?
the buse desires to be troubled with. I That is, the fauily would be entitled to 0

have given as short and as clear an exposi- much after his neathe.
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Hon. Mr. BOWELL--No, he would have passing of this Bill, it does not affect him in
to pay additional for life insurance, only at the least.
a much lower rate than ordinary insurance.

The motion was agreed to and the buse
resolved itself inito a Committee of the Where is the fund from which the premiums
Whole. are to be paid under the Insurance Act?

Out of thisý fundt 9
(In the Comnmittee.)

On the second clause,

Hon. Mr. POWER-If the civil servant
is over 45 at the tiie of his appointment,
he does not get the advantage of the old
systein of superannuation ?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-No, nor does he
contribute anything to the superannuation
fund. He gets his full salary.

The clause was adopted.

On clause five,

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Will this affect the
civil servant who is superannuated immedi-
ately after this Bill passes ?- How does it

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-No, that is out of
another fund altogether. I have a table
showing the rates of the ordinary insurance
conpanies, and what we propose for the civil
service is to give them a better and cheaper
rate for insuring their lives for the benefit
of their families in case of death. The
reason why we can give them a cheaper in-
surance is that the whole of the work can be
done by the Finance Departmnent; there
will not be those expenses that are incurred
by regular conpanies in the way of rent,
agents, officers, etc.

The clause was adopted.

affecti himi O n the fifthi clause,•

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Not at alL Hon. Mr. POWER-That is a very desira-
ble provision, and I hope that the expecta-

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-Section 4 seens to tions of the leader of the Government with
be predicated on the assumption that the respect to this fund may be realized. The
moment this Bill is passed and the moment hon. gentleman state( that the Finance
the country adds 2 per cent, then there Depavtment were of opinion that at the
is a suflicient fund to meet the superannua- expiration of twenty-five yeavs from this
tion without drawing upon the general fund date the superannuation fund would le
of the country. found self-sustaining. That would be a

very desirable condition of things, but h
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-, The superannua- wish to make this observation, that uinless

tion allowance to which aDl persons whoin the Governent pursue a totally different
this Act is applicable to becones entitled, course from that whicv they have pursued
etc." Now, this Bill only adds to the Super in the past with respect to superannuation,
annuation Act as it is now upon the Statute- this fund wil neyer becomae sof-sustain-
book. It is realiy adding another clause, i dg. Yeab after year men ho were in
providing for a higher rate of abatement the full possession of ail their faculties,
annually from the salaries of those who and as well able to work as ever they were,
come into the service after the passing of have been supesannuated at high figures in
the Act, and does not affect what might be order, in some cases, to make room for gen-
termed the Superannuation Fund No.: 1. tlemuen who were looked upon more favour-
Any one now in the service, if superan- bly hy the powers that' be. That is the
nuated, will receive 2 per cent annually general rule, but bv this time J should sup-
upon his salary, as he does now-that is, if pose that nearly all the Liberal employees
a man receives $1,000 a ye'ir and has paid who were in any way obnoxious have been
in thirty-five years to the superannuation removed, and there will not be the saine
fund, he is entitied to 70 per cent of his tenptation to superannuate in the future
salary. If he has paid in twenty years, hel that there has been in the past.
would be entitlèd to 40 per cent of his
salary-2 per cent for each year. If a civil Hon. Mr. DEVER- J know one gentle-
servant should be superannuated after the man who was superannuated in 1873 who
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had lbeen drawing a salary of $1,600 per
annum. I think he was superannuated at
S1,400 per annui, and he is living to-day,
hale and hearty.

Hon. Mr. MAcIN NES (Burlington)--
The Government cannot possibly super-
annuate iinproperly any officer without
breaking the law, so that the Government
are fiable to be pulled up if they do so. I
had occasion to look into the civil service
superannuation question about ten years
ago, and I found that so far as the practice
of superannuating improperly was concerned
the sih lay at the door of the Mackenzie
Governmîent quite as largely as at the door
of the present Government.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I do not see that
it would be at all profitable to enter into
that discussion now, but if the hon. gentle-
man would like a few facts in connection
with the record of his own party, I am
quite prepared to give them to hini. I (10
not propose at the present moment to de-
fend every act of ours, although I think we
have been just about as perfect as could be
expected of hunan beings under the circum-
stances, but I have a list here that would
rather astound the hon. gentleman, of super-
annuations from 1874 to 1878. However,
I (o not desire to enter into that question,
because it is not pertinent to the subject,
and would only lead to acrinonious political
debate, which I know hon. gentlemen would
desire to avoid as much as possible. It does
not always follow that the full amount of thè
superannuation which is paid annually is
actually a charge upon the public funds, for
this reason-speaking of my own depart-
ment, which may be a little egotistical-
in the large cities where you superannuate a
gentleman who is receiving probably $2,000
a year, the next officer under him would be
appointed probably at $1,600, and taking
the different grades down, men would be
appointed at lower salaries, so that when you
come to balance the account it is not really
as oneroïs a tax as appears on the face of it.
That is one of the points to which I forgot
to allude when J was addressing the
House before. If the hon. gentleman liad
real the debates of the House of Commons
he would have been -- I was going to say
better instructed-because I furnished tables
to show, taking the city of Quebec as an
illustration, that where I superannuated two

or three officials some of the positions were
not filled at all, and others were filled at a
lower salary, so that when you put the
saving in salaries against the amount paid to
the superannuated officers, there is an actual
gain to the revenue, while taking the state-
ment as it appears in the Auditor-General's
and the Ieceiver-General's Report, it would
appear as if just the amount charged to the
superannuated fund had been added to the
expenses of the country. I do not say that
that is the case all the time. There may
have been improper superannuations, but if
so, I think I am safe in saving that the sin
and iniquity of such work does not lie alto-
gether on the shoulders of the present
Government. I hope under the new law,
whoever may be in power will carry it out
more rigidly than in the past.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-I think this
Bill is a very great improvement, because we
know the enormities of the old system, and
we know also where people who had paid
for a length of time into the fund happened
to pass off, their families were not in any
way provided for.' This is a great improve-
ment on the existing state of affairs.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-While I
admit that this Bill is a great improvement
on the present superannuation law, the
principle of superannuation is entirely wrong,
and I entirely dissent from the views ex-
pressed by the hon. members from Halifax
and Quinté. I believe that superannuation
is a fraud. I see no good reason why a civil
servant should become a pensioner on the
Treasury of Canada. They are paid as much
and in most instances a great deal more than
they would get in any other calling or posi-
tion in the country. They would not
remnain twenty-four hours longer in the civil
service than they could help if they could
get better positions outside. J think they
are well paid, and this only encourages them
to live, not only up to, but in many instances
beyond, their income, and the quicker the
Government of Canada, I do not care
whether it is Grit or Tory, wipe that law off
the Statute-books, the more independent and
self-reliant the civil servants of this country
will become. I do not see why they should
be superannuated any more than clergymen,
school-teachers and others who are advanc-
ing the material and moral welfare of the
country. I am totally opposed to superan-
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nuation. This is an improveient on the to do what was vrong, but as to the lion.
present condition of the law, but I hope the gentleman's administration of his Iepart-
Goverrment in the near future will bring in ment in other respects 1 have neve' hea'd
a measure to abolish the superannuation anything said against it. 1 think the hon.
system so that nobody entering the service gentleman las always tried to do bis work
hereafter will look for the benefits of a thoroughly, honesLy and econornicallv.

gentleman'sio adiisrtinonhsDeat

The clause was adopted.

Hon. Mr. POWER--I an very sorry to Hon. Mr. VIDAL, fron the Cominittee,difier from the lion. gentleman from British
Columbia. The Government ought to deal
withi its servants as any large institution The Bill was then read the third timue and
carrying on a very extensive business would passed.
deal with its servants. If we corne to look 1
round us we find that the great corporations VOTERS' LISTS BILL.
in this country, and of other countries, do SECOND READING.
provide for the cases of death, or old age Hon. Mr. BOWELL ioved the second
and inabilitv to work of their employees. readin- of Bil (123) "An Act respecting
The Bank of Montreal, as J understand it, Voters' Lists of 1893." He said :-This
has a very thorough system, not exactly(I is simpiy a Bil to postpone the revising of
superannuation, but soinething very nearly tesent year. I need
like it -- a combined superannuation and life not enter into any explanation. Ail I can
insurance. The Canadian Pacific Railway; say is that it viii save a very large amount
Company have one, and I think that there of money, and as there is no probabiiity of
is every reason why the Government should a general election within a year, it is'not
have the sane. It is, of course, desirable deemed advisable to go to the expense that
that it should be conducted in a business- would be involved inrevising the lists.
like way. My complaint is that in the past
the superannuation has not been conducted Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.>-Is it under-
in a business-like way. The lion. leader of stood that there oill be a revision of the
the G overnmnt mnade sotne remarks about' voters' iists before a generai election takes
the preceding Administration. If the Ad- place ?
utinistration of is.tsackenzie sinoed in that:
way, I thinki at anv rate their crime as sion. Mr. BOWELL-I think I may
been barred by the statute of limitation. infor s lit on. gentleman that there will
speak of the -overimest as a corporate be, some tinie within the next to or toree
body, so to sam, and not as a pothtcal body, years.
afll I -know since the present Goverianent The motion oas agreed to, and the Bi
came in, there have beeto a neat stanh
superannuations which sbould iot have d e od ie
taken place. I did not mean W reflect at The o use resolved itself ito a Commit-
ail upon the manne' in which the leader of tee of the Whole on te Bii.
the Government conduûted the Departbent vin bfe Coneel

the preceding(I Adiisrtin If the A- place

ovetr waich lie pMresided foi soi many yeas.
w have nevek heaîd it alleged that te hon Hon. Mr. POWEL- This Bil shows that
gentedan tas guilty of extravagance, undue there as been a change of mnd on the part
faouritis or that there 'vas an' fault to be of the Governtient lately, because t the
found soit the adn istration of his ea'ly part of the session a Bis. vas introdu-
Deparment with respect to the ernployees. ced providing fo the 'evision of the' lists
It bias been caarged against him tat heas this yea. I was going to Say I thght the
rather rigorous, and that the legisation Governnient should take the bouse more into
which plas passed by mParlianent at the bon. their Honidence than t e lea e of
gentleman's instigation went rather too far the bouse blas done, but te question is,
in the direction of treating importers as pub- why this change of m ind on the part of the
lic offenders, and as being prima Jctie crim- j Government e Is it tlat sibce the beginnitg
iunals who had to le adatied just as though of te session they bave coBle to the conclu-
the Nvere criminals and tere always leay Sion that it would probably not be esiable
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that there should be'an election at an early Every year we have been assured, public
date, owing to the change in public senti- sentiment has been changing so rapidly that
ment, or to the circunistances which have scarcely a man bearing the name of Liberal-
occurred since the beginning of the session; Conservative would dare to present himself
or does it mean this, that, seeing the change to any constituency. We may be very much
in public sentiment, the Government are like the boy who was constantly crying
anxious that theyoung men of the country " Wolf" when there was no wolf-the
shal not have an opportunity to vote at the change may come some day-when the hon.
coing election, as thev have not had an gentleman and his friends will cross the
opportunity at the election of 1891 ? It will floor. It can scarcely be expected that a
he remembered by hon. gentlemen, that in party can retain power for ever, although
the session of 1890 the House of Commons Canada can present a record, so far as the
was given to understand that there would party which now controls the destinies of
not be an election until the voters' lists had this portion of Her Majesty's dominions is
been revised, and notwitlistanding that, the concerned, that is scarcely to be found in
election took place before there was another any other part of the world. As the hon.
revision. I hope that the Government do member from Lunenburg said a moment
not intend to repeat the injustice of 1891, ago, an attempt was made to capture this
when no mnan unider 24 years of age really country in 1891. After the general election
had a right to vote, although every man the courts opened a very large number of the
over 22 at any rate should have had that constituencies. Certainly it could not have
right. The election of 1S91 was run on voters' been through the sins of the hon. gentlemen
lists three years old, and if the Govern- opposite or their friends, because they neveu
ment should, as they did in 1891, spring an i carry on an election except upon the purest
election on the country before next session, possible puinciples But for sone reason or
the result will be that we shall have the other, 30 or 40 of the successful Opposition
sanie scene eiacted--an election run and aIl candidates were unseated, and the resuit of
the young men under 24 excluded fron the the by-elections has been tlat a majority of
r.iglt to vote, about 30 after the eleiion has bee n swolen

to about 65 ail told. If that be an indica-
Hon. Mr.. KAULBACH--I think mv

hon. friend need not fear such a calamity
occurring to his own party. At the last
election they thought they were going to
take the field and capture the Government.
Every by-election held since then shows that
public opinion is in favour of the present
Government and their policy. I hope the
Government may have a revision of the
Franchise Act and that there will be a more
liberal one given to us. It is more liberal,
I know, than the Franchise Act of Nova
Scotia--in fact, it is so very near manhood I
suffrage that I think we could fairly adopt
it now.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL- I nay compliment
ny hon. friend from Halifax on his facetious
speech. We have heard the allegation
before that there was 'a great change of
sentiment-a change which he says prevails
throughout this continent and more partic-
ularly on the northern portion of it. If we
refer back to the ante-election speeches, in
the House of Commons, we find that the
hon. gentlenan's friends have been indulging
in these prophecies for about fifteen years.

tion of a rapid change
do not think we need
electorate at any time
tion that any promis
that to which the hon
in Parliament.

in public sentiment, I
fear appealing to the

. I have no recollec-
e was made, such as
. gentleman referred,

Hon. Mr. POWER-It was made by the
hon. gentleman who was then Secretary of
State.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Where was it
made?

Hon. Mr. POWER-In the House of
Commons, in the presence of the leader of
the Governmnent.

Hon. Mu. BOWELL-Perhaps the lion.
gentleman'§ recollection is correct. When
the hon. gentleman attains the height of his
ambition, which I suppose is to be leader of
the Government, he will find that lie may
with all honesty and sincerity make a state-
ment in the House one year, that lie may
find it inmpossible to carry out the next year ;
or he nay often find that it is not in the
interests of the country that it should be
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done. Events change so rapidly that it is
sometimes necessary that we should, to a
certain extent, change with them. The reason
for deferring the revision of the voters' lists
this year is very singple. A Bill was intro-
duced in the Ilouse of Comnions to simiplify
the mode of revising the list, making it less
expensive than it has been in the past. A
large number of members on both sides of
the House thought it did not go far enough,
and after a discussion in the House it was
deemed advisable to further consider the
provisions of the measure dealing with the
mode of revising the list, and if possible to
make it still less expensive. That being the
case, and as I intimated before, it is not at
all likely that there will be an election before
the next session of Parliament, it was deemed
advisable to save the expense that would be
incurred in revising the lists, and to adopt
if possible a much more economical mode,
and probably change to a certain extent-
although I do not say that it will be the
case-the franchise in the direction inti-
mated by the hon. gentleman from Lunen-
burg. That is a point of view from which I
will not discuss it, neither do I desire it to
go on record that that is the intention of the
Government. There is a variety of opinions
on that question. Many old Tories, if I
may use the expression, think that the ex-
tension of the franchise bas gone so far that
it is scarcely worth while stopping short of
manhood suffrage, while there are others who
adhere with a good deal of tenacity to a
restriction of the franchise-not placing it
in the hands of everybody.

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington), from
the Conmittee, reported the Bill without
amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

Bill (109) " An Act further to amend the
Dominion Lands Act." (Mr. Bowell.)

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE BILL.

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

A Message was received from the House of
Commons with Bill (11) " An Act respecting
the Government Civil Service Insurance."

The Bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the suspension
of the Rule and that the Bill be read the
second time.

The Bill was read the second time and
referred to a Committee of the whole House.

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-This Bill requires
very little explanation further than what
has alreadybeen given in the discussion on
the Superannuation Bill. It is simply a sys-
tem of insurance by which civil servants can
insure their lives for the benefit of their fami-
lies at a cheaper rate than they can obtain
it in the regular companies. The Govern-
ment have come to the conclusion, after
many years'experience, that as the Superan-
nuation Act only provided for. those who
lived long enough to be retired and draw
upon the furids, and no provision whatever
was made for the widow s and orphans, many
of whon were left in destitute circumstances,
that the system proposed in this Bill is ad-
visable. Under this Bill every civil servant
in the employ of the Government will be
enabled to insure bis life in the manner that
I have indicated by paying a small sum
annually, and thus will leave something for
bis wife and children at bis death. The pro-
visions of the Bill are simply to carry out
that system of insurance.

Hon. iMr. KAULBACH-- believe the
intention is to leave it entirely voluritary
with those who now pay into the fund, and
by an abatement they can come in.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Yes.

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH -But it is coin-
pulsory on all who may hereafter cone muto
the service?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-No.

Hon. Mr. DEVER- Tbey simply get the
benefit of insurance at a cheap rate?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Yes.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I arn sorry that it is
not compulsory on those 'who come into the
service hereafter.

Hon. Mr. MAcINNES (Burlington)-
Whether is it compulsory or not, it is an ex-
ceedingly good Bill. It is not only in the
public interest, but it is also in the interest
of the civil servants themselves. It waS
alwavs a complaint against the Superan-
nuation Act that it did not contain a pro-
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vision for the families of deceased civil unfortunately, such men do creep in soine-
servants, but the fact was always overlooked tires. There are many men who are prudent
that the Superannuation Act was never in- and do not spend al their salaries, who may
tended to make a provision of that kind. have just as much insurance on their lives
For many years past the Government has as their salaries wiIl justify, and it would be
been urged to adopt a measure of insurance'a great hardship to compel those men to
under which the civil servants could insure take more insurance and suifer a reduc-
themselves at a cheaper rate than with the tion of salary that they could not well
proprietory companies. Under this Bill they afford.
get the benefit of the difference in interest
between 4 and 6 per cent, and they also save Hon. Mr. CLEMOW-There is no doubt
the office and.other expenses connected with that a great many civil servants are already
ordinary insurance business, as well as the insured, and have been insured for years,
profits which accrue to private companies. and it would be a great injustice to require
We ail know that the insurance business is them to insure when they do not need it.
very profitable, as it ought to be. I must: We know in the past a great many insurance
congratulate the(Iovernmenton the excellent companies have failed and people have lost
plan they have adopted for insuring the all they invested in policies. The object of
lives of civil servants. this Bill is to give greater security to the

g civil servants.
Hon. Mr. DEVER-J hope they will be

able to run such an office without any loss Hon. Mr. POWER--It seems to me the
to the country. Based on that principle, I Bill ought to be conipulsory. The Govern-
think it will be very popular. If it results ment is in the position of any other large
in a loss to the country, it will only be association having ag reat many employees.
regarded as an indirect way of giving a J may be mistaken, but I am of the opinion
donation to people who are not entitled that in the case of the Bank of Montreal
to it. and other large corporations in this country,

life insurance is compulsory. J think it
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH--If it is volun- should be compulsory except in the case of a

tary on the part of those who cone in here- civil servant already insured to the ainount
after, I amn afraid it will be a perfect failure. which is indicated in this measure. The
Those who comle in hereafter should do so Bill fixes $2,000 as the maximum and $1,000
on the understanding that they insure tlieir as the minimum. In any case where a civil
lives. Have the officers of the Senate and servant is already insured to the ainount of
House of Commons the right to come under $2,000, the Bill should not apply, but it
this Bill? shiould apply and be made compulsory in

every other case.
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Yes, every civil y

servant. It must be borne in mind that the Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Suppose he is an old
samne examination, as in a regular company, ibachelor?
by a medical man, must be made before a
civil servant will be accepted, and I find Hon. Mr. POWER-He nay have a
there is a provision in the 10th clause that sister or some other person dependent on
the Minister nay decline to enter into an him
insurance contract where there are, in his h
opinion, sufficient grounds for so declining. Hon. Mr. DEVER- think it is suffi-
There miglit be an employee of the Govern- cient to hold out the low rate of insurance.
ment whose health would not justify the That ought to be enough. There is no
taking of the risk, and consequently it could similarity at al between the case of the
no>t and should not be made compulsory. Bank of Montreal and, the Civil Service of

Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-Should such a this country. The civil servants, to a very
man be taken into the service-if his health large extent, owe their appointment to

is of that character? influence, and some of them are much better
paid than any bank clerks in the country. It

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I quite agree with is quite enough to hold out to the civil ser-
the hon. gentleman that lie should not, but vants the inducement of lower insurance
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than they can obtain anywhere else. I do obliged to insure every civil servant: a man
not think there should be any further induce- who vas disqualified by disease would natu-
ment than that. rally nor be insured; but any erployee whQ

consinto the service~ in the future in good
lon. Mir. ANGERS- It has been stated I health should be insured. Lt is fot intended

that no good reason has been given why to appiv it to those who are in the service
the systemn of insurance should niot be coin- , uniess they wish to core under the
pulsory. I have heard some very good rea- terns of the Bil. My suggestion was that
sons stated on this side of the House, and it should not apply to persons who could
it is not necessary that I should repeat them show that they were already insured, so tlat
all ; but I may be allowed to say that, as the reasons given by the hon. gentleman,
fair as the Governmnent is concerned, it would when examined, arount to verv littie more
be unsafe to make it compulsory, and for the than what one finds inside a sbap bubble.
civil servants it would be unjust. It is nîot
intended at ail for others. Lt wvould be, The clause wvas a(lopte(l.
unsafe foi' the Governîinent, because if it is
cornipulsory to insure eveî'y civil servant Hon. Mto. McINNe S (B.C.), farg the

thev woul(l have to take risks wvhielh no Conittee, reported the Bill without arnetd-
coopawy would u accept. That is a good deea-
son fo' not akii the insurance compul- n e l e

e-Mcome ito then rviein the ftuire ini good

soheV. It would be unjust to the civil ser- passed.
vants also, ttecause soope ien have aoweady
insuî'ance on thejir lives--perhaps ail that WVITNESSES AND EVIDENCE BILL.
they cat caroy. A thitd groud is that u d
sote ten hant no insurance at ael. SoBeM
of then aie rich and can affd to do with- iA olessagoe was received f wron the couse
out insuî'ance. Foi' those thsree reasons the of Cohos to return the Bi relatin to
House is justfie in coing to the conclu- eit ses eien the n en

whe eamndedmont wt veyt-tlen ame

sion thtat the hnsuaawce svsteon should not bea
c >mpuloî'y. ents.

ntde a aLor othtio b Hon. eiTh . ANGERSc lThis Messaae iap-
u o h G efonms us that the ouse iff Coiitionswas tht it shOU te t s wich those ha concurred in the Birst aiendment,

aoneadfin tue sevice, but that it should be men

son feostnotngmautnthetherisnsunanoepecompul.

csiutsoîy on those who want to in Now the second and thirdamendments to
heeafter. Lt shoul be arrange( in the sa e which the House f Commons has ot agreed,
way as in the banks, where the e is an were i relation to the clause provided,

tehowever, that the husand sha not becoi-

Hon. MNr. -SULLIVAN- Thie exainia- pellable to disclose any communiication matde
tion for the Civil Serv'ice and the examina- to. M ytewf uigtermrig.

This Bouse was in(uced to accept tie words

some mef wnn insurance a tll. Somfern. I

The examination for insuraance is more lo Messaewsing at the am e
minute, and the fanily historye is gone inth: to C n tt retun the Bit rel a -
but the Civil Service exanmination is done in ing evidence of such conversation if it was

t touaht in his interet that it snould beovey gingerly AinAer. Most of these
civil servants belon- to benevolent and given. In the other beuse they have cotone

aled'ntesrie u ht isul toteitea

beueficiary sonieties and ae already conclusion that wowiser that there
shouleo be ro such disclosure at al, and

iact. instead of the word compelable " they have
Hon. Mr. PO ER wish to say one nserted the word competent," so that un-

word nîî'ore befofoe the clause is carried . he der no circuinstances, whether it is favour-
ion. Ministeur of Ariculture said that it able to the accused or not, ca the wife or

would be unfair to the Governent to adopt the husband be allowed to disclose any coin-
this conpulsory system of insurance. Nor, unication during marriage. The other
minasuch as it is liscretiornaiy with the amendment is in the subsection of the fourth
Governinent, I cannot see how it would be section, whic1î provided that the failure to
unfair. T e Governnent would not be give evidence should not be made the subject

hon.Miniterof Aricltur sad tht i
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of comment by counsel. It is the wish of 20-mile belt on either side of the road
the House below that the judge should not running from Winnipeg to Deloraine was
have the power of making any comments. withdrawn from settiement and homestead-
Under the circumstances it is better to move ing, and reserved for the purpose of making
that this House concur in the amendnents land grants to any company that would
of the House of Commons, and it will be then construet railwavs through that section of
the law that no disclosure of communications the country. The land remained ii that
between husbanid and wife during their state for sone few years. Afterwards it was
inarriage shall be given in evidence at all. opened for settlement, but in ignorance of the
We will have also the principle laid down in law at the time many of the tirst settiers in
the Statute that the wife or the husband that country settled upon the school sections
shall be a competent witness and can be 1 which they have continued t( occupy up to
called to testify on the facts of the case. this day, having made large improvements

uponi theini, and it is coiNsidered a very great
Hon. Mr. KAULBACH-I certainly I hardship to deprive them of the lands

endorse the amendmnents of the House of acquired by homesteacing. It has been a
Commons, because they are in the line of the source of grievance for a great many years
arguments I made in this House: usually, in the province of Manitoba, and now, vith
however, I do not convince the House. the consent of the Goveinient of Manitoba,

it bias been clecided to pass an Act pIaciiný
Hon. Mr. POWER--Whatever oui' opi- these settiers iii the same position as they

nion may be of the desirability of the changes would have beeiii had they settled upon
-and I think the wisdon of ene of them is the lands which were open for homesteading
doubtful-we have really nothing to (o but at the time. Another provision of the law
accept the amendments ; because if we do is that while they eonfirm these settiers ii
not accept them the Bill is lost. The motion the titie to the land upon which they live,
of the lion. Minister is the only one that we and which was taken Up previous to the
can carry. year 1882, land of equal quality and as well

located shall be setaside for school purposes.
flon. Mr. ANGERS-I move that the Mr. Greenway, 01 Iehalf of bis Govern-

8enate do not insist on their second and nent, eonsidering this an equitable settie-
third amendments to the Bill respecting ment of tIe case, consents to the surrender
Witpesses and Evidence to which the House of the sections originally set apart for school
of Commons have disagreed, and that this purposes, and accept others iii lieu tiereof,
House agrees to the amendments made by which of course will have to be to the satis-
the Commons to the said Bill. faction of that Government-land of equal

The motion wvas agreed to. quality and as wehl hoceated. 1 may mention
for the information of the flouse that this

It leing six ochock the 8peakeu left tue endow ent for common school purposes has

Chair. reacliend the sue of $672241. Of this sum
$329,699 lias already been paid in and is
invested as at endowment for theat schols.
Foi' the balance of $300,000, the security is

'DOMINION LANDS ACT AMIE-LNU- on the land and the amount isdinawing 6 per
oENT BILL. cent until the settlement. It was a wise
poicy, think the use wil say, at the time

TIIRD READING. and this land wil, if properly managed by the

The buse resolved itself into a Conimittee people of Manitoba, pî'ovide theuin with an
of the Whohe on Bih (109) "wAn Act further ample fund to carry on their schools in the
to amend the Doinion Lands Act." future. Thereasoni that the Bi is confined

to the year 1882 is the fact that the 'egula-
(In the Ciiite)tions ini reference to school lands were fuhly

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Jn the early settae- known by every person going into Manitoba
tuent of Manitoba, the fouse is aware that and the Territories at that time.
certain sections of land iif each township
were set apart for school purposes. Some- tont Mr. KAULBACH-This is tot
time in i 870-between 1870 and I 880-the confined to the province of Manitoba, is it?
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Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Yes, it is confined
entirely to Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. MACINNES (Burlington), from
the Committee, reported the Bill without
anendment.

The Bill was then read the third time
and passed.

CUSTODY OF JUVENILE OFFEND-
ERS IN NEW BRUNSWICK

BILL.

FIRST, sECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A Message was received from the House
of Comnions with Bill (104) " An Act relat-
ing to the custody of juvenile offenders in
the province of New Brunswick."

The Bill was read the first and second
times under suspension of the rules, and

f d t C itte of 't hole

authorize the granting of subsides in aid of
the construction of the lines of railway
therein mentioned."

The Bill was read the first time.

Hon>. Mr. BOWELL moved the suspen-
sion of Rule 41, and that the Bill be read
the second time He said :-The Bill is
simply a renewal of the subsidies formerly
orranted by the different Acts of Parliament
at former sessions. There are no new sub-
sidies.

Hon. Mr. POWER- Inasmuch as there
is no very great hurry about this Bill, I hope
the hon. gentleman will not mind if I object
to the suspension of the rule, as there is
some other business to come before the
House.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-If the hon. gentle-
re e reu a ommi a dsrstatw hud o rce
Hou se. House.further to.-nig4it, 1 would not ask for a sus-

(In the Committee.)"(lu te Conmitee.)pension U~ the rule. My reason for moving

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-By the charitable i

exertions of Lady Tilley in New Brunswick, that has ot been affirmed by both buses
a Reformatory for juvenile offenders has of Parliament at previous sessions.
been established. Lt is a most laudable The motion was agreed to, and the Bil
action on the part of this distinguished Lady. was read the second tiie and passed through
She now wishes to see her action crowned its fla
by obtaining from the Dominion Parliament
the necessary power for the Magistrates and COMMISSIONER T WORLD'S FAIR
Judges to send juvenile offenders to this BILL.
Reformatory, and this Bill, which has been
adopted by the other House, is for that FIRST, SECOND AND TfIRD READINOS.

object. It is provided that children nay A Message was reeeived froin the bouse
be, with the consent of their parents or of Commons with Bil (124) "An Act respect-
guardians, apprenticed to persons to be ina the appointment of Commissioners to the
approved by the authorities. Lt is also World's Columbian Exposition."
provided, as in the common law relating to
penitentiaries, that the i-mates may be The Bil was read the first and second
visited by clergymen of their own faith and tines under a suspension of the rule, and
denomtination. referred to a Committee of the whole House.

Hon. Mr. DEVER, from the Committee,
reported the Bill without amendment.

The Bill was then read the third time and
passed. ,

SUBSIDIES IN AID OF RAILWAYS
BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A Message was received from the House
of Comimons with Bill (127) " An Act to

(In the Committee.)

Hon. Mr. ANGERS--The Bill is to
authorize the Governor in Council to appoint
a member of the Senate and a member of
the House of Commons as Commissioners to
represent Canada at the World's Columbian
Exposition, and to authorize the Govern-
ment, notwithstanding the Independence of
Parliainent Act, to pay their expenses.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.), from the
Committee, reported the Bill without amend-
ment.
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The Bill was then read the third time and of the clauses the words " the Army Act"
passed. and insert instead "I Mutiny Act." It is

merely a clerical error and brings the Col-
SENATE AND HOUSE OF COMMONS' lege under the surveillance of the Army

BILL. Act instead of the Mutiny Act. A section

FIRsT READING. if the Act provides that in filling up the
vacancies im the College, a certain number

A Message was received from the Huse shall be ïelected from each province. I
of Conimons with Bill (132) " An Act fur- found when I was administering the affairsthier o amed theAct repectig tfefaiat
ther to amend the Act respecting the Senate
and the House of Commons."

The Bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL inoved the suspen-
sion of the rule and that the Bill beread the
second time. He said '--This Bill simply
gives authority to pay inembers cf both
Houses their sessional indemnity without
deduction if they have not been absent more
than six* days during the session.

Hon. Mr. POWER-1 object to the sus-
pension of the rule in this case. I think
this is a most improper Bill.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Then I move that
the Bill be read the second time at the next
sitting of the House.

The motion was agreed to.

ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE BILL.

FIRsT, SECOND AND THIRD READINGs.

A Message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (118) "An Act to
amend the Act respecting the Royal Mili-
tary College."

The Bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the suspen-
sion of the rule and that the Bill be read the
second time. Hesaid:-This is a Bill to amend
the Royal Military College Act in one or two
respects. The salaries which have been
paid to the professors have, almost since the
passage of the original Act, been not strictly
in accord with the provisions of the law,
and the Auditor-General having called the
attention of the Militia Department to this
fact, it was found necessary, in order to
legalize the payments which have been made
and also to fix the salaries for the future,
that there should be an amendment to the
Act. That is one of the provisions of the
Bill. Another provision is to change in one

of that Department that there were several
vacancies in the College, although quite a
sufficient number of cadets had passed the
requisite examination entitling them to a
position in the College, but unfortunately
they were contined mostly to one or two of
the provinces, and the consequence was that
if we had acted strictly in accordance with
the provisions of the law, there would have
been soine five or six vacancies. I came to.
the conclusion then, as my successor has
done since, that if the College is to be main-
tained they should have power to select from
those who have the necessary qualifications
to fill the College, first equally dividing
them if they are to be found in the different
provinces and, if not, take them from the
other provinces, and the power is given to
the Minister under this Bill to select
the necessary number to fill the College
from among those who have passed the ex-
aminations, taking them by order of merit,
no matter from what province or portion of
the Dominion they may come. These are
the most important provisions of the pro-
posed amendments to the Military College
Aot. There is one, however, which is more
military in character than anything else. It
establishes what they call a military branch
in connection with the College-that is, it
puts the sergeants and servants who are
employed there under nilitary law the same
as they would be if they were under a com-
manding officer. There is another which
relates to the civil branch. It is for the
purpose of bringing the officers to head-
quarters where they will be taught their
duties so that they will be prepared to take
positions in the outside service.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
passed through its final stages under a sus-
pension of the rules.

PETROLEUM INSPECTION ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.

FIRsT, SECOND AND THIRD READINGs.

A Message was received from the House
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of Commons with Bill (112) "An Act further The motion was agreed tô, and the Bil
to anend the Petroleun Inspection Act." passed through its final stages.

The Bill was read the first time. CISTOMS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

Hon. MIr. BOWELL-This Bill has been FIRST ANI) SECOND READINGS.

introduced in order to carry out the change A Message was received fron the House
made in the Petroleuin Act by providing of Commonswith Bil(126) "An Act further
that petroleum can be imported into Canada to anenc the Act respecting Duties of Cus-
in tanks. Clause 1 revises the interpre- toms."
tation of the term "package," eliminating he Bil vas real the tirst time.
the words "tanks" andl "other vessels."
This becomes necessary in view of the third Mr. BOWELL--This Bil is to
subsection added to section 15. (See section o
8). Clause 2 is intended to place the amen( item 184, chapter 20, of the Statutes
duty of inspection upon otâlcers of Inland of 1890. It deals with the duties which have
Revenue. Clause 3 reduces the fire test been imposed in the past upon binder twine
f rom 95 to 90. In the several States of the and extends the secion of the Act relating
United States the test ranges from 72 to tte ipran o m 89n. nt 'wau-
.90. It is alleged by experts that the treat-
ment in bringing the oil up to stand the lapse this year if it were not thus extended
additional 5 degrees is very wasteful with-
out conferring any benefit. Then we corne The motion vas agreed to, and the Bil
to clause 4. The Railway and Steam-boat was read the second time at length at the
Transportation Companies require a special Table.
class of oil (manufactured in the United OCEAN STEAMSHIP SIJB8DIES
States) which they use for outside purposes
-switch lights and head lights. The weight
which was under the former Act restricted FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

between 8-23 and 8-32 pounds, has been ex- A Message w'as received from the buse
tended to 8-14 as a minimum, and 8-43 as a of Comnons with Bil (129) "An Act to
maximum, and the fire test is reduced fron amend the Act respecting Ocean Steam-ship
275° to 200° Fahr. Oils within these ranges Subsidies."
have for years been used all over the conti-
nent. The amendment made by clause 5 is The Bil was read the tirst time.
to section 7, requires the marking of im-
ported oil to be the sanie as is required 'in Hon. Mr. BOWELL-This is a Bil to
respect of Canadian oil. The "tare " and amend section 1 of chap. 2 of the Statutes
"net weight" in pounds is added. By of 1889. It repeals the provision authoriz-
clause 6, the word " Canadian " is placed ing the Government to grant a subsidy to
hefore the word " petroleum " in section 10 the extent of £25,000 sterling to any line
of the old Act, to prevent any further doubt of steamships running between Austrahia and
as to its applying only to domestic oils and British Cohumbia. The Government bas not
refineries. Clause 7 places the inspection in yet been able to secure any direct fortnightly
all cases upon nominees of the Inland Reve- une of steamers upon that route. A large
nue Department. By clause 8 a subsection English company owning a line at present
(3) is added, permitting importation, under running between some portion of Australia
certain conditions, in tank cars. Clause 9 and New Zealand have made propositions to
reduces inspection fees on imported petro- the Government to establish a monthly line
leum from 30 cents to 10 cents, etc., bring- of steamers of from 2,800 to 4,000 tons be-
ing imported and domestic oils to an equality. tween Vancouver and Sydney for a subsidy
Clause 10 establishes a penalty for bringing of £25,000 sterling. The first proposition
in oil through other than permitted ports. was a (emand for £50,000. This amount
Clause 11 embodies as a section of this Act they expected ta be divided between Canada
what was heretofore the terms of an Order and Australia, and possibhy the British
in Council made under authority of chapter'Government would give something in the
49 of the Statutes of 1891. Clause 12 way of mail subsidies. We male the com-
repeals above Statutes (chap. 49 of 1891). pany a proposition of £20,000 for a monthly
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service, providing the time occupied in
making each trip should not exceed tw enty-
one days-that is about four days less than
is now occupied in making the trip from
Australia to San Francisco. They intimated
that it was impossible in the beginning of a
service of this kind to accept less than
£25,000. The Government, believing that
this country is desirous of having a direct
line between British Columbia and Australia
with boats nearly if not quite equal to the
Empress Line between Vancouver and
Japan, came to the conclusion that if we
could secure the services of this responsible
and wealthy company for even a monthly
line for twelve months, as an experiment, we
would be justified in asking Parliament to
change the Bill so as to allow us to give them
the full subsidy of £25,000 sterling for the
year's service. The proposition is simply this
-that for one year the boats will be put upon
the route, commencing in April next, and if it
is found that there is a probability of the line
paying, arrangements will be entered into
with the company for three years at least.
The House will, I think, appreciate the
course which the company in self-defence is
pursuing, and also the course which the Gov-
ernment proposes to pursue. If it is found
that the route will not pay, even with the
subsidy as large as that, it will be in the in-
terests of the Dominion that we should
cease paying the subsidy. On the other
hand, if the company cannot make it pay
with a subsidy of £25,000 per annum, it
would be wrong to compel thein to continue
it for any number of years. These are the
reasons which induced the Government to
ask Parliament to consent to the amendmeut
of the Act in order that we can make the
trial of direct communication between Aus-
tralia and Canada, and with a line of steam-
ers that will make the trip in three or four
<ays less time than that which runs be-
tween the Antipodes and San Francisco.
With our facilities for carrying freight and
passenger'by the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
Canada will stand a fair chance to secure at
least a large proportion of the trade between
this continent and Australia. I may also
add that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany have agreed to enter into arrangements
with the steam-ship company to place at
their disposal all the agents that they have
in Australia and in Canada in order to pro-
cure freight both ways, and they pledge
themselves to grant the minimum rate of
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freight charged to United States lines by
the Central, the Southern and the Northern
Pacifie Railways, so that the probabilities
are, in case this line is put upon the route,
as there is no doubt it will be if this Bill

passes, that we shall have in a very short
time a large portion of the Australian trade,
and I am also in hopes that it will open up
a market for the surplus products of this
country which have not now a mar4et.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-You mean the com-
ing April?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL--Yes, next month.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The original Act
was a bad one, but the present Bill is worse.
That is my humble opinion about it. This
is a very fair specimen of the kind of legis-
lation of which we have had a good deal in
Canada of late years. There is no doubt
the people of Canada are asked to pay a
very large tax, and this is done with the
object of securing an advantage which, as a
general thing, never materializes. Now,
Canada has sent agents to Australia on
more occasions than one, for the purpose of
making inquiry there as to the reasonable
probability of securing trade ; and I think
that the general feeling amongst business
men is that, up to the present time at any
rate, we have not been given any reason to
suppose that there is likely to be any valu-
able trade between Australia and Canada.
Now the Government come down and ask
us to pay $100,000 a year on the chance
that we may develop a little trade there.
It is a proposition which should not receive
the approval of Parliament, but it is a pro-
position which will receive that approval,
and I do not suppose there is any particular
object in talking about it except expressing
ones dissent.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I hope the hon.
gentleman will not object to the suspension
of the rules.

Hon. Mr. POWER-No, I am not ob-
jecting : it will go through anyway.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I think the reason
that no trade has ever been developed
between Caníada and Australia is because

> we have had no direct steam communication.
A very large trade, the House knows, has
developedbetweenJapan andCanada,so large
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that it has excited the jealousy and envy of west mails. How could you inform those
the UJnited States railways, and they have parties that the Bill would come up to-
almost threatened to annihilate the Canadian night at 9.00 or 9.30 ? Surely you could not.
Pacifie Railway. I am in hopes that if we Then has the object of this rule been com-
get this direct line, as I think we shall, the plied with ? Not at al]. That shows that
trade will develop as largely with Australia the object of the rule was to give ample
as it has with Japan. notice to interested parties to appear before

The Bill passed through its final stages the Committee. Otherwise why could not

under a suspension of the rules. the Conimittee have sat last night im-
niediately after we adjourned, and passed

DRUlIMOND COUNTY RAILWAY the Bill? The parties could not reach
COMPANY'S BILL. Ottawa in time. 1 have explained the ob-

THIRD READING. ject of the rule, and I say that the practice
Hon.of the House is in favour of that inter-

on Railways, Telegraphs and Harbours,

reportedBils . sumone( except after one clear day's
reoredBi (1) An ctrpctg no~tice. I amn sure thiere is not a gentleman

the Drummond County Railway" without in this House who can cite a case where
amendment. such a thing as is now attempted bas been

Hon. Mr. McMILLAN moved the third done. It is an innovation, and under what
reading of the Bill. circumstances? 1 sha have occasion to

speak of the circumstances probably by and
Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-This BiiO cornes by. If I were to do so now I would be

before us under sucli peculiar circumstances called to order, and I confine my remarks to
that I feel bound to do anything which I the question of order. If we look to the
can to show the House that it ought not to i authorities, what do we nindt In sucl cases
pass. s rise to a question of order as to the epin England, a cear days notice is required.
report of that Conmittee. If I rend the This again shows the intention of our rule.
rule coruect1y, it provides that ii the case.of Then if this is so, why sould we sanction
a Bill f roi the duse of Commons, notice an innovation and act upon an interpretatioil
must be given at least twenty-four hours which evidently is not in accord with the
before the Conrittee meets. Now, twenty- intention of the rule ? I object to the report
four hours reans a day, and it has ieen of the Co ittee as being quite against the
customary for the past twenty-five years to rules of this house.

sgive notice of Monday for Wednesday; that
is one clear day. What is the object of Hon. Mr. POWER-The ion. gentleman
that? You must go into the object of the from Detanaudière, as a rule, lias very clear
rules to get at the reaning of them. Ru e vews upon questions of order. have heard
61B says that if the Bio originates in the an inny times ith a great dea of pleasure,
Senate, one week s notice must beiven. but I do not think I have ever istened to
Why ? So as to give the parties who are him with more surprise than on the present
interested time to reach the seat of Govern- occasion. Last evening, wlien this Bill was
ment and oppose or support the BiCi. The being considered, it was contended that the
rule adds that in case a Bi has gone twenty-four hours meant a day. It was used
through the other use it shah not be as an argument by the opponents of the tiha.
necessary to give a week's notice, beause I do not just know wvhether the hon. gentle-
the parties are advised and informed, and man spoke upon that question, but others
are in a position to reach the seat of Gov- who agreed with hi i opposing the Bih
ernent if they desire to do so. That is the contended tht twenty-four hours meant
evident object of the rule. Now, beas that twenty-four hours, and bis lonour the
object been accomplished in this case? The Speaker took that ground. Athougi I had
min was read ast nigt about 9.30. argued as wel as I could in the other direc-

rHon. Mr. McMILLAN- t was read tiony I had to admit, as I have freey ad-
thfrg the other. H i l b itted since, and I think al the friends of
berie re io d athe Bii r have admitted it, that the decision

ion. Mr. BELLEROSE-Then say 8.30. of His Honour the Speaker was rig lit, and
Ail the mails had gone except the North that when the rule sa d twenty-four hours, it
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meant that, and not thirty-six hours or forty-
eight hours or anything else. The notices
were duly posted before half-past Aine last
evening, and the Committee met af half-past
nine this evening, as it had a perfect right
to do, and devoted about forty minutes to
the consideration of this Bill. The report
comes before us, and if there is anything ob-
jectionable in the Bill, it is quite in order for
any hon. gentleman to move an amendment,
but I am surprised that the hon. gentleman
should undertake to raise such a question of
order as that. I have never heard a more
frivolous point of order.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-The hon. gen-
tleman says he is surprised to hear me raise
this objection. When the point was dis-
cussed yesterday I was not here, but if I
had heard of it, I would only have come to
the conclusion that the case bad not been
well discussed, since my views were just as
I have stated them now. It would not pre-
vent me froin taking this objection to-day,
even if I had known it; but I did not know
it. However, if the question has been de-
cided by the Speaker, I have nothing more
to say. Had I known it I would not have
raised the objection now.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-The
Bill bas reached this stage without amend-
ment, but not without opposition. I think,
as others have thought, that there is a clause
in this Bill which is very dangerous. It is
the third clause, which reads thus:-

"The company is hereby declared to have all
the franchises, riglhts, privileges and authorities
conferred upon it by the said Act of the Legisla-
ture of the province of Quebec."

I need not go any further ; that is the only
thing I want to draw attention to. Amongst
the privileges granted by the Legislature of
Quebec to this very road was that of issuing
debentures, I think, to the amount of
$20,000; it may be $25,000, but it was not
less than $20,000. I call attention to the fact
that this privilege is confirmed by the Bill
Which we are passing; it cannot be taken
away. Although there might be other laws,
there is nothing in the Railway Act of the
bominion tha.t limits the quantity of deben-
tures that may be issued. It is true that
generally we have allowed those railroads to
issue debentures to the amount of $25,000,
but we leave to this company the right to
issue debentures under its Quebec charter,
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and in addition give it power to issue other
debentures to the extent of $25,000 a mile
of the railway and branches. Therefore we
have a company authorized to issue deben-
tures to the extent of $45,000 per mile.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-I sup-
po e the bon. gentleman means it is not bis
opinion; still it is well known that in
another Bill passed during this session where
several companies were merged into one to
be called the Atlantic and Lake Superior
Railway Company, Parliament put in this
9th clause which provides in effect that the
Dominion Parliament gives the Company
the right to issue debentures, but it must
give up all other rights of issuing under
other legislation. Since both Houses of
Parliament have - thought the precaution
necessary in that case, and since, in the.
opinion of many, this Company will have in
reality power to issue $45,000 or $50,000 a
mile, there ought to be no opposition-
although I expect some-to the following
amendment. I move that the Bill be not
now read the third time, but that it be
referred to a Committee of the Whole House
with instruction to insert after the word
" extent " in line 2 of clause 7, " $25,000 in
all including all issues under any powers con-
ferred by the said Act of the province of
Quebec." I hope, since we have already
thought it necessary to take this precau-
tion in the Act to which I have referred,
there will be no hesitation to accept this,
which, after all, will only assure the Com-
pany that we are not giving them the right
to issue two sets of debentures.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I just wish to make
two observations: one, that this Bill was
carefully considered by the Committee of
the House of Commons, counsel being heard
on both sides, and that that comrnmittee, in
which they are, as a rule, very careful as to
the financial aspects of every measure, passed
the Bill in its present form. I think the
construction put upon the language of the
Bill by the hon. gentleman is incorrect and
unsound. The case of the North Atlantic
Company is a totally different one from this.
Various roads were being consolidated, and
it was more convenient for practical pur-
poses, for the purposes of the company it-
self, that there should be one line of deben-
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tures or mortgages rather than several of at $20,000 a mile; well, this enlarges the
different kinds and denominations. It is power. In view of the extension of this
not so in this case: there is only one coin- line it slWuld be enlarged to $25,000 a mile
pany and one line. And the important point and no more ; and therefore we had no hesi-
is this, hon. gentlemen, with respect to this tation in saying-and that was ny opinion-
measure, that the opposition to this Bill bas that the issue of bonds was confined to
been conducted in an unusual way. The hon. $25,00 a mile; hecause this company asked
gentlemen who opposed the Bill made use of to be placed under the provisions of the
the Rules of the House, as they have a per- General Railway Act by being declared a
fect right to do to the utmost extent, to pre- work for tbe general advantage of Canada,
vent this Bill being considered by the com- and when they ask that privilege they must
mittee upon its merits.. If this Bill had take the consequences. Under the general
been allowed to go to the committee at the provisions of the Railway Act and under the
timewhen it should have gone and would have special provisions in clause 97, there can be
gone if the technical Rules of the House had no doubt whatever that their power to issue
not been enforced against it, these objections bonds is confined to the sum of $25,000 a
and questions might have been considered mile; and it was upon that view-wbich I
by the Committee, and if the Committee have no besitation in saying was the correct
had thought there was any doubt they might view-that we passed the Bil.
have* made the amendnent; but after all
the delay which bas been caused and which Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I cannot agree
hindered the Committee from considering with the argument of the hon. member from
the Bill as carefully as it might perhaps Halifax, and the bon. menîber from Amherst.

ave considered it; an amendinent is now The Quebec Act gives the company power
proposed which, if carried, will kitl the Bill. to issue bonds to tbe amount of $20,t00 or
There is only one more sitting day of Parlia- $25,000 a mile. The honi gentleman says
ment. If this Bill goes down to the buse that a part of the road bas been constructed;
of Commons with this amendinent at tbe tbat is true ; but this bias no effect upon
meeting on Saturday forenoon-I arn not wbat bas been done. bt does not prevent
sure whether they have two meetings in tbe this Bill from giving, for the fifty or sixty or
other fouse-but whether there are or not, ninety miles to be built in the future, the
the single objection of a member in the right to issue bonds for $20,00 under the
flouse of Comnions can hinder the Bill Quebec Act, and $25,yt under the present
becomingy law. After a Bill bias been fought Bill.
through bots ouses, as this bas been, thehe
fairer way is to deal with it on its merits. h o
The people who invest in tbe bonds of tbe Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE--I beg the hon.
conpany wiml scrutinize the company's char- entleman's pardon. The objection of the
ters--this Act and the other Act-carefully Committee was that the General Act ould
enough to see that they are not taking any make that all right. Very well, what id I

Halifax, and then member rom Amerst.

Hon. Mr.DICKEY-I wish to say a word
on behalf of the committee who reported
the Bill. Clause 3, to which my hon. friend
adverted, reserved all the rights and privi-
leges under the Quebec Act. Why? Because
under it a large portion of this work lias
already been constructed, obligations have
been incurred, and when they came to this
House for legislation they put a clause in the
Bill preserving all their rights and making
all those securities available. Clause 7 pro-
vides that no greater issue of bonds for the
prosecution of this work than $25,000 a
mile shall be issued. My hon. friend says
that the original Quebec Act fixed the limit

as-' . you tell me whethier in the Gene-
ral Act the amount is limited ? No; I
say it is not himited. If the Act gives
them all the franchises, powers, privi-
leges and authorities which the company bas
under the Quebec Act, I say those rights
and privileges reman theirs. If you add
iew powers,giving them rights to issue bonds
for $25,000, then it will be $45,000 on the
new portion of the road. It will not affect
the forty-five miles which is built froim
Drummondville to St. Hyacinthe.

Hon. GENTLEMEN-No, no.

Hon. Mr.. BELLEROSE-Hon. gentle-
men may say " No, no," but the Act is there
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and speaks for itself. Now, if we are wronf
about that, why is there this opposition to
the amendment which merely declares that
they shall not have power to issue bonds for
more than $25,000? Why not grant it, if
you are sure the Bill is sufficient? It very
often happens that in legislation more is in-
cluded in the Bill than is wanted, and why?
In order to be quite sure. Then why not
make it sure to-day? I suppose it is because
of the indebtedness of that company to
some banks which have loaned too much;
the bank is to be paid out of the $15,000.
The House is asked to say that our legisla-
tion in the past is unjust, because I recollect
well that when a Bill was presented asking
for power to issue bonds to the extent of
over $25,000 a mile, the request was refused,
and we amended those Bills; now we are
asked to favour this company and grant
them special privileges. I say all this in
order that it may appear in our Debates, so
that the public at large may see what we
are doing. We should always pursue such a
course that we need not be ashamed of what
we do or leave ourselves open to a charge of
inconsistency. What reasonable objection
can there be to the amendment? We
merely propose to add two or three words to
sav that the $25,000 which is mentioned
here will be for all purposes-that it will
set aside the power under the Quebec Act
to issue $20,000 per mile. If that is already
provided what harm can result from making
it sure? We wish to give this company no
more power than we give to others; that is
all we ask, and I hope the Senate will accept
the amendment. There is another argument
which will appeal to men of independent
ibinds; it is stated-and it is easily proved,
because it is a public matter-that this Act
of incorporation was presented to the Que-
bec Legislature a few years ago. The com-
pany was incorporated under a local Act for.
the construction of a road between two
points in the province of Quebec. Not hav-
ing succeeded in Quebec they come here for
legislation, claiming that the road is for
the benefit of Canada, in order to make it a
Federal Act. Now, this alone ought to put
the House on its guard.

Hon. Mr. POWER-The road connects
with the Intercolonial Railway. That makes
it a road for the general benefit of Canada.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-The hon. gen-
tleman says it goes as far as the Intercolonial

Railway. Will he tell me that a local line
connecting with a federal road is thereby re-
moved from local legislation ? I am sure, as
a lawyer, he will not say that. If not, why,
does he interrupt me to say such things?
Are we prepared in this House to say that
we will impose upon the province of Quebec
the building of a road under such circum-
stances as I 'have just stated? For my part,
if this was an Ontario or a Nova Scotia
case, I should decline to support it, because
the Local Legislature having refused legisla-
tion, there must be some good reasons why
it should not be granted, as we are not
aware what reasons there were for refusing
legislation at Quebec, we should not sanction
it. Then there has been plenty of work
done for some days past ; a great many par-
ties from outside have been here canvassing
members in this House as in the other
House. To-night at the meeting of the
Committee, it was, I will not say a farce,
but we could scarcely hear one another.
Why was there so much talking? Why
were these outsiders there?

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I call the hon.
gentleman, to order: it is a well-known rule
in all Parliaments that no member has a
right to refer to the proceedings of a commit-
tee in the House.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-I know J am
out of order: but I believe I have given
sufficient reasons to show to the majority of
this House that this Bill ought not to pass
in its present shape. I hope the Senate
will grant the amendment, in order to make
it sure that the company cannot issue more
than $25,000 of debentures per mile.

Hon.Mr.MAcINNES(Burlington)-There
is nothing in the Bill itself that anybody
could possibly object to. The only objec-
tions raised to the Bill are as to the bonding
powers. It is contended, on the one hand,
that under this Bill bonds to the extent of
e45,000 a mile can be issued--$20,000 under
the Quebec Act and $25,000 under this Bill.
The promoters themselves have assured the
Committee that they have no intention to
issue more than $25,000 per mile-that none
of the bonds have yet been issued. The
chairman of the Committee, who is a man of
very great experience, besides an emninent
lawyer, has given us a very clear opinion on
the subject. I must admit that I had a good
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deal of difficulty in making up my mind as'
to the vote I should give upon this measure,
but after the discussion that bas taken place,
and looking at the Bill itself, I do not see
any reason why I should vote against it.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I would ask the
House to excuse me from voting in this case,
and for this reason. I do not desire to put
my opinion in opposition to that of a gentle-
man of so much legal experience as the hon.
member from Amherst, whose opinions upon
all occasions we look up to with very great
respect. Distrusting my own judgment in
the matter I do not care under those circum-
stances to vote in any way that would have
the effect of throwing out the Bill, because
that would be virtually the effect of carrying
this amendment. At the same time, using
my best judgment, and looking at clauses 7
and 3 I cannot bring my mind to the con-
clusion that clause 7 so far overrides clause
3 that the company will be precluded from
issuing both the bonds under the Quebec
Act and the bonds under the Bill now before
us. All the powers and privileges that they
possess under the Quebec Act are preserved
to them by this Bill and there is nothing
whatever said, so far as I can see, in clause
No. 7 to limit the powers given them in
clause No. 3 in any way whatever. The
counsel who attended the meeting of the
Committee on behalf of the promoters of the
Bill, did state that no bonds whatever had
been issued, but I did not understand, as
the hon. member f rom Burlington says he
understood them to say, that they never
intended to issue them. So far as I can
form any judgment in the matter, if this Bill
passes the company will have power to issue
bonds to the extent of $45,000 a mile if they
please.

Hon. Mr. SMITH-What hardship would
it bring upon the province of Quebec sup-
posing they did issue bonds to that amount?
Nobody would be fool enough to take those
bonds.

Hon. Mr. READ (Quinté)-I see that we
passed a Bill with a similar clause this ses-
sion, the Act relating to the Chilliwhack
Railway Company. That company was in-
corporated by the Legislature of the pro-
vince of British Columbia, and in our legis-
lation we gave that company the same power
that is given in this Bill. If we do autho-

aize the company to issue bonds to the ex-
tent of $45,000 a mile, as it is stated this
Bill will do, it will be nothing more than we
have done in the case of the other company.

bon. Mr. ALLAN-We all know that
constructing a railway through that sea of
mountains costs a great deal more than
building a railway through this eastern
country.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-It is scarcely fit
that our time should be occupied by a ques-
tion which cannot be put, because this is a
motion in amendment to the Bill, of which
no notice whatever bas been given, and
therefore it cannot be entertained.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE-You cannot
pass the Bill to-day then. Let the third
reading stand until Saturday, and we will
give notice of the amendment. At the third
reading every member bas a right to move
an amendment.

Hon. Mr. POWER-On the question of
order I think the bon. gentleman from
DeLanaudière is wrong, but I must ask the
hon. gentleman from Amherst to be kind
enough to withdraw that technical objection.
It is only right that the opinion of the
House should be taken on the anendment.

Hon. Mr. DICKEY-Very well, I with-
draw it.

Hon. Mr. POWER-Although techni-
cally the amendment may not be in order,
still there has been no opportunity to give
notice and I think it would not be treating
the opposition to the Bill fairly to press the
point of order. The correct thing is to let
the amendment be put.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-I wish
to speak on the point of order.

Hon. Mr. POWER-There is no question
of order before the House. The hon. mem-
ber from Amherst raised a point of order
and then withdrew his objection.

Hon. Mr. DE BOUCHERVILLE-The
hon. gentleman says that at the third read-
ing of a Bill notice must be given of any
important amendment. The hon. gentlemen
who support this Bill all admit that this
question is not an important one, because in
their opinion the same thing is in the Bill
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that is in my motioi. How, therefore, can
this be an important amendment and what
necessity is there to give notice? It is a
very common thing in this House to move
at the third reading that the Bill be sent
back to the Committee. If it were necessarvto
give notice twenty-four hours in advance, how
could that be done? It stands to reason that
there cannot be a notice of motion in this
case. The hon. gentleman from Halifax says
that if there had been more time the Com-
mittee might have considered our objection,
but that there was so little time that the
Bill might be lost and we cannot put the
amendment to the Bill. The question is this
-should we allow a doubt to exist? Cer-
tainly no one will say that there is not a
doubt when half the House is of one opinion
and the other half of another opinion. I
want to have the doubt removed and that is
why I wish to have a vote on my amend-
ment.

The House divided on the amendment,
which was rejected by the following vote

CONTENTS:

The Hon. Messrs.
Angers, G(uévremont,
Armand, Montplaisir,
Boucherville, de Robitaille--7.
De Blois,

NON-CON TENTS:

Bowell,
Boyd,
Dever,
Dickey,
Ferguson,
Gowan,
Kirchhoffer,
McKindsey,
M e Laren,

The Bill
a division.

The Hon. Messrs.
McMillan,
Maefarlane,
MacInnes (Burlington),
O'Donohoe,
Power,
Primrose,
Read (Quinte),
Smith,
Snowball-18.

was then read the third time, on

On the question--Shall this Bill pass?

Hon. Mr. GUÉVREMONT (in French)
-Contrary to custom, I wish to propose an
amendment to the Bill at this stage. Hon.
gentlemen may think it extraordinary, but
I wish to put this amendment on record.
On a question of such importance to my con-
stituents as this, I feel that I must deviate
from the regular course followed in this
House. I believe it to be my duty to ex-
plain my reasons for taking this unusual
course, and also to explain how this Bill
injuriously affects my constituents. The

Great Eastern Company obtained a charter
to construct a railway through the counties
of Verchères, Boucherville, Richelieu, Yam-
aska, Nicolet and Lotbinière. This charter
was obtained several years ago, but the road
has not been completed yet. The company
have met with difficulties, and these dif-
ficulties will be increased by the passage of
this Bill. If we pass this measure it will
be the means of delaying, if not altogether
preventing the construction of that road on
the south shore of the St. Lawrence. The
Grand Trunk Railway was commenced in
1850-51. In 1856 that company found
itself in such a position that it could not
continue its work, and if the Government of
the two Canadas had not come to its aid,
the undertaking would have been dropped.
In 1856 the Parliament of Canada vote J aid
t) assist the company to complete their line
between Rivière du Loup and Sarnia. That
measure was carried by a majority of one.
The representative of the counties of
Drummond and Arthabaska, Mr. J. B.
Dorion, voted against that measure. The
result of the completion of that road was
that it opened up the forests of Canada for
settlement. If the country is settled and
prosperous to-day, it is due to the building
of that railway. The Government in that
instance put the Grand 'Trunk Railway
Company in a position to complete its road.
The member who represented the five coun-
ties to which I have referred voted for that
measure. To this day those five copnties are
without railway facilities, and they depend
upon the construction of this Great Eastern
line to provide them with railway communi-
cation. Now, when the Great Eastern
Railway Company is making an effort to
construct that line, a measure is brought
before this House to authorize the building
of a competing line a short distance south
of the St. Lawrence, which, as I understand,
will have the effect of preventing the Great
Eastern from continuing its work. That is
the reason why I have taken every means in
my power to prevent the passage of this Bill,
and I only regret that my ef1orth have been
unsuccessful. I have acted in the interests
of my constituents and in the interests of
the Eastern Townships generally. The
people of that section will feel deeply the
absence of any sentiment of gratituile in
this House for their generous support to the
Grand Trunk Railway measure in 1856. I
therefore move that the Bill be not now read
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the third time, but that the 4th clause
thereof be struck out.

The motion was declared lost on a division.

The Bill then passed.

The Senate adjourned at 12.15 a.m.

THE SENATE.

Ottawa, Saturday, April 1st, 1893.

Tn SPEAKER took the Chair at 11 a.m.

Prayers and routine proceedings.

THE SESSIONAL MESSENGERS'PAY.

MOTION.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I find that since
the Senate, upon my motion, struck out of
the report of the Committee on Contingent
Accounts the paragraph relating to the pav-
ment of the sessional messengers, the House
of Commons have granted what might be
termed a gratuity to their messengers and
servants of 15 days' additional pay. Under
the circumstances, with the consent of the
House, I propose to move a reconsideration
of the motion that was carried here, striking
out th-it paragraph f rom the report of the
Contingent Accounts Committee and sub-
stituting therefor words which will give to
the messengers of the Senate 15 days' addi-
tional pay-the same amount that has been
awarded to the messengers of the House of
jommons. I move that the resolution

adopted by the Senate on Tuesday, the 28th
day of March inst., whereby the sixth para-
graph of the report of the Committee on
Contingent Accounts of the Senate was
stricken out, be now reconsidered.

The motion was agreed tÔ.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved that the sixth
paragraph of the said report be amended by
striking out $250 and substituting therefor
the words "$2.50 per day for the session,
and in addition thereto payment at the same
rate for 15 days additional."

Hon. Mr. POWER-I am very glad
that the leader of the Government has, to a
certain extent, reconsidered his. somewhat
hastv action of the other day. My conten
tion is, however, that it would have been

wiser to have adopted the report of the
Committee as it stood originally. That pro-
vided that each sessional messenger should
be paid $250 for the session in accordance
with the uniform practice of the House.
The public would have known nothing about
the matter. Now we are reaching about the
same end, but the course that we are pur-
suing advertises to the public that we are
paying these men for time during which they
are not occupied here. The motion is a good
one, but the way in which the thing is done
is objectionable. It would have been better
to have acted on the recommendation of the
Committee on Contingent Accounts.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL--I quite accord with
the views expressed by the hon. member from
Halifax. I would be personally opposed to
the principle of paying any sum to any per-
son for work not performed, but I could not
conceive it just or equitable to the messen-
gers of this House, if that rule were departed
from in the House of Commons, that our
messengers should not receive as much as
the employees of the other branch of Parlia-
ment. That is why I have made this motion
to-day. I am not prepared to admit, how-
ever, that my action on the 28th March was
even hasty or had not been fully considered.

The motion was agreed to.

DUTIES OF CUSTOMS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

THIRD READING.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved
reading of Bill (126) " An Act
amend the Act respecting the
Customs."

the third
further to
duties of

Hon. Mr. POWER-This Bill was allowed
to stand over at my suggestion. I am
thankful to the House for the courtesy
extended to me. Probably this is not just
the best time to go into a discussion of the
tariff. I have no doubt if I were to niake a
speech of half an hour or so, and the hon.
leader of the Government, or some other
gentleman on that side, were to reply, that
the hon. gentleman for Ottawa would speak
for another hour or so. It would be very
instructive, but it might interfere with the
progress of the regular business.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-Suppose we pair
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Hon. Mr. POWER-There is a legal Hon. Mr. DEVER--If the reduction of
maxiin which says the law does not pay any i 21 per cent duty on binding twine does
regard to trifles. The amendments which not make any différence, the entire removal
this Bill proposes to make in the existing of the duty would not make a difference. I
tariff are mere trifles, and therefore I think think this Bill reduces the tax to a very low
it is wiser not to consider them. I may point, and brings fairly into competition the
make one or two observations on the changes binding twine of other countries. Every-
which are proposed by this Bill. One is to body must be satisfied that the duty now is
reduce the duty on binder twine froin 25 to merely nominal. Before New Brunswick
1 2½ per cent. I hope it may afford a certain came into the Union we used to pride our-
measure of relief to the farmers of the West selves that our duty was only from i2J to
who use binder, twine in large quantities, 15 per cent. We thought we were doing
but I hardly think that it will, for this very well, and I think stili that we were
reason-pretty nearly the whole business of doing well. I should be glad to see our
manufacturing cordage and rope of all kinds tarif redilced to a uniform 12 or 15 per
on this continent is in the hands of a single cent, and I do not think that there would
combination. The National Cordage Com- be any difficulty in accomplishing it and
pany of the United States controls nearly earning the gratitude of the country. This
the whole output of that country, and the Bill isa great step in advance in the matter
Consumers Cordage Company of Canada of binding twine, because it is certainlv
controls the whole output of Canada except acceding to the wishes of the farming com-
what may be made in the Central Prison at munity, whom we are most anxious to con-
Toronto and what may be made hereafter in sider. If there is any class of people that
the prison at Kingston under the arrange- feelsthe effect of the high duty, it certainly
ments made by the Government, and the is the farming interest. Therefore, when
consequence is that the reduction in duty we make concessions to the farning comnu-
cannot materially affect the price of binder nity, it should be, and I believe it will be,
twine, because the cordage which would satisfactory to the whole people of Canada.
compete with that of the Consumers Cord-î
age Company is the cordage manufactured Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I have no com-
by the National Cordage Company in the plaint wbatever to make of the comments
United States and thev are one and the made by the hon. gentleman fron Halifax,
sane concern practically. There is, there- but I think if he had carried bis logic a
fore, no substantial competition. If the little further he would have come to the
duty were removed altogether it might some conclusion as my hon. friend from
be worth the while of the manufacturers of! St. John. If the reduction from 25 per
the old country to make arrangements to cent to l2ý per cent is to be of no benefit be-
send binder twine to Canada. Under the cause themarket is controlled by the Anieri-
present circumstances, I do not think it will can combine, that combifie would exist to
be, and the probabilities are that this re- just as great an extent if the market were
duction in the duty on binder twine will free, and consequently if they control the
have a very immaterial effect. Then, as to market now with the duty lowered to i 4
the duty on coal oil, I do not understand per cent, they would control it if we had no
that the duty has been reduced, but the duty at all. If they charge an exorbitant
regulations which go along with the tariff price now, they would continue to charge
have imposed an almost prohibitory duty on an exorbitant price then, were it not for the
coal oil, and these regulations have been to advantage given to the manufacturers in
a certain extent modified. That will pro- Germany and England to compete with
bably help to reduce the price of that very' them under a duty of 12J instead of 25 per
necessary article. Meanwhile the Govern- cent. In reference to coal oil, we import
ment have the whole subject of the tariff into this country some 10,000,000 gallons
under consideration. I suppose we may be per annum for consumption, and the reduc-
thankful this year for very small mercies, tion of fsom 3 to 4 cents per gallon is no
and we may hope that by next year the eyes small decrease. That is brought about by
of the Government will be properly opened the facilitieswhich areoffered to the importers
and that they will give us a inaterial reduc- of that oit by the removal of the restrictions
tion iii the tarif which existed formerk in reference to the
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tank importations and the reduction f rom
30 to 10 cents in the inspection fees.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-Not only that, but
it gives an opportunity to our mechanies to
manufacture barrels, which were formerly
manufactured in the United States. The
hon. gentleman will see that it means a con-
siderable profit to the country.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I congratulate the
Government on the fact that the hon. gentle-
man from St. John, who was manifesting
symptoms of independence during the session,
has got back to his right place at the close
of it. I did not say that the reduction f rom
25 per cent to 12J per cent would be no
benefit; I said it would have a very trifling
effect, and I gave as a reason that that
reduction would not be sufficient to induce
the manufacturers in England to go into
that line of business and to come over here
and compete with the United States manu-
facturers. If there was no combine between
Canada and the United States, the reduction
of the duty would be very considerable and
important.

Hon. Mr. DEVER-J would remind the
hon. gentleman from Halifax that I am
always in opposition to the Government
when their measures are not good. When
their measures are good, I would be acting
very improperly to oppose them.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

SENATE AND HOUSE OF COMMONS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the second
reading of Bill (132) "An Act further to
amend the Act respecting the Senate and
House of Commons." He said :-This Bill is
in the line of the resolution we have just
passed in reference to the messengers. It is
to allow each member of Parliament to be
paid his full sessional indemnity, unless he
has been absent more than six days during
the session from his attendance in the
House. You remember at the last session
of Parliament the time allowed was twelve
days. That was on account of the great
length of the session by which members
were kept from their ordinary business a
much longer time than in ordinary sessions

of Parliament. This Bill is to allow six
days, which is supposed to be a time propor-
tionate to that allowed last session. While
nmoving this I express the hope that in future
the House of Commons will not adopt this
system, but as the Bill bas been passed by
the House of Commons at the solicitation of
the members of that House, I see no reason
why the members of the Senate should not
be treated in the same way.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-Last session was an
extraordinary one, and I think that the Gov-
ernment were justified in allowing a certain
number of days, because in a session extend-
ing four or five months, members would
necessarily require to be absent sometimes.
My own objection to the Bill- is that it looks
like adding six days to the sessional indem-
nity.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I objected to the
rule being suspended in favour of this Bill
at its first reading, and I do not regret that
I did so. I was pleased to notice that the
hon. leader of the Government did not feel
himself in a position to say anything in
favour of this Bill. It is one calculated to
bring discredit upon and lower the dignity
of this Parliament in the eyes of so much
of the civilized world as becomes aware of
this action. Last session was a very long
one. It extended over the business part of
the year, and (as I think even last year very
improperly) the Government introduced a
measure at the close of the session allowing
each member to get the indemnity for twelve
days as having been spent in the service of
the country which these gentlemen had spent
in attending to their own business. It comes
to this, that a member of either House has
his choice. He is paid a certain sum to
cover his expenses while here at the seat of
Government. If he thinks that his own
private business is of more consequence than
the business of the country, and he goes
home and he attends to his own private
business, he has no right to expect to be
paid from the public Treasury as though he
had been serving the country. There was
some little excuse last year, as I have said,
but this year we have had an exceptionally
short session-lasting only two months-the
shortest session since 1876, and members are
paid $1,000 for the session-that is at the rate
of $6,000 a year. There may be a few members
of either House whose time and services are
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worth more than $6,000 a year, but I do not
think that any one will undertake to contend
that the services of a majority of the mem-
bers are worth more than that. The rate of
$6,000 a year is very handsome payment in-
deed. The members should have been sat-
isfied with it, and should not have introduced
such a measure as this. I was sorry that
the leader of the Government did not speak
in a more decided tone when he came to ex-
press the hope that this would not form a
precedent. As I said before, I think it is
highly objectionable and discreditable legis-
lation. It just means this, that the House
of Commons have the public Treasury under
their control, and at the close of the shortest
session for 18 years they help themselves froin
the Treasury to the extent of about $8,000.
They are supposed to be the guardians of the
Treasury and yet, while acting as guardians,
they are taking the public funds for the
benefit of memb-rs of Parliament, to the
extent of about $8,000.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was
read the second time at length at the Table.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the third
reading of the Bill.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-Divide!

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-I regret very much
the innovation which has been under discus-
sion, but I think we would be taking a very
high-handed part if we were to throw out
this Bill. I have no personal interest in it,
but I should be very sorry to interfere with
the opinions and views of gentlemen whose
position and circumstances I do not choose
at the present moment to inquire about. I
think it is a great mistake to discuss- this
Bill, and it would be a still greater mistake
to divide the House ppon it. If there is to
be a division I ask to be excused from
voting.

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-The reason
why I ask for the yens and nays is this-a
few days ago, a recommendation was made by
the Contingent Accounts Committee of this
House to give our sessional messengers the
full sessional allowance. This was objected
to by the Government. It was one of the
smallest and most penurious things that I
knew any Government to be guilty of. I
venture to say that if the late Sir John
Macdonald had been in his place in the

other House, or the late Mr. Mackenzie, he
would have shrunk from doing an injustice
to those poor helpless sessional messen-
gers. I understand the Internal Economy
Committee of the other House have gra-
ciously agreed to allow them fifteen out of the
thirty-five days that they were short of the
100, thereby diminishing the reduction to $40
or $50 each. It is a small thing to make any
reduction in the pay of those-inen, and I am
astonished that any Government or com-
mittee would be guilty of it. A Bill is now
presented to this House asking that mem-
bers of both Houses of Parliament should
be granted $48 each-for what 1 Is it for
attending to their duties in Parliament ? No,
it is simply to pay them for looking after
their own private business at home, or, I
will not say gallivanting about the country,
but going about the country interfering in
elections. Last year it was very objection-
able to grant additional indemnity-this
year I consider it still more objectionable,
for the reasons which have been given by
the hon. gentleman from Halifax. This is
one of the shortest sessions since Confe-
deration, and we would be doing wrong if
we were to vote away some $8,000, which
this Bill will be the means of doing, while
we are depriving the six sessional messen-
p'ers in this House of some $40 or $50 each.
If those messengers had any control over
the length of the session, if it were through
any fault of their own that they are here a
shorter time than usual it would be different.
The fact that this session covers only sixty or
sixty-five days is not their fault. If they were
in a position to vindicate their rights I would
not occupy the time of the House in discuss-
ing the subject, but certainly I do not feel
disposed to let this Bill go without dividing
the House.

Hon. Mr. ALLAN-I think we are mak-
ing a great ado about a small matter.
Moreover, I do not think we have a right to
criticize the proceedings of the other House
and suggest that they are taking this extra
amount to cover time spent in looking after
elections. It is a pity the jnatter should be
discussed in this way. As regards the mes-
sengers, I was one of those who voted in the
Comnittee for not granting them an extra
allowance, and for this reason, the hon.
gentleman knows very well that we have
had it thrown in our teeth from time to
time that our expenditures are extravagant,
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and in excess of those of the House of from that had it not been froin the fact that
Commons. Therefore, when I heard that the House of Commons thought proper to
the House of Commons had voted a certain make an allowance to their messengers, and
sum to their messengers, I did not think that I could see no equitable reasons why the
we should go beyond that. But when the messengers of this House should not receive
House of Commons chose to increase the the same consideration. As to the Bill now
amount, there was no reason why our mes- before us, 1 have not the slightest objection
sengers should be placed at a disadvantage te record my vote in its faveur, though, as 1
as compared with the inessengers of the intimated when I moved the motion, I think
other House. -While I agree as to the inex- it would be more dignified--and 1 say it
pediency of making this allowance at this unreservedly-if members of eitber bouse
time of the session, still I do not think we did not urge this matter session after session.
will place ourselves in a very dignified posi- However, as the Bil bas been passed by the
tion by dividing the House on this Bill. ouse of Commons, it wiIl place the Senate

in aninvidius position were they teo reject
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-J cannot allow the it. If we are to have a division I trust the

remarks of the hon. gentleman fromi New hon. gentleman froni Ottawa will not be
Westminster to pass witbout a slight com- excused freni recording bis vote, because he
ment. I do iiot know what he meant or in- bas no personal interest, nor has any other
tended to convey by bis very courteous bon. gentleman w o bas been at the seat of
words-tbe smallest tbing ever perpetrated Government during the whole period of the
by a Gvernment-but one thing I cati tedl session. It affects onlythose w o bappened to
bu, that the late Sir John Macdonald, Had be absent. I almest regret paving mae
he been bere, would have been just as safe a those remarks, but I considered them neces-
guardian of the public funds as the bon. sary, because I did not t.hink the bon. gexi-
gentleman could be. Sir John Macdonald's tlemans remarks were warranted under the
viws of right and wrong certainly cannot circumstances. I might cail bis attention te
be gauged by the opinions expresscd by the this also--I know of no by-election wbich
bon. gentleman from New Westminster. The bas taken place, except the one in Middle-
report If the Contingent Accounts Com. sex, duriig this session.
mittee was based upon principle. That prin-
ciple I expressed very fully at the time-
that I thought either House should deal in
matters of public expenditure as far as possi-
ble in the same manner as they would deal
with their own funds, and I question very
much if the bon. gentleman would have put
his hand in his pocket to pay any one of his
servants $125 a month when he had agreed
to pay him only $2.50 per day. It is singu-
larly unfortunate that in public affairs, people
have their pets that they desire to pay, at
the expense of the country, more than they
should legally receive. We have acted upon
the broad principle of paying our messengers
the wages that we agreed to pay them. If
any one bas done extra service then I say
a gratuity should be paid to him, as one
would do in private business, and as I have no
doubt would be done here if circumstances
warranted such payment, but I object in toto to
the construction put upon my action. I took
the course that I pursued here upon my own
individual responsibility, but I am quite
satisfied that the Government, if their
opinion were asked, would justify my course
in that matter; nor should I have deviated

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I was speak-
ing of last year.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-We are not dealing
with the matters of last session. There bas
been no "gallivanting about the country," or
electioneering that I am awaré of, unless it
bas been in the election of the gentleman
who bas just taken his seat in the House of
Commons for Middlesex. It is one of the
rights of a British subject to take part in
elections and endeavour to elect the man of
his choice, in order to affirm the principles
which he believes to be right in governing
the country without his action being desig-
nated as " gallivanting."

Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-He should
do it at his own expense.

Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I shall take part
in elections as long as I have the health and
strength te do it, and I have no doubt the
bon. gentleman would do the same thing if
he thought he could help his party.
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Hon. Mr. McINNES (B.C.)-I trust that'
the hon. gentleman will not take my remarks
as being personal-I did not refer to him
personally. I meant to refer to the Gov-
ernment as a whole.

Hon. Mr. BELLEROSE- have already
given my views on this question and I have
not changed them. When I spoke on the
subject, had a vote been taken I should
probably have recorded mine against the
Bill. But to-day I must deal with the mat-
ter as it stands before us. The Government
having done what I believe is right towards
our messengers, or at least having given
them a portion of what they are entitled to,
I shall not vote against this Bill. We must
approve of what has been done in the other
House. The members of that body having
decided that there is a justification this year
for allowing six days absence of any member
without reducing his sessional indemnity, I
should not like to condemn their judgment.
While J am not in favour of the principle of
this Bill, I believe that the sessional indem-
nity ought to be larger than it is. Public
men who devote themselves to their duties
should receive more than $1,000 a year.
However, in this instance that is not the
question before us; we are simply asked to
declare that a member shall not suffer a
reduction of his indemnity unless he has

object is to make a little political capital at
the end of the session. He has had so very
little to find fault with this session that we
should forgive him for seizing upon this
opportunity to make a point against the
majority.

Hon. Mr. POWER-I rise simply for the
purpose of asking the hon. gentleman from
New Westminster not to demand a division
on this Bill. I cannot agree with the hon.
gentleman from Toronto that it is bad taste
to discuss it. I think the bad taste was in
introducing the measure and passing it ; but
inasmuch as we are not responsible for it
and cannot defeat it, it would be better not
to have a division. I hope the expression
of opinion here to-day may have the effect
of preventing the introduction of such
measures in the future.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read the third time and passed.

HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION
AMENDMENT BILL.

ACT

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A Message was received from the House of
Commons with Bill (116) " An Act to amend
the Homestead Exemption Act."

The Bill was read the first time.

been absent more than six days during the Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved that the rule
session. If the House is divided on this be suspended, and that the Bill be read the
question, I shall vote for the Bill. second time at length at the Table. He

said :-Under the statute regulating home-
Hon. Mr. SMITH-At this late stage of stead exemptions in the North-west each

the session, and inasmuch as we are not settler is allowed to hold 80 acres free from
responsible for this Bill, I think it is bad seizure. The Manitoba Legislature passed
taste to find fault with those who are an Act extending the exemption to 160
responsible to the country for their action. acres. That Act was declared ultra vires of
It is a small matter, and not one calculated to their power under the Constitution. A
improve the character of this House to give motion was introduced in the other House
such prominence to this particular motion. by Mr. Davin to repeal the clause altogether.
The hon. gentlemen who are opposing this That would have the effect of leaving the
Bill were quite willing recently to vote away settlers without an exemption whatever
the public money to people who had not from seizure. The Minister of the Interior
earned it, but they are ready to-day to find did not think that that would be justice to
fault with a Bill which comes to us endorsed the settlers, particularly those who had
by the House of Commons. It is a poor selected homesteads in the North-west under
rule that will not work both ways. The hon. the Act providing for the exemption of 80
inember from New Westminster was one of acres, and instead of repeaiing the provision
those who would have voted away the public altogether, this, Bill provides for the repeal
money improperly this week had the House the section limiting the exemption to 80
allowed him to do so. Since we are not acres and extends it to 160 acres. This Bill
responsible for this Bill, I cannot see why will confer a greater benefit on the settlers
the hon. gentleman opposes it, unless his than they enjoy under the present law.
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The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
passed through its final stages.

DAIRY PRODUCTS BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

A Message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (125) " An Act to
prevent the manufacture and sale of filled or
imitation cheese, and to provide for the
branding of dairy products."

The Bill was read the first time.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS moved the suspen-
sion of the rule, and that the Bill be read the
second time at length at the Table. Ie
said :-The object of this Bill is to prevent
the sale of skim-milk cheese unless it is
branded as such, and to prevent United
States cheese fron being brought into this
country and sold in England as Canadian
cheese. It also provides that all Canadian
cheese for export shall be marked " Canada"
or " Canadian."

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-It is quite apparent
that we are having some very important
legislation introduced within a few hours of
the prorogation of Parliament. It is fortu-
nate that the proposed legislation is such
that it is not open to serious objection. At
the same time, it is scarcely fair to the
Senate to deprive us of an opportunity of
commenting on these measures. I quite
appreciate the importance of this Bill and
think it is most desirable that United States
cheese should not be sold in the European
market under the name of Canadian, as I
am told has been done. How do the
Government propose to meet the difticulty
which is sure to arise of cheese being branded,
as it can be in the United States, " Cana-
dian " and shipped through Canada to Eng-
land in bond? Have we the power to change
the brand on these packages? How ara we
to examine then to ascertain whether they
are improperly marked? It raises a very
important international question. That is
where the great danger is to be apprehended.
I do not see how we can check the fraud
when it is perpetrated in the way I have
indicated.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-It is impossible to
interfere with goods passing through this
country in bond. If the cheese bears false
marks I do not think that we can alter those

marks. What we can do is to prevent
Canadian citizens from dealing with that
cheese--punish them for selling when they
know that it has not been made in this
eountry.

Hon. Mr. SCOTT-The sales, of course, are
made on the other side of the Atlantic.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS-There is always a
middle-man in Canada and we can reach him.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
passed through its final stages.

HARBOUR COMMISSIONERS OF
MONTREAL BILL.

COMMONS AMENDMENTS AGREED TO.

A Message was received from the House
of Commons to return Bill (99) "An Act re-
specting the Harbour Commissioners of
Montreal," with amendments.

Hon. Mr. ANGERS moved that the
amendnents be concurred in. He said:-The
Bill was amended in this House to make the
Mayor of Montreal ex qfficio a member of
the Montreal Harbour Commission. The
result of the amendment was to equally
divide the Board between those appointed
by the Government and those representing
the city. It is desirable that the Govern-
ment should have a controlling voice; they
are expending public moneys in IMontreal
harbour, and it has always been an accepted
principle in such cases that the Government
should have the control. This amendment
is to add another member, so that there may
be six appointed by the Government and
five by the city.

The motion was agreed to.

THE SUPPLY BILL.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

'A Message was received from the House
of Commons with Bill (135) " An Act for
granting to H er Majesty certain sums of
money required for defraying certain
expenses of the public service, for the
financial years ending respectively the 30th
June, 1893, and the 30th June, 1894, and
for other purposes relating to the public
service.

The Bill was read the first time.
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Hon. Mr. BOWELL moved the suspen- for the courtesy and assistance I have
sion of the rule and that the Bill be read the received from every member of the Senate
second time. during the session. I feel it all the more

from the fact that I entered the House as a
Hon. Mr. MACDONALD (B.C.)-Before stranger-at least to this House-assuming

the Bill is passed, I wish to congratulate the a very responsible position and following a
Government and this House on the shortness gentleman whose talents and ability were
of the session. It has been a very satis- universafly recognized; but I have been
factory session. We have been busy from relieved of anxiety to a very great extent by
the first. It shows what can be done when the assistance received, fot only from gentle-
the Government is prepared with its mea- men who are in accord with the Government
sures in tine. 1 hope they aill be equarly upon their general policy, but also froin
prepared next year and that we gay look those who differ fron us upon the great
forward to having, shorter sessions hereafter questions which divide parties in this coun-
than we have haud of late years-sessions try. I can only hope that as long as 
extending not longer than ninety days. If occupy my present position we may at the
the work is pushed as vigorously rext ses- end of every session of Parliament be
sion as it has been this year, and the Gov- enabled, as we are now, to congratulate our-
ernment are prepared with their estierates selves upon the kindly feeling that exists
anf r easures at the opening, the session between awl parties. As we are to a very
need not hast longer than ninety days at the great extent placed in positions where the
outside. narrow views of politicians should not pre-

vail, for the purpose of legislating in the
Hon. Mr. POWER--The hon. gentleman public interests without introducing those

from Victoria has every reason to be satis- acrimonious discussions which semetimes
fied with the session. I notice in the Esti- take place in the other branch of Parlia-
mates that over $300,000 has been appro- ment, I hope that we shall continue to pur-
priated to be expended in Victoria and its sue the same moderate course. If the men-
immediate vicinity. I can readily under- bers of the House are as satisfied and grati-
stand that the session has been exceedingly fied with the conduct of the members repre-
satisfactory to him. senting the Government in the Senate as I

am with them, I can only say that we part
Hon. Mr. BOWELL-I thank the hon. not only good f riends, but with the hope that

gentleman froin Victoria for the remarks he our intercourse will continue and be of the
has nade in reference to the action of the same agreeable character in the future.
Government during the present session, but (Applause.)
I can assure him that the length of the ses-
sion is not always the result of the Govern-
ment not being prepared with its measures,
or of the Budget speech not being delivered
at an early day. In the more democratic
branch of Parliament time is occupied
unsparingly for days and weeks, and some-
times for months, in discussing abstract
principles, discussing matters over which the
Government have no control whatever, and
.in this way, to a very great extent, the ses-
sions are prolonged. However, it is not
always the fault of those who pursue that
course. On behalf of the Government I
have to thank the chairmen of the different
committees for the assiduity with which
they have discharged their duties during the
present session. Very little time has been
lost by the standing committees in the con-
sideration of the measures submitted to
them. For myself, I am extremely thankful

Hon. Mr. POWER--So say we all.

The Bill passed through its final stages.

The Senate adjourned during pleasure.

THE PROROGATION.

At three n'clock p.m., His Excellency the
Governor-General proceeded in state to the
Senate Chamber and took his seat upon the
Throne. The members of the Senate being
assembled, His Excellency was pleased to
command the attendance of the House of
Commons and that House being present, the
following Bills were assented to, in Her
Majesty's name, by fis Excellency the
Governor-General, viz. :-

An Act respecting the Hamilton Provident and
Loan Society.
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An Act to incorporate the Dominion Burglary An Act te incorporate the Atlantic and Lake
Guarantee Company (Limited). t Superior Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Central Counties Railway An Act respecting the Columbia and Kootenay
Company. Railway and Navigation Company.

An Act respecting the Grand Trunk, Georgian An Act further to aînd the Suprene and Exche-
Bay and Lake Erie Railway Company. quer Courts Act.

An Act respecting the Manitoba and South- An Act to incorporate the Canada Carnage Coi-
eastern Railway Company. pany.

An Act respecting the St. Lawrence and Adiron- An Act to incorporate the Ocean Accident Cor-
dack Railway Company. poration.

An Act to amend the Act to readjust the Repre- An Act to incorporate the Canada North-west
sentation ip the House of Commons. Land Company (Limited).

An Act to give effect to an agreement between An Act respecting the Grand Trunk Railway
the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, the Company of Canada.
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and the Cor- An Act to revive and amend the Act to incor-
poration of the City of Toronto. porate the Moncton and Prince Edward Island

An Act respecting the Lake Erie and Detroit Railway and Ferry Company.
River Railway Company. An Act to consolidate an( amend certain Acta

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the relating to the Manitoba and North-western Rail-
Montreal and Atlantic Railway Company. way Company of Canada.

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the Buf- An Act to ineorporate the Cleveland, Port Stan-
falo and Fort Erie Bridge Company. ley and London Transportation and Railway Com-

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the pany, ani te confirm an Agreement respecting the
Manufacturers' Accident Insurance Company, and London and Port Stanley Raiiway.
to change its naine to "The Mannfacturers' Guar- An Act respecting the Nelson and Fort Sheppard
antee and Accident Insurance Company." Railway Company.

An Act to incorporate the Eastern Trust Con- An Act to incorporate the Autoratic Telephone
pany. itnd Electric Conpany of Canada.

A~n Act respecting the Alberta Railway and Coal An Act respecting the London and Port Stanley
Company. Railway Company.

An Act to anend the law relating to Holidays. An Act respecting the Temiscouata Raiiway
An Act te correct a clerical error in the Bank Contpany.

Act.
An Act to amend the Wrecks and Salvage Act.
An Act respecting the disposal of moneys paid in

connection with proceedings before Parliament.
An Act for the relief of Edmund Holyoake

Heward.
An Act for the relief of Martha Ballantyne.
An Act for the relief of James Balfour.
An Act respecting the Western Counties Rail-

way Company, and to change the naine of the
Company to the Yarmouth and Annapolis Railway
Company.

An Act respecting the Canada Life Assurance
Company.

An Act to revive and anend the Act to incor-
porate the Equity Insurance Company, and to
change the naine of the Company to the St. Law-
rence Insurance Conpany.

An Act to incorporate the Woodmen of the
World.

An Act to incorporate the Ocean Guarantee Cor-
poration.

An Act respecting the Canadian Power Company.
An Act for the relief of Robert Young Hebden.
An Act respecting the Port Arthur, Duluth and

Western Railway Company.
An Act to amnend an Act respecting the Nova

Scotia Permanent Benefit Building Society and
Savings Fond.

Ain Act relating to the Harbour of Thornbury,
on Georgian Bay.

An Act furthgr to amend the Act to enable the
City of Winnipeg to utilize the Assiniboine River
water power.

An Act respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company.

An Act respecting the Chilliwhack Railway Coin-
pany. •

An Act to incorporate the Canada Atlantie and
Plant Stean-ship Company (Limited).

An Act to amend an Act to incorporate the
Eastern Canada Savings and Loan Company (Lim-
ited).

An Act respecting the British Anerican Assur-
ance Company.

An Act to incorporate the Canadian Gas Associa-
tion.

An Act further to amend the Steam-boat Inspec-
tion Act.

An Act to amend the Act respecting the Harbour
and River Police of the province of Quebec.

An Act further to ainend the Act respecting
Public Oticers.

An Act to incorporate the Grand Council of the
Catholic Muttial Benefit Association of Canada.

An Act to revive and amend the Act to incor-
porate the North Canadian Atlantic Railway and
Stean-ship Company, and to change the naine
thereof to " The Quebec and Labrador Railway
and Stean-ship Company."

An Act to amend the Inland Waters Seanen's
Act.

An Act for the relief of John Francis Scliwaller.
An Act for the relief of James Frederick D>oran.
An Act for the relief of Annette Marion Golf.
An Act further to amend the Act respecting

Joint Stock Conpanies to construct works to faci-
litate the transmission of Timber down Rivers and
Streatus.

An Act to incorporate the Nakusp and Slocan
Railway Company.

An Act respecting the Toronto, Hamilton and
Buffalo Railway Company.

An Act to confirm the sale of the Carleton, City
of Saint John, Branch Railroad.

An Act to incorporate the Canadian Live Stock
Insurance Association.
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An Act to make further provision respecting
Grants of Land to members of the Militia Force on
active service in the North-west.

An Act to incorporate the British Columbia Dock
Company.

An Act to incorporate the Calgary Street Rail-
way.

An Act to amend the Civil Service Superannua-
tion Act.

An Act respecting the Voters' Lists, 1893.
An Act to incorporate the North American Canal

Company.
An Act further to amend the Patent Act.
An Act to incorporate the Calgary Hydraulic

Company.
An Act respecting the Lad ies of the Sacred Heart

of Jesus.
An Act to incorporate the Calgary Irrigation

Company.
An Act -to incorporate the Alberta Irrigation

Company.
An Act respecting Government Civil Service

Insurance.
An Act respecting Witnesses and Evidence.
An Act further to amend the General Inspection

Act.
An Àct further to anend the Dominion Lands

Act.
An Act further to amend the Railway Act.
An Act to amend the Criminal Code, 1892.
An Actrelating to the custody of juvenile offend-

ers in the province of New Brunswick.
An Act to authorize the granting of Subsidies in

aid of the construction of the lines of Railway
therein mentioned.

An Act respecting the appointment of Commis-
sioners to the World's Columbian Exposition.

An Act to amend the Act respecting the Royal
Military College.

An Act further to amend the Petroleum Inspec-
tion Act.

An Act to amend the Act respecting Ocean
Steam-ship Subsidies.

An Act respecting the Druinmond County Rail-
way Company.

An Act further to am'end the Acts respecting the
Duties of Customs.

An Act further to amend the Act respecting the
Senate and House of Commons.

An Act relating to the granting of subsidies in
land to Railway Companies.

An Act to amend the Revised Statutes respect-
ing the Department of Public Printing and Sta-
tionery.

An Act to amend the Homestead Exemption Act.
An Act to prevent the manufacture and sale of

filled or imitation cheese, and to provide for the
branding of dairy products.

An Act respecting the Harbour Commissioners of
Montreal.

An Act to amend the Merchant Shipping Act,
with respect to load-lines.

Then the Honourable the Speaker of the House
of Commons addressed His Excellency the Governor-
General as follows:-

'' MAY IT PLEASE YouR EXcELLENcY:

" The Commons of Canada have voted certain
Supplies required to enable the Government to
defray the expenses of the Public Service.

33

"In the nane of the Commons, I present to
Your Excellency the following Bill:-
'An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain sums

of money required for defraying certain expenses
of the Public Service, for the financial years
ending respectively the 30th June, 1893, and the
30th June, 1894, and for other purposes relating
to the Public Service;'

to which Bill I humbly request Your Excellency's
assent."

To this Bill the Royal assent was signified in the
following words:-

." In ler Majesty's name, His Excellency the
Governor-General thanks Her Loyal Subjects, ac-
eepts their benevolence, and assents to this Bill.".

After which His Excellency the Governor Gen-
eral was pleased to close the THIRD SESSION of the
SEVENTH PARLIAMENT of the DoMINION with the
following Speech:

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:

Gentlemen of the House of Commons :
In relieving you froim attendarce in Parliament

for this year, I congratulate you upon the energy
and promptitude with which you have disposed of
the duties of the session just ended.

The assembly at Paris of the Behring Sea Arbi-
tration Tribunal give reason to hope that the differ-
ences which have existed between the Government
of the United States and the Government of the
Dominion are approaching a satisfactory adjust-
ment, while the nomination of the Prime Minister
of Canada as one of the arbitrators affords a guar-
antee that the interests of our sealers will be pro-
perly though not unduly safeguarded.

The treaty of commerce which was negotiated
with France on behalf of Canada has been laid
before you together with the correspondence which
passed during the negotiations ; but owing to the
late period of the session at which the treaty was
received, and the pendency of communications as to
its bearing in respect of most-favoured-nation treat-
ment and the interpretation of certain of its clauses,
my Government has thought it advisable to post-
pone for the present its ratification by Parliament.

I thank you for the ample provisions you have
made to protect the country fromn the possible intro-
duction of cholera, and I trust that the precautions
taken will result in guarding against any danger
from that source.

The liberal provisions made for the proper repre-
sentation of Canada at the World's Columbian
Exposition will, I doubt not, enable this country to
nake a worthy exhibit of her resources and pro-
gress among the nations of the World.

The various Acts which you have placed upon
the Statute-book will contribute to the maintenance
of public security and the continued progress of the
Country.

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

I thank you for the liberal provisions you have
made for the requirements of the public service.

Honourable Gentlemen of the Sgenate:
Gentlemen oj the House of Commons:

I feel with deep regret that the period of my
official connection with the Dominion is drawing
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towr*ds its elwi e ana 'that ih all probability I am
taking leave'ôf 'yoi 'for 'the last 'time. Lest this
ehould be thecase, -I desire to avail inyself of the
present oecasion to express my abiding interest in
»ll thât -eoenr the welfare of Canada, and my
asineere -affection to 'her 4people, who have never
failed to testify -their loyalty to the person and
throne of our Sovereign, and to showAkindness and
consideration to hèr representative. It will ever
benyincere- te*ire towbe ôf service to the Ooami-
nion and I shall continue to cherish feelings of the
warmest:oliditu&d f1orthe 'welfare and prosperity
of those amongst whom I have been placed during
the past five yeist

'I pray.that the blessing of Aln4ighty God may at

I'pray. that the blessing of Alhighty Gond mnay at
allVthes attend you.

THE SPEAKER Of the Senate then said:

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate, and Gentlemen

of the Hnse of Common :

It is His EXCELLÉNdY THE 'OVERNOR-GENERAL'S
'will and pleasure, that this Parliament be proro-
gued until Thursday, the eleventh day of Mb y next,
to be here held, and this Parliamient is accordingly
prorogued until the eleventh day of May next.

14
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I.-INDEX TO SENATORS.

ABBOTT, Hon. Sir J. Caldwell, K.O.M.G.
Complimentary remarks; in seconding Address

in reply to Speech from the Throne : Mr. Des-
jardins, 10; in debate: Mr. Scott, 12; Mr.
Bowell, 22; Mr. Boulton, 41 ; Mr. lHowlan,
95; Mr. Armand, 113.

ALLAN, Hon. George William.
ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE

THRONE.
On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Read's

speech: pleuro-pneunionia precautions, and
Mr. Mclnnes's ques. as to necessity of expert
from England, 75.

On Mr. McInnes's speech : preoautions against
cholera in B. C., 106.

ARCHIVES OF TUE N. W.

On M. (Mr. Bernier) in favour of their preser-
vation; remarks on archives generally, and
on preservation of Fort Garry gate, 308.

AUSTRALIAN STEAM-SHIP LINE. See " Ocean
Steam-ship Subsidies B."

BOOKS, PURCHASE OF. See " Printing Com.
Report."

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE Co.'s CHARTER
AMT. B. (78).

Introduced*, 440.
2nd R. m., and changes explained, 452.
3rd R.*, 453.

CANADA AND N. W. LAND CO. INCORP. B. (40).
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,

'9.

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CANADA LIFE ASSURANCE Co.'s B. (32).
Beported froin Banking and Commerce Com.*,

379.

CANADIAN LIVE STOCK ASsOCIATION B. (Q).
Reported from Banking and Commerce Coin.,

with Amts., which explained, 440.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. CAPITAL STOCK.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Orders in Council

authorizing increase; ques. of order, that
forin of M. should be amd., 136.

CATHOLIC MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSN. INcoRP. B.
(66).

Reported from Banking and Commerce Coin.,
with slight Armt., which explained, 425.

CATrLEBREEDINO. See "Canadian Live Stock."

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE; PROVISION FOR; B.
(11).

In Coin. of the W. ; on Mr. Power's suggestion
that insurance should be compulsory; ques.,
if unmarried, 491.

34½

ALLAN, Hon. George William--Contd.
CLARKE WALLACE, MR., SPEECH. See "Wallace."

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Côm. ; on his

request for withdrawal, and Mr. Almon's
demand for- a division on the M. ; courtesy
of the House to the mover urged, 243.

CRIMINAL LAw. See-
"Evidence, law of, B."
"Juvenile Offenders, B."

DRUMMOND COUNTY RY. CO.'S B. (71).
On ques. of Procedure, raised by Chairman of

Ry. Com., whether the Com. nay be con-
vened within twenty-four hours of notice,
477.

On M: (Mr. MeMillan) for 3rd R., and Amt.
(Mr. DeBoucherville) to refer to Coin. of the
W., restricting debenture issuing power ;
reasons for declining to vote, 502; on re-
marks of Mr. Read (Quinté), 502.

EQUITY INSURANCE CO. See " St. Lawrence Ins.

EVIDENCE, LAW OF; the accused, husband or
wife of accused, documentary evidence, &c.;
B. (23).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Power's objection to its proceeding at even-
ing session, Mr. Poirier having the floor at
recess on another Order, 364.

On order for 3rd R., and Amt. (Mr. Angers),
ques. aato subsecta. remaining, 446.

FORT GARRY GATE, PRESERVATION OF.
Remarks, on M. (Mr. Bernier) in favour of

preservation of N.-W. archives, 308.

INSURANCE, CIVIL SERVICE, B. See " Civil Ser-
vice."

INTEREST RATES. , See " Loan Companies."

IRISH AFFAIRS, SPEECH. See " Wallace."
JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:

" Evidence, law of, B."
" Juvenile Offenders, B."

JUVENILE OFFENDERS; separate trial; summon-
ing of parents respecting committal to Re-
formatory, &c.; B. (P).

Introduced*, 263.
2nd R. m., 296; in the debate thereon, 299,

300.
Coin. of the W.; in view of Memo. fron Min.

ister of Justice, postponenent m., 366.
B. withdrawn, ants. suggested by Minister of

Justice being desirable, and hasty legislation
in such matters inexpedient, 424.

LAw, CRIMINAL. See:
" Evidence, law of, B."
" Juvenile offenders, B."
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ALLAN, Hon. George William-Contd.

LIVE STOCK ASSOCIATION. See " Canadian."
LOAN COMPANIES, INTEREST RATES.

On Mr. Perley calling attention of Govt. to
high rates charged N. -W. settlers ; remark,
no such rates, N. -W. or elsewhere, 465.

MESSENGERS, SESSIONAL ; ALLOWANCE TO.
Remarks (on 3rd R. of Sessional Indemnity

B.), and on amount recommended by the
Com., and on the action of Commons, 507-8.

MORTGAGES, INTEREST ON. See "Loan Com-
panies.

N. S. BUILDING SOCIETY & SAVINGS FUND B. (F).
Reported from Banking Com., with Amts.;

the Amts. explained, 244.
N.-W. ARCHIVES.

On M. (Mr. Bernier) in favour of their preser-
vation; renarks on archives generally, and
on preservation of Fort Garry gate, 308.

N. W. SETTLERS, INTEREST RATES ON LOANS.
On Mr. Perley calling attention of Govt. to

high rates exacted ; remark, no such rates
charged by Loan Cos., 465.

OCEAN ACCIDENT CORPORATION INCORP. B. (39).
On Order for 2nd R. ; attention called to

apparent identity with Ocean Guarantee
Co.'s B., 310.

Reported from Banking and Commerce Coin.,
379.

OCEAN GUARANTEE CO. INCORP. B. (46).
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.,

with slight Amt., 303.

OCEAN STEAM-SHIP SUBSIDIES; subsidy to Aus-
tralian line; B. (129).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd §.; ques., date
of line being in operation, 497.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
Bill proceeding during interrupted debate. On

Mr. Power's objection to Law of Evidence
B. passing 2nd R., at evening session, Mr.
Poirier having had the floor at recess on an.
other Order ; pointed ont that no objection
had been raised on B. being taken up, 364.

Bill, reference to Com. On ques. of Procedure,
by Chairman of Ry Com., whether that
Com. may be convened within 24 hours of
notice, 477.

Committee, proper, for reporb. Held that
Library Com., not Printing Coin., should
have recommended purchase of Ready Re-
ference book, 480.

Commons, criticising action of. Right to do
so questioned, on 3rd R. of Sessional In-
demnity B., 507-8.

Conmoin, practice of. As regards payment
of Messengers; remarke on 3rd R. of Ses-
sional indemnity B., 507-8.

Crimiial legislation, hasty, undesirable. Re-
marks, on withdrawing Juvenile Offenders
B (P), 424.

ALLAN, Hon. George William--Contd.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE-COntinued.
Inquirisi, debatable. On Mr. Bowell's objec-

tion to Mr. Power's second speech upon his
Inqy., Mr. Wallace's Orange speech at
Kingston) held that under practice of
Senate, Mr. Power has the right, although
inconvenient and irregular, 386.

Motion, form of. Mr. Boulton having made a
M., " asking for " Orders inCouncil author-
izing increase of C.P.R. capital stock, held
that it should have been in shape of M. for
an Address calling for the papers, 136.

Motion, permission for withdrawal. On Mr.
Boulton's request to withdraw his M. for
Select Com. on Commercial Policy, and
Mr. Almon's demand for division on the M.,
courtesy of the House to the mover urged,
243.

Senate, Speaker, temporary. On merits of the
B., making provision for appointment, and
on the constitutional points involved, 333,
360, 370, 390, 391, 399.

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

On M. (Mr. Read, Quinté) for adoption of 6th
Report of Joint Com. ; on purchase of Ready
Reference to Statutes; held that such re-
commendation should come from Library
Com., 480.

PROHIBITION. See "Temperance legisilation."

REFORMATORIES. See " Juvenile Offenders B.'
ST. LAwRENCE INSURANCE Co. ; Incorp. Act of

Equity Ins. Co. revived, name changed, &c.
B. (62).

Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,
379.

SENATE AND COMMONS B. See "Sessional In-
demnity."

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPT. OF; B. tO
make provision for (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; on merits of
the measure, and on the constitutional points
involved, 333; comment on Mr. Scott's
speech, 360 ; on Mr. Poirier's, and Mr.
Dever's remark thereon, 370.

In Com. of the W. ; on Amnt. (Mr. Bellerose)
to insert word " temporarily," &c., 390, 391.

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 3rd R.; remarks as to
constitutionality of the B., 397.

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY; six days' absence not to
count; B. (132).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R. ; renarks,
506 ; on M. (Mr. Bowell) for 3rd R., and
Mr. McInnes's call for a division ; on ques-
tion of criticising proceedings of Commons,
and on the allowance voted to Messengers,
507-8.

SESSIONAL MESSENGERS, PAY OF.
Remarks, on 2nd R. of Sessional IndemnitY

B., 507-8.
STATUTES, READY REFERENCE BOOKS. See:

"Printing Com., Report of "

SrEAM-sHIP SUBSIDIES B. See "Ocean."
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ALLAN, Hon. George William-Contd.

TEMPERANCE LEGISLATION (PROHIBITION).

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for Commissions instruc-
tions, &c., 160.

WALLACE, MR. N. C., ORANGE SPEECH.

On Inqy. (Mr. Power) what action taken by
Govt. ; on ques. of Order (Mr. Bowell)
Inquies. not debatable; held that under
practice of Senate, Mr. Power has right of
speaking again, 386.

WITNESSES, LAw OF. See " Evidence."

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD INCORP. B. (34).
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,

379.

ALMON, Hon. William J.
ADDRESS IN ANSwER TO SPEECH FROM THE

THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Scott's
speech: census comparisons, ques. as to
eastern states and eastern provinces, 14.

On Mr. Power's speech: renarks, N. B. Govt.
Liberal in politics; Halifax Chronile as a
Liberal authority, 66.

ANNUNCIATION DAY, &C. See " Holidays."

APPLES, INSPECTION. See " Inspection, General,
Act Amt."

ARCHIVES OF THE N. W.

On M. (Mr. Bernier) in favour of measures for
preservation ; remarks on Fort Garry gate,
on the documents, and on proper places for
their deposit, 307.

BALFOUR DIVORCE B. (B).
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 15th Report

of Coin. (in favour of the B.); evidence just
distributed; held that 24 hours should
elapse for consideration, 263 ; on Mr. Kaul-
bach's concurrence herein, 263.

BURGLARY GUARANTEE CO., INCORP. B. (15).

On M. (Mr. McMillan) for 2nd R.; notice that
exemption of N. S. from provisions of B.
will be n., 2'20.

CANADIAN LIVE STOCK ASSOCIATION INCORP. B.
(Q).

Introduced*, 287.
2nd R. (m. by Mr. Perley)*, 300.
Amts. of Banking and Commerce Com. (re-

specting the capital stock, &c.), concurrence
m., with remarks, 440.

CATTLE TRADE. See "Canadian Live Stock
Assn. B."

CHOLERA, GOVT. PRECAUTIONS AGAINST.

On Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson), as to steps taken
and proposed; remark on Mr. Scott's
speech : Hindoos, water-drinkers, not
exempt, 176. On Mr. Power's, Halifax
experience in 1854, &c., 178.

CIVIL SERVICE HOLIDAYS.

Suggestion that abolition of Annunciation
day, &c., entitles to 3 days' more pay, or
more annual holidays; in Com. of the W. on
Holidays, change in, B. (H), 197.

ALMON, Hon. William J.-Continued.
CLARKE WALLACE, MR., SPEECH OF - Se

" Wallace."

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com.; on his

rising to make a second speech, 242. On
his wishing to withdraw the M., yeas and
nays called for, 243; division on the M. in-
sisted upon, 243.

DIVORCE COMMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Select Cam.;
that Judge Gowan should be retained, 120.

DOMINION BURGLARY GUARANTEE CO. See:

"Burglary."

EASTERN TRUST CO. INCORP. B. (41).
Introduced*, 287.
2nd R. (m. by Mr. Lougheed)*, 300.

ELLIS, Supt., WELLAND CANAL.

On Inqy. (Mr. McCallum) as to intention of
Govt. to act upon report of investigation,
260.

FORT GARRY GATE, CONDITION OF.

Remarks on Mr. Bernier's M. in favour of
preservation of N.W. archives, 307.

FREE TRADE-See "Commercial policy."

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMT. See " Inspec-
tion."

HALIFAX, CHOLERA OF 1854. See "Cholera."

HOLIDAYS, ABOLITION OF, Annunciation, Corpus
Christi, Sts. Peter and Paul; B. (H).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R.; notice of
Amt. in Com., Thanksgiving day to be held
on Sunday, 182; reply to Mr. Kaulbach,
183; to Mr. Angers, 183.

In Com. of the W.; reasons for not offering
above Aint., 197; suggestion that officials
should receive 3 days' pay or 3 days' more
annual holiday, 197.

HOME RULE, OPPOSITION TO. See " Wallace,
Mr."Y

INDEMNITY, SESSIONAL. See " Sessional In-
demnity."

INSPECTION ACT, GENERAL, AMT.; apples, classi-
fication of; B. (V).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; that inspec-
tion should be replaced by stamping name
of farmer and county on barrels, 438.

IRISH AFFAIRS. See " Wallace, Mr."

LIVE STOCK ASSOcIATION. See "Canadian."

N. S. BUILDING SOCIETY AND SAVINGS BANK ACT
AMT. B. (F).

Introduced*, 145.
2nd R. m., 148; on Mr. Bowell's suggestion

that certain cle. require consideration in
Com., 148.

Amts. of Banking and Commerce Com. (time
clauses), concurrence m., 244.

3rd R.*, 244.
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ALMON, Hon. William J.-Continued.

N. W. ARCHIVES, PRESERVATION OF.
On M. (Mr. Bernier) in favour of preservation;

on Fort Garry gate, on the documents, and
on proper place for their deposit, 307.

ORANGEISM AND HOME RULE-See " Wallace,
Mr. "

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
Bills, objections to, etc. Held that these should

be offered in Coni., not on 2nd R. ; on Mr.
Bowell's remarks, 2nd R. of N. S. Building
Society's B., 148.

Committees, compoition of. Remarks on per-
.sonnel of Divorce Com., on M. (Mr. Bowell)
for its appt., 120.

Debate, repeated speaking in. Mr. Boulton's
risingtoasecond speech (onhis M. for Select
Com. on Commercial Policy) objecfed to,
242.

Divorce Procedure. Held that 24 hours should
elapse for consideration of evidence, before
adoption of Report of Com. (in Balfour
case), 263.

M., teithdrawal opposed. Mt. Boulton's with-
drawal of his M. for Select Committee on
Commercial Policy opposed, and division
on the M. called for, 243.

QUARANTINE MATTERS, HALIFAX. See "Cholera."

SENATE AND COMMONS B. See "Sessional Inden-
nity."

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY.
Inqy., whether six days' absence is to. be allow-

ed in Commons; and whether it will be
allowed in Senate, 460.

TEMPERANCE.
Remnark, Hindoo non-exemption from cholera,

though water-drinkers ; in debate on Inqy.
(Mr. Fet-gusou) re cholera precautions, 126.

THANKSciIVINo DAY. See " Holidays."

TRiDE. See "Commercial Policy."

WALLACE, MR. N. C., CONTROLLER OF CUSTOMS.
On Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to action of Govt.

upon Kingston speech, respecting Orange
opposition to Home Rule; comments on Mr.
Power's speech, 380 ; upon the subject of
Inqy., 383.

WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION.

On Inqy., (Mr. McCallum) as to intention of
Govt., to take actior, 260.

ANGERS, Hon. Auguste Réal.
INTRODUCED, 3.
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Boulton's
speech,resultofexports exceedingimports,49.

On the Address : Personal remarks, and com-
pliments to Their Excies.. 62 ; Welland
election, 62-3 ; census comparisons and
statistics, 63-4-5 ; the exodus, 63, 65; Fran-
chise Act, and revising barristers, 65 ;
Provincial Govta. and immigration, 65;
canal tolla question, 66-7 ; fiscal policy, ex-
port, import and shipping statistics, 67,

ANGERS, Hon. Auguste Réal-Contiued.
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE-

Continued.

68; banking statements, 67; comparisons
of imports and taxation, increased railway
facilities and public works, 68-9; public
debt, 69 ; wages increase, 69 ; Liberal policy
and annexation, 70; McKinley tariff and
increased trade, 70-1 ; Sir John Macdonald
and the N. P., 71.

On Mr. Read's speech: work of Dairy Coin-
missr. Robertson, 73 ; cheese.export figures,
73-4 ; pleuro-pneumonia and visit of English
experts, 74-5.

On Mr. Power's speech: eggs export, 78;
Welland election and exodus, 83; census
systems, 83-84; canal tolls question, 86;
personal renarks on Mr. Scott's speech on
Welland election, 86-7-8; census statement,
manufactures, 89, 90; banking business,
overdue notes, 93; Liberal annexation senti-
ments, 94.

On Mr. Mclnnes's speech: cholera precautions,
B. C., 106 ; quarantine abuses, 107.

On Mr. Macdonald's (B. C.): new quarantine
wharf, B. C., 110.

ANNEXATION. See " United States."

ANNUNCIATION DAY. See " Holidays."

ARCHIVEs (ESPECIALLY OF.THE N. W).

On M. (Mr. Bernier) in favour of steps for pre-
servation of ; remarks on the system gener-
ally, on Fort Garry gate, &c., 309-10.

BANK ACT, CLERICAL ERROR, 1891 for 1901;
B. (I).

Introduced*, 147.
2nd R. m., 183.
3rd R.* 197.

BANKING BUSINESS, STATE OF.

Remarks in debate on the Address, 67, 81, 93.

BÉLLEROSE, HON. J. H., APPT. TO SENATE.
Reply to his remarks on reason of his appt. to

Senate, (on his M. re nationalities of Em-
ployees), 274.

BRITISH COLUMBIA QUARANTINE SYSTEM.
In debate on the Address; on Mr. Mclnnes's

speech, 106-7 ; on Mr. Macdonald's, 110.
In reply to Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson) Qovt. pre-

cautions against cholera, 179.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Mclnnes) date of bring-

ing down returns, 251.
- - SMALL-POX INTRODUCTION. See the

above.

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CANADIAN PAcFic Ry., CAPITAL STOCK.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Orders in Council
authorizing increase ; ques., 133 ; on alleged
inaccuracies in statistics, 144.

CANAL ToLLs QUESTION.
In debate on the Address, 66-7; remark on

Mr. Power's speech, 86.
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ANGERS, Hon. Auguste Réal-Continued. 1 ANGERS, Hon, Auguste Ral-Continued.
CANNED GOoDS, STAMPING oF; B. (R).

In Com. of the W. ; on proposed Amt. (Mr.
Dever, accepted by Mr. Bowell) to add year
to stamp; suggested that year stamp be
separate, 400. Suggested that stamp be
impressed on the tin, 404.

CATTLE DISEASE AND GOVERNMENT MEASURES.

In debate on the Address ; remarks on Mr.
Read's speech, 74-5.

CENSUS COMPARISONS AND STATISTICS.
In debate on the Address, 63-4-5, 69; remarks

on Mr. Power's speech, 83-4, 89, 93.
On M. (Mr. McMillan) for Manufacturing Sta-

tistics; Amt., dates 1881 and 1891, sug-
gested, 147.

CENSUS, 1891.
On M. (Mr. Tassé) for instructions, &c., re

French speaking race, 125; on Mr. Kaul-
bach's suggestion to include other nation-
alities, 126 ; on Mr. Scott's Amt., to include
instructions of 1881, 126 ; reply to Mr. Tassé,
date of bringing down Returns, 126.

On M. (Mr. Tassé) for corresp. re errors as to
French speaking races, 244-5.

On alleged inaccuracies in other statistics, in
debate on C.P.R. capital stock increase
(Mr. Boulton's M.), 144.

RETURNS, lst VOLUME.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Wark), will be ready

shortly.

CHEESE, PREVENTION OF FRAUD IN MANUFAC-
TURE, and provision for branding of Cana-
dian ; B. (125).

ist R.*, 510.
Suspension of Rule, and
2nd R. m. ; B. explained, 510; replies to Mr.

Scott, goods in bond not interfered with,
but Canadian niddleman, 510.

3rd R.*, 510.

CHICAGO ExHIBITION. See " World's Fair."

CHILDREN, N.B., PUNISHMENT. See "Juvenile
Offenders."

CHOLERA, PRECAUTIONS AGAINST.
In debate on the Address; on Mr. McInnes's

speech, 106-7; on Mr. Macdonald's, 110.
In reply to Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson), steps taken

by Govt., 179.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. McInnes), date of bring-

ing down a Return, 251.

CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES, QUEBEC AND MONT-
REAL.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return of Nation-
alities, &c. ; remarks pn the system, and on
various appointments, 273-4.

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE; B. to make provi-
sion for (11).

In Corn. of the W. ; reasons given why system
should not be compulsory, 492.

COAL CONSUMPTION IN CANADA.

In debate on the Address, 67.

COLUMBIAN EXHIBITION. See " World's Fair."

CORPUS CHRISTI. See "Holidays."

CRIMINAL CODE AMT. B. (43).
lst R.*, 459.
Suspension of Rule, and

,2nd R.*, 459.
In Com. of the W. ; On 10th cl. (prosecutions

requiring consent of Minister of Marine) ;
replies to Mr. Power's queries as to neces-
sity ; frivolous complaints that ships are not
seaworthy, 467-8.

On sect. 728: Ant. (Mr. Power) verdict re-
turnable notwithstanding dissent of one
Juror, opposed, 469, 470; on the question
of mixed Juries in Quebec, 470-1. Mr.
Power's staterfent that such an Amt. would
be accepted by Govt. · n Commons, contra-
dicted, 471-2. That such an Amit. must
first be considered in Council, and approved
by Minister of Justice, 472. On Mr. Loug-
heed's remarks on Jury system in N.W.T.,
472.

On Mr. Power's charge that Govt. does not
desire to perfect the measure, 473.

CRIMINAL LAW, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
"Criminial Code Amt. B."
"Evidence, Law of, B."
" Juvenile Offenders in N.B., B."
" N. W. T. Act Amt. (jury trials) B."

CUSTOMS TARIFF.

Remarks in debate on the Address, 68.

DAIRY PRoDUCTS B. See " Cheese."

DEBT, THE PUBLIC.

Remarks in debate on the Address, 69.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RY. Co.'S B. (71).
On ques. of Order as to 2nd R. under suspen-

sion of Rules; pointed out that the Speaker
has ruled tàat Notice is necessary, 462.

ELECTION, WELLAND, THE RECENT.
In debate on the Address, on Mr. Scott's

speech, 62-3 ; on Mr. Power's, 83, 86-7-8.

ELECTIONS AND REVISING OFFICERS.

Remarks in debate on the Address, 65.

E MPLOYEES. See "Civil Service."

EPIDEMICS. See " Cholera."

EVIDENCE, LAW OF ; the accused, husband or
wite of accused, documents. &c.; B. (23).

Introduced*, 283.
2nd R. ni., 363-4. On Mr. Power's objection

to the 2nd R. at evening session, Mr. Poirier
having had the floor at recess on the B. res-
pecting Speaker of Senate, 364. That full
discussion on principle of the B. will be ad-
mitted in Com. of the W., 365; on notice
of Amt. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), compellable
evidence, 365.

In Com. of the W.; that principle of the B. is
still, as agreed, open to discussion, 407.
That the B. is already law in Ont., as re-
gards husband and wife, 414-5 ; reply to Mr.
Bellerose, 415; to Mr. Power, 415; to Mr.
Scott, 415.
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ANGERS, Hon. Auguste Réal-Comtinued. . ANGERS, Hon. Auguste Réal-Cotinued.
EVIDENCE, LAW OF-Continued.

On ques. of " compellable " evidence; opinion
of House requested, 415. On Amt. (Mr.
Scott) to strike out words "and compel-
lable " ; comment on Mr. Lougheed's speech,
419, 420.

On Amt. (Mr. Power) to add subsect., failure
to testify not to create presumption of guilt,
&c., 426; further, 426, 427. Suggested modi-
fication of the subsect., 428 ; further, 428.

B., as amd., not according with Ont. law, 3rd
R. postponed for consultation with Dept. of
Justice, 429, 430.

On order for 3rd R.; opinion of House requested
on advisability of recoramittal of B., for re-
consideration of Amts., 442.

Further Amt. m., to substitute cl. 24 as in B.
when brought up in Commons, taking out
"compellable" and inserting phrase, "'failure
to testify not to be commented upon by pro-
secution," 442. On Mr. Power's remarks,
442-3; on Mr. . Vidal's, 443; on Mr.
Power's, 444; on Mr. Vidal's, 445. Offer
to reconmit the B.; the Amt. explained,
445-6.

Amts. n., commissioner " or any other person
authorized," &c., 446.

Amt. m. (verbal correction), 446.
3rd R. of B. m., 446. Reply to Mr. Lougheed,

respecting difforence from Ont. law, 446; to
Mr. Dickey, 446; to, Mr. Lougheed, law of
the N.-W.T., 447; further, 447; that the
working of. the B. can be tested during
recess, 447.

B. 3rd R., 447.
Amts. of Commons ; insertion of "competent"

instead of compellable; evidence of husband
or wife not subject to comment of Court
explained, 492 ; concurrence 7n., 493.

ExcHEQUER COURT ACT. See " Supreme and
Exchequer." s

ExoDUs, THE.

Remarks in debate on the Address, 63-5; on
Mr. Power's speech, 83.

EXPERIMENTAL FARM. See "Farm."

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS.
In debate on the Address, 49, 67-8; on Mr.

Power's speech, 78.

FARM AND DAIRY MATTERS, in debate on the
Address. See "Address."

FARM, GOVT., FRENCH.SPEAKING EMPLOYEES AT.
Remarks on M. (Mr. Bellerose)'for Return of

Nationalities of Govt. employees, 274.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose), cause of delay,

480.

FARM, GOVT., RETURN OF EMPLOYEES.
Reply toques. (Mr. Bellerose) date of bringing

down Return, 251.
FISCAL, POLICY, QUESTIONS OF, in debate on the

Address. See " Address."

FIsH, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See " Canned
Goods."

FORT GARRY GATE, PRESERVATION OF.
On remarks in debate, upon M. (Mr. Bernier)

respecting Dominion archives, 309-10.

FRANCHISE ACT AND REvISING OFFICERS.
Remarks in debate on the Address, 65.

FRENCH -SPEAKING CENSUS. See " Census."
FRENCH-SPEAKING EMPLOYEES. Se, " Civil Ser-

vice.

FRUIT, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See "Canned
Goods."

GOVERNMENT FARM. See "Farm."

GROSSE.ISLE QUARANTINE. See " Quarantine."
HALIFAX QUARANTINE. See " Quarantine."
HOLIDAYS, STATUTORY, ABOLISHED; Annuncia-

tion Day, Corpus Christi, St. Peter and
St. Paul ; B. (H).

Introduced*, 147.
2nd R. m., 182. On Mr. Almon's proposed

Amt., to hold Thanksgiving Day on Sunday,
183.

In Coin. of the W. ; amt. ni. (specifying
statutes affected), 197; replies to Mr.
Lougheed's ques., 197.

3rd R.*, 179.
IMMIGRATION ; PROVINCIAL GOVT. ACTION.

Remarks in debate on the Address, 65.

IMPoRTS. See " Exports and Imports."

INSURANCE, CIVIL SERVICE, B. See " Civil
Service."

JURY SYSTEM DISCUSSED. See:
" Criminal Code Aint. B."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
"Criminal Code Amt. B."
"Evidence, law of, Amt. B."
"Juvenile offenders in N. B. B."
"N. W. T. Act Amt. (jury trials) B."
" Supreme and Exchequer Ct. Act Amt. B."

JUVENILE OFFENDERS IN N. B. ; Reformatory,
establishment of, &c. ; B. (104).

Ist R.*, 494.
Suspension of rules, and
2nd R.*, 494.
In Com. of the W. ; B. explained, 494.
3rd R*, 494.

LAW, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
"Criminal Code Amt. B."
"Evidence, law of, B."
"Juvenile Offenders in N.B. B."
"N. W. T. Act Amt. (jury trials), B."
" Supreme and Exchequer Ct. Act Amt. B."

IalBERAL POLICY AND ANNEXATION.
Remnarks in debate on the Address, 70; on

Mr. Power's speech, 94.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC. See " Temperance."

MCKINLEY TARIFF. See "United States."
MACDONALD, SIR J., AND THE N. P.

Remarks in debate on the Address, 71.
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ANGERS, Hon. Auguste Réal-Continued. 1 ANGERS, Hon. Auguste Réal-Continued.

MANITOBA ARcHIVES.

On M. (Mr. Bernier) in favour of preservation
of; remarks on system generally, on Fort
Garry Gate, &c., 309-10.

MANUFACTURES, remarks in debate on the Ad-
dress. Sec "Address."

MANUFACTURINO STATISTICS.

On M. (Mr. McMillan) for Return; Amt.
suggested, 1881 and 1891 respectively, 147.

MEAT, CANNED, STAMPING OF. Sec "Canned
Goods."

MONTREAL, DOMINION GOVT. EMPLOYEES.
On M..(Mr. Bellerose) for Return of nationali-

ties, &c., 273-4.

MONTREAL HARBOUR COMMISSIONERS, B. (99).
1st R.*, 459.
Suspension of Rules, and
2nd R.*, 459.
In Com. of the W.; Ant. m., to add sect.

(making Mayor of Montreal an ex-oficio
member), 467.

3rd R. *, 467.
Amt. of H. of Commons (adding another mem-

ber appointed by Govt.), concurrence m.,
510.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

CenriAu decrease.--Remarks in debate on the
Address, 65-6.

Reformatory, establishment of. Sec " Juvenile
Offenders."

NORTH-WEST ARCHIvES:

On M. (Mr. Bernier) in favour of preserva-
tion of generally, Fort Garry Gate, &c.,
309-10.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES ACT AMT. ; jury
trials under N. W. T. legislation instead of
Dominion statute; B. (T).

lst R.*, 424.
2nd R.*, 424.
In Com. of the W.; in reply to Mr. Power,

effect of the B. explained, 439.
3rd R. m.*, 440.

NORTH-wEST TERRITORIES, JURY SYSTEM. Sec
also "Criminal Code, Aint. B," debate on.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES, LAW OF EVIDENCE.
See "Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

ONTARIO, LAW OF EVIDEN'CE. Sec " Evidence,
, law of, Amt. B."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
Bill, di.cus*ion of principle in Com.-On ob.

jections taken to law of Evidence B.
passing 2nd R. when so moved, promised
full discussion of principle of the B. in

Com. of the W., 365.
Bill, Gort., Amit. of.-On. Mr. Power's pro-

posed Aint. to Criminal Code B. (that
verdict be returnable notwithstanding dis-
sent of one juror) ; held that such an
Anit. nust be considered in Council, and
be approved by Minister of Justice, 472.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE-Continued.
Bill proceeding, during interrupted Debate.--

On Mr. Power's objection to law of
Evidence B. being moved 2nd R. at even-
ing session, Mr. Poirier having had the
floor at recess on another Order, 364.

Bill, 2nd R. under Suspension of Rude.-On
Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B., pointed
out that Speaker has ruled Notice to be
necessary, objection having been taken,
462.

Debate, expresiions used, etc.--Comments in
Debate on Address, on Mr. Scott's re-
marks upon Mr. Ferguson's defeat in
Welland, 62-3, 86-7-8.

On Mr. Power's objections to remarks made
in debate on "Speaker of Senate B.," 389,
393.

On Mr. Power's statement that Govt. did
not wish to perfect Criminal Code B., 473.

Lau, Admini.stration, Dominien and Pro-
incial. Sec the debate on assimilation

of systeins, on " Evidence, Law of, B."
Motion improperly drafted.-Remarks on Mr.

Boulton's request for Orders in Council re
C. P. R. capital stock having led to a
promiscuous debate, 144.

Senate, Speaker, temporary, appointment of.
Sec the B. for that purpose, under
" Senate."

PATENT ACT AMT.; Deputy Commissioner author-
ized to sign; claims required in triplicate;
proportions of partial fees, &c. ; B. (110).

1st R.*, 474.
Suspension of Rule, and
2nd R. ni. ; B. explained, 474; explanation

to Mr. Power, on y claim required in tripli-
cate, 474.

In Com. oi the W. ; on Mr. Power's suggested
Amt, (to repeal onily lst cl. of sect. 21),
474-5 ; the Amt. accepted, 475.

On Mr. Power's suggested Amt. to subsect. 2
(date of payment of fees), explanations, 475.

Reply to Mr. Drummond, extension of term
of patent, 475.

3rd R.*, 475.

PLEUIRQ-PNEUMONIA AND GOVERNMENT MEAS-
URSS.

In debate on the Address; remarks on Mr-
Read's speech, 74-5.

PROCEDURE. See " Order and Procedure."

PROHIBITION. Sec " Temperance.

QUARANTINE SYSTEM.

In debate on the Address; on Mr. Mclnnes's
speech, 106-7 ; on Mr. Macdonald'b, 110.

In reply to Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson), Govt. pre-
cautions against Cholera, 179.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) as to
date of bringing down Returns m. for, 251.

QUEBEC, DOMINION EMPLOYEES AT.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return of Nationali-

ties, &c., 273-4.
QUEBEC, MIXED JURY SYSTEM. See: " Criininal

Code Ait. B."
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ANGERS, Hon. Auguste Réal--Continued.
QUEBEC QUARANTINE. See " Qiarantine."
QUEBEC, SUPREME ANn EXCHEQUER CT. APPEALS.

Se :
"Supreme and Exchequer Ct. Act Amt. B."

RAILWAYS, DEBATES ON. See:
Canadian Pacifie Ry.
Drummond County Ry.

REFORMATORY, N.B. See "Juvenile Offenders."

RETURNS CALLED FOR. See the subjects.

REVISING OFFICERS. See "Franchise Act."

ST. JOHN QUARANTINE. See "Quarantine."

STS. PETER AND PAUL. See " Holidays."
SEAMEN AND UNSEAWORTHY SHIPS. See:

" Criminal Code Amit. B."

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPOINTMENT
OF; B. to make provision for (N).

Introducêd*, 278.
2ud R. ni., 310; comment on Mr. Gowan's

speech, 318 ; speech in closing debate, 376-7 ;
verbal changes suggested by Messrs. Dickey
and Scott accepted, 378.

In Con. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Bellerose)
to Ist el., adding word " temporarily " &c. ;
pointed out that Amt. is unnecessary, 389 ;
on Mr. Power's comments, 389 ; proposed
Amt. (Mr. Allan) assimilating language of
cls., accepted, 391 ; procedure of Clerk in
England, and in Commons here, defined, 392.

Amt. nt. (to substitute " preside," for " act "),
392.

On Amt. (Mr. Power) to add a 4th cl., to pre-
clude additional charge on revenue; pointed
out that it is understood, 392; further ob-
jections to the Amt., 392; on Mr. Power's
objection to remarks, 393.

3rd R. m., 395.

SHIPS, UNSEAWORTHY, PROSECUTIONS. See:
" Criminal Code Amt. B."

SMALL-POX. See " Quarantine."

STAMPING OF CANNED GOODS. See " Canned
Goods."

STAîPsa OF CHEESE. See "Cheese.

STATISTICS, CORRECTNESS OF. See "Census."

STATISTICS, MANUFACTURINO.

On M. (Mr. McMillan) for Return ; Amt.,
dates 1881 and 1891 suggested, 147.

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURT ACT AMT.;
appeal from a judgment in Quebec; B. (24).

Introduced *, 394.
2nd R. m. by Mr. Pelletier, with explanation

that it is not a Govt. B., 406.
3rd R. *, 437.

TARIFF QUESTIONS. See "Customs."

TEMPERANCE LEGISLATION (PROHIBITION).
On M. (Mr. Vidal) for R. Commission's in-

structions ; comment on Mr. Bowell's
speech, re pesonnel (Mr. Gigait), 165.

THANKSGIVINo DAY. See " Holidays."

ANGERS, Hon. Auguste Réal-Concluded.

TRADE, QUESTIONS OF, in debate on the Address.
See " Address."

UNITED STATES.
Annexation, the Liberal Policy. Remarks in

debate on the Address, 70, 94.
Canada's pro.sperity compared. Remarks in

debate on the Address, 63,
Canal Tolle Que.tion. In debate on the Ad-

dress, 66-7; remark on Mr. Power's speech,
183.

Che"*e, franddently narked Canadian. See
" Cheese, prevention of fraud B."

Exodus to. In debate on the Address, 63, 65,
83.

Mc-Kinley Tariff and increaed tradle. In de-
bate on the Address, 70-1 ; remarks on Mr.
Power's speech, 78.

WAGES, INCREASE IN.
Renarks in debate on the Address, 69.

WELLAND ELECTON, THE RECENT.
In debate on the Address : on Mr. Scott's

speech, 63 ; remark on Mr. Power's speech,
83, 86-7-8.

WITNESSES, LAw OF. See "Evidence."

WORLD'S FAIR COM3 ISSIONERS ; appointment of,
authorized ; B. (124).

Ist R.*, 494.
Suspension of Rules, and
2nd R.*, 494.
In Com. of the W. ; B. explained, 494.
3rd R.*, 495.

ARMAND, Hon. Joseph F.
ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE

TRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. Compliment to
Sir John Abbott ; the French language;
Manitoba school question, 113; Ministerial
representation in the Senate ; Intercol. Ry.,
rumoured sale to C.P.R. Co. ; trade with
England, 114; increased sessional indemnity
advoeated, 114-5-6.

BELLEROSE, Hon. Joseph Hyacinthe.
ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH PROM THE

THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for, 58. Tariff read-
justment necessary, 59 ; Cabinet reconstruc-
tion, Ministers of Trade and of Agriculture
welcomed, 59; number of Ministers, and
French Ministerial representation in the
Senate, 59-61 ; Manitoba school question,
61.2.

ADJOURNMENT.

7th Feb.-Notice of M. of Adjt., 123.
M. for Adjt. till 27th Feb , 145 ; at Mr.

Bowell's suggestion, M. and., till 21st, 146.

BELLEROSE, HON. MR., APPOINTMENT TO SENATE.
Remarks on M. respecting nationalities of

officials, 273; on Mr. Angers's remarks there-
ou, 274.
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BELLEROSE, Hon. Joseph H.-Continued.
CIvIL SERVICE APPOINTMENTS, SYSTEM OF.

See :..
Montreal, Custons employees."

" Montreal and Quebec, Dominion officials."
"Quebec, Customns employees."

CONTINGENT ACCTS. COMMITTEE, 2ND REPORT.
See :

"Messengers, sessional, pay of." (below).

DRUMMOND COUNTY Ry. Co.'s B. (71).
On M. (Mr. McMillan) for suspension of 57th

Rule, as recommended in report of Standing
Orders Com., and Mr. Guévremont's objec-
tion for want of notice; held that on Report
of the Com., concurrence may be at once
taken, 461.

On M. (Mr. McMillan) for suspension 14th and
61st Rules for 2nd R.; objection taken, B.
not printed in French, 461. On Mr. Guévre-
mont's objection for want of notice; held
that n> suspension of Rules required for 2nd
R., but 48 hours then necessary before con-
sideration, 462; further, on the Speaker's
ruling, 462.

On M. (Mr. McMillan) for 3rd R.; ques. of
Order, that the Ry. Coin. met within the
requisite 24 hours' notice; its Report, there-
fore, objected to, 498; on Mr. Power's re-
marks, 499.

On Anit. (Mr. DeBoucherville) to re-commit
for insertion of cl., restricting bonding
power to $25,000 a mile, 500, 501. On being
called to order by Mr. Bowell for referring
to proceedings of Coin., 501.

On Mr. Dickey's objection, to above Amt.
without notice ; that the B. should therefore
stand, as every Member bas a right to inove
an Ant. to 3rd R., 502.

EVIDENCE, LAw OF, AMT. ; the accused, husband
or wife of the accused, &c.; B. (23).

In Com. of the W., on the principle of the B.
(by consent); on Mr. Kaulbach's suggestion
to strike out "compellable," and Mr.
Angers's reply, reniarks as to the possibility
of perjury by husband or wife, 415.

On Amt. (Mr. Power) to add sub-cl., failure to
testify net to create presumption of guilt,
nor be subject of comment by prosecution,
426.

On Order for 3rd R., and ques. of procedure;
that an important Amt., on 3rd R., requires
notice, 445; or re-committal, in case of a
public B., 445.

Minutes; correction, 3rd R. was carried on a
dirixion, 454.

FARM, EXPERIMENTAL, EMPLOYEES.

M. for Return of nationalities, &c., 124.
Inqy. when it will be brought down, 251.
Remarks, on Ms. respecting Quebec officials,

271, 274-5.
Further Inqs., when Return will be brought

down, 480.

FRENCH-SPEAKINO OFFICIALS. See "Montreal,"
" Quebec."

BELLEROSE, Hon. Joseph H.-Continued.

GOSSELIN, MICHEL, LOSSES IN N.-W. TROUBLES.
M. for all documents in the case, 342.

INDEMNITY, SESSIONAL, B. See " Sessional In-
demnity."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
" Evidence, law of, B."

MESSENOERS, SESSIONAL, PAY OF.
On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption of 2nd Re-

port of Contingt. Acets. Com., and Amt.
(Mr. Bowell) to strike out 6th par., granting
the full $250 to Messengers; the Amt.
opposed ; comments on the procedure of
standing by Report of Coin., and on the in-
demnity of members for present session,
456-7.

See also remarks on Sessional Indemnity B.,
509.

MONTREAL AND QUEBEC, DOMINION OFFICIALS•
M. for Return, showing nationalities, &c.;

further remarks on systein of appointments
to Govt. offices in Canada, 272; on Mr.
Drummond's remarks thereon, 273; on Mr.
Angers's, 274; on Mr. Bowell's, 275-6.

MONTREAL, CUSTOMs EMPLOYEES.
M. for Return, showing nationalities, &c.; re-

marks on appointments to Govt. offices in
Canada, 184, 186; reply to Mr. Read
(Quinté), 190-1; to Mr. Tassé, 192.

N.-W. TROUBLES, 1869-70.
M. for correspondence upon claims of Michel

Gosselin, 342.
ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill, printing in French necessary. -Objection,
on this ground, to Drummond County
Ry. B. proceeding, 461.

Bill, reports of Com. upon.-That concurrence
nay be at once taken on report of Stand-
ing Orders Coin., recommending suspen-
sion of Rules in favour of Drummond
County Ry. B., 461.

Report of Ry. Coin. upon saie B., without
24 hours' notice, objected to, 461, 462,
498.

Bill, 3rd R., Amt.-That Notice of an import-
ant Amt. is necessary, 445 ; or recom-
mittal, in case of a public B., 445.

On Mr. Dickey's objection to Mr. De
Boucherville's Amt. without notice, held.
that the B. must therefore stand, every
member having a right to move an Amnt. to
3rd R., 502.

Committee Report, acceptance of.-On practice
of standing by Report of Com. ; on Govt.
Amnt. to Contingent Acets. Com. recom-
mendation in favour of granting the
full $250 to Sessional Mesnengers, 456-7.

Minutte-, correction of.-That law of Evidence
B. was carried on a division, 454.

QUEBEC AND MONTREAL, DoMINION OFFICIAIS.
M. for Return, showing nationalities, &c. ;

further remarks on system of appointments,
272; on Mr. Drummond's remarks thereon,
273; on Mr. Angers's,274; on Mr. Bowell's,
275-6.
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BELLEROSE, Hon. Joseph H.-Concluded. 1 BOTSFORD, Hon. Amos Edwin.
QUEBEC, CUSTOMS EMPLOYEES.

M. for Return, showing nationalities, &c.
remarks on systein of appointments followed,
in Quebec and elsewhere, 267, 270-1.

SENATE AND COMMONS B. See "Sessional In-
demnity."

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPOINTMENT
OF; B. to make provision for (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; on the merits
of the measure, and the constitutional
points involved, 361.

In Coin. of the V. ; M. to insert "tempor-
arily " and " until the Speaker resumes the
Chair during the saine sitting," 388; in
debate thereon, 390.

M. to strike out 3rd cl., 392.
On M. (Mr. Power) to add cl., precluding ad-

ditional charge on revenue, 393.

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY; six days' absence not
chargeable; B. (132).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R. ; that sessional
indemnity should be increased, &c., 509.

See also rer.arks on Contingent Acets. Coni.
Report, 456.

SESSIONAL MESSENGERS. See " Messengers.

WITNESSES, LAW OF. See " Evidence."

BERNIER, Hon. Thomas Alfred.

INTRODUCED, 3.

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE
THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for; Manitoba school
question discussed, 76-7.

ARCHIVES OF THE N.-W.
M. in favour of their preservation, 303.

GIRARD, THE LATE HON. SENATOR.

Eulogium of, 5.

HEwARD DIVORCE B. (A).

On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption of Report of
Coin. (in favour of the B.); remfarks upon
the evidence, and against the B., 279.

MAN. AND S. E. RY. Co. ; extension of time for
construction; B. (44).

Introduced*, 251.
2nd R. m., and B. explained, 278.
3rd R.*, 284.

MANITOBA SCHOOL ACT.
M. for correspondence, accounts, memoranda,

Orders in Council, Provincial Acts, &c., 122.

N.-W., ARCHIVES OF THE.

M. in favýour of their preservation, 303.

BOLDUC, Hon. Joseph.
HOLIDAYS, ABROGATED ; Annunciation, Corpus

Christi, St. Peter and St. Paul; B. (H).
Reported froi Com. of the W., with Amt.

specifying Statutes affected), 197.

RULES, REvISION OF THE.

On Report of Com., and M. (Mr. Power) for
postponement of consideration of draft
Rules until next session ; remarks on pre-
vinus revision of Rules; postponement
advocated, 483.

SACKVILLE, N. B., POST OFFICE.
Inqy. whether provision will be made this

session for construction ; remarks on systei
of erection of Post Offices, 387.

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPOINTMENT OF;
B. to make provision for (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; comment on
Mr. Gowan's speech, 319.

BOUCHERVILLE, De.
See De Boucherville.

BOULTON, Hon. Charles Arkel.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for; on Mr. Bowell's
speech; renark on trade with G. B., 32.

On Sir J. Abbott's retirement and Ministerial
changes, 40-1 : question of national pros-
perity, 42; census statistics, 42-3-4, 46-7;
exports and imports, 43-4-5, 48-9, 58 ; pub-
lic debt, 45, 49, 50; population and indus-
tries of N. B., 46-7-8 ; further on the fiscal
policy, 49, 50, 51-2; coal oil duties, 51-2,
76; binding twine duty, 51; Intercol. Ry.
management, 52-3; Newfoundland ques-
tions, 54 ; smuggling and Customs proce-
dure, 54; Manitoba school question, 54-5-6;
N. W. immigration and fiscal policy, 56-7;
C. P. R. tariff, 57-8; exports, imports and
taxes, 58.

On Mr. Angers's speech : remark on census
statistics, 65.

On Mr. Read's : remark on Board of Trade
statistics, 73 ; stamp act and coal oil tax, 76.

AUSTRALTAN MAIL SERVICE, PORT OF CALL. Sfe
" Hawaiian Islands," Inquies.

CABINET CHANGES. Sec " Ministerial."

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. See "C. P. R." (below).

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R).

In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Bowell's proposal
to add " Canadian " to the stamp, and Mr.
Power's objection as to fish contracted for
by Anerican firms, 405.

CENSUS STATISTICS.

In debate on the Address, 42-3-4, 46-7-8;
remark on Mr. Angers's speech, 65.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.
(See previously, " Address," debate on the).
M. for Select Coin. with a view to assimilation

with policy of G. B., 198 ; remarks: Govt.
policy, public sentiment, Senate Coins., Eng-
lish Coms., 199; manufacturing industries,
restriction of immigration, 200 ; the different
platforins in Canada, U. S. and G. B., 201 ;
reciprocity treaties, 202; prosperity in G.
B., 202-3; land -values, G. B. and Canada,
204; agricultural industries, G. B. and Can-
ada, 205-6; freight rates, 206; prices of
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BOULTON, Hon. Charles A.-Continued.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA-Continued.
bread-stuffs, G. B., Canada and U. S., 206-
7-8 ; sugar bounty, 207 ; free trade history,
G. B., 208-9-10-11-12-13-14 ; volume of trade
of different countries compared, 213-14;
other statistics, 214-15; Canadian policy,
state of our industries, &c., 216-17-18; bene-
fit to manufacturers by importing materials
free, 219-20.

In resumed debate : manufacturing statistics,
222-3-4; remarks thereon and on the policy
advocated, 225-6-7-8-9, 230-1-2-3-4-5. Com-
ments on Mr. Bowell's speech, 236-7-8. De-
sire to answer Mr. Bowell, 242. M. with-
draiwn, 243.

C. P. R. CO., CAPITAL STOCK.

M. for Orders in Council, authorizing increase,
122; allowed tostand, 122.

Again m., 127; freight rates, 127; Co.'s divi-
dends, 128; debenture and ordinary stock,
128; increase of capital stock, according to
the Returns, 128-9 ; actual cost of road, 130 ;
land values, earnings, &c., 130, 131 ; divi-
dends, 131 ; freight carried, earnings, sub-
sidies, 132; comparison with U. S. freight
rates, 132-3; history of the stock, 133;
further as to freight rates, 133-4 ; location
of towns and new lines, 135; intervention
of Railway commission, &c., 135. Comments
on Mr. Scott's speech, 137-8-9, 140; on Mr.
Perley's, 141;on Mr. MacInnes's(Burlington),
142; on Mr. Angers's, 144. M. withdrawn,
144.

C. P. R. Co., CERTAIN DEBENTURE STOCK, power
of issuing restored B. (84).

On M. (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington) for 2nd R.;
questions, whether mortgage indebtedness
will be cancelled, 399.

C. P. R., COST, MANAGEMENT AND TARIFF.

In debate on the Address, 44-5, 49, 50, 53, 57-8.

C. P. R., RmdiNA BRANCH TO SAULT SYSTEM.

M. in favour of cancellation of branch, 2-21;
on ques. (Mr. Dickey and others) that pre-
amble to M. is inadmissible under the Rules,
M. withdrawn, 221.

CUSTOMS PROCEDURE, AND SMUGGLING.
In debate on the Address, 54. (For other re-

ferences to tariff questions, in saine debate-
See " Address.")

DEBT, PUBLIC.
In debate on the Address, 45, 49, 50.

"EMPIRE," TORONTO, REPORT OF DEBATE.

Remarks, on report respeeting Hawaiian
Islands debate, on a second Inqy. on that
subject, 441.

ExPORTS AND IMPORTS.

In debate on the Address, 43-4-5, 48-9, 58.

FISH, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See " Canned
Goods."

FREE TRADE. See:
"Address," debate on the; also
"Commercial Policy," M. for Select Com.

BOULTON, Hon. Charles A.-Continued.

FREIGHT RATES. See "C. P. R."

GREAT BRITAIN, TRADE RELATIONS WITHI.

In debate on the Address; remark on Mr.
Bowell's speech, 32 ; in Mr. Boulton's own
speech, 45, 47.

(See also "Commercial Policy of Canada," M.
for Select Com.)

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS, PORT OF CALL AT.
Inqy. as to intention of acquiring, in event of

change in foreign relations; remarks on
anticipated U. S. annexation, sugar trade,
necessity for port of call, &c., 321-2; com-
ment on Mr. Macdonald's (B.C.) speech,
327.

Further remarks, on the following Inqy., 441.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS, INDEPENDENCE OF.

Inqy., intention of taking action to represent
Canadian interests in the matter ; remarks
on Empire report of above debate, &c., 441.

IMPORTS. See "Exports and Imports."

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY MANAGEMENT.

In debate on the Address, 52-3.
MAN. & N.W. B.Y. Co. AcTS; consolidation B. (2).

On M. (Mr. Lougheed) for 3rd R.; remarks on
capital stock increases, 285; on time:exten-
sion for construction, 286.

MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.

In debate on the Address, 54-5-6.

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. See:
"Commeicial Policy," M. for Select Com.

MINISTERIAL ChANGES.
In debate on the Address, 41.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

Population and industries of.
the Address, 46-7-8, 51.

In debate on

NEWFOUNDLAND.

The recent conference.-Remarks in debate
on the Address, 54.

N. W. IMMIGRATION AND THE FISCAL POLICY.

In debate on the Address, 56-7.
ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Committees, Parliamentary.- Functions of,
and English procedure quoted, on M. for
Select Com. on Commercial Policy, 199.

News-paper, Govt., report.-On Toronto Em-
pire's report of debate on Hawaiian Islands
Inqy.; remarks, in a second Inqy. on same
subject, 441.

Senate, Speaker, temporary, appt. of.-See the
B. for this purpose, under "Senate."

PROTECTION AND FREE TRADE. See:
"Address," debate on the; also
"Commercial Policy," M. for Select Com.

RAILWAYS, CAPITAL STOCK INCREASE. See
" C. P. R.," and " Man. & N. W. Ry."

RAILWAYS, DEBATES UPON. See:
Canadian Pacific Ry.
Intercolonial R .
Man. & N. W. .
New Brunswick Rys., referred to under-

Canadian Pacific Ry.
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BOULTON, Hon. Charles A.-Concluded.

SANDWICH ISLANDS. See "Hawaii."

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPOINTMENT
OF; B. to make provision for (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; comments on
Mr. Scott's speech, 357, 361 ; on Mr. Poirier's
speech and Mr. Dever's ques. thereon, 370;
on merits of the B., and the constitutional
points involved, 373-4, 376.

TARIFF. See debate on the Address ; and "Com-
mercial Policy," M. for Select Com.

TAXATION. See debate on the Address ; and
" Commercial policy," M. for Select Com.

TRADE. See debate on the Address ; and " Com-
mercial policy," M. for Select Coin.

TOROTO " EMPIRE," REPORTS OF DEBATE.

Remarks, on report of Hawaiian Islands de-
bate, on a second Inqy. on that subject, 441.

UNITED STATES, RAILWAY COMPETITION, &C.
See "C.P.R."

U. S., TRADE RELATIONS. See:
"Canned Goods " (fish, stamping of), B.
"Commercial policy," M. for Seect Coin.

Hawaiian Islands," Inquies.

BOWELL, Hon. Mackenzie.

INTRODUCED, 3.

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE
THRONE.

M. for consideration on 30th Jany, 4.
On M. (Mr. jFerguson) for. On.the Address,

and Mr. Scàtt's speech thereon ; queries and
remarks on canal tolle question, 17, 18, 34-6,
39, 40.; personal observations, 22-3 ; loyalty
of parties, 23-4 ; Welland and other elections
25-6 ; exodus and census, 26-7; C.P.R. and
canal construction, 27-8, 37-8 ; exports and
imports, 28-9; trade relations with U.S.
and G.B., 29, 30, 31.2-3 ; tariff comparisons,
32-4; Newfoundland questions, 38 ; reci-
procity in wrecking, 39; Canadian credit
and prosperity, 40.

On Mr. Boulton's speech ; census, 43; per-
sonal, 54.

On inquies, Messrs. Read and McInnes;
pleuro-pneumonia and expert from England,
75; Remark on B. C. land, 76.

On Mr.. Power's speech ; exports, 80 ; Liberal
tarif, 80 ; Conservative policy, 81 ; trade
with G.B.. 91-2 ; business failures, 93 ; Mr.
Wiman and annexation, 94.

On Mr. Mclnnes's speerh ; cattle import regu-
lations, B.C. and Man., 103-4 ; B. C. quaran-
tine, 107-8-9.

ADJOURNMENT.

(7 Feb.) Remarks on Mr. Bellerose's notice,
123. On Mr. Bellerose's M. (7th-27th); 21st
suggested as date, 146.

ALBERTA, RY. LANDS, SCHOOL SECTIONS. See
" Railways."

APPLES, INSPECTION. See " Inspection, General,
Act Amt."

AI-POINTMENTS(FRENCH. &c.) See "Civil Service."

BOWELL, Hon. Mackenzie-Continued.

APPROPRIATION Act. See "Supply Bil."

AUSTRALIA, STEAM-SHIPLINE TO. See:
" Ocean Steamship Subsidies Act Amt. B."

BANKING AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE.

Appointmgnt of, M. for, 116.
On ques. of quorum for purpose of organizing,

116-7.

BILLS, FEES FOR. See " Parliainentary fees,"

BILLS, PROCEDURE. See " Order and Procedure."

BINDER TwINE DUTY. See " Customs Act Amt.
B."

BRITISH COLUMBIA, CATTLE IMPORT REGULA-
TIONS.

In debate on the Address ; on remarks of
Messrs. Read and McInnes, 75, 103-4.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, MARINE HOSPITAL.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B. C.); im-

proved management, 165.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.
In debate on the Address ; on Mr. McInnes's

speech, 107-9.

BRITISH COLUMBIA RIVERS, POLLUTION OF.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B. C.) steps
taken by Govt., 295.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, SONGHEES INDIANS.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B. C.); ne-
gotiations for change of Reserve, 195-6.

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CANADIAN PACIFIc Ry.
Increase of capital stock. On M. (Mr. Boul-

ton) for copies of Orders in Council authoriz-
ing, 122, 128-9, 140, 143 ; reply to Mr.
MacInnes (Burlington), 143.

CANADIAN PACIFICRY. MANAGEMENTAND FREIGHT
RATES.

On the discussion on above M., 143.
On suggestion (Mr. Perley) that Govt. inte-

vene to lower freight rates in N. W., 464.

CANAL ToLLs AND CANAL CONSTRUCTION.

In debate on the Address; on Mr. Scott's
speech, 17-18, 27-8, 34-8,40.

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R).
Introduced*, 320.
2nd R. m., 388 : reply to Mr. Dever, as to

stamping dates, 388.
In Coni. of the W. ; on stamping date of

canning, '399 ; on date of Bill coming into
operation, 400; on adding word " Cana-
dian " to stamp, 400 ; on proposal to stamp
foreign products (especially cheese) passing
through in bond and marked Canadian, 401 ;
further, to Mr. Dever, 401 ; amts. accepted
as suggested, 404 ; on labels being printed
in Canada, 404 ; on M r. Power's suggested
Amts. re penalties, &c., 405; they will be
considerede 406.

3rd R. m., 424; explanation to Mr. Power on
hie suggested Anit., 424.
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CATTLE IMPORT, PLEURO-PNEUMONIA, &C.
In debate on the Address; on remarks of

Messrs. Read and McInnes, 75, 103-4.
CENSUS, THE.

In debate on the Address; on Mr. Scott's
speech, 26-7 ; on Mr. Boulton's, 43.

CHEESE IN BOND, MARKING OF. See debate on
" Canned Goods, stamping of, B."

CHILDREN, PUNISHMENT. See " Juvenile Of-
fenders."

CIVIL SERVICE APPOINTMENTS (FRENCH).
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return of Montreal

Customs appointments, 187.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return of Quebec

Customs appts.; ques. as to case instanced,
270.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return of all Quebec
and Montreal officials; remarks on Mr.
Ryan's, Mr. Schreiber's, Mr. Catellier's, and
other Civ. Service appts., 274-5-6.

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE; PROVISION FOR; B.
(1).

lst R.*, 490.
Suspension of Rules, and
2nd R. m., 490.
In- Com. of the W.; B. explained, 490; replies

on various points: to Mr. Kaulbach, 490;
to Mr. Dever, 490; to Mr. Kaulbach, 491.

3rd R.*, 492.
(This subject also discussed under the " Civil

Service Superannuation B." (below.)
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION; future in.

creased tax on salaries, &c.; B. (27).
1st R.*, 480.
Suspension of Rules, and
2nd R. rn., 480.
On Order for Coi. of the W.; B. explained,

also the Civil Service Insurance B. (above),
483-4; replies to Mr. Kaulbach, 485; to Mr.
Power, 486.

In Com. of the W.; replies on various points
of Superannuation and Insurance: to Mr.
Power, 486; to Mr. Scott, 486; to Mr. Mac-
Innes (Burlington), 486 ; to Mr. Power, 487.

3rd R.*, 488.

CLARKE WALLACE, MR. See "Wallace."

COAL OIL DUTY. See "Customs Act Amt. B.,
debate on 3rd R."

COAL OIL INSPECTION. See "Petroleum."

COLUMBIA AND KOOTENAY RY.,&c., Co.'s B. (68).
On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), for 3rd R., and

Amt. (Mr. Melnnes, B.C.), to strike out cl.
authorizing branch construction of 30 miles
length, 434.

On M. (Mr. McInnes) to add cl. to General
Railway Act, respecting branch construction,
and discussion on the above B. and Amt.,
451-2.

COMMERCIAL POLICY of CANADA.
(See, previously, " Addressin reply to Speech

from Throne," indexed also under " Ex-
ports and Imports," and " Customs tariff.")

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for a Select Com. ; com-
ments On his speech, 207-8, 213, 217, 219,

BOWELL, Hon. Mackenzie-Continued.

CdMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA-Continued.
228, 231-2, 235; on the M., 235-6-7-8; on
Mr. Scott's remarks, ques., 239; further re-
marks on Commons Committee of 1876,
241-2; on Mr. Boulton's request to with-
draw M., 243.

CoMMISSIONS, FEES FOR. See " Public Officers."

COMMITTEES, STANDING, &C., APPOINTMENT OF.
Orders and Privileges ; M. for, 4.
Library, Printing, M. for, 116; Banking and

Commerce, M. for, and on ques. of quorum,
116-7; Railways, Contingent Accts., Stand-
ing Orders and Private Bs., M. for, 117.

Divorce, M. for, 117; on ques. of its compo-
sition, 118, 122.

Rules of Senate. Appt. of Special Com., M.
for, 287.

(For Reports-See the subjects.)

COMMONS REPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT ACT
AMT. ; clerical and other minor details cor-
rected; B. (42).

Introduced*, 278.
2nd R. m. ; changes explained, 282.
3rd R.*, 287.

COMPANIES ACT, TIMBER, &C. See " Timber."

CONTINGENT ACcTs. COMMITTEE.
Appointment of. M. for, 117.
On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption of 2nd Re-

port; Amt. m., to strike out 6th cl., grant-
ing $250 allowance to Messengers for the
Session, 454; on Mr. Power's remarks, 446;
on Mr. O'Donohoe's, 456.

M. for reconsideration, 504; M. to grant 15
additional days at $2.50, 504 ; on Mr. Power's
remarks, 504.

On Mr. McInnes's (B.C.) remarks thereon, on
3rd R. of Supply B., 508.

COSGROVE, MR., DISMISSAL OF.
Reply to Mr. Power's remarks, upon his Inqy.

respecting Mr. Wallace's speech at King-
ston, 387.

CRIMINAL LAW. See:
" Evidence, Law of, B."
" Juvenile Offenders, B."

CUSTOMSACT AMT. ; binder twine, machinery, &c.;
B. (126).

Ist R.*, 496.
2nd R. m. and B. explained, 496.
3rd R. m., 504; comment on Mr. Power's

speech, 504; on binder twine and coal oil
reductions, 505.

CUSTOMS, ALLEGED IRREGULARITY.
Reply to Mr. McCallum's remarks re boots

allowed duty free (Welland Canalinvestiga-
tion) 257-8, 262.

CUSTOMS APPOINTMENTS. See "Civil Service."

CCSTOMS TARIFF.

In debate on the Address ; remarks on Mr.
Scott's speech, 32-4; on Mr. Power's, 80-1.

(See also " Commercial Policy," Mr. Boul-
ton's M.)

DECK-LOADS. See " Merchant Shipping Act."
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BOWELL, Hon. Mackenzie-Continued.

DIVORCE CASE. See "Heward."

DIVORCE COMMITTEE.

Appointment of. M. for, 117. On ques. of a
physician on the Coin., &c., 117-8; on Com.
as finally constituted, 12·2.

DoiNIoN LANDS ACT AMT. ; Man., homesteads
in school sections, &c. ; B. (109).

Ist R.*, 490.
2nd R.*, 490.
In Com. of the W. ; B. explained, 493; reply

to Mr. Kaulbach, B. confined to Man., 494.
3rd R.*, 494.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RY.; extension toIntercol. R.
line ; B. (71).

On ques. of Order (Mr. Dickey) whether
Rules permit convening of Coin. within 24
hours of notice, 475.

On proposed M. (Mr. McMillan) to define the
procedure, 479.

Ques. of Order. on Mr. Bellerose's reference
to proceedings of Coin., 501.

ELECTION, NEW, IN VANCOUVER, B.C.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) as to issue

of writ, 30i.
Further reply, writ not yet issued, &c., 395.

ELECTIONS, MEMBERS ABSENTING THEMSELVES
TO ATTEND. See " Sessional Indemnity B."

ELECTIONS, RECENT.

In debate on the Address; on Mr. Scott's
speech, 25-6.

ELECTIONS, RESULTS OF.

Remarks, in Com. on Voters' Lists B., 489.

ELECTORAL LisTs, REVISION. See "Voters'
Lists B."

ELLIS, SUPT., WELLAND CANAL.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. McCalluin), upon result

of investigation, 253-4 ; respecting boats
entered duty free, 257-8, 262.

On M. (Mr. McCallum) for statement of
aniount paid back to Mr. Ellis, not included
in previous Return ; Amt. requested, so as
not to commit Senate to allegations, 293-4.

On Order for M. (Mr. O'Donohoe) for papers,
alo acct. of expense of investigation ; on
the delay of the papers, 454.

EVIDENCE, LAw OF, AMT.; accused persons, hus-
bands and wives of accused, &c.; B. (23).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R.; on ques. of
procedure at evening session (another Order
aving had precedence at recess), and on

affirmation of principle by 2nd R., 364.

EXODUS, THE.

In debate on the Address; on Mr. Scott's
speech, 26.

ExPORTS AND IMPORTS.
In debate on the Address; on Mr. Scott's

speech, 28-33; on Mr. Power's, 80, 91.
(See also " Commercial Policy," â\r. Boul-

ton's M.)

FEES FOR COMMISSIONS. See "Public Officers."

FEES, REFUND OF. See "Parliamentary fees B."

BOWELL, Hon. Mackenzie-Continued.

FISCAL POLICY. See " Commercial Policy."

FIsH, CANNED, MARKING OF. See " Canned
Goods."

FISHERIES, RIVER. POLLUTION OF.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) steps

taken by Govt., 295.

FORT GEORGE, NIAGARA, PRESERVATION OF.
On M. (Mr. Lougheed) for correspondence,

394.
FRANCHISE, LEGISLATION 4FFECTING. See:

"Voters' Lists, revision, postponement, B."

FREE TRADE. See "Commercial Policy."

FREIGHT RATES, C. P. R. See "Canadian
Pacifie Ry."

FRENCH-CANADIANS, EM PLOYMENT.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return, Montreal
Custoins apDointments, 187.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return of Quebec
Customs appointments; ques. as to instance
quoted, 270.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return of all Que-
bec and Montreal appts. ; remarks on Mr.
Ryan's and other appointments, 274-5-6.

FRUIT, CANNED, MARKING OF. See "Canned
Goods."

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMT. See "Inspec-
tion."

GIRARD, THE LATE HON. SENATOR.

Remarks on the death of, 4.

GRAND TRUNK, GEORGIAN BAY AND L. ERIE Ry.
Co's B. (25).

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for 2nd R. ; ques. as to
propriety of powers conferred, 246 ; further
in reply to Mr. Vidal, 246.

GRANT, THE LATE HON. SENATOR.

Remarks on the death of, 4.

GREAT BRITAIN, TRADE RELATIONS WITH.
In debate on the Address; on Mr. Scott's

speech, 28-9, 30-1-2-3; on Mr. Power's, 91-2.
(See also: " Commercial policy of Canada,"

debate on Mr. Boulton's M. for Select Com.)

GREAT N. W. CENTRAL RY. COMPLETION.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Perley) as to steps taken
by Govt., 249, 250.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS, A PORT OF CALL AT, &C.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Boulton), as to steps

taken towards acquiring port of call ; on
ques. of U. S. annexation, on sugar bounty
and free trade, &c., 327-8.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as. to intention
of representation to H. M. Govt. respecting
Hawaiian independence: that reports in
Govt. newspapers are not Govt. announce-
ments ; that copies of Senate debate will be
sent to Imperial authorities, 441.

HEwARD DIVORCE BiLL (A).
On complaints of chairman of Coin., on omis-

sions in printing, 266; explanations from
Printing Bureau submitted, 277-8.
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BOWELL, Hon. Mackenzie-Continued.

HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION ACT AMT. ; extension
of exemption to 160 acres; B. (116).

1st R.*, 507.
Suspension of Rule, and
2nd R. m.; the B. explained, 509.
3rd R.*, 510.

HOMESTEADS IN MANITOBA. See:
" Dominion Lands Act Amt. B."

HOUSE OF COMMONS REPRESENTATION B. See
" Commons."

IMPORTS. See " Exports and Imports."

INDEMNITY, SESSIONAL. See " Sessional Indem-
nity."

INDIAN RESERVE, B. C. See " B. C."
INSPECTION, CANNED GOOPS, &C. See "Canned

Goods."

INSPECTION, GENERAL, ACT AMT. ; Apples,
classification of ; B. 'V).

Introduced and explained, 394.
2nd R. m., and B. further explained, 437;

reply to Mr. Reesor's ques., 438. On Mr.
Power's suggestions for further Amts., 439.

3rd R.*, 447.

INSPECTION, PETROLEUM. See "Petroleum."

INSPECTION, STEAMBOATS. See " Steam-boats."

INSURANCE, CIVIL SERVICE. See "Civil Service."
INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY, PRINTING, LOCALLY.

See :
"Printing Act Amt. B."

INTEREST CHABGED ON LOANS TO SETTLFRS.
On suggestion (Mr. Perley) that Govt. should

legislate to restrict rates, 465.

IRELAND, AFFAIRS IN.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to Govt.

action upon Mr. Wallace's Kingston speech,
383-4.

On Mr. Clemow's speech and Mr. Power's
comment thereon, 385; on Mr. Power's
request to offer explanation, ques. of Order
as to right of discussion on Inqs., 385-6-7 ;
Reply to Mr. Power's further remarks, 387.

JOINT STOCK Co.'s FLOATING TIMBER. See
" Timber."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
"Evidence, law of, Ant. B."
"Juvenile offenders B."

JUVENILE OFFENDERS; private trial of; parents
to be summoned respecting committal to
Reformatory, &c.; B. (P).

On M. (Mr. Allan) for 2nd R. ; remarks on
Mr. Power's speech, 299.

LAND GRANTS, N.-W. CAMPAIGN. See " Militia."

LAND SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS. See " Railways."
LANDS, DOMINION, ACT AMT. See "Dominion."

LANDS, N.-W., SCHOOL SECTIONS, See:
" Railways in N.W.T., land subsidies B."

LANDS, N. -W., SETTLEMENT. See " Homestead
Éxemption Act."
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LANDS, SETTLEMENT. See " Dom. Lands Act
Amt." •

LAw, CRIMINAL. See:
"Evidence, law of, B."
"Juvenile offenders B."

LIBRARY COMMITTEE.
Appointment of ; M. for, 116.

LiQuoR TRAFFIc. Sec " Temperance legislation.

LOAD-LINES. See " Merchant Shipping Act."
LOANS, INTEREST CHARGED TO SETTLERS.

On suggestion (Mr. Perley) that Govt. should
legislate to restrict rates, 465.

LoGs, MEASUREMENT. See " Timber."
MANITOBA & N. W. Ry., COMPLETION.

Reply to Inqy., (Mr. Perley) as to steps talien
by Govt., 247, 250.

MANITOBA, CATTLE IMPORT REGULATIONS.
In debate on the Address, on Mr. McInnes's

speech, 104.
MANITOBA, HOMESTEADS. See " Dom. Lands

Act Amt."

MANITOBA SCHOOL ACT.
On M. (Mr. Bernier) for all correspondence,

123.
MARINE HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT. See "B.C."
MEASUREMENT OF TIMBER. See " Timber."
MEAT, CANNED, MARKING OF. See " Canned

Goods."
MEMBERS, INDEMNITY. See " Sessional In.

demnity."

MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT AMT. ; load lines;
repeal of portion of Imperial Act as regards
Canadian ships ; B. (92).

Ist R.*, 459.
2nd R., under suspension of Rule*, 459.
In Com. of the W. ; explanation, to Mr.

Power, of objecta of the B., 465. Amt.
(verbal) m., 466. Further explanations, to
Mr. Kaulbach, 466 ; to Mr. Power, 466; to
Mr. Dever, 466.

3rd R. m. ; further remarks, 473.
MESSENGERS, SESSIONAL, PAYMENT OF.

On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption of 2nd
Report Contingt. Acets. Com. ; Ant. m.
tostr e out 6th cl., granting $250 allow-
ance for the session, 454 ; on Mr. Power's
renarks, 456; on Mr. O'Donohoe's, 456.

M. for reconsideration, 504; M. to grant 15
additional days, at $2.50, 504; on Mr.
Power's remarks, 504.

On Mr. Mclnnes's remarks, on 3rd R. of Ses-
eional Indemnity B., 508.

MILITARY COLLEGE. See " Royal Mily. College.
MILITI IN N. W. CAMPAIGN, LAND GRANTS;.

time further extended: B. (G).
Introduced, 147.
2nd R. m., 183.
In Com. of the W. ; reply to Mr. Kaulbach's

enquiries, 198; to Mr. Lougheed's reniarks,
128.

3rd R.*, 198.
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MONEYS IN PARLIAMEN 7 ARY PROCEEDINGS. See
" Parliamentary fees B." #

MONTREAL EMPLOYEES, NATIONALITIES, &C.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return, Customs

De pt., 187.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return, all Depart-

ments; remarks on Mr. Ryan's and other
appointments, 274-5-6.

MORTGAGES, INTEREST ON. See "Loans."

NEWFOUNDLAND, RELATIONS WITH.
In debate on the Address; on Mr. Scott's

speech, 38.
NIAGARA FALS ELc-rRic Rv. See:

"Railway Act Ant. B."; cl. relating to this
Ry.

NIAGARA, PRESERVATION OF FORT GEORGE.
On M. (Mr. Lougheed) for correspondence,

394.

NOVA SCOTIA BUILDING SOCIETY ACT AMT.
B. (F).

On M. (Mr. Almon) for 2nd R.; suggestions
for Aints. in Banking Com., 148.

N. W. CAMPAIGN, SCRIP. See "Militia."

N. W. CENTRAL Ry. See "Great N. W."

N. W. LANDS, SETTLEMENT. See " Homestead
Exemption Act."

N. W. RYs., LAND GRANTS, SCHOOL SECTIONS.
See " Railways."

OCEAN STEAM-SHIP SUBSIDIES ACT AMT.; subsidy
to Australian line; B. (129).

l8t R.*, 496.
Bill explained ; suspension of Rules, and
2nd R. m., 496; reply to Mr. Allan, date of

coming into operation, 497; to Mr. Power's
objectIon, 497.

3rd R.*, 498.

OFFICERS, PUBLIC, COMMISSIONs. See " Public
Officers."

OGDENSBURG AND CANAL TOLLS. Ses " Canals."
ORANGEISM AND HOME RULE.

Reply to Iny. (Mr. Power), as to Govt. action
upon Mr. 'allace's Kingston speech, 383-4.

OnMr. Clemow's speech and Mr. Power's com-
ment thereon, 385; on Mr. Power's request
to offer explanation, ques. of Order as to
right of discussion on Inquies., 385-6-7;
reply to Mr. Power's further remarks, 387.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bil, Amt. in proper Com.-Remarks on M.
(Mr. Airon) for 2nd R,, N. S. Building
Society's B., 148.

Bills, fesfor.-See " Parliamentary Fees B."
Bille, Govt., Introduction in Senate.-On Mr.

Macdonald's (B.C.) Inqy., 123; on Mr.
Bellerose's M. for adjt. on 7th Feb., 146.

Bille, Notation in Orders as to printing.-Sug-
gestions in moying adjt. of House, 150.

Bills, Petitionsfor.-Enforcement of rule; re-
marks on consideration of draft report of
new Rules, 482.

ORDER AND PRoCEDURE-Continued.
Billg, Principle of, at 2nd R. -Remarks on

difference in Senate and Commons pro-
cedure (on law of Evidence B.), 364.

Bill8 proceeding, in interrupteddebate.-On Mr.
Power's objection to law of Evidence B.
having been proceeded with at evening
session, Mr. Poirier speaking at recess up-
on another Order, 364.

Com., Convening of.-On Chairman's ques.
whether Com. may be convened within 24
hours of 2nd R., 475, 479.

Com., Conrening, M. to define Rides. -M. for
this purpose, proposed by Mr. McMillan,
inadmissible, 479.

Com., Divorce, composition of. -Remarks, 117-8.
Com., -Reference to Proceedings of. -Mr. Belle-

rose called to order for such reference, 501.
Committees, Standinq, Quorum of.-On. M. for

appointment of Banking Coin. ; that a
quorum be fixed for organizing, 116-7.

Debate, Expressions used, &c.-Mr. Scott's re-
ferences to defeat of Mr. Ferguson in
Welland, commented upon, in debate on
-the Address, 23.

On the expressions used by Mr. McInnes
(B. C.), respecting Menbers absenting
themselves to attend elections (in Sessional
Indemnity B. debate), 508.

Remarks, at close of Session, on harmonious
character of the Session's debates, 511.

Estimates overriding a Law.-See " Speaker "
(below).

Fees, Refund of.-See "ParliamentaryFees B."
Inquiries not debatable.-Ques. of Order on dis-

cussion and Mr. Power's ri gt of reply,
on his Inqy. respecting Mr. Wallace's
Kingston speech ; that Rules Com. should
define the rule, 385-6-7.

Motion, form of.-Mr. Boulton's request for
Orders in Council authorizing increase of
C. P. R. stock, objected to, as having
sprung an unexpected debate, 143.

Amt. of Mr. McCallum's M. requested, for
account of amount paid back to Supt.
Welland Canal, so that the M. shall not
commit the Senate to allegations of the
mover, 293-4.

Motion, inadmissible.-See "Com., conven-
, ing " (above).

Newspaper statement8.-On Mr. Boulton quot-
ing Ottawa " Citizen " as to action taken
on Hawaiian question ; pointed out that
reports in Govt. newspapers are not Govt.
announcements, 441.

Rules, Revision of. -Appt. of Com. m., 287 ; on
postponement of consideration of new
Rules till next Session, 482.

Senate Privileges discussed.-Under "Parlia-
mentary Fee B."

Senate Rules. -See " Rules " (above).
Speaker, Temporary, Payment of.-On Mr.

Power's Amt. to Speaker of Senate B.
(N), to preclude a charge upon revenue;
pointed out that a Vote in Estimates
would override such a provision in a law,
393.
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PARLIAMENTARY FEES; receipt, disposal, refund,
mode of; B. (61).

Introduced*, 295.
2nd R. m., 340; on Mr. McKay's objection

that Senate privileges are interfered with,
341 ; on Mr. McDonald's, Auditor-Genl.'s
obedience, 341.

In Com. of the W. ; further reply to Mr. Mc-
Kay, on procedure for refunds, 366; to Mr.
Kaulbach, 366.

3rd R. m.*, 366.

PARLIAMENTARYREPRESENTATIONB. See "Com-
mons."

PETROLEUM INSPECTION ACT FURTHER AMT. B.
(112).

Introduced*, 425.
2nd R. m. and B. explained, 496.
3rd R.*, 496.

PLEURO-PNEUMONIA. See "Cattle."

PRINTINo ACT AMT. ; authorizing printing for
Intercol. Ry. locally; B. (X).

Introduced, and reasons explained, 481.
2nd R. under suspension of rules*, 481.
3rd R.*, 481.

PRINTING COMMITTEE.
Appointment of. M. for, 116.

PRINTING, OMISSIONS IN.
Heward Divorce B; on remarks of Chairman

of Com., 266.
Explanations from Printing Bureau presented,

277.

PROCEDURE, QUES. OF. See " Order and Proce-
dure."

PROHrIBITION. See " Temperance legislation."

PUBLIC OFFICERS ; DEFINITION BY GOVT., as re-
gards fees for commissions; B. (103).

Introduced *, 453.
2nd R. m., and B. explained, 458.
3rd R. under suspension of Rules *, 459.

QUARANTINE, CATTLE. See "Cattle."

QUARANTINz REGULATIONS, B. C.
In debate on the Address; on Mr. McInnes's

speech, 107-9.
QUEBEC OFFIcIAîjs, NATIONALITIES, &C.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return, Customs
De pt. ; quee. as to an instance quoted, 270.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return, all Depart.
ments; remarks on systen of appts., and
various instances, 274-5-6.

QUEBEC, RIVER POLICE; relief of shipping fror.
tonnage tax for; B (97).

Introduced*, 458.
2nd R. m., and B. explained, 458; reply to

Mr. Pelletier, river police at Quebec abolish-
ed, 458.

3rd R., under suspension of Rules,*, 458.

RAILWAY ACT FURTHER AMT. ; B. (U).
Introduced *, 367.
2nd R. m., 424; on Mr. Power's remark, 425.
In Com. of the W. ; on the 1st el., Amt. m.

(mode of protection), 448.
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2nd cl., Amt. m. (protection of crossings,
branch lines); reply te Mr. Sullivan, it
would apply to branch Une at Kingston, 448.

3rd. cl. (weighing of cars) m. that it be
struck out; still kept in view by Govt.,
450.

4th cl. explained (Electrie Ry. at Niagara
Falls placed under Ont. law), 450. On Mr.
Ferguson's suggested Amt. (to restrict that
Ry. to electricity); that it stand till 3rd R.,
450-1.

Addl. cl. (actions for damages, within 1 year)
m., 451.

On m. (Mr. McInnes, B. C.) te add cl. te Ry.
Act, to authorize branch lines construction
up to 30 miles, with discussion on Columbia
and Kootenay Ry. Co. privileges, 451-2.

On Order for 3rd R. ; Amt. to 4th cl. re
Niagara Falls Electrie Ry. above suggested
by Mr. Ferguson, m., 454.

3rd R. m., 454.

RAILWAYS, &c., COMMITTEE ON.
Appointment of. M. for, 118.

RAILWAYS, DEBATES UPON. See :
Canadian Pacifie R ; see also "Columbia

and Kootenay Ry.
Carleton Branch (St. John) Ry. See:

St. John, N. B. (Çai-leton Br.) Ry.
Columbia and Kootenay Ry.
Drunmond County Ry.
Grand Trunk, Georgian Bay and Lake Erie Ry.
Great N. W. Central Ry.
Intercolonial Ry.
Manitoba and N. W. Ry.
Niagara Falls Electric Ry. See:

"Railway Act Aynt. B."
N. W. Central Ry. See:

"Great N. W. Central Ry."
Railway Act Amt. B.
Railways, North-west Territories, land sub-

sidies B.
Railways, subsidies, B.
St. John, N. B. (Carleton Br.) Ry.

RAILWAYS IN N. W. T. ; land subsidies; change
in school sections; B. (W).

B. explained, 462.
lst R.*, 463.
Suspension of Rule, and
2nd R. m., 463.
lu Com. of the W. ; reply te Mr. Power,

location of school sections, 463.
3rd R. m.*, 463.

RAILWAYS, SuBsIDIES TO ; B. (127).
ls R.*, 494.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. m.; explained, the B. simply renews

subsidies previously granted by Parlt., 494 ;
similar reply te Mr. Power's objection to
suspension of Rule, 494.

3rd R.*, 494.
READJUSTMENT, PARLIAMENTARY, B. See " Com-

mons."

RECIPROCITY. See 4 United States"

REFORMATORIES. See " Juvenile offenders."
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RIvER POLLUTION, B.C.

Reply to lnqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), steps
taken by Govt., 295.

RIVERS, TIMBER FLOATING. Se " Timber.

ROYAL MILY. COLLEGE ACT AMT. ; new scale of
Professor's salaries¡ selection of candidates
for cadetships, &c. ; B. (118).

lst R.*, 495.
2nd R. m. and B. explained, 495.
3rd R., under suspension of Rules*, 495.

RULES OF SENATE, REVIsION OF.
M. for Special Com., 287 ; on suggestion of

Mr. McInnes (B. C.) names of Messrs. Scott
and Macdonald (B.C.) added, 287.

On M. (Mr. Power) for adoption of Report of
Com., and suggested postponement till next
Session, 482; that each member should
have a copy of draft, 482.

ST. JOHN, N.B., CARLETON BR. RY. ; confirma.
tion of sale; B. (122).

Tst R.*, 473.
Suspension of 41st Rule, and
2nd R. m. ; B. explained ; reply to Mr.

Dickey, 473.
3rd R.*, 474.

ST. LAWRENCE RIVER POLICE. See " Quebec."
SACKVILLE, N.B., POST OFFICE.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Botsford) as to intention
. of Govt. to provide for construction, 387.

SALVAGE. See "Wrecking" and "Wrecks."

SANDWICH 1SLANDS. See "Hawaii."

SAULT STE. MARIE CANAL. Se " Canals."
SCHOOL SECTIONS, N. W. RY. LANDS. &ee:

" Railways in N. W. T., land subsidies B."
SCHOOLS, SEPARATE, MANITOBA.

On M. (Mr. Bernier) for correspondence, 123.
SEAMEN'S ACT AMT.; liens upon vessels for sup-

plies purchased by masters, &c.; B. (O).
Introduced*, 286.
2nd R. m., 295; reply to Mr. Vidal, 295; to

Messrs. Poirier and Kaulbach, 296.
In Com. of the W.; B. further explained, 301.
3rd R.*, 302.

SEAMEN'S ACT (INLAND WATERS) AMT.; lien on
vessels for supplies purchased by masters,
&c. ; B. (P).

Introduced*, 286.
2nd R. m., 296.
In Com. of the W.; B. further explained, 302.
3rd R. m.*, 303.

SENATE ADJOURNMENT. See "Adjournment."

SENATE AND COMMONS B. See "Sessional In-
demnity."

SENATE COMMITTEES, APPT. OF. S6e "Commit-
tees."

SENATE, INTRODUCTION OF GOVT. MEASURES IN.
On Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), 123.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for adjt. on 7th Feb.,

146.

BOWELL, Hon. Mackenzie-Continued.

SENATE, POINTS OF PROCEDURE ON BILLS. See
" Order and Procedure."

SENATE PRIVILEGES DISCUSSED.
" Parliamentary Fees B."

sée6:

SENATE RULES, REVISION OF.
M. for appt. of Special Com., 287 ; on sugges-

tion of Mr. MeInnes (B. C.), names of
Messrs. Scott and Macdonald (B.C.), added,
287.

On M. (Mr. Power) for adoption of Report of
Com., and suggestion of postponingr consid-
eration till next Session, 482; that each
Meiber should have a copy of draft, 482.

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPOINTMENT OF;
B. to make provision for (N).

In Com. of the W.; on Ant. (Mr. Power) to
preclude charge upon revenue; pointed out
that a Vote in Estimates would override
such a provision in a law, 393.

SENATORS, DECEASE OF.
(Hon. Messrs. Girard, Stevens, Grant.) Re-

marks, 4.

SESSION, CONCLUSION OF.
Remarks upon (at 2nd R. of Supply B.), 511.

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY; 6 days' absence not
chargeable; B. (132).

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Almon) as to the inten-
tion, 460.

lst R.*, 495.
Suspension of Rule for 2nd R. m., 495; on

Mr.Power's objection, 495.
2nd R. m., 506.
3rd R. m., 507 ; on Mr. McInnes's remarks,

upon Sessional Messengers' allowance, upon
present B., and Members absenting them-
selves to attend elections, 508.

SESSIONAL MESSENGERS. Se " Messengers."
SHips, LEGISLATION RESPECTING. See:

Merchant Shipping Act Amt. B. (92); load
lines.

Ocean Steam-ship Subsidies Act Amt. B. (129);
Australian line.

Quebec River Police B. (97) ; tonnage tax
abolished.

Seamen's Act Amt. B. (O).
Searnen's Act (Inland Waters) B. (P).
Steam-boat Inspection Act Amt. B. (6),
Wrecking, reciprocity in (on the Address).
Wrecks and Salvage Act Amt. B. (g).

SONGHEES INDIANS, RESERVE, B. C.
Reply toInqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) ; negotia-

tions for removal in progress, 195-6.

STAMPING OF CANS. See " Canned Goods."

STANDING ORDERS AND PRIVATE BILLS COM.
Appointment of, M. for, 117.

STEAM-BOAT INSPECTION ACT FURTHER AMT.;
freigh't boats without certified Engineers;
disposal of fines, &c. ; B. (6.)

Introduced*, 453.
2nd R. m., and B. explained, 457.
3rd R., under suspension of Rules*, 458.
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STEAM-4HIP SUBSIDIES AUSTRALIAN LINE. See:

"Ocean Steam-ship Subsidies Act Amt. B."
STEVENS, THE LATE HON. SENATOR.

Remarks on the death of, 4.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS. Se " Railways."

SUPERANNUATION. See " Civil Service."

SUPPLY BILL, (135).
lt R.*, 511.
Suspension of Rule and 2nd R. m., 511 ; re-

marks on the close of the session, 511.

TWINE (BINDER) DUTY. See "Customs Act
Amt. B."

UNITED STATES AND HAwAIIAN ANNEXATION.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to steps

taken by Govt. to secure a port of call, &c.,
327-8.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to representa-
tion sent to H. M. Govt. respecting Hawaiian
independence ; that a copy of Senate debate
will be sent, 441.

UNITED STATES, CHEESE, MARKED CANADIAN.
Remarks, in debate on " Canned Goods, stamp-

ing of, B.," 401.

UNITED STATES, RELATIONS WITH.
In debate on the Address; on Mr. Scott'p

speech, 29, 30-1-2-3 ; on Mr. Power's, 91, 94.
Canal Tolls Question, 17, 18, 27-8, 34-8, 40.

TARIFF, THE. See "Commercial Policy" (Mr.
Boulton's M.)

Also "Customs tarif " (in debate on the Ad-
dress).

And "Customs Act Amt. B." (126). •

TEMPERANCE LEGISLATION (PROHIBITION).

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for copy of instructions to
Prohibition Commission, and on Mr. Power's
remarks, 163, 165.

TIMBER, FLOATINO, MEASUREMENT OF ; substitu-
tion of cubic for board measure, &c.; B. (S).

Introduced, and objects explained, 321.
2nd R. m., 343; reply to Mr.- Power, rates no

hi g er, 343.
3rd R.*, 398.

TRADE RELATIONS. See "G.B.," "U.S.," &c.

UNITED STATES, WRECKING, RECIPROCITY IN.
In debate on the Addres ; on Mr. Scott's

speech, 39.

VANCOUVER, B.C., NEW ELECTION.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.); not

aware whether writ issued, 301.
Reply to his further Inqy.; writ not yet

issued, &c., 395.

VESSELS. See " Ships."

VICTORIA, B. C., HOSPITAL AND QUARANTINE.
See "British Columbia."

VICTORIA INDIAN RESERVE. See "B.C."

BOWELL, Hon. Mackenzie-Cocluded.
VOTERS' LisTs; REVISION OF, POSTPONED; B.

(123).
Ist R.*, 480.
2nd R. m., B. explained, 488 ; reply to Mr.

McInnes (B.C.), 488.
In Com. of the W.; reply to Mr. Power, as to

promise of revision before last Gen. Elec-
tion, &c., 489.

3rd R.*, 490.

WALLACE, ME., CONTROLLER OF CUSTOMS.
Reply to Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to action of

Govt. upon Kingston speech, respecting
Orange opposition to Home Rule, 383-4; on
Mr. Clemow's speech and Mr. Power's com-
ment thereon, 385 ; on Mr. Power's request
to offer explanation, ques. of Order as to right
of discussion on Inquies. 3856-7; reply
to Mr. Power's further remarks, Mr. Cos-
grove's dismissal, &c., 387.

WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION.

Reply to Inqy. (Mr. McCallum) asto intention
of Govt. to take action, 253-4; respecting
boots entered duty free, 257-8, 262.

On M. (Mr. McCallum) for statement of
amount paid back to Mr. Ellis, not included
in previous Return ; Amt. requested, so as
not to commit Senate to allegations, 293-4.

On Order for M. (Mr. O'Donohoe) for report
of Commissioner, &c., also account of ex-
pense of investigations; on request that M.
may stand; papers not yet ready, 454.

WELLAND ELECTION. See "Elections, recent."

WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE B. See " Evidence."

WRECKINO, RECIPROCITY IN.

In debate on the Address; on Mr. Scott's
speech, 39.

WRECKS AND SALVAGE ACT AMT.; Minister to
conduct investigations, &c., without author-
ity of Governor in Council ; (3).

Introduced*, 295.
2nd R. m., and B. explained, 339.
In Com. of the W.;B. further explained, 365.
3rd R.*, 365.

CASGRAIN, Hon. Oharles Eusèbe.
LAKE ERIE AND DETROIT RIVER Ry. Co.'s B.

(55).
Introduced*, 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
3rd R.*, 287.

NORTH CANADIAN ATLANTIC RY., &c., Co. ; Act
revived, name of Co. changed to Quebec &
Labrador Steam-ship Co., &c. ; B. (67).

Introduced*, 320.
2nd R.*, 343.
Amnts. of Ry. Com. (change of name of Co.);

concurrence m., 425.
3rd R.*, 425.

WALLACE, MR. N. C., CONTROLLER OF CUSTOMS.
Orange speech at Kingston. On Inqy. (Mr.

Power) as to Govt. action thereon; that
reading be dispensed with, 381.
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CLEMOW, Hon. Franois.
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. Remark on Mr.
Boulton's speech (direct taxation), 51 ; on
the Address: Welland election, 110; Cana-
dian prosperity, 111 ; timber trade, 111 ;
canal tolls and construction, 111 ; Trade and
Commerce bureau, 112; Cabinet changes,
112; tariff policy, 112; the census, 113;
N. W. immigration and the C. P. R., 113;
annexation talk and Canadian loyalty, 113.

BALFOUR (JAMES) DIVORCE B. (D).
On report (Mr. Gowan) from Select Com.:
Introduced, 144.
2nd R.*, 147.
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption of 15th Re-

port (in favour of B.); renarks on delays
in printing, 264.

3rd R. m., 265.

BALLANTYNE (MATTHA) DIVORCE B. (C).
On report (Mr. Gowan) from Select Com. :
Introduced, 124.
2ud R.*, 148.
On report (Mr. Gowan) from Select Com.:

.3rd R. m., 222.

CABINET. Se "Ministerial changes."

CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION INCORP. B. (85).
Ist R.*, 453.
2nd R.*, 453.
3rd R.*, 453.

CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry. AND IMMIGRATION.
In debate on the Address, 113.

CANAL TOLLS AND CANAL CONSTRUCTION.
In debate on the Address, 111.

CENSUS, THE.

In debate on the Address, remarks, 113.

CENTRAL COUNTIES RY. Co., extension of line,
B. (31).

Introduced*, 220.
2nd R. m., 246.
3rd R.*, 251.

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE, PROVISION FOR; B.
(11).

In Con. of the W. ; suggestions that Govt.
insurance be compulsory, opposed, 491.

CIVIL SERVICE, NATIONALITIES OF.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return ; ques. as to

Public Works Dept. proportion, 271.

CLARKE WALLACE, MR. See " Wallace."
CUSTOMS TARIFF.

In debate on the Address, remarks, 112.

DEPARTMENTs. See "Trade and Commerce,"
&c.

DIVORCE CASES. See:
"Balfour."

"Ballant ne."
"Doran.
"Goff."
" Hebden."
" Heward."
" Schwaller."

CLEMOW, Hon. Fanois-Cotin-u ed.

DORAN (JAMES F.), Divorce B. (E).
On Report (Mr. Gowan), from Select Com.:
Introduced, 145.
2nd R.*, 267.
3rd R. m., 367.

ELECTION, RECENT (WELLAND).
In debate on the Address, 110.

EMPLOYEES. See "Civil Service."

EXPORTS, TIMBER, INCREASE OF.
Remarks in debate on the Address, 111.

FRENCH-SPEAKINO EMPLOYEES.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return; ques. as to

proportion in Public Works Dept., 271.

GAS COMPANY. See "Canadian Gas Association."

GOFF (ANNETTE M.) DIVORCE B. (K).

Introduced*, 151.
2nd R.*, 287.
3rd R. m., 342.

HEBDEN (ROBERT Y.) DIVORCE B. (B).

On report (Mr. Gowan), fron Select Com.:
Introduced, 124.
2ud R.*, 148.
3rd R. m., 279.

HEWARD (EDMUND H.) DIVORCE B. (A).
On report (Mr. Gowan), froin Select Com.:
Introduced, 124.
2nd R.*, 148.
3rd R. m., 282.

INSURANCE, CIVIL SERVICE. See " Civil Service."

IRISH AEFAIRS, MR. WALLACE'S SPEECH. See
" Wallace."

MINISTERIAL CHANGES.
Remarks in debate on the Address, 112.

NORTH AMERICAN CANAL CO. INCORP. B. (79).
lst R.*, 459.
Suspension of Rule, and
2nd R.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 461.

NORTH-WEST IMMIGRATION.

In debate on the Address, remarks, 113.
ORANGE SPEECH, MR. WALLACE. See " Wallace."

ORDER, QUESTION OF.

Debate, remarks in.-On remarks made upon
Mr. Scott's reference to Mr. Ferguson's
defeat in Welland, in debate on the
Address, 110.

PORT ARTHUR, DULUTH, &c., RY. Co.'s B. (48).
Introduced*, 283.
2nd R.*, 287.
Amts. of Ry. Com. ; concurrence in each m.,

321.
3rd R.*, 321.

SAULT STE. MARIE CANAL. See " Canals."

SCHWALLER (JOHN F.) DIVORCE B. (J).
Introduced*, 151.
2nd R.*, 287.
3rd R. m., 339.
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CLEMOW, Hon. Francis-Concluded.

TARiFF QUESTION. See " CustOmS.

TIMBER TRADE, VOLUME OF.

Remarks in debate on the Address, 110.

TRADE AND COMMERCE DEPARTMENT.
Remarks in debate on the Address, 112.

UNITED STATES, RELATIONS WITH.

Annexation talk.-Remarks in debate on the
Address, 113.

Canal Toll. and Canal Constiruction.-Re-
marks in debate on the Address, 111.

WALLACE, MU. N. C., CONTROLLER OF CUSTOMS.

Speech at Kingston, Orangemen and Home
Rule; on Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to his dis-
avowal, or the action of Govt. thereçn;
ques. on Mr. Power's speech, newspaper
quoted from, 381; speech on the subject,
384-5.

WELLAND ELECTION AND HON. MR. FERGUSON.

In debate on the Address; on Mr. Scott's
speech, 110.

COCHRANE, Hon. Matthew Henry.

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE
THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Boulton's
speech; remarks, farmer's produce and
expenditure, 50; grain freight rates on
C.P. R., 57.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com. ; ques.,
numbers employed in woollen mills, 217.

De BOUCHERVILLE, Hon. C.E. Boucher.
DRUMMOND COUNTY RY. CO.'S B. (71).

On M. (Mr. MeMillan) for suspension of 57th
Rule, as recommended in Report of Stand-

ing Orders Com., and Mr. Guévremont's
objection te the M., without notice, 461.

On ques. (Mr. )ickey, chairman) as te right
of convening Ry. Com., within 24 hours of
?nd R., 478.

On M. (Mr. MeMillan) that Rules permit Com.
to meet ; that such M. requires notice, 478.

On M. (Mr. McMillan) for 3rd R. ; Amt. m.,
restricting bonding power to $25,000 a mile,
499.

On Mr. Dickey's ques. of Order thereon, that
such Amt. requies notice, 502.

OCEAN ACCIDENT CORPORATION INCORP. B. (39).

Introduced*, 283.
On Order for 2nd R. ; on Mr. Allan's remarks

as to apparent identity with Ocean Guaran-
tee Co. Incorp. B., postponement of 2nl R.
requested (for Mr. Ferguson), 310.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF. See
debate on Drummond County Ry. B. (above).

RULES, REVISION OF.

On M. (Mr. Power) for adoption of Special
Com's Report; ques. as to printing of the
new Rules, 481.

DESJARDINS, Hon. Alphonse.

INTRODUCED, 3.

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE
THRONE.

Seconded, 10. Personal remarks; Ministers
of Trade and Commerce, and Agriculture,
in Senate, 10; Govt. policy and Canadian
prosperity; steamer communication and
Treaty negotiation with France; N. W. im-
migration and Manitoba School question,
10; Nfld. negotiations and St. John's fire;
U. S. relations, and annexation talk ; main-
tenance of existing institutions, and justice
to ail classes advocated, 11.

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R.)
Reported from Com. of the W., with Amts.,

406.

OCEAN GUARANTEE CO. INCORP. B. (46).
3rd R. m. (for Mr. Ferguson), 303.

DEVER, Hon. James.

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE
THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for.-On Mr. Boulton's
speech: ques., liquor smuggling, 54; remark
on N. W. settler's poen, 57.

On Mr. Angers's speech: ques., decrease of
revenue, with as many duties, 69.

On Mr. Power's speech: remark, excise
duties, 91.

On Mr. Howlan's: saw-mills in N.B., 99.

BINDER-TwINE DUTY-See " Customs Duties Act
Amt."

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R).
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; pointed out

that date should be stamped, 388.
In Com. of the W.; on Mr. Bowell's remarks,

intention to prevent foreign cheese passing
through Canada. being stamped Canadian,
401. Further on necessity of date on can,
402; that the year would suffice, 404; on
Mr. Power's remarks, fish packed for
Foreign firme, being required te have their
brands, 405.

CHEESE, FOREIGN, MARKED "CANADIAN."
On Mr. Bowell's remarks, intention of pre-

venting fraudulent marking (in debate on
canned goods, marking of, B.), 401.

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE, PROVISION FOR;
B. (11).

In Com. of the W.; ques. as te rate, 490;
that system should be run without loas t
country, 491 ; compulsory system not ad-
visable, 491.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION Act Amt.; in-
creased rate chargeable, &c.; B. (27).

In Com. of the W., on 5th ci.; instance of
abuse of system quoted, 486.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com.; com-
menta on his speech : price of bread, 207 ;
volume of English trade, 214 ; English con-
sumption of tobacco and spirits, 214.
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DEVER, Hon. James-Continued.

CRIMINAL LAw, ADMINISTRATION. See:
"Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."
.Juvenile Offenders in N.B. B."

CUsTOMS DUTIES ACT AMT.; binder-twine, mach-
inery, &c.; B. (126).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 3rd R.; the measure
advocated, 505-6; on Mr. Power's personal
remarks as to supporting Govt., 506.

DEVER, HON. SENATOR.
The political course of ; on Mr. Power's

remarks, in debate on Customs Duties Act
Aimt. B., 506.

DIVORCE COMMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for appt. of Com.; appt.
of medical nienreconmended, Dr. McInnes
proposed, 120; his appt. m., 122.

EVIDENCE, LAw oF, AMT.; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, &c.; B. (23).

In Com. of the W.; on Ant. (Mr. Scott) to
strike out " compellable; " ques. u n rac-
tice in other countries, as to hus n and
wife giving evidence, 419.

On Aint. (Mr. Power) to add sub-cl., failure
to testify not to create presumption of guilt,
nor be subject of comment by prosecution,
427.

FISH, CANNED, STAMPINO OF. See " Canned
Goods."

FRUIT, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See "Canned
Goods."

INSURANCE, CIVIL SERVICE, B. See " Civil Ser-
vice."

INTEREST RATE ON LOANS. See "Loans."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."
" Juvenile offenders in N.B., Bill."

JUVENILE OFFENDERS, N.B.; reformatory estab-
lished, &c. ; B. (104).

Reported from Com. of the W., without
Amt., 494.

LOAD-LINE LAw. See " Merchant Shipping Act."

LOANS, RATE OF INTEREST ON.
On attention being called (Mr. Perley) to

excessive rate charged in North-west Terri-
tories; remarks on law in New Brunswick,
464.

MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT; load-lines; repeal of
part of Imperial statute; B. (92).

In Coin. of the W. ; remark on reason for the
B., 466.

MORTOAGES, INTEREST RATE. See "Loans."

N. B. REFoRMATORY. See:
"Juvenile offenders in N.B. B."

N. W. T., INTEREST CHARGED ON LOANS.
On attention being called (Mr. Perley) to ex-

cessive rates charged; remark on the law in
N. B., 464.

PATENT ACT AMT. B. (110).
Reported from Coin. of the W., with an Aint.,

475.

DEVER, Hon. James-Concluded.

RAILWAY ACT AMT. B. (U).
Reported from Com. of the W., with Amts.,

452.

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPOINTMENT
OF; B. to make provision for (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; ques. on Mr.
Poirier's speech, Parlt. referred to in Quebec
Resolutions, 370.

SHIPS' LOAD-LINES. See " Merchant Shipping
Act."

SUPERANNUATION, CIVIL SERVICE. See " Civil
Service."

TARIFF QUESTIONS. See:
"Address," Debate on the.
"Commercial Policy," Mr. Boulton's M.
"Customs Duties Act Anit." B.

TwINE DUTY. See " Customs Duties Act Amt."

UNITED STATES.

Cheese fraudulently narked " Canadian. "-On
Mr. Boweli's remarks, intention of checking
(in debate on Canned goods, maIking of, B.),
401.

Fisyh canned for American #rnm.--On Mr.
Power's remarks as to firms requiring their
own brands (in the saine debate), 405.

WITNESSES, LAw OF, B. See " Evidence."

DICKEY, Hon. Robert B.

ALBERTA IRRIGATION CO. INCORP. B. (54).
Reported froin Com. on Rys., &c., with Amts.;

the Amts. explained, 460, 461.

BUFFALO AND FORT ERIE BRIDGE Co. INCORP•
ACT AMT. ; provision for tunnel construction,
&c. ; B. (20).

Reported from Ry. Coin., with Amt. (applica-
tion of General Ry. Act), 251; Ant. ex-
plained, 252..

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:
"Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY., BRANCH CONSTRUCTION.
M. (Mr. Boulton) disapproving of branch line

from Regina to connect with Sault system,
objected to, being prefaced by a preamble,
221.

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R).
In Com. of the W.; specific mark "Canadian"

suggested, 399.
On suggestion (Mr. Power) to insert words

" which falsely represent quantity or quality
or weight"; that Minister should consider
the point before 3rd R., 406.

CARLETON BRANCH (ST. JOHN) RY.; confirmation
of sale; B. (122).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R. ; ques., whether
arrangement carried out, 473.

CIIESE, SPECIFIC MARKING AS CANADIAN.
In Coin. of the W., on " Canned goods, mark-

ing of, B.," 399.
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DIOKEY, Hon. Robert B.--Continued.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Coni.; on Mr.

Scott's reference to Commons Select Com. of
1876; ques. as to Govt. opposition thereto,
239.

On Mr. Boulton's request to withdraw M., and
Messrs. Almon's and McCallum's objections
thereto ; Senate usage stated, 243.

COMMIVTTEE, DIVORCE. See "Divorce."

COMMITTEES, STANDING, OIANIZATION OF.
On M-. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Corns.;

quorum being a fixed one for purpose of
organizing, approved of, 117.

CRIMINAL LAW, ADMINISTRATION. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

DIVORCE COMMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Coi.; re-

marks on professional men being members,
&c., 118, 120.

DRUMMOND COUNTY Ry. Co.'s B. (71).
The Speaker having overruled Mr. McMillan's

M. for 2nd R. without notice, objection
having been taken ; suggested that notice be
given of 2nd R. at next sitting, 462.

Inqy. (as Chairman) whether Ry. Com. may
be convened within 24 hours' notice, 475,
476; remark on result of discussion, Coin.
to be called at a future date, 479.

Reported from Ry. Com., without Amt., 498.
On M. (Mr. McMillan) for 3rd R., and Amt.

(Mr. DeBoucherville) restricting bonding
power to $25,000 a mile, 499, 500 ; on Mr.

llerose's remarks, 500. Objection taken
to the Aint., without notice, 502; at Mr.
Power's suggestion, objection withdrawn,
502.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY CROSsINGS. See:
" Railway Act Amt. B."

EVIDENCE, LAW OF, AMT. ; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, &c. ; B. (23).

On Order for 3rd R. ; on Aint. (Mr. Angers)
to substitute 24th cl., as in B. when brought
up in Commons, taking out " compellable,"
and inserting, failure to testify not to be
subject of comment by prosecution, 444.

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 3rd R., question as to
applicability of Dominion laws to civil cases
in the Provinces, 446.

FIsH, CANNED, MARKINO. See " Canned Goods."

FRUIT, CANNED, MARKING. See " Canned
Goods."

GRAND TRUNK, GEORGIAN BAY, &c., Ry. Co.'s
B. (25).

Reported from Ry. Coin. without Amt., 252.
M. (Mr. Power) to refer back to Com. for

further consideration, (respecting applica-
tion of Ontario Act), seconded, 253.

GRAND TRUNK RY., AMALGAMATION OF OTHER
Cos. ; B. (50).

Reported from Ry Com., with 3 Ants., 378;
the Amts. explained, 378-9.

DIOKEY, Hon. Robert B.-Coninued.
JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:

" Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."

MAN. & N. W. Ry. Co., ACTs, CONSOLIDATION
B. (L).

Reported from Ry. Coi., with Amts., 284;
Ants. explained, 284.

MONCTON & P. E. 1. RY. AND FERRY CO. 's
B. (56).

Reported froi Ry. Coi., with Amts. ; the
Aits. explained, 406-7.

NORTH ATLANTIC RY. AND SS. CO. ; Incorp.
Act revived; naine changed to "Quebec
& Labrador Steam-ship Co.," &c. ; B. (67).

Reported from Ry. Com., with Amts. ; neces-
sity for further change of name explained,
425.

N. S., BUILDING SOCIETY, &c., B. (F).

On M. (Mr. Almon) for 2nd R., and his objec-
tion to Mr. Bowell's suggestions for consider-
ation of points by Coi. ; remarks on pro-
cedure, 149; on Mr. Power's renarks, 149;
on Mr. Vidal's, 150.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill, Petition for. -Remarks on necessity of
Petition, for Bills received through Coni-
mons; in debate on draft of new rules sub-
mitted by Special Com., 483.

Bill, 2nd R., Notice required.-Mr. McMillan's
M. for 2nd R. of Drnmmond County Ry. B.
being overruled, objection having been taken
for want of notice ; suggested that he give
notice for next sitting, 462.

Bill, on 2nd R. Suggestions for Com.-On
M. (Mr. Ahnon) for 2nd R. of N. S. Building
Society 's B., and his objection to Mr.
Bowell 's suggestion of points for oonsidera-
tion of Coin. ; remarks on procedure, 149;
on Mr. Power's remarks, 149; on Mr.
Vidal's, 150.

Bill, 3rd R., Amt. without Notice.-Objection
taken, to Mr. De Boucherville's Amt. to 3rd
R. of Drummond County Ry. B., without
notice, 502; but withdrawn, at Mr. Power's
suggestion, 502.

Committee, Period of Convening.-Inqy. (as
Chairman) how soon after 2nd R., Ry. Coi.
may be convened, on Drummond County
Ry. Co's. B., 476 ; remark on result of dis-
cussion, Com. to be galled at a future date,
479.

Committees, Standing, Quorum.-On M. (Mr.
Bowell) for appt. of Coni. ; quorum being a
fixed one for purpose of organizing, approved
of, 117.

Debate, Expressions in. -On remarks of Messrs.
Angers and Power, as to the " perfection"
of Senate Speakership B., 390.

Divorce Com., Composition of.--On M. (Mr.
Bowell) for appt. of Com. ; remarks on pro-
fessional men for niembers, &c., 118, 120.

M., Preamble to. -Mr. Boulton's M., against
C.P.R. branch construction froin Pembîna to
Sault systein. objected to, being prefaced by
a preamble, 221.
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DIOKEY, Hon. Robert B.-Continued.

ORDER AND PROCEDWURE-Contineued.

M., withdrawal of.-Mr. Boulton's request to
withdraw his M. for Select Com. on Com-
mercial policy being opposed by Messrs.
Alinon and McCallum, remark upon Senate
usage in such cases, 243.

Rudes, Revision of.-See " Rules " (below).
Speakerehip, Temporary, Provision for.-On

M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. of B. (N); on
the measure and constitutional points in-
volved. See that B., under " Senate"
(below).

PATENT AcT AMT. B. (110).
In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Angers accepting

Mr. Power's suggestion, to retain subsect.
of sect. 21, authorizing reference of doubtful
points to Dept. of Justice, 475.

PORT ARTHUR, DULUTH, &c., RY. Co.'s B. (48).
Reported from Ry. Com., with Amts., 320;

Amts. explained, 320, 321.

QUEBEC AND LABRADOR STEAM-SHIP CO.
" North Atlantic Ry. & SS. Co."

See :

RAILWAY AcT AMT. B. (U).
In Com. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Scott), to

add sub-sect., Street Ry. conductors to go
forward at crossings, and signal motorman
to cross, and on Mr. Snith's objections
thereto, 449.

RAILWAYS REFERRED TO. See:

Canadian Pacific Ry.
Carleton Branch, St. John, Ry.
Drummond County Ry.
Grand Trunk, Georgian Bay, &c., Ry.
Grand Trunk Ry.
Manitoba and N. W. Ry.
Moncton and P.E.I. Ry.
North Atlantic Ry.
Port Arthur, Duluth, &c., Ry.
St. John Branch Ry. See:

" Carleton Branch Ry."
Western Counties Ry. See:

" Yarmouth and Annapolis Ry."

RULES, REVISION OF THE.

On Report of Special Com., and ques. of new
Rules standing over till next session; re-
marks on desirability of their going into
effect from beginnig of session, 481.

On M. (Mr. Power) for postponement of con-
sideration until next session; on ques. of
Petition bein required for Private B. re-
ceived through Commons, 483.

ST. JOHN, N.B., CARLETON BRANCH RY. See:
"Carleton Branch Ry."

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, PROVISION FOR;
B. (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; remarks on
the ineasure, and the constitutional pointa
involved, 311-13-14.

In Com. of the W. ; on lst cl. ; on Amt. (Mr.
Bellerose) to insert "temporarily," &c.,
390, 391.

DICKEY, Hon.. Robert B.-Concluded.
SENATE, SPEAKER, &C.-.Continued.

Amt. m., to insert phrase " until the Speaker
himself shall resume the Chair, or another
Speaker be appointed by the Governor-
General," 392.

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 3rd R. ; further re-
marks on the constitutional points involved,
Mr. Gowan's speech, &c., 395, 396.

SENATE RULFS. See " Rules."

STREET RAILwAY CRoSSINOs.
" Railway Act Amt. B."

See:

TARIFF AND TRADE MATTERS. See:
" Commercial Policy " (Mr. Boulton's M.).

WESTERN COUNTIES Ry. B. See "Yarmouth
and Annapolis."

WITNESSES, LAw OF, B. See "Evidence."

YARMOUTH AND ANNAPOLIs RY. Co. ; change of
name, &c. ; B. (38).

Reported from Ry. Com., with Amt. (restrict-
ing shipping operations to purposes con-
nected with the undertaking), 288.

DOBSON, Hon. John.

WALLACE, MR. N. C., CONTROLLER OF CUSTOMS.
Orange Speech at Kingston. On Inqy. (Mr.

Power), action of Govt. thereon; ques. as to
orders for arms, 380.

DRUMMOND, Hon. George A.

CRIMINAL CODE AMT. B. (43).
In Com. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Power)

verdict of jury, in criminal cases, notwith-
standing dissent of one Juror; urged that
the Amt. be withdrawn, and introduced as
a B. next session, 470.

PATENT AcT AMT. B. (110).
In Com. of the W. ; ques. as to term of Patent

and extension, 475.

QUEBEC AND MONTREAL, DOMINION OFFICIALS.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return showing
nationalities, &c. ; remarks on system o
appointments, 272.

FERGUSON, Hon. John.

Introduced, 3.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FRO THE THRONE.
M. for, 5. Personal remarks, 6; compliment

to His Ex. on leaving Canada, 6; assurance
of loyalty, 7; pessimists, 7, 9; prosperity
of Canada and trade increase, 7-8; U. S.
cities and States compared with Canada,
8-9; Sault Ste. Marie canal construction, 9,
Newfld. negotiations, 9.

On Mr. Scott s speech, and personal remarks,
14; on Mr. Power's speech, further on per-
sonal remarks, and Welland election, 87-8.

BUFFALO AND FORT ERIE BRIDGE CO. ; authority
to build Tunnel, &c. ; B. (20).

Introduced*, 220.
(2nd R. m. by Mr. McCallum, 246).
(3rd R. ni. by Mr. McKindsey, 252)
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FERGUSON, Hon. John-Contined.

CANADIAN POWER CO.; enlargement of powers
of taking water from Niagara river; B. (63).

let R. (Mr. Power)*, 367.
2nd R. m. ; B. explained, 388.
3rd R. (Mr. McKindsey)*, 407.

CHOLERA, PRECAUTIONS AGAINST.
Inqy. as to Govt. measures, taken and pro-

posed, with general remarks on subject of
quarantine, sanitation, &c., 166-171 ; further
remarks on debate that ensued, 179.

CONTINGENT ACCTS. COMMITTEE.
2nd Report; on M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption,

and Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to strike out 6th
par., granting $250 to Sessional Messengers,
457.

DIVORCE COMMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Select Com.

remarks on Divorce question generally, and
personally as to serving on Com., 121.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS. See:
" Railway Act Amt. B."

MESSENGERS, SESSIONAL, PAY OF.
On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption Report Con-

tingt. Acets. Com., and Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to
strike out cl. granting the full $250, 457.

OCEAN ACCIDENT CORPORATION INCORP. B. (39).
(Introduced by Mr. deBoucherville*, 283).
(On Order for 2nd R. ; on Mr. Allan's remarks

as to apparent identity with Ocean Guaran-
tee Co. s B., postponement requested by
Mr. deBoucherville, 310).

2nd R. m., the difference of the Bs. being ex-
plained, 342.

3r R.*, 379.

OCEAN GUARANTEE CORPORATION INCORP. B. (46).
Introduced*, 287.
2nd R.*, 287.
(Reported from the Banking and Commerce

Com. with Amt., and
3rd R m., by Mr. Desjardins, 303.)

ORDER AND PROCEDURE.
Debate, remarks in. Objections to Mr. Scott's

reference to Welland election, &c., in debate
on the Address, 87-8.

RAILWAY ACT AMT. B. (U).
lu Com. of the W.; on 2nd cl., and Amt. (Mr.

Scott) to hdd subsect., Street Ry. condue-
tors to go forward at crossings, and signal
motorman to cross, 449.

On 4th cl., placing Electric Ry. at Falls under
law of Ont.; addition suggested, to ensure
continuance of operation by electricity, 450,
451.

SESSIONAL MESSENGERS. See " Messengers."

STREET RAILWAY CROSSINGS. See:
" Railway Act Amt. B."

WELLAND CANAL, SUPT. ELLIS.
On Inqy. (Mr. McCallum) what action takèn

by Govt. upon report of investigation; re-
marks on the case, 261-2.

FLINT, Hon. Billa.
WALLACE, MR. N. C., CONTROLLER OF CUSTOMS.

Orange speech at Kingston. On Inqy. (Mr.
Power) as to Govt. action; comment on Mr.
Power's speech, 381.

WELLAND CANAL, SUPT. ELLIS.
On Inqy. (Mr. McCallum) what action taken

upon report of investigation; on Mr. O'Don-
ohoe's speech; ques. as to evidence, 260.

GIRARD, Hon. Marc Amable.
THE DECEASE OF.

Remarks: Mr. Bowell, 3; Mr. Scott, 5; Mr.
Bernier, 5.

GLAIER, Hon. John.
ADDREsS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE

THRONE.
On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Boulton's

speech; ques., binding twine, 51; ques.,
N. B. industries, 51.

GOWAN, Hon. James Robert.
BALFOUR DIvORCE B. (D).

4th Report presented (reporting procedure
complete) and its adoption m., 144.

15th Report (in favour of the B.) adoption m.,
263; on Mr. Almon's objection to decision
immediately upon distribution of evidence,
265; on Mr. Power's objection to summary
of evidence being offered and published in
debates, 265. .

BALLANTYNE DIVORCE B. (C).
3rd Report of Com. presented (reporting pro-

cedure complete) and adoption m., 124.
Report in favour of the B., adoption m., 221.

BOOKS, PURCHASE OF.
Ready Reference to Statutes;

tion of Printing Com., pnd
for adoption of keort, 480.

CANADA EVIDENCE AcT. See:
" Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."

on recommenda-
M. (Mr. Read)

CRIMINAL CODE AMT. B. (43).
In Com. of the W.; on Amt. (Mr. Power) to

add cl., verdict notwithstanding dissent of
of one Juror, 469, 470 ; withdrawal of M. at
present time advised, 472.

CRIMINAL LAw. See:
" Criminal Code Ant. B."
" Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."

DIVORCE CASES. See:
" Balfour."
" Ballantyne."
"Doran."
"Goff."
"Hebdeu."
"Heward."
"Schwaller."

DIVORCE COMMITTEE, COIPOSITION OF.
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Com. ; on

ques. of removal of old members, appt. of
professional men, &c.; personal offer to
retire, 120.
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GOWAN, Hon. James Robert-Continued.

DIVORCE RULES (GEMMILL'S PRACTICE).

Divorce Coin. Report, recommending purchase
of 12 copies; presented and adoption m.,
145.

DORAN DIVORCE B. (E).
5th Report (reporting special steps taken to

prove service), presented and adoption m.,
145.

Report (personal service made), presented and
adoption m., 251.

Report in favour of the B., adoption m., 366.

EVIDENCE, LAW OF, AMT. ; the accused, hus-
,band or wife of accused, &c. ; B. (23).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R.; comment up-
on production of documents, 364.

In Coin. of the W., on principle of the B. (by
consent) ; 407-8-9.

On Aint. (Mr. Power) to add sub-cl., failure to
testify not to create presumption of guilt,
nor to be subject of comment by prosecu-
tion. 427, 429.

On Order for 3rd R., and M. (Mr. Angers) to
substitute el. 24 as in B. when brought up
in Commons, striking out " compellable,"
and inserting phrase, failure to testify not
to be commented on by prosecution, 445.

On Amt. (Mr. Angers) to add to 27th cl., any
person authorized to take affidavits, 446.

GOFF DIVORCE B. (K).
Report of Coin., in favour of the B., adoption

m., 342. .

HEBDEN DIVORCE B. (B).
2nd Report of Com. presented (reporting sub-

stitutional service), and adoption m., 124.
Report in favour of the B.; adoption m., 279.

HEWARD DIVoRCE B. (A).
Ist Report of Coin. presented (reporting substi-

tutional service), and adoption m.. 123.
16th Report; postponement of consideration

m., in consequence of printing being incoin-
piete, 265-6.

Adoption of Report in. (in favour of the B.),
279; reply to Mr. Bernier's objections, 280.

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:

" Criminal Code Amt. B."
" Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill, Amt., withdraval advised.-Amt. to
Criminal Code, verdict without unanimous
consent of Jury; Mr. Power advised to
withdraw it, as adoption of a vital prin-
ciple at late period of session would be im-
proper, and would likely not he carried in
Commons, 472.

Bills passed in Commons. -That measure passed
twice by representatives of the people
should be adopted by Senate (on Evidence,
law of, Amt. B.), 411.

Divorce Com., composition of.-On ques. of re-
moval of old Members, and on appt. of
professional men, 120.

Divorce Procedure.-On objection taken to
decision upon Com.'s Report, immediately
after evidence distributed, 265.

GOWAN, Hon. James Robert-Concluded.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE-Continued.
On objection to sumnary of evidence being

given, and published in Debates, 265.
Senate, constitutional position of. -Remarks, on

law of Evidence Amt. B., 407, 411.
Senate, Speaker, temporary, appointment of.

-On merits of the B. and constitutional
points involved: see that B., under " Sen-
ate " (below).

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

On M. (Mr. Read, Quinté) for adoption of 6th
Report of Con. ; on purchase of Ready
Reference to Statutes, 480.

PROHIBITION. See " Temperance legislation."

SCHWALLER DIVoRCE, B. (J).

Report in favour of the B., adoption m., 339.

SENATE, SPEAKER OF, TEMPoRARY; B. (N) to

nake provision for appt.
On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R.; commenta on

the measure, and the constitutional points
involved, 314, 318-9; on Mr. Vidal's speech,
331-2; on Mr. Power's, 344, 348; on Mr.
Kaulbach's, 3W2; on Mr. Scott's, 360; on
Mr. Boulton's, 366.

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 3rd R.; further, or.
Mr. Dickey's remarks, and on the coustitu-
tional ques., 397.

STATulEs, READY REFERENCE TO.

On recommendation of Printing Coin. for pur-
chase of, and M. (Mr. Read) for adoption of
Report, 480.

TEMPERANCE LEGISLATION (PROIBITIoN;.

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for R. Commission's in-
structions, &c. ; on the prohibition question,
and the Commission's operations, 155.

WITNESSEs, LAW OF. See " Evidence."

GRANT, Hon. Robert P.

THE DECEASE OF. Remarks: Mr. Bowell, 4;
Mr. Scott, 5; Mr. Primrose, 5.

GUEVREMONT, Hon. Jean Baptiste.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RY. Co.'s B. (71).
On M. (Mr. McMillan) for suspension of

Rules and 2nd R. ; objection taken, B. not
printed in French, 459, 460.

On M. (Mr. MeMillan) for suspension of 57th
Rule, as recommended in Report of Stand-
ing Orders Con. ; objection taken to M. of
a special nature without notice, 461.

On M. (Mr. McMillan) for suspension of 14th
and 61st Rules, and for 2nd R. ; objection
taken to M. for suspension of Rules without
notice, 462 ; on Mr. Power's remark, 462.

On ques. (Mr. Dickey, chairman) wbether Ry.
Con. may be convened within 24 hours ; on
the ques. of procedure, and the merits of
the B., 477.

On ques. of passage of the B. ; further on the
merits of the B., 503 ; M. to strike out 4th
cl., 504.
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HOWLAN, Hon. George William.
ADDRESS IN ANSwER TO THE SPEECH FROM THE

THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Boulton's
speech: result of exports exceeding im-
ports, 49.

On Mr. Angers's speech, remark as to revising
officers, 65.

On the Address and Mr. Power's speech, ques.
as to North Atlantic States, 89; personal
compliment, 95; increase of trade, banking
business, exports and imports; Ministers of
Trade and Commerce, and of Agriculture, in
Senate ; compliment to Sir J. Abbott, 95 ;
Opposition charges, 95-6; their tariff policy
and Conservative compared, 96; C. P. R.
construction, 96; Canadian and United
States tariffs compared, 96-7 ; increase of
trade since 1867, 97, 99; N.B. and N.S.
manufacturing statistics, 97, 99; tonnage
increase, 97-8; taxation compared with
other countries, 98 ; annexation sentiment
and writings, 99, 100, 101 ; Imperial con-
nection and duty, 101.

On Mr. McInnes's speech ; ques. as to tonnage
of entries at Victoria, 105.

CANADA EVIDENCE AcT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. CONSTRUCTION.
" Address," debate on the.

See:

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R).
In Com. of the W. ; on definition of can as a

package, 399.
On lobster fishing; on date of packing being

stamped on the can, 401.

COMMONS RÉPRESENTATION READJUSTMENT AcT ;
several slight Amts. ; B. (42).

Reported from Com. of the W., without Amt.,
283.

EVIDENCE, LAw OF, AMT. ; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, &c. ; B. (23).

In Com. of the W., progress reported, 424.
Reported from the Com., with Amts., 430.
On Order for 3rd R., and proposed Amts.;

held that, if further Amts. are desired, B.
should be re-committed, 445.

EXPoRTS. AND IMPORTS. See " Address," debate
on the.

FRENCU-SPEAKING EMPLOYEES. See " Montreal."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See " Evidence,
law of."

LOBSTER FISHING AND CANNING. See "Canned
Goods."

MONTREAL, CUSTOMS EMPLOYEES.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return, showing
nationalities, &c. ; comment on his know-
ledge of English, 191.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE. QUESTION OF.

Having reported law of Evidence B. from
Com. of the W., with Amts. ; on Order for
3rd R., and proposed further Amts. ; held
that it should be recommitted for the pur-
pose, 445.

HOWLAN, Hon. George W.-Concluded.
SEAMEN'S ACT AMT. ; lien on ship for master's

disbursements, &c. ; B. (O).
Reported from Com. of the W., without Amt.,

302.
SENATE, MINISTERS IN THE. See "Address,"

debate on the.

TARIFF AND TRADE MATTERS. See "Addres,"
debate on the.

TONNAGE. See " Address," debate on the.
VESSE.s, LIEN ON. See "Seamen's Act Anit. B."
WITNESSES, LAw OF, B. See " Evidence."

KAULBACH, Hon. Henry A. N.
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Scott's
speech : canal tolls, ques., writer of article,
18.

On Mr. Boulton's speech : maritime province
exports, ques., values, 44; tonnage decrease,
ques., comparison with 1874-78, 47 ; exports
and imports and results, remark, 50; N. W.
settler's poem, remark, 57.

On Mr. Angers's speech : N. B. Govt., Liberal,
remark, 66.

On Mr. Power's speech: political course of
Senate, remark, 88; census comparison with
U. S., ques., State of Maine, 89; tonnage
decrease 1874-78, 92-3; business failures,
cause, depression, 1874-78, 93; annexation
movement in P. Q., 94.

On the Address; remarks on Trade policy de-
ferred, 101; pessimist doctrines of Oppo-
sition, 101-2.

ADJOURNMENTS, LENGTHY, OPPOSED.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for adjt., 7-27 Feb., 145.

ANNEXATION. See " U. S."

APPLES, INSPECTION. See "Inspection, General,
Act."

BALFOUR DIVORCE B. (B).
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 15th Report

of Com. (in favour of the B.); remarks of
Mr. Almon concurred in, protesting against
decision immediately; evidence should be
distributed 48 hours previously ; also that a
sumnary of evidence should not appear in
the Debates, 263-4.

BILLS, FEES FOR. See "Parliamentary Fees B."

BILLS, PROCEDURE ON. See " Order and Pro-
cedure."

BOOKS, PURCHASE OF.
Held that Printing Com. has no right to

recommend (on adoption of 6th Report, in
favour of purchase of supply of Ready
Reference to Statutes), 480.

BURGLARY GUARANTEE CO. See '' Dominion
. Burglary Giuarantee Co."

CANADA CARRIAGE CO. INCORP. B. (59).
On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for adoption of

Report of Standing Orders and Priv. Bs.
Coin.; the unusual powers having already
been granted by Provincial charters, report
not opposed, 437.

i
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KAULBACH, Hon. Henry A. N.-CStd.

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.; ADDITIONAL DEBENTURES,
powers of issuing restored; B. (84).

On M. (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington) for 2nd R.;
more definite information required, 398.

CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry., BRANCI LINES.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Resolutior; objec-
tion taken to preamble as being contrary to
Rules, 221.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY., CAPITAL STOCK.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Orders in Council

authorizing increase ; correction, price of
nails, 134 ; on freight rates, Pacifie terminus
site, price of oats, &c., 136.

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R.)
In Com. of the W.; that cans, as well as

packages, should be specified, 399 ; as to
dates, suggested labels in quantities, and
year added by stamp, 400 ; that regulations
should be confined to canning, not catching
(as regards lobsters), 402; on fish, packed
for AmericaIn dealers, being stamped with
their brand, 405.

CENSUS, COMPARISON WITH U. S.
In debate on the Address; on Mr. Power's

speech; ques., State of Maine, 89.
CENSUS, 1891, SYSTEM OF TAKING.

On M. (Mr. Tassé) for information ; suggestion
that all nationalities be included in the M.,
126.

CHILDREN, PUNISHMENT. See "Juvenile Of-
fenders B."

CHOLERA, GOVT. PRECAUTIONS AGAINST.

On Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson) ; concerted action
with municipalities advocated, 177.

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE; B. to provide for
(11).

In Com. of the W.; questions whether Insur-
ance compulsory, 490 ; remark in favour of
a compulsory system, ques. as to employees
of Parlt., 491 ; on appointing men in poor
health, 491 ; that system should be com-
pulsory for those appointed hereafter, 492.

CIVIL SERVICE, NATIONALITIES OF.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return of Quebec

officials; comment on his speech, 271.
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION ACT AMT.;

rates chargeable increased, &c. ; B. (27).
On M. (Mr. Bowell) into Coin. of the W., and

hie explanation of the B. ; ques. whether
new rates compulsory on present employees,
485 ; ques. as to insurance, 485.

COLUMBIA AND KOOTENAY Ry., &c., Co.'s B. (68).
On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), for 3rd R., and

Amt. (Mr. MeInnes, B. C.), to eliminate cl.
authorizing a 30-mile branch construction,
432.

Reference made hereto, on the Amt. (Mr. Mc-
Innes, B.C.), to Railway Act Amt. B.
(U), 451.

KAULBACH, Hon. Henry A. N.-Contd.
COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.

(See previously, " Address " debate on the.)
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com. ; com-

ment on his speech ; U. S. political platform,
201 ; Sir R. Peel's policy, 209; Lake traffic,
213; agricultural implements protection,
217-18-19; blacksmithing, 225; sewing
machines, 225; other manufacturing indus-
tries, 226; taxes on wholesale imports, 229;
free trade, 230, 231 ; excise revenue, 233 ;
railway and canal revenue, 234. On Mr.
Power's speech; shipping decrease, 1874-78,
243.

COMMITTEES. See THE SUBJECTS.

CONTINGENT AcCTs. COM., COMPOSITION OF.
Reduced number advocated, on report of Com.

on revision of the Rules, 482.
CONTINGENT ACCTS. CoM., REPORTS OF.

On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption of 2nd Re-
port, and M. (Mr. Bowell) to strike out 6th
par., (that Messengers be paid the full
$250); session being less than 100 days, the
IeductIon advocated, 455.

CRIMINAL CODE AMT. B. (43.)
In Com. of the W. ; on 10th cl., prosecutions

req uiring consent of Minister of Marine;
evidence of malicious prosecution of ship as
unseaworthy, 467.

On Amt. (Mr. Power) addl. cl. to sect. 728 of
Act, verdict returnable notwithstanding
dissent of one Juror ; suggestion, after a
certain length of time, 469 ; Amt. advocated,
469, 470 ; withdrawal advised, for the pre-
sent, on ground of expediency, 470, 472.

CRIMINAL LAw. See:
" Criminal Code Amt. B."
"Evidence, law of, B."
" Juvenile Offenders B."

DECK-LOAD LAw. See " Merchant Shipping
Àct."

DIVORCE CASES. &e:
" Balfour."
" Doran."
" Heward."

DIVORCE COMMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Select Com.,

remarks on personnel, 119; on retirement of
old members of the Com., 120.

DOMINION BURGLARY GUARANTEE Co. Incorp.
B. (15),

On M. (Mr. McMillan) for 2nd R. ; ques.
az to novelty of B., 220.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMT. ; Man., homesteads
in school sections, &c. ; B. (109).

In Com. of the W. ; ques., whether B. con-
fined to Manitoba, 493.

DORAN DIVORCE B. (E).
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption of Report of

Com. (in favour of the B.); remark on the
case, 366.
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ELECTION, VANCOUVER, B. C.

On Inqy. (Mr. McInnes, B. C.) as to issue of
writ; remarks, 394.

ELECTIONS, THE By, RESULTS OF.
Remarks, on Mr. Power's speech, in Com. of

the W. on Voters' Lists revision postpone-
ment B. (123), 489.

ELECTORAL LIsTS. See " Voters' Lists B."

ELLIs, SuPT., WELLAND CANAL.
On Inqy. (Mr. McCallum) as to intention of

Govt. to take action upon report of investi-
gation; remarks on bis speech, 257, 259.

On M. (Mr. McCallum) forstatementof amount
paid back to Supt. Ellis; remark on form of
M., 294.

EMPLOYEES, NATIONALITIES. See "Ciril Service."

EPIDEMICS, PRECAUTIONS. See "Cholera."

EVIDENCE, LAw OF; the accused, husband or
wife of accused, documents, &c. ; B. (23).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R.; on Mr.
Power's objection to 2nd R. at evening ses-
sion, another Order having the floor at
recess, 364; 2nd R. agree to, on under-
standing that rinciples may be discussed in
Com. o the ., 365.

In Com. of the W. ; suggestion that "com-
ellable " be omitted, also cl. allowing hus-
and or wife to testify, 414.

On Amt. (Mr. Scott) to strike out " com-
pellable" as to husband or wife, 415; re-
marks on last year's legislation, 416; hasty
criminal legislation deprecated, &c., 416.

On Amt. (Mr. Power) to add. el., failure to
testify not to create presumption of guilt,
&c., 427.

On suggested Amt. (Mr. Angers) refusal to
testify not to be commented upon by the
Court, 429; further remarks, 429.

On Order for 3rd R., and Amt. (Mr. Angers),
striking out " compellable," and inserting
cl., failure te testify not to be commented on
by prosecution, 443-4-5.

Amts. of Commons (inserting " competent"
for " compellable " and precluding Judge
from commenting on failure to testify) ; on
M. (Mr. Angers) for concurrence, 493.

ExPoRTS AND IMPORTS.

In debate on the Address. See " Address."
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com. on

Trade. Ses "Commercial policy of Canada."
FEES, PARLIAMENTARY, B. See " Parliamen-

tary."

FISH, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See "Canned
goods."

FRANCHISE ACT, REVISION OF.

A more liberal Franchise Act advocated, in
Com. of the W. on Voters' Lists Revision B.
(123), 489.

FRENCH-SPEAKING EMPLOYEES.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return showing
nationalities, &c.; comment on his speech,
271.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT. See "Inspection."
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS, PORT OF CALL AT.

On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) what steps taken to
acquire a port, in event of changed foreign
relations; on the procedure, that an Inqy.
should not be debatable, 326; on import-
ance of Hawaiian independence, 326.

HEWARD DIVORCE B. (A).
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for postponement of con-

sideration of 16th Report of Con., on ac-
count of incompleteness of printing; that
Chairman should not assume duty of revis-
ing the printing, 266.

On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption of the
Report (in favour of B.); remarks on the
evidence in the case, 280-1.

HOLIDAYS LAw AMT.; abolition of 3 holidays " of
obligation."

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R.; remarks on
N. S. Thanksgiving Day observance, 183.

INSPECTION, GENERAL, ACT, AMT. ; Apples,
classification of; B. (V).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; remarks on
N. S. apple growing and trade, 438.

INSURANCE, CIVIL SERVICE. See "Civil Service."
JURIES, UNANIMOUS VERDICT. See " Criminal

Code Amt. B."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See :
" Criminal Code Amt. B."
" Evidence, Law of, B."
" Juvenile Offenders B."

JUVENILE OFFENDERS ; private trial of; parents
to be summoned respecting committal to
Reformatory, &c.; B. (P).

On M. (Mr. Allan) for 2nd R.; remarks as to
the age, and effect of private trials, 299.

LAND GRANTS, N.W. CAMPAIGN. See "Militia."

LANDS ACT, DOMINION, AMT. See "Dominion."

LAw, CRIMINAL. See:
" Criminal Code Amt. B."
"Evidence, law of, B."
"Juvenile Offenders, B."

LEGISLATION IN SENATE. See " Order and Pro-
cedure."

LIQuoRTRAFFIC. See "Temperancelegislation."

LOAD-LINES. See " Merchant Shipping Act."

LOBSTERS, CATCHING OF. See the debate on
" Canned goods, stamping of ; B."

MAN., HOMESTEADS IN SCROOL SECTIONS ; Dom.
lands Act Amt. B. (109).

In Com. of the W. ; ques., whether B. con-
fined to Manitoba, 493.

MERCHANT SHIPPINo ACT AMT. ; Load-lines: re-
peal of portion of Imperial Act as regards
Canajian ships ; B. (92).

In Com of the Whole. ; ques. whether Deck-
loads will be affected, as well as load-lines,
466.
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KAULBACH, Hon. Henry A. N.-Contd.
MESSENGERS, SESSIONAL ALLOwANCE.

On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption of 2nd
Report, Contingt. Acets. Com., and M. (Mr.
Bowell) to strike out 6th par. (that Messen-
gers be paid the full $250) ; session being
less than 100 days, reduction advocated, 455.

MILITIA IN N. W. CAMPAiGN ; LAND GRANTS;
time further extended ; B. (G).

In Com. of the W. ; ques. as to cause of neces-
sity for further extension, 198.

NEW BRUNSWICK GOvT., POLITICS OF.

In debate on the Address ; remark on Mr.
Augers's speech, and Mr. Power's comments,
66.

NOVA SCOTIA APPLES. See "Inspection Act
Amt."

N. S. BUILDING SOCIETY AND SAvIxOs' BANK
ACT. AMT. B. (F.)

On M. (Mr. Almon) for 2nd R. ; remark on
effect of the B., 148.

N. S. THANKSGIVING DAY OBSERVANCE.

Remarks on 2nd R. of B. (N.) abolishing 3
holidays of obligation, 183.

N. W. CAMPAIGN, LAND GRANTS. See " Militia."

N. W. SETTLERS AND THE "N. P."

In debate on the Address; remark on poem
quoted by Mr. Boulton, 57.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTION OF.
Adjournments, Lengthy, opposed.- On Mr.

Bellerose's M. (7-27 Feb.), 145.
Bill, Amt., Postponement.-Mr. Power advised

to postpone his Amt. (unanimous verdict
· not essential) to Criminal Code Amt. B.,

rather than jeopardize passage of the Bill,
470, 472.

Bill, Discussion of Principle in Com.-2nd R.
of Law of Evidence B. agreed to, on under-
standing that its principle may be dis-
cussed in Com., 364.

Bill, Feesfor, disposed of.-Remarks on the
new procedure, in Coin. of the W. on
" Parliamentary fees B. (61)," 366.

Bill proceedinig, durinj Interrupted Debate.
-On Mr. Power's objection to law of evi-

dence B. being noved 2nd R. at evening
session, Mr. Poirier having had the floor
at recess on another Order, 364.

Bill, 3rd R., Discusion on Principle.-Pointed
out that this is irregular, at that stag*;
on Mr. Dickey's speech, on 3rd R. of
Speaker of Senate B., 396.

Committees, Composition of.-Contingt. Acets.
Com., reduced number advocated, on revi-
sion of the Rules, 482.

Divorce Com., remarks on personnel, profes-
sional men on the Com., &c., 119; on
retirement of old members, 119.

Com., Printing, Functions of. -- Held that it has
no right to recommend the granting of
money (on adoption of 6th Report, in
favour of purchase of Blatch's Ready
Reference to the Statutes), 480.

KAULBACH, Hon. Henry A. N.-Contd.
ORDER AND PRoCEDURE-Continued.

Criminal Legislation, hasty, deprecated.-In de-
bate on " Evidence, law of, Amt. B."
(testimony of the accused, &c.), 416.

Divorce Committee. -See "Committees"
(above).

Divorce Procedure.-Protest against adoption
of final Report of Coin., less than 48
hours after evidence distributed (Balfour
case), 263.

That summary of evidence should not be
published in Debates (same case), 264.

That Chairman of Com. should not assume
duty of revising the printing (Heward
case), 266.

Inquiries not Debatable.-That Com. on Senate
Rules should define procedure, to forbid
de»ates on Inquies. (on Mr. Boulton's
Inqy. respecting Hawaiian Islands), 326.

Motions, preamble inadmissible.-Objection, on
this ground, to Mr. Boulton's M. re
C. P. R. branch lines, 221.

Printing of Reports.-On Mr. Power's sugges-
tion that Depts. should pay for printing
their Reports (on the adoption of Printing
Com. Report), 320.

Rules, revision of.--See " Rules " (below).
Senate, Share of Legislation.-Remarks on Mr.

Bellerose's M. for adjt. (7-27 Feb.), 145.
Senate,Speaker,temporary,appt.of.-Onmerits

of B. (N) to make provision for, and on
the constitutional points involved, 350-1-2.

PARLIAMENTARY FEES, RECEIPT, RETURN, &C.;
B. (61).

In Com. of the W. ; on the new procedure,
refunds by Auditor General, 366.

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption let Report of
Joint Com. ; ques., 320; on Mr. Power's
suggestion that Depts. pay for printing their
own Reports, 320.

.On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption 6th Report;
purchase of Blatch's Ready Reference to
Statutes objected to; that Printing Com.
has no right to recommend granting of
money for any purpose, 480.

PRoHIBITIoN. See "Tenperance Legislation."

QUARANTINE MATTERS (EPIDEMICS).
On Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson) CGovt. precautions

against Cholera; joint action with Munici-
palities advocated, 177.

QUEBEC OFmICIALS, NATIONALITIES OF.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return ; comment

on his syeech, 271.

RAILWAY ACT AMT. B. (U).
In Com. of the W. ; on M. (Mr. McInnes,

B.C.), to add. cl. to Ry. Act, to authorize
branch line construction up to 30 miles ;
remarks on that Senator's Amt. to Columbia
and Kootenay Ry. Co.'s B., to preclude the
same privilege, 451.
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KAULBACH, Hon. Henry A. N.-Contd.
RAILWAY 3rATTERS, DEBATES ON. See:

Canatijan Pacific Rv.
Colunbia and Kootenîay Ry.
Commercial policy (ques. of revenue from

Rys.)
Western Counties Ry. See:

Yarmouth and Annapolis Ry.

REFORMIATORIES. See "Juvenile Offenders B."

RULES, REvISION OF THE.

On M. (Mr. Power) for adoption of the Com.'s
report, and on the suggestions to defer con-
sideration of new Rules till next Session,
482 ; on the redu2tion proposed, in menber-
ship of Contingt. Accts. Con., &c., 482.

SANUWICH ISLANDS. Ste "Hawaii."

SEA3EN's ACT AMT.; lien on vessel for captain's
disbursements; B. (O).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; Mr. Power's
suggestion, for postponement, supported,
296.

In Com. of the W.; the ineasure criticized,
301.

SEA3EN'S PROSECWTIONS. See:

"Crintinal Code Ant. B."

SESSIONAL MESSENtERS. See "Messengers."

SENATE ADJoURNMIENTS. See "Order and Pro-
cedure."

SENATE COM31ITTEES. See " Order and Proce-
dure."

SENATE LEEiISLATION, SHARE OF. See " Order
and Procedure."

SENATE NIESSENGERS. Se " Messengers."

SENATE, POLITICAL ACTION OF.

In debate on the Address, renark on Nr.
Power's speech, 88.

SENATE RULES. S-t "Rules."

SENATE, SPEAKER,TE31PORARY, APPOINT.1ENT of;
B. to make provision for (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R.; on inerits of
the B., and the constitutional points in-
volved, 350-1-2.

ln Com. of the W.; on Amt. (Mr. Bellerose)
to insert word " temnporarily "; that debate
neeti not be prolonged, 391.

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 3rd R.; on Mr.
Dickey's speech, that discussion of principle
on 3rd R. is irregular, 396.

SHIPING, TONNAGE, DECREASE.

li debate on the Address.-On Mr. Boulton's
speech : ques., 1874-78, 47 ; on Mr. Power's
remarks, 92-3.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com. on
Trade. Replies to Mr. Power's speech, 243.

SHIPS, LIEN UPoN. See " Seamen's Act Aint."

SHIPs' LoAD-LINES. See "Mercht. Shipping
Act."

SHIPS, UNSEAWORTHY, PROSEC UTIONS.
"Crinminal Code Amt. B.'

36

See :

KA ULBACH, Hon. Henry A. N.-Contd.
STATUTES, READY REFERENCE TO.

Purchase of, for Senators, opposed, on adop-
tion of 6th Report of Printing Com., 480.

SUPERANNUATION, CIVIL SERVICE. See " Civil
Service."

TARIFF AND TRADE QUESTIONS.
In debate on the Address. See " Address."
In debate on M. (Mr. Boulton), for Select

Com. on Trade. S-e " Commercial Policy of
Canada."

TEMIPERANCE LEGISLATION (PROHIBITION).

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for R. Conimission's in-
structions ; on the personnel and duties of
the Commission, and on Prohibition ques-
tion, 158.

THANKSIvING )DAY OBSERVANCE, N.S.
Renarks on M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. of

B. (N) abolishing three holidays of " obliga-
tion," 183.

TONNAGE. See " Shipping."

TRIAL BY JURY. Se:
" Crimiinal Code Amt. B."
" Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."

UNITED STATES ANNEXATION'; AND THE LIBERAL
PARTY.

In debate on thê Address; remarks on Mr.
Power's speech, 94.

U. S. ANNEXATION OF HAwAII.
Remarks on Ingly. (Mr. Boulton) what steps

taken to acquire a Hawaiian port of call, in
evenut of changed foreign relations, 326.

U. S. CENSUS, CO1IARISON WITH.

In debate on the Address ; on Mr. Power's
speech : ques., State of Maine, 89.

U. S. DEALERS, FISH CANNED FOR.

Renark on labelling of packages, in debate on
" Canned Goods, stamping of, B.," 405.

VANCOUvER, ELECTION IN.

On Iniqy. (Mr. Mclnnes, B.C.) as to issue of
writs ; remarks, 394.

VESSELS. Se- ".Ships."

VOTERS' LISTS, REVISION OF, POSTPO NED; B.
(123).

In Com. of the W. ; on Mr. Power's speech,
and on results of the by-elections ; that the
Franchise Act be made more liberal, advo-
cated, 489.

WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION.

On Inqy. (Mr. McCallum) as to intention of
Govt. to take action ; remarks on his speech,
257, 259.

On M. (Mr. McCallum) for statement of
amount paid back to Supt. Ellis ; remark
on form of M., 294.

WITNESSES, LAw OF. See " Evidence."

WESTERN COUNTIES RV. See- " Yarmouth and
Annapolis."
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KAULBACH, Hon. Henry A. N.-Contd.

YARlIOUTH AND ANNAPOLIs Ry. Co. ; change of
naine, &c. ; B. (28).

On. M. (Mi-. Power) for 2nd R. ; remnarks on
preferential stock issue, and on powers of
ship-building, 245; attention of Ry. Com.
requested thereto, 245.

KIROHHOFFER, Hon. John Nesbitt.

Introduced, 3.

ARCHIvES OF THE DOMIîNON.

M. (Mr. Bernier) that ineasures should be taken
for their preservation, .econded, 306.

LOUGHEED, Hon. James Alexander.

ALBERTA IRRIGATION CO. INcoRP. B. (54).
Introduce(d*. 424.
2nd R.*, 437.
Amîts. of Coin. on Rys., &c. ; concurrence in.,

461.
3rd R.*, 461.

ALBERTA RY. AND COAL CO's. B. (53).
Introduced*, 287.
2nd R.*, 287.
3rd R.*, 320.

AsSINIBOINE RIVER WATER POWER B. Set
" Winnipeg."

BANK ACT, CLERICAL ERROR, CORRECTION;
B. (I).

Reported f rom Com. of the W. without Amt.*,
197.

CALGARY HYDRAULIC
Introduced*, 440.
2nd R.*, 452.
3rd R.*, 461.

CALGARY IRRIGATION
Introduced*, 424.
2nd R.*, 437.
3rd R.*, 461.

CALGARY STREET RY.
Introduced*, 453.
2nd R.*, 453.
3rd R. *, 453.

Co. INCoRP. B. -(56).

CO. INCORP. B. (35).

Co. INCORP. B. (52).

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CLEVELA4ND, PORT STANLEY AND LONDON RY.,
&c.. Co. INCORP., &C. ; B. (45).

Introduced*, 424.
2nd R.*, 437.
3rd R.*, 453.

CRIMINAL CODE AMT. B. (43).

In Com. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Power) to
add, as sect. 728a, verdict returnable not-
withstanding dissent of ome juror ; remarks
on jury systemn in N. W. T., 472; reply to
Mr. Angers, on that point, 472.

CRIMINAL LAW, ADMINISTRATION. See.:
" Criminal Code Amnt. B."
" Evidence, law of, Amnt. B."
" N. W. T. Act. Aint. (jury system) B."

EASTERN TRUST CO. INcoRp. B. (41).
2nîd B. in. (in the absence of Mr. Almon) *,

300.

LOUGHEED, Hon. James Alex.-Contd.

EYIDENCE, LAW OF, AMT.; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, &c.; B. (28).

In Coin. of the W.; on 3rd cl.; on M. (Mr.
Scott) to strike out "compellable" ; re-
marks upon this point, and the other prin-
ciples of the B., 416-7, 419, 420.

Amt. i. ; competency of evidence: not to be
called without consent (Amt. of last year to
Criminal code), 420. Comment on Mr. Mil-
ler's speech, 421 ; on Mr. McKindsey's, 422.

On Aint. (Mr. Power) failure to testify not to
create presumption of guilt, nor be subject of
comment by prosecution, and Mr. Angers's
suggested modification respecting comment
by judge, 428.

On Mr. Angers's remarks as to desirability of
harnonizing with Ont. law, 429.

On Order for 3rd R., and M. (Mr. Angers) to
substitute cl. 24 as in B. when brought up
in Commnons, taking out " compellable," and
inserting, failure to testify not to be subject
of comment by prosecution; further Amnt.
suggested, inserting "compellable " instead
of " competent," 443; reply to Mr. Power,
443.

Recoimittal of B. to a snall Coi., to draft
a cl., suggested, 445.

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 3rd R.; ques., intro-
duction of cl. with regard to civil cases, 446 ;
remarks on law of evidence as followed in
N.W.T., 446-7.

FORT GEORGE, NIAGARA, PRESERVATION OF.

M. for petitions and correspondence, 394.

HEWARD DIVORCE B. (A).
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption of Report of

Divorce Coin. (in favour of the B.), and Mr.
Bernier's objection ; remarks on the evi-
dence, 281.

HOLIDAYS, ABOLITION OF ; Annunciation, Corpus
Christi, Sts. Peter and Paul ; B. (H).

In Coni. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Angers)
specifying statutes amd.; original forn re-
conmmended, 197.

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. &e

" Criminal Code Amnt. B."
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."
" N. W. T. Act Amt. (jury systemn) B."

LIQUOR TRAFFIC. See " Temperance."

LONDON AND PORT STANLEY RY. Co.'s B. (47).
Introduced*, 440.
2nd R.*, 452.
3rd R.*, 453.

MAN. AND N. W. RY. Co. ACms CONSOLIDATION
B. (L).

Introduced«, 184.
2nd R. w.; B. explained, 278. •

Suspension of 61st Rule m., to enable Com. to
be convened, 278.

Amt. of Ry. Coin.; concurrence m., 284; an-
other Amt. (power of decreasing stock), m.
that it be not concurred in, 284; third Amt.,
concurrence m., 285.

3rd R. i., 285.
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LOUGHEED, Hon. James Alex.-Contd.
MILITIA, N. W. CAMPAIGN LAND GRANTS; time

extended; B. (G).
In Coin. of the W.; attention called to unset-

tied claims, 198.

NIAGARA, PRESERVATION OF FORT GEORGE.

M. for petitions and correspondence, 394.

N. W. T. ACT AMT.; JURY SYSTEM, Dominion
law withdrawn in favour of local legislation;
B. (T).

In Coni. of the W.; in reply to Mr. Power,
principle of the B. explained, 439.

N. W. TERRITORIES, JURY SYSTEM.
Reiarks in Coin. on Criminal Code Ait. B.,

472; reply to Mr. Angers on the subject,
472.

Renarks in Coin. on N. W. T. Act Ait. B.,
439.

N. W. T., LAv OF EvIDENCE.

Remtarks on 3rd R. of Law of Evidence Amt.
B., 446, 447.

TEMPERANCE LEGISLATION (PROHIBITION.)

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for R. Coninission's instruc-
tions, &c. ; renarks, especially on N. W. Ter-
ritories, 161 ; replies to Mr. Vidal, 162.

TORoNTO, HAMILTON AND BUFFALO RY. Co.'s
B. (83).

Introduced*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 461.

WINNIPEG CITY, USE OF ASSINIiBOINE RIVER
water power ; B. (77).

Introduced*, 367.
2nd R.*, 406.
3rd R., (m. by Mr. Sutherland)*, 425.

MoCALLUM, Hon. Lachlan.
BUFFALO AND FORT ERIE BRIDGE Co. ; pri-

vilege of building tunnel, &c. : B. (20).
2nd R. m. (for Mr. Ferguson), 246.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Coin. ; coin-
ments on his speech ; flower growing, 208;
price of bread in U.S. cities, 208. With-
drawal of the M. without a division objected
to, 243.

ELLIS, SUPT. See " WELLAND CANAL."
ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Motion allowed to stand. -Objection taken to
Mr. O'Donohoe's M. respecting Welland
Canal reiaining longer on Order paper,
.453.

Motion, modiffeation of.-Mr. Bowell having
objected to M. for papers, which M. coi-
inits Senate to allegation of noney in-
properly withheld by Supt. Ellis ; with

- reference to a previous M. which included
the words "if any"; held that on previons
occasion the proof of improper retention
had not been given; but the modification of
prescnt M. is not opposed, 294.

Motion, withdrawal of.-Withdrawal of M.
(Mr. Boulton) for Select Coin. on Comner-
cial policy, objected to, a two days' debate
having been had upon it, 243.

36J

McCALLUM, Hon. Lachlan-Contiued.
WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION.

Inqy., what action taken upon report. as to
Supt. Ellis, &c., 253; upon Mr. Bowell's
reply thereto, 254, 257, 258, 259; comments
on Mr. O'Donohoe's speech, 260; on Mr.
Ferguson's, 261, 262 ; on Mr. Bowell'a
further renarks, 262.

On Notice of M. (Mr. O'Donohoe) for all
papers, Commissioner's report, and account
of expenses of investigation, 288.

M. for stateient of ainount paid back to Supt.
Ellis, in excess of what was proper, and not
included in Return to Senate Address of
17th June, 1891, 288, 291. On Mr. Bowell's
request that M. may be and., so as not to
commit Senate to allegation of imnproper re-
tention of noney by Supt., 274; Aint. of the
M. not opposed, 294.

On M. (above) of Mr. O'Donohoe being called;
on his requesting that it nay stand; objec-
tion taken to its remaining longer on Order
paper, 453.

MoCLELAN, Hon. Abner Reid.
BOOKS, PURCHASE OF. See " Printing Coin."

COLUMBIA AND KOOTENAY RY., &c., Co.'s B.
(68).

On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for 3rd R., and
Amnt. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) to eliiiinate cl.
authorizing branch construction, 433.

DIVORCE C6MMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of the Coin.;
appt. of Mr. McKay ?n., 121 ; further re-
marks, 122.

LOANS, RATE OF INTEREST CHARGED.

On Mr. Perley calling attention to excessive
rates charged in N.W.T., 464.

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

On M. (Mr. Read, Quinté) for adoption of 6th
Report of Coin.; on recommendation for pur-
chase of Ready Reference to Statutes, 480.

TEMî PERANCE LEGISLATION (PROHIBITION).

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for R. Connission'è in
structions, &c.; remarks on the appt. of the
Commission, its objects and results, 158.

McDONALD, Hon. William (N. B.)
PARLIAMENTARY FEES; receipt, disposal, re-

fund of ; B. (61).
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R. ; ques. whether

Auditor-General nust obey Senate resolution
(refund of fees), 341.

McINNES, Hon. Thomas R. (B..)
ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE

THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Scott's
speech ; correction, B. C. population, 14.

On Mr. Boulton's speech: Intercol. Ry. deficit,
ques., 53; ques., C. P. R. grain freight
rates, 58.

On Mr. Read's ; pleuro-pueumonia and visit of
English experts to Canada, 75; land values,
not decreased in B.C., 76.
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McINNES, Hon. Thomas R.-Continucd.

ADDRESS-CUHiUf h 11d.
On Mr. Angers's explanation as to his reinarks

upon Mr. Scott's speech, 86.
On Mr. Howlan's speech : ques. as to authori-

ties quoted fron, 98, 99, 100.
On the Address : B. C. prosperity ; hampered

by fiscal policy ; coniparisons with U. S.,
and the exodus; Canadian taxation, 102;
duty on mining nachinery ; mining output,
B.C., 103 ; cattle quarantine, B.C., 103-4 ;
population and volume of duties of Pro-
vinces conpared, 104-5 ; Victoria tonnage
entries, 105; quarantine defects, 105-6-7:
marine hospital, &c., 108-9 ; ballot for
N.W.T., 109.

On Mr. Macdonald's (B.C.) speech: B. C.
progress, 109 ; Marine Dept. administration,
109.

On Mr. Clenow's remarks upon Mr. Scott's
speech, in his absence, 110.

(See also, on some of above points, "Com-
mercial policy," Mr. Boulton's M.; also
"Cholera," "Small-pox," &c.)

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOCK Co. INCORP. B. (87).
Introdunced*, 394.
2nd R. M. ; B. explained; remarks on a pre-

vious B., 406.
3rd R*, 453.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, FisH CANNINC. See:
" Canned goods, stanping of, B."

BRITISH COLUMBIA INDIANS. See " Songhees."

BRITISH COLUMBIA MARINE HOSPITAi, DE-
FECTS OF.

Reiarks in debate on the Address, 108, 109.
See also " B. C. Quarantine Statioii."

BRITISH COLMIBIA, QUARANTINE STATION.
Remarks in debate on the Address, 105-7.
M. for correspondence respecting erection, 145.
Inqy. when papers will be brought down, 251.

See also " B. C. Marine Hospital."

BRITISH COLUMBIA, Ry. CONSTRUCTION IN. See:
" Columbia and Kootenay Ry. B."

BRITISH COîxMNIA, SMALL-POX ; introduction,
1892.

Renarks in Debate on the Address, 105-9.
M. for correspondence respecting, 146.
Inqjy. when papers vill be brought down, 251.

See also " B. C. Marine Hospital."

CANADA EVIDENCÈ ACT. See :
" Evidence, law of, Ant. B."

CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry., BRANCH CONSTRUCTION.
See :

"Columbia and Kootenay Ry. B.", debate on.

CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry. FREIGHT RATES.

Ques., on Mr. Boulton's speech on the
Address, 58.

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R).

In Com. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to
add date to stamp; ques. on Mr. Prowse's
speech, 400 ; on fish-canning in B.C., and
difficulties as to stamping, 401, 403.

MeINNES, Hôn. Thomas R.-Coitinued.

CHICAGo ExHIBITION ; APPT. OF COMMISSIONERS;
B. (124).

Reported fron Coin. of the W., without Amt.,
494.

CHOLERA, PRECAUTIONS AGAINST.
Reinarks in debate on the Address, 105-8.
On Inqy. (MIr. Ferguson) as to (ovt. neasures

taken and proposed ; on the general subject,
and especially on quarantine requirements,
174.

Se also " B. C. Marine Hospital."

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE ; PROVISION FOR
B. (11).

Reportel from Coin. of the W., without Amt.,
492.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION ACT AMT.
rate cliargeable increased, &c. ; B. (27).

In Coin. of the W. ; abolition of system advo-
cated, 487.

CoiUMiIA AND KOOTENAY Ry., &c., Co.'s B. (68).
(Introduced by Mr. Power*, 320.)
2nd R. 11.*, 343.
On M. (M'. Macdonald, B.C.) for 3rd R.

Amuit. m., to eliminate cl. permuitting 30-nile
brancli construction, 430 ; c.omments on
Mr. Scott's speech, as to C. P. R. branches,
432, 433 ; further on Mr. Scott's renarks,
and on Ry. construction in B.C., 436.

(This B. also referred to, ou Ant. m. to Rail-
way Act Amt. B., 451, 452.)

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.
(See, previously, " Address," debate on the.)

On M. (Mir. Boulton) for Select Com. ; com-
ments on his speech : duty on Mr. Eddy's
machinery, 229 ; tea and coffee, luxuries,
233. On Mr. Bowell's speech ; Ministerial
appt. of a Coni., 236. On Mr. Scott's :
Comimons Com. of 1876, ques. as to inover,
239.

COMMITTEES. See the subject.

CONTINGT. ACCTS. COMM ITTEE.

2nd Report; on M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption
of, and Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to strike out 6th
par., granting the full $250 to sessional
inessengers ; reduction opposed, 455.

(Reference hereto made on 3rd R. of sessional
inlemnity B., 507).

CRIMINAL Law, ADMINISTRATION OF. Su-:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

DIVORCE CASE. S-e " Heward."

IvORCE COMMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of the Com.

rernarks on pereonnel of the Coin. ; willing-
ness to retire ; necessity for professional
men, &c., 119.

M. that Mr. McKay be appd., 121.
M. that Mr. Ferguson be appd., 122.

ELECTION, NEW, FOR VANCOUVER.
Inqy., whether writ issued, to fill late Mr.

Gordon's vacancy, 300.
Further Inqy., 394; on Mr. Kaulbach's re-

marks as to cause of Inqy., 394-5.
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MeINNES, Hon. Thomas R.--Continued.
ELE CTIONS, MEMBERS ABSENTING THEISELVES TO

ATTEND.

Remarks, on 3rd R. of Sessional Indennity B.,
507 ; on M'r. Bowell's reply, 508, 509.

ELECTORAL LISTS, REVISION. Sue "Voters' Lists."

EPIDEMICS. See "Choleral" and ''Small-pox."

EVIDENCE, L.Aw OF, ANT. ; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, &c. ; B. (23).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; notice of
Aint. in Con., to strike out " compellable,"
365.

Fîsi, CANNED, STAMING, B. Se "Canned
Goods."

FRANCHISE. .S' "Voters' Lists Revision B."
FRUIT, CANNED, STAMPING;, B. See "Canned

Goods."

HEwARD )DivoR('E B. (A).
On M. (M'r. Gowan) for adoption of Report of

Com. (in favour of the B.). and Mr. Bernier's
objections; remairks on the evidence, 280.

HOSPITAI. MANAGEMENT. Se " B. C."
INDIANS, B. C. Se "SONGHEES."
INSIRANUE, CIVIL, SERVICE, B. Se " Civil

Service."
JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. Se -:

" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."
MARINE HoS'ITAL. Sue " B. C."
MEAT, CANNED, STAIPING, B. See "Canned

G oods."l
MEMBERS' INDEMNITY. Se "Sessional Indem-

nity."
MESSENGERS, SESSIONAL, PAY OF.

On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption of 2nd Re-
p ort Contingt. Accts. Coin., and Amt. (Mr.

owell) to strike ont 6th par., granting the
full $250 to Messengers; reduction opposed,
455.

(Reference hereto made on'3rd R. of Sessional
Indennity B., 507).

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Connnittes, Comîposition of.-)ivorce Coin.
remarks on necessity for professional inen,
&c., 119. Rules, Con. for revision of ;
addition of Messrs. Scott & Macdonald
(B. C.), requested, 287.

Debate, Remarks in.-On objection taken, by
'Mr. Angers, to Mr. Scott's reference to

Welland election, 86; on Mr. Clenow's re-
marks, made in Mr. Scott's absence, 110.
On MIr. BowNvell's reply to remarks, respecting

Members absenting theniselves to attend
elections, and " gallivanting " (on 3rd R. of
SessionalIndemnity Bill), 508; explanation
that the renarks were not personal, 509.

RAILWAY ACT ANIT. B. (U).
See previously " Columbia and Kootenay Ry.

Co.'s B." Amt., and debate thereon.
In Coin. of the W. ; Amt. ?n., altering sect.

il of Ry. Act, to permit branch construc-
tion up to 30 miles ; renarks on the Colum-
bia and Kootenay Ry. B., 451 ; reply to Mr.
Kaulbacli, 451 ; to Mr. Bowell, 452.

McINNES, Hon. Thoma R.-Ctinued.

RAILWAYS REFERRED TO. See:
"Canadian Pacifie Ry."
"Colunbia and Kootenay Ry."

RULES, REvIsiON OF.

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Special Con.,
addition of Messrs. Scott and Macdonald,
(B.C.), reqnested, 287.

SENATE AND COMMoS B. See " Sessional In-
demnity.''

SENATE MEeSENtERS. Se " Messengers."

SENATF, SPEAKER, TEM PORARY, APPOINTMENT
OF ; B. to inake provision for (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; comment on
MIr. Vidal's speech, 329 ; on Mr. Power's
Speech, ques. as to a date, 346.

SESSIONAL INDEiMNITY; 6 days' absence not
chargeable; B. (132).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 3rd R. ; division
called foi', 507. Reasons for the demand
given ; remarks on the reduction made by
Govt. in Sessional Messengers' allowance,
(.ee page 455 for remarks on that occasion),
and on Members absenting themselves to
interfere in elections, 507. On Mr. Bowell's
reply. 508 ; explanation that remarks were
not personal, 509.

SESSIONAL MESSENGERS. See " Messengers."

SMALL-POX, INTRODIUCTION OF. Se ".

SONGHEES INDIAN RESERVE, REMîovAiL, &c.

On Ingy. (MIr. ,Macdonald, B.C.), what steps
(Govt. intends taking ; reinarks on value of
the land, &c., 146.

SUPERANNrATION ACT AMT. See "CiVil
Service.'

TARIFF AND TRADE QUESTIONS. See:
" Address," debate on the.
" Commercial policy," Mr. Boultoni's M.

U. S. TRADE RELATIONS, &c. Sec :
" Address," debate on the.

VANCOUVER, NEW' ELECTIONS.

Injy., whether writ issued, to fill late Mr.
Gordon's vacancy, 300.

Further Inqy., 394; on Mr. Kaulbach's re-
marks as to cause of Inqy., 394-5.

VICTORIA, HOSPITAL, QUARANTINE, &C. See

", B. C."l

VOTERS' LIS'i; POSTPONEM ENT OF REvIsIoN;
B. (123).

On M. (MIr. Bowell) for 2nd R. ; ques.,
whether it is understood revision will take
place before general election, 488.

WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE, LAv OF. See
" Evidence."

WORLD'S FAIR; APPT. OF COMMISSIONERS
B. (124)

Reported1 from Coin. of the W. without Aint.,
494.
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McKAY, Hon. Thomas.
BILLS, FEES FOR. See "Parliamentary Fees."

BILLS, PRINTINO 0F.
On suggestion (Mr. Bowell)

Orders of the day, 150.
for notation in

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See :
" Evidence, law of, Ait. B"

CONTINGT. ACCTS. COMMITTEE.
2nd Report (recommending the full $250 to

Sessional Messengers, &c.); adoption ni.,
454.

DIVORCE CoMM%î ITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Com.; re-ap-

pointment of all the previous members ob-
jected to; retirement fromn Coin. requested,
and appt. of Mr. Dickey n., 118, 121.

EVIDENCE, LAw OF, AMT.; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, &c.; B. (23).

On Order for 'rd R., and Amt. (Mr. Angers)
to substitute cl. as first brought up in Coin-
nions; that the House has already adopted
the Amt., 445.

FEES FOR BIL.S. See " Parliamentary Fees."

MILITIA, N. W. CAM'IP10N, 1885, LAND GRANTS;
extension of time; B. (G).

Reported from Coin. of the W., without Amnt.,
198.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
Bill., fee4 for.-For new process respecting,

See " Parlianentary fees B." (below).
Bill.q, printing of.-On suggestion (Mr. Bowell)

for notation respecting the printing, in
Orders of the day, 150.

Coîmmittee8, compo.sition of. - On M. (Mr.
Bowell) for appt. of Divorce Coin.; reap-
pointment of all the former Coi. objected
to, 121.

PARLIAMENTARY FEES; receipt, disposal, re-
fund, mode of, B. (61).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; pointed out
that the B. diminishes Senate privileges,
341 ; further remarks, 341.

In Coin. of the W.; ques. as to new process
for refund of fees, 365.

SENATE, SPEAKER,.TEMPORARY, APPT. OF; B. to
make provision for (N).

In Com. of the W.; on Ant. (Mr. Dickey) to
insert phrase, till Speaker hinself resune
chair or another be appointed by Governor
General, 392.

WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE, LAW OF. Sée " Evi-
dence."

McKINDSEY, Hon. George C.
BALFOUR DIVORCE B. (B).

On M. (Mr. (owan) for adoption of Report of
Divorce Coin., and Mr. Alnon's objection as
to distribution of evidence ; reniark on the
printing, 263.

BUFFALO AND FORT ERIE BRIDGE Co.; authority
to build tunnel, &c. ; B. (20).

(lat R. n. by Mr. Ferguson*, 220).
(2nd R. n. by Mr. Mcallum, 246).
3rd R. n., 252.

McKINDSEY, Hon. George C.-Continucd.
CANADA EvIDENcE ACT. See:

" Evidence, law of, Ant. B."

CANADA N. W. LAND CO. INCORP. B. (40).
Introduced*, 295.
2nd R.*, 320.
3rd R.*, 379.

CANADIAN POwER CO. ; enlargement of powers
of taking water fron Niagara river; B. (63).

3rd R. ni. (in absence of Ir. Ferguson)*, 407.

CATHOLIC MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSOCIATION; IN-
CORP. Of Grand Council; B. (66).

Aits. of Banking Com. ; concurrence n. (in
absence of Mr. Sullivan), 425.

3rd R.*, 426.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.

On M. (Mr. Boultoni for Select Coin. ; coi-
ments on his speech, Canadian preference
for American goods, 218; taxes paid by
Americans, 219.

DIVoRCE CASE. See " Balfour."

DIVORCE CONMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Coin. ; re-

marks, and suggestion that Coin. be nomi-
nated separately ; Judge Gowan nominated,
121.

EVIDENCE, LAW OF, ANT. ; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, &c. ; B. (23).

In Coin. of the W. ; on 3rd cl. ; on Aint. (Mr.
Scott) to strike out "compellable" ; el. 3
opposed, allowing accused to testify, 416.

On Ant. suhstituted for above (Mr. Lougheed;
the whole B. opposed, 422.

On Ant. (Mr. Power) failure to testify not to
create presumption of guilt, nor be subject
of comment by prosecution ; comment on
Mr. Miller's speech, civil ees, 428.

MANUFACTURERS' GUARANTEE
INSURANCE CO. : incorp.
naine, &c. ; B. (33).

Introduced*, 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
3rd R.*, 303.

ANi .ACCIDENT
and change of

THORNBURY HARBOUR; JOINT OCCUPATION, by
Thornbury town and Collingwood township;
B. (26).

Introduced*, 367.
2nd R. ni., and B. explained, 398.
3rd R.*, 425.

WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE B. See "Evidence."

McMILLAN, Hon. Donald.
ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE

THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Bouilton's
speech: remark on exporting powers of
people, 49 ; smuggIling and the spirit duty,
54 ; value of N. W. grain without C. P. R.,
58.

BURGLARY, DOMINION, (4UARANTEE Co. See
" Dominion."

[session
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McMILLAN, Hon. Donald-Continued.

CANADIAN PACIFIc Ry., CAPITAL STOCK.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Orders in Council
authorizing increase; ques., American news-
paper reports, 133; remark on the compari-
son between Wisconsin and Winnipeg prices,
134.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY., FREIGHT RATES.
In debate on Address in reply to Speech from

Throne; comment on Mr. Boulton's speech,
58.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Coin. ; ques.,
Free Trade introduction in G. B., calico
dresses, 208; protection in Canada, redue-
tion in price of farming implements, 217-8.
Limnit to discussion suggested, 219 ; on Mr.
Scott's call to order, 219. On Mr. Boulton's
furtherrenarks; remnission of duties, ques. as
to revenue, 220 ; boot and shoe manufac-
ture, remark on prices, 226 ; exemption of
labourers fron taxes in G. B., ques. as to tea,
232; silk weaving under free trade, 233; on
proposal of increasing tobacco tax, 233.

(,ee also " Address," 1)ebate on the.)

Do3INIoN BURGLARY GUARANTEE CO. INCORP.
B. (15).

Introduced*, 183.
2nd R. ni., 220 ; reply to Mr. Kaulbach's

(qies., 220.
3rd R.*, 240.

DRUMMOND COUNTY Ry. Co. ; extension of line
to connect with Intercol. Ry. ; B. (71).

1st R.*, 459.
Suspension of Rules and 2nd R. nm., 459;

(ohjection taken and B. allowed to stand.)
Suspension of 57th Rule ni., as recomended

in report of Standing Orders Com., 461.
Suspension of 14th and 61st Rules, and 2nd

R. ni., 461.
M. for suspension of Rules ocithdraien, and

2nd R. n., 462.
M. that B. be read 2nd time, at next sitting,

462.
2nd R. m., and B. explained, 473.
On ques. (Mr. Dickey, chairman) whether Ry.

Coin. may be convened within 24 hours of
2nd R., 477.

M., that in opinion of House, Rules permit
Committee to meet to-morrow morning, 478;
on Mr. Masson's objection to the M., with-
out notice, 479.

3rd 4. ni., 498 ; on Mr. Bellerose's objection
to the Report of Ry. Coin. ; on point of pro-
cedure, 498.

MANUFACTURINO INDUSTRIES IN CANADA.
M. for Return, showing manufactories, opera-

tives and wages, 1878 and 1891, 147 ; at
Mr. Angers' suggestion, NI. anud., 1881 and
1891, 147.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTION OF.
Bill, Procedure on.-See the points raised, and

Ms., made, on Drummond County Ry. Co's.
B. (above).

McMILLAN, Hon. Donald- Concluded.

RAILWAYS REFERRED TO. See:
" Canadian Pacific Ry."
" Drunmmond County. Ry."
" St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry."

ST. LAWRENCE ANDADIRONDACKRY. Co's. B. (17).
Introduced*, 251.
2nd R. ni., and B. explained, 278.
3rd R.*, 284.

TARIFF CHANCES SINCE 1879.
M. for Return of, showing original duty, in-

crease or reduction, and date of alteration,
147.

TARIFF MATTERs. See, also:
" Add(ress," debate on the.
"Commercial policy,' (Nr. Boulton's M.)

MACDONALD, Hon. Andrew A. (P.E.I.)

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R).
In Coin. of the W.; on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to

add date to stamp ; renarks on difficulty
and expense, as regards fish and lobster
packing, 400.

JUVENILE OFFENDERS ; SEPARATE TRIALS; sum-
moning of parents as regards committal to
Reformatory, &c.; B. (P).

On NI. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R.; establishment
of Govt. Reformatories in all the Provinces
advocated, 300.

MESSENIERS, SESSIONAL, PAY OF.

On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption of Report of
Contingt. Acets. Com., and Amt. (Mr.
Bowell) to strike out 6th par., granting the
full $250 to Sessional Messengers; the Amt.
supported, 457.

MACDONALD, Hon. William John (B.C.)
ADDREsS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE

THRONE.

On M. (Nir. Fergutson) for. On Mr. Scott's
speech : first settlement, Washington or
B.C., 14 ; Alaska boundary definition, 15.

On Mr. Power's speech: volume of trade, 92.
On the Address, and Mr. McIrnes's speech :

B. C. progress ; remarks on tariff ; immigra-
tion ; the unemployed, 109; Marine hospi-
tal, and Deputy Minister Smith, 109, 110;
cholera precautions and quarantine, 110.

On Mr. McInnes's speech : quarantine negli-
gence, B. C., 108.

ALASKA BOUNDARY DEFINITION.
In debate on the Address in reply to Speech

from Throne, 15.
APPROPRIATION ACT. See "Supply Bill."

BILLS, GOVT., INTRODUCTION IN SENATE.

Inqy. as to intention of Govt. to bring down
Bs. to go on with, 123.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, FIRST SETTLEMENT OF.

In debate on the Address in reply to Speech
from the Throne; comment on Mr. Scott's
speech, 14.

BRITISH COLUMBIA INDIANS. See "Songhees."
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MACDONALD, Hon. William J.- Contd. 1 MACDONALD, Hon. William J.-Conîtd.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, POLLUTION OF RIv-ERs.

Inqy., whether (ovt. orders against salinon
offal are beinig enforced ; and what doe-
Fishery officer report, 295.

CANADA CARRIAGE CO. INCORP. B. (59).
Report of Standing Orders and Private Bs.

Coin. (in favour of the B.), adoption ni., 437.

CHOLERA, GOVT. PRECAUTIONS AGAINST.

In debate on the Address in reply to Speech
from Throne, 108, 109, 110.

On Ingy. (Mr. Ferguson) as to steps taken and
proposed; renarks on Cholera and snall-
pox, quarantine and sanitary ieasures, 176.

COLUMBIA AND KOOTENAY RY., &c., Co.'s B. (68)
(lst R. m., by Mr. Power*, 320.)
(2nd R. m., by Mr. McInnes, B.C.,* 343.)
(3rd R. »1., 430.)
On Amt. (Mr. McInnes, '.C.) to eliminate cl.

authorizing 30-mile branch construction ;
the Ait. opposed, 431 ; comment on Mr.
Pover's speech, 435.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com.; remark

on his speech, land values in England, 204.

CoMîIsSIONA, ISSUING OF. See "Public Officers."

DIVORCE PROCEDURE AND COEMITTEE.
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Select Coin.

reinoval of Divorce pr )ceedings from Senate
advocated, retirement from the Coin. re-
quested, and substitution of Mr. McInnes
recominended, 118, 120 ; appointient of
Mr. Kaulbach ni., 122.

DRUMMOND COUNTY RY. Co. ; extension of lne
to connect with Intercol. Ry. ; B. (71).

Report of Standing Orders and Privats Bs.
Coin. (recommending that 57th Rule be dis-
pensed with); adoption ni., 461.

FISHERY, SALMON. Se " British Columbia."

FREE TRADE. See " Commercial policy " (Mr.
Boulton's M.).

HAwAIIAN ISLANDS, PORT OF CALL AT.
On Ingy. (Mr. Boulton) whether Govt. have

taken steps to acquire, in event of changed
foreign relations of Islands ; renarks, that
Senate should not deal with an Imperial
question, &c., 326-7.

HOSPITAL MATTERS. See "Victoria."

IM MIGRATION.

Remarks in debate on the Address in reply to
Speech from the Throne, 109.

INDIAN RESERVE, B. C. See "Songhees."

INTEREST RATE ON LOANS. See " Loans."

LOAD-LINES. Se " Merchant Shipping Act."

LoANS, RATE OF INTEREST, IN N. W. T.
On Mr. Perley calling attention to high rates

charged in N. W. T. ; held that Parlt. can-
not pass a restrictive law, 464; remark as to
rates charged, 464.

MERCHANT SHIPPIN. ACT; LOAD-LINES ; Imnperial
law repealed; B. (92).

Reported fron Coin. of the W., with Ant.,
467.

MORTGACES, INTEREST RATE. S(e " Loans.
NAKUSP AND SLOCAN RY. Co.'s B. (70).

Ist R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 461.

N. W. T., HICH INTEREST ON LoANS.

Ou Mr. Perley calling attention to ; held that
Parlt. cannot pass a restrictive law, 464;
remnark as to rates chargei, 464.

OFFICERS, PUBLIC, B. See " Public Officers."

ORDER ANI PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Dirorce Procedure. -Remuoval of Divorce )r-
cedure froi Senate advocated, on the M.
(Mr: Bowell) for appt. of Select Com. on
Divorce, 118.

Iiper-ia/ ()uution.s.--Held that Senate should
not deal vith Imperial relations to ques-
tion of Hawaiian anneAxation by U. S. (on
M'r. Boulton's Inqy. as to action of Govt.),
326-7.

Legi/ation, ImpractierO/e.-Held that Parlt.
cannot pass a law to prevent excessive
interest being charged ; on Mr. Perley
calling attention to rates paid on loans in
N. W. T., 464.

Seîiate, Gort. Legislation in.-Inqy. as toQnten-
tion of Govt. to bring down Govt. Bs. to
Senate, 123.

Sesioi, lork of th(.-Renarks, on 2nd R. of
Supply B., 511.

PUBLIC OFFICERS ; POWER OF GOvT. TO DEFINE, as
regards issuing conmnissionis ; B. (103).

Reported froid Coin. of the V., without
Ait., 459.

QUARANTINE MATTERS. See "Victoria."

RAILWAYS REFERRED To. See:
" Canadian Pacific Ry."
" Columnbia and Kootenay Ry."
" Druinnond County Ry."
" Nakup and Slocan Ry."

RIVERs, POLLUTION OF, I-N B. COLUMBIA.
Inqy. whether Govt. orders against salmon

offal are being enforced ; and what does
Fishery Officer report, 295.

SANDWICH ISLANDS. See " Hawaiian."

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPT.'OF; B. to
iake provision for (N).

In Coin. of the W.; on Aint. (Mr. Power) to
add cl., provid ing that no addl. charge on
revenue be inposed, 393.

SESSION, CLOSE OF THE.

Remarks on short and satisfactory session
on 2nd R. of Supply B., 511.

SHIPs' LOAD-LINES. See "Merchant Shipping
Act."' A

SMALL-POX PRECAUTIONS. See "Cholera."

[ýession554 I.-IýNDEX TO SENATORS.
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MACDONALD, Hon. William J.--Contd. MacINNES, Hon. Dofiald-Cotinud.

SONGHEES INDIANS, RESERVE, B. C. CHILLIWHACK Rv. Co.'s B. (86).
Ingy.; money to credit of the Indians, inten- Iftro(uCed*, 394

tion of arrangement with B. C. Govt.; and 21( R. * 406.
removal to more suitable locality, 194; on 3rd R.*, 425.
MIr. Bowell's ques., number of Indians, 196.

SUPPLY BILL (135).
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; renarks on

short and satisfactory session, 511.
TRADE AND TARIFF, QUESTIONS OF. Se:

" Address," debate on the ; also
" Commercial policy (Mr. Boulton's M.)

U. S. ANNEXATION OF HAwAIIAN ISLANDS.

On Inqy. (Mi. Boulton) on this subject ; held
that Senate should not deal with an Im-
perial question, &c., 326-7.

VICTORIA, B.C., HOSPITAI, ANI) QUARANTINE.

In debate on the Address in reply to Speech
fron the Throne, 108, 109, 110.

Ingy. as to intention of Govt. to improve
Marine Hospital systein, 165 ; on Mr.
Bowell's reply, 166.

On Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson) as to Govt. precau-
tions against Cholera, 176.

VICTORIA, B.C., INDIANS-See "Songhees."

MacINNES, Hon. Donald (Burlington).

ADDRESS IN ANSVER TO SPEECH FROM THE
THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Boulton's
speech; ques., C. P. R. freight rates, 58.

On Mr. Power's speech; remark, Maine a
nanufacturing State, 89.

ATLANTIC & L.SUPERIoR RY. Co. INCORB. (49).
2nd R. m. (for Mr. Ogilvie), 406.

CANADA LIFE ASSURANCE (CO. s B. (32).
Introduîced*, 303.
2nd R.*, 320.

CANADIAN PACIFic RY. Co.; RESTORATION OF

POwERS of issuing certain preference stock
B. (84).

Introduced*, 367.
2nd R. n., and B. explained, 398. Conmnent

on delay in printing 3rd Reading form, 399.
3rd R.*, 425.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. CO., STOCK.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Orders in Council,
authorizing increase ; C.P.R. and Ainerican
freight rates conpared, 132; capital of the
Co., correction of Mi. Boulton's stateient,
133 ; on Mr. Perley's renarks, ques., as to
distances, 141. Remarks on the M., 142.
On Mr. BowelFs remarks, comment on
freight rates, 143.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. See also:
" Columbia and Kootenay Ry. B."

CARLETON BRANCH RY., SALE TO CITY OF ST.
JOHN ; B. (122).

Reported froi Coin, of the W., Without Ant.,
473.

555

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE; B. TO MAKE PRO-
VISION FOR (11).

In Coi. of the W. ; the B. approved. 490.
(Se rdxo remarks on Civil Service Superannu-

ation B., below.)

CIvIL S.Rvice SUI'ERANNUATION ACT AMT.;
increased rates chargeable, &c. ; B, (27).

In Con. of the W. ; on cl. 5, ques. as to fund
from which Insurance preinimis are to be
paid, 486.

Reniarks on improper superannuations, under
Mackenîzie Govt., 487.

(See a/.so renarks on Civil Service Insurance
B., above).

COLUMBIA AND KOOTENAY RY., &C., CO.'S B.
(68).

On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for 3rd R., and
Amit. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) to eliiniuate cl.
permit ting 30-iile branch construction ; the
Amit. opposed, 435 ; comment on Mr. Mc-
Innes's remnarks, 436.

DOMINION LANDS AcT AMT. ; MAN., honesteads
on school sections ; B. (109).

Beported fromn Coi. of the V., without Ant.,
494.

DRUMMOND CorNTY RY. ; EXTENSION OF LINE

to connect with Intercol. Ry. ; B. (71).
On M. (Mr. McMillan) for 3rd R., and Ant.

(Mr. de Boucherville) restricting bonding
power to 825,000 a mile, 501.

ErITY INSURANCE Co. B. Se
"St. Lawrence Insurance Co.'

GRAND TRINiK, C.P.R. AND CITY OF TORONTO
agreement B. (13).

Intro(lucedl*, 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
3rd R. *, 287.

HAMILTON PROVIDENT AND
tal stock increase, &c.

Introduced*, 183.
2nd R. vi., 220.
3rd R.*, 244.

LOAN SOcIETY ; capi-

IN-SRANCE, CIvIL SERvICE, B. See " Civil Ser-
vice.

LIBERAL (OVT., SrPERANNUATIONS UNDER.

Remarks. in Coi. on the Superannuation Act
Amit. B., 487.

MANITOBA, HOMESTEADS ON SCHOoL SECTIONS.

")ominion Lands Act Ant. B.'

MONTREAL ANi ATLANTIC RY.
APUT. B. (57).

Inîtroducel*, 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
3rd R.*, 288.

Co. INiORP. ACT

MONTREAL HARBOUR COMisSIONERS ; Mayor a
Menber of Commission, &c.; B. (99).

Reported fron Coin. of the W., with Amt.,
467.
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MacINNES, Hon. Donald-Concluded.

N. W. T. ACT AT.,; JURY SYSTEM ; Dominion
law withdrawn in favour of local legislation;
B. (T).

Reported fron Coin. of the W., without Amt.,
439.

RAILWAYS REFERRED TO.
"Atlantic and L. Superior Ry."
"Canadian Pacifie Ry." See cd-o:

"Columbia and Kootenay Ry."
"G. T. R., C. P. R. and Toronto City."

"Carleton Branch (St. John) Ry."
"Chilliwhack Ry."
"Columbia and Kootenay Ry.'

Drumnond County Ry."
Grand Trunk Railway."

"G. T. R., C. P. R. and Toronto City."
Montreal and Atlantic Ry."

"St. John, N.B., Ry." See
" Carleton Branch Ry.''

ST. JOHN, N.B., CARLETON BR. RY. See
" Carleton."

ST. LAwRENCE INSURANCE Co.; ACT revised and
amd., and naine clanged; B. '62).

Introduced*, 303.
2nd R. m., 341 ; on objection (Mr. Power, in

absence of Mr. Pelletier) to new naine of
Co., 342.

3rd R.*, 379.
SENATE, SPEAKER, TE31PORARY, APPT. OF; B. to

make provision for (N).
Reported froin Coi. of the W., with Aimts.,

393.
STEAM-BOAT INSPECTION ACT A MT.; freight boats

without certified engineers; disposal of fines,
&c. ; B. (6).

Reported fron Comn. of the W., without Amt.,
458.

SUPERANNUATION ACT AMT. See " Civil Service."
VOTERS' LIsTs, POSTPoNEMENT OF REVISIoN ; B.

(123).
Reported froi Coi. of the W., without Aint.,

490.

MASSON, Hon. Louis F. R.
ADDRESS Ix ANSwER TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Scott's
speech : Census comparisons with U. S.,
13, 14.

CANADA EviDENCE ACT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Ait. B."

CLARKE WALLACE, MR. See "Wallace."
DRUMM3îoND COUNTY RY. Co. ; extension of Une

to connect with Intercol. Ry. ; B. (71).
On ques. (Mr. Dickey, Chairman) whether Ry.

Coin. nay be convened within 24 hours of
2nd R. ; renarks on Mr. Power's speech :
B. thrown out in Que. Legislature, and
distasteful to the Province, 478 ; further
comment, 478.

M. (Mr. McMillan) that, in opinion of
the House, Rules permit Coin. to ieet,
objected to, without notice, 478 ; f urther on
that point, and on Rules being declared
changed, when an objection is taken, 479;
further, that no menber has a right to ask
House for instructions, 479.

MASSON, Hon. Louis F. R.-Continued.

EVIDENCE, LAw OF, Aint. ; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, &c. ; B. (23).

In Coin. of the W. ; on principle of the B.
comment on Mr. Scott's speech, examination
by torture, 413.

IRIsH AFFAIRS. See "Wallace, Mr., speech of."

ORDER AND PRoCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
BIll, prori-ions of.-On Mr. Power's Amît. to

Speaker of Senate B., to preclude charge
on revenue ; held that Speaker could not
be paid without a Parlianentary vote,
392; that no salary is payable under a
statute, iunless salary is nentioned, 393.

Cominiftee, Coure-tën ingj of. -Held that chairman
had no right to ask House for instructions
as to date, 479.

Inquirie, debatable. -Held that Mr. Power was
within the practice of the Senate, in
speaking a second time on his Clarke
Wallace Ingy., 386.

lotion, Objecte'd to. ?cithout notice.-Mr. Mc-
Millan's M. defining opinion of House as
to Rules (Drummîond County Ry. B.),
478-9.

Rule4, Changle of practice.-Objection, when
one Meniber dissents, 479.

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPT. OF; B. to
nake provision for (N).

In Coin. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Power) to
add cl., providing that no addl. charge on
the revenue shall be imposed ; pointed out
that Speaker could not be paid without
Vote of Parlt., 392; that no salary is pay-
able under a statute, unless salary is muen-

- tioned, 393.

WALLACE, MR. N. C., CONTROLLER OF CUSTOMS.
On Inqy. (Mr. Power) as to action of Govt. on

Orange speech at Kingston. On objection
(Mr. Bowell) to Mr. Power speaking a second
tiie ; held that Mr. Power is within the
practice of Senate in doing so, 386.

X'tITNESSES AND EVIDENCE, LAW OF. Se- " Evi-
dence."

MILLER, Hon. William.

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Ait. B."

CUSTOMS OFFICIALS, MONTREAL.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return, showing

nationalities, &c.; comment on his renark
as to Que. representatives voting better
terns to N.S., 191.

EVIDENCE, LAw OF, AMT.; accused persons, bius-
band or wife of accused, &c.; B. (23).

In Coin. of the W.; on the accused being a
compellable witness, comment on Mr.
Scott's speech, 411 ; on his M. to strike out
" compellable," and Mr. Kaulbach's speech
thereon, comment on last year's legislation,
416; on Mr. Lougheed's, as to principle of
the B.' being an innovation, 418, 419 ; on
the result in practice, 420.
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MILLER, Hon. William-Cocluded.

EVIDENCE, LAw OF-COntinued.

On Amnt. (Mr. Lougheed) containing provisos
requiring consent of accused ; speech on the
merits of the measure, and the Amt., 420-1 ;
comment on Mr. Power's speech, on the B.
of 1885, 423.

On Ant. (Mr. Power) to add sub-cl., failure
to testify not'to create presuîmption of ilt,
&c., 428; further, 428; further, on Mr. Kaul-
bach's remark, 429.

On Mr. Angers's remark, desirability of har-
monizing B. with Ont. law; comment, in
civil cases, 429; remark, as to N. S. law
also, 429 ; wisdom of postponing 3rd R., 430.

FEES FOR BILLS. See " Parliamentary fees B."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF:

" Evid nce, law of, Aimt. B."

NOVA SCOTIA, BETTER TERMS.

Comment on Mr. Bellerose's remarks as to
action of Que. representatives, in debate on
his M. re French employees, Montreal, 191.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Fees, receipt and return of.-See the B. on
that subject, "Parliamentary fees."

Legilation of pre rious .esion.-Remarks, on
the B. "Evidence, law of, Aint."

Legislation, Prorincial, on Le<jal Procedurc.-
Desirability of Dominion laws being har-
monized. See debate on above B., 429, 430.

Senate, Speaker, temporary appointinent of.-
See the B. for that ptrpose, under "Senate."

PARLIAMENTARY FEES, RECEIPT AND RETURN OF,
&c.; B. (61).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; on ques. of
remnoval of control froni Senate to Auditor
General, 341.

SENATE, CONTROL OF FEES. See " Parliamentary
fees B."

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORA RY, APPOINTMENT oF;
B. to make provision for (N.)

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R.; on merits of
the B., and the constitutional points in-
volved, 335, 339.

WITNESSES, LAW OF-See " Evidence."

MURPHY, Hon. Edward.
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE.rAND ELECTRIC CO. OF

Canada Incorp. B. (58).
Introduced*, 424.
2nd R.*, 447.
3rd R. (ni. by Mr. Power)*, 453.

O'DONOHOE, Hon. John.
ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE

THRON E.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Read's
speech ; ques., land values compared with 10
years ago, 76.

CIVIL SERVICE DISMISSAL, See " Cosgrove."

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com. ; coin-
ment on his speech, cattle consumed in Ire-
land and Canada, 205.

O'DONOHOE, Hon. John-Continued.
CONTINGENT ACCTS. CoN., 2ND REPORT.

On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption, and Amt.
(Mr. Bowell) to strike out 6th cl. granting
the full $250 to Sesional Messengers; the
reduction opposed, 456.

COSIROVE, JOHN J., DISiISSAL OF.

M. for the Order in Council and all papers, 263.

CRIMINAL LAw, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
" Juvenile offenders B."

ELLIS, SUPT. ? See " Welland Canal."

INLAND REVENUE DEPT., DISMISsAL. See
" Cosgrove."

JUVENILE OFFENDERS ; separate trial; summon-
ing of parents respecting committal to Re-
formatory, &c., B. (P).

On M. (Mr. Allan) for 2nd R. ; on Mr. Power's
remarks as to stage at which reference to
parents should be made, 299; on his reply,
299.

MESSENGERS, SESSIONAL, PAY OF.

On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption of 2nd Re-
port Contingt. Acets. Com., and Amt. (Mr.
Bowell) to strike out 6th cl., granting the
full $250 to Sessional Messengers ; reduction
opposed, 456.

REFORMATORY, COMMITTAL. See " Juvenile
Offenders B."

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEiPORARY, APPT. OF; B. to
make provision for (N).

On M. (NIr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; coniments on
Mr. Kaulbach's speech, reference to pri-
vileges of English Commons, 351, 352.

SESSIONAL MESSENGERS. See " Messeigers."

TARIFF AND TRADE, QUESTIONS 0F. See:
" Commercial policy " (Mr. Boulton's M.)

WELLAND CANAL INVESTIOATION.

On Inqy. (Mr. McCallum) what action taken
by Govt. on Commissioner's report, respect-
ing So t. Ellis, &c. ; remarks upon the case,
259, 2).

Notice of M. for Commissioner's Report and
all papers ; also account of expenses of inves-
tigation, including debates in Parlt., 288;
upon Mr. McCalluî t's comment thereon, 288.

On the M. being called ; requested that it be
allowed to stand, 453; reply to Mr. Me-
Callum's objection thereto, 454.

OGILVIE, Hon. Alexander W.

ATLANTIC AND L. SUPERIOR RY. CO. INCORP.
B. (49).

Introduced*, 394.
2nd R. (t. by Mr. MacInnes, Bnrlington)*,

406.
3rd R *, 425.

BALFOUR DIVORCE B. (B).
On M. (Mr. (owan) for adoption of report of

Com. ; on Mr. Clemow's remarks as to
delay in printing ; remark on promptness of
printing of Debates, 264.
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OGILVIE, Hon. Alexander W.-Contd.
CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF ; B. (R).

It Coin. of the W. ; on Aint. (Mr. Bowell)
stanping date of canniiig ; on Mr. Prowse's
reiarks as to canned lobsters leld over in
stock, and dates changed, 405.

DEBATES, PRINTING OF.
Renarks on the proinptness now shown (in

debate on consideration of Report on Balfour
Divorce B.), 264,

1)RUM31OND COUNTY Ry. ; extension of line to
connect witlh Intercol. Ry. ; B. (71).

On M. ('Mr. McMillan) for suspension of Rules
and 2id R. ; Mr. Guévrenont urged to
w'aive objection that B. is not printed in
French, 460.

ELECTRIC RY. CROSSINOS. See:
" Railw'ay Act Aint. B."

FISB, CANNED, STAMPI';O. See "Canned goods.

INLAN D WATERS, SEA.EN'S ACT. Se, " Seanens
Act."

LOBSTERS, CANNED, STAMPING. See "Canned
goods."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTION OF.

lHi/, Priiti of, in French.-Mr. Guéviemont
urged to w'aive objection, on this ground,
to 2nd R. of I)rtiîiumond Ry. B., 460.

RAILwVAV ACT ANIT. B. (U).
li Coi. of the V. ;on .Ant. (Mr. Scott) to

auld cl.. Street Ry. conductors to go forward
at crossings and signal Imioornai to cross
the Ait. opposed, 449.

RAIIwAVyS REFERRED TO. Set

" Atlantic and L. Superior Ry.
" )runiond County Ry."

SEAIEN'S ACT, INLAND %ýATERS, ANIT. ; lien on
vessel for miaster's disbursenents ; B. (P).

On M. (MIr. Bowell) for 2nl R., objections
made to the B., 296 ; on Mr. Vidal's explan-
ations, 296.

SHIPS, LIENS rîPoN. See "Seamuen's Act."

STREET Ry. CROSSIN;S. Su:
" Railway Act Aint. B."

PELLETIER, Hon. C. A. P.

EQUITY INSURANCE CO. See " St. Lawrence."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTION OF.

Bill in charge of a pri'ate nember.--Mr.
Angers having introduced Supreme Court
Act Aint. B.; 2nd R. m., with explanation
that B. lad been introduced in Coinions
by a private imemiber, with approval of
Minister of Justice, 406.

QUEBEC HARBoUR AND RIVER POLICE ; abolition
of tonnage tax for ; B. (97).

01 M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R. ; ques., is river
police abolished? 458.

PELLETIER, Hon. C. A. P.-Conculed.
ST. LAw'RENCE INSURANCE Co.; Act revived,

naine changed, &c.; B. (62).
On M. (Mr'. MacInnes, Burlington) for 2nd R.

attention called (by M'r. Power, in Mr.
Pelletier's absence) to inconvenience of the
niew namne, .341.

SU'PREME AND EXCHEQUER COU'RTS ACT AMT.;
appeals fron judginents in Quebec ; B. (24).

Introduced by Mr. Angers*, 394.
2ind R. m.; B. explained, and that it m'as in-

troduced in (ommions by a private nember,
406.

3rd R.*, 437.

TEIISCOCATA RY. ;O. EXTENSION OFLINE, Bridge
over St. John River, &c. ; B. (80).

Introduced*, 440.
2nd R. nm., and B. explained, 45*
3rd R.*, 453.

PERLEY, Hon. William Dell.

CANADIAN LivE STOCK INsURANcE ASSOCIATION
IN'ORP'. B. (Q).

2nd R. m. (for Mr. Almnon)*, 300.

CANADIAN PACIFC RY. CAPITAL STOCK.

On M. (Ni. Boultoi) foi' Orlers in Council
authorizing increase ; the frustration of line
fron boundary to Regina will be opposel,
140 ; freight rate, 141 ; live stock and
poultry raising in N. W. advocated, 142.

CANADIAN PAciFIc Ry., FREIGIT RATES.

Attention called to excessive rates charged in
N. W., 463.

DI)VoRcE ('OMi ITT:EE, COMPOSITION OF.

On M. (Mir. Bowell) foi' appt. of Select Coi.
appt. of Mr..Lougheed m., 122.

GREAT N. W. CENTRAL, AND MAN. AND N. W.
Rvs.

Ingy. whetlier Govt. intend enforcing coinple-
tion of, according to charters, 247. On Mr.
Bowell's reply ; ques., cost per mile, 250.

INTEREST RATES, EXCESSIVE. See " Loans."

LANDS, SCHOOL, A4BERTA. See " Rys., land
subsidies B."

LIvE STOCK RAISING IN N. ýV. See:
" C. 1. R. capital stock (Mr. Boulton's M.).

LOANS, INTEREST RATES ON.

Attention called to excessive rates charged ; a
restrictive Govt. ineasure advocated, 463-4.

PARLIAMENTARY FEES, RECEIPT, DISPOSAL AND
RETURN OF ; B. (61).

Reported fromî Coin. of the W., without Aimit.,
366.

RAILwAYS, LAND SUBSIDIES ; change of school
sections in Alberta; B. (W).

Reported fron Com. of the W'., without Amt.,
463.
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POIRIER, Hon. Pascal.

ADDRESS IN ANSwER TO SPEECH FROM THE
TiHRO>NE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Boulton's
speech: Interest, Ry. delicit, ques. as to
P. E. I. Ry., 53.

ARCHIVES, DOMINION, PRESERvATION OF.

M. (Mr. Bernier) supported; collection of all
Canadian archives, uider one officer, advo-
cated, 307 ; on remarks of Mr. Angers,
ques. as to amounts expended in London
and Paris, respectively, 309.

CHOLERA, PRECAUTIONS AGAINST.

On Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson), as to measures
taken and proposed, 173.

MoNCToS AND P. E. I. RY. AND FERRY Co. ACT
revived and amd. ; B. (56).

Introduced *, 320.
2nd R. *, 343.
Amts. of Ry. Com., concurrence ma., 407.
3rd R. m. *, 407.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

See the following B., respecting provision for
temporary appt. of a Speaker, and the con-
stitutional points involved.

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEPORARY, PPT. OF ; B.
to make provision for (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; comment on
Mr. Dickey's speech, 313; on Mr. Vidal's,
330 ; on Mr. Power's, 345 ; on Mr. Scott's,
357, 359, 360 ; on the merits of the B. an(
the constitutional points involved, 362.
(On resuning, continuation deferred, at
Mr. Vidal's suggestion, 363). Speech re-
sumel, 367, 370-73.

POWER, Hon. Laurence Geoffirey.
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROMI THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Scott's
speech and Mr. Masson's remarks ; ques.,
census comparison with U. S., 14.

On Mr. Bowell's speech : renark on length,
25; Welland canal, 26.

On Mr. Boulton's exports, N. S., 44.
On Mr. Anger's: politics of N. B. Govt.

65-6 ; increased coal consumption, 67 ; ques.,
shipping tonnage, 68 ; ques., eggs inTrade
Return tigures, 70-1.

On Mr. Read's ; Mr. Boulton's proposal, duty
off coal oil, 74.

On the Address : egg export, 77-8 ; exports
and imports, 78 ; tarif reduction, 78-9
Stayner speech of 1. McCarthy, 79, 8f);
exports, manufactures and farm products,
80 ; duties on raw materials, tin, sugar, 80;
cordage, 80 ; iron, 81 ; Conservative policy,
81 ; Intercol. Ry. management, 81 ; N. W.
immigration, 82 ; criminal immigration, 82
the exodus, 82-3; census systems, 83-4
Newfld. questions and confederation, 84
Trade and Conamerce Dept., 85 ; number of
Ministers, 85 ; canal tolls, 86 ; political and
personal, and Welland election, 86-7. New
linisters in Senate, 88 ; census, com-

parison with U. S., manufacturing statis-
tics, 89-90 ; exports and inports, and cus-

POWER, Hon. Laurence G.--Continueid.
A DDR ESS- Confin ued.

toms taxation, 90-1, 93 ; G. B. and U. S.
trade comparison, 91-2 ; bank business, &c.,
92 ; tonnage increase, 92 ; business failures,
93 ; wages rate, 93 ; Liberal party, com-
mercial union, and annexation accusations,
93-4-5.

On Mr. Howlan's speech : correction of quota-
tion from Sir R. Cartwright, 95 ; Maritime
Provinces increase, 97 ; tishing vessels re-
gistration, 98 ; Mr. Farrer, 101.

ANNEXATION. See "U. S."

APPLES, INSPECTION OF-Sîe "Inspection,General,
Act."

APPROPRIATION ACT. &ee "Supply Bill."

AUSTRALIA, STEA31-SHII LINE TO. Sole:
"Ocean Steam-ship Subsidies B."

AUToMIATIC TELEPHONE ANI> ELEC'TRIC CO.
IN<'ORP. B. (58).

3rd R. m. (for Mr. Murphy)*, 453.

BALFOUR DIVORCE B. (B).
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption I5th Report

of Select Com.; objection to adoption before
sutlicient time for consideration of evidence,
and especially to summary of evidence being
publisied in Debates, 264.

BILLs, FEES FOR. S'e :
" Parlianentary Fees B."

BILLS, PRO"EDURE UPON. S€
" Order and Proce(ure."

BINDER TwINE, DUTY ON.

In debate on the Address, 79.
On 2nd R. of Customs Act Amt. B., 505-6.

BOOKS, PURCHASE OF.

Ready Reference to Statutes ; recommendation
of Printing Com. opposed, 479.

BRITISuH CoLUMBIA, APPROPRIATIONS FOR.

On Mr. Macdonald's satisfaction with the
session, on 2nd R. of Supply B , 511.

CABINET CHANGES. S' "Ministerial."

CANADA ATLANTIC AND PLANT SS. Co. INCORP.
B. (69).

Ist R.*, 453.
2nd R.*, 453.
3rd R.*, 453.

CANA DA EvIDENCE ACT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry., BRANCH CONSTRUCTION.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) and Mr. Dickey's ques.
of Order, that preamble to a M. is inadmis-
sible, 2-21.

CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry., BRANCH CONSTRUCTION.
See also:

"Columbia and Kootenay Ry. Co.'s B.,"
debate on.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY., CAPITAL STOCK OF.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Orders in Council,
authorizing increase; on incorrectness of
(ovt. statistics, 143.
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POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continued.

CANADIAN POWER CO.'s B. (63).
Introduced (for Mr. Ferguson)*, 367.

CANAL TOLLS QUESTION.

Remarks in speech on the Address, 86.

CANNED GOODS ; STAMPING OF; B. (R).

In Comn. of the W.; on proposed Auts., to
add word "Canadian," and the date, to the
stanip, 400, 402; remark on fish packed for
Ainerican firms and labelled with their
naines, 404.

Ant. suggested, to insert phrase respecting
labels falsely representing quantity, quality,
or weight, 405 ; further remarks, 405, 406.

CENSUS COMPARISONS AN) SYSTEMS.

li debate on the Address ; remîark on Mr.
Scott's speech, 14; in Mr. Power's speech,
83-4, 89-90; on Mr. Howlan's, 97.

On Mr. Boulton's M. for Orders in Council re
C. P. R. capital stock ; on forîm of M., 143;
comments on incorrectness of (ovt. statisti.
cal statcmients, 144.

CHILDREN, IMPRISONMENT OF. &e "Juvenile
Offenders, B."

CHOLERA PRECAUTIONS. 8e' "Quarantiie mat-
ters."

CIVIL SERVI(IE INSURANCE; PROVISION FOR ; B.
(11).

Remarks, in debate on Superannuation B.,
485.

In Con. of the W. ; a compulsory system
advocated, 490-1-2.

CIVIL SERVICE, MONTREAL AND QUEBEC, NATION-
ALITIES, &c.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose for Return; suggestion
that he dispense with details offered in de-
bate, 273.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERAN N UATIO(N ACT AMT.
increased rate chargeable, &c. ; B. (27).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for suspension of Rules
agreed to, for 2nid R. only, 480.

On Order for Con. of the W. ; comment on
Mr. Bowell's explanation of the B., 484 ;
principle of B. approved, also the systen of
iusurance, 485.

In Coin. of the W. ; on 2nd cl., ques. as to
civil servant appointed over 45 years of age,
486.

On 5th cl. ; on fund being made self -sustaining,
and ont unnecessary superannuations, 486 ;
system of superannuation upheld ; reply to
Mr. Bowell's remarks on the above, 488.

CLARK WALLACE, MIR., SPEECH OF. S6e " Wal-
lace."

COAL CONsUMPTION.

In debate on the Address ; renark on Mr.
Angers's speech, 67.

COAL OIL DUTY.

In debate on the Address. On Mr. Read's
remrarks on Mr. Boulton's speech, 74.

On 2nd R. of Customs Act Ant. B., 505-6.

POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continud.
COLUMBIA AND KOOTENAY NAVIGATION CO.'S B.

(68).
Introduced *, 320.
(2nd R. m. by Mr. MeInnes, B.C., , 343).
On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) for 3rd R., and

Aint: (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) to eliminîate cl.
allowing 30-mile branch construction ; re-
marks on C. P. R. branches, the Ottawa,
Arnprior and Parry Sound Ry., &c., 435-6.

COMMERCIAL POICY OF CANADA.

(See, first, " Address," the debate on ; also
" Exports and Imports.")

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Coni. ; correc-
tion, 199 ; ques., 213 ; comments, 215 ; on
Mr. Kaulbach's interruptions, 219, 243; on
the M.., and Mr. Boulton's speech thereon,
especially on shipping industries before and
since 1878, 242-3.

COMNIMERCIAL UNION. Se " U. S."
COMMITTEES, STANDING AND SELECT. See the

Suibject.
CONTINGT. ACCTS. COMMITTEE.

On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption of 2m Report,
and Ant., (Mr. Bowell) to strike out 6th cl.,
granting sessional niessengers the full $250 ;
on position of Senate emplovees, 455; reply
to Mr. Bowell, 456.

CORDAGE, DUTY ON.

Remarks in speech on the Address, 80.

CosGRovE, Mt., ACTION OF GOVT.

Remarks, upon Inqy. as to action of Govt. on
'Mr. Clarke Wallace's Kingston speech, 387.

CREMINAL CODE AMT. B. (43).

In Coni. of the W. ; paragraph "K"; clerical
correction in, m., 467.

On 10th cl. (prosecutions requiring consent of
Minister of Marine), ques. as to necessity of
consent, 467 ; ont Mr. Angers' replies, 467,
468.

Amt. m., to add sec. 728a (Veidict returnable
notwithstanding dissent of one Juror), 469 ;
on Mr. Kaulbach's suggestion, after 4 hours'
deliberation, may be added, 469. on Mr.
Angers's objections, 469, 470 ; on Mr. Drum-
mond's speech, 470 ; on the subject of mixed
Juries in Quebec, 471 ; that Govt. would ac-
cept such an Amnt. in Comumons, 471 ; on Mr.
Angers's contention that it must be considered
in Council, and approved by Minister of
Justice, 472.

Amt. withdrawn, and others not offered, it not
being Govt's. desire to perfect the B., 473.

CRIMINAL LAw. See:
" Criminal Code Amnt. B."
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."
" Juvenile Offenders, B."
" N.W.T. Act Amt. (jury trials) B."

CUSTOMs ACT AMT. ; binder-twine, nachinery,
&c. ; B. (126).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 3rd R. ; on B. having
been allowed to stand, and ques. of not dis-
cussing it, 504 ; remarks on nierits of the
B., 505 ; further, and on Mr. Dever's attitude
towards the Govt., 506.
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POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continted.

CUsTosNs QUESTIONS. Se€ alsO.

Address," debate on the.
"Commercial Policy," Mr. Boulton's M.

DEPARTMENTS. Set " Trade and Commerce," &c.

DEVER, HON. SENATOR.

Remarks as to his attitude towards the Govt.
(on 3rd R. of Supply B.), 506.

DIVORCE CASE. See "Balfour."

DIVORCE CoMMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of the Select

Coin. ; on the necessity for professional
men, &c., 118 ; vote on ail naines, suggested,
120; appt. of Mr. Kirchhoffer m., 122; of
Mr. Read (Quinté), 122.

DIVORCE PROCEDURE. Sce "Order and Pro
cedure."

DRUMIOND COUNTY Ry. Co.'s B. (71).
On M. (Mr. McMillan) for suspension of Ruîles

and Mr. (uévremuont's objection ; B. advo
cated, 460.

On M. (Mr. McMillan) for suspension of 57th
Rule, as recommended by Standing Order
Comn., and Mr. (uévreiont's objection
without notice, 461.

On M. (Mr. McMillai) for suspension of 14th
and 61st Rules, and 2nd R. ; on Mr. Belle
rose's objection that B. is not printed in
French, 461 ; on his further objection, with
out notice, 462.

On ques. (Mr. Dickey) whether Ry. Com. iay
be convened within 24 hours, 476 ; on meritý
of the B., 477, 478.

On M. (Mr. McMillan) that Rules permit Coin
meeting to-morrow, and Messrs. deBoucher
ville's and Masson's objections, vithou
notice, 478, 479.

On M. Mr. (McMillan) for 3rd R., and Mr
Bellerose's objection to Report of Ry. Com.
as against Rules, 498.

On Amt. (Mr. de Boucherville) restricting (le
benture issuing powers, 499, 501 ; on Mr
Dickey's ques. of Order, that the Amt
requires notice, 502 ; further to Mr. d
Boucherville, 502.

DUTIES, CUSToMS. See:
"Address," debate on the.
"Commercial policy," Mr. Boulton's M.
"Custoins Act Ami t." B.

EASTERN CANADA SAVINWS AND LoAN Co.'s B
(98).

Introduced, 440.
Suspension of Rule m. ; explanation that B

nmerely corrects a clerical error, 440.
2nd R. m., 440.
3rd R.*, 453.

EASTERN TRUST Co. IN('ORP. B. (41).
3rd R. m.*, 303.

Euo TRADE.

In debate on the Address ; on Mr. Angers's
speech, 70-1.

POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-ContiMnued.
ELECTION IN WVELLAND, THE RECENT.

In debate on the Address: remark on Mr.
Bowell's speech, 26; in Mr~. Power's speech,
86-7.

EI.ECTIONS OF 1891, INJUSTICE 1)05E.
Reuxarks on Voters' Lists B., 488 ;on Mr.

Bowell's reply, 489.

ELECTORAL LISTS, REVISION. lSeý "oters'
Lisgts R."

ELECTRic, RAILWAY R>SNS See:

"Railway Act Aint. B."

EQuITY INSVRANCE CO. Se IlSt. Lawrenice."

EviiJENC(E, LANNV OF, AMT. ; the accused, hiusband
or wife of accused, &c. ; B. ('23).

* On M. (Mi. Anîgers) for 2nd( R. ; ques. of pro-
cedure (another orler having hiad preciedence
ut recess), 364 ; and that discussion shouldl
take place at 2nd R., 365.

In Coin. of the WV. ; on the principle'of the B.
(by consent); comment on Mr. Angers's
speech, 415.

On Aint. (Mr-. Scott) to strike out Ilcoin-
pellable " ; comment on Mr. Lougheed's
speech, 419.

On similar Aint., above being Nvithdrawni (Mr.
Lotugleetl) ; on mierits of the B., &c., 423.

*Arnt. ni., to add sub-cl., failuire to testify not
to create presuimption of guilt, nor be sub-
ject of conmnent by prosecuition, 426 ; on
Mr. Angers's suggestion to leave out first
part of Amt., 429; on -%Ir. Gowani's re-
marks. 429; forîn of Aint. inoditied, 429.

On Ortler for 3rd R., and Amt. (Mr. Angers),
taking out II compellable '' and inserting
failure to testify not to he subject of coin-
ment by prosecution, 442; attention drawn
to cl., marital disclosures,' 442; on ',%r.

* Angers's reply, 443.
On Amnt. (Mr. Lougheed) to insert Ilcoin-

pellable " instead of Il competent," 443, 444,
445.

* On Amnts. (H. of Conîmons), disclosures during
inarriage not in evidence, and cortipetency
of busband or wife to testify on facts ; on
M. (M.Angers) for concurrence ; that this
must be duneë, 493.

EXODUS, TIIE.
Remarks in speech on the Address, 82-3.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS.
In debate on the Address; on Mr. Boulton's

speech: Nova Scotia and Maritime Pro-
vinces, 44; on Mr. Angers's: the egg trade,
70-1 ; in Mr. Power's speech : eggs, 77-8;
manufactures and farn products, 80; periods
coumpared, 90-1 ; trade with Great Britain
and United States, 91-2.

(See also " Commercial policy " (Mr. Boul-
ton's M.)

FEES FOR BILLS. Se:
Parliamentary Fees B."

Fisu, CANNED, STAMPINO. See " Canned goods."
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POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-ContinuW.

FRANCHISE, EONî MEN, IN 1891.

Renarks on Voters' Lists B., 488; on
Bowell's reply, 489.

Mr. l

FREE TRADE. See " Commercial Policy " (Mr.
Boulton's M.)

FRUIT, CANNED, STA.MPINu. See "Canned
goods."

FRUIT, INSPE('TION OF. See " Inspection Act."

(4ENERAL INSPECTION AcT. See "Inspection."

GRAND TRUNK, (EORGIAN BAY, &e., RY. Co.'s
B. (25).

Introduced*, 220.
On B. being reported front Ry. Coin. without

Ant. ; remarks on whole Ont. Act being
made applicable to the B., 252 ; recominittal
for 4urther consideration m., 253.

GRAND TRUNK Ry., REFERRED TO, in debate on

Drumnond County Ry. Co.'s B., 460, 478.

GREAT BRITAIN, TRADE VITH. See " Exports."

GREAT EASTERN Ry. Co., referred to, in debate
on Drumnond County Ry. Co's B., 478.

HALIFAX QUARANTINE MATTERS. St-e "N.".

HAwAIIAN ISLANDS AND U. S. ANNEXATION.

On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) as to steps taken to
acquire a port of call at Islands ; r'emarks
on his speech ; prospect of annexation, 322;
oi Mr. Macdonald's (B.C.), attitude of G.B.,
327.

HOME RULE, AND ORANGE INTERFERENCE.

Inqy., whether lr. Wallace disavows his
Kingston speech, or what action Govt. will
take thereon, 379, 38l-. On Mr. Bowell's
speech, copy of revised report, 384 ; the in-
cident on Prince of Wales's visit, 385. Re-
quest to offer explanation, 385 ; explanation,
386 ; remnarks on action of Govt. in case of
Mr. Cosgrove, 387.

IMMIGRATION, CRIMINAL.

in speech on the Address, 82.

IMMIGRAT10N, NIAN. AND N. W.

In speech on the Address, 82.

iMPRISONMENT OF CHILDREN.
Offenders."

INDEMNITY, SESSIONAL, B. See
lemnity."

See " Juvenile

" Sessional In-

INSPECTION, GENERAL, ACT AIrr.; Apples, clas-
sitication of ; B. (V).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; further slight
Ants. suggested, 438.

INSPECTION OF STEAM-BO.ATS. See "Stean-boats."

INSURANCE, CIVIL SERVICE B. SeI "Civil Ser-
vice."

INTERCOLONIAL RY. IANAGEMENT.
In speech ou the Address, S.

INTERCOLONIAL Ry., REFERRED TO, in debate on
Drummniond County Ry. Co.'s B., 460, 477,
501.

POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Cnitinued.
IRISH AFFAIRS. See " Home Rule."

IRON, DUTY ON.

Remarks in speech on the Address, 81.

JOINT STOCK CoS. FLOATING TIMIER. See
" Timber."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:

Criminal Code Amt. B."
Evidence, law of, B."

"Jutvenile Offenders B."
"Mei'chant Shipping Act (prosecutions)."
" N. W. T. Act (jury trials) Ait. B."

JUVENILE OFFENDERS ; private trial of ; parents
to be summoned respecting committal to re-
fornatory, &c. ; B. (P).

On 'M. (Mr. Allan) for 2nd R.; renarks on the
B., 298-9 ; Mr. O'Donohoe's remarks cor-
rected, 299.

LADE's OF THE NACRED HEART B. See "Sacred
Heart.'

L.ANDS, SCHOOL, N. W. T. See:
" Railways, N. W. T., land subsidies B."

LAw, ADMINISTRATION OF. Ste:
Criminal Code Amt. B."
Evidence, law of, Aint. B."

"Juvenile Offeuders B."
"Merchant 8h ipping Act (prosecu tions)."

N. W. T. Act Amt. (jury trials) B."
LiQUOR TRAFFIC. See " Tenperance."

LoAD-îINES. See " Merchant Shipping Act
Ant."

Loos, FLOATING, MEASUREMENT. Sec "Timber.

MCCA1THY, MIR. D., SPEECH OF, AT STAYNER.

Renarks and quotations, in debate on the
Address, 79.

MANITOBA, IM MIGRATION TO.

Remarks in speech on the Address, 82.'

MANUFACTURES, REFERENCES To, in debate on the
Address. S le " Address."

In debate on Mr. Boulton's M. for Select Coin.
on Trade. See " Commercial policy of
Canada."

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, STATISTICS.

On M. (Mr. McMillan) for Return, 1878 and
1891 ; pointed out that it is expensive and
impracticable, 147.

MEAT, CANNED, STAM PING. See "Canned Goods."
M ERCH ANT SHîI PPING AcT AIT.; load-lines; re-

peal of portion of Imperial Act as regards
Canadian ships : B. (92).

In Com. of the W.; questions as to applica-
bility of Imperial and Canadian laws, 465,
466.

MESSENGERS, SESSIONAL, PAY OF.

On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption Report
Contingt. Acets. Com., and Amt. (Mr.
Bowell) to strike out 6th cl., granting the
full $250 ; on position and pay of Senate
employees, 455-6.

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for Amt., granting 15
days' additional, as done in- Commons ; M.
approved, but mode of action not so, 504.

Session
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POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continued.
MINISTERIAL CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS.

Remarks in speech on the Address, 85, 88.>

MONTREALOFFICIALS, NATIONALITIES, &C., OF.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return; that he
dispense with details offered in debate, 273.

NEW BRUNSWICK GOVT., POLITICS OF.

In debate on the Address : remarks on Mr.

Angers's speech, 65-6.

NEWFOUNDLAND QUESTIONS AND CONFEDERATION.

In speech on the Address, 84.

N. ATLANTIC Ry. Co., REFERRED TO, in- debate
on Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B., 499.

N. S. BUILDING SOCIETY, &C., AcT AMT. B. (F).
On M. (Mr. Almon) for 2nd R., and Mr.

Bowell's suggestions for amts. in Coin. ; on
the procedure, and the objects of the B.,
149.

NOvA SCOTIA QUARANTINE DEFECTS.

On Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson) Govt.'s cholera pre-
cautions, 177-8: on Mr. Almon's remark,
Dr. Wickwire, 178.

N. S. RALWAYS. See " Yarmouth and Anna-
polis."

N. WEST IMMIGRATION.

Remarks in speech on the Address, 82.

N. W. T. ACT AMT. ; JURY TRIALS. under local
legislation instead of Dominion statute
B. (T).

In Com. of the W.; ques. as to effect of the
B., 439.

On explanations of Mlessrs. Lougheed and
Augers, no objection to the B., 439.

N. W. T., SCHoOL LANDS. See :
" Railways, N. W. T., Land Subsidies B."

OCEAN STEAM-SHIP SUBSIDIES; £25,000 to Aus-
tralian line; B. (129).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for suspension of Rules,
and 2nd R. ; the subsidy opposed, but sus-
pension of Rules allowed, 497.

ORAGEISM. See " Wallace, Mr."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill, 4mt., Gort. consent fo.-On ques. of ap-
proval of Minister of Justice, and (ovt.,
to Amt. of Criminal Code B., 471-2-3.

Bill, A nt. in. On Mr. Almon's remarks as to
questionable els. in Yarmouth and Anna-
polis Ry. Co.'s B., on M. for 2nd R ;
poipted out that they may be amd. in
Com., 245.

Bill, Amt. in Co.-On Mr. Bowell's sugges-
tions (upon the M. for 2nd R.) for amts.
in Con., to the N. S. Building Society's
B., and Mr. Alnon's objection to these
suggestions at the 2nd R., 149.

Bill, Dirision on.-Mr. McInnes requested not
to deinand division on Sessional Indem-
nity B., it not being expedient, 509.

37

POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continued.
ORDER AND PRoCEDURE-Continued.

Bill, Principle of, at 2nd R. -On Mr. Bowell's
remarks upon differences in Commons and
Senate procedure (law of Evidence B.),
reasons given for discussion of the princi-
ple of B. at 2nd R., 365.

Bill, Prirate, Petition for.-Remarks, doubt
as to necessity of, when received through
Commons; on draft of Revised Rules of
Senate, 483.

Bill proceeding, in initerrupted Debate.--Objec-
tion taken, to law of Evi-lence B. being
moved 2nd R. at evening session, Mr.
Poirier having had the floor at recess upon
another Order, 364.

Bill, Pullic, Gort. not desirous of perfecting.
-Remarks, on withdrawing Amt. to
CHminal Code Anit. B., 473.

Bill, recommital of.-On G. T., Georgian Bay,
&c., Co.'s B., being reported fron Ry.
Com. without Amt., attention called to
questionable els., 252; its re-committal
for further consideration m., 253.

Bill, 2nd R., B. not prinied in French.--Mr.
Guévremont urged to withdraw objection,
Drumnond County Ry. Co.'s B., 460.

Bill, 2nd R., Suspension of Rulex for.-Objec-
tion taken, on Ry. Subsidies B., but
waived on Mr. Bowell's explanation that
B. contained nothing new, 494.

Objection taken, on Sessional Indemnity B.,
495.

Bill, 2nd R. under Suspension qf Rules.-On
Mr. iuévremont's objection to 2nd R. of
Drunmond County Ry. Co.'s B., on
Report of Standing Orders Coni. ; held
that adoption of Com. Report is not a
special M. requiring notice, 461.

On further objections to the 2nd R., 462.

Bill, 3rd R., Amt. icithout Notice.-On Mr.
Dickey's objection to Amt. to Drummond
County Ry. Co.'s B., 502.

Comieompoiion of.-Divorce Com.,
on the appt. of ; necessity for professional
nien thereon pointed out, 118.

Con., Coureniny neithin 24 houri-.-On the
Chairman's request for instructions, and
discussion on the proper procedure (Drum-
mond County Ry. B.), 476-7-8-9, 498.

Debate, Exprexsioni< ued, d-c.-On the objec-
tions taken to Mr. Scott's reference to Dr.
Ferguson's defeat in Welland, in debate
on the Address, 86-7.

On M. Angers's objection to Mr. Bellerose's
Amt., as unnecessary, to Speaker of Senate
B., and claim that the language is perfect,
389; on his further rernarks, 389.

On same B., that the Minister was ont of
order in inputing desire to defeat, not
improve, the B., 393.

Debate, Interruptions in.-Objections taken, in
debate on Mr. Boulton's commercial policy
M., 219, 243.

Details in Debate.-That Mr. Bellerose dis-
pense with details offered, on his M. re
officials' nationalities, 273.
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POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continued. POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continued.
ORDER AND PROCEDURF.-Coùtinued. PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS 0F. Sec '<Order

Dirorce Procedure.-Objection to adoption of Procedure."
Coin. Report, before sufficient time for PROHIBITION. See "Temperance legisiation.
consideration of evidence (Balfour case),
264.

Objection to sumnary of evidence being On Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson) as to (4ovt. pre
published in Debates (Balfour case), 264. tions this smmer ; on quarantine defe

Estimate.s oerridiny an Act.- Comment on Halifax and Quebec, 178; on Mr. Re
Mr. Bowell's remark that a Vote in Esti- remark, Victoria, B.C., 178 on Mr. Aima
mates would override additional cl., pro- Dr. Wickwire, 178.
posed as Amt. to Speaker of Senate B.,
precluding a charge on revenue, 393. QUEBE J.n

Motion, Forni of.-Mr. Boulton's request for
Orders in Council authorizing C. P. R. QUEBEC OFFICIALS, NATIONALITIES, &C., 0F.

capital stock increase, objected to, as On M. (Mr. Belierose) for Betur; that
being really a M. for papers, House not dispense with details offered in debate,
being prepared to discuss it, 143.

Motion, Preamble inadm4iible.- Objection QUEBECQUARANTINE. Sec"Quarantine"(abo
(Mr. Dickey) to M. (Mr. Boultoni) r' RULNvAYACTAMT. B. (U).
C. P. R. branch construction, sustained
on this ground, 221. On M. (Mr. Boweii) for 2nd R. ; that a

Motion irithout Notice.-On several questions wil1 iequire attention in Com., 425.
raised on this point (Drummond County In Coi. of the W., on 2nd cl. ; on Amt.
Ry. Co. 's B.). 461-2, 478-9. Scott), Street Ry. conductors at crossi

Printing of Reports.--Held that Depts., not to go forward and then signal to cross; t
Parlt., should bear cost of printing Re- this >lould be restrlcte( to Eiectrie R
ports of Depts., 320. 450.

Returu, Impracticable, M. for.--On M. ( Mr. RAILWAYS IN N. W. T. ; land subsidies; cha
McMillan) for nanufacturing industries in School sections; B. (W).
Return, 1878 and 1891, pointed out that In Coin. of the W. ; questions astosuitabi
it was expensive and impracticable, 147. of the substituted Schooi lands, 463.

Rides, Revision of.- See " Rules " (below).
Senate Poucer's, and the Speaker8hip.-See the RAILWAYS MENTIONED iN DEBATE. Se

debate on " Senate, Speaker, temporary, Canadian Pacific Ry.
appointment, B. to make provision for" Canadian Pacific Ry. branches. Sec.
(below). "Columbia ani Kootenay Ry." dehate.

Sencate Poicere over Féees for Bill.-.- See de- Colunbia and Kootenay Ry.
bate on " ParliaFrentary Fees B." (below.) DruFsinons Coanty Ry.

OTTAwA, ARNPRIOR AND PARRY SOUND RY. See :
"Columbia and Kootenay Ry, Co.'s B.," de-

bate on.

PARLIAMENTARY FEES; RECEIFT, DISPOSAL. AND
REFUND OF; B. (61).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; that it should
be made clear that money deposited with
Clerk of Senate may be withdrawn by order
of the House, 341.

PATENT. ACT AM1T. B. (110).
On M. for 2nd R. ; on Depy. Commissioner

signing patents ; ques. as to specifications
in triplicate, 474; explanation satisfactory,
474.

In Com. of the W. ; ques. as to subsect. of
sect. 21 ; on Mr. Angers's reply, remarks on
reference of doubtful cases to De pt. of
Justice, and retention of subsect. advised,
474.

On subsect. 2, respecting fees, remarks as to
date of payment, altered by Commons, 475.

PRINTINO OF PARLIAMENT.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption ist Report of
Joint Com. ; suggested that Reports of the
Depts. be not charged to Parlt., 320.

On M. (Mr. Read) for adoption 6th Report;
purchase of Ready Reference to Statutes
opposed, 479.

and
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Grand Trunk, Georgian Bay, &c., Ry.
Grand Trunk Ry.
Great Eastern Ry.
Intercolouial Ry.
North Atlantic Ry.
Ottawa, Arnprior, &c., Ry. See

" Columbia and Kootenay Ry." debate.
Western Counties Ry. See

" Yarmouth and Annapolis Ry.
RA1LWAYS, SUBSIDIES TO; B. (127).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for suspension of 41st
Rule, for 2nd R., objection taken, 494 ;
waived on explanation, no new subsidies.
494.

REFORMATORIES, COMMITTAL TO. See "Juvenile
Offenders."

RIvERS, TIMBER IN. See " Timuber."
RULES, REviSION OF.

Special Com.'s report, adoption m., consider-
ation of draft next session suggested-, 481;
reply to Mr. DeBoucherville, draft printed,
481.

Postponement till next session m., 482.
On ques. of requiring Petition for private B.

received from Conmmons, 483.
ST. LAWRENCE INSURANCE CO.; Incorp. Act

amd. and naine changed, &c. ; B. (62).
On M. (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington) for 2nd R.;

attention of Com. called to another Co. of
same name, 341.

[Session
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POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continued.

SACRED HEART, LADIES OF THE ; B. (106).

On M. (Mr. Robitaille) for 2nd R. ; that ex-
tension of Incorp. Act as regards property
should apply to N. S. branch of Society also,
459.

SANDWICH ISLANDS, U.S. ANNEXATION, &C.

On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton), as to steps taken to
acquire Port of call; on his speech, prospect
of annexation, 322; on Mr. Macdonald's
(B.C.), attitude of G. B., 327.

ScHOOL LANDS, N.W.T. See
" Railways, N.W.T., Land Subsidies B."

SEAMEN'S ACT AMT. ; liens for disbursements by
Masters, &c. ; B. (O).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R. ; postponement
for consideration recomnmended, 295.

In Com. of the W. ; principle of B. acquiesced
in, 301.

SEAMEN'S PROSECUTIONS. See "Criminal Code
Amt. B.

SENATE AND CoMMONs B. See "Sessional In-
demnity."

SENATE, CABINET MINISTERS IN.

Remarks in Speech on the Address, 88.

SENATE COMMITTEES, COMPOSITION OF.

Divorce Com., necessity for appt. of Profes-
sional men pointed out, 118.

SENATE EMPLOYEES, POSITION AND PAY OF.

Remarks on Govt. Amt. to Contingt. Acets.
Com. report (pay of Messengers), 455-6.

On Govt's further Aint., granting 15 davs,
additional pay, 504.

SENATE RULES, REVISION. See "Rules."

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPT. oF; B.
(N). to make provision for.

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R.; comment on
Mr. Dickey's speech, 314; on Nir. Gowan's,
318; on the measure and the constitutional
points involved, 343-4-5-6, 348-9 ; comment
on Mr. Kaulbach's speech, 350; on Mr.
Scott's, 355, 359, 360; on Mr. Boulton's,
374 ; on Mr. Angers', 377.

In Com. of the W.; on Amt. (Mr. Bellerose)
to insert word " temporarily," &c. ; on Mr.
Angers' remark as to perfection of B., 389 ;
on the Amt., 389; further Amts. suggested,
391 ; further, 391.

M. to add cl., no addl. charge on revenue to
be imposed, 392; on Mr. Angers' objection,
as unnecessary, 393 : on his contention that
a Vote in Estimates would override it, 393 ;
Minister not in order, in imputing desire to
defeat, not improve the B., 393.

SESSION, CLOSE OF THE.

Remarks on 2nd R. of Supply B. ; on a/nount
voted for Victoria, 511 ; Mr. Bowell's re
marks reciprocated, 511.

POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continued.

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY ; 6 days' absence not
chargeable; B. (132).

M. (Mr. Bowell) for suspension of Rule, for
2nd R., objected to, 495.

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R., principle of B.
objected to, 506; Mr. MIcInnes (B.C.) re-
quested not to demand a Division, it not
being expedient, 509.

SESSIONAL MESSEN GERS. See " Messengers.'

SHi-PPiNG TRADE.

Tonnage increase. In speech on the Address,
92; on Mr. Howlan's speech, fishing vessels,
98.

Decrease since 1878. In speech on M. (Mr.
Boulton) Commercial policy of Canada, 242-3.

SIPS, LIENS UPON. See "Seamen's Act Amt.
B."

SHips' LoAD-LINES. See "Merchant Shipping
Act."

SHIPS, PROSECUTIONS. See "Criminal Code Amt.
B."

SHIPS, STEAM, INSPECTION. See "Steam-boats."

SPEAKERSHIP, TEMPORARY. See "Senate."

STATISTICAL STATEMENTS, GOVT., INCORRECT-
NEsS OF. See " Census comparisons and
systenus."

STATUTES, READY REFERENCE TO.
Purchase of, opposed ; on Printing Coms. re-

port, 479.

STEAM-BOAT INSPECTION ACT AMT. ; freight boats
without certified Engineers; disposal of
fines, &c. ; B. (6).

In Com. of the W. ; on 2nd cl. ; fines to Re-
ceiver-Genl. instead of informer, approved,
458.

8TEAM-SHIP SUBSIDIES, AUSTRALIAN LINE. See:
" Ocean Steam-ship Subsidies B."

STREET RAIL WAY CROSSINGS. See:
" Railway Act Amt. B."

SUBSIDIES, AUSTRALIAN SS. LINE. See:
" Ocean Steamn-ship Subsidies B."

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS, B. See "Railways."

SUGAR DUTY REDUCTION.
In debate on the Address, 78, 80-1.

SUPERANNUATION ACT AMT. See " Civil Ser-
vice."

SUPPLY BILL (135).
On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; on Mr. Mac-

donald's remarks; amount voted for Victoria,
511 ; Mr. Bowell's remarks reciprocated,
511.

TARIFF QUESTIONS. See:
".Address," debate on the.
"Commercial policy," Mr. Boulton's M."
"Customs Act Ant." B.

TEMPERANCE LEGISLATION (PROHIBITION).
On M. (Mr. Vidal) for R. Commission's in-

structions ; on personnel of the Commission,
&c., 156-7-8.
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POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Continued.

TIMBER, FLOATING, MEASUREMENT OF; substitu-
tion of cubie for board nieasure, &c.; B. (S).

On M. (MIr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; ques. as to
rates charged, 343.

TIN, DUTY ON.

Remarks in debate on the Address, 80-1.

TRADE AND COMMERCE DEPARTMENT.

Formation of. Remarks in speech on the
Address, 85.

POWER, Hon. Laurence G.-Concluded.

YARMOrTH AND ANNAPOLIs Ry.; change of
narmie, &c.; B. (38).

Introduced, &c.*, 220.
2nd R. n., 245 ; on Mr. Kaulbach's remarks

upon new powers sought, 245.
Concurrence in Aint. of Ry. Com. m. (restrict-

ing shipping business to operations connected
with the undertaking), 288.

3rd R. m. *, 288.

PRIMROSE, Hon. Clarence.
TRIAL OF JUVENILE OFFENDERs B. See Intro(lnced, 3.

,Juvenile."

TwINE. SeI " Binder twine."

UNITED STATES.
Canal Toll.- Que.stion. -Remarks in speech on

the Address, 86.
Cenmu.- Comparisonx.-In ldebate on the Ad-

dress; remarks on Mr. Scott's speech, 14,
89, 90.

Commercial Union and Annexation ; charges
against Liberal party. In speech on the
Address, 93-4-5.

Dutieàs on Iiports from U. S.-See "Address,"
debate on the ; also " Customs Act Amt. B."

Fish Canned for t. S. Firm.'.-See "'Canned
goods, stamping of, B."

Hawaiian A nnexation, &ck-. ---On Mr. Bultois
Inqy., 322 ; on Mr. Macdonald's (B.C.) re-
marks thereon, 327.

Trade Coîparison i'ith G. B.-In speech on
Address, 91-2.

VESSELS. See I Ships" and " Shipping."

VICTORIA, B.C., APPROPRIATIONS FOR.

On Mr. Macdonald's satisfaction with the
session, on 2nd R. of Supply B., 511.

VICTORIA, B. C., QrARANTINE. Ste " Quaran-
tine."

VOTERS' LISTS, REvISION POSTPONED FOR THIS
YEAR; B. (123).

In Com. of the W. ; on changed views of
Govt.; on promise of revision in 1890, and
injustice in excluding young men in 1891,
488 ; on M r. Bowell's reply, 489.

WAGES. See "Miinufacturing statistics."

WALLACE, MR. N. C., CONTROLLER OF CUSTOMS.

Speech at Kingston, Orange interfereuce with
Tome Rule ; Inqy., as to his disavowal or
tze action of Glovt. thereon, 379, 380-1 ; on
Mr. Bowell's speech, copy of revised report,
384 ; the incident on Prince of Wales' visit,
385; request to offer explanation, 385 ; ex-
planation, 386; remarks on action of Govt.
in case of Mr. Cosgrove, 387.

WELLAND ELECTION, THE RECENT.

In debate on the Address; remarks on Mr.
Bowell's speech, 26; in Mr. Power's speech,
86-7.

WESTERN COUNTIEs Ry. B. See.
" Yarmouth and Annapolis Ry."

WITNESSES A"n TPJIi)ENCE B. See" Evidence."

CONlERIAL POLICY OF CANADA.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com.; on de-
pression in British shipping industry, and
on general prosperity of Canada, 239-241.

GRANT, THE LATE HoN. SENATOR.
Eulogiumn of, 5.

PROWSE, Hon. Samuel.
ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE

TiiRiONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Boulton's
speech : census, N. B., ques. as to deaths,
46.

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:

" Evilence, law of, Amt. B."

CANNED GOODS, MARKING oF; B. (R.)
On M. (Nr. Bowell) for 2nd R. ; suggestion

(Mr. Dever) for stamping date of canning,
opposed, 388.

In Coi. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Bowell) to
add date of canning to stamnp ; the Amt.
opposed, 399; further, on the expense to
lobster packers. 400.

Suggestion that the B. do not go into opera-
tion till 15th July, close of lobster packing,
400.

On Mr. Angers accepting change from " date"
to " year 'of canning, 405.

CRIMINAL LAW, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CUSTOMS OFFICIALS, MONTREAL.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return, showing
nationalities, &c. ; Parliamentary discus-
sions on sucli points deprecated; appt. of
English-speaking clerk in Senate advocated,
187.

)ORAN DIvORCE B. (E).
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption of Select

Com.'s Report (in favour of the B.) ; protest
against sumnary of the evidence being given
by Chairman, 367.

EVIDENCE, LAW oF, AMT. ; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, &c. ; B. (23).

In Com. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Lougheed),
evidence competent, but not to be called
without consent of accused, 423.

FIsH, CANNED, MARKING OF. See " Canned
goods."

FRUIT, CANNED, MARKING OF. iSee " Canned
goods.".
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PROWSE, Hon. Samuel-Concluded.

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
"Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."

LOBSTERS, CANN#D, MARKING OF. Sole " Canned
goods."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Dirorce Procedure. Protest against summary
of evidence being given by Chairman, in
moving adoption of Con. Report (Doran
case), 367.

Senate, Speaker, Temporary, appt. of.--Re-
marks on B. to make provision for; ques.
as to powers given to Clerk, 392.

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPT. OF; B. to
make provision for (N).

In Com. of the W. ; ques. whether 2nd ci.
does not give Clerk of Senate too much
power, 392; reply to Mr. Vidal on the
point, 392.

WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE B. See " Evidence."

READ, Hon. Robert (Quinté).

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Scott's
speech ; the exodus, to a oountry taxed
double, 13.

On Mr. Bowell's speech : dairy exports to
England, 31.

On Mr. Boulton's: length of speech, 52; free
trade in whiskey ; direct taxation, 54;
ques., C. P. R. freight rate on oats, 57.

On the Address : Cabinet representation in
Senate, Ministers of Trade and Commerce
and Agriculture, 71 ; "N. P." resolution
moved in 1877, 72; "Commercial Union "
movement and Mr. Wiman, 72 ; unrestricted
reciprocity ; U. S. Exports to Europe ;
prices of barley sold to U. S., 72; McKinley
Tariff prohibitory ; other agricultural ex-
ports ; Dairy Commissioner Robertson's
work, 73 ; dairy exports to England, 73-4 ;
Experimental Farm ; Mr. Boulton's tariff
policy, 74 ; pleuro-pneumonia, and visit of
English expert, 74-5 ; further on the cattle
trade, 75 ; further on Mr. Boulton's tariff
policy, stamp-tax, &c., 75-6 ; taxes and land
values, in Canada, U. S. and England, 76.

BooKs, PURCHASE OF. See:
" Printing of Parliament, 6th Report."

CANADA CARRIAGE COMPANY INCoRP. B. (59).
Introduced*, 295.
2nd R,*, 320.
3rd R. ?n., 437.

CANADIAN PACIFIc RAILWAY, FREIGHT RATES.
Ques. on Mr. Boulton's speech, in debate on

the Address, 57. Remark on Mr. Perley's
speech, in debate on M. (Mr. Boulton) foi
Order in Council, 141.

CANNED GOODs, STAMPING OF, B. (R).
In Coin. of the W. ; on Mr. Bowell's announce-

ment that Govt. will take steps to preveni
Cheese passing through Canada branded ai
"Canad ian," 401.

CATTLE TRADE AND DISEASES. See " Address il
reply to Speech from Throne," debate on

Read, Hon. Robert (Quinté)-Continued.

CHEESE, FRAUDULENT BRANDING OF.
" Canned Goods, stamping of, B."

See :

CHILLIWHACK Ry. Co.'s B.
Reference to, in debate on Mr. deBoucher-

ville's Amt. to Drummond County Ry. Co.'s
B., restricting bonding power to $25,000 a
mile, 502.

CHOLERA, PRECAUTIONS AGAINST.
In debate on Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson) steps taken

and proposed ; remark on Mr. Power's
speech, necessity of quarantine àt Victoria,
178.

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE. See following B.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION ACT AMT.
higher rates charged, &c. ; B. (27).

In Com. of the W.; the B. approved, also the
provision for insurance, 487.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.

(See previously, " Address in reply to Speech
from Throne," debate on the.)

On motion (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com.
comments on his speech; increase in popu-
lation of G.B., 214 ; fruits canning industry,
217 ; export of cotton manufactures, 2'28 ;
leather export to G.B., 231 ; tax on coffee
in G. B., 232 ; consumption of tea and coffee,
233 ; revenue from silks, 233.

CUSTOMs EMPLOYEES, MONTREAL.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Returns showing
nationalities, &c. ; comment on bis speech,
186 ; statistics quoted, 189-190; such dis-
cussions deprecated, 189, 190.

DIVORCE CASE. See " Heward."

DIVORCE COMMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of the Com.
that Senators opposed to divorce should not
be appd., 120; personal wish to be relieved
from serving, 221; on M. being carried, for
appt., 122.

IRUMMOND COUNTY Ry. Co. ; EXTENSION OF
L-INE, to connect with Intercol. Ry., &c.
B. (71).

On M. (Mr. McMillan)for3rd R., and Amt. (Mr.
deBoucherville) restricting bonding power
to $25,000 a mile ; reference to Chilliwhack
Ry. B. of this session, 502.

EMPLOYEES, NATIONALITIES, &c. See "Customs."

FARM, EXPERIMENTAL, WORK OF. See " Ad-
dress," debate on the. •

FRENCH-SPEAKING APPOINTM ENTS. See " Mon-
treal." /

HEWARD DIVORCE B. (A).
On M. (Mr. Gowan) for postponement of con-

sideration of the Report of Com., in conse
quence of omissions in printing evidence ;
that documents should be examined as to
completeness, aftei printing, 266.

INSURANCE, CIVIL SERVICE. See :
"Civil Service Superannuation Act Amt.'B.,"

the debate on.
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READ, Hon. Robert (Quinté)-Continued.

LIBERAL GOVT., PERIOD OF. See remark in de-
bate on "Senate, Speaker, Temporary, appt.,
B. (N.)

MONTREAL CVSTOMS EMPLOYEES.
On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return showing

nationalities, &c.; comment on his speech,
186: statistics quoted, 189-190; such dis-
cussions deprecated, 189-190.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill,; icith similar Prori.ion.s.-On Mr. De
Boucherville's Amt. to Drummond County
Ry. Co.'s B. (restricting bonding privilege),
pointed out that a similar B. has been passed
this session (Chilliwhack Ry. Co.'s B.), 502.

Dirorce Procedure.-Held that Senators op-
posed to Divorce should not be appointed on
the Com., 120.

On postponement of consideration of Report
of Coin. (in Heward case), in consequence of
omissions in printing evidence ; held that
documents should be examined as to com-
pleteness, after printing, 266.

Questions of Rare, &c.-The raising of such
questions in regard to appointments depre-
cated, in debate on Mr. Bellerose's M.
respecting nationalities of Customs erm-
ployees at Montreal, 189, 190.

PLEURO-PNEUMONI.U See "Address in reply to
Speech from Throne," debate on the.

PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT.

Ist Report of Joint Coni.; adoption in.,
320 : explanation in reply to Mr. Kaulbach,
amounts recommended, 320.

3rd Report; adoption m., leave of absence to
an official, payment for certain supplies, 320.

6th Report; adoption m., purchase of Ready
Reference to Statutes, 479; on Mr. Power's
renarks; comment on price of book, 480.

(See also renark on printing, in " Heward
Divorce case," above).

QUARANTINE, VICTORIA, B.C.
Renark on Mr. Power's speech, on Inqy.

(Mr. Ferguson) re Cholera precautions, 178.
RAILWAYS REFERRED TO. See:

" Canadian Pacific Ry."
" Chilliwhack Ry."
" Drumnond County Ry."

RECIPROCITY. See " Commercial policy."

SENATE, CABINET REPRESENTATION IN THE. See
" Address," debate on the.

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPT. OF ; B. to
make provision for (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for und R. ; on Mr.
Power's speech, renark as to period of mis-
governhnent of Canada, 343.

STATUTES, READY REFERENCE TO. See:
"Printing of Parliaient, 6th Report."

SUPERANNUATION ACT AM1T. See " Civil Ser-
vice."

TARIFF AND TRADE, QUESTIONS OF. Se€:
" Address," debate on the.
" Commercial policy " (Mr. Boulton's M.).

READ, Hon. Robert (Quinté)-Concluded.
U. S., TRADE RELATIONS WITH. See:

" Address," debate on the.
" Commercial policy" (Mr. Boulton's M.).

VIcTORIA, B. C., QUARANTINE.

Remark on Mr. Powers speech, on Inqy. (Mr.
Ferguson) re Cholera precautions, 178.

REESOR, Hon. David.

APPLES, INSPECTION. See " Inspection, General,
Act."

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R).
In Coin. of the W. ; the B. approved; remarks

on fruit and fish canning, 402; on cheese-
making, 405; suggestion that " Canadian "
be stamped on all our canned goods, 405;
result of inferior goods, 406.

CHEESE, BRANDINGI OF. Sec " CanDed goods."

FRUIT, CANNING. See "Canned goods."

INSPECTION, GENERAL, ACT AMT. ; classification
of apples; B. (V).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R., ques. as to
changes made by B., 438; remarks on diffi-
culty of inspecting apples, &c., 439.

REID, Hon. James (Cariboo).

NEIsON AND FORT SEPPARD RY. CO. ; Dominion
charter granted; B. (89).

Introduced*, 424.
2nd R. m., and B. explained, 437.
3rd R.*, 453.

ROBITAILLE, Hon. Théodore.

SACRED HEART, LADIES OF ; Incorporation Act
extended ; acquisition of property author-
ized, &c.; B. (106).

Introduced*, 453.
2nd R. ni., and B. explained, 459.
3rd R.*, 461.

ROSS, Hon. John Jones (the Speaker).

COmMONs, SUMMONED, for opening of Session, 3.

for prorogation, 511.

RULINGS AND REMARKS ON PROCEDURE.

Bill, 2nd R., writhout Special Motion.--Not be-
ing on Orders of the )ay, ruled that special
M. is required for 2nd R. of Drummond
County Ry. B.; and, objection having been
made to the special motion without notice,
B. cannot be read, 462.

M., Withdrawval of.-Mr. Boulton's request to
withdraw his M. for Select Com. on Coin-
niercial policy, declared carried, 243. Mr.
Almon objecting to withdrawal, the M. to
withdraw declared carried, 243. Ques. put,
on the M. for permission to withdraw, 244.

Rues, Suspension of.-Mr. McMillan's M. for
suspension of Rales (for 2nd. R. of Druni-
mond County Ry. B.) overruled, objection
having been taken thereto, 462.
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SANFORD, Hon. William E.

PROHIBITION COMMISSION.
On M. (Mr. Vidal) for the Conmissiun's in-

structions, &c.; on value of the Comn'ission,
prohibition impracticable, 162-3; the Nor-
wegian system, 163.

SCOTT, Hon. Richard William.

ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

On M. (Mr. Ferguson) for. -- Compliment to
Their Excellencies, 11, 12; to Sir -John
Abbott, 12; to inover and seconder, 12;
Welland election, 12; the exodus, 12, 13,
14 ; Census comaparison with United States,
13, 14; exports and imports, 15; Alaska
boundary, 15, 16; NewfdId. conference and
confederation, 16; canal tolls, 16-7-8-9;
Sault Canal construction, 19 ; reciprocity in
wrecking, 20; Franchise Act Amt., 21.

On Mr. Bowell's speech : The Globe and its
writers, 24: the exodus and comparisons
with U. S., 26-7; imports of household
effects 28 ; canal tolls, 34-5.

On Mr. Angers's speech ; canal tolls, 66-7.
On Mr. Read's: ques., beer tax in England, 74.
On Mr. Power's speech and Mr. Angers's re-

mark: Welland election, 87.
On Mr. Ferguson's remark ; Welland election,

87-8.

ALASKA BOUNDARY.

In speech on the Address, 15, 16.

ATLANTIC AND N.W. RY.
Reference to, in dehate on M. (Mr. Boulton)

re C. P. R. capital stock increase, 137, 140.

BILLs, FEES FOR. See " Parliamentary fees B."

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:
" Evidence, law of, Ant. B."

CANADIAN PACIFIc Ry. Co. ; Additional De-
bentures, powers of issuing restored ; B. (84).

On M. (Mr. MacInnes, Burlingtomn) for 2nd R.
on Mr. Kaulbach's request, B. more definitely
explainpd, 398 ; replies to Mr. Boulton,
'nortgages replaced by the new bonds, 399.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. Co., CAPITAL STOCK.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Orders in Council
authorizing increase ; comments upon his
speech ; statistics incorrectly quoted, 128-9,
130-1, 133 ; on Mr. Allan's remarks as to
forn of the M., 136. On the M., history
and present financial position of the Co.,
comparison of freight rates, &c., 136-7-8-9,
140.

CANADIAN PACIFIc Ry. (1874-78).
Remarks (on Select Coms. on routes, ap-

pointed); in debate on Mr. Boulton's M. for
Select Com. on Trade, 239. On Mr. Bowell's
reply to above remarks, 242.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILwAY. See also
" Columbia and Kootenay Ry. Co.'s B."

CANAL, SAULT STE. MARIE, CONSTRUCTION.

In speech on the Address, 19.

SCOTT, Hon. Richard William- Continued.

CANALS TOLLS QUESTION, (ENERALLY.
In speech on the Address, 16-7-8-9; on Mr.

Bowell's speech, 34-5; on Mr. Angers', 66-7.

CANNED GOODS, STAMPI.NG OF; B. (R).
In Com. of the W. ; Stamping of date advo-

cated ; remarks on fruit canning, 403.

CENSUS COMPARISONS WITH U.S.
In speech on the Address, 13, 14 ; on Mr.

Bowell's speech, 26-7.

CENSUS SYSTEM, 1891.
On M. (Mr. Tassé) for full explanation,
census of French speaking race ; proposals
that instructions of 1881 be added, 126.

CHEESE, PREVENTION OF FRAUD IN MANUFAC-
TURE, and provision forbrandingof Canadian;
B. (125).

On M\. (Mr. Angers) for suspension of Rules
and 2nd R. ; introduction of important B.
on last day of session deprecated ; B. ap-
proved ; question as to practicability of
applying it to Anierican goods in bond, 510;
further, on Mr. Angers's remark, 510.

CHOLERA, -GOVT. PRECAUTIONS AGAINST.

On Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson); remarks and sug-
gestions, 175-6.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION ACT AMT;
increased rate chargeable, &c. ; B. (27).

In Com. of the W.; on 5th cl., ques. as to
effect of B., whether fund immediately self-
sustaining, &c., 486.

COLUMBIA AND KOOTENAY Ry., &c., Co.'s B. (68).
On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), for3rd R., and

Amt. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), to strike out 30
mile branch constructing powers ; the B.
explained, and Amt. opposed, 432-3; reply
to Mr. McInnes, as to action of C.P.R. Co.,
433 ; comment on Mr. Power's speech, 435;
further reply to Mr. Mclnnes, 436.

COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com. ; comment

on his speech; saw-milling, 216 ; on Mr.
McMillan's expressions, order called, 219;
on the propriety and utility of such a Com.,
and on Coins. appointed during . Liberal
Administration, 239. On Mr. Bowell's
comments on the above, 242.

COMMITTEE, SELECT, APPOINTMENT OF. See:
" Commercial policy," (Mr. Boulton's M.)

COMMITTEES, STANDINU, APPOINTMENT OF.

On M. (Mr. Bowell) fixing quorum; custom
for each Com. to regulate its quorum, 116.

CRIMINAL LAW. See:

" Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."

DAIRY PRODUCTS, BRA N DING OF. Sce "Cheese."

ELECTION, WELLAND.

In Speech on the Address, 12; on Mr. Power's
speech and Mr. Angers's remark, 87 ; on Mr.
Ferguson's remarks, 87-8.

ELECTIONS. See also " Franchise Act."
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SCOTT, Hon. Richard William-Continued. SCOTT, Hon. Richard William-coninued.
ELECTRIC RY. CROSsIN;S. See: LANDS, SCHOOL SECTIONS IN N. W. T. See:

Railway Act Ait. B." I" Railways in N. W. T., land subsidies B."

EPIDEMICS. See " Cholera Precautions." LAW, ADMINISTRATION OF. SeC:
"ý 1

EvIDENCE, LAW oF, A)MT. ; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, documentary evidence,
&c.; B. (23).

In Coin. of the W. (the principle of the B. be-
ing then under discussion, by consent); com-
nients on M1r. (owan's speech, the accused
as a coipellable witness, 408-9; on the merits
of the B., and against compellability *of
accused, 411, 413 ; comments on Mr. Angers'
speech, 414, 415.

On 3rd cl., Amt. m., to strike out " compel-
lable," 415; comment on Mr. Lougheed's
speech, 417 ; ou Mr. Dever's ques., husband
or wife not compellable, 419. Ant. iwith-
Irain, in favour of that of Mr. Lougheed,

420. On Mr. Prowse's speech, present right
of accused to make statements, 424.

On Ait. (Mr. Power) to add subcl. to cl. 4,
failure of testifying not to create presump-
tion of guilt, or be commented on by prose-
cution, 426, 427, 428.

On this being rejected
Ait. m., failure to testify not ;o be subject of

comment by prosecution, 429.
On Order for 3rd R., remnarks on the B. and

Amts. inade in Com., 442.
On Mr. Bellerose's ques. of Order, iiiportant

Ait. at 3rd R. without notice ; not neces-
sary in case of a public B., 445.

ExODUS, THE.

In speech on the Address, 12, 13, 14; on Mr.
Bowell's speech, 26-7.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS.
In speech on the Address, 15 ; on Mr. Bowell's

speech, 28.
FEES FOR BILLS. See " Parliamnentary fees B."
FRANCHISE ACT AIT.

In speech on the Address, 21.

FREE TRADE (MR. BOULTON'S M.) See:
I Commercial Policy of Canada.

FRENCH-SPEAKING RACE, CENSUS OF. See "Cen-
sus."

FRUIT, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See " Canned
goods."

GIRAR», THE LATE HoN. SENATOR.

Remarks on the death of, 4.

"GLOBE," THE, AND ITS WRITERS.

In debate on the Address; on Mr. Bowell's re-
marks, 24.

GRANT, THE LATE HON. SENATOR.

Renarks on the death of.

IMPORTS. See " Exports and Imnports."
INDEMNITY, SESSIONAL. See "Sessional.
JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:

"Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."

LAND SIBSIDIESToRAILWAYS. See "Railways."

vidence, law o, Autu. n.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC. Set " Temperance legisla-
tion."

MANITOBA AND S. W. RY.
Reference to, in debate on M. (Mr. Boulton)

re C. P. R. capital stock increase, 137, 140.

MEAT, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See " Canned
goods.

MEMBERS' INDEMNITY. See "Sessional Indem-
nity B. "

NEwFOUNDLAND CONFERENCE AND CONFEDERA-
TION.

In debate on the Address, 16.

N. W. RYs., LAND GRANTS, SCHOOL SECTIONS.
See :

"Railways in N. W. T.. land subsidies B."
ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Bill, Ami on 3rd R.-Notice not necessary in
case of a public B., 45.

Bill, from Coinmon., Se.oional Indemnity.-
The innovation of allowing members to
count periods of absence regretted, but dis-
cussion or division on the B. deprecated,
507.

Bill, Gort., late in Session.- Remarks on
cheese-branding B. being introduced on last
day of session, 510.

Bill, Prirate, Petition nee isary.-Remarks on
draft of new Rules subnitted by the Coni.,
482.

Committees, Quorum of-On M. (Mr. Bowell)
for appt. of Standing Coms., fixing quorum;
poinîted out, custon for each Com. to regu-
late its quorum, 117.

Commnittees, Select.-On M. (Mr. Boulton) for
a Trade Con., question of propriety dis-
cussed, with references to similar Coms.
during Liberal administration, 239. Re-
plies to Mr. Bowell's comments on the
above, 242.

Debate, Expresions nxed, &.-On the objec-
tions taken to reference to Mr. Ferguson's
defeat in Weiland, in debate on the Address,
87-8.

Mr. McMillan called to order for epithet ap-
plied to Mr. Boulton's remarks on Com-
mercial policy, on his M. for a Select Coin.,
219.

Fees, Receipt and Return of.-See the B. on
that subject, " Parliamentary fees."

Rules, Rerision of.-Draft submitted by Com.;
postponement of consideration till next
Session recommended ; remarks on necessity
of Petitions for Private Bs., 482.

Senate, Speaker, Temporary, Appointment of.
-See the B. for that purpose, under
" Senate" (below).

PARLIAMENTARY FEES, RECEIPT AND RETURN
OF, &C. ; B. (61).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R. ; correction of
his statement as to practice of the Senate,
341.
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SCOTT, Hon. Richard William-Cyontinued.

PROHIBITION. See " Temperance Legislation.

QUARANTINE MATTERS (EPIDEMICS).

On Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson), Govt. precautions
against Cholera ; concerted action with
U. S. Govt. suggested, &c., 175-6.

RAILWAY ACT FURTHER AMT. B. (U).
In Com. of the XV. ; on 2nd cl., addl. subsect.

2n., Street Ry. conductor, at crossings, to go
ahead, and signal motornan to cross, 448 ;
replies to Mr. Smith's objections, 448, 449 ;
reply to Mr. Dickev, 449; to Messrs. Smîîith
and Ogilvie, 449 ; Aint. modlied, limiting it
to Electric Rys., 450.

RAILWAYS, REFERRED TO. Se:

Atlantic and N.W. Ry., referred to in:
C.P.R. capital stock, dehate.

Canadian Pacific Ry.
Canadian Pacific Ry. ; affected also by:

" Coluinbia and Kootenay Ry. Co. B."
Columbia and Kootenay Ry.
Manitoba and S. W. Ry., referred to in:

C.P.R. capital stock, debate.
St. Lawrence and Ottawa Ry., referred to in:

C.P. R. capital stock, debate.
Toronto, Grey and Bruce Ry., referred to in:

C.P. R. capital stock, debate.

RAILWAYS IN N. W. T. ; LAND SrBSIDIE.S;

change in school sections ; B. (W).
in Coin. of the W. ; on Mr. Power's remark

as to suitability of changed sections, 463.

RECIPROCITY. See " United States."

RULES OF THE SENATE, REvISION OF.

On Report of the Coin. ; suggested that con-
sideration of draft be deferred till next
session ; remarks on necessity of Petition
for Private Bs., 482.

ST. LAWRENCE AND OTTAWA Ry.
Remarks in debate on M. (Mr. Boulton) re

C.P.R. capital stock increase, 137, 140.
SAULT STE. MARIE CANAL. See " Canals."
SUHOOL SECTIONs, N. W. RY. LANDS. See:

"Railways in N.W.T., land 'subsidies B."

SENATE AND H. OF Co.rfmoNs B. See
"Sessional Indemnity B."

SENATE COMMITTEES, APPT. OF. See " Com-
mittees.."

SENATE, CONTROL OF FEES. See " Parliamentary
Fees B."

SENATE RULES, REVISION OF. See " Rules.'

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY, APPOINTMENT
OF ; B. to make provision for (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers) for 2nd R. ; comment
on Mr. Dickey's speech, 313 : on the merits
of the measure, and the constitutional points
involved, 353, 355, 357, 359, 360, 361.

In Com. of the W. ; M. to substitute "choose".
for "appoint," 392.

SENATORS, DECEASED.

(Hon. Messrs. Girard, Stevens. Grant). Re-
marks, 5.

5'7l

SCOTT, Hon. Richard William-Continued.

SESSIONAL INDENINITY; 6 days' absence not
chargeable; B. (132).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 3rd R., and division
being called for by Mr. McInnes, B.C. ; in-
novation of the B. regretted, but discussion
or division thereon, deprecated, 507.

STEVENS, THE LATE HoN. SENATOR.

Remarks on the death of, 5.

STREET RAILWAY CROSSINGS. See:

" Railway Act Amt. B."

SrPERANNUATION ACT. See " Civil Service."

TE31PERANCE, AND I3MMUNITY IN EPIDE3ICS.

Remarks, on Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson), Govt. pre-
cautions against Cholera, 176.

TEMPERANCE, LEGISLATION, (PROHIBITION).

On M. (Mr. Vidal) for R. Comnmission's in-
structions ; coumment on Mr. Power's speech ;
motive for appt. of Com., 157 ; on Mr. Mc-
Clellan's ; results, 158. , Observations on the
M., on the Commission and the temperance
movement, 159. b

TORONTO, GREY AND BRUCE RY.

Reference to, in debate on NI. (Mr. Boulton)
re C.P.R., capital stock, increase, 137, 140.

TRADE MATTERS, IN DEBATE ON ADDRESS. See
" Address."

TRADE (MR. BOULTON'S M. FOR SELECT COM).

See " Commercial Policy of Canada."

UNITED STATES, RELATIONS WITH, &C.

A!aka Boundary.--Renarks in Speech on
the Address, 15, 16.

Canal Tolls and Canal Construction. -In speech
on the Address, 16-7-8-9; on Mr. Bowell's
speech, 34-5 ; on Mr. Angers's, 66-7.

Cenuss Comparisons. In Speech on the Ad-
dress, 13, 14 ; on Mr. Bowell's speech, 26-7.

Cheese, Fraudulently )marked " Canadian." Sée
" Cheese, prevention of fraud B."

Cho/era Precautions.-Concerted action recom-
mended on Mr. Ferguson's Inqy. as to Govt.
imeasures, 176.

Railcay Freiyht Rates.-Referred to in debate
on Mr. Boulton's M. re C.P.R. capital stock,
140.

WVrecking, Reiprocity in.-In Speech on the
Address, 20.

WELLAND ELECTION, THE RECENT.

In speech on the Address, 12; on Mr. Power's
speech and Mr. Angers's remark, 87 ; on Mr.
Ferguson's remark, 87-8.

WITNESSES, LAW OF, B. See "Evidence."

WRECKING, RECIPROCITY IN.

In speech on the Address, 20.
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SMITH, Hon. Frank.
ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO SPEECH FROM THE

THRONE.

On M. (NMr. Ferguson) for. On Mr. Boulton's
speech: C.P.R. rates and selling price of
oats, 58.

On Mr. Power's speech: ques., what goods
100 p. c. duty on, 79.

DRUMMOND COUNTY Ry. Co.'s B. (71).
On M. (Mr. McMillan) for 3rd R., and Amt.

(Mr. DeBoucherville) restricting power of
issuing debenture bonds, 502.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

B., Se.<,xional Indeinity.-On Mr. MIelnnes
opposing B. on last day of session, it
having been sent up by Commons ; the
Hon. Senator having also been desirous to
vote away money (see Contgt. Acets.
Com., Sessional Messengers), 509.

Debate, Peronal reference.-On Mr. McCallum
referring, in Mr. Ferguson's absence, to
evidence given by the latter before
Welland Canal Commission, 291.

RAILWAY ACT AMT. B. (U).

In Coin. of the W. ; on 2nd cl. ; Amt. (Mr.
Scott) to add subsect., requiring conductor
of Street Ry. Co. to go forward at crossings,
and then signal motorman to cross, opposed
as unnecessary and inconvenient, 448, 449,
450.

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY; 6 days' absence not
chargeable ; B. (132).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 3rd R., and Mr. Mc-
Innes (B.C.) calling for division thereon;
remarks on opposition, on last day of session,
to B. sent up by Comnons, 509.

STREET RY. CROSsINGs. See " Railway Act
Amt. B."

WELLAND CANAL, SUPT. EcIuS.

On Incy. (Mr. McCallum) what action taken
on Report of investigation; three questions,
on Mr. McCallum's speech, 258.

On M. (Mr. McCallun) for statement of
amount paid back to Supt. Ellis ; on Mr.
McCallum's referring, in Mr. Ferguson's
absence, to evidence given by him before
the Commission, 291.

SPEAKER, The.

See " Ross, Hon. J. J."

STEVENS. Hon. Gardner G.

THE DECEASE OF. Renarks: Mr.
Mr. Scott, 5.

Bowell, 4;

SULLIVAN, Hon. Michael.

CANNED GOODS, STAMPING OF; B. (R).
In Com. of the W. ; on Amt. (Mr. Angers) to

add date to the stamp ; the Amt. approved,
402.

SULLIVAN, Hon. Michael-Continud.

CATHOLIC MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSOCIATION, Grand
Council of; Incorp. B. (66).

Introduced*, 394.
2nd R.*, 406.
Amts. of Banking and Commerce Com., con-

currence ni. (by Mr. McKindsey), 425.
3rd R.*, 426.

CHOLERA, GOVT. PRECAUTIONS AcAINST.

On Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson) as to steps taken
and proposed, 171.

CIVIL SERvICE INSURANCE; B. TO MAKE PROVI-
SION FOR (ll).

In Coin. of the W. ; remarks on the sugges-
tion of Mr. Kaulbach and others, that the
system should be compulsory, 492.

CoNMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Coin. ; on

ques. of use of silk, 233.

FisH, CANNED, STAMPIN(G OF. See "Canned
goods."

INSURANCE, CIVIL SERVICE, B. See " Civil Ser-
vice."

RAIL wAY ACT AMT. B. (U).
In the Coin. ; on 2nd el., and Amt. (Mr.

Bowell) respecting branch lines, and his re-
marks as to power of Ry. Com. to enforce
men being kept at crossings; ques., whether
cl. applies to branch line at Kingston, 448.

SUTHERLAND, Hon. John.

DIVORCE COMMITTEE, COMPOSITION OF.

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for appt. of Select Com.
offer to retire from the Coin., 119.

WINNIPEG CITY, UTILIZATION OF AssINiBOINE
River water power; B. (77).

3rd R. m. (for Mr. Lougheed*,) 425.

TASSÉ, Hon. Joseph.
CENSUS OF 1891.

M. for Instructions given, &c., respecting
French-speaking race, 124. On Mr. Angers's
speech; ques., Acadian registration, 125;
further on N r. Angers's speech, and inqy. as
to returns asked for, 126 ; M. aînd. at Mr.
Scott's suggestion, to include instructions of
1881, 126.

M. for correspondence respecting errors in
French-speaking Census, 244f; despatch re-
quested, 245.

COMMERCIAL PoLICY, SELECT COM. ON.
On M. (Mr. Boulton) for ; remarks on com-

position of a Commons Coin. in 1876, 242.

CUSTOMS EMPLOYEES, MONTREAL.

On M. (Mr. Bellerose) for Return, showing
nationalities, &c.; upon Mr. Prowse's objec-
tion to race question being brought up in
Parlt.; on desirability of such enquiry being
extended to the whole Civil Service; com-
ments upon the unequal distribution of
public oflices, in the present and the past,
and the results, 191-194.

FRENCH-SPEAKING CENSUS. See " Census."
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TASSÉ, Hon. Joseph-Continued.
FRENCH-SPEARING OFFICIALS. Set " Customs."

MONTREAL OFFICIALS. SeC " Customs."

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.
Conmittees, Conposition of.-Remark on Coin-

mons Coni. of 1876, on C.P.R. Lake
terminus, 242.

Motion, Propriety of.--Exception taken to
Mr. Prowse's remarks, that it would have
been better for Mr. Bellerose to bring
quietly to notice of Govt. his views re
appointmentofFranch-speaking employees,
than to ni. for Return. Held that Parit.
is proper place to bring such grievances,
191.

VIDAL, Hon. Alexander.
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO SPEECH FROM THRONE.

In debate: on remarks of Messrs. Angers and
Howlan; Revising Officers, judges appointed
as, 65.

ADJOURNMENTS.

7th-27th Feb. ; on M. (Mr. Bellerose) for;
Govt. intimation as to state of business
called for, 146.

BILLS, PRINTING, PROCEDURE. &c. See:
"Order and Procedure."

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT. See:

"Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANN UATION ACT XMT. ; rate
-chargeable increased, &c. ; B. (27).

Reported from Coin. of the W., without Ant.,
488.

CONTINGENT ACCTS. COMMITTEE.

On M. (Mr. McKay) for adoption of 2nd Re-
port (Sessional Messengers' pay) and Mr.
Bellerose's remarks upon sessional indeni-
nity, 456.

CRIMIINAL CODE AMT. B. (43).
Reported from Coin. of the W., with Amts.,

473.

CRIMINAL LAw, EVIDENCE. See:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

DRUMHOND COUNTY Ry. Co.'s B. (71).
On Chairman of Ry. Com.'s ques. of proce.

dure, whether Com. may be convened with-
in 24 hours of notice, 475.

EVIDENCE, LAW oF, AMT. ; the accused, husband
or wife of accused, documentary evidence,
&c. ; B. (23).

On Order for 3rd R., and M. (Mr. Angers) to
substitute cl. 24 as received fromi Commons,
striking out " compelled," and inserting
phrase, failure of testifying not to be con-
mented on by prosecution; point of Order,
that M. must be to rescind action of Coîn.
of the W., 443; reply to Mr. Angers, 443;
further, on similar B. before House of Lords,
443; reply to Mr. Kaulbach's ques., 443.
Further, on the proper procedure, 445.

573

VIDAL, Hon. Alexander-ontinued.
FRANCHISE ACT, REvISiNG OFFICERS.

In debate on Address; remark as to Judges
being appointed, 65.

GRAND TRUNK, GEORGIAN BAY AND LAKE ERIE
Ry. Co.'s B. (25).

(Introduced by Mr. Power*, 220).
2nd R. n., 246; reply to Mr. Bowell, as to

priority of existing mortgages, 246 ; further,
246.

On being reported fromn Ry. Com. without
amt., and Mr. Power's proposal to recommit,
on point of whole Ont. Act being made
applicable, 252; on his M. to that effect,
253.

3rd R.*, 283.

GRAND TRUNK Ry. ; amalgamation of several
other Co.'s sanctioned; B. (50).

Introduced*,) 295.
2nd R., n. ; B. explained, 303.
Amts. of Ry. Com. ; concurrence ni., 378-9.
3rd R.*, 379.

INLAND WATERS, XESSELS. See"Seamen'sAct,
Inland Waters."

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:

" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

LIQUOR TRAFFIC. See " Temperance."

Loos, FLOATING, MEASUREMENT, B. See "Tiim-
- ber."

N. S. BUILDING SOCIETY AND SAViNGs BANK B.
(F).

On M..(Mr. Almon) for 2nd R. ; on propriety
of leader of House calling attention to
doubtful points for consideration by Com.,
and on courtesy of House in passing 2nd R.
without particular explanation of B., 150.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF.

Adjour-nients.-Pointed out that, on such a
M., Govt. intimation of state of business
is custoiary, 146.

Bill, amnd. in Com., Furt her Ant.-Law of evi-
dence Anit. B. having heen amnd. in Com. of
the W., and that Report adopted; com-
ments on proper procedure, to further amd.
the B. on Order for 3rd R., 443, 445.

Billx, douibtful points in. -On propriety of leader
of House calling attention thereto, for con-
sideration in Com.; and on courtesy of
House in passing 2nd R. without particular
explanation of B., 150.

Bill, Printing; of.-On Mr. Bowell's suggestion
for notation E-F. against Bs. in Orders of
the day, remark as to Bs. being laid over
when not distributed, 150.

Connittee, Conrening of.-On ques. raised by
Chairman of Ry. Com., whether Com. nay
be convened within 24 hours' notice ()rum-
mond County Ry. Co's B.), 476-7 ; that 24
hours after 2nd R. must elapse, 476-7.

Connittee, the proper.-On Printing Com.'s re-
commendation for purchase of Ready
Reference to Statutes ; that purchase of
books is not within the province of that
Com., 480.
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VIDAL, Hon. Alexander-Continued.

ORDER AND PROCEDURE--ContnUled.

Senate, Speaker, Temporary, Appt. of.-On the
nierits of the B. to niake provision for, and
the constitutional points and matters of
practice involved. See that B., under
" Senate " (below).

ORDERS OF THE DAY. See "Bills, printing of,"
under " Order and Procedure" (above).

PRINTING OF BILLS. See "Order and Procedure."

PROHIBITION. See " Temperance legislation."

QUEBEC RIVER POLICE ; shipping tax abolished;
B. (97).

Reported fron Coin. of the W., without Amt.,
458.

RAILWAYS, REFERRED TO. See:
"Drumnond County Ry."
"G. T., Georgian Bay and L. Erie Ry."
"Grand Trunk Ry."

REVISING OFFICERS, JUDGES AS.

In debate on Address; remark, 65.

RIEVRS, TIMBER FLOATING, B. Sec " Timber."

SALVAGE ACT. See " Wrecks and Salvage."

BEAMEN's ACT AMT.; lien upon vessels for mas-
ters' purchases, &c.; B. (O).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; ques. as to
properly incurred indebtedness, 295.

-- --- INLANI) WATERS; SIMILAR AMT.;
B. (P).

On M. (Mr. Bowell) for 2nd R.; explanation,
to Mr. Ogilvie, of scope of B., 296.

Reported from Com. of the W., without Amt.,
303.

-ENATE ADJOURNMENTS. See " Adjournments."

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMPORARY; B. to provide
for appointment (N).

On M. (Mr. Angers' for 2nd R.; adjt. of de-
bate 7n.*, 320.

In resuned debate; on merits of the measure,
and the constitutional points involved,
328-9, 330-1-2; comment on Mr. Power's
speech, 344, 349.

On Mr. Poirier's resumed speech; suggested
that he defer, 363.

VIDAL, Hon. Alexander -Coneluded.

SENATE, SPEAKER, TEMIPORARY-Cofnfted.

In Com. of the W.; on Mr. Prowse's remarks
as to powers conferred on the Clerk under
2nd cl., 392; on the practice in Senate
Coin., 392.

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY, 6 DAYS ALLOWED.

Remark, on adoption of Contingt. Acets.
Coin. Report, 456.

SHIPs' LUIBILITIES. Ste "Seamen's Act Amt."

SHIPS, SALVAGE. See " Wrecks and Salvage."
SUPERANNUATION ACT AMT. See "Civil Ser-

vice."

TEMPERANCE LEGISIATION (PROHIBITION).

M for R. Commission's instructions and in-
formation, 151-5; comment on Mr. Gowan's
speech, 156 ; on Mr. Power's, 158 ; on Mr.
McClelan's, 158; questions on Mr. Loug-
heed's, 162; remark on Mr. Sanford's, 163;
on Mr. Bowell's, 165.

TIMBER, FLOATING, MEASUREMENT OF; substitu-
tion of cubic for board measure, &c.; B. (S).

Reported from Com. of the W., with Amts.,
398.

VESSELS' LIABILITIES. See " Seamen's Act
Amt."

VESSELS' SALVAGE-See " Wrecks and Salvage."

WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE B. See " Evidence."

WOODMEN OF TIE WORLD INCoRP. B. (34).
Introduced*, 303.
2nd R., 341.
3rd R*, 379.

WRECKS AND SALVAGE ACT AMT.; Investigation
without previons authority of Governor in
Council ; B. (3).

Reported from Coin. of the W., without Amt.,
365.

WARK, Hon. David.

CENSUrS RETURNS, THE IST VOLUME.

Ipqy. when it will be ready, 278.

COVERNOR-GENERAL'S INSTRUCTIONS.FROM H. M.
M. for copy of, 263.
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Address in answer to His Excellency's
Speech.

M. (Mr. Bowell) for consideration on 30th
Jan'y.; agreed to*, 4.

M. (Mr. Ferguson) for Address, 5; Persopal
remarks, compliment to His Ex. on leaving
Canada, 6 ; assurance of loyalty, 7 ;
pessimists, 7, 9, 14 ; Canadian prosperity
and. trade increase, 7-8 ; U. S. cities and
states compared with Canada, 8-9 ; Sault
Ste. Marie Canal construction, Newfld.
negotiations, 9. On Mr. Scott's remarks,
personal, 14; on Mr. Power's, further on
samne, and Welland election, 87-8.

Seconded (Mr. Desjardins), 10. Personal re-
marks, Ministers of Trade and Commerce
and Agriculture in Senate, Govt. policy
and Canadian prosperity, steam-ship con-
munication and Treaty negotiations with
France, N. W. immigration and Manitoba
school question, 10 ; Newfld. negotia-
tions and St. Johns fire ; U. S. relations
and annexation talk, maintenance of ex-
isting institutions and justice to all classes
advocated, 11.

Debate - -une.q <dphabeltically:

(Mr. Allan), on Mr. McInnes's ques. upon
pleuro-pneumonia precautions ; visit of
experts from England, 75.

(Mr. Almnon), on Mr. Scott's speech : Census
comparison of eastern Statesand Provinces
suggested, 14. On Mr. Power's: remarks,
N. B. (Govt., Libéral; Halifax Chrouicle a
Liberal authority, 66.

(Mr. Angers), on Mr. Boulton's speech : result
of exports exceeding imports, 49. On the
Address ; personal remarks, and compli-
ments to their Excell's., 62; Welland
election, 62-3 ; Census conparisons and
statistics, 63-4-5; the exodus, 63, 65 ;
Franchise Act and revising officers, 65 ;
Provincial Govts. and immigration,
65; canal tolls, 66-7-.; fiscal policy,
export, import and shipping statistics,
67, 68 ; banking statenments, 67 ; conpa-
risons of imports and taxation, increased
railway facilities and public works, 68-9;
public debt, 69; wages increase, 69;
Liberal policy and annexation, 70: Mc-
Kinley tariff and increased trade. 70-1 ;
Sir John Macdonald and the N. P., 71.
On Mr. Read's speech : Dairy Commis-
sioner Robertson's work, 73 ; cheese ex-
port tigures, 73-4; pleuro-pneumonia and
visit of English experts, 74-5. On Mr.
Power's speech : eggs export, 78 ; Welland
election and exodus, 83 ; Census systems,
83-4; canal tolls question, 86; on Mr.

-Scott's remarks upon Welland election,
86-7-8 ; Census statement, manufactures,
89, 90; banking business, overdue notes,

Address-Continued.

93; Liberal annexation sentiments, 94.
On Mr. McInnes's speech: Cholera pre-
cautions, B. C., 106; Quarantine abuses,
107. On Mr. Macdonald's: quarantine
wharf, B. C., 110.

(Mr. Armand), compliment to Sir J. Abbott;
the French language; Manitoba school
.question, 113; Ministerial representation
in Senate; Intercol. Ry., rumoured sale
to C. P. R. Co.; trade with Englaud, 114;
increased sessional indemnity advocated,
114-5-6.

(Mr. Bellerose), tariff readjustment necessary,
59; Cabinet representation and French
Ministers, in the Senate, 59-61 ; Manitoba
school question, 61-2.

(Mr. Bernier), Manitoba school question dis-
cussed, 76-7.

(Mr. Boulton), on Mr. Bowell's speech : re-
mark on trade with G. B., 32. On Minis-
terial changes, 40-1 ; question of national
prosperity, 42 ; census statistics, 42-3-4,
46-7 ; exports and imports, 43-4-5, 48-9,.
58; public debt, 45, 49, 50; population
and industries of N.B., 46-7-8 ; further
on the fiscal policy, 49, 50, 51-2; coal oil
duties, 51-2, 76 ; binding twine, 51 ;
Intercol. Ry. management, 52-3; Newfd.
questions, 54; smuggling and Customs
procedure, 54; Manitoba school question,
54-5 6; N. W. immigration and fiscal
policy, 56-7 ; C. P. R. tariff, 57-8; ex-
ports, imports and taxes, 58. On Mr.
Angers's speech : census statistics, 65.
On Mr. Read's : Board of Trade statistics,
73 ; stamp tax and coal oil tax, 76.

(Mr. Bowell), on the Address and on Mr.
Scott's speech ; queries and remarks on
canal tolls question, 17, 18, 27, 34-6-7-8-9,
40; personal observations, 22-3; loyalty
of parties, 23-4; Welland and other elec-
tions, 25-6; exodus and census, 26-7 ;
C. P. R and canal construction, 27-8, 37-8;
exports and imports, 28-9 ; trade relations
with U. S. and G. B., 29, 30, 31-2-3;
tariff comparisons, 32-4 ; Newfdld. ques-
tions, 38 ; reciprocity in wrecking, 39 ;
Canadian credit and prosperity, 40. On
Messrs. Read's and McInnes's enquiries,
pleuro-pneumonia and expert froi Eng-
land, 75 ; B. C. land values, 76. On Mr.
Power's speech : exports, 80 ; Liberal
tariff, 80; Conserv-itive policy, 81 ; trade
with G. B., 91 ; buiness, 93; Mr. Wiman
and annexation, 94. On Mr. Mclnnes's
speech : cattle import regulations, 103-4;
B. C. quarantine, 107-8-9.

(Mr. Clemow), on Mr. Boulton's speech:
direct taxation, 51. On the Address:
Welland election, 110; Canadian pros-
perity, 111-12-13 ; timiber trade, 111 ;
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Address--Continued.
canal tolls and construction, 111 ; Trade
and Commerce bureau, 112 ; Ministerial
changes, 112; tariff policy, 112; the
census, 113 ; N. W. immigration and the
C. P. R., 113; annexation talk and Cana-
dian loyalty, 113.

(Mr. Cochranel, on Mr. Boulton's speech;
farmer's produce and expenditure, 50;
C. P. R. grain freight rates, 57.

(Mr. Dever), on Mr. Boulton's speech : re-
mark on N. W. settler's poei, 57. On
Mr. Angers's ques. of decreased revenue
with as many duties, 69. On Mr.
Power's : renark, excise duties, 91. On
Mr. Howlan's: nuinber of saw-mills in
N. B., 99.

(Mr. Howlan), on Mr. Boulton's speech : resuilt
of exports exceeding imports, 49. On Mr.
Angers's: revising oflicers, judges, 65. On
the Address and Mr. Power's speech:
personal compliment, 95; increase of
trade, banking business, exports and
imports, Ministers of Trade and Agricul-
ture in Senate, compliment to Sir .1.
Abbott, 95; Opposition charges, 95-6 ;
their tariff policy and Conservative, coin-
pared, 96 ; C. P. R. construction, 96 ; Can-
adian and United States tariffs compared,
96-7 ; increase of trade since 1867, 97, 99 ;
N.B. and N.S. manufacturing statistics,
97, 99 ; tonnage increase, 97-8 ; taxation
compared with other countries, 98;
annexation sentiment and writings, 99,
100, 101 ; Imperial connection and duty,
101.

(Mr. Kaulbach), on Mr. Boulton's speech:
exports and imports, trade policy and
results, 50, 57. On Mr. Angers's: N:B.
Govt., Liberal, 66. On Mr. Power's;
political course of Senate, 88 ; tonnage
decrease, 1874-8, 92-3 ; business depres-
sion, 93 ; annexation niovemnent in P.Q.,
94. On the Address: remarks on Trade
policy deferred, 101 ; pessimist doctrines
of Opposition, 101-2.

(Mr. Mclnnes, B.C.), on Mr. Scott's speech:
B.C. population, 14. On Mr. Read's:
pleuro-pneumonia, visit of English expert,
75 ; land values in B.C., 76. On personal
comments upon Mr. Scott's speech, 86,
110. On the Address: B.C. prosperity,
hampered by fiscal policy, comparisons
with U.S., the exodus, Canadian taxa-
tion, 102 ; duty on mining mnachinery and
the output, B.C., 103 ; cattle quarantine,
B.C., 103-4; population and volumé of
duties of Provinces compared, 104-5;
Victoria tonnage entries, 105; quarantine
defects, 105-6-7 ; Marine hospital, &c.,
108-9 ; ballot for N.W.T., 109. On Mr.
Macdonald's speech : B. C. progress,
Marine Dept. administration, 109.

(Mr. McMillan), on Mr. Boulton's speech:
exporting power of people, 49 ; value of
N.W. grain without C.P.R., 58.

(Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), on Mr. Scott's speech;
first settlement, Washington or B.C., 14;
Alaska boundary definition, 15.. On Mr.
Power's : volume of trade, 92. On the
Address, and Mr. McInnes's speech :

Address-Cntin ucd.
B.C progress, the tariff, immigration, the
unemployed, 109; Marine hospital and
Depy. Minister Smnith, 109, 110 ; cholera
precautions and quarantine matters,
108-9-10.

(Mr. MacInnes, Burlington), on Mr. Power's
speech : remark, Maine a manufacturing
State, 89.

(Mr. Masson), on Mr. Scott's speech: census
comparison with adjoining States suggest-
ed, 13, 14.

(Mr. Power), on Mr. Bowell's speech : Welland
election, 26. On Mr. Boulton's: exports,
N. S., 44. On Mr. Angers's: N. B. Govt.
politics, 65-6 ; coal consumption, 67 ; eggs
export, 70-1. On the Address : eggs, 77-8;
exports and imports, 78 ; tariff reduction,
78-9 ; D. McCarthy's Stayner speech, 79-
8); exports, manufactures and farmu pro.
ducts, 80; duties on raw materials, tin,
sugar, cordage, 80 ; iron, 81 ; Conserva-
tive policy, 81 ; Intercol. Ry. manage-
ment, 81 ; N. W. immigration, 82 ; crim-
inal immigration, 82; exodus, 82-3 ; cen-
sus systemns, 83-4; Newfld. questions and
confederation, 84; Tiade and Commerce
Dept., 85 ; number of Ministers, 85 ; canal
tolls, 86 ; political and personal, and Wel-
land election, 86-7. New Ministers in
Senate, 88 ; census, comparisons with
U. S., mnanufacturing statistics, 89, 90;
exports and imports and customs taxation,
90-1, 93 ; G. B. and U. S. trade compari-
son, 91-2 ; bank business, &c., 92; ton-
nage increase, 92 ; business failures, 93 ;
wages rate, 93 ; Liberal party, commercial
union and annexation accusations, 93-4-5.
On Mr. Howlan's speech : Maritime pro-
vinces, increase, 97 ; fishing vessels regis-
tration, 98 ; Mr. Farrer, 101.

(Mr. Read, Quinté), remarks on Mr. Scott's
speech : the exodus, 13. On Mr. Bowell's :
dairy exports to England, 31. On Mr.
Boulton's : tariff changes, towards direct
taxation, 54. On the Address: Cabinet
representation in Senate, 71 ; N. P. reso-
lution moved in 1877, 72; commercial
union movement and Ir. Winan, unre-
stricted reciprocity, U. S. exports to
Europe, prices of barley sold to U. S., 72;
McKinley tariff, other agricultural ex-
ports, Dairy Commissioner Robertson's
work, 73 ; dairy exports to England,
73-4 ; experimental farm, Mr. Boulton's
tariff policy, 74 ; pleuro-pneumonia and
visit of English expert, 74-5 ; cattle trade,
75 ; further on Mr. Boulton's proposed
policy, stamp-tax, &c., 75-6 ; taxes and
land values in Canada, United States and
England, 76.

(Mr. Scott), compliment to Their Excl'ies., 11,
12 ; to Sir J. Abbott, 12; to mover and
seconder, 12; Welland election, 12; the
exodus, 12, 13, 14 ; census comparison
with the U. S., 13, 14 ; exports and
imports, 15 ; Alaska boundary, 15, 16 ;
Newfld. conference and confederation, 16;
canal tolls, 16-7-8-9 ; Sault canal con-
struction, 19; reciprocity in wrecking,
20 ; franchise Act aint., 21. Remarks on
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Address-Concluded.

Mr. Bowell's speech: the Globe and its
writers, 24; exodus, and conparisons
with U. S., 26-7; imports of household
effects, 28; canal tolls, 34-5. On Mr.
Angers' speech : canal tolls, 66-7. On
Messrs Angers's and Ferguson's remarks;
Welland election, 87-8.

(Mr. Snith), on Mr. Boulton's speech: prices
of oats, in Ont. and in N. W. T., 58.

(Mr. Vidal), on remarks of Messrs. Angers
and Howlan : revising officers, Judges, 65.

M. for the Address agreed to, 116.
ADJOURNMENTS. gee " Senate."
ALASKA BOUNDARY ARRANGEMENTS.

Speech fron the Throne, remarks in, 3.
Addre§s in reply, remarks in debate: Mr.

Scott, 15, 16; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 15.

Alberta Irrigation Co. Incorp. B. (54.)-
Mr. Loughced.

1st R.*, 424.
2nd R.*, 437.
From Ry. Coin. (Mr. Dickey) with amts.,

460 ; concurrence in. (Mr. Lougheed) and
M. agreed to, 461.

3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 'ict., cap. 69.)

Alberta Ry. and Coal Co. ; sale or lease
of portions of line and works to
C.P.R. Co. authorized; B. (53).-
Mr. Lougheed.

Ist R.*, 287.
2nd R.*, 287.
3rd R.*, 320.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 38.)

ANNEXATION MOVEMENT. See "U.S."

ANNUNCIATION DAY NOT A HOLIDAY. See:

" Holidays, Law, Amt. B."

APPLES, INSPECTION OF. See:
"Inspection, General, Act Amt. B."

APPROPRIATION ACT. See "Supply Bill."

ARCHIVES, HUDSON BAY Co., &C., PRESERVA-
TION OF.

M. (Mr. Bernier) that in opinion of Senate
Govt. should forthwith take measures,
303.

Seconded (Mr. Kirchhoffer), 306.
Remarks, on Dominion archives generally,

and on the preservation of old Fort Garry
gate: Mr. Almon, 307 ; Mr. Poirier, 307,
309; Mr. Allan, 308; Mr. Angers, 309.

M. agreed to, 310.

ASSENT TO BILLS, 511-12-13.
ASSINIBOINE RIVER WATER POWER. See:

" Winnipeg City, utilization of, &c., B."

Atlantic and Lake Superior Ry. Co. In-
corp. ; B. (49).-Mr. Ogilvie.

lst R.*, 394.
2nd R.*, 406.
3rd R.*, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 39.)

ATLANTIC AND N.W. Ry., referred to in :
"C.P.R. capital," (Mr. Boulton's M.),

137.
130,

AUSTRALIAN MAIL SERVICE, SUBSIDY. See:
" Ocean Steamî-ship Subsidies B."

HAwAII AS PORT OF CALL. See:
" Hawaiian Islands" (Mr. Boulton's Inqy.).

Automatie Telephone and Electric Co. of
Canada Incorp. B. (58).-Mr. Murphy.

Ist R.*, 424.
2nd R.*, 447.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 73.)

BAIE DES CHALEURS Ry. Co., POwERS. See:
"Atlantic and Lake Superior Ry. Co.'s B."

Balfour, James, Divorce B. (D).-Mr. Clemow.
4th Report Select Com. (reporting service,

personal) presented and its adoption ni.
(Mr. Gowan), 144; M. agreed to, 144.

Ist R. of B. n. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to*,
144.

2nd R.*, 147.
lSth Report of Select Coin. in favour of the

B., adoption in. (Mr. Gowan), 263; re-
marks re delays of printing : Messrs.
Almon, Kaulbach, McKindsey, 263 ;
Messrs. Cleinow, Ogilvie, Power, 264;
Mr. Gowan, 265; M. agreed to, 265.

3rd R.*, 265.
Assent, 512.
(56 Jict., rap. 93.)

Ballantyne, Martha, Divorce B. (C).-Mr.
Clemow.

3rd Report Select Com. (reporting notice
served personally upon respondent), pre.
seated, and its adoption in. (Mr. Gowan),
124; M. agreed to, 124.

Ist R. of B. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to*,
124.

2nd R.*, 148.
Report of Com. in favour of the B; adoption

mn. (Mr. Gowan) with remarks, 221. M.
agreed to, 222.

3rd R. n. (Mr. Clemow), M. agreed, 222.
Assent, 512.
(56 tict., cap. 94.)

BALLOT IN N.W.T. See "N.W.T."
Bank Act, 1890, French edition, Cleri-

cal error corrected; B. (I).-Mr.
Angers.

1st R.*, 147.
2nd R.*, 183.
In Coin. of the W. and reported (Mr.

Lougheed) without amt.*, 197.
3rd R.*, 197.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vici., cap. 28.)

BANKING AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE.
Appointment m. (-Mr. Bowell) with remarks as

to quorum for organization, 116 ; remarks
on procedure as to quorum : Messrs.
Scott, Bowell, Dickey, 117; M. agreed
to, 117.
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BANKING STATISTICS. See " Business.'"
BEAUHARNOIS JUNCTIoN Ry., ANMALGAMATION.

See:
"Grand Trunk Ry. Co. Amalgamation B."

OTHER POwERS. See:
"St. Lawrence & Adirondack Ry. Co.'s B."

SUsmDY. See :
" Railways, subsidies to, B."

BEHRING SEA ARBITRATION TRIBUNAL.

Assembly of. Renarks in Speech fron the i
Throne, at prorogation, 513.

BILLS ASSENTED TO, 511-12-13.

ÉILLS, FEES FOR, DISPOSAL OF. See :

"Parliamentary Fees B."

BILLS, IN ORDERS OF THE D\Y.
Suggestion (Mr. Bowell) that notation " E-F,"

respecting the printing, be used, as in
Coinnions, 150 ; renarks thereon : Messrs.
McKay, Vidal, Bowell, 150.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE ACT AMD., HoLiDAYS. Stee:
Holidays, law, Amît. B."

BILLS, QUESTIONS OF PROCEDURE wITH. See:

"Order and Procedure."

BILLS-Seriatim:
(A) An Act relating to Railways. -(0r. Boirell.)

Introduced*, 4.
(A) An Act for the relief of Edmund Holyoake

Heward.-(Mr,. Clemior.)
lst Report Select Comi. (reporting substitu-

tional service) presented, and its adoption
ni. (Mr. Gowan) 123: M. agreed to. 124.

1st R. of B. ni. (Mr. Clemow), and agreed to,
124.

2nd R.*, 148.
16th Report of Select Coin., on consideration

of ; postponeinent moved (MIr. Gowani) in
view of delays of printing, 265; further
remarks: Messrs.Kaulbach, owan, Read,
Bowell, 266.

Report of Divorce Coi. in favoutr of the B.,
adoption mn. (Mr. Gowan), 279. Remiiarks
on judicial points, Mr. Bernier, 279-
Messrs. McInnes, Kaulhach, (owan, 280
-Messrs. Kaulbach, Lougheed, 281.

M. agreed to, 282
3rd R. ni. (Mr. Clenmow) and agreed to, 282.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vici., cap. 97.)

(B) An Act for the relief of Robert Young
Hebden.-(MIr. C/înon'.)

2nid Report Select Conm. (reporting substitu-
tional service, residence of respondent not
known) presented, and its adoption m.
(Mr. Gowan), 124; M. agreed to, 124.

1st R. of B. ni. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to*,
124.

2nd R.*, 148.
Explanation fron Queen's Printer respecting

omission of exhihit, presented (Mr.
Bowell), 277.

Report of Divorce Coin. in favour of the B.,
adoption m. (Mr. Gowan). 279 ; M. agreed
to, 279.

BILLS-Seriatim-Contined.
3rd R. i. (Mr. Clemow), 279.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 98.)

(C) An Act for the relief of Martha Ballantyne.
-(Mr. Clenor.)

3rd Report Select Com. (reporting notice
served personally upon respondent), pre-
sented, and its adoption ni. (Mr. (owan),
124; M. agreed to, 124.

Ist R. of B. ni. (Mr. Clenow) and agreed to*,
124.

2nd R.*, 148.
Report of Com. in favoi4r of the B , adop-

tion ni. (Mr. Gowan) with remarks, 221.
M. agreed to, 222.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Clenow), M. agreed to, 222.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 94.)

(D) An Act for the relief of James Balfour.-
ý3Xr. C/emowe.)

4th Report Select Com. (reporting personal
service) presented and its adoption m.
(Mr. Gowan) 144; M. agreed to, 144.

Ist R. of B. ni. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to*,
144.

2nd R.*, 147.
15th Report of Select Com. in favour of the

B., adoption ni. (Mr. Gowan), 263; re-
marks re delays of printing : Messrs.
Ainon, Kaulbach, McKindsey, 263;
Messrs. Clemow, Ogilvie, Power, 264;
Mr. (owan, 265, M. agreed to, 265.

3rd R.*, 265.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 93).

(E) An Act for the relief of James Frederick
Doran>. -- (Mr. C/emow.)

5th Report Select Con. (reporting service
sutlicient) presented, and its adoption in.
(Mr. (ovanî), 145 ; M. agreed to, 145.

Ist R. of B. In. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to,
145.

Report of Coin. (substitutional service) pre-
sented (Mr. G4owan), and adoption in.,
251 ; M. agreed to, 251.

2nd R.*, 267.
Report of Divorce Com. in favour of the B.,

adoption ni. (Mr. Gowan), 366. Renarks:
Mr. Kaulbach, 366 ; Mr. Prowse (respect-
ing copy of evidence), 367; M. agreed
to, 367.

3rd R.*, 367.
Assent, 512.
(56 Virt., cap. 95).

(F) An Act to aniend an Act respecting The
Nova Scotia Permanent Benefit Building
Society and Savings Fund. -(3fr. Almon.)

1st R.*, 145.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Almon), 148 ; remarks

Messrs. Kaulbach, Bowell, Almon, 148-
Messrs. Dickey, Power, 149-Messrs. Vi-
dal, Dickey, 150.

Reported fromn Banking and Commerce Com,
with amts. (respecting the limit of time
for selling lands), 244; concurrence n.
(Mr. Almon) and agreed to, 244.

3rd R.*, 244.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 86).
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BILLS-Seriatim-Continued.

(G) An Act to make further provision respecting
Grants of Land to members of the Militia
Force onactive servicein the North-west.-
(3Mr. Bowell.)

Ist R. m. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed to, 147.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed to, 183.
In Com. of the W., debate: Messrs. Kaul-

bach, Bowell, Lougheed, 198.
B. reported (Mr. McKay) from Com. without

Amdt.*, 198.
3rd R.*, 198.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 3.)

(H) An Act to amend the law relating to Holi-
days.-(Mr. Angers.),

1st R.*, 147.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Angers), 182; remarks: Mr.

Almon (amdt. in Coin. of the W. pro-
posed, that Thanksgiving Day be held on
Sunday), 182; Messrs. Kaulbach, Almon,
Angers, 183. M. agreed to, 183.

In Com. of the W., debate: Messrs. Angers,
Lougheed, Almon, 197.

Amt. (that Thanksgiving Day should be held
on Sunday) referred to, but not ni. (Mr.
Almon), 197.

B. reported (Mr. Bolduc) with one Amt. ; con-
curred in, 197.

3rd R.*, 197.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., Cap. 30.)

(I) An Act to correct a clerical error in the
Bank Act. -(Mlfr. A ny.eri.)

1st R.*, 147.
2nd R.*, 183.
In Com. of the W. and reported (Mr.

Lougheed) without aint.*, 197.
3rd R.*, 197.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vicl., Cap. 28.)

(J) An Act for the relief, of John Francis
Schwaller.-(jIr. Clemow.)

lt R.*, 151.
2nd R.*, 287.
Report of Select Coin. in favour of the B.,

adoption m. (Mr. Gowan), 339; 3rd R. m.
(Mr. Clemow), and agreed to, 339.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., Cap. 99.)

(K) An Act for the relief of Annette Marion
Goff.-(,Mr. Clemow.)

-1st R.*, 151.
2nd R. *, 287.
Report of Select Com. in favour of the B.,

adoption m. (Mr. Gowan), 342.
3rd R. nm. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to, 342.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., Cap. 96.)

(L) An Act to consolidate and amend certain
Acts relating to the Manitoba and North-
western Railway Company of Canada.-
(Mr. Louqheed.)

1st R.*, 184.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed), 278; remarks as

to Rule 61, re 2nd R. of a B. : Mr.
Lougheed; M. agreed to, 278.

BILLS-eriatim--Continued.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Con., with
Amts., 284. Concurrence m. g (Mr.
Lougheed) and agreed te, 284, 285.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed), 285; remarks:
Mr. Boulton, 285; M. agreed to, 286.

Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., Cap. 52.)

(M) An Act respecting the trial of Jivenile
Offenders.-(Mr. Allan.)

Ist R.*, 263.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Allan), 296; debate: Mr.

Allan, 296-298-Mr. Power, 298-Mesurs.
Bowell, Power, Kaulbach, O'Donohoe,
Allan, 299-Mesgrs. McDonald (P.E.I.),
Allan, 300 ; M. agreed to, 300.

Postponement of 3rd R. m. (Mr. Allan) and
agreed to, 366.

Bill ithdrawn (Mr. Allan), 424.

(N) An Act respecting the Speaker of the
Senate.-(Mr. Ang;ers.)

lst R.*, 278.
2nd R. nt. (Mr. Angers), 310; debate : Mr.

Angers, 310-Mr. Dickey, 311, 312-
Messrs. Poirier, Dickey, Scott, 313-
Messrs. Power, Dickey, Gowan, 314-
Messrs. Power, Gowan, Angers, 318-
Messrs. Botaford, Gowan, 319; Adjt. nt.
(Mr. Vidal) and M. agreed to, 320.

Debate resumed: Mr. Vidal, 328-Mesurs.
Melnnes, Vidal, 329-Messrs. Poirier,
Vidal, 330-Messrs. Gowan, Vidal, 331,
332-Mr. Allan, 333-Mr. Miller, 335-
339; debate adjourned till to-morrow
(18th March).

Debate resumed : Messrs. Power, Read, 343-
Messrs. Gowan, Poirier, Vidal, 344-
Messrs. Poirier, Power, 345-Mesars.
Mclnnes, Power, 346-Mesors. Gowan,
Power, 348-Messrs. Vidal, Power, 349-
Messrs. Kaulbach, Power, 350-Messrs.
O'Donohoe,Kaulbach,351-Messrs. O'Don-
ohoe, Kauilbach, Gowan, 352-Mr. Scott,
353-355-Mr. Power, 355-356-Mesars.
Boulton, Scott, Poirier, 357-Messrs.
Powerq Scott, Poirier, 359-Messrs.
Poirier, Scott, Allan, Power, Gowan,
360-Messrs. Boulton, Scott, Bellerose,
361-Mr. Poirier, 362.

Suggestion (Mr. Vidal)-after Recess-that
Orders of the Day be disposed of, 363.

Debate continued: Mr. Poirier, 367-370--
Messrs. Dever, Boulton, Allan, 370-Mr.
Poirier, 370-373-Mr. Boulton, 373--Mr.
Power, 374-Mr. Boulton, 374-376-
Messrs. Gowan, Angers, 376---Messrs.
Power, Angers, 377.

M. for 2nd R. carried (C. 30, N-C. 7), 378.
In Coin. of the W., Amt. m. (Mr. Bellerose)

insertion of " temporarily " after " leave "
and leaving out from "chair " to end of
clause, and inserting "until the Speaker
resumes the Chair during the saine ait-
tipg," 388; remarks: Messrs. Angers,
Power, 389-Messrs. Dickey, Allan,
Bellerose, 390-Messrs. Kaulbach, Power,
Dickey, Allan, Angers,. 391-Messrs.
Prowse, Vidal, Angers, Dickey, McKay,
392 ; M. agreed to, 392.
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BILLS-Continued.

(N) An Act respecting the Speaker of the
Senate-Continued.

Amt. m. (Mr. Scott) that the word " choose"
be substituted for "appoint," and M.
agreed to, 39•2.

Amt. m. (Mr. Angers) that "preside " be sub-
stituted for " act," and M. agreed to, 39•2.

Amt. (Mr. Bellerose) that 3rd clause be struck
out; amt. declared lost, and cl. adopted,
392.

Anit. m. (Mr. Power) that a 4th clause be
added, that no addl. charge on revenue be
imposed by passing of this Act, 392;
remarks : Messrs. Angers, Power, Masson,
392; Messrs. Masson, Bowell, Power,
Macdonald (B.C.), Bellerose, 393 ; Ait.
rejected, 393.

B. reported (Mr. MacInnes) from Coin., with
amts., 393 ; amts. concurred in, 393.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Angers), 395 ; debate : Mr.
Dickey, 395; Messrs. Kaulbach, Dickey,
396 ; Messrs. Gowan, Allan, 397 ; M.
agreed to, 398, and B. 3rd R., 398.

(O) An Act to amend the Seamen's Act.-(Mfr.
Bowell.)

,st R.*, 286.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell); remarks as to lien

upon vessel: Messrs. Bowell, Vidal,
Power, 295; Messrs. Kaulbach, Bowell,
296. M. agreed to, 296.

In Com. of the W.; remarks: Messrs. Bowell,
Power, Kaulbach, 301.

B. reported (Mr. Howlan) without Amt., 302.
3rd R.*, 302.

(P) An Act to amend the Inland Waters Sea-; men's Act.-( Mr. Boivell.)
lst R.*, 286.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 296; remarks respect-

ing engagements of crews, &c.: Messrs.
ell, Ogilie, Vidal, 296; M. agreed

to, 26. in Coin. of the W.; remarks
(Mr. Bowell) respecting liens on vessels,
302.

B. reported (Mr. Vidal) without Amt.*, 303.
3rd R.*, 303.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict. cap. 24.)

(Q) An Act to incorporate The Canadian Live
Stock Insurance Association.-(Mr. A/-
mon).

lst R.*, 287.
2nd R.*, 300.
Reported (Mr. Allan) froin Banking and Com.

merce Com., with Aints. (increase of
capital stock, &c.), 440; concurrence m.
(Mr. Almon) and M. adopted, 444.

3rd R.*, 444.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 77.)

(R) An Act further to amend the Revised
Statutes respecting Canned Goods.-(Mr.
Bowell).

lst R., 320.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 388; remarks:

Messrs. Dever, Bowell, Prowse, 388; M.
agreed to, 388.

In Com. of the W.; on first section, as regards
name and address on package; remarks :

BILLS-Continued.

Messrs. Kaulbach, Howlan, Bowell (sug-
gestion of Mr. Dever adopted, date of
canning to be also stamped), Prowse, 399;
Messrs. McDonald (P.E.I.), Power, Kaul-
bach, Angers, Prowse, McInnes, Bowell
(intention of taking steps against fraudu-
lent marking of cheese), 400; Messrs.
Dever, Bowell, Read. Howlan, McInnes,
401; Messrs. Power, Dever, Kaulbach,
Sullivan, Reesor, 402; Messrs. Scott, Mc-
Innes, 403; Messrs. Angers, Bowell,
Dever, Power, 404 ; Messrs. Kaulbach,
Dever, Boulton, Reesor, Prowse, Ogilvie,
405; clause adopted, 405. On last clause;
on ques. of penalty for misrepresentation
of goods, remarks: Messrs. Power,
Bowell, 405; Messrs. Dickey, Bowell,
Power, Reesor, 406.

B. reported (Mr. Desjardins) froin Com., with
certain amts.; amts. concurred in, 406.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Bowell) and M. agreed to,
424.

(S) An Act further to amend the Act respecting
Joint Stock Companies to construct works
to facilitate the transmission of Timber
down Rivers and Streams.-(Mr. Boiwell.)

lst R. in. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed to, 321.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 343; question (Mr.

Power) as to rates, 343; reply (Mr.
Bowell), 343. M. agreed to, 343.

In Coin. of the W., and reported (Mr. Vidal)
with Amts.*, 398; Aints. concurred in*,
398.

3rd R.*. 398.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 26.)

(T) An Act to amend the North-west Terri-
tories Act.-(Mr. Angers.)

lst R.*, 424.
2nd R.*, 424.
In Com. of the W. ; question : Mr. Power, as

to issue* of proclamation ; reply: Mr.
Lougheed, 439; remarks : Messrs. Angers,
Power, MacImies, 439.

3rd R. mn. (Mr. Angers) and agreed to*, 440.

(U) An Act further to amend the Railway
Act.-( Ir. Bowell.)

lst R.*, 367.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 424; remark as to

3rd clause: Mr. Power, 425; reply: Mr.
Bowell, and M. agreed to, 425.

In Coin. of the W. ; on Ist clause, slight
amts. m. (Mr. Bowell), 448; ques. (Mr.
Sullivan); reply (Mr. Bowell), 448; M.
agreed to, 448.

On 2nd clause, amt. m. (Mr. Bowell) crossing
of tracks, 448; ques. (Mr. Sullivan) branch
line to Kingston; • reply (Mr. Bowell),
448; M. agreed to, 448; amt. (Mr. Scott)
street railway conductors to go ahead at
crossings and signal motorman to cross,
448; remarks: Messrs. Smith, Scott,
448-Messrs. Smith, Dickey, Scott,Ogilvie,
Ferguson, 449-Messrs. Power, Sîmith,
Scott, 450; Ait. restricted to electric
railways and adopted, 450.

M. (Mr. Bowell) that clause 3 be struck out,
agreed to, 450.
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BILLS-Contiued.

On 4th clause, Niagara Falls Electric Ry.
remarks : Mr. Bowell, 450; amt. (Mr.
Ferguson) restriction to its operation by
electricity, 450; remarks: Mr. Bowell,
450; Messrs. Ferguson, Bowell, that the
Amt. be not pressed; m. that a limitation
clause re damages be inserted, 451 ; M.
agreed to, 451. On section 11, aint. (Mr.
McInnes) that paragraph c., Ry. Act, cl.
29, Statutes 1888, be repealed (length of
branch lines) remarks: Messrs. Kaulbach,
McInnes, Bowell, 451-Messrs. McInnes,
Bowell, 452; Amt. declared lost, 452.

Reported (Mr. Dever) from Coin. with amts.,
452; Amts. concurred in, 452.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Bowell) with amt. re operation
of Niagara Falls Ry. by electricity, con-
curred in, 454.

Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 30.)

(V) An Act further to amend the General In-
spection Act.-(Mr. Bowell.)

lst R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 394.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 437 ; question (as to

changes in Bill respecting classification of
apples); reply: Mr. Bowell, 438; debate:
Messrs. Power, Almon, Kaulbach, 438;
Messrs. Reesor, Bowell, 439; M. agreed
to, 439.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., Cap. 35.)

(W) An Act relating to the granting of sub-
sidies in land to Railway Companies.-
(Mr. Bowell.)

Introduced, with explanation (Mr. Bowell),
462.

let and 2nd R.*, 463.
In Com. of the W., on lst el., remarks:

Mesrs. Power, Scott, Bowell, 463.
B. reported (Mr. Perley) without amt., 463.
3rd R.*, 463.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., Cap. 4.)

(X) An Act to amend the Revised Statutes
respecting the Department of Public
Printing and Stationery.-(Mr. Bowell.)

Suspension of Rule, and
let R. m. (Mr. Bowell); B. explained, 481.
2nd R.*, 481.
3rd R.*, 481.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict:, Cap. 15.)

(3) An Act to amend the Wrecks and Salvage
Act.-(Mr. Bovell.)

lst R.*, 295.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), and agreed to, 339.
In Com. of the W., explanation of the B.

(Mr. Bowell) ; substitution of the word
" Minister " for " Governor in Council,"
365.1

Reported (Mr. Vidal) without amt., 365.
3rd R.*, 365.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., Cap. 23.)
38j
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(6) An Act further to amend the Steam-boat
Inspection Act.-(Mr. Bowell.)

1st R.*, 453.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 457; M. agreed to,

458.
In Coin. of the W. ; remark : Mr. Power, 458.
Reported (Mr. MacInnes) from Com., without

amt., 458.
3rd R. * of B., and passed under suspension of

rules, 458.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., Cap. 25.)

(11) In Act respecting Government Civil Ser-
vice Insurance.-(Mr. Bowell.)

lst R.*, 490.
Suspension of rule m. (Mr. Bowell) and 2nd

R. of B.*, 490,
In Com. of the W.; Bill explained (Mr.

Bowell), 490; debate: Mesers. Kaul-
bach, Bowell; Dever, Power, MacInnes,
490-Miessrs. Dever, Kaulbach, Bowell,
Clemow, Power, Allan, 491 --- Messrs.
Angers, Kaulbach, Sullivan, Power, 492.

Reported (Mr. Mclnnes) from Com., without
amt, 492.

3rd R.*, 492.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 13.)

(13) An Act to give effect to an agreement be-
tween the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany of Canada, the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, and the Corration
of the City of Toronto.-(Mr. MacInnes,
Burlinigton.)

let R.*' 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
Reported from Ry. Coin., without amt., 287;

3rd R.*, 287.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 48.)

(15) An Act to incorporate the Dominion Bur-
glary Guarantee Company (Limited).-
(Mr. McMillan.)

let R.*, 183.
2nd R. m. (Mr. McMillan); ques.: Mr. Kaul-

bach, reply: Mr. McIM an; notice (Mr.
Alinon) of amt., exemption of N.S. from
the B., 220 ; M. agreed to, 220. Re-
ported fron Banking and Commerce
Com.*, 244.

3rd R.t, 244.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 78.)

(17) An Act respecting the St. Lawrence and
Adirondack Railway Company.-(Mr.
Mc Millan.)

lst R.*, 251.
2nd R. m. (Mr. MdMillan) and agreed to, 278.
3rd R.*, 284.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 60.)

(19) An Act respecting the Hamilton Provident
and Loan Society.-(Mr. MacInnes, Bur-
lington.)

lst R.*, 183.
2nd R.*, 220.
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Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,
244.

3rd R.*, 244.
Assent, 511.
(56 Vict., cap. 85.)

(20) An Act to amend the Act to incorporate
the Buffalo and Fort Erie Briage Com-
pany.-(Mr. Ferguwon.)

lst R.*, 220.
2nd R. ni. (Mr. McCallum), 246; M. agreed

to, 246.
Reported (Mr. Dickey), from Railways, Tele-

graphs and Harbours Com., with Amt.,
clause relating to the bearing of the Gen-
eral Railway Act, 251 ; adoption m. (Mr.
Dickey), 252; M. agreed to, 252.

3rd R.*, 252.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap, 64.)

(23) An Act respecting Witnesses and Evi-
dence.--(Mr. Angers.)

lst R.*, 283.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Angers), 363; debate: Messrs.

Gowan, Angers, Power, Kaulbach, Allan,
Bowell, 364-Messrs. Angers, Kaulbach,
Power, McInnes, 365-M. agreed to, 365.

In Coin. of the W., on principle of B. (by
consent) ; debate : Messrs. Angers, Gowan,
407-Messrs. Scott, Gowan, 408-409-
Messrs. Scott, Miller, 411-Messrs. Mas-
son, Scott, 413-Messrs. Kaulbach, An-
gers, Scott, 414-Messrs. Scott, Angers,
Bellerose, Power, Kaulbach, 415-Messrs.
Miller, Kaulbach, McKindsey, Lougheed,
416-Messrs. Scott, Lougheed, 417-Mr.
Miller, 418-Messrs. Lougheed, Miller,
Power, Dever, Scott, Angers, 419-
Messrs. Angers, Lougheed, Miller, Scott,
420-Messrs. Lougheed, Miller, 421-
Messrs. McKindsey, Lougheed, 42-2-
Messrs. Power, Miller, Prowse, 423-
Mr. Scott, 424; clause adopted and pro-
gress reported (Mr. Howlan), 424.

Again in Com. ; Aint. ni. (Mr. Power) as to
failure to testify, 426; debate: Messrs.
Angers, Scott, Bellerose, 426-Messrs.
Scott, Angers, Kaulbach, Dever, Gowan,
427-Messrs. Miller, McKindsey, Scott,
Angers, Lougheed, 428-Messrs. Power,
Kaulbach, Gowan, Miller, 429; Amt. (Mr.
Power) slightly changed and lost (C. 17,
N.-C., 28.)

On clause 4 ; Aint. m. (Mr. Scott) as to failure
to testify, and M. agreed to, 429-remarks:
Messrs. Angers, Miller, Lougheed, 429-
Messrs. Miller, Angers, 430.

B. reported (Mr. Howlan) from Com. with
Amts ; concurred. in, 430.

On Order for 3rd R., Amt. m. (Mr. Angers),
442; debate: Mesrs. Angers, Scott,
Power, 442-Messrs. Angers, Power,
Lougheed, Vidal, Kaulbach, 443-Messrs.
Power, Angers, Kaulbach, Dickey, 444-
Messrs. Kaulbach, Power, Howlan, Gowan,
Vidal, Angers, McKay, Bellerose, Scott,
Lougheed, 445-Messrs. Allan, Angers,
446; Amt. agreed to, 446.

BILLS-Continued.
Two further Amts. m. (Mr. Angers), remarks:

Mr. Gowan; Amts. agreed to, 446.
3rd R. m. (Mr. Angers), 446; ques. (Mr.

Lougheed) as to civil cases ; reply (Mr.
Angers), 446 ; ques. (Mr. Dickey) evidence
in civil cases; reply (Mr. Angers), 446;
remarks: Messrs. Dickey, Angers, Loug-
heed, 446-Messrs. Angers, Lougheed,
447; M. agreed to and 3rd R. of B., 447.

Correction: Mr. Bellerose pointed out omis-
sion in minutes, that 3rd R. was carried
" on a division," 454.

Amts. of H. of Commons; concurrence m.
(Mr. Angers), 492; remarks; Messrs.
Kaulbach, Power, Angers, 492; M. agreed
to, 493.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vici., cap. 31.)

(24) An Act further to amend the Supreme and
Exchequer Courts Ac.-(Mr. Anger.)

lst R.*, 394.
2nd R. ni. (Mr. Pelletier) and M. agreed to,

406.
3rd R.*, 437.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 29.)

(25) An Act respecting the Grand Trunk,
Georgian Bay and Lake Erie Railway
Company.-(Mr. Vidal.)

lst R. (ni. by Mr. Power)*, 220.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), 246 ; remarks on

powers asked by the Company (Mr.
Bowell), 246 ; reply (Mr. Vidal), 246 ; M.
agreed to, 246.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Coni., with-
out amt., 252; suggestion (Mr. Power)
that B. be referred back for further con-
sideration (application of Ontario Act,
&c.), 252; remarks: Mr. Vidal, 252; M.
(Mr. Power) to recommit, 253 ; remarks :
Messrs. Dickey, Vidal, 253; M. agreed
to, 253.

Reported from Ry. Com., without amt., 283.
3rd R.*, 283.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 49.)

(26) An Act relating to the Harbour of
Thornbury on Georgian Bay.--(Mr. Mc-
Kindsey.)

Ist R.*, 367.
2nd R. ni. (Mr. McKindsey) and agreed to, 398.
3rd R.*, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 67.)

(27) An Act to amend the Civil Service Super-
annuation Act.--(Mr. Bowell.)

lst R.*, 480.
Suspension of rule m. (Mr. Bowell), 480;

objected to further than 2nd R. (Mr.
Power); M. agreed to, and 2nd R. of B.,
480.

On Order for Com. of the W., explanation
(Mr. Bowell), 483; remarks: Messrs.
Power, Bowell, 484; Messrs. Kaulbach,
Bowell, Power, 485 ; Mr. Bowell, 486.

In Com. of the W.; on 2nd clause (age at ap-
pointment), ques. (Mr. Power) as to ap-
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pointinent over 45) ; reply (Mr. Bowell),
486; clause adopted, 486.

On clause 5, ques. (Mr. Scott) respecting im-
mediately superannuated civil servants;
reply : Mr. Bowell, 486; further remarks:
Messrs. Scott, Bowell, MacInnes, 486;
clause adopted, 486.

On 5th clause, debate : Messrs. Power, Dever,
486 ; Messrs. MacInnes, Bowell, Read,
McInnes, 487 ; Mr. Power, 488; clause
adopted, 488.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) from Coin. of the W.
without ant., 488.

3rd R.*, 488.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 12.)

(31) An Act respecting the Central Counties
Railway Company.-(Mr. Clemnoiw.)

let R,*, 220.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), 246; M. agreed to,

246.
3rd R.*, 251.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 42.)

(32) An Act respecting the Canada Life Assur-
ance ConVany.--(Mr. MacInnes, Bur.
lington.)

1st R.*, 303.
2nd R.*, 320.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,

379.
3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 76.)

(33) An Act to amend the Act to incorporate
the Manufacturers' Insurance Company
and to change its nanie to " The Manu-
facturers' Guarantee and Accident Insur-
ance Company."-(Mr. McKindsey.)

lst R.*, 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
Reported fron Banking and Commerce Com.*,

303.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 80.)

(34) Ap Act to incorporate the Woodmen of
the World.-(Mr. Vidal.)

1st R.*, 303.
2nd R.*, 341.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,

379.
3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 92.)

(35) An Act to incorporate the Calgary Irriga-
tion Company.-(Mr. Lougheed.)

1st R.*, 424.
2nd R.*, 437.
3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 71.)

(36) An Act to incorporate the Calgary Hy-
draulic Company.-(Mr. Loîujheed.)

let R.*, 440.
2nd R.*, 452.
3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 70.)

BILLS-Continued.

(38) An Act respecting the Western Counties
Railway Company and to change the name
of the Company to the Yarmouth and An-
napolis Railway Company.-(Mr. Power.)

let R.*, 220.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Power), 245 ; remarks: Messrs.

Kaulbach and Power (re issue of preferen-
tial stock), 245 ; M. for 2nd R. agreed to,
246.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with
aint. (restriction of powers), 288 ; concur-
rence m. (Mr. Power) and agreed to, 288.

3rd R.*, 288.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 63.)

(39) An Act to incorporate the Ocean Accident
Corporation. -(Mr. DeBoucherville.)

lst R.*, 283.
2nd R. of B. to-morrow (17th March), 310;

remarks: Messrs. Allan, DeBoucherville,
310.

2nd R. m. (Mr. Ferguson) and agreed to, 342.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,

379.
3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 81.)

(40) An Act to incorporate the Canada North-
west Land Company (Limited).-Mr.
MAfcKinrtey.)

lst R.*, 295.
2nd R.*, 320.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,

379.
3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 88.)

(41) An Act to incorporate the Eastern Trust
Company.-(Mr. Ferguison.)

1st R.*, 287.
2nd R.*, 300.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,
-303.

3rd R.*, 303.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 84.)

(42) An Act to amend the Act to readjust the Re-
presentation in the House of Commons. -
(Mr. Bowrell.)

let R.*, 278.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 282; M. agreed to,

283.
In Com. of the W., and reported (Mr. Howlan)

without amt.*, 283.
3rd R.*, 287.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 9.)

(43) An Act to amend the Criminal Code, 1892.
-(Mr. Angers.)

lst and 2nd R.*, 459.
lu Com. of the W., clerical amut. m. (Mr.

Power) to paragraph " K," and agreed to,
467.

On 10th paragraph (prosecutions requiring
consent of Minister of Marine), 467 ;
debate: Mesrs. Angers, Kaulbach, Power,
467-Messrs. Power, Angers, 468; clause
adopted, 468.
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Amt. m. (Mr. Power) verdict to be rendered,
notwithstanding one juror dissenting,
468 ; debate : Messrs. Kaulbach, Power,
Gowan, Angers, 469; Messrs. Power,
Angers, Kaulbach, Gowan, Drummond,
470; Messrs. Angers, Power, 471 ;
'Mesrs. Kaulbach, Angers, Power, Gowan,
Lougheed, 472; Mesrs. Power, Angers,
473 ; Amt. withdrpwn, 473.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) from Com., with amts.;
concurred in, 473.

3rd R., 473.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 32.)

(44) An Act respecting the Manitoba and South-
eastern Railway Company.-(M.lfr. Ber-
nier.)

lst R.*, 251.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bernier) and agreed to, 278.
Reported from Ry. Com., without Amt., 284.
3rd R.*, 284.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 53.)

(45) An Act to incorporate the Cleveland, Port
Stanley and London Transportation and
Railway Company, and to confirm an
agreenient respecting the London and
Port Stanley Railway.-(Mr. Lougheed.)

1st R.*, 424.
2nd R.*, 437.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 44.)

(46) An Act to incorporate the Ocean Guarantee
Corporation.-(fr. Ferguson.)

let R.*, 287.
2nd. R. *, 287.
Reported (Mr. Allan) front Banking and Coni-

merce Coin., 303.
3rd R. m.* (Mr. Desjardins) and M. agreed to,

303.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 82.)

(47) Aù Act respecting the London and Port
Stanley Railway Company.-(Mr. Loug-
heed.)

lst R.*, 440.
2nd R.*, 452.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 51.)

(48) An Act respecting the Port Arthur, Duluth
and Western Railway Company.-(Mr.
Clenow.)

let R.*, 283.
2nd R.*, 287.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Coi., with

Amts. (to include another Minnesota Ry.
Co. in the arrangements, &c.), 320; Ats.
explained (Mr. Dickey), and concurrence
nt. iMr. Clemow), 320-1 ; agreed to, 321.

3rd R.,,321.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 59.)

BILLS-Continud.

(49) Au Act to incorporate the Atlantic and
Lake Superior Railway Company.-(Mr.
Ogilrie.)

1st R.*, 394.
2nd R.*, 406.
3rd R.*, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 39.)

(50) An Act respecting the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company of Canada.-(Mr. Vidal.)

1st R.*, 295.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), 303; M. agreed to, 303.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

amts. : respecting proceeds of stock, 378;
amt. concurred in, 378 ; respecting clause
13, struck out, 378 ; amt. concurred in,
379 ; respecting clause 16, meeting of
company, 379; remarks, Mr. Vidal, 379;
amnt. concurred in, 379.

3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 47.)

(52) An Act to incorporate the Calgary Street
Railway Coipany.-(Mlr. Logheed.)

1st R.*, 453.
2ud R.*, 453.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assuent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 40.)

(53) An Act respecting the Alberta Railway
and Coal Conpany.-(Mr. Longheed.)

let R.*, 287.
2nd R.*, 287.
3rd R.*, 320.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 38.)

(54) An Act to incorporate the Alberta Irriga-
tion Company.-(Mfr. Lougheed.)

lst R.*, 424.
2nd'R.*, 437.
Fron Ry. Coin. (Mr. Dickey) with amts.,

460 ; concurrence nt. (Mr. Lougheed) and
M. agreed to, 461.

3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 69.)

(55) An Act respecting the Lake Erie and
Detroit River Railway Company.-(Mr.
C!aeyrain.)

lst R.*, 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
Reported from Ry. Coin. without ait.*, 287.
3rd R.*, 287.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 50.)

(56) An Act to revive and amend the Act to
incorporate the Moncton and Prince Ed-
ward Island Railway and Ferry Coin-
pany.-(Mr. Poirier.)

let R.*, 320.
2nd R. *, 343.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

amts., 406; concurrence m. (Mr. Poirier);
M. agreed to and 3rd R. of B., 407.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 54.)
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(57) An Act to amend the Act to incorporate
the Montreal and Atlantic Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr MacInnes, Burlington.)

lst R.*, 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
Reported f rom Ry. Coin., without amt. *, 287.
3rd R.*, 288.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 55.)

(58) An Act to incorporate the Automatic Tele-
phone and Electric Company of Canada. -
(Mr. Murphy.)

lst R.*, 424.
2nd R.*, 447.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 73.)

(59) An Act to incorporate the Canada Carriage
Company.-(Mr. Rcad, Quinté.)

lst R.*, 295.
2nd R.*, 320.
Reported (Mr. Macdonald) from Select Coin.

on Standing Orders and Private Bs., 437;
remark : Mr. Kaulbach, and M. agreed to,
437.

3rd R. ni. (Mr. Read) and 3rd R. of B.*, 437.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 87.)

(61) An Act respecting the disposal of moneys
paid in connection with proceedings before
Parliament.-(Mr. Bowell.)

let R.*, 295.
2nd R. n. (Mr. Bowell), 340; remarks: Messrs.

McKay. Bowell, Scott, Miller, Power,
McDonald (N.S.), 341 ; M. agreed to, 341.

In Coin. of the W. ; Iuqy. (Mr. McKay) as to
mode of refunds, 365; reply (Mr. Bowell),
366; inqy. (Mr. Kaulbach) refunds on re-
commendation of Coin., 366; reply (Mr.
Bowell), 366.

Reported (Mr. Perley) without amt., Š66.
3rd R.*, 366.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 8.)

(62) An Act to revive and amend the Act to in-
corporate the Equity Insurance Company,
and to change the naine of the Company
to the St. Lawrence Insurance Company.
-- (Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.)

lst R.*, 303.
2nd R. ni. (Mr. MacInnes), 341 ; question as

to naine of company : Mr. Power, 341 ;
reply: Mr. MacInnes, 342; M. agreed to,
342.

Reported from Banking and Commerce Coin.*,
379.

3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 79.)

63) An Act respecting the Canadian Power
Company.-(Mr. Poiver.)

lst R.*, 367.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Ferguson), and M. agreed to,

388.-
3rd R.*, 407.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 89.)

BILLS-Continued.
(66) An Act to incorporate the Grand Council

of the Catholic Mutual Benefit Associa-
tion of Canada.-(Mr. Sulliran.)

1st R.*, 394.
2nd R.*, 406.
Reported (Mr. Allan) fron Banking and Com-

merce Com., with amt. (incorporators
under present Act), 425 ; concurrence m.
(Mr. McKindsey, for Mr. Sullivan), 425;
M. agreed to, 426.

3rd R.*, 426.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 90.)

(67) An Act to revive and amend the Act to
incorporate the North Canadian Atlantic
Railway and Steam-ship Company, and to
change the name thereof to " The Quebec
and Labrador Railway and Steam-ship
Company."--(Mr. Casgrain.)

ist R.* 3120.
2nl R.*, 343.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

aints., 425; concurrence m. (Mr. Dickey)
and agreed to, 425.

3rd R.*, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 58.)

(68) An Act respecting the Columbia and
Kootenay Railway and Navigation Com-
pany. -(Mr. Power.)

let R.*, 320.
2nd R.*, 343.
3rd R. m. (Mr. Macdonald), 430; amt. ni. (Mr.

McInnes), to strike out cl. permitting
construction of branches up to 30 miles
in length, 430 ; debate : Mr. Mac-
donald, 431 ; Messrs. Kaulbach, Scott,
McInnes, 432; Messrs. Scott, McInnes,
McClelan, 433 ; Mr. Bowell, 434; Messrs.
MacInes, Power, Scott, Macdonald
(B.C.), 435; Messrs. McInnes, Scott,
MacInnes, 436; Aint. lost (C. 17, N-C.
27), 437.

3rd R.*, 437.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 45.)

(69) An Act to incorporate the Canada Atlantic
and Plant Steam-ship Company, Limited.
-( Mr. Poiver.)

let R.*, 453.
2nd R.*, 453.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 65.)

(70) An Act to incorporate the Nakusp and
Slocan Railway Company.-(MIr. Mac-
donald, B.C.)

lst R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vice., cap. 56.)

(71) An Act respecting the Drummond County
Railway Company.-(Mr. McMillan..)

lst R.*, 459.
Suspension of R. and
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2nd R. presently m. (Mr. McMillan), 459; ob-

jection, Mr. Guévremont (postponement
of 2nd R. till to-morrow for French copies
of B.), 460 ; debate on procedure : Messrs.
Power, Ogilvie, Guévremont, 460; 2nd R.
allowed to stand, 460.

M. (Mr. McMillan) that 57th Rule be dis-
p ensed with, as reconmended in 20th

ept. of Con. on Standing Orders; ob-
jected to (Mr. Guévremont), 461 ; re-
marks on procedure : Mesrs. Power,
DeBoucherville, Bellergse, 461 ; M. agreed
to, 461.

M. (Mr. McMillan) that 14th and 61st Rules
be dispensed with; objected to (Mr.
Bellerose), 461 ; remarks on procedure:
Mr. Power, 461 : Messrs. Guévremont,
Power, Belleroèe, 462 ; the Speaker (M.
for suspension of Rules for 2nd R. out of
order, when objected to), 462; M. with-
drawn (Mr. McMillan) and 2nd R. m.,
462; the Speaker (objection having been
taken, notice required), M. ruled out,
462; remarks: Messrs. Bellerose, Angers,
Dickey, 462.

2nd R. m. (Mr. McMilh&n) at next meeting of
House, and M. agreed to, 462.

2nd R. m. (Mr. McMillan), and M. agreed to,
473.

Ques. of procedure (Mr. Dickey), time of call-
ing meeting of Ry. Com., 475; debate:
Mr. Bowell, 475; Messrs. Dickey, Vidal,
Power, McMillan, 476; Messrs. Allan,
Vidal, Guévremont, Power, 477; Messrs.
Masson, Power, DeBoucherville, 478.

M. (Mr. McMillan) that in opinion of House,
the Rules pprmit Coin. meeting to-morrow
morning, 478 ; further discussion on pro-
cedure: Messrs. Masson, McMillan,
Bowell, Dickey, Power, 479.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Coin. with-
out ant., 498.

3rd R. m. (Mr. MeMillan), 498. Objection to
Report of Com., as against Rules of
House, &c. (Mr. Bellerose), 498; debate:
Messrs. McMillan, Power, 498; Mr.
Bellerose, 499.

Amt. en. (Mr. DeBoucherville), restriction of
bonding power, 499; debate thereon:
Messrs. Dickey, DeBoucherville, Power,
499; Messrs. Dickey, Bellerose, 500;
Messrs. Power, Bellerose, Bowell, Mac-
lunes, 501 ; Messrs. Allan, Smith, Read,
Dickey, Bellerose, Power, DeBoucherville,
502.

Amt. rejected (C. 7, N.-C. 18), 503.
3rd R. of B., 503.
On the question, Shall this Bill pass? Amt.

m. (Mr. Guévremont) that B. be not now
read the third time, but that 4th clause
thereof he struck ont, 503.

M. declared lost, 504.
Bill passed, 504.
Assent, 512.

(56 Vict., cap. 46.)

BILLS-Continued.

(77) An Act to further amend the Act to enable
the City of Winnipeg to utilize the
Assiniboine River water power.-(Mr.
Lougheed.)

Ist R.*, 367.
2nd R.*, 406.
3rd R.*, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 72.)

(78) An Act respecting the British Ainerica
Assurance Company.-(Mr. Allan.)

Ist R.*, 440.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Allan), 452; M. agreed to,

453.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Tict., cap. 75.)

(79) An Act to incorporate the North American
Canal Company.-(Mr. Clemow-.)

1st R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 459.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 66.)

(80) An Act respecting the Temiscouata Rail.
way Company.-(Mr. Pelletier.)

Ist R.*, 440.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Pelletier), and M. agreed to,

452.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vic., cap. 61.)

(83) An Act respecting the Toronto, Hamilton
and Buffalo Railway Company.--(Mr.
Lougheed.)

Ist R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 459.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 62.)

(84) An Act respecting the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company.-(Mr. MacInnes, Bur-
lintlon.)

lst R.*, 367.
2nd R. m. (Mr. MacInnes), 398; ques. as to

the privileges restored by he B. (Mr.
Kaulbach), 398; reply: Mr. Scott, 398;
remarks: Mesrs. MacInnes, Boulton,
Scott, 399; M. agreed to, 399.

3rd R.*, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 41.)

(85) An Act to incorporate the Canadian Gas
Association.-(Mr. Clemow.)

lst and 2nd R.*, 453.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 74.)

(86) An Act respecting the Chilliwhack Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. MacInnes, Burling-
ton.)

lst R.*, 394.
2nd R.*, 406.
3rd R. *, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 43.)
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BILLS-Contiued.

(87) An Act to incorporate the British Colum-
bia Dock Company.-(Mr. McInnes, B.C.)

1 st R.*-, 394.
2nd R. m. (Mr. McInnes) and M. agreed to,

406.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 68.)

(89) An Act respecting
Sheppard Railway
B. C.)

lst R.*, 424.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Reid)
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 57.)

the Nelson and Fort
Company.--(Mr. Reid,

and M. agreed to, 437.

(92) An Act to aniend the Merchant Shipping
Act, with respect to load-lines.-(Mr.
Bowell.

Ist R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
In Com. of the W., on lst clause, 465 ; debate:

Messrs. Power, Bowell, 465.
Ant. n. (Mr. Bowell) to conform to wording

of Imperial Statute, 466 ; remarks :
Messrs. Kaulbach, Bowell, Power, Bowell,
Dever, 466 ; M. agreed to, 466.

B. reported (Mr. Macdonald) with amt., con-
carred in, 467.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Bowell) and M. agreed to, 473.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 22.)

(97) An Act to amend the Act respecting the
Harbour and River Police of the Province
of Quebec.-( Mr. Bowell.)

lst R.*, 452.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 458; ques. (Mr. Pel-

letier) re abolition of Quebec river police;
reply : Mr. Bowell, 458; M. agreed to,
458.

In Com. of the W.*. 458.
B. reported (Mr. Vidal) froin Com., without

amt., 458.
3rd R.*, 458.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 20.)

(98) An Act to amend an Act to incorporate
the Eastern Canada Savings and Loan
Company, (Limited).-(Mr. Power.)

Ist R.*, 440.
Suspension of 41st Rule m. (Mr. Power), 440;

agreed to, 440.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Power) and M. agreed to, 440.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.'
(56 Viet., cap. 83.)

(99) An Act respcting the Harbout Commis-
sioners of Montreal.-(Mr. Angers.)

ist R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
In Coin. of the W., amt. m. (Mr. Angers) to

add sect., that Mayor of Montreal be, ex-
oficio, a member of Harbour Commission,
467 ; M. agreed to, 467.

Reported (Mr. MacInnes) from Com., with
amt.; concurredin, 467.

3rd R.*, 467.

BILLS-Continued.

Amt. of Commons, to add another member to
the commission; concurrence m. (Mr.
Angers), 510; M. agreed to, 510.

.Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 21.)

(103) An Act further to amend the Act respect-
ing Public Officers.-(Mr. Bowell.)

lst R.*, 453.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), and B. explained,

458 ; M. agreed to, 459.
In Coin. of the W., and reported (Mr. Mac-

donald) without amt.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 459.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 14.)

(104) An Act relating to the custody of Juvenile
Offenders in the Province of New Bruns-
wick.-(MIr. Anqerx.)

• st R.*, 494.
2nd R., under suspension of rule, and referred

to Com. of the W., 494.
In Com. of the W. ; explanation of B. (Mr.

Angers), 494.
Reported (Mr. Dever) from Com., without

aint., 494.
3rd R.*, 494.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 33.)

(106) An Act respecting the Ladies of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus.-(Mlr. Robitaille.)

Ist R.*, 453.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Robitaille), 459; remarks:

Mr. Power, re incorporation in Nova
Scotia, 459.

M. agreed to, 459.
3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 91.)

(109) An Act further to amend the Dominion
Lands Act.-(Mr. Bowell.)

Ist R.*, 490.
2nd R.*, 490.
In Coin. of the W. ; explanation of B. (Mr.

Bowell), exchange of school sections in
Manitoba, 493; ques., Mr. Kaulbach,
493; reply, Mr. Bowell, 494.,

Reported (Mr. MacInnes) without amt., 494.
3rd R. of B.*, 494.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 18.)

(110) An Act further to amend the Patent
Act.-(Mr. Angers.)

lst R.*, 474.
Suspension of Rule, and 2nd R. m. (Mr.

Angers), 474; remarks: Messrs. Power,
Angers, 474. M. agreed to, 2nd R. of B.,
and referred to Com. of the W., 474;
in Coin. of the W., repeal of section 21;
debate: Mesrs. Power, Angers, 474;
amt. suggested as to first part of 21st
section accepted by Mr. Angers, and
agreed to, 475.

On subsection 2, payment of fees, 475 ; re-
marks: Messrs. Power, Angers, Drum-
mond, 475.

Reported (Mr. Dever) from Com. with aint.,
475 ; concurred in, 475.
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BILLS-Continued.

3rd R.*, 475.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 34.)

(112) An Act further to amend the Petroluin
Inspection Act.-(MVr. Boecell.)

I st R.*, 496.
Suspension of rules and 2nd R. m. (Mr.

Bowell), 496 ; M. agreed to, 496.
3rd R.*, 496.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 36.)

(116) An Act to amend the Homestead Exemp-
tion Act.-(fr. Bowell.)

lst R.*, 509.
Suspension of rules and 2nd R. m. and B.

explained (Mr. Bowell), exemption ex-
tended to 160 acres, 509; M. agreed to,
510.

3rd R.*, 510.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 19.)

(118) An Act to amend the Act respecting the
Royal Military College.-(Mr. Bowell.)

lst R.*, 495.
Suspension of rule and 2nd R. n., and B. ex-

plained (Mr. Bowell), fixing of salaries of
the Staff, revised regulations for selection
of candidates for cadetships, &c., 495;
M. agreed to, 495.

3rd R.*, 495.
Assent,-512.
(56 Vice., cap. 17.)

(122) An Act to confirm the sale of the Carle-
ton, City of Saint John, branch railroad.
-(Mr. Bowell.)

Ist R.*, 473.
2nd R., and suspension of 41st Rule m. (Mr.

Bowell), 473; ques. (Mr. Dickey) as to
arrangement carried out ; reply Mr.
Bowell, 473; M. agreed to, 473. In Com.
of the W.*, 473.

Reported (Mr. MacInne-) without amt., 473.
3rd R.*, 474.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 6.)

(123) An Act respecting the Voters' Lists of
1893.- -(Mr. Bowell.)

lst P.*, 480.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 488; qtues. (Mr. Mc-

Innes) revision of lists before elections ;
reply: Mr. Bowell, 488; M. agreed to,
488.

lI Com. of the V., remarks: Mr. Power,
489; Messrs. Kaulbach, Bowell, Power,
489.

Reported (Mr. MacInnes) fron Com., without
amt., 490.

3rd R.*, 490.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 10.)

(124) An Act respecting the appointment of
Commissioners to the World's Columbian
Exposition.-(Mr. Angers.)

Ist R.*, 494.
2nd R. under Suspension of the rule, and re.

ferred to Com. of the W., 494.

BILLS-Continued.

In Com. of the W., B. explained (Mr. Bowell),
494.

Reported from Com., without amt., 494.
3rd R.*, 495.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 7.)

(125) An Act to prevent the'manufacture and
sale of Filled or Imitation Cheese, and to
provide for the branding of Dairy Pro-
ducts.-(Mr. Angers.)

lst R*, 510.
Suspension of rule and 2nd R. ni. (Mr. Angers),

510; remarks: Messrs. Scott, Angers,
510; M. agreed to, 510.

3rd R.*, 510.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 37.)

(126) An Act further to amend the Acts res-
pecting the Duties of Customs.-(Mr.
Boueell.)

Ist R.*, 496.
2nd R. m. and B. explained (Mr. Bowell),

binder twine, machinery, 496; M. agreed
to, 496.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 504 ; debate (upon
binder twine, coal-oil, tariff reduction
generally) : Messrs. Power, Bowell, 504,
505-Messrs. Dever, Power, 506; M.
agreed to, 506.

3rd R.*, .506.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 16.)

(127) An Act to authorize the granting of Sub-
sidies in aid of the construction of the
lines of Railway therein mentione.-
(1fr. Blowell.)

lst R.*, 494.
Suspension of rule 41 ni. (Mr. Bowell) and
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 494; remarks:

Messrs. Power, Boweil, 494; M. agreed
to, 494.

3rd R.*, 494.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 2.)

(129) An Act to amend the Act respecting Ocean
Steain-ship Subsidieg.-(Mr. Bowell.)

1st R.*, 496.
2nd R. m. and B. explained (Mr. Bowell) sub-

sidy to line to Australia, 496 ; remarks :
Messrs. Allan, Bowell, Power, 497 ; M.
agreed to, 498.

3rd R.4 , 498.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 5.)

(132) An Act further to amend the Act respect.
ing the Senate and House of Commons.-
( Mr. Bocell.)

lst R.*, 495.
Suspedsion of Rule m. (Mr. Bowell), 495;

objection (Mr. Power), 495. 2nd R. (at
next sitting of House) m. (Mr. Bowell),
495 ; M. agreed to, 495.

2nd R. ni. (Mr. Bowell), 506 ; debate : Messrs.
Allan, Power, 506 ; M. agreed to, 507.

3rd R. ni. (Mr. Bowell), 507 ; Division called
for (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), 507 ; remarks as
to Members' indemnity and messengers'
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BILLS-Concluded.
pay: Messrs. Scott, McInnes, Allan,
507; Messrs. Bowell, McInnes, 508;
Messrs. McInnes, Bellerose, Smith, Pover,
509; M. for 3rd R. agreed to, 509.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 11.1

(135) An Act for granting to Her MNIajesty
certain sums of money required for
defraying certain expenses of the Public
Service, for the financial years ending
respectively the 30th June, 1893, and the
30th June, 1894, and for other purposes
relating to the Public Service.

Ist R.*, 510.
Suspension of rule n. (Mr. Bowell), 511 ; 2nd

R. m. (Mr. Bowell); remarks on close of
the session, appropriations for Victoria,
and general remarks: Messrs. Macdonald,
Power, Bowell, 511.

3rd R.*, 511.
Assent, 513.
(56 Vict., cap. 1.)

BINDER TwiNE, DUTY ON. See:

" Customs duties Aet Ant. B."
Referred to also in debates on:

"Address in reply to S ech from Throne."
"Commercial Policy,"(dr. Boulton's M.)

BiATcn's READY REFERENCE TO STATUTES.

Purchase of I copy for each member ; 6th
Report of Printing Com., recommending;
adoption ni. (Mr. Read), 479; objections
and remarks: Mr. Power, 479; Messrs.
Read, McClelan, Vidal, Allan, Gowan,
Kaulbach, 480; M. agreed to, 480.

BOOKS, PURCHASE OF. See:

"Blatch's Ready Reference to Statutes."
"Gemmill's Divorce Practice."

BOYs, PUNISHMENT OF- See:
"Juvenile Offenders'B."
"Juvenile Offeuders in N.B., Bill."

BRANTFORD, NORFOLK, &C., RY. Co., AMALGA-
MATION. Sfe6:

"Grand Trunk Ry. Co. Amalgamation B."

British America Assurance Co.; ap-
pointnent of officers and Executive
Committee; increase or reduction
of capital stock, &c. ; B. (78.)-Mr.
Allan.

lst R.*, 440.
2nd R. ni., (Mr. Allan), 452; M. agreed to,

453.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 75.)

BRITISH COLITMBIA, ALASKA BOUNDARY. See
" Alaska."

BRITISH COLUMBIA, APPROPRIATIONS FOR.

Reniarks (Mr. Power) on Mr. Macdonald's
. (B C.)speech on 2nd R. of Supply R, 511.

BRITIS COLUMBIA, CATTLE TRADE.

In debate on the Address. Mesrs. Angers,
McInnes (B.C.), Bowell, &c., 74.5; Mr.
McInnes, (B.C.), 103-4; Mr. Bowell, 103.4.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, CENSUS COMPARISoNS WITH
U. S.

In debate on Address in reply to speech from
Throne; Mr. Scott, 14; Mr. McDonald
(B.C.), 14; Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 14.

British Columbia Dock On. Incoíp. B.
(87).-Mr. McInnes (B.C.)

1st R.*, 394.
2nd R. m. (Mr. MeInnes) and M. agreed to,

406.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 68).

BRITISH COLUMBIA IMMIGRATION AND THE UN-
EMPLOYED.

lu debate on the Address: Mr. Macdonald
(B.C.), 109.

BRITISH COLUMBIA, LAND VALUES IN.
In Debate on the Address: Mr. Read (Quinté),

76; Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 76;- Mr.
Bowell, 76.

MARINE HOSPITAL.

Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) as to intention
of providing better accommodation, good
water, &c., 165.

Reply (Mr. Bowell) explaining measures in
progress, 165.

Explanation accepted as satisfactory (Mr.
Macdonald), 166.

See also "B. C., Quarantine and Hospital
management," (below.)

MININC. OUTPUT AND MACHINERY.

In debate on the Address: M r. McInnes
(B.C.), 103.

PLEURO-PNEUMONIA PRECAUTIONS.

In debate on the Address: Messrs. Angers,
McInnes, Bowell, &c., 74 5; Mesrs.
McInnes, Bowell, 103-4.

- PROGRESS, &C., OF.

Remarks in debate on the Address: Mr. Mc-
Innes (B.C.), 102; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.),
109.

QUARANTINE AND HOSPITAL MANAGE-
MENT.

In debate on the Address: Mr. McInnes (B.C.),
105-6-7-8-9: Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 109,
110; Mr. Bowell, 107-8-9; Mr. Angers,
106-107, 110.

See also " B.C. Marine Hospital," above.
Also "Cholera, precautions," Inqy. (Mr.

Ferguson).

QUARANTINE STATION.

M. (Mr. MeInnes, B.C.) for correspondence
respecting erection of station at Albert
Head or William Head, 145.

M. agreed to*, 145.
Inqy. (Mr. McLInes) when papers will be

'brought down, 251.
Reply (Mr. Angers), they will be expedited,

251.

QUARANTINE. See also:
"Cholera precautions," M. (Mr. Ferguson),

and debate thereon.
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BRLITISH COLUMBIA RIVERS, POLLUTION OF.
Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), whether orders

against offal from salnion canneries are
enforced, and what the Fishery Officer
reports, 294.

Reply (Mr. Bowell) rigid regulations adopted,
&c., 295.
SHIPPiNu ENTRIES.

In debate on the Address: Mr. McInnes, 105.
S;IALL-POX INTRODUCTION, 1892.

M. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) for all correspondence
and reports, 146.

Inqy. (Mr. Mclnnes) when papers will be
brought down, 251.

Reply (Mr. Angers) they will be expedited,
251.

See also " Cholera precautions," Inqy. (Mr.
Ferguson), debate upon.
SONGHEES INDIAN RESERVE.

Attention called (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) to un-
satisfactory position of, and Inqy. as to
agreement between Dominion and B. C.
Govts. for removal to more suitable
locality. &c., 195.

Reply (Mr. Bowell) negotiations in progress,
&c., 195; further remarks: Messrs. Mac-
donald, Mclnnes (B.C.) and Bowell, 196.

Buffalo and Fort Erie Bridge Co. Incorp.
Act Amt.; power of tunnel con-
struction ; B. (20).-Mr. Ferguson.

lst R.*, 220.
2nd R. m. (Mr. McCallum), 246; M. agreed

to, 246.
Reported (Mr. Dickey), from Railways, Tele-

graphs and Harbours Con., with Ait.,
clause relating to the bearing of the Gen-
eral-Railway Act, 251; adoption m. (Mr.
Dickey), 252; M. agreed to, 252.

3rd R.*, 252.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 64.)

BuRGLAny GUARANTEE CO. See:
" Dominion Burglary Guarantee Co.'s B."

BUSINESS UNDER CON. AND Lin. GovTs.
In debate on Address in reply to Speech fi om

the Throne: M r. Power, 9*2-3 ; Mr.
Angers, 67, 69, 93; Mr. Bowell, 93; Mr.
Howlan, 95 ; Mr. Kaulbach, 93; Mr.
Clemow, 111-12-13.

See also " Exports and Iniports."
Also "Commercial Policy," M. (Mr..Boulton).

CABINET CHANGES.' See " Ministerial."

Clgary Hydraulic
Mr. Lougheed.

Ist R.*, 440.
2nd R.*; 452.
3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vic., cap. 70.)

Calgary Irrigation
Mr. Lougheed.

1st R.* 424.
2nd R.*, 437.
3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 71.)

Co. Incorp. B. (36).-

Co. Incorp. B. (35).-

Calgary Street Ry. Incorp. B. (52).-Mr.
Lougheed.

Ist R.*, 453.
2nd R.*, 453.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 40.)

CANADA AND FOREIGN TREATIES. See "U. S.," &c.

Canada Atlantic and Plant Steam-ship
Co. Incorp. B. (69).-Mr. Power.

Ist R.*, 453.
2nd R.*, 453.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 65.)

CANADA ATLANTIC Ry. Co., POWERS. See:
"St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry. Co.'s B."

Canada Carriage Co. Incorp. B. (59).-Mr.
Read (Quinté).

1st R. *, 295.
2nd R.*, 320.
Reported (Mr. Macdonald) from Select Com.

on Standing Orders and Private Bs.,
437; remark: Mr. Kaulbach, and M.
agreed to, 437.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Read) and agreed to*, 437.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 87.)

CANADA EVIDENCE ACT, 1893. Sec:

"Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."

CANADA, EXPORTS OF. See " Exports."

Canada Life Assurance Co.; powers as
to real estate outeide of Hamilton
and Toronto; B. (32).-Mr. MacInnes,
(Burlington).

1st R.*, 303.
2nd R.*, 320.
Reportel fron Banking and Commerce Com.*,

379.
3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 76.)

Canada N. W. Land Co. Incorp. B. (40).-
Mr. McKindsey.

ist R.*, 295.
2nd R.*, 320.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Coin.

*
,

379.
3rd R.*, 379.
Assent. 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 88.)

CANADA SOUTIIERN Ry. CO., POWERS OF. See:
"Cleveland, Port Stanley and London Trans-

portation and Ry. Co.'s B."
"London and Port Stanlev Ry. Co.'s B."
"Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Ry. Co.'s B."

Canadian Gas Association Incorp. B-
(85).-Mr. Clemow.

Ist R.*, 453.
2nd R.*, 453.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 74.)
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Canadian Live Stock Insurance Associ-

ation Incorp. B. (Q).-Mr. Airnon.

lst R.*, 287.
2nd R.*, 300.
Reported (Mr. Allan) from Banking and Com-

merce Com., with Aints. (increase of
capital stock, &c.), 440; concurrence ?n.
(Mr. Almon) and M. adopted, 444.

3rd R.*, 444.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 77.)

CANADIAN ORDER, WOODMEN OF THE WORLD. See:

" Woodmen of the World Incorp. B."

CANA DIAN PACIFIC RY. CO., CAPITAL STOCK, &C. ,&C.

M. (Mr. Boulton) that he will ask Govt. for
copies of Orders in Council authorizing
increase, 122; reply (Mr. Boulton) no
papers to bring down, 122; M. allowed to
stand, 122.

M. (Mr. Boulton) as above, 127. Remarks,
as to the stock increase, cost of construc-
tion, branch lines, managementand freight
rates, &c. ; Mr. Boulton, 127; Messrs.
Bowell, Boulton, Scott, 128, 129--Messrs.
Scott, Boulton, 130, 131-Messrs. Mac-
Innes (Burlington), Boulton, 132-Messrs.
Angers, McMillan, MacInnes, Scott, Boul-
ton, 133-Messrs. McMillan, Kaulbach,
Boulton, 134.

Remarks as to correctness of form of M.
Messrs. Allen, Scott, 136.

Further, on the main subject: Messrs. Kaul-
bach, Scott, 136-Messrs. Scott, Boulton,
137, 138, 139-Messrs. Scott, Boulton,
Bowell, Perley, 140-Messrs. Read
(Quinté), MacInnes (Burlington), Boulton,
Perley, 141-Messrs. Maclnnes, Boulton,
142.

On the M. having led to a discussion for which
House is not prepared, and further re-
,marks on the main subject : Messrs.
Bowell, MacInnes, Power, 143-Mr. An-
gers, 144.

Permission requested (Mr. Boulton) to with-
draw the M., the question having been
answered, 144.

M. withdrawn, 144.

Canadian Pacific Ry. Co.; certain pre-
ferred stock, power of issuing re-
stored, &c.; B. (84).-Mr. MacInnes
(Burlington.)

lst R.*, 367.
2nl R. m. (Mr. MacInnes), 398; ques. as to

the privileges restored by the B. (Mr.
Kaulbach), 398; reply : Mr. Scott, 398;
remarks : Messrs. MacInnes, Boulton,
Scott, 399 ; M. agreed to, 399.

3rd R. *, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 41.)

CANADIAN PACIFIc Ry. Co., ESPLANADE AGREE-
MENT. See:

"(G. T. R., C. P. R. and Toronto, &c., B."

CANADIAN PACIFIc Ry., CONNECTIONS, LEASING
POWERS, &C. -See:

"Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B."
"British Columbia Dock Co. Incorp. B."
"Chilliwhack Ry. Co.'s B."
"Cleveland, Port Stanley and London Ry.

Co.'s B."
"Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B."
"London and Port Stanley Ry. Co.'s B."
"Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B."
"Toronto,-Hamilton and Buffalo Ry. Co.'s B."
Referred to also in debates on:
"Columbia and Kootenay Ry., &c., Co.'s B."
" Man. and N.W. Ry. Co.'s B."
See also " Ry. Act Amt. B." (Mr. McInnes's

Amt.)

CANADIAN PACIFIc Ry., CONSTRUCTION OF.
Remarks in debate on Address in reply to

Speech from Throne: Mr. Bowell, 27;
Mr. Howlan, 96; Mr. Clemow, 113.

CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry., CONSTRUCTION OF BRANCR
from Regina to connect with C. P. R.
Sault system:

(Referred to, previously, by Mr. Boulton, on
his M., above, respecting capital stock
increase, 135; by Mr. Perley, 141.)

M. (Mr. Boulton), whereas such construction
will divert Canadian trade through U.S.,
that said branch line should be cancelled,
221.

Objection taken (Mr. Dickey) that a M. pre-
faced by preambles is contrary to Rule 15,
221 ; objection sustained : Messrs. Power,
Kaulbach, 2'21.

Permission requested (Mr. Boulton) to with-
draw, 221. M. withdrawn, 221.

CANADIAN PACIFIC Ry. FREIGHT RATES.

In debate on Address in reply to Speech from
Throne: Mr. Boulton, 57-8; Mr. Mc-
Millan, 58; Mr. Cochrane, 57; Mr. Smith,
58.

Attention called (Mr. Perley) to excessive
rates charged, 463 ; reply (Mr. Bowell)
that inquiries will be made, 464.

Canadian Power Co., Incorp. Act Amt..;,
powers extended and time for
construction of works extended;
B. (63).--Mr. Power.

Ist R.*, 367.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Ferguson), and M. agreed to,

388.
3rd R.*, 407.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 89.)

CANADIAN WATERS, U.S. WRECKERSIN. See " U.S."

CANAL SYSTEM, NEw. See:
" North American Canal Co.'s B."

CANAL'TOLLS, AND CANAL CONSTRUCTION.
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 4.
Address in Reply, in moving: Mr. Ferguson,

9; in the debate: Mr. Scott, 16-7-8-9,
34-5, 66.7 ; Mr. Bowell, 17, 18, 27, 34,
36-7-8-9, 40 ; Mr. Power, 86 ; Mr. Angers,
66-7, 86 ; Mr. Clemow, 111.
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Canned Goods Act Amt.; word "Can-
ada," name of packing firm, and
year; half penalty to informer;

. (R).-Mr. Bowell.

lst R., 320.
2nd R. ni. (Mr. Bowell), 388; remarks,

Messrs. Dever, Bowell, Prowse, 388; M.
agreed to, 388.

In Com. of the W. ; on first section, as regards
naine and address on package ; remarks :
Messrs. Kaulbach. Howlan, Bowell (sug-
gestion of Mr. Dever adopted, date of
canning to he also stamped), Prowse, 399;
Messrs. Macdonald (P.E.I.), Power, Kaul-
bach, Angers, Prowse, McInnes, Bowell
(intention of taking steps against fraudu-
lent marking of cheesc), 400; Messrs.
Dever, Bowell, Read, Howlan, MeInnes,
401 ; Messrs. Power, Dever, Kaulbach,
Sullivan, Reesor, 402; Messrs. Scott, Mc-
lunes, 403; Messrs. Angers, Bowell,
Dever, Power, 404; Messrs. Kaulbach,
Dever, Boulton, Reesor, Prowse, Ogilvie,
405 ; clause adopted, 405. On last clause ;
on ques. of penalty for misrepresentation
of goods, remarks: Messrs. Power,
Bowell, 405; Messrs. Dickey, Bowell,
Power, Reesor, 406.

B. reported (Mr. Desjardins) from Coni., with
certain aints. ; aints. concurred in, 406.

3rd R. ni. (Mr. Bowell) and M. agreed to, 424.

CARLETON 3BRANCH Ry., ST. JOHN. See:

"St. John, Carleton Branch Ry."

Catholic Mutual Benefit Association of
Canada, Grand Council of, Incorp.
B. (66).-Mr. Sullivan.

Ist R.*, 394.
2nd R.*, 406.
Reported (Mr. Allan) from Banking and Coin-

merce Com., with ant. (incorporators
under present Act), 425 ; concurrence 7n.
(Mr. McKindsey, for Mr. Sullivan), 425;
M. agreed to, 426.

3rd R.*, 426.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 90.)

CATTLE, INSURANCE OF. See:

" Canadian Live Stock Co. Incorp. B."

CATTLE, SHIPPING, DISEASES OF, &C. See " Live
Stock."

CENSUS; COMPARISONS WITH THE U.S., &C.

In moving the Address: Mr. Ferguson, 8-9;
in seconding : Mr. Desjardins, 11 ; in
the debate : Mr. Scott, 13, 14, 15, 26-7-8;
Mr. Masson, 13, 14 ; Mr. Macdonald (B.C.)
14; Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 14, 104-5; Mr.
Almon, 14; Mr. Bowell, 26-7 ; Mr.
Power, 82-3-4, 89, 90, 97 ; Mr. Boulton,
42-3-4, 46-7-8, 65, 73 ; Mr. Howlan, 97,
99 ; Mr. Angers, 63-4-5, 89, 90; Mr.
Clemow, 113; Mr. MacInnes (Burlington)
89.

CENSUS, 1891, ENUMERATORS' INSTRUCTIONS, &C.

M. (Mr. Tassé) for Report from officer in
charge of Census, of system adopted upon
various points connected with registration
of French-speaking Canadians, 124. Re-
marks: Messrs. Angers, Tassé, 125.

Suggestion (Mr. Kaulbach) to include other
nationalities, 126 ; reply (Mr. Angers)
that this might be made a separate M.
126.

Further remarks on the M. : Messrs. Tassé,
Angers, 126.

Suggestion (Mr. Scott) that the M. should in-
clude instructions of enumerators in 1881,
126; remarks: Messrs. Angers, Tassé,
Scott, 126.

M. so amtiended, and adopted, 126.
See also the following :-

CENSUS, 1891, ERRORS IN.
M. (Mr. Tassé) for copies of complaints res-

pecting errors, as to numbers, English and
French speaking, 244. Remarks: Mr.
Angers, 244 ; Messrs. Tassé, Angers, 245.

M. agreed to, 245.

CENSUS, 1891, RETURNS.
Inqy. (Mr. Wark) when ist vol. inay be ex-

pected, 278.
Reply (NMr. Angers), in a few days, 278.

CENSUS, SYSTEM CRITICIZED.
In debate on Address in reply to Speech from

Throne ; Mr. Power, 83-4, 89, 90; re-
plies, Mr. Angers, 83-4, 89, 90.

Central Counties Ry. Go. ; Caledonia
Springs Branch; powers as to new
sections ; time for construction of
Bridge extended, &c. ; B. (31).-Mr.
Clemaow.

Ist R.*, 22.
2nd R. in. (Mr. Clemow), 246 ; M. agreed to,

246.
3rd R.*, 251.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 42.)

CENTRAL ONT. Ry., SuBSIDv TO. Ste:

" Railways, subsidies to, B."

CENTRAL VERMONT RY. CO., POwERS.-See:
" St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry. Co's B."

CHAMPLAIN JUNCT. Ry. Co. (powers of).-See:
" St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry. Co. B."

Oheese, fraud in manufacture preven-
tion of ; branding, prov ison for;
B. (125).-Mr. Angers.

lst R.*, 510.
Suspension of rule and 2nd R. m. (Mr. Angers)

510); renarks: Messrs. cott, Angers,
510; M. agreed to, 510.

3rd R.*, 510.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 37.)

CHEESE, FRAUDULENT BRANDING OF FoREIGN. See
also :

"Canned Goods Act Amt. B.," debate on.
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CHICAGo EXHIBITIoN, CoMMISSIONERS. See .

" World's Columbian Exposition, B."

CHILDREN, PUNISHMENT OF. See:
"Juvenile Offenders, B."
"Juvenile Offenders, N. B., B."

Chilliwhack Ry. Co. ; Dominion Incorp.;
pçwer of leasing to C. P. R. Co. ;
time for completion, &c. ; B. (86).-
Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.

1st R.*, 394.
2nd R.*, 406.
3rd B.*, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict.. cap. 43.)

CHOLERA, PRECAUrTIONS AGAINST.
Inqy. (Mr. Ferguson) what steps taken and in-

tended by Govt., 166. Remarks on
cholera in Europe, quarantine and other
precautions, and on sanitation generally:
Mr. Ferguson, 166; Mr, Sullivan, 171;
Mr. Poirier, 173; Mr. McInnes (B.C.).
174; Mr. Scott, 175; Messrs. Almon,
Scott, Macdonald (B.C.), 176; Messrs.
Kaulbacli, Power, 177; Mesrs. Read
(Quintée Power, Alnon, 178; Mr. Fer-
guson, 179.

Reply (Mr. Angers) Quarantine measures
adopted by D>ominion Govt.; suggestions
as to action by local municipal authorities,
179-182.

Renarks in Speech from Throne, at proroga-
tion, 513.

See .iso "Quarantine and Hospital manage-
ment."

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMT.
Speech froin the Throne, remarks in, 4.

- (CUSToMS), MONTREAL.
M. (Mr. Bellerose) for list of employees, in

1868 and in 1891, showing nationalities,
&c., 184. Remarks, and discussions on
Govt. appts. generally, on French-speak
ing officials of Senate, &c. : Mr. Belle-
rose, 184; Messrs. Read (Quinté), Belle-
rose, 186 ; Messrs. Prowse, Bowell, 187 ;
Mr. Read <Quinté), 189, copy of Return of
1891-92, 190; Mr. Bellerose, 190; Messrs.
Miller, Bellerose, Howlan, Tassé, 191
Messrs. Bellerose, Tassé, 192.

See also the following -

(CUSToMS), QUEBEC.
M. (Mr. Bellerose) for list of employees, show-

ing nationalities, &c., 267. Remarks, and
further discussion on Govt. appts. gener-
ally, especially in Province of Quebec,
Depts. at Ottawa and Experimîental Farm :
Mr. Bellerose, 267 ; Messrs. Bowell, Belle-
rose, 270; Messrs. Clenow, Kaulbach,
Bellerose, 271.

M. agreed to, 272.
Sec also the following:-

- (GENERALLY), MONTREAL AND QUEBEC.

M. (Mr. Bellerose) for list, showing nationali-
ties, &o., 272. Further remarks, Montreal
Collectorship, Deputy-Ministerships, Hon.
Mr. Bellerose's appt. to Senate, &c.:

CIVIL SERVICE (oENERALLY)-Continued.
Messrs. Bellerose, Drunmond, 272;
Messrs. Bellerose, Powet, Angers, 273;
Messrs. Bellerose, Angers, Bowell, 274;
Messrs. Bellerose, Bowell, 275-276.

M. agreed to, 277.
See also the following:-

CIVIL SERVICE (GoVT. FARm.), OTT-AwA.
Remarks on the Farmn work, reports, &c. (in

debate on the Address in reply to Speech
fron Throne): Mr. Read (Quinté), 73.4;
Mr. Angers, 73-4.

M. (Mr. Bellerose) for list of eniployees,
showing nationalities, &c., 124; M.
agreed to*, 124.

Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose) when above Return may
be expected, 251; reply (Mr. Angers) in
a few days, 251.

Further Ingy. (Mr. Bellerose) for above Be-
turn, 480; explanation (Mr. Angers), 480.

Remnarks (Mr. Bellerose) on nationality of
these employees, on his M. for list of
Quebec Castoins officials, 271.

CIVIL SERVICE (INLAND REV. DEPT.) DISMIssAL-
See " Cosgrove."

Civil Service Insurance, provision for;
B. (11).-Mr. Boiwell.

ist R.*, 490.
Suspension of rule m. (Mr. Bowell) and 2nd

R. of B.*, 490.
ln Coin. of the W.; Bill explained (Mr.

Bowell), 490; debate: Messrs. Kaul-
bach, Bowell, Dever, Power, Maclnnes,
490-Messrs. I)ever, Kaulbach, Bowell,
Clemow, Power, Allan, 491 - Mesa.
Angers, Kaulbach, Sullivan, Power, 492.

Reported (Mr. MeInnes) fron Con., without
aint., 492.

3rd R.*, 492.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 13.)

Civil Service Superannuation Act Amt.;
increased rate of deduction, &c.;
B. (27).-Mr. Bowell.

Reference to the B., in Speech from the
Throne, 4.

Ist R.*, 480.
Suspension of rule in. (Mr. Bowell), 480;

objected to, further than 2nd R. (Mr.
Power); M. agreed to, and 2nd R. of B.,
480.

On Order for Coni. of the W., explanation
(Mr. Bowell), 483; remarks: Messrs.
Power, Bowell, 484; Messrs. Kaulbach,
Bowell, Power, 485; Mr. Bowell, 486.

In Coin. of the W.; on 2nd clause (age at ap-
pointient), ques. (Mr. Power) aq to ap
pointinent over 45; reply (Mr. Bowell),
486 ; clause adopted, 486.

On clause 5, ques. (Mr. Scott) respecting im.
mediately superannuated civil servants ;
reply : Mr. Bowell, 486; further remarks:
Messrs. Scott, Bowell, MacInnes, 486;
clause adopted, 486.

On 5th clause, debate: Messrs. Power, Dever,
486; Messrs. MacInnes, Bowell, Read,
McInnes, 487'; Mr. Power, 488; clause
adopted, 488.
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Civil Service Superannuation Act-Cuntd.
Reported (Mr. Vidal). from Coin. of the W.,

without amt., 488.
3rd R.*, 488.
ý,ssent, 512.

(56 Vict., cap. 12.)

CLARKE WALLACE, MR. See "Wallace."

Cleveland, Port Stanley and London
Transportation and Railway Co.,
Incorp.; Agreement respecting
London and Port Stanley Ry. con-
firmed; B. (45).-Mr. Loughecd.

Ist R.*, 424.
2nd R. *, 437.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 44.).
- See also the:
" London and Port Stanley Ry. Co.'s B."

CLOSE OF THE SESSION.
Remarks, on 2nd R. of Supply B; congratula-

tions on satisfactory session, Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.), 511 ; appropriations votcd
for Victoria, Mr. Power, 511 ; thanks, as.
leader of the Senate, Mr. Bowell, 511.

Speech froin the Thronc. See " Speeches.'

COA L, CONSUSIPTION OF.
In debate on Address in reply to Speech from

Throne: Mr. Angers, Mr. Power, 67.
COAL OIL DUTY. -Referred to On :

"Custoins, Duties Act Amt. B.", d1ebate.
See also: " Commercial Policy of Canada,"

,M. (Mr. Boulton) and debate thereon.
COAL OIL INSPECTION. See :

" Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B."
COBOURG. BLAIRTON, &c., Ry. Co., AMALGAMIATION

B. Se :
"Grand Trunk Ry. Co. Amalgamation B."

COLLINGWOOD TOwNSHIP, USE oF THORNBURY
HARBOUR. See :

"Thornbury Harbour, &c., B."
COLONIES AND FOREIGN TREATIES. See " U.S.",

&c.

Columbia and Kootenay Ry. and Navi-
gation Co.; construction of bran-
ches up to thirty miles in length
authorized; B. (68).-Mr. Power.

Ist R.*, 320.
2nd R.*, 343.
3rd R. m. (Mr. Macdonald), 430: Amt. ni. (Mr.

McInnes), to strike ont el. permitting
construction of branches up to 30 miles
in length, 430 ; debate: M-r. Macdonald,
431 ; Messrs. Kaulbach, Scott, McInnes,
432; Messrs. Scott, McLInnes, McClelan,
433; Mr. Bowell, 434; Messrs. MacInnes,
Power, Scott, Macdonald (B.C.), 435 ;
Messrs. McInnes, Scott, MacInnes, 436;
Amt. loBt (C. 17, N-C. 27), 437.

3rd R.*, 437.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 45.)

See also the Ant. to:
" Railway Act Amt. B.," 451.

Referred to also on:
" C. P. R. Capital " (Mr. Boulton's M.) 130.

CoMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA.

M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Com., to inquire,
with a view to assimilation with commer-
cial policy with G. B., 198.

Remarks: Mr. Boulton, on ques. of a Minis-
terial Com., Senate Coms., and Parlia-
mentary Coms. generally, in Canada and
England, 199 ; Canadian difficIlties as re-
gards exports, 260 ; trade issues in U.S.
politics, 201 ; reciprocity with U.S. or G.
B., 202; British financial reviews, 203 ;
land values in England, 204; Irish agri-
cultural industries, 205 ; cattle freight
rates, 206; burden of taxation in Canada,
206; price of bread in England and U.S.,
207; (to Mr. Bowell), protection to agri-
cultural industries, sugar and butter
bounties, 207 ; fallacies of protection, 208;
history of free trade movement in Eng-
land, 208; its present position there, 209 ;
further on its history, 210 ; its applicabil-
ity to Canada to-day, 211 ; f urther histor-
ical notes, and free trade statistics, 211-12;
shipping statisties, 212-13 ; export and
import figures of Canada and England
compared, 213 ; France, U. S., 214 ; popu-
lation, 214; English consumption of spirits,
sugar, tea, tobacco, &c., 214-15 ; prosperity
would result froi similar economic con-
ditions in Canada, 215 ; how protection
has failed in its purpose, 215 ; manufac-
turing statisties and ai guients, 215-220.

Commenta on the above : Baie des Chaleurs
Coim. was not special, Mr. Power, 199; U.
S. election platforms, Mr. Kaulbach, 201 ;
land value due to population, 204 ; Irish
cattie exports, 205; price of bread, Mr.
Dever, 207 ; protection for fariners, ques.,
Mr. Bowell, 207 ; flour manufacture and
bread prices, Mesurs. Bowell, McCallum,
208 ; former protection policy in England,
Mr. McMillan, 208; on present arguments,
Mr. Kaulbach, 209 ; shippng entry statis-
tics, Messrs. Bowell, Kaulbach, 213; com-
parisons of English trade, Messrs. Power,
Boulton, 213, Mr. Dever, 214; Fnglish
population, Mr. Read (Quinté), 214; Eng-
lish tobacco and spirits consumption, Mr.
Dever, 214. Census statistics inaccurate,
Mr. Power, 215 ; on Mr. Bowell being con-
vinced, 215. Manufacturing statistics and
arguments, Mr. Scott, 216; Messrs. Read,
Cochrane, Kaulbach, 217 ; Messrs. Mc-
Millan, Kaulbach, McKindsey, 218, 219;
Mesurs. Power, Bowell, 219. Sugar
bounty, ques., Mr. Bowell, 217. Revenue,
ques., Mr. MeMillan, 220.

Points of Order: Protest against interruptions,
Mr. Power, 219. Against protracted dis-
cussion outside of business of the Senate,
Mr. McMillan, 219. Against Mr. McMil-
lan's expression " rubbiah," Mr. Scott,
219.

In resumed debate : Mr. Boulton, Tables pre-
sented, showing manufacturing statistics,
including exports, 223, 224. His remarks
thereon, and on difficulties imposed on
manufacturera by high taxation, 225-231 ;
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COMMERCIAL POLICY OF CANADA-Continued.
opportunities under right eçonomic con-
ditions, 231, 232; on coal-oil duties, 231.
On question of revenue ; English system
explained, and its adoption advocated,
232-3 ; Canadian system of taxation con-
demned, 233-4-5; revenue from railways
and canals advocated, 234. English fair
trade movement touched upon, 235. Pro-
posed Com. named, 235.

Comments ou the above : on manufacturing
industries and their conditions, Mr. Kaul-
bach, 225; Messrs. McMillan, Kaulbach,
226 ; Messrs. Read (Quinté), Bowell, 228 ;
Messrs. McInnes, Kaulbach, 229; Mr.
Kaulbach, 230 ; Messrs. Read, Bowell,231.
Coal-oil duties, Mr. Kaulbach, 231. On
question of revenue ; on the taxation
levied in G. B., and that advocated here,
Messrs. McMillan, Bowell, Read (Quinté),
232; Messrs. Read, McInnes (B. C.),
Kaulbach, Sullivan, McMillan, 233; on
railway and canal revenue, Mr. Kaulbach,
234.

Reply (Mr. Bowell): Govt. cannot relegate its
duties to a Coin. of Parlt., 235 ; further on
the Govt. position, and answers to Mr.
Boulton's arguments, 236. Limited scope
of proposed Com. objected to, also its ex-
pense, and its unconstitutionality, 237 ;
proposed action of Govt. on tariff question,
237-8 ; Mr. Boulton's arguments incon-
sistent, liquor and tobacco duties, sugar
bounties, &c., 238.

Comments on the above: Mr. MeInnes (B. C.),
236; Mr. Boulton, 236-7-8.

Further remarks: (Mr. Scott), constitution-
ality of such a Com. supported, pre-
cedents quoted ; Senate Com. on C.P.R.
terminus ; Commons Com. of 1876 on the
tariff, 239.

Comments on the above.: Messrs. Bowell,
Dickey, MeInnes (B.C.), 239.

(Mr. Primrose), on the depression in shipping
in G. B. ; the prosperity and prospects of
Canada upheld, 239-241.

(Mr. Bowell), further on precedents, on the
Commons Com. of 1876, and on the pre-
sent Govt.'s position, 241-2.

(Mesrs. Scott, Tassé), commente thereon, 242.

Mr. Boulton rising to reply to Mr. Bowell,
242; objection taken (Mr. Almon) to his
further speaking, 242.

Further remarks on the M. : on the depres-
sion in shipping, Mr. Power, 242-3; Mr.
Kaulbach, 243.

Permission requested (Mr. Boulton) for with-
drawal of M., 243; declared carried (the
Speaker), 243.

Division demanded (Mr. Almon), 243 ; remarks
on procedure : Messrs. McCallum, Boweil,
Dickey, Almon, Power, Allan and the
Speaker, 243.

COMMERCIAL POICY OF CANADA--Concluded.
Question of permission for withdrawal put (the

Speaker) and agreed to, 244.
See also " Ctstoms duties," debates on.
Also " Exports and Importa," in debate on

Address.
And " Hawaiian affaire," Mr. Boulton's In-

quiries.

COMMERCIAL UNION. See " U.S."

COMMISSIONS tF PUBLIC OFFICERS. See:

" Public Officers, definition of, B."

COMMITTEES, APPOINTMENT OF. See "Senate."

PROCEDURE OF. See "Order and Pro-
cedure."

BEPORTS OF. See " Contgt. Accts.,"
"Printing," &c..

Commons Representation readjustment
Act Amt. ; clerical and other minor
changes; B. (42).-Mr. BoweL

lst R.*, 278.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 282; M. agreed to,

283.
In Com. of the W., and reported (Mr. How-.

lan) without amts.*, 283.
3rd R. *, 287.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 9.)

COMPANIES, FLOATING TIMBER. See:
" Timber, floating down streams, B."

CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE.

Appointment of, m. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed
to*, 117.

2nd Report, adoption m. (Mr. McKay), 454.
Amt. m. (Mr. Bowell) to strike out 6th par.,

granting the full $250 to Sessional Mes-
sengers, 454; debate : Messrs. McInnes
(B.C.), Kaulbach, Power, 455; Messrs.
Bowell, Power, O'Donohoe, Bellerose,
Vidal, 456 ; Messrs. Ferguson, Macdon-
ald (P.E.I.), 457.

Amt. adopted (C. 34, N-C. 19), 457; Report
as amnd. adopted, 457.

Recoisideration m. (Mr. Bowell), in view of
action in Commons on similar matter,
504; M. agreed to, 504.

M. (Mr. Bowell) to amd. 6th par., substituting
$2.50 per day, and 15 days addl., 504 ;
remarks: Messrs. Power, Bowell, 504;
M. agreed to, 504.

See also reference to this ques. in debate on:
" Sessional Indemnity, Members, B."

CORPUS CHRISTI, NOT A HOLIDAY. Sec:
"Holidays, Law, Amt. B."

COSGROVE, MR. JOHN J., DISMISSAL OF.

M. (Mr. O'Donohoe) for Order in Council, and
all papers, 263 ; M. agreed to*, 263.

(Sec also " Walace, Mr. N. C., speech at
Kingston," Inqy. (Mr. Power), for dis-
cussion on this case.
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Oriminal Code; numerous- amts. ; pro-
secutions requiring consent of
Minister of Marine; amt. offered
respecting jury ver4icts, &c.; B.
(431.--Mr. Angers.

1st and 2nd R.*, 459.
In Coin. of the W., clerical amt. m. (Mr.

Power) to paragraph "K," and pgreed to,
467.

On 10th paragraph (prosecutions requiring
consent of Minister of Marine), 467;
debate: Messrs. Angers, Kaplbach, Power,
467-Messrs. Power, Angers, 468; clause
adopted, 468.

Ait. m. (Mr. Power) verdict to be rendered,
notwithstanding one juror dissenting,
468; debate: Messrs. Kaulbach, Power,
Gowan, Angers, 469; Messrs. Power,
Angers, Kaulbach, Gowan, Drummond,
470 ; Messrs. Angers, Power, 471 ;
Messrs. Kaulbach, Angers, Power, Gowan,
Lougheed, 472; Messrs. Power, Angers,
473; Amt. withdrawn, 473.

Reported (Mr. Vidal) froin Coin., with amts.;
concurred in, 473.

3rd R., 473.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 32.)

CRIMINAL IMMIGRATION. See " Immigration.

CRIMINAL LAW, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
" Criminal Code Amt. B."
" Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."
" Juvenile Offenders B."
"Juvenile Offenders, N.B., B."
"N.W.T. Act Amt. (jury system, &c.) B."

Oustoms Duties Act Amt. ; binder-twine,
&c.; mining machinery; B. (126).
-Mr. Boiell.

ist R.*, 496.
2nd R. m. and B. explained (Mr. Bowell),

binder-twine, machinery, 496; M. agreed
to, 496.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 504; debate (upon
binder-twine, coal-oil, tariff reduction
generally): Mesrs. Power, Bowell, 504,
505; Messrs. Dever, Power, 506; M.
agreed to, 506.

3rd R.*, 506.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 16.)

CUSrOMIS DUTIES, TARIFF CHANGES SINCE 1879.

M. (Mr. McMillan) for Return, showing
naines of each article, original duty,
changes and dates, 147.

M. agreed to*, 147.

CUSTOMS DUTIES, TARIFF RATES AND CHANGES.

li debate on Address in reply to Speech froir
the Throne : Mr. Boultoi, 50, 51-2, 54
57-8, 76; Mr. Read, 54, 72, 74-5-6
Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 102-3, 104-5; Mr
Macdonald (B.C.), 109; Mr. Bowell
32-4, 80; Mr. Power, 78-9, 80-1, 90-1
93 ; Mr. Howlan, 95-6-7-8; Mr. Angers
67-8; Mr. Clemow, 51, 112; Mr. Dever
69, 91 ; Mr. Bellerose, 59.

CUSTOMS DUTIES, TARIFF. See also:
"Commercial policy of Canada," M. (Mr.

Boulton) for Select Coin., and debate
thereon.

FREE ENTRY OF BOoTS.

Remarks (Mr. McCallum) on his Inqy. re
Welland Canal investigation, 257-8 ;
replies Mr. Bowell, 257-8. Further:
Mr. Bowell, 262; Mr. McCallum, 262.

. OFFICIAIS, MONTREAL AND QUEBEC.
M. for Returns (Mr. Bellerose).-See "Civil

Service," above.

PROCEDURE AND SMUGGLING.
In Debate on Address in reply to Speech from

Throne; Mr. Boulton, 54.

DAIRY COMMISSIONER ROBERTSON, WORK OF.
In debate on the Address in reply to Speech

from Throne; Mr. Read (Quinté), 73;
Mr. Angers, 73.

PRODUCTS, BRANBING OF, &C. See:
"Cheese, fraud in manufacture, prevention

B."

DEBT, PUBLIC.
In debate on Address in reply to Speech from

Throne: Mr. Boulton, 45, 49, 50; Mr.
Angers, 69.

DECK LOADS. See debate on:
" Merchant Shipping Act Amt. B."

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS, PRINTING OF.

Remarks (Mr. Power) on lst Report of Print-
ing Coin. ; that Parlt. should not be
charged with such printing, 320.

DEPARTMENTS. See " Trade and Commerce," &c.
See also " Civil Service," Ms. (Mr. Bellerose)

for Returns showing nationalities, &c.

DISMISSAL, J. J. COSGROVE. See "Cosgrove."

Divisions:
Colunbia & Kootenay Ry., etc., Co.'s B. (68).

On M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), for 3rd R.;
Amt. m. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), to strike
out cl. permitting construction of branches
up to 30 miles in length, 430. Aint re-
jected (C. 17, N.-C. 27), 436.

Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B. (71).
On M. (Mr. McMillan) for 3rd R. ; Amt. m.

(Mr. )eBoucherville), restricting bonding
power to $25,000 a mile, 499. Amt. re-
jected (C. 7, N. C. 18), 503.

Evidence, Law of, Ami. B. (23).
In Comn. of the W.; Amt. m. (Mr. Power) to

add sub-cl. to ci. 4; failure of accused, or
wife or husband of accused, to testify, not
to create presumption of guilt or innocence
of accnsc , nor be subject of comment by
prosecution, 429. Aint. rejected (C. 17,
N. -C. 28), 429.

Senaie, Speaker, Ternporary,provisionfor; B. (N.)
2nd R. m. (Mr. Angers), 310. Agreed to (C.

30, N-C. 7), 378.
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Divisions-Continued.

Sessional Messengers, pay of.
2nd Report of Contingt. Acets. Com., adoption

m. (Mr. McKay), 454.
Amt. m. (Mr. Bowell) to strike out 6th par.,

granting sessional messengers the full $250
for the session, 454. Amt. adopted (C.
34, N-C. 19), 457.

DIVORCE CASES. See':
Balfour, James."

"Ballantyne, Martha."
"Doran, James F."
"Goff, Annette M."
"Hebden, Robert G."
"Heward, Edmund H."
"Schwaller, John F."

IIVORCE COMMITTEE.
Appointment m. (Mr. Bowell), with remarks

as to constitution of the Com., 117. Re-
mary : Messrs. McKay, Power, bickey,
Macdonald (B.C.), 118; Messrs. Kaul-
bach, Sutherland, McInnes (B.C.), 119;
Messrs. Macdonald (B.C.), Gowan, Power,
Almon, Dickey, Dever, Read (Quinté),
120; Ferguson, 121.

That a new Con. should be appointed. M.
(Mr. McKindsey) for appt. of Judge
Gowan, 121; agreed to, 121.

M. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) appt. of Mr. Mc.
Kindsey; agreed to, 121.

M. (McClelan) appt. of Mr. McKay, 121;
remarks: t Mr. McKay, 121, Mr. Mc-
Clelan, 122; M. agreed to, 122.

M. (Mr. McInnes) of Mr. Ferguson; agreed
to, 122.

M. (Mr. Power) of Mr. Kirchhoffer; agreed
to, 122.

M. (Mr. Perley) of Mr. Lougheed; agreed to,
122.

M. (Mr. Dever) of Dr. McInnes; agreed to,
122.

M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) of Mr. Kaulbach;
agreed to, 122.

M. (Mr. Power) of Mr. Read (Quinté); re-
mark: Mr. Read, and M. agreed to, 122.

For Iteports of the Committeu, see the re-
spective:

"Divorce cases " (above).

DIVORCE, GEMMILL'S PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE.

M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 6th Report of
Divorce Com., recommending purchase of
12 copies, for use of Com., 145.

M. agreed to, 145.

DOMINIoN ARCHIVES. See " Archives."

Dominion BurglarY Guarantee Co. In-
corp. B. (15).-Mr. McMillan.

2nd R. m. (Mr. McMillan); ques.: Mr. Kaul-
bach, reply: Mr. McMillan; notice (Mr.
Almon) of amt., exemption of N. S. fron
the B., 220; M. agreed to, 220. Re-
ported from Banking and Commerce
Com.*, 244.

3rd R.*, 244.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 78).
39j

DoMINION DAY OBSERVANCE. Referred to in
" Holidays law Amt. B." debate.

DoMINION FRANCHISE Acr. See " Franchise."

Dominion Lands Act further Amt•
Manitoba, change of location o
School endowment lands, &c,; B.
(109). -Mr. Bowel.

lst R.*, 490.
2nd R.*, 490.
In Com. of the W.; explanation of B. (Mr.

Bowell), exchange of school sections in
Manitoba, 493; ques., Mr. Kaulbach,
493; reply, Mr. Bowell, 494.

Reported (Mr. MacImies) without ant., 494.
3rd R. of B.*, 494.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 18).

Doran, James F., Divorce B. (E.)- Mr.
Clenow.

5th Report Select Com. (reporting service
sufficient) presented, and its adoption m.
(Mr. Gowan), 145; M. agreed to, 145.

lst R. of B. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to,
145.

Report of Com. (substitutional service) pre-
sented (Mr. Gowan), and adoption m.,
251 ; M. agreed to, 251.

2nd R.*, 267.
Report of Divorce Com. in favour of the B.,

adoption m. (Mr. Gowan), 366. Remarks:
Mr. Kaulbach, 366 ; Mr. Prowse (respect-
ing copy of evidence), 367; M. agreed
to, 367.

3rd R.*, 367.
Assent, 512..
(56 Vict., cap. 95).

Drummond County Ry. Co.; extension
to connect with Intercol. Ry.;
power of leasing to G. T. R. or
O. P. R. Co.; B. (71).-Mr. McMillan.

lst R.*, 459.
Suspension of R. and
2nd R. presently m. (Mr. McMillan), 459; ob-

jection, Mr. Guévremont (postponexpent
of 2nd R. till to-morrow for French copies
of B.), 460; debate on procedure: Messrs.
Power, Ogilvie, Guévremont, 460; 2nd R.
allowed to stand, 460.

M. (Mr. McMillan) that 57th Rule be dis-
pensed with, as recommended in 20th
Rept. of Com. on Standing. Orders; ob-
jected to (Mr. Guévremont), 461 ; re-
marks on procedure: Messrs. Power,
DeBouchervîfle, Bellerose,-461 ; M. agreed
to, 461.

M. (Mr. MeMillan) that 14th and 61st Rules
be dispensed with ; objected to (Mr.
Bellerose), 461; remarks on procedure:
Mr. Power, 461 ; Messrs. -Guévremont,
Power, Bellerose, 462; the Speaker (M.
for suspension of Rules for 2nd R. out of
order, when objected to), 462; M. with-
drawn (Mr. McMillan) and 2nd R. m.,
462; the Speaker (objection having been
taken, notice required), M. ruled ont,
462; renarks: Messrs. Bellerose, Angers,
Dickey, 462.

2nd R. m. (Mr. MeMillan) at next meeting of
House, and M. agreed to, 462.
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Drummond Oounty Ry. Oo. Act-Contd.
2nd R. m. (Mr. McMillan), and M. agreed to,

473.
Ques. of procedure (Mr. Dickey), time of call-

ing meeting of Ry. Com., 475; debate-:
Mr. Bowell, 475; Mesrs. Dickey, Vidai,
Power, McMillan, 476; Mesrs. Allan,
Vidal, Guévremont, Power, 477; Messrs.
Masson, Power, DeBoucherville, 478.

M. (Mr. McMillan) that in opinion of House,
the Rules permit Com. meeting to-morrow
morning, 478; further discussion on pro-
cedure: Mesrs. Masson, McMillan,
Bowell, Dickey, Power, 479.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com. with-
out ant., 498.

3rd R. mi (Mr. MeMillan), 498. Objection to
Report of Com., as against Rules of
House, &c. (Mr. Bellerose), 498; debate:
Messrs. McMillan, Power, 498; Mr.
Bellerose, 499.

Amt. m. (Mr. DeBoucherville), restriction of
bonding power, 499; debate thereon :
Mesrs. Dickey, DeBoucherville, Power,
499 ; Mesrs. Dickey, Bellerose, 500;
Messrs. Power, Bellerose, Bowell, Mac-
Innes, 501; Messrs. Allan, Smith, Read,
Dickey, Bellerose, Power, DeBoucherville,
502.

Amt. rejected (C. 7, N.-C. 18), 503.
3rd R. of B., 503.
On the question, Shall this Bill pas? Amt.

M. (Mr. Guévremont) that B. be not now
read the third time, but that 4th clause
thereof be struck ont, 503.

M. declared lost, 504.
Bill passed, 504.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vica., cap. 46.)

DULUTH AND IRON RANGE Ry. Co., PowERS. Sée:
"Port Arthur, Duluth and Western Ry. Co.'s

B."

DuTIEs, CusToMs. See " Customs.

Eastern Canada Savings and Loan Co.
Incorp. Act Amt.; issue of deben-
ture bonds, &c. ; B. (98).-Mr. Power.

lst R.*, 440.
Suspension of 41st Rule m. (Mr. Power), 440;

agreed to, 440.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Power) and M. agreed to, 440.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 83.)

Eastern Trust Co. Incorp. B. (41).-Mr.
F'ergusonz.

lat R.*, 287.
2nd R.*, 300.
Reported from Banking and

303.
3rd R.*, 303.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 84.)

Commerce Com. *,

ELECTION LAws. See "Franchise Act."

ELECTION, NEW, FOR VANCOUVER, B.C.
Inqy. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) whether writ issued,

for late Mr. Gordon's vacancy, 300.
Reply (Mr. Bowell), not aware, will âscertain,

301.
Further Inqy. (Mr. McInnes), 394; remarks:

Mesurs. Kaulbach, McInnes, 394-5.
Reply (Mr. Bowell) writ not yet issued, &c.,

395.

ELECTIONS, RECENT (ESPECIALLY WELLAND).
In debate on the Address: Mr. Ferguson, 87-8;

Mr. Scott, 12, 87-8 ; Mr. Bowell,23, 25-6:
Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 86, 110; Mr. Power,
26, 86-7; Mr. Angers, 62-3, 83, 86-7-8;
Mr. Clemow, 110.

See also "Commercial policy," M. (Mr.
Boultoi.).

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS, READJUSTMENT. See:
" Commons representation readjustment B."

ELECTORAL LISTS, Revision of. See:
" Voters' Lists, revision of, I."

ELEcTRIc RYs., REGULATIONS AT CROSSINGS. See:
" Railway Act Amt. B."

ELLIS, SUPERINTENDENT, CHARGES AGAINST, &C.

"Welland Canal investigation."

ENGLAND. See " Great Britain."

EPIDEMICS. See "Cholera," "Small-pox,"
" Quarantine," Motions and, Inquiries.

EQuITY INSURANCE Co. See :
" St. Lawrence Insurance Co.'s B."

Evidence, law of, Amt. (Canada Evidence
Act, 1893); the accused, husband
or wife of accused documentary
evidence, &c. ;B. (2â).-Mr. Angers.

Reference to the B., in speech froin the
Throne, 4.

Ist R.*, 283.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Angers), 363; debate: Mesrs.

Gowan, Angers, Power, Kaulbach, Allan,
Bowell, 364-Messrs. Angers, Kaulbach,
Power, McInnes, 365-M. agreet to, 365.

In Com. of the W., on principle of B. (by
consent); debate : Mesrs. Angers, Gowan,
407-Messrs. Scott, Gowan, 408-409-
Mesrs. Scott, Miller, 411-Messrs. Mas-
son, Scott, 413-Messrs. Kaulbach, An-
gers, Scott, 414-Messrs. Scott, Angers,
Bellerose, Power, Kaulbach, 415-Messrs.
Miller, Kaulbach, McKindsey, Lougheed,
416-Messrs. Scott, Lougheed, 417-Mr.
Miller, 418-Messrs. Lougheed, Miller,
Power, Dever, Scott, Angers, 419-
Mesrs. Angers, Lougheed, Miller, Scott,
420-Mesurs. Lougheed, Miller, 421-
Messrs. McKindsey, Lougheed, 422-
.Messrs. Power, Miller, Prowse, 423-
Mr. Scott, 424; clause adopted and pro-
gress reported (Mr. Howlan), 424.

Again in Com. ; Amt. m. (Mr. Power) as to
failure to testify, 426; debate: Mesrs.
Angers, Scotrt, Bellerose, 426-Mesars.
Scott, Angers, Kaulbach, Dever, Gowan,
427-Messrs. Miller, McKindsey, Scott,
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Evidence, law of, Amt. Act-Continued.

Angers, Lougheed, 428-Messrs. Power,
Kaulbach, Gowan, Miller, 429; Amt. (Mr.
Power) slightly changed and lost (C. 17,
N.-C., 28.)

On claus 4 ; Aint. m. (Mr. Scott) as to failure
to testify, and M. agreed to, 429-remarks:
Messrs. Angers, Miller, Lougheed, 429-
Messrs. Miller, Angers, 430.

B. reported (Mr. Howlan) from Com. with
Amts; concurred in, 430.

On Order for 3rd R., Amt. m. (Mr. Angers),
442; debate: Mesrs. Angers, Scott,
Power, 442-Messrs. Angers, Power,
Lougheed, Vidal, Kaulbach, 443-Mesars.
Power, Angers, Kaulbach, Dickey, 444-
Messrs. Kaulbach, Power, Howlan, Gowan,
Vidal, Angers, McKay, Bellerose, Scott,
Lougheed, 445-Mesars. Allan, Angers,
446; Amt. agreed to, 446.

Two further Amts. m. (Mr. Angers), remarks:
Mr. Gowan; Amts. agreed to, 446.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Angers), 446; ques. (Mr.
Lougheed) as to civil cases; reply (Mr.
Angers), 446; qués. (Mr. Dickey) evidence
in civil cases; reply (Mr. Augers), 446;
remarks: Messrs. Dickey, Angers, Loug
heed, 446-Mesars. Angers, Lougheed,
447; M. agreed to and 3rd R. of B., 447.

Correction: Mr. Bellerose pointed out omis-
sion in ininutes, that 3rd R. was carried
" on a division," 454.

Amts. of H. of Commons; concurrence m.
(Mr. Angers), 492; reinarks; Messrs.
Kaulbach, Power, Angers, 492; M. agreed
to, 493.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vicet., cap. 31.)

EXCHEQUER COURT ACT. See:
" Suprene and Exchequer Courts Act Amt.

ExCIsE. See: "Inland Revenue."

EXODUS, TRE.

In debate on the Address in reply to Speech
from Throne ; Mr. Scott : 12, 13, 14, 26-7 ;
Mr., Read, 13; Mr. Bowell, 26-7; Mr.,
Poyer, 82-3; Mr. Angers, 63, 6.5, 83.

EXPERIMENTAL FARM. See "Farm."

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS, AND TRADE OF CANADA.
In Speech from the Throne ; remarks, 3.
in moving the Address: Mr. Ferguson, 7-8;

in seconding it: Mr. Desjardins, 10; in
the debate: Mr. Scott, 15,28; Mr. Read,
31, 73.4; Mr. Macdonald, (B.C.), 92;
Mr. Bowell, 28-9, 30-1-2-3, 40, 80, 91;,
Mr. Power, 44, 70-1, 77-8, 80, 90-1.2; Mr.
Boulton, 32; 43-4-5, 48.9, 58; Mr. How-
lan, 49, 95, 97, 99; Mr. Angers, 49, 67-8-
9, 70, 71, 73-4, 78; Mr. McMillan, 49 ;
Mr. Kaulbach, 50, 57; Mr. Clemow, 111 -
12-13; Mr. Armand, 114.

See also " Commercial policy of Canada, M.'
(Mr. Boulton).

FACTORIES. See " Manufactories."

FARM, GOVERNMENT, W<ORK, REPORTS OF, &C.
In debate on the Address in reply to Speech

from the Throne ; Mr. Read (Quinté),
73-4; Mr. Angers, 73-4.

M. (Mr. Bellerose) for list of employees,
showing nationalities, &c., 124; M. agreed
to*, 124.

Inqy. (Mr. Bellerose), when above Return may
be expect-d, 251 ; reply (Mr. Angers), in
a few days, 251.

Further lnqy. (Mr. Bellerose), for above Re-
turn, 480 ; explanation (Mr. Angers), 480.

Remarks (Mr. Bëllerose) on nationality of
these employees, on his M. for list df
Quebec Customs officials, 271.

FEs FOR BiLLS, &c., DISPOSAL OF. See:
" Parliamentary fees B."

FISCAL POLICY. See "CUstoms, duties of."
Also " Commercial policy of Canada," M.' for

Select Com. (Mr. Boulton)..
FIsu, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See:

"Canned Goods Act Ant. B."

FisH LIFE, PRESERVATION, AGREEMENT WITH U. S.
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 3.

FISHERIEs, POLLUTION OF RIvERs. See "B.C."

FIsHEsRIE, SEAL. See " Behring Sea."

FIsHiNG VSSLS, TONNAGE OF. See ' Shipping."

FOREIGN TREATIES. See " U. S.," &c.

FORT GARRY GATE, PRESERVATION oF.
On M. (Mr. Bernier) in favour of preservation

of Dominion Archives; remarks: Mr.
Almon, 307; Mr. Allan, 309; Mr. An-
gers, 310.

FORT GEORGE, NIAGARA, PRESERVATION OF.
M. (Mr. Lougheed) for copies of Petitions,

394; reply (Mr. Bowell), provision is being
made for repairs, 394; M. agreed to, 394.

FRANCE, STEAMER COMMUNICATION AND TREATY
WITH.

In seconding the Address: Mr. Desjardins, 10.

FRANCE, TREATY OF COMMERCE WITH.

Negotiated, but ratification postponed ; clause
in Speech from the Throne at prorogation,
513.

FRANCHISE ACT AMT.
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 4.
Address in reply, remarks in debate: Mr.

Scott, 21; Mr. Angers, 65; Mr. Howlan,
65; Mr. Vidal, 65.

FRANCHISE ACT, REMARKS ON. Se:
"Voters' Lista, revision postponed, B."

FREE ENTRY OF GOODs. See " Customs."

FREE TRADE. See " Commercial policy of Canada,"
M. (Mr. Boulton). Also " Customs
tariff," remarks (Mr. Boulton) in debate
on the Address.

FREIHT RATES, C.P.R. See "Canadian Pacific
Ry."0
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FRENCH LANGUAGE, THE.

Remarks in debate on Address in reply to
Speech fromt Throne: Mr. Armand, 113.

FRENCH-SPEAKING CENSUS, ERRORS, &c. See:
" Census," M. (Mr. Tassé) for Returns.

FRENCH-SPEAKING EMPLOYEES, NUM]BER OF. See:
"Civil Service," the several Ms. (Mr.
Bellerose) for Returns.

FRENCH-SPEAKING MINISTERS IN SENATE.
In seconding the Address: Mr. Desjardins,

10; Mr. Bellerose, 59-61.
FRUIT, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See:

"Canned Goods Act Amt. B."

GALT & GUELPH Ry. Co., amalgamation. See:
'G.T.R. Co. amalgamation B."

GEMMILL'S DIVORCE PRACTICE.
M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 6th Report

Divorce Com. ; purchase of 12 copies for
Com. use, 145.

M. agreed to, 145.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMT. (apples). Se:
"Inspection, General, Act, Amt. B."

"GLOBE," THE, AND ITS WRITERS.
In debate on the Address: Mr. Bowell, Mr.

Scott, 24.

Goff, Annette M., Divorce B. (K).-Mr.
Clemow.

lat R.*, 151.
2nd R.*, 287.
Report of Select Coin. in favour of the B.,

adoption m. (Mr. Gowan), 342.
3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to, 342.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vicet., cap. 96).

GOSSELIN, MICHEL, CLAIM OF.

'M. (Mr. Bellerose) for corresp., Gosselin's
claim for indemnity, N.W. troubles 1869-
70, 342; M. a; to, 342.

GOVERNMENT FARM. See "Farm."

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS, RETURNS OF. See "Civil
Service."

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS. See " Railways, Govt."
GOVERNOR-GENERAL (PERSONALLY). See:

Stanley of Preston, Lord.

GOVERNOR.GENERAL'S INSTRUCTIONS FROM H.M.
M. (Mr. Wark) for copy of, 263 ; M. agreed

to, 263.
GRAIN FREIGHT RATES. See " CanadianPacificRy."
GRAIN RE-SHIPPED FROM OGDENSBURG. See " Canal

tolls."
GRAND COUNCIL OF CATHOLIC M.B.A. Incorp. See:

" Catholie M.B.A. Incorp. B."

Grand Trunk, Georgian Bay & Lake
Erie Ry. Co-; Owen kound and
Embro Branches ; time for con-
struction extended, &c. ; B. (25).-
Mr. Vidal.

let R. (m. by Mr. Power)*, 220.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Vidal), 246; remarks on

powers asked by the Company (Mr.

Grand Trunk, Georg. Bay, &c.-Continued..
Bowell), 246 ; reply (Mr. Vidal), 246 ; M.
agreed to, 246.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Coni., with-
out amt., 252; suggestion (Mr. Power)
that B. be referred back for further con-
sideration (application of Ontario Act,
&c.), 252; remarks: Mr. Vidal, 252; M.
(Mr. Power) to recommit, 253 ; remarks :
Messrs. Dickey, Vidal, 253; M. agreed
to, 253.

Reported from Ry. Com., without amt., 283.
3rd R.*, 283.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 49.)

GRAND TRUNK, GEORG. BAY, &C., RY. CO. AMAL-
GAMATION. See :

"G. T. R. Co. amalgamation B."

GRAND TRUNK, GEORG. BAY., &c.; RY.; SUBSIDY.
See "Railways, subsidies to, B."

Grand Trunk Ry. Co.; amalgamation of
Cos.: Beauharnois Junction;
Brantford, Norfolk & P. Burwell'
Cobourg, Blairton, &c.; Gait &
Guelph; Grand Trunk Geor an
Bay, &c. ; Jacques Cartier Unfon•
T e Simcoe Junction ; London'
Huron & Bruce; Midland ; Mont-
real & Champlain Junction ; N.
Simcoe; Peterborough& Chemong
Lake ; Waterloo Junction ; Wel-
lington, Grey & Bruce; B. (50).-
Mr. Vidal.

lst R.*, 295.
2nd R. *,m. (Mr. Vidal),303; M. agreed to, 303.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Amts.: respecting pro.ceeds of stock, 378 ;
amt. concurred in, 378 ; respecting clause
13, struck out, 378 ; amt. concurred in,
379 ; respecting clause 16, meeting of
company, 379 ; remarks, Mr. Vidal, 379;
amt. concurred in, 379.

3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 47.)

Grand Trunk Ry. Co anadian Pacific
Ry. Co and (lorporation of To-
ronto; ;Èplanade agreement de-
claredinforce; B.(13.-Mr.MacInnes,
Burlington.

lst R.*, 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
Reorted from Ry. Coi., without amt., 287.
3rd R.*, 287.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 48.)

GRAND TRUNK Ry., CONNECTIONS, LEASING POWERS,
&C. See:

"Cleveland, Port Stanley & London Trans-
portation and Ry. Co.'s B."

"Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B.'
"London & Port Stanley Ry. Co.'s B."
"Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Ry. Co.'s B."

GREAT BRITAIN, EXPORTS AND IMPORTS, FROM AND
TO. See " Exports and Imports."
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GREAT BRITAIN, LAND VALUES COMPARED.

In debate on the Address : Mr. Read 76 ; Mr.
McInnes (B.C.) 76; Mr. Bowell, 76.

See also " Commercial policy of Canada," M.
(Mr. Boulton).

GREAT BRITAIN, TAXATION COMiPARED wITH CAN-
ADA.

In debate on Address in reply to Speech from
Throne: Mr. Howlan, 98.

See also " Commercial Policy of Canada,"
M. (Mr. Boulton,)

GREAT BRITAIN, TRADE WITH. See " Exporta and
Importa."

GREAT EASTERN RY. Co., POwERS. See:
" Atlantic and L. Superior Ry. Co.'s B."

GREAT EASTERN RY., SUBSIDY. See:
" Railways, subsidies to, B."

GREAT NORTRÉRN RY., SUBSIDIES (TwO.) See:
" Railways, subsidies to, e."

GREAT NORTH-WEST CENTRAL RY.,. COMPLETION.

Inqy. (Mr. Perley), if Govt. are takimg step
to comoel completion, as provided by
charter,' 247; remarks thereon, and on
subsidies granted, &c., 247-9.

Reply (Mr. Bowell), Govt. has no power to
compel, &c., 249 ; further remarks :
Messrs. Perley, Bowell, Govt. will do all
im its power, &c., 250.

GUARANTEE CORPORATION. See:
" Ocean Guarantee Corporation Incorp. B."

Hamniton Provident and Loan Society:
extension of business to other
Provines, &c. ; B. (19).-(Mr. Mac.
Innes, Barlington.)

lst. R.*, 183.
2nd R.*, 220.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,

244.
3rd R.*, 244.
Assent, 511.
(56 Vict., cap. 85.)

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS, PORT OF CALL AT.
Inqy. (Mr. Boulton) if Govt. have taken any

steps towards acquiring, in event of
changed foreign relations of the Islands,
321. Remarks on movement for annexa-
tion of Islands to U. S., on Canadian in-
terests involved, &c. : Mr. Boulton, 321;
Messrs. -Power, Boulton, 322. On ques.
whether Inquiries are debatable, and on
the main subject: Mr. Kaulbach, 326.
On Senate dealing with an Imperial
matter, and on the subject of the Inqy:
Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 326; Messrs.
Boulton, Macdonald, Power, 327.

Reply (Mr. Bowell), no direct Govt. negotia.
tions, but correspondence re a lànding
for cable ; copy of present debate will be
sent to High Commr., 327 ; remarks on
U. S. admission of sugar free, &c., 328.

(See also the following).

HAwAIIAN ISLANDS, MAINTENANCE OF 1NDEPEND-
ENCE.

Inqy. (Mr. Boulton), whether Govt. intend
making representation of Canadian in!
teresta to Imperial Govt, 441. Remarks
on Empire and Citizen reports of recent
dehate, and on subject of present Inqy:
Mr. Boulton, 441.

Reply (Mr. Bowers), reporta' in Govt. news-
paper not a Govt. announcement; copies
of debate sent to High Commr., also to
Imperial authorities, &c., 441.

Hebden, Robert Y., Divorce B. (B.)-Mr.
Clemow.

2nd Report Select Com. (reporting substitu-
tional service, residence of respondent not
known) presented, and its adoption m.
(Mr. Gowan), 124; M. agreed to, 124.

lst R. of B. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to*,
124.

2nd R.*, 148.
Explanation from Queen's Printer respecting

omission of exhibit, presented (Mr.
Bowell), 277.

Report of Divorce Com. in favour of the B.,
adoption m. (Mr. Gowan). 279 ; M. agreed
to, 279.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), 279.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 98.)

Hewa.rd, Edmund H., Divorce B. (A).-Mr.
cIfflow.

lst Report Select Com. (reporting substitu-
tional service) presented, and ita adoption
m. (Mr. Gowan) 123; M. agreed to, 124.

lst R. of B. m. (Mr. Clemow), and agreed to
124.

2nd R.*, 148.
16th Report of Select .Com., on consideration

of; postponement moved (Mr. Gowan) in
view of delays of printing, 265; further
remarks: Messrs. Kaulbach, Gowan, Read,
Bowell, 266.

Report of Divorce Com. in favonr of the B.,
adoption m. (Mr. Gowan), 279. Remarks
on judicial pointa, Mr. Bernier, 279-
Messrs. McInnes, Kaulbach, Gowan, 280
-Messrs. Kaulbach, Lougheed, 281.

M. agreed to, 282,
3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow) and agreed to, 282.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 97.)

Holidays ; Annunclation Corpus Christi
and Sts. Peter and Paul, abolished;
B. (H).-Mr. Angers.

lst R.*, 147.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Angers), 182; remarks: Mr.

Almon (amdt. in Com. of the W. pro-
posed, that Thanksgiving Day be held on
Sunday), 182; Mesrs. Kaulbach, Almon,
Angers, 183. M. agreed to, 183.

In Com. of the W., debate: Mesrs. Angers,
Lougheed, Almon, 197.

Amt. (that Thanksgiving Day should be held
on Sunday) referred to, but not m. (Mr.
Almon), 197.

B. reported (Mr. Bolduc) with one Amt.; con-
curred in, 197.

3rd R.*, 197.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., Cap. 30.)
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HOME RULE, MR. WALLACE'S SPEECH. See:
" Wallace, Mr. N. C., speech of,"

Homestead Exemption Act Amt.; ex-
tension ofexemption to 160 acres;
B. (116).-Mr. Boweu.

Tst R *, 509.
Suspension of rules and 2nd R. m., and B.

exp)ained (Mr. Bowell), exemption ex-
tended to 160 acres, 509; M. agreed to,
510.

3rd R.*, 510.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 19).

HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT, B.C. See "Quarantine
and Hospital."

MOUSE OF COMMONS REPRESENTATION, READJUST-
MENT. See :

"Commons representation readjustment B."

HUDSON BAY ARCHIVES. See " North-west."

'HuDsoN BAY Co. LANDS, N.W. See:
" Railways, land subsidies B."

IMMIGRATION TO MANITOBA, THE N. W., &C.
Remarks in Speech from the Throne, 3.
Remarks in seconding the Address in reply:

Mr. Desjardins, 10.
Remarks in debate on Address in reply ; Mr.

Macdonald (B.C.). 109; Mr. Power, 82;
Mr. Boulton, 56-7; Mr. Angers, 65; Mr.
Clemow, 113.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS COMPARED. See "Exports."

INDEMNITY, SESSIONAI., B. See:
" Sessional Indemnity B."

INDIAN RESERVE, SONoHEES. See "B. C."

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS, COMMITTAL TO. See:

" Juvenile offenders B.
" Juvenile offenders in N. B. Bill."

INLAND REVENUE DEPT., DIsMISSAL. See "Cos-
grove."

INLAND REVENUE DUTiEs.

Remarks in debate on Address in reply to
Speech from Throne : Mr. Power, 91; Mr.
Dever, 91.

See also " Commercial Policy of Canada," M.
(Mr. Boulton).

INLAND WA'ERS SEAMEN'S ACT Set:
" Seamen's Act Inland Waters Amt. B."

Inspection, General, Act Amt. : Olassifi-
cation of Apples; B. (V.)--Mr. Bowell.

lst R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 394.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 437 ; question (as to

there being any other changes in Bill), Mr.
Reesor, 438; reply: Mr. Bowell, 438; de-
bate; Messrs. Power, Almon, Kaulbach,
438; Mesrs. Reesor, Bowell, 439; M.
agreed to, 439.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vic., cap. 35.)

INBPECTION OF PETROLEUM. See:
" Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B."

INSPECTION OF STEAM.BOATS. See:
"Steam-boat Inspection Act Amt. B."

INSURANCE, CIVIL SERVICE. See :
" Civil Service Insurance, provision for, B."

INSURANCE, LIVE STOCK. See:
" Canadian Live Stock Ins. Co. Incorp. B."

INSURANCE (OCEAN ACCIDENT CO.) See:
"Ocean Accident Corporation Incorp. B."

INTERCOLONIAL RY., CONNECION WITH. See:
Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY MANAGEMENT.
Remark in Speech'fron the Throne, 3. In

debate on Address in reply: Mr. Power,
81 ; Mr. Boulton, 52-3; Mr. Armand, 114.

INTERCOLONIAL RY., PRINTING FOR, LOCALLY. See:
" Printing for Intercol. Ry., &c., B."

INTEREST RATE ON LOANS, N.W.T.
Attention called (Mr. Perley) to excessive

rates charged ; restrictive legislation
urged, 463; remarks: Messrs. Macdonald
(B.C.), Dever and Perley, 464.

Reply (Mr. Bowell) such legislation impracti-
cable, 465. Further remark: Mr. Allan,
465.

IRELAND, CATTLE TRADE OF. See:

"Commercial Policy of Canada," M. (Mr.
Boulton).

IRELAND, HOME RULE. See:

" Wallace, Mr. N. C., Speech of."

IRONDALE, BANCROFT AND OTTAWA RY., SUBSIDY.
See :

"Railways, subsidies to, B."

JACQUES CARTIER UNION RY. Co., AMALGAMATION.
See :

"Grand Trunk Ry. Co. Amalgamation B."

JACQUES CARTIER UNION RY., SUBSIDY. See:

" Railways, subsidies to, B."

JOINT STOCK Cos., FLOATING TIMBER. See:
" Timber, floating down streanis, &c., B."

JURY SYSTEM, ONE DISSENTIENT JUROR.. See:

" Criminal Code Amt. B.," Amt. offered.

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF. See:
"Criminal Code Amt. B."
<'Evidence, law of, Amt. B."
"Juvenile Offenders B."
"Juvenile Offenders, N.B., B."
"N.W.T. Act Amt. (jury system, &c.) B."
"Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act Amt.

Juvenile Offenders; separate trial; sum-
moning of parents as to cominittal
to Reformatory, etc.; B. (M.)-Mr.
Auan.

lst R.*, 263.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Allan), 296 ; debate : Mr.

Allan, 296-298-Mr. Power, 298-Messrs.
Bowell, Power, Kaulbach, O'Donohoe,
Allan, 299-Messrs. Macdonald, (P.E.I.),
Allan, 300; M. agreed to, 300.

Postponement of 3rd R. m. (Mr. Allan) and
agreed to, 366.

Bill withdrasn (Mr. Allan), 424.
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Juvenile Offenders lin N.B.; committal to

Industrial School for Boys author-
ized; B. (104.)-Mr. Angers.

lst R;*, 494.
2nd R.*, under suspension of rule, and referred

to Com. of the W., 494.
In Com. of the W. ; explanation of B. (Mr.

Angers), 494.
Reported (Mr. Dever) from Coin. without

amt., 494.
3rd R.*, 494.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 33.)

LADIES OF THE SACRED HEART B. See:
" Sacred Heart, Ladies of, B."

Laite Erie and Detroit River Ry. Co.;
amalgamation of Dominion and
Provincial Cos. confirmed; B. (55.)
-Mr. Casgraia.

1st R.,278.
2nd R.*, 282.
Re rted from Ry. Com. without amt.*, 287.
3rd. R.*, 287.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 50.)

LAKE SIMCOE JUNCIr. Ry. Co., AMALGAMATION-
See :
"Grand Trand Trunk Ry. Co. Amalgamation

B."

LIVE STOCK, DISEASES, TRADE, &C.
In debate on the Address in reply to Speech

from the Throne ; Mr. Read, 74-5; Mr.
McInnes (B.C.) 75, 103-4; Mr. Bowell
75, 103-4; Mr. Angers, 74-5; Mr. Allan,
75.

See also " Commercial policy," M. (Mr.
Boulton), debate on.

LIVE STOCK INSURANCE. See:
" Canadian Live Stock Ins. Co. Incorp. B."

LOAD-LINES, CANADIAN SHIPS. See:
" Merchant Shipping Act Amt. B."

LOANS, INTEREST RATE ON. See "Interest."

LOBSTERS, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See:
"Canned goode Act Amt. B."

Loos, FLOATING DOWN STREAMS. See:
" Timber, floating down streams, B."

London and Port Stanley 14y. ; lease
amended ; operation by Cleveland,
Port Stanley & London Trans-
portation & Ry. Co.; B. (47).-Mr.

Loped.
lst R.*, 440.
2nd R.*, 452.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 51.)

LAND GRANTS, MILITIA, N.W. CAMPAIoN. See.' - - See alo the
" Militia in N.W. campaign, B." " Cleveland, Port Stanley & London Co's. B."

LAND LAwS, N.W.T. See "N.W.T."

LAND SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS. See:
"Railways, land Subsidies, B."

LAND VALUES, CANADA, U.S. AND ENGLAND.
In debate on Addrese in reply to Speech from

Throne; Mr. Read, 76; Mr. McInnes
(B.C.), 76; Mr. Bowell, 76.

See also " Commercial policy of Canada," M.
(Mr. Boulton), debate on.

LANDS ACT AMT. See:
, " Dominion Lande Act Amt. B."

LANDS, HUDSON BAY CO. AND SCHOOL SECTIONS.
See:

"Railways, land subsidies, B."

LANDS, N.W., SETTLEMENT. See:
" Homestead Exemption Act Amt. B."

LANDS, SCHOOL, IN MANITOBA. See :
" Dominion Lands Act Amt. B."

LAw, ADMINISTRATION OF. See :

" Criminal Law, Amt. B."
" Evidence, Law of, Amt. B."
" Juvenile Offenders' B."
"Juvenile Offenders, N.B., B."
"N.W.T. Act Amt. (jury system, &c.) B."
"Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act Amt.B."

LEGIsLATIVE PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF. See
" Order and Procedure."

LIBRARY COMMITTEE.
Appointment of, m. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed

to, 116.

LIQUoR TRAFFIC. See " Temperance legislation.

LONDON,· HURON, &C., RY. Co., AMALGAMATION.
Set:

"Grand Trunk Ry. Co. amalgamation B."

LONo LAKE & PRINCE ALBERT Ry. SUBSIDY.
Reference to (Mr. Perley) in hie Inqy. respec-

ting completion of Great N. W. Central
and Man. and N.W. Rys., 248.

MCKINLEY TARIFF. See " U.S."

MACDONALD, THE LATE SIR JOHN, AND THE N.P.
Remarks in debate on Addreee in reply to

Speech from the Throne : Mr. Angers, 71.

MACHINERY, DUTY ON. See:
" Custome Duties Act Aint. B."

MAIL SERVICE, AUSTRALIA AND N.Z. See:
" Ocean steam-ship subsidies B."

MAIL SERVICE TO FRANCE.
Remarks, in seconding the Address : Mr. Des-

jardins, 10,

MAN. AND N.W. ARCmvES. See " North-west."
Manitoba & N. W. Ry. Co. Acts Consoli-

dation B. (L).-Mr. Lougheed.
1it R.*, 184.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed), 278; remarks as

to Rule 61, re 2nd R. of a B.: Mr.
Lougheed, 278; M. agreed to, 278.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com.,
with Amte., 284. Concurrence m. (Mr.
Lougheed) and agreed to, 284, 285.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Lougheed), 285; remarks:
Mr. Boulton, 285; M. agreed to, 286.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 52.)
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MANITOBA & N.W. Ry., COMPLETION.
Inqy. (Mr. Perley) if Govt. are taking steps

tu compel completion, as provided by
charter, 247 ; remarks thereon, and on
ubsidies granted, 247-9.

Reply (Mr. Bowell), Govt. has no power to
compel, &c., 249; further remarks:
Messrs. Perley, Bowell (Govt. will do all
in its power, &c.), 250.

Manitoba and South Eastern Ry. time
for construction extended; B. (44).
-Mr. Bernier.

lst R.*, 251.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bernier) and agreed to, 278.
Reported from Ry. Coin., without amt., 284.
3rd R.*, 284.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 53.)

MAN. & S. W. Ry.-Referred te in:
"C.P.R. capital," (Mr. Boulton's M.), 137.

MANITOBA, IMMIGRATION TO, INCREASED.
Remarks in Speech from the Throne, 3. In

seconding the Address in reply : Mr.
Desjardins, 10; in the debate: Mr.
Power, 82; Mr. Boulton, 56-7; Mr.
Clemow, 113.
LANDS, SCHOOL ENDOWMENT. See:

"Dominion Lands Act Amt. B."

MANITOBA SCHOOL AcT.
M. (Mr. Bernier) for copies of all corresp.,

Acta, despatches, &c., 122; reply (Mr.
Bowell), no objection te Address, 123;
M. agreed te, 123.

SCHOOLS QUESTION.
In seconding the Address in reply te Speech

from the Throne: Mr. Desjardins, 10;
in the debate : Mr. Boulton, 54-5-6 ; Mr.
Bellerose, 61-2; Mr. Bernier, 76-7; Mr.
Armand, 113.

MANUFACTORIES IN OPERATION.
M. (Mr. MeMillan) for Return of, with num-

ber of operatives and amount paid for
wages, in 1878 and in 1891, 147.

Attention called (Mesurs. Power, Angers) te
impracticability; modification te 1881
and 1891 puggested, 147.

M. so amd., and agreed te, 147.
See also 'l Manufacturing " (below.)

Manufacturers' Guarantee & Accident
Insurance Co. ; name changed;
power of carrying on guarantee
business; increase of capital; B.
(33).-Mr. McKrindeey.

lst R.*, 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,

303.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 80.)

MANUYACTURING STATISTICS. See "Address," de-
bate on the. Soe also " Census."

Alo "Commercial policy of Canada," M.
(Mr. Boulton).

Al8o " Manufactories" (above.)

MARINE HOSPITAL, &C., MANAGEMENT, B.C.
Remarks in debate on Address in reply to

Speech from Throne: Mr. McInnes
S(B.C.), 105-6-7-8-9 ; Mr. Macdonald
(B.C.), 108-9-10; Mr. Bowell, 107-8-9;
Mr. Angers, 106-7, 110.

- Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), as te intention
of improved Hospital management, water
supply, &c., 165; reply (Mr. Bowell),
measures in progress, 165; explanation
accepted as satisfactory (Mr. Macdonald),
166.

MASKINONGÉ & NIPISSING Ry., SUBSIDY. See:
"Railways, subsidies te, B."

MASTERS OF SHIPs, DISBURSEMENTS. See:
"Seamen's Act Amt. B."
"Seamen'a Act Inland Waters, Amt. B."

MEAT, CANNED, STAMPING OF. See:
" Canned Goods Act Amt. B."

MEMBES' INDEMNITY B. See:
" Sessional Indemnity B."

Merchant Shipning Act Amt.; load lines;
repeal o portion of Imperial Act
as regarde Canadian ships; B. (92).
-- Mr. Boweu.

Tst R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
In Com. of the W., on lst clause, 465; de-

bate: Mesurs. Power, Bowell, 465.
Amt. m. (Mr. Bowell) te conform to wording

of Imperial Statute, 466; remarks:
Mesrs. Kaulbach, Bowell, Power, Bowell,
Dever, 466; M. agreed to, 466.

B. reported (Mr. Macdonald) with amt., con-
curred in, 467.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Bowell) and M. agreed te, 473.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 22).

MESSENGERS, SESSIONAL, PAY OF. See:

" Contingt. Acets. Com. ; 2nd Report of."
Referred te also in debate on:
" Sessional indemnity Members B."

MICHIGAN CENTRAL RY., CONNECTIONS, POWERS,
&C. See :

"Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Ry. Co.'s B."
"Cleveland. Port Stanley & London Trans-

portation & Ry. Co.'s B."
"London & Port Stanley Ry. Co.'s B."

MIDLAND Ry. Co., AMALGAMATION. See:
"Grand Trunk Ry. Co., amalgamation B."

MILITARY COLLEGE ACT AMT. See:
" Royal Mily. College Act Amt. B."

Militia in N. W. campaign; land grants;
time further extended; B. (G).--Mr.
Bowell.

lst R. m.. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed te, 147.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed to, 183.
In Com. of the W., debate: Mesrs. Kaulbach,

Bowell, Lougheed, 198.
B. reported (Mr. McKay) from Com., without

amt.*, 198.
3rd R. *,'98.
Asseut, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 3).
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MINISTERIAL CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS.

In seconding the Address: Mr. Desjardins, 10;
in the debate; Mr. Read (Quinté), 71 ;
Mr. Power, 85, 88; Mr. Boulton, 41 ; Mr.
Howlan, 95 ; Mr. Clemow, 112 ; Mr. Bel-
lerose, 59-61 ; Mr. Armand, 114.

MINUTES, CORRECTION IN.

Attention called (Mr. Bellerose) to omission
of mention that Evidence, law of, Amt. B.
passed 3rd R. on a division, 454.

Moncton and P. E. I. Ry. and Ferry Co.;
Incor. Act revived and time for
completion extended, &c. ; B. (56).
Mr. Poirier.

lst R.*, 320.
2nd R.*, 343.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Amts., 406; concurrence m. (Mr. Poirier);
M. agreed to and 3rd R. of B., 407.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 54).

MONTFORT COLONIZATION RY. SUBSIDY.

" Railways, subsidies to, B."
See:

Montreal & Atlantic Ry. Co. Incorp. Act
Amt. ; sect.' providing for sale of
Ry. repealed, &c. ; B. (57).-Mr. Mac-
Innes (Burlington).

lst R.*, 278.
2nd R.*, 282.
Reported from Ry. Com., without amt.*, 287.
3rd R.*, 288.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 55).

MONTREAL & CHAMPLAIN RAILWAY CO., AMALGA.
MATION See:

" Grand Trunk Ry. Co. amalgamation B."

MONTREAL & SOREL RY. CO., POWERS See:

" Atlantic & L Superior Ry. Co.'s B."

MONTREAL BRIDGE CO., AGREEMENT POWERS See:
"Atlantic & L. Superior Ry. Co.'s B."

MONTREAL, CIVIL SERVICE, RETURNS.

Ms. for (Mr. Bellerose). See " Civil Service."

Montreal Harbour Commissioners ; de-
claratory as to borrowing powers ;
extent of debentures to be re-
deepned ; B. (99).-Mr. Angers.

lst R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
In Coin. of the W., ait. m. (Mr. Angers) to

add sect., that Mayor of Montreal be, ex-
officio, a member of Harbour Commission,
467; M. agreed to, 467.

Reported (Mr. Maclnnes) from Coin., with
amt.; concurred in, 467.

3rd R.*, 467.
Amt. of Commons, to add another member to

the commission; concurrence m. (Mr.
Angers), 510; M. agreed.to, 510.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 21.)

MORTGAGEs, N.W.T., INTEREST RATE.-See:

"Interest."

Nakusp & Slocan Ry. Co. Incorp. B. (70).
-Mr. Macdonald, B.C.

1st R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 56.)

Nelson & Fort Sheppard Ry. Co.; Domin-
ion Incorp.; extension to U.
boundary ; time for completion ex-
tended ; leasing powers, &c. ; B.
(89).-Mr. Reid (B.C.)

lst R.*, 424.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Reid) and M. agreed to, 437.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 57.)

NEw BRUNSWICK GOVT., POLITICS OF.

Remarks in debate in reply to Speech from
Throne. Mr. Power, 65-66; Mr. Almon,
66; Mr. Kaulbach, 66.

NEw BRUNSWICK INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR Boys.
See :

"Juvenile Offenders in N.B., Bill."

NEw BRUNSWICK, POPULATION AND INDUSTRIES OF.

In debate on Address in reply to Speech from
Throne: Mr. Boulton, 46-7-8; Mr. How-
Ian, 97-99; Mr. Dever, 99.

NEWFOUNDLAND NEGOTIATIONS AND CONDEDERA-
TION.

Speech froin the Throne, remarks in, 3.
Address in reply, in moving: Mr. Ferguson,

9; in seconding: Mr. Desjardins, 11; in
the debate: Mr. Scott, 16; Mr. Bowell,
.38; Mr. Power, 84; Mr. Boulton, 54.

NEWFOUNDLAND, RECENT FIRE IN ST. JOHN'S.

In secondiug the Address in reply to Speech
from the Throne: Mr. Desjardins, 11.

NEw ZEALAND MAIL SERVICE. See :

"Ocean Steamahip Subsidies B."

NIAGARA FALLS PARK ELECTRIC Ry. See:
" Railway Act Amt. B."

NIAGARA, FORT GEORGE, PRESERVATION OF.

M. (Mr. Lougheed) for Petitions, 394; reply
(Mr. Bowell) provision being made for
repaira, 394; M. agreed to, 394.

North American Canal Co. Incorp. B.
('79).-Mr. Clemow.

lst R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 459.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 66).

NORTH CANADIAN ATLANTIC RY., &C., CO. See.:
"Quebec & Labrador Ry., &c., Co.'s B."

NORTH SIMcoE Ry. Co., AMALGAMATION. See:
" Grand Trunk Ry. Co. amalgamation B."
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NORTH-WEST ARCHIVES, PRESERVATION OF.

M. (Mr. Bernier) that Govt. should take
measures to preserve archives of N.W.
administrations, Hudson Bay Co. &c.,
303. Remarks on the subject: Mr. Ber-
nier, 303-6 ; M. seconded (Mr. Kirchhoffer)
306 ; remarks on archives, and on old
Fort Garry gate: Mr. Almon, 307; Mr.
Poirier, 307, 309 ; Mr. Allan, 308 ; Mr.
Angers, 309.

M. agreed to, 310.

NORTH-WEST CAMPAIGN, LAND GRANTS.
" Militia in N. W. campaign, B."

See:

NORTH-WEST LAND Co. See:

"Canada N.- W. Land Co. Incorp. B."

NORTH-wEST LANDS, SETTLEMENT. See:

" Homestead Exemption Act Amt. B."

North-west Territories Act Amt.; jury
trials, Dominion law withdrawn
in favor of local legislation ; appt.
of Police Magistrates authorized;
B. (T.)-Mr. Angers.

lst R.*, 424.
2nd R.*, 424.
lu Com. of the W. ; question: Mr. Power, as

to issue of proclamation ; reply : Mr.
Lougheed, 439; remarks: Messrs. Angers,
Power, MacInnes, 439.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Angers) and agreed to, 440.

NORTH-wEST TERRITORIES, BALLOT, EXTENSION TO.
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 4.
Address in reply, in debate on: Mr. McInnes

(B.C.), 109.

NORTH-wEST TERRITORiES, C. P. R. FREIGHT'
RATES.

lu debate on Address in reply to Speech from
Throne: Mr. Boulton, 57-8; Mr. McMil-
lan, 58.

Attention called (Mr. Perley) to excessive
rates charged, 463; reply (Mr. Bowell)
that inquiries will be made, 464.

NORTH-wESTTERRIES., IMMIGRATIONTO, INCREASED.

Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 3. In
seconding the Address in reply: Mr. Des-
jardins, 10. In the debate: Mr. Power,
82; Mr. Boulton, 56-7; Mr. Clemow, 113.

NORTH-wEST TERRIES., INTEREST RATE ON LOANS.

Attention called (Mr. Perley) to excessive
rates charged ; restrictive legislation
urged, 463; remarks: Messrs. Macdonald
(B.C.), Dever, McClelan and Perley, 464.

Reply (Mr. Bowell), such legislation impracti-
cable, 464. Further remark : Mr. Allan,
465.

NORTH-wEST TERRIES., LAND LAWS, AMT. OF.
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 4.

NORTH-WEST TERR., LANDS,, HUnSON BAY AND
SCHOOL. See :

" Railways, land subuidies, B."

NORTR-wEST TERRITORIES, RY. COMPLETION.
Inqy. (Mr. Perley) if Government is taking

steps to compel completion of Great N. - W.
Central and Man. and N.-W. Rys., as
provided by charter, 247 ; remarks there-
on, 247-9.

Reply (Mr. Bowell) Governnent has no power
to compel, 249; further remarks: Messrs.
Perley, Bowell, Government will do all
possible, &c., 250.

NORTH-wEST TROUBLES, 1869-70.

Claim of Michel Gosselin, indemnity for losses.
-M. (Mr. Bernier) for corresp., 342; M.
agreed to, 342.

NORTHERN PACIFIC RY. Referred to in:
" C.P.R. Capital" (Mr. Boulton's M.), 140.

NOvA SCOTIA ARCHIvES, PRESERVATION. See:
" Archives of the Dominion," M. (Mr. Bernier.)

Nova Scotia Building Society, &c. Act
Amt. ; power to buy and sell real
estate; B. (F).-Mr. Almon.

lst R.*, 145.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Almon), 148; remarks:

Messrs. Kaulbach, Bowell, Almon, 148-
Messrs. Dickey, Power, 149-Mesars. Vi-
dal, Dickey, 150.

Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.
with amts. (respecting the limit of time
for selling lands), 244; concurrence m.
(Mr. Almon) and agreed to, 244.

3rd R.*, 244.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 86.)

NOVA SCOTIA CENTRAL Ry., SuBSIDY. See:
" Railways, subsidies to, B."

Ocean Accident Corporation Incorp. B.
(39).-Mr. Ferguon.

lst R. (m. Mr. DeBoucherville for Mr. De-
Boucherville for Mr. Ferguson) *, 283.

On Order for 2nd R. ; attention called (Mr.
Allan) to apparent identity with another
B., 310; B. allowed to stand, on request
(Mr. DeBoucherville) 310.

2nd R. in. (Mr. Ferguson) and agreed to, 342.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com*,

379.
3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 81.)

Ocean Guarantee Corporation IncorP
B. (46).-Mr. Ferguson.

lit R.*, 287.
2nd R.*, 287.
Reported (Mr. Allan) from Banking and Com-

merce Com., 303.
3rd R. m. (Mr. Desjardins) and M. agreed to,

303.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., rap. 82.)
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Ocean Steam-ship Subsidies ; £25 000
r annum to Australia and New

Zealand service authorized; B.
(129).-Mr. Bowell.

1st R.*, 496.
2nd R. m. and B. explained (Mr. Bowell) sub-

sidy to line to Australia, &c., 496; remarks:
Messrs. Allan, Bowell, Power, 497; M.
agreed to, 498.

3rd R.*, 498.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 5.)

OFFICERS, PUBLIC, CoMMISSIONS AND FEs.
" Public Officers, definition, &c., B."

See:

OGDENSBUOR & L. CHAMPLAIN RY. Co. See :
" St. Lawrence & Adirondack Ry. Co's. B."

ONTARIo & RAINY RIVER RY. Co., POwERS-See:

"Port Arthur, Duluth & Western Ry. Co.'s
B."

ONTARIO, BELMONT & OTTAwA RY. SUBSIDY.

" Railways, subsidies to, B."
See:

ONTARIo PAciFIc Ry. Co., POwERS. See:
" Atlantic & L. Superior Ry. Co's B."

OPENING OF THE SESSIoN.
Speech fron the Throne. See " Speeches."

OPERATIVES' WAGES. See " Manufactories."
Order and Procedure, Questions of:

Bill, Amt. not accepted by Commons. Commons
not concurring in an Amt. made to law of
Evidence B., the Aint. was not insisted
upon; Mr. Power observed that the Coin-
mons Amts. must be accepted or the B. is
lost, 493.

Bill, Amt. on 3rd R. On Mr. Angers's pro-
posed further Amts. to the lawof Evidence
B. on Order for 3rd R. ; Mr. Vidal held
that B. having been considered and anmd.
in Coin. of the W., and B. as amd. adopted
by the House, any M. must be to rescind
action of Coin., 443. After discussion
whether notice of Amt. is necessary, on
3rd. R., and whether re-committal of B.
toa a smali Coin. is desirable, Mr. Angers's
Amts. were put and carried, and 3rd R.
then moved, 445-446.

Bill, Amt., requiring Govt. approvad.--Mr.
Bowell objected to Mr. Power's Amt. to
Criminal Code Amt. B. (verdict notwith-
standing one dissentient juror) on , the
ground that such an amendment must be
approved by the Minister of Justice and
by Council, 472. br. Power was advised
by other Hon. Senators not to press his
Amt. at the late period of session, 472;
and he withdrew it, 473.

Bill, Constitutionality of. -See the lengthy dis-
cussion on " Senate, Speaker, termporary,
provision for," B. (in General Index to
subjects, below).

Bill, Division on, deprecated.-Mr. McInnes
(B.C.), was urged by several lion. Sena-
tors not to insist on his call for a division
on Sessional Indemnity B., 507, 509.

Bill, F'ees for. See " Parliamentary Fees"
(below).

Order and Procedure-Continued.
Bill, Notation E-F, in Order* of the Day.-

Suggestion made by Mr. Bowell, to follow
system of the Commons, 150; remarks
thereon: Mesrs. McKay, Vidal, Bowell,
150.

Bill, Principle of, discussion in Com.-The
" Evidence, Law of, Amt. B." was, at
request of Mr. Angers, passed 2nd R., on
the understanding that discussion of the
principle would be admitted in Corn. of
the W., 365.

Bull Proceeding at Evening Session.-Mr.
Poirier having had the floor at reces, on
another order (Senate, Speakership B.),
Mr. Power took exception to 2na R. of
Evidence B. having been m. at evening
session; Mr. Angers explained that this
was done by unanimous consent, 364.

Bill, Proper stage for remarks, &c.-N. S.
Building Society's B. ; Mr. Bowell, in
allowing 2nd R., pointed out objections
for consideration of Banking Com. Mr.
Almon considered it unfair to raise the
point at this stage ; it should have been
done in the Com., 149. The course of
the leader of Senate was upheld by*Mesurs.
Dickey, Power, 149; Mr. Vidal, 150.

Bill, Received through Commons, Petition for.
Discussion as to necessity for Petition in
such case, on Report of Special Com. on
revision of Rules, 482-3; postponement
of consideration of draft of Rules till next
session m. and carried, 483.

Bill, Salary clause in.--See " Estimates over.
riding statute" (below).

Bill, 2nd R. allou-ed by " courtesy."-N. S.
Building Society's B. ; Mr. Dickey hav-
ing remarked that the Bill was passing
2nd R. by courtesy of the House, 143;
Mesrs. Power and Vidal pointed out that
the B. had been printed and distributed,
149, 150 ; but Mr. Vidal held that nothiug
out of the way was said, when it was
mentioned that 2nd R. was being allowed
without any particular explanation of it,
150.

Bill, Suspension of Ride objected to.-Mr.
Power objected to 2nd R. of Sessional In-
demnity B., under suspension of Rule,
he considering it a most improper B.,
495. Mr. Bowéll then m. 2nd R. at next
session of House, 495.

Bill, Various Objections to.-The Drummoud
Co. Ry. Co.'s B. was opposed at every
stage, on points of Order against suspension
ofi ules, on not belng printed in French,
on Ry. Com. being convened within pre-
scribed time, &c. See " Drummond Co.
Ry. Co.'s B." in General Index to Subjects
(abve), for the details of these objections,
seriatim.

Books, purchase of, for Members.-Objection
taken to purchase of Blatch's Ready Refer-
ence to Statutes ; that Members should
supply themselves (Mr. Kaulbach), 480;
that such a reconmendation should not
have come from Printing Com. (Mr. Vidal
and others), 480.

Cabinet representation in Senate. See I Se-
nate " (below.)]
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Order and Procedure-Continued.
Committee, Divorce, composition of.-On the

M. for appt. of this Coin., discussion
ensued as to the personnel, the advisability
of a physician being one of the Coin., &c.,
117-121. The Coin. was then appointed
by a separate M. upon the naine of each
member, 121-122.

Committee, proper, to recommend money
grants. -Objection taken, by Mr. Vidal and
others, to the recommendation for purchase
of Blatch's Ready Reference to Statutes
having cone from the Printing Coin., 480.

Committee, Quorum for organizing.-On strik-
, ing the Standing Cons., Mr. Bowell's M.

specified 13 as a quorum of Banking &
Commerce Coin., for " purpose of organiz-
ing only," 116. Mr. Scott pointed out
that custom of the Senate is that each
Coin. should regulate its own quorum, 117.
After remarks: Messrs. Bowll, Iickey,
the M. was agreed to. A quorum of 13
for organizing was also fixed for Coms. on
Rys., &c., and on Standing Orders, &c.,*
117.

Committee Report, reconideration.-For in-
creasing Sessional Messengers' pay. Mr.
Power approved of Mr. Bowell s M., but
held that the mode of action in this mat-
ter has been objectionable, 504.

Committee, Select, appt. of.-The constitution-
ality of Select Com. proposed by M. (Mr.
Boulton) to inquire into the commercial
policy, with a view to assimilating it with
that of G. B., was questioned by Mr.
Bowell ; and much discussion took place
upon the functions of various Parlia-
liamentary Coins. appointed, especially
the Conmmons Coin. of 1876, on the con-
mercial depression. See the analysis of
this debate, under " Commercial Policy,"
in General Index to Subjects.

Committee, Time of convening. -See the several
points of Order raised on the " Drummond
County Ry. Co.'s B," as detailed under:
that B., in the General Index to Subjects.

Commonsç, Election for, Inqy.-Mr. Kaulbach
having pointed out that such an Inqy. in
Senate was unusual, Mr. McInnes held
that his inquiry, though unusual, was not
irregular, being a matter of public policy,
394.

Debate, obserrotiones in.-The Address was m.
by Mr. Ferguson, recently defeated in
Welland, which fact was commented
upon, in the debate, by Mr. Scott. Hie
remarks were taken exception to, and
discussed: Mr. Ferguson, 87-8; Mr.
Scott, 87-8 ; Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 86-J 10;
Mr. Bowell, 23; Mr. Power, 86-7 ; Mr.
Angers, 62-3, 86-7-8 ; Mr. Clemow, 110.

On M. (Mr. Boulton) for Select Coin.
on Commercial policy, Mr. McMillan
was called to order for using the
word " rubbish,"219 ; Mr. Almon for
the word " bored," 242.

Mr. Angers having styled the language
of the Senate Speakership B. " as
perfect as possible," Mr. Power took
exception to the remark, calling at-

Order and Procedure-Continued.
tention to other Bs. which, after
much amending, are still not perfect,
389.

Mr. Angers having said, upon Mr.
Power's Amt. to same B., that Mr.
Power was not endeavouring to bet-
ter, but to defeat the B., Mr. Power
observed that the Minister was out
of order in saying eo, 393.

Mr. Bowell objected to remark of Mr.
McInnes (B.C.), on the Sessional
Indemnity B., that Members had
absented themselves from Parlia-
mentary duties and been " gallivant-
ing " at Elections, 508. Mr. McInnes
explained that no personal reference
was intended, 509.

Departmental Reports, Printing. See "Print-
ing " (below).

Divorce Com., personnel of. See "Coin."
(above).

Divorce Procedure:-Evidence, revision of
printing.-Reconmmendation (Mr. Kaul-
bach) that Chairman of Coin. shall not
undertake this duty, 266.

Evidence, summary of, in debate.-Objec-
tion taken (Mr. Power) to Chairman
giving summary of the evidence, in m.
the adoption of Report of Coin., and to
such sumnary being published in the
Debates (Balfour case), 264.

Similar objection taken (Mr. Prowse, in the
Doran case), 367.

Time for consideration of Report of Coin.-
Objection taken (Mr. Almon and others)
to adoption of Report of Coin., in favour
of the B., less than 24 hours after evi-
dence is distributed, 263-4.

Estimates overriding a statute. Mr. Power, in
Coin. on the Senate Speakership B., having
m. an Amt. to preclude any addl. charge on
revenue, Mr. Masson pointed out that
Speaker could not be paid without a vote in
Estimates, and that no salary is payable
under a statute, unless a salary is mentioned,
393. Mr. Bowell observed that a vote in
Estimates would override any statute, 393.

Fees for Bs. ASee "Parliamentary Fees" (below).
French-speaking Ministerx in Senate. See

" Senate " (below).
Govt. Newspapers.-On Hawaiian Islands ques.,

Mr. Boulton having mentioned statements
in Empire and Citizen, of Govt. action upon
a previous Inqy., Mr. Bowell pointed out
that a report in a Govt. newspaper was not
a Govt. announcement, 441.

Imperial question.-On Inqy. (Mr. Boulton)
respecting action taken by Govt., as re-
gards Hawaiian Islands, &c. ; Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.) was of opinion that it would
not be proper for the House to deal with
a purely Imperial question, 326.

Inquiries, unusual. -See " Commons, Election
for " (above).

Inquiries, not debatable.-Mr. Kaulbach hoped
that Coin. on Rules would define, so as tO
forbid debates Qn Inquiries (on Mr. Boul-
ton's Inqy. respecting the Hawaiian
Islands), 326.
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Order and Procedure-Continued.
Similar objection raised (Mr. Bowell) on Mr.

Power's rising to make an explanation,
after debate on his Inqy. re Mr. Clarke
Wallace's Orange speech, 385; Messrs.
Allan and Masson held that Mr. Power
was within the practice of the Senate,
386.

On Mr. Power proceeding beyond an expla-
nation, in his remarks, Mr. Bowell again
req uested that the Con. on Rules would
defne in the future what is admissible,
387.

See also " Motion for Papers, form of"
(below.)

Legislation, impracticable.-Mr. Perley having
called attention to high interest rates
charged in the N.W., and urged upon the
Govt. the passage of a restrictive law,
Mr. Bowell pointed out that such a B.
would not be passed by Commons, 465.

Legidation, initiation in Senate. See I Senate"
(below).

Motion for a Setect Com. See " Committee"
(above.)

Motion for Papérs, form of.-Mr. Boulton m.
" that he will ask the Govt. to cause to
be laid before the House " copies of Orders
in Council re C.P.R. Co. capital stock,
127. Mr. Allan pointed out that the M.
was not in proper shape, being neither an
Inqy., nor a M. for papers, 136. Mr#
Scott suggested that it might be put in
form of an Address, 136. Mr. Bowell
pointed out that the M. on the paper was
nisleading and had sprung a question

which the House was not prepared to dis-
cuss, 143 ; also Mr. Power, 143, and Mr.
Angers, 144. Mr., Boulton, " the ques.
having been answered," requested per-
mission to withdraw the M., 144.

See also "Inquiries not debatable
(above.)

Motion, form of. - Objection taken (Mr.
Bowell) to form of M. (Mr. McCalluin)
for statement of amount paid back to
Supt. Ellis, Welland Canal, " taken by
him (Ellis) in excess of what was just,"
&c. ; the M. asks the House to affirm a
matter which is not yet established,
293. After discussion on this point the
M. was amended as suggested, the amount
" said to have been improperly retained,"
&c., 294.

Motion, Imrpracticable.-Mr. McMillan having
m. for a Return of manufactories in 1878
and 1891 ; pointed out that it was im-
practicable: Messrs. Power, Angers, 147;
M. amd., 1881 and 1891,.147.

Motion, Notices required.-See the various
objections raised, on the " Drummond
County Ry. Co's B.", as detailed in Gen-
eral Index to subjects (above), under the
heading of that B., " brumnmond County
Ry."

Motion, Preamble inadmissible.- Objection
taken (Messrs. Dickey, Power, Kaulbach)
to Mr. Boulton's M. re C.P R. branch
construction, Regina to U.S. boundary,
on the ground that the Motion was pre-

Order and Procedure-ontnued.
faced by a preamble, 221 ; Mr. Boulton
requested permission to withdraw the M.
and it was dropped accordingly, 221.

Motion, Respecting Rules, irreqular.--On
Chairman of Ry. Com. asking House for
instruction, how soon he might convene
Ry. Com. on Drummond County Ry. Co's
B., Mr. McMillan offered a M., that the
Rules permitted the Com. to meet on
morning after 2nd R., 478. Objection
taken (Mr. Masson) that such a M. re-
quires notice, 478; also that Chairman of
Coi. had no right to ask for instructions,
479.

Motion, Retention on Order Paper.-Mr. Mc-
Callum objected to M. (Mr. O'Donohoe)
for papers in Welland Canal case, being
allowed to stand further, 453; Mr.
O'Donohoe explained that he awaited
other papers asked for; and the M. was
allowed to stand, 454.

Motion, Withdrawal, Permission for.-Mr.
Boulton having requested permission to
withdraw his M. for Select Coin. on Com-
mercial policy, Mr. Almon called for the
yeas and nays, 243 ; the usual courtesy of
the House in such matters was urged by
Messrs. Dickey and Allan ; Messrs. Mc-
Callum and Almon held that, the House
having beei kept for two days discussing
an abstract question, a decisive vote.
should be taken, 243; the M. for permis-
sion to withdraw was carried, 244.

Orders of the Day.-Notation " E-F " against
Bills, according to systein of Commons,
suggested by Mr. Bowell, 150; remarks
thereon; Messrs. Bowell, McKay, Vidal,
150.

Parliamentary Fees, Disposal of.-Discussion
(on the B., 61) upon the new procedure as
to all fees .for Bs. ; on ques. of Auditor
Gen. being bound to obey Senate's orders
for refunds ; and as to Senate privileges
being dimninished by the B., 341. Further
enquiries and explanations, 365-.

Printing of Departmental Reports.-Held by
Mr. Power, that the Depts., not Parlt.,
should pay for printing and binding (on
adoption of lst Report Joint Coin. on
Printing) ; after a remark by Mr. Kaul-
bach, the Report of Coin.was adopted, 320.

Questions< of Nationality, &c., in Senate.-On
M. (Mr. Bellerose) for return of Custom.
House enployees at Montreal ; discussions
of questions of race, &c., deprecated (Mr.
Prowse), 187, and others. Mr. Tassé,
however, strongly held that the discussion
of such grievances in Parlt. was proper
and expedient, 192.

Rules, Interpretation of. -See " Motion r2-
specting Rules " (above).

Rides of the House, Retised.-On report of the
Special Com., discussion as to desirable
period for new Rules to come into force,
and on postponement of consideration, 481,
2; postponement until next session m.
(Mr. Power) and agreed to, 483.

Senate, Cabinet representation, and French-
speaking Ministers in. In seconding the
Address: Mr. Desjardins, 10.
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Order and Procedure-Conuded.
Senate, Initiation of legilation.-Inqy. (Mr.

Macdonald, B.C.), at commencenent of
session, whether Govt. intend bring ng
down Bs. to the Senate, 123; reply (Mr.
Bowell), as many as possible, 123.

Senate Pririlege8.--On " Parliamentary Fees,
disposal of," B. ; Mr. McKay held that
the new procedure curtailed the Senate
privileges as to disposal of moneys, 341;
and the question was raised, whether
Auditor General was bound to obey the
order of the Senate ; Mr. Bowell answered
question in affirmative, 341. Further en-
quiries and explanations, 365-6.

Senate, Speakerhip, temporary.--B. to make
provision for. For the lengthy discussion
on the scope and effect of this B., and the
constitutional points involved,-See " Sen-
ate, Speaker, &c.," B. (in General Index
to Subjects-below).

ORANGE SPEECH AT KINGSTON. See:
" Wallace, Mr. N. C., speech of."

ORDERS OF THE DAY.

Notation suggested (Mr. Bowell, in m. the ad-
journment) " E-F " against Bs., as in
Commons, 150; remarks: Mesrs. Mc-
Kay, Vidal, Bowel, 150.

OsRAwA Ry., sUBsIDY. See:

" Railways, subsidies to, B."

OTTAWA AND GATINEAU Ry., SUBSIDY. See:
" Railways, subsidies to, B."

OTTAWA VALLEY RY. Co., POwERS. See:
" Atlantic and L. Superior Ry. Co.'s B."

Parliamentary Fees, to be deposited to
credit of Receiver-General; re-
funds payable out of Consolicated
Revenue Fund; B. (61).-Mr. Bowell.

lt R.*, 295.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 340; remarks: Messrs.

McKay, Bowell, Scott, Miller, Power,
McDonald (N.S.), 341; M. agreed to, 341.

In Com. of the W.; Inqy. (Mr. McKay) as to
return of fees, 365; reply (Mr. Bowell),
366 ; Inqy. (Mr. Kaulbach) as to recom-
mendation of Com., 366 ; reply (Mr.
Bowell), 366.

Reported (Mr. Perley) without amt., 366.
3rd R.*, 366.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 8.)

PARRY SOUND COLONIZATION RY. SUBSIDY. See:

" Railways, subsidies to, B."

PASSAMAQUODDY BAY BOUNDARY.
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 3.

Patent Act, further Amt.; Depy. Commr.
authorized to sign; clams in
triplicate; proportions of partial
fees, &c.; B. (11O).-Mr. Angers.

lst R.*, 474.
Suspension of Rule, and 2nd R. m. (Mr.

Angers), 474; remarks: Messrs. Power,
Angers, 474. M. agreed to, 2nd R. of B.,
and referred to Com. of the W., 474 ;

Patent Act, further Amt.-Continued.
in Com. of the W., repeal of section 21;
debate: Messrs. Power, Angers, 474;
amt. suggested as to first part of 21st
section accepted by Mr. Angers, and
agreed to, 475.

On subsection 2, payment of fees, 475 ; re-
marks : Mesrs. Power, Angers, Drum-
mond, 475.

Reported (Mr. Dever) from Com. with amt.,
475; concurred in, 475.

3rd R.*, 475.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 34.)

PETERBOROUGH & CHEMONG Ry., AMALGAMATiON.
See :

"Grand Trunk Ry. Co., amalgamation B."

PETROLEUM DUTIES. Referred to on:
" Customs Duties Act Amt. B.," debate.

Petroleum Inspection Act Amt.; impor-
tation in tanks and tank cars per-
mitted ; inspection under Inland
Revenue Dept. ; fire test reduced ;
inspection fees reduced, &c.; B.
(112).-Mr. Bowell.

1st R.*, 496.
Suspension of Rules and 2nd R. m. (Mr.

Bowell), and B. explained, 496 ; M. agreed
to, 496.

3rd R.*, 496.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 36).

PLEURO-PNEUMONIA, VISIT or ENGLISH ExPERTs,
&c.

In debate on Address in reply to Speech from
Throne: Mr. Read, 74.5; Mr. McInnes
(B.C.), 75, 103-4; Mr. Bowell, 75-103-4;
Mr. Angers, 74-5; Mr. Allan, 75.

POLICE, HARBOUR & RIvER, QUEBEC, ABOLITION·
See:

"Quebec Harbour & River Police B."

PoNTIAC & PACIFIC JUNCT. Ry. Co., POwERs. See:

"Atlantic & L. Superior Ry. Co.'s B."

Port Arthur, Duluth & Western Ry. Co.;
arrangements with Ont. & Rainy
River Ry. Co., and with Duluth &
Iron Range Ry. Co., authorized;
B. (48).-Mr. Clenow.

lst R.*, 283.
2nd R.*, 287.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Amts. (to include another Minnesota Ry.
Co. in the arrangements, &c.), 320; Amts.
concurred in, 321; remarks: Mr. Clemow,
321.

3rd. R. m. (Mr. Clemow)*, 321.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 59).

PRINCE EDwARD IsLAND Ry., PRINTING FOR,
LOCALLY. See :

"Printing for Intercolonial, &c., B."
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PRINTING BUREAU, AN EXPLANATION FRbM.
On renarks (Mr. G3owan) upon delays in

printing, and omission of an exhibit, in
Heward Divorce case, 265.

Explanation presented (Mr. Bowell) from the
Queen's Printer, 277.

Printing for Intercol. Ry. & P. E. I. Ry.,
locally, authorized; B. (X).-- Mr.
Bovell.

Suspension of Rule, and
Ist R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 481.
2nd R.*, 481.
3rd R.*, 481.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 15).

PRINTING OF BILLS, IN ORIERS OF THE DAY.

Notation suggested (Mr. Bowell, in m. the
adjournment) "E-F.," as in Comnions,
150; remarks: Messrs. McKay, Vidal,
Bowell, 150.

PRINTING OF PARLT., JOINT COM. ON.

M. (Mr. Bowell) for appointment of Senate
Com., 116; agreed to*, 116.

Ist Report, adoption m. (Mr. Read), 320;
ques. : Mr. Kaulbach; explanation of
items: Mr. Read, 320. Remark: Mr.
Power, that Parlt. should not be charged
with printing of Dept. Reports; reply:
Mr. Kaulbach, 320. M. agreed to, 320.

3rd Report, adoption m. (Mr. Read), with
explanation, 320. M. agreed to, 320.

6th Report, adoption m. (Mr. Read) with
explanation, 479 ; purchase of Blatch's
Ready Reference to Statutes for Members,
objected to (Mr. Power), 479 ; remarks:
Messrs. Read, McClelan, 480. Objection
(Mr. Vidal), the recommendation should
come from some other Con., 480; sugges-
tion (Mr. Allan) from Library Coin., 480;
further remarks: Messrs. Gowan, Kaul-
bach, 480. M. agreed to, 480.

PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS OF. See:
" Order and Procedure."

PROHIBITION. See " Temperance legislation.

PROROGATION.
Remarks, on 2nd R. of Supply B. : congratu-

lations on satisfactory session, Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.), 511 ; appropriation voted
for Victoria, Mr. Power, 511 ; thanks, as
leader of the Senate, Mr. Bowell, 511;
remark thereoi: Mr. Power, 511.

Speech from the Throne. See " Speeches."

Public officers; Aefinition by Governor
in Council, as regards commis-
sions and fees; B. (103).-Mr. Bowell.

Ist R.*, 453.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), and B.

458; M. agreed to, 459.
In Com. of the W., and reported

donald) without anmt.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 459.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 14.)
40

explained,

(Mr. Mac.

QUARANTINE AND HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT, B.C.
Remarks in debate on Address in reply to

Speech from the Throne: Mr. McInnes
(B.C.), 105-6-7-8-9; Mr. Macdonald(B.C.),
108-9, 110; Mr. Bowell, 107-8-9; Mr.
Angers, 106-7, 110.

Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.) as to improved
Hospital accommodation and manage-
ment, 165; reply (Mr. Bowell), measures
in progress, 165 ; explanation accepted as
satisfactory (Mr. Macdonald), 166.

QUARANTINE STATION, B.C.
M. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.) for correspondence

respecting erection of station at Albert
Head or William's Head, 145.

M. agreed to*, 145.
Inqy. (Mr. Mclnnes), when papers will be

brought down, 251.
Reply (Mr. Angers), they will be expedited,

251.

QUARANTINE. See also:

"Cholera precautions," Mr. Ferguson's Inqy.,
and debate.

CATTLE. See " Live stock."

Quebec & Labrador Ry. & Steam-ship
Co.; N. Canadian Atlantic Co.'s
Incorp. Act revived; time for con-
struction of Ry. extended; name
of Co. change ; B. (67).-Mr. Cas-
grain.

1st R.*, 320.
2nd R.*, 343.
Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with

Amts., 425 ; concurrence n&. (Mr. Dickey),
and agreed to, 425.

3rd R.*, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 58.)

QUEBEC AND LAKE ST. JOHN Ry., SUBSIDY.
"Railways, subsidies to, B."

QUEBEC ANNEXATION MOVEMENT.

&ee:

In debate on the Address: Mr. Power, 94;
Mr. Kaulbach, 94.

QUEBEC ARCHIVES, PRESERVATION OF. See:
"Archives of the Dominion," M. (Mr. Bernier).

QUEBEC, CIVIL SERVICE, RETURNS.
Ms. for (Mr. Bellerose). See "Civil Service."

Quebec Harbour and River Police; abo-
lition of tonnage tax, on cessation
of the Force; B. (97).-Mr. Bowell.

Ist R.*, 452.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 458; ques. (Mr. Pel

letier) re abolition of Quebec river police;
reply: Mr. Bovell, 458; M. agreed to,
458.

In Coin. of the W.*, 458.
B. reported (Mr. Vidal) from Com., without

amt., 458.
3rd R.*, 458.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 20.)

QUEBEC, MONTMORENCY AND CHARLEVOIX RY.,
SUBSIDY. See:

" Railways, subsidies to, B."
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QUEEN'S PRINTER, EXPLANATION, &c. See:
" Printing Bureau."

Railway Act Aimt.; crossings subject to
approval of Ry. Com.; persons
stationed at crossings; lectric
Ry. conductors to go forward and
signal motorman to cross .trains
stopping at crossings; iagara
Falsa Park Electric Ry. exempted
from regulations; limitation of
damages, &c. ; B. (U.)-Mr. Bowell.

ist R.*, 367.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 424; remark as to

3rd clause: Mr. Power, 425; reply: Mr.
Bowell, and M. agreed to, 425.

In Com. of the W. ; on Tst clause, slight
amts. m. (Mr. Bowell), 448; ques. (Mr.
Sullivan); reply (Mr. Bowell), 448; M.
agreed to, 448.

On 2nd clause, amt. m. (Mr. Bowell) crossing
of tracks, 448; ques. (Mr. Sullivan) branch
line to Kingston; reply (Mr. Bowell),
448; M. agreed to, 448; amt. (Mr. Scott)
street railway conductors to go ahead at
crossings and signal motorman to cross,
448 ; remarks : Messrs. Smith, Scott,
448-Messrs. Smith, Dickey, Scott,Ogilvie,
Ferguson, 449-Messrs. Power, Smith,
Scott, 450; Amt. restricted to electric
railways and adopted, 450.

M. (Mr. Bowell) that clause 3 be struck out,
agreed to, 450.

On 4th clause, Nia ara Falls Electric Ry.
remarks : Mr. Bowell, 450; amt. (Mr.
Ferguson) restriction to its operation by
electricity, 450; remarks: Mr. Bowell,
450; Messrs. Ferguson, Bowell, that the
Amt. be not pressed; m. that a limitation
clause re damages be inserted, 451 ; M.
feed to, 451. On section 11, Amt. (Mr.

Innes) that paragraph c., Ry. Act, cl.
29, Statutes 1888, be repealed (length of
branch lines) remarks: Messrs. Kaulbach,
MeInnes, Bowell, 451-Messrs. McInnes,
Bowell, 452; Amt. declared lost, 452.

Reported (Mr. Dever) from Com. with amts.,
452; Amts. concurred in, 452.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Bowell) with amt. re operation
of Niagara Falls Ry. by electricity, con-
curred in, 454.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 30.)
(For Mr. McInnes's Amt. to Columbia and

Kootenay Ry. Co.'s B., referred to upon
his above amt.-See p. 430).

RAILWAYS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST of Railways affected by

legislation of this Session, either directly
or by Bills of other Railways, mention.
ing agreements, amalgamation or con-
nections to be made wIth them.

Alberta Ry. and Coal Co., B.
Atlantic and L. Su ror Ry. Co., B.
Atlantic and N. W. Ry.-in debate on

C.P.R. stock, M. (Mr. Boulton), (130).
Baie des Chaleurs Ry. Co., powers. See:

Atlantic and L. Superior Ry.Co.,B.

RAILWAYS-Continued.
Brantford, Norfolk, &c., Ry. Co., amalga-

mation. See :
Buffalo and F. Erie Bridge and

Tunnel Co., B.
Calgary Street Ry. Co. Incorp. B.
Canada Atlantic Ry. Co., powers. See:

St. Lawrence andAdirondack Ry.Co.'s
B.

Canada Southern Ry. Co., powers of. See:
Cleveland, Port Stanley and Lon-

don Transportation and Ry.
Co.'s B.

London & Port Stanley Ry. Co.'s B.
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Ry.

Co.'s B.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co., stock issue, B.

-- branch construction, Regina to
U.S. boundary, M. (Mr. Boulton).

freight rates, Inqy. (Mr.Perley),
&c.

-- Esplanade agreement. See:
G. T. R., C. P. R. and Toronto, B.

See_- connections, leasing powers, &c.,
Sée:

Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B.
B. C. Dock Co., Incorp. B.
Chilliwhack Ry. Co.'s B.-
Cleveland, Port Stanley and London

Ry. Co.'s B.
Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B.
London & P. Stanley Ry. Co.'s B.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co.'s B.
Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Ry.

Co.'s B.
- referred to also in debate on
Colunibia and Kootenay Ry.Co.'s B.
Also: Ry. Act Amt. B. (Mr. Mc-

Innes's Amt.)
Carleton Branch Ry., St. John. See:

St. John, Carleton Br. Ry.
Central Counties Ry. Co., B.
Central Ont. Ry., subsidy. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.
Central Vermont Ry. Co., powers. See:

St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry.
Co., B.

Champlain Junet. Ry. Co., powers. See:
St. Lawrence & Adirondack Ry.Co. B.

Chilliwhack Ry. Co. Incorp. B.
Cleveland, Port Stanley and London Ry.

Co., B.
- See also the:
London and P. Stanley Ry. Co. B.

Cobourg, Blairton, &c., Ry. Co. amalga-
tion. See :
G. T. R. Co. amalgamation B.

Columbia and Kootenay Ry. Co., B.
- See also the Aint. to:
Railway Act Amt. B.

Referred to also on:
C. P. R. stock, M. (Mr. Boulton).

Drummond County Ry., B.
Duluth and Iron Range Ry. Co., powers.

See :
Port Arthur, Duluth and Western

Ry. Co., B.
Electric Rys., regulations at crossings.

See
Railway Act Amt. B.
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RAILWAYS-Continued.
Galt and Guelph Ry. Co. amalgamation.

See :
G. T. R. Co. amalgation B.

Government Railways. See :
Railways, Government.

Grand Trunk, Georgian Bay, &c., Ry.
Co., B.

Grand Trunk, Georg. B., &c., Ry., amal-
gamation. See :

G. T. R. Co. amalgamation B.
.Grand Trunk, Georg. Bay, &c., Ry.,

su1bsidy. See:
Railways, subsidies to, B.

Grand Trunk Ry. Co., amalgamation of
fourteen Cos., B.

Grand Trunk Ry. Co., C. P. R. Co. and
Toronto Corporation, Esplanade
agreement, B.

Grand Trunk Ry., connections, leasing
powers, &c. See :

Cleveland, Port Stanley, &c., Ry.
Co.'s B.

Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B.
London and P. Stanley Ry. Co.'s B.
Toronto, Hamilton, &c., Ry. Co.'s B.

Great Eastern Ry. Co., powers. See :
Atlantic and L. Superior R. Co.'s

B.
subsidy. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.
Great N.W. Central Ry., Inqy.
Great Northern Ry., subsidies. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.
Intercolonial Ry., connection with. See:

Drummond County Ry. Co.'s B.
-- management. Remarks.

printing for. See :
Printing for Intercol. Ry., &c., B.

Irondale, Bancroft, &c., subsidy. See:
Railways, subsidies to, B.

Jacques Cartier Union Ry. Co., amalga-
mation. See :

G. T. R. Co. amalgamation B.
subsidy. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.
Lake Erie and Detroit River Ry. Co. B.
Lake Simcoe Junct. Ry. Co., amalgama.

tion. See :
G. T. R. Co. amalgamation B.

Land subsidies to Railways. See :
Railways, land subsidies, B.

London and Port Stanley Ry. Co. B.
See also the :

Cleveland, P. Stanley, &c., Co.'s B.
London, Huron, &c., Ry. Co., amalgama-

tion. $ee :
G. T. R. Co. amalgamation B.

Long Lake and Pr. Albert Ry. subsidy,
in debate. -

Man. and N. W. Ry. Co. Acts consoli-
dation B.

completion, Inqy.
Man. and S. E. Ry. Co., B.
Man. and S. W. Ry. • Referred to in:

C. P. R. capital, M. (Mr. Boulton).
Maskinongé and Nipissing Ry., subsidy.

See :
Railways, subsidies to, B.

RAILWAYS-ontinued.
Michigan Central Ry., connections,

powers, &c. See:
Toronto, Hamilton, &c., Ry.

Co.'s B.
Cleveland, P. Stanley, &c., Ry.

Co.'s B.
London and P. Stanley Ry.

Co.'s B.
Midland Ry. Co., amalgamation. See:

G.T.R. Co. amalgamation B.
Moncton and P.E.I. Ry., &c., Co., B.
Montford Colonization Ry. subsidy. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.
Montreal and Atlantic Ry. Co., B.
Montreal and Champlain Ry. Co. amalga-

ination. See:
G.T.R. Co. amalgamation B.

Montreal and Sorel Ry. Co., powers. See:
Atlantic and Lake Superior Ry.

Co.'s B.
Montreal Bridge Co., agreement powers.

See :
Atlantic and Lake Superior Ry.

Co.'s B.
Nakusp and Slocan Ry. Co., B.
Nelson and Fort Sheppard Ry. Co., B.
Niagara Falls Park Electric Ry. See:

Railways Act Amt. B.
N. Canadian Atlantic Ry. See:

Quebec and Labrador Ry., &c.,
Co.'s B.

N. Simcoe Ry. Co. amalgamation B. See:
G.T.R. Co. amalgamation B.

N. W. T., Railways, completion of, Inqy.
Northern Pacific Ry. Referred to in:

C. P. R. stock, M. (Mr. Boulton).
Nova Scotia Central Ry., subsidy. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.
Ogdensburg and L. Champlain Ry. Co.

See:
St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry.

Co.'s B.
Ont. and Rainy Riv. Ry. Co., powers.

See:
Port Arthur, Duluth, &c., Ry.

Co.'s B.
Ont., Belmont., &c., R., subsidy. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.
Ont. Pacific Ry. Co., powers. See:

Atlantic and L. Superior Ry.
Co.'s B.

Oshawa Ry., subsidy. See:
Railways, subsidies to, B.

Ottawa and Gatineau Ry., subsidy. See..
Railways, subsidies to, B.

Ottawa Valley Ry. Co., powers. See:
Atlantic and L. Superior Ry.

Co.'s B.
Parry Sound Coloniz. Ry., subsidy. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.
Peterborough and Chemong Ry. Co. amal-

gamation. See:
G.T.R. Co. amalgamation B.

Pontiac and Pacific Junct. Ry. Coý,
powers. See:

Atlantic and L. Superior Ry.
Co.'s B.

Port Arthur, Duluth, &c., Ry. Co.'s B.
Pr. Edw'd Isl'd Ry., printing for. See:

Printing for Intercol. Ry., &c., B.
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RAILWAYS-Continued.
Que. and Labrador Ry., &c., Co., B.
Que. and L. St. John Ry., subsidy. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.
Que., Montmorency, &c., Ry., subsidy.

See:
Railways, subsidies to, B.

Railway Act Amt. B.
Railways, Govt., management, debate.
Railways, land subsidies to, B.
Railways, revenue from, advocated. See :

Commercial Policy, M. (Mr. Boul-
ton).

Railways, subsidies to eighteen, B.
Regina Br. Ry. to boundary. See:

C.P.R., Branch, M. (Mr. Boulton).
St. John, N.B., Carleton Br. Ry., B.
St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry., B.
St. Lawrence and Ottawa Ry. Referred

to on:
C.P.R. capital, M. (Mr. Boulton).

St. Stephen and Milltown Ry., subsidy.
See :

Railways, subsidies to, B.
Sask. and Western Ry., lease, referred

to in:
Man. and N. W. Ry. Co.'s B.

South Ont. Pacif. Ry., powers. See:
Toronto, Hamilton, &c., Ry. Co.'s B.

Spokane Falls, &c., Ry., powers. See:
Nelson and Fort Sheppard Ry.

Co.'s B.
Street Railways, crossings. See:

Railway Act Amt. B.
Subsidies to Railways. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.

Subsidies (land) to Railways. See:
Railways, land subsidies, B.

Temiscouata Ry. Co., B.
Toronto, Grey, &c., Ry. Referred to on:

C.P.R. capital, M. (Mr. Boulton).
Toronto, Hamilton, &c., Ry. Co., B.
Union Pacifie Ry. Referred to on:

C.P.R. capital, M. (Mr. Boulton).
United Counties Ry. subsidy. See:

Railways, subsidies to, B.

Waterloo Junct. Ry. Co., amalgamation.
See :

G.T.R. Co. amalgamation B.
Wellington, Grey, &c., Ry. Co. amalga-

mation. See :
G.T.R. Co. amalgamation B.

Western Counties Ry. Co. See:
Yarmouth and Annapolis Ry. Co., B.

RAILWAYS, &c., STANDING COMMITTEE.

Appointment of, m. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed
to *, 117.

(For the Reports, see names of Ry., &c.)

RAILWAYS, GOVT.

Less burdensome. Remarks in Speech from
the Throne, 3. In debate on Address in
reply: Mr. Boulton, 52-3; Mr. Power,
81.

Railways, Land Subsidies; tracts not to
include H. B. Co. lands without
Co.'s consent, nor School lands
without other reserves set apart;
B. (W.)-Mr. Bowell.

Intr< duced and explained (Mr. Bowell), 462.
Ist and 2nd R., untier suspension of Rules,*

463.
In Com. of the W., on ist cl., remarks:

Messrs. Power, Scott, Bowell, 463.
R. reported (Mr. Perley) without aimt., 463.
3rd.R.*, 463.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 4.)

RAILWAYS, REVENUE FROM.
Advocated (Mr. Boulton) on his M. for Select

Com. on Commercial Policy, 234.

Railways. Subsidies to the undermen-
tioned, authorized; B. (127).-Mr.
Bowell.

BEAUHARNOIs JUNCTION RY.
CENTRAL ONTAR1O Ry.
GRAND TRUNK, GEORGIAN BAY, &c., RY.
GREAT EASTERN Ry.
GREAT NORTHERN RY. (two).
IRONDALE, BANcor & OTTAwA RY.
JACQUES CARTIER UNION RY.
MASKINONGÉ & NrIssINa Ry.
MONTFORT COLONIZATION Ry.
NOvA SCOTIA CENTRAL RY.
ONTARiO, BELMONT & OTTAwA RY.
OswAwA Ry.
OTTAWA & GATINEAU VALLEY Ry.
PARRY SOUND COLONIZATION Ry.
QUEBEC & LAKE ST. JOHN Ry.
QUEBEC, MONTMORENCY & CHARLEVOIX RY.
ST. STEPHEN & MILLTOwN Ry.
UNITED COUNTIEs Ry.
1st R.*, 494.
Suspension of rule 41 m. (Mr. Bovell) and
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 494; remarks:

Messrs. Power, Bowell, 494 ; M. agreed
to, 494.

3rd R.*, 494.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 2.)

RECIPROCITY. See " United States."

REFORMATORIES, COMMITTAL TO. See:
"Juvenile Offenders, B."
"Juvenile Offenders, N.B., B."

RE.INA BRANCH RY. TO U. S. BOUNDARY. See.
" Canadian Pacific Ry.," M. (Mr. Boulton).

REPORTS OF DEPARTMENTS, PRINTING OF.
Remarks (Mr. Power) on Ist Report of Print-

ing Com., that Parliament should not be
charged with such printing, 320.

REPRFSENTATION, COMMONs, READJUSTMENT. See :

" Commons representation readjustient B."

RETURNS ASKED FOR. See the SUBJECTS.

REVISING OFFICE.S. See "Franchise Act."

RIVERS, FLOATING TIMBER DOWN. See:
" Timber floating down, &c., B."

RIVERS, POLLUTION BY OFFAL. See " B.C."
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ROBERTSON, DAIRY COMMISSIONER, WORK OF.

In debate on Address in reply to Speech f rom
Throne : Mr. Read (Quinté), 73 ; Mr.
Angers, 73.

Royal Militar Collego Act Amt.; salaries
of staff ; subordinate military and
civilian staffs ; admission of
Cadets, new regulation for, &c.;
B. (118).-Mr. Bowell.

Ist R.*, 495.
Suspension of rule and 2nd R. m., and B. ex-

plained (Mr. Bowell), fixing of salaries of
the staff, revised regulations for selection
of candidates for Cadetships, &c., 495;
M. agreed to, 495.

3rd R.*, 495.
Assent, 512.
(5Q Virt., cap. 17.)

RULES OF SENATE, REVISION OF.

Appt. of Special Com. m. (Mr. Bowell), 287
at suggestion of Mr. McInnes (B.C.),
naines of Messrs. Scott & Macdonald (B.
C.), added, and M. agreed to, 287.

Report of Com., adoption m. (Mr. Power),
481. Remarkp as to deferring considera-
tion of draft of new Rules ; also on ques.
of Petition being required, for Bills re-
ceived through Commons : Messrs.
Power, DeBoucherville, Dickey, 481
Messrs. Scott, Bowell, Kaulbach, 482.

M. (Mr. Power) that consideration be post-
poned until next session, 482 ; further
remarks : Messes. Dickey, Power, Bpts-
ford, 483; M. agreed to, 483.

RULES UPON DIVORCE PROCEDURE.

M. (Mr. Gowan) for adoption 6th Report
Divorce Com. ; purchase of 12 copies
Gemmill's Divorce Practice, for use of
Com., 145.

M. agreed to, 145.

St. John, N.B., Carleton Branch Ry. ; sale
to City of St. John confirmed ; B.
(122).-Mr. Bovell.

Ist R.*, 473.
2nd R., and suspension of 41st Rule in. (Mr.

Bowell), 473; ques. (Mr. Dickey) as to
arrangement carried out; reply: Mr.
Bowell, 473 ; M. agreed to, 473. In Com.
of the W.*, 473.

Reported (Mr. MacInnes) without amt., 473.
3rd R.*, 474.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 6).

ST. JOHN'S, NEWFDL'D, FIRE.

In seconding the Address in reply to Speech
from the Throne, Mr. Desjardins, 11.

St. Lawrence & Adirondack Ry. ; autho-
rity to convey or lease to other
Companies; B. (17).-Mr. McMillan.

Ist R.*, 251.
2nd R. m. (Mr. McMillan) and agreed to, 278.
3rd R.*, 284.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 60).

ST. LAWRENCE & OTrAwA RY., referred to on;
" C.P.R. capital" (Mr. Boulton's M.), 137.

ST. LAWRENCE CANALS. See:

" North American Canal Co. Incorp. B."

St. Lawrence Insurance Co.; Equity In-
surance Co. charter revived; time
extended and name changed; B.
(62).-Mr. MacInnes, Burlington.

Ist R.*, 303.
2nd R. m. (Mr. MacInnes), 341 ; question as

to name of Company: Mr. Power, 341;
reply: Mr. MacInnes, 342; M. agreed to,
342.

Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,
379.

3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Viet., cap. 79).

ST. LAWRENCE RIVER POLICE, ABOLITION. See:

/"Quebec Harbour and River Police, &c., B."

ST. PETER'S AND ST. PAUL'S DAY, NOT A HOLI-
DAY. See-

"Holidays, Law, Amt. B."

ST. STEPHEN & MILLTOWN RY., SUBSIDY. See:

" Railways, subsidies to, B."

Sacred Heart, Ladies of the, new Inco .
Act; powers extended; acquis -
tion of real estate, &c.; B. (106 ).-
Mr. Robitaille.

1st R.*, 453.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Robitaille), 459; remarks:

Mr. Power, re incorporation in Nova
Scotia, 459.

M. agreed to, 459.
3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 91).

SACKVILLE, N.B., POST OFFICE BUILDING.

Inqy. (Mr. Botsford), intention of Govt. as to
construction, 3e7; reply (Mr. Bowell),
Estimates must be awaited, 388.

SALVAGE. See " Wrecks and Salvage Act Amt. B."

SANDWICH ISLANDS. Sec " Hawaiian Islands."

SASKATCHEWAN & WESTERN RY., LEASE, referred
to in:

"Man. & N. W. Ry. Co.'s B."

SAULT STE MARIE CANAL. See " Canal."

SCHOOL LANDS, N.W., RESERVED. Se:
"Railways, land subsidies, B."

SCHOOLS, SEPARATE, QUESTION, IN MANITOBA.

In secon'ding the Address in reply to Speech
froma the Throne: Mr. Desjardins, 10;
Mr. Boulton, 54-5-6 ; Mr. Bellerose, 61-
2; Mr. Bernier, 76-7; Mr. Armand, 113.

M. (Mr. Bernier) for copies of all corresp.,
Acts, despatches, &c., 122; reply (Mr.
Bowell) no objection to address, 123; M.
agreed to, 123.
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Schwaller, John F., Divorce B. (J).-Mr.
Clemow.

Ist R.*, 151.
2nd R.*, 287.
Report of Select Com. in favour of the B.,

adoption m. (Mr. Gowan), and agreed to,
339.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Clemow), and agreed to, 339.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., Cap. 99.)

SEAL FISH ERIFS. See "Behring Sea.
SEAMEN, PROSECUTION, QUESTION OF SHIP'S SEA-

WORTHINESS. See:
"Criminal Code Amt. B.", debate on.

Seamen's Act Aimt.; lien of Master for
wages and disbursements; B. (O).
-Mr. Bowell.

Ist R. *, 286.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell); remarks as to lien

upon vessel: Messrs. Bowell, Vidal,
Power, 295; Messrs. Kaulbach, Bowell,
296; M. agreed to, 296.

In Com. of the W. ; remarks: Messrs. Bowell,
Power, Kaulbach, 301.

B. reported (Mr. Howlan) without Aint., 302.
3rd R.*, 302.

Seamen's Act, Inland Waters, Amt.; lien
of Master for wages and disburse-
mente; B. (P).-Mr. Boell.

Ist R.*, 286.
2n:1 R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 296; renarks respect-

ing engagements of crews, &c. : Messrs.
Bowell, Ogilvie, Vidal, 296; M. agreed
to, 296. In Com. of the W. ; remarks
(Mr. Bowell) respecting liens on vessels,
302.

B. reported (Mr. Vidal) without Aint.*, 303.
3rd R.*, 303.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict. cap. 24.).

Senate, The.
Adjournment (7th February).

Attention called (Mr. Bowell) to requests
made for an Adjournment, 123.

Notice of M. (Mr. Bellerose) for 3 weeks'
adjournment, 123.

M. (Mr. Belerose) for adjt,, 7th to 27th
Feb., 145. Remarks: Mr. Kaulbach,
145; Mr. Vidal, 146.

Modification suggested (Mr. Bowell), adjt.
till 21st, 146; M. modified according-
ly (Mr. Bellerose) and agreed to, 146.

Bookw for Senate Use.
Blatch's Ready Reference to Statutes.-

M. (Mr. Read, Quinté) for adoption
6th Report Printing Com., 1 copy
for each Member, 479; remarks: Mr.
Power, 479; Messrs. Read, McClel-
an, Vidal, Allan, Gowan, Kaulbach,
480; M. agreed to, 480.

Gemmill's Divorce Practice.-M. (Mr.
(Gowan) for adoption 6th Report Di-
vorce Com. ; purchase of 12 copies,
145; M. agreed to, 145.

Senate, The-Continued.

Cabinet Representation in Senate.
In seconding the Address: Mr. Boulton,

41; Mr. Bellerose, 59-61 ; Mr. Des-
jardins, 10; Mr. Read, 71; Mr.
Power, 88 ; Mr. Howlan, 95; Mr.
Clemow, 112; Mr. Armand, 114.

Committees, Standing, etc., Appointment of.
Privileges ; appointment m. (Mr) Bowell)

and agreed. to*, 4.
Library, Printing ; appointment m. (Mr.

Bowell) and agreed to*, 116.
Banking and Commerce; appt. m. (Mr.

Bowell) with remarks upon quorum for
organization, 116: remarks upon proce-
dure as to quorum : Messrs. Scott, Bowell,
Dickey, 117 ; M. agreed to, 117.

Railways, &c. ; Contingt. Acets. ; Standing
Orders and Private Bs. ; appt. m. (Mr.
Bowell) and agreed to*, 117.

Divorce; appt. m. (Mr. Bowell) with remarks
as to constitution of the Com., 117. Re-
marks: Messrs. McKay, Power, Dicke
Macdonald (B.C.), 118 ; Messrs. Kaulbach
Sutherland, Mclnqes(B.C.), 119; Messrs.
Macdonald (B.C.), ¶iowan, Power, Almon
Dickey, Dever, Read (Quinté), 120; Fer-
guson, 121.
That a new Com. should be appointed, M.
(Mr. McKindsey) for appt. of Judge
Gowan, 121 ; agreed to, 121.
M. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), appointment of
Mr. McKindsey ; agreed to, 121.
M. (Mr. McClelan) appt. of Mr. McKay,
121 ; remarks, Mr. McKay, 121 ; Mr. Mc-
Clelan, 122; M. agreed to, 122.
M. (Mr. Mclnnes) of Mr. Ferguson; agreed
to, 122.
M. (Mr. Power) of Mr. Rirchhoffer; agreed
to, 122.
M. (Mr. Perley) of Mr. Lougheed; agreed
to, 122.
M. (Mr. Dever) of Dr. Mclnnes ; agreed to,
122.
M. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), of Mr. Kaul-
bach ; agreed to, 122.
M. (Mr. Power) of Mr. Read (Quinté), re-
marks : Mr. Read, and M. agreed to, 122.

Rules of the Senate; appt. m. (Mr. Bowell),
287 ; at suggestion of Mr. McInnes, niames
of Messrs. Scott aud Macdonald (B.C.),
added, and M. agreed to, 287.

(For Reports of Committees-see the Sub-
jects).

Select Committee on Commercial Policy; M.
(Mr. Boulton) for; questions of constitu-
tionality, precedents, &c.-See " Order
and Procedure," Committees.

Legislation in Senate.
Inqy. (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), intention of

Govt. te bring down Bs. te Senate, 123.
Reply (Mr. Bowell) as many as possible will

be laid before Senate, 123.

Messengers. See " Sessional " (below).

Minutes, Correction in.
Attention called (Mr. Bellerose) te omission

of mention that Evidence, law of, Amt.
B. passed 3rd R. on a division, 454.
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Senate, The-Cntinued.
Order and Procedure of Senate.-ee * Order,"

in General Index to Subjects.
Orders of the Day, forn of.

Notation suggested (Mr. Bowell in m. the
adjourument) " E. -F.," against Bs., as in
Commons, 150; remarks: Messrs. McKay,
Vidal, Bowell, 150.

Political action in the Senate. Remarks in
debate on the Address : Mr. Power, Mr.
Kaulbach, 88.

Rules, Revision of. Committee appointed.--See
"Committees " (above).

Report of Com., adoption m. (Mr.
Power), 481. Remarks as to defer-
ring consideration of draft of new
Rules; also on ques. of Petition being
required, for Bills received1 through
Commons : Messrs. Power, DeBou-
cherville, Dickey, 481 ; Messrs. Scott,
Bowell, Kaulbach, 482.

M. (Mr. Power) that consideration be
postponed until next session, 482;
further remarks: Messrs. Dickey,
Power, Botsford, 483; M. agreed to,
483.

Senators, deceased.
(Girard, Grant, Stevens, Hon. Messrs.).
Remarks, at opening of the session: Mr.
Bowell, 4; Messrs. Scott, Primrose, Ber-
nier, 5.

Senators, new, introduced.
Angers. Hon. A. R., 3.
Bernier, Hon. T. A., 3.
Bowell, Hon. Mackenzie, 3.
Desjardins, Hon. Alphonse, 3.
Ferguson, Hon. John, 3.
Kirchhoffer, Hon. J. N., 3.
Primrose, Hon. Clarence, 3.

Sessional Indemnity. See " Sessional In-
domnity B." (below).

Sessional Mes&,engers, pay of. See
" Contingt. Acets. Com., 2nd Report of."
Referred to also in debate on :
" Sessional Indemnity, Members, B."

SENATE & H. OF CoMMoNS B. See:

" Sessional Indemnity B."

Senate, Speaker's Temporary Absence;
provision for B.(N).-Mr. Angers.

lst R.*, 278.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Angers), 310; debate: Mr.

Angers, 310-Mr. Dickey, 311, 312-
Messrs. Poirier, Dickey, Scott, 313-
Messrs. Power, Dickey, Gowan, 314-
Messrs. Power, Gowan, Angers, 318-
Messrs. Botsford, Gowan, 319; Adjt. m.
(Mr. Vidal) and M. agreed to, 320.

Debate resumed: Mr. Vidal, 328-Messrs.
McInnes, Vidal, 329-Messrs. Poirier,
Vidal, 330-Messrs. Gowan, Vidal, 331,
332-Mr. Allan, 333--Mr. Miller, 335-
339; debate adjourned till to-morrow
(18th March).

Debate resumed : Messrs. Power, Read, 343-
Messrs. Gowan, Poirier, Vidal, 344-
Messrs. Poirier, Power, 345-Messrs.
McInnes, Power, 346-Messrs. Gowan,

3enate, Speaker--Continued.
Power, 348--Messrs. Vidal, Power, 349-
Messrs. Kaulbach, Power, 350-Messrs.
O'Donohoe,Kaulbach,351--Messrs. O'Don-
ohoe, Kaulbach, Gowan, 352-Mr. Scott,
353-355-Mr. Power, 355-356-Messrs.
Boulton, Scott, Poirier, 357-Messrs.
Power, Scott, Poirier, 359-Messrs.
Poirier, Scott, Allan, Power, Gowan,
360-Messrs. Boulton, Scott, Bellerose,
361-Mr. Poirier, 362.

Suggestion (Mr. Vidal)-after Recess--that
Orders of the Day be disposed of, 363.

Debate continued: Mr. Poirier, 367-370-
Messrs. Dever, Boulton, Allan, 370-Mr.
Poirier, 370-373--Mr. Boulton, 373-Mr.
Power, 374-Mr. Boulton, 374-376-
Messrs. Gowan, Angers, 376-Messrs.
Power, Angers, 377.

M. for 2nd R. carried (C. 30, N-C. 7), 378.
lu Com. of the W., Amt. m. (Mr. Bellerose)

insertion of " temporarily " after " leave "
and leaving out f rom "chair" to end of
clause, and inserting " until the Speaker
resumes the Chair during the same sit-
ting," 388; remarks: Messrs. Angers,,
Power, 389-Messrs. Dickey, Allan,
Bellerose, 390-Messrs. Kaulbach, Power,
Dickey, Allan, Angers, 391-Messrs.
Prowse, Vidal, Angers, Dickey, McKay,
392; M. agreed to, 392.

A.mt. m. (Mr. Scott) that the word " choose"
be substituted for " appoint," and M.
agreed to, 392.

Aint. m. (Mr. Angers) that " preside " be sub-
stituted for " act," and agreed to, 392.

Amt. (Mr. Bellerose) that 3rd clause be struck
out; amt. declared lost, and cl. adopted,
392.

Amst. m. (Mr. Power) that a 4th clause be
added, that no addl. charge on revenue be
imposed by passing of this Act, 392;
remarks : Messrs. Angers, Power, Masson,
392; Messrs. Masson, Bowell, Power,
Macdonald (B.C.), Bellerose, 393; Amt.
rejected, 393.

B. reported (Mr. MacInnes) from Com., with
amts., 393 ; amts. concurred'in, 393.

3rd R. ni. (Mr. Angers), 395; debate: Mr.
Dickey, 395 ; Messrs. Kaulbach, Dickey,
396; Messrs. Gowan, Allan, 397; M.
agreed to, 398, and B. 3rd R., 398.

SESSION, OPENING OF THE.

Speech from the Throne. See " Speeches."

CLOSING OF THE.

Renarks, on 2nd R. of Supply B. : congratu-
lations on satisfactory session, Mr. Mac-
donald (B.C.), 511; appropriations voted
for Victoria, Mr. Power, 511 ; thanks, as
leader of the Senate, Mr. Bowell 511;
remark: Mr. Power, 511.

Speech from the Throne. See "Speeches."

SESSIONAL INDEMNI-TY, RATE OF, &C.
Increase advocated, in debate on the Address,

by Mr. Armand, 114-5-6.
Referred to, in debate on Sessional Messengers'

pay (Contingt. Acets. Com. report), by
Mr. Bellerose, 456.
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SESSIONAL INDEMNITY-COntiLUCd.
Inqy. (Mr. Almon) as to Resolution before

Commons, that 6 days' absence be not
chargeable ; whether applicable to Senate,
460; affirmative reply (Mr. Bowell), 460.

-See the followïng B.

Sessional Indemnity ;-Six Days' Absence
not Chargeable ; B. (132).-Mr.
Bowell.

Ist R.*, 495.
Suspension of Rule m. (Mr. Bowell), 495;

objection (Mr. Power,) 495; 2nd R. (at
next sitting of House) ni. (Mr. Bowell),
495; M. agreed to, 495.

2nd R. ni. (Mr. Bowell), 506; debate: Messrs.
Allan, Power, 506; M. agreed to, 507.

3rd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 507 ; Division called
for (Mr. Mcinnes, B. C.), 507 ; remarks as
to Meibers' indemnity and Messengers'
pay : Messrs. Scott, McInnes, Allan, 507 ;
Messrs. Bowell, McInnes, 508 ; Messrs.
McInnes, Bellerose, Smith, Power, 509;
M. for 3rd R. agreed to, 509.

Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 11.)

SESSIONAL MESSENGERS, PAY OF. See:
" Contingt. Acets. Com., 2nd Report of."
Referred to also in debate on :

'Sessional Indemnity, Members, B."
SHEEP. See " Live stock."
SHIPPING ENTRIES, VICToRIA, B.C.

In debate on Address in reply to Speech from
Throne : Mr. Power, 92; Mr. McInnes,
105.

SHIPPING, STATISTICS OF.
In debate on Address in reply to Speech from

Throne: Mr. Angers, 67-8; Mr. Power,
92, 97 ; Mr. Howlan, 97-8 ; Mr. Mclnnes
(B.C.), 105; Mr. Kaulbach, 92-3.

See also " Commercial Policy of Canada," M.
(Mr. Boulton) and debate thereon.

SHipS, LIENS UPON. See :
"Seamen's Act Amt. B."
"Seamen's Act, Inland Waters, Amt. B."

SHiPs, LOAD-LINES. See :
" Merchant Shipping Act Amt. B."

SHIPS, PROSECUTIONS, QUESTION OF SEAWORTHI-
INESS. See :

"Criminal Code Amt. B.', debate on.

SHIPS (STEAM), INSPECTION OF. See :
" Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B."

SHiPs, TONNAGE TAX IN QUEBEC. See:
" Quebec Harbour and River Police B."

SHIPS, WRECKS, &C., OF. See :
" Wrecks and Salvage Act Amt. B."

SMALL-POX, INTRODUCTION INTO B.C., 1892.
M. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), for all correspond-

ence and reports, 146.
Inqy. (Mr. Mclnnes), when papers will be

brought down, 251.
Reply (Mr. Angers), they will be expedited,

250.
See also l Cholera precautions," Inqy. (Mr.

Ferguson), debate upon.

SMUGGLING, AND CUSTOMS PROCEDURE.

In debate on Address in reply to Speech from
Throne: Mr. Boulton, 54.

SOLICITOR-GENERAL, APPOINTMENT OF:
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 4.

SONGHEES INDIAN RESERVE, B.C.

Attention called (Mr. Macdonald, B.C.), to
unsatisfactory position of, and inqy. as to
agreement between Dominion and B.C.
Govts. for removal to more suitable local-
ity, &c., 194.

Reply (Mr. Bowell), negotiations in progress,
&c., 195 ; further remarks: Messrs. Mac-
donald, McInnes (B.C.), and Bowell, 196.

SOUTH ONT. PACIFIC RY., CONTROLLING POWER.
See :

"Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Ry. Co.'s B."

SPEAKER'S TEMPORARY ABSENCE, PROvISION FOR.
See :

"Senate, Speaker's temporary absence, &c., B."

Speeches from the Throne.
OPENING OF THE SESSION. Congratulations on

continued progress of past year; volume
of trade this year exceeds that of any
previous year in Canada. Revenues have
been adequate ; Govt. Railways less
burdensome than for long time past. N.
W. immigration increased. Measures
taken to carry into effect agreements with
the U. S. re Alaska boundary, Passama-
quoddy Bay boundary, and preservation
of fish life. Wrecking, reciprocity in ;
satisfactory conclusion still hoped for.
Newfoundland, conference held with dele-
gates from; 3. Trade and Commerce
Dept. and Solicitor-General ; atatutes pro-
viding for, brought into force. U. S.
tolls on Sault Ste. Marie Canal ; progress
of Canadian canals hastened. Measures
contemplated : Franchise Act Amt., Civil
Service and Superannùation Acts Amt.;
law of evidence ; N. W. T. ballot law, and
N. W. T. land laws, 4.

For the Address in reply. See " Address."

PRORoGATION. Energy and promptitude of the
session commended ; Behring Sea tribunal,
assembly of ; France, treaty of commerce
with, negotiated, but not ready for ratifi-
cation; cholera precautions, provision
made for; World's Fair, representation
at; the statutes passed, &c.; 513. Lord
Stanley's farewell to Canada, 513-14.

SPOKANE FALLS, &C., RY. CO., POWERS. See:
" Nelson and Fort Sheppard Ry. Co.'s B."

STANDING ORDERS AND PRIVATE BILLS COMMITTEE*

Appointment of, m. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed
to*, 117.

20th Report, recommending that 57th Rule be
dispensed with, so far as it relates to
" Drummond County Ry.' B." See that
B., page 461.
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STANLEY OF PRESTON, LoRD AND LADY.
Compliments to, on leaving Canada. In mov-

ing the Address in reply to Speech from
Throne : Mr. Ferguson, 6 ; in the debate:
Mr. Scott, 11, 12; Mr. Angers, 62.

Farewell remarks, in speech from the Throne
at prorogation, 513.

STATUTES, READY REFERENCE TO (BLATcn'S).

Purchase of, 1 copy for each Member ; 6th
Report of Printing Com., recommending ;
adoption m. (Mr. Read), 479; objections
and remarks: Messrs. Read, McClelan,
Vidal, Allan, Gowan, Kaulbach, 480; M.
agreed to, 480.

Steam-boat Inspection Act Amt. Engin-
eers on passenger and freight boats
without certificates payment of
all fines to Receiver-General, in-
stead of moiety to informer, &c.;
B. (6).-- Mr. Bowell.

lst R.*, 453.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 457; M. agreed to,

458.
In Com. of the W. ; remark: Mr. Power, 458.
Reported (Mr. MacInnes) from Com., without

amt., 458.
3rd R. of B.*, and passed under suspension of

rules, 458.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 25.)

STEAM-SHIP SUBSIDIES. See:

"Ocean Steam-ship subsidies B."

STREAMS, FLOATINo TIMBER DOWN. See:

" Timber, floating down streanis, &c., B."

STREET RAILwAYS, REQULATIONS AT CROSSINGS.
See:

"Railways Act Amt. B."

SUBSIDIES, OCEAN STEAMSHIP. Se:
"Ocean steamehip subsidies B."

RAILWAYS. See:
"Railways, subsidies, B."

RAILwAYS (LAND). See:

"Railways, land subsidies, B."

SUGAR BOUNTIES. See "Commercial policy of
Canada," M. (Mr. Boulton) for Seiect
Com.

SUPERANNUATION ACT AMT. See:
" Civil Service Act Amt. B."

Supply Bill (185).-Mr. Boweu.

lst R.*, 510.
Suspension of Rule, and
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell); remarks on close of

the sessien, appropriations for Victoria,
and general remarks : Messrs. Macdonald,
Power, Bowell, 511. M. agreed to, 511.

3rd R.*, 511.
Assent, 513.
(56 Vice., cap. 1.)

Supreme & Exchequer Courts Act Amt.
B. (24).-Mr. AngCr8.

1st R.*, 394.
2id R. m. (Mr. Pelletier) and M. agreed to,

406.
3rd R.*, 437.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 29.)

TARiFF MATTERS. See "Customs."

TAXATION, 'RATES OF, COMPARED.
See " Customs duties, tariff rates, &c."
Also " Commercial policy of Canada," M. (Mr.

Boulton).

Temiscouata Ry. Co. ; extension from
Edmundston to St. Leonards;
bridge over St. John River; issue
of bonds, &c. ; B. (80).-Mr. Peletier.

1st R.*, 440.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Pelletier) and M. agreed to,

452.
3rd R.*, 453.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 61.)

TEMPERANCE LEGISLATION (PROHIBITION).

M. (Mr. Vidal) for copies of the Commission
issued, instructions given and documents
f urnished, 151. Remarks on the R. Com-
mission's functions, objects and results,
and on Temperance question generally :
Mr. Vidal, 151 ; Mr. Gowan, 155; Messrs.
Vidal, Power, 156; Messrs. Scott, Power,

.157 ; Messrs. Vidal, Power, McClelan,
Scott, Kaulbach, 158; Mr. Scott, 159 ;
Mr. Allan, 160 ; Mr. Lougheed, 161 ;
Messrs. Vidal, Lougheed, Sanford, 162;
Messrs. Vidal, Sanford, Bowell, 163;
Messrs. Angers, Vidal, Bowell, 165.

M. agreed to, 165.

THANKSOIVING DAY, SUNDAY OBSERVANCE. Sei
"Holidays, law, Amt. B."

Thornbury Harbour and Works; joint
use of by Corporations of Colling-
wood and Thornbury: agreement
confrmed; B. (26).-W. MoKindey.

lst R.*, 367.
2nd R. m. (Mr. McKindsey), and agreed to,

398.
3rd R.*, 425.
Assent, 512..
(56 Vict., cap. 67).

Timber floating down streama; Joint
Stock 06. Act for, and rates of
toli 'specifications, &c.; . (S).-Mr.

lst R. m. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed to, 321.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 343; question (Mr.

Power) as to rates, 343; reply (Mr.
Bowell), 343. M. agreed to, 343.

In Com. of the W., and reported (Mr. Vidal)
with Amts.*, 398. Amta. concurred in*,
398.

3rd R.*, 398.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 26).

TONNAGE. See " Shipping."
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ToRONTo, ESPLANADE AGREEMENT. Sée:
" G. T. R., C. P. R. and Toronto City, &c., B."

TORONTO GLOBE. See " Globe."

TORONTO, GREY & BRUCE Ry. Referred to on
" C. P. R. capital," (Mr. Boulton'a M.),
137.

Toronto, Hamilton & »uffalo Ry. Co.;
Brantford & Hamilton By-laws
confirmed; time for construction
extended; extension of line to
Lake Erie, &c. ; B. (83).-Mr. Lougheed.

lst R.*, 459.
2nd R.*, 459.
3rd R.*, 461.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 62).

TRADE AND COMMERCE DEPT., ORGANIZATION OF.
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 4.
Address in reply, remarks in debate : Mr.

Power, 85; Mr. Clemow, 112.

TRADE OF CANADA. See " Exporta and Importa."
Also "Commercial policy of Canada," M.

(Mr. Boulton).

TRADE RELATIONS wITH OTHER COUNTRIES. See
" U. S.", &c.

TREATIEs, FOREION. See "U. S.", &c.

TWINE, BINDER, DUTY ON. See:
" Customs duties Act Amt. B."
Referred to also in debates on:
" Address in reply to Speech from Throne."
" Commercial policy" (Mr. Boulton's M.)

UNION PACIFIO RY. Referred to on-
" C. P. R. capital " (Mr. Boulton's M.), 140.

UNITED COUNTIM RY. SUBSIDY. See:
" Railways, subsidies to, B."

UNITED KINGDoM. See "Great Britain."

UNITED STATES.
Alaska Boundary arrrangement.-Remarks in

Speech from the Throne, 3. Address in
reply, remarks in : Mr. Scott, 15, 16;
Mr. Macdonald (B.C.), 15.

.Annexation movement,--Remarks in seconding
the Addresa: Mr. Desjardins, 11; in the
debate: Mr. Bowell, 23, 94; Mr. Power,
93-4-5, 101 ; Mr. Howlan, 99, 100, 101;
Mr. Angers, 70, 94; Mr. Kaulbach, 94;
Mr. Clemow, 113.

Behring Sea, Arbitration Tribunal.-Assembly
of; remarks in Speech from the Throne,
at prorogation, 513.

Canal Tolls and Canal Construction.
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 4.
Address in reply, in moving : Mr. Ferguson,

9; in the debate : Mr. Scott, 16-7-8-9,
40; Mr. Power, 86; Mr. Angers, 66-7,
86; Mr. Clemow, 111.

Census and other comparisons with Canada.
lu moving the Address: Mr. Ferguson, 8-9;

in seconding: Mr. Desjardins, I1 ; in the
debate: Mr. Scott, 13, 14, 26.7-8; Mr.
Masson, 13, 14*; Mr. Macdonald
(B.C.), 14; Mr. MacInnes (B.C.), 102;

UNITED STATES-Coninued.
Mr. Almon, 14; Mr. Bowell, 26-7, 29 to
34; Mr. Power, 89, 90; Mr. Howlan,
98; Mr. MacInes (Burlington), 89.

See also " Commercial Policy of Canada," M.
(Mr. Boulton).

Commercial Union.-In debate on [the Address:
Mr. Read (Quinté), 72; Mr. Power,
93-4-5; Mr. Bowell, 94.

Exod us, the.
In debate on Address in reply to Speech from

Throne: Mr. Scott, 12, 13, 14, 26-7; Mr.
Read, 13; Mr. McInnes (B.C.), 102; Mr.
Bowell, 26-7; Mr. Power, 82-3; Mr.
Angers, 63, 65, 83.

Exports and Imports.-See " Census and other
comparisons " (above).

Fish Life, preservation of.
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 3.

Hawaiian Islands, Annexation of.
Ingy. (Mr. Boulton) in event of, whether

Govt. have taken steps to acquire port of
call, &c., and on other matters connected
with annexation, 321, 322 ; remarks : Mr.
Power, 322; Mesrs. Kaulbach, Mac.
donald (B.C.), 326; Messrs. Boulton,
Macdonald, 327.

Reply (Mr. Bowell), no direct Govt. negotia-
tions, but correspondence re landing for
cattle, &c., 327; remarks on U.S. admis-
sion of sugar free, &c., 328.

Further Ingy. (Mr. Boulton) quoting Empire
and Citizen reporta of above debate,
whether Govt. intend making representa-
tion to Imperial authorities, 441.

Reply (Mr. Bowell), copies of debate sent to
High Commissioner, also to Imperial
authorities, &c., 441-2.

Land Values, Comparison of.
In debate on Address in reply to Speech from

Throne: Mr. Read (Quinté), 76; Mr.
McInnes (B.C.), 76; Mr. Bowell, 76.

McKinley Tarif In debate on the Addres:
Mr. Read, 73; Mr. Howlan, 96-7; Mr.
Angers, 70-1.

Passamaquoddy Bay Boundary.
Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 3.

Reciprocity, Unrestricted. In debate on the Ad-
dres: Mr. Read, 72.

Taxation'Compared with Canada.
In debate on Address in reply to Speech from

Throne: Mr. Howlan, 98.
See also " Commercial Policy of Canada," M.

(Mr. Boulton.)

Trade Statistics and Comparisons. See " Com-
mercial Policy of Canada," M. (Mr.
Boulton.)

Wrecking and Towing, Reciprocty in.
Speech from the Thi'one, remarks in, 3.
Address in reply, remarks in debate:

Scott, 20; Mr. Bowell, 39.
Mr.

VANoOUVER, DOCK AT. See:-
" British Columbia Dock Ce. Incorp. B."
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VANCoUvER, NEw ELECTroN FoR.

Inqy. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), whether writ has
been issued, for election in late Mr. Gor-
don's vacancy, 300.

Reply (Mr. Bowell), not aware, will ascertain,
301.

Further inqy. (Mr. McInnes, B.C.), 394; re.
marks: Messrs. Kaulbach, McInnes,
394-5.

Reply (Mr. Bowell), writ not yet issued, &c.,
395.

VERDICT, ONE JUROR DISSENTING. See:
" Criminal Code Amt. B.", Amt. offered.

VESSELS, LIENS UPON. See:
" Seamen's Act Amt. B."
" Seamen's Act, Inland Waters, Amt. B."

VESSELS, PROSECUTIONS, QUESTION OF SEAWORTHI-
NEsS. See :

"Criminal Code Amt. Bill," debate on.

VESSEILS (STEAM) INSPECTION OF. See:
"Steamboat Inspection Act At. B."

VESSELS, TONNAGEOF, GENERALLY. See "Shipping."

VESSELS, TONNAGE TAX IN QUEBEC. See:
" Quebec Harbour & River Police B."

VESSELS, WRECKS, &C. See:
" Wrecks & Salvage Act Amt. B."

VICTORIA, B.C., HOSPITAL, QUARANTINE, &C. See

" British Columbia."

Voters' Lista, Revision Of, postponed;
B. (123).-Mr. Bowell.

lst R.*, 480.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell), 488; ques. (Mr.

McInnes) revision of lists before Elections;
reply: Mr. Bowell, 488; M. agreed to,
488.

In Com. of the W., remarks: Mr. Power,
489; Mesurs. Kaulbach, Bowell, Power,
489.

Repórted (Mr. MacInnes) from Com., without
amt., 490.

3rd R.*, 490.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 10).

WAGES RATES. See " Business under Con. and
Lib. Govts."

Also "Census comparisons with U.S."
A18o "Manufactories," M. for Return (Mr.

MeMillan).
Also " Manufacturing Statistica."
And "Commercial Policy," M. for Select

Com. (Mr. Boulton), and the debate
thereon.

WALLACE, MR. N. C., ORANGE SPEECH AT KING-
STON.

(Home Rule measure for Ireland). Inqy.
(Mr. Power), whether Mr. Wallace disa-
vows language attributed to him; if not,
what action Government proposes to take,
379. Remarks: Mr. Power, 379; Mesurs.
Power, Almon, Dobson, 380; Mesurs.
Power, Flint, Casgrain, Clemow, 381 ;
Mr. Almon, 383. Reply to Iny. (Mr.
Bowell,) 383; further remarks: Mesura.
Bowell, Power, Clemow, 384; Mesurs.
Clemow, Power, Bowell, 385.

WALLACE, MR. N. C.-Cotinued.
On Mr. Power rising to speak further in ex-

planation, 385; ques. (Mr. Bowell) whether
Inquiries are debatable under Senate
Rules, 385; remarks on Senate procedure,
Mesurs. Allan, Masson, Bowell, Power,
386.

Further remarks: Mr. Power on allusions to
Mr. Blake, 386 ; on the dismissal of Mr.
Cosgrove, 387.

Reply: Mr. Bowell, re Mr. Coogrove, and re
allusions to Mr. Blake in debate, 387.

(See also " Cosgrove," for a separate M. upon
that case).

WATERLOO JUNCTION RY. Co., AMALGAMATION.
se:

"Grand Trunk Ry. Co. amalgamation B."

WELLAND CANAL INVESTIGATION.

Inqy. (Mr. McCallum), what action taken by
Govt. upon evidence respecting Supt.
Ellis, 253.

Reply (Mr. Bowell), 253-4. Further remarks:
Mr. McCallum, 254-7; Mr. Kaulbach,
Mr. McCallum, 257 ; respecting free entry,
of boots allowed, Mr. McCallum, Mr.
Bowell, 257 ; Mesurs. McCallum, Smith,
Bowell, 258. Fufther on canal manage-
ment: Mesurs. Kaulbach, McCallum,
O'Donohoe, 259 ; Messrs. McCallum,
O'Donohoe, Flint, Almon, 260; Mesrs.
Ferguson, McCallum, 261 ; Messrs. Mc-
Callum, Ferguson, 262. Further re free
entry of boots: Mesers. Bowell, Mc-
Callum, 262.

Notice of M. (Mr. O'Donohoe) for all papers,
evidence, &c., also an account of expenses
of investigation, including debates in
Parlt., 288; remarks: Mesurs. McCallum,
O'Donohoe, 288.

M. (Mr. McCallum) for statement of amount
paid back to Supt. Ellis, taken by himAn
excesu of what was just, &c., 288. Re-
marks : Mr. McCallum, 288-291 ; Messrs.
Smith, McCallum, 291.

M. accepted (Mr. Bowell), but change of form
requested, that it may not commit the
Senate to allegations of the mover, 293.
Remarks: Mesurs. McCallum, Kaulbach,
Bowell, 294.

M. amnd. (Mr. McCallum) as suggested, and
agreed to, 294.

On Order for above M. of Mr. O'Donohoe, he
requested that it may stand, 453; objec.
tion: Mr. McCallum, 453; remarks:
Mesurs. O'Donohoe, Bowell, 454; M.
allowed to stand, 454.

WELLAND ELECTION, THE RECENT.

In debate on the Address: Mr. Scott, 12,
87-8; Mr. Bowell, 23, 25-6; Mr. Mc-
Innes (B.C.), 86, 110; Mr. Power, 26,
86.7 ; Mr. Angers, 62-3, 83, 86-7-8 ; Mr.
Clemow, 110; Mr. Ferguson, 87-8.

WVELLINGTON, GREY, &c., RY. Co., AMALGAMATION.

See :
"Grand Trunk Ry. Co. amalgamation B."

WESTM COUNTIES RY. CO. See:
" Yarmouth & Annapolis Ry. Co.'s B."
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Winnipeg City, utilization of Assiniboine
river water power, Act, Anmt.; con-
struction of look dispensed with;
time for completion extended; B.
(77).-Mr. Lougheed.

Ist R.*, 367.
2nd R.-, 406.
3rd R.*, 425.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 72.)

WINNIPEo, FORT GARRY GATE, PRESERVATION.
On M. (Mr. Bernier) in favour of preservation

of Dominion archives; remarks: Mr.
Almon, 307; Mr. Allan, 309; Mr.
Angers, 310.

WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE, LAw OF. Sée:
" Evidence, law of, Amt. B."

Woodmen of the World, Canadian Order
of, Incorp. B. (34).-Mr. Vidal.

lst R.*, 303.
2nd R.*, 341.
Reported from Banking and Commerce Com.*,

379.
3rd R.*, 379.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 92.)

World's Columbian Exposition ; two
Commissioners, appointment of;
B. (124.)-Mr. Angers.

lst R.*, 494.
2nd R. under suspension of the Rule, and re.

ferred to Com. of the W., 494.
In Com. of the W., B. explained (Mr. Bowell),

494.
Reported from Com., without amt., 494.
3rd R.*, 495.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 7).

WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

Remarks on the above B., in Speech from the
Throne, at prorogation, 513.

WRECKERS, U.S., IN CANADIAN WATERS.

Speech from the Throne, remarks in, 3.
Address in reply, remarks in'debate : Mr.

Scott, 20; Mr. Bowell, 39.

Wrecks & Salv e Act Amt. ; report of
inquiry to Mnister ; Minister may
order a court to investigate ; B. (3).
-Mr. Bowell.

lst R.*, 295.
2nd R. m. (Mr. Bowell) and agreed to, 339.
In Com. of the W., explanation of the B.

(Mr. Bowell) ; substitution of the word
" Minister " for "Governor in Council,"
365.

Reorted (Mr. Vidal), without amt., 365.
3 rd .* 365.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 23.)

Yarmouth & Annapolis Ry. Co.; name
changed; debenture issues, &c.; B.
(38).-Mr. Power.

lst R.*, 220.

2nd R. m. (Mr. Power), 245: remarks: Messrs.
Kaulbach and Power (re issue of preferen-
tial stock), 245; M. for 2nd R. agreed to,
246.

Reported (Mr. Dickey) from Ry. Com., with
amt. (restriction of powers), 288 ; concur-
rence m. (Mr. Power) and agreed to, 288.

3rd R.*, 288.
Assent, 512.
(56 Vict., cap. 63.)
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